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CLASS PISCES.—FISHES.

GEXERAL INTRODUCTION.—THE

CHAPTER I.

>rATOMY AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF FISHES.

Immense Variety of Forms—Characteiistics of the Class—Industrial Importance to Man—Fecundity— Colour—Mental
Endowments—Their General Structure—The Lowest Type of Fish—Structural Features in Sharks and Kays -The
Skull—Peculiarities in the Lepidosiren—Skull of Codfish—The Sense Capsules—Teeth and Jaws -The Branchial
Arches—The Muscles of Fishes—The SMn and Mucous System—To what Causes the Colour of Fishes is Due-Tlie
Scales of Fishes—Agassiz's Classiacation based on Scales—The Nervous System—The Spinal Cord—The Brain—Organs
of Smell, Sight, and Hearing—The Electric Organs—The Teeth of Fishes—The Alimentary Canal—The Liver—The
Air-bladder—The Blood—The Heart—The Gills—Fins and their Fimctions—Classification of the Fishes.

FISHES are the only primary division of the Vertebrata which live in water, aiid have no repre-

sentatives passing tlieir lives upon land or in the air. This condition of existence is probably

the cause of the close correspondence in bodily form in the majority of fishes, which progress through

the water chiefly by movements of the tail, and use the fins as organs with which to steer a jiath.

Clear as is the idea which rises in the mind at the mention of a fish, the multitudes of forms

which fishes exhibit are greater, perhaps, than those to be found in any of the preceding great

52i!
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groups of animals wliicli liave alreadj' been describetl. The slender iorm of the Lamprey or Eel

contrasts with the expanded body of the Turbot or Plaice ; the short deei) form of the Sun-6sh is

unlike the broad, flattened, and long-tailed Skate ; the Sea Horses, when attached by their prehensile

tails, at first sight present none of the familiar characteristics of fishes ; the Flying-fish, wliicli have

the fins so expanded as to serve some of the purposes of wings, present a remarkable contrast to

the spheroidal spiny body of the Globe-fish ; while the Hammer-headed Shark exhibits a form of

body in some respects more singular still. When we turn to details of proportion and structure,

and contrast the shapes of the head or of the tail, the variety among fishes is altogether exuberant,

lu the covering of the body there is not so much scope for variation, for although some are con-

tained in a box of bony plates^ or mailed with armour far heavier in proportion than that of the

knights of old, and some fishes have, on the other hand, scales so delicate that they are detected

with difiiculty, yet by far the larger number of living fishes are clothed with soft scales, which impai-t

to them much of their beauty, and difier in little more than size and details of ornament in the

multitudinous genera. But beyond the claims ujjon our attention which the external forms of

fishes certainly make, an interest of a far higher kind is always aroused by their wonderful habits.

Here we find the herbivorous and carnivorous types of the land reproduced. Many fishes—like

the Sword-fish, for instance—seem specially moulded into shape for purposes of slaughter ; many
fishes, like most of those with transversely-expanded bodies, pass their lives more or less quietly on

the bottom of the sea, and simulate the sand they re.st upon ; other groups, like Eels, dive into

the sand as though it were their natural home ; others, again, like the Gurnards, crawl with their

appendages at the sides of the head, almost like some of the Crabs, when they are not freely

swimming. Some fishes, like the Sturgeon, find their home indifferently in fresh or salt water

;

several, like the Salmon, require to descend annually from the river to the sea. Multitudes of

fishes travel in fellowship year by year over a large portion of the ocean, a few fresh-water fishes

journey over land, and one or two are sometimes found roosting like birds in the branches of trees.

The industries which fishes have contributed to develop have given this group of animals an

importance scarcely second to mammals and birds. No small proportion of the food of mankind

is obtained by the fleets of fishing-boats around the coasts, and by the humbler nets, and snares,

and lines with which fishes are captured in rivers and lakes. The use of fish for manure is of

ancient date ; the capture of fishes for the manufacture of medicinal and other oils, gelatine,

and isinglass is carried on on a large scale ; the skins of Sharks Iiave always been valued for the

decoration of some kinds of military weapons no less than by the cabinet-maker for their ra.sping

properties. Much of the artificial jewellery, which resembles pearls so closely as almost to equal

the natural production of the sea-shell Avicula viargarili/era, owes its beautj' to a preparation

from the scales of the Bleak and other fishes.

The fecundity of fishes far surpasses that of any other group of vertebrated animals. The eggs

laid by a single fish sometimes may be counted by millions. They are almost always small—as

may be seen in the ordinary hard roe of the fishes which are eaten—and are frequently minute.

They pass through no metamorphosis, as do the young in their development among the higher group

named Amphibia ; but occasionally fishes are viviparous, and then the yoinig are i-etained within

the body of the parent until they have reached a rejatively large size. Fishes furnish us with the

smallest examples of the Vertebrates which are known, and also with some of the biggest forms,

though they never make any approach to the giant length of the larger Whales. By far the greater

n\imber of fishes are of relatively small size.

As with mammals and birds, the great majority of fishes are characterised by comparatively

dull colours, which probably serve to conceal them from enemies, and have been develo])ed as a means

of enabling them to mimic the aspects of the regions of sea and river wjiich they frequent. Bxit

all are not so simply decorated. The brilliant colours of the gold and silver and violet Carp are

well known. Many fishes are striped and spotted, or burnished with colours which almost lival

those of gaudy birds, and it would be difficult to name a tint which coidd not be niatched among
some representatives of the fish class. Too little, ho-.vever, is known of the habits and ways of life

of these highly-coloured fishes to enable us to judge how far they are an advantage to the species

which are thus characterised.
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In the matter of mental endowment fishes are probalil}- but little, if at all, inferior to the majority

of the so-called higher animals. The angler knows well their caution, discrimination, cunning,

and boldness, and how often his own powers and patience are exerted in vain in entrapping a tish who

has grown wise as well as old in observation of the phenomena of the liver in which he lives.

Fishes would appear to be capable of aifection, since Shai-ks, at least, frequently swim in pairs.

Some genera are capable of being trained, and a few are known to be gifted with vocal organs

which, to judge from the analogy of higher animals, may fairly be regarded as a means for the

inter-communication or expression of emotions and experiences. Removed as fishes are from the

conditions of daily observation by living in water, fewer observations have necessarily been made

upon their intellectual characteristics than is the case with animals which can be more easily

studied.

In their genei-al structure or anatomy fishes are usually well distinguished from other animals.

'I'heir most distinctive structures are, perhaps, the possession of gills and an air-bladder. But they

are no less well defined by the

j)cculiar forms assumed by the

limbs which we call fins, and by

the sinijilicity of the plan upon

which the immense muscles,

which form the larger part of

the fish's body, are arranged.

The variety in structui'e, how-

ever, presented by fishes is so

great that the lowest type

—

represented by the Lancelet

—

seems almost to pass beyond

the limits of the tish gi'oup,

standing alone in its simplicity

and in many details of structure

in which a parallel can be traced

with yet lower animals. Other fishes also diverge so far from the typical forms as to

lungs, as may be seen in the Ceratodus of the Australian rivers, and in the Mud-fish, called

Lepidosiren. It may be useful briefly to mention the chief characteristics of the sevei-al groups of

organs of this class of animals.

In the lowest type of fish, of which the Lancelet (Amphioxus lanceolatus) is the only repre-

sentative, the cranium is merely a foi-ward continuation of the rod which represents the vertebral

column. This rod is named the notochord, or chorda dorsalis, and consists of a fibro-gelatinous

substance, which is not covered with cartilage or with bony matter. This gives a very imperfect

conception .of the skull as usually seen in fishes
;
yet a jointed cartilaginous arch extends downward

round the region of the mouth, and is a foreshadowing of the arch which is more perfectly

developed around the mouth in the Lampreys. In simplicity of skull-structure the Sharks and Rays

are the next step in the upward serie.s, but there are many points in connection with these animals

which lead to the belief that they are among the highest types of fish. The notochord is now

converted into firm granular cartilage, sheathed in bone, and divided into segments by bone de-

posited in its sub.stance ; but it extends forwai'd along the base of the skull, and develops two

oblong convex surfaces, which are termed the occipital condyles, by which the back of the skull

unites with the first vertebra. This mode of union of the skull with the vertebral column is

characteristic of amphibians and mammals, and since the other Vertebrates have the skull united

to the vertebral column by a single occipital condyle^ it has sometimes been thought that we may

discern herein a special indication of affinity between the skulls of Sharks and those of the

Amphibia, which, it will be remembered, possess, when they commence their existence, many of

the structures of fishes. There is no distinction of bones, however, in the brain-case, but the bony

matter is deposited in countless little cells. Its base is flat ; the sides are contracted ;
it is usually

flattened above, with one or more open spaces, or fontenelks, which are covered only

SKELETON OF THE COMMON PERCH.

I. Pre-raaxIUary Bone; b, Maxill.iry Pniie: c Under Jaw: d, Palatine Arch: e. Cranium:
operculum -.nil'. Vertebral Column ; Ii, Pectoi-al Fin ; i. Ventral Pin ;

k, I. Dorsal Fins ; in, A

with
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membrane. Indeed, this bony structure cannot truly be called a brain-case, since it is merely a

covering on the outside of the cartilage which contains the brain. The arches appended to this

cranium are a single strong pedicle on each side, wliich is articulated to an angular posterior process,

and has attached to it the arch which is called the mandible, or lower jaw, and the arch which

is considered to correspond to the tongue-bone in reptiles and birds, and is hence called the hyoid.

The maxillary arch, or upper jaw, is closely joined to its fellow in front by a ligament, and is

attached by ligaments to the anterior part of the cranial region, and is prolonged backward so as

to articulate with the lower jaw. Each lateral half of the jaw consists of a single cartilage, or

cartihige sheathed in bone, and thus far is comparable only with the jaws in mammals. According

to Sir R. Owen, there aie also cartilages which represent the palatine and pterygoid bones in

the Monk-tish and in a Brazilian Torpedo. Four or live cartilaginous rays diverge from the hinder

margin of the pedicle which supports the jaws, and have stretched upon them a membrane which

corresponds to the operculum in bony fishes. The hyoid arch in the Shai'k family usually consists. of

two long and strong lateral pieces, which are united to a middle symmetrical piece below, wliich is

flattened, termed the basi-hyoid. The two lateral portions, which rise from this like horns, and

are hence termed the cerato-hyoids, give off .short cartilaginous processes from their hinder margins,

which correspond to the bones which are termed branchiostegal rays in bony fishes, and support

the outer membrane of the sac which contains the gills. The five branchial arches which extend

backward behind the hyoid arch are suspended from the sides of the front vertebrie of tlie trunk,

just as in the Lamprey. In Sharks three strong cartilages are prolonged forward from the head^

which coalesce in the middle line and form the remarkable snout. In these fishes the shoulder

girdle is suspended a little behind the head. The ear is contained in a cartilaginous capsule

in the walls of the cranium, the eye is united by a cartilaginous pedicle with the orbit,

and the nasal sacs are arched over by nasal processes from the skull. Another modification of skull

is seen in the Lepidosiren, where the separate bones of the skull are distinctly formed. The fibrous

sheath of the notochord is ossified at the anterior end, and the ex-occipital bones rise from it, and

expand and converge so as to meet above the foramen magnum. A large cartilaginous capsule

surrounds the intej'nal ear, but there is a long basi-cranial bone with cartilaginous plates at the

sides. Other bones of the upper part of the skull also have representatives. Each branch of the

lower jaw consists now of two piece.s—the hinder portion, termed the articular, and the anterior,

termed the dentary, though the two dentary pieces have become united together in the middle line in

front. There are some slight representatives of the opercular arch. There is a single cerato-hyoid bone

on each side, but no basi-hyoid. In one of his lectures Sir R. Owen remarked of this fish :
— " I

believe • it to manifest, upon the whole, the highest grade which is attained in the class of fishes, or

in the direct progress to perfection in what may be termed the vertebrate high road. The true or

typical osseous fishes deviate from this road into bypaths of their own, and superadd endless com-

plexities, of which we shall seek in vain for homologous parts in reptiles, birds, or mammals. The

Lepidosiren's skeleton presents the closest resemblance to that of the lowest class of reptiles, though

it differs therefrom both by a little less and a little more development." The skull in osseous fishes

is altogether different. It may be' convenient, as the modifications which it presents are so multi-

tudinous, to bear in mind as one type the skull of the Codfish {Gadus morrhtut), which is one of the

largest and commonest British specie.s. The head is larger in proportion to the trunk in fishes than

in any other class of animals. It is more or less conical. The base of the cone joins the trunk

without any intervening neck ; the jaws are usually at the apex of the cone, which is flattened above,

and has the sides more or less converging below. The eyes are large, and the orbits communicate

with each other. There are two lateral fissures behind the head, which are called the gill-apertures,

and are opened and closed by special mechanism. Besides receiving the food, the mouth takes in

streams of water for respiration, which, after bathing the gills, escape by the gill-apertures or

openings behind the operculum. The head also contains the heart and the whole of the breathing

organs, and the anterior limbs are often in very close union with the skull. There are more bones

in the head of a fish than in the head of any other animal. Most of these bones unite with

each other by overlapping, like scales. The brain is contained in a cranial cavity, so that the bones

fit closely upon it. The upper surface of the head is often marked by longitudinal crests, but
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it does not often happen tliat the temporal muscles, which work the lower jaw, extern! to

the upper surface of the cranium, though this sometimes occurs, as in the Conger Eel and in

the Lepidosiren. Tiie bones of tlie skullras in man, are divided into those of the brain-case and those
of the fiice; but in fishes the facial bones are far more developed than in man. The liindermost

bone at the back of the skull, by which it joins the lirsfc vertebra, varies a good deal in form. In
most fishes, as in the Carp, it is a deep conical cup, but in the Holibut it is almost flat, and in

Fistularia it presents a convex surface, which is exactly comj)arable with the condition seen in a
Lizard or Crocodile. This bone, which is termed the liasi-occijjital, in many fishes has a jirocess

prolonged downward from its under side, and in the Carp this broad triangular plate supports the

large upper gi-inding-tooth in the throat, reminding one of the way in which processes from the
neck vertebrre are prolonged into tlie oesophagus in certain Snakes and Lizards. There are two
bones rising from the basi-occipital which arch over the beginning of the brain ; they are termed the

ex-occipitals. They are usually perforated for the pueumo-gastric ner\e, and sometimes for other

nerves also. The bone above these is called the supra-occipital. In the Cod it is prolonged back-

ward in a median spine
;

iji the bony Pike (LepiJosteus) it is double, being divided by a suture
in the middle line. Sometimes the crest of the bone is e.Kceedingly lofty, as in the Light Hor.seman
fish {Eph'ippiis). and sometimes absent, as in the sucking fish Remoiva. At the sides of the ex-occipitals

are two bones, termed by Owen par-occipitals, and by Huxley opisthotic bones. The distinction of these
bones in the lower Vertebrates is a characteristic feature of the skull, but in the Polypterus they
unite with the ex-occipital bones,

as in Batrachian reptiles, and in

the Chad they unite with the

mastoid bones, as in the Chelonia.

The organ of hearing in fishes is

usually large. In front of this

girdle of cranial bones, which

Sir R. Owen long ago com-

pared to one of the trunk ver-

tebra, is a similar series of bones

with a median basal bone, now
called the j^^i'^^-sphenoid, and

closely resembling the para-

sphenoid of Amphibians, which

reaches along the greater part of

the base of the skull, exactly as

in that group. In the flat fishes

its anterior end is twisted upon

one side of the skull. It is

always smooth below, and in the

genus Polypterus the bones which

rise fi'om its sides are blended with

it. There is some difference of opinion with regard to the names to be given to these bones. The

liindermost bone is termed by Owen ali-sphenoid, and by Huxley prootic. These bones are arched

over by the parietals. In the Salmon family the two parietals soon unite together. In the Siluroid

fishes they also unite with the supra- occipital bone, but in many osseous fishes the supra-occipital

bone extends between them. They are always flattened above. In some fishes they are perforated

by nerves which supply the vertical fins of the back. In front of the ])arietal bodes is the principal

frontal, which roofs over the orbits in all animals. It carries a median crest in the Cod and some

fishes, and varies in .shape i\ath the form of the skull. In the Tunny each frontal has a crest of its

own, and in some Siluroid fishes and the Loach there is a fontenelle between the frontal and parietal

bones which corre.sponds in position with the ao-caXled. foramen parietnle, which is characteristic of

many fossil and living reptiles. In the flat fishes the frontal is single. Behind it at the sides are the

post-frontal bones, which assist in arching over the auditory cavities, and help to furni.sh a support for

pjii

SKULL or CDnrisH {Ga.his mori-IiiM). [,Aftcf Orceii.]
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the tympanic pedicle. At their anterior corners are tlie pre-frontal bones, which defend and support

the olfactory prolongation of the brain, and form the front border of the orbit. On the base of

the skull, wedged into the para-sphenoid, is the vomer; its upper surface supports the nasal bones.

In the genus Lepidosteus it is divided longitudinally into two. In many fishes the vomer carries teeth.

The prefrontals and nasals are both sometimes blended with the vomer. The nasal bone is broad

in the Salmon, but varies in shape in other fishes. In the genus Lopliius and in the Diodonts it is

unossified, being represented by membrane. The nasal bone completely divides the nasal cavity into

two lateral pits. Between the orbits there is often a partition, which is sometimes cartilaginous and

sometimes membranous. The turbinal bones of man, on which the olfactory nerve is spread out, are

represented in the fish, and placed at the sides of the nasal bones. The nasal bone sometimes supports

teeth, and teeth are frequently found on the palatine bones.

The sense capsules are well fitted into cavities of the skull in bony fishes. The auditory

organ becomes blended with the cartilaginous base of the skull in Lepidosiren, and there ai"e distinct

otic bones, which protect the labyrinth of the ear in many bony fishes. These auditory capsules

are often closed externally, but have a wide opening into the cranial cavity. The eye in cartilaginous

fishes is contained in a cartilaginous capsule, but in most osseous fishes the capsule is bony. Bony
plates are developed in some fishes in the sclerotic or hard outermost covering of the eye. In

most fishes the bony orbits for the eyes communicate with each other, but the Shads, Hydrocyon,

Synbranchus, Cyprinus, and many other genera have a bony septum between the orbits, and in the

Ganoid fishes of the genera Lepidosteus and Polypterus the orbits are divided, as among the Batrachia,

by a double septum, which forms the walls of the olfactory prolongation of the bi-ain.

The bones which form the jaws may conveniently be considered together. They are somewhat

diffei-ently arranged in fishes to their condition in other animals, but the bones are still easily identified

by the same names ; thus pterygoid, palatine, maxillary, and pre-maxillary still mark the order of

succession of the bones of the palate from behind forward. The palatine bones unite in front with

the maxillary, pre-frontal bone, and vomer, though in some fishes certain of the attachments are made

by ligaments. The palatine usually forms the roof of the mouth as well as the floor of the orbit, and

is always short and broad in the fishes with broad heads and small mouths, and long and slender in

the fishes with wide mouths. The presence or absence of teeth on the palatine bone furnishes an

excellent character for distinguishing many genera. The maxillary bone is usually small and

toothless, and lies between the palatine bone behind and the pre-maxUlary in front. In shape it is

usually like the pre-maxillary, but more slender. In the Salmon tribe it unites with the hinder end

of the pre-maxillary, which is short, and carries teeth along its mai-gin. This condition also occurs in

the Herring family, while in the Plectognathi, or Globe-fishes, the maxillary and pre-maxillary are

blended into one bone. In the genus Lepidosteus the.se bones, although forming a single toothed border to

the upper jaw, are subdivided into several bony pieces, but in the genus Polypterus the maxillary shows

no signs of subdivision. This bone is very small in the Siluroid fishes, and both it and the pre-maxillary

are entirely wanting in some of the Eels. The pre-maxillary bones are usually movably connected

together at their anterior ends, but in the genus Diodon they are completely blended. The blended

pre-maxillaries form the sword-like weapon in front of the snout carried by the Sword-fi.sh (Xipkias)

and by the Gar-pike. The pterygoid and transverse bones are not always present, though they occur

in the majority of fishes. In the Salmon tribe and Eels they are blended with the palatine, and in

some other fishes, like the genera Lophius and Synodon, they are entirely absent. Both these bones some-

times support teeth. The mandible, or lower jaw, is sometimes united in the median line in front by

bony union, but sometimes the union is made by ligament. In front there is a bone which carries the

teeth, called the dentary bone. This usually contains within it a cartilage, which is known as

Meckel's cartilage, and the other bones placed behind the dentary ai-e arranged ai-ound this

cartilage. The lower jaw, however, joins the skull in osseous fishes in a way that is quite unpai-alleled

among other animals. There is a distinct arch foi-med by a series of bones, which supports both the

mandible and the gill-cover, and this arch is jirolonged up the sides of the head, so as to imite with

its side in the auditory region. The mandibular arch, however, is not altogether distinct from

another arch placed behind it, which is termed the hyoid arch, and corresponds with the bones which

in higher animals are connected with the tongue. The several portions of the hyoid have received
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distinct niiines : first there is tlio basi-liyal in the middle, and from this a bone termed the glosso-hyal

usually extends into the substance of the tongue. At the sides rise uj) the long horn-like bones

termed cerato-hyal, aljove this is the epi-hyal, and yet higher still the stylo-hyal. All these tracts arc

not universally met with. In the Conger Eel, for instance, stylo-hyal is a ligament, and the basi-liyal

is blended with the cerato-hyal. In other fishes, like the genus Mursenopliis, the glosso-hyal is wanting.

From the hinder margin of the cerato-hyal and epi-hyal a number of slender, long, curved bones are

prolonged backward and outward. These are termed the branchiostegal rays. They support the

membrane which forms the external cover to the chamber which contains the gills. Their number is

very variable, but most usually seven, as in the Cod. In the Herrings of the genus Elops there are

more than thirty rays in each gill-cover. In the Carp they are fiat and broad, and reduced to three

in number. In the Angler they are enormously long. Behind the hyoid arch, and more or less

connected with it, are the branchial arches. Originally there were six of these arches, one behind

the other, with clefts between them, but only five are commonly developed. The first four support

the gills, the fifth, margined with teeth, guards the entrance to the gullet. The lower ends of these

arches are united to a chain of little bones prolonged backward from the basi-hyal element of the

hyoid. This part, usually termed basi-branchial, most frequently consists of three bones. Each

branchial arch rises from this outward and upward. It consists of three or four separate pieces of

bone, though the fifth arch commonly consists of one bone only. Sometimes these arches become

complicated in fishes which live long out of water, such as the Climbing Perch, by developing at their

upper margins large bony folds, in the recesses of which water is contained, so that it may trickle from

them over the gills. Occasionally the branchial arches remain cai-tilaginous, and all six pairs retain

the cartilaginous condition in Lepidosiren, but the second and third arches do not sujjport gills, though

they are found on the last arch. The scapular- arch of the fish is often attached to the side of the skidl,

or occasionally to the basi-occipital, though in the cartilaginous fishes it is usually removed farther

back. It consists of several bones, which have received different names from the several anatomists

who have described them. In Sir R. Owen's system the uppermost piece is the supra-sca|)ula,

which sometimes consists of two short columnar bones attached to the auditory region of the skull.

The next piece is termed the scapula, and these two bones are always blended together in the Siluroid

fishes. The lower bone Sir R. Owen terms the coracoid. They are sometimes blended together at

their lower margins, but more frequently these bones are joined by ligament, though in the Siluroids

they unite by a toothed suture. The bones which Owen names scapula and supra-scapula Huxley,

with good reason, calls clavicle and supra-clavicle. The scapula and coracoid in all animals form the

aj'ch which gives attachment to the base of the limb. These bones support and defend the heart in

all fishes, and give attachment to the diaphragm which separates the cardiac cavity from the abdominal

cavity. They also furnish a margin against which the operculum shuts, enclosing the cavity which

contains the gills.

The vertebrje in fislies present many curious modifications. Thus, in the Sturgeon the first five

or six neural arches are blended together so as to form a sheath of cartilage which encloses the

spinal cord and the front ]iart of the notochord, the tapering end of which is prolonged into the

base of the skull. The ribs are attached only to about the first twelve of the trunk vertebrse.

They join the vertebrse by simple heads, and often consist of two or three jointed pieces. The

.same kind of union of the earlier dorsal vertebrse into a continuous cartilaginous sheath around

the notochord is formed by the first ten vertebrse of the Chimaaroids. In some of the Sharks the

ribs become very numerous, extending in Acanthias to forty pairs. Among the Skates of tfie

genus Rhinobatie, Sir R. Owen finds but a single arch over the bodies of two vertebne, and in

the Chimaera the slender rings which represent the bodies of the vertebra? in the cartilage covering the

notochord are more numerous than the neural arches which extend over them. In the Blue Sharks

the vertebra? are most perfectly ossified, having only four notches for the neural arch and transverse

processes. In most bony fishes the vertebrse are conically cupped at both ends ; often the body of the

vertebi-a remains distinct from the neural arch. In most animals the front of a vertebra is easily recog-

nised by the processes called zygapophyses, which yoke the bones together in front and behind, the

articular surfaces in front always being directed upward or inward, but in the Perch the reverse condi-

tion is met with. The posterior zygapophysis here looks upward, and receives upon its surface the
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overlapping anterior process of the next succeeding vertebra. The transverse processes are short

in the Salmon and Herring, but very long in the Cod fondly. As these transverse processes

approach the tail they bend down and form a canal which arches over the blood-vessels in exactly

the same way as the neural arch protects the spinal cord. The ribs of fishes sometimes articulate

with the ends of the transverse processes, occasionally beneath them, and sometimes behind them,

but the rilis are not uixiteJ to a sternum, as is the case in the liigher Vertebrata. A considerable

numuer of fishes, such as Globe-fish, Sun-fish, and Pipe-fi.sh have no traces of ribs. The most

siiigiilar example of vertebriB becoming blended together is seen in the neck of the Pipe-fish {Fislu-

lariu), in which four neck vertebrie are united into a mass like the sacrum in birds. A true sacrum,

however, occasionally exists, as in the Turbot, -where two vertebra are blended together, and in other

fishes, like the genus Loricaria, a longer sacrum is developed. The number oi vei-tel>i-£e in osseous fishes

is smaller than in the cartilaginous fishes. In the genus Gymnotus, however, there are 236, but in the

Sun-fish Sir R. Owen enumerates only eight alidominal vertebrie, and eight in the tail. In the

American bony Pike the vertebrae have the bodies convex in front and concave behind, but no fish

is known in which the reverse condition of the cup in front and ball behind is met with. Often

in fossil fishes the bodies of the vertebra are unossified, while the neural arches are well developed.

Then the notochord is said to be persistent, and occasionally it is sheathed in rings of bone.

The muscles of fishes are arranged on each side of the body in a series of successive flakes,

which correspond in number witli the vertebra. Each of these flakes is attached by its

inner border to the corresponding region of the skeleton and by its outer border to the skin.

Each muscle or flake is contained in a sheath of connective tissue, which dissolves when the fish is

boiled, so that the flakes then readily separate. The fibres of each muscle-flake run straight and nearly

horizontally from one partition to the next, so that they extend longitudinally in the length of the

fish. In the tail especially these muscles overlap each other, so as to present the same conical form

at their ends as is seen in the tails of Crocodiles and Lizards. There are longitudinal divisions of the

muscles in most osseous fishes which correspond more or less closely with those observed iir the fiiih-

like Batrachia and Ophidia. Towards the head these muscles become specially modified. Both the

jaws in fishes are movable as a rule ; and the large square muscle which draws the mandible back-

ward stretches from the tympanic region to the maxillary bone, and by another branch to the

coronoid 2)rocess of the lower jaw. This mu.scle tends to open the fish's mouth. Other muscles

widen the back of the mouth, and contract the bi-anchial cavity. There is a series of muscles attached

to the hyoid apparatus and the opercular bones by which the requisite muscular movements necessary

to respiration are brought about. The branchial arches are similarly supplied with muscles. The

muscles of the pectoral fin are arranged in two layers on each side ; the fibres run in opposite

directions, so as to cross each othei-. The inner pair retracts the fin, drawing it back so as to touch

the side of the body. The outer pair extends the fin or moves it in the ojiposite direction. Then

there are special muscles for depressing and raising the fin. Similar muscles control the ventral fins.

Muscular fibres act upon the rays, and there are nuiscles to expand the rays and move the fins in the

various directions which they are capable of taking. The median fins have three or four pairs of

small muscles attached to each ray, and by these the rays are elevated and depressed. The caudal fin

is moved by three series of muscles, but the variations in the muscular system of fishes are extremely

numerous. The sucker of the mouth of the Lamjn-ey is worked partly by a circular muscle, termed a

sphincter, like that which closes the mouth or the eye in man, and ])artlv by a series of muscles

connected with the hyoid cartilage and with the lateral muscles of the body. The Trunk-fish, which

is sheathed in bone, and is therefore incapable of lateral movement, has the longitudinal muscles of

the body rediiced to a thin layer. The muscles attain their gi"eate.st develo]>ment among the Sharks.

In fishes tlie substance of the muscle is usually colourless, owing to the small quantity of blood which

it contams ; but in some Sharks and the Sturgeon the muscles of the pectoral fins and the caudal

extremity are deeply coloured, and nearly all the muscles of the Tunny are red, like those of mammals.

The orange-i-ed colour of the flesh in the Salmon and Charr is not due so much to the colour of the

blood as to a peculiar oil which exists in the sheaths of the muscular fibres.

The skin is tightly stretched over the body in fishes, and enjoys but little sensibility, through

being, for the most part, clothed with scales. In the Lamprey the skin consists of two layers, with
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flattened fibres running at right angles to eacli otlier; the outer hxyer, or ei)i(lermis, is full of large

star-shaped pigment cells, but devoid of scales. The Eel has a soft and thick epidermis. Below the

pigment layer are the narrow oblong scales, which are formed of a finely reticulate cartilage. In the

genus of Blennies named Zoarces there are circiilar depressions over the skin, due to minute round

scales embedded in tlie dermis. Most osseous fishes possess flexible scales, marked with either con-

centric or radiating lines, or both combined. In these scales there is usuallj- a nucleus, wliich may
be irregular. The radiating lines diverge from the circumference of this nucleus. These lines are

very numerous in the scales of the Loach (Cobitis). Tlie parts of tlie margin of the scale l)etween

the radiating lines usually pi-oject in little con^-exities, and when the irregularities are limited to

one end of the scale that end of the scale is usually implanted in the skin. In many tishes the free

end of the scale is bordered with tooth-like processes. The surface of the body in most fishes is

lubricated with a thin layer of mucus, but in the Eel and Tench the mucous layer is thick. This fluid

is secreted l>y a canal which extends along the body, and has many ramifications among the bones of

the head, where it exudes through pores upon the cranium, face, jaw.s, pre-operculum, and through

tubes which 2)ei'forate the scales along what is called the lateral line, usually distingui.shed on the

sides of the tish by a lighter or darker colour. Rymer Jones

remarks that after a fish has been dried in a napkin it soon become^. f^^^ r^?^^5^
covered again with mucus, which issue.s from the pores. In the Tuni \

{ThynmiJS l/ii/nnus), there may be seen beneath the skin, running tl

entire length of the lateral line, a glandular organ, from which the litti

tubes are given off to the lateral line. The mucous system, howe^ei, is

best developed m the Rays. In the genus Acanthoclinus there aie se^ ei U
lateral catials which give ofi;" -short tubes, which tunnel a way through

the scales as they pass onward. Sir Rich Owen remarks that the

silvery and golden lustre of fishes is mostly on the surface of the scales

The silvery pigment known in commerce under the name of aigentine ^
ali-

.
i

consists of very minute crystals of various earthy substances sciaped » I'lit'ni

from the scales, which often also occur upon some of the internal

organs. The blue, red, green, and other bright colour.s of fislies are usually due to coloured oils,

which occupy cavities in the skin, and are capable of changing their position, so as to alter the

colour of the fish under the influence of excitement, or in harmony with the colour of the sea-

bed upon which the fish is living. Many fishes change colour after death.

The scales of fishes consist of two layers. The lower layer resembles the fibro-cartilagn

of the human body, while the upper layer contains cartilage cells similar to those which are seen in

the bluish cartilage covering a joint. The parts of a scale are defined in relation to the nucleus or

focus from which gro\\i;h originates. The longitudinal lines which run out from this nucleus some-

times form furrows and sometimes perfectly closed tubes. The broad plates which form the armour

of the Pipe-fish are penetrated by canals, which all converge from the margins towards the middle of

the scale. The concentric lines of scales are found to originate in the development of new cell^, which

become filled with horny matter, and ultimately arrange themselves in concentric lines. Scales show,

when examined with the microscope, corpuscles, which are similar to those seen in bone. The

fibrous layer of the scale may easily be found by scraping off the external cellular lines and corpuscles,

when the fibres of the lower layer will be seen to cross each other at various angles. The growth of

the spines upon scales appears to be similar to the growth of teeth, for each spine is contained in a

distinct capsule or envelope. When the capsule is opened the spine can be easily removed from

it, but as the germ develops it acquires roots, and comes to consist of several layers. Professor

Agassiz, impressed with the differences of form m the scales, at one time believed that fishes might

be classified by means of them, and he proposed to divide the scales into four types : those which were

bony, and formed of a thick osseous layer, covered with hard transparent enamel, as in the genera

LepidosteuR and Polypterus, were termed Ganoids ; those dermal spines or tubercles seen in the

Thornback and many other cartilaginous fishes, which have a spine arising from a more or less

cii-cular bony base, were called Placoid scales ; the scales which have the free margin more or less

comb-shai>ed were termed Ctenoid ; and those marked with a concentric structure were named Cycloid.
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To the two latter grovips the great multitude of living fishes belong, but in the earlier ages of the

earth's history Ganoid fishes were the prevailing ty[)es. Hence the older and less peifectly ossi-

fied division of fishes has been named by Dr. Giinther, Palseichthyes.

The nervous system in fishes presents an unusual amount of variation. In the Skates there is a

slight enlargement of the spinal column in the region where the large nerves are given oflf to the pectoral

fins, and the same condition may be noticed in a less degree in the Sharks, but no corresponding enlarge-

ment of the spinal cord has been noticed iu the Flying-fish or any other osseous fishes. In the Sturgeon

there is a slight enlargement of the spinal cord at the beginning of the caudal region ; in the Sun-fisli

the spinal cord is said to be reduced to a short conical appendage to the brain ; and in the genera Tetrodon

and Diodon the spinal cord is exceedingly short and small, but it has not the ganglionic structure

seen in the Sun-fish. But in most fishes the spinal cord is as long as the neural canal. It i.s often

marked by longitudinal fissures along the ventral and dorsal surfaces ; and in the Sturgeon there is a

less complete lateral groove dividing the spinal cord into dorsal and ventral columns. And in many

fishes, such as the Cod and Herring, six cords may be distinguished : two of which are dor.sal, and

govern sensation ; two ventral, and govern motion ; and there are also two lateral regions. As the

spinal cord approaches the brain it enlarges. According to Sir Rich. Owen, fishes are especially

disting\iished by having lobes which correspond to the great vagus nerve, or pneumogastric, as it is

usually called, extending into the fourth ventricle of the brain, which is a cavity at the beginning of

the medulla oblongata, or part where the brain becomes

connected with the spinal cord.

The brain has its parts always arranged one behind

the other in longitudinal .succession, as among Amphibia

and Reptiles. There is a hiiidermost part, which is single,

called the cerebellum, which in most fishes is comparatively

small, but becomes large and marked with transverse folds

in the Sharks and Rays. Placed in front of this are two

more or less I'ounded or ovate masses of brain, called the

optic lobes. Farther still in front is the cerebrum, which

usually consists of two masses, which may be larger or

smaller than the optic lobes ; but among the Sharks and

Skates these masses of the brain are usually more or less

blended together. In many fishes there are, besides, large

olfactory lobes placed in front of the cerebrum, and from

these the nerves of smell are prolonged. The nerves are

in other animals, and the spinal cord prolonged down the

vertebral column gives off nerves usually from between the vei'tebrie, though occasionally, as among
some Sharks, they pass through perforations in the bony arches which cover the spinal cord.

In most osseous fishes the cerebellum is smooth and convex ; it is frequently hemispherical, as in

Amblyopsis, a genus of blind fish. In the Eel it is transversely elliptical ; in Lepidosteus it is longi-

tudinally elliptical ; it is oblong in the genus Diodon ; it is a depressed tongue-shaped body in the

Cod ; it is pyramidal in the Perch, and attains an immense development in the Sharks, where it

extends 'over the optic lobes, which is also the case in the genus Amblyopsis ; while in the Saw-fish

it extends forward so far as to rest upon the cerebrum. It is largest in the most active fishes, is very

small in the Lump-fish, is unsymmetrical in some of the flat fish, has a longitudinal groove in the

genus Diodon, Mid is transversely divided in the genus Lophius. The fishes in which it shows the

branching interior structure called the " arbor vitje," due to the grey matter being folded over the

white nervous matter, are Sharks and the Tunny. Another peculiarity of the Skate tribe, and found

in most of the allied fishes, is the development of large convoluted lobes at the sides of the medulla
oblongata, in the position where the fifth nerve is given off, a condition well seen in the Torpedo and
in the Chimcera monstrosa. ITie optic lobes are usually the lai-gest portion of the fish brain; they are

spheroidal. Prolonged downward from this region is that remarkable part of the brain called the

pituitary body, and upward the pineal gland is given off in front. There is a cavity in the optic

lobes, which is one of the ventricles. It is quite exceptional for the optic lobes to be smaller

given off from the brain, precisely
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tlian the cerebral lobes of the brain, as they are in the genera Polypterus and Lepiilosiren. In the

Blind Fish (Ambli/opnits) the optic lobes are exceedingly small. In several fishes, such as the Sturgeon,

the optic lobes are almost completely united into one mass, but even where they are most widely

separated, as in the Perch and the Herring, they are connected by a transverse band which passes in

front of the third ventricle. The cerebral hemispheres often have a pinkish appearance, and the

nervous matter is fissured and sometimes nodulated, but never approaches the convolute character

seen in the higher mammals. These nervous masses are large, smooth, and elongated in many fishes,

and in the Sharks become blended together ; but in the bony fishes the cerebrum is proportionately

small, especially in the Herring. It is also small in the Perch and Bream, but is relatively

largest in the Ganoid fishes, which have hemispheres exceptionally large. The cerebral lobes are usually

solid, but sometimes contain a lateral ventricle. The olfactory lobes are two distinct masses of grey

nervous matter, which are never linited by a transverse band, and may be in contact with each other

in front of the cerebrum or widely separated. The true olfactory nerve consists of a group of distinct

fibres, where it is given off from the olfactory lobe of the brain. The cerebi-al hemispheres of fishes

coiTespond to that portion of the brain in mammals known as the corpora striata.

The relative size of the brain to the body may be gathered from the fact that in a Carp

weighing 11,280 gi-ains the brain weighed fourteen grains. As witli higher animals, the brain

acquires its full size before the fish has attained its full gi-owth, and hence is relatively smaller

in old fishes than m young ones. The great develojjment of the medulla oblongata in fishes has a

direct relation to the large size of the respiratoi-y organs, or gills. The development of the

cerebellum, so remarkably seen iia the Sharks and Rays, is connected with active locomotion.

Sir Rich. Owen observes that there is a distinct relation between the form of the brain and
the habits of the fish, but all fishes of the same habit have not the same types of brain. " Thus
the Shark and Pike are ferocious and predatory, the Angler and Skate are crafty, the Sword-fish and

Stickleback love fighting, and the Barbel and Carp are timid, peaceful browsers. If the cerebral

hemispheres of the Shark and Pike are compared, these parts of the brain difier more in shape, size,

and structure than in any other fishes, though they are equally sangumary, equally insatiable, both

unsociable, and are tj'rants, one of the sea and the other of the lake. The cerebrum of the Pike is

smaller than the cerebellum ; in the Shark it is larger than all the rest of the brain. In the Pike

the two lobes are distinct, and united only by a narrow transverse band, but in the Shark they are

blended into one large globular mass. In the Pike the cerebral lobes are narrow, but in the Carp it

feeds upon they are broad, and in the fighting Stickleback the cerebral hemispheres are longer and

naiTOwer than in the cowardly Gudgeon."

The organ of smell in fishes has no connection with the mouth, and is in no way connected with

respiration, as in higher animals. In the Lamprey and Hag {Myxine) it is single, but in all other fishes

there are two olfactory organs. In osseous fishes these organs are placed at the sides of the snout.

The Wrasses have a smgle opening for each nose sac, but in many fishes there are two, and then the

anterior one is closed by a valve or circular muscle, and the posterior one is open. In the Sharks

and Skates the nasal cavities are on the under side of the snout, and here the single wide opening is

defended by a valve. The organs of sight in fishes are marked by a few peculiarities ; thus, there is

no lachrymal gland, the eyes apparently being sufiiciently moistened by contact with the water. In

the Hag and some other fishes the eye is a mere speck coated with dark pigment, but, as a rule, in

osseous fishes the eyes are large, and are especially conspicuous in the Sun-fish. The crystalline lens

is large and firm ; the fibres which fomi it usually converge to two poles, like the meridians on a globe,

but in the Salmon tribe and Sharks they converge to a line on each side. It was found by Sir David

Brewster that the fibres of the crystalline lens in the Cod are locked together by teeth, like those on

cog wheels. He calculated that in the eyes of a Cod there are five millions of fibres, on which there

are sixty-two thousand five hundred millions of these teeth, and yet in the living animal the organ is

perfectly transparent. The pupil of the eye is usually round, but in many Sharks it is elliptical, and

in the genus Galeus it is four-sided. In the Skates and flat fish a remarkable fringed process is

connected with the upper margin of the pupU, and is capable of being let down and drawn up like a

curtain, to regulate the quantity of light admitted to the eye. This would seem an arrangement to

supplement the feeble contraction of the iris in fishes. In the Sharks and Sun-fish the eye is contained
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in a liollow cartilaginous slieatli, but usually the slieatli is foruied of two hemispherical cups, which are

souietiines cartilaginous and sometimes bony. There is often a good deal of fat bttween the outer

sclerotic layer and the more vital internal parts of the eye. In the fresh-water genus Anableps the

cornea is divided by an oi)aque horizontal line, on each side of which the iris is perforated bv a pujiil.

The muscles which move the eyes of tishes correspond with those of man, and are usually six in

inimber.

The organ of hearing is well developed in all fishes ; the membranous labyrinth in the Lamprey
has only two semicircular canals, and in the Myxine there is only one of these canals, but in all other

fishes there are three, as in higlier animals; they communicate with a vestibule, in which are contained

the bony plates called otolites; there are usually two of these flattened, somewhat oval organs, and one

is larger than the otiier. But in a good many fishes, such as the Plectoguathi and Lophobranchiates,

the otolites are represented by calcareous dust. No fish possesses a cochlea or a true tympanic

membrane, but sometimes there is a connection between the labyrinth of the ear and the air-bladder,

made by a chain of small bones. In the Loach the air-bladder is exceedinglj' small, extending under

onlj' two vertebra;, and is united with the head in this way. The external ears in the Skate are on

the top of the head.

Closely allied to the organs of sense must be classed the electric organs of fishes, though the electric

faculty is developed in very few genera. The best known of these are the Torpedo and the Electric Eel

(Gymnotus), though less powerful electric organs exist in various s}iecies of Malapterurus, and are

said to exist in Tricliiurus, Gymnarchus, and a species of Tetrodon. In the Torpedo there are two

electric organs; in the Electric Gymnotus there are two on each side of the body, where they occupy

almost the whole of the lower half of the trunk, and are arranged on the upper and lower sides of the

body. The electric organs are relatively larger in the Gymnotus, but their electric power is less.

In the Malnpturtifus ekctricus the electric organ lies beneath the skin, and invests the whole body,

with the exception of the head and lins. The electric organ is here divided into minute lozenge-

shaped cells, .so that the fish is protected by an electric coat, but the shock from it is comparatively

feeble. In the genus Mormyrus a gelatinous organ placed on each side of the tail was formerly

believed to be electric.

The teeth of fishes present, a remarkable variety in their forms and numbei-s. Sir Rich. Owen
remarks that the Lophobrancliii ai'e toothless, as are the Sturgeon, the Paddle-fish, and Ammocetes,

which is the larval form of the Lamprey,

requiring four years for its development. The

Myxine has a single-pointed tooth in the roof of

the mouth, and two serrated dental plates upon

the tongue. The Tench has one grinding-tooth

on the occiput, opposed to which are two jaws

in the pharynx below which bear teeth. In the

genus Chimsera the teeth in the maxillary bones

are confluent into two pairs, and there are two

teeth in the mandible, but in the Siluroids

and many other fishes the mouth is crowded

with teeth. A large number of fishes have

conical teeth; several of the Rays, like Mylio-

bates, have the teeth arranged like a tesse-

lated pavement. In the genus Citharinus the

teeth bifurcate at their extremities; in the genus

Platax they divide into three points. Sometimes there are hemispherical teeth an-anged like a

pavement, as in the Wrasse. The rarest position for teeth in a fish is upon the maxillary bone,

though they are developed there in Salmon and Heri-ings, and some Ganoids. In many fishes the

teeth are blended with the jaw ; in Sharks their broad bases are usually attached by ligament ; in

the remarkable snout of the Saw-fish organs like teeth are implanted in .sockets. Sometimes, as in

the Wolf-fish (Anarrhichas), the front teeth are' adapted for .gi'asping shells, while the back teeth

are fitted for crushing them. I}i all tishes the teeth are shed and rencM-ed many times during the

FEMALE (b) skate.
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whole duration of their lives ; the only teeth wliieli are retained permanently being those in the

rostrum of Pristis, the dental masses of Chimtera, and a few others.

The lips of lishes are not much developed ; in Sharks and Rays they are supported by cartilages.

In the Cod there are fringed filaments between the lips and the teeth, and in several tishes there are

tentacles attached to the lips, which assist in selecting food. There are no proper salivary glands in

tishes, and the tonsils are entirely absent. The alimentary canal is usually short and large ; in the genus

Lepidosiren it is almost straight. The front part, termed the oesophagus, is a funnel-shaped canal

coated with a strong muscular substance, so that it grasps the food and passes it downward into the

stomach. In many lishes the pneumatic duct from the air-bladder opens into the oesophagus, and in

the Ganoid fishes the entrance to this canal is controlled by muscles. The stomach is usually a large

simple cavity, with a capacious inlet and a small outlet. Sir R. Owen defines two kinds of stomach

in tishes : first, the enlarged bent tube seen in the Cod, Salmon, Tench, Sturgeon, and most Sharks ;

and secondly, the form seen in the Perch, Gurnards, Smelts, Pike, Herring Sprit, and Eel, iu wliidi

the stomach forms a sort of j)ouch. It i',

rare for the stomach to be globular, but this

condition is seen in the genus Mormynis

The stomach takes on some of the characteis

of a gizzard, and in several fishes this oigan

is more or less divided into two or thxee

chambei-s. The juice secreted by this organ

has a rapid action on food, and it sometimes

hajipens that the part of an animal contained

in the stomach is dissolved, while the pxrt

which remained in the oesophagus is entiie

Fishes disgorge the indigestible part of their

food, and when caught frequently eject the

animals they have swallowed. The intestine

beyond the stomach is often short and simple

Round its commencement in most osseous

fishes thei-e are a number of slender pouches,

which represent the sweetbread or pancreas of

higher animals, but in the Lamprey and Hag
there is no trace of a pancreas, and in a few

tishes there is only a single filament to repie

sent it; in the Turbot there are but two, and

in the Perch three ; in the Sprat there ai e

as many as nine, but in the Salmon they aie

more numerous, and extend along the whole

length of the first part of the small intestine,

which is technically called the duodenum.

In the Whiting this organ forms a fringe

like a collar around the beginning of the

intestine, and in the Sturgeon the pancreas

becomes more compact, and pours its secre-

tion into the intestine by a single wide duct.

Sometimes the pancreas is heavier than the

liver.

The liver in fishes is generally large, and

consists of two lobes ; it is soft, and usuall}'

yellowish-brown, but varies in colour in different fishes, being sometimes white, yellow, orange, green,

bright red, and occasionally nearly black. It is an organ in which much of the oil of the body becomes

accumulated, though fat fishes have very little oil in the liver. The liver vaiies in foiui ^^ith the

shape of the body, being broad in the Rays and long in the Eels. It is gi-eatly dn uled m the Tmmy.
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As a i-ule, there is a gall-bladder, but it is frequently absent ; it is very small in the Rays, and is

sometimes entirely separated from the liver, as in Lophius. The bile enters the small intestine near

the stomach. The internal surface of the small intestine is usually smooth, but in the Herring it

shows slight transverse folds, in the Sturgeon it is divided up into cells, and in the Sun-fish it is lined

with little tubes called villi, which absorb the nutriment from the food. The large intestine is

straight, and in the Ganoid fishes. Mud-fishes, Sharks, and Rays terminates in a remarkable spiral

coil. Though the small intestine is coiled up spirally in the Sword-fish, the coils are not in

contact, but in the cartilaginous fishes there is usually a spiral channel which winds around many
times. In the Fox Shark there are thirty-four of these turns ; at the end of the intestine the

membrane lining the valve is deeply honey-combed. Evidence of its existence in fossil fishes is found
in the spirally-formed coprolites or petrified fseces which are met with in many of the geological

formations.

The organs for purifying the blood, by separating from it the waste products, are difierent

from the kidneys of higher animals, and correspond to organs which exist only in the embryo, and are

known to anatomists as Wolflian bodies. Their function, however, is the same in fishes as that of

kidneys in other animals. In most bony fishes the kidneys are long and narrow, and extend along the

abdomen firmly attached to the vertebra. The tissue forming them is usually of a reddish tinge
;

it is soft and spong}', and supplied with arteries from the abdominal aorta, which form the minute
globular secreting organs termed Malpighian capsules, similar to those which abound in the outer

layer of the kidney in liigher vertebrates. Sometimes two ureters lead from the kidney and enter

a urinary bladder, but occasionally, as in the Hen-ing, there is only one uretei-, and in this and
several other fishes the bladder is wanting. It is largest in those fishes in which the air-bladder

does not exist. The kidneys are long and narrow in the Ganoid fishes, and compact and generally

lobulated in the cartilaginous fishes.

The air-bladder is found in most osseous fishes ; it extends along the back of the abdomen, below

the kidneys, and is prolonged in some fishes below the caudal vertebrfe, nearly to the end of the tail.

Its varieties of form are very singular: it is sometimes

divided lengthwise into two bladdei-s, but much more

frequently divided crosswise into two compartments

which communicate with each other. In the Siluroid

fish I'augasius the air-bladder is said to be divided

into four portions longitudinally. Sometimes the

SWIMMING BLADDER OF CARP. air-bladder develops blind processes: in certain cases

from the fore part, in others from the hind part, and

occasionally from both ends. In the family Sciienidse the air-bladder often has numerous

lateral branches which themselves ramify into digit-like processes. In some species of the genus

Gadus processes given off from the air-bladder line excavations in the transverse processes of the

abdominal vertebrse, thus, as Professor Owen has pointed out, foreshadowing the pneumatic con-

dition of the bones in birds. In other fishes—such as Callicluhys lucida—the aii'-bladder is even more

singularly developed, since its many branches form a covering round the abdominal viscera. The wall

of the air-bladder is often shining and silvery; occasionally the intei'ior is subdivided into small cells:

this condition may be. seen in the genera Erythrinus and Amia. The air-bladder here seems to be

taking on some of the characters of a lung, and in Lepidosii'en and Oeratodus the transition is com-

pleted. The air-bladder is entirely wanting in the Sharks, Rays, Chimsera, Lampreys, Flat-fish, and

other forms, several of which, like the Angler, live habitually at the bottom of the sea. The duct

connecting the air-bladder with the oesophagus seems to be the rudiment of the trachea, though it does

not always open into the anterior end of the aii--bladder. In most fresh-water fishes the air-bladder is

filled chiefly with nitrogen gas, mixed with a little oxygen, while in sea fishes the gas is chiefly

oxygen, with a little nitrogen. Occasionally, when fishes are brought up from great depths, the aii'-

bladder expands, and forces the internal organs out of the mouth. In the Gurnards the air-bladder

assists in the production of sound, so that these fishes may be said to possess a voice.

The blood in fishes is red, but small in quantity. The red blood discs usually have an

elliptical shape, and are largest in the Sharks. In the Lamprey the red cori)uscles are nearly
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circular; there are also, as m higher anil lower animals, larger white corpuscles. The greatest

quantity of blood is found in the Tunny, which, according to Dr. Davy, is a warm blooded

anim:'l, with a temperature as high as that of most mammals. The lowest type of fi.sh

—

tlie Lancelot—has no true heart, but a bloodvessel which pulsates very slowly, there being

but one beat in a minute, while in most fishes the number of bea-ts in a minute varies from

twenty to twenty-four. The heart is relatively small in all fishes, and even in Sharks and

Rays is only about one-thousandth part of the weight of the body, which is about one-half of its

relative size in reptiles. This organ ill fishes consists chiefly of two parts, which correspond to the

pulmonary side only of the heai-t in man, and are named the auricle and ventricle. It is usually placed

in the throat, in a cavity partitioned off by a fixed tendinous diaphragm. Tlxfi: auricle, which is thin and

relatively large, receives its blood from a sinus, formed by the miion of the veins which bruig the

blood from the body. Each aperture of the auricle is guarded with strong valves. The ventricle is

small and muscular; its form is pyramidal in the Ganoid fishes, lozenge-shaped in the Pike, oval in the

genus Lophius. It opens by means of valves into an enlarged muscular portion of the branchial artery,

which is called the bulbus arteriosus ; this contracts like the ventricle, and assists in forcing the

blood into the gills. In the interior of this organ there is an elaborate system of valves, which are

arranged in two rows in most Sharks, and form three, or even six, rows in Ganoids. After the blood

has passed through the gills the vessels unite and form an artery, which extends under the vertebrae

along the length of the body.

The modifications of the gills ai-e sufficiently important to give names to some of the great group

of fishes, such as Marsipobranchii, Lophobranchii, and Elasmobranohii. In the Hag, which is an

example of the Marsupial type of gill, there are six little branchial sacs on each side ; these are

produced into short tubes on both sides, and these tubes are prolonged into a longitudinal canal, which

extends backward, and carries the stream of water away from the gills on each side, terminating on

the ventral surface on each side of a third larger opening, which admits water in the same way into

the branchial sacs. In the Lophobranchii, which comprise the Pipe-fishes, the gills, initead of having

the comb-like form usual among fishes, form a double series of nearly circular tufts. In the Elasmo-

Ijranchii the gills are an-anged side by side, so as to suggest the idea of plates with opening.s

between them, which are usually long slits, as may be seen in the Sharks and Rays. The branchial

chamber is largest in those fishes in which the outlet from it is small. In some of t!ie Eels these

outlets approximate close together on the under side of the head ; in the Sturgeons and Ganoids

there is a canal leading from the fore part of each side of the branchial chamber to the top of the head.

These canals are called spiracles. In all the osseous fishes there is only one visible outlet to the gills

on each side. Each leaflet of the gUls usually consists of a pair of processes, but in some osseous

fishes some of the branchial arches support only one series of these leaflets.

Many genera, like Zeus .and Polypterus, have on each side three double gills and one uniserial

In the genera Lophius and Diodon there are thi-ee bi-serial gills ; in Lepidosiren there are bi-serial gills

and one uniserial. The number of plates on a single leaflet may range from as few as fifty-five in the

Gudgeon to sixteen hundred in the Sturgeon. It is interesting to i-emark that in the embryonic

osseous fish the five interspaces between the hyoid arch and the fi^e branchial arches are exposed on

the sides of the head, and that subsequently the branchiostegal appendages are developed, and a

single branchial outlet results from the formation and backward growth of the operculum. Owen
remarks that the mechanism of breathing in fishes differs from that of swallowing only in the streams

of water not entering the gullet, and being diverted to the branchial slits on each side of the pharynx.
The bones which cover the gills are collectively known as the operculum. This organ is connected

with the skull by means of the hyo-mandibular bone, which also supports the jaws. The principal

bone is named the operculum, below which is the sub-operculum, and below this the inter-operculum.

In front of these is the pre-operculum.

It is necessary to complete our knowledge of fishes to carefully examine the characters of then- fins.

In the majority of fishes there are five kinds of fins, which ai-e named pectoral, ventral, anal, dorsal, and
caudal (see p. 3). The pectoral and ventral correspond to the arms and legs of higher animals,

and when they exist they are always in pairs. The other fins are single or unpaired, and are entirely

unrepresented in the skeletons of higher Vertebrates. The pectoral fins are almost always present.
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though they ai-f wanting in Lanii)reys. They are always formed of flexible rays, which are generally

branched. The first ray is sometimes strong and spiny, and among Sihiroid hshes is barbed on one

or both sides. In the Flying-iish, the Tunny family, and the Rays the pectoral tin attains its greatest

development, and is usually pointed; but, as Swainson has remarked, families which live in rivers and

lakes have the pectoral fins rounded. The Gurnards have the pectorals greatly developed, but their fins

are nearly always rounded, though they may be pai-tially cleft or digitate; when broad at the base they

usually extend under the throat. The cleft fins ai-e seen in the genus Cepbalacanthus; the digitated

pectorals are seen in the Gurnards. The pectoral fins of Sharks are generally large. In the Flat-fish they

are smaller than in any other memlier of the class. In the fiimily Pediculati, or Fish Frogs, the pectoral

fins perform the office of feet. The ventral fins are less important in swimming than the pectoral ; they

are generally of small size, though in the genus Zeus they are larger. In the Eel group they are entirely

absent. The position of these fins varies, being placed under the throat in the Star-gazer
(
Uranoscopus),

while in the genus Polypterus they are neai- the base of the caudal fin. When the pectoral is rounded

the ventral is usually rounded too, though this correspondence between the fins is by no means

universal. Some fishes possess fins which are capable of adhesion by suction. The family Gobiesocidse

has circular concave discs ou the breast and belly, which extend between the pectoral and ventral

fins. In the genus Rf<;;ileeus, or Ribbon Fish, the ventral fins have the rays broadened at the

extremity so as to rfsemljle oars. The dorsal fin is rarely altogether wanting, though it is absent

from flyiiiiKitiix liraiirliin nis. The dorsal fin is generallj' composed of a number of bony rays, placed

successively Ijehiud each other and connected by a membrane. Frequently there are two dorsal fins.

In the soft-finned gi-oup the hinder dorsal fin is generally formed of fat. The Polypterus offers a

remarkable type of dorsal fin, in that the fin is divided into a large number of finlets, which reach

from the head backwards. The dorsal fins are very thick in cartilaginous fishes, and are thinner in

the spiny-finned osseous fishes. A few genera have three dorsal fins, as may be seen in the Cods. The

rays forming the fin are sometimes slender bones, are sometimes jointed, and sometimes branched.

The branched spines are well seen in genera allied to the Mackerel. The common Stickleback

furnishes a familiar example of the spiny modification of the fin. Sometimes the dorsal fins are

triangular, and sometimes they are broad, and occasionally end in filaments. In a good many fishes,

e.specially among the Eels, the dorsal fin unites with the caudal fin. The anal fin corresponds more or

less to the dorsal, only it is placed longitudinally on the inferior mai'gin of the body, behind the vent.

Sometimes, as in trymnotus, it extends nearly the whole length of the fish. The caudal fin is the

great organ of motion; it usually consists of two symmetrical lobes, which are made up of a number of

radiating i-ays. The terminal part of the notochord, or spinal column, as the case may be, bends

upward, so that a larger number of the fin rays lie below than above it; hence, although the tail in the

bony fishes is homocercal in form, it is heterocercal or unsymmetrical in structure. In the Tunny the

tin rays are attached to the sides of a somewhat fan-shaped terminal bone, and in these fi.shes the tail

is more deeply forked than in any other. The caudtil fin presents every modification in form ; it is

lanceolate in the Indian Gobies, but is sometimes rounded, or truncate, oblong-oval, even, and variously

forked. Occasionally the caudal fin is indistinct ; it is but little developed in the Rays, and there is

no terminal fin in the Pipe-fish or in Chimsera. In one genus the fin is placed vertically upon

the extremity of the tail. The analogy of fins to wings is evidenced by their parforming the office of

wings in the Flying-fishes. One of the best characters by whicli the genera and species of fishes may

be identified and defined is furnished by the number of rays in the several fins. In most cases

these are written in formiilse, in which the number of rays in a fin follows its initial letter.

All fishes have the sexes distinct. The male organs con.stitute the well-known soft roe, while

the ovary of the female is hard roe. In the female the oviduct has its outlet usually in front of

the urethra, and behind the anus. In the Californian genus Ditrema the young reach a relatively

large size, and are packed in the body of the parent as close as Herrings in a barrel. The oviparous

cartilaginous fishes are remarkable for the large size of the egg, and the strength of the case in

which it is contained. In Sharks of the genus Cestracion this egg-case is spiral ; and in the

southern Chim<era it has an oval fonu with a fringed margin. The males of Chimteroid fishes

and Plagiostomes are armed with remarkable organs termed clasisers, which are attached to the

bases of the ventral fins. A few fishes build nests.
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Tlie following sketch of th? classification used iii tliLs article may lie convenient for reference -.^

CLASS PISCES.

DIVISION I.—PAL.i:iCHTHYES (FISHES OF ANCIENT TYPES).

ORDER I.—DIPNOI (MUD-FISHES). Family—Sirenoidei.

ORDER II.—GANOIDEI (FISHES WITU BONY SCALES).

Family I.—Amiid;e (North Ameriain JIud-fish). II.—PolypteridiB (Nile Pike). III.—Lopido.steid;e (Bony Piiio).

ORDER III.—HOLOCEPHALA. Family.—Chimajridas (Chimera).

ORDER IV.—PLAGIOSTOMATA (FISHES WITH OBLIQUE MOUTHS).

Sub-Order I.

—

Selachoidei (Sharks).

Family I.—Carchnriidie (Blue Shark). II.—Lamnidie (Porheagle). III.—Rliinodoutiila'. 1\'.— Notidanida; (Grev
siiark). v.—Scylliidie (Dog-fislies). VI.—Cestraciontidie (Cestracion). VII.—Sniuatidiu (Piked Do'')
YIIl.—Rhiuidic. IX.—Pristiophorid* (Shark-like Saw-fish).

Sub-Order II.—Batoidei (Rays).

Family I.—Pristida' (Skate-like Saw-fish). IL—Rhinobatida^ III.—Torpedinidie (Electric Rays). IV.—Raiidas
(Skates). '\'.—TrygonidaB (Sting Rays). VI—Myliobatida; (Eagle Riy).

ORDER v.—CHONDROSTEI. Family I .—Acipenserida? (Sturgeons). II.—Polyodontidaj.

DIVISION II.—TELEOSTEI (BONY FISHES).
ORDER I.—PLECTOGNATHI (FISHES WITH JAWS UNITED).

Family I.—Sclerodormi (File-fish and Trunk-fish). II.—Gymnodontes (Diodon and Sun-fish).

ORDER II.—LOPHOBRANCHII (FISHES WITH TUFTED GILLS).

Family I.—Solenostomidce. II.—Syngnathidaj (Pipe-fish and Sea-horses).

ORDER III.—ANACANTHINI (SOFT-FINNED FISHES).

Sub-Order I.

—

Gadoidei.

Family I.—Gadopsida\ II.—Lycodida;. III.—Gadidaj (Cod). IV.—Ophiidid;e (Sand-eels). V.—Macruridaj
VI .—At eleopodida>.

Sub-Order II.—Pleuronectoidei.

Family VII.—Pleuroneclidaa (Flat Fishes).

ORDER IV.—PHARYNGOGNATHI (FISHES WITH JAWS IN THE THROAT).

Family I.—Pomacentrida\ II.— Labrid;e (Wrasse). III.—Embiotocidie. IV.—Gerridaj. V.—Chromides.

ORDER V.-ACANTHOPTERYGII (SPINY-FINNED FISHES).

Family I.—Percidie (Perch). II.— Pristiporaatida;. III.—Squamipinnes. IV.—Nandidie. V.—MulUdai (Red
Jlullet). VL—Sparida^ VII.—H"plon;nathida3. VIII.— CiiThitida;. IX.—Scorpajnina. X.—Polyccntrid;e.

XL—Teuthidida;. XII.— linvci-l:,'. "XIII.—Kurtid:e. XIV.—Polynemida?. XV.— Sciajnidae. XVI.—
Xiphiida3. XVII.—Tiirhiuiiil.. 1 Haiitoils). XVIII.—Acronuridaj. XIX—Carangidae. XX.— Cj'ttina.

XXI.—Stromateina. XX 1 1.— (Mrvi.lLiuiiia. XXIII.—Nomeina. XXIV.—Seombrina. XXV.—Trachinida'.

XXVI.—Malacanthida?. XXVII. -Batrachida\ XXVIII.—Pcdiculati (Sea-devil). XXIX.—Cottina (Gurnards).

XXX.—Cataphracti (Aniicd Bull-head). XXXI.— Comcphorida'. XXXII.—Discoboli (Lump suckers).

XXXIII—Gobiida!. XXXIV.—O.xud.rcida;. XXXV.—Cepolida-. XXXVL—Trichonotida\ XXXVIL—
Heterolepidina. XXXVIII.—Blcnnii.he. XXXIX.—Acanthoclinida\ XL.--Mastacembelid8e. XLI.—
Sphyrajnida;. XLIL—Atherinidie. XLIIL—JIasilid;e (Grey Mullet). XLIV.—Gasterosteida) (Sticklebacks).

XLV.—Fistularida;. XLVL— Centriscida^. XLVIL—Go'biesocida; (Suckers). XLVIIL—Psychrolutidaj.

XLIX.—Ophiocephalida;. L.—Labyrinthici (Climbing Perch). LI.—Luciocephalida;. LII.—Aphredoderidas.

LIIL—Lophotidie. LIV.—Trachypteridie. LV.—Notacanthi.

ORDER VL—PHY'SOSTOMI (FISHES WITH THE AIR-BLADDER OPENING INTO THE MOUTH).
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DIVISION III.—CYCLOSTOMATA (FISHES WITH A CIRCULAR MOUTH).
ORDER.—MARSIPOBRANCHII. Family I. -Petromyzontidaj (Lamprey). II.-Myxinida3 (Hag).

DIVISION IV.—LEPTOCARDII (FISHES WITH A THIN HEART).

ORDER.—PHARYNGOBRANCHII. Family.—Cirrostomi (Lancelot).
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DIVISION I.—PAL^ICHTHYES.
ORDER I.—DIPNOI.-MUD-FISHES.

Tins small group of fishes has more than ordinary interest, from the circumstance that it com-

prises surviving representatives of a large fish fauna, now entirely extinct, which abounded in

the early periods of the earth's history. And yet, instead of presenting, as might have been

expected, characters of immature or imperfectly-developed forms, these fishes are the only ones

which make an appreciable appi'oxiniation in structure to the Amphibia.

FAMILY SIREXOIDEI.

There are only three genera ^novm—Protopterus, limited to Africa, Lepidosiren to South

America, and C'erafudits to Australia.

GENUS PROTOPTERUS.—THE AFRICAN MUD-FISH.

But one species is known, the Protoptems miiiectans', which has an Eel-like form, grows to a

length of three feet, and is found in the Nile, the Zambesi, and the Gambia. It has been

brought alive to Great Britain enclosed in balls of hardened clay, in which the fish hibernate

and remain torpid during many months of the year, with a small hole in the clay at each end to

admit the air. They are abundant in the rice-fields, where they are dug out of the mud by the

natives, who regard them as a delicacy.

The examples originally described liy Sir R. Owen were twelve or thirteen inches long, and

measured about four inches and a half round the body. The head was two inches long, and the

distance from the pectoral to the ventral fin five inches and a half The muzzle is blunt, and the

head gradually enlarges towards the gill-opening, which is just in front of the base of the pectoral

tin or fore-limb. A line of mucous pores surrounds each eye, and from this the lateral line com-

mences, and is prolonged down the body to the end of the tail, making a slight downward curve

towards the ventral fins. There is a membranous dorsal fin. The body is sheathed in scales of

the cycloid pattern, which are arranged in about sixteen longitudinal series on each side of the

body. Each scale is marked by a number of canals, which radiate from a centre near the posterior

edge, and are connected by cross canals. The bones are green, like those of the common Garfish.

The vertebral column i-etains the primitive condition seen in the early stage of development of all

animals in which the continuous cylindrical, somewhat gelatinous rod, which is termed the notochord

persists, in the position which usually becomes occupied by the bodies of the vertebi'iB, a change which

is brought about by the deposition within the notochord of the salts of lime which form bony matter.

Here the notochord has merely an external sheath of ligament, except towards the tail, where it

becomes somewhat cartilaginous. The neural arches, however, wliich cover the spinal cord, are con-

verted into bone, and are prolonged into neural spines, each of which articulates with a bone above,

which bones form the base of the dorsal tin. Theie are thirty-six pairs of simple ribs, which are all of
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about tlie same length, and all short ; they are bent downward in the tail, so as to form an inferior

arch like the.neni"al arch, after the manner which is usual in, fishes. The skull is penetrated by the

cranial end of the notochord, though it there becomes ossified. The skull is divided into distinct

cranial segments, each formed of bones. The lower jaw consists of two pieces—a dentary bone in

front and the articular bone beliiud. The jaws are armed with two slender conical teeth on the

pre-maxillary bones, and with a strong dental plate on both the lower and uppin' sides of the mouth.

These teeth are marked with ridges, and were originally compared by Sir K. Owen to the teeth

of Ceratodus—then .supposed to be extinct— and the teeth of Chiman-a. Tliere are no teeth on the

bones of the palate.

The intestine is straight and short ; it terminates in a spiral valve formed of sLx gyrations. The

vent does not open in the middle line of the body. There is no trace of a pancreas or .spleen, but

the dark-brown liver has a gall-bladder in a notch of its left margin. The bile is conveyed by a

duct into the intestine. The brain closely resembles that of Amphibians. This genus is di.s-

tingjiished ' by possessing six branchial arches with five intervening clefts, and has three small

branchial appendages above the small gill-opening. The air-bladder has a longitudinal partition,

so as to divide it into two elongated sacs, which are supplied with venous blood from a pulmonary

artery. Each of these sacs is divided into cells, which are more numerous in tin' fore-part of the

bladder than in the hinder part. It is by means of these incipient lungs tluit ivspiiation is carriea

on during the dry months, when the animals live out of water. Air is intiuihucd directly into the-

air-bladder, and the opening of the duct from it into the cesophagus is kept distended by a cartilage

like a rudimentary larynx. When, in the wet season, the Lepidosiren resumes life as a fish, the

branchial circulation again goes on vigorously, but the animal still rises to the surface and swallows air.

The Protopterus exhibits the simplest form of limb which is known. The pectoral and ventral
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fins or limb eacli consists of a single ray which tapers to a point, and is joLnted much like a single-

jointed fin-ray of an ordinary fish. These limbs are attached to arches which rei)resent, in an imperfect

condition, the cori'esponding pectoral and pelvic girdles of osseous fishes and amphibians.

GENUS LEPIDOSIEEN.—THE SOUTH AMERICAN MUD-FISH.

Lepidosiren was discovered in the River Amazon. It so closely resembles Protopterus in

the form of its body that for a long time the two species were placed together in the same genus.

The Lepidosiren paradoxa, however, has but five branchial arches with four intervening clefts, has

110 trace of the external branchial appendages, has no fringe to the pectoral and ventral filaments,

-such as is seen in Protopterus, and has about fifty-five pairs of ribs. In this animal the eyes are

small, and the skin passes over them. The species reaches a length of three feet, and when the waters

dry up on the tributaries of the Amazons the fi.shes plunge into the mud.

Sir Eich. Owen remarks that Lepidosiren is proved to be a fish not by its gills, nor by its air-

bladder, ncr by its spiral intestine, nor by its unossified skeleton, nor by its extremities, nor by its

eyes, nor by its ears, but simply by its nose. For the organ of smell in every fish is a shut sac,

communicating only with the external surfixce ; while in every reptile it is a canal with both an

external and an internal opening. So that we arrive at the unexpected result that a reptile is

not characterised by its lungs, nor a fish by its gills.

THE GENIUS CEEATODUS.

A few years ago Mi". Gerard Krefl't announced that there was still living in the rivers of

Queensland, in the north-east of Australia, a fish with teeth which so closely resembled those of the

fossil Ceratodus from the older Secondary rocks, that he was compell'ed to refer it to the same

genus. It is stated to occur abundantly in most of the rivers, and is known locally among Europeans

as the Flat-head. At night it is believed to leave the streams, and go out among the reeds and

rushes on the flats, wliich are left uncovered at low tide, and it is said often to be heai'd moving on still

nights on the banks of the River Mary. In some localities it goes up the river only as far as the

water remains brackish, but other specimens have been captured in fresh water thirty miles inland.

Individuals are said sometimes to reach a length of six feet. The intestines are always found crammed

full of dead leaves, which belong to the natural orders of plants Myrtacese and Gramiuse. In external

shape the Ceratodus has a close likeness to the Lepidosiren, except that it more nearly resembles an

ordinary fish, has stouter paddles, and large scales covering the body. The head is longer than it is

wide, but broad and flattened, with a short snout. Its upper surface is covei-ed with a thick skin

pierced by small pores. The gill-cover and throat are clothed with scales like those on the body

;

the eye, which is small, is near to the snout ; the corners of the mouth are in front of the eyes, and

the lips are thick and soft. The whole body is covered with large scales, which have faint concentric

lines of growth, but towards the end of the tail the scales become rapidly smaller, and small scales

cover nearly the whole of the terminal fin. The central portions of the fin-paddles are also covered

with small scales. The lateral line is marked in the usual way ; from the head to the region of the

vent there are twenty-two large perforated scales in this line, and beyond that point there are about

,
seventeen smaller scales. In the middle region the body is encircled by eighteen or twenty rows of

scales, of which only one-third arc above the latei-al lines. The limbs, like the tail, vary a good

deal in appearance ; they taper to a fine point, the front pair being longer than the hinder pair, which

latter are given oflf just in front of the vent. Nearly all the skeleton is cartilaginous, but in Some

regions of the skull the cartilage is sheathed in thin bony tissue. Dr. Giinther describes it as a

complete inner cartilaginous capsule, covered with an incomplete outer osseous case, to which some

•cartilagmous elements are attached. The skeleton of the branchial apparatus is formed of fine

arches, and though entii-ely cartilaginous, is similar to that of ordinary bony fishes. The vertebral

column is remarkable for retaining a condition which is usually found only in the early embryonic

•development of the higher vertebrates, for there is no complete division of the central gelatinous

rod called the notochord into separate vertebras. Upon this notochord are developed about sixty-

eight sets of arches, which extend above it to enclose the spinal cord, and below to support the •

blood-vessels. Twenty-seven of the lower arches behind the head carry ribs. The teeth are fitted for
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cutting and crushing. Tliere is one jiair of snmll teeth in the fore-part of the jaw wliicli, from thcii-

positiou upon a bone called the vomer, are termed vomerine teeth ; they meet each other at a right

angle, which is directed forward. The' other teeth are much larger, and are crossed by six strong

ridges, which extend inward from the outer margin. Between these ridges are five notches. In a

specimen three feet long this tooth is an inch and a quarter long and half an inch wide. The coi--

responding teeth in the lower jaw have a similar shape, and are so placed as to fit against the-

others and form an apparatus for grinding food. The hard parts of the fore-limb are entirely car-

tilaginous ; the paddle is joined to the scapular arch by a cartilage which represents the humerus.

A median row of cartilages of a quadrate form, twenty-six in mnnber, extends the length of the-

limb, and on both sides of it rays are given ofi" which diverge downward and outward. This type of fin

is quite unpai-alleled, although the central series of cartilages may be compared to that- of the Lepi-

dosiren. Dr. Giinther ha.s compared the fin to the tail of an ordinary os.seous fish ; nor is the plan

of structiu-e very dissimilar to the tail of Ceratodus itself. The structure of the hind-limb is quite

like that of the fore-limb, except that it is rather more symmetrical and is shorter. The intestine-

is nearly straight, and below the stomach is traversed throughout by a spiral valve, which may be

compared to that of Sharks and Rays, and winds around nine times. But the most remarkable

circumstance about this fish is the fact that it can breathe either by gills or by lungs, or simul-

taneovisly by both. The gills are not connected with spiracles, nor is there any true operculum. The-

lung is single, and is a wide sac which extends down the middle of the dorsal region, from one end

of the abdominal cavity to the other. It is divided into about thirty compartments on each side,

and in these the tissue presents much of the character which is usually seen in the lung of an-eptile.

It has a short duct terminating in a glottis, which opens on the ventral side of the gullet. The air is

probably expelled from the lungs much as among i-eptiles—by the tissue contracting ; and this is

thought to account for the grunting noise heard at night when the fish are out of watei'. The
species has been named Ceratodus forsteri.

CEKATODUS. {After Guniher.)

OEDER II.—GANOIDEI, OR FISHES WITH BONY SCALES.

FA3[ILY I.—AJIIID.E.—THE NORTH AMERICAN MUD-FISH.

The Ganoid fishes are a group fast verging on extinction, and are represented at the present

day by three families, which include four genera and six species ; but from the light which their

structure throws on the fossil forms of both Primary and Secondary strata, no less than from some

remarkable points of structure, they deserve notice. In the first fiimily, Amiidae, there is but one

species

—

Amia calva, which is known as the Bow-fin of Lake Champlain, the Dog-fish of Lake

Erie, the Marsh-fish of Canada, and is sometimes known as the Mud-fish. The body is long, com-

l)ressed behind, and sub-cylindrical. The head is broad, with a short snout; the jaws are margined

with an outer series of delicate sharp-pointed teeth, which are closely set, and there are patches of

similar teeth on the vomer, palatine, and pterygoid bones. The lower jaw has a single row of
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teetl). The tongue is covei-ecl with papillse ; the. nostrils are prolonged into short tubes. The scales

are of the cycloid pattern, and are sometimes covered with enamel ; they are large, and marked with

radiating lines, and are enveloped in a soft skiji ; those which occur in the lateral line are slightly

elevated. The colour is dull, often dark greenish, with black spots and bands, and there is fre-

quently a round black spot on the tail. The animal is covered with thick mucus. Its movements in

the water are not very rapid. It feeds chiefly on fresh-water Crustacea, is sometimes eaten by the

Indians, and attains a [ength of about two feet. The vertebral column is chiefly remarkable for

having intercalary vertebrae introduced in the tail. The first appears after the sixth caudal, and

the last between the twenty-second and twenty-third caudal. These intercalary bones are entirely

devoid of processes, and occasionally one or more of them may be absent. The end of the vertebral

column is cartilaginous, and directed upward. The air-bladder is a large membranous sac divided

anteriorly into two short horns ; its internal appearance is compared to that of the lung of a serpent

with cells in the anterior part which disappear towards the posterior end. It communicates with

the cesoph^gus by a duct, and has a sort of glottis with an oblong opening. There are four gills;

each arch is formed by a double row of leaflets ; there are ten or twelve branchiostegal rays. The

.stomach forms a blind sac, diverging from the intestine; there are no pancreatic appendages; the liver

has two lobes ; and there is a rudimentary spiral valve at the termination of the intestine. This fish

is limited to the fresh waters -of the United States, and is especially met with in the great e,vpanse

of low-lying country between the Alleghanies and the Rocky Mountains, in the Mississipjti, Nor-

thern lakes, and Middle States.

FAMILY II.—POLYPTEIIID.E.—THE BONY PIKE OF THE NILE.*

This is the type of a family wliich at the present day includes only two genera. Polypterus

occurs throughout the tropical parts of Africa, especially in the Nile, Gambia, and Senegal rivers, and

other parts of the west coast. It is an elongated fish, with a short snout and somewhat cylindrical

bod3'. It is defended with lozenge-shaped ganoid scales. The species Polypterus bichir lives in the

mud at the bottom of the rivers, where the fish crawl or walk like Seals by means of their tins. They

swim with great rapidity, much in the manner of serpents. At the time of reproduction they are

chiefly at the surface of the water. This fish presents an extraordinary appearance, from the

way in which the dorsal fin is broken up into a succession of little finlets, which vary in number in

the several varieties from eight to eighteen. The vertebra} are bi-concave, as in ordinary fishes,

but the termination of the vertebral column is cartilaginous. The head is covered by enamel similar

-^'-^^-a,'-^^^.'^^^

to that which defends the scales of the trunk. From the lateral expansion of the bones of the

head, this fish presents much the same sort of resemblance to a Chelonian that the head of the

Lepidosteus has to that of a Crocodile. The ventral fins are well developed, and the anal fin is

placed close to the lower margin of the caudal fin. The central portion of the fin in these fishes is

fleshy, and covered with scales, so that the rays appear as a fringe around it. This character is

met with in many of the fishes of the Old Red Sandstone, and Professor Huxley has proposed to

unite them together under the name of Fringe-finned Fishes, or Crossopterygidse. There are three

bones between the tin rnys and the shoulder-girdle. The air-bladder is more simple than that of

Lepidosteus ; it oinisists of two sacs, which are cylindrical and unequal, but there are no internal

cells in the bladder representing lung structure. There is, however, a duct from the two lobes

oj)ening into the oesophagus, and the opening is defended liy a circular muscle. There are three and

* Genus Polypterus.
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a-lialf paii-s of gills, but no gill uiioii the operculum. There is a spiracle on each side of the parietal

hone, covered by a bony plate. The branchiostegal rays are replaced by a single plate of bone.

The stomach has no blind sac, there is one pancreatic appendage, and tlie intestine terminates in a

.spiral valve. There are fifty-one vertebra; in the abdomen and sixteen in the tail.

From Old Calabar there comes a remarkable fish closely allied to the Polypterus, which is

named Calamoichthys calabaricus. It has a much more elongated form ; the dorsal and ventral sur-

faces are parallel. There are about a hundred vertebrae in the abdomen and ten in the tail. The

dorsal fin is represented by from nine to eleven fiulets ; the ventral fiu is absent, and the small anal

fin is placed at the hinder extremity of the body, immediately below the tail.

FAMILY III.-LEriUOSTEID.E.—THE AMERICAN BONY PIKE.*

The Bony Pike, or Garfish, as it is often called, is one of the most distinctive of American

types of fish-life. It is met with in the rivers and lakes of the basin of the St. Lawrence, in various

parts of the United States, and in Mexico, and occui's in Cuba. American authors have distinguished

more than twenty different species, which have been referred to several genera. Dr. Giinther

reduces these species to three—the Lepiclosteus viridis, the Lepidosteus platystomus, and Lepidosteus

osseus. These fishes swim with the greatest rapidity, darting through the lakes and rivers, and

are able to pass through the most rapid currents, not excepting the rapids of Niagara. Their

bodies are more flexible than those of ordinary fishes. Agassiz notices that the

liead moves freely on the neck, and may be indifierently wagged from side to side,

or moved upward or down, movements which are impossible in other fishes.

This mobility results from the remarkable mode of union of the vertebra; with

«^ach other. Instead of being cupped at each end there is a rounded articular

surface in _front, and a corresponding concavity behind. The vertebral column

terminates in a small conical cartilaginous rod, which is directed to the upper

margin of the tail, where it is only covered by the skin. The vertebris luue

transverse processes, to which the ribs are articulated.

The head has an armoured appeai-ance, and is covered with furrows and

rugosities, which are arranged in a definite manner ; it is prolonged into jaws, which are lai-ge and

long in proportion to the size of the hinder part of the head. The lower jaw is always rather shorter

than the upper, and is formed of the .same bones as occur in the jaws of Crocodiles and Lizards. The

maxillaries are a series of bones joined together, end to end, so as to produce by their union a single

long bone. The snout includes, besides the maxillaries, long nasal bones and some other bony elements.

The fins unite with the skeleton, as in other osseous fishes. The pectoral fins are strongly developed.

All the fin-rays are jointed. The air-bladder is placed as in other fishes; it communicates with

the throat by a duct, which is guarded by a circular muscle. This organ is very long, and extends

from the tesophagus to the hinder extremity of the body. It is forked in front, but is undivided

in the greater part of its length, and sometimes there is a trace of a posterior bifurcation ;
it is said

to be muscular, so as to be capable of contracting. Its internal surfiice is cellular, so that it presents

some resemblance to the lungs of the lower reptiles and amphibians ; but wliile air is breathed by this

organ there are also gills, whic"h are supported on four arches and have a bi-serial structure. The

brancliiostegal rays are three in number. The scales, next to the long jaws, aie the most striking

feature of the animal. They are lozenge-shaped, and arranged in more or less oblique series, so as

to overlap each other, and form a close-fitting bony armour. In the middle of the belly the scales

are heart-shaped. The external layer of the scales is always brilliant and shining, being formed of

enamel, while the lower laj-er consists of bone. The scales are perforated by canals similar to the

blood-vessels in bones, and the vessels passing through them carry blood to the skin. The lateral line

is always straight. The colour of the back is brownish-yellow or greenish, sometimes with black

spots. The young sometimes have a dark band at the sides, and generally a dark baud m the

median line of the back. The nasal pores are at the extremity of the snout, and the eyes are a

moderate size. These fishes are extremely voracious ; they often frequent shallow and reedy places

and bask in the sun. They approach their prey slily and sideways. The prey is lield in the mouth

* Genus Lepidosteus,
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<ind turned until placed in a proper iiosition for being swallowed, when it is eaten in the same
manner as food is taken by Lizards. The teeth are airanged in double rows, but are of unequal

size. The larger teeth are in the lower jaw. The stomach and liver are both large, and the pancreas

is in the usual position. The intestine has a rudimentary spiral valve. These fishes come to the

surface for aii'. They attain a length of upwards of five feet. In the Lepidosteus osseus the second

]'ow of teeth in the upper jaw is found on the palatine bones in young specimens, but in the adult

only minute teeth are to be seen in this position. In the Lepidosteus viridis the teeth on the

palatine bone are larger, and similar to the strong teeth on the maxillary. The larger teeth have
their bases folded, somewhat after the pattern of the fossil Labyrinthodouts. Professor Cope includes

both the genera Amia and Leijidosteus with the Teleostean fishes.

OEDER III.—HOLOCEPHALA.*
FAMILY.—CHIM^RICE.

The C'himrera, which has sometimes been called the " King of the Herrings," is like Sharks in

having the nose projecting in front of the mouth, and resembles some Skates in the long tail, which

tapers like a whip. But it differs in wanting the openings for the gills which are visible in both

those groups ; not that the}^ are absent in the Chimiera, but are concealed by a backward fold of

membrane like a rudimentary operculum, which extends in front of the pectoral fin. Under this

membrane, which gives a single external opening for the gills on each side, are four clefts in the

gill-cavity. There is another very important difference ftom the Sharks, in that the skull is

blended with the jaws. The .skeleton is almost entirely formed of cartilage, and almost the only

bones in the body are those which form the jaws. The genus has hence been placed, together with

an allied genus, as a separate division of the cartilaginous fishes (HolocepJiakt). Vei-y little is known
of the habits of the Chimara monsfrosa, for it comes to the surface only in the night, and is rare

in northern latitudes. It is often met with in the Polar Seas. Its ordinary food consists of

Crabs and Shell-fish, but it also travels in pursuit of Herrings and other migratory fishes. It is

also said to feed on Jelly-fish. The flesh is reported to be hard and coarse-eating. Oil has some-

times been obtained in Norway from its liver, and used for disorders of the eyes. The genus

is represented by three species, but the common Chimsera ranges roimd the shores of Europe, and

is not unfrequently caught on the Mediterranean coasts of France ; and it is met with at the Cape

of Good Hope and in Jai)anese waters. This species is hardly more than three feet long; the

* oAoi, entire, solid ; /ce<jmAii, head.
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colour is brown with marlile-liko markings of a ligliter shade, often silvery-white. Behind the head

rises the first dorsal tin, hardly seif.uateil from the second dorsal which extends all down the body.

These fins have sometimes been compared in appearance to a mane. The large pectoral fins are

remarkable for having their central portions fleshy, as in the Australian Ceratodus. The eggs are

contained in very large leathery cases, the edges of which are like velvet. The male fish is

distinguished by having jointed claspers, which are armed with small spines, and carries a very

remarkable crest on the front of the head. The teeth are altogether unlike those of other fishes,

since they consist of minute denticles firmly massed together into large tabular jilates, which are

inseparably blended with the jaws. The jaw-bones ai-e well ossified, and have no trace of the cellular

texture so characteristic of the bones of Plagiostomatous fishes about to be described.

The Chimcera colliei is known from the west coast of North America, and the C/iinuvra ajinls

from the coast of Portugal.

The second Chimseroid genus—Callorhyiichus—is found only at the Cape of Good Hope and

in the Southern Pacific. The only known species is named antarcticus. It is distinguished from

Chimiera by having a remarkable cartilaginous prominence upon the snout, which terminates in a

flap of skin. There is the same long and strong spine in front of the first dorsal fin. The extre-

mity of the tail, which has an upward turn, has a fin along its lower edge, while the Chimsera has

a low tin both above and below the tail. The anal fin is better developed than in the Chimsera. The
pectoral fins are remarkable for their large size. The young have a double series of small dermal

spines on the crown of the head and on the back of the body and tail ; but as the animal grows

older they become more or less hidden by the skin, or otherwise disappear. The upper part of the

body in the young is always black, with more or less of white markings and spots, but in the adult

there is a blackish lateral baud. The claspers are almost cylindrical, and have a channel running

down the interior, which opens by a lateral slit. In the true Chimisi-as the clasper of the male is

usually divided into two branches, which difier in form in the diflferent species, and the inner branch

is again subdivided into two, so that the clasper is tripartite.

ORDEE IV.—PLAGIOSTOMATA, OR FISHES WITH OBLIQUE MOUTHS.*
Sharks and Rays form one of the natural divisions or orders of fishes which is named the

Plagiostomata. The skin is rarely covered by overlapping scales ; if it is covered at all with

ilefences, they usually take the form of a rounded boss, from which a little spine, resembling a tooth,

rises. This covering constitutes the shagreen of Sharks, and the scales were termed by Agassiz

"placoid." Besides these, the body sometimes carries bony defences, which ai-e usually placed in

front of the fin, .sometimes on the back, or occasionally on the tail. The vertebrae of Sharks

usually consist of two thin cones, which

join each other point to point, and ai-e

connected together by bony plates, which

radiate from the centre to the circum-

ference of the inter -space between the

cones, and are at right angles to their

sui-fitces. In the Rays the vertebras are

united in the fore part of the body into

a continuous bony mass, resembling the

sacrum in the hinder pai-t of the body of

mammals and birds. Among some Sharks

the slender arches over the bodies of the

vertebi-se are sometimes twice as many as

the centra. Many of these fishes have
the end of the tail bent upward, and the

fin is entirely below this bent portion.

These fishes are termed Heterocercal, but some Shai-ks have the tail more nearly symmetrical,

and approach the Homocercal type of bony fishes. In the Plagiostomata the brain-case is formed

* ;rAciyi05, slanting, (TTd,ua, mouth. <
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futircly of cartihige, and terminates backward in two olilong processes called the occipital con-

dyles, by which it joins on to the backbone or vertebral column. In this character there is a resem-

blance to the amphibia and to mammals ; but the cartilaginous skidl is covered with a thin layer of

bone, which is dejiosited in cells like a minute tesselated pavement or honey-comb. There are large open
spaces covered with membrane in the upper part of the skull. The upper jaw is not subdivided into

.separate bones any more than the skull ; and the lower jaw also, unlike that of all other fishes, and
like that of mammals, consists of a single piece of bone on each side. As there is never any cover to

the gills, the opercular bones are also wanting. There are two paii-s of lateral fins, which cor-

respond to fore and hind limbs. The teeth vary in character. In the Sharks they are commonly
sharp and pointed, and adapted for seizing and biting, but in the Rays they are more frequently

blunt, and adapted for crushing. They are replaced when worn. These fishes never have an air-

bladder ; the intestine is always shoi-t, and terminates in a spiral valve. The part of the heart

termed the aortic bulb is remai'kable for containing three sets of valves for controlling the circulation.

A great many Sharks and Rays have a tube leading from the mouth to the upper side of the head,

which is called a spiracle. In the Sharks the gills open by five or seven vertical slits on the sides of the

head. In the Rays there ai-e always five pairs of gill-openings, which are placed on the under side

of the body. The Saw-fishes connect these two groups. The brain is chiefly remarkable for the

large size of the cerebellum, and the great development of the olfactory lobes. Usually there are

two ovaries ; but in certain Sharks there is but one. The eggs are large and few, but are laid only

by Dog-fishes and Rays. The great majority of Sharks bring forth their young alive, and the young
it-re sometimes attached to the body of the parent. The claspers of the males are often lai-ge organs.

SUB-ORDER I—SELACHOIDEl, OR SHARKS.
The Sharks all have a more or less cylindrical body, which tapers to the snout and contracts

gradually into a tail. The group has been divided into nine families, though the characters by

which they are distinguished depend chiefly upon external characteristics. The families are named
from typical genera Oarchariida;, LamnidiB, Rhinodontidss, Notidanidse, Scylliidw, Cestraciontida?,

SpinacidK, RhinidEe, and Pristiophorida?.

FAMILY I,—THE CAECHARIID^.

These fishes form a large family distinguished by having an anal fin and two dorsal fins

and a nictitating membrane, or third eyelid, like that of birds. The family includes eleven

genera. The first dorsal fin is always jilaced opposite the space between the pectoral and ventral

fins, and never carries a spine on its anterior margin. Dr. Giinther has divided the family into

several sections, some of which may be regarded as themselves forming families. In the genus

Carcharias, in which there is always a pit at the root of the tail, and never any spu-acles, the

teeth, which are move or less triangulai-, have a single sharp cusp ; they extend round a crescent-

shaped mouth. In one section of the genus the teeth are more or less denticulated, but in the other

section the teeth show no trace of serrations on their cutting margins. In Carcharias, Dr. Giinther

recognises thirty-five species, which have been classed by the characters of their teeth into as many as

five sub-genera. The majority of these fishes are known from tropical seas. Their snouts are some-

times greatly elongated, but frequently blunt. The number of teeth varies in the diflTerent species, and

is not always quite the same in both jaws, but usually ranges between twenty-five and forty-nine
;

the difference is rarely more than two in the upper and lower jaw, and frequently there is only a

difference of one. Occasionally the excess is in the upper jaw, but more frequently in the lower jaw.

The Blue Shark of English shores belongs to the section with serrated teeth.

THE BLUE SHARK.*

Towai'ds Midsuinmer the fishermen on the Cornish coasts often find their nets and lines attacked

by the Blue Shark. It follows the Pilchards and Herrings, and frequently bites out the jiart of the net

in which the fish are entangled. When the bait on a line has been swallowed, and the fish has failed to

bite the line through, it often rolls the rope round its body until it reaches the surface, coming \v^ in

* Carchurius ghiucus.
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this way from a dejrtli of thirty or forty fitlioms. Its appetite sliows a vavieil taste ; the stomach oi

one fish six feet hing was found to contain a hirge Piked Dog-tisli, a Conger Eel, and a Grey Gurnard.

Another was liungry enough to take the bait, though its stomach contained four Mackerel, half a

Garfish, and a quantity of Herrings, which the fishermen, finding uninjured, afterwards sold for

eighteen-pence. On one occasion a Blue Shark leaped a considerable distance out of the water to seize

a piece of beef hanging on the quarter of a ship, and it is well known to attack man ; but as it rarely

enters harbours or approaches close to the land, its human victims are few. Fishermen assert that its

sense of smell is oflended by nauseous odours, so that it may be driven away by pouring bilge-water

into the sea where it shows itself. The muscular vitality of these fishes is as remarkable as that of

Reptiles and Amphibians, for in one recorded instance, after a Shark had been caught, and the body

severed from the head and thrown overboard, it continued swimming about for hours. The power of

the Shark's tail often makes the fish an inconvenient neighbour when drawn on deck, but when the

tail is chopped off this danger is removed. It is, however, usual to disable the animal by a blow on

the snout. It is occasionally accompanied by its yomig, which in June are about eighteen inches or two

feet long. It remains in British seas for a time, straying as far north as the Orkneys, throughout

the summei-, and disappearing in the autumn. Hundreds are captured in a season by British fisher-

men ; but the body is used only for manure, and oil is made from the liver. The largest examples

reach a length of fourteen feet, but the usual size is six or eight feet. It is distributed throughout

temi)erate and tropical seas, and has been recorded from Pondicherry, St. Helena, and the Mediterranean,

but neither the limit nor direction of its migrations is at present known. The animal derives its name

from the colour of the fins and the upper parts of the body, though the belly remains white. The mouth

is placed far behind the pi-ojecting nose, and armed with triangular teeth which have their margins

serrated like saws. The .skin is rather rough, and the pectoral fins are large. The other fins are

all small. All the fishes of this genus have the first dorsal fin placed over the space between the

pectoral and ventral fins, and there never is a spine in front of this fin. The gill-openings

are small, five in number, and are placed just in front of and above the pectoral fin. The majority

of fishes allied to the Blue Shark are from the neighbourhood of the Malay Archipelago and Indian

seas, but two or three species out of the thirty-five which are known frequent the West Indies and

Tropical America.

There are many genera allied to Carcharias which have no i-epreseutatives in the British seas.

Among these are the Hemigaleus, from Java and Amboyna ; Loxodon, from the Indian Ocean

;

Galeocerdo, which is represented in the Arctic seas by a species ten feet and a half long, while smaller

species are found in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and Australian seas. Thalassorhinus is found

in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. Thess four genera are all characterised by having

spiracles, which distinguish them from Carcharias. They differ from each other in the characters of

the teeth, lips, and tail.

The next genus, Galeus, differs from all the foregoing in wanting the pit at the root of the tail.

Only two species are known, one from Japan, and the other {Gakus canis) is the common British

Tope, widely distributed throughout all temperate and tropical seas, and ranging to the Pacific and

Antarctic Oceans. It is common on the English south coasts in summer, and reaches a length of

about six feet, but is usually smaller. The young are brought forth in summer. The number produced

at a time varies. Couch records twenty-one at a birth, and sometimes thirty-two, but says that fifty-

two have been known. The young when born are about a foot in length ; they do not attain their full

size until the second year, and remain near the coast through the first winter, though, as their size

increases, they retire into deep water and swim low. When hooked, this species often, like the Blue

Shark, twists the whole length of the line round its body. In France and Italy the Tope is used for

food, being eaten fresh ; but more frequently the flesh is dried, and afterwards soaked and grilled or

stewed, but the only use made of it in England is melting the liver for oil. The young are

commonly known to fishermen as the Miller's Dog, and the larger specimens as the Penny Dog.

The young have the snout much shorter than that of the adult. The colour is a dark ash-gi-ey above

and white below. The teeth are serrated on the outer border, from which the smooth cusp projects

outwards, but the broad front teeth are serrated on both sides. The gill-openings are five, placed

in front of the pectoral fin, and are very short. There are one hundred and forty vertebra;.
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THE HAMMER-HEADED SHARK.*
The Hammer-headed Shark differs from all others in having the sides of the head prolonged out-

ward in the foi-m of a capital T. The eyes are placed at the extremities of these remarkable transverse
processes, and furnished with eyelids. The iris is of a bright golden yellow, with a black pupil. The
mouth- is relatively small, has the semicu-cular form usual among Sharks, is placed ou the under side

of the transverse expansion, and carries three, four, or five rows of triangular teeth, the rows becoming:
more numerous with age. The cutting-edges of the teeth iu this Shark are smooth in the young, but

^ ^„ ^- .,^-i,_—.——;.mT„a^arT^-^^^^^j^-^;;3^^_,_ becouie serrated later

in life. The teeth have

,
* no barbs at the sides.

>:, IRi The nostrils open in

front of the head, and

are elongated. There

are five clefts for the

gills, which are at the

side of the body, and

placed between the

pectoral this and the

hammer - like expan-

sion which carries the

eyes. This fish has

two dorsal fins ; the

anterior one is placed

over the space between

the pectoral and ven-

tral fins, and the hinder

one is over the anal

fin. The upper lobe

of the caudal fin is

long. The specimens

captured in British

seas are brown on

the back and paler on the under side, ten feet long, and measuring six feet in cu-cumference.

They are said to weigh between six and seven hundred pounds. The body of a female contained

thirty-nine young ones, perfectly formed, each about nineteen inches long. The species frequents deep

water, and is said to be ferocious. It has been taken on the Cornish coast, at Tenby, and on the

coast of Norfolk. But its home appears to be in tropical and sub-tropical waters, since it is often met
with in the Mediterranean, round the shores of the Indian Ocean,' in the seas between China and

Japan, and i-anging southward through the Malay Archipelago as far as South Australia. There are

in all five species known of this remarkable genus; and the other species occur in the Red Sea, on the

coasts of India, in the Gulf of Mexico, and tropical parts of the Atlantic, but they all appear to have

a wide range, and the Atlantic species has been met with in the Indian and Chinese Seas. Dr. Giinther

i-egards this genus as forming a second group of the Carchariidse, which he names Zygwnina.

The third grouj) in the family is Mustelina, from its type Mustelus. It comprises the genera

Tria?nodon, from the Indian Ocean ; Leptocarchai-ias, from South Africa ; Triads, from the Pacific

and Indian Oceans ; and Mustelus, which is represented by five species widely distributed in temperate

and tropical seas.

THE SMOOTH HOUND.f
The only British species of Mustelus ranges round the European coasts, and probably extends as

tir as the United States. The name Smooth Hound refers to the circmnstance that the .skin is

softer than the skins of other British Sharks. It grov/s to a length of about three feet, but is

* Zt/ijan t Mustclut luUjarii.
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usually taken sniallei-. It is said to lie soinetirnes used for food in the Hebrides. The mouth is

below the eyes, and the teeth are flat like a ])avement, and form crushing s\irfaces adapted to

masticate the Crustacea upon which these fishes usually feed. It is not very prolific, producing abotit

a dozen young simultaneously in the month of November. The embryo is not attached in this species

to the body of the parent. The caudal fin is short, and its hinder margin is usually whitish ; the

colour of the body is a uniform grey, with small whitish spots above the lateral line. These spots

-^^

SMOOTH Hov:

are most marked in young specimens. In this genus the second dorsal fin is not much smaller than

the first. There is always a nictitating membrane ; there are small spiracles behind the eyes ; and

there is no pit at the root of the tail.

FAillLY IT.—THE LAiINID.5:.

The second family of Sharks (Lamnidie) has no nictitating membrane, and no spiracles, or only

minute foramina to represent them. The gill-openings ai-e usually wide. Dr. Gtinther divides tlie

family into two sections : first, the Lamnina, which includes Lamua, Cavchai'odon, Odontaspis, and

Alopecias; and secondly Selachina, which includes the genus Selache, and possibly the Portuguese

genus Pseudotriascis.

The best known of the three species of Lamna is the Porbeagle Shark, sometimes called the

Beaumaris Shark (Lamna cornuhica), which occurs on British coasts, in the ]Mediterr;inean and
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Atlantic, and has been taken in the Japanese seas. It is sometimes captured in mackerel nets and

salmon nets, and has been taken on lines set for haddock. Cuttle-fish, cartilaginous fishes, hake,

pilchards, and herrings, form its usual food. It appears to gi-ow rapidly in early life, since it is neai-ly

full gi-own before the second row of teeth is cut. Large specimens weigh fully eight hundred pounds,

but the usual size is a length of four feet, with a body measuring two feet round in front of the

pectoral fins. It is eaten in the Mediterranean, and used as manure in England. In the backbone

there are 155 vertebrre.

In the genus Lamna the teeth are lanceolate, but there are not always little cusps at the base,

though they are characteristic of the Porbeagle Shark. In that species the third tooth of the upper

jaw on each side is remarkably small, and the width of the first gill-opening is equal from its distance

to the last. There are specimens in the British Museum eight feet long.

The genus Carcharodon is known only from a single species which ranges from the Mediterranean

to Australia. It has large, fiat, regularly triangular teeth, with serrated margins, twelve on each side

in the upper jaw and eleven on each side in the lower jaw. Fossil species have teeth which are

sometimes nearly eight inches long. The second dorsal fin is jjlaced in front of tlie anal fin. There are

jaws in the British Museum obtained from Australian specimens which Dr. Gunther states to have been

thirty-six feet and a half long, and he appropriately quotes this species as the Great Blue Shark.

THE THRESHER, OR FOX SHARK.*

This species has acquired the name of Fox Shark from the enormous length of the upper lobe of

its tail. The jjectoral fins are very large, and the first dorsal fin is large. The teeth are triangular,

and are not serrated. It is the only species of its genus, and is chiefly found in the Mediterranean

and Atlaiitic. Specimens caught on the British coast have measured about eleven or twelve feet in

length, one-half of which is formed by the tail. The snout is conical. Couch records that a sjilash

of the tail of the Thresher puts a herd of Dolphins to instant flight ; and instances are recorded of the

Sword-fish and Thresher combining to attack large Whales. The stomachs of Threshers have

generally been found filled vith Herrings. It is rarely taken with the line, but is sometimes caught

on the west and southern coasts of England in drift nets. The flavour of its flesh has been compared

to that of the Salmon.

THE BASKING SHARK.f

The Basking Shark is one of the largest fishes of the group to which it belongs. It is some-

times as much as thirty-six feet in length. The circumference is enormous in proportion to the

length. One which had a length of thirty-three feet measured twenty-four feet round. Its weight

may be as much as eight or ten tons, and the height of its body above the ground may be eight or

nine feet. Thig fish has the remarkable habit of floating on the surface of the sea and basking in the

sun. It is generally seen between June and the beginning of winter ; it abounds on the coast of

Donegal, and frequents the west coast of Scotland when the wind is northerly. Westerly winds appear

to bring it up the English Channel, and during their prevalence it has been seen, or cast ashore along

the southern coast of England. These Sharks frequently swim in pairs, following each other, and the

long moving mass has more than once been described as a Sea-serpent. On one occasion the Sea-serpent

was supposed to have been cast ashore on the Sussex coast; when examined it was already in an advanced

state of decomposition, but was measured by the village schoolmaster, and sketched, and considered to

have a length of about seventy feet. Fortunately a few joints of its back-bone were collected, and

afterwards examined. They presented all the characters of the vertebrse of the Basking Shark ; and

two large individuals lying end to end satisfactorily accounted lor the supposed length of that Sea-

serpent. The teeth of this Shark, in proportion to its size, are smaller than in any other member of

the group, rarely attaining the length of an inch. The gape of tlie mouth may amount to as much as

three feet. These Sharks are remarkable for the large size of the liver, which yields an immense

quantity of oil. Couch, quoting from Brabazon's account a' the fisheries of Ireland, says that large

shoals of these Sharks pass annually in April and May to the north along the west coast of Ireland,

whei-e they are known as the Sun-fish, and are seen from a distance, about a hundred miles west of

Clew Bay, lying jjjotionless on the surface of the water, out of which the large dorsal fin rises like a

* Alopecias vulpes. t Selache nmxima.
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sail tliree or four foet hii,'h. They are easily apijroaclieil and struck with a hai-poon, when the fish at ouce

darts away, and carries out from seventy to two hundred fathoms of line. Reaching the bottom he

rolls himself, and rubs his wound against the ground to get free from the harpoon. After about au

hour the fishermen begin to haul upon the harpoon line, which is coiled up in preparation for the fish

making another rush. In this way he is often played with for eight or nine hours before he can be

got to the surface. When this happens two or three more harpoons are fixed iji him, and he is drawn

alongside the vessel, stretched fore and aft. A jowl rope is got round his head, and a hawser round

his tail. The tail is then ciit .deep on each side with a hatchet, and the fish in its agony lashes so

furiously that the tail becomes broken. Large flesh holes are then cut in the body on both sides, and

through these ropes are passed ; then by hauling on one side and slacking the rope on the other the

fish is canted over on his back. The fishermen then split down the stomach and take out the liver,

which is said to weigh about two tons, and to make from six to eight barrels of oil. The rest of tlie

fish is cut adrift, for the fishermen have a superstition that if the bodies were brought on shore-

the Sharks would abandon the coast. They require to be harpooned with great caution, low down on

the side of the dorsal fin, so that the weapon may go through the intestines ; or they are sometiuK^s

struck near the tail vertebrse ; but this operation requires care, as a blow from the tail would stave in

the boat. As many as five hundred of these Sharks have been killed in a single season. Their value

ranges fi-om .£35 to j£50 each. Oftentimes a hundred of them together may be seen towards the end

of June basking in the sun on the north-west coast of Donegal. In the Orkneys they appear to be

rarer. The liver of one twenty-seven feet and a half long captured near Whalsay in November

yielded 105 gallons of oil, and was sold for £16 10s. That shark was caught by the herring-fishermen

with a six-oared boat. It appears to have taken a mouthful of herrings, and then to have rolled the

net with the ropes five times round its body. Two Scottish specimens thirty feet long, caught at

Broadhaven, yielded nineteen barrels of oil, eight of which go to the ton.

The body is thioke.st in the middle, is nearly cylindrical, and tapers to the two ends. The skin

is rough with the shagreen covering, and dark-brown in colour. The head has a conical form, with a

short muzzle, covered with a number of circular pores. The eyes are small and near the snout. The

iris is brown. There are five branchial clefts in front of the pectoral fins which are remarkable for

their enormous depth, so that they go far to encircle the anterior part of the body. The nostrils are

small, and placed laterally on the edges of the upper lip. The second dorsal fin is much smaller than

the first. From the anal fin to the base of the tail the body has a prominent keel on each side. The

caudal fin has a large upper lobe and a small lower lobe, but its form varies with age and the rough

usage to which it is subjected. Its food is said by Linnfeus to consist of Medusae, but there are no

satisfactory records of animals found in its stomach. A fine specimen cast ashore at Shanklin is

preserved in the British Museum. It is a species which especially frequents high northern latitudes.

FAllILY III.—EHINODONTID.'E.

This family is knowai only from the Rhinodon iypwis, caught between the Cape of Good Hope
and the Seychelle.s. Like the Basking Shark, it has a keel on the tail, and the teeth are extremely

small, numerous, and conical, and the mouth is placed near to the extremity of the snout.

FAJULY IV.-NOTIDANID.^.

This family is also known only from a single genus, Notidanus, in one species of v/hich there are

six gill-openings, forming the section Hexanchus, while in the other three species the gill-openings are

seven, forming the section of the genus named Hejitanchus.

THE SIX-GILLED SHARK.*

The Grey Shark is sometimes eleven or twelve feet long. It possesses but one dorsal fin,.

which is placed just over the anal fin, and is not supported by a bony spine. The snout is rounded,

thick, and blunt. The eyes are large, slightly oval, and placed just above the corners of the gape of

the jaw. There is no eyelid to defend the eye. The teeth form a single row in each jaw. In

the lower jaw the crowns are oblique and serrated. They are six in number on each side. In

the upper jaw there are six teeth on each side ; their j)oints are slender and sharp, without serrations,

* Nutiilamis (/i-isi'iis.
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and are directed towards the angles of tlie mouth. In front, in the middle line, are four more awl-

shaped teeth. The six openiiig.s for the gills are placed very close together, and extend under

the throat so as almost to encircle its lower jjart. The scales are very short and leaf-shaped, with a

median keel which runs to the sharp point. Specimens taken oft' Ventnor have measured eleven or

twelve feet in length. The pectoral fins are unusually wide and triangular. The caudal fin is about a

quartei' of the length of the fish, and more slender than in any other British Shark except the

Thresher. The hinder two-thirds of the upper margin of the tail ai-e armed with three parallel rows

•of .spines, the lateral rows diverging outward. Though known as the Grey Shark, the back and
fins have a blackish-brown colour, but it is white underneath, and of a warm gi-ey tint at the

sides. It has several times been taken with a line on the South coast of Britain. Large speci-

mens are said to have many rows of teeth in the lower jaw. It is often met with in the Medi-

terranean, and frequents the Atlantic. The three other Sharks closely allied to this, which have

been placed in the section Heptanchus, are Notidanii^ platycepludus, distinguished by its short

blunt snout, which is found only in the MediteiTanean ; and the Notidanus cinereus, found in

the Mediterranean and adjacent coasts of the Atlantic, which has the snout prolonged and pointed.

The third seven-gilled Shark, called Notidanus iudicus, ranges from the Cape of Good Hope to

California.

FAMILY v.—THE SCYLLIID.^, OR DOG-FISHES.

The term " Dog-fish," as might be expected, is used vaguely by fishermen for a number of

distinct Sharks. Along the English coasts there are several nearly-allied forms known as the Spotted

Dog-fish, or Nurse Hound, and the Black-mouthed Dog. The Nurse Hound, or larger Spotted Dog
(ScyUium stellare), and the smaller species known as the Rough Hound, or lesser Spotted Dog (Scyl-

Hum canicula), usually live at the bottom of the sea, and in rough and rocky places. They feed for

^'y"A\-£2
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the most part on Cral)s and Lobsters, tlioiigh thoy readil}- take any tempting food tliat comes in

tlieir way. They rarely come near into sliore, and are cauglit in summer and autumn. The eggs

of these fishes are contained in oblong piu-se-like cases, as tough as leather, with long tendrils at

the four corners, which coil up and hold the egg to some coralline, or goi'gonia, or sea-weed.

The eggs are deposited one or two at a time. The Nurse Honnd deposits them late in the

year, but the Rough Hound lays its eggs throughout summer and

autumn. Its purses ai-e of a pale yellow colour, with tendi-ils which

may be stretched out to a length of two feet. The eggs have been

found unhatched as late as the middle of December. There are four

slits at the corners of the egg-case, but their function has not been dis-

covei-ed. The flesh of the Nurse Hound is too rank to be eaten, but

in the west of Cornwall the Rough Hound is made into Sea-dog soup,

called from its ancient British name " Morghi," but in the Mediter-

ranean the Rough Hound appears to be an ordinary item of food.

Sharks are of rapid growth, and reach their full size in a few years, but

there are no means of judging what age they attain. The Nurse

Hound gi'ows to a length of four or five feet. Its colour is dusky-red,

with many large dark spots on the body and fins. The skin is rough

with minute spines, which are dii-ected backwards. The body is

elongated posteriorly ; the pectoral fins ai'e placed low down at the

sides of the head, and are wide. There are five small branchial clefts

placed close together in front of the pectoral fin. The mouth is vei-y

close to the end of the snout, and when opened is circulai-. The Black-

mouthed Dog-fish, which forms the genus Pristiurus, diflfers in having

a long snout with the mouth placed below the large eye. It is well known in Italy, where it

has received from the Italian fishenncn the name " Bocca d'Infemo," or " Mouth of Hell." The eggs

are deposited in cases which have, according to Yarrell, the tendrils at one end only, and too short to

be capable of t\vining round any fixed substance. The purses are about an inch and a half long, of a

tawny yellow-bro^vn colour, with a smooth shining surface. The body is spotted, but the spots are

oblong and arranged in two rows. The colour of the upper i)art is made up of many tints of brown
and yellow, while the belly is pale. The dor.sal fins are placed far back, the first dorsal beginning

behind the \ential fan's These fishes are a little over two feet long.

The Dog-fishes are widely distributed, some of the species rang-

ing over the Indian Ocean, others from Ja])an to Amboyna ; one is

recorded from Tasmania, another from Chili, and one or two from

the Cape. There are in this family five other genera, which have

much the same distriliution as the genus Scyllium.

FAMILY VI.—CESTEACIOXTID.E.

This family is known only from the genus Cestracion, of which

there are four species. Here, for the first time, spines are met

with ill front of both the dorsal fins ; the nostrils unite with the

cavity of the mouth, which is narrow, and has the upper lip

divided into seven lobes. The teeth in both jaws are similar;

they change their character as the animal grows older. In the

middle there are small teeth, which at first have from three to five cusps, but afterwards become

small and blunt. External to these are large lateral teeth, twice as broad as long, which are arranged

in oblique series so as to form a sort of tesselated crushing surface. The best known species is the Port

Jackson Shark (Cesfmaion pJiilip^n), which ranges from Japan to New Zealand- The backbone con-

tains a hundred and ten vertebras, only fourteen of which intervene between the skull and the first

dorsal spine. The body is marked with more or less distinct dark bands, which give the fish a Zebra-

iike appearance. There is a second Australian species, one from the Galajiagos Islands, and another
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round black spots over the body andfrom California. Both the latter are distinguished by 1

fins. All tlie species are small.

FAMILY VII.—SnXACID.E.

This family includes ten genera. The genus Centrina is found in the Mediterranean, on the

coasts of Portugal. Acanthias, known from three species, like all the other members of the family,

wants the anal fin. The British representative is called

THE PICKED DOG-FISH*

The Picked Dog-fish is the smallest and most abundant of British Sharks. It is most jilentiful on

the west and south coasts, and Couch records that the sea is often covered with it for scores of miles, and

that twenty thousand have been taken in a seine net at one time without visibly lessening their numbers.

It is a remarkably hardy fish, and never seems to suffer either from the severity of winter cold or

.summer heat. The name is derived from the spines placed in front of each of its two dorsal fins. On
the coast of Kent and Sussex it is usually known as the Bone-dog ; in Orkney it is the Hoe ; in

Cornwall the male is known as the Skittle-dog. The spines are used as offensive weapons, and are

directed with marvellous accuracy against the object to be pierced. For nine or ten months in the

year the female produces young almost every day. The young are extruded in pairs, and develop

rapidly. Yarrell i-ecords that these Sharks have occasionally been found in a monstrous form, there

being two heads, with the separation continuing backward to behind the pectoral fins ; but there is no

evidence that such monsters attain to maturity. The young ones accompany their parents in pursuit

of prey, though their jaws are too feeble to capture or even attack the fishes on which their pare)its feed.

Frequently this fish bites jagged holes in the net, and cuts the hooks from the fishermen's lines. It lias

* Acanthias vulgaris*



been found in the stomacli of the Bhie Shark, tlic Ling, and other lishes. It is eaten, lioth fresh and

salted, \iy the fishermen of the West of Enghind, and Lacopfede records that in the North of Europe the

eggs, which consist of pale-coloured yolk, and have the size of a small orange, are highly valued as an

article of food. The usual length of tho fish is between eighteen inches and two feet. The female is

larger than the male, and old specimens have been found which weighed twelve pounds. The top of the

head is flat. The first dorsal fin, which is rather small, is placed a third of the length of the animal

from the snout ; the second dorsal tin is midway between the first and the end of the tail. The

upper part of the body is of a slaty-grey, and the under parts are yellowish-white. From head to tail the

skin is smooth, but in the opposite direction rather rough. The species ranges throughout the Euro-

pean seas, and is taken in the western part of the Mediterranean, at the Cape of Good Hope, and

on the coasts of Australia. The dorsal spines are distinguished by having no longitudinal groove on

the sides, a feature which is also characteristic of the Mediterranean species Acanthias wjatus.

The genus Centrophorus is represented by eight species. In one of these (Centrophorus

calolejns), from the coasts of Portugal and Madeira, the dorsal spines are hidden beneath the skin.

All the species are covered with scales, and in three there are from four to six keels on each scale

;

in two there is only a single median keel. Another species has three strong ribs on each scale, each

rib terminating in a point, and in all these species the spines of the dorsal fins project beyond the

skin. The species are all small, rarely exceeding a length of three feet, and the colour is generally

brownish-black.

The genus Spinax occurs in the European seas, and one species (Spinax pusillus) ranges across

the Atlantic from Cuba to Madeira. Both species are of brown or black colour, and reach a leng-th

of twelve or fourteen inches.

The genus Centroscyllium is known only from a single species froui Greenland, about two feet

six inches in length.

Scymnus Ikhia is from the Mediterranean and Atlantic.

Ljemai-gus has one_ representative in the Mediterranean and another (Za'»»o?-(7«s 6orefl?is) in the

Arctic seas, where it attains a length of twenty-five feet. Smaller specimens of this species from time

fo time visit British shores. According to Scoresby, it is an enemy of the Great Greenland Whale.

It often bites pieces out of the flesh of the living animal, but when the Whale is dead it gorges itself

upon the blubber, and refuses to be driven away, even though pierced through with a spear. It will

also feed on small fishes and crabs. When fresh it is brown, deeply shaded with blue. The rows of

teeth vary with age, from two to six. The simple cusps in all the rows diverge laterally from the centre.

The genus Eupi-otomicrus is known from a small species found in the Indian Ocean.

Echinorhinus also has but one species, which is known as

THE SPINOUS SHARK.*

The Spinous Shark ranges in the Atlantic from the shores of Britain to the Cape of Good

Hope, and sometimes enters the Mediterranean. It is of an awkwai-d shape, and is remarkable for

small fins and small tail. It would appear to feed chiefly upon crastacea. The liver of a specimen

five feet and a half long yielded a gallon of oil, but specimens have been taken between eight and

nine feet long. The body is covered with sharp spines, which are absent from the snout and fins

and from the belly. The dorsal fins are close together, and both near the tail. It has been taken in

the trawl-net, and on lines baited with Cuttle-fish. The fins have a reddi.sh-brown colour ; the eyes

are green ; the sides and belly are reddish-yellow, with vermilion blotches. The gape of the jaw is

wide, and the teeth are large, compressed, and have the cutting surface horizontal, usually with two

cusps on each side. The bases of the spines on the body are circular, and the spines are slightly

recurved. The lateral line is well marked ; it originates above the five openings for the gills, and

extends backwards to the commencement of the caudal fin, which it then ascends to its upper

extremity.

FAMILY VIII.—KHINID.E.

This family contains only the Monk-fish, or Angel Shark.
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THE MONK-nSH.*

The Monk-fish, or Angel Shark, has a form and appearance intermediate between the Sharks

and Rays. This is owing to its gi-eatly-expanded pectoral and ventral fins, which more closely

approach in plan to those of the Sharks, since the bones which fonn them consist of an expanded

piece which has a narrow surface approximating towards the vertebrse, and gives off from its

outer margin a number of rays, so as to present some resemblance to a palm-leaf. The body is

depressed, and tapers to the tail. The head, which is rounded, is .separated from the pectoral fins

by a short neck, and the iiose is not at all developed in front of the mouth. The ventral fins are

placed at the sides of the body just behind the pectoral fins, and the two small dor.sal fins are

between the ventral fins and the tail-fin. It generally remains near the bottom, and only rises in

the water in pursuit of other fishes. It feeds chiefly on Flat-fish, and like them sometimes hides

itself in tlie loose sand. The young are produced alive about July, when, they are about a foot

long. Its length appears usually to be from four to five feet, but occasionally reaches as much as

seven or eight feet. The breadth of the pectoral fin is always more than half its length. The gill-

opening.s. five in number, are rather wide, placed at the sides of the body towards the under surface,

and partly covered by the pectoral fins. The skin is rough all over ; a row of spines runs down

* Ehina squatina.



the middle of the baek ; there are half-eircles of spines like eyehrows behind tlie eyes, which are

placed on the top of the Ixead, and are covered with skin, except round the pnpils. Their colour is sandy-

grey. There are about a hundred and twenty joints in the vertebral colunni ; none of the vertebrje

are united together, as among Rays. The arclies over tlie spinal cord ai'e broad plates, which cover

the bodies of two vertebra?. The teeth are arranged at intervals, with four or five successional

teeth behind the outermost one. This Shark was well known to the Greeks, wjio used its skin in

polishing wood and ivory. Its flesh was also valued for food, and is described as firm and

nourishing. It is still eaten in the north of France.

TJie males of this species, like most other Sharks, are furnished with prehensile appendages

termed " claspers," but they do not here attain a large size. The species is widely distributed in

temperate and tropical seas, being found in the Atlantic and on both sides of the Pacific.

FAMILY IX.—PRISTIOPHORIDiE.

This, the ninth luul last of Dr. Giintlier's families of Sharks, also only includes one genus

—Pristiophorus—characterised by having the cartilage of the fore-part of the head jirolonged

into a long flat plate, which is armed on each edge with a series of teeth, so as to resemble a saw.

There are also numerous rows of teeth in the upper jaw, sometimes as many as fifty-eight. The

ncstiils are on the under side of the head. The scales are minute and keeled, and they more or

less completely cover the dorsal and pectoral fins. The body is somewhat deiiressed ; but the gill-

openings are lateral, while in the other Saw-fishes of the next family they are on the imder side of

the body. The species range from Japan to Tasmania, and sometimes reach a length of five feet.

The abundance of Sharks on the coasts of India appears to depend upon the presence of the

Oil Sardine {Clupea scombrina), so that in some years, when these fishes are rare, or scarcely visit the

coasts, Sharks are also comparatively scarce. They have for many years been sought for for the sake

of their livers, which are used for the manufacture of medicinal oil. The livers are equally good at

any season of the year, but while small livers yield one-third of their weight of oil, the large ones

yield one-half their weight of oil. The liest have a pinkish colour, and are firm. Tho.se used in the

manufacture vary in weight from 40 lbs. to 290 lbs. The Sharks are captured with baits of putrid beef or

porpoise flesh, which are put on the hook and attached to a chain. The fishing is carried on in deep

water, between four o'clock in the morning and sunset. The process of manufacture of the oil is

compai-atively simple ; the livers have to be received at the factory within six hours of the death of

the fish ; the veins are slit up and the gall-bladder removed, and the gland is washed until it no longer

discolours the water. It is then cut up into pieces which weigh about 4 lbs. each, placed in an

earthen vessel and covered with about an inch and a-half of water. The vessel is then heated over

a slow fire for about a quarter of an hour, till it reaches a temperature of 130° Fahr. It is then

stirred up, and as froth begins to rise the vessel is cooled on sand. The oil floats, and is skimmed

off' with a ladle formed from half a cocoa-nut shell attached to a bamboo handle. This rough oil

is strained through flannel, and then allowed to stand for three or four days, when it is again strained

through layers of long-cloth, satin-cloth, and flannel, and again stands for a fortnight or three weeks.

The straining is then repeated. In all there are six strainings, the last being through cloth and

filtering-paper direct into the bottles in which it is stored. This oil has a light straw colour, and

closely resembles cod-liver oil. The cost of its manufacture, however, has of late increased so n-.uch

that the Indian Government, which formerly carried on the indurstry at Calicut, has found it less

expensi^'e to import cod-liver oil from Europe.

SUB-ORDEPt II.—BATOIDEI (RAYS).

All the Rays have a depressed flattened body, which is expanded by the pectoral fins into a

more or less rhomboid or ovate form, usually terminated by a slender tail. Many species have the

snout pointed, though this character is by no means universal. The gills always open on the under

side of the body, and are always five in number. They communicate with spiracles, which open on

the head behind the eyes, and supply the gills with water while the animal lies on the ground. These

spiracles can be closed voluntarily. It has been estimated by Monro that, owing to the numerous

foldings of the gill-surface, the entire area of respiratory tissue is equal to the whole external surface
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of the Imman bod}\ The auditory apparatus is well developed in all the Rays, and the eyes are more

complex than those of Sharks. They are always placed on the top of the head, are directed sideways,

are placed at some distance from each other, and are defended by a cartilage above, behind which

thei-e is usually a row of spines. Below the cartilage is an eyelid, which is capable of covering the

pupil. The pectoral fins have a general resemblance to those of the Monk-fish, or Angel Shark. As

the rays which compose the fin extend outward, they subdivide and become jointed, and in the

common Thoruback number eighty-two, and have twenty joints between their origin and outward

termination. The ventral fins almost form a continuation of the pectoral fins. The claspers of the

male are long and strong, and have joints which allow them to be moved in almost any direction.

They are placed just in front of the inner side of the ventral fins. Rays have no anal fin. There

are usually two small dorsal fins. All the' Skates lay eggs, which are contained in a case or purse,

which closely resembles that of oviparous Sharks. In the embryo the tail is relatively longer

than in the adult, but Couch remarks that by a process not unlike that which deprives the

tadpole of its tail, the part of the body which lies behind the dorsal fins gradually ceases to be

nourished, and diminishes in size.

The Rays form the second subdi\'ision of the Plagiostomous fishes, and compose the section

Batoidei. They have been subdivided into six fiimilies by Dr. Gunther. Most of these fishes feed

on small crabs and shell-fish, for the mastication of which their flat teeth are well suited.

Family i.—the pristid.e.

This family, like the Pristiophoridse, is distinguished by the same characteristic of an exceedingly

long flattened snout, armed along each edge with a series of strong teeth, much like a rough saw,

so that it closely resembles the last group of Sharks. The skeleton of the saw consists of three,

four, or five hollow and somewhat cylindrical tubes, which taper towards the end, and are

encrusted with a granular osseous layer, such as is usual in the bones of this group of animals.

These tubes are the greatly elongated and enlarged cranial cartilages, which are prolonged forward in

Sharks and Rays to form the ordinary rostrum or snout, though, as a rule, those cartilages vary in

number from one to three. The teeth are implanted in sockets, and have square bases. It is needless

to remark that these teeth of the Saw-fish have no relation to the ordinary dentary armature of the

jaws, but rather correspond to the scales or tubercles of the skin, which are here implanted and

developed so as to closely simulate teeth. There are five species of the genus Pristis. They agree in

having the body depressed and elongated. The gill-openings ai'e on the under side of the head, are

moderately wide, and placed between the pectoral fins. The nostrils are also on the under side of the

head ; the teeth are minute and blunt. There are wide spiracles or blow-holes behind the eye, and

the eye has no nictitating membrane. The pectoral fins have the front margin free, and are placed

behind the head. The species are widely distributed in tropical seas. The dorsal fin is sometimes in

advance of the ventral, as in Pristis perrotteti, sometimes opposite the ventral, as in Pristis pectinatus

and Pristis antiquorum, in both of which species the caudal fin has no lower lobe. Pristis euspidatits

has the dorsal fin entirely behind the ventral, and in this East Indian species the rostrum is toothless

towards its base. The number of pairs of teeth in the saw varies in this species from twenty-five to

thirty-four, the number apparently altering with age. In Pristis antiquorum the number of pairs of

teeth varies from sixteen to twenty, and the teeth have the cutting edge in front only. The longest

Saws in the British Museum have a length of five feet, and belong to this species, which is common
in the Atlantic and Mediterranean ; those of Pristis zijsron, from Amboyna and Ceylon, are equally

long.

FAMILY II.-KHIXOBATID.E.

Tills fiimily includes three genera, which have the body moderately expanded, with

the rayed portion of the pectoral fin stopping short of the snout. The tail is strong and

elongated, and carries two well-developed dorsal fins; but the caudal fin sometimes wants the

lower lobe. The family includes three genera. Rhynchobatus has the nostrils forming

oblique wide slits on the under .side of the head. The two species range from the Indian Ocean to

the China Sea. In Rhinobatus the cranial cartilage is prolonged into a long rostrum ; the space

between the rostrum and the pectoral fin is occupied by membrane. The depressed body tapers
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gradually to the tail. The teeth are small and obtuse, Ijut each has a slight transverse ridge -which is

not seen in the previous genus. There are twelve species tbiind in the warmer seas. The skin is

usually coarsely granular, and covered with a series of tubercles, which often have large compressed

.spines in the median line. The mouth is commonly straight, but is occasionally arched, and is fre-

quently longer than the nostril. Specimens of B/ituobalus yranulalm from India, in the British

Museum, have a length of seven feet, but jaws of a large example are fifteen inches wide. Most
of the species appear to be smaller than this. Trygonorliina is an Australian genus, distinguished

by the "reat width of the nasal vahes.

FAMILY III.—TORPEDINID.li.

The Torpedo family includes six genera, which are all distinguished by possessing electric

organs formed of hexagonal columns, which extend vertically, and are spread between the pectoral fins

and the head. They all have the nasal valves confluent, with a quadrangular flap or lobe, as in

Tiygonorhina. The trunk is always a broad smooth disc.

THE GENUS TORPEDO.

The Torpedo has the body in front of the ventral fins more or less transversely ovate. The
surface of the body is smooth, soft, and somewhat rounded. There are two small dorsal fins placed

on the tail, which ends in a caudal fin having the lobes above and below nearly equal. Where the

2'orpedo marmorata occurs on the British coast it is familiarly known as the Cramp-fish, Numb-fish,

and Electric Ray. When it is grasped by the hand a creeping sensation is felt in the whole limb up

to the shoulder, accompanied by violent trembling and sharp pain in the elbow. As its vitality declines,

the electric properties are lost, and are entii-ely wanting in the dead fish. The shook is sufficient to

kill a duck, and in one of the early experiments made by Mr. Walsh, who placed a Torpedo on a wet

napkin, the shock was felt by five persons, who received it from a wire extending from one end of the

napkin into a basin of water, and transmitted it by putting a finger of each hand in similar basins. There

are two electric organs placed on each side of the head and gills. They consist of many perpendicular

prisms, which are mostly hexagonal and form large flattened organs having the shape of kidneys. Each,

column in the living fish appears like a mass of

clear trembling jelly. These cells occupy the

thickness of the body between the dorsal and ven-

tral covering. Hunter counted 470 columns in

each organ, and says that the partitions between

them are full of arteries which bring the blood

direct from the gills. These organs appear to con-

vert nervous energy into electricity. The nerves

which extend through them are an electric branch

of the trigeminal or fifth nerve, and four nerves

which are branches from the side of the medulla

oblongata, or hindermost part of the brain, each as

thick as the entire spinal cord itself. These nerve

trunks subdivide and penetrate into the partitions

between the columns. It has been taken on many
parts of the British coasts, but more frequently in

the English Channel than elsewhere. Specimens

taken in Cornwall have sometimes weighed a

hundred pounds, but usually they weigh only half

as much. An example which weighed forty-five

pounds was forty-one inches and a half long by twenty-nine inches and a half broad, but on the folloM-ing

day its dimensions had altered to forty-two inches by thirty, though it then weighed only forty-three

pounds and a half. After death the plump appearance of its upper surface is lost, and the lower border

curls upward. It is usually taken in the trawl, but sometimes with the line. The colour is a dark

brown, which is lighter round the eyes. The specimens which occur in the Mediterranean are usually

TOIU'EDO MARMORATA.
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sjMtted. The teeth carry little barbs, rising from an expanded base. The mouth is small, and the jaw-

bones slender. The nostrils are closer to the sides of the mouth than is usual with the Raj's. The eyes

are small, deeply imbedded^ and directed u2Jward. The spiracles are small and oval, and placed directly

behind the eyes. The intestine is remarkably short, being less than half the length of the stomach. All

the animal's movements are slow, and it prefers soft and muddy ground. Pennant remarks that it is

eaten on the coasts of France, but Galen believed that when used as food the person eating' it became

stupid and dull. In the Middle Ages it was often prescribed for the cure of headaches. This species

is distributed throughout the Mediterranean, and is found all over the eastern part of the Atlantic

and the Indian Ocean. There is a second British sj)ecies {Torpedo hebetans), which also occiirs in

the Mediterranean and adjacent parts of the Atlantic. It has the ventral iiu more rounded, and

sepai-ated from the pectoral tin, and has the body of a dark chocolate-brown above, and white on the

under side. There are four other known species of the genus Torpedo, which frequent the Eed Sea,

the east coast of Africa, and the Mediterranean. The five other genera of this family all frequent

tropical and sub-tropical seas, and are widely distributed on both sides of America, and range as far

north as Japan, and as far south as Austi'alia.

The genus Narcine has the tail longer than the disc, and has the spiracles immediately behind the

eyes. The teeth, which are almost flat, sometimes are marked with a median point. There are four

species. In tropical America Narcine brasiliensis is met with jjenetrating into fresh waters.

The genus Hypnos has a remarkably short taO, body entirely naked, and tricuspid teeth with

slender points. Only one species is known, which has minute eyes. The upper part of the body is

black, and sometimes spotted mth white. It is found only in the Australian seas.

Discopyge is another genus with the body entirely naked, but the tail is better developed and

distinct from the circular disc. The teeth are flat. The ventral fins are united, and the vent is in

the middle of the length of the body. Only one species is known from the coast of Peru.

Astrape has pointed teeth, and only one dorsal fin on the tail. There ai-e two species of this

genus.

Temera is a genus which differs from Astrape only in having entirely lost the dorsal lins, and

in having blunt teeth.

FAMILY IV.—EAJID^ (THE RAYS).

The family of Rays is distinguished by having a broad rhombic disc formed bj' the pectoral fins

extending to the snout. The skin is covei'ed more or less with spines, which are short and sharp, and

have a broad thick base. The electric organ is absent, and the tail never carries a bony spine.

There are four diSerent genera, which have these characters in common, but three of them ara only

known from single species, and are limited to the seas of India and China and the southern coasts of

South America. In the genus Raja the tail is always well distinguished from the disc. The caudal

fin is either absent or but very slightly developed. The teeth may be either l)lunt or pointed, but,

like the dermal spines, differ in form with sex. The number of species in British seas has probably

been over-estimated, and may not exceed eight, though most authors enumerate a dozen ; and

altogether about twenty-five species ai-e known from various parts of the world. The True Skate of

the British fishermen {Baja hatis) is one of the most abundant fishes of the British coasts. It is

found almost everywhere in the south, and has been taken as far north as the Orkneys. It ranges

round the shores of the German Ocean, and attains a large size. A stuffed female in the British

Museum is five feet and a half broad and six feet and a half long. A specimen weighing 200

pounds was on one occasion dressed by the cook of St. John's College, Cambridge, and found

sufficient for 120 members of that society who sat down to table. When caught in the Mediterranean

it is valued as a delicacy, and in Schleswig-Holstein it is salted and dried for the German market.

The fishermen of the southern coast of England esteem it chiefly for bait, since when stale it is always

successful with Lobsters and Crabs. When caught on the hook it is almost impossible to raise it, as

the animal usually lies still and keeps its head down, but when once the head is raised the fish rises

in the water like a kite in the air. In the breeding season Bloch declares that each female is followed

by several males. The purse in which the eggs are contained has an oblong shape, and a length of

four or five inches. The eggs are dropped in pairs, and left to take their chance of development, and

if dropped near to shore they are often washed up on the beach in rough weather. They are most
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easily taken when the Looks are baite.l with Pilchards or Herrings, though one kept in captivity liy

Sir John Dalyell would feed on nothing but Whiting. Couch records that in the stomach of one;

animal he found a Fishing Frog that weighed six pounds, in another two large Plaice, a Lobster, a
couple of Mackerel, a Thornback Ray eighteen inches long, and half a Salmon. The colour of the

upper part of the body is dusky grey or mottled, and its colour has caused it to be known in Scot-

land in some places as the Grey Skate, and in others as the Blue Skate. At Lyme Regis it is called

the Tinker. The females are always called Maids. This species is frequently infested by the Fish
Leech, Hirudo muricata.

THE LONG-NOSED SKATE.*

The Long-nosed Skate has the snout prolonged to a sharp point far in advance of the mouth.
The anterior outlines of the body are concave. Its usual size, according to Couch, is four feet seven

inches long, with a breadth of a little over three feet ; the tail measures sixteen inches. The body is

of a lead colour, greatly flattened and smooth. On the under side it has dark spots similar to those

of the Common Skate. The skin is smooth, but the tail is rough and armed on each border with a

row of large recurved spines, but is without any spines in the median line. The teeth are sharp, but
closely packed together on a semicircular curved surface of the bone, and in the upper jaw form
forty-six rows. In the young the teeth in both sexes are fiat, but as the male acquires age his

teeth towards the centre of the mouth become elevated, keeled, and pointed. The females are

larger than the males. The eggs are deposited in the latter part of the spring or summer in the

usual purse-like cases. In London Skates are generally brought to market in autumn and
winter, since the flesh becomes soft and woolly during the breeding season. The species is caught in

deep water, and is always violent on the hoolc, but a large number are taken in trawl-nets. It ranges

all round the shores of the North of Europe.

THE BORDERED EAY.f

In this fine species the anterior outlines of the body are deeply undulated, and the snout

contracts rapidly into a slender forward process. The posterior outlines of the body are relatively

short, so as to give the disc a triangular appearance. The body is smooth above, but the tail has a

median row of spines, and there are stronger lateral rows on each side. This species is very

much thicker and heavier than the Common Skate, and is frequently eight feet long, and a little

liroader. The colour is grey above and white below. The claspei-s of the male are long and
stout. The adult animal frequents deep water, and is taken only in summer and autumn. It is in

great demand in France, and during Lent the French fishermen come to Plymouth and the south

coast of England to purchase this species, vchich is covered with wet sand to keep it fresh during the

run back to France. In Scotland it is known as the White Skate; in Cornwall as the Burton
Skate. It has been taken as far south as Madeira, but is characteristic of the European coasts.

THE SHAGREEN RAY. J

This Ray has a double series of strong spines on the upper surface of the tail, but none in

the median line, except a short series in the middle of the back. There ai'e spines arranged in semi-

circles like eyelids between the eyes ; the anterior borders of the body are undulating, much as in Brija

luiirfjinata. In both sexes the teeth are slender and in the upper jaw are arranged in about sixty rows.

The body is covered with minute spines both above and below, and these have secured for it the name
of Shagreen Ray. It is a .species of moderate size, being about two feet eight inches long, and one foot

two inches broad ; it Ls often taken in the North of England and Scotland, and is said to feed on small

Star-fishes and various kinds of Crustacea, but has been taken on hooks baited with the Sand-eel. Its

flesh is soft and dry, so that it is less sought after for food than some of the other species.

THE HOMELYN RAY.§

The Homelyn Ray is a smooth-skinned species which has the body of a sub-pentagonal form.

There is a median series of spines running along the middle of the back and tail, and usually a lateral

series also, along the tail, which are absent from the back. This species is very variable in its ornament,

* Raja vomer. Raja manjinala, 5: Raja fiiUonka, § Raja maculata.
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aud hence is sometimes known as the Spotted Ray and as tlie Painted Ray. It is found nearer into

shore than the Thornback, and deposits its eggs, which are smaller than those of the Thornback, in

shallow water, so that they are often thrown on the beach in stormy weather. The young are hatched
from November to January, and then have a breadth of three inches and a length of five inches, half

of which is formed by the tail.

Closely allied to this British species is the Sandy Ray (Raja circularis), a variety of which,
known as the Cuckoo Ray, has usually only two lai-ge spots on the back, while the Raja circuhris
has from eight to sixteen small spots, each about the size of a pea.

THE THORNBACK.*
The Thornback is one of the commonest of British Rays, and is taken all round the shores,

on the Dutch coast, and along the Mediterranean Sea as far as the Golden Horn ; and it is also met
with at Madeira. It is of a dark-brown colour, with fainter-coloured spots. The whole upper surface

is covered with asperities, and a variable number of large spines like recurved nails, which are more

abundant in the female than in the male, but always extend down the tail in a median line. In

spring and summer it is taken abundantly, because it then comes into shallovi' water to deposit its

eggs, but is in the best condition for table in November, though the flesh is firm throughout autumn

and winter. It is a favourite food with fishermen, and is frequently salted ; but in the Moray Firth

* Raja chivata.
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it is preserved liy pi-essm-e, large stones being lieaped over the fislies to scjueeze out the juices of the

body, after wliich it is only necessary to seeui'e the tlesh from rain and moisture. Tlie quantity taken

ilepends a good deal upon the bait ; the Pilchard and Herring always attract it, but it feeds on C'rabi?

and other Crustacea, and according to Yarrell also upon Flat-fish and Mollusca. A specimen three

feet two inches long was twenty-eight inches broad, and had the tail a foot and a half long. The
teeth are rather large, but, like the spines and aspeiities, differ in character in the female and male.

In the former all the teeth are flat, but in the latter the middle teeth are conically pointed. Neailv

allied to this species is the Raji radiatn, in which the large spines on the back attain greater itiincu

.sions than iu the Tliornback, and rise from an e.xpanded base; the largest spines are in the niiilillc

line of the back and tail, and above the eyes. The shoulder-girdle of the Thornback is a nearly perfect

girdle formed at the sides by the scapula and coracoid, with the ring completed by the epicoracoids

below, and the supra-scapulas above, wliich latter bones abut against the spine of a neck vertebra.

In Psammobatis, which frequents the southern coasts of South America, the disc is perfectly

circular and only five inches wide, the snout being very short. Each ventral fin is divided into two

by a deep notch ; the anterior portion is covered by the pectoral tin. Each nostril has two nasal

valves. The tail is three inches and a half long.

Platyrhina has a well-developed caudal tin, and is represented by two species from India and

China, which Ijotli have the disc nearly circular.

FAJIILY V.-TKYGONID.E, THE STING RAYS.

The Sting Rays form a large family, about twenty-four species of the genus Trygpn being

known, chiefly from tropical and sub-tropical seas, while the family includes, according to Dr.

Gunther, several nearly-allied genera, such as Urogymnus, Twniura, Urolophus, and Pteroplatea.

The common Sting Ray,* like all the members of its genus, has the pectoral tins prolonged forward

.so as to unite in front of the head, while the tail is armed in its middle portion with a sharp,

flattened, bony spine, serrated on both sides like a double-edged saw or harpoon. The spine projects

upward and backward, and has the serrations hardened by an outer dense layer, so as closely to

resemble tooth-structure. When the dart has become worn out, its attachment to the body is loosened,

and after being cast off another one grows in its place. Occasionally the new spine protrudes from

under the old one, which may_ be seven inches long in a tish measuring three feet. This tish was
well known to the ancients, and regarded with dread on account of the supposed poison of its

spine. It lives on shallow, sandy ground, rarely takes the bait, and is commonly caught by accident

iu nets. The flesh, when laid bare by skinning, is more than, usually red, and is said to have a

rank flavonr. The species is comparatively rare on the British coast, but has a remarkably wide

range being found in the Gulf of Mexico and on the northern coasts of South America, in the Canary

Isles, and on the shores of China and Japan. Trygon hystrix—a species frequenting the Brazilian

coast—was taken by Mr. Bates, at Santarem, on the Amazons. Tryijon tuberculatn, a species which

has the tail twice as long as the body, ranges from Sydney to the tropical parts of the Atlantic,

and yet occurs in Lake Champlain. Tryyon hastata, from New Yoi-k, has the tail armed with two

spines placed at a distance from each other. Trygon rudis, from Old Calabar, has the body six

feet and a half broad, by four feet and a half long, while the tail measures fully six feet more.

Usually the plates which carry the teeth are straight, or but gently undulating, but in the Tryyon

gfifhen, a species met with in the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea, the upper jaw is angularly bent,

and receives the lower jaw—which is necessai-ily somewhat pointed—within this concavity. Rarely

Trygons occur which have the body almost or entirely smooth, such as Trygon nuda. The longest-

tailed species is Trygon uarnak, which has tlie body three feet long, with a tail nine feet long. The

genus Tseniura is represented by six species, some of which are found in the East Indian seas, and

others in the fresh waters of tropical America, Tceniura inotoro being found in the River Cuyaba,

in Brazil. Urolophus is a genus represented by five species, some of which are confined to the

Australian seas, and others, like Urohphus torpedinus, are found in the West Indies and on the

Pacific coast of Central America. In this genus the tail has a distinct terminal fin, with rays.

The genus Pteroplatea has the body at least twice as broad as long, and the tail very short and

* Triigoii pasti)iaca.
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thin. Tlieve are half-a-dozen species from all the tropical and sub-tropical seas. The well-known

Pteroplatea altavela occurs in the Mediterranean and on both sides of the Atlantic. Dr. Gunther

includes two genera in this family which want the bony spine on the tail. One of these—Ellipesurus

from the Rio BlanoOj in British Guiana, has the tail very short, and distinct from tlie nearly

circular disc. The other genus—Urogymnus—has a long tail, and a body densely covered with

osseous tubercles. It is known only from the Indian Ocean.

FAMILY VI.—JIYLIOBATID-E, THE EAGLE KAYS.

The Eagle Ray* is so named on account of the broadly-expanded pectoral fins, which closely

resemble wings. The head projects well in front of them ; the tail is twice as long as the body,

slender like a whip, and, immediately behind the dorsal fin, carries a doubly-serrated spine. The

eyes are placed so as to look laterally, and have been compared to those of an ox. The colour of the

body is greenish or brown, and the skin is smooth. The palate consists of a succession of transversely

elongated teetli, margined at the sides with smaller teeth. Specimens of the fish in the British

seas have been estimated to weigh three hundred pounds, but the species is rarely taken. In the

Mediterranean it is much more abundant, but the Hesh, though sold in the Italian markets, is not held

in great favour. Eagle Rays have been seen swimming on the surface of the sea, as have many other

species of the same group, and they appear to breajst the fide without difficulty. It is probable that

the species is widely distributed, since it has been taken in the neighbourhood of Sydney, on the

Australian coast. All the other species of the genus occur in Ea.stern seas, especially those of China,

Japan, and the Indian Archipelago, though the MyUohatis bovina appears to be limited to the Medi-

terranean and adjacent parts of the Atlantic. In two species, both known from young specimens, the

caudal spine has not been observed, and Couch records that it had not yet ajipeared in an embryo

which he found .still contained in the purse. He describes the purse in the British species as six

inches and a half long and four inches and a half broad, with tendi'ils at the corners which were

seven inches and a half long, and ended in a slender cord. The surface of the purse was marked

with closely-set raised longitudinal lines, which were crossed by other lines and raised points.

Towards the corners the reticulations form squares. The purse is nearly black. There are two other

genera in this family—the Aetobatis, which is distinguished by having broad, flat teeth, like those

of the middle series of Myliobatis, without any lateral teeth ; and Rhinoptera, which has no large

median teeth, but has the jaw covered with polygonal plates, like a tesselated pavement.

THE OX RAY, OR SEA-BEVIL.t

The Ox Ray, or Horned Ray, differs from other Skates in having two processes prolonged for-

ward from the pectoral fins, like horns. Its pectoral fins are even more expanded than those of the

Eagle Ray, but on the other hand its tail is extremely short, and the dorsal fin is placed upon the

hinder part of the body. It is brown above and white below. Its home appears to be in the

Mediterranean, though specimens have been taken on the coast of Ireland. The flesh is red,

dense, and difficult of digestion, but is eaten by the poor. In the Mediterranean, examples have

been captured twenty-eight feet wide and twenty-one feet long, though this was said to be the

smallest of a shoal. The fish was estimated to weigh a ton. The mouth is wide enough to

swallow a man. The females are said to be larger than the males, and darker in colour. The

young are produced in September, from eggs contained in long yellow cases. The species feeds

chiefly upon Cephalopods and Fishes, and lia.s been taken in nets arranged to catch the Tunny.

The liver is lai-ge, and yields a quantity of oil. Dr. Gunther describes the teeth as minute,

extending nearly to the angles of the mouth, and an-anged in more than a hundred and fifty

rows. The number of rows of teeth is distincti^'e of the species. One with forty rows in the upper

jaw occurs on the coast of Brazil, and others with from thirty-four to ninety rows occur in the

Indian seas, and one species ranges to Japan. In the nearly-allied genus Cei-atoptera—which

differs in havuig the teeth developed in the lower jaw only—an equally large size is apparently

attained, for the Ceratoptera vampyrus, which frequents the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, attains a

width of twenty feet. A specimen fifteen feet wide, and as long, was between three and four feet

* Mi/liobatis (KjiiiUt. -^ Dkcrohatis (lioriue.
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tliiek. It contained an imperfectly-developed }'Oung one, which was five feet broad, and weighed

twenty pounds. A second species of the genus is recorded from the Red Sea.

ORDER v.—CHONDROSTEL*
FAMILY I.-ACIPENSERIDiE, STURGEONS.

The Sturgeons form a small and natural group of fishes, distinguished by ha^•ing a cartilaginous

skeleton. They have the head covered with bony plates, and the body armoured with five rows of

bony bucklers, or scutes, which give it an angular character. The snout is pointed and conical. The
mouth opens in a large but short tube below the eye on the under side of the head, and is destitute

of teeth. Both jaws are formed of two cartilages, covered with a thin layer of bone. There are

only two genera of Sturgeons known. Nineteen species belong to the genus Acipenser, while the

•second genus, called the Shovel-head {Scaphirhyuchus), is represented by a single species ((S'.

ciitapkmctm), found in the Mississippi and its tributaries. It differs from the other Sturgeons in

wanting spiracles, and in having the bony scutes uniting with each other on the binder part of the

tail, .so as to envelop it in continuous armour. The nostrils in Sturgeons are double, and placed in

front of the eye, and there are four barbels arranged in a transverse series in front of the mouth on

the under side of the snout. There are no bony rays for the support of the gills, but there are four

COMMON STURGEON.

true gills and two accessory gills. The dorsal and anal fins are placed near to the caiidal fin, which

is unequally lobed or formed on the heterocercal plan usual among Shai'ks. Where the skin

is not covered by the bony jjlates it is soft 'and covered with pores, which secrete mucus. The

Sturgeons swim low, and feed on the decaying substances, animal and vegetable, which sink to the

bottom of rivers and estuaries. These fishes have always been valued for their roe, which is known

to us under the name of caviare. The eggs are deposited without being contained in cases, much in

the sams way as the eggs of bony fishes. A specimen which weiglied 273 lbs. had the roe weigh-

uig 42 lbs., and in this there were computed to be two millions of eggs.

The life of the Sturgeon has been observed only after it has ascended rivers. It moves along

with a gentle motion which suggests crawling rather than swimming, stii-ring up the mud and sand

with its snout seeking for food. In the breeding season some species feed almost exclusively on small

fishes allied to the Carp. They travel along the rivers between March and the latter part of autumn,

but hibernate during the winter-. Caviare is prepared from the roe in a very simple way. Usually it

is beaten up and passed through a sieve to separate the eggs from the tissue in which they are

contained. Salt is then added, and the eggs are packed in barrels for exportation. Another method

of preparation is to remove the larger filaments of connective tissue, then salt, and dry in sun ; it is

next forced into barrels with the pressure of the feet. Better caviare is made by salting the roes in

long troughs. They are then placed in fine sieve troughs, while the eggs are pressed through into

small kegs. The best is obtained from the Acipensei- stellatus and Acipenser ruthenits.

The fishing in winter is carried on, according to Brehm, in a singular way. The rivers are

frozen over ; and the fish which have hibernated bury their snouts in the mud so as to leave the

* Chondros, cartilage, and osteon, bone.
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bodies sticking up in the water like the piles of a Swiss lake dwelling. The fisherman is armed

with a pole, which is from twenty to sixty-five feet long, and terminates at one end in an iron

rake. This instrument is put down through a hole in the ice, and the Sturgeon is speared. When
one is caught the pole vibrates in the fisherman's hands, and he brings his capture to the surface.

Sometimes days pass without a fish being taken, but often as many as ten may be landed in a

day. On the Ural River 4,000 Cossacks in two hours have taken 40,000 rouble.s' worth of fish.

In summer fishing a portion of the river is hired from the landowner by the fisherman. He
engages assistants, who may be Russians, Greeks, Tartars, Moldavians, or Poles, and provides boats

and all requisites for the work, and builds large huts i-oofed with rush for the accommodation of his

people, as near to the river as may be, but so placed as to escape floods. Each hut sleeps about

twenty men. Salt is there stored in barrels, and mills are set up to grind it. The fish are captured in

nets. If fishing is successful the men fare well ; but u.sually their meals are of fish. A mast is set

up on the bank with a look-out at the top, and here a man is placed to watch and give notice when
the Sturgeon are seen coming up the river. Though often met with in the sea, the Sturgeon ascends

rivers to deposit its eggs. Their numbers in many of the Russian rivers are almost incalculable.

At Eubinsk, on the Volga, in the Russian government of Yaroslav, the fisheries draw together in

spring and summer a hundred thousand people, who work continuously, and disperse to their homes

in wintei'. When the fishing has been intermitted for a day the Sturgeons have been known to

completely fill a river 360 feet wide and 28 feet deep, so that the uppermost fishes appeared with

their backs above the water. Fifteen thousand have been taken in a single day. They occur in

incredible multitudes in the Caspian, and are numerous in all the rivers of the south of Russia.

The Sturgeon is also valued for its air-bladder, which is a large simple bag that opens into the

gullet. This is believed to enable the fish to vary the quantity of air which it contains, so as to

influence the density of its body. The air-bladder is converted into isinglass. After being washed

the bladder is turned inside out and dried. The internal membranes are then easily detached. It is

again moistened and hung in the .shade, and afterwards cut into strips, which are stretched on the bark of

a tree to dry. The best isinglass is yielded by the Sterlet and by Acipenser huso. The Common Stur-

geon of British seas {Aeipemer sturio) is widely distributed over the world, being found throughout

the Mediterranean and all round the western and northern shores of Europe, and along the eastern

coast of North America. It is frequently taken in the Thames, but does not often reach a greater

length than eight feet. A specimen eight feet six inches long, taken in the Findhorn, in Scotland,

weighed 20.3 lbs. Pennant mentions an example caught in the Esk that weighed 460 lbs. In the

Rhine it sometimes ascends to Mainz, and occasionally reaches Basel. It is also found in tlxe Weser,

Elbe, Moldau, Oder, and Vistula. The flesh is white and firm, and has a flavour that may be

described as combining 'that of veal and lobster. It is often salted and preserved for winter use.

Though an excellent fish, it never commands a high price in the London market. Yarrell

mentions that the stomach of one caught in the Tay was found to contain an entire sea mouse, the

Aphrodita aculeata. Couch expresses an opinion that worms are probably their favourite food, but

quotes a statement from an American newspaper that a lady's riding-whip, mounted with silver and
twenty-one inches long, had been found in the stomach of a Sturgeon of moderate size. The snout

is pointed. The barbels vary in position, being sometimes in front of the middle line between the

eye and the end of the snout, and sometimes behind it. The dorsal shields, which are large, extend

in the middle line of the back between the head and the dorsal fin. The lateral shields are as few as

in any known species, varying from twenty-six or twenty-seven in young specimens, to twenty-nine or

thirty-one in the adult. The skin is rough, with small star-shaped ossifications, which are arranged

in more or less regular oblique series.

The Acipensfr huso is a larger fi.sh than the Common Sturgeon, reaching a length of twenty-five

feet and a weight of 1,200 lbs. Its appearance is smoother than the Common Sturgeon, for though

it also has five rows of angular scutes, extending down the body, each jjlate is smaller. There are

about a dozen dorsal shields and forty to fortj'-five lateral shields. Some of the larger specimens

have been found, according to Shaw, entirely destitute of armour, and with the skin smooth and slimy,

so that the plates appear to drop ofi' in old age, much as the hair sometimes drops off" in man. The-

snout is short and three-sided, of a yellowish-white colour. The upper side of the body is dark
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grey, but the plates are dirty white, like tlie umler-side of the Loily. The barbels are flattened, and

nearer to the eye than to the end of the snout. It is only occasionally found in the Mediterranean,

and is otherwise confined to the Black Sea and Sea of Azov, and the rivers which flow into them.

The Acipenscr riUhenus, commonly known as the Sterlet, is a small species, rarely more than

twenty-one inches long. It has a narrow, pointed snout, which is somewhat elongated. The barbels

are slightly fringed. The number of dorsal shields vaiies from eleven to fourteen. The lateral shields

are more numerous than in any other species, and are from sixty to seventy in number. The skin

is deasely covered with minute ossifications, which are uniform in size. The back is a very dark

gi'ey, but the shields are whitish like the belly. It is found in the Black Sea, and in all the rivers

which flow into it. It is a regular article of food at Vienna, is sometimes taken at Linz, and

occasionally ascends as far as Ulm. It is abundant in the Caspian and the rivers that emjity them-

selves into it ; but less plentiful in the rivers of Siberia. It is believed to extend into the north-

west coasts of America. Acipe-iiser ruthenus deposits its eggs when the water has a temperature of

5i° Fahr. The eggs are sometimes fecundated artificially in the A''olga. The young are developed in

seven days. They are at first a quarter of an inch long, but in ten weeks increase to a length of two

inches, feeding chiefly on the larvse of insects. They can live in fresh water only, but are hardy, and

are often transported overland. In this way it was introduced long ago into Pomerania and Sweden.

Several diflerent species, distinguished by the form of the snout, the number of os.seous shields, and

the rays in the dorsal fin, occur in California, the Mississippi, and great lakes of North America.

Other species are confined to the Atlantic coast of the United States. Sturgeons, however, are

not found in North America north of latitude 54°, where the mean annual temperature is 33° Fahr.

They are not often seen in clear cold streams, but make their way up many muddy rivers in such

numbers as to form almost the only food of the Indian tribes dui-ing the summer months. The

Acipenser brevirostris, which is usually from two to five feet long, is so abundant in the river Hudson

as to be known in the markets under the name of Albany beef. One species {A. sinensis) is known

only from China, and is reserved for the table of the Emperor. Two or three species appear to be

limited to the Mediterranean, but the majoi-ity of Sturgeons are confined to the Black and Caspian

Seas, and the i-iver.s which flow into them.

FAJIILY II.—POLYODONTID^,
A second family in this order is formed for the Paddle-fish genus, named Polyodon. It is

represented by two species, one {Polyodon folium) found in the Missis.sippi and its tributaries,

the other {Pohjodon gladius) occurring in the Yang-tse-kiang. The genus diifers from the Sturgeons

in having the skin naked, or containing only minute star-shaped ossifications. The snout is

extremely long and shovel-like. It is covered with small star-like reticulations, and is regai-ded

by Wagner as being a forward prolongation of the parietal region of the skull. The maxillary

aich is fixed to the head, so that the mouth cannot be protracted as among the Sturgeons. The

jaws are armed with minute teeth, and. there are teeth on the palatine bones. There are no

barbels, and there is no tongue, so that the sense of touch must be feeble. The fins resemble

those of the genus Acipenser, except that the lower lobe of the caudal fin is nearly as broad as

the up])er lobe. The air-bladder is large and cellular, and opens into the oesophagus. There is

hardly any separation between the oesophagus and the stomach ; the pancreas is a short broad

lobed organ ; and the intestine terminates in a spiral valve. The cartilaginous rings of the vertebral

column are more delicate than those of the Sturgeon.
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DIVISION II.—TELEOSTEI (BONY FISHES).

ORDER I.-PLECTOGNATHI, OR FISHES WITH JA-SA'S U^^ITED.

The fislie.s 'which belong to thi.s order 25resent some of the most singular shapes 'which are kno'wn.

The skin is sometimes covered with ossifications in the form of spines projecting all over the body, as

in the Globe-fish ; or it frequently, as in the genus Ostracion, forms a carapace, or bony box built up of

scutes, -which rather suggest the shield of a leatliery Turtle than the covering of a fish. Often the ja-ws

are formed into massive teeth, as in the genus Diodon, 'which rather suggest the beak of a bird ; -while

many, like the Sun-fishes, are short-bodied, and are constructed on principles of symmetry very

different from those which are usual in the group. The internal skeleton is often imperfectly ossified,

and the vertebriB are few. There are no ventral fins, or they are represented by bony spines, bnt

there is a soft dorsal fin opposite to the anal fin, and both are placed in the hinder region of the

body. The air-bladder is always present, but is never connected with the throat by a pneumatic

duct. The form of the jaws serves to divide the order into two groups. The family in which they

form a beak has been named Gymnodontes, while that in wliich the jaws possess distinct teeth,

has been termed Sclerodermi.
FAIIILY I.-SCLERODERill.

This family, as the name indicates, has the skin more or less covered with scutes or roughened

with spines, and the snout is somewhat prolonged in front. Dr. Giinther divides this family into

three groups, which are named from typical genera—Triacanthiha, Balistina, and O.straciontina.

The first group includes in all but five species and three genera ; one of these comes from Japan,

another from Cuba, while the Triacanthus, -with its three species, ranges through the Australian seas

to the north of China. In all these fishes the skin is covered with strong and rough little scutes.

The ventral fins are formed by a pair of strong spines, which are joined to the pelvic bone. The

teeth have the form of incisors, and there is an anterior dorsal fin with a few small spines behind a

strong and large one. The second group—Balistina—has the body covered 'with scutes which are

adjacent to each other, but movable. The teeth in the upper jaw form a double series of incisors,

and in the lower jaw a single series. The first dorsal fin is reduced to three spmes, and tlie ventral fin

to a simple osseous spike. There are two important genera in this group, Balistes, with twenty-six

.species, and Monocanthus, with forty-one species. These are essentially fishes of tropical and sub-

tropical seas, and the species often have a remai-kably wide range. The single British species of Balistes

illustrates this distribution, since it is met with in the Mediteiranean, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans.

BaliMes capriscus is rather a rare capture on the British shores, but has been taken indifferently

in the noi-th of Scotland, the west of Ireland, and the English Channel. It has been named, from

the toothed character of its dorsal spine, the File-fish, and from its very singular appearance, the Pig-

faced Trigger-fish, though the latter part of the name is derived from the way in which the second
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doreal spine locks into the first. One of the most i-emarkable characters of the geuus is a soft smooth

furrow in front of the eye. There are shields behind the small gill-openings, and the face is usually

covered with scales similar to those which exist on the body. There are no spines or tubercles on

the tail. Thirty-two scales extend between the dorsal fin and the vent. The ventral spine is movable.

Dried specimens are always brown, but Yarrell records that the living fish is turgid blue. An adult

s]iecimen has a length of fourteen inches
;
young specimens are sometimes marked with dark-brown

spots. Some of the Eastern species, like the Batistes niger and Ballsles bursa, have a series of

STRACIOX QVADRICORNIS.

recurved spines on the tail. Other species, like the West Indian Batistes ringens, have longitudinal

grooves on the cheeks. Several species have no groove in front of the eye, while the Batistes

erythrodon has the teeth of a reddish-brown colour.

The genus Monacanthus has the body covered with very small rough scales. The ventral fin is

usually fixed ; the first dorsal fin is a single strong spine with a rudimentary spine behind it. In the

Monacanthus -peronii, and some other Australian species, the dorsal spine has four edges, which are at

equal distances from each other, and each is barbed. In this species the spine is inserted above the

middle of the oi-bit. The third group of the Sclerodermi contains only the Ostracion, which, however,

is represented by about twenty-two species. These fi.shes are contained in a carapace formed of

hexagonal plates which touch each other, but the snout, bases of the fin.s, and hinder part of the tail

are covered with soft skin. The ventral fins do not exist. The maxillary and pre-raaxillary bones

have become blended together, and the jaw cairies a single series of small teeth. There are only

51
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fom-teen vertebrae, the earlier ones elongated and the last five greatly shortened. The species are

gronijed into two sections—first, those in which the carapace is closed behind the anal fin ; and secondly,

those in which the carapace is open behind the anal fin. In some species the carapace has three longi-

tudinal ridges, in others there are four, five, or even six ridges. Sometimes there are prominent spines,

which are conical, and project in front of the orbits, or from the ventral, or doreal, or lateral ridges.

None of these fishes attain a large size, the Ostracion cuhicus having a length of fourteen inches, and

the Oslracion qmidricornis reaching a length of sixteen inches. Ostracioti hicaudalis is .seventeen

inches long, but the Ostracion renardi, from Amboyna, is only about four inches long, and there are

many other species of about this size. Like the other genera in this family, the Ostracion is most

abundant in the Malay Archipelago, the "West Indies, and tropical coasts of Africa. Two specimens

of the Ostracion quadrlcornis have been taken near Mervagissey, on the Cornish coast.

FAMILY II.—GYMNODONTES.

This family, in addition to having a sharp cutting beak without teeth, formed of the bones of the

fore part of the head more or less blended together, has the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins soft and

approximating towards each other. The ventral tins are absent, but the pectoral fins are present. The

TLTILOI'UX FAIIAKA {FLOATING liELLY ri-WAKHl.

first genus of this family, Triodon, is so named because the ujjper jaw is divided by a suture in the
middle, while the lower jaw is entire, thus giving the aspect of three teeth, which are large, white,

and have the appearance of being powerful cutting organs. The eye is large, being about oue-foui-th

the length of the head. The nostril has two distinct openings on each side of the head. The most
distinct characteristic of this fish is furnished by the abdomen, which is capable of being dilated

into a large sack which hangs below the body. The air, however, does not penetrate into its lower
part, and the sack is kept expanded by a very long pelvic bone. This fish is found widely distributed

in the Indian Ocean, and reaches a length of twenty-one inches. The skeleton is well ossified and
the ribs well developed, and the body is covered with small bony ])lates which are spiny.

The second group has Tetrodon for its type, and though called Tetrodontidai only, has both jaws

divided in the two genera Xenopterus and Tetrodon, while the remaining six genera resemble Diodon
in having no median suture in the jaws. These fishes are popularly known as Globe-fishes, from the

well-known circumstance that after filling the body with air they float on the surface of the water
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witli tlie belly upward. Xenopterus is a genus of the Indian Archipelago, distinguished by its funnel-

shaped nostril and the small dermal ossifications, which each have two or three roots and form spines

over the skin. The Xenopterus imdestm, which is about four inches long, is found in the rivers of

Borneo and Sumatra, but the Xenopterus naridis has been met with indifferently in rivers and the

Sea of Penang. The specimens from Borneo reach a length of eleven inches.

The large yellow Xenopterus naritiis, which is found in the rivet's of British Burmah, is con-

sidered to be excellent eating, but an allied genus (Tetrodon) from the Nile is known to be exceed-

ingly poisonous. Dr. Day records that a species from Japan (probably a Tetrodon) is used for

purposes of suicide, and that a law exists which prevents a soldier's son from entering the army when
his father has terminated his days by feeding on this animal. The Tetrodons are generally reputed

to be poisonous, but they are eaten by the Andam:ui Islanders, and the native doctoi's in Malabar

prescribe them as a medicine.

The genus Tetrodon includes about sixty species, which ai-e nearly all tropical, and by far tha

larger nimiber are known from the Malay Archipelago and adjacent seas, though well represented on

the African coasts. Several species inhabit fresh waters. In the first section of the genus the scutes

form H continuous carapace round the trunk ; the second group has a broad back and very

prominent nasal organs situate on elevated papilUe, but there are no scutes forming a carapace. In
many species the spines are limited to the belly ; in others they occur on both the back and
belly, but are absent from the sides. Some have the spines minute and invisible, so that the fishes

are smooth to the touch ; others, again, have no spines at all, but minute soft tubercles on the

skin. A number of species have the back compressed into a keel, and in these the nasal organs are

never prominent. Tetrodon Jluviatilk occurs indifferently in the fresh waters and on the coasts of the

East Indies. The little Tetrodon erythrotamia, two inches and a half long, is from the rivei-s of

Amboyna and Celebes. The entirely naked Tetrodon cuteutia, four inches long, is from the Ganges.

Tetrodon faJuika, which is one of the largest .species, reaching a length of eighteen inches, occurs all

up the Nile, in the Niger, and on the West Coast of Africa. The lai-gest form, twenty-seven inches

long, is the widely-distrib\ited T. sceleratus, which ranges round the Indian Ocean and through-

Polynesia.

The only British species, Tetrodon lagocephalus, is also found on the south and east coast of

Africa, as far as Mauritius. The back is a brilliant ultramarine blue ; the belly and sides are

silvery-white ; while the fins and tail are brown. The abdomen is covered with spines from the

mandible to the vent ; each has four roots. The back is almost straight. The aii--sac has a smooth

internal surface, with two openings into the CBSophagus, the first simple, and the hinder one valvular.

One of these is probably used only to admit the air, and the other to discharge it. It has been

found on the coasts of Cornwall and Ireland, the largest specimen being twenty-one inches long.

The genus Diodon differs from Tetrodon in little beyond the absence of the median suture from

the jaws. The body is similarly covered with ossifications in the skin, each with a pair of lateral roots,

and a stiff movable and erectile spine. The upper part of the body is usually dark and the lower

parts white. The largest species {Diodon hystrix) is two feet to two feet six inches long. The four

species are found in all the seas between the tropics, and all range to the Cape of Good Hope. There

is no British representative of the genus. Mr. Charles Darwin remarks, in his " Voyage of the-

Beagle," as quoted by Mr. Yarrell :

—" One day I was amused by watching the habits of a Diodon

which was caught swimming near the shoi-e. This fish is well known to possess the singular power of

distending itself into a nearly .spherical form. After having been taken out of the water for a short

time, and then again immersed in it, a considerable quantity both of air and water w»& absorbed by

the mouth, and perhaps likewise by the branchial apertures. This process is effected in two methods :

the air is swallowed, and is then forced into the cavity of the body, its return being prevented by

a muscular contraction which is externally visible ; but the water, I observed, entered in a stream

thi-ough the mouth, wliich was wide open and motionless ; this latter must, therefore, depend on suction.

The skin about the abdomen is much looser than that of the back, hence, during the inflation, the

lower surface becomes far moi-e distended than the upper ; and the fish, in consequence, floats with its

back downwards. Cuvier doubts whether the Diodon in this position is able to swim : but not

only can it thus move forward in a straight line, but it can likewise tuni round on either side. This
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latter movement is effected solely by the aid of the pectoral fins, the tail being collapsed and hot used.

From the body being buoyed up with so much air the branchial openings were out of the water ; but

a stream drawn in by the mouth constantly flowed through them. The fish ha%-ing remained in this

distended state for a short time, generally expelled the air and water with considerable force from the

branchial apertiires and mouth. It could emit, at will, a certain portion of the water ; and it appears,

therefore, probable that this fluid is taken in partly for the sake of regulating its specific gravity. This

Diodon possessed several means of defence. It could give a severe bite, and could eject water

li'om its mouth to some distance: at the same time it made a curious noise by the movement of its

jaws. By the inflation of its body the papillae, with which its skin is covered, becams erect and

pointed. But the most curious circumstance was that it emitted from the skin of its belly, when

handled, a most beautiful carmine-red and fibrous secretion, which stained ivory and paper in so

permanent a manner, that the tint is retained in all its brightness to the present day."

There are five genera closely allied to Diodon. Chilomycterus possesses a species {Chilomi/cterus

yeometricus) which, though widely distributed in the tropical parts of the Atlantic, is found in Lake

Chamj)lain and several inland waters of the United States; but most of the species of this genus

•belong to the Indian Ocean and adjacent seas. In the genus Trichodiodon, which frequents the

North Atlantic, the si)ines on the body are reduced to delicate hairs : an example in the Paris

Museum has a length of thirty inches. In Trichocyclus the spines become elongated like bristles,

^nd the dorsal and anal fins are entirely absent.

Tlie third division of the Gymnodontes contains only the Sun-fish; and this group, represented by

a single ij iiii^, is named, from its typical species, Molina. The Sun-fishes belong to the genus Ortha-

goriscuis. "C\in l)L)Lly is short and compressed, and covered with a rough or tesselated skin, which is

not capable of l)eing expanded as among the Diodonts. The air-bladder is absent, there is no pelvic

bone, the ventral fins are wanting, and the vertical fins are all placed together at the hinder part of the

body, and often are so arranged that the dorsal and anal fins seem but lateral lobes of the caudal fin.

The Common Sun-fish {Orlluu/oriscus mola) inhabits the open sea, and has been met with in many
parts of the world in temperate and tropical waters. It is not uncommon in Australia, where it is

valued for the quantity of oil which it yields. Every year a few si)ecimens are taken dui-ing the

warmer months on some part of the British coast, even as far north as the Orkneys. It in usually

captured floating on the surface, when it appears languid and almost asleep, with its head projecting

out of the water, but it is sometimes found lying on its side, and is then probably sick, though the

iishermen regard this as an indication of continued fine weather. In this state it is not alarmed by

the approach of the fisherman, though, when the opportunity offers, it makes its escape over the

surface faster than a rowing-boat can follow. When laid hold of these fishes utter sounds which

some fishermen have compared to the loud grunting of a hog. When anything approaches the eye-

ball, the ball is drawn into the socket, and a membrane rises up from the base and covers it. The

Sun-fishes appear to retain their vitality for some time out of water, for a specimen kept in a boat for

half an hour, on being thrown back into the sea is said by the fishermen to have darted away like an

arrow. Couch mentions, on the authority of a friend, that when cooked for the table it is good

eating, and has much the flavour of the Common Crab, but in England no use is made of it. Its

food is varialjle, and the stomach has been known to contain seaweed, corallines, and barnacles,

though nothing but mucus is usually found there. Sometimes the species reaches an enoi-mous size.

The largest British specimen known is seven feet nine inches long, and eight feet six inches deep

across the fins, but the propoi'tions change with age, and in very young examples the vertical diameter

exceeds the length, while in older examples the depth is somewhat more than half the length. With
age a hump is developed above the mouth, and on this there is a bony tubercle, wliile in very young

specimens this position is marked with a spine. Young examples, too, have spines scattered over the

body, and in the region of the throat some of these are converted into osseous tubercles, and remain

throughout life. The teeth undergo a remarkable modification. In the young state there are

supplementary teeth within the cutting jaws, and these teeth are generally met with till the fish

attains a length of eighteen inches, but when the animal has become twice as long they have entirely

disapi)eared. The head is thicker than the body, and has an elevated ridge above the eye. The small

moutli is placed below the blunt nose, and is capable of but little movement. Each jaw has the
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siiiface of the bono covered witli cuaincl. Tlie openings of the gills are small, nearly vortical, slits just

in front of the pectoral fin. The vent is prominent, the dorsal and anal fins are triangular at the

base, and greatly elongated ; they join on to the caudal fin, which is narrow, and not very conspicuous,,

though it runs the depth of the body. '1 he back and fins are usually almo.st black, but the belly is a

brilliiint white. Couch mentions that some small specimens have beautiful variations of colour in

strip33, with blotches of blue, yellow, and white. The stomach is long and large, the intestine thick,

anil convoluted into a ball, and there is a large urinary bladder winch communicates with largo

kidneys by two ducts. The Sun-fish is usually infested with parasites, which are found in the gills

and on various paits of the skin.

The Oblong Sun-fish {Orthayoriscus tranaUnn) has the height of the body less than one-half its

total length. The mouth is about level with the eye ; the smooth skin is divided into small hexagonal

scutes. A specimen taken at Plymouth in 1734 weighed .500 lbs., but it is not often met with of

a large size. It lives on worms, sea-shells, crabs, and other marine animals. A young specimen:

twenty-five inches and a half long had the body twelve inches and a half deep, and the height, from

the tip of the dorsal fin to the tip of the anal fin, was twenty-one inches and a half. On this

specimen there were wavy vertical strijies both on back and belly ; only on the back they appear as

silver streaks on a 'dusky brown surface, and on the belly as greyish-brown streaks- on a surface of

silver. It has never been noticed basking in the sun like the Broad Sun-fish. The caudal fin

is more distinct in this species, and the dorsal and anal fins form continuations from it. The pectoral

fin, which in the Broad Sun-fish is rounded at the extremity, in this species terminates in a point. It

is very rarely met with, but has been found in the English Channel, Bristol Channel, and the northern

coasts of Scotland, and ranges along the west coast of Africa by Sierra Leone and the Cape Seas, and

has been met with in the Pacific. A third species of Sun-fish (Orthagoriscus laticolatus) is recorded

from Mauritius. It difi"ers chiefly from this in having the caudal fin as long as it is deep.

OEDER II.-LOPHOBRANCHII,* OR FISHES WITH TUFTED GILLS.

The most remarkable characteristic of this order of fishes is fouyd in the form of the gills,

for instead of being pectinated, or shaped like a series of combs, as in other fishes, they consist of

small rounded lobes clustered together, so as more to resemble the appearance of minute mulberries, and

yet are attached to the branchial arches. These gills are protected by a single large plate, which is

tiie only representative of the operculum. The snout is produced into a tube, and ends in a small

toothless mouth. The air-bladder, when present, is simple, without a pneumatic duct connecting it

with the oesophagus, though in one species Dr. Giinther has found a band leading from the oeso-

jihagus to the air-bladder, which i)robably indicates the former existence of a duct, which has become

obliterated. There are only two families in this group, which are named Syngnathida;, comprising the

Pipe-fish and the Sea-horses, and the Solenostomidfe, which contains only the genus Solenostoma.

F.VJIILY I.—SOLENOSTOMID^.

This family is distinguished l)y the great width of the openings into the chambers contain-

ing the gills, and by possessing two dorsal fins, with firm unjointed rays in the first fin, while all-

the other fins—pectoral, ventral, anal, and caudal—are well developed. These characters easily

separate Solenostoma from the Pipe-fishes. Of Solenostoma only three .species are known. The genus-

has a very simple intestine, dilated somewhat, so as to form a stomach, but without any appendages-

in the ])yloric region, so that the function of the pancreatic secretion in as.sisting dige.stion must be

rendered unnecessary by the nature of the food on which these animals subsist. The air-bladder is

absent. The ventral fins, which are opposite the anterior dorsal, are free in the male, but in the female

their inner margins are united with the covering of the body, so as to form a large pouch into which

the eggs are received to be hatched. The inner walls of this sac are lined with long filaments, which

are arranged along the seven ventral rays in series, and are most numerous at the base of the rays.

There is a canal in the interior of each filament, which may furnish a secretion for the attachment of

the embryo. The largest filaments have a length of half an inch, anil are covered with little

ajjpendages like mammse. The filaments are most developed in fishes which have already deposited

* Lophoss, .a tuft; hrunchUt, gills.
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the minute eggs in the sac. The vertebral column consists of eighteen abdominal vertebrfe and

fifteen caudal vertebrae. The vertebne gradually decrease in length backward, so that the shortness

of the tail is due to the diminished length of the bones. The pelvis consists of two pairs of cartila-

ginous plates. There is a dermal skeleton on this fish, formed of star-shaped ossifications, each having

three or four radiating branches, by which they are joined to the adjacent bones. SoUnostoma

cyanopterum, which ranges from Zanzibar to China, varies in colour, being sometimes brown, with

minute spots of lilack and white, and sometimes 2'ink, with small brown spots. The other species are

from Amboyna.
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FAMILY II.— SYNGXATHIDiE.
The SyngnatliidiB are all marine, though many species enter fresh waters. They are widely clLs-

tributed over the world, but limited to the temperate and tropical regions. The openings for the gills

are very small, and placed at the upper angle of the hinder margin of the gill-cover. There is only

one dorsal tin, and that is soft ; there are never any ventral fins, and in some examples the other fins

disappear. Thei-e are two divisions of this family represented by the Pipe-fish and the Sea-horse.

Of Pipe-fishes there are ten genera, and of Sea-horses five. Notwithstanding the marvellous

iippearances wliich the Sea-horses assume from the circumstance that the tail is prehensile and v.-ithout

trace of a caudal fin, and serves the purpose of a hand as efliciently as the tail of a monkey, the

Pipe-fishes jierhaps present circumstances in their history of still greater iirterest. The whole of the

male Pipe-fishes perform the office of hatching the young in pouches on their own bodies, though in

two genera named Nerophis and Protocampus the pouches are wanting, and the eggs are attached to

the loose skin of the abdomen in the male. These two genera want the pectoral fin, and the caudal

tin is sometimes absent, and sometimes represented by a rudiment. Some of the genera have the egg

pouch for the male, which is usually closed after the eggs are received into it, situate upon the

.abdomen, while in other genera it is situated upon the tail.

The Broad-nosed Pipe-fish {SiphoniK^tniiia (i/jiLI,) is found on British shores and all round the

coasts of Europe, ranging mto the MedUm-iin'au ami Black Sea, and as far north as Sweden. Its

prevailing colour is olive-green, mottled with jialu and dark shades of yellow. The usual length is a foot

to fifteen inches, though Yarrell speaks of specimens eighteen inches long, and quotes Bloch as attribut-

ing a length of two or three feet. They have been taken in shallow water, where the bottom is covered

with weeds. The humeral bones in this genus are movable, and are never \inited together to form a

bony ring, as in the other Pipe-fishes. The trunk is sheathed in a series of eighteen bony rings, and the

series is prolonged by about thii-ty-five smaller rings wliich cover the tail. The tail is four-sided, and

terminates in a pointed caudal tin, which has the shape of a partly-opened fan. The genus Syngnathus

is represented by forty-four species, many of v.hich belong to the Malay Archipelago and Eastern

Seas, several are African, a few American, and two or three are found in the Mediterranean. On
British shores the Great Pipe-fish, or Needle-fish, Sea-adder, or Tangle-fish (Syngnathus actis), is met

with chiefly in bays and harbours. They are usually seen together in pairs, and feed on stony ground

or among overhanging weeds. Sometimes small Shrimps are swallowed by them, for though the

mouth is small it admits of being considei-ably enlarged by the action of muscles on the bones. The

nostrils are close in front of the large eyes. The body is considerably lengthened, and tapers behind

the dorsal fin in the female, and behind the max-snpial pouch in the male. Behind the dorsal fin the

body is square ; in front it has seven ridges, three on each side, and a median ridge in the middle of

the back. It is covered with a series of bony plates, of which there are twenty in front of the vent,

and forty-four on the tail. The colour is a rich yellowish-brown, often mottled. In the young the

.snout is short, and the body has many fewer osseous rings ; there are also fewer dorsal rays, and the

lateral line is more frequently contmuous with the upper edge of the tail ; but when the fish gets to

be more than eight inches long the characters of the adult become developed. The young fishes possess

the power of reproduction; the ovaiies of the female are always found well developed, and the

pouches of the males, which are said bv Dr. Giinther to be nearly as long as the part of the body in

front of the vent, are filled with eggs when they are mature. The pouch is not very deep ; before the

eggs are impregnated its entrance is sealed up ; aftBr the eggs have been received into it, which is a

process extending over some little time, it is again sealed up by a glutinous secretion, similar to that

by which the ova are held to its walls. Eggs have been found in the pouch as early as the beginning

of winter ; but some of the young in it are found fully developed, while others were just showing the

rudiments of the snout and the eye. Couch records that in April he found the ova in the pouch all

closely fastened together and attached to its walls at the sides and back, so that each egg was contained

in a cell. The eggs were formed of transparent fluid, with a red spot on one side ; this spot is always

directed towards the opening of the pouch. Even when fully developed there is a kind of attachment

between the pai-ent and the young, and after they have escaped into the water they seek the shelter of

the pouch when alarmed. The roe has been found developed in examples only four inches long.
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The Symjnathus cdyeriensis is a fresh-water siiecies from Algiers. The Sjiujnathus specifer was

obtained by the Livingstone Expedition from the Rovuma River, and the Syngnathus martensii

is found in fresli water in Borneo. The genus Ichthyocampus is characteristic of the Indian and

China Seas, the genus Nannocampus is from Australia, and the genus Urocampus from Manchuria.

Doryichthys is a genus with twenty species from tropical seas, some of which are taken in fresh

water, like the Doryichthys mento from Celebes, and the Doryichthys caiidatus from the island of

Samar. Doryichthys pleurostictus is from the fresh waters in the island of Luzon in the Philip-

]jines. Cwlonotus is a genus from the Indian Ocean, with one species entering fresh waters.

Stigmatophora is from the Australian Seas. Nerophis is eminently a European genus, though one of

its seven species is from Bombay, and another from Bogota. Nerophis teres is from the Crimea, but

Nerophis Iwnbriciformis, Nerophis ophidion, and Nerophis cequoreus are all British forms, ranging to the

northern seas of Eui-ope, though the last-named is also recoi-ded from New Orleans. Nerophis has a

smooth rounded body, with scarcely any traces of the ridges so characteristic of Pipe-fishes, and, as

already remarked, the pectoral fin is absent, the caudal fin a mere rudiment, while the tail tapers to a

point, and there are no lateral folds on the abdomen to protect the eggs, which are nevertheless

carried by the male; and the anal fin is wanting.

The Ocean Pipe-fish (Nerophis mquoreus) is often seen by fishermen from thirty to fifty miles from

land, but it has been observed to spawn in June and July in Dingle Harbour. The species clings by

its tail to the tufts of Zostera marina, and in calm weather specimens may be seen side by side, and

in this position the eggs are transferred from the female to the male. Couch mentions a female

thrown on shore in a storm, which measured twenty-two inches long and an inch in depth, and a male

twenty-six inches long. The upper part of the sides and tail are of a light reddish-bi-own, and the

head and belly golden yellow. A specimen kept in the vivarium of the Scarborough Museum passed

most of its time on a branch of Lawrencia pennatijidia. When dead it was found with its head

uppermost, in the same position as in life. Couch says that this species often abounds in incalculable

numbers in the open sea, and that the stomachs of other fishes like the Pollack are found gorged with

them. The male has a hemispherical depression on the abdomen in front of the vent, and in this

hollow the eggs are attached. They are not easily detached, and the skin rises round each like a cup.

The Worm Pipe-fish {Nerophis lumbrici/ormis) does not exceed a length of five inches.

Professor Fries records that when fir.st hatched this species possesses pectoral fins, and there is a fin-

like membrane at the tail which extends up the abdomen to the vent, as well as along the back. All

these fins, except the portion which becomes developed into a dorsal fin, are afterwaixls cast ofi" like

the tail from the tadpole.

The group of Pipe-fishes, popularly called Sea-horses, usually have filaments attached to various

parts of the body, and liave the head set on to the trunk at an angle which suggests the comparison

with the horse. The body is deeper and shorter than in the typical Pipe-fishes, and is encased in a

succession of shields forming rings of jointed armour round tho body, which are distinctly marked.

The males similarly carry the eggs. The genera Gastrotokeus and Solenognathus occur in the

Australian Seas, and range north to China. The genus Acentronura is only known from Japan.

Phyllopt?ryx, an Australian genus with three species, is one of the most wonderful of fishes

in appearance ; for, as the name implies, it has very much the aspect of a moving plant. The

body is usually compressed, and the snout is long. Dr. Giinther, who has described the

Phyllopteryx eqms, gives the following account of the spines and filaments which cover it :

—

"There is a jiair of small spines behind the middle of the upper edge of the snout, a pair of

minute barbels at the chin, and a pair of long appendages in the middle of the lower part of

the head. The forehead bears a broad, erect, somewhat four-sided crest, behind which there is a

single shorter spine. A horizontal spine extends above each orbit. There is a cluster of spines on

the occiput, and from these narrow appendages are prolonged. On the nape of the neck is a long

spine, dilated at the base into a crest, and carrying a long forked apjiendage. The back is arched, and

on the under side are two deep indentations. The spines on the ridges of the shields are the

strongest ; they are compressed, ai'e not flexible, and each terminates in a pair of short points.

There is one pair of these spines in the middle of the back, and one on each of the three prominences

of the abdominal outline ; they terminate in flaps, which are long and forked. There are also ver^'
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long compressed flexible spines witliout appemlages, which extend in piiiis along the iippermost part

of the back, while a single series extends along the middle line of the belly. Small short conical

spines run in a single series along the middle line of the sides, and along the lateral edges of the

belly ; and there is a pair of similar spines in front of the base of the pectoral fin. The tail, which

is about as long as the body, carries the doi-sal fin ; it is quadrangular, and has sharp edges. It

carries along its upper side live pairs of band-bearing spines, which terminate in branching filaments."

Hippocampus is a genus found in the open seas in all temperate and tropical regions. The

fishes attach themselves by the prehensile tail to seaweed, or any floating substance, and thus

become drifted by cuiTents over gi-eat distances. There are eighteen species adiaittetl by Dr. Gunther,

but he remarks that the length of the snout, the shape of the shields, and the development of the-

tubercles, show such an amount of variation as to make great difficulties in determining the species.

The body is compressed from side to side, and formed of ten or twelve rings, behind which is the

four-sided tail. The shields are armed with spines or tubercles, and at the back of the head there is

a prominent crest, which terminates in an elevated knob, or coronet. There are also eminences above

the eyes, in the temporal region, and at the base of the pectoral fins. The males carry the eggs in a

sac at the base of the tail, opening near the vent. The females have a small anal fin,

The British Sea-horse (Hippocampus antiqiwrum), which is rare off Britain, is much more

abundant in the Mediteiranean, and has been found on the west coast of Africa, and the norlheni

shores of Australia. It has often been kept in confinement. When swimming, the , position is

vertical, with the head more or less bent, though the angle is then rarely so great as in dried speci-

mens. When several are together they frequently twist their tails into a band, and thus attach

themselves the more firmly. This species is of a dark olive-brown colour, with bluish-white spots,

and lines on the sides and tail. The eyes move independently. On the coast of Ireland specimens

Jaave been taken from the stomach of the Cod.

54*
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Some of the species vary considerably iu colour ; thus, Hippocampus yuttulatus—a species with

seventeeu rays in. the dorsal fin—is sometimes black, with brown cross-bauds ; other specimens are

light or dark-brown. Sometimes brown specimens have a black head and a black tail, or the body

may be marbled with a dark tint, and dotted over with black spots and smaller spots of white. Most

of the species are from the Australian, Malayan, China, and Indian Seas, and vary in length from

two to about six inches, though the Hippocampus hngiroslris, from the China Seas, reaches a length

of eleven inches. These fishes may be termed the marsupials of the sea, and Yarrell compares the

pouch in which the eggs are borne to the fold of skm iu which the Wandering Penguin cairies its

solitary egg in safety over the great wastes of waters.

ORDER III—ANACANTHINI, OR SOFT-FINNED FISHER.

Dr. Giinther divides the fishes which have no spiny rays iu the vertical and ventral fins, and

which have the ventral fins, when present, placed under the throat, into two principal groups, which

are tj'pified by the Cod and the Sole. This order of fishes has been named Anacanthini. When
the air-bladder e.xists it never communicates by a pneumatic duct with the fore part of the throat

SUB-ORDER I.—GADOIDEI.

The Cod-lik.e division is subdivided into six families, according to the position and degrees of

development of the fins.

FAMILY I.—aADOPSIDiE.

This family is known, only from a single genus (Gadopsis), which is found in the fresh waters

of South Australia and Tasmania, and has the fins formed partly of spines.

FAMILY XL—LYCODID^E.
This family includes but three genera, and one of these (Gymnelis) is met with on the south

coast of England. It is commonly known as the Beardless Ophidium, and is the Gymnelis imberbis.

In this genus the body is generally naked and elongated; there is no air-bladder; there are six

branchiostegal rays ; the vertical fins are united so as to extend down the back, and there are no ventral

fins. The British species is rare, and is about three inches long and about a quarter of an inch deep.

FAMILY III.—GADID.^i, THE COD FAMILY.

The God family includes twenty-one genera, in all of which the somewhat elongated body

is covered with small smooth scales. One, two, or three dorsal fins occupy the whole length of

the back, and there are one or two anal fins l^etween the vent and the tail. The caudal fin, or tail, is

separated from both the dorsal and anal fins ; the ventral fins are placed on the under side of the

throat. These fishes all inhabit the Arctic and temperate seas.

THE COD {Gadus morrhua).

The God is everywhere a voracious fish, taking almost any bait that may be offered, but

feeding chiefly on Crustacea, shell-fish, worms, and small fishes of various kinds. The natural feeding-

grounds a,re elevated plains, or hills on the sea-bed^ where they find their food on the bottom,

guided by the sensitive barbel, which hangs from the under lip. As an instance of their voracity,

it may be mentioned that Mr. Couch took thirty-five crabs—none smaller than half-a crown—from

the stomach of one Cod, and he records eighteen different species of crabs, and twelve long-taUed

crustaceans allied to the lobster, as having been found at diflerent times in the stomachs of Codfish

in the English Channel. Their digestion is rapid, and the brittle crust of the crab is soon so far

dissolved by the gastric juice as to become flexible. The Sea-Mouse, various bivalve shells, and stones

encrusted with Lepralia and other Polyzoa, all contribute to satisfy the hunger of the Cod, though

it can only be presumed that after the Polyzoa have been dissolved the stones are ejected from the

stomach. The i-ecords of the fish upon which they feed are not numerous, but in one case six Picked

Dog-fishes, each nine inches long, were found in the stomach of a Cod.

The fish are most prevalent at a depth of from twenty to fifty fathoms, and extend throughout

the North European Seas, from Iceland as far south as Gibraltar, but the species does not enter the

Mediterranean. A peculiar variety is found on the coast of Greenland. The species extends

along the North Amovican coast southward as far as New York. The Cod is in the best condition
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for table wliile tlie roe is ri[)ening. The eggs are shed iu December ;iiid January, and after spawning

the tisli loses its flavour for some time. This species is one of the most prolific of fishes ; the roe

is often heavier than tlie entire weight of the remainder of the fish ; but in an individual weighing

thirty pounds, with a roe of only four pounds and a quarter, it has been calculated that there were

as many as 7,000,000 eggs. In some cases the number may be 9,000,000. By the end of May
the young are nearly an inch long, but they are never fit for market till the second year. The largest

Cod caught ou the Newfoundland banks occasionally reach a hundredweiglit, but the heaviest met

with on British shores, caught between the Seilly Isles and Cornwall, have not -weighed more

than fifty-six pounds.

Yarrell mentions that in some parts of Scotland, as in Orkney, Fife, and Galloway, Cod ha%e

been kept in salt-water ponds wliich communicate with the sea by natural fissures. Here they

become quite tame, and greet with open mouths the keeper who brings tiiem boiled whelks and

limpets. One is mentioned as having lived at Logan, in Galloway, for fifteen years. The Cod thrives

well in confinement, and in one case, where they were retained in a pond separated from the Firth of

Forth, they fed readily ou sprats, young herrings, and other small fish, and devoured with evident

relish the intestines of sheep. The Cod fishery has been carried on in the German Ocean since the

latter part of the fourteenth century. The fish has long. been found on the coast of Norfolk,

Lincoln, and Northumberland, and especially on the Dogger Bank. It abounds around the coast

of Ireland, and particularly on the Rockall Bank. The banks of Newfoundland and adjacent coasts

liave been fished since the year 1 .500. Here one man may take upwards of five hundred fish in a

day, and in a year he- is reckoned to capture ten thousand, though sometimes fifteen thousand may

be ca<ight in a single voyage. The present writer has seen small Cod caught in the Thames between

Woolwich and Gravesend. When Cod are of the size of Whiting they are termed Codling.? and
" Skinners ; " when they are larger they are known to the fishmongers as " tumbling " or " Tamlin "

Cod. Of late years a considerable industry has been developed in the manufacture of oil for

medicinal purposes from the livers of the Cod, but after spawning, the liver yields no oil. These

fish are said to be chiefly caught for this purpose on the Newfoundland Bank. The air-bladder of

the Cod is remarkably thick, and is termed the "sound." When pickled or smoked it is valued as a

delicacy, and is cooked by boiling. Large numbers of Cod are dried and salted, and thus become

<listributed to many countries where the fresh fish could not be taken. The Cod caught on the

Dogger Bank usually have the nose somewhat elongated in front of the eye, and the body of a dark-

brown colour, and this variety extends all round the southern coast of England ; but in Scotland the

fish has a round, blunt nose, and the body is of a light-yellowish ash-green colour. Both varieties have

the lateral line white like the belly. All tlie fins are dusky, and the upper part of the body and head

are generally mottled and spotted. The head is large, and the breadth of the orbit of the eye is

one-sixth of its length. The depth of the body is equal to the length of the head, and the length of

the head is to the length of the body, exclusive of the caudal fin, as one to two and a half. The

first dorsal fin begins just behind the origin of the pectoral ; the second dorsal commences over the

anal aperture. The thii-d dorsal and second anal fins begin and finish at the same points. The

tail is nearly square. There are fifty vertebrse.

Long-line fishing for Cod is carried on by large smacks, which are manned by from nine to eleven

men, and remain at sea till a good cargo has been caught. Many of these boats use as many as 180 lines,

each forty fathoms long. Each of these lines has a number of smaller lines attached to it, at a fathom

and a half apart, and on these the hooks are placed. The total length of the.se lines is about eight

miles, and they carry 4,680 hooks. The hooks are baited ^^^th whelk. The lines are shot into the

sea about sunrise, and are laid across the tides so that the short lines, which are called snoods, may

be carried away from the main line. No floats of any kind are used to raise the line from the ground,

but at every distance of forty fathoms a little anchor is placed to keep the line steady, and at eveiy

mile of the length, and at the two ends, a conical buoy with a flag-staff" is jilaced. The line is thrown

out at half tide, and hauled up when the tide is nearly done. The fish are taken ofi" the hook,

have the air-bladder punctured, and are then put into the well of the ship, which occupies its central

part. A constant supply of fresh water from the sea comes in through holes bored below the -water

line, and here the Cod will live for a long time in fair weather. If they die from being knocked
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about by the rolling of the ship they are at once taken out from the well and packed in ice. Fre-

quently a smack comes in from the Dogger Bank with twenty or more score of live Cod, and with

more than half as many packed in ice. A smack with a well of this kind costs about £.300 more

than an ordinary vessel, so that a boat of sixty-eight tons costs £1,500. More than half the hands

on board a Cod smack are apprentices. The captain is paid nine per cent, on the proceeds of the

voyage, the mate gets £\ 2s. a week; and the men £1 a week each. The apprentices are paid

from £4 to £10 a year. The food for the crew is found by the owner. The Whelks used for

bait are largely caught in the Boston and Lynn deeps, and on the Kentish coast. The long line is

used to catch them, but instead of baiting the hooks, about twenty shore crabs are threaded on each

snood, and when the lines are hauled up they are found to be covered with Whelks. The Whelks are

also captured by putting refuse fish in shallow nets, which are sunk to the bottom. Each smack takes

with her for the voyage about forty wash of Whelks, the wash being a regular measure which holds

twenty-one quarts and a pint of water. The Whelks are preserved alive in bags in the well till they

are wanted. The shells are then broken and the animals taken out for use. The long-lme fishing season

is carried on on the Dogger Bank from November to March or April, and on the Cromer Knoll from

November to February. A few Cod are caught a little later on the Dutch coast, but many of the

smacks then go to Iceland and the Faroe Isles, where the long-line is no longer used, and the fish

obtained are salted.

From July to about the end of October Cod are fished for with a hand-line, at a distance of

about ten to thirty miles from the coast, for the Cod are then following the Herrings. The only

difierence in the fishing is in the character of the line used. The hand-line has a sinker of lead at the

end. weighing six or seven pounds. Tlu-ough the upper part of this a stout iron wire passes, curving

downward at the ends. To each end of the wire a smaller line or snood six feet long is fastened.

The hooks are twice as large as those used with the long-line, and are fi.xed so that the fish cannot bite

them ofi". THere are from two to six hooks on each line. The total length of the hand-line is about

forty-five fathoms. Each hand in the smack works one line, and its depth from the surface ilepends upon

the position of the fish in the sea. The fish bite best towards sunset. About half of those caught are

only half grown, Init there is no reason to suppose that this destruction of young fish affects the supply

for the market.- When the ships arrive in poi-t the Cod are taken fi-om the well with landmg nets and

put into wooden chests, which at Grimsby and Harwich are kept floating in the water. Each chest is

seven feet long, four feet wide, and two feet deeji. The planks of which it is made are a little way
apart at the sides and bottom to allow the water to pass freely through. A chest will hold forty large

Cod, or a hundred small ones, and the fish remain alive in these boxes without deteriorating for

about a fortnight. They are sent by rail to London and other markets according to the demand.

But before this is done the chests are hauled out of the water and opened, one man grasping a fish by

the head and tail, lifts it on to the deck, another acting as executioner, holds it firmly behind the head,

and hitting it on the nose with s, short bludgeon kills it at once. This is found to improve the

flavour, and is thought to be more humane than to allow the fishes to die from suffocation, as they

would do if sent off alive.

THE HADDOCK [Gadus agkftnm).

The Haddock is a migratoiy fish, ranging round the British coasts, the German Ocean, and the

American shores of the North Atlantic. In this species the barbel is very short, and the upper jaw

protrudes in front of the lower jaw. The head is relatively smaller than in the Cod. The lateral line

is black ; below the latei-al line and between the pectoral fin and first dorsal there is a blackish blotch.

Dr. Giiuther remarks that the skeleton may be readily distinguished from that of the Common Cod

by the transverse processes of the abdominal vertebras being much longer than the neural spines.

Haddocks swim in vast shoals, and often change their feeding-ground. Their habits are very similar to

those of the Cod, and the species is usually taken with the hand-line, or long- line, baited with Herring.

The stomach most frequently contains univalve and bivalve shells. Edward Forbes pronounced

the Haddock a " great conchologist," and Mr. Couch mentions that in a single stomach he was able to

distinguish no less than twelve species of univalves and bivalves. The most frequent size of the

Haddock is from two to four pounds ; less frequently they attain a weight of eight or ten pounds, and

occasionally a length of two feet, but on the Irish coast specimens have been recorded by Mr.
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Tliompson weighing as macli as twentj-tive poiimls. They are found all round the shores of Britain,

imt are most aljundaut on the east coast. Occasionally from some unknown cause the whole surface of

the sea is found covered with dead Haddocks. When kept in confinement in the salt water preserves

of Scotland the Haddock becomes so tame as to take limpets from the hand. The dark patches on the

Khoulder.s are popularly attributed to the impression which St. Peter left upon it with his finger and

thumb when the tribute money was taken from its mouth, the mark having been continued ever

since the miracle to the whole race of Haddocks ; but unfoi-tunately for this explanation the Haddock

does not exist in the sea of the country where the mii-acle was performed. The n2)per parts of the

body are of a dull greyish-white, and the white Ijelly is slightly mottled with grey.

The Whiting Pout {O'udus hiscu.^), and the Power Cod {Gadus minntus) are species well known

on the British coasts.

THE WHITING (Gadm mcrhmgiis).

The Whiting is met with in all the coasts of Northern Europe, and is caught in great abun-

dance about British shores, especially in the West of England and South of Ireland, but becomes

rarer in the far North of Scotland. It is less gregai-ious than other species of its genus, except

towards sjmwning time, in spring, when it assembles in schools. The species is fished for nearly all

the vear round, for the fish are much less exhausted by spawning than the Cod. They are taken in the

largest numbers in January and February, when they approach within half a mile of shore, and

seldom extend farther than three miles from land. The usual size is from twelve to sixteen inches,

when the fish weighs from a pound to a pound and a half ; but specimens occasionally reach the

market which weigh as much as three or four pounds. Whiting prefer sandy bays, but as they feed

greedily on the fry of other fishes, they often follow them for considerable distances. They are

caught with the line, baited with the common mussel, or a slice of cuttle-fish. Fishing is most

.successful ill the early morning and in the evening. Couch mentions as an example of the voracity

of the fish, that four full-grown Pilchards were taken from the stomach of a Whiting that weighed

four pounds. This species is

especially esteemed for food - g_= ^: § M
for the ease with which it is .^ 4; = B P * r
digested ; but as it keeps but %^ g # B v f,

a short time, large quantities

are salted and dried. The

demand for the dried fisli, „ _. ^ „ „ ^
which are often stained yellow ^^J;%g,. 1 #1 * " , '^^"^"'^^^^^^^
with an infusion of turmeric,

^°'"

chiefly comes from the Con-

tinent. The body of the

Whiting is longer for its

depth than that of the Cod.

The colour on the back is

a dark yellowish tinge, but

the sides are paler, and the

belly silver-white. There is

no barbel under the jaw ; the whiting.

vent is below the middle of

the first dorsal fin. Tliere is a black spot at the axilla or root of the pectoral fin. The depth of

the body is usually less than the length of the head. The upper jaw is longer than the lower jaw.

Among the other British species of Gadus are the Gadus potitassou, usually known as Couch's

Whiting, which differs from the Common Whiting in its more slender shape. The Pollack (Gadus

poUachius) has the lower jaw longer than the upper jaw. A singular instance of the pertinacity

of this fish in pur.suit of prey is given by Couch on the authority of Mr. Peach :
—" A small Whiting

was observed to have taken shelter within the cavity of a Medusa {Cyanea aurita), but this action

was observed by a young Pollack about five inches long, which immediately began an attack. The

little Whiting easily evaded the attacks by dodging round its friend, but the pursuer was soon joined
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by another of its own kind. For a time both were baffled, but an unlucky movement drove the Whiting

from its shelter, and a severe chase took place. Several additional Pollacks joined in the chase, like

a pack of hounds, and in terror the Whiting rushed to the surface, and becoming exhausted, lay as

if dead, drifting along with the tide. After a time animation returned, and the little Whiting again

found refuge in the cavity of the Medusa. The movement was observed by the assembled Pollacks,

which soon drove it into open water, and after a short chase it was killed by them, though they did

not proceed to feed on its carcase."

The Coal-fish (Gadus virens) has a general resemblance to the Pollack. It is a northern fish,

and especially abounds on the North American coast, and is said to range into the Mediterranean.

It is met with plentifully on the coast of Cornwall, where it usually runs to a weight of twenty-five

pounds, and reaches a length of about three feet. It is black on the back and dorsal fins, and lighter

below. A ton and a quarter have been caught in a few hours with lines, by four men in two boats.

Species of the genus Gadus occur on the coasts of Kamschatka, California, in the Black Sea and

Adriatic Sea, in the White Sea, and in the Polar regions. The allied genus, Gadiculus, which has

the eye large and no teeth on the vomerine bones, is confined to the Mediterranean ; and the genus

Mora, which has only two dorsal fins, ranges from the Mediterranean to the Canaries. There are

some other unimportant genera, like Strinsia, limited to the Mediterranean, and Halargyi-eus is found

only at Madeii-a.

THE HAKE.*

The Hake frequents the coasts of Europe and North America, and ranges into the Mediter-

ranean. It is one of the commoner British fishes, especially on the coasts of Cornwall and Devon.

Unlike its allies, during the spawning season—January to April—it loses its appetite, and keeps

near the bottom, and is then caught in the trawl-net. The night is the best time for fishing,

and eleven hundred have been taken by one boat in two nights. When they gather together it is

a sure sign that Pilchards or Herrings are approaching the coast. Several Hake are generally

enclosed in the same seine net with the Pilchards ; and Couch records that imder these circumstances

the Hake eats till it is utterly helpless, and he has seen seventeen Pilchards taken from the stomach

of a Hake of ordinary size. The fish, however, is able voluntarily to discharge the contents of its

stomach, and wlien cauglit with liook and line, at a great depth, the stomach is always found empty

when it reaches the surface ; and when caught near to the surface the contents of the stomach are

disgorged when tlie animal is drawn into the boat. A large fish may weigh as much as twenty-

two pounds, and its liMii;th \arii-s from three to four feet. It is generally regarded as a coarse

fish, but a good deal of i\n: fla\-our depends upon the mode of cooking. Before being prepared for

table, the mucus should first be removed with hot water containing some alkali. Large quantities

are salted, dried, and exported to Spain, and it is stored up by English fishermen for home use when

stormy weather hinders them from fishing, and for the spring season, when so many fishes retire

from the coasts into deep water. The head is one-third the length of the body, but the depth of

the body is less than the length of the head. The ventral fins are in advance of the pectoral fins,

and the 2>ectoral fins commence just below the hinder angle of the operculum. The first dorsal fin

is short, but the second dorsal commences just over the vent, and the anal fin commences just behind

it. These are both long fins, which extend Aovm the body to near the caudal fin. The head is

flattened, the lower jaw long, and the inside of the mouth and of the gill-covers black. The lateral

line is white, with a black border on each side. It is straight in the hinder part of the body, but

curves a little upward in front, so as to terminate above the operculum. The scales are larger than

in the allied fishes. The body is of a dull brown above, and lighter on the under side. When in

the best condition the colour becomes of a richer tinge. Other species of Hake are met with in

the Iceland seas and on the coast of Chili.

gre.-vtEr fork beard. t

The Greater Fork Beard, or Forked Hake, is a somewhat rare fish in the British Seas, but

ranges round the European coasts and into the Mediterranean. It grows to a length of over two feet.

It has a general resemblance to the Hake, but is placed in a difierent genus, because there is a.

* Jllaiuccius nilgaris. f Pkiicis blcnuoidcs.
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barbel under the chin, and tlie ventral fin is rediiced to a single long ray which becomes forked at

the end. In a specimen two feet long the longest part of the ventral ray measured eight inches, and

the shortest five inches and a half. It is seen in the winter only, when it comes into shallow water

to spawn. The body is of a lilac-grey colour, becoming pale on the belly ; the fins are edged with black,

except the ventrals, which have white tips. Other species of Phycis are found in the MediteiTanean

and adjacent parts of the Atlantic, and on the coasts of the United States, and at Monte Video.

The Burbot [Lota imhjaris) is a member of the Cod family, wliicb is found in the fresh waters of

Central atul Northern Europe and the lakes of Canada, and adjacent parts of the United States. It

does not occur in Scotland or Ireland, and in England is limited to the rivers of Yorkshire, Lin-

colnshire, Durham, Norfolk, and Cambridgeshire, but it is far commoner in Sweden and Siberia,

and other cold regions of the north. In England it I'arely weighs more than two to five pounds,

but heavier specimens have been taken in the Trent. Scandinavian examples are referred to weighing

twenty pounds. Its habits are similar to those of the Eel, for it hides itself under stones, feeds

principally during the night, and sometimes hides its body in holes in the banks. The flesh is white,

firm, antl well flavoured, and is preferred by some epicures to that of the Eel. The length varies

from one to two feet. The chin is armed with one barbel, and the upper jaw is slightly longer than

the lower ; the lateral line is indistinct ; the ventral fins are a little in front of the pectorals and wide

apart. The body has a yellowish-brown colour, clouded with darker mottlings ; the under side is white.

The doi-sal fins and anal fin are arranged as in the Hake. This genus may be regarded as a fresh-

water representative of the Ling, to which it closely approximates in important characteristics.

THE LING.*

The Ling is essentially a northern fish, and ranges round the northern coasts of Europe to

Iceland and Gtreenland. It is taken chiefly on the west coast of Britain, especially between the

Scilly Isles and Laud's End, all i-ound Ireland, and among the Hebrides and Orkneys, but is also

found on the Yorkshire coast. In the West of England the best captures are made in January and

February ; in the north of Ireland in March ; and in the north of Scotland between May and

August. It is caught like the Cod with both long line and hand line. It is not greatly valued for

food when fresh, but salted is often preferred to Cod. The fish are split from head to tail, cleaned,

soaked in brine, washed and dried, and taken to the ports of Spain. The Ling feeds i-eadily on any-

thing that comes in its way, and though preferring live fish, will take pieces of Herring, Pilchai-d, or

Cuttle. Seven Plaice, six or seven inches long, have been taken from the stomach of one Ling,

and another specimen had swallowed a Rough Hound. The air-bladders, or sounds, are said to be

inferior to those of the Cod, but still are greatly valued when preserved. The roes—which sometimes,

reach a weight of eleven pounds—are also dried. The oil extracted from the liver was formerly

burned in the cottages of the poor, and in more recent times, like that of the Cod, has been used in

medicine. Couch has known Ling to weigh a hundred and twenty-four jjounds. A specimen five feet

and a half long weighed about seventy pounds, but the visual length is from three to four feet.

The body is more elongated than that of the Hake. The lower jaw is the shorter, with a single

barbel at its extremity. The teeth in the upper jaw are small and numerous, but in the lower jaw

they are long, large, and form a single row. The caudal fin is I'ounded at its extremity, like that of the

Burbot. The anal fin resembles the second doi-sal ; the fir.st dorsal is somewhat elongated. The
lateral line is straight ; the colour of the back and sides is an olive-grey, or sometimes bluish. The

belly is silvery ; the dorsal and anal fins are edged with white, and behind the white tip of the

caudal fin is a transverse black bar. Dr. Giinther remarks that the bones of the skull are more

solid than in the genus Gadus. Other .species of Molva are found in the Mediterranean and on

the coasts of Scandinavia.

THE MACKEREL MIDGE.f

Two little fishes which inhabit tiie North Atlantic and which only occasionally visit British

seas form the genus Couchia. In this genus there is no air-bladder ; tliere are barbels on the

upper jaw as well as on the lower jaw, and the first dorsal fin is formed of a band of short

fringes concealed in a longitudinal groove. The Mackerel Midge is one of the smallest of fishes, and

* Molva vuhjuris. t Couchia rjlauca.
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occurs throughout the North Athiutic, Viemg found in CUiesapeake Bay, as well as in Scandinavia.

It appears in multitudes about May in the llnglish Channel, and in summer keeps near to the

surface. It dies instantly on being taken out of the water. The length varies from an inch to an

inch and a half The colour of the back is sometimes nearly black, and sometimes bluish-gi-een
;

the fins and bellv are always .silvery white. There are four barbels projecting from the flattened,

obtuse head, and one from the under jaw. The second species (Couchia argeiUata) is commonly

knowai as. the Silvery Gade, which in. Greenland reaches a length of three inches.

The Eocklings belong to the genus Motella, in which the head is no longer compressed. The

small first dorsal fin consists of fringes partly concealed in a groove, much as in Couchia. There

are fifteen or sixteen abdominal vei-tebriE, and thii-ty-two or thirty-three caudal vertebrae. The

species occur on the coasts of Eui-ope, Iceland, and Greenland. The Five-bearded Kockliug {Motella

mnstela) has a barbel on the chin, with two barbels on the upjier lip near the point of the nose, and

two longer ones a little fai-tlier back. The body in its upper part is of a dark brown colour, but

tlie sides become lighter, and the ventral tins and belly are white. The lateral line, which curves

upward in its anterior part, is marked by intermittent white lines. It seldom exceeds a length of

nine or ten inches, but has been found nearly twice as long. The species spawns in winter, and

feeds on young fishes and thin-.shelled Crustacea. The Three-bearded Rockling has barbels only on

the upper lip ; like the five-bearded species, it hides itself under stones, and does not take the hook.

This species is sometimes thrown on shore in stormy weather entangled with seaweed. Its appear-

ance has been compared to that of the Ling. Couch states that it is not used for food, because

it acquires an unpleasant odour a few hours after being caught. Its length reaches seventeen

inches. Two other species of the genus occur in the Britisli Seas. One, the Four-bearded Rockling

(ifoteUa cimhrid), has four barbels, one at each of the nostrils, a third on the middle of the snout,

and the fourth on the chin. In this species the first ray of the anterior dorsal fin is greatly pro-

longed. The other species is the Motella macidata. One other species of the genus is known

from Japan.

The Tadpole Hake {Raniceps trifurcus) is the only member of the genus Kaniceps. It has

.1 large broad head, and a moderately long body. There is a burli on the lower jaw. It is a

wandering, solitary fish, rai-ely taken. Like the Rocklings, it acquires a strong odour a few hours

after it has been caught. Its length seldom exceeds twelve inches. Occasionally it is brought to

market with Sprats. The edge of the lip is black. The body has a darkish-brown colour, with a blue

lustre, which is lost when the animal dies. Its food consists of Star-fishes, Molluscs, and Crustacea,

The intestine has no pancreas. The swim-bladder is transversely divided into two parts, of which

the anterior is the larger.

THE TOKSK.*

The Torsk has a single dorsal fin and a narrow -central fin, formed of five i-ays. The head has a

single barbel ; the upper jaw is the longer. The species ranges round the shoi-es of the north of

Europe and the Atlantic coast of the United States, and extends into the Polar regions. A second

species, with two barbels on the chin {Brosmius Jlavesceyis), is taken on the banks of Newfoundland.

The Torsk is sometimes seen in the Edinburgh market, being especially abundant in the Shetland

Isles, and the fishermen take it on lines .set for Cod and Ling. It is described as firm and tough

when eaten fresh, but much better when cured and boiled. Its length varies from eighteen inches

to three feet or more. It lives on rocky bottoms overgrown with seaweeds, among which it spawns.

It is plentiful on the coasts of Norway, and is often thrown up dead in immense numbers on the

Faroe Isles and the South of Iceland during storms.

FAMILY IV.—OPHIDIID.E.

This family comprises a group of fishes including sLxteen genera, which are widely distributed

in the ocean. There is only one dorsal fin in all these types. The ventral fin is very variable,

being in some genera present and attached to the shoulder gii'dle, and in others replaced by a

pair of barbels. Several genera have no ventral fin whatever, and in some of these the vent

* Brusmius brosmc.
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is brought forward so as to be uiuler tin- throat. Dr. Giiuther divitk^s the family into five groups

of genera.

The first group, distinguished by possessing ventral fins, includes the genus Lucifuga, which

inhabits subterranean fresh waters in Cuba. The eye is either absent or imj)erfectly developed, and
always covered by skin. The air-bladder is remarkable for be^ng fixed to the base of the skull.

There are no ajjpendages representing the pancreas developed 'at the jjyloric end of the stomach.

The genus Xiphogadus has the body naked. There is a ])air of canine teeth developed at the

corners of the moutli in both the U2)per and lower jaws. There is but one species, which is confined

to the East Indies. One remarkable cii-cumstance about this small group of fishes may be noticed

in the fact that the genera are chiefly met with in the neighbourhood of islands, though one or two
reach the Arctic regions, the Mediterranean Sea, and the San Francisco coast.

The second group, termed Ophidiina, is represented in British seas by Ophidium harhatuin,

ivhich, tho\igh almost confined to the Meditereanean, occasionally comes to the British coast. It is

plentiful in the Adriatic, and reaches a length of nine inches. Its flavour is coarse. The ventral tins

are here reduced to bifid filaments, which are placed under the lower jaw in the position of bai'bels.

There ai-e two small bones dii-ected downward from the first vertebra, which are connected with a large

crescent-shaped bone, placed between the processes of the fourth vertebra, and this bone fits into the

anterior end of the air-bjadder. The air-bladder varies in its characters in the other species of the

genus. In one from Brazil the antei.ior bone is replaced by cartilage ; but it is u.sually absent. The
body of the Bearded Ophidium is flesh-coloured, but the edges of the long narrow dorsal and anal

fins, which meet posteriorly, are margined with black.

The third group, called Fierasferina, includes only two genera, Ijoth characterised by entire

absence of the ventral fins, and by having the vent under the throat. The genus Fierasfer has

the body naked, relatively long, with a tapering tail. The dorsal and anal tins extend throughout its

length, and there is no separate caudal fin, for the tail tajiers to a point. There are'four gills. An
air-bladder exists in all the specifes, but there are no pancreatic appendages to the intestine. Nine
species are described by Dr. Gunther ; they are mostly found in the Malay seas, as at Ceram, Banda,

Amboyna, Fiji Islands, and Xew Ireland. The species are mostly small. The Fierasfer dentatus,

met with on the coast of Ii-eland and Scotland, which reaches a length of nearly a foot, is about the

largest. It is a rare fish, and is chiefly known from the observations made on a few stray specimens.

The head is small, about one-ninth of the length of the body. At each corner of both upper and

lower jaws a large tooth occurs, which somewhat suggests the idea of a serpent's fang. The
nostrils are veiy large, transverse, oval apertures, just in front of the centre of the eye. Tlie

operculum is strongly radiated. In a specimen eleven inches long the vent was one inch and three-

tenths behind the extremity of the lower jaw, that is to say, immediately behind the head. There

are in this species eighty-eight vertebrae. These fishes prefer sandy ground, on which they lie still

for a large part of the day with the body in a curved position. Sir John Richardson describes,

from Tasmania and the Australian seas, a species {Fierasfer honm) which has ninety-nine vertebra;,

and the head relatively a little longer than in the British species. This species has the remark-

able habit of penetrating into the respiratory cavities of the Holothurians, commonly called

Sea Cucumbers, and it similarly finds it« way into the bodies of Star-fishes, but the nature of this

.strange relationship between animals so unlike in their habits is at present unknown, and though

the fish is probably seeking food, the instinct is so remarkable that the history of its development

is looked forward to with interest. The second genus, Encheliophis, is distinguished by having

the pectoral fins as well as the ventral fins entirely absent. The air-bladder here possesses a muscular

apparatus by which its anterior part may be dilated. The species, four inches long, is found in the

Philippine Islands.

The fourth group of Ophidioid fishes, named from its typical genus Ammodytina, also wants the

ventral fins, but has the vent distant from the head, and consequently the anal fin is absent from

the anterior part of the body. These fishes, in British seas, are known as Sand Eels and Launces.

There are only two genera, Ammodytes, which is met with on the temperate coasts of the Atlantic,

in the Mediterranean, and the shores of California, and the genus Bleekeria, which is only known from

Madras. Ammodytes lanceolatus is the species commonly known in England as the Sand Eel, or
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Greater Sand Eel. It sometimes readies a length of sixteen inches, but is rarely more than a foot

long. It is found around the coasts of Ireland, Scotland, and the English Channel, and on most

of the shores of the North Sea. The jaws of this species "have a remarkable power of expansion, so

that prey can be swallowed of relatively large size. The animal swims rapidly, and is often taken in

the net with Sardines and Anchovies. On the north coast of Cornwall the Launce fisheiy lasts from

May to September. The fish are chiefly used as bait, but .sometimes sold for the table. They are taken

in a net about twenty fathoms long, which in the middle has a sort of bag, called a bmit, formed

of fine canvas. A rope attached to one end of the net is left in charge of a man on shore. The

boat is then taken out so as to spread the net in a circle and enclose the fish, when the net is drawn

up into the boat. A good haul may amount to a couple of bushels, but sometimes three bushels may
be taken in a single cast of the net, and it is rare for any other species to be taken with it.

The skin in this species is mark?d with one huncb-ed and seventy distinct oblique folds, which

ai'e parallel to each other, and extend downward and backward, but there ai-e no scales. The head

is one-fifth the total length. The pre-maxillary bones are not capable of being protracted. There

is a cartilage at the side of the lower jaw, which, according to Couch, assists the animal to pierce its

way into the sand. The palate is without teeth. The back is of a bluish tiuge, but the under side

and dorsal and anal fins are silvery white.

The Lesser Sand Eel {Amviodytes tohianus) has the pre-maxillary bones protractile, and the

skin of the side of the body is marked with a hundred and twenty to a huncU-ed and thirty

transverse folds. When frightened these
'= "'*

little fishes plunge into the soft sand of

the sea-bed, working their way by means

of the pointed process in which the under

jaw terminates. The eggs are deposited

in the galleries in which it moves as it

burrows beneath the sea. Like the

larger species, thi-s is also pursued chiefly

for bait. It is preyed upon by Mackerel.

The fifth gi-oup of Ophidioid fishes

includes two genera, neither of which

has ventral fins. The vent is far from

the head in the genus Congrogadus. The
LESSER SAN-D EEL. dorsal aud anal fins are continuous. In

the genus Haliophis the caudal fin is

free. Tlie latter genus is found only in the Red Sea, and the former ranges from Singapore to

the Australian coasts.

FAMILY v.—JIACRUEID.E.

This is an important family, and includes but three genera. The body terminates in a com-

pressed tapeiing tail covered with scales, which are .spiny, keeled, or striated. There is one short

anterior dorsal fin, and a second long one continued to the end of the tail. There are always

many pyloric appendages and an air-bladder. None of the species reach British seas. Macrurus

is chiefly characteristic of the Mediterranean, but ranges northward to C4reenland, and south to

the Canaries, while one species is known from Japan.

FAMILY \^.—ATELEOPODID.E.

This family is characterised by having the long, compressed, tapei-ing tail naked. There

is only one .short anterior dorsal fin, but the anal fin is very long and continuous with the

caudal. Tlie ventral fins ai-e reduced to filaments, which are attached to the shoulder girdle.

The family contains only one genus represented by a single species. Ateleopus has the maxillary

bones protractile in a downward dii-ection. The ventral fin internally is formed of two rays united

together. Tlie skin is naked. The species, which is marine, is known from Japan.

The first sub-order of Anacanthini consisted, as we have seen, of the Cod-like division ; the

second sub-order consists of the Sole-like division, the Pleuronectoidei.
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SUB-ORDER IT.—PLEURONECTOIDEI.
FAMILY VII.—PLEITKONECTID.E.

The fislies of this family are popularly termed flat fisli. The body is always compressed and
flat, tlie side which rests upon the sea-bed is usually white, but sometimes marked with spots,

whUe the upper side is coloured usually some dull brownish tint, which more or less mimics

the colour of the seswbed on which these fishes live. The eyes, which in the embryo were

originally on opposite sides of the head, come both to be placed on the upper or coloured side

by the migi-atiou of one eye across the head during the development of the animal, so that the

bones of the head are remarkably unsymmetrical. Almost without exception the dorsal and

anal fins extend the whole length of the body, which is always broad and moderately thick.

There is never any air-bladder in these fishes, which are cai-nivorous and naturally marine,

though some of them ascend rivers. Dr. Gunther describes thirty-four genera. The abdominal

region of the body is remarkably small, but the roe usually extends backward between the muscles

towards the tail. The vent is placed well forwaitl, being often near the throat, and frequently

between the ventral fins. In the skeleton the procersses of the vertebras in these fishes are remark-

ably long, but are not often much developed laterally. In swimming, all these fishes retain the

horizontal position. The chief British members of the family are the Holibut, Dab, Turbot, Brill,

the Carter, the Topknot, Plaice, Flounder, and Sole.

THE HOLIBUT.*

This is the largest of the flat-fish family. It is rare for a specimen more than five feet long

to reach the London market, but one caught near the Isle of Man, and sent to Edinburgh, weighed

tlu'ee hundred and twenty pounds, and measured seven feet six inches long by three feet six inches

broad, but they range to a far larger size on the shores of Iceland, Greenland, and the banks of

N'e\vfoundland, and specimens have occasionally been captured which have reached a length of

twenty feet. On the coasts of Norway the fishery is carried on in spring when the nights are

clear, so that the fish can be seen on the bottom. Couch states that in some localities the fishermen

endeavour to trimsfix them with a spear, but from the powei'ful struggles of the fish there is always

some danger of the boat being overturned. When piei-ced it is brought to the surface very slowly,

and if possible killed with blows from a club. The species is gregarious, and occurs in the greatest

numbers on the Newfoundland coast. It feeds on the smaller flat fish, and many kinds of crabs.

The roe is of a pale i-ed colour, and the eggs are deposited in spring. The body is elongated, the

mouth wide, and the eyes are on the right side. The teeth in the upper jaw are in a double series,

but are wanting in the palatine and vomerine bones. The scales are very small. The lateral liiae is

curved, and the hinder rays of the dorsal and anal fins are double.

A second species, found in the Greenland seas, has the lateral line straight.

The Rough Dab, or Sand-sucker, belongs to a nearly allied genus, and is named Hippoglossoides

limandoides. It has the lateral line straight, and the small scales have ciliated margins. The conical

teeth are m a single series. The species extends along the English Channel and the shores of the north

of Europe. It is a broader fish than the Holibut, with a less powerful tail ; it is rare off Britain.

The largest specimens seen have a length of fifteen inches. One example caught on the Cornish

coast had the stomach filled with the shells of Turritella terehra, the greater number of which contained

small hermit-crabs. The ujiper pectoral fin has ten or eleven rays which are never branched. The

colour of the upper surface is yellowish-brown, sometimes varied with spots.

A second species occurs on the Atlantic coasts of the United States.

THE TrEBOT.t

The Turbot is a broad fish, one and three-fifths as long as wide ; it has no scales properly so

called, but scattered over the surface are numerous flattened conical tubercles on the upper side.

The lower eye is a little in front of the upper eye, the lateral line makes a semicircular curve above

the pectoral fin. The longest rays of the dorsal fin are behind its middle, the colour varies from greyish

to brownish, and the surface is sometimes covered with dark spots. The Turbot is the most valued of

* Hippoglossiis rultjaris. + Rhombus maximus.
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all the flat tish, and happily is still found in great abundance. On the north-east coast of England

there is a large Turbot fishery. The fishing commences in May, and on the Continental coast is

largely engaged in by the Dutch. The fish migrate eastward to the mouth of the Elbe, where they are

caught until the middle of August. In shallow water, and at the beginning of the season, they are

taken with the trawl net, but later, when they have retired with other flat fish into deep water, they

are fished for with the long line, the hooks being baited with smelt or a fish called the Gorebill. A
large proportion of the Turbot supplied to the London market is caught by Dutch fishermen, and most

of the Lobsters served with them in sauce are

brought by Danes from the rocky coast of Norway.

Good Turbot banks exist in the English Channel

to the west of Dover, and along the Devonshire

coast Turbot are taken by trawling. The number
of Turbot brought to Billingsgate in a year is pro-

bably not far short of a hundred thousand. The
Turbot is a migratory fish, travelling in companies

where the bottom is sandy. It feeds chiefly on

small fish, crabs, and shells, but the bait used is

always some small fish of bright colour and tena-

cious of life, because, though voracious, the Turbot

never touch bait unless it is perfectly fresh. Occasion-

ally both sides of the Turbot are of a dark colour,

and though the eyes are usually on the right side,

TUB POT. they are sometimes found on the left side of the

body. It is recorded that on one occasion the

Roman Senate was convoked to advise the Emperor Domitian as to the sort of vessel in whicii

a mon.ster Turbot that had been brought to him should be cooked.

On the English coasts Turbot usually weigh from five to ten pounds, though large ii.sh range

fi-om twenty to thirty pounds, and one was taken near Plymouth which weighed seventy pounds.

An allied species {Rhombus vueoticus) occurs in the Black Sea.

The Brill {Rhombus Icevis) is widely distributed round the coasts of Europe. It wants the

firmness and delicacy of flavour of the Turbot, but is largely consumed in the London market.

Its weight seldom exceeds eight pounds. Its food and habits are very similar to those of the

Turbot. It is a narrower, longer fish, and there is no elongation of the fin-rays in the middle of

the body. It never possesses the bony tubercles which characterise the Turbot, but in place of them

has the coloured surface covered with small distinct scales.

The WhiflT, Mary Sole, or Sail Fluke {Rhombus megastoma) in calm weather rises to the surface

of the sea, and elevates its tail out of the water like a sail, when it drifts towards the land. It

burrows at once into the sand, but is usually detected by a Gull, which pounces upon it, and

taking out the liver with a stroke of his beak, drags the fish to some rock, where it is eaten at

leisure. The Flukes are often followed into shore by Seals. It is said to be the most delicious fish

of British seas, but is rarely obtained. Its length is about twenty-one inches, and breadth over the

fins ten inches ; the weight from three to four pounds. Dr. Giinther draws no distinction between

the Sail Fluke and the Mary Sole, or Carter, but Couch, not without reason, regards the Mary Sole,

whicli is common on the English south coast, as a distinct species. The variety called the Carter has a

length of eighteen inches, and a depth, exclusive of the fins, of six inches. The body is much less

oblong than in the Fluke. Its colour is yellowish-brown. All the bones are thinner and more
delicate in this species than in the Turbot or Brill. The ventral fins are free from the anal fin.

The Topknot {Rlwmbiis punctatits) is a species met with along the English Channel, and

extending to the coasts of the north of Europe. It is a comparatively small species, not exceeding

six inches in length and four in width. The dorsal and anal fins extend under the tail without

meeting there. The scales are very small, but there are spines upon them which make the coloured

surface rough. The eyes are separated by a narrow ridge ; the ventral fin is continuous with the

anal fin. On the body, which is brown, are round black spots—one usually placed behind the
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curve which the lateral line makes above the pectoral fin. The sjiecies frequents rocky ground, and is

taken in nets set for Red Mullet. It is not an abundant fish, and is said to feed mjon small star-

fishes and sea-shells.

Bloch's Topknot (P/iri/norhombus unimacuhctns) is a fish of very similar appearance, which has
nearly all the rays which form the dorsal and anal fins branched. The scales are small and spiny,

and the small ventral fin is separated from the anal fin. The first dorsal ray is generally prolonged

into a filament as long as the head. The colour is brownish-grey, with black spots, and a red

spot edged with black occui-s on the middle of the tail. It ranges from the Mediterranean to

the shores of Britain, and has been taken in the English Channel and other parts of the British

coasts.

The Scald-fish, or Megrim, or Smooth Sole {Arnoglossus laterna), is the only representative in

the British Seas of a genus which is chiefly confined to the Mediteri-anean, but has one species

(Arnor/lossus aspilus) occurring in Java and Sumatra. In this genus the dorsal fin commences
on the snout, and the scales ai-e shed. The British species also occurs in the Mediterranean. It is

usually fom- or five inches long, and is rarely captured, as it never takes a bait. It is chiefly met
with in the stomachs of Conger Eels, and other fishes which frequent deep water. The name Scald-

fish is given from the circumstance that on being even lightly handled it readily sheds its scales as

though it had been scalded. The colour is usually a reddish-yellow, with paler margins to the fin ;

the body has the shape of the Sole, with the dorsal and anal fins somewhat elongated, but with

several of the first rays of the dorsal fin separated from each other into distinct threads.

Many allied genera have a very limited distribution. Citharus is confined to the Mediterranean

;

Brachypleura to New Zealand ; Samaris to the Chinese Seas ; Psettichthys to the western coast of

North America ; Citharichthys is found in the tropical parts of the Atlantic and the coasts of

California ; Hemirhombus is another American genus, chiefly found in the "West Indies and the

north coast of South America. Pseudorhombus is a genus with wider range, its fourteen species

being spread from Africa to Australia, China, and round the Pacific, while one species is only

known from New York. Paralichthys is Galifornian ; Rhomboidichthys is a genus with many
species occurring in the tropical seas, but also represented in the Mediteiranean and the Sea of

Japan. The Japanese form, Rhomboidichthys grandisquama—which i-anges to the American coast

—is the only species of the genus in which the scales are deciduous.

This genus Pleuronectes, which contains the Plaice, Dabs, and Flounder, has a narrow mouth
with the teeth more numerous on the lower than on the upper side of the body. They are sometimes

in single, sometimes in double series. The eyes are generally on the right side. The dorsal fin always

commences above the eye ; the scales are always small, and in some species are entirely wanting.

The species vary so much from each other that Dr. GUnther well remarks that each species would have

to be formed into a separate genus if the characters which distinguish them were allowed the same
importance as in the other members of this family. Some forms, for instance, have the lateral

line nearly straight, in others it is strongly curved. In about fifteen species the teeth are com-

pressed, and have a lanceolate form ; in the i-emaining seven species the teeth are conical. Some
species have minute simple scales ; one has the scales imbricated. In the Pleuronectes stellatus

and Pleuronectes asperrimus the scales ^re absent, and the skin is covered with tubercles.

Certain species have a prominent spine in front of the anal fin, while others want it
;
yet, notwith-

standing the.se remarkable variations, the Pleuronectes form a natural group of fishes. They are

unknown in tropical seas, and chiefly come from the Arctic regions and temperate waters, though

represented in the Mediten-anean by the Pleuronectes italicus, and in the Black Sea by Pleuronectes

luscus.

THE PLAICE.*

The Plaice, though a soft and watery fish as commonly cooked, is in great demand among the

poor of London, a special industry having grown up in the establishment of humble shops where it

is cut in transverse slices, fried in dripping, and sold hot at the counters at a penny each piece.

It forms an important item in the midday meal of workpeople in manufacturing districts ; but by

far the larger sale takes place in the evening, when the fat is carefully burned by the tradesman,

* Pleuronectes 2ilatcssa.
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that its fumes may advertise his business and in\ite the workman to supper as he journeys home.

There is a curious story told by LaciipSde, wliich Couch ipiotes, concerning the common belief that

Shrimps are the parents of Plaice. He states that Dr. Deslandes, having placed several Shrimps

in an aquarium, found, after about twelve or thirteen days, that the vessel also contained eight or

nine little Plaice. Afterwards, putting female Plaice in a vessel in which they .shed their spawn,

and putting in another vessel Shrimps, he obtained young Plaice only in the vessel which con-

tained the Shrimps. He then found that grains of the roe of the Plaice were attached to the under-

side of these Crustacea. This case is probably exceptional. It is well known that the eggs of all

fishes, when shed, are contained in a glutinous covei-ing, by which they become attached, and it

would seem that the Shrimps, which feed on fish-eggs, sometimes get them adherent to their own

bodies, and thus carry them about till they are hatched. Plaice have been caught weighing fifteen

pounds ; a specimen has been mentioned two feet long. The general size is about thi-ee pounds, and

seven or eight pounds is an unusual weight. Yarrell states that on one occasion the glut of

Plaice in Billingsgate market was so great that quantities of fish averaging three pounds each were

sold at a penny a dozen, and one salesman, who possessed a hundred bushels, oflered them at fifty for

fourpence, and afterwards for anything he could get. As it was impossible to sell them, they were

divided among the poor by direction of the Lord Mayor. Fishermen can generally detect, from the

appearance of the fish, the locality from which it is taken. The species inhabits sandy banks, and

sometimes occurs on mud banks. On the flat sands of the Solway Firth the fishermen and their

families wade into the water with bare feet ; when they tread on a fish it is held firmly till secured by

the hand and placed in a basket. In the North of Europe, according to Yarrell, where the water is

clear and the bottom rocky, it is captured, %vith a heavy short spear with two barbs, to which a line is

attached, which is dropped upon the fish from a boat so as to transfix it. In East Friesland the

Plaice thrives well in fresh-water ponds in which it has been iiatroduced. Plaice spawn in the

early spring, and ai-e considered to be in the best condition by the end of May. They are sometimes

taken with the line and sometimes with the trawl. The height of the body is about one-half the

length, exclusive of the tail ; the scales are minute and smooth ; six blunt bony tubercles extend

from the eye to the origin of the lateral line. The lateral line curves a little above the pectoral

fin ; the lower jaw is prominent. The upper jaw has about twenty-four naiTOW teeth close set on

the lower side. On the upper side the teeth are few and small. The dorsal tin contains about

seventy rays. There is a spine in front of the anal fin. The colour varies from brown to black

with yellow spots.

THE DAB, OR SALTIE, OK SALT-WATER FLUKE.*

The Dab is met with all round the coasts of Britain, and ranges northward to Ireland, and

round the northern coasts of Europe, but does not reach farther south than the coast of France. It

is rarely more than a foot long, has an oval form, is met with in smooth, sandy bays, and feeds on

small shell-fish, worms, and cru.stacea, and is in best condition in March or April It bears carriage

well, so that it is valued in the interior of France above similar fishes, and there is no doubt that its

flavour is better than that of the Plaice or Flounder. It often takes the hook, but is sometimes

caught in the seine net and sometimes in the trawl. The height of the body is nearly one-half its

length; the small scales have the margin ciliated; there are no tubercles along the latei-al line or at the

base of the fins. The lateral line forms a semicircular arch above the pectoral fin, beyond which it

runs straight. There are twenty-two close-set lanceolate teeth on the lower side of the lower jaw.

The Smear Dab {Pkicronectes mkrocephalus) is called by Yarrell the Lemon Dab, or Smooth

Dab. It is a larger and thicker fish than the Common Dab, and is taken in the North of Scotland

more abundantly than southward, and is essentially a northern fish, ranging to Iceland and the

Scandinavian coast. It spawns in May and June, feeds on similar animals to the Common Dab,

but is said also to feed on Chitons. It does not readily take a bait, and is usually caught in the

trawl ; its flesh is said to be sweet-flavoured. Couch records specimens seventeen inches long. The

scales are small, with the margins unbroken. The lateral line has a very slight curvature above the

pectoral fin. There is no prominent spine in front of the anal fin. There are sometimes darker

marblings on the brownish upper surface.

* Pleuroncctcs limanda.
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The Pole, or Craig Fluke (Pleuroiiectes cyiwglossus), is another Arctic species which frequents

British coasts occasionally, and is sometimes met with on the coi^st of Belgium. It has been captured

somewhat plentifully with the net near Newcastle, in County Down. The stomachs contain bivalve

shell-fish and crustaceans. They reach a length of sixteen or seventeen inches, a breadth of eight or

nine, and a thickness of one inch. The shape is very similar to that of the Sole. The lateral line

is straight, without any curve above the pectoral fin. The small scales entirely cover the head, on

which they become imbricated. There is no prominent spine in front of the anal fin. The colour

is greyish-bro%vn.

THE FLOUNDER.*

The Flounder abounds on all the British coasts, and extends from France round the northern

shores of Europe to Iceland and Greenland. It is common throughout the Baltic as far north as hit.

G0°. Couch mentions that it is largely preyed upon by many sea birds, especially the Divers,

Cormorants, and the Shag. Being unable to swallow so wide a fish, it is first pecked so as to break

the bones, and then the sides are rolled together, and the fish is passed head foremost into the bird's

gullet. A length of a foot is a large size; the females are probably a little larger than the males.

The roe attains its full size in December, and the young appear about the beginning of the following

May. The eggs are deposited at the mouths of rivers. The colour of the animal mimics that of the

sea-bed on which it lives. Yarrell records that the backwaters behind Yarmouth yield dark-coloured

fish, while those caught in the sands at sea have a light colour. The Flounder thrives well in the

Thames, and is taken at Teddington and Sunbuiy. In France it occurs as far inland as the

Dordogne. From Deptford to Richmond the Thames fishermen use a tuck net for its capture.

One end of the net is fixed by an anchor, and its position marked by a buoy ; the boat is then

sculled by an apprentice in a circle while the fisherman pays out the net from the stern. When
the circle is complete the net is hauled in across the fixed end. In the Avon Flounders ascend within

three miles of Bath, and they live well in fresh-water ponds. Occasionally both sides are colourless,

or both sides may be coloured, or the colour may vary through many shades of brown : yellowish

spots sometimes occur on the sides, and, according to Blauchai'd, are most vivid in the spring, and

disappear later Ln the year. The body resembles that of the Plaice in form ; the teeth are obtuse and

conical ; the scales are minute and smooth, but there are bands of rough scales or tubercles on the side

of the head ; rows of rough tubercles extend along the bases of the dorsal and anal fins ; the lateral

line curves very slightly above the pectoral fin. In Normandy it is used, according to Blanchard,

in the process of washing wool imported from America.

THE SOLE.t

There are thirty-three species of Sole, widely distributed through tropical and temperate seas

;

several are limited to the West Indies, others extend from the Australian coasts by way of the Malay

Islands to the China Seas and Japan. A fresh-water Sole {Solea mentalis), seven inches long, is only

known from the river Capin, in the province of Para, in Brazil. There are four British species of

Sole, and one of these {Solea mintita) is not known from any other locality. The chief variations

which species exhibit are in the presence or absence of one or both of the pectoral fins, some

Japanese species wanting both fins. The constant characters are the oblong body, rounded in front
;

the narrow mouths, obliquely twisted to the left side, with fine teeth in bands on its blind side only.

The lateral line is straight, the scales are small and ctenoid, and the dorsal fin is not blended with

the tail.

The Common Sole delights in sandy and gravelly places, and abounds all round England in

deeper water than the Flounder or Plaice. It ranges into the Baltic and throughout the Medi-

ten-anean. Yarrell quotes Dr. M'Culloch as stating that in Guernsey a Sole had been kept in a

fresh-water pond in a garden for many years, and became twice as thick as a Sole from the sea of

the same size. Soles breed freely in the river Anin, near the town of Arundel, which is five miles

from its mouth, remain in the river throughout the year, and bury themselves in the sand during

the cold months of winter. Here they are often taken of a pound weight, sometimes weighing two

pounds, and are always relatively thicker than sea Soles. Soles especially abound along the English

* Pletiyoncctes flesus. t Soha viilciaris.
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Channel between Devonshire and Sussex. Tlie largest specimen known was caught off Totnes, and
was twenty-six inches long and eleven inches and a half wide, and weighed nine pounds.

Sole.s feed at night, and hence are not often taken with the line, since that kind of fishing is

chiefly carried on by day. When they are caught with the line worms are used as bait. The Sole

spawn.s in the spring ; and though out of condition while depositing the eggs, recovers in a few weeks.

The flesh is remarkably firm, white, and well flavoured, and the variety of ways in which it is cooked

is an evidence of the esteem in which it is held as one of the best of British fishes. The height of the

body is contained twice and five-sixths in the total length. The colour is dark brown.

The Lemon Sole {Solea aurantiaca) is distinguished by its yellowish or lemon colour, marbled
with brown and speckled with black, and there is a remarkable large black spot on its hinder half

It is rather wider in proportion to its length than the Common Sole, has a smaller head, and is rather

thicker ; the under side of the head is nearly smooth, and the nostril there projects in a little tube.

The upper jaw projects beyond the lower jaw, but its extremity is rounded. It attains a length of

eight or nine inches, and is taken on the shores of Ireland and in the British Channel, but ranges

southward as far as Portugal.

The Variegated Sole (Solea variegata) is rarely moi'e than eight or nine inches long, and closely

resembles the Common Sole. The pectoral fins, however, on both sides are extremely small. The
colour is brownish-grey, with dark ii-regular bands extending between the dorsal and anal fins. It

is thick in the body. It is plentiful at Plymouth, is met with in the stomachs of fishes caught at a

depth of foi-ty or fifty fathoms, is excellent eating, and has been taken in the Mediterranean.

The Solenette {Solea minuta) attains a length of five inches ; it has a reddish-brown colour. The
pectoral fins are rudimentary, and the lower half of the right pectoral is black. It is often found in

the stomachs of larger fishes, and is taken freely with the trawl in Cornwall and Devonshire, but

from its small size does not often come to market.

All these fishes, like many others which live naturally either upon or near to the ground, are

captured with the trawl. This is a net in the form of a bag, which is trailed from the boat. It is

usually of a triangular shape, and is so made that the mouth of the net is kept always open. The
simple trawl, with the mouth distended by ropes extending from the netting to poles projecting from

the sides of the vessel, is still used in the fisheries of some parts of Ireland. The favourite form of

trawl is that called the beam-trawl, in which the mouth of the net is extended by a horizontal wooden

beam which is raised a little above the ground by two iron supports, one placed at each side. In the

large smacks the beam may be from thirty to fifty feet in length. The timber is usually elm, ash, or

beech. It is considered important that the wood should have grown naturally to the proper thickness

and length, though sometimes several pieces are fitted together and secured by binding. At ordinai-y

times the beam is carried hoisted up at the side of the vessel, with one end made fast to the stern.

The head irons, as they are called, carry in the top the beam, to the back of which the net

is fastened. In front the rope is attached by which the trawl is hauled along, but the head irons

to which it is made fast vary in shape and weight on different coasts and in different countries.

The weight of the two irons as a rule varies between 230 lbs. and 360 lbs., and dej)ends

chiefly on the force of the tides in the district which is fished. These irons keep the beam

nearly three feet above the ground. The net has been compared to an old-fashioned bed watch-

pocket laid on its face. Care is taken to have the ground rope, which extends in front of the

net round its curved outline, made of old material, so that it may break in case it should

become entangled among jutting rocks or other obstacles on the bottom. The net tapers towards

its hinder extremity, which is called the cod-end, and as the fish usually press upon this end

when the net is full it is protected by pieces of old netting, which are named rubbing-pieces. At

the entrance to the narrow part called the cod, the back and belly of the net are laced together

from the outer edge inward and backward, so as to narrow the entrance through which the

fish pass inwai'd, and to form pockets at the sides in which they can swim. The entrance between

the pockets is guarded by a veil of netting which hangs downward from the back of the net. This

is called the flapper ; fi.sh pass under it easily, but do not readily make their way back again. The

pockets are chiefly useful by taking the pressure off the sides of the net, so that the Sole, which loves

quiet, naturally makes its way into the pocket, and tluis, by distributing the weight over a larger space,
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the pocket enables the fisli to escape crushing from stones which may find their way into the trawl.

The net is twice the length of the beam, but is open below for the first half of its length. The
pockets are about half tlie length of the beam, and the cad about half the length of the pockets. The
trawls are usually kept down continuously for five or six hours.

The trawl is usually towed in the same direction as the tide is running, and does not move
much f;i.ster than the progress of the tide. It requires some skill and technical appliances in lowering

it, so that it should reach the ground the right way up. The fish lie with their- heads to the tide,

close together, and when disturbed by the ground rope of the net they pass over this obstruction

without difficulty into the net. When the tide is done, or the boat has reached the limits of the

fishing ground, the vessel swings round with her head to the trawl, the rope is hauled in by the

men at the winch, and coiled away till the beam comes to the surface. The beam is then hauled over

the gunwale and made fast, and the net is got in by hand. If the catch is a good one, bringing

up from half to three-quarters of a ton of fish, the winch is used to hoist up the cod on to the deck,

where the fish are emptied out. Trawl fishing is much more successful at night, because the

fishes feed at night, and there is more trawling in winter than in summer, because there is then more
wind. In the North Sea the fi.shing smacks often remain for six; weeks or two months with the fleet

at long distances from land. Most trawling is done in a depth of from twenty to thirty fathoms. In

cold weather the Soles especially pass into deeper water, and then the fishing may extend to forty

fathoms or more.

CHAPTER IV.

THE ORDERS PHARYNCrOGNATHI AND ACANTHOPTERYGII.

Characters of the Order PHARYNGOGNATHI—The Pomacentrid.e—Distribution—Diet—Distinctive Features—THE
Labrid.e—Characters—The Ballan Wrasse—The Cook Wrasse—The Corkwing—Other Genera—The Group Chairo-

pin.a—The Group JiJidina—The Rainbow Wrasse—The Genus Pseudodax—The Group Scariua—The Group Odacina
—The Embiotocid.e-The Gereid.e—The Chromides—The Order ACANTHOPTERYGII—Dr. Gunther's Classifi-

cation—The Percid.e—The Perch—Where Found—Diet—Large-sized .Specimens—Characters—The Bass -Tlie Ruffe
—Allied Genera -The Smooth .Serranus—The Dusky Perch—The Stone Bass, or 'W'reck-fisli—Why so Called—The
Pristipo-Matid.e-The Squamipinnes—Characters—Various Genera—Curious Habit of Shooting at Insects—The
Nandid-e—The IMullid.e—The Red Mullet- Epicurean Luxury—Mode of Cooking-The Sparid.e—The Black
Sea Bream, or Old Wife—The Bogue—The Common Sea Bream- The GUthead—The Hoplognathid.e—The
CmRHiTiD.E—ScoRP.ENiNA—The Poltcentrid^—The Tei'thidid.e—The Bertcid.e—The Kurtidj:-The Poly-
NEMID.E—The Sci.ENin.E—The Maigre—Value of its Head—The XlPHnD.E—The Common Sword-fish—Contests
between Fox Sharks, Sword-fishes, and Whale—The "Sword'—The Trichrrid,e—The Scabbard-fish-The Silvery
Hairtail—The Acroni:rid.e—The Carangid.e—The Scad, or Horse Mackerel—The Cytti.va—The John D017—
Characters—AMiately's Little Joke—Legends about the Dory—The Stromateisa—The C.iryph.enina-The Ray's
Bream—The Opah-THE Nomeina—The Scombrina-The Mackerel—Young " Shiners "—Size—Abundance-
Migrations-Voracity—Mackerel-fishing -The Spanish Mackerel-The Tunny-Characters—Size—The Tunny Harvest
—Beef-like Flesh—The Bonito—The Germon—The Genus Pelamys-The Genus Auxis—The Pilot-fish—The Sucking-
ELSH, OR Remora—Nature of the Sucking Disc.

ORDER IV.—PHARYNGOGNATHI, OR FISHES WITH JAWS IN THE THROAT.
The order of fishes termed Pharyngognathi is so named from the circumstance that they ha\-e

lower bones in the gullet, termed pharyngeal bones, which are blended together, though there is fre-

quently a median suture between them. The air-bladder in these fishes is not connected with the

throat by a pneumatic duct. The order is moreover distinguished by some of the rays of the

dorsal, anal, and ventral fins forming spines, and showing no indication of the usual jointed struc-

ture. Dr. Giinther follows Miiller in his definition of the order, but divides it into five families,

named from typical genera—Pomacentridse, in which the scales are ctenoid; Labridw, in which
the scales are cycloid ; Embiotocidse, which have numerous rays in the anal fin ; the Gerridje, which
have few rays in the anal fin ; and the Chromides, which entirely want the pseudo-branchiEe, or gill

on the operculum.
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FAMILY I.—POJIACENTRID.E. •

Tliis family includes eight genera, distinguished by having twelve vei'tebrse in the abdomen
tmd fourteen in the tail. They abound chiefly in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Some extend

as far as the south coast of Australia and to the Pacific shores of America. A few reach north-

ward to Japan, and some are found in the Mediterranean. Their food varies with the locality
;

in the neighbourhood of coral reefs it consists chiefly of marine plants and the various small

zoophytes which there flourish, but almost all small marine animals contribute to their ordi-

nary diet. These fishes have a compressed and somewhat short body, the lateral line on which

does not extend to the caudal fin. There is one dorsal fin with the spiny part well developed.

The anal fin has two or three spines, the remainder being soft like the dorsal. The ventral fins

are placed in the thoi-acic region. The intestine, which is moderately long, has a few pyloric

appendages behind the stomach. The different genera are distinguished by the form and arrange-

ment of the teeth, and the pi-esence or absence of serrations on the opercular bones. Many of

these fishes are remarkable for the variety of their colours : thus, Amphiprion has a black or brown

ground colour, with white or pearly cross-bands, while some of the fins are often of a bright yellow.

In the allied genus, Dascyllus, the cross-bands, when they exist, are usually black on a yellow

ground, but sometimes the body is green and the tail blue. In Glyphidodon the crass-bands are

indifierently light and dark, and the colour of the body varies, and in several genera the scales

often have a dot of difierent colour from that which pervades the back and body.

FAMILY II.—LABRID.Tl.

The Labroid fiimily comprises a vast number of marine fishes, which are met with in temperate

cr tropical waters. They are unknown in the Arctic and Antarctic Seas. They feed, chiefly on

moUusca, and the dentition on the single lower pharyngeal bone is well suited for crushing shells.

Many species have a strong curved tooth at the hinder end of the pre-maxillary bone, which

presses a shell against the lateral and front teeth, by which it is crushed. The body is covered

with cycloid scales ; the lateral line does not always reach to the caudal fin. There are no pyloric

appendages to the stomach. In this family Dr. Giinther arranges forty-six genera, which are

classed, accoi-ding to the characters of the teeth, fins, and scales, into six groups. The genus Labrus

is found on the coasts of the temperate parts of Europe and ofi" the northern shores of Africa.

There is a peculiarity in the skeleton in this type, in that the basi-occipital bone has on each side

a large surfoce like a flattened condyle, which fits into concavities in the upper pharyngeal bones.

The teeth in the jaws are conical, and ranged in a single series. This genus includes many of

the Wrasses.

The B.\LLAN Wrasse {Labrus maculatus) is perhaps the best known. It is found sheltered

among seaweeds in deep holes among the rocks. It sjjawns in spring and summer, when the colours

become most brilliant. It is said to feed chiefly on Crustacea and marine worms. A large speci-

men maj' reach a length of eighteen inches, but on the Irish coasts they grow to a much larger

size. The back is often red and the belly orange, while the body is ornamented with bluish-green

spots. All the scales are mai'gined with colour. The pectoral and ventral fins are orange-red, but

the vertical fins are usually bluish-green. This species has a wide distribution on the European

coasts, through the Mediterranean, and on the north-west of Africa. The young of the Ballan Wrasse

has the pre-operculum well serrated, and has been regai-ded by some writers as a distinct species.

Another well-known species is the Cook Wrasse {Lahrus mixtus). This species, which is

also known by many popular names, such as the Red Wrasse, Striped Wrasse, and Spotted

Wrasse, is remarkable for the great diSerence of appearance which distinguishes the sexes. The

male has the body of a dark greenish tint above, becoming yellower on the body, and is marked

with blue stripes running the length of the body. The female, on the other hand, is red, with

two or three large black spots or blotches across the back of the tail. The young males are said

greatly to resemble the females. Like the other species of its genus, it is found chiefly among

rocks and the larger seaweeds, feeding on Crustacea, During the siunraer these fishes come into

shallow water, but in the autumn they retire again to a deeper part of the sea. The males may
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reach a lengtli of fourteen inches, but the females are rarely more than a foot long. The female in

the Mediterranean is said to breed twice in the yeai-. It is common in the North Atlantic, but

more abundant on the southern shore of England than farther eastward. It does not enter the

Baltic, and has not been met with in Iceland or Finmark.

The CoEKWiNG (Crenilabrus melops) is a Wrasse which ranges round the coasts of Europe. There

is a brown or black spot behind the eye, the sides of the head are red, the back has a purplish tinge,

and the under side is greenish. The body is marked with longitudinal stripes, which have a violet

colour in the upper part, but become red lower down. The dorsal, anal, and ventral fins are gi-een,

and the pectoral fins reddish-yellow. This species has a deeper body than any other British Labroid

fish. The scales number thirty-seven on the lateral line, above which are four rows of scales, and there

are ten rows below it. In this genus the pre-operculum is denticulated, as in the young of the

genus Labrus. All the species have imbricated scales on the cheeks and on the opercular bones.

The conical t«eth in the jaws are arranged in a single series.

The other species are all confined to the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, and the neighbour-

hood of Madeii-a.

Lachnolaimus is a genus confined to the Caribbean Sea. The genus Tautoga is a black fish

from the Atlantic coasts of the Northern States of North America. Malacopterus is another genus

from the island of Juan Fernandez
; Ctenolabrus is a genus found in the Mediterranean and tem-

perate parts of the North Atlantic, represented in English seas by Clenolabrus rupestris. The genus

Acantholabrus is represented on the coast of Cornwall by a species named in honour of Mr. Coucl).

Centrolabrus ranges from the Canary Isles to Greenland, is known on the English coast from one

species, the Centrolahrus exoktns, and is distinguished by the small size of its mouth. The fish

is seldom more than four inches long. There are sixteen rows of scales on each side, and thirty-

two scales on the lateral line.

The second gi-ouj) of Labroid fi.shes has been named Chferopina. It includes only the one

gemis Chferops, which is found in the Indian and Australian Seas, and has a species ranging

to China and Japan.

The third group, named Julidina, includes thirty-seven genera, distinguished by having, as a

rule, fewer than thirteen spines in the dorsal fin, and frequently, in some grou]js of genera, only
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eight or nine spines. These fishes are widely distributed in the Indian Ocean, in the Cariljbean

Sea, and Pacific coasts of Nortli America, and a few range to China and Japan ; but the only

British representative of the group is a species of the widely-distributed genus Coris—the

(-'oris jiilk—wliich lias a small black spot just over the origin of the pectoral fin, a blue spot on

the extremity of the operculum, and a violet spot between the three or four anterior dorsal spines.

'I'liis species is coramordy known as the Rainbow Wrasse. It is frequently met with in the

Mediterranean and at the Canary Isles. Its mo.st northern limit is the south coast of England.

There are many varieties, distinguished by red or white lateral bands. In the genus Epibulus the

lateral line is iiiten-upted, and the cheeks and opercular bones are covered with large scales. The

species here figured comes from the Indian Archipelago, and is the only member of the genus.

The fourth group includes but one genus—Pseudodax—which frequents the seas between Java

EPIBULVS INSIDIATOR.

and the Celebes, and is distinguished by having each jaw armed with two pairs of broad incisors

with a cutting lateral edge, and the teeth on the lower phaiyngeal bones are said by Dr. Giinther to

be confluent.

The fifth group, including five genera, is named from the type genus Scarus—Scarina. These

fishes are confined to the tropical seas, and chiefly known from the labours of Dr. Bleeker. They

have the teeth in both jaws blended together so as to form broad convex cutting edges. Here, also,

the phaiyngeal teeth form a pavement.

The sixth and last group of the Labroid ftimily, named from the genus Odax—Odacina

—

includes four genera. The edge of each jaw is sharp and cutting, without the teeth being distinct in

front, the scales are small, and the snout is pointed.

FAMILY III.—EMBIOTOCID.E.

This family includes two genera—Ditrema, which has seven to eleven dorsal spines, and is

represented by many species, and Hysterocarpus, known from one species. Both genera ascend
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some of the Califoinian rivers. These fishes are viviparous ; they liave p. large simple air-Lladder.

and the stomach is destitute of pyloric appendages.

FAMILY IV.—GERRID^.

The Gerridse comprise the one genus Gerres, represented by many .species in tropical seas.

These fishes are oviparous; they have rudimentary pyloi-ic appendages. There is always an aii-

bladder.

FAMILY v.—CHROMIDES.
The fifth and last family is the Chromides, a large group of nineteen genera, distinguished by

their teeth, spines, and scales. They are fresh-water fishes, which are chiefly met with in the

tropics. One genus, Etroplus, occurs in Western India. The herbivorous species have the intestines

convoluted and the teeth lobed ; but there are carnivorous species, with simple pointed or conical

teeth. Chromis galilmus is from the Sea of Galilee. Chroniis, Sarotherodon, and Hemichromis are

African genera ; the others are all American.

ORDER v.—ACANTHOPTERYGII, OR SPINY-FINNED FISHES.

The Acanthopterygii comprise a vast multitude of fishes, among wliich are some familiar

fresh-water forms which occur in the rivers of Great Britain. All these genera are characterised

by having the inferior pharyngeal bones separated from each other, and by having some of the rays

of the dorsal, anal, and ventral fins developed into spines, and therefore wanting in the jointed cha-

racter which is seen in the remainder of the fin rays. The air-bladder is sometimes absent and

sometimes present, but it never possesses an air-duct to connect it with the throat. In the follow-

ing pages the genera are arranged according to the system developed by Dr. Giinther. In his

arrangement of the fishes in the British Museum, five princijsal subdivisions of the order are

adopted ; the first of which includes sixteen out of the twenty groups of families, or smaller

natural divisions of the order. The first section of the order, comprising the sixteen divisions, is

distinguished by having a soft dorsal fin and an anal fin. The vent is always distant from the

extremity of the tail, and is placed behind the ventral fins whenever they exist. The first division

of this great group, termed Perciformes, comprises eleven families, in which the dorsal fin or fin.s

occupy the greater part of the back ; and the soft anal fin is similar to the soft dorsal. The ventral

fins are placed under the throat ; they have one spine and four or five well-developed rays.

FAMIL\ I—PEKCID.T;

The t-\pp of the Peicifoim division is the Peieh, best known from the Perca flicviatilis,

which IS wiliU (lislul ul( I tliiou-,Ii( ut th< { mj i ii juits of Europe and Russia in Asia, where

it is confined to fresh waters. Two
other species are known, both of

which are found only in Canada

S and North America. The Perch

is said to be wanting in the more

northern counties of Scotland,

though it inhabits Scandinavia

-^^ up to the 69° parallel of lati-

3* tude. These fishes feed on in-

^
sects, worms, and many small

fishes. The eggs are deposited

in long strings during spring,

and number more than a quarter

of a million in a single fish. Yarrell observes that they live so well out of water that they

are constantly to be seen alive in the markets of Southern Germany, from which they are taken

back again, if unsold, to the ponds from which they were brought. Occasionally this species

reaches a large size. One weighing nine pounds is said to have been caught in the Serpentine

in Hyde Park ; and Yarrell quotes Schaffer as .stating that the head of a Perch, which measures

nearly a foot in length, is preserved in the Church of Lulea, in Lapland. Engli.sh sjiecimens

RIVER PERCH.
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have not measured more tlian twenty-nine inclies in total length. In Lapland the skins of the

Perch are boiled in a bladder, so as to foi-m a kind of glue. The head is two-sevenths of the

lens^th of the body ; the teeth are small, and directed backward. There are also teeth on the

palatine bones. The upper pai-t of the body is of a warm greenish-brown tint, becoming golden

at the sides and white on the belly. There are always broad dai-k bands of colour passing

vertically down the sides. In summer the Perch prefers the rapid pai-ts of the stream, but in

winter the fi.sh retire to deeper and quieter pools, where they herd together in large numbers.

The genus Percichthys is contined to the fresh waters of tropical America and Java. Parar

labrax is a genus limited to the rivers of California. Labrax has some species living in the

rivei-s and shores of North America, but is best known from the European species called the Bass

{Lahvax htpus), which is a marine Perch, ha^ing teeth on the tongue and only nine spines on the

first dorsal fin. There are scales on the gill-covers, as was pointed out by Aristotle. The species

is gregarious, and enters the mouths of rivers in autumn to deposit the spawn. The individuals feed

on various small fishes, such as young Whiting and the Sand Launce, and eat Shrimps and other

small Crustacea. They are more abundant on the south coasts of England and Ireland than farther

north, and range to France, Portugal, and the Mediterranean.

Another fresh-water fish met with in the rivers of Europe, and closely resembling the Perch in

its habits, is the Acerina cernua, commonly known in England as the Ruffe, a name said to be

derived from the harsh sensation given by its ctenoid scales. It is of an olive-green colour, marbled

and spotted with brown. Many genera of this family are limited in their range. Percarina is

found only in the Dniester, Pileoma in the lakes and rivers of North America, Niplion is a genus

met with in the Japanese Sea, and Enoplosus occurs in the Australian seas.

Another section of the Perch family has for its type the genus Serranus, which genus alone

comprises more than 130 species. It is represented in English seas by the Serranus cabrilla, or
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Smooth Serranus, aud the Dusky Perch [Serranus yigas). In this genus both jaws have very

distinct canine teeth. The Dusky Perch is met with on the coasts of France aud Spain, aud in the

Mediterranean, where it sometimes reaches a weight of sixty pounds, though in the Indian Ocean

its size becomes enormous. In British seas they vary from ten to twenty pounds. The colour

of the back is a dark reddish-brown, becoming paler on the belly. The Smooth Serranus also

abounds in the Mediterranean, and reaches southward to Madeira. This fish has sometimes been

believed to be hermaphrodite, one lobe of the roe consisting of ova and the other lobe consisting

of milt ; but this view, though sanctioned by Cuvier, is jn-obably an error, due to some peculiarities

in its reproductive apparatus.

Plectropoma is a genus limited to the tropical seas of both hemispheres. In English seas

the Stone Bass {Polyprion cemium) is met with. The species ranges southward to Madeii'a and

the Mediterranean. It has sometimes been called the Wreck-fish, from the circumstance that it

often comes in with fragments of wreck, which are covered with the goose-barnacle. Couch remarks

that they gambol round these floating objects, and he has known their tails to be excoriated by
rubbing against the wreckage. They do not feed on the barnacles. As many as thirty-five have

been taken by a single boat round one piece of wreck. The fi.sh is about eighteen inches long, and

is valued for table.

FAMILY II.-PRISTIPOMATID.E.

This is a large family, and is distinguished from the Percidse by having the palate tooth-

less. In one or two genera there are no teeth, but usually minute teeth are arranged in bands,

and in some genera they are pointed and conical. The air-bladder is usually undivided. They

are carnivorous fishes, found in the seas of temperate and tropical regions ; a few occur in fresh

waters. In British seas the group has but two rejiresentatives

—

Dentex vulgaris and Maenia vulgaris.

Dentex is a widely-distributed genus, met with in the Mediterranean, Atlantic, Ked Sea, Sunda

Sea, and the Sea of Japan. It always has strong canines in both jaws. There are only six

branchiostegal rays ; the dorsal fin is contimious. There is a notch at the posterior end of the

swim-bladder. The British species is a rare visitor on English coasts, and is more at home in the

Mediterranean and about the Canary Islands. It carries four canine teeth in each of the jaws,

the outer pair stronger than the inner pair. The fourth dorsal spine is the longest. The colour

is sUvery-blue, with some irregular black spots on the back. Mana vulgaris scai-cely extends beyond

the Mediterranean, and in British waters has only once been met with on the Cornish coasts.

FAMILY III.-SQUAMIPINNES.

The Squamipinnes comprise twelve genera, arranged m three divisions, according to the pi'esence

or absence of teeth on the palate and the position of the dorsal fin on the back. This is a group

of carnivorous fishes, especially abounding in the Indian region and other seas between the tropics,

though a few genera have a wider range, and enter rivers. The intestine is generally convoluted
;

the stomach forms a pouch, and has a few pyloric appendages. The vertical fins are more or less

covered with scales, the eyes are placed laterally, and the teeth are like short bristles. The body

is compressed and remarkably deep, and frequently marked with black and white spots and

transverse or oblique bands, the colours of which are extremely brilliant. Swainson observes that

the Chsetodons are the most beautiful of the whole class of fishes. None of them are large, and

all are said to be nutritious and savoury food. Among the genera of this family, Chelmo has

the muzzle elongated into a cylindrical tube, with a small cleft in front for the mouth. There are no

teeth on the palate; and there is no spine on the pre-operculura. The body is greatly compressed from

side to side, and is deep. Chelmo rostratus has five vertical brown cross-bands, which are bordered

with white and brown. A round black spot bordered with white occurs in the middle of the soft

part of the dorsal fin. This species sometimes ascends rivers, but is chiefly found in the Polynesian

seas between India and the West Coast of Australia. Heniochus is distinguished by having the

fourth spine of the dorsal fin prolonged into a delicate whip-like process. Holacanthus has a long

strong spine developed from the posterior angle of the pi-e-operculum, and a similar spine is seen

in Pomacanthus. Ephijjpus has the colour uniform in the adult. Atypus and Scorpis ai-e two

genera which are almost limited to the Australian seas ; both these types have the dorsal fin
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Islands. It feeds and fattens on delicate seaweeds, but readily takes tlie hook when baited witk

Mussel. It I'eaches a length (exclusive of the fins) of seventeen inches and a depth of five inches

and a half. It is not greatly valued for food. It is sometimes flesh-coloured on the cheeks, green

on the back, and reddish-yellow on the body, but when the colours fade Couch states that it

acquires a dull sooty tint ; but the coloiu- varies with the season. The fins are blackish-grey. Thei'e

ai-e ten vertebra; in the abdomen and fourteen in the tail. The other species of this genus are

found in the Mediterranean, Cape Seas, and Indian Ocean.

Box vulgaris, called the Bogue, has remarkable crenulated incisor teeth. It is rare on the south

coast of England, but ranges to the Mediterranean, Canary Isles, and Caribbean 8ea. Couch's

Sea Bream (Fagrus orjihus), a rare visitor to the Cornish coast, is better known fi-om the Canaries

Pagellus erythrinus is a red fish, ranging from the mouth of the Danube to the Canaries, and

northward to English shores. Pagelhcs oweni is another Sea Bream, which, however, is known
only from the British seas. The Common Sea Bream {Pagellus centrodontus) is one of the

commonest of British fishes, breeding in late autumn or winter. In severe seasons it retii-es to

great depths. At the close of summer it assembles in schools, when 20,000, or even 00,000, have

been taken in the seine net. When thus abundant it has been sold for half-a-crown the hundred-

weight. It feeds indifferently ou small fishes, crustaceans, and seaweeds. The Gilthead {Chry-

sophrys aurata) is an allied Mediterranean fish, which occasionally reaches the coasts of Cornwall

and Devon. All the Sparidse are acutely sensible to change of temperature, which influences their

place of habitation in the sea.

Many of the families which follow are chiefly remarkable for the minor peculiarities of structure,

or geographical distribution, to which attention is briefly drawn.

FAMILY VII.—HOPLOGNATHID.E.
The Hoplognathidse, which have compressed and deep bodies, have the bones of the jaws

forming a sharp dentigerous edge. The three species are limited to the seas of China, Japan, and

Australia.

FAMILY VIII.—CIERHITID.T;.

The Cirrhitidje are a feniily with the body compressed and oblong. The branchiostegal rays vary

from three (in the genus Nemadactylus) to as many as six. The lower rays of the pectoral fin are not

* S^i-
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branched. Tlie faniil}' includes eight genera, whicli are confined to the tropics, though some species

i-ange farther south.

FAMILY IX.-SOORP^NINA.

Tlie 8corp;\;uinai are a family of twenty-four genera, distinguished by having a bony support

for the angle of the pre-operculum ; the family includes two sections, one with distinct scales,

anil the other with rudimentary scales, or none at all. Among the genera are the widely distributed

Sebastes ; Scorpsena, characterised by havuig a gi'oove on the occiput ; Tjenianota.s, which has the

dorsal tin continuous with the caudal fin ; Enneapterygius, which has three separate dorsal fins
;

Amphiprionichthys, in which the pre-operculum and operculum are small, and do not cover the gill

membrane ; and Synancidiuni, Synaueeia, and Pelor, in which the head is of irregular and monstrous

form. PdorJilanientosam is from Mauritius. Pterois has the spines and i-ays of the fins elongated

anil branched. These, with the other genera in the family, are mostly from tropical seas, especially

the Archipelago of the Indian Ocean. They comprise some of the ugliest of- known fishes. The

large development of the pectoral fin, and the existence of pectoral appendages, give them at first

.sight some resemblance to the Gurnards.

FAillLY X.—POLYCKNTRID.E.

The Polycentridie include two genera of carnivorous fresh-water fishes from Tropical America.

The lateral line in them is absent, and the teeth are very small. Mouocirrhus has a barbel to the

mandible, which is absent in Polycentrus ; both genera have a long spinous anal fin.

FAMILY XL—TEUTHIDID.E.
The Teuthididie are a family formed for a single genus of herbivorous fishes frequenting the

tropical parts of the Indian Ocean, and adjacent seas, and the west coast of the Pacific. The central

fin has a spine both on its inner and outer margins.

Dr. Giinther's second great division of the Acanthopterj-gian fishes is termed Beryciformes ; it

comprises the one family Berycidce.

FAMILY XIL—BERYCIB.E.

These fishes have the body compressed and elevated
; the head has large mucus cavities covered

with thin skin. The type genus Beryx has some of the species limited to the sea about Madeira,

and others occurring in the Australian region. The opercular bones are serrated, but the pre-

operculum has no spine. The scal^ are of the ctenoid pattern, usual in the family. In the genus

Monocentris the scales are large, bony, and form an armour to the body.

The third division is named Kurtiformes; it includes

FAMILY XIIL—KURTID.E.

These comprise two genera of East Indian fishes, characterised by having a long anal fin, and one

dorsal fin, which is rather short. The colour of the genus Pempheris is usually reddish-brown, or

violet-bvown, with bright coloured fins, and various spots on the body. The tail vertebne in this

genus gi-adually become more elongated posteriorly ; the abdominal vertebra; are very short.

Tlie fourth division, Polynemiformes, includes

FAMILY XIV.-POLYNEMID-E.

There are three genera—Polynemus, from Indian Seas; Pentanemus, from the west coast of

Africa and the Caribbean Sea ; and the genus Galeoides, from the river Niger and adjacent coast of

Africa. This group has two short dorsal fins, which are remote from each other, and several

apiiendages below the pectoral fin, which are entirely free and jointed. The mucus sy.stem in the

head is well developed, and the air-bladder is sometimes absent, sometimes attains a large size, and

is occasionally excessively minute in species nearly allied to each othei-.

The Sciseniformes include only

FAMILY xv.-sci-i:xm.E.

Of the Scirenida; there are thirteen genera, some temperate and some tropical, with a few species

inhabiting the fresh waters of America, Africa, and the Ea.st Indies. There are no filaments in the
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jiectoral region, but the mucus system of the head is well developed. The soft dorsal fin is much more

developed than the spinous dorsal, or than the anal fin. The air-bladder, which is sometimes

absent, usually has greatly elongated appendages.

In the British seas there are two representatives of this family, the Umbrina cirrhosa, which

ranges into the Mediten'anean, where it is common, and extends as far south as the Cape Seas, and
secondly the Scicena aquila, commonly known as the Maigre. It rarely attains a length of three

feet, but has been taken more than six feet long. It is a strong fish, and difficult to get into small

boats. The otolites, or ear bones, are larger in proportion to the size of the fish in this species than in

any other. Its head has always been highly valued by the epicure, and was formerly presented as

a tribute to the magistrates of Eome. Yarrell quotes the history of the head of one of these fishes.

This head was presented to the nephew of Pope Sixtus X., and he in turn gave it to one of the cardinals;

from him it passed to his banker, to whom he was under obligations ; and the banker presented it to

his mistress. Its wanderings were followed by a man whose industry was rewarded at last by a

share in the feast. This story forms much of the underplot of Beaumont and Fletcher's Woman-
hater. The aii'-.bladder in this species, as indeed in the whole genus, gives oflf processes all round its

margin, which branch and subdivide into a perfect fringe. The fins are brown, the body bluish-white

below, and greenish-brown above.

The division Xiphiiformes includes only
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FAMILY XVI.—TilE XIPllIID^, OK SWORD-FISHES.

Of these there are two genera. Xiuhhs, the Couimon Sword-fish, abouiuls throughout the Mediter-

nineaii Sea and the European Seas, and extends along both sides of tiie Atlantic. The second

genus, named Histiophorus, comprises the Flying Sword-fishes, which reach quite as large a size as

the British tyi)e, and are dLstinguished by the enormous size of the dorsal tins. The Common
Sword-tish {Xiphias (jladhts) in these seas sometimes reaches a length of ten feet, and then the sword

in front of the orbit of the eye measures three feet five inches. It has once been taken iii the river

Nen, below Peterborough.

It has often been met with iii Scothmd, and ranges into the Baltic. Captain Crow is answerable

FLTING SWOHD-FISH.

for the celebrated story of all hands being called up at three o'clock in the morning near the Hebrides

to witness a battle between some Sword-fishes and Fox Sharks on the one side, and an immense

Whale on the other. Almost every captain on the east coast professes to have seen an exactly

.similar conflict. It is well known that the sword is sometimes driven into the bottom of a ship.

Dr. Leach records finding small Sword-fish in the stomach of a large one, but Scotti.sh specimens

contained the kind of Cuttle-fish called the CJalamary.

The young Sword-fish is eaten on the shores of the Mediterranean. The sword in the upper

jaw is depressed and flat, and extends far in advance of the lower jaw. In small sj^ecimens the

dorsal fin is high and gi'eatly elongated, and the lower jaw is relatively much longer than in the adult.

The allied genus Histiophorus is also devoid of scales, but the skin contains slight dermal

ossifications. Tliis genus, unlike Xiphias, is supplied with small teeth in the jaws and on the

palatine bones.

The seventh division, the Trichiuriformes, also includes but one family, in which there are seven

genera.

55*
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FAMILY XVII.—TEICHIURID.E.

These fishes are characterised by having the body elongated, like a band, anil have se\t'ral

strong teeth in the jaws, or on the jjalate. The dorsal and anal fins are long, and formed of

many rays. Some forms are naked, others have minute scales ; the tail is sometimes furnished

with little tins. These fishes chiefly inhabit the seas between the Tropics, and extend into

temjierate regions, such as the Mediterranean, and are represented in British seas by the Scabbard-

fish {Lepidopus caudatus) and the Silvery Hairtail (TricJdurun kpturus).

The Scabbard-fish is only occasionally met with on English shores. It has pointed and cutting

teeth, two round scales in place of ventral fins, and a third triangular scale behind the vent. These

are the only scales on the body. The dorsal fin commences at the nape of the neck, and extends the

length of the body. The lai-gest specimens are five to six feet long, and weigh, without the intestines,

six pounds. There ai-e forty-one abdominal vertebrae, and seventy-one in the tail. Trichiurus is

a very rare visitor to the British coast, but is taken in the West Indies and Atlantic coasts of

America. It has no scales, and the tail terminates like a whip. The spines of the anal fin are

hidden beneath the skin. The ventral fins are represented by a pair of scales.

The Cotto-scombriformes is another division, including fourteen families of fishes.

FAMILY XVIII.—ACRONURID^.
These are herbivorous fishes from the tropical seas, and include five genera which have one

dorsal fin with several prominent spines, and one or more bony spines on each side of the tail.

The teeth, which are always closely set in a single series, are sometimes lobate. The intestuie

is greatly convoluted.

The second section of this division includes the bulk of the fishes allied to the Scombroids.

FAMILY XIX.—CARANGID.E.

These fishes have ten vertebrae in the abdomen and fourteen in the tail. The soft dorsal and

anal fins are of neai-ly equal extent, and the body is compressed and oblong. The best known

member of this group is the Horse Mackerel {Trachurus tr(ochurus), which occurs on the temperate

coasts of Em-ope, and ranges, by way of the Cape of Good Hope, through the Indian Seas, to New
Zealand, and along the western coasts of America. It is often known as the Scad. It has been

caught in the Bristol Channel with the seine net in July, when followmg the fiy of the Herring.

It regularly visits 'the coasts of Cornwall and Devonshire in schools. It makes its appearance in

May, and becomes more abundant as the season gets warmer. Ten thousand have been taken at

a single oast of the seme on the Cornish coast. When following the Sand Launce, which is a

favourite food with these fishes, they frequently come so near to the shore as to be taken by

hand. They are not often eaten, though salted in some parts of Cornwall. The flavour is said to

be inferior to that of Mackerel, though somewhat resembling it. They reach a length of twelve

inches. They are largely fed upon, when young, by sea-birds, and Couch describes the multitude of

gulls which pursue them so that there is no room on the surface of the sea for more, and the last

comers can alight only on their comrades ; while the gulls thus feed from above, the diving birds

hunt the fi.shes from beneath.

The first dorsal fin has eight bony rays, the second dorsal fin is long. There is a small

fin with two rays in front of the anal ; the colour is usually dusky green on the back. The lateral

line is armed with jilates, which towards the tail are elevated into a ridge.

FAMILY XX.- -CYTTINA.

This family comprises three genera of Scombroid fishes, well represented in British waters by

the Zeus faber, commonly known as the John Dory, which is distributed round the Atlantic coasts

of Eiu'ope, extends into the Mediterranean, and is known from the Australian Seas. The body

is greatly compressed and oval ; the jaws of the large head can be greatly extended ; the small

teeth are placed in a single row in each jaw. The spines of the first dorsal fin are very long,

and the membrane between the spines is produced into very long, slender filaments. The second

dorsal fin has its rays short. The anal fin has its first spinous rays elongated. A row of sjjiiiy
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scales extends along the bases of the dorsal and anal tins on each side. Tiie body is usually a pale

olive-brown, with a large circular spot, nearly black, upon the middle of the side. This fish is most

abundant in the summer and autumn. Couch records that he has taken from the stomach of one

Dory twenty-five Floimders, three Father-lashers, and five stones from the beach. Usually it is a

sluggish fish, but at times becomes active in pursuit of prey. Pilchards, the young of the Sea

Bream, and the common Cuttle-fish are favourite items of food with it. It has always been highly

valued for the table. It was, we believe. Archbishop Whately who declared that the proper

companion for John Dory was Aim Chovy. The largest examples mentioned by Couch have a

length of twenty-two inches and a weight of eighteen pounds. When dying the colours fade,

but are regained when the fish is dead. The ingenious inventors of legends have disputed whether

JOHN DOK\

it was not the Dory rather than the Haddock which St. Peter took from the Lake of Gennesaret

and marked with his linger and thumb while taking the tribute money from its mouth. Other

authorities in the matter of legends maintain that while St. Christopher, wadmg through an arm

of the sea, was carrying the Saviour he caught a Dory and left the impressions from his hand

on its sides as an everlastmg memorial to be handed down to the fish's posterity.

FASIILY XXr.—STROMATEINA.

This family is represented in the British seas by the Black-fish, In this group tne sharp margins

of the jaws are bordered with minute teeth, and though the palate and tongue are smooth, the

oesophagus is armed with numerous bony teeth, which are barbed. The Black-fish (Centroloplms

po7npilus) is a rare visitor to the British coast. Couch obtained specimens thirty-two inches long,

though its size is generally smaller. The flavour is delicious. The colour is usually black. A second

British species (Centroloplms britannicv.s) is described by Dr. Giinther. Its stomach was found to be

full of seaweed, and Couch states that the bones of the head and back were as soft as cartilage.

The colour is brown, and the species is distinguished by its great length relatively to the height, and
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by the great length of the doi'sal fin, which extends between the head and tail. The caudal tin is

forked.

FAMILY XXII.—CORYPH^NINA.

This fivmily has no teeth in the oesophagus. It includes nine genera, most of which occur in the

Mediterranean and Eastern seas, and among other fishes Ray's Bream and the ( )iiali. The Ray's

Bream (Brama raii) ranges from the Cape Seas northward into the Mediterranean and along the

British coast. It is about seventeen inches long, exclusive of the fins, and five inches and

a half deep. The tail is deeply divided, and the dorsal and anal fins are elongated and have

the first few spines produced beyond the others. The pectoral fins are long. The Opah {Lampris

luna) is a remarkable type, with a compressed, elevated body, covered with small scales, which

ai-e deciduous. The fins are all red ; there is no spinous portion to the dorsal tin ; the ventral fins

are placed behind the middle of the body. The back and sides are a rich green with purple and

gold reflections ; the body becomes yellowish-green or bluish below, and is covered with white

spots. Its flesh is red or yellowish, and is said to have a sweet and rich flavour. Individuals

attain a large size, but the specimens usually captured do not reach a length of four feet. It is

well known in the North Atlantic, and enters the Mediterranean.

FAMILY XXIIL—NOMEINA.

The members of this family are scombroid, fishes, with an oblong body covered with cycloid

scales, having two dorsal fins, of which the soft dorsal is the more developed. The family includes six

genera, among which are Gasterochisma, remarkable for having a deep fissure on the abdomen, in

which the long and broad ventral fin can be completelj' concealed. The only species, Gasterochisma
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vielamims, is from New Zealand. The genus Nomeus Las a similar characteristic, but the ventral fia

is attached to the belly by a membrane.

F.\MILY XXIV.-SCOMBRINA.
This is an important fomily, including among other tishes the Mackerel and the Tunny.

There are always two dorsal fins, the spinous fin being less developed than the soft dorsal fin. In
one genus the spinous dorsal becomes modified into a sucking organ, which is situated on the head.

The genus Scomber inhabits nearly all the temperate and tropical seas, but is absent from tlue

temperate coasts of South America.

THE MACKEREL.*
Hardly any fish is better known in the South of England than the Mackerel. It spawns iu

J"une, and then comes into shallow water, and 550,000 eggs have been counted in a single female.

When the fish are young, under six inches long, they are termed " Shiiiers ;
" they are half grown by

November, and retire into deep water at the approach of winter. Their growth is very rapid. The
ordinary size ranges to a length of about fifteen inches and a weight of about two pounds, though
the fish are sometimes longer and heavier. They are in the best condition in May and June. Yarrell

remarks that, owing to the necessity that the fish should be eaten fresh, they were first allowed to

be cried on Sundays through the streets of London in 1698, and that the practice continues to the

present time. Their abundance varies : in 1807 they were sold in Billingsgate at seven shillings

each; at Dover, in 1808, they were sold at sixty a shilling; and at Brighton in the same year

the school was so great that it was impossible to pull the fish in, and fish and nets sank together.

Mackerel are taken in every month of the year, but the great shoals begin to move into the English

Channel from the deep waters of the Atlantic in January. In the migration the males precede the

greater part of the females. They reach the Shetland Isles in August, and remain iu that neigh-

bourhood about a- month. A few Mackerel of small size occur in the Baltic, and they reach the

coast of Norway.

This fish is exceedingly voracious, and feeds upon the fry of other fishes. It ranges along

the European coast into the Mediterranean, where it is often of small size and dry in flavour.

It extends across the Atlantic, and is found on the American coast in corresponding latitudes.

The scales of the Mackerel are exceedingly small ; there is no air-bladder. The back, as is well

known, is bluish and marked with about thirty wavy transverse streaks of a blackish colour.

Couch mentions that occasionally a lobe of roe has been found lying between the usual pair of lobes

of milt, so that the sexes are sometimes united in one individual. The fish are captured sometimes

with the hook, baited with a biiglit shining object, but more frequently they are taken with the

seine net.

At Brighton and along the Chesil Bank the fishing is carried on by means of the gi-ound seine

net, which can be used whenever the bottom is smooth, and there is a beach on which it can be

landed. The meshes of the net are small, and it is not nearly so deep at the two ends as in the

middle. Each end or wing is bordered by a pole fastened to the ropes on the back and foot ; and

to this pole a long rope is fastened, to be used for hauling in the net to the shore. When the

seine is to be shot one of these drag-ropes is left on shore in chai-ge of some of the party, and the other

rope with the nets is rowed out to sea and back again in a large sweep, the net being thrown

over as they go along. On landing, the fishermen divide and haul in the net, bringing the two ends

together ; then the middle of the net, which is called the bunt, is drawn on shore, and contains what-

ever fish hive been intercepted.

The Spanish Mackerel (Scomber colias) is occasionally taken on the Cornish coast, and occurs

on the Atlantic shore of North America, and in the Mediterranean. It is inferior to the common
Mackerel for table, and is distinguished by having a larger head and spotted sides. There are large

scales on the pectoral region, and, according to Dr. Giinther, it possesses an air-bladder. There are

probably one or two other British species^ and several species occur iu the Red Sea and seas of Japan

and the Malay Islands.

Another important fish of this family is known to us as the Tunny {Thynnus thynnus).

* Scomber scomber.
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The body of the Tunny is much thicker than that of the Mackerel ; the teeth are rather small,

and exist in the jaws and on the palatine bones and vomer. The pancreatic appendages are

extremely numerous, and the air-bladder is absent in some species of the genus. The scales of the

pectoral region form a distinct covering for the throat. There is a keel on the middle of each

side of the taU.

Tlie Tunnies are widely distributed, and are especially tishes of the open ocean. The British

form occur.s on both sides of the Atlantic and in the Mediterranean, in which latter locality it

is associated with several other species. A specimen in the British Museum, taken at Weymouth,

is eight feet long. Such a fish would probably weigh five hundred pounds, but they are rarely met

with of a greater length than three feet. They feed on Herrings, Sardines, Flying-fish, Mackerel, and

probably many other fishes smaller than themselves. The Tunny harvest in the Mediterranean

is of the utmost importance to the countries near which the fishes pass. They come in from the

Atlantic in vast multitudes, and journey through the Strait of Gibraltar by way of Sicily on to the

Black Sea. Toll is taken of them on every shore they pass by. After leaving the Black Sea

they .swim back again along the southern shore of the Mediterranean, and pass out into the Atlantic.

It has been observed that the Tunny possesses so much blood that its flesh has the appearance of

beef, and its temperature is as high as that of a mammal ; nevertheless, it breathes by means of

gills, and the heart is shaped on the plan characteristic of fishes. The colour of the skin above is

dark blue, the under side of the body is greyish. The head is large and conical, and one-fifth of

the length. The pectoral fin is long, and reaches to near the end of the spinous dorsal fin. The

dorsal spines are rather short.

Another species of this genus, the Thynnus pelamijs, is sometimes known as the Bonito, and

sometimes called the Striped-bellied Tunny. It i-anges through the warmer parts of the Indian Ocean

and Atlantic, and at times visits Great Britain. It seldom exceeds thirty inches in length, feeds

on fish, especially the Flymg-fish, and also eats Cuttles. It has been recognised in various parts

of the British coast, lias red muscles, few teeth, and a flat and thin tongue. The colour is steel-blue

on the back, with four brownish longitudinal stripes on the sides of the belly. Another British species

is the GER.MON (Thynmis alalonga), distinguished by the great length of the pectoral fin, which reaches

beyond the end of the second dorsal fin. It is rare in the English Channel, but plentiful in the Bay

of Biscay. It is stated that the fishermen of He d'Yeu capture thirteen or fourteen thousand in a

season with hooks, which are often baited with pieces of bright tin, shining earthenware, or blue or

white cloth. The Germons feed on Anchovies, Pilchards, Fying-fish, &c. The other species of this

genus are met with in the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and Caribbean Sea.

The next genus, Pelamys, has the first dorsal fin continuous with the second, and usually from

seven to nine little finlets ; the dorsal and anal fins are similar to those which occur in the Tunny

and Mackerel. Pelamys sarda reaches a length of fully two feet ; it is not abundant on the
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LTKINO-FISH, OR KEMORA.

British Coast, but frequents both sides of the Atlantic, and ranges throughout the Mediterranean and
Bkck Seas. There is the same corselet of scales in this genus in the pectoral region which
characterises the Tunny.

The genus Auxis is represented in British seas by a fish commonly known as the Plain

Bonito {Auxis rocliei). It has but little value as food.

The Pilot-fish {Naucrates ductor) has a long, somewhat cylindrical body, covered with small

scales. The spiaious dorsal fin is reduced to a few short free spines. The fish has a bluish

colour, marked with five to seven vertical bars, which are dark and broad. It often follows ships for

weeks, or even months, and it is also said to follow large sharks ; and anecdotes have been recorded

which would appear to indicate that the relations between these two fishes were of a friendly character.

The Pilot-fish is usually about a foot long ; it feeds on small fishes, and its flavour is said to be similar

to that of the jNIackerel.

THE SUCKIKG-FISH, OR EEJIORA.*

All the species of the genus Echeneis have a fiat, oval disc on top of the head, which is

formed of a number of ti-ansverse plates constituting a sucking organ, by which these fishes are

capable of adhering. The border of the disc is elevated, and the water is driven out by contraction of

the laminie. The attachment, when once made, often continues srfter death. These fishes are brown

in colour, occur in nearly all temperate and tropical seas, especially in the Pacific and East Indies

The Remora attaches itself to sharks, whales, or ships, and is can-ied by them for great distances.

It is rarely met with in the British seas ; its length is about four inches and a half The sucking

disc has a cavity for its reception excavated in the upper part of the skull.

Another well-known species is the Echeneis naucrates, specimens of which in the British Museum
have a length of thirty-two inches. The suctorial disc is formed of from twenty-one to twenty-five

laminse ; there are fourteen vertebrse in the abdomen and sixteen in the tail. The latter vertebrae

are compressed and elongated.



CHAPTER V.

ORDER ACANTHOPTERYGII {conrluded).

The TKACHINID.E—Uranosoopus—Star-gazers— The Greater Weaver, or Sea Cat—The Lesser Weever—The 5L\lacanthid,e

—The Batkachid.e—The 1'ediculati—The Sea Devil, or Angler—Its Voracity—The Genus Jlalthe—Cuttina

—The Miller's Thumb, or River Bbllheah—The Sea Scorpion, or Father Lasher -The Gurnards—The

Cataphracti—The Cojiephorid^—The Discoboli—The Lump-sucker, or Lump-fish—The Sea-Snail—The Gobiid.e

—The Oxudercid.e—The Cepolid.e-The Tkichonotid^—The Heteholepidina—The Blenniid/E—The 'Wolf-

fisli, or Cat-fish—The Butterfly Blenny—The Shanny—The Viviparous Blenny—The Acanthoclinid^—The

Wastacembelid^—The Sphyb.enid.e—The Athekinid.e -Tlie Sand Smelt -The Mugilid^—The Grey Mullet—

The Gasterosteid.e-Sticklebacks—The Tliree-spined Stickleback—Its Pugnacity-The Nest—The Ten-spined

Sticklpliack—Tlic Nost—The Kifteen-spiued Stickleback, or Sea Adder -The Nest—The Fistularid*, ok Pipe-EISHEs

—Tin: ('i;Mi;isriii,i;-Thu TrurniK-t-tisb, or Bcllows-Hsh—The GuBIESociD^E—The PsTCHROLUTIDiE—The Ophio-

CEriiAi III 1, llir \\ iilkiiig-fisb—TiiK Lahvuinthici — Supr.i-bmiichial Organ—The Climbing Perch—THE LuciOCEPHA-

LID.E- 'i hi: Ai ,ii;i:ihiiieuii>.i.:—The Lophotiii.e—The Tkachvpteriu.e—The Notacanthi.

FAMILY XXV.-TRACHINID.E.

The TiachiniclEe are a family of carnivorous fishes comprising four or five groups of genera which feed

at the bottom and are met with on the shores of nearly all seas. Tlie first group, Uranoscopiua, in-

cludes several genera wliich have the eyes on the upper surface of the head, which is defended with

bony plates. The body in these fishes is sometimes naked and sometimes partly covered, or even

entirely covered, with small scales. The best known genus, Uranoscopus, comprises about ten species,

which are familiarly termed star-gazers. They are said to bury the snout in the sand and captui'e

their prey as it crawls slowly by them. Urmwscopus scaher occurs in the Mediterranean and off

the Canary Islands. The second group, Trachinina, has the eyes more or less at the sides of the head,

which is not armoured. Seven of the genera have the body covered with scales, and three ai-e devoid

of scales. These fishes are represented in the British seas by the Weevers, of which there are two

sjjecies. The operculum in the Weevers is prolonged into a remarkable spine, which is used as an

ofl'ensive weapon. The ventral fins are under the throat, and the anal fin extends the length of

the under side of the body. The first dorsal fin, placed behind the head, contains six or seven

spines ; and the second dorsal fin is elongated like the anal fin, but does not extend quite as near

to the tail. The fish frequently buries itself in the sand, where it may be left covered up between

tides.

The Trackinxs draco, or Greater Weever, is sometimes known as the Sea Cat. It generally

measures about a foot to eighteen inches in length. It is sometimes taken with a trawl net,

and sometimes on deep sea lines. Tlie fishermen are liable to be wounded by its spines,

injuries from which affect the limb as high as the shoulder, so that it becomes necessary to rub
the wound with oil and laudanum. In France and Spam the fishermen are required to cut off the
spines before the fish, which is excellent eating, is sent to market. It is tenacious of life, and, in

common with other fish which frequent the bottom, keeps good for several days after it is taken from
the water. Couch mentions having found in their stomachs Gobies, the Sand Laiuice, a Squid, and
various small fishes and shrimps. It extends along the European coast, throughout the Mediter-
i-anean, and along the African coast to the Cape seas.

The Lesser Weever (Trachinus vipera) is frequently found on the sandy coast of Lincoln and
Norfolk. Its habits are similar to those of the Greater Weever. It spawns in spring, while the

Greater Weever spawns in summer. Its usual length is four or five inches ; the colour is yellowish-

brown, and the body is relatively deei)er than that of the Great Weever. It frequents the
western coasts of Europe and the Mediterranean. Other genera of this group, such as Percis and
Sillago, are found in Eastern seas; Eleginus, Episcopus, and Percophis are genera found on the

American coasts. Other genera are Arctic and Antarctic.

The third group, Pinguipedina, includes two genera of which the species are chiefly American.
The fourth group, Pseudochromides, comprises half-a-dozen genera which have a similar distribution.

FAMILY XXVI.—MALACANTHID^E.
The Malacanthidje are a tropical family represented by one genus having very long doi-sal and

anal iins, and an operculum armed with a spine.
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FASIILY XXVII.—BATRACHID.E.
This is a small family of tropical fishes, which feed on tlie bottom, and includes some species

wldch are naked and others covered with scales. The Batrachus didacti/lus is sometimes met with
in the German Ocean, but more frequently between the coast of Portugal and the Guinea Coast
of Africa. It is remarkable for the cii-cumstance that the air-bladder, which is divided into two
lateral portions connected by a transverse tube, has but a small internal cavity, owing to the
immense development of muscle ;ittacliiMl tn tli.- >i.)rs .ir.M.li iinrtioii (if tli.' IjLnhlfr.

•^j^^^g

UIUNOSCOPUS SCABEK.

FAMILY XXVIII—PEDICULATI.
The Pediculati comprise some of the ugliest of fishes, among which may be instanced such

genera as Lophius and Malthe. In these fishes the carpal bones are prolonged, so as to form a

sort of arm for the sup])ort of the pectoral fins, which sometimes, as in the genus Malthe, have
the aspect of legs, and give the fish a frog-like appearance. In English seas there is only one
representative of this remarkable gi'oup, the majority of which are tropical.

THE SEA DEVIL, OE ANGLER.*
The great breadth of the head and anterior part of the body, no less than its depressed form,

gives this fish somewhat the aspect of a gigantic tadpole. It is met with on almost all parts of th»

* Lophius piscatorius.
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Britisli coast, and along the shores of Eui-oije, and ranges southward in the Atlantic to the Cape of Good

Hope. On the head of this voracious animal are two or three detached rays of the dorsal tin, which are

extended as long filaments and terminate upward in bright shining surfaces. Keeping close to the

bottom, the fish is said to stir up the mud by moving its ventral and pectoral fins, and at the

same time elevates these appendages; then, as small fishes approach to examine the bait, they

are immediately seized by the Angler. It has been known to seize Codfish and Conger Eels after

those fishes had taken the fisherman's hook. Couch records that nearly three-quarters of a

hundred of Herrings have been taken from the stomach of a single Angler, in a condition fit for

market, and that another individual similarly yielded up twenty-one Flounders and a Dory, which

also found their way to market : so that the digestion of the fish is apparently very slow. On one

ocaasion some boys thrust a board into the mouth of a large Angler, which was seen in shallow

I'ESPEETILIO.

water, and the fish allowed itself to be drawn into their boat without releasing its hold. One Angler

has been seen endeavouring to swallow a Gull, and another had seized a Great Northern Diver

{Colymhus glacialis) ; but its appetite is so little discriminative that it has swallowed the cork buoys

of a crab-pot, the floating barrel fixed to the head-rope of a pilchard-net, and the iron grapnel of a

fisherman's boat. This fish reaches a length of about five feet. The roe, which is small, is computed

to contain about a million and a half of eggs ; but the young fish are so rare as to be almost unknown,

The gape of the mouth is extremely wide ; the teeth are arranged in alternate series, and are con-

stantly r'>newed from behind. The aperture for the gills is a small foramen placed just behind the

pectoral fin.

Dr. Giinther remarks that the species of the genus Antennarius, wliich inhabit the seas

between the Tropics and feed on floating seaweed, are enabled to fill the lai'ge stomach with air so as

to sustain themselves on the surface of the water, and thus become driven by currents over wide

regions of the ocean. The genus Malthe has the nasal bones prolonged over the forehead into a

prominent process, below wliich is a tentacle capable of being retracted into a cavity. The skin has a

rough aspect from being covered with conical protuberances. The snout in Malthe vespertilio, which

inhabits the Atlantic coast of America, vai-ies in length, being sometimes as little as one twenty-

fifth of the total length of the fish, and sometimes as much as one-sixth of the length in Brazilian
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specimens. There are eight vertel.ir;* in the aUdomeu and eleven in the tail. Some of tlie anterior

and posterior vertebra; are elongated.

FAMILY XXIX.—COTTINA.

The family Cottina comprises the Gurnards and about eighteen genera of allied fishes, some of

which have the body naked, while in others it is covered with ordinary scales, and in a few defended

with scales like bony plates.

THE MILLER'S THUMB, OR RIVER BULLHEAD.*

This little fisli grows to a length of three or four inches, and derives its name of Bullhead

from the head being large and broad and swollen at the cheeks. It is white on the underside,

but brownish-black above, with .-.vnall black spots and bands over the back and sides. It feeds on

the larvffi of water-insects and the eggs and young of other fishes, and is readily caught with a small

red worm. It is extremely active, darting about fii-om place to place, and undergoes many changes of

colour under exertion and after feeding. It is found not only in all the sandy and gravelly streams

of Great Britain, where it hides itself under stones, but throughout Europe and in the north of

Asia Its skin is slippery. The female is said to carry the eggs on her breast after spawning, but

some writers state that after depositing them in the gravel she broods over them till they are hatched.

Cuvier found the Bullhead to be an excellent bait for the Eel. Yari-ell, quoting James Wilson, states

that the flesh of the Bullhead becomes red when boiled, and is excellent eating.

THE SEA SCORPION, OR FATHER LASHER.f

This is a marine Bullhead found on the coasts of Britain and the German Ocean ; it is also met

with in the Baltic. It has the head armed with spines, two above the snout, four on the ci-own,

and three on the pre-opercular bones. The skin is usually naked, and black with grey marblings

SEA-SCORPION.

Tl;e males are more richly coloured. It lives on the smaller Crustacea, and is often caught in the

.shrimp-nets. It is commonly found near to .shore, where it is often left uncovered. The species enters

estuaries and sometimes ascends rivers. The Cottiis bubalis closely resembles the Father Lasher, and like

tliat species grows to a length of four or five inches, but it is more slender, has four opercular spines.

* Cottus gobio. t Coitus scm-pius.
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has the latei-j,! hne ai-med with bony plates, and affects deep water. According to Couch, its colour is

a mottling of red and brown. It is frequently found in lobster-pots. A variety of it occurs on the

coast of California and the Gulf of Georgia. All the.se fishes have the fins well developed.

The other British representatives of thLs family are the Gurnards, which form the genus Trigla.

The head is elevated, with the eye near its summit; its surface is bony and marked with radiating lines;

the body is covered with small scales. There are three filaments in front of each pectoral tin, which,

when the ajiimal is at rest, have the aspect of legs. There are bristle-like teeth on both the jaws and

on tlie vomer. The air-bladder is usually divided into two parts, which are furnished with lateral

muscles. The stomach forms a pouch. There are several British Gurnards, bub they also range round

the western coasts of Europe and into the Mediterranean. The Red Gurnard {Trigla pini) is a

common British fish, reaching a length of about fourteen inches. It feeds on Crustacea, is readily

cauo'ht with a trawl, and is excellent food, especially during the winter months. The head has a

squarish form, the ventral fins are placed under the throat, and all the fins are well developed.

The Streaked Gurnard
(
Trigla lineata) is also red, with large pectoral fins, which are more or less

spotted with blue. It has a shorter head than the Red Gurnard, and is rather smaller. The

Sapphirine Gurnard, or Tub-fish {Trigla hirmulo), has extremely small scales. The space between

the eyes is concave ; the colour is brownish-red, and the broad pectoral fins are margined with blue.

The snout is rather elongated. It lives among stones, and feeds on shell-fish, crabs, and other fishes.

The air-bladder in this species is divided into three lateral lobes. In some European languages the

grunting or crowing noises which these fishes produce have gained for them the name of Sea Cocks.

Trigla, hint, is also known as the Piper ; it is another Red Gurnard, chiefly met with in the West

of England. The name Piper is in allusion to the sounds emitted when the fish is handled. This

species reaches a length of two feet. The Grey Gurnard {Trigla gurmvrdus) is by far the most

abundant British species. Its head is more depressed than in the other species ; the lateral line

carries a series of bony plates, which are white, and each has a rough crest. The jsectoral fin does

not reach as far back as the beginning of the anal fin, which distinguishes it from the other British

species. The colour is brownish-grey, spotted with white.

FAMILY XXX.—CATAPHRACTI.

The next family, the Cataphracti, is a group of genera distinguished by having the body com-

pletely encased in bony plates, or scales, whicli are marked with keels. This family is represented in

the British seas by Agonus cataphractus and Peristethus cataphraetum. The former, sometimes known

as the Armed Bullhead, and sometimes called the Pogge, is a little fish about six inches long, met with

in the nortliern parts of Europe. It frequents the mouths of rivers ; has a very small mouth, that is

incapable of taking an ordinary hook ; has a wide head, defended with bones and armed with spines.

The body is covered by rows of large strong scaly plates. The colour is brown.

The Peristetkus cataphraetum is a red fish known as the Armed or Mailed Gurnard. It has a

large head and remai-kably long snout, the extremity of which is forked laterally. The body is

octagonal and covered with a series of large plates, the middle of each of which is longitudinally

keeled. The tins are well developed.

FAMILY XXXI.—COMEPHORID.E.

The last family of the Cotto-scombriformes is termed Comephoridse. It is represented by a single

species

—

Comepihorus baikalensis, a fish of uniform green colovu-, having the pectoral fin longer than

the head, and chiefly remarkable, according to Dr. Giinther, for the soft condition of the skeleton, and

the circumstance that the opercular bones are separated. There are eight vertebrae in the abdomen

dnd thirty-tive in the tail.

The ninth division of this order is the Gobiiformes, and comprises three families.

FAMILY XXXII.-DISCOBOLI.

The Discoboli are a remarkable gi-oup of carnivorous fishes living upon the sea bed. They are

familiarly known as the Suckers, from the circumstance that the space between the ventral tins is

occupied by a round disc which has a cutaneous margin and a ba.se of bone. There are only two

genera in this family, which ai-e named Cyclopterus and Liparis.
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The Lumii-sucker, or Luinji-tish {Cydopterns liiitij>iin), luis a wide range round tlie noi-tlierii

coasts of Europe and the opposite coast of North America, It is a lieavy-lookiiig, ugly fish, with

a rough body, covered with tubercles, of which there are four longitudinal series larger than the

others. Couch states that the Seal is one of its most formidable enemies, and after capturing the

fish the mammal strips oft' the skin before swallowing its prey. They are also fed upon by Sharks

and Skates. The Lumi)-fish commonly has a length of ten inches. It feeds on small Crustacea

and young fish. The female deposits her eggs in a hollow, or sort of nest, and after they have

been fertilised the male is .said to keep close watch over them. After tire young are hatched, the

ARMED OR MAILED

young fishes attach themselves by their suckers to the sides and back of the male, who carries them

away with him into deep water. The spawn is of a pink colour. Tlie male is much smaller than

the female. There is very little lime in the bones of the fishes of this genus.

The Sea Snail {Liparts vulgaris) is often known as the Unctuous Lump-sucker. It is a

northern fish, which in British seas is i-arely more than four mches long. It has been stated

to ascend rivers, but is usually found under stones near low water. Soon after death it dissolves

on exposure to the sun. The skin is smooth, and the colour variable, often marked with irregular

longitudinal dark lines on a pale-browa body.

FAMILY XXXIII.—GOBIID^E.

The Gobiidie are a large family of fishes, the genus Gobius alone containing more than 1.50

species, while the family includes more than twenty genera. They are fishes having an elongated

body, which is sometimes naked. They are all carnivorous, and live at the bottom. Some of the

species occur indifferently in salt and fresh water. They are found throughout temperate and

tropical regions. The body is always scaly, with a short head ; the teeth are generally small,

sometimes with distinct canines at the corners of the mouth. The ventral fins unite below th«
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hinder part of the pectorals into an oval disc, which, however, is not attached to the body of tiie

tish, and hence does not form a sucking organ. The species are all small, and vary both in sha]ie

and colour. The Black Goby (Gobius niyer) reaches a length of five inches, but is rare, and only

found on the rocky coasts of Britain. It has the habit of constructing a nest. The Gohius

paganellus is a brown tish, with darker marblings, and tins which have a bluish or blackish tinge.

The Spotted Goby {Gobius minutits) differs from the other species in wanting the silk-like pectoral

tins, and in the length of the ventral fins. The White Goby {Latrunculus albus) is a small fish,

only known in the south of Scotland. This species is transparent.

FAMILY XXXIV.—OXUDERCID.E.
Some of the fishes of this family have the eyes very prominent and the eyelids well

developed. One of these—Periophthalmus—has the muscles of the pectoral fins well developed,

so that they can be used for progression upon land when these fishes, and those of the allied

genus Boleophthalmus, come on shore to hunt terrestrial insects. One division of the family,

including the genus Amblyopus, has the two dorsal fins united into one. It is chiefiy

confined to the East Indies, China, and Japan, but has one species ranging to the west coast

of South America. Another section of the genus, distinguished by having the ventral fins

widely separate from each other, is represented in the Briti.sh seas by the Dragonet or Skulpin

{Callionymus lyra), a species in which the brilliant colours and fin-spines undergo some

changes with age and sex. The first dorsal spine is enormously elongated ; the body does not

i-each the length of a foot. In the Dusky Skulpin the spines of the first dorsal fin are much less

elongated. In this fish there are eight abdominal vertebrae, and thirteen in the tail, tether Skulpins

occur in the Mediterranean, Chinese, Indian, and Malay Seas.

In the Chinese Oxuderces dentatus the ventral fins are entirely wanting.

The tenth division of this order, the Blenniiformes, is a group comprising six families.

FAMILY XXXV.-CEPOLID.E.

This family is known from the one genus Cepola, chiefly found in the Japanese waters,

but represented in the Mediterranean and on the British coasts by the Band-fish {Cepola rubescens).

It is known in the Mediterranean from its brilliant red colour as the Red Riband and the Fire-

flame. Its body is compressed from side to side, and elongated ; its length is from fifteen to twenty

inches ; the scales are extremely small ; the jaws carry on their outer margin a row of conical

pointed teeth, with a short second row in the front part of the mandible. The eyes are large

;

nose short ; and the lower jaw frequently the longer. The ventral fins are just under the pectoral

tins, and the air-bladder is placed behind the other internal organs. The dorsal and anal fins are

very long, and formed of soft rays which are continuous with the small pointed caudal fin. These

ti.shes are said to feed on seaweed, Crustacea, and small shells, and are eaten by the Cod and other

voracious fishes, but are not valued for food by man.

FAMILY XXXVI.—TRICHONOTID^.
The Trichonotidse are a small family of carnivorous fishes from the Indian Arcliipelago and

New Zealand, and are only known from two species.

FAMILY XXXVII.—HETEROLEPIDIXA.
This is another small family from the northern par-ts of the Pacific, comprising the genus

Chirus—which has several lateral lines—and the genera Ophiodon, Agrammus, and Zaniolepis.

In all these fishes the anal fin is very long.

FAMILY XXXVIIL—BLENNIID.E.
The Blenniidpe are a large family of carnivorous fishes, sometimes inhabiting fresh waters, but

generally living on the bottom near the sea-shore. They are widely distributed over the world,

and comprise upwards of thii-ty genera. Tlie majority of the species are from tropical seas, though

some of the genera have a distinct northern habit. There are comparatively few British repre-

sentatives of the tribe.
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The Wolf-fish, or Cat-fish {Aiutrrhkhas lupus), is found on the temperate coasts of northern

Europe and North America, and ranges northward to Greenkxnd. Armed with formidable teeth,

and having eyes which are placed much like those of a Cat, its aspect is ferocious. It fights des-

perately w°hen captured, and is usually killed with blows on the head. The fish has a disagieeable

smell but the skin, which is covered with slime, is sometimes made into bags. The liver is said to

hr delicious, and the flesh is valued for food in Norway and Sweden. It is often taken on lines

.set for Cod, for its usual food consists of mollusca and crustacean animals, which the molar teeth

on the palate and hinder parts of the lower jaws enable it easily to crush. It is a rapid swimmer,

but lives on the bottom among the rocks. Its usual length does not exceed three feet, but individuals

are sometimes as much as six or seven feet long. The colour is brownish-grey, crossed with bands,

and speckled with dark spots ; the belly is white. The dorsal fin extends the length of the body, and

the anal fin runs along its posterior half. There are no ventral fins, and the pectoral fin is broad

and rounded, and like the caudal fin.

The fishes forming the genus Blennius have a general resemblance to the Catfish, owing to

the shortness of the snout and the way in which the dorsal and anal fins extend along the body.

There are several species in British seas, all of which, except the Smooth Blenny, have crests on the

head. Blennius gattorugine is rather rare northwards, but more abundant farther south and in

the Mediterranean. It sel.Ioni cxc.v.ls a l.-n,-th ..f mnr. inches. The Butterfly Blenny {Blennius

BUTTERFLY BLENNY.

ocellaris) has a remarkably short snout, with long curved teeth in both jaws. The spinous part of

the doi-sal fin is long, and has on its hinder part a large round black spot with a white edge. It

is a small species, rarely more than three inches long, lives among weeds, and feeds on shell-fish

and minute Crustacea. It also ranges southward into the Mediterranean. Montagu's Blenny is a

somewhat smaller species, and has a tran-sverse crest on the head. The Smooth Blenny {Blennius

pJiolis) is commonly known as tt i Shanny ; it has no appendage on the head, the dorsal fin is

distinctly notched and not continuous with the caudal fin ; the colour is olive-green, with irregular

black spots. One that was kept in confinement devoured spiders and caterpillars, molluscs, roast

beef, mutton, fowl, and, in fact, any food that was offered to ib. Its colour always became dark

when the water was changed. Its eyes are capable of moving independently of each other. The eggs

are of amber colour and semicircular outline. Its long incisor teeth are used to separate Limpets,

Mussels, and other shell-fish from the rocks. It is capable of living out of water for many days
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wliere the ground is moist, and can endure fresli water for a short time. It iis rarely five inches

long.

Some species of tlie genus Salarias have tlie inte.stine tliree times as long as the fish. The species

of the genera Clinus and Cristiceps az-e viviparous. The Butter-fish {Centronotus gunellus) is a

northern species, ranging south to the coasts of Britain and France. It has a low dorsal fin running

along the back, and is covered with a thick mucous secretion. The length rarely exceeds seven

inclies. The colour is a dappled purplish-brown. Another well-known form is the Viviparous Blenny

(Zoarces viviparus), which ranges round the German Ocean and into the Baltic. The length is

about six or seven inches, and tlie young, which sometimes number three hundred at a birth, are an

inch and a; half long when born. The body is long and compressed from side to side, with the form

usual among tlie Blennies. The colour is pale brown. The males are smaller than the females and

less numerous. The fish is not valued for food, and when boiled its bones become green.

FAMILY XXXIX.—ACANTHOCLINID.E.

The Acanthoclinidse are represented by a single New Zealand species (Acanthoclinus liltoreus),

•distinguished by the great number of spines in the long anal fin. It has several lateral lines.

FAMILY XL.—MASTACEMBELID.^^:.

The Mastacembelidse include fishes from the fresh waters of the East Indies, having an Eel-like

body covered with very small scales, and wanting the ventral fins. Dr. Gilnther remarks that

-these fishes are Eels in which pai-ts of the dorsal fins ai-e spinous.

The eleventh division is the Mugiliformes, in which three families are comprised.

FAMILY XLI.—SPHYR.EN1D.E.

The Sphyrifinidte are carnivorous fishes, represented by the one genus Sphyrrena, which is

widely distributed in tlie tropics, especially in Eastern seas, and represented in the Atlantic and

Mediterranean by Sphyrcena vulgaris. In this fish there are two dorsal fins well separated from

each other, and the ventral fins are well under the abdomen. All the species have the teeth

strong, and possess twenty-four vertebrie. The air-bladder bifurcates in front.

FAMILY XLII.—ATHERINID.E.

The Athei'inidae are fishes with a feeble dentition, two dorsal fins, the ventral fins abdominal,

and numerous vertebrfe in both the caudal and abdominal regions. Several species of the genus

Atherina enter fresh waters. In the genus Tetragonurus the scales are striated and keeled. This

group is represented in the British seas by Atherina ]rresbyfer, where it is knowai as the Sand

Smelt. It is chiefly caught in the estuaries and creeks of the south coast, especially in sandy bays.

It is a well-flavoui-ed fish. It is often taken at Brighton, where it is eaten in the winter. A broad

silver stripe runs the length of its side, and covers the fifth and parts of the two adjacent rows of

scales. This fish bites I'eadily at any bait ; it ranges south to Madeira and the coast of Algiers.

The Atherina /lepsetus is found in the Mediterranean, Black Sea, and Canaries; the Atherina lacustris

is met with only in some of the smaller lakes of Italy. The other species of the genus are widely

distributed.

FAMILY XLIII.—MUGILID.E.

The Mugilidaj are a small family of three genera, but include a large niimber of species. These fishes

have twenty-four vertebrse, and two short dorsal fins. In the genus Mugil there are no trne teeth in the

jaws, and in the two other genera the teeth are small. The species of Mugil are migratory, pass a part

of the year in the sea, abound in temperate and tropical regions, and feed on the organic substances

which are mixed with mud and sand. The pharynx forms a sort of filter, the pharyngeal bones

rejecting everything but the fine sediment. These pliai-yngeal bones are supported on masses of fat,

so that they are somewhat elastic. The second portion of the stomach resembles that of birds ; the

intestines are greatly convoluted, measuring seven feet in length in a specimen thirteen inches long.

Mugil
,
cephalus is met with in the Mediterranean and in the lakes and rivers of North Africa, but

some species are confined to fresh waters, like the Mugil nepalemis of Nepaul.
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The Common Grey Mallet {.Vngil capita) occurs all round the coasts of Europe, and as far south

as the Cape of Good Hope, and has also been met with in the Nile and fresh-water lakes of Tunis. It

is the most common of the European Grey Mullets, but, like all the other species of the genus,

it is very vaiiable. It is usually seen near to the shore, and in Great Britain always returns with

the tide, when it veutm-es up rivers. When kept in salt-water ponds the fish become so tame as to

assemble at a signal given them. When enclosed in the seine net the Grey Mullet often leaps over

the head line, and is followed by all its associates, in the same way that Sheep follow their bell

wether. They feed on soft and fat food, especially such as is slightly decayed. In Guernsey the

ilullet has been kept in fresh-water ponds, and found to improve in weight even more rapidly than

the other sea fishes which have been experimented upon in the same way. The colour upon the top of

the head and back is greyish-blue, while the sides and belly are silvery, with parallel dusky lines

running along the length. The Maijil septentrioHaUs is found on the British and Scandinavian co;ists,

anil reaches a length of twenty-thi-ee inches. A third British species (MiajH curlus) is occasionally

captured in the English Channel.

The twelfth division is the Gasterosteiformes, a small group of fishes comprising the Sticklebacks

and the Pipe-fishes of the family Fistularida?.

FAMILY XLIV.—GASTEROSTEID.E.

The Sticklebacks all belong to the genus Gasterosteus, of which eleven species and several

varieties ai-e known. These are small fishes of elegant form, mostly limited to fresh or brackish water.

INED STICKLEB.ICKS.
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III Great Britain there are two fresh-water species, tlie Three-spined Stickleback and the Tinker, or

Ten-spined Stickleback, and one marine species, the Fifteen-spined Stickleback.

The Three-spined Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is so named from having three spines

in the middle of the back, iii the position usually occupied by the first dorsal fin. The body is

moderately elongated and compressed ; the ventral fins have one strong spine ; the middle of tlie body

is covered with plates, but there are no scales. It is a furious fighter, but, as is so often the case

in the animal kingdom, the females are peaceful, and it is only the males who do battle. These

fishes are remarkable for their parental instinct, which leads the male to build a nest and watch

carefully over the young. The nest is made of stalks of grass and other substances, which are

cemented together with mucus, either from the mouth or from the skin. The bottom of the nest

is first laid, and afterwards the sides and top are built. According to Signor Costa, as quoted by

YaiTell, a small hole is left on one side of the nest. The colours of the male now become ex-

tremely brilliant. After a good deal of coaxing he drives the female into the nest. She makes

her way out on the opposite side of the nest to that by which she entered, leaving the eggs behind,

The male fertilises the eggs, and is said to frequently bring to the nest a succession of females.

He then watches for a month over the nest, which is about the size of a shilling, or a little larger,

and is placed at the bottom of the stream in about six inches of water. The eggs are of a bright

yellow colour. The length of this species rarely exceeds three inches. In some parts of the country,

when abundant, the fish have been collected for manure. They live from two to three years. Yarrell

mentions that in Kamschatka and Rupei-t's Land they are stored as -w-inter food for dogs, that hogs
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are sometimes fed on them, tluit oil is extracted from them in Eastern Russia, and they arc

soniptinies made into fish soup.

The Tcn-spined Sticklehaclc (Giisterosteus puiigitiiis) has the row of ilorsal spines niueh Iuwim'

than in the foregoing species. There are no phxtes on the sides of the boily in this species. The

male at the breeding-time becomes velvety-black. The nest of this Stickleback is built upon

aquatic plants, or among their i-oots, and has been compared to the nest of a Wren.

The Fifteeu-spined Stickleback, or Sea Adder {Gasterosteus spiiiachia), is a marine species, five

to seven inches long, which never ascends rivers, and makes its nest of seaweed or coralline, am.',

guards the eggs like the fresh-water species. It has the same rapacious habits, and feeds on the

il:;.:-, .iiul fiy of tishrs, \Mniiis. and other marine animals. Mr. Richard Q. Couch carefully watched

till- unili.ici ot' iL( ^l iii:il.:iiiL,'. and found that the materials were bound together with an elastic

tlirrail, wliirli rcsciiililcd siik, whicb hardens by. exposure to the water, and is seen under a magnifier

to consist of several -smaller threads' united together; but the way in which it is secreted has not

been determined. The eggs are a bright amber colour. Couch records that on one occasion a

nest as large as the fist had been built in the hollow formed by the untwisted strands of a ropa

which hung in the sea. The embryo when first hatched is unlike the parent, the head being round

and blunt instead of elongated, and the pectoi-al fins are relatively large, while the dorsal and anal

fins extend along the body to unite with the caudal fins. The ventral fins are at first absent.

The colour of the fish is variable, sometimes reddish-brown, sometimes dark green. It is met

with on all the northern coasts of Europe.

FAMILY XLY.—FISTULAEID.E.
The Fistularidaj are fishes having a greatly elongated body, and tlie head is even longer than

in the Fifteen-spined Stickleback. In the Stickleback family the ventral fin is joined to the pubic

bone, but in the Fistularidfe these fins are remote from the pubic bones. In the genus Fistularia

the body is witliciut scales, has no free dorsal spines, has the caudal fin forked with the two middle

rays prdlonged into a tilaiiirnt. There are only two species of Fistularia known—the Fistularia

taharmrid and Fist»/,i,-ia s.rrata. The head is a long depressed tube, one-third of the total length

of the body ; there are bony shields immediately below the skin pi'otecting the anterior part of

the trunk. The lateral line runs along the length of the dorsal shield, and then bends downward

to the middle of the side. There ai-e four vertebrte united together in the neck into a solid mass,

forty-nine vertebr* in the abdomen, and thiity-three in the tail. There are no ribs. The teeth

are small, and occur on the jaws, palatine bones, and vomei-. The Fistularia tabaccaria is from the

tropical parts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans ; the Fistularia serrata ranges from the coast of

Mozambique to China and Australia.

The second genus of this family—Aulostoma—has the body covered with small scales, has

a series of feeble isolated dorsal spines, wants the filaments to the tail, and has rudimentary teeth.

One species is from the Caribbean Sea, the other ranges from the coast of Mozambique to the

Western Pacific. The neck vertebrae are blended together as in Fistularia.

The thirteenth division is named Centrisciformes, a family comprising two genera.

FAMILY XLVI.-CENTRISCID.E.

The genus Centriscus has the body scaly, or covered with prickles, and the genus Amphisile

is without scales, but has a bony cuirass, which is attached to the spine of the first dorsal vertebrse.

The species of the genus Centriscus frequent Australia, China, and the southern part of Europe

and the Mediterraneair. The Centriscus scolopax, which reaches the south coast of England, is

known as the Trumpet-fish, or Bellows-fish. Some authors have termed it the Sea Snipe. The

body is compressed and oblong, with the snout prolonged like a tube, which terminates in a narrow

toothless mouth. There are two small dorsal fins placed far back. The second spine of the first

dorsal fin is long, very strong, and has its hinder border serrated. The body is covered with small

spiny scales ; there is no lateral line. There are .several bony plates on the back and abdomen
;
the

ventral fius are as close together as in the Gobies, and they are received into a groove on the belly.

There are eight vertebrre in the abdomen, which are strong and large, and the transverse
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TRUMPET-FISH OR EELLOWS-I-'ISH.

of the first four have their extremities united. The colour of the fish is a rose or reddish-green on

the back and silvery on the belly. The flesh of this species is eaten, and considered to be good.

Dr. Giinther remarks that the allied genus Amphisile may be considered as a Chelonian form among
fishes.

The fourteenth division, Gobiesociformes, includes two fiimilies of naked fishes which have

no spinous dorsal fin.

FAMILY XLVII.-GOBIESOCID.E.

The GobiesoeidfB have an adliesive sucker between the ventral fins, and the Psychrolutidse

have no ventral fins. The family Gobiesocidse comprises nine genera, and though the sucker

is similarly placed to the sucker of the Discoboli, its structure is different. In those fishes the

ventral fins occupy the centre of the disc and form its base, but in these the fins are widely

separated from each other, and only margin the disc, which is about one-third of the whole length

of the fish, and has its border chiefly formed by cartilaginous expansions of the coracoid bones.

Dr. Giinther remarks that the posterior or coracoid portion has the skin divided into many poly-

gonal plates, which are wanting in the anterior part which lies between the roots of the ventral

fins. The genera are widely distributed ;
Chorisochismus is from the Cape Sea, Sicyases from the

coast of Chili, Gobiesox from the Caribbean Sea and west coast of South America, Crepidogaster

from the coasts of Australia, while Lepadogaster is found in the Mediterranean, and ranges north-

ward to the Scandinavian coast. Of this genus there are three British species

—

-Lepadogaster r/ouanii,

usually known as the CornLsh Sucker, the Lepadogaster candollii, or Connemara Sucker, and

Lepadogaster hiinacidntus. These are small fi.shes, varying from an inch to three inches in length.

In the Cornish Suckers the vertical fins are continuous with the caudal fin, but in the Biinaculate

Sucker the vertical fins do not reach so far back. The colour is usually more or less red, but is

variable. In all these fishes the intestine is short, straight, and wide.
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of moJenite size. There

FAMILY XLVIII.—THE rSYCHROLUTID.E.

The Psychrolutes paradoxus, from Vancouver Iskinl, is the only fish in the Psychrohititlaj, a

family which unites many characters of other families which have been here described.

The fifteenth division of the order is the Channiformes, an interesting group of two genera

of fresh-water fishes from the East Indies. Some species are limited to India, Siam, and China;

other species are found in the rivers of Sumatra and Boi-neo.

FAMILY XLIX.—THE OPHIOCEPHALIDiE.

The Walking-fish (Ophiocephalus) has the body long and nearly cylindrical in front. The

flattened head is covered mth shields above, and the body with

are fine teeth on the jaws,

vomer, and palatine bones,

suitable for grasjiiug the

many small land animals

which fall a prey to these

fishes. There is a cavity

connected with the gill-

chamber .which retains water

so as to moisten the gills,

but there is no distinct

organ for this piirpose, such

as is found in the Climbing

Perch. These fishes become

buried in the mud when the

])Ools dry up, and are often

found in India by digging

at a depth of two or more

feet below the dry surface.

There are fifty-one vertebi'se

in the abdomen and sixty-

one in the tail. There is

one long dorsal fin, but both

it and the anal fin are with-

out spines. Ophiocephalus

possesses ventral fins, but in

the genus Channa, from the

fi-esh waters of Ceylon, the

venti-al fins are absent. The

Ophiocephalus striatus is taken by the native fishermen with a long flexible bamboo as a rod, and a

hook baited with a live frog, but these fishes are also often captured with nets. They are monogamous,

and universally distributed over India. The Ophiocephalus breeds twice a year, in June and

December. The male then bites off the ends of water-weeds and constructs a nest with his tail amongst

the vegetation. After the ova are deposited the male keeps guard over them, but his place is taken

by the female if he should happen to be killed. After the young are hatched they swim a little

above their parents, who defend them with great courage. None of the fishes of this family migrate.

The species of Ophiocephalus are most successfully earned from place to place in mud, but they

need when in water to lise to the surface to breathe air. According to Mr. Day, they are often

captured in Burmah by spreading a large cloth over the mud in which they have buried them-

selves, when they soon become stupefied from deficiency of oxygen. Ophiocephalus falls a prey to

fresh-water Snakes, the fresh-water Porpoise, and the fish-eating Crocodile {GaviaUs gangeticus). ^

FAMILY L.—THE LABYKINTHICL
The sixteenth di^^sion, termed the Labyrinthibranchii; contains two fiimilies. This fomily includes

nine genera. The fishes have the body covered with scales of moderate size, which also extend over
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the liead. The gill-opening is rather narrow, and tliere is an organ above the cavity of the gills which

is formed of thin bony laminre, which branch and are folded so as to somewhat resemble a compound

coral. This organ is placed upon the upper pai-t of the first branchial arch, and retains a small

quantity of water, which serves to moisten the gills. The fish are capable of living for some time

out of water or buried in mud. Several of the species have been domesticated, and they are carried

about by the Indian jugglers with their other apparatus. The various species live on small

animals as well as upon vegetable substances, and have been said to mount trees to a height of

several feet from the ground. One of the best known genera is Anabas, commonly called the

Climbing Perch. The suprarbranchial organ becomes more complicated as the fish increases in

size. The length of Anabas scandens is generally about

seven inches. It has teeth in the jaws and on the vomer.

There are many spines in the dorsal fin and several in the

fore part of the anal fin. The opercular bones are serrated, the

air-bladder is divided posteriori}^, and both portions extend to

near the end of the tail. This species is of a greyish-olive

colour, and is found throughout the East Indies in rivers and

estuaries. Natives while fishing, according to Day, kill the

Climljing Perch by biting through the vertebral column behind

the head, but in this operation tlie fish occasionally slips down

the throat, and then, owing to its spiny character, it can be

withdrawn only with great difiiculty. Other species occur in

China and the Malay Islands. The genus Helostoma, which •

has the air-bladder simple, is confined to Java. Polyacanthus,

like the foregoing genus, has no spines on the operculum. Macropus is a genus domesticated in

China. The Gourami (Osphromenus olfax) is a nest-building fish of this group, with the first ray

of the ventral fin greatly elongated. It is found in the fresh waters of Java, Sumatra, and Borneo.

The genus Spirobranchus occurs in the rivers of the Cape of Good Hope. The genus Ctenojjoma

is found near the mouth of the Zambesi in pools. Many of these fishes have colours of dazzling

beauty, and some of them am highly valued for food.

FAMILY LI.—THE LUCIOCEPHALID.E.

Luciomphahm pnlcher Las a broad black band, margined below with white, running from the

eye to the caudal fin, and often has round black spots on the fins and body. It oceui's in the

fresh waters of Borneo and some of the adjacent islands, and is the only member of its family

which differs from the foregoing by having no spines in the anal fin or short dorsal tin, and by

having the gill-opening wide.

The next division difiers from all the foregoing in having the vent placed in front of the ventral

fins.

FAJIILY LII.—THE APHREDODERID.E

This family includes only one species (Aphredoderus saycmus), which is found in many of the lakes

and streams of the Atlantic coast of North America. The ventral fins are placed in the thoracic

region : there is one dorsal fin, but its spinous part is but little developed.

FAMILY LIII.—THE LOPHOTID.E.

The eighteenth division also includes only one family, which is represented by LophoUs

cepfidianus, a fish with a riband-shaped body, with the vent near the extremity of the body, and a short

anal fin behind the vent. One dorsal fin runs the whole length of the back ;
there are no scales.

The head is elevated into a high crest ; the fins are rose-coloured, but the body is silvery. It

reaches a length of about five feet, and is found in the Mediterranean and the Sea of Japan.

The nineteenth division includes only

FAMILY LIV.—THE TRACHY^PTERID^.

These fishes have the skeleton soft, and the body elongated, strongly compressed, and without scales.

The dorsal fin extends the whole length of the back, and has a detached anterior part. The anal
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fin is always wanting ; the cavulal fin is usually direc-ted ujnvanl. All the species freijnent deep

seas. Three genera have been defined. The genus Trachypterus, which has well-developed ventral

fins, is represented by many species on the Mediterranean coasts of Europe, and also occurs on the

west coast of South America. In British waters it is rei)resented by the Deal-fish (Trachi/])tcrus

arcticus), which ranges northward to Iceland and Norway. Large specimens are six feet long

and one foot high. Its bpdy is very tender and brittle, so that it is rarely preserved. Its

movements are slow, and resemble those of the Flat-fish. They are said when alive to be fat,

with the sides of the body round. The sides are silvery, the high dorsal fin is red, and the caudal

fin, which is directed upwards like a. cock's tail, is also red. The genus Stylophorus, found in the

Gidf of Mexico, has the tail terminated in an appendage like a cord, which is twice as long as

the fish's body. The genus Regalecus has each ventral fin reduced to one long filament, and

the caudal fin is usually absent or represented by a rudiment. Two species occur in the

Mediterranean, two on the coast of Norway, while one, known as the Ribbon-fish, or Oar-Hsli

(Rec/aleciis banksii), occurs in British seas. A specimen was taken in Yorkshire twenty-four

feet long, though the usual length is about twelve feet. The colour is silvery, with irregular dark

lines and spots on the anterior jiart of the body. The dor.sal fin is red, but there is no trace of a

cauilal tin. The anterior twelve spines form an elevated crest behind the head. The lateral line is

marked on the lower third of the body by elongated flat scales, but the skin generally is covered

over with small bony tubercles. The snout is truncated, and there are no teeth in the mouth. The

stomach is prolonged as a pouch, which reaches between the muscles to near the end of the tail. A
specimen measuring fifteen feet and a half in length was one foot two inches deep, three inches

and a half thick, and weighed 182 lbs.

The twentieth and last division of Acanthopterygian fishes is formed for

FAMILY LV.—THE NOTACAXTHI.

This family includes the species of the genus Notacauthus. This group is characterised by

Laving the dorsal fin represented by short free spines, the soft portion being sometimes entirely

absent. The snout protrudes beyond the mouth. Species occur in the Mediterranean, Arctic

regions, and in the Australian seas. The Notacanthus rissoanus, which has the nasal region prolonged

into a proboscis, and has thirty or more spinous finlets on the back, is regarded by Dr. Gunther as

likely to form the type of a second genus.

CHAPTER VI.

THE ORDER PHYSOSTOMI.

ORDER PHYSOSTOMI-SlLUPTn.E-Characters-The Various Sub-Families-The Silurus glanis—The llalaptenu-us

electricus— Its Electric Organ—The Genus Loricaria—Curious Feature connected witli tlie (Jeuus Asiiredo—
C'H.A.RACINID.E-H.U'LOCHITUNID.E—STEK.voPTYCHiD.E—Pearl-spotteilFishes-ScoPELID.E-BombayDuck-ST.iMiATID.E
—Salmonid.e—Characters—The Salmon—Description—Climbing the Rivers—The •'Leaps"—Change.l Appearance
after Spawning—Hatching—The Fry—Growth-Stages of the Young—The Journey to the Sea—The Salmon at Sea-
Various Modes of Fishing—Largest Catches—Distribution—The Grey Trdut—The Salmon Trout—The Common
Trodt—The Great Lake Trodt—Other Species of Trout—The Charr—Various Species-THE Smelt—The Capelan
—The Genus Coregonus—The Pollan—The Grayling—Pekcopsid.e—Galaxid-E—Mormtrid.e—Gtmnarchiile—
Esochj.e-The Pike— Its Size and Age—Its Voracity—Pike Jligi-ations—The Lucie Family—Characters of the Fish—
Umbrid.e-Scombresocid.e—The Genus Belone -The Garfish -The Genus Scombresox—The Saury, or Skipper—
The Genus Hemirhamphus—The Flying Fish—The Genus Exocretus— Characters—Height and Duration of Flight—
CVPRINODONTID.E-Singular Eye Character of Anableps—HETEROPTGII-CYPRINID.E—Distinctive Featui-es-The Carii

—Habits—Carp Culture- Its Diet-The Crucian Carp—The GoiD Fish—Kept as a Pet—Variation in Colour—
Characters-The Barbel- The Gudgeon—The Roach-The Chub- The Dace—The Ide-The Red-eye, or Rudd—The
Minnow—The Reef-fin-The Spawn-eater—The Tench—The Rhodeus amarus—The Bream -The Bleak—The "Essence
de rOrient "—The Loach—The Spinous Loach.

ORDER VI.—PHYSOSTOMI, OR FISHES WITH THE AIR-BLADDER OPENING
INTO THE MOUTH.

The Phj-sostomi form a large division of fishes characterised by having the fin rays jointed.

Sometimes, however, the first ray in the dorsal fin and in the pectoral fin are more strongly developed
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tliaii the Others, and move or less ossified. The spines aie n?ver found in the ventral fins, but

these tins are sometimes absent, and when present are jilaced in the abdominal region of the body.

When the air-bladder exists it is always connected with the throat by a pneumatic duct.

This order of fi.shes includes, in Dr. Giinther's classification, twenty-nine families. It

comprises a vast multitude of genera, the Siluroid family alone including nearly 120 generic

types, while among the other families are such familiar fishes as the Eels, Conger Eels, Herrings,

Salmon, Pike, and Carp.

FA3IILY I.—SILURID.E.

The Silui'oid fishes never have .scales, and when the skin is not naked it bears on its surface

bony jilates or scute.s. The maxillary bones are here reduced to rudiments, and generally form

the support for a maxillaiy barbel, so that the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the

pre-maxillary bones only. The operculum is peculiar in wanting the sub-opercular bone. The
air-bladder communicates with the organ of healing by means of auditoi-y ossicles. The dorsal

and anal fins are variable in their development, and the characters from these organs, together with

the positions of the nostril and of the vent, are used to subdivide the family into gi-eat gi-oups,

which Dr. Giinther names Homalopterse, Heteropterae, Anomalopterse, Proteropterse, Stenobi-anchise,

Proteropodes, Opisthoptei-se, and Branchicolse. Each of these snb-families is again subdivided

according to the characters of the gill membranes, nostrils, lips, barbels, and positions of the fins.

The Siluroid fishes are found in the fresh waters of tropical and temperate regions, and the

few which enter the sea keep near to the coast. The genus Clarias has one group of species

confined to Africa and Syria, distinguished by having a prominent occipital crest which is

angular behind, while in East Indian species that prominence is less developed. The best-

known species is Claiias anguillaris, a fish eighteen inches long, from the Nile and West Africa,

Two species from the Ganges and East Indian Archipelago have the caudal fin united -\vith

the doi'sal and anal fins. As the waters dry up, these fishes make their way over the mud
by help of their fins in searcli of water, and at the time of these migrations are readily

captured. Heterobranchus is an allied genus distinguished by having two dorsal fins, the

anteiior supported by rays, and the posterior fatty. Its distribution is chiefly African, but

one species—Heterobranchus tapeinopterus—has been found in Borneo and Banka, The number
of barbels in these fishes is usually eight—two pairs on the mandibles, one pair of maxillary barbels,

and a nasal pair. The species of the genus Cnidoglanis are confined to the rivers and coasts of

Australia ; in them the second dorsal fin is long, and is continuous with the caudal and anal

fins. In the genus Chaca there are no barbels on the nostrils, and the eyes are rudimentary.

The sjiecies are East Indian.

The only representative of the Siluroid family in Europe is the Silurus glanis, which

occurs in the rivers of Europe easb of the Pvhiue. It is the largest of European fresh-water

fishes, and is said to have once been captured in a tributiu-y of the Shannon. It is absent

from Britain, France, Spain, and Italy. It was formerly taken in Haarlem Meer, is rare

in Scandinavia, common in Prussia, Poland, Stpia, the Danube, and the rivers of Southern

Russia. In the river Bug it has been taken sixteen feet long. Quoting from Valenciemiea,

Yarrell states that a specimen cajitured near Thorn had the entire body of an infimt in its

stomach ; and another example taken in Hungai-y is said to have contained the body of a woman
having a marriage ring on her finger and a pur.se full of money at her girdle. Young .specimens

are valued for food, but are not easily captured. It is commonly found at the bottom, but rises

to the surface in stormy weather.

The fat is used in dressing leather, and the air-bladder is made iiato gelatine. There is

one small dorsal fin in this genus conspicuous for wanting the anterior spine. The anal fin,

however, is well developed, and extends back, so as to unite with tlie caudal fin, which is

rounded.

The head and body are covered with soft skin, and the colour is a mottled brownish-olive.

The pectoral fin has a stout spine for its fii-so ray, and this is slightly serrated at the free end.

The vent is placed behind the ventral fins. There are four barbels on the mandible, and one^

greatly elongated, is attached to each maxillai-y bone.
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Other species of Silurus occur in Afglianistan, Cochin China, Malabar, Cliina, Jai)aii, aud For-

niosii. The genera allied to Silurus, which form Dr. Giinther's second sub-family, or Heteropterw, are

ill confined to the Old World. The third sub-family is South American. The genus Helogenes

iias the eye vei-y small, and covered over with the skin, as is the case in several other Siluroid

tishes. Hypoi)htlialinu.s has the eye behind, and below the angle of the mouth ; the mouth is devoid

of teeth.

The genus Amiurus is confined to North America, though one species ranges to China.

The palate is toothless, and there are only eight rays in the ventral tin. Many genera of

Siluroid fishes are covered in the region in front of the dorsal spine with heavy armour, which

frequently has a granulated surface. This armour is well seen in the genus Rita, in .•Eluriciithys

.11-^.

s^^.

1I.IL.IPTERUKUS ELLC

nuehalis, and in the genus Doras, which has a .series of about twenty lateral .shields on each side of

the body, each with a prominent spine in the centre. There are also broad dermal plates on the neck.

All the species of the genus Doras occur in South American rivers which flow into the Atlantic.

Similar lateral plates characterise the genera O.xydoras and Ehinodoras, which have a like

distribution. The African genus Synodontis has broad dermal bones on the neck. The genus
Rhinoglanis is a small fish an inch and a half long, from Gondokoro, on the Upper Nile, which
has two dovsal fins, both formed of rays. It has six barbels, the two longest ones, from the

maxillaiy, reach to the origin of the second dorsal fin. The whole of the neck is covered with

a cuirass formed of three broad plates. The tail is forked.

The electric Siluroid, Malapterurus electricus, is found in the Nile and the livers 011

the West coast of Africa. Its single dorsal fin is fatty, and placed in front of the caudal fin,

which is rounded. The pectoral fins want the strong, sharp spines which are so characteristic

of most fishes in this family. The body is covered with more or less small round black spots, and
the anal and caudal tins are margined with white. The electiic organ extends over the whole

56
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bodj', and is placed below the external skin. There are two other species of this genus from
Old Calabar, but neither of these possesses the electric organs. Even the electric species is dangerous
to small animals only. Its flesh is eaten, and the electric organ is .esteemed by the natives for its

sujjposed healing properties, which, however, ai-e developed by burning the tissue and allowing
the patient to inhale the fumes. The next group includes genera, in which the body is more or
less completely contained in bony armour. The males of the genus Callichthys have the spines
in the pectoral fins stronger and longer than those of the female, the spine increasing in size as
the male reaches maturity, and it is also noticed that the thoracic plates are much larger in old
males than in females. The species are characteristic of the rivers of tropical America and
Trinidad, Callichthys barbatus has the end of the snout armed with stiff bristles, and there are
two rows of lateral shields along each side, but behind the dorsal fin the shields of the two
sides join each other.

Several species of Plecostomus, another genus from tropical America, have the snout armed

LORICARH C.\T.\PHK.\CT.4.

with bristles. The genus Choetostomus is remarkable for having the inter-operculum movable,
and armed with a bundle of erectile spines, which are long and bristle-like. The number of

spines varies in the difierent species, which aie all from the tropical part of South America,
except Chwtostomus trinitatis, from Trinidad and Chajstostomus guacharote, from Porto Rico.

Similar spines characterise the Brazilian genera Pterygoplichthys and Acanthicus. The genus
Loricaria, from the fresh waters of South America, has the snout more or less elongated beyond
the mouth, with a short barbel at each corner of the mouth. The small bent teeth when present

have the apex expanded and notched. The tail is long, and flattened, and both head and body
are encased in armour. In the Loricaria cata]ihracta, from Surinam and Northern Brazil,

the upper ray of the caudal fin is produced into an immensely long filament, a character also

seen in the Loricaria vetula from the Rio de la Plata, and in several other species. There are eight

or ten lateral scutes between the pectoral and ventral fins, and the belly and thorax are

defended with numerous small and irregular scutes. The outer ray of the pectoral fin is about
one-sixth the length of the body. The Loricaria barbata has the sides of the head armed with
erectile bristles. Most of the species have the snout broad, but in some it is long and narrow.
The Loricaria acipenserina has the snout terminating in a spiny knob, and the long snout cf
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Loriciiria depressa is turned slightly upward. Some species of this genus have been observed

Iniig on the sand fully a, yard from the water.

The genus A.spredo, the type of Dr. Guuther's fourteenth group of Siluroid fishes, is chiefly

remarkable for the care which the females take of their young. Dr. Gilnther remarks that the whole

of the lower surface of the belly, throat, thorax, and a part of the pectoral tins in Aspredo batraclius,

-shows numerous shallow round impressions to which the ova are often found adhering. The eggs

are spread out in a single layer, so as to leave small interspaces between them, which are occupied

by short soft appendages to the belly, each of which expands at its free end into a disc, and these

bodies help to keep the ova in position. Dr. Guntlier thinks it probable that towards spawning time

the skin of the lower part of the body becomes spongy, and that after the eggs are deposited, the

female lies on them so as to attach them to her body, and that in consequence the spongy substance

is absorbed where the eggs press so as to leave the disc-like filaments of the spongy tissue in the

interspaces between them. After the eggs are hatched the excrescences disappear and the belly

Ijeeonies smooth. This genus has no adipose fin, and no strong spine to the short dorsal fin. The

anal fin is very long. The gill-opening is a narrow foramen in front of the strong pectoral spine,

which is denticulated. The species of this genus are found in British, Dutch, and French Guiana.

Some species of the genus Trichomycterus ascend streams in the Andes to an elevation of fifteen

thousand feet. The greater number of the South American Siluroids are small fishes.

FAMILY II.—CHARACIXID.E.

The Characinidre are distinguished from the Siluroids by having the head naked, and free from

liarbeLs, while the body is covered with scales. The maxillary bones form the lateral' margins of the

upper jaw. The air-bladder is divided transversely into two parts, and is connected with the organ of

bearing by auditory ossicles. There are nearly fifty genera in this family, all of which inliabit the

fresh waters of tropical Africa and America. In five of the genera allied to Macrodon there is no

adipose fin, but in all the other types the adipose fin is present. Some specimens of INIacrodon trahira

have the tongue smooth, while others show upon it large patches of prickles. The Macrodon aimara,

from Cayenne, has very large canine teeth. In the genus Erythrinus the anterior part of the hmder

air-bladder has a cellular structure. All the species are from tropical America. The air-bladder

presents similar characters in the Lebiasiua bimaculata from Peru and Ecuador.. The species of the

genus Proehilodus which inhabit various parts of South Amei'ica eat mud, and are remarkable for the

great length of the intestine, which is coiled round many times. Great length of the intestine also

characterises several other genera in this family, in which the teeth are either absent or extremely

small. The nostrils vary in position a good deal in the allied genera, and are commonly

more or less distant from each other, but in Tetragonopterus, a tropical American genus, they ai'e

close together, and separated only by a valve. In the genus Brycon, which is found in the east of

the Andes, the pre-maxillary bone is armed with three series of teeth, which, like those in the

mandible, are notched so as to have three cusps, a character also seen in the genus Chalcinopsis.

The lateral line is sometimes absent and sometimes well marked in these fishes ; in the Brazilian

genus Gastropelecus it descends obliquely towards the origm of the anal fin. In the Anacyrtus

gibbosus the two i-ows of teeth on the pre-maxillarj' bone are almost confluent into one. The

Anacyi-tus microlepis of Brazil has short conical processes like teeth directed outward in both the

iipjter and lower jaws. Some genera, like Xiphostoraa, ha^-e the snout elongated and conical, the

prolongation being formed by a cartilaginous appendage.

FAMILY III.—HAPLOCHITONID.E.
This family includes two fresh-water genei-a, which, according to Dr. Giinther, represent the

Salmon. Haplochiton, from Tierra del Fuego and the Falkland Islands, has the simple air-bladder

united to the thick and muscular stomach. A broad tongue carries a series of curved teeth on each

side. The ovaries are in layers, and allow the eggs to fall into the cavity of the abdomen, there being

no oviduct. The other genus, Prototroctes, is limited to South Australia.

FAMILY IV.—STEENOPTYCHID.E.
The Sternoptychida; include six genera, four of which are naked, while the other two have

the body covered with deciduous scales ; both the maxillary and pre-maxillary bones bear teeth. The
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genus Ai'gyi'opelecus includes several deep-sea fishes from the Atlantic and Mediterranean, which hava

the body covered with silvery pigment, while a series of phosphorescent spots runs along the lower

side of the head, body, and tail ; a series of imbricated scutes extends from the humeral arch to the

pubic spine. A similar series of twenty-five luminous spots marks the body of Coccia ovata ; they are

small jjearl-coloui-ed discs, each mounted on a black globular body. The stomach in this fish is.

remarkable for having two elongated branches, one of which is dii-ected backwards, while the other

runs forward. This group of fi^shes is represented on British shores by the Pearl-side, Maurolicus

borealis, a small fish varying from an inch to two inches and a half long. Its sides have a resplendent

silvery lustre, and on each side there are about forty-six or forty-seven pearly spots, placed in depre.'i-

sions in the skin, each margined with a narrow black ring. In front of the ventral fin, there ai-e

twenty-four spots on each side, extending backward from the head in two parallel rows placed low

down on tlie side. There is a short suigle row extending in a curve between the ventral fin and the

beginning of the anal fin, while from the commencement of the anal fin to the caudal fin the spots are

so clo.se together as to be almost confluent. It occurs throughout the North Atlantic, but most of the

English specimens have been cast on shore at Redcar.

In the Mediterranean other species are met with, in two of which there are from twenty-three

to twenty-five pairs of luminous spots on each side, which Dr. Giinther describes as resembling convex

pearls, each resting upon a black globe-shaped body. The two genera of this family, Gonostoma and

Chauliodus, which have thin deciduous scales, both have series of luminous spots running from the

lower side of the head to the tail. They are represented by single species, which occur in the

Mediterranean.

FAMILY v.—SCOPELID^.

This family compiises many genera of fishes which frequent the open sea, or are found in deep

water. They differ from each other in the length and position of the dorsal fin, the characters of the

teeth, and presence or absence of scales. The Harpodon nehereus has been called the Bombay Duck.

It is well known in England as an article of food when imported dried. Its vertebra3 are soft, and

perforated by a channel which is occupied by the unossified remains of the notochord. It occurs in the

Ganges and throughout the Indian and Chinese seas. Two genera, Scopelus and Scopelosaurus, have

series of luminous spots which run down the sides of the head, body, and tail, and in the former genus

a similar substance sometimes covers the front of the snout and the back of the tail. The species of

Scopelus are chiefly found in the open waters of the Mediterranean and Atlantic, though Scopelu.s

boijps, S. asper, and S. sub-asper are found in the Pacific. The species are all small, varying from

one inch to ten inches in length. The genus Alepidosaurus is constituted for long compressed fishes

which are without scales. They are extremely fragile, and the connection between the vertebrse is so

loose, that the length of the fish is easily stretched. Alepidosaurus ferox, which inhabits the deep sea

of Van Diemen's Land and of the Atlantic, is ferocious. The stomach of one specimen caught at

Madeira contained a young individual of its own species, one Trachurus trachurus, twelve young

Capros aper, one young Brama, and several Octopods, Crustaceans, and Ascidians. All the bones are

flexible, and contain very little earthy matter. The vertebral column includes forty-two long vertebrae.

Dr. Gunther records that this fish has a system of abdominal ribs arranged symmetrically on both

sides. They run the whole length of the median line of the abdomen to the origin of the anal fin.

FAMILY VL—STOMIATIDiE.
This family is a small group of fishes found only in the Atlantic, and usually in deep

water. Three of the genera, Astronesthes, Echiostoma, and Stomias, have seiies of phosphores-

cent dots along the lower side of the head, body, and tail. The two first-named genera have the body

naked, and Stomias is covered with delicate deciduous scales. Astronesthes niger has the body of a

brownish-black colour, and has two dorsal fins, the second one being formed of fat, as is usual in this

order. The other genera have but one dorsal fin, which is placed opposite to the anal fin. All these

fishes have a fleshy barbel suspended from the centre of the hyoid region.

FAMILY VII.—SALMONID^.

The Salmonidte include fifteen or more genera, all of which are covered with scales, though in the

Japanese Whitebait of the genus Salanx the scales are very delicate and deciduous. The head, however,
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is naketl in tlie whole foiuily. The maxillary bones form the siiles of the jaws. There is always a small

fatty fin behind the dorsal fin. The air-bladder is large and simple. The eggs fall into the abdominal

cavity before they are deposited. These fishes are chiefly found in the fresh waters of tlie temperate and

arctic regions of the northern hemisphere, though the genera Argentina and Microstoma are marine.

;uid never enter rivers ; and the New Zealand Hmelt {Eetropinnarichardsonii) is found only in the

rivers of New Zealand.

THE SALMON.*

In the summer the Salmon is caught in the estuaries of British rivers. Its form is too

well known to need detailed description. The belly is silvery-white, as is the anal fin and the

•outer side of the ventral fin, the under side of which is dusky, and approaches in colour to the

dusky black of the caudal, dorsal, and pectoral fins. The head in its upper part and the back are

of a bluish-black colour. Often there are a few dark spots extending over the body above the lateral

line, and they are commonly more numerous in the female than in the male. Low down on the

back, just behind the anal fin, is a small second dorsal fin, formed chiefly of fat, and unsupported

by bony rays. The first dorsal fin, in which the rays are strong, is placed about the middle of

•the length of the body, nearer to tlie head than the tail, and the ventral fin is situate somewhat

laterally below its middle or hinder part. In the mouth, teeth occur on all the maxillary bones, but

in the upper jaw they also extend in the median line on the bone, called the vomer, and form an arch

on the palatine bone. There are usually twelve bony rays for the support of the gills, but the number

varies. The form of the operculum is one of the best characters for distinguishing the Common
Salmon from the species to which it is allied, for its posterior outline is part of a circle.

The scales are very small. There are 120 in the lateral line, 25 rows above it, and 18 below.

There are about sixty vertebrse in the skeleton. The appendages to the commencement of the

intestine, wliich represent the pancreas, number from sixty-three to sixty-eight. Salmon come up

from the sea to spawn in rivers at various periods during the spring and summer. It has been

observed that the fish are always late in going up those rivers which become muddy and swollen in

the spring by the melting of snow on the mountains, but that rivers which have deposited their

sediment in lakes, and thus become limpid, furnish the earliest supply of Salmon. Yarrell has

drawn attention to the fact that in early spring all the Salmon which enter the river Oykill, in

Sutherlandshire, diverge at about five miles from its mouth into its tributary, called the Shin,

which rises in a large and deep loch, where, owing to the mass of water, the temperature is

warmer, while later in the season the Salmon pass on up the main course of the Oykill, which

has then become warmer.

It has also been noticed that in Cumberland the fish prefer the river Eden to the

Esk, though both rivers empty into the same estuary. The Salmon ascend the river with

the flood, and generally retire with the ebb of the tide. The female fishes appear before the

* Sidmo S(ihn\
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males, and the young, on their first return from tlie sea. advance up the stream earlier than the old'

Salmon. As time goes on they ascend beyond the reach of the tide, and shoot up rapids and small

cascades, often clearing a height of eight or ten feet at a bound. In Scotland they frequently kill

themselves by their violent efforts to ascend streams in which there are natural obstacles. The limit

of their perpendicular spring is about twelve or fourteen feet ; hence ladders and staircases have been

invented to enable the fish to overcome difficult rapids. When the animal has at last reached the

upper and shallow pools of the river, and the spawn is deposited in the gravelly beds, the external

appearance undei-goes some singular changes, for in the male the lower jaw elongates and curves

up over the snout, the skin thickens on the back and fins, the body acquires a golden orange

tinge, and orange-coloured stripes appear on the cheeks; but the females gi-ow darker in colour,,

and are spoken of as black fish, just as the males are called red fish. When spawning commences,

a pair of fish working against the stream are said by some observei-s to make a furrow in the gravel

with their noses, while others say the furrow is made with the tail. The furrow made, the male

and female place themselves on each side of it. It is affirmed that they then throw themselves,

together on their sides, and, rubbing against each other, shed their spawn simultaneously into the

furrow. This process is continued for about eight or twelve days, until all the spawn is laid,

after which the fish retire to the pools to recruit their exliau.sted energies.

After the eggs are deposited they are covered with gravel. Eggs that were observed to be

deposited in the Tweed on the 2nd of November were found on the 2.3rd of March to be

hatching ; the fry, however, less than an inch long, were lying embedded in the gravel ; but a week

later, Dr. Knox found that most of the young had escaped from the gravel where the eggs had lain

for twenty-one weeks. Eggs laid in the autumn are generally hatched in ninety days.

The time requii-ed to hatch the Salmon is governed chiefly by the temperature of the

water. The earliest experiments in hatching the fish artificially were made by Mr. Shaw, who
i-ecords that the young ai-e at first nearly transparent, with a continuous fin round the hinder part of

the body, and with the yelk-bag of a bright red colour contrasting with the pale blue or peach-

blossom tint of the body. His specimens measured, whan hatched, five-eighths of an inch in length.

When the yelk-bag has been absorbed the perpendicular lateral bars on the sides of the body make
their appearance, and the fins have become thoroughly formed.

The fry of the Salmon, an inch long, have the head and eyes large, and the body of a pale-brown

colour, with dusky grey bands across the sides. A portion of the o'viim still hangs below the

abdomen. The young Salmon of the first year has been called a pink ; in the second year, until it-

goes down to the sea, it is a smolt ; in the autumn of th* second year it is a salmon peal or grilse.

The young fish live on insects. Yan-ell records that pinks from the river Lune were p\it into a small

lake called Lillymere when three inches and a half long. After sixteen months they had become

salmon peal fourteen inches long, and weighing fourteen ounces. Nearly a year later the length had

increased by two inches, and the v^eight by nine ounces. Smolts are about six inches and a half

long, and have the upper half of the body blue. The fish goes to .sea in its migratory dress.

After going down to the sea the fish grow rapidly, and are always much larger than those which

have been kept in ponds or lakes. They travel down the river in family shoals of forty, sixty, or

more, moving at the rate of about two mUes an hour. When the yoimg reach any rapid current they

at once turn their heads iip the stream, till at last one or two bold ones allow themselves to be carried

over the rapid, when the entire flock follow one by one, and keep their heads up-stream till they reach

comparatively still water, when the head is once more turned to the sea, and the journey continued.

The migration, according to Mr. John Shaw, continues during nearly the whole of a month. The
travelling fish were six to seven inches long, and the shoals were largest and most numerous in the

second week of the month. They begin to descend the rivers in March, and the descent continues

through April, and part of May. They at first keep towards the sides of the river, but as strength

is gained take to the mid stream. On meeting the tide the shoals rest for a day or two till

accustomed to the brackish water, and then start oft' suddenly to the sea. Fishes which have been

marked, and have gone down in April, or the beginning of May, return by the end of June, weighing

from two to three pounds or more, and in July and August the weight varies from two to six pounds.'

These fish breed in the winter, though the eggs, in a grilse, are about as large as those of a full-grown
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Salmon. A mucli smaller number of eggs, ho\ve\"er, is developed. The grilse, on returning from the

sea, remain for a long time in brackLsh water before pushing up to the tributary streams. All

the fish do not return to the river from whicli they started, for some which liave been marked have

been taken in adjacent rivers. Salmon which go down from the Tweed have been cauglit on the

Forth, and it has been suggested that when the Salmon hav3 wandered fixr at sea a change in

temjjerature may compel them to enter the nearest estuary which can be found. The Salmon at sea is

a voracious feeder. Dr. Knox found in the stomach eggs of Sea Urchins, and other Echinodermata

with some Crustacea. Other writers have remarked that their favourite food in the sea is the Sand Eel,

with which they are easily taken. Sometimes a fish will have two or three full-sized Herrings in its

stomach. They are readily captured in rivers with the common earth-worm, and by the artificial fly.

The largest specimen brought to the London market of which there is record was a female weighing

eighty-three pounds ; and fish have been taken with the rod and line in the Tweed in former years which

have weighed seventy pounds, but such weights are very unusual. At sea Salmon are sometimes

caught in a net, for they swim near into shore, and ropes are stretched so as to enclose

the fish and drag them towards land. Yarrell records that when the fish are seen coming

up the river a boat is rowed off quickly from the fisherman's lodge with a net attached

to it, which is dropped into the water and taken in a sweep, so that the fish are surrounded.

Frequently dogs are trained to assist in fishing, either by driving the fish, as they would

drive sheep, or by swimming across the river with lines attached to the net. Some Salmon

for the English market are obtained from Norway, and the species frequents nearly all the

streams which empty into the North Sea, but is not found in the Mediterranean. It does

not occur farther south than the 43rd parallel of latitude, and south of the .55th parallel it becomes

scarce. In Germany it occurs in the Rhine and its tributaries, in the Oder, the Vistula, the Weser,

and the Elbe. It is less frequent in the west of France and the north of Spain. It is found

plentifully in Russia, Scandinavia, Iceland, and Greenland. According to Brelim, the Salmon

enters the Rliine in April, and has reached Basle in May. It makes its way through various

small streams into several of the Swiss lakes, and reaches a height of more than 4,000 feet above

the sea. In the Elbe they go up to the mountains, and reach as far as the Ficlitelgebirge. The

same .species occur iu North America.

THE GREY TROUT.*

Under the name Trout are included the Grey Trout, Salmon Trout, the Common Trout, the Great

Lake Trout, and the Loch Leven Trout of North Britain. The Grey Trout is easily distinguished

by the remarkable squareness of the outline of its operculum, which is relatively larger than in the

Salmon ; its teeth too are longer and stronger than in Salmon, and the outline of the tail, owing to the

growth of the central caudal rays, becomes convex in the older fish. It is found in many British rivers,

and Yarrell quotes it from the rivers of South Wales, Cornwall, Dorsetshire, the Cumberland streams

which run into tlie Solway Firth, and it occurs all round the northern shores of Ireland. Dr.

Giinther regards the Lake Trout of the Orkneys, which does not migrate, as a distinct species.

It usually weighs less than fifteen pounds, but .sometimes reaches a weight of twenty pounds;

the flesh is paler than that of the Salmon, and it is less valued for food. Lord Home
mentions that the Bull Trout, as this species is sometimes called, comes up the Tweed first at the end

of April or beginning of May, when the fish weigh from two to five pounds. Towards the end of

November, however, they come up in thousands, and then weigh from six to twenty pounds. The

length of the head to that of the body is as one to four. The lower jaw of the male elongates, though

to a less extent than in the Salmon. The dorsal fin commences exactly half way between the

extremity of the nose and the origin of the outermost rays of the tail. The scales are rather smaller

than those of the Salmon ; between the lateral line and dorsal fin there are twenty-six, while below the

lateral line there are about twenty-five rows. The anal fin is nearer the tail than in the Salmon.

Usually there are fifty-nine vertebrse, or one fewer than in the Salmon. The shoulders are thicker

than in the Salmon, and the bases of the fins and fleshy part of the tail are stronger. In the

spawning season the head of the male becomes olive-brown, and the body orange-ljrown, while the

females are blackish-gi-ey.

* Salmo camlricus.
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The Salmon Trout (Sahno trutta) lias the glll-cover, or opprculum, intermediate in form between

that of the Sahnon and the Grey Trout. The teeth are more numerous and more slender than in either

of these fishes; those on the vomer extend almost throughout its length ; the tail is relatively smaller and

shorter than in the Salmon. The body is rather deep in propoition to its length; the scales are a longer

oval than those of the Salmon ; there are twenty-nine above the lateral line and twenty-two below it.

Compared with those of the Salmon, the fins are of lighter colour and the body darker. The spots are

somewhat cross-shaped and chiefly above the lateral line. The cheeks and gill-covers are silver-white,

and the pectoral fin is bluish-white. This species especially abounds in Scotland, and is valued as

inferior only to the Salmon. It is caught in Ireland, Wales, the Severn, and the South, West, and

North of England. Sir William Jardine mentions that this species enters every river and rivulet

along the Scottish coast in immense numbers, feeding on flies, beetles, and other insects, especially the

sand-hopi)er. Two hundred are frequently taken at a single draught of a sweep net. Lord Home
states that he never saw one in the Tweed weighing more than seven pounds.

The Common Trout (Salmo fario) is found in most of the rivers and lakes of Great Britain.

In battle a Trout vanqtiishes a Pike, and the fish is especially j-emarkable for caution,

vigilance, and valour. The Trout usually spawns in the month of October. The eggs

and milt appear to retain their vitality after the fishes are dead, for the ova have been

fecundated artificially when the fishes have been dead for three days. The usual number

of vertebr.-e in the Common Trout is fifty-six. The largest caught in the Tweed h\ Lord Home
weighed five pounds, but in the Leet specimens were killed weighing seven pounds. He remarks that

the nature of the soil through which the stream flows exercises considerable influence on the colour,

size, and quality of the fish. In the rivers Eden and Leet the bodies are marked with bright red spots,

fins and sides orange -coloured, the flesh a deeper red than that of the Salmon, and is almost as full

flavoured. The food of these fish consists of small molluscs, caddis-flies, and other flies abounding

where the baxiks of rivers are calcareous. They feed towards evening. The spots and colours are

generally most brilliant where the bottom is gravelly. The fish is finest in flavour from the end of

May to the end of September. In the second year the Trout are said to associate with the Minnows,

and in the third yeai', when they appear in the shallows, are about seven or eight inches long. When
well fed, they increase from one to ten pounds in four years. A Trout was taken from a branch of

the Avon at Salisbury which weighed twenty-five pounds. Trout have often been kept alive for long

peiiods in wells and at Broughton-in-Furness one is recorded to have lived in a well for fifty-three

years. It oocui's in several of the Irish loughs, where the bottom is more or less rooky, and it Ls said

to have been caught in Lough Neagh forty inches long, and weighing thirty pounds. This species

presents two well-marked varieties, one found in Scandinavia, Iceland, and Scotland, and the other in

England, France, Central Europe, Russia, and the Maritime Aljis.

The Great Lake Trout {Salmoferox) is found in most of the larger and deeper lochs of Scotland

and Ireland. It seldom ventures up or down streams, and never descends to the sea. It feeds almost

entirely on smaller fishes, and is generally taken on trolling linos baited with a small Trout. The
flavour is coarse, and the flesh has an orange-yellow colour. Fine specimens from Ulleswater are said to

weigh between fifty and sixty pounds. When full grown and in season it is purjjlish-brown above,

changing through reddish-grey into orange-yellow on the breast and belly. When newly caught, the

fish appears as though glazed over with a tint of lake colour, which disappears as it dies. The gill-

covers are mai-ked with large dark spots, and the body is covered with marking.3 ; the fins and

lower part of the body have a rich yellowish-green colour, which becomes darker towards the ends; the

tail is more than usually broad and powerful. The scales are more circular than those of the migra-

tory species of Trout. This species is met with in the great lakes of Scandinavia. There is one ray

less in the dorsal fin than in that of the Common Trout.

The most southern Trout of the whole world is the Salmo macrostignia, from Algeria, which

reaches a length of six or seven inches. It is covered with 122 tranverse sei-ies of scales. Trout occur

in Spain, but the species have not been accurately determined. There are two or three sjiecies in the

rivers of Dalmatia. The Great Dalmatian Trout {Salmo dentex) reaches a length of forty-four inches.

The Salmo obtusirostris, rarely more than a foot long, is also found in the Tiber. The Lake of Garda

contains the Salmo carpio ; the Lake of Geneva the Salmo lemanus, and this species is also
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foiinil in the Lago Maggiore. It lias a green back and silvery sides and belly, with small cross-shaped

black spots on the sides. The Salmo rappii and Salmo lacustris are both found in Lake Constance, the

latter ranging into the lakes of Upper Austria. The former is rather the larger species, but both reach

a length from two feet six to three feet. The Salmo marsilii of the mountain lakes of Upper Austria

is remarkable for having from ninety to a hundred pyloric appendages to the stomach, about twice as

many as are usually found in Trout. This species reaches a length of three feet. Salmo microlepis is

found only in the rivers of Hungary. In France, the rivers ruiuiing into the Atlantic yield the Salmo
argenteus, which reaches a length of two feet and a half. There are several Trout peculiar to

Scandinavia and Finland, others are found in the Crimea, in Armenia, the rivers of Hindu Koosh, and
the Pacific coast of Northern Asia and North America, es[)ecially British Columbia, while to the east

of the Rocky Mountains other species, which do not migrate, are found in the great lakes.

The Charr (Salmo alpinus) is remarkable for the smallness of its scales. In the breeding season

the belly acquires a bright red or orange tint, and they are hence called Rothfohren by the Swedes.

They are found throughout the lakes of Switzerland, Germany, the British Isles, and Scandinavia. In

form they vai-y with the locality. Mr. Thompson states that in some lakes they are nearly as round

as an Eel, while in others they approximate to the form of a Herring. In Windermere they generally

Weigh from half a pound to a pound or more. Formerly the Charr occurred in Lake Llanberis,

but the waters from a copper mine drove it down to the sea, where it still continued to be caught at

the mouths of rivers on the coast. The Charr generally live in the deepest parts of the lakes. The
stomach is commonly empty, though it sometimes contains small fresh-water Crustacea. The spawning

season Ls in November and December, when the fish make their way into the stream which runs into

the lake, though the spawn may be deposited in the lake itself where the bottom happens to be

stony. This species is in the greatest perfection for food between July and October. The Charrs

have been separated from the Salmon as a sub-generic gj'oup called Salvelini, characterised by having

teeth only on the head of the vomerine bone, while all the true Salmon have teeth not only on the

iiead of the bone, but along its length. Most of the Charrs have teeth in the median line of the

hyoid bone. They are a large group, comprising about thirty species.

Among the European species are the Ombre Chevalier {Salmo umbln), which is limited to the

Lakes of Constance, Neufchatel, and Geneva ; the Salmo salvelinus, wliich is not clearly distinguished

from Salmo umbla. It is characteristic of the alpine lakes of Bavaria and Austria, but also occurs

in Sweden. Salmo nivalis is a Charr from the lakes and rivers of Iceland, which reaches a length of

twenty-one inches. The Windermere Charr (Salmo imlluyhbii) is also found in some of the lochs of

Scotland ; Salmo killinensis is known only from Inverness-shire, and grows to a length of ten to

fifteen inches. Salmo perisii is found in the lakes of North Wales. Salmo grayi is the Fresh-water

Herring from Lough Melvin, in Ireland. Another Irish species, seven or eight inches long, has been

named Salmo colii. The Salmon of the Danube, which when old attains a reddish tinge, is named
Salmo hucho, and is characterised by wanting the median teeth on the hyoid bone. Another species,

Salmo lossos, frequents the rivers flowing into the Baltic, and has been found in the river Kama, as well

as in the Caspian Sea There are .several Asiatic species of this group, such as the Salmo fluviatilis,

wliich does not appear to be migratory, and sometimes reaches a weight of eighty pounds in the Siberian

rivers. Salmo erythrinus is a Charr from the mountain lake Frelicha, which communicates with the

north-east of Lake Baikal ; and there are other species in the rivers which make their way into the

Pacific. Two species of Charr are recorded from the fresh waters of the Pacific side of North America,

and several others from the lakes and rivers of the eastern side of that continent. Salmo hudsonicus

is found in Hudson's Bay, Labrador, and Ne^vfoundland. Other species have beeia found in the-

highest noi-thern latitudes.

The genus Oncorhynchus includes several species of migratory fishes, with an elongated anal fin,

having more rays than the Salmon found in the American and Asiatic rivers which fiow into the Pacific.

The Californian Salmon belongs to this genus. The Oncorhynchus sanguinolentus, which often

weighs from ten to twelve pounds, acquires a blood-red colour on the sides in October, but the

colour fades to a bi-ick-red tint in January. Its eggs are large.

The next important genus in this family is Osmerus, of which there are three well-known

species : Osmerus thaleichthys, common in the Bay of San Francisco, can be burned like a candle

;
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Osmenis viridescens, occurring on the Atlantic coast of the UniteJ States ; and tlie Smelt (Osmerus

eperlanus), which is common on the coasts and in tlie fresh waters of Northern and Central Europe. It

is plentifully taken on the rivers of the east coast of England and Scotland, and is termed Smelt by the

Danes. It is found in fresh water only from August to May. After depositing its small yellow eggs it

returns to the sea. The eggs, unlike those of the Salmon, are not covered over. The Smelt is remark-

able for its cucumber-like odour, which becomes less powerful when the fish lias been some time out of

water. It is one of the most delicate and exquisitely flavourad tisli brought to table. Yarrell mentions

that they liave been kept for several years in ponds having no communication with the sea, and had in

no way deteriorated in size or flavour. Occasionally specimens have been caught thirteen inches long,

but the usual size is about seven inches. The back is of a transparent greenish tinge, and the sides

are silvery. The scales are small, oval, and deciduous. The lower jaw is longer than the upper jaw.

JJ.

The largest teeth ai-e on the vomer and fore part of tlie tongue : there is a double series of teeth on

the mandible. There are usually about sixty vertebra; and very few pyloric appendages to the stomach.

The Capelin (MaUotus vinosus)h one of the smallest of the Salmonidse, found on the shores of

Kamtschatka and Arctic North America. It lives on the sea-bottom, and comes to the surface to

spawn, when it often congregates in incredible numbers. It is eaten fresh in Iceland, and dried

in Greenland. It furnishes one of the most important baits for the Newfoundland fisheries.

Coregonus is a genus of fishes found in the fresh waters of the north temperate regions of the

Northern hemisphere, but many sjiecies periodically move into the Arctic Ocean. Dr. Giinther states

that they are less variable than the Trout, and all the species are characterised by having the body

covered with medium sized scales, by a deeply forked caudal fin, a large air-bladder, and a horseshoe-

shaped stomach, to which there are numerous pyloric appendages. The Coregonus oxyrhynchus, well

known on the coast and in the fresh waters of Holland, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden, has the

snout produced m the upper jaw into a fleshy conical jirocess. The snout is also somewhat prolonged

in the Swedish species Coregonus Uoydii, where, however, it is much thicker.

Coregonus quadrilateralis has the profile of the snout remarkably rounded, and has the eye very

iarge. It reaches a length of eighteen inches, and is characteristic of the northern parts of North
America. Several species have the snout obliquely truncated ; among these are the Coregonufe

lapponicus, from Lapland, and the Coregonus lavaretus, which is found in the great lakes of
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Switzerland, the T\to1, Prussia,

are several other species found

1 Sweden. Fine specimens reach a length of two feet. There

the lakes of Central Europe and Sweden, but all have the same

truncation of the snout ; other species are confined to the Siberian rivers ; several are found only in

Lake Superior and other lakes of Northern and Arctic America.

Another group of species has the snout vertically truncated, and of these the Coregoniis

clupeoides is known only from the lakes of Great Britain. It grows occasionally to a length of

sixteen inches, and feeds on minute fresh-water Crustacea, larvw of insects, water-beetles, and

small red worms. In Loch Lomond, where they are plentiful, and caught with tlu; drag net, they

are kno\\nii« Fresh-water Herrings, or Powans. They are gi'eatly valued for food, and are in the best

condition in August and September. The Coregonus albula, which is found in the north of Europe,

has the lower jaw longer than the skull. Another British species, found in Dumfriesshire, is known

as the Vendace (Coreyonus vaiuksius). It has the dorsal and venti-al fins long, and the tail deeply

forked. These fish swim in great shoals, and retii-e into deep water in wai-m weather. They

congregate in great numbers at spawning time, which is about the beginning of November. They

resemble the Smelt in flavour. The females are about eight inches long, while the males are about an

inch shorter. The coloui- of the back is brown, and the sides are tinged with yellow.

The PoLLAN {Coregonus poUan) is an Irish species of this genus, remarkable for the shortness of

the head and depth of the body. It has the aspect of a fresh-water Herring, and, like the Herrint',

is gregarious. It reaches a length of ten or eleven inches. Coregonus lucidus, from Great Bear Lake,

is known as the Herring Salmon ; Coregonus clupeiformis, found in Lakes Erie and Ontario, is locally

known as the Fresh-water Herring, and sometimes as the Shad Salmon.

The Grayling {Thynialhis vulyaris) is found in the fresh waters of Central and Northern Europe,

and is well known in various parts of England and Wales. Large specimens may weiuh from four to

Ns;r
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five pounds. It is in the best condition in October and November, flourishes best in rivers with

a rocky or clear bottom, and is unable to exist for long in muddy ponds. It feeds on various flies,

which are imitated by anglers, and eats the smaller fresh-water mollusca, such as Neritinas and Physse.

When freshly taken from the water it has an odour like thyme. It reaches a length of ten inches.

It is marked on the sides with dusty longitudinal bars ; the general colour is a yellowish-brown, but

the scales reflect many colours in difl"erent lights. Towards spawning time the pectoral tins become
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reilclish. The dorsal tin is elevated with more rays than in the species of Coregonus, the fish is of a

violet colour, with purple spots, and the trunk is marked with a few small round black dots.

The Argentina hebridica is a member of another genus, which, while entering fresh waters,

is also found in the European seas at great depths. It somewhat resembles a Smelt in form, size, and

odour, but is covered with rather large scales. Species of this genus lia\e been dredged from a depth

of over 2,000 fathoms in Arctic and Antarctic waters.

FAMILY A-iri.—PERCOPSID.E.

The Percopsidse, represented by Percopsis guttatus, are characterised by having the body covered

with ctenoid scales. The species is found in Lake Superior.

FAMILY IX —GALAXID^.
The Galaxidfe include two genera of fresh-water fishes, which all have the body naked, and have

hook-like teeth on the tongue, and conical teeth in the jaws and on the palatine bone. The species

occur in Australia, New Zealand, and the southern part of South America. They vary from two

inches to about seven or eight inches in length. The genus Galaxias ha.s only been found bun-owing

in clay, at some distance from water.

FA5IILY X.—MORMYRID.E.
This family comprises three genera of fishes from tropical Africa. The pre-maxillary bones unite

into a single bone ; th 3 inter-operculum is sometimes rudimentary. All the fins are well developed,

but there is no adipose iin. A series of pores extends along the base of the dorsal and anal fins. The

genera are distinguishjd by the presence or absence of teeth on the tongue, and the species are defined

by the form of the dor.^al fin, length of the snout, and the size of the scales. Most of the species of

Mormyrus are found iu the Nile, where the other genera, Mormyrops and Hyperopisus, also occur.

FAMILY XL—GYMNARCHIDiE.
The Gymnarchidfe are knowii only from the Gymnarchus niloticus, found in the Nile and rivers

of West Africa. It reaches a length of .six feet, has an eel-like body, and is chiefly remarkable for the

cellular character of the air-bladder, which is capable of being disterided. As in the preceding family,

the upper jaw is fonned of both the maxillary and pre-maxillary bones, and there is similarly a ca^'ity

extending into the interior of the skull on each side of the parietal bone, but covered with a thin

bony plate. Another point of resemblance is a series of pores along the base of the dorsal fin. In

this fish, however, the anal and ventral fins are absent. The tail tapers, and has no caudal fin. It

resembles Mormyrus in having an imperfectly developed electric organ on the tail, with the usual

prismatic structure, but without electric functions.

FAMILY XII.—ESOCID^.
This family comprises the Pikes, which all belong to the genus Esox, and occur in the fresh

waters of the temperate parts of the northern hemisphere. Several species of this genus are limited to

North America ; but the European Pike (Esox luciKs) also occurs in the northern parts of North

America, as well as in Northern Asia.

THE PIKE.*

The Pike {see figure on p. 1), when full grown, may reach a length of five or six feet. In Loch

Lomond, examples have occasionally been taken weighing about eighty pounds ; one is recorded from

the Shannon that weighed ninety-two pounds. The fish is certainly long-lived, and Gesner refers tc

an example, said to have been nineteen feet long, which weighed 350 pounds. In the Middle Ages

rings were sometimes put in the gill-covers of fishes ; and on evidence of this kind it has been

supposed that Pike have sometimes lived for more than 250 years. The young are said in the first

year to grow to a length of eight or ten inches ; in the second year they increase to twelve or

fourteen inches; and in the third year the length is eighteen or twenty inches; after which the

weight and size augment in proportion to the supply of food, for the Pike digests rapidly, and

therefore, stimulated by hunger, is bold and active in the pursuit of prey. The stories of its voracity

are almost inexhaustible. In one case a Pike swallowed the head of a swan ; in another case this fish

seized on the lips of a mule that had gone down to the Ehone to drink. It is said sometimes to fight

with the otter for possession of fish. The instances are many of Pike seizing the hands and feet of

bathers. An early writer, Dr. Crull, quoted by Couch, states that a Pike liad been captured
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with an infant child in its stomacli. Ducks, gccsc, ami water hens are all sometimes found in

the stomachs of these fish. Instances have been known of a Pike swallowing one of its own

siiecies scarcely smaller than itself, but then the devoured fish can only be taken into the body

of the devourer gradually, as digestion progresses. The more ordinary food of the Pike, ho^^'eve^,

is furnished by frogs and small fishes. According to Mi-. Jesse, eight Pike, of about five pound.s'

weight each, consumed 800 Gudgeons in three weeks. They readily take Roach and Carj), Tench,

and probably most fresh-water fishes, though they are believed to avoid Perch and Sticklebacks.

The Pike is supposed to first spawn when it is three years old. Tlie spawning season lasts for

about three months, but the ova are usually deposited in March. A single Pike, weighing thirty-five

pounds, may contain more than 270,000 eggs. The young ai-e hatched in about a month, but compara-

tively few reach maturity. The Pike is well known to travel over land, and annual migrations of the

fish have been recorded. They come in the spring in great shoals out of the Isle of Ely into

the river Cam. In the earlier times of history, the Pike appears to have been rare in England,

though the occurrence of its bones in the peat of the fens may be taken as evidence that it is a native

fish and has not been artificially introduced. In former times Pike were held in gi'eater

favour as food than now, and they were fattened by being kept in cages in the river Cam, often selling

for large prices. The Pike is said to be at its best when it has preyed upon the Smelt. In Lapland,

it is dried for winter use. The old families of Lucie, of Cockermouth, and Egremont, have on

their arms three silver pikes on a red field. The Pike has a long and somewhat compressed body, with

a rounded back, the snout is depressed, broad and long, but not so long as the lower jaw. The body

is covered with small cycloid scales ; the lateral Ime is not well marked. There are no barbels ; the

dorsal fin is placed far back on the tail, and is opposite to the anal fin. The caudal fin is broad

and forked. The teeth in the mandible form a single series, and vary in size. Teeth also occur in

bands on the pre-maxillary bones, vomer, palatine bones, and hyoid, but there are no teeth on the

maxillary bones. There are no scales on the sub-operculum and lower part of the opercular bone.

The p.seudo-branchia, or gills on the operculum supplied with arterial blood which is after-

wai-ds conveyed to the eye, have a glandular character, and are covered by the mucus membrane

which lines the gill cavity. There ai-e no pyloric appendages to the stomach ; the air-bladder is

simple. The colour of the head and back is olive-brown, the sides become paler, and the belly is

silvery white; the body is mottled over with more or less round spots, which sometimes form cross-bars

on the tail. The doi-sal, anal, and caudal fins are generally spotted with brown. The Pike often sleeps

or remains in an unconscious state, in quiet parts of rivers ; when thus dozing it may be taken with

a kind of noose.

FAMILY XIII.—UMBRIDiE.

The Umbridse are known only from the genus Umbra. Umbra krameri is a small fish three or

four inches long, which is found in stagnant water in Austria and Hungary, and has occurred in the

neighbourhood of Odessa. The Umbra limi from the fresh waters of the United States is rather

smaller. The dorsal fin in these fishes is rather long, the ventral fins are below its commencement,

and the small anal fin is below its termination. The caudal fin is rounded. The head is broad and

blunt, with short jaws armed with small slender teeth.

FAMILY XIV.-SCOMBRESOCID^.

This family comprises genera which are characterised by having a series of keeled scales

along each side of the belly. The dorsal fin is opposite the anal fin, and both are placed in the caudal

region of the body. The lower pharyngeal bones are united together. The intestine is quite straight,

without a distinct stomach. The air-bladder, which is large, is sometimes cellular, but has no

pneumatic duct ; it is occasionally absent.

The genus Belone is well known, from a multitude of species which chiefly frequent

tropical waters, but are widely distributed. Many species are found in the AVest Indies and

adjacent coasts of Brazil, and one (Belone treniata), which has the rays of the dorsal fin all

of about the same length, is found in the river Capin, in Brazil. Other forms, like Belone

euxini, are limited to the Black Sea; several, such as Belone acus, are found only in the

Mediterranean. One species frequents the coast of Portugal, and the Common Garfish {Belone
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vulgaris) ranges round the Northern shores of Europe. The species extend down both the

Atlantic coast of Africa and the Red Se.i, abound in the Indian and Cliinese Seas and Indian

Archipelago, reaching to Australia on the one hand, and by way of the Sandwich Islands,

to the Califoi-nian coast, on the other. This genus is characterised by a slender, elongated body, which

has the jaws prolonged into a slender beak ; but in the young the jaws are short, and the pre-

maxillary bones, like the lower jaw, become lengthened as the fish reaches maturity. Both
jaws are armed with bands of minute teeth, and larger conical teeth, which are widely

separated, though certain species have no teeth on the palate. Among such may be mentioned

the Beloue canciloides, from the rivers of Borneo.

The Garfish {Belone vuhjaris) is often taken with the Jlackerel, in advance of which it

usually swims. It is plentiful all along the English Chamiel in spring, and occurs on most

parts of the British coasts. The majority of the fish retire in the winter into deep water.

The species is extremely active, swims near to the surface, and takes the bait readily.

Couch records that it often feeds on a black fly, which alights on the sea in fine weather,

the stomach being sometimes filled with it. It also feeds on the Herring, but the stomach

is only large enough to hold one at a time. It is lai-gely used for bait. When newly-

caught it has a disagreeable odour ; the fle.sh has much the flavour of Maokei-el, but is drier. Fuli-

grown specimens vary from two feet to two feet six inches in length, but the body is only one
inch and a half deep. The head and back are of a dark bluish-green tint, becoming i)aler

at the sides, and brilliant white on the bellj'. The venti-al fln is about midway between

the operculum and the tail; the dorsal and anal fins are similar to each other, and near tO'

the caudal fin. The caudal fin is forked. The body is covered with small .scales, which

are veiy thin. The upper jaw, as in many birds, has a jointed union with the skull. The
bones of the Garfish are green.
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The genus Scombresox has a close general reseinblaueo in form of body to Belone, the

jaws being similarly elongated, and the body similarly slender, and covered with thin deciduous

scales. The essential diflerence between the genera consists in the development in Scombresox

of a number of detached Unlets posterior to the dorsal and anal fins, which extend to the

caudal fin. In this genus, too, the lower jaw is longer than the upper. Several species are

known from New Zealand, Japan, Chili, the Mediterranean, and both sides of the Atlantic.

The last species referred to—Scombi-esox saurus—commonly known as the Saury, or Skipper, in

usually from a foot to eighteen inches long, and the depth of the body may be about an inch.

The teeth are small ; the upper jaw has a hinge movement, as in Belone. The food of this

fish consists chiefiy of the smaller Crustacea, though the stomach occasionally contains sea-

weeds. Like the allied Belone, it resembles the Mackerel in flavour, and swims on the surface.

It travels in shoals, and has the power, when followed by the Poi-poise, or carnivorous fishes,

of springing out of the water to a height of several feet, and passing over a distance of

thirty or forty feet before it again touches the Sea. Couch, indeed, mentions that, when

pursued, the iish rush along the surftvce, like pebbles making "ducks and drakes," for more

than a hundred feet, apparently by the repeated touch on the water of the pectoral, ventral,

and other fins and finlets on the lower part of the body. Several thousands have sometimes

been taken in a single cast of the seine net.

The third genus—Hemirhamphus—includes about forty species, mostly from tropical seas,

though they are perhaps more abundant in the East Indian Archipelago, and adjacent waters,

than elsewhere, and certain species, like Hemirhamphus fluviatilis, occur only in the rivers of

Java and other Eastern countries. Hemirhamphus is remarkable for having the lower jaw

prolonged into a slender, compressed beak, while the upper jaw is short. Both jaws are armed

with minute teeth, which in some species are tricuspid. The body in these fishes is elongated and

slender, and covered with scales, which are never small. It is worthy of notice that the lower jaw

is short in young .specimens. The young of Belone have been mistaken for Hemirhamphus, even

by Yarrell and Couch. The species are mostly small, and range from a length of two inches to a

foot. The Hemirhamphus cuspidatus, from the Indian Ocean, has the prominent part of the lower

jaw remai'kably short, and the pectoral fin about a quarter of the total length of the animal.

An-hamphus sclerolepis, from the coast of Queensland, is the only species of its genus, and

diflers from Hemirhamphus in the shortness of the lower jaw. The scales are keeled.

FLYING FISH OF THE GENUS EXOCOETUS.

This genus includes a large number of species, which all have the pectoral fins very long,

and capable of being used to support the fish when moving through the air. In some species

the length is more than half that of the body ; in _
other species it is somewhat less. These fishes, which

abound in the seas between the Tropics, and frequent

the open ocean, are widely distributed, and often

extend north and south into temperate waters.

Many species are very small, and do not exceed a

length of two to three inches, and none are large,

though the Exocoetus lineatus, from Madeira, and

some other species reach a length of sixteen inches. _
Certain types have barbels below the mandible. _ji=

~

The jaws in these fishes are short, and the teeth ^^
are minute, or may be wanting altogether. The

oblong body is covered with large scales. The exocuetls \ulii.i.n.s.

best-known of the Flying Fishes is the Exocoetus

evolans, which ranges from Australia and the China Seas over the Indian Ocean, and is

met with in the West Indies, Mediterranean, and sometimes on the coast of England, shoali-.

having been seen off Portland and in many other localities. The snout is blunt, something

like that of the Grey Midlet ; the body is wide across the back, compressed at the sides.
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and becomes smaller towards the tail. The pectoral fins extend backward as far as the

root of the caudal fin, and the ventral fin is placed in advance of the dorsal fin, which

is on the hinder part of the body. The pectoral fins are black, with the lower border

whitish, and the ventral fins are white. The caudal fin is unevenly forked. The usual

length of this species is about sixteen inches, though Couch refers to an example which was

twenty inches long. The body is dark on the back, has a bluish tinge on the sides, and -is

white below. The longest time for which these fish have been seen to sustain themselves out

of the water is thirty seconds. There is no visible movement of the pectoral tins during

this time, and it is probable that the impetus is given to the fish by its tail while still in

the water. The longest flight observed has exceeded two hundred yards. The usual height

of the fish above the surface of the water when thus flying is from two to three feet ; but

they have been known to come on to ships of war at a height of more than twenty feet

above the sea. They are stated never to raise themselves above the height which they

first reach. Thousands often rise out of the sea at once, and move in many directions.

When kept in vessels of sea-water they can rise out of it to a height of only a few

inches. In all these fishes the air-bladder is large, and Humboldt mentions that in a fish

sixteen centimetres long the air-bladder has a length of nine and a breadth of two and

ft half centimetres. The stomach has been found to contain small fishes, Crustacea, and many
Mmall marine animals. The Exocoetus volitans is limited to the Mediterranean. This species

belongs to the grouji with long ventral fins. The Flying Fish have many enemies. Prominent

among these are the Bonito, Tunny, Porpoises, and sea birds ; and they are good eating.

FAMILY XV.—CYPEINODONTID.E.

This family comijrises an assemblage of about twenty genera of small fishes, which are mostly

viviparous, and found in the fresh waters of Southern Europe, Africa, Asia, and America. The

family is subdivided into two principal groups. The first of these, called Cyprinodontidaj carnivora?.

has the bones of each mandible firmly united, and the intestine short, or but slightly convoluted.

In the second group, Cyprinodontidaj limnophagie, the dentary bone is movable upon the other

bones of the mandible ; the intestine has many convolutions, and, as with some of the genera

of the other group, the sexes present distinct external characters. Cyprinodon has several species,

confined to the fresh and brackish waters of the Mediterranean region. Cyprinodon calaritanus

occurs In the South of Europe, and in the hot springs of the Sahara. The males are of an olive

colour, with nine or ten narrow silvery crossbars, but the females are silvery on the sides, with

black vertical stripes which do not extend on to either the back or the belly. Cyprinodon

<lispar is found in Abyssinia, and also in the Dead Sea. Cyprinodon cypris is from the river

Jordan and Bagdad. The New AYorld species are from Long Island, Texas, and other parts of

the United States. The species range from an inch to a length of about five inches. The

genus Fitzroyia has tricuspid teeth like those of Cyprinodon, but instead of being arranged in a

single series, as in that genus, they form several series. The species F. multidentata is from

Monte Video. The single species of Characodon, from Central America, has the small teeth

bicuspid. The Tellia apoda, from the higher pools of the Atlas Mountains, differs from

Cyprinodon chiefly in wanting the ventral fins. Haplochilus has slender, viliform teeth in both

jaws. The species belong to the Indian region, to tropical Africa, and temperate and tropical

America. The genus Fundulus, like the preceding genus, has the upper jaw movable, and

capable of being protracted. The species are all small and insectivorous. Fundulus hispanicus

lives in the fresh waters of Spain. The known species of the genus Orestias, in which the ventral

fins are absent, are all from Lake Titicaca. In Jenynsia the teeth are notched, and the anal

fin of the adult male is modified into a conical remarkable organ, in which scarcely any of the rays

remain distinct, a character found in several allied genera. Anableps has the arches above tlie eyes

greatly elevated, and the eye itself is divided by a dark-coloured transverse band into upper and lower

portions. This is not merely an external character, but the pupil itself is completely divided into two, by

Icbes of the iris which pi'oject from the front and back margins of the eye. The anal fin of this fish is

modified in the male into a thick and long conical organ covered with scales, and is perforated at
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the extremity. The species of Anablejis are from the fi-esh waters of Central America ami the

Guianas. Tlie second group of this family includes four or live genera of mud-eating fishes. The
.species are all from the West Indian Islands and Central and South America. The more important
genera are Poecilia, in which the minute teeth are arranged in bands, and Girardinus, in whieli the

pointed teeth are arranged in a single series, and the origin of the anal tin is in advance of that of the

dorsal tin. All these fishes are small.

FAMILY XVI.—HETEROPYGir.
This family is formed for two genera of North American fishes, which have the heads naked and

the body covered with minute scales. The dorsal tin is opposite the caudal fin, and both are placed on
the caudal region of the body. Amblyopsis spelasus is a viviparous fish found in the caves of Ken-
tucky, which has the eyas, absent or rudimentary, the lower jaw rather larger than the upper, a

band of teeth on each palatine bone, and the head covered with vertical wrinkles, which constitute

an acute organ of touch. The sense of hearing is also well developed. It is colourless, and has the

ventral fins rudimentary, and sometimes entirely absent. It reaches a length of five inches. It is found

in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky. Chologaster comutus is a similar fish, found in ditches in the

rice-fields of South Carolina, but differs from the foregoing in possessing eyes. The specific name is

derived from the circumstance that the snout is provided with two horn-like processes.

FAMILY XVII.—CYPRINID.E.
This vast family comprises more than a hundx'ed genera of fresh-water fishes, and includes the

majority of the species from the fresh waters of Europe and Asia, and is well represented in Africa

and North America. In Great Britain the group is known from such familiar examples as

the Carp, Barbel, Tench, Gudgeon, Gold-fish, Bream, Chub, Roach, Dace, and Minnow. In this

group the l\ead is naked, and the body generally covered with scales. As a rule the belly is rounded,

the mouth is toothless, and the upper jaw is formed by the fire-maxillary bones. The lower pharyngeal

bones are furnished with teeth, which may be arranged in one, two, or three rows. The stomach has no

pyloric appendages. The air-bladder is usually large, though its modifications fui-nish characters for

three primary divisions of the family. Dr. Gunther regards the Cyprinidse as including fourteen

groujis. In the first twelve of these the air-bladder is divided transversely into anterior and jxisterior

portions ; and there are never more than four barbels.

In the second division, which comprises the Homalopterina, the air-bladder is wanting. In the

third division the air-bladder is moi-e or less completely enclosed in a bony sheath. This group i.i

known from its typical genus as the Cobitidina; the barbels vary froni six to twelve.

In the first of these three divisions the cliai-acters of the several groups are derived chiefly from

the chai-acters of the pharyngeal teeth, the modifications of the anal fin, position of the lateral line,

and, in some cases, the dorsal fin also furnishes distinctive characters.

The first group, Catostomina, has the phaiyngeal teeth numerous, close set, and arranged in a

single series. There are no barbels. The dorsal fin is long, and the anal fin short.

In the type genus Catostoraus the .skeleton is remarkable, from the circumstance that many of

the bones are so slightly ossified as to consist merely of a delicate bony network. This genus, like

nearly all the other members of the group, is confined to North America, and comprises fishes of

moderate size. Some of the species have the air-bladder with three divisions, as in Catostomus carpio,

of the Canadian lakes.

The second group is termed Cyprinina. It has the pharyngeal teeth differently arranged in its

representatives in the Old and New World. In the former, the teeth are placed in triple series ; in the

latter region of the globe the teeth may be in double, or even in single, series. The anal tin is veiy

short, and includes five or six, or even seven, branched rays. The dorsal fin is opposite to the ventrals,

and the lateral line runs along the middle of the tail. The scales are cycloid. This is the largest group

of the family, and includes many familiar river fishes. The type genus is Cyprinus, which has e,

rounded blunt snout and narrow mouth, with four barbels ; the dorsal tin has a strong serrated bony

raly. The Carps are fishes of the temperate parts of Europe and Asia, the best known, Cyprinus carpio,

presents a multitude of varieties in form, characters of skin and scales, and other features. It occurs

not only throughout the northern part of Europe, but, according to Dr. Giintlier, in China, Japan,
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Formosa, and Java. It does well in brackish water, and attains a large size in the Caspian Sea. The

Carp is long-lived, and is believed to live to a hundred, or even to two hundred years. In Germany

the Carp is regarded with a degree of epicurean appreciation which, in Britain, finds no parallel. In

both Austria and Prussia they are as much an article of culture as any produce of the land. Carp

ponds ai-e somewhat costly to make, for there need to be separate ponds for spawning, for a nursery,

and for the ordinary mature life of the fish ; and it is stated that the sale of Carp makes no small part

of the revenue of the larger landed proprietors in Northern Germany. A fish supposed to be sixty

years old had a length of five feet. Other large Carp are referred to as weighing thirty-eight

pounds and more. The Carp is tenacious of life, and in winter is kept alive in Holland for weeks,

by being placed in wet moss which is hung in a net. The fish at fii'st require to be

frequently dijjped in water, but gradually adapt themselves to the new condition, and feed on

bread and milk. The ordinary food of Carp consists of larvfe of insects, worms, and various

water-plants. It has been known to feed on minnows. It becomes tame in the ponds, and readily

assembles to take bread or boiled potatoes. In winter it hides in the mud, and passes'

months without eating. It breeds usually in the third year, but the number of eggs increase

with age, and, in a fish of ten pounds' weight, the eggs number seven hundred thousand.

The ova are deposited upon water-plants in May and June, and at this time the female is

commonly followed by more than one male. They develop much better in ponds and lakes than in

rivers. A remarkable account is quoted by Couch from the Gentleman's Magazine of a custom of

removing the roe from the living fish, when they are said to acquire a flavour as much superior to that

of ordinaiy Carp as the flesh of the ox is to that of bull, or a capon to a cock. Carp appear to have

been introduced into England in the fifteenth century, probably by German monks. The Germans
have a prejudice against allowing frogs to enter the Carp-ponds, and Couch, quoting Pennant, states

that on fishing a pond in Dorsetshire great numbers of Carp were found, each with a fi'og mounted on

it, the hind legs clinging to the back, and the fore legs fixed in the corner of each eye of the fish,

which were thin and wasted. The colour of the body is golden-brown, darker on the head and upi">er
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part of the bod)-, and yellowisli-wliite on the belly. The base of each scale is darker than its other
|iart, and the fins are dark brown. The body is thick ; there are two barbels at the upper part of each
corner of the mouth, but the lower pair is the larger. The tail is forked. The dorsal and anal fins

have a strong ray, which is serrated on the hinder margin.

The genus Carassius difiers from Cyprinus in being without barbels. It is represented by the
Crucian Caq) — spread through Central and Northern Europe, Italy, and Siberia — and by the
Carassius auratus, or Goldfish. The Crucian Carp {Carassius vidyaris) has the rather feeble stiff

ray of the dorsal and anal fins finely serrated. In the Thames it sometimes weighs from one
pound and a half to two pounds and a half. It is domesticated on the Continent, and exhibits

many varieties. It spawns in June, when the fish assemble together in great numbers. In Siberia it

becomes torpid in the winter, and is said to survive in the mud, even when the lakes freeze to the

bottom. The scales ai-e large. This species forms a hybrid with the common Carp. Dr. GUnther
regards the Prussian Carp as a lean variety of the Crucia,n Cai'p.

THE GOLD FISH.*

Gold and Silver fish are familiar pets, not only in the ponds of public gardens, but in the humbler
aquaria of private houses. They are said first to have been brought to Europe in the seventeenth

cejitury, their original home being China, where they are kept in porcelain vessels for the amusement
of ladies. The fish is naturalised in Portugal, and a large number of those which reach the London
market are brought from Lisbon by trading ships. Blanchard states that in the rivers of France it loses

its colour. In the manufacturing districts of England they are often kept in the ponds in which the

water from the steam-engine is allowed to run off and cool. Here the average temperature is often about

<S0" Fahr., and Yarrell records that the fish breed much more readily under such circumstances than when
exposed to the variations of climate. The species is apparently capable of enduring even a much higher

temperature. Three pairs of fishes put into one of these warm ponds had, in three years, so increased in

number that they were then taken out by the wheelban-ow-full. The varieties of colour and size are

well exliibited in the collection at Hampton Court. The fins are no less variable than the colour;

sometimes the anal fin is double, sometimes there are two, three, or four tails ; the dorsal fin varies in

length, and occasionally may even be absent ; sometimes the eyes are very large and protruding, when the

variety is termed the Telescope fish. No specimens are known to exceed a foot in length. A large number
of allied genera, with the pharyngeal teeth in three series, occur in the Indian region. Among such aie

a species of the genus Catla, which occui's in the Ganges and Hooghly ; Cirrhina, Dangila, Osteochilus,

are other genera. The genus Labeo has the lips greatly thickened, and each possesses a sort of inner lip

covered with a horny sheath which forms a sharp grasping edge, though it is not attached to the bone
;

the snout is covered with hollow tubercles. The occipital crest of the skull is firmly united to the neural

spines of the earlier vertebrse. Some of the species occur in the Nile and other parts of Africa, others

belong to the East Indian region. Another gi'oup of Carp is characterised by having the greater part of

the cheek improtected by bone. Among these, Discognathus presents a singular type in having the

lower lip modified into a suctorial disc, and its pectoral fins are horizontal. The Discognathus lamta

ranges through all the countries from Syria to Assam, and presents considei-able variation in colour,

form of the snoiit, barbels, lips, eyes, and tail. The Epalzeorhynchus calloi^terus, from Sumatra and

Borneo, has the snout inflated and bluntly rounded, and furnished with a lateral lobe, which can be

freely moved. The Capeota damascina is a well-known fish of Palestine, which occurs, not only in the

-Jordan and Lake of Galilee, but also in the Dead Sea, and has been found in Lake Van, in Asia

Minor. The Syrian specimens sometimes reach a length of thirteen inches. The other species of this

genus are mostly from Asia Minor.

The genus Barbus comprises about two hundred species of fishes, which vary a good

deal in their characters. The dorsal fin generally has the third ray enlarged and ossified ; it rarely

inchides more than nine branched rays, and is placed opposite to the root of the ventral fin. The anal

fin is short and high. The barbels may be absent, as in some East Indian forms, but the larger

number of the fishes have four barbels, though they are sometimes reduced to two. The best known

species is the Barbel {Barhus vulgaris), a widely-distributed species in Europe, being plentiful in all

the rivers which flow into the Black Sea, in the Weser, Elbe, Ehine, Thames, and most northern

* Ccti'asKtns ma'atas.
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waters. It burrows .aliout in the loose soil on the river bottom, and feeds on worms, fresh- water
mollusca, water-plants, and small fislies. The eggs are deposited in May or June on stones or water-

plants in shallow water. They extend in a string, and may number eight thousand in a full-grown

female. They are hatched in from ten days to a fortnight, and reproduce at the fourth year. In cold

weather the fish becomes torpid and assembles in great numbers in sheltered places, when it is easily

taken with a hand-net. It is even stated that in the Danube ten cart-loads have been taken at one
time by divers, who captured the fish in their hands. The usual length is about fifteen inches, though
it sometimes reaches three feet. It is stated by Heckel and Kner that the flesh is well flavoured

when the fish has been previously kept for some days in pure water. The upper part of the body is

greenish-brown, becoming yellower at the sides, and the belly is white. The caudal fins are brownish,

and the pectoral, ventral, anal fins, and lips are red. The Barbel appears in the arms of Margaret of

Anjou, Queen of Heni-y VI., foundress of Queen's College, Cambridge. Several species occur in Spain,

Italy, Angola, the Jordan, and the Lake of Galilee, and a large number in the Indian Archipelago.

A considerable group of species, found in India and Western Africa, is covered with very large scales.

Barbus heteronema, from Borneo, has the barbels subdivided with long fringes.

The genus Barbichthys has the lips thin, with four small barbels ; below the eyes the ring of sub-

orbital bones is so greatly developed as to entirely cover the cheek. The only .species known is from
Java, Sumatra, and Borneo. Two genera, also from the Eastern Archipelago, are characterised by
having the eyes surrounded with a broad circular fatty eyelid. The genera Oreinus and Sohizothorax

have the vent and anal fin enclosed in a sheath, which is covered with enlarged scales ; the pharyngeal

teeth are in three rows. Both genera ai-e found in the mountain streams of the Himalayas and
adjacent regions. Gymnocypris dobula is a Carp with the body naked, but the vent and anal fin are

enclosed in a scaly sheath. Diptychus has the body only partly covered with scales. It also is

Himalayan.

THE GUDGEON.*
The genus Gobio is entirely Eui'opean, and is represented by only two species—Gobio uranoscopus,

which is confined to Austria, and the Common Gudgeon, which is more characteristic of Western Europe.

This well-kno\vn fish has two rows of pharyngeal teeth, which are hooked ; there may be two teeth

in each row, or five in one and three in the other. The barbels are small and placed at the corners

of the mouth ; the snout is blunt, the profile convex above, the eye behind the middle of the head.

In England it is found in most slow rivers that run over gravel, is gregarious, rarely exceeds

eight inches in length, and is caught freely with the small red-worm. They are regarded as excel-

lent eating, though, being small, are not much prized. The Gudgeon sjsawns in May. Yarrell quotes

Valenciennes' experiment upon the efiect of diminished pressure upon the Gudgeon, in which the fish

were placed in a basin under the receiver of an air-pump. The fish could endure to have the pressure

reduced to one-half, or even a quarter, without sufiering, unless the exliaustion were too rapid, though

on being returned to ordinary atmospheric conditions the belly appeared greatly shrunken, and the-

swim-bladder empty ; but in six Jioure condition was restored, and the swim-bladder again filled with

nitrogen gas.

Ceratichthys, Pimephales, Hyborhynchus, and many other genera are limited to North America.

Cochlognathus ornatus, from Texas, is remarkable for the jaws being developed into spoon-shaped

expansions, one on each side of the upper and lower jaw. These bony masses have their edges sharp

and cutting so as to form a beak, which closely resembles that of Tetrodon.

The third group in this family is named Rotheichthyina. It includes fishes in which the

dorsal fin is placed behind the ventral fin. The anal fin is very short, and the abdomen
compressed ; the mouth has no barbels, and the pharyngeal teeth are in a triple series. The only

member of the group is the Rotheichthys microlepis, from Borneo and Sumatra.

The fourth group, named Leptobarbina, has the lateral line running along the lower half of the

tail ; the dorsal fin is opposite to the ventral fin. There are four barbels. The only member of this

group is the Leptobarbus hoevenii, also from Sumatra and Borneo.

The fifth group, named Rasborina, also has the lateral line on the lower half of the tail, but the

dorsal fin is behind the origin of the ventrals, and the abdomen is not compressed. The fishes are

* Gobio Jliniatil is.
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cliiefly from luilia, ami tlie Indian Archipelago. One or two gouera like Ajihyocypri.s, from China,

and Amblypharyngodon, have the lateral line incomplete. Some species of the genus Rasbora hine
barbels, though nearly all are without them.

The sixth gi-oup, named Semiplotina, includes the genera Cyprinion, from Syria and Persia,

and Semiplotus, from Assam. The dorsal fin in these fishes is elongated, with an osseous ray and
many-branched lays.

The seventh group, termed Xenocypridina, has an osseous ray in tlie dorsal tin, but the fin i.-

short. Two of the genera are from China, and the third from the west coast of Sumatra.
The eighth group has the dorsal fin short, as in the preceding group, but the osseous ray is

ab.sent. It is named Leuciscina. The genus Leuciscus comprises the gi-eater part of ;» hundred
species, which are widely distriljutetl in both tlie Old World and America. In this genus the body is

covered with imbricated scales. There are no barbels. The pharyngeal teeth are in a single or double

series, and the intestine is short, with a few convolutions. The Roach (Leuciscus nUUus) belongs

to the Old World section of the genus with the teeth in single series. It is found throughout Europe

in all the countries north of the Alps. The body is somewhat elevated, of a silvery aspect, and has

three longitudinal rows of scales between the lateral line and the ventral fin. In the full-gi-own fish

the lower fins have a red colour. Its usual length is ten inches, but large specimens may measure as

much as fifteen inches. The large scales are easily detached ; the latei-al line has a downward curve.

The mouth is small. The Roach is a gregarious fish, swimming in large .schools, and as the repro-

ductive season approaches they make a short migration, lea-ving the lakes or main streams to ascend

the tributaries, and at such times are taken in great numbers. Their eggs furnish food for the Trout.

At ordinary times the Roach frecpients holes in the beds of rivers. In the Baltic they are said some-

times to be met with in bays near to tlie land. It is in the best condition for table in October, but

is not greatly valued as food. This species forms various hybrids with Breams.

Many species of Leuciscus occur in Spain, Portugal, Montenegro, Dalmatia^ European Turkey,
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the Crimea, and Danube. The Leuciscus zeregi is a small fish two inches and a half long, from the

Lake of Galilee.

The Chub (Leuciscus ceplialus) occurs throughout the fresh waters of Europe and Asia Minor.

It is common in the Thames, and many of the rivers of England, preferring rapid waters with a clean

bed. It seeks shelter in holes equally from the heat of summer and the cold of winter. It, as a rule,

takes a mixed diet, made up partly of insects undergoing their metamorphosis in the water, partly of

worms and water-plants. It spawns towards the beginning of summer. It does not reach a larger

size than a weight of five pounds, and is held in no favour for eating, though Yarrell .states it is best

when broiled with its scales on. The scales are large and thick ; the lateral line is concave in length.

The colour is a brownish-green, becoming paler on the sides ; the tail and lower fins are reddish.

The Dace (Leuciscus vulgaris) has an oblong body, with a moderately broad head and narrow

mouth ; the middle sub-orbital bones ai-e very narrow. The origin of the dorsal fin is opposite to the

hinder part of the root of the ventral fin. The sides have a shining, silveiy appearance. There are

four longitudinal rows of scales between the ventral fin and the lateral line. The pharyngeal teeth

are hooked. It is found in Europe only, and ranges from Lajjland southward to the Alps. When
fully grown, it is eight or nine inches long, and somewhat resembles the Roach in appearance. It

prefers clear streams where the water is deep and the bottom gravelly. Its habit is gregarious ; it

feeds on worms, and many kinds of soft food. It spawns in early summer. Its flesh is but little

valued, though it is preferred to the Roach. Dr. Giinther regards the Graining which Yarrell

described as Leuciscus lancastriensis as a variety of the Dace. Yarrell remarks that the nose is

rounder than that of the Dace, the eye larger, the profile of the head straighter, the scales larger,

and enumerates various minor diSerences.

The Ide (Leuciscus iclus) is a well-known European fii-h found in the brackish waters of

the Baltic, and ranging through the Scandinavian counti'ies, Germany, and Austria. It is also said

to have been taken at the mouth of the river Nith, in Scotland. It is a very variable species,

with the jaws even in front, and the body slightly elevated. In Sweden, examples have weighed

four or five pounds. When boiled in salt water the flesh becomes i-ed, like that of the Salmon.

The sides of the fish are typically bluish-grey, but the variety named Orfus is of a uniform orange

colour.

The Red-eye, or Rudd (Leuciscus erythropldhalmus), is another fish with an elevated body ; the

part of the belly behind the ventral fins is compressed into a sharp edge, and covered by scales which

extend across it. The origin of the dorsal fin is behind the root of the ventral fin. There are three

rows of scales between the venti'al fin and the latei-al line. It is a widely distributed species, occurring

in Britain, throughout Europe, and in Asia Minor. Its eyes are bright-red, and the fins are red also,

though the colour is more marked in the lower fins than in the upper ones. The body is brown, or

sometimes bluish-green. The variety termed the Azurine is remarkable for its blue coloui-. It is

preyed upon by Pike, Trout, and Perch ; is good eating, but does not reach a greater weight

than two pounds. As in many allied species, the scales become rough at spawiiing time. Thei-e

ai'e several hybrids between this species and other allied fishes.

The Leuciscus muticellus is a well-known species in the upper parts of the Danube and Rhine,

Switzerland, and Italy.

The Minnow (Leuciscus pkoxinus) is a widely-distributed European fish, ranging from Norway to

the Danube, and well known in England. It is the smallest British species of the family. Almost every

fish in the river preys upon it. The Minnows have a remarkable habit of arranging themselves

in circles, with the snout towards the centre, when any substance which can serve as food is

thrown in the water. This arrangement has been compared to the petals of a flower. The Minnow
rarely exceeds a length of three inches. The flavour is good, especially when fried, but they can

only be taken in sufiicient quantity for a meal with a net. They spawn in June on gravelly soil,

and are hatched in a few days. The dorsal fin is opposite the space between the ventral and anal fins.

The tail is forked, and thei-e is a blackish spot at its base, with many spots extending along

the middle of the body, which is otherwise of an olive-brown, becoming lighter at the sides. In

summer the belly acquires a jiink tint. The jAaryngeal teeth are claw-shaped.

More than half the species of Leuciscus occur in America^ where they are widely distributed in
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the United States. Very few have acquired iiupular names, Imt among these is the Red-fin, also

known as the Red Dace, or Rough-head {Leaciscas cornutm), the tins becoming red during the

.spawning season. It is found in Lakes Erie and Michigan, and other parts of the United States.

The Spawn-eater, or Smelt {Leuciscm hudsonkus), is a silvery fish with a black spot on the root of the

tail, and with a very large eye. It is about three inchas long, and occurs in Lake Superior. Many

of the American species have the eye large.

The Tench {Tinea vulyaris) is the only species of its genus. It has small scales, which are

deeply embedded in a thick skin covered with thick mucus. The dorsal fin is short, and has no spine.

It is opposite to the ventral fin. There is a short barbel at the angle of the mouth. The pharyngeal

teeth are in a single row, are cuneifunn, and slightly hooked. It occurs in France, Germany, and

Austria, especially in the lakes ; it is not abiindant in the English rivers, but is often found in old

pits in brick-yards, and muddy jjlaces generally. They are fattened on meal when preparing for table,

and are a well-flavoured fish. The Tench is tenacious of life, and is usually brought alive to market

in the midland counties. Tench have been taken thirty-three inches long, weighing eleven to twelve

pounds. In the colder months this fish shelters itself in a hole which it excavates in the mud. In

stocking Tench ponds two males should be allowed to every female. The eggs are deposited on weeds

in Jinie, and hatched in two or three days. There are three himdred thousand ova in a fish weighing

four pounds.

In the genus Chondrostoma, which is well represented in Western Asia and Europe, the lower

jaw has a sharp cutting edge over which there is a bi'own horny covering.

The ninth group is named Rhodeina. It is a small ,^ssemblage of fishes, some of which are from

China and Japan, while the remainder are European. The most important genus is Rhodeus, well

known on the Continent from the Rhodeus ainarus, which has a silvery-bluish band on the middle of

the tail, as in the Chinese species. It is sometimes found in warm springs. The female at the spawning

time develops a remarkable tubs external to the body, .and often two-thirds as long as the fish.

Down this tube the eggs pass, and specimens are sometimes seen in the Strasburg market with
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the tube filled widi yellow ova. After spawning, this ajipendage is gradually absorbed, till its former

position is only indicated by

a papilla.

The tenth group is named
from the typical genus Danio,

Daiiionina. It has the lateral

line on the lower half of tht

tail. The genera are distin-

guished by the form of the

mouth, teeth, sub-orbital bones,

and presence or absence of

barbels. The species are mostly

small, and are from the Indian

region, though several occur in

China and Japan, and one or

two are from Western Africa.

The eleventh group re-

joices in the name Hypoph-

thalmichthyina. It included

only two species of Chinese

fishes of the genus Hypoph-

thalmichthys, which has the

anal tin long.

The twelfth group^ termed Abramidina, also has the anal fin long, but the abdomen, or at least

part of it, is compressed into a sharp edge.

This is a somewhat large group of fishes comprising many genera. One of the best known is

HHODEUS AMARirS.

THE BREAM.*

This is a species confined to the North of Europe, though also met with in the Pyrenees. It is dis-

tinguished by the compressed elevated form of its body, with a short blunt snout, and the dorsal fin is so

placed that its last ray is above the beginning of the anal fin. The lateral line is low down on the side,

and includes from forty-eight to fifty-two scales. There are twelve rows of scales above it and six below.

The scales are pearly and the colour is whitish, but the slight yellow tinge deejiens into brown with

age. The pectoral and ventral fins have a reddish tinge, and the other tins are somewhat brown. The
three vertebrse next to the head have no ribs, and may therefore be termed neck vertsbr® ; then

follow fifteen abdominal vertebrse, carrying ribs, and there are twenty-one in the tail. The species

abounds in England and Ireland in rivers, lakes, and canals, swimming in immense shoals. The
spawn is deposited in May, when the eggs of a single fish number a hundred and thirty thousand. A.s

many as four males follow one female when she is depositing the spawn. The fish is more valued for

food on the Continent than in England. The usual size runs from two to four pounds, but large

specimens reach a weight of fourteen pounds or more. The species is tenacious of life, and can endure

great cold. It is reputed to be shy, and in Sweden in many parishes the church bells are not rung

during the fishing season, for fear of driving the Bream away from the adjacent waters.

There are several other species found on the Continent which range southward to the Danube.

The White Bream {Ahramis blicca) is a well-known British species which ranges from the Danube to

Lapland. It is a smaller fish than the common Bream, and rarely exceeds a foot in length. Like

most of the allied fishes, it feeds voraciously on worms, insects, and water-plants, and is itself largely

preyed upon by the Pike. When it seizes the bait of the anglei-, it rises towards the surface, so that

the float, instead of descending, lies flat on the water. It has fewer scales than the common Bream,

there being nine rows above the lateral line and five below it. The colour is silvery-white, sometimes

with a bluish tinge.

* Ahramis brama.
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The so-eallcd Pomeranian Bream is regarded by Dr. Giintlierasa liybrid between Abramis bvan.a,

and Leuciscus rutilus, liaving more in common witli the Roach than tlie Bream.

THE BLEAK.*

This is a fish of mucli more elongated body than the foregoing. Its lower jaw projecte beyond the

upper jaw, which is protractile. The pliaryngeal teeth are in two series, and hooked ; behind the

i-entral fins the belly is compressed into a sharp edge across which the scales do not extend. It is o

very active little fish, rarely growing to a greater length than seven inches ; its back varies from a

greenish to a brownish tinge, but the rest of the body is silveiy-white and shining. This appearance

is due to a pigment which exists on the inner surface of the scales, and is like that which gives bril-

liance to the Whitebait and Roach. This pigment has been utilised in the manufacture of artificial

pearls, and in Paris is known as Essence de I'Orient. The scales are scraped off", washed, and triturated,

when the pigment falls to the bottom of the water. Ammonia is added to separate the animal

matter. The substance is then mixed with fish gelatine, and spread on beads of glass or plaster. At
first the artificial pearls are almost, if not quite, equal in beauty to real pearls, but the pigment soon

comes off" on to the neck of the lady who adorns herself with them. In England the Bleak pigment was

formerly largely used to wash over the cavities of thin glass beads, which were afterwai-ds strengthened

by being filled with wax. The use of Bleak for these purposes originated in Europe with the

Venetians, in the sixteenth century, but the industry was prohibited by the Government. It was

probably derived fi-om China, where the art has been practised from time immemorial.

The East Indian genus, Osteobrama, has a large serrated dorsal spine, and a bipartite air-bladder.

Chanodichthys is a genus from China and Formosa, which has the air-bladder tripartite, and, accord-

ing to Dr. GUnther, in one species at least has no liver. Chela is a genus with slender pharyngeal

teeth, represented by many species in the East Indies.

The thirteenth group is named Homalopterina. It is cliiefly distinguished by liaving no air-

bladder. It includes four genera, which are from the East Indian region. The species are small.

The fourteenth and last group of the Cyprinidae, named Cobitina, has the air-bladder more

or less completely enveloped in a bony sheath. The mouth is surrounded by not fewer than six

barbels. The scales, when present, are small, and are sometimes entirely absent. In the genus.

Misgurnus the barbels are from ten to twelve in number, and the scales are moi-e prominent tliau in

other members of the group. The genus Nemachilus, however, has only six barbels; the best known
example in Britain is the Loach {Xemuchilus barbatulus). The air-bladder in this fish is small, and

placed immediately above the entrance to the gullet in bony capsules, situate on each side of the

bodies of the first two vertebrse. These capsules are circular, smooth on the inside, and have a slit on

their outer margin, and are probably connected in function with the organ of hearing. Yarrell

remarks that the parietal bones in the median line of the skull have an interspace between them,

which in the living fish is occupied by cartilage. The length of the fish at its largest may be as much as

five inches. It is covered with a slimy mucus secretion. It is widely distributed in Britain and Central

Europe, but is not found in Scandinavia or Denmark. It frequents brooks and small shallow rapid streams,

hiding itself under stones. In stormy weather this fish rises to the surface, apparently in expectation

of the feast of insects then to be found on the surface of the water. The flesh of the Loach is every-

where esteemed as one of the greatest delicacies. All the members of the Loach family, especially'

this species, the Spinous Loach, and the Misgurnus fossilis, possess the remarkable habit of using

the intestines as a supplementary breathing organ. Atmospheric air is swallowed, and, after passing

through the intestines, is found to be largely charged with carbonic acid, but Siebold states that

this method of respii'ation in only habitually used when the fish are in muddy waters. The caudal fin

is truncate. The dorsal fin is in the middle of the body, and both these fins are marked with dai k

spots, arranged in cross bands. The back and sides of the body are marked with dark brown.

There are many species of this genus, ranging from the Lake of Galilee through Asia Minor and

the Indian region. The Nemachilus stolickse is found in the Lake Tsomoriri, in Tibet, at a height

of 15,500 feet above the level of the sea.

The Spinous Loach (Cobitis teenia) is a rarer fish in England, and is unknown in Ireland. It

* Albitrnus lucidus.
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especially affects mudciy position i. It carries a small bifid spine below the eye, wliicli is capable of

being elevated by the fish at will. The body is considerably compressed ; like all the allied fishes it

emits sounds when touched. 'I'he length is about three inches ; the barbels are remarkablj' short

;

there is a row of large brown spots on the side of the body, and a brown streak running from the eye

to the end of the snout. It is less valued for food than the common Loach. This species^ though

chai'actei'istic of Europe, appears also to occur in Japan. In the genus Botia the air-bladder is

divided into two parts ; the anterior division is only partly contained in an osseous capsule, and

the hinder portion is free and suspended in the abdominal cavity.

CHAPTER VII.

PIIYSOSTOMI (<-o«f?«rM)—CYCLOSTOMATA—LEPTOCAEDII.

viOJvOBHTNCHID.E—Hyodontid.e—OsTEOfiLOSSin.E-CiAPEiD.E—The Anchijvv—The Herking—The Fisheries—The Boat

and Nets—The Whitebait—The Spnit—The Shad—Tlie Pilchanl—The Pilchard Fishery—C'HIEOCENTRID.E -Alepo-
CEPHALID.E—NOTOPTEIUD-E—HALOSAiuiD.E-tJvMNOTIli.E-Thf Electric Eel—Electric Organ— Effects of tlie Shock

—Symbranchid.e-Mur.enid.e—Characters- Various Types -The Siiakp-xosed Eel—Weight—Habits—The Bkoad-
NOSED Eel—The Conger Eel—Characters—Preliensile Power of its Tail—Habits—The Geniis Muraina -Pegasidjs
^CYCLO.STOMATA — Characters — MARSIPOBRANCHH— PETR0SIVZONTID.E— Characters—The Sea Lamprey—
Distinctive Features—Great Suctorial Power— Distribution—The Lampern, or River Lamprey—The Sand-piper
—Myxinid.e—Cliaracters

—

The Hag --Distinctive Features—Remarkable Nostril Character —Its Enormous Mucous
Secretion—LEPTOCARDII—Cirrostomi—The Lancelet—Size—Characters—Peculiar Heart and Blood - Difficulty

connected with it and Hag—FOSSIL FISHES.

FAMILY XVIII.—GOXORHYNCHID.^.

This family contains only a single species, Gonorhynchus greyi, a marine fish found only at the

Cape of Good Hope and in Australian and Japanese waters. It is covered with small spiny scales,

and has barbels to the mouth ; the dorsal and anal fins are both short ; the air-bladder is absent.

The large eye is covered by transparent skin ; there are no teeth either on the jaws or on the palate,

but patches of teeth are develojied on the pterygoid bones and on the hyoid bone. It is about a foot long.

FAMILY XIX.—IIYODONTID^E.

The HyodontidiB comprise only the American fish termed the Moon-Eye {Hijodon tergisics), found

in the fresh waters of North America, especially in the great lakes. It is covered with silvery

cycloid scales, but has the head naked. The stomach is horseshoe-shajied, the body is oblong.

FAJULY XX.—OSTEOGLOSSID^.
This is a small gi-oup of fresh-water fishes from the Tropics. The body in these large fishes is

covered with scales, which are thick, and arranged like pieces of mosaic, though they are absent from
the head, where the skin is almost entirely rejilaced by bone. The dorsal fin is on the caudal

region, and opposite to the anal fin ; sometimes both these fins are confluent with the caudal.

The genus Osteoglossum is found in the fresh waters of Queensland, the Indian Archipelago, and
Tropical America. Arapaima gigas is a large fish from Brazil and British Guiana. The head is less

than one-fourth of the total length. Siipcinifus in tlie British Museum are eight feet long, but it is

somefmes nearly twice that length, and wcii^lis 100 lbs. It is often captured with the hook, but
frequently killed by the Indians with the bow and arrow. A number of men and boys go out in small

boats, and when the fish is seen shoot at it. Of course it instantly disappeai-s, but is followed up and
.shot at again and again, till, at length becoming exhausted, it is easily captured. The flesh is not very

appetising, but is salted and dried liy the natives and exported. In the allied Heterotis niloticus of

Tro]ncal Africa the stomach consists of two distinct portions, one membranous and the other muscular

;

the air-bladder is cellular, and the fourth branchial arch carries a spiral organ. These fishes are often

three feet long.

FAMILY XXL—CLUPEID.i;.

This family is scarcely inferior in importance to any other group of fishes in the supply of human
food. Its varied forms have led the family to be subdivided into seven groups, comprising in all more
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than 150 sppcies. Tliese fishes are widely clktribnteil in all seas, especially on coasts, and many of the

species enter rivers. In all of them the head is naked and the body covered with scales ; the maxillary

bones are formed of three pieces, which are sometimes movable, and constitute the lateral parts of the

jaws, the pre-maxillai-ies forming the middle part in front. The stomach is furnished with a pouch, and

there are numerous pyloric appendages. The pseudobranchii are large, except in one genus,

Megalops, where they are rudimentary or absent. In the first group, termed Engraulina, the pre-

maxillary bone is remarkably small and firmly united to the maxillary ; the upper jaw projects, and

the mouth is wide. The best known member of this group is

THE ANCHOVY.*
This is a fish with an elongated body and pointed snout, which projects well beyond the lower jaw.

The teeth in the maxillary bone ai-e very small; and there are teeth on the vomer, palatine bones, and

pterygoids. The abdomen is rounded, and, like the sides of the body, silveiy. A black .stripe divides

tlie colour of the sides from the dark tint of the back. The tail is forked. The species is widely

distributed on the European coasts, and especially all through the Mediterranean and Black Sea. It

is met with in the English Channel, and has been taken in the Thames and at Yarmoutti. It occa-

sionally visits Norway and the Baltic and Davis Straits. A variety of this fish ranges into the South

Pacific, being taken in Tasmania and New Zealand. The gi'eatest length of the Anchovy is eight

inches. Most of the Anchovies consumed in England come preserved in oil or salt and water, and

they form the principal, though not always sole, ingredient in anchovy sauce. They are taken in

immense numbers on the coasts of Spain, France, and Portugal from May to July, when the fish has

come into the Mediterranean from the Atlantic, to which it is believed to return after dejjositing its

spawn. Fishing is carried on at night, when tl>e fish are attracted by lights, and then the seine-

net is spread round the spot where they have congregated. Couch is of opinion that a suflicient

quantity of Anchovies might be taken in British waters to supply the demand in England if the

fishing were carried on in a proper way. Several species of the genus are taken in the rivers of

South America, but the genus is best represented in the West Indies and adjacent coast, and in the

East Indian region. Forty-three species of Anchovies are known. The second group of the Clupeidse

is termed Chatoessina. It has the najTow mouth toothless and the abdomen serrated. The species

occur on the coast and rivers of India, China, Australia, and North and Central America.

The third group, Clupeina, has no conspicuous diflference in the length of the jaws, and the

abdomen is serrated. It includes a multitude of species chiefly referable to the genus Clupea. They

inhabit the shores of every part of the world, and many species are found in rivers.

THE HERRIjSTG.t

This species is widely distributed in the North Atlantic, both on the European and American

shores, and extends along the northern coast of Asia. Herrings have been found plentifully in

Delaware Bay, and occur both in the Black Sea and, according to some writers, in the

Caspian, though the latter specimens are probably the well-known Clupea caspia,

which is limited to the Caspian, and is intermediate between the Herrings and the

Shads. Large examples of Herring may be fifteen inches long. The fish is too well

known to need a detailed description. The accompanying figure shows the spinous

processes and ribs (p?) of this fish. There are about twenty pyloric appendages to j,i(j'

the stomach. It feeds chiefly on the more minute Crustacea, but many kinds of young

fishes have been found in its stomach. In the Outer Heb.ides, which is one of the

great fishing stations for the Herring, the fishery is forbidden by law before the 20th

of May : but in the Shetland Isles the fish do not commonly appear in any number

tUl July. On the east of Scotland they abound in Augu.st, September, and October. "^^^^
In the West of England they are usually plentiful in October and November, but in ^^
some years appear earlier or continue later. Nothing certain is known of the ^ly^c,. {Aficv Onu)
cause of the migration of the Herring, and from time to time it changes its course, so pu m''

;

JJ'"jdJi'''™'*"'''

that many years may elapse without its ever being seen on coasts which it formerly

frequented. The numbers taken, however, are almost incalculable. In Scotland alone half a million of

* Enijmi'lis cncmsichohts. + Chipm harewjus.
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barrels are said to be prepared for exportation every year. Each barrel contains 550 full-grown fish.

The female contains about 7(1,000 eggs, and spawns in the early pai-t of November. The spawn is

deposited on the sea bed, and is discharged iji a mass, which adheres firmly to the rocks. The young

ai-e found abundant in a fortnight to three weeks, and in six weeks are three inches long. The

Herring fishery dates back to Anglo-Saxon times, when towns on the east coast paid their taxes in

Herrings. Yarmouth cannot be said, like Amsterdam, to be built on herring bones, but is a well-

known centre of Herring industry. The charter of the town requires the corporation to deliver to the

sheriff's of Norwich a hundred Herrings baked into twenty-four pasties, that they might be delivered

to the lord of the manor of East Carlton. The fi.sh are easily alarmed by noise, and rush away to a

distance of five or six feet, but rarely spring in the water like Pilchards. The fish are usually sold to

professional curers, who prepare them in a variety of ways, which are well known in Britain, and

the curing alone gives employment to many thousands of people. On the continent the Herring is

also highly prized, and sometimes is preserved moist, with spices, salt, and other condiments, and is

often eaten uncooked.

The Herring fishery is usually carried on by means of the drift-net, which is made of cotton or

liemp twine. These nets ai'e largely made at Bridport. The cotton nets are the more flexible, and are

prepared for use by being first soaked in linseed oil,

and then either boiled in oak-bark liquor for two or

three days, or a preparation of catechu, but they are

sometimes dressed with coal-tar instead. The net

consists of one piece, w-hich is thirty yards long. It

is fastened to a small line about eighteen or twenty

yards long, so that the netting is slack. The back of

the net is fastened at short intervals to a small double

rope, which encloses pieces of cork, so as to keep that

part of the net uppermost. A single vessel, according

to her size, may use from eighty to a hundred and

thirty of such nets. They are connected together in

HERRING. succession, and often extend for a length of a mile, or

a mile and a quarter. The meshes are about an

inL'li, or i-ather more, in diameter, but in old nets the size becomes less. The twine nets

last longer than those of cotton, are generally barked once or twice in the season, but never

tarred. A fishing boat eai-ries two sets of nets—one with many cork floats, to be used when
the fish are near the top of the water, and the other with few corks, which is used when the fish are

swimming at some depth. The whole of the train of nets is made fast to the vessel by a moderately

strong rope, technically called a warp. These nets are used almost entirely at night. The vessels

employed are all small, the largest being about thirty-six tons. The number of men in the larger

boats is usually from nine to eleven. When the fish are plentiful the nets remain but a short time in

the water—are hauled in and shot out again. The fish, when got on board, fall on the deck, are

sprinkled with salt, and are stowed away in compartments called the " wings " of the hold. If fish have

been plentiful the mast is put up when the night's fishing is over, the vessel makes sail, and returns

to port ; but if fish are scarce, the smack seeks fresh ground for another night's work. Good fi.shing

ground is generally indicated by the abundance of sea-birds. Dog-fish, and Cetacea, which follow the

fishes, and feed upon them. Some tropical species of Herring are poisonous.

A good deal of differencf; of opinion has prevailed as to whether the Whitebait is a distinct

species. Yai'rell believed it to be distinct, as do Jenyns and Couch, but Dr. Gunther remarks

emphatically that all the examples of Whitebait that he has examined are young Herrings.

This fish is taken in the Thames from April to September, and abounds especially off the

Northern coast. The net with which they are caught has a mouth about three feet square. The bag-

end of the net is very narrow, and the mesh of the net is very small. The boat is moored in the tide-

way, where the water is from twenty to thirty feet deep. The small end of the net is from time to

time taken into the boat and untied, when its contents are shaken out.

The Sprat {Clupea s/n-attus) is a very distinct species from the Herring. It is well known on the
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Atlantic coast of Europe, and extends into the Bultic and western lialf of the JNIeditcrranean. It

does not appear to take the hook, and is usually captured with the stow-net, the meshes of whicli

must not be less than half an inch from knot to knot. The quantity caught far exceeds the demand,

and in many localities they are used for manure. The Sprat, when full grown, is six inches long, but

its ordinary length is three inches. The scales are smooth, and are easily shed. The lower jaw is

prominent. There is an oval patch of small teeth on the tongue. The abdomen is serrated in front ot

the ventral fin, as well as behind. The tail is deeply forked.

In the Baltic it is preserved with spices, and eaten as a relish for lunch. There are from forty-

seven to forty-nine vertebra; in the Sprat. In the Herring there are fifty-six. Other species occur in

the Mediterranean, West Indies, United States, Indian Archipelago, China, and Australia.

The Shad {Clupea alosa) is commonly called the Allice Shad. It is especially distinguished by

having from sixty to eighty long, very fine gill-rakers on the horizontal part of the outer in-anchial arch.

It is frequently met with on the European coasts, and occurs in the Mediterranean. The flavour

improves after they have been some time in a river. Excellent Shad are found in the Severn, where

they are caught in April and May. It occasionally is taken as high up as Worcester. At sea it is

often ciiught on lines with a Mackerel bait. It sometimes reaches as gi-eat a length as four feet

:

two feet is a commoner size. It is a fish deeper in the body than the Herring. The back is blue and

the belly sih'ery, becoming more or less reddish. The closely allied Clupea finta has about five-and-

twenty stout osseous gill-rakers on the horizontal part of the outer branchial arch. In Great Britain

it is usually known as the Twaite Shad. It enters the rivers in May, and returns to the sea by the

end of July. Its ordinary length is from twelve to sixteen inches. It is found in the Nile.

The Pilchards {Clupea pilchardus), distinguished by radiating ridges on the operculum, especially

frequent the Mediterranean, and adjacent parts of the Atlantic, and extend northward to England

and Sweden, liut rarely wander into the Bristol Channel, or as far east as the Straits of Dover.

They are never absent "from the coast of Cornwall, though in winter the fish keep near to the bottom.

In spring they begin to congregate, and in July the great shoals are met with. The fishery, with

the seine-net, begins in August, and lasts tUl the rough weather of the equinoctial gales puts an end to it.

Some Pilchards spawn in May, others in October ; but there is no reason for suspecting that they

spa^^^l twice in the year. Yarrell found that their stomachs are often crammed with a small
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species of shrimp no larger than a flea. Couch believes that the spawn is shed on the surface of the

water, and remarks that after sjjawning a sheet of jelly, full of eggs, has been seen extending for

several miles in length, and fully a mile in breadth, over the surface of the water, but no thicker

than brown paper, and so tough as not to be easily torn.

The French fishermen endeavour to attract the Pilchards to the drift-nets, which they use, by

scattering the salted roe of Cod and Ling. It is said that the fish are so easily alarmed by noise that

the fi^ring of a cannon at a distance of twenty miles has caused them to sink into deeper water, hence

all the proceedings of the fishermen are arranged by signs. The Pilchard is sometimes eleven inches

long ; it is a thicker and smaller fish than the Herring. The upper part of the body is bluish-green,

and the belly and sides silvery-white. It is largely cured for exportation. Dr. Giinther distinguishes

two varieties, first, the Sardine of the Mediterranean, and secondly, the Pilchard of Cornwall.

The Pilchard is closely represented on both sides of the Pacific by a vai-iety named Clupea sagax.

The seine-net appears to have been used from the earliest times in the Pilchai-d fishery. It is

used to surround the fish in the sea when they appear in shoals. In the Pilchai-d fishery two or three

nets are sometimes used in enclosing the shoal. The principal net is about 200 fathoms long, and ten

fathoms deep. To this seine another net is united, which is 100 fathoms long, and is called the stop-

seine. There is a boat with each net, and, starting from the same place, the boats move in diflerent

du-ections. The seine is carried outside the shoal parallel to the shore, and brought round towards,

it by these boats. The stop-net is then shot out towards the land across the direction in which the

fish are moving, so as to intercept them. The end of this net is then brought round towards the large

seine, and the cii-cle is completed. The stop-nets, if more than one has been used, are afterwards taken

out, and the seine is drawn towards a quiet part of the shore, till it grounds, and is mooi-ed. The

fish are removed from this net with a smaller one called the tuck-seine, which, howevei-, may be seventy

or eighty fathoms long, and eight to ten fathoms deep. It is so placed as to get the net under the fish,

when they are brouglit to the surface, put in baskets, and taken on shore. At St. Ives, in

Cornwall, the Pilchards are sometimes taken in such quantities that several days may be required

for landing the fish from a single net. The OH Sardine is caught on the east coast of India.

The fourth group of the Clupeidse is named Dussumieriina. It is a small assemblage of fishes,

chiefly found in the East Indies, though one or two species occur on the Atlantic coasts of America.

The fifth group, Albulina, is formed for the Albula conorhynchus, a fish with a conical snout,

of a uniform silvery appearance, a compressed oblong body, and flat abdomen. It ranges throughout

the tropical and sub-tropical seas, being found in the Atlantic, Indian Ocean, and Pacific.

The sixth group (Elopina) has the upper jaw shorter than the lower, and with a narrow osseous

l)late covering the space between the mandibles. It includes the genera Elops and Megalops, both

found in tropical and sub-tropical waters. The two species of Megalops, both five feet long, enter ri\'ers.

The seventh gi'oup, called Chanina, has no teeth. It includes only the two species of the genus

Chanos. In this genus the mucous membrane of the oesophagus is raised into a spiral fold.

FAMILY XXir.—CHIROCENTRID^.

This family comprises the one species Chirocentrus dorab, three feet long, in which the aii--bladder

is incompletely divided into cells. It occurs in the Indian Ocean and Archipelago from Africa eastward,

and in the Chinese and Japanese Seas.

FAMILY XXIIL—ALEPOCEPHALID.E.

The type of this family is the Alepocephalus rostratus, a deep-sea fish from the Mediterranean,

in which tiie air-bladder is absent. Externally it is of a blackish-brown colour, and is remarkable for

having the inside of the mouth and abdominal cavity black. Three other genera are known.

FAMILY XXIV.—NOTOPTERID.E.

This family comprises the genus Notopterus, which is distributed in the fresh waters of India

and the Indian Archipelago, and has two species on the west coast of Africa. The tail in this type

is long and tapering, the anal fin is very long, the air-bladder is divided in the interior, terminating

at each end in a pair of horns, those in front being connected with the auditory organ.
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FAMILY XXV.—HALOSAfKIDJE.

This family has but one genus, the Halosaunis. Both body and head are covered with cycloid

scales ; the long body terminates in an exceedingly long tapering tail ; the snout projects far beyond

the mouth. There is only cue and a half series of scales between the lateral lino and the ventral

tin. Halosaurus oweni is found at Madeira. Other species range down to a depth of 2,750 fathoms.

FAMILY XXVI.-GYMNOTID.E.

This family includes a small assemblage of lishes having a long eel-shaped body, a long anal tin, no

ventral tin, and a tapering tail, the extremity of which is capable of being reproduced.

The ribs are well developed, the air-bladder is double, and the vent is near to the throat. All

these fishes are confined to the fresh waters of the tropics, abounding in Brazil and the Guianas. Only

one member of the family—the Electric Eel {Gijmiiotns electrims)—possesses electric properties. It is

the only species which is entirely devoid of scales; it possesses a .single row of conical teeth; the dorsal

and caudal tins are entii'ely absent, but the aual tin is prolonged to the end of the tail.

The electric organ is placed on each side of the lower part of the tail, reaching forward to the vent,

and forming a third of the weight of the animal. Tiie colour of the fish is blackish above, but the belly

is of a paler and reddish tinge. Ill-detined spots frequently e.^ctend along the back and sides. The length

varies from three to six or seven feet. The exi)erienoe of observers has varied as to the efi'ects of

the electric power of the fish, but it seems to be agi'eed that if it be picked up iiy the tail sensations of

an acute and painful character are felt and do not immediately pass away. It is well known that cats

and dogs perform remarkable feats of a gymnastic character after the incautious examination of this

animal. It is shunned by the other iidiabitants of the river, and dreaded by the Indians, who, never-

theless, overcome their scruples when the animal is dead, for the muscles are accounted palatable,

though the flavour of the electric organ is unplea-sant.

The shock is said to be suiSeiently powerful, in the case of large fishes, to paraly.se horses and

kill small animals, and is much more severe than the shock from the torpedo. The discharge takes

place apparently under the action of the will. In South America wild horses have lieen driven into the

rivers by parties travelling, so that the fishes might exhau.st their enei-gies on the horses before the

men ventured in the water. The fish sometimes die from excessive exhaustion, but usually regain the

electric energy in a few hours. The t^vo ends of the fish are in opposite electrical conditions, so that

the most powerful shock is received when contributed to by the head and tail of the fish. The electric

nerves are very numerous, and belong partly to the fifth pair, and partly to the intercostal series.

The Electric Eel does not often eat the fishes killed by its shocks.

The other genera in this family are all covered with scales. Sternarchiis has the tail terminating

in a small caudal fin, and there is a rudimentary dorsal fin attached by a band of fat to a groove in the

back of the tail ; but in Rhamphichthys, Sternopygus, and Carapus the tail terminates in a free point.

Several species of the genera Sternarchus and Rhamphichthys ha^'e the snout produced into a more or

less long tube.

FAMILY XXVIL—SYMBRAXCHID^.
This is a small and varied gi-oup of Eel-like fishes, which have the body naked or only covered

with minute scales ; the upper jaw is entirely formed by the pre-maxillary bones, the maxillary bones

being placed behind them in a parallel position.

There are no pectoral or venti-al fins, and all the vertical fins are reduced to little more than

membranous folds. There is no air-bladder, and there are no pyloric appendages to the stomach. All

these fishes are found in tropical regions ; the first gi'oup, Amphipnoina, is formed for the Bengal specie?

Amphipnous cuchia. It has the vent in the posterior half of the fish's length, and is covered with

minute scales ; the palatine teeth are in a single series, and there is an air-sac communicating with

the gill-cavity. There are one hundred and six vertebrie in the abdomen and sixty-five in the tail.

It is found in Bengal.

The second group, Symbranchina, includes the genera Symbranclius and Monopterus, both naked

fi.shes, and neither possesses the accessory breathing sac. Monopterus is from the East Indies and

Japan ; Symbranchus has a species in tropical Amei-ica and another in the East Indian region.

The thii-d group of the family, named from the typical genus, has but one species—Chilobranchus

57
"
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dorsalis—a small fish, fouinl in Australia and Tasmania. It has the vent in the anterior half of

the body, the stomach is large, there are no teeth on the palate, and those on the jaws are in single

series.

FAMILY XXVIII—MUR.EN-ID.E.

The Mursenidse are a large group of fishes, presenting no small amount of variation in the details

of their structure. The long body is sometimes cylindrical and sometimes compressed like a band.

In certain genera it is naked, in others defended with rudimentary scales. Both maxillary and

pre-maxillary bones carry the teeth in the upper side of each jaw, and the ventral fins are always

absent. Dr. Giinther groups the genei-a into two sections, the first distinguished by the branchial

0(ienings into the pharynx being wide slits, while in the second group those slits are narrow. The

former group is the more important, and includes the majority of the genera.

The first type in the family is the Nemichthys scolopacea, in which the body is band-shaped, and

the tail exceedingly long and tapering to a point. The vent is near to the root of the pectoral fins, the

jaws are elongated into a slender bill, the inner surface of which is covered with small teeth, which

are little more than asperities.

The dorsal fin commences behind the head. This fish occurs in the Atlantic. A specimen thii-ty-

three inches long has the head three inches long.

The second type has the tail longer than the trunk, the bones are thin, and the muscular system

is moderately developed. It is represented by the single species Saccopharynx flagellum, which Dr.

Gunther describes as a deep-sea Conger Eel. The snout is very short and the gape immense. The

.stomach is capable of being distended to an amazing extent ; the vent is at the extremity of the trunk.

This fish is known from Madeira and adjacent parts of the Atlantic. It is perfectly blaok, and

reaches a length of about nine feet, the greater part of which is formed by the tail.

The third type is furnished by Synaphobranchus pinnatus, a deep-sea fish from Madeira, with a

scaly body, wide gape, extensible stomach, and well-developed fins.

The fourth type is characterised by having a fin surrounding the end of the tail. It includes such

genera as Anguilla, Conger, Congromursena, and Uroconger.

In the genus Anguilla, or true Eels, small scales are imbedded in the skin, the teeth are arranged

in bands, and the dorsal fin does not extend forwai-d to the back of the head. The Eels range all

over the world, except into the Arctic regions. The Anguilla bengalensis extends through the rivers

of the Indian Continent; the Fiji Islands contribute a peculiar species from three to four feet longj

the north-east of Australia, and the Zambesi, Amboyna, the Seychelles, and many other localities

have their characteristic forms ; while others, like the Anguilla australis, range over a wide area, as

from New Zealand to Timor, or, like the Anguilla bostoniensis, range from Boston to China and

Formosa. The best known of the Eels is the common European species.

THE SHARP-NOSED EEL.*

The ordinaiy weight of a large Eel is about four pounds, but examples have been caught in the

Medway weighing as much as from thirty-five to forty pounds, and measuring six feet in length.

Couch, indeed, instances a printed record of an Eel that weighed sixty-two pounds, but confesses his

doubts as to the statement being trustworthy. The form of- the Eel is very similar to that of a Snake.

The fish inhabits most of the rivers, ponds, and lakes in England, and especially abounds in the

Cambridgesliire fens, where in monastic times it was often a principal item of food. Eels for the

London market are largely imported from Holland. The common Eel has been kept in confinement

for at least thirty years ; it lies torpid in the winter, and though it may move on the bottom during

fine days, takes no food. They eat but little in the spring, but as soon as the warm weather begin.s

develop an almost insatiable appetite, subsisting chiefly on worms. They become quite tame, and

take food from the hand. Towards autumn, they often leave the water, but by the beginning of

September retreat to their winter resting places under the stones. When in the rivers; the adult Eels

make an autunm migration, probably for the purpose of depositing the spawn, but it is uncertain whether

they go merely into brackish water or far out to sea. There is also a spring migration, and most writers

concur in stating that at this time the young Eels travel up the streams. Durmg the cold part

* An{fuiUa ruif/aris.
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of tlie year Eels frequently bury theinselves in the mud, sometimes to the dejjth of a foot or more,

ami on the banks of many i-ivers they are easily dug out when in this torpid condition. Eels

are highly excited and restless during electrical disturbances in the air. Yarrell states that

though absent from cold countries, they may remain on the ground till frozen, be buried in the snow

for days, and then recover perfectly when put back into water. The spawning has never been

observed. They sometimes attack other fishes, especially the Carp, and consume immense

quantities of spawn and fry, and when no other food is available will eat each other. Rats

and Snakes have Ijeen found in their stomachs. The vent includes four distinct openings, two of which

arc for the discharge of the roe. The aii--bladder tapers at each end, and has two short branches in

front. The lower process, like the posterior extremity of the aii--bladder, is cellular, and the bladder

also contains several transverse partitions. In the tail there is a pulsating lymphatic heart, similar to

those which have been described in Frogs and other Amphibia. Examples of this Eel have been found

in the Nile, Palestine, Algiers, Madeira, in the Mediteiranean, and in North America.

THE BROAD-NOSED EEL.*

This species is even more widely distributed than the Sharp-nosed Eel, since it occurs throughout

Europe, in the West Indies, New Zealand, China, and the Nile. It presents many slight varieties, and

is characterised by the broad and fleshy lips and the comparatively wide head. This Eel is sometimes

called the Grig. It rarely weighs more than five pounds, but is thicker in pi'oportion to the length

than the Sharp-nosed Eel, and is said to give a more greasy sensation to the hand. It has no peculiar

habits. These two species are the only European Eels.

THE CONGER EEL.f

The Conger Eel has no scales ; the mouth is wide, and the teeth are an-anged in rows, one of

which is so closely packed as to form a sharp cutting edge. The vomerine teeth reach backward

nearly to the tip of the tongue. The biting power of the fish is extraordmary, for Yari-ell mentions

that he has found in the stomach the finely-comminuted shells of Molhisca ; but they do not always

divide their prey, for in the stomach of a large fish a young Conger was found, three feet long, in

company with some Dabs. Congers grow to a large size, and may reach a length of ten feet and a

weight of a hundred and thirty pounds. The flesh is chiefly eaten by the poor, but when dried and

grated it is made into excellent soup.

In Cornwall, where they are most abundant, the fish is usually taken on dark nights, on short or

long lines baited with the Pilchard. They often live among rocks ; those from such positions are

uniformly black, while in sandy places they may be white or ash-coloured. Among the odd contents

of the stomach. Couch records Soles and Plaice, Skulpins and Weevers, Lobsters, Hake, Pilchards,

Herrings, and Cuttles. Theii' digestion is so rapid that when a hook is swallowed it is soon dissolved.

One of the most singular habits of the fish results from the prehensile power of the extremity of the

tail, which is capable of being used like a hand, for it has often been known to grasp the gunwale of a

boat with it and leap over into the sea. A habit no less remarkable is its power of rapid rotation about

its own axis, which has been exercised upon incautious thumbs and toes which fishermen have inserted

into its mouth. The fish is sensitive to cold and to east wmds. It is met with between the shore and

a depth of fifty fathoms. The colour is usually pale bro'«^^ above and dull white on the belly, with a

white lateral line. The dorsal fin begins opposite to the extremity of the pectoral fin. The skeleton

is distinguished from that of the common Eel by the longer transverse processes, which extend down

the tail, but in the genus Anguilla transverse processes are wanting in that position. It is found

round the coasts of Europe, in the Mediterranean, South America, Tasmania, East Indian Archipelago,

and Japan. It spawns in December or January.

The fifth type of this family includes scaleless Eels of the genus Heteroconger, which have the tail

compressed, the snout short, the lower jaw projecting beyond the upper, and no pectoral fins.

The sixth group has for its type the genus Mura^nesox, in which the jaws have canine teeth.

The species are found in tropical seas, chiefly in the East and West Indies. The allied genus,

Nettastoma, is from the Mediterranean and Japan.

* AnriuiUa latirostris. t Conyo- vulgaris.
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Tlie type of the seventli group is the genus Myrus, in which the nostrils are upon the margin of

the upper lip,, and the tongue is fixed as in the preceding group.

In the genus Murcenichthys the body is long and worm-like, and -n-ithout iieetoral fins. The

.species frequent the Indian Archipelago.

The eighth group chiefly comprises the .species of the genus Ophichthys, which are very numerous.

The nostrils are placed as in the last group, but the extremity of the tail is not surrounded by fin.s.

In some of the species, such as Ophichthys quadratus, from China, the tail is four-sided, and the dorsal

and anal fins are absent. The pectoral fins present all degrees of development ; the teeth, too, are very

variable, and in some species, like Ophichthys boro, they are granular. This species occurs in both the

fre.sh waters and seas of the East Indies, and apparently has been met with in the West Indies also.

Other species have the lips fringed.

Tlie ninth group comprises the genus Moringua. It has the tail much shorter than the ti-unk, and

the heart situated far behind the gills, and as in .so many of the Eels the gill-openings are narrow and

on the under side. The species occur in the East Indian Islands, but range to Japan. There are

about ninety vertebrpe in the body and forty in the tail.

Tlie tenth group has the genus Mursena for its type. It contains a very large number of species,

which are all without scales and have no pectoral fins. The teeth vary a good deal with age, as the

sei'ies are more numerous in the young than in the adult. In a good many forms the teeth are sharp,

in others, feeding on Crustacea, they are blunt and have the character of grinders. Some species have

the posterior nostrils tubular. The ornamentation may consist of spots, which are brown or black,

round or polygonal. Sometimes thei-e are black cross-bands, while other species are ornamented
with a network of yellowish lines. Tlie Mura;na macrurus, which reaches a length of fully ten feet,

has the tail twice as long as the body. The Mursena richardsonii, another Indian type, has the skin

folded, with the folds crossing each other so as to form pouches. The Mursena undulata is incapable

of completely shutting its mouth.



The oi-bit in this genus is genei-ally formed l)y ;i complete bony ring. Certain fishes liave been

described under tlie name Leptoeeplialus, which Dv. Uiiuther regards as hvrval forms, for they have

tlic notochord \mossified and tlie eye large, and other evidences of imperfect development. It would

hence appear as though some of the Congers passed through a soi-t of metamorphosis, and this condi-

tion may characterise the genera Myrus, Ophiclithys, and Mursena. In these fishes there is never any

trace of reproductive oi'gans, no aii'-bladder, the vent cannot always be discovered, the stomach has a

large blind sac, and the straight intestine runs close to the abdominal surface. When any ossifications

occur they are always towards the end of the -vertebral column. There are no ribs ; tlie skull is

cartilaginous ; but both jaw-bones sometimes contain a little bony matter. Gelatinous substance

usually occurs between the muscles and the notochord, and the same substance divides the lateral

muscles from each other. The forms with a cylindrical _
body have red blood, but those ^vith a flat body ^^C.'^n^ ^^-
have the V>lc)(jd but faintly coloured. ^ —sj^ ^ "^

FAJULY XXIX.—PEGASID.E.

This family is represented by the one genus

Pegasus, a group of small sea-fishes from the Indian

and Austi-alian seas. It may belong to the Acanthop-

terygii, for the body is entirely covered with bony

plates, which are blended together on the trunk, but

form rings on the tail, and they resemble the Cata-

phraeti in this and other characters. The plates on

the tail are movable. The gUl-cover is a large plate ik.,.v-. ,- ..„.i. w;,^.,.

foi-med of the opercular bones blended together,

though the inter-operculum is a delicate bone lying below it. The snout is greatly elongated ;
tlie

mouth i.s toothless. The bony ring below the eye is well developed. The vertebrae are thin, and

there are no ribs. The pectoral and ventral fins, Dr. Giinther remarks, have more of the

Acantliopterygian than Physostomatous character. They are from India, China, and the Australian

coasts.

DIVISION III—CYCLOSTOMATA* (FISHES WITH A CIRCULAR MOUTH).

The third great division of fishes is a small one, much lower in organisation than the groups

which have been already described, and belonging to an altogether distinct type. The vertebral colunni

is repi-esented by a notochord, upon which the skull is not movable. The whole skeleton is carti-

laginous, and there are neither ribs, jaws, nor limbs. The mouth is margined by a circular lip, and

is suctorial. The intestine is sti-aight, without appendages of any kind. The form of the gills has

suggested the name Marsipobranchii for this order of fishes, for they are purse-like organs, with

a number of lateral apertures which somewhat resemble the gill-openings of Sharks, except that

they are usually small and more or less circular. The heart is formed on the plan usual in fishes,

but the bnlbus arteriosus was long overlooked, and its existence is sometimes denied. The brain

is small and fish-like, and quite distinct from the spinal cord. The nostril is a single tube in

the miildle line of the head.

ORDER MARSIPOBRANCHII.

t

FAMILY I.—PETROMYZONTID^.

The fishes of tliLs family are commonly known as Lampreys. They have the body shaped like

that of an Eel, are naked, and undergo a sort of metamorphosis. The larval form was long supposed to

be a distinct fish, and named Ammocoetes. The head is then very small, the upper lip is semicircular,

and the lower lip, which is separate, is small, and the mouth is toothless and surrounded by fringed

l)arbels ; the eye is small and hidden in a groove. The vertical fins extend round the body as a

contLuuous fringe. It is not till the third or the fourth year that the fishes undergo the

* kvklos, circle; stoma, mouth. t marsijMS, pouch; hram-hia, gills.
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metamorphosis and attain complete development. In the adult, as in the young, there is only a

single nostril on the upper side of the head. There are seven branchial sacs. The intestine has a

spiral valve.
THE SEA LAMPREY.*

The Sea Lamprey commonly attaches itself by the mouth to stones and rocks. The mouth is full

of small teeth. The maxillary teeth are two in number and united together; in the lower jaw there

is a single crescent-shaped tooth-plate, with from seven to nine cusps. The other teeth are arranged in

rows, which cross each other obliquely, and more or less cover the whole surface of the mouth and

throat ; some of them are bicuspid. They often attach themselves to the bottom of a boat or ship,

and the air is so perfectly exhausted that a fisherman is sometimes unable by sheer strength to pull the

tish off. Couch ••oc"''flo ih-Ai the yo"ng Lnniprey often H.ttn/iTiPs itsfilf to the Mackerel, Gurnard, Coal-

fish, Cod, and Haddock, laspnig consideiable holes in the flesh with its suctorial teeth, and he states that

-x;^.

instances have come under his notice in which wounds evidently made in this way have afterwards

healed. The spawning time of the Sea Lamprey varies a little in different countries, but in England

the spawn is deposited in April and May, when the fish ascend rivers. They are then in the finest

condition, and are caught at night. The male and female fish prepare a groove in the bottom of the

river, in which the eggs are placed so as to be covered with sand. Yarrell states that the roe escapes

by a membranous sheath, the internal face of which has five apertures. The fish has always been

valued for food. In England it is chiefly taken in the Severn, though sometimes met with in the

Thames and many other rivers. It is found in the Rhine as far up as Basle, in nearly all the rivers

of France, in the Rhone, and the Italian rivers which empty into the Adriatic and the Mediterranean.

According to Siebold, it occurs on all the coasts of Europe excepting those of the Black Sea. It

ranges southward to the west coast of Africa, and is found in North America. The Sea Lamprey
usually measures less than three feet in length.

The first dorsal fin is well separated from the second dorsal fin. Both are placed on the hinder

part of the body. The colour is a greenish-brown, marbled on the sides and back with darker tints of

brown and green. It swims with lateral movements of the body, but commonly remains on the

bottom. The mouth shuts laterally instead of vertically.

* Petromyzon
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THE LAMPERN. OR KIVER LAMPREY [Pctromnzon fmia

In the River Lamprey the skull is cartilaginous below, and in front can

of labial cartilages. The neural arches may be represented by cartilages. Tl:

broad base with a cusp at each extremity, and the ^-;=-? n „ v_, \j- .-

mandibular tooth is a corresponding jjlate with seven ' .:

to nine cusps, which are relatively smaller than in _—^-^

the Sea Lamprey. It is a much smaller fish than ^-^i— "

the latter, and is commonly from a foot to fifteen

inches long. It lives on insects, worms, and small

fishes. It abounds in the Thames, from which for-

merly a million Lampreys were taken in a year. It

is met with in the Severn, and has a wide distribu-

tion in the rivers of Europe, and occurs in some of

the lakes of North Italy. It is also found in North

America and Japan. The ovaries, according to Meckel

and Kner, extend the entire length of the abdomen.

The intestine does not enlarge into a true stomach.

This fish is chiefly valued for bait, being tenacious - r

of life, so that it can be kept alive at sea for some

weeks. It is sold at from £3 to j£5 a thou.sand!
, i i mm m

When pickled, it is imported from Holland for

the German inhabitants of Soho. The colour is dark bluish on the back and silvery on the sides.

THE SAXU.PIPER {retromyzon branchialis).

This species is often called the Fringe-lipped Lamprey, because the circular lip is furnished with

numerous papillse. It is shorter and relatively thicker than the River Lamprey. Its teeth are much

blunter, but otherwise similar to those of Petromyzon fluviatilis. The dorsal fins are deeper, but

sepai-ated by a notch. It is common in the rivers of Eurojie and of England, and occurs in the

western parts of North America. Its habits are very similar to those of the other fresh-water species,

which it resembles in colour.

The young of this species is sometimes called the Mud Lamprey, or " Stone Grig." The upper lip

is then remarkable for its horseshoe shape ; the mouth is incapable of adhering to stones. The tish

hitles in the mud and loose sand at the bottom of brooks. It is said to be devoured in great numbers

by the Eel. The eggs are hatched in eighteen days, when the young fish are white. At first there

are eight branchial slits, but the front one soon disappears. Before the mouth comes into existence

there is an oval vesicle in its place, and there is no separation in the young between the alimentary

canal and the branchial organ. The respiratory canal is usually not completed till the end of the

fourth year, when the metamorphosis takes place, occupying a period of about ten days. The teeth

then develop, the intestine becomes shorter, the eyes become more perfect, and the Lamprey's food

is changed from microscopic organisms to such animals as have been mentioned. With the

shortening of the intestine the body itself shortens, so that the mature fish is often smaller than the

immature form. Having become a Lamprey, it puts on a silvery appearance and moves into clear

water. It is probable that having reached the perfect state it spawns but once. No other fi.sh

presents so remarkable a transformation.

Other species of the genus are found in British Columbia and in Buenos Ayres. One or two allied

genera have a curious geographical distribution. The Geotria chilensis, a species about two feet long,

>vhich has a pair of long, pointed, lingual teeth, compared by Dr. Giinther to the horns of a young

Antelope, is found in New Zealand, the Swan River of Australia, and in Chili. The Mordacia

mordax occurs in Chili and Tasmania, and has two pairs of serrated teeth on the tongue.

FAMILY II.—MYXINID.E.

The Myxinoids closely resemble the Lampreys in having a naked Eel-shaped body ; the nostril

similarly has a single aperture at the extremity of the head, but, unlike that of the Lampreys, the nasal
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duct is not lined with cartilaginous rings in the manner of trachea. This duct opens by \alvular

apertures on the roof of the mouth. Sir Eichard Owen, however, regards this organ rather as

representing the .spiracles of Sharks, which run from the top of the head to the sides of the

branchial chamber. There are barbels on the head, the mouth has no lips, there is one tooth on the

palate, and two teeth like small combs on the tongue. The branchial apertures are far removed from
the head ; mucous sacs extend all along each side of the abdomen. The intestine in tliese fishes,

unlike that of the Lampreys, has no spiral valve. The eggs, too, are relatively large, and are con-

tained in horny cases provided with short filaments, by which they become attached.

The vertebral column in this fish consists of soft substance, showing scarcely any trace of di\ision

into vertebral rings, the cartilage surrounding the serai-fluid primitive notochord. The usual

length is about a foot ; the body is comi)res.sed behind ; the snout is conical, but rather blunt ; the

caudal tin reaches forward to the vent ; its rays are numerous. There is another tin between the vent

and the gill-openings which contains short stout rays. The lateral line contains more than a hundred

glands, wdiich form a bead-like chain along the body, and from these the mucus is poured out, which

has suggested the specific name of the fish. Water enters by the nasal tube, so as to supply the gills
,

and in this respect cyclostomous fishes form an exception to the general law that the nostril has no

respiratory function in fishes. The only other fishes in which the nostril opens on the palate are the

Dipnoi.f At the back of the gullet in the Hag are six small tubes communicating with the sacs which

replace the ordinary gills of fishes, and from these gills are passages which unite on each side

into a single tube, opening -on the belly, at about a third of the length of the animal from its mouth.

The portal vein in this fish has a ihythmic contraction. The quantity of slime secreted from the

body is prodigious. Couch mentions that a single individual placed in three or four cubic feet of

water filled it so completely with the mucous secretion that the entire mass could be lifted out with a

stick in a continuous sheet ; and hence some of the older naturalists believed this fish had the power

of conveiting water into glue. The eggs are large and yellow ; no more than twelve have been found

at one time in a developed state in the ovary. The ovary is placed below the notochord, and consists

of plates. The fish is remai-kably sluggish, but when it moves swims like an Eel. It frequents muddy

gi-ound, and lives in deep water. It is rarely captured, and never approaches the shore. It extends

along the coasts of Europe and North America, but is chiefly known from northern waters. The mode

in which this animal feeds is one of the most singular facts of natural history, since it enters by the

natural apertures into the bodies of Mackerel and various fishes of the Cod family, and devours not

only the intestines but often the flesh also. Sometimes the fisherman draws up on his line a Haddock,

of which nothing remain.s but the bones and skin. This destruction is sometimes accomplished by a

single Hag, but as many as twenty have been found in the body of a single fish. The Hag has

occasionally been found partly digested in the stomach of a Cod. Another species is found in the

temperate parts of the Pacific coast of South America.

The genus Bdellostoma, with a general resemblance to the Hag, has many branchial apertures on

the sides of the body, each of which leads by a separate duct to a gill or branchial sac.

In the Bdellostoma cirratum, found at the Cape of Good Hope and New Zealand, there are six

or seven of these gill-openings on each side, but in the Bdellostoma polytrema, from the coast of Chili,

there are fourteen openings for the gills extendmg along each side of the abdomen. Thus in external

appeai-ance this fish presents some resemblance to the yet lower Amphioxus, which is the last and

most degraded member of the fish class that is known.

* Myxim gluiinom.

+ The following sentence wa.s omitted from the account of the lluil-fiah on p. 20, and should be added to the iiaragraph

containing a statement of Sir Richard Owen's opinion :—" Subsequent researches, especially those of Professor Huxley, have

demonstrated that the nasal sacs of Lepidosiren open on the inside of the upper lip, so as to form true posterior nares ; but

this coirection does not affect the general truths of Owen's generalisation as to the closed nasal sac being a distinctive

character of fishes."
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DIVISION IV.—LEPTOCAEDII * (FISHES WITH THIN HEARTS). ORDER
PHARYNGOBRANCHII.

Tliis eoucluding group of tlie fish class contains only two species

—

FA3IILY CIRUOSTOMI.—THE LANCELET.t

This little tisli is never more than three inches long, is transixirent and iridescent, is very

active, and has a tin extending from near the snout round tlie tail to the ^•ent. The boily is com-

pressed, the head pointed ; the eye is a dark speck in a slight depression of the skin ; the mouth

is an elongated oval, placed longitudinally and margined by slender filaments, which are ciliated and

supported by a cartilaginous framework, which extends round the mouth. Behind the mouth is the

pharynx, which is perforated by numei'ous vertical or slightly oblique branchial clefts, which extend

far down the length of the body. Behind the pharynx is a simple stomach prolonged into a

.straight intestme, which terminates in a vent near the root of the taD. There is another aperture in

front of the vent, which opens into a cavity distinct from the pharynx, which Extends forward toward.s

the mouth. The function of this pore appears to be to carry off the water, which, propelled inward

to the pharynx by the mouth, passes through the branchial slits into the external cavity. In an

early stage of development the branchial slits are entirely exposed on the sides of the body. There

are no gills. The liver is an appendage to the intestiire. The reproductive organs are glandular

masses, arranged in a row along each wall of the body cavity. The heai-t has no trace of the

muscular character seen in the higher Vertebrata, which have hence been distinguished from the

Amphioxus as Pachycardii, wluile the name Leptocardii indicates the thin wall which is here seen

in that organ. In fact, the heart is no more developed than is the heart of a chick when it first

appears in the first few days of incubation. Contractions take place only at the rate of about one

a minute. All the principal blood-vessels are contractile. The bloo 1 is quite colourless, and, as

in the lower animals and the young

of Vertebrata, the blood-corpuscles are

nucleated, so that the red corpuscles "^

have not as yet been formed. The i,ANttLti.

skeleton is very imperfectly developed,

and, beyond that part already referred to, around the mouth is limited to a notochord, which shows no

trace of transverse division into vertebra? or of superior or inferior arches or ribs. It extends some dis-

tance in front of the spinal cord. There is therefore no skull or brain in any ordinary sense of the

term, and the anterior extremity of the sjjinal cord, instead of enlarging, diminishes in size ; it

gives ofi" nerves to the eye and the filaments round the oral region. The fi.sh displays many analogies

with the invertebrate group termed Ascidians, and somewhat resembles amphibians in the mode

of formation of the cavity external to the branchial slits. The surface of the body is smooth and

entirely destitute of scales. When first studied tlie Lancelet was mistaken for a slug, just as the

Hag was mistaken for a womi. It has been kept in captivity, and observed to usually bury itself

a little in the sand when disturbed. It is extremely sensitive to light ; it often lies as though dead

for half an hour or an hour together. This fish can scarcely claim to belong to the Vertebrata

;

it wants many of tlie moi-e striking characteristics of fishes, and certain observers have sometimes

surmised that it may possibly be an embryonic fish of which the niatui-e form is unkno%vn. Tliis,

however, is imlikely. But it difiers from other fishes in characters in which they all agree, and

diflei's also from fishes in points of structure which are common to them and higher Vertebrates. It

might well form the type of a class standing alone, and helping by its low grade of organisation

to indicate one of the lost steps of continuity between vertebrate and invertebrate animals. It

frequents shallow water, and is widely distributed in temperate and tropical seas. A second species

has been found in Moreton Bay.

FOSSIL FISHES.

A large proportion of fossil fishes belong to the division Palseichthyes. This group comprises

most of the fishes which have been met with in the Primary rocks and many of those found in tke

* Leptos, thin ; mrdia, heart. + Amphioxus lanccohUus.

57*
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Secondary strata : but in Tertiary deposits the Teleostean division is quite as well represented in the

geological formations as in existing seas. There is no evidence of any gradual succession of fishes

in the order of increased complexity of structure, as the deposits in which they occur approach nearer

to the present day. And there is no reason to suppose that the oldest fishes known were the

first that appeared upon the earth. The earliest fishes discovered are met with in the lower Ludlow
rocks, which form the upper part of the Silurian strata. The most ancient genus is Scaphaspis, a
small buckler-headed fish, which had the body covered with scales. Many allied genera are found in

the overlying Old Red Sandstone, in which fishes appear in extraordinary variety. Among the allies

of Scaphaspis are Pteraspis, Cephalaspis, Auchenaspis, and Didymaspis, some of which range down
to the Silurian rocks. Near to these fishes must be placed Coccosteus, Pterichthys, and the

immense American fossil of Devonian age, named Dinichthys. These fishes are thonglit to be

related to Ganoids and Sharks, but in external form they more closely approximated to Loricaria,

though the tail is heterocercal. They form a distinct group named Placodermi. Existing fishes,

however, with heterocercal tails, have the tail homocercal in an embryonic stage of development.

The Ludlow bone-bed consists almost entirely of bones of fishes much triturated and matted
together, and very few .species of fishes have been recognised in it, but among them is a Shark-like

fish spine referred to the cestraciont genus Onchus. The more striking of the Old Red Sandstone
fishes belong to the group which Professor Huxley names CrossopterygidaB. This group of

ganoids comprises many fossil families in addition to the living Polypterus. Among them are

genera covered with rhomboidal scales, as in Polypterus, having two dorsal fins. The pectoral

fins have the rays arranged round a long central scaly portion, so as to form a fringe. Osteolepis,

Diplopterus, and Megalichthys are genera showing these characters. This tribe is named Sauro-

dipterini. Another group, the Glyptodipterini, has sculptured scales, two dorsal fins, and the

pectoral fins greatly elongated. Some of the genera, such as Glyptopomus, Glyjitoliemus, and
Gyroptychius, have the scales rhomboidal; but other genera, such as Holoptychius, Glyptolepis,

Platygnathus, have the scales cycloidal, and to this group probably belong Rhizodus, Dendrodus,
and other types. Another section formed for the genus Dipterus is termed Ctenodipterini. All

its fins are elongated, and look like lobes of the body. Its scales are cycloidal, and the teeth are

crossed by ridges. The genus Phaneropleuron has one long undivided dorsal fin and thin cycloidal

scales : its teeth are conical. The Ccelacanthini is another remarkable gi'oup of these fishes, which

have the air-bladder large and ossified. It includes such forms as the Conlacanthus and Macropoma,
which latter ranges through the Kimmeridge Clay to the Chalk. A section of the Ganoid order,

represented at the present day by Lepidosteus, appears in the Secondary strata to have attained an

immense development ; but while the living Lepidosteus has the maxillary bone divided into several

pieces, the fossil genera of the Lias and other Secondary formations have the maxillary bone in one piece.

Among the better-known fossil genera are such types as Lejndotus, Dapedius, Tetragonolepis,

Eugnathus, Pachycormus, and Aspidorhynchus. The fishes allied to Pycnodus have the jaws

covered with rows of flat-crowned teeth, adapted for crushing, with sharp incisor teeth in front

Pycnodus ranges through the Secondary rocks up to the Tertiary, a species being found in the London

Clay of the Isle of Sheppey. Closely allied to these forms are genera from the Primai-y rocks, such

as Platysomus, in which, as in the Paljeoniscidse, the vertebral axis is notochordal, the caudal fin is

heterocercal, and the scales have the ganoid character. The fishes resembling Platysomu.'; have a

short and deep body, which is more or le.ss ovate and rhomboidal in outline, while genera allied

to Palseoniscus have the body much more elongated. The Acanthodini are fishes with small scales

like shagreen. Each fin carries a strong bony spine in front. Chiracanthus and Acanthodes have a

single dorsal fin, but Diplacanthus has two dorsal fins. These genera are chiefly found in the Old

Red Sandstone. The Dipnoal fishes are i-epresented in a fossil state by the Devonian genus Ctenodus,

and Ceratodus, known from teeth in the Trias and lower Oolites. The Chimseroid order does not range

further back in time than the Lias. It is represented by species of Ischyodus and Edaphodon in

Secondary strata, and by the genus Elasmodus, which is only known from Tertiary deposits. Fossil

Stvirgeons from the Lias belong to the genus ( 'liouilnistcus; in the London Clay the Acipenser toliapicus

is found. Of Sharks, the strata yield manyreniM i 1 1.^. 1 .1 it t li. y are chieflyknownfrom teeth and the defences

which support the fins. The slug-like teeth of ^Vm.ilus, Strophodus, and Ptychodus, in the Secondary



Strata, are allied to the Cestnicion, as are the teeth of Psammotlus, Petalodus, and other genera

founil ill the Carboniferous rocks. The grey Siiarks are represented by species of Notidanus in both

the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks. The Porbeagle genus Lanina has many species in the same

formations. The Skates are well known in a fo.ssil state. A large number of the doubly-serrated

spines, found in the Coal Measures, ajipear to belong to the Trygonidse. Other type.s, like the Eagle

Ray, are well represented by such genera as Zygobatis and Myliobatis. Fossil species of Torpedo

are met witli in the Tertiary deposit at Monte Bolca. Saw-tishes exist in the lower Tertiaries of

the London and Hampshire basin.

The Teleostean fishes chieHy belong to the larger orders. Although the Teleostean fishes in an

embryonic stage have the tail heterocercal, and afterwards grow through that into the honiocercal

stage, the fossils hitherto found atibrd no demonstration that Teleostean fishes have been evolved

from the Paheichthyes. The Perch family is well represented in a fossil state, especially in the

Tertiary formations of Monte Bolca and CEningen. The Sea Breams date back to the Cretaceous

rocks of Mount Lebanon, and the family is well represented in the Lower Tertiary strata. The

Scorpjenidte, a family remarkable for often possessing poison glands on the spines, is represented

by a fossil species of Scorpsena from the Eocene of Algeria. Fishes allied to Beryx are known from

the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of many parts of the world. The Sword-fishes first appear in the

Chalk of England. An extinct genus of this group is found in the London Clay. The family Trichiu-

ridfe are well represented in the Secondary rocks, especially the Upper Greensand and Chalk, by the

genus Enchodus, which has long strong teeth. In the Tertiary beds this family becomes more abundant,

while several existing genera occur in the newer Tertiary strata. Closely resembling these fishes is

the extinct genus Paleeorliynchus, which has jaws forming a long beak ; it is found in the slates of

Glaris. The family Acronuridie is represented in the deposits at Monte Bolca by fossil species of the

living genera Acanthurus and Naseus. The carnivorous family Carangidse date back to the

Secondary period. The family Coryphienidse have some Tertiary representatives chiefly from the Lsle

of Sheppey and Monte Bolca. The Mackerel family have only been found in the fossil state in

Tertiary beds. Fishes allied to the Star-gazer have been met with in the newer Tertiary formations.

The Gvirnards are known from species of Trigla and a few other genera in beds of Tertiary age.

Closely allied to the Flying Gurnards is the genus Petalopteryx, from the Chalk of Mount Lebanon.

The Gobies are found for the first time in the Chalk, but extinct species of Gobius occur in the older

Tertiaries. The family Sphyraenidse are well known by such genera as Hypsodon and Portheus, in

the Chalk, while various other genera represent the group in Tertiary deposits. The Grey Mullets

first appear in the Tertiaries of France. The Wrasses are represented in Tertiary rocks by the genus

Egertonia fiom the London Clay of Sheppey, and by species of Labrus and other genera in the Lower

and Middle Tertiaries of Switzerland. The fossil remains of Anacanthini are not abundant. Fishes

allied to the Cod and Hake are found in the London Clay ; other members of this group are found in

newer Teitiary deposits. Flat-fishes, allied to the Turbot and Sole, occin- at Monte Bolca. The

order Physostomi has many fossil representatives. The family Scopelida; are, perhaps, represented

by Osmeroides in the Chalk and by other genera in the Tertiaries. The Carps do not date farther

back than the middle Tertiary deposits, lieing plentifully met with in the lignites of Gei-many. The

Cyprinodontid.-e are represented by species of the genus Cyprinodon in deposits of the same age.

Fossil Pike are found in the fresh-water limestone of CEningen. The Salmon tribe is represented by

several genera in the Chalk. The Herrings are numerous in the upper Secondary rocks, though more

abundant in the Tertiaries. And the Eels first appear in the older Tertiary formations. The Pipe-

fishes do not appear before the Tertiary period, and in the same formation at Monte Bolca the Box-

fish Ostracion occurs. Glyptocephalus, from the London Clay, is allied to the File-fish Balistes.

Globe-fishes allied to Diodon are found fossil at Monte Bolca. Forms intermediate between Eels and

Congers occur in the London Clay. The Lampreys have no parts likely to be preserved in a fossil

state, unless some of the fossils called Conodonts, from the Primary rocks, are teeth belonging

to this group.

In writing this article I have to acknowledge the obligations I am under to the various works of

Dr, Giinther, Yarrell, Couch, and Sir Richard Owen. H. G. Seeled.



THE ANIMALS WITHOUT BACKBONES—THE INVERTEBRATA.
INTRODUCTION.

Characteristics of Vertebrata—SIoLlifications—Characteristics of the luvertebrata—Various Distinctions among Themselves

—

Habits—Classiftcation—Intermediate Groups.

The animals, whether mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, or fish which ha\e Ijeeu desci-iljed or

noticed hitherto in this work, have some parts of their construction which are similarly placed, and
fashioned after one plan. They have a series of bones, or vertebrae, forming the spinal column,

upon which the skull is placed ; and these structures separate the brain and its continuation—the

spinal cord—from the organs of digestion and respu-ation, and from the main organs of circulation.

These animals constitute the great group of the animal kingdom, which is called the " Vertebrata."

They have red blood, and in some classes it is warm, and in the reptiles, amphibians, and fish it is cold.

They have an internal skeleton, and never more than two pairs of limbs, and these are modified to

meet the wants of the different classes, and in some instances they are more or less defecti\e. One
side of the body has a general resemblance to the other, but ditferent organs are found on opposite

sides within, in relation to the digestion and circulation, so tliat there is, generally speaking, a bilateral

symmetry. The development of the nervous system, and especially of the spinal cord, brain and large

nei'ves, is considerable even in the fish, and is increasingly great in the amphibians, reptdes, birds, and

mammals. The organs of special sense—seeing, hearing, smelling, and of the sense of touch—are

highly developed for the most pai"t, and their possessors lead, sooner or later, independent lives, and

seek their food.

Taking the gi'eat Apes as the highest of the animals we have noticed, and the Amphioxus as the

lowest, so far as the scale of construction is considered, they aird the intermediate mammals, birds,

reptiles, amphibians, and fish are linked together by possessing many similarly arranged structures.

The mammals can be readily distinguished, but the simple.st and lowest of them, the Monotremes,

have many points of anatomical resemblance with the reptilia and birds. The birds are linked on to

the reptilia of the past history of the globe, and the reptilia to the amphibia and fish. Moreover, these

last are closely allied by kinds wluch have structural arrangements that can hardly be definitely

said to be those of the amphibian or those of a fish. From the history of the past, it is gleaned that

these great groups, so interestingly linked together in the chain of natural classification, began to be

and appeared in the order of their present classificatory position. The fish and amphibia preceded

the reptilia ; birds came next, and then tUr Inwtwt kind of mammal. Thus, by their pos.ses.sing an

internal skeleton, a backbone, a skull, ami limli-Wones
; by their having the nervous and vegetative

systems separated, the one near the Imck {ilnssal) and the other ventral; by their classes being

connected by many common structures and by their geological histury, the Vertebrata are a remark-

ably distinct and recognisable group.

These general statements have only to be modified in a few instances. In some of the simplest

Vertebi-ata, that is to say, in some whose construction is less elaborate than in others, the spinal

column, with its succession of sejjarate bones, is replaced by an elongated rod of cartilage which is

flexible, and to which certain membranes adhere. One membrane is folded above the rod (in the

swimming position of the fish Amphioxus, page 147), and envelops the spinal marrow, and

two others extend in the opposite direction and form and bound the cavity which contains the viscera.

This rod, or corda dorsalis, really supports the spinal nervous system, and separates, as in the other

Vertebrata, the nervous and vegetative organs. It exists in the early unborn or embryonic state of

all animals which have, when born, a series of jointed veitebrse forming a backbone, and it is

probable that the first fi.sh that lived on the globe had this corda dorsalis or notochord only.

In the Amphioxus there is no true brain-case, and the special senses of hearing and seeing

are at their lowest ebb, the ear being deficient, and the single eye is a mere mass of pigment, placetl

on the nervous swelling at the fore part of the spinal marrow which represents the bi-ain of other

Vertebrates. There is, therefore, no brain in this creature, and were it not for the cartilaginous

rod and the relative position of the nervous system and of the digestive and circulatory organs—the

one above and the other below the rod—the animal could hardly be called one of the Vertebrata. It

has colourless blood, it has no true jaws, and the mouth opens into a cavity which is used for the



ptirposes of digestion luiil of re.spii'ation. Thi' heart proper does not exist, but there are hivge lilood-

\ >>ssels wl'.ich are contractile and move the blood. It is the simplest animal amongst the Vertebrata.

All the animals which are about to be described are invertehrata, that is to say, they have no

jointed, bony, or cartilaginous spinal column, with a brain-case, and limbs, whose bones are connected

with the Internal skeleton. Even the cartilaginous rod or notochord is not found in any of the adults.

This absence of the support and case of the great nervous centres is the great distinction between the

animals which may be roughly exemplified by the Cuttle-fish, the Oyster, the Ascidian, the Insect, the

Worm, the Startish, the Coral, and the Amouba; and the Beasts, Birds, Reptiles, Amphibians, and

Fishe.s. It is a negative distinction, but it is, nevertheless, pregnant with interest, for it seems to

establish one of the few great breaks in the continuity of nature. So far as adult and fully-grown

forms are concerned, the break is perfect. But were the' imperfect young (the embryos) of one group

of the Invertebrata—the Tunicata—to be considered especially, it would be found that they have what

may be called the rudiments of a notochord, but placed far back, however, in relation to a tail, and not

having the relative position to the nervous system and vegetative organs which is noticed in the

Vertebrata. It is also true that thei-e is a great similarity between the minute structures of some

Invertebrata and those of the higher animals.

The Invertebrata present almost every variety of sliape. Some are without any definite form, and

change their shajje constantly ; others have no distinct head ; many have the body arranged in joints

or segments, and one side of their body resembles the other, and their symmetry is then said to be

bilateral. A groat group have their structures arranged in a radiate manner like the Starfish, and

many others have their head distinguishable from the body. Although no internal skeleton exists

with its limbs, after the fashion of the Vertebrata, yet the body may have particles of carbonate of

lime or silica here and there in it, and often arranged in beautiful geometric patterns : or a test

or shell may cover part or the whole body, or be included within it as a kind of support. In many

great groups an external armour of shell or of hard skin is perfect and very elaborate in its varieties

of shape and ornamentation. Many have soft skins. Their Tnethods of locomotion are sometimes in

relation with the external hard structures, which consist of skin or dermal structures, more or less

modified, and provided with mineral matter or a substance called chitine, but this is not always the case.

Some move on the ground with a slimy kind of foot, like the snail and slug ;
the one is provided with

A complete shell into which it can withdraw, and the other has but a small hard portion. Others crawl

under stones, make their way in the earth, and move over the surface like worms, and have either a

hard coat to their segments, or a perfectly soft and slimy one. Those which lead the life of the insect

may have hard or soft bodies at some period of their lives, and may be provided with limbs of more

than two pairs in number. In some the development of legs and limbs is so great that nearly every

segment of the body has them on opposite sides, and the piercing, sucking, capturing, and masticating

organs are really modified limbs, and are not like the jaws of the Vertebrata. Some move by articu-

lated limbs like the Grab and the Beetle, others have a coronet of long fleshy tentacles covered with

suckers around the head ; wings may exist as in the Butterfly, and correspondingly useful expansions

exist around the neck of the swimming Pteropods. But these have no internal skeleton, and the

limbs, ikc, are essentially skin structures.

A vast number of the Invertebrata have the body covered with minute and rajndly vibrating

structures, visible only under the microscope, called cilia ; some are long and others are short, and they

move the body in the water with great velocity. Again, some groups of tliis gi-eat division are

without these remarkable simple structures. There are members of this lower group of the animal

kingdom wliich move by taking in water alid ejecting it in an opposite direction as they swim in the

water ; and not a few live in the water, fresh or salt at one, and in the air at another, period of thek

lives, or air and water are a common home ; many live on the surface, and others on the floor of the deep

sea. A great number of kinds lead an independent and moving life in their early days, and then fix

on to some substance, or on another and larger animal, and remain sedentary, and some of them are then

absolutely fixed like the reef-building Corals and the Barnacles ; some may be fixed or remain still by

their weight like the Oyster, and others anchor by a set of threads like the Mussel. On the

other hand, some kinds, such as the Jelly-fish, are free movers in the water at first, then they

settle down and become fixed and grow unlike their parent, and finally develop young, which, as they
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gi-ow and lead a free life, return to the parental shape. In the caterpillar, which lives to eat, the

chrysalis, which is stationary and quiescent, and the free-flying moth, which may never touch food, the

metamorjihosis is very complicated ; in others it does not occur at all, the young being born the

image of theii- parent. Now, in all these instances the covering differs at different periods of their life,

and moulting of it is frequent. Beautiful hairs, scales, and other modifications of the skin occur, and

the colour is often sti-iking and changeable. On the other hand, a colourless body may exist furnished

with slime cells. Again, in some of the groups the skin is modified into stinging organs, as in the

Jelly-fish and Coral. Muscles are attached within to these outside structures, which are thus of as

great importance to the Invertebrata as the skeleton is to the Vertebrata.

The breathing, whether in air, fresh or salt water, takes place by the action of the whole, or part

of the whole skin, by parts of it which are arranged and ciliated like gills, or which are turned

inwards, like sacs and tubes within the body. Either the process is simple, the air or the aerated

water coming in inevitable contact with the skin and its modifications, or, as in the Insecta, the move-

ments of the segments of the body expel and draw in air. The circulation is carried out by contractile

vessels in the higher groups, but none of them have the simplest vertebrate heart, although that of

Amjihioxus is imitated to a certain extent. In some the current of blood can be i-eversed. A great

number have no organs of circulation, the juices pouring from part to part in an almost plant-like

manner. Tiie colourless blood is often without any corpuscles. A system of water channels and

spaces often exists. The nervous system may be greatly concentrated in the head, and it then is

situated above and below the gullet, there being branches on either side. A long cord with swellings,

or ganglia, passes from the brain along the inside of the lower or ventral side of the body in a vast

number of genera. In others the nervous system is supplied to the principal organs and foot in an

unsymmetrical and irregular manner, and in the lower groups, whose construction is simple, the

nervous element is extremely difficult of demonstration, and may radiate from centres, pass round

the body, giving off threads to special organs, or may merge here and there into muscular struc-

tures, thei-e being nothing like a nervous centre. No structure comparable with voluntary nerve

fibre within is visible in the simplest forms of the Invertebrata.

Some of the Invertebrata have organs of special sense faintly developed, in comparison with those

of the Vertebrata. Simple and compound eyes, or mere spots of pigment in contact with nerve, are

common, but many gi'oups are without any special structures by which light can be distinguished,

although the influence of it is evident enough on their bodies. In one group the eye is internal

and useless during a part of their life. liudirnciitary but most useful organs of hearing exist in

some ; tactile nerve is exceedingly delicate in many ; and a knowledge of the presence of food, or

of substances, which give an impression of disgust to man, is evident enough in so many kinds, that

something analogous to the sense of smelling must be present m them.

Many Invertebrata exist in very cold water, others live in warm brine springs, some require the

purest air or {he purest water, whilst not a few—-which are parasites—live in impure situations. The

intelligence and constructive acts of many Invertebrata are as evident as the simple, mechanical, and

automatic lives of others ; and it does not appear that it is possible to connect the highest

intelligence with the highest development of the body generally in any scheme of classification.

Moreover, the kind of intelligence differs in the different phases of the lives of many of the Inverte-

brata. There are many instances in which care is taken of the young by the parent or by the com-

munity, but in the majority this is not the case.

The methods by which the Invertebrata increase and multiijly are numerous and extraordinary.

Spontaneous division of the body, in one or more pieces, each becoming a separate auiin.il
;

M|.ui-ution

of the tissue of the whole creature into a vast number of minute microscopic glulMil.s, \\ hh li burst

forth and grow into the parent shape; separation of little pieces from the outsidi- or inside, the.se

becoming independent ; a process resembling internal budding ; the formation of living young within

the body, which pass forth not in the egg, but resembling the parent ; and the laying of eggs,

are the commonest. But the results of the egg-laying are as extraordinary as the other methods.

Some eggs ai-e produced by virgin mothers, and in the hatching of all eggs there is a process of

evolution within the egg envelope or shell. Most young thus produced do not resemble the matured

parent, and pass through different stages of existence and shape before attaining maturity ;
and whilst
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some ailviuiee in complexity of sti-iicture, others jiositively retrograde. A great muiiber of kinds of

several groups of the Invevtebrata live the lives of parasites on or within otlier animals, and the

great dilferences in shape and gifts which are noticed in the life cycle of these creatures are in relation

to this fact. Some positively exist on the juices of their unwilling host, others are so placed that they

help themselves to the food of their fellow-feeder, or to the supply set apart for its oflspring.

The great division of the Animal Kingdom whose members have these characters cannot be

classified as simply as the Vertebrata. The range of structural peculiarities is vast from the

shapeless microscopic entity, which can only be separated arbitrarily from the lowest and simplest

plant to the great Cuttle-tish. It does not appear possible to arrange the groups of the division

in an ascending series by the nature of their nervous and other structural developments or intelli-

gence, but several are on a level, as it were. Again, the history of the past does not assist us

in explaining the succession of the Invertebrata on the globe, for in the oldest rocks, which aflbrd

evidence of a satisfactory nature, the highest amongst the Invertebrata are represented.

The classification, which is as natural as is possible under the circumstances of existing

knowledge, but which, nevertheless, is very artificial, is as follows :

—

The Invertebrata are divided into great types^ or groups.

1. The Mulhisca.—These are animals with a soft body, without segments, naked or covered with

a shell of one or two valves composed of carbonate of lime, secreted by a fold of the skin—the

mantle. They have a brain mass, and foot and mantle ganglia. Some have an internal hard

shell, or cartilage. The symmetry of the body is bilateral. Example, Cuttle-fish.

2. Tlie Arthropoda.—The body is in ringed segments of various shapes, pi'ovided with limbs

;

the brain is united to a ganglionic cord, which passes along the ventral surface within. The

symmetry is bilateral. Example, the Common Fly.

3. The Vermes.—The body is either without segments, or may be composed of nearly similar

segments, without articulated limbs. The symmetry is bilateral. Example, the Earth-worm.

4. lite Echhwdermata.—The body, or part of it, is arranged in a radial manner, the

divisions being generally five in number. The skin contains or is covered by a symmetrical

armour of plates of carbonate of lime. The digestive and circulatory organs are distinct and

separate. There is a nervous system, and locomotion proceeds by ambulant tentacles. Example,

the Sea Urchin.

5. The Zoophyta.—The body is arranged in a radial manner in divisions of four or six,

or their multiples. A visceral cavity serves for digestion and ciiculation. Examples, the Coral

and the Jelly-fish.

6. Protozoa.—Minute animals, with very simple organisation ; structures, slightly differentiated
;

often unicellular. Examples, Animalcules and Sponges.

These great divisions are not exactly defined in nature, and they are subdivided into secondary-

groups, and are also united in some instances by forms of life which cannot well be placed in

any particular one.

INTERMEDIATE GEOUPS.

1. Tlte Tunicata have a more or less leathery or cartilaginous covering sac, which is more
or less tub-shaped ; a gullet with perforations leading to a respiratory cavity, surrounded by

an irnier skin, which envelops the viscera also. There is a simple nervous ganglion placed dorsally,

and a rudimentary heart. The symmetry is to a certain extent bilateral. They may be placed in

the neighbourhood of the Vermes and Mollusca in their classification. Example, the Ascidian.

2. The Mol/ascoida have the body with shells placed differently to those of the Mollusca,

or have a tubular or shell-like covering. The gUls are more or less free and fringed with cilia,

without the usual lamellte of the Mollusca, and they serve the process of the capture of food as well

as of respiration, or there may be a crown of ciliated tentacles. The Bryozoa and the LampsMls,

or Brachiopoda, are inckided in this group, and in their structures, embryonic and adult, they

show resemblance to those of Vermes, Mollusca, and Tunicata.

These types or great groups are subdivided into classes, orders, families, genera, and species,

which will be indicated hx the description of their natural history.

—

Editor.
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THE CEPHALOPODA.
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Gigantic Octopus—Cuttles and Octopus as Diet—Octopus Fishery—DECAPODA—Teuthidje—Distinctive Features

—The Tentacles—Suckers—Shell—Remarkable Skin Characters—Play of Colours—The Common Squid—"Pen-and-
ink Fish "—Thfir Spuwii—The "Little Squids "—The Nerve-masses of tlic Dibranchiata—A Tom Thimib Cephalopod
- /. ' /' ' ' .../'."/,,, H,xi;,>ii „tliix—T]\K rliiwfd (';il:nii;iry—Construction of the Suckers of the Calamary

—

1 i \ " ' .,,,1, I iir Siiuitt.itr.l (';,Lii]iai.v— S, iiancws "—Squid-bait-The Cod-fishery—Squid-jigging—

'I
I. :. I

. !.h,,: .["..I lii-taiiLrs ,,f their l.eiii- .AIi.t nitli, and of their Capture—Sir Francis Chantrey and Fossil

liil. L;u.L-ii-\iiii..L -Xu LiMiig Keprcseutative—What the Fossil really is—Species—Sepiad.E—The Common Cuttle-

fish— Leautiful Coloration—The Bone or Shell—Tlie Cranial Ciirtilage in the Cuttle—The Heart—Movements in

the Water—Not Long-lived in Confinement, and why—The Cuttle's Eye—Tlie " Ink-bag "—Discharge of the Ink-
Use of the Ink—The Eggs of tlie Cuttle—Young Cuttles—Uses of the " Bone "—Various Species of Sepia—The
Cuttle as an Article of Diet~Si iii i ii- i

' -. i,u> Sinnila—Remarkable Characters—Rarity-Difficulty of Studying it-
Peculiar Shell Characters— ( M! 'I I : 1

I
i: \ |;I;AM IIIATA—Nautiliaile— Extermd-slielleil Cij.hali.ii.nls Nautilus

and Spirula the only Siph.iH -
' n,, r,„istruction of the Shell— Runiphius's Account of tin- Pearly

Nautilus—Mr. Moseley's Ol.v. .i.;i.j;.: Hu^^ tiic .Uiimal Moves—Abundance—Various Parts of tlie Nautilus-The
Air-chambers—The Uses of the Siphuuole—Formation of the Septa—Fossil Members of the Tctrabraucliiata.

CLASS I.—CEPHALOPODA.
One of the foremost groups in tlie Molluscan division or type of the Invertebrata is that of the class

Cephalopoda*, so called by Cuvier, because the animals included in it have their feet or tentacles

attaclied to the head, around the mouth, a simple and convenient arrangement for taking in food,

which we shall presently find repeated in some other groups, such as the Stone Lilies and Sea

Anemones, &c., nutrition being the highest ambition of the lives of at least a large minority of

these animals.

The Octopus, or " devil-fish," the Cuttle-fish, and the Pearly Nautilus are excellent examples of

these head-footed Mollusca, which (like the Shai-ks among existing fishes) represent at once a very

ancient and singular group, but are nevertheless true Mollusca. The Garden Snail does not appear,

on a cursor}' inspection, to have much in common with the " Sea Squid," or the " Cuttle-fish,"

but the Garden Snail is first cousin to the Slug, which has no visible shell, and the shell-less

Octopus is next-of-kin to the Pearly Nautilus, which carries its shell upon its back.

Thanks to our public museums, we have long been familiar with those beautiful objects, Shells;

and every schoolboy knows the look of the commoner forms of living Mollusca, such as Snails,

Whelks, Mussels, Oysters, and Cockles, but it is only within the last few years that the introduction of

Marine Aquaria in many of our large cities has made us really acquainted with sea-shells and their

inhabitants in a living state. To these establishments we are more especially indebted for a

knowledge of such foi-ms as the Cuttle-fish and Octopus and their relatives, seldom seen upon our

sea-shores, of which we have first to .speak.

By far the larger part of the existing members of this gi-eat division of the Mollusca, or soft-bodied

animals, are unrepresented in museums or cabinets of shells, ^jither because, like the Octopus, they

have no shell, or, like the Squids, Calamaries, and Cuttles, they have only an internal one, which ir,

often very delicate and not easily preserved. But this is not the case with all the Cephalopoda
;

for the Pearly Nautilus has as solid and compact a shell as any to be found among the whole

Molluscan group, and so had the old fossil forms of Nautilus and Ammonite, of Goniatite

and Orthoceras, whose chambered shells are to be met with preserved as fossils in rocks of veiT

different ages and countries all over the globe.

* From kephale, Gr , a head, and /xms, Gr., a foot.
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This leads to the consideration of the chiss chaiuctei's by wliich such VMrieil foiiiis of shell-

bearing and shell-less animals can be known and recognised when found. Uidike those of some

MoUusca, the organs of the Cephalopoda are symnietricall3' arranged, having their right and left side

equally developed. The shells, too, of those forms which possess such an e.^ternal covering, also grow

symmetrically. But only two among all tlie existing representatives have any external shells, namely,

tlie Nautilus and tlie Argonaut, all the rest are termed "naked" Cephalopoda, because they have only

;ui internal shell entirely hid<len within the soft parts of the animal's body. They have a distinct

liead, upon which, and around the mouth, are placed the principal appendages of the body in tlie form

of a circle of muscular anus or tentacles. These members fulfil the office alike of seizing and

holding the prey, and also act as organs of locomotion ; hence the name " head-footed " given to the

class. The free-swimmers, such as the Squids, Calamaries, and Cuttle-fishes have fins, which aid them

in progression tlirough the water, but all i-apid movement is eflected by the forcible expulsion of the

water through the funnel from the respiratory chamber. Their progress, indeed, is effected stern-

foremost, as in the case of a rocket, the backwai-d discharge in both instiinces being the cause of their

onward progress.

The typical forms of the Cuttle-fishes were known and described by Aristotle more than 300

years B.C., but it remained for Professor Owen to point out the existence of two distinct and sepanite

orders of Cephalopods, clearly characterised by their respiratory organs, and to demonstrate how
inseparably this organisation was connected with the condition of the two types, the free-swimming

Cuttle-fishes on the one hand, and the sluggishly-crawling Nautilus on the other.

Among the great gi-oups of animals already described, vai-ious leading modifications of structure

were specially noticed, by seizing on which naturalists have been enabled to classify them readily ; so

also in the Cephalopoda, one group—repvesenting the Squids, Cuttles, Calamaries, the Argonaut, and

the Octopus—were found to lead very active lives, and to be excellent swimmers, and a-s they

had only two gills. Professor Owen called them " Dibranchiata." The other group—limited

nowadays to the Pearly Nautilus, but formerly, as will be seen anon, quite a dominant class in

the seas and oceans of former ages—Professor Owen found to possess four gills, and named them

"Tetrabrancliiata." They were rather sluggish in their habits, as compared with their modern class-

mates, proving clearly that habit and function are directly co-ordinate with one another.

All the Cephalopoda are marine and cai-nivorous, and possess considerable locomotive

power. At the bottom of the sea they can walk about head downwards, by means of the

tentacles which surround the mouth, and which ai-e usuallj' provided with numerous suckers or

" acetabula."* They are also able to swim, partly by the aid of lateral expansions of the integu-

ment or by fins, but chiefly, as has been already stated, by the forcible expulsion of water through

the tubular ex-current fuiuiel from the respiratory chamber, in which the two or four ]jlume-like

gills are placed.

The mouth is armed with powerful jaws, resembling in form, texture, and po.sition the man-

dibles of a bird, being especially like a parrot's beak in shape. The tongue

part, seems to be endowed with the organs both of touch and taste,

and, in part, it is armed—as in the Garden Snail, and the Eock
Limpet, and other Gastero))ods—with recurved spines or teeth.

But the eyes are perhaps the most striking organs in these

creatures, being both large and brilliant, and well express the keen

activity and alertness for which the majority of this wonderful groiip
TONGUE OF THE OCTOPUS.

are conspicuous.

It has already been noticed that nearly all the existing forms of Cephalopoda belong to the naked-

bodied, or internal-shelled, section—the two-gilled (or Dibranchiata). Members of this di\asion cannot

rely upon the protective covering of their shells as the Garden Snail does, but like the Garden Slugs,

many of which, we shall presently see, have small rudimentary internal shells, they have to rely on

cunning, or greater activity, and the substitution of other means of escajje and defence, than those which

a strong external shell would have afforded. They possess powerful tentacles, furnished with suckers.

* Aretahulum (pi. acetahnln). Lat., a cup, a calyx: a term applied to the suckers or "cups" on the arms of the
Cuttle-fish and other Dibranchiate Cephalonods, which have been hence termed AccUAiUifcra.

is
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more perfect organs of vision, and they are able to secrete an inky tiuid with which to cloud the water,

and so conceal their retreat.

The Dibranchiate order of Cephalopoda also had its representatives in the seas of the ancient

world, as the shells called Belemuites, or " thunder-bolts," the fossil shells of Se2na discovered by

Cuvier, and the horny rings of the acetabula or suckers, found by Buckland in the fossil exuvise of

Ichthyosaurus, sufficiently testify ; but our knowledge of this order is chiefly founded on oljservation

of existing species. These are extremely numerous ; they frequent the seas of every clime, from the

ice-bound shores of Boothia Felix to the open main, and floating " gulf-weed," or Sargasso Sea, of the

equator Atlantic ; they seem, however, to be most abundant in temperate latitudes. Many species

frequent the coasts, creeping among the rocks and stones at the bottom ; others are pelagic, swimming
well, and are found in the open ocean at a great distance from any land.

" The tender Nautilus who steers his prow,

The sea-born sailor of his shell canoe,

The ocean Mab, the fairy of the sea,

Seems far less fragile, and, alas ! more free.

ORDER I.—DIBRANCHIATA. SECTION A.—OCTOPODA.
FAMILY I.-AEGONAUTID^.

The first section of the Dibranchiate order are called Octopoda, from the fact of their possessing:

only eight arms furnished with suckers. In it are placed two apparently very dissimilar families,

the Argonaut, or Paper Nautilus, and the Octopus, or Devil-fish.

The Argonaut is perhaps the most interesting of this group, from the legends connected with its

sailing jiropensities. It is the only member of the Dibranchiate order which secretes an external

shell. But the shell is developed only by the female, the male being destitute of any calcareous

covering. It was the Nautilus (jmmus) of Aristotle, who described it as floating on the siu-face of the

sea, in fine weather, and holding out its sail-shaped arms to the breeze, a pretty fable, \yhich poets

have repeated ever since. Thus the Argonaut, or Paper Nautilus, has been regarded as giving to

man the first lesson in the art of navigation. It has been usually represented with six arms

extended over the sides of its little vessel to act as oars, and two others upraised as sails. Such

having been the universal belief among the earlier naturalists, it is to be expected that poets would

not fail to celebrate its nautical powers :

—

He, when the lightning-wing'd tornadoes sweep

The surge, is safe—his port is in the deep—
And triumphs o'er the armadas of mankind,

Which shake the world, yet crumble in the wind."

—

Byron.

Again, Pope bids us :

—

" Learn of the Uttle Nautilus to sail,

Spread the thin oar, and catch the driving gale."

And James Montgomery, in his "Pelican Island,"

gives a picture so exquisitely finished that even the

naturalist can scarcely bring himself to wish that it

were diflerent :

—

" Light as a flake of foam upon the wind,

Keel upward from the deep emerged a shell,

Shaped like the moon ere half her horn is fiU'd

;

Fraught with }'oung life, it righted as it rose,

And moved at will along the yielding water.

:^ ^'-^^^^^:--^ .; .%; ^ The native pilot of this httle bark

/
~'
^S^ - -jii.^ :,. r Put out a tier of oars on either side,

'
'^'

- ^ Sjiread to the wafting breeze a twofold sail,

:fS And mounted up and glided down the billow
~

,

' ^ In happy freedom, pleased to feel the air,

^. ,' And wander in the luxurj' of light.

"

FAiiLEii I'oMTKLN .11 Till, lAiii: .NAUTILUS. It Is now ascertalued that the Nautllus never moves

in the manner here described. The account, though so
univtirsally accredited, is altogether fabulous. It swims backwards by ejecting water from its funnel,
like other Cuttle-fishes. It can creep along the bottom, cariying its shell over its back like a snail,
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and like many other molluscs, it can vise to the surface ; but there the arms are never einph.yeil

as oars : ami those which have the broad expanded membranous disc are never used as

sails. Their true function, as iiscertained by M. Rang, and confirmed by the experiments of Madame
Power, is the secretion of the substance of the shell. They are stretched tensely over its surface, and,

when accidental injuries arise, they deposit for its repair the needful quantity of shelly matter. To do

this, and to supply what is wanted for the enlargement

of the shell with the growth of the animal, is their __^-^^g^^^~"'"^^^ - ^^ s-^^;=>r^a \
appointed duty, precisely similar to that of the n\antle ^^"•---!—S^"—

—

j''
|

in Sea Snails and bivalve shells.

We have spoken, of the shell of the Argonaut as

an " external shell," but this is true so far only as regards argonaut as it swims backward (natural

the fact (unique in the nioUuscan class) that the animal position).

is not actually attached, organically, in any wav to its

shell. But the shell itself is so completely enveloped and held ftvst by the expanded lobes

of the dorsal shell-secreting arms, that it may, without incorrectness, be called an "internal

shell," its delicate, almost paper-like substance, proving its entire unfitness for a protective covering

if exposed to the action of the sea.

As before remarked, the female Argonaut alone secretes a shell, which serves as the cradle or

receptacle for the attachment of her eggs. The male, which is very much smaller than the female,

is naked, and looks like a little Octopus with short, pointed arms.

^''^^^^^^'^r "^Qv The third arm, on the left side in the male, is specially modified,

'/
>-'*^

'^-A'^T^ ^ii'l i^ ^^'^'^ ^o ^^ " hectocotylised," being in some instances entirely

f "1 '"^ detached, thus forming, as it were, a distinct organism, with independent

^ • ' ^ \
1, icomotory powers of its own. The " hectocotylus " of the Argonaut

"^
^ ^ ivsembles a little worm, with two rows of suckers along its length,

^^ '

ly a long filiform appendage at one extremity, and a small swelling at

"-<~i^*>i^-'^ the other. When fu-st discovered it was regarded as a parasite, and

PAPER NAUTILUS IN ITS SHELL, tcrmcd TrlckocephaJus acetahdaris by Delle Chiaje, while the

corresponding body, found in an Octopus, was called Hectocotylus

octopodls by Cuvier. At first it has the form of a sac, within which the slender terminal part of

the arm is" coiled up. The sac then splits to give exit to the hectocotylus, and its two halves reunite

on the outer face of the base of the arm, forming a chamber for the reception of the spermatophores.

These are either placed within the mantle-cavity or fixed to the internal surfiice of the buccal

cavity of the female. The hectocotylus is in fact only an arm irregularly metamorphosed and

spontaneously detached.

Four .species of Argonaut are known; these all inhabit the open sea, and have been

met with throughout the warmer parts of the globe. Captain King records the capture of a

Dolphin sLx hundred leagues from any land, from the stomach of which several Argonauts wei-e

taken.

The delicate paper-like shell of one species of Argonaut (the A. hums) has actually been met

with in a fossil state in the Tertiary deposits of Piedmont. The same species is now found living in

the China seas.

FAMILY II.—OCTOPODID-.E.

Tlie members of this family have only an internal rudimentary, uncalcified shell, represented by

two short styles or plates, enclosed in the substance of the mantle. Tlie arms are alike, but unequal

in length, and are united at their base by a broad web. They have two rows of suckers. The body

is oval in form and covered with wart-like prominence.s.

The Common Octopus, found on the British shores (and now so familiar to us by the energetic

exertions of Mr. Henry Lee, F.L.S., and the managers of the Brighton Aquarium) is, perhaps, the

strangest of all the Cephalopodous class. Its bizarre figure and bright staring eyes, which never close,

cannot fail to excite astonishment when seen for the first time, especially when employed in the act

of walking on the floor of an aquarium, or in that of swimming by contraction of the membrane
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connecting the arnif?. Like other Cephalopods, however, rajnd locomotion is performed stern-foremost

by the discharge of water backwards from the funnel.

The feet or tentacula appended to the head are by no means exclusively destined to effect loco-

motion ; they are used, if reqiiired, as agents in seizing prey, and of so terrible a character are they,

that, armed with these formidable organs, the "Poulpe" becomes one of the most destructive inhabitants

of the sea ; for neither superior strength nor activity, nor even defensive

y X -i^ ,^ imour, is sufficient to save its victims from the ruthless ferocity of such a

\^ jft ^ ^^ Y foe A hundred and twenty pairs of suckers, more perfect and efficacious

*' — " '
'^ th m the cupping-glasses of human contrivance, crowd the lower surface of

e\ eiJ one of the eight flexible arms. If the Poulpe but touch its pi'ey, it

t^^f^i -—2i——^i=A IS enough ; once a few of these tenacious suckers get firm hold, the swiftness
^~

of the fish is unavailing, as it is soon trammelled on all sides by the firmly

holdmg tentacula, and dragged to the mouth of its destroyer. The shell of

the lobster or crab is a vain protection, for the hard and crooked beak of

the Cephalopod easily breaks to pieces the frail armour. (Rymer Jones.)

Professor Owen thus describes the tentacles of the Poulpe, or Octopus :

—

" Eich arm is perforated near the centre of its axis for the lodgment of its

nei\e («, see woodcut) and artery (&) : and upon making a transverse section of

the arm, these are seen to be lodged in a quadrangular or rhomboidal space (c)

of a light colour and apparently soft homogeneous texture, but in which a few radiating fibres may be

discerned. This part is .surrounded by four groups of transverse striae, forming as many segments of a

circle, external to which there are two thin circular strata of fibres. On making a longitudinal

section of the part, the striated segments are seen to consist of longitudinal muscular fibres, and of the

suiTOunding strata, the fibres of the internal are longitudinal, and those of the external transverse.

It is easy to conceive that, like the tongue in Mammalia, the arms thus organised may be lengthened,

shortened, curved, and bent in all conceivable directions.

" The acetabula or suckers with which the internal surface of the arms of the Dibranchiates is

provided, vary in relative position, in size, in structure, and in mode of attachment, not only in

different species, but in different arms in the same individual, and sometimes
in different parts of the same arm. Thus, in Zoliyopsis veranii, the suckei s

on the long cylindrical stem are sessile, while those on tne expanded
extremity are supported on long peduncles; and there is a lemaik
able instance of suckers having different structui-e for different function

in the same arm. In the Dibranchiate genera, which aie chii\c

terised by a soft thin skin, as the Ai-gonaut, Octopus, and Eledone the

suckers are soft and unarmed; in those genera which have a hiul tin k

skin, as the Calamary and Onychote^uMs, hooks are developed in the cxm
of the suckers."

" The circumference of the disc," says Dr. Roget, " is raised by a soft and I

tumid margin ; a series of long slender folds of membrane, covering coi

responding fasciculi of nniscular fibres, converge from the circumfeienc

towards the centre of the sucker, at a short distance from which they lea\ e

a circular aperture. This opens into a cavity which widens as it descends,

and contains a cone of soft substance rising from the bottom of the cavity,

like the piston of a syringe. When the sucker is apjilied to a surface for the purpose of adhesion,

the piston, ha.ving previously been raised so as to fill the cavity, is retracted, and a vacuum produced,

which may be still further increased by the retraction of the plicated central portion of the disc. So
perfect is the mechanism for effecting this mode of adhesion, that in tlie living Cephalopoda, while the

muscular fibres continue contracted, it is easier to tear away the subst:in(?f of tlic limb than to release

it from its attachments : and even in dead animals the suckers retain a considerable power of

adhesion."

The Octopus is crepuscular in its habits, lying concealed in a rock cranny all day, and emerging at

dusk in search of prey. Mr. Sylvanus Hanley, the well-known conchologist, who passes every winter

SUCKERS OF OCTOn
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in Italy, states that there are living in the harbour of Leghorn several Octopoils having arms at least

four feet long, and as thick at their base as a man's wrist. They lie with their bodies squeezed into,

and liidden in, crevices in the stonework of the mole and sea-wall, two or three of their arms extended

anil waving about in the water in readiness to seize pas.sing prey, and the others holding fast to the

blocks of stone. Mr. Hanley says that his son, who is a practised shore-hunter, and no coward, having

frequent occasion, whilst in search of shells, to climb along a ledge of the rough masonry near the

surface of the water, Just beneath which was the lurking-place of one of these great creatures, was for

some time afraid to pass the spot, in consequence of the animal's formidable appearance ; for, as he

approached, it would thrust one or two of its disc studded arms out of water, and stretch them towai-ds

him in a threatening manner, in its endeavours to reach him. The Italian divers and bathers have a

wholesome dread of these creatures.

The Octopus was the " polypus " of Homer and Aristotle. . There can be little doubt that the

" Hydra," with its hundred snake-like arms, was an Octopus. On a Greek tomb, at the British

Museum, is a bas-relief representation of Hercules attacking the Hydra.

Mr. Darwin, in his narrative of the " Voyage of the Beagle," says, that whil.st looking for

marine animals, with his head about two feet above the rocky shore, he was move than once saluted

by a jet of water, accompanied by a slight grating noise. At first he could not think what it was
;

but he afterwards found that it was an Octopus, which, though concealed in a hole, thus led him to its

discovery ; and it appeared to him that it could certainly

take good aim by directing its tube or syphon on the under

side of the body at the intruder.

Although, says Darwin, the Octopus is common at St.

Jago in the pools of water left by the retiring tide, they are

not easily caught. By means of their long arms and suckers,

they can drag their bodies into very narrow crevices, and when

thus fixed it requires great force to remove them. At others,

they dart tail-tirst, with the rapidity of an arrow from one

side of the pool to the other, at the same instant discolouring

the water with a dark chestnut-brown ink. They also escape

detection by varying their tints according to the nature of

the ground over which they pass.

The following account of a marine diver, attacked by an

Octopus, exliibits the behaviour of these animals towards any common otTons.

being that intrudes upon them in their native element :

—

On 4th November, 1879, Mr. J. Smale, Government diver, was at work at the bottom of

the tideway of the River Moyne, Melbourne. Having placed a charge of dynamite between

two large stones, he came up and exploded it, and on descending again found one of the

stones thrown out, which he sent up, and then hooked on to another, but could not start it,

and having descended again, the current being pretty strong at the time, he stretched himself

out on the stone, and reached his right arm down to feel if he coidd get another small charge

under it, not being able to do this in any other position. "My arm," he says, "was scarcely

down, however, before I found it was held by something, and the action of the water was

.stirring up the loose clay, and therefore I could not see distinctly for a few minutes, but when

it did clear away I saw, to my horror, the arm of a large Octopus entwined round mine like

a boa constrictor, and just then he fixed some of his suckers on the back of my hand, and the pain

was intense. I felt as if my hand was being pulled to pieces, and the more I tried to take it away

the greater the pain became, and, from past experience, I knew this method would be useless. But

what was I to do, lying in this position ] I had the greatest difficulty in keeping my feet down, as

the air rushed along the interior of my dress and inflated it, and if my feet had got uppermost I

should soon have become insensible, held in such a position, and if I had given the signal to be pulled

up, the brute would have held on, and the chances would have been that I should have had a broken

arm. I had a hammer down by me, but could not reach it to use it on the brute. There was a small

iron bar not far from me, and with my feet I dragged this along until I could reach it with
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my left hand. And uow the fight commenced ; the more I struck him, the tighter he squeezed, until

my arm got quite benumbed, but after a while I found the grip began to relax a little, but he held on

until I had almost cut him to pieces, and then he relaxed his hold from the rock, and I pulled him uj).

I can assure you I was completely exhausted, having been in that position for over twenty minutes.

I brought the animal up, or rather a part of it. We laid him

out, and he measured over eight feet across, and I feel perfectly

convinced that this fellow could have held down five or six

^ )0^F'''^^^S9^^ ^5^"*^ men. It is only when a person gets a gi-ip from these brutes

^^ ^^^gW^^^^hrtrfJ^?J>, £ t'l'^t one realises their strength, and it was lucky for me that

I was not an amateur, foiv I can assure you that I had tiie

greatest struggle to get clear of it that I have ever had witli

any animal under water."*

"The Octopus, like many other predaceous animals who seek

their prey by night, habitually returns to skulk in the same

retreat in the daytime. This practice enabled the resident

Octopus of the Brighton Aquaa'ium to enjoy, for many weeks,

the run of all the neighbouring tanks by night undetected,

for, like the celebrated robber Peace, he was always to be found at home in the morning. But the

rate at which he thmned the young Lump-fishes iji an adjoining tank led to gi-ave suspicion, and after

too hearty a meal one evening he imprudently stayed out all night, and was ' caught red-handed,

gorged to distention, next morning, in the Lump-fishes' abode.

" On another occasion two Octopuses, kept in the same tank, also took to nocturnal roaming.

Leaving their own residence after dark, one went east and the other went west, and, as if by preconcerted

plan, neither was content merely to cross the frontier and visit his nearest neighbours, but both passed

through, or over, one intervening tank, and settled down amongst the tribes beyond. One of them

found himself in a Brobdingnag of crabs—a colony of giants

too strong to be successfully invaded even by an armada of

Octopods. If he had arrived at Lilliput instead—a tuik

inhabited by pigmy crustaceans—he would soon have di

populated it, by clutching in his hateful embrace moie

victims per diem than ever an unwelcome foul-mouthed

dragon of old demanded as his daily dole of youths

maidens, to satisfy his inconvenient preference for then flesh

as his daintiest dish. The other traveller found his w ly into

Lobsterdom, and putting on a bold front, proceeded to

attack the chief. The Lobster, though evidently alaimed, 1

' showed fight,' and the intruder was obliged to retreat, and

seek refuge in a cranny of the rockwork. Although the

Lobster which bore the brunt of the attack was a \ery

large one, I was at the time surprised that it so decisi\ely

vanquished the invader as to save from destruction the othei

smaller specimens of its kind, which were its companions. For it is an old notion, still generally
believed by fishermen, that if an Octopus approaches a ' pot ' or ' stalker ' in which are Lobstei-s

that have been entrapped, they will cast off their claws, and become literally sick with fright.

" In localities where the Octopus abounds, the Crustacea probably learn to regard it as an enemy to

be dreaded, but this is certainly not the case with those which I have had oj^poi-tunities of ob.serving.

The common Crabs, on which this animal is habitually fed in the Aquarium, have no knowledge of
their danger in its presence. When tossed into the tank, they frequently run towards the monster who
is waiting to devour them, and even scramble on to and over his back. It may be that, as in countries
previously unvisited by man, the birds and beasts, unacquainted with his destructive powers and
carnivorous habits, show no fear of him at first sight, so the Crabs and Lobsters at Brighton so
rarely see an Octopus in their native haunts, that they have not learned to recognise their deadly foe."t
* Illustrated Australian Nexus. No. 183. Melboiu-ne, Nov. 28, 1870 ; p. 187. + Heniy Lee :

" Aquarium Notes."

OCToris MiCROPC.
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Concerning the spawning of the Octopus, Mr. Lee writes :
—" Our Octopus fortunately selected

as a suitable site for her nest a recess in the rockwork, close to the frant glass of the taixk, so

that her movements could be easily observed. Her body just filled the entrance to it; and she

further strengthened its defences by dragging to the mouth of her cavern two dozen or more of

living oysters, and piling them one on another to form a brea.stwork or barricade, behind which she

ensconced herself. Over this ramjiart she peered with her great sleepless, prominent eyes ; her two

foremost arms extended beyond it; their extremities coiling and writhing in ceaseless motion, as if pre-

pared to strike out right and left at any intruder. Her companions evidently felt that it was dangerous

lo approach an excited mother guarding her offspring, and none ventured to go within arm's length of

her. Even her forlorn husband was made to keep his distance. Tf he dared to ajiproach, with intent

to whisper soft words of affection into his partner's ear, or to look with paternal pride on the newly-

born infants, the lady roused herself with menacing air, and slowly rose till her head overtopped the

Carrier. By an instantaneous expansion of the pigment vesicles of the skin, a dark flush of anger

tinged the whole surface of the body ; the two upper arms were uncoiled and stretched out to their

utmost length towards tlie interloper ; and the poor snubbed, hen-pecked father, finding his nose put

out of joint by the precious baby, which belonged as much to himself as to its fussy mother, invariably

shrank from their formidable contact, and sorrowfully and sullenly retreated, to muse, perhaps, on the

lirief duration of cephalopodal marital happiness.

" The eggs of the Octopus when first laid are small, oval, translucent granules, resembling little

grains of rice, and not quite an eighth of an inch long. They grow along and around a common stalk,

to which every egg is sepai-ately attached, as grapes form part of a bunch. Each of the elongated

bunches is affixed by a glutinous secretion to the surface of a rock or stone (never to seaweed, as

has been erroneously stated), and hangs pendant by its stalk in a long white cluster, like a

magnified catkin of the filbert, or, to use Aristotle's simile, like the fruit of the white alder.

The length and number of the bunches vary according to the age and condition of the parent.

Those produced by a young Octopus are seldom more than about three inches long, and from

twelve to twenty in number ; but a full-grown female will deposit from forty to fifty such

clusters, each about five inches in length. I have counted the eggs of which these clusters are

composed, and find that there are about a thousand in each : so that a large Octopus produces

in one laying, usually extending over three days, a progeny of from 40,000 to .50,000. Our

lirooding French Octopus, when undisturbed, would pass one of her arms beneath the hanging

bunches of her eggs, and dilating the membrane on each side of it into a boat-shaped hollow,

would gather and receive them in it as in a trough or cradle, exhibiting in its general shape

and outline a remarkable similarity to that of the Argonaut, or Paper Nautilus, with the

eggs of which Octopod its own are almost identical in form and appearance. Then she would

Stress and gently rub them, occasionally turning towards them the mouth of her flexible

-vhalent locomotor tube, like the nozzle of a fireman's hose-pipe, so as to direct upon them

I jet of the ex-current water. I believe that the object of this syringing process is to free

tlie eggs from parasitic animalcules, and possibly to prevent the growth of conferva, which

I have found rapidly overspread those removed from her attention. Week after week she

continued to attend to them with the most watchful and assiduous care, seldom leavuig them for an

instant, except to take food, which, without a brief abandonment of her position, would be beyond

her reach. Aristotle asserts that while the female is incubating she takes no food. This is incorrect.

In the tank with our specimen were seven others of her species, and to supply them with

food about five-and-twenty living Shore-crabs (Carcinus mcenas) were daily tossed into it.

Although she .so seldom left her nest, she generally obtained her share of these, and would

seize with her suckers, and draw towards her, sometimes three at a time, one by each of

three of her arms. Their shells were soon broken and torn apart by her powerful beak, and

when she had devoured the contents the hard debris was cast out of her den.

" At the end of the fifth week from the deposit of her ova she began to exhibit considerable

irritation and restlessness, in consequence of tlie annoyance she experienced from visitors trying

to rouse her to movement, or to frighten her from her eggs, by knocking at the glass with

coins or sticks, and flouting pocket-handkerchiefs in front of her. I found that on some of
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these occasions, in her excitement whilst protecting her eggs from the supposed danger, she

had torn away the. lower portion of some of the clusters, and that their number was considerably

diminished. It therefore became necessary to screen her from the public gaze. Fearin<^

also that, notwithstanding the cessation of the interruption to wliich she had been subjected,

she might by her over-fussin;«s destroy the remainder of her progeny, a portion of her eggsi

^ ^ weie removed, and transferred to a snuillcr tank.

By the removal of these eggs I hoped also that an

interesting question concerning their development

might be finally answered. Aristotle had been under-

stood to affirm that the parent Octopus ' incubates

'

her eggs. I had always expressed very decidedly

my opinion, derived fi-oni previous experimente

on the eggs of the Cuttle-fish and Squid {Sepia

and Loligu), that the ova once impregnated no in-

( #' J^ J^'iB'^ ' "I'fition by the parent is i-equired, or takes place,

r?/ r I
*^0^''* # '" '' ^"^^se, equivalent to that of a fowl developing

i/ ^ (I'r / r<^ ^ ' '^'lick by the warmth of its body, but that her

^
'"''

I '^ ^ iinvemitting attention to them is solely for the pur-

^^?' I ^^ , |iijse of protecting them from injury, keeping them

^P^ i „J { tree from animal arid vegetable parasites, and pre-

I h ^\ J Y) venting their being devoured by fishes.

\^ „
™ ^ "=^-1 " The eggs which were taken away on the forty-

Ij^ ^ "4f^ second day from their extrusion for special inspection

weie successfully hatched, and I do not doubt that

if they could have been kept free from parasites this

would have taken place if they had been detached
''^'^

immediately after they were laid. The young Octopods

made their appearance on the 8th, 9th, and 10th
ucTuPLs KEi'usixG. of August, the eggs had been extruded on the IDth,

(Afteradrapnrih^Mj^^^^^^ 20th, and 21st of Juue, and thus, although it was

proved as I expected, that the development of

the embiyo does not dqjend on incubation, the accuracy of Ai-istotle's statement that its

period in the egg is fifty days was completely and satisfactorily confirmed.

" The young Octopus fresh from the egg is of about the size of a large flea, and when
irritated is nearly of the same colour. It is very difl'erent in appearance from an adult

individual of the same species. At first sight it is more like a Sepia, without its tentacles,

than an Octopus. The arms, which will afterwards be four or five times the length of its

body, are so rudimentary as to be even shorter in proportion than the pedal arms of the

Cuttle-fish, and appear oidy as little conical excrescences, havmg points of haii--like fineness,

and arranged in the form of an eight-rayed coronet around the head.

" At this early stage of its existence the young Octopus seeks and enjoys the light which
it will, later in life, carefully shun. It manifests no desire to hide itself in crevices and

recesses, as the adult does, but swims freely about in the water, often close to the surface,,

propelling itself backward by a series of little jerks caused by each stroke of the force-pump,

which expels a jet of water from the out-flow pipe of the syphon."*
" It is a not uncommon occurrence," says Mr. Henry Lee, " that when an Octopus is caught, it is

found to have one or more of its arms shorter than the rest, and showing marks of having been

amputated, and of the formation of a new growth from the old cicatrix. Several such specimens have
been brought to the Brighton Aquarium, one of which was particularly interesting. Two of its

arms had evidently been bitten ofi" about four inches from their base ; and out from the end of each healed

stump grew a slender little piece of newly-formed arm, about as large as a lady's stiletto, or a small button-

hook—in fact, just the equivalent of worthy Oapt. Cuttle's iron hook, which did duty for his lost hand.

* " Aciuarium Notes on the Octopus." by Henrj' Lee, F.L.S.
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" This reparative power is possessed by some other animals, of which tiie Star-fishes and Crustacea

are the most familiar instances, such as the common ' Five-fiiiger ' {[/raster), and the Brittle-star

(Ophiocoma), both of which can tln-ow ofl' tlieii- limbs and grow them again ; .the act is voluntary, and
the dismembei-ment complete. The only joint from which new growth can start in the Crustacea is

that connected with the body. The whole limb must be got rid of. The Octopxis, on the contrai-y, is

incapable of voluntary dismemberment, but has the faculty of reproducing, as an out-growth from the

old stump, any portion of an arm (or leg) which may have been lost by misadventure. I say ' arm
or leg,' for one hardly knows which these eight appendages should be called.

" There lingers still among the fishermen of the Mediterranean a very ancient belief that the

Octopus, when pushed by hunger, will gnaw and devour portions of its own arm. Aristotle knew
of tliis, and positively contradicted it ; but a falhwy once planted is hard to eradicate. The fact

is, that the larger predatory fishes regard the Octopus as very accej)table food, and there is no
better bait for many of them than a portion of one of its arms. Some of the Cetacea also are vei'y

fond of them, and whalers have often rejiorted that when a 'fish,' as they call it, is struck, it disgorges

the contents of its stomach, amongst which they have noticed parts of the arms of Cuttle-fishes, which,

judging from the size of their limbs, must have been very large indeed. The food of the Sperin Whale
consists largely of the gregarious Squids, and the presence in ' spermaceti ' of their undigested beaks

is accepted as a test of its being genuine. That old fish-reptile, the Ichthijosaurm, also preyed upon
them ; and portions of the horny rings of their suckers were discovered in its coprolites by Dean
Buckland.

" Amongst the worst enemies of the Octopus in British waters is the Conger. They are both

rock-dwellers, and if the voracious fish come upon his cephalopod neighbour unseen, he makes
a meal of him, or, failing to drag him from his hold, bites off as much of one or two of

his arms as he can conveniently obtain. The Conger, therefore, is generally the author of the

injury which the Octopus has been unfaiily accused of infiicting on itself. The Curator of

the Havre Aquarium describes an attack by Congers on an Octopus which he had thrown into

their tank. As soon as the latter touched the bottom it examined every corner of the stone-

work. The moment it perceived a Conger it seemed to feel instinctively the danger which

menaced it, and endeavoured to conceal its presence by stretching itself along a rock, the colour of

which it immediately assumed. Finding this useless, and seeing that it was discovered, it changed its

tactics, and .shot backwards, in quick retreat, leaving behind it a long black trail of turljid water,

foi-med by the discharge of its ijik. Then it fixed itself to a rock, with all its arms surrounding and
protecting its body, and presenting on all exposed sides a surface furnished with suckers. In tlxis

position it awaited the attack of its enemies. A Conger approached, searched with its snout for a

vulnerable place, and having found one, seized with its teeth a mouthful of the living flesh. Then,

straightening itself out in the water, it turned round and round with giddy rapidity, until the arm
was, with a violent wrench, torn away from the body of the victim. Each bite of the Conger cost the

unfortimate creature a limb, and, at length, nothing remained but its dismembered body, which was

finally devoured, some Dog fi.shes, attracted by the fray, partaking of the feast.

" An Octopus was once jilaced in the Brighton Aquarium with some ' Nursehounds,' or

'Larger spotted Dog-fishes' (Scyllivm stellare) ; for awhile, they seemed to dwell together as peaceably

as the ' happy family' of animals that used to be exhibited in a travelling cage at the foot of Waterloo

Bridge, the Octopus usually remaining within the 'Cottage-by-the-sea' which he had built for himself

in the form of a gi-otto of living oystei-s, and the Dog-fish apparently taking no notice of him. But

one fatal day the 'Devil-fish' was missing, and it was seen that one of the 'companions of his

solitude' was inordinately distended. A thrill of horror ran through the corridors. There was

suspicion of crime and dire disaster. The corpulent Nursehound was taken into custody, lynched

and disembowelled, and his guilt made manifest. For there, within his capacious stomach, unmutilated

and entire, lay the poor Octopus who had delighted thousands during the Christmas holidays. It

had been swallowed whole, and very recently, but life was extinct."*

* "The Octopus ; or, the Devil-fish of Fiction and of Fact," by Henry Lee, F.L.S. For most of tlie facts and state-

ments here recorded concerning the Octopus, the writer is indebted to his friend Mr. Henry Lee.—H. W.
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Thei-e are forty-six species of Octopus known to naturalists, and their distribution appears to

extend to all the rocky coasts, both in the temperate and troijical regions of the earth.

The Fiimoctopus, or finned Octopus, discovered by MM. Quoy and Gaimard on the coast of New
Zealand, exceeds three feet in length. Its body is furnished with two lateral tins imited behind.

The Eledone, like the Octopus, is found on British coasts and

also on the shores of the Mediterranean and as far north as Norway.

It has only a single row of suckers on each arm. It Ls diminutive in

size as compared with its cousin the Octopus. One species {Eledone

moschata) emits a musky smell when irritated or disturbed.

All the species of Octopus possess the faculty shai-ed by certain

fishes, and by the Chamieleon, of varying the colour of their bodies

to correspond with the hue of the rocky or sandy shore on which

they desire to lie concealed. They also change colour remarkably

when irritated, becoming as it were " flushed," like an angiy school-

boy. The Eledone makes itself of a peculiarly heightened colour

when angry.

In Cirroteuthis the body is furnished with two transverse fins,

whilst the eight arms or tentacles are joined by a web-like expansion

of the body-membrane, so as to form a small inverted parachute or

umbrella, for the capture of its prey. This is one of the most

noi-thern species of Cephalopods known: the single species C.

mulleri inhabiting the coasts of Greenland. It has no shell. Its colour is violet, and it is

only ten inches in length.

Phihmxia is the smallest of all the Octopods, being from one to three inches in length. It is

gregarious in habits, and is one of the few Octopi which have been met with in the open sea, in the Medi-

terranean, and the Atlantic. Its arms support two rows of suckers. It feeds on small floating mollusca.

Lastly, the Ti-enioctopus, which has its arms jjartially, or all, webbed half-way up, is remarkable

for possessing two large aquiferous pores (or tremata) on the

back of the head. Tremoctopus is a free-swimming Cepha-

lopod, met with in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

Darwin states that the living Octopods are slightly

phosphorescent in the dark. The Octopus, when at rest, curls

its dorsal arms over its back, like the Argonaut, shadowing

forth, as Forbes believed, the origin and relation of the shell.

About 1780, Denys de Montfort published a work

entitled " Historie Naturelle Generale et Particuliere dos

Mollusques," in which, at Vol. II., p. 2.56, he gives a

representation of a gigantic Octopus throwing its aims

over a three-masted vessel. It is stated that he said

to his colleague, M. Defrance, "If my entangled ship

is accepted, I will, in my next edition, represent it

embracing the Straits of Gibraltar, or capsizing a whole cirkuteuthis .mulleri.

squadron of ships." (D'Orbigny.)

Although the Cephalopods are seldom eaten in Great Britain, they are appreciated as food by

nearly all other maritime nations. Along the western coast of France, and in the countries bordering

on the Mediterranean and Adriatic, they form a portion of the habitual su.steuence of the people, and

are regularly exposed for sale in the markets, both in a fresh and dried condition. Salted Cuttles and

Octopus are there eaten during Lent as commonly as salted Cod are brought to table in England on

Good Friday ; and, thus pi-epared, generally form a portion of the provisions supplied to the Greek

fishing-boats and coasters. " During Advent and Lent, the Octopus is largely consumed by the

Orthodox Greek Catholics, amongst whom the use of fish and meat is prohibited in those seasons of

abstinence. This strange diet is chiefly obtained from Tunis, and in the Levant and Greek markets

its trade name Ls ' octopodia,' or ' polypi.' In a good season, the Island of Karkenah supplies about
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150 tons of polvpi ; and the Jei'bali waters a tliird of tliis quantity. Tlie remaining coast and

islands may be calculated to furnish a niinimum of 650 cwt. to 700 cwt. of dried Cuttle-tish.

" The Octopods prefer the rocky shallows, and are found in those waters, coming from the open

sea to deposit their eggs in the months of January, February, and March ; but a considerable

number remain permanently near the shore.

" In deep water they are taken by means of earthen jars strung togetlui- and lowered to the bottom

of the sea, where they are allowed to remain for a certain number of hours, and into which the Mshes

inti-oduce themselves. Frequently from eight to ten Octopods are taken from every jar, at each visit

of the fishermen. In less deep water, earthenware drain pipes are placed side by side for distances

frequently exceeding half a mile in length, and in these also the Octopods enter, and are subsequently

captured. As they are attracted by all white, smooth, and bright substances, the natives deck places

in the creek and hollows of the rock with white stones and shells, over which the polypi spread them-

selves, and so are caught from four up to eight at a time." *

SECTION B.—DECAPODA.
FAMILY ITI.-TErTHID^.

Leaving the eight-footed division of two-gilled Cephalopods, we come next in order to the ten-

footed family of the Teut.liid(e,f the name applied by Aristotle to the C'alamanes and Squids.

This embraces a very extensive and most interesting series, remarkable not only for the symmetiy

of their forms, but also as numbering among them some of the lai'gest members of the whole order,

the veritable " Anakims and Nephilim," the giants of the Molluscan kingdom.

Besides the eight ordinary feet possessed by the Octopods, these Decapods, or ten-footed forms,

are furnished with two greatly-elongated tentacles, having expanded club-shaped extremities covered

with suckers. The eight ordinary feet are comparatively shorter than those of the Octopods ; the

dorsal pair being usually the shortest, and the ventral the longest. The tentacles take their origin

within the circle of these eight feet, between the third and fourth pairs ; in C/ieiroteutlns they are

six times as long as the animal itself. In Sejna, Sepiola, and Bossia they are completely retractile

into large sub-orbicular pouches. In Loligo and Sepiotenthis they are partially retractile ; but in

Cheirotevthis they are non-retractile. They serve, like the lasso of the American Indian, to seize theii-

prey, when beyond the reach of the ordinary arms, or to moor the animal to any floating objects, or for

safety during the agitation of a stormy sea.

The suckers of the Calamaries difier fi-om those of Octopus, ic, the latter being fixed flat upon

the tentacles, whilst the former aie supported on peduncles or foot-stalks ; they are, moreover, bordered

by a horny ring which is finely serrated at the edge. The eyes, which are large, are movable in then-

sockets, giving them a weird and "uncanny" aspect. In most of this group, the funnel is fui-nished with

an internal valve.

The shell in the Calamaries is delicate, translucent, and horny, and called the " pen," or the

gladius (sword); in the Cuttle fishes it is a calcareous "bone" (so-called), or sejnostaire. In the

genus Spirula it is a delicate spiral tube, divided into chambers by a series of nacreous partitions

(septa). In all, it is internal. Yet, with the exception of Sinrula, it is not attached to the animal by

any muscles, but is only loosely lodged in the middle of the back of the mantle. So loosely does it He

within this cavity, that wlien the body is cut open it readily falls out. The fossil forms, as we shall

presently see, have other modifications of then- shells, but all are internal.

Like the gregarious fishes which frequent the open sea, the Squids and Cuttles appear periodi-

cally in great shoals on the coasts and banks. This migratory instinct is connected either with the

pursuit of particular food, or, as is more frequently the case, it is caused by the females seeking suitable

places for spawning. The integument, or skin, of all is provided with chromatophores, which are sacs with

elastic walls, full of pigment, and provided with radiating muscles, by which they may be drawn out

to a size many times gi'eater than that which they occupy in their contracted state. In their dilated

condition, the colour proper to the contained pigment becomes plainly visible, while in their contracted

state they appear as mere dark specks. It is to the successive expansion and contraction of these

* Report on Tunisian Fisheries, by Mr. W. K. Green, H.B.M. Consul at Tunis,

t Teuthida—fhe "Squid" tribe.
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chromatopliores tliat the Cephalopoda owe the peculiar play of " shot " colours, which pass like

blushes over their surface in the living state. These blushes of colour are especially well displayed

by young Cephalopoda just freed from the egg. (Huxley.)*

The Common Squid {Loliyo vulgaris) is met with in shoals around the Cornish coast, and is

taken by the fishermen at night by torchlight in large numbers for bait. Its body is cylindrical,

tapering behind and much elongated in the males ; the tins are terminal and united at the base of the

Ijody forming a rhomb. The mantle is supported by two ridges in front, and there is a dorsal groove

fitting the ridge and gi-ooves on the neck of the funnel. The eyes are large and covered by the skin.

The feet are of unequal length, the dorsal ones being the shortest ; they are armed with two rows of

suckers, furnished with horny deutated margins. The tentacles are partly retractile, with lanceo-

late club-like extremities bearing four rows of cupping-suckers. These animals are called by the

fishermen "pen and ink fish," from the readiness with which they discliarge their ink-bag when

alarmed or in danger of being captured, and also from the fact of the delicate internal shell (or

gladius) of the Calamary {Loligo vulgaris) being in shape extremely like a quill-pen, witli an e.x-

pansion on each side to correspond with the vane of the feather. These delicate pens are multiplied

by age, several being found packed closely one behind another in old individuals. (Owen.) The

Calamaries are all good swimmers, and gregarious in their habits ; they can also crawl head-down-

wards on their oral disc, or mouth, with the feet expanded. The species of Loligo, about nineteen

in number, are cosmopolitan in distribution, being found throughout the seas of the globe, living both

in the open sea and along the coasts.

The spawn of the Squid [Loligo vulgaris) consists of dozens of semi-transparent, gelatinous,

slender, cylindrical sheaths, about four or five inches long, each containing many ova embedded in it,

and all springing from one common centre, and resembling a mop without a handle. Johann Bodasch,

Professor of Natural History at Prague, calculated that one of these mop-like masses contained 39,766

ova; and by counting those embedded in ten of the long, gelatinous, finger-like processes, and weighing

them and the remainder, Mr. Henry Lee verified his estimate, and computed that in one specimen

there were 42,000 perfect young Squids. It is evident that comparatively few of them live to arrive

at maturity, or the sea would teem with them ; and in eveiy existing aquarium it has been found

impossible to rear the young Cephalopoda hatched there. These " sea^niops " are not found attached

to anything, and the pelagic habits of the Calamaries render it probable that they are left floating

on the surface of the ocean.

" The movements of the Little Squid " (Loligo media), says Mr. Henry Lee, "are very gi-aceful

and pleasing. They are gregarious, like other Squids, and keep close together. By the action of their

tail tins they can either 'go a-head' or 'turn astern,' and it is very interesting to watch their

manoeuvres. We once had in one of the tanks four of these little Squids (which were onJy four

inches long), and I was much amused by seeing them perform, in a most ludicrous manner, the

quadrille figure called La Trenise. Three of them ranged themselves side by side, and advanced

towards, and retired from, a solitary one, who, for some reason, was not received into their rank, but

faced them. When they withdrew, stem first, to the back of the tank, the lonely one followed them
up with a pas seul. But there the similitude ended. He was repeatedly driven backwards to his former

position, and was iiot allowed the privilege of taking his partner with him.

" These little Squids," he adds, " are impudently voracious. I have .seen one in single combat

with a young Dog-fish about four inches long. At first I thought the fish was the aggi-essor, and had
seized one of the tentacular arms of the little Loligo as a good substitute for a worm; but it was soon

apparent that the affray had been provoked by the carnivorous Cephalopod, and that the puppy-fish

would get the worst of it ; so they were separated."

* In the Dibranchiata (Squids, Cuttles, Octopus, &c.), the three principal pairs of nerve-masses, or ganglia, are
usually large, and so closely aggi-egated together, that they are not readily distinguishable. The optic nerves are very
laige ; one or two nerves are given off to the ganglion of the throat and mouth, which are united to form one mass encircling

the gullet. The pedal, or foot-ganglion, lies on the posterior side of the gullet, and supplies the large nerves to the arms
(feet) or tentacles, and those to the fimnel, while the auditory nerves are immediately connected with them. The other nerve-

centres (called parieto-splanchnk) give off branches to the mantle, the shell-muscles, the branchia, the heart, and other
internal organs ; the inferior buccal ganglion sends nerves along the oesophagus, which end in a ganglion on the stomach.
(Hancock, Anatomy of the Ommastrephes.)
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A species of Calamaiy found on the coast of Givenlanrl, the Gonatns amcena. -vvliicli, in tlie form

of its pen and of the animal itself, resembles Lolujo in most respects, lias foui- series of cnps on its

eight /JOffa, or feet, and on its two long tentacular feelers it has numerous small cujis, and a single

large fixed cuj> ai-med with a hook.

The Sepioteuthis, of which thirteen species are known, is also closely related to Lolujo. It

has lateral tins as long as the body, and sometimes attains to three feet in length. It is widely dis-

tributed geographically from the West Indies to the Cape, the Red Sea, Java, and Australia.

A singular little form, only two inches in length, named Cranchia (in honour of Mr. J. Cranch,

Naturalist to the Congo Expedition), has been met with in the open sea off the West Coast of Africa.

It makes the nearest approach in general character and form to

the Octopods, of any of this division of Calamaries. Its pen is

long and narrow, its body large and globular, the head is very

small, and the eyes are fixed. The feet are .short and have

two rows of suckers. The tentacular clubs have four rows of

cups, and are finned behind. The funnel is furnished with a

valve. Only two sj^ecies ai-e known, of which Cranchia scabra

is the type.

One of the most diminutive of the Teuthid^ is the Sepiola

rondeletii of Gesner, a veritable Lilliputian among Squids, some-

times caught on the south coast of England in Shrimp-nets. The
mantle-sac enclosing the body of this little "Tom Thumb" Cepha-

lojiod is iibout an inch in length, and in shape like a short wide-bore

mortar. The head may be supposed to be the tompion fixed in

the muzzle ; and where the trunnions would be are two little flat

tins of rounded outline. The large goggle eyes seem to be out '

of all proportion to the size of their owner ; but they are, '

apparently, " all the better to see with," either to watch for

tender young Shrimp coming within aim's I'each, or to perceive

nn approaching enemy. Sepioln, like its comparatively Brob-

dingnagiau relatives, has the faculty of rapidly changing colour,

and, if angered or alarmed, its hue is almost instantaneously

altered from pale parchment dotted with pink to a deep reddish-

brown. In its habits this little animal differs as much fi-om the

Sepia as the latter from the Octopus. It naturally buries itself up to its eyes m the sand ; but as sand

is apt to harbour impurities, which in a bowl or tank become corrupt and generate poisonous sulphuretted

hydrogen, the bottom of these receptacles is usually covered with tine shingle. It is most interesting

to notice, how, in obeying its burrowing propensities, the Sepiola adapts itself to circumstances, and

entirely deviates from its customary mode of procedure. To make a sand pit for its hiding-place, it

will direct upon it strong jets of water from its funnel, and thus blow out a cavity in which to seat

itself, and allow the disturbed particles of sand to settle over and ai'ound it; but as the pebbles aj-e too

heavy to lie thus displaced by its blasting apparatus, it removes them, one at a time, by means of its

arms, which are long and strong in proportion to its little short body. (Henry Lee.)

The ])en of Sepiola is half as long as the back of the animal. Six species of this minute Sipiid

are known from the coasts of Norway, Britain, the Mediterranean, the Mauritius, Japan, and

Australia.

A sub-genus of Sepiola, named Rossia, by Owen (after Captain Sir James Boss, R.N.), attains a

length of from three to five inches, and is represented by six species, one of which is found as far north

as Regent Inlet, the others being from Great Britain, the Mediterranean, and Manila.

Another pelagic Squid, named Zoligopsis* by Lamarck, has a very elongated tapering body, with

short anus, provided with two rovvs of cujxs. Its tentacles are very slender ; they are often mutilated or

wholly wanting. Its caudal tin is rhomboidal, and reminds one of the blade of a screw-propeller. Its

pen, which is slender, has a minute conical appendix to its extremity. Eight species of Loligopsis are

* From Loli'jo, and ojysis, Gr., look.

COMMON SUIID
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recorded, all dwellers in the open sea, and therefore good swimmers. The}- occur in the Atlantic, from

the Arctic seas to Madeira, in the Mediterranean, the seas of India and Japan, and even in the South

Sea, and attain a length of from six to twelve inches.

A very interesting member of this family is named Cheirotenthis.* Although the length of its

body is often less than three inches, its tentacular arms measure three feet in length, and its other

arms eight inches to one foot. Its ventral

arms are longest. Its long slender tentacles

have single cups or suckers scattered at

distant intervals aloug their stalks, and

four rows of peduncidated claws on theii-

expanded extremities. The pen, which is

slendei-, is slightly winged at both ends.

The tin is broadly rounded, and })ointed at

its extremity. Two species are described,

one of which has been met with in the

Mediterranean, the other on the Ciulf-weed

in mid-Atlantic.

In Histioteuthisf, the terminal fins are

rounded; the body is very short, the head

being larger almost in proportion. The

feet, with the exception of the ventral pair, are webbed high up, thus forming a semi-paj-achute.

The tentacles are long, and placed outside the web formed by the union of the three dor.sal pairs of

feet ; the ends of the tentacles are armed with six rows of cups or suckers with dentated borders.

The pen is short and broad-bladed, like an old bronze arrow-head in shape. Two forms of this genus

inhabit the Mediterranean in the open sea.

The Clawed Calamary {Onychoteuthis J) has an elongated, cylindrical body, terminating in a

broadly-expanded, rhombic, somewhat-pointed caudal fin. The feet are unequal, with two rows of

suckers on each. The tentacula ai-e long and powerful, the club-shaped exti-emity

being armed with a double series of hooks, and having usually a small gi'oup of

suckers at the base. The shell, which is narrow, terminates in a slender, hollow,

conical point.

Perfect as is the apparatus of suckers, with which the prehensile organs of the

Dibranchiate division of the Cephalopoda are provided, still, it would seem, there are

circumstances in which even these would be insuflacient to enable their ]iossessor to fulfil

all the offices in the economy of nature for which it was designed ; and in those species

which have to contend with the agile, slippery, and mucous-clad fishes, more powerful

organs of prehension are superadded to the suckers.

In the Calamary the base of the piston of each sucker is enclosed by a horny hoop,

tlie outer and anterior margin of which is developed into a series of sharp-pointed,

curved teeth. These can be firmly pressed into the flesh of a .struggling prey by the

contraction of the surrounding transverse fibres, and can be withdrawn by the

action of the retractor fibres of the piston. Let the i-eader picture to himself the

projecting margin of the horny hoop developed into a long, curved, sharp-pointed

claw, and these weapons clustered at the expanded terminations of the tentacles, and

arranged in a double alternate series along the whole internal surface of the eight

muscular feet, and he will have some idea of the formidable nature of the carnivorous loligopsis ver-
Onychotenthis. miculakis.

We cannot quit this part of our subject without noticing a structure which adds

greatly to the prehensile powers of these uncinated Calamaries. At the extremities of the long tentacles,

in addition to the clawed suckers, a cluster of small, simple, unarmed suckers may be observed at the

base of each of the expanded, club-like extremities. ^V^len these small, simple suckers are applied

• Cheir, Gr., a hand, and Gr., ieuthis, a Siiiiid. t Histion, Gr., a veil, and teuthia

I Onyx, Gr.. a claw, and tfiitlm.
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to one another tlie tentacles are tirmly locked together at that part, and tlie united strength of both

the elongated peduncles can be applied to drag towards the mouth any resisting object wliich has

been grappled by the terminal hooks. There is no mechanical contrivance which surpasses this

structure. The obstetric forceps, invented by Sir J. Y. Simpson (in which either blade can be used

separately, or, by the interlocking of a temporary joint, be made to act in combina-

tion), is stated to have been suggested by these tentacular arms of the Calamary. [Owen.]

Specimens have been taken of this form varying in length from four inches to two feet.

Six species belonging to this genus have been described, which, like so many of its

congeners, have been met with in seas as broad as the Atlantic, the Pacitic, and the

Indian Ocean. These uncinated or Clawed Calamaries are solitary animals, fre-

quenting the open sea, and especially the banks of floating gulf-weed in the " Sargasso

Sea." 0. banksii ranges from Norway to the Cape and Indian Ocean; the rest are

confined to the warmer seas. 0. dussumieri has been taken when swimming in the

open sea 200 leagues north of the Mauritius.

The Armed Calamary (Enoploteut/iis*) approaches in size to that of the largest

Cephalopods, of which we shall presently speak. It is probably six feet in length (if

not larger) when adult ; but it seems doubtful whether there is any very exact limit

to the growth of some of these larger forms, if they happen to survive their infancy

and youth without coming to an untimely end. The pen in Enoploteuthis is lance- pen of the
shaped, but the feet, instead of being furnished with cups or suckers, have each a double calamary.

series of sti'ongly-curved, horny hooks, concealed by retractile webs. The tentacles are

long and feeble, and evidently do not play an important part in the economy of the animal as in the

clawed Calamaiy. Banks and Solander, in Cook's first voyage, found the dead carcass of a gigantic

species of this kind floating in the sea between Cape Horn and the Polynesian Islands, in latitude

30° 44' S., longitude 110" 33' W. It was surrounded by aquatic birds, which were feeding on its

remains. From the parts of this specimen, which are still preserved in the Hunterian Collection, and

which have always strongly excited the attention of naturalists, it must have measured at least six

feet from the end of the tail to the end of the tentacles. The natives of the Polynesian Islands, who
dive for shell-fish, have a well-founded dread and abhorrence of these formidable Cephalopods, and

one cannot feel surprised that their fears should have perhaps exaggerated the dimensions and

destructive attributes of those creatures.

Ten species have been described belonging to this genus from the Mediterranean and the Pacific.

Fossil booklets arranged in rows, which, doubtless, belonged to a species of EnoplotexUMs, a great,

great ancestor of the one brought home by Sir Joseph Banks, have been met with fossil in the Lias

formation of Lyme Regis, in Dorsetshii-e, and are now preserved in the British Museum of Natural

History.

The Sagittated Calamary {Ommastrephes f ) is a remarkably active member of a restless and

cosmoj)olitan race. The sailors call them " sea-arrows," or " flying Squids," from their habit of leaping

out of the water, often to such a height as to fall on the decks of vessels. Colonel Sykes records

the fact that in returning from India, while the wind was light and the sea calm, several of

these "flying Squids" leapt on board the vessel, falling upon the deck. J The body of the Sagittated

Calamary is cylindrical, and has a large terminal rhombic fin. The feet have two rows of suckers,

and sometimes an internal membranous fringe. The tentacles are short and strong, and armed

with four rows of cupping suckers. The pen has a shaft with three diverging ribs and a hollow

conical extremity. They vary in length from one to four feet. Fourteen species of these

Sagittated Squids have been described from the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Indian, and Pacific Oceans.

They are all gregarious in their habits, and frequent the open sea in all climates.

Gould gives the following interesting description of the Sagittated Calamary ;
—" Their usual

mode of swimming is by dilating the water-breathing chamber of their sac-shaped body, and filling it

with water. The body is then suddenly contracted, and the water forcibly ejected, so as to pi-opel them

backwards with great rapidity. So swift and straight is their progress that they look like arrows

* Eiioplos, Gr., armed. t Ommi, Gr.

t Proceedings of the Zoolor/ical Socktii
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shooting through the water. Whenever they strike the shore they commence pumping the water with
increased violence, while every effort only tends to throw them still fai-ther upon the sands, until

they are left high and dry. The body is beautifully spotted with colours, which seem to vary with

the emotions of the animal. At one moment they appear to be of a vivid red, at the next a deep

blue, violet brown, or orange. They devour immense numbers of small fish, and it is amusing to

watch their movements, and see how, at a distance of several feet, they will poise themselves, and in

an instant, with the rapidity of lightning, the prey is seized in their long arms and instantaneously

tlevoured. They, in their turn, are a pi-ey to the larger fishes."

On the coast of Newfoundland the bait used for the Cod-fishery at the commencement of May is

the Herring ; during June, July, and August the Capelin ; and about the end of August and
throughout September they use the Squids, which come into the bays in great abundance. They
are caught by means of a "jigger," wliich is a conical piece of lead, round the cii-cumference of the

base of which are inserted eight or ten hooks. The fishermen go out in punts Squid-jigging of an
evening, to catch bait required for the next day's fishing. About 100 or more Squids are caught by
each boat, and thousands of them are taken during the season about 150 or 200 yards from the

shore, in tolerably deep water. In many stations more than a dozen boats are engaged in Squid-

catching. All parts of the Squid are cut up and used as bait ; what is not required the next day is

thrown away, or given to the pigs. In the northern district, the fishing spots are between Cape

Freels and Cape St. John. The fishing takes place about sun-do\vn. The Squid used so abun-

dantly for bait in the Cod-fishery is Ommastrephes sagittaUis.

The Squid is of an oblong cylindrical form. The length of the body is from eight inches to a

foot, and it is about two inches in diameter. The flesh is said by the fishermen to be remarkably

good eating, and to be excellent when fried. About the end of September the Squid disappears.

A crew of thi-ee men usually take from 100 to 500 in a day. The Squids come into the bay in

such vast shoals that sometimes, during violent gales, lumdreds of tons of them are thrown up

together in beds on the flat beaches, and their decay spreads an intolerable effluvium around.

The following accounts of the ca])ture of specimens of giant Cephalopods, although necessarily

imperfect, and in many instances incapable of careful and complete correlation with one another,

suflice to prove that there exist in the North Atlantic numerous living examples of ten-armed

Calamaries, of a size surpassing any other members of the Molluscan class.

Some of these may be referred to Loligo and Ommastrephes ; the majority, however, are no

doubt properly to be refei-red to the Architeuthis monachus and A. dux of Steenstrup, and in this

opinion Professor Verrill, who has examined much of the evidence and many of the actual specimens

obtained from Newfoundland, agrees. His figures, prepared from photogra])hs and from drawings of

parts of several specimens, show it to have had a broadly-expanded internal pen, in form somewhat like

that of the ancient genus Teiulopsis, found fossil in the Jurassic formation. The tail-fin was broadly

saggittate, or arrow-shaped, and finely pointed at its extremity. The arms had two rows of stalked

suckers, and the tentacles, which were of great length (twenty-four feet), were remarkably slender, and

had their expanded extremities armed with four rows of stalked suckers, with horny serrated border.s.*

In a letter to the late Dr. S. P. Woodward, Dr. Morch states that, according to an old

Icelandic chronicle, a "sea spectre" (Ommastrephes) was driven ashore in 1639, as long and big as

a man. It had seven tails, upwards of two yards long (the eighth was very likely lost), and one very

long tail (one of the two tentacles, the other being lost), four to five fathoms long. The tails were

crowded with buttons, like eyes, with a pupil and eyelid, which were gilt. This evidently refers to

the suckers.

On the 26th of April, 1875, a very lai-ge Calamary was met with on the north-west of Bofiin

Island, Connemara. The crew of a " curragh " (a boat made like a "coracle," with wooden ribs

covered with tarred canvas) observed to seaward a large floating mass suiTOunded by gulls. They

pulled out to it, believing it to be a wreck, but to theii- astonishment found that it was an enormous

Cuttle-fish, lying perfectly still, as if basking on the surface of the water. Paddling up with caution,

they lopped oft" one of its arms The animal immediately set out to sea, rushing through the water

at a tremendous pace. The nien gave chase, and, after a hard pull in their frail canvas craft, came

* "American .Journ.^1 of Science and Arts," 1874, 3ril ser. , vol. vii,, p. 1.58 ; 1875, vol. ix.
, pp. 123, 177, plates ii.-v.
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up with it, tive miles out in tlie open Atlantic, and se\-ereil another of its arms and the liead.

Tiiese portions, labelled Architeiithis dux, can now lie seen in the Dulilin Museum. The shorter arms
measured each eight feet in length and tifteen inches round the Ijase. The tentacular arms are

said to have been thirty feet long.*

In 1861 the French steamer Alecton fell in with an enormous Calamary between Madeira
and Teneritl'e. Vigorous efforts were made to secure this monster, but, after a severe struggle, it

succeeded in making its escape, leaving its tail behind. Its length was estimated at about fifteen

or eighteen feet, and its eight arms, covered with suckers, appeared to be about five or six feet long.

A gigantic Cuttle-fish " was found floating on the surface at the Grand Bank, Newfoundland,
in October, 1871, by Captain Campbell, of the schooner B. D. Hoskins, of Gloucester, Mass.
Dr, A. S. Packard published some account of it in the ' American Naturalist,' 1873, Vol. vii., p. 91. Its

jaws were sent to the Smithsonian Institution. Professor Steenstrup, who saw a photograph of them,
t lought they belonged to Architeiithis nwnachus, an inhabitant of the Northern coast of Europe.
ilie horny jaw, or beak, of this specimen is thick and strong, nearly black; it is acute at the
apex, with a decided notch or angle on the inside, about -75 of an inch from the point, and beyond
the notch is a large, prominent, angular lobe. The body of the specimen from which this jaw was
taken is stated to have measured fifteen feet in length and four feet eight inches in circumference.

The arms were mutilated, but the portions remaining were estimated to be nine or ten feet long
and twenty-two inches in circumference, two being shorter than the rest. It was estimated to

weigh 2,000 lbs."

" Two fishermen were plying their vocation off Great Belle Island, Conception Bay, October 26,

1873. Suddenly they discovered at a short distance from them a dark shapeless mass floating on
the surface of the water. Concluding that it was probably part of the cargo of some wrecked
vessel, they approached it, anticipating a valuable prize, and one of them struck the object with his

boat-hook. Upon receiving the shock the dark heap became suddenly animated, and, spreading out,

discovered a head, with a pair of large, prominent, staring eyes, which seemed to gleam with

intense ferocity, the creature at the same time exposing to view and opening its parrot-like beak

with an apparently hostile jind malignant purpose. The men were petrified with terroi', and for a

moment so fascinated by the horrible sight as to be powerless to stir. Before they had time to

recover their presence of mind the monster, now but a few feet from the boat, suddenly shot out

from around its head several long, fleshy arms, grappling with them for the boat, and seeking to

envelop it in their folds. Only the two longest of these arms reached the craft, and, owing to

their great length, went completely over and beyond it. Seizing his hatchet, with a desperate

effort one of the men svicceeded in severing these limbs with a single well-delivered blow, and

the creature, finding itself worsted, immediately disappeared beneath the waters, leaving in the

boat its amputated members as a trophy of the encounter. One of the arms was unfortunately

destroyed before its value was known, but the other, when brought to St. John's, and examined

by the Rev. M. Harvey, was found to measure no less than nineteen feet ; and the fisherman who

acted as surgeon declares there must have been at least six feet more of this arm left attached

to the monster's body." t

Professor Verrill writes :
—" This fragment, which is preserved in the Museum of St. John's, New-

foundland, represents the distal half of one of the long tentacular arms, with its expanded terminal

portion covered with suckers, twenty-four of which are larger than the rest ; they are in two rows ; the

border is not serrated. They measure 1"25 inch in diameter; the other suckers are smaller, very

numerous ; the edge of each is supported by a serrated chitinous ring. The part of the arm preserved

measured nineteen feet in length, and 3 -.5 inches in circumference, but wider, 'like an oar,' and six

inches in circumference near the end where the suckers are situated ; but its length, when entire, was

estimated at forty-two feet." :j: Professor A. E. Verrill estimates the entire length of the creature,

including its arms, to have been sixtj' feet. The fishermen told Mr. Harvey that when wounded

the Calamary ejected such a vast quantity of ink that the water was discoloured for some 200

square yards around.

* Zoulogist, June, 1875. + AV. S Kent, Proceedhvis of the Zoolonic il Society, 1874, p. 178.

To\. ix., p. 178.
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'' A sj)ecimen was found alive in shallow water at Coomb's Cove, and captured." Professor

A. E. Verrill says of this :— " It is stated that its body measured ten feet in length, and was

'nearly as large round as a hogshead' (ten to twelve feet) ; its two long tentacless (of which only

one remained) were forty-two feet in length, and ' as large as a man's wrist.' Its short

ai-ms were six feet in length, by aboat nine inches in diameter, 'very strong and stout.' The

suckers had each a serrated edge. The colour was reddish. The loss of one long arm, and the

correspondence of the other in size to the one amputated from the preceding Cuttle-fish, justifies
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a suspicion tha(. this was actually the. same iuilividual that attacked the boat. But if not, it w;
lirobably one of the Siune species, aaid of about the same size."

A pair of jaws and two suckers were sent to the Smithsonian Institute by Rev. A. Mum
They were taken from a Cuttle cast ashore at Bonavista Bay. He states "that it measure
thirty-two feet iii length and six feet in circumference. Profes.sor VerriU thinks this is i,iol)abl

the entire length, including more or le.ss of the arras.

The jaw is large and broad, but thinner than that

found by Captain Campbell, and without the deep

notch and angular lobe seen in that specimen. It

l)robably belongs to the ArchituHthis dux of Steenstrup.

On J<inuai\ 31, 1874, the Rev. M. Harvey
^cubed paits of i {»iant Calamary, taken neai" St
Johns, N( wfoundl md, of which the subjoined is a

note —"A tew dns igo three of our fishermen

usidinjr in Lo^ie Bij, three miles from St. John's,

>\eie o\eihuiling a heiring-net, when they found entangled iu its folds a huge Calamary. "With
i,ieit tli&cult} they succeeded ill despatching it and bringing it on shore, being compelled to cut

of! Its lit id befoie thi.\ could drag it into their boat. Having purchased it of the fishermen, I

in\i. taietully e\imiiied and measured it, and have had the head and surrounding ai-ms photo-

graphed, as well as the body, both being at present

preserved iii brine. The body is eight feet in

length and five in circumference. The arms, ten

in number, radiate from the top of the head. The
mouth of the creature consists of a strong horny

be.ik, exactly like that of a parrot in shape, and

about the size of a man's fist. The eyes are placed

jT ^Q^^^^^to ^^^^^ ''~^'°^^^^. °'' ea.c]i side of the head from which the arms

j^^\^ ^^^^.V^^'lCilir^^*^^* extend, and are large, dark, and prominent, the

^r^ ^^Sdto^ '" \js^ membranous sockets being four inches and a half

in diameter. The two longest arms measure each

twenty-four feet in length, are oidy three inches in

A, MARGINAL RUNG OP SUCKER FROM ONE OF THE SESSILE circumfereiice, and are very tough and strong, and
ARMS OF ARCHITEUTHIS MONACHUS (eilinrmd Itco dtame(ers); „. ,1 J. -J. ] -il _i; 1 1

«, LARGE (.X) AND SMALL (6, svcKEK FROM THE TEN- ** ^^^^ extrBiiiity are covered With powerful suckers,

TAcuLAR ARMS OF SAME (nat si-.c) ; c, LAEGER SUCKER the largest being one inch and a quarter iu diameter,
FROM TENTACLE OF SAME [nat. dze).

^.j^g g^aiiest iiot larger than a split pea. There are

about eighty suckers on each arm, which tapers to a

pretty fine point. Each of the eight short arms is six feet in length, and at the point of jmiction with

the head is nine inches in circumference. They taper to a point, and on the under side are entirely

covered with a double row of powerful suckers one inch and a quarter in diameter, each having a sharp

denticulated edge and a membrane in the centre, which the creature can retract at pleasure, and thus

create a vacuum. Each of these short arms has nearly one hundred suckers, and the moment one of

them touches its prey it feels the contact, and draws back the membranous piston ; a vacuum is created,

and the edges of the disc ai"e pressed against the surface of the victim, with a force equal to the weight

of the atmosphere added to the weight of water which is above it. The more the victim writhes it

comes in contact with more and more discs in succession, each of wliicii adheres , and other arms soon

encircle it, and bring it within reach of the powerful beak. No fate could be more horrible than to

be entwined in the embrace of those eight clammy, corpse-like arms, and to feel their folds creeping and

gliding around you, and the eight hundred discs, with their cold adhesive touch, glueing themselves to

you with a grasp which nothing could relax, and feeling like so many mouths devouring you at tlie

same time. Slowly the horrible arms, supple as leather, strong as steel, and cold as death, draw theii'

prey under the horrible beak, and press it against the glutinous mass which forms the body. The

cold, slimy grasp paralyses the victim with terror, and the powerful mandibles rend and devour.

" No Cuttle of such dimensions as the one I am describing has ever before been captured. If its

y.
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arms were extended they would be forty-eiglit feet between their extremities, while two of the

shorter arms would measure thirteen feet from tip to tip. This specimen, although large, is but aa

infant compared to some which ha^e been seen around these shores. The Rev. Mr. Gabriel assures

me that in 1870 two Cuttles were cast ashore at Lamaline, their bodies measuring respectively

forty and forty-seven feet. Another gentleman here, whose testimony is thoroughly trustworthy,

tells me he measured the body of one which came ashore two years ago, and found it was eighty

feet in length. Never until now were Cuttles of such colossal dimensions seen in cold latitudes."*

Four genera of ten-armed Galamaries have been desci'ibed, founded on the fossil remains of their

shells met with in the Liassic and Oolitic formations. They comprise a dilated and spatulate form

of fossil pen, named Teudopsis by Deslongchamps, of which five fossil species have been described,

from the Lias of France and Germany. The genus Beloteuthis, of Miinster, has a horny lanceolate

pen, with a very broad shaft pointed at each end, and with small lateral wings. Of this genus six

species have been described, due probably to diti'erences in age and sex. They are found in the Lias of

Wiirtemberg.

The genus Geoteuthis (Miinster) has a broad pen, pointed behind ; the shaft is wide and truncated

in front, the lateral wings are shorter than the shaft. Nine species of this extinct genus of Cala-

maries have been established on their fossil remains from the Lias of Wiirtemberg, Normandy, and

Lyme Regis, whilst several undescribed species occur in the Oxford Clay of Chippenham, Wilts.

Besides the pens of this Calamary, the ink-bag, the muscular mantle, and the bases of the arms

are px-eserved in the Oxford Clay. Some of the ink-bags found in the Lias of Lyme Regis are nearly

a foot in length, and are invested with a brilliant nacreous layei-. They must have belonged to

Galamaries of gigantic size. It is difficult to understand how these ink-bags were pi-eserved fidl, as

the recent Galamaries " spill their ink " on the slightest alarm. (Buckland.)

" It is an oft-told anecdote that the late Dr. Buckland gave .some of this fossil ink to Sir Francis

Chantrey, who pronounced it to be of unusually good quality, and with it made a drawing of the

specimen from which it was taken. This drawing was afterwards in the possession of the late Frank

Buckland. I have also seen a cake of fossil sepia—prepared by Messrs. Newman for Professor Dick,

of Cambridge, about the year 18.50—which rubs as smoothly and is as rich in colour as that manu-

factured from the ink of recent Cuttle-fishes." (Henry Lee.)

Another fossil form is the genus Lepfoteufhis of Von Meyer, from the Lithographic stone of

Solenhofen. The pen of this sijecies is very broad, rounded in front, pointed behind, with obscure

diverging ribs. The beaks of some fossil forms are known, and also the booklets of the arms of

pi-obably a clawed form of Calamary from the Lias of Dorsetshire. Specimens of many of these

may be seen in the British Museum of Natural History. Wagner's genus, Acantlioteuthis, from the

Lithographic stone of Solenhofen, is founded on the fossil hooks of a Calamary. These show that

the animal had ten nearly equal arms, all furnished with a double series of horny claws throughout

theii- entire length.

FAMILY IV.—BELEMNITID.E.

As there is no living representative of this famil}^, we are obligeil to base our description entirely

on its fossil i-emains. The fossil shells of this singular Cephalopod have long been known. Probably

few forms of extinct animal life have received more attention than the Belemnitet and its allies, a

group peculiar to the Secondary rocks.

The earliest notices of this fossil date back to 1553, but their chief historians have been Dr. Buck-

land (1829-36), Owen (1844), Woodward (1851-6), and Huxley (1864).

The part to which the name " Belemuite " is applied consists of the well-known sub-cylindrical

calcareous fossil, called by the quarrymen and peasants " Thunderbolts," " St. Peter's Fingers," kc.

It is, in fact, only the "guard," or "rostrum," of the internal shell of a species of Squid, or Cuttle,

the lower end of which is more or less pointed and the upper is hollowed out, with a conical cavity

called the alveolus-X Into this cavity is inserted a series of conical septa, or partitions, which, when

fossilised by the infiltration of carbonate of li;ne, leave behind a number of " meniscus-shaped

"

casts of the chambers which present the appearance of a series of graduated watch-glasses,

* ' AiiuaLs and Mag. Nat. Hist.,"' 4tli series, vol. xiii., p. OS. t From Ultmmn, Gr., a dart.

X Lat., alveolus, a channel.
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piled loosely upon one unother. The upper portion of this chaiiiliercd ilivisiou of tlic shell of tlie

Beleuuiite is encloseil in a thin shell-wall.* The cliambers themselves, and septa which divide them,
are traversed vertically on one side by a minute pearly tube, called the "siphuncle." Tlie

chambered portion is called the "phragmacone."t Rising above the " conotheca," a thin shelly
substance is sometimes found. This, which is called by Huxley the " pro-ostracum," is believed to

be tlie homologue of a portion of the pen of tlie Cuttle-tish.

In addition to tiiis, we now know certainly that the Belenmite possesseil an ink-bag, anil that

its arms were provided with suckers and hooks, and that it had, like its congeners.

a horny beak.

Long before Professor Huxley had described (in 1864:) a nearly perftict

Belemnite from the Lias of Lyme Regis, having all its parts associated together,

there hail been olitained from the Oxford Clay of Chippenham, by Mr. W. Cun-

nington, F.G.S., specimens of Bdemnoteuthis, showing the guard, the phragmacone,

the conotheca, the ink-bag, the fuimel, the outlines of the fins and jmda, with the

eyes, acetabula, or suckei's, and horny hooks. The feet and tentacles in this

old fossil genus were of nearly equal length, and furnished with a double

alternating series of horny hooks, from twenty to forty paus on each foot ; the J
tii^ were large and placed on the centre of each side.

More than one hundred species of Belemnites have been found in a fossil state,

langing from the Lias to the Chalk, and distributed over the whole of Europe. A
few species have been found in the Chalk of Southern India, in the Jurassic formation

of the Himalayas, and in New Zealand. The guard, which is most commonly the

only part preserved, is very variable in its [)roportions, being sometimes only

half an incli longer than the phragmacone, at othens one or even two feet in

length. The genera belonging to this family are:—Firstly, Belemnites (already

referred to) ; secondly, Belemnitella, of which six species are described from the

Chalk and Greensand formations ; thirdly, Xij)hoteuthis, a curious genus with a

single species from the Lias of Lyme Regis ; fourthly, Belemtwteuthis (of Miller bi

and Pearce, 1842), from the Oxford Clay; fifthly, Conoteuthis (of D'Orbigny), from •''

the Greensand of France and England, a form which connects the ordinary '••

Calamaries with the Belemnites.

FAMILY v.-sEPiAP-E. shi ;;i,";''„'';:"",,; Mal;-

Sepia officinalis, the common Cuttle-fish, is one of the most beautiful and
^'"*-iji,,/,;'„iJ';.';'«^""g;'i'>4:

curious of British molluscs ; l}at although its " bone," or shell, is frequently cast up leim.'iTe."'^'"""
"' " "'"

on all the sandy shores, tlie ci-eature itself is rarely seen and seldom taken. Its

body is flattened from back to front, and correspondingly broad laterally. It is rounded

below and truncated above, giving to its outline the form of an escutcheon. All around

the margin run narrow and delicate fins, one on each side, of equal breadth, except at

the extremity, where they meet, and present, as it were, a notched termination to the body.

The back is smooth or slightly tuberculated. The head is much narrower than the body, although in

itself broad ; in the region of the eyes it is very prominent, and crowned above with eight rather short,

stout, lanceolate, slightly keeled feet. On their inner sides are four rows of equal and regulai-, but

rather small, suckers, whicb are globular and stalked, and have simple horny hoops. The margins of

the feet are fringed by a membrane, and the foui-tli pair are crested. The tentacula are

very long, borne upon stout smooth peduncles, terminating in clubs, crested on their backs, and

bearing on their flat surface, which is expanded at the sides into a plaited flounce, .several rows of un-

equal suckers, of which the central are large and few and the terminal ones numerous and minute.

The buccal membrane is attached to the arms by web-like processes.

The colours of this animal resemble the pattern of a Zebra's hide. Centrally, the back is marked

by numerous fine, interrupted, irregular bands of white on a dark brown ground ; laterally, with

* Called by Huxley the Corwtheca ; from corns, Gr., a cone, and tltece, Gr., a sheath, an envelope, a coverhig.

T Phragma, Gr., a septum, a partition.
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broad wliite stripes, many of wliioli, usually alternate ones, bifurcate at each end, the intersiiaces

being rich vandyke-brown ; between them and the lateral fin the skin is tinged with tawny and

irregularly spotted. The fins themselves are brownish above, minutely speckled with wliite ; a white

line runs parallel with the edge, which is itself bouuded by a minutely speckled, very narrow border.

The neck is white, with gi'eenish and rosy reflections. The back of the head and arms are rich brown,

becoming faint and passing into specks on the sides of the latter. The

\
'

J ' eyes are black. The tentacular arms are white, with a few pinkish-browu

V^ '
' dots. The entire under surface is bluish-white, with rosy specks. No figure

Vx that we have seen gives a true idea of tlie rich painting of the common Cuttlc-

V tish. The female is wider than the male. The " bone," or shell, is thick, but

depressed to an ovate-cblong form, varying a little in shaiie in different

examples ; it is very regular' and .symmetrical, smooth and corneous at the

sides, and more or less furrowed and rugose over the greater part of its surface.

Near the posterior extremity is .seen the hard mucro. It is most prominent

in young specimens. The under suiface is convex, depressed and hollowed

jtj

I II

out at the sides behind. The margin projects widely below, and curves

if j
/ upwards and inwards, and expands in a wing-like form below around

the nucleus of the shell. The substance of the " cuttle-bone " Ls comjio-sed

of numerous shelly laminaj, separated from each other by a perpendicularly

fibi-ous calcified tissue, exhibiting a shiny white and satiny lustre, and having
coMiKjN tiTTLF ^ punilceous aspect and feel. Thus extreme lightness, in projwrtion to its

bulk, is given to this body.

The bone equals the body in length, without the fins. A full-grown Cuttle-fish measures

ten inches in length. The breadth of the body is six inches. The arms are five inches in length,

and the tentacles a foot and a half long.

This animal seems to be generally distributed around tlie shores of Britain. It is scarce to the

north of the island, more common to the south, and exceedingly abundant in the Mediteri-anean.

The eggs are dark, oval-shaped, with prominent summits, and have a membranous ring at their bases,

by which they are attached to sea-weed, or fixed to each othei so as to form masses of considerable

numbers. *

Although, as already seen, we are no longer studying animals belonging to the vertebrate

cla-sses, but to the invertebrata, nevertheless we fiud, besides the internal shell of the Cephalopoda,

that the princijsal nerve-mass, or " supra-oesophageal ganglion" (so called because it is placed

above and around the gullet, or oesophagus), is protected by a thick cartilage, which extends in

different directions, so as to aflford a basis of attachment to the chief muscles of the body, thus

serving in lieu of an internal skeleton. It is most largely developed in the Dibranchiate division,

and especially so in the Cuttle-fish. In the Cuttle the cranial cartilage completely surrounds the

gullet, and expands above into a cavity to protect the brain, is hollowed below into cavities to

form organs of hearing, and at the sides to give support to the back part of the orbits. The

long lateral fins are each supported by a narrow flattened pUate of cartilage, to which the

powerful fin-muscles are attached by fibro-cartilaginous laminse, resembling those which siipport the

fins of the cartilaginous fishe.s, such as the Ray. (Owen.) There is a strong muscular heart in all

the animals belonging to this class, which, when single, is always systemic. Besides the aortic or

systemic heart, which has only one cavity or ventricle, each vessel leading to the gills has a dilated

contractile portion, which dilatations may be considered as branchial hearts, so that there are three

separate contractile portions of the circulatoiy system.

" The common Cuttle-fish, often called by sailors the ' Scuttle,' when seen alive, is a lovely

object. Unlike the skulking, hiding Octopus, but equally rapacious, it loves the daylight) and the

freedom of the open sea. Its predatory acts are not those of a concealed and ambushed brigand

lying in wait behind a rock, or peeping furtively from within the gloomy shadow of a cave, but

it may better be compared to the warlike Comanche vedette, seated motionless on his horse, and

scanning from some elevated knoll a wide expanse of jjrairie, in readiness to swoop upon a weak

* Forbes and Hanley :
" Britisli MoUusca."
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or unanned foe. Poised u(>ai- tlio siirf;u-p of tlie water, like a hawk in the air, the lSei)ia iiio\-es

gently to and fro in its tank by graceful luululations of its lateral fins, an exquisite play of colour
occasionally taking place over its beautifully barred and mottled back. When thus tranquil, its

eight pedal arms are usually brought close together, and droop in front of its head, like the trunk
of an elephant shortened, its two longer tentacular arms being coiled

up within the others and unseen. Only when some small fish is gneu
to it as food is its facility of rapid motion displayed. Then, quickly as i |\ i

Kingfisher darts upon a Minnow, it jiounces on its prey, enfolds it r *^''

its fivtal embrace, and I'etires to a recess of its abode to te«ii it pieii

meal with its horny beak, and rend it into minutest shreds with its ) 14^'e.

tongue. In shallow water, however, it will often rest for houis on tin ^
|| i

bottom, after a liearty meal, looking much like a sleepy Tortoise The %^'
Cuttle-fishes are so voi-acious that ti.shermen regard them as unwelcome '^
%isitors. Some localities on our own coast are occasionally so infested \>\

them that the drift netting has to be abandoned, in consequence of then

devouring the fish, or rendering them unsalable by tearing them v ith

their beaks as they hang in the meshes.

" The Sepia seldom lives long in confinement. Although, like the

C'alamaries, it often swims gently forward by the use of its fins, its „ ^ ^ v.sicii

usual mode of rajiid progress ^is the same as that of the Octopus, namely, uf 11 h .

'"
B?sn

darting backwards by the ejection of a stream of water through the organs."" " "" " "' '
"^

tunnel. In a limited space like an aquarium tank there is not sufficient

room for its rocket-like rush, and therefore its hinder extremity so frequently comes in contact

with the rockwork that the skin is worn through until the edge of the internal shell, or

' sepiostaire,' is visible, and death follows. The animal cannot see behind it, and so it often

happens that it similarly comes to grief in its natural habitat, especially in calm weather, when, as

Professor Edward Forbes says, ' not a ripple breaks upon the pebbles to warn it that the shore

is near. An enemy appears ; the creature ejects its ink, like a sharpshooter discharging his rifle

ere he retreats, and then, darting away tail foremost, under cover of the cloud, grounds itself high

u])on the beach, and perishes there.'"*

It is somewhat remarkable that whilst the Octopus shuns the light, and retreai* from that of the

lanthorn, the Cuttle and Squid are attracted by it. At Trincomalee, at certain seasons of the year,

the bay is illuminated during the night by hundreds of lights of fishing-boats moving hither and

thither. A dead Cuttle is generally the bait used. This is suspended in the water, and when hauled

in from time to time one or more of its species are found fast to it, and feeding on their deceased

relative. When removed from the water they emit a peculiar " squelching " noise, which has been

compared to the grunting of a hog. It is caused by the forcing of air instead of water through the

.siphon tube.

" John Hotton (a fisherman of Polperro) says, that some time since he was at sea for the )}urpose

of catching Cuttles, when the ixight was so dark that, though Cuttles were in plenty, and followed the

bait to the surface, he could not see to hook them. He then desired his son to take a lanthorn, and

hold it close to the water, so that he might see, when, to his surprise, a great many Cuttles gathered

round the light, and without bait or hook he caught eighteen by hooking them with the rod (gafl').

Since then he has more than once put the same plan in practice, "f
The crystalline lens of the eye, which is soft in quadnipeds and cartilaginous in fishes, is very

solid in the Cephalopoda. It is almost calcareous, and very peculiar in form. It consists of two

double concave portions, divided by a deep groove, in which are inserted the ciliary processes. The

two halves, which are almost globose at their outer surfaces, separate easily, and exhibit internally a

series of concentric coats, which reflect with a beautiful nacreous opalescence and play of colours. In

some parts of Italy, as in Genoa, the women on festival days use these lenses as beads for necklaces

They were also used as ornaments by the ancient Peruvians, and several of a large size, which

were found in the tombs, and in the eyes of mummies from Peru, are preserved in the Christy

* Hem-y Lee : "Aquarium Notes." + From Jonathan Crouch's WS. "Diary," datfil 1819.
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collection, Britisli Museum. Mr. Stutchbufy lufutions that the Saiichvich I.slanders sokl these

lustrous eyes to the Russians as pearls

A remarkable organ with which some of the Ceplialopoda are provided is a sac, popularly called

the ' irik-baf," in which is stored a deep black secretion, which thej- are able to employ at Will as a

protection from rapacious enemies. On the approach of a suspected foe the animal discharges a

quai\tity of this dense fluid, which renders turbid the surrounding water, and thus enables its owner

to escape in the obscurity. There is a communicatiou between this ink-bag and the funnel or

locomotor-tube, so characteristic of all the Cephalopoda, so that when the ink is ejected it is forcibly

emitted with the stream of water, which produces the rocket like backward motion. The very efi'ort

to escape thus .serves the double purpose of jn-opelling the creature away from the danger and

discolouring the water through which it moves.

" The position of the ink-bag varies in different families. In the Octopus it is buried in the

substance of the liver, and this animal does not emit its ink so readily as the Cuttle or the Squid.

They very rarely do so in captivity, except when greatly exhausted or persistently irritated. It has

been said that after being a few hours in captivity the Octopus loses the

power of secreting ink. There is no foundation at all for such a statement.

When placed in a tank especially reserved for it, in which are no enemies

to cause it fear, it has no need to conceal itself, and therefore does not un-

necessarily eject its cloudy fluid." Mr. Lee states, "I have never dis-

sected an Octopus, no matter how latig it might have lived in

confinement, without finding the ink-bag fairly chai-ged, though some

of its contents are sometimes emitted when the animal is at the point of

t\ "t^ <. ^ death."

>^
*^

1:
" '^^^^ Cuttle {Sepia) discharges its ink on the slightest provocation

;

and this is sometimes very troublesome and annoying when this species

is cxliiliited in an aquarium. The quantity of water its ink will

obscure is really surprising. The fluid is secreted with amazing rapidity,

:iiid the Ijjack ejection frequently occurs several times in succession. I

have (savs ilr Lee) often seen a Cuttle completely spoil in a few

stcouds .ill tlie water in a tank containing 1,000 gallons."

When first taken, the Sepia is mast sensitively timid. Its keen,

^^ij^m ^^
luiwiuking eye watches for and perceives the sli-htest movement of its

captor, and if even most cautiously looked at from al)0\'e, its ink is

belched foitli in (dUing volumes, rolling over and over like the smoke which follows the

dischai ^t ot i 41 f it gi n from a ship's port, and mixes with marvellous rapidity with the water,

whilst tilt tnnii \\ siuiultineously recedes to the best shelter it can find.

It Is woitlu of notue that the Pearly Nautilus and the allied fossil forms are without this

meani= of (ouct dmciit, which their strong external shell renders unnecessary for their protection.

" Fisheimcii 11 e well acquainted with the fact tliat the Cephalopods—at any rate, our British

represtiititi\(s of the Sfjnidce, Ccdamaries, and Octopoda—lialiituallj- discharge, when taken, a jet of

black witei md the two former sometimes eject their ink in the faces of their captors. It has

been le^'aidtd is doubtful whether this is an intentional act or whether it is accidental, and conse-

quent on the bi uiging of the orifice of the siphon-tube above the surface, and the removal of the

resistance to the outpouring current which, when ejected under water, would in the one case

have been a means of locomotion, and in the other of concealment of their whereabouts. Some have

suppose! that the emission is involuntary, and is produced much in the same way as the water is

tossed up in spray by the screw of a steam-vessel when her stern rises whilst she is pitching heavily

in a rough sea. Othere who have experienced the efiect of this habit of the animal's have persistently

asserted tliat they take deliberate aim, with the motive of aggression or self-defence.

" The ' ink ' which the Cuttle-fish has the power of ejecting when alarmed for the ])urpose of

obscuring the water and hiding its own retreat was formerly used in writing. Cicei'o mentions this

use of it, and from it also is made the true ' sepia ' of artists. I have more than once lately seen it

stated that tlie ink of the Cuttle-fish is no longer employed for this purpose, and that ' se])ia ' is now

^jmy
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prepared from laiiip-bhifk. A great tV'A of rulibisli of thi.s kind is probably sold ; Iml I have recently

seen at Messrs. Newman's, the well-known artists' colounuen, in Solio Square, thousands of ink-bags

of Cuttles in the raw state ready to be manufactured into ' sepia.' The fishermen of some of our

southern counties, when cleaning Cuttles and Squids for bait, habitually dry the ink-bags and their

contents, and prest'rve them till Messrs. Newman's agent visits the district and collects them. If the

Newfoundland tisliermen, when ' Squid-jigging,' would take tlie trouble to preserve the ink-bags,

they would find a, vnxAy sale for them, and might make of them a profitable perquisite. The beautiful

drawings with which Cuvier illustrated his ' Anatomy of the Mollusca ' were executed with tlie ink

which he had collected whilst dissecting many specinwnis of Cephalopoda ; and it is well known that

fossil Cuttle-fishes have been found with the ink-bag perfect, and that from its contents excellent

'.sepia' has been obtained." (Henry Lee.)

"The eggs of the various families of Cei)halopods differ greatly from each othei-. Tliose of the

Cuttle (Sepia) are like black grapes, each having a flexible stalk, looking and feeling like india-nibbei-.

The motluu- takes a turn with this stalk round the stem of the twig or seaweed to which she wishes

to attach the egg ; the india-rubber-like material is soft and sticky when first laid, and so, instead of

splicing the loop, she brings the end round to the base of the stalk, close to the egg, and cements or

wekis it there into a solid ring. Thus the eggs are attached one by one. Sometimes the stalk of one

is fastened round that of another, and occasionally the pi-ocess is rej)eated until the whole mass is made
up in this way, without any central stem. The work is as well and neatly done as if skilli^d hands

had been employed on it, but how the mother Cuttle-fish efl'ects it I believe no one knows. 1 hope

we may some day have opportunities of watching her.

" Aristotle wi'ote that the Sepia fastens her eggs near land upon seaweeds, reeds, and other bodies

which may be found on the shore, and even around sticks and faggots placed there for the purpose of

entrapping her. ' She does not lay them all at once,' he says, 'but at several intervals, the o|)iMation

lasting fifteen days ; and after the oviposit is couij)leted she sheds her ink iqjon them, which turn.^,

them from white to black, and causes them to increase in bulk.' He also avers that she hatches them

in the place where she has deposited them, and is often to be seen with her body resting on the

ground and covering them. I do not think that the dai-k hue of the membranous integuments of the

eggs, and of their pedicle, or foot-stalk, is in any way attributable to their being stained by the

animal's inky secretion, although I have frequently seen masses of these eggs, the integuments of

which were not black, but perfectly colourless and pellucid. That the mother broods over them, and

protects them till thej' ar-e hatched, is quite in accordance with the observed habits of the Octopus,

and is therefore not improbable. But, as with the Octopus, I am satisfied that no incubation takes place.

" At intervals, for many years past, I have found the eggs of the Sepia and Loligo in early stages

of their development, and have hatched them out, without any assistance from their parent, by merely

suspending them in sea-water in a tank or tub, and changing the water frequently. The same also

has been frequently done in the Brighton Aquarium. This having been proved and demonstrated by

actual experiment, it is unnecessary to fortify facts by reasoning. But I have seen a branch of a

tree or shrub, measuring more than two feet in height from the base of the broken stem to the upper

part of its branches, and foiu-teen inches from side to side across the tips of the twigs, covered with

the eggs of Sepia in single rows along them. I cannot, of course, be certain that these were all laid by

one female, but it is evident that one could not cover so great an area continuously as an incubator,

and that, if it were possible, she would subject herself to unnecessary toil in so doing, seeing that they

were all hatched in a tank, after having been for about ten days deprived of maternal care.

" The young Sepia, when born, is much larger than a baby Octopus or Squid. It is of about the

size of a rather small horse-bean. "When about half developed, the little animal has the head and eyes

disproportionately large, but gradually acquires a greater resemblance to its parent. If the black in-

tegument be removed, as one would skin a grape, it may be seen moving in the fluid which fills the

egg. Cut down to the little living grape-stone under water, and away it will swim, with all its wits

about it, and in possession of all its faculties, with as much facility and self-possession as if it had con-

.siderable knowledge of the world. It sees and avoids every obstacle, and if you take it out of the

water in your hand, the precocious little creature, not a minute old, and not sufiiciently matured to

leave the egg naturally, will spurt its ink all over your fingers. You may tame an old Cuttle-fish,
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and it will learn to know you are a friend ; but the youngsters are as A\y as human babies, and

regard every one but their mother as an enemy."*

The preference for the light, described by Mr. Henry Lee, as exhibited by the young Octopus, appears

to be common also to the young Squid and Cuttle-fish. The latter genei-ally seek the surface of the water
;

sometimes swimming gently by

means of the locomotor-tube

and the undulating movement

of the marginal fins, and at

others poising their bo<lies mo-

tionless, as if basking. The

habit in these two families is

not so surprising as it is in

the Octopus, because the a<lult

Sepia and Loligo are not cave-

dwellers, but frequent the open

sea, and often approach the

surface.

The internal shell (ise;n-

ostaire), incorrectly called the

" cuttle-bone " of the Sepia

(sometimes also called " sea-

biscuit," from its shape, and its

being frequently found floating

on the surface of the water), is

used, when pounded, as polLsh-

ing ])owder by jewellers, and,

under the name of " pounce," to

i;(.i,s ui THE I ummmn ti TTLE-r.sH. - suiooth Writing-paper where au

erasure has been made with a

penknife. Known as " white coral powder," it used to be regarded as the very best dentifrice, and

was formerly prescribed in medicine as an antacid and absorbent.

The Roman ladies employed it, burned and pulverised, as a cosmetic for the face ; and it was, no

doubt, a good substitute for the "pearl powder" now in fashion. Broken pieces of it are also occasion-

all)' placed between the wires of the cages of song-bii-ds for them to peck at, instead of chalk or other

calcareous substances.

Ten species of Sepia have been established on the fossil remains of " Cuttle-bones

Soknhofen limestone. Some of these sepiostaires, or " bones," attained a length of two

feet.

Several species have also been founded on the miicro (or sharji point or extremitv)

of fossil shells of Sepia, found in the Eocene Tertiary formation of the Loudon and Pans
basins. One species (Sepia ungula) occurs fossil in Texas.

Referring to. the use of these animals by the Greeks as an article of food. Pro-

fessor Edward Forbes writes :
—"The traveller who, when treading the .shores of the coasts

and islands of the ^Egean, observes—as he can scai-cely fail to do—the innumerable

remains of the hard parts of Cuttle-fishes piled literally in heaps along the sands, oi

when watching the Greek fishermen draw their nets, marks the number of these

creatures mixed up with the abundance of true fishes taken and equally prized as articles

of food by the captors, can at once understand why the naturalists of ancient Greece

should have treated so fully of the history of the Cephalopoda, and its poets have made'^^^^g __^_^

allusions to them as familiar objects. One of the most striking spectacles at night on

the coasts of the ^^gean is to see the numerous torches glancing along the shores, and reflected liy the

still and clear sea, borne by poor fishermen paddling as silentl}' as possible over the rocky shallows

• Henry Lee : "Aquarium Notes."

N^'
INTERNAL SHELL
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in searcli of the Cuttle-tish, which, when seen Ipug bi-iie.ith the waters in wait for its prey, they

licxterously sjjear, ere the creature has time to dart witli the rai)i(lity of an arrow from the weapon
about to transfix his soft but firm body. As in ancient times, tliese molhiscs constitute now a

valuable part of the food of the poor, by whom they are chiefiy used. We can ourselves bear

testimony to their excellence. When well beaten, to render the flesh tender, before being dressed,

and then cut np into morsels and served in a savoury brown stew, they make a dish by no means
to be despised, excellent both in substance and flavour. A modern Lycian dinner, in which
stewed Cuttle-fish formed the first, and roast Porcupine the second course, would scarcely faU to

be relished by an unprejudiced epicure in search of novelty."

The bone of the Chinese species attains a length of nearly two feet. The Japanese are large

consumers of Cuttle-fish as an article of food.

Upwards of thirty species of Cuttle-fishes have been described. Their distribution is world-wide.

Two are i-ecorded as British : the Sepia officinalis and the more rare >S'. hiserialis, of which only the

or internal shell, has been obtained.

FAMILY VI.-SPIRULID^.

Since the publication of "The Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. Samairiug," in 1848,

we have until recently learnt but little concerning the owner and constructor of the beautiful

pearly-white shell known as Spirula, whose mauy-chanibered spiral tests (composed of separate

whorls, like a little post-horn) are scattei'ed in thousands on the shores of New Zealand,

and a few of which are yearly wafted by the warm current of the Gulf Stream

to British and Irish shores, and have been picked up on the coast of Kerry, in

Ireland, at Tenby, in South Wales, and on the coast of Cornwall.

The materials whicli Professor Owen had at his disposal when he prepared

his first account, in 1848, consisted of a headless specimen, brought home by

Admiral Sir Edward Belcher, with the hinder part of the mantle torn ofl'; part of

another specimen of Spirula, showing the mantle, with the shell attached, taken

off Timor ; and a very unique specimen of Spirula av.stralis, in Mr. Cuming's

collection, " perfect in all its pai'ts except the termination of one of its tentacles,"

found in a fresh state by Mr. Percy Earl on the shore of Port Nicholson, New
Zealand. This last specimen Professor Owen was permitted to draw, but was not

then allowed to dissect, and it was not imtil 1878, after an interval of thirty years,

that he was enabled to complete his anatomy of this Cumingian rarity.*

This singular little Squid differs in several impoi-tant points from the other

two-gilled and ten-armed division to which it belongs : in the absence of any well-

developed fins ; also the two lobes of the mantle seem to embrace the shell, all save
"

one tiny portion, which may at times have been slightly exposed by the con-

traction of the mantle-lobes, though this seems improbable.

The base of the body, which in the Squids ends in a pointed, often arrow-

sliaped, fin, in Spirula terminates in an elliptical convex substance with a central
"^

, . , , . , ... , 1- „ „ T^ ,1 SECTION or sriiu'LA
depression (a;), m the midst of which is a pore terniinating bluidly. " It, sa\ s australis.I

Professor Owen, " the disc were api)lied to a flat surface and the central part were {After Omn.)

withdrawn from the level, a vacuum would be produced, which would convert the

disc into a sucker. Should the Spirula so attach itself, as Rura])hius describes—('the little

Post-horn' Spirula hangs to the rooks b}' a thin and small door, or disc, by which it sets itself fast to the

rocks)—its tentacles and arms would be free to exercise their prehensile power on any passing object

of food. The formal analogy to the Polype, indicated by Aristotle's name for the ' Poulpe,' would

thus be carried farther in Spirula by its occasional repetition of the status of a hungiy Actinia."

This power of attaching itself by means of a terminal suctorial disc—if we msiy rely on

* See "Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.," January, 1879 (Plates I.—III.).

t Explanation of woodcut of Spirula :—A, dorsal wall of shell : E, ventral wall of shell ; a, dorsal mandible of beak ;

i', ventral mamUble of beak ; e, the eye ; /, the funnel or siphon ; d, ventral edge of mantle ; g, gill or branchia ; m, retractor

muscles uniting animal to shell : r. chambers of shell laid bare, exposing s, the siplumcle ; .r, the supposed sucker or disc for

atlhering to foreign boilies by ; 6 6, the oral a])penda;^os, feet or poda ; ^ one of tlie long tentacles.
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Rumphius's statement—is peculiar to Spirilla among Cephalopods ; nevertheless it does, no doubt,

occasionally float at or near the surface, and swim, after the manner of its kind, by the ejection of

water through the funnel from its branchial sac. The animal has also a minute ink-bag, by which, if

needful, to conceal its retreat by clouding the water, as in others of its class.

Spirula has the same number of arms (eight) and of tentacles (two) as in other Decapodous

Cuttles. The arms are short and provided with minute irregularly-scattered acetabula, or suckers.

The beaks are horny and well developed for the size of the animal.

The shell itself offers important points of difference from the other living members of its order,

and at the same time connects it in a remarkable manner with the extinct group, the Belemnitid(e,

on the one baud, and with the Pearly Nautilus and the Tetrabranchiata, or four-gilled division, on

the other. If we compare its shell with that of the Argonaut, which is the only other convoluted

internal shell in its own division, we see that the latter has no chambered portion, that it is only a

simple " nidamental shell," developed in the female as a receptacle for the ova, aird not in any way

organically connected with the animal. In Spirula it is a complex structure, divided up into

chambers, and these each penetrated by a delicate pearly tube, called a "siphuncle." The shell is,

moreover, organically united to the animal, serving as the point cVajiimi of the retractor muscles of

the funnel and of the head, with its locomotive and prehensile organs.

The shell is, moreover, sinistral (or left-handed), so that its relation to the soft parts of the

animal is exactly the reverse of that of Nautilus. Left-handed shells in the Snail and other

Gasteropoda are not uncommon, as we shall see presently.

Dr. S. P. Woodward mentions that he had formerly in his cabinet an Argonaut shell with the

nucleus reversed, implying that the animal had turned right round in its shell, and then had continued

to add to it in the opposite direction. This would be impossible for any mollusc whose shell was

organically attached to the body of the animal.

D'Orbigny has described, under the name Spirulirostra, an elegant little fossil shell from the

Miocene Tertiary beds of Turin, in which the upper part consists of a chambered portion (or

" phragmaoone ") with a siphuncle, coiled into a spiral, the volutions of which ilre

separated. This Spirula-like shell is lodged in a pointed calcareous jioi-tion, or rostrum,

corresponding to the guard of the Belemnite. This interesting fossil thus serves as a

link between the living Spirula and the fossil Belemnites ; for if a guard were added

to the shell of Spirula it would be converted into a form like a Spirulirostra.

It seemed as if this little Cephalopod were destined to remain long a gi-eat rarity,

although so abundant in its ordinary habitat. The late lamented M. Pourtales

informed the writer that he was present in 1879 in tlie Museum of the Jardin

des Plantes, Paris, when a sea-captain offered ten specimens of the shells of

Spirula to the Museum. Being told they were very common, and that it was
I he animal which was the rarity desired, he replied that he had taken all these

I 11 examples alive in the open sea, with the animal, and had with his own
hands cleaned them and removed the animal matter, being ignorant of their value !

Doubtless [like the elegant Enphctella aspergiliani, a single specimen of which was

spiKin oiiginally sold to the British Museum for £30, and which, when Mr. Moseley visited

AisTKALi.s, Abu, in the Philippines (1875), "were a 'drug 'in the market, and were brought off

WooLmrl) ^° tl^e ship in washing-baskets full, and sold at two shillings a dozen"] these rare

little Cephalopods will be met with alive in numbers, and we shall know their complete

natural history from fresh and perfect specimens ; they may even be watched in our Aquaria in

the living state, as they j)robably were by the old Dutch naturalist, Rumpliius, in 1704.

The ten-armed section of the Dibranchiate Cephalopods apjn-oaches most nearly to the Tetra-

branchiate division, not only in the fact of their more numerous feet, and the frequent development of an
internal circular series of eight short labial tentacles, but also by several internal characters: as, for

example, the single oviduct and detached glands for secreting nidaiuentum* ; the valve of the funnel;

* The material with wliich the eggs of the molhisca are cemented together, or enveloped, and which is secreted by the
nidamental (or " nestforming ") gland (from the Latin nidus, a nest). This organ is largely developed in the female of all

the Gasteropods .and Cephalopods.

""^^
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the lainiuated rudiment of a chambered shell in the Cuttle-fish; and the fully developed chambered

and siphunculated shell of the Belemuites and Spirula.

ORDER II.—TETRABRANCHIATA.

FAMILY VII.—XArXIIJAD.E.

The external-shelletl Cephalopods (represented at the present day by the " Pearly Nautilus" alone,

but in the past by the A^aiitHns, Ammonite, Goniatite, Orthoceratite, and a host of other forms) belong

to the Tetrabranchiata, or four-gilled division, and were once as extensively represented in the ancient

seas of o>ir globe as the naked or internal-shelled Dibrauchiata (two-gilled) division are in the seas of

to-tlay.

With the exception of Spirula, already desciiljed (whose pearl}' shell is internal), Nautilus is the

only other siphonated shell now known amongst living Mollusca; the chambered character of the shell,

with its siphuncle, appears, therefore, to be a unique moUuscan structure, entirely confined to the

Cephalopoda.

In Nautilus the inner shell-layer and septa are nacreous (composed of mother-of-pearl), the outer

layer porcellanous (like porcelain). So far, then, as the composition of the shell goes, that of Nautilus

is the same as in many other Mollusca. Its coloration, which, when seen floating on the surface of the

water, "resembled a tortoiseshell cat" (as the sailors remarked), is good evidence of its being an external

shell; as is still more the fact that it is, when living, coated with a thin layer of epidermis, or

P'rlostracuin* which is not a living menibi'aue, and can only be reproduced around the mouth of

the shell, or where it is within reach of the margin of the mantle, which is, in most Mollusca, the tr\ie

shell-secreting organ.

It is the umbonal t portion of bivalve shells and the .spii'es of univalves which first become

eroded and injured; and one object, no doubt, in the formation of septa, or partitions, in all shells is

to shut off the damaged and untenantable part of their abodes.

It is almost certain that the true "Pearly Nautilus" {Xaiitilits jyompllius), as well as the "Paper

Nautilus" (Argonauta argo), was known to the father of natural history, Aristotle (B.C. 350), for

after describing the Argonaut, he says :
—" But the other genus is in a shell, like a Snail ; it never

quits its shell, but exists after the manner of a Snail, and sometimes outwardly extends its arms."

No other notice of the Nautilus worthy of record occurs until the time of the old Dutch

naturalist, Rumphius (1705), who, during his long residence at Amboyna, was enabled to procure

specimens and make excellent observations thereon.

The following is a translation J of the account given by this early observer, whose figure of the

animal, as seen when taken out of the shell, is jirobably still (says Mr. Moseley) the be.st extant :

—

" When the living Nautilus floats at the surface of the water it protrudes its head vith all the

tentacles out, and spreads those out in the water, keeping the hinder part of the curl of the shell all the

while above water. On the bottom, however, the animal creeps with the other side uppermost, with

the head and tentacles on the bottom, and makes tolerably fast progress. The animal remains

mostly at the bottom, creeping sometimes into hoop-nets set for fish, and lobster-pots ; but after a

storm, when the weather becomes calm, they are to be seen floating in troops on the surface of

the water. They are doubtless raised up by the waves caused by the storms. It follows that they

keep themselves together in troops on the bottom also. The floating, however, does not last long,

for, dra^ving in all their tentacles, the animals turn their boats over and go down again to the bottom.

On the other hand, the empty shells are frequently to be found floating or cast up on the shore, for

the defenceless animals, having no operculum, are a prey to Crabs, Sharks, and Crocodiles ; and

therefore the shells are mostly found with the edges bitten off. Since the animal does not adhere fast

to its shell, its enemies can easily drag it out, leaving the empty shell to float.

" The young of this Nautilus, not larger than a Dutch shilling, are of a clean mother-of-pearl

colour within and without. The rough shell substance overgrows the mother-of-pearl only after a

time, and tliis overgrowth commences fiom the foremost part of the boat."

* Fr..iii p.ri. Or., upon, and ontmroti, Gr., a shell : the layer of animal substance, or cuticle (cutis, the skin), which

covers tile ttiiter surface of shells.

t Umbo, onh, Lat., the boss of a shield. t " D'Aniboiusclie Karikit kamer door": G. E. Rumjiluus, Amsterdam (I'OS).
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[Shells in this state are believed to have lost their true coloured shell-layer by the solvent action

of the gastric juice of the Dol|ihin's stomach, from which most, if not all, of the young shells of the

Pearly Nautilus are usually obtained by collectors.]

" Tlie Nautilus is found in all the Moluccan Islands, and also around the Thousand Islands off

Batavia, in Java, yet mostly only the empty shells are met with, for the animal is seldom found unless

it creeps into the hjbster-pots. The animal is used for eating, like other ' Sea-cats ' ; but it is

somewhat harder in flesh and more difficult of digestion. Tlie shell is in much greater request for

the manufacture of the beautiful drinking vessels ."o well known in Europe."

Dr. Bennett says that the natives of New Holland dive for Nautilus macromphaJMs, and also take

it in fish-falls baited with an Echinus, whilst the Fijians trap Nautilus pompilius with a " Eock-

lobster " for bait.

Mr. Moseley* writes:—"In dredging off Matuku Island, in 320 fathoms, on a ccval bottom,

some Pliorus, TuvritcUm, and a few other shells wei-e brought up, as well as numerous specimens of

the blind crustacean Polycheles and other animals, showing the fauna to be a true deep-water one,

and with these a living specimen of the Ve&rlY 'i^-AvAVnK (Xnutilns pompilius). This was the only

specimen obtained during the voyage of the Chall'^u<ji'r of this animal, so rarely seen in the living

condition by any naturalist.

" The animal was very lively, though probably not so lively as it would have been if it had been

obtained from a less depth, the sudden change of pressure having, no doubt, very much disan-anged its

economy. It, however, swam round and round a shallow tub in which it was placed, moving after

the manner of all Cephalopods, backwards : that is, with a small poi'tion of the top of the shell just

out of the water, as observed by Rumphius. The shell was maintained with its major plane in a

vertical position, and its mouth directed upwards.
" The animal seemed unable to sink, and the floating of the shell as described, no doubt, was due

to some expansion of gas in the interior, occasioned by diminished pressure. The animal moved
backwards slowly by a succession of small jerks, the propelling spouts from the siphon being directed

somewhat downwards, so that the shell was rotated a little at each stroke upon its axis, and the

slightly greater area of it raised above the surface of the water. Occasionally, when the animal was
frightened or touched, it made a soi-t of dash, by squirting out the water from its siphon with more
than usual violence, so as to cause a strong eddy on the surface of the water.

" On either side of the base of the membranous o]ierculum-like headfold, which when the animal

is retracted entirely closes the mouth of the shell, the fold of mantle closing the gill-cavity was to be

seen rising and flilling, with a regular pulsating motion, as the animal in breathing took in the water

to be expelled by the siphon. The tentacular-like arms contrast strongly with those of most other

Cephalopods, because of their extreme proportional slightness, and also their shortness, though they

are not shorter proportionately than those of the living Sepia. They are held by the 'animal, whilst

swimming, extended radially from the head, somewhat like the tentacles in a Sea Anemone ; but

each pair has its definite and different direction, which is constantly maintained. This direction of

the many pairs of tentacles at constant but difterent angles from the head is the most striking

feature to be observed in the living Nautilus. Thus one pair of tentacles was held ]jointing directly

downwards. Two other pairs, situated just before and behind the eyes, were held ju-ojecting obliquely

outwards and forwards and backwards respectively, as if to protect the organs of sight. In a somewhat
corresponding manner, the tentacular arms of the common Cuttle-fish, whilst living, are maintained

in a marked and definite attitude, as may be observed in any aquarium.
" The very great abundance of the shells of the Pearly Nautilus is most strangely contrasted with

the rarity of the animals belonging to them. The circumstance is, no doubt, due to the fact that the

animal is mostly an inhabitant of deep water. The shells of Spirula similarly occur in countless

numbers on tropical beaches, yet the animal has been procured only two or three times. We obtained

one specimen during our cruise, which had evidently been vomited from the stomach of a fish.

I expect that both Nautilus and Spirula might be obtained in some numbers if traps, constructed

like lobstei--pots and baited, were set in deep water oflf the coasts where they abound in from 100 to

200 fathoms. Nautilus is occasionally caught, 'both at Fiji and the New Hebrides, in this manner,

* H. N. Moseley, F.R.S. : "Notes bv a Xatui-aUst ou H.JI.S. aiaUen;/n;"
i>i).
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in coiiipavatively shallow water, and tlif animals were so taken in the time of Runiphius, at the

onil of the seventeentli century. Ti-aps seem never to have been tried for them in deep water.

Tlie fact that tlie living Nautilus was obtained from 320 fathoms tehows that it occurs at great

depths. It is probably a mistake to suppose that it ever comes to the surface voluntarily to swim

about. It is probably only wasiied up by storms, when injured perhaps by the waves. The living

specimen obtaine<l by us seemetl crippled, and unable to dive, no doubt because it had been brought

uj) so suddenly from the depths of the sea."

The shell of the Nautilus is involute or discoidal, and has but few whorls. The siphuncle,

instead of Ijeing placed near the inner margin of the convolutions, is nearly central. In the recent

Nautili the sliell is smooth, but in many fossil species it is corrugated, like the patent iron-i-oofini;

so remarkable for its strength and lightness. The umbilicus is small or obsolete in the typical Nannh,

and the whorls enlarge i-ajiidly. In the Palasozoie species the whorls increase slowly, and are sonu tinu s

scarcely in contact. The last closed chamber is frequently sh.iUower in proportion than the rest.

In the recent Nautilus the mandibles are horny, but calcified to a cousiderable extent ; they are

surrounded by a circular fleshy lip, external to which are four groups of labial or lip tentacles, twelve

or thiiteen in each group. They appear to answer to the

buccal nieniljrane of the Calamary. Beyond these, on each

side of the head, is a double .series of arms, or branchial

tentacles, thirty-six in number. The dorsal pair are ex-

panded, and unite to form the hood, which closes the

apertuie of the shell, except for a small space on each side,

which is tilled by the second pair of arms. The tentacles

are lamellated on their inner surface, and are retractile

within sheaths, or " digitations," which correspond to the

eight ordinary arms of the Cuttle-fishes, their increased

numbers being indicative of a lower giade of organisation.

Besides these, there are four ocular tentacles, one behind i^tebiok of the shkli. of fearly n.wi

and one in front of each eye. They seem to be instruments

of sensation, and resemble the tentacles of Doris and

Aplysia. On tlie side of each eye is a hollow plicated

process. This process bears the external ears. The

cavity leads to the auditory capsule, along a passage lined with a glandular membrane. The

respii-atorj- funnel is formed by the folding of a very thick muscular lobe, which is prolonged

laterally on each side of the head, with its free edge directed backwards into the branchial

cavity ; behind the hood it is directed forwards, fonning a lobe, which lies against the black-stained

spire of the shell. Inside the funnel is a valve-like fold. The margin of the mantle is entire, and

extends as far as the edge of the shell ; its substance is firm and muscular as far back as the line of

shell-muscles and horny girdle, beyond which it is thin and transparent. The shell-muscles are united

by a narrow tract across the hollow occupied by the involute spire of the shell, and are thus rendered

horse-shoe shaped. The siphuncle, according to Owen, is vascular. It opens into a cavity

containing the heart (pericardium), and is most probably filled with fluid from that cavity.

With respect to the purpose of the air-chambers, much ingenuity has been exercised in .devising

an explanation of their assumed hydi-ostatic function, whereby the Nautilus can rise at will to the

surface, or sink on the approach of storms to the quiet recesses of the deep. Unfortunately for such

poetical speculations, the Nautilus ajipears on the surface only when driven up by storms, and its

sphere of action seems to be undoubtedly on the bed of the sea, where if creeps like a Snail, or perhaps

lies in wait for unwary crabs and sliell-fi.sh, like some gigantic Sea Anemone, with outspi'ead tentacles.

The specimen dissected by Professor Owen had its crop filled with fragments of a small crab, and its

mandibles seem well adapted for breaking such shells as those of Crustacea, Echini, and Mollusca.

Mr. Frederick Edwards* says :
—" It is obvioiis, therefore, that the hydrostatic balance would be

destroyed if any one of the deserted chambers were so injured as no longer to act as a float."

In Woodward's " Manual of the Mollusca " we find it also stated that " the use of the air
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chauiliers is to vender the whole animal and shell of nearly the same specific gravity with the water

in wliich it lives." But no snch buoy would be required for a bottom-feeder ; indeed, it would prevent it

from remaining below. On the contrary, the facts of tlie case tend to show that, like the " water-

Spondylus," the chambers were tilled, or partially filled, with sea-water, which must find its way into

the chambered portion of the shells, by endosmose, through its pores by the great pressure existing

at the depth at which the Nautilus is found (200 to 300 fathoms), thus displacing the air in spite of the

animal. Even at a depth of from twenty to thirty fathoms the pressure of such a column of water

would equal more than six atmospheres—how much more, then, at thi'ee hundred fathoms I

Mr. George Bennett, M.R.C.S., F.L.S., through whom Professor Owen obtained the first specimen

of the animal of the Pearly Nautilus described by him in 1832,

-? ^\ \ states :
—" On laying cai'efully open that portion of the shell which

contains the chambers, it was found to contain water, which of

course immediately escaped."

The writer, in 1870, had an opportunity of opening the

chambered portion of the shell of a Nautilus u/iibilicatiiK, which

had been preserved, with the animal, in spirits of wine. The last

three chambers preceding that occupied by the animal were laid

bare for a distance equal to half the circuit of the shell-whorl.

The siphuncle (when the chambers were laid open) was quite

entire, and sheathed in a thin nacreous investment, which, how-

ever, attains considerable thickness near to each septum.

The chambers contained a large quantity of fluid, of which I

did not specially take note at the time; but on reading Professor

Owen's memoir, I have no doubt that its presence in this, and also in Mr. Bennett's specimen, was

not abnormal (as I had supposed), but in accordance with the natural state of all camerated shells,

and that it is a misnomer any longer to call them " air-chambers."

Professor Owen writes as follows :

—" From the extremity of the sac is continued a

membranous process, which passes through the siphouic apertures in the septa of the sht

tinned, there is reason to believe, to the innermost chamber.

This tube has been surmised to be tendinous or muscular
;

but the attachment of the shell to the soft parts proves to be

effected by much more adequate means. Rumphius appears

to have been acquainted with its true structure, for he calls

it an artery (een kirujen afkr), and, in fact, within the external

thin membrane is included a small artery or vein. How l;ir

these vessels are continued within the chambered poi'tion of

the shell, or in what manner they are distributed, remains

for some future investigation ; for in the present instance the

only i)art of the shell that was preserved was the small portion section or ti

adhering to one of the horny tendons, and the membranous

tube had been ruptured in removing the animal at a few

lines' distance from its origin at the mantle. This tube appears

to be contracted at its origin, and its diameter at the wider part is one line and a half."

Even admitting that the purpose of the siphuncle is to maintain the vitality of the shell

during the long life of the animal, it seems difficult to imagine how this vitality can be maintained

in a non-vascular body. If the siphuncle be a means for repairing the shell, we ought to find some

connection between it and the shell, but such does not exist ; indeed, the fossil species have in

many instances enormously thick pearly or shelly siphuncles.

In fact, when the shell of Nautilus, or of any other Mollusc, is once formed, it is extra-vascular,

or dead matter, in the same sense that nails and hoofs and hair of higher animals are so, being in-

capable of repair, save at the growing end, or where in contact with the shell-secreting mantle.

In the specimen of NautUns umbilieatus already referred to, which I had the good fortune to

examine, I observed the thin pellicle of membrane, descriljed by Professor Owen, lining the chambers
;

>^
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but a.^ it i.s only a tiliii, niul ]ireseuts no structure under tin:' niifroseope, I conclude it to be

deposited or left behind by tlie secreting surface of the ni.nitlc wlicn the nacreous septum was

formed. And tliis opinion is strengthened by Dr. Carpenteis stid im nt, "that in every distinct

formation of sliell-substance there is a single layer of menibrauc. and ihat this membrane was at

one time a constituent part of the mantle of the mollusc."

The nacreous covering of the siphuncle was entire, and on removal it was found to enclose a

simple membi-anous tube, composed of an extension of the periostracinn, and e.vliiljiting no structiue,

even nndgr a one-tenth objective.

As I could not detect any arteiy or vein, I conclude that they probably do not extend beyond the

first chamber. This view coincides with Professor Owen's statement that " neither the contents nor

the vital properties of the siphon are, however, yet known; an arteiy and vein are assigned for its life

and nutrition, and to extend a low degree of the same influence to the surrounding shell." But the

structure of the membranous siphon, in the specimen from which I had the opjiortunity of examining

it in. a recent state presents, beyond the first chamber, an Lnextensible and almost friable texture,

unsusceptible of dilatation ; it is also coated beyond the extremity of the short testaceous siphon with

a thin mothei'-of-pearl deposit.

We know that the body of the animal in Nautilus is attached to the shell by mea,ns of the two

adductor muscles, and by a continuous horny girdle arounil the mouth of the body-chamber. The sug-

gestion, therefore, of Von Buch, that the function of the siph>nicle was to hold the animal into its

shell loses much of its significance. But may it not have been the most important point of

attachment between the animal and its shell in the earlier forms of the Tetrabranchiata ?

In support of this view we may notice that in the fossil Nautili the siphuncle was a shelly tube of

considerable size and thickness, whilst in Orthoceras it attained to a great magnitude—as, for instance,

in the genus Hiiroida, in which it is as large as a human vertebral column. In Acthioceras,

Gyroceras, and Fhragmoceras the siphuncle is also very large, and contains in its centre a smaller

tube, the space between the two being filled up with radiating plates, like the lamellae of a

coral.

Sjieaking of the connection between the XaiitHus pompiliiis and its shell. Professor Owen says:

—

" A third i)oint of attachment is to tlie bottom of the shell, by the posterior extremity of the mantle,

which probably presents a conical form in the embryo Nautilus." If, then, the siphuncle in the young

stage forms the main point of attachment between the animal and its shell, we may reasonably argue

that the siphuncle in the adult Nautilus is simply the evidence of an aborted embryonal organ, whose

function is now fulfilled by the shell-muscles, but which, in the more ancient and straight-shelled

representatives of the group (the Orthoceratites), was not merely an embryonal, but an important

organ in the adult.

The formation of the septa is undoubtedly due to the constant onward gTon'th of the shell season

by season, and in the female to the periodic development of the ova within the ovary of the parent,

producing, when discharged from the shell, a corresponding reduction in the size of the soft parts of

the animal, and necessitating an equal reduction in the space of the body-chamber. In youth

these septa represent periods of rest in sliell-grovvth, in middle life periods of fertility, in age

reduction of the shell to suit the reduced size of the Mollusc. In this respect the septa in

Nautilus agree with those found in other Mollusca. "The line of attachment of both the

muscles and the cincture progre.ssively advances with the growth of the animal. A certain

portion of the fundus of the shell thus becomes vacated, and the Nautilus commences the formation

of a new plate for the support of the part of the body which has been withdrawn from the

vacated shell. The formation of the plate proceeds fiom the circumference to the centre, and there

meeting the conical process of the mantle, which retains its primitive attachment, the calcification

is continued backwards for a shoit distance around the process which now forms tlin,

commencement of the membranous sijihon, and requires the partial protection of the calcareous tube.

An air-tight chamber is thus formed, traversed by the siphon, which perforates its anterior wall or

septum. By a repetition of the same process a second chamber is formed, included within two

pei-forated septa ; and similar, but wider, ])artitions continue to be added concurrently with the

formation of the new layers, which extend and expand the mouth of the .shell, until tlie animal
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acquii'es its full growth, which is indicated by the body having receded for a less distance from tlie

penultimate septum before tlie formation of the last septum is begun." (Owen.)

If we will only bear iu mind this fact, that the animal of the Oyster and tlie Nautilus is

compelled by the constant, though almost imperceptible, growth of the mouth or border of the

shell to which it Ls attached by the margin of its mantle to move forward in its habitation, and that

its hinge-ligament and shell-muscles are absorbed behind and added to in front, to accommodate

themselves to the onward growth of the shell-border, of necessity, therefore, the animal cannot let go

its nniscular or its siphuncular point of attachment to the old septal surface until the new one is made

ready ; hence the dipping down from layer to layer of the Oyster's shell-muscle ; hence also the curious

funnel-like tubes in Nautilus (Aturia) zic-zac.

Although the Tetrabrauchiate division of Cephalopods is only known by a single living genus,

the Pearly Nautilus, iu Silurian times it was represented l>y thirty-four genera and above 1,600

species. The shell in all the animals of this division is, geometrically speaking, an extremely elongated

cone, either straight or variously folded and coiled. The Palieozoic species, of which Orthoceras is the

type, had simple sutures, not complex, as is the case with the Secondary forms ; but they underwent

the same variations in curvature between straight in Orthoceras, bent on itself in Ascoceras, curved

in Ct/rtoceras, spiral in Trococeras, discoidal in Gyroceras, produced discoidal in Lituites, and

involute Ln Nautilus.

All the shells, as in Nautilus, are furnished with a siphuncle, sometimes having the appeai-ance

of a string of beads, at others like the vertebral column of some higher animal. The largest British

Orthoceras does not exceed five to six feet in length, but they have been met with in America ten to

twelve feet long, and of proportionate bulk. From faint indications of colour-bands it seems probable

the shell was not an internal one, like the Belemnite, but rather like the modern Nautilus, external

to the soft parts of the animal. In the Goniatites and the Ammonites the septa of the shell have most

complex borders, which leave their impress upon the shell, and are called its sutures. They are

highly ornamental in the Ammonites, often resembling the foliage of plants in pattern, Tlu!

siiihuucle, which is mostly central in Ortlvoceras, is marginal in Ammonites, running along the niiddje

of the keel of the shell.

In the recent Nautilus the two " dorsal " arms ai'e soldered together and expanded into a thick

hood or operculum of tough and rugose epidermis. In the fossil Ammonites calcareous matter is

added, thus forming a bi-lobed shelly operculum, or lid, which closely fits the mouth of the shell in

many of the species, and has been found in situ in a specimen of Ammonites suiradiatiis from the

Inferior Oolite of Dundry, near Bristol. One species from the Lias has a horny operculum. Thus

we have in Nautilus and Ammonites a perfect analogy to the Gasteropoda, in which there are Snails

without opercula. Snails with horny opercula, and others with shelly o])ercula.

More than 700 species of Ammonites have been described, extending from the Carboniferous of

India to the Chalk, and they were of world-wide distribution.

In the Chalk a number of Cephalopodous shells have the appearance of having liecome

" uncurled," and assumed fantastic forms of growth, as straight, folded in two, hooked, spiral, oi)en

spiral, trumpet-shaped, discoidal in the young state, and uncurled in later life.

The Tertiary Nautili differ but little from their modern representatives, save one form, named

Nautilus [Aturia) zic-zac, from the curious bent pattern of the septal partitions. In this form the

siphuncle is not continuous, but is made up of a series of rather thick funnel-shaped nacreous tubes

fitting one into another. This species is repeated, in a modified form, in the Secoudaiy rocks, and

by what is believed to be a Palteozoio representative in New Zealand.

Hexry Woodward.
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CLASS II.—GASTEROPODA.

INTRODUCTION.

Among the various natural objects which tlie ingenuity of man in all ages has converted into ai-ticles

of use or oi-nament, both in savage and civilised life, none have attracted a greater amount of

attention, or have been more in reque.st, than the shells of Mollusca, especially sea-shells. Their bright

colours and diversity of form are amongst their chief charms to the uninitiated ; whilst to the student

of natural history they offer ample materials for scientific research.

The shell in the Mollusc may be regarded as a hardened, or calcified, portion of the mantle,

specially provided (like the enclosing ribs of the vertebrata) to afford protection to the breathing

organs and heart. Indeed, when reduced to a mere rudiment, as in slugs, such as Limax and
Teshicella, or in the Marine Snail, Carhiaria, &c., it forms only a hollow cone or plate protecting these

organs. This structure (which has sometimes been called a pneumo*-skeleton) is so characteristic of

the Mollusca as to have obtained for them the title of Testncen,f and the common name of "shell-fish"

very well expresses the leading feature in the group. Nevertheless, in several families, the shell is

either wanting altogether, or is internal, or so rudimentary that it would never be popularly recognised

as a .shell. When fully developed, the shell of the Mollusc subserves to protect the soft parts of the

animal fi-om injury, and the animal itself from the attacks of enemie.s ; and in some of the Gastei'opoda

from those variations of temperature and moisture to which the terrestial species are peculiai-ly exposed.

Shells are often called the " habitations " of fishes, or of marine animals, or Snails. Evei-y one

has seen the device of a Snail, with the motto, " always at home," onjuvenile letters. The quarrymen
of the Cotswold Hills go so far as to call some fossil shells snail-houses, the same epithet which they

apply to the empty shells of the common Garden SnaiJ. The term is not quite correct, for they are

more properly skeletons, and we do not "inhabit" our bones, though Byron calls the skull a

"tenement," and "the palace of the soul." Nevertheless, the expression is sufficiently indicative of

the sense in which it is popularly used, and may pass muster without any further challenge on our

part.

One fine summer afternoon we visited the fish-house of the Zoological Gardens, and paused to

watch the manoeuvres of a Hermit Crab housed in a whelk-shell. Just then a lady of distinguished

apjiearance called the attention of her friends to the same truculent animal, and expressed her lively

satisfaction at having become acquainted with "the creatures which made that kind of shell." We
hope before long that our readers will attain to a better acquaintance with the original fabricator of

that common object of the shore, and will know how the forms and ]mtterns of shells are suited to

the wants and walfare of their proper owners.

It may be seen at a glance that many shells are bivalves,]: like the Oyster and Cockle, while a few
called "Chitons" are multivalve;§ but the great majority are single-valved, or univalves, and

sometimes tent-shaped, like Patella, or tubular, as in Asperyillmn and Dentcdmm, Vm-metus, and

t From testa, a sheD.

§ Many-valved.
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Siliquarki ; but foi- tlie most part spiral, though exliiljiting an endless diversity in their proportions as

well as in their sculpturing and colour.

All insects, crabs, and other articulate animals are symmetrical, having the organs in pairs,

i.e., the right side like the left. In Corals and Star-iishes this two-sidedness is usually disguised by a

radiate arrangement of the parts. But in Snails the symmetry of the eyes, tentacles, and other organs

of the head is lost in the body of the creature. Instead of a double heart and two series of gills,

these organs are single, and placed on one side. When on the left side, the growth is fi-om left to

right, to provide space, but in shells which are symmetrical, like the Pearly Nautilus, tlie Keyhole

Limpet, and the Ampullaria, the gills are developed symmetrically on each side, or nearly so.

The tendency to grow in a sjiiral form is very characteristic of the class MoUusca. Some

writers have accounted for it in a verj- matter-of-fact way. " Molluscous animals are long and worm-

like, therefore Nature has coiled them up, that their tails may not be an incumbrance to them." It is

easily ascertained that the Snail has a small spiral shell when it first quits the egg, and the young

Whelk may be examined while still a pi'isoner in the same capsule with its brothers and sisters. The

con\enience of the arrangement is obvious, and that may be sufficient for us at present, but the time

is coming when naturalists will desire to look more closely into these things.

How happens it that the embryo Snail, coiling itself up closely in its narrow cell, almost always

takes a direction from left to right, following the course of the sun, and forming a dextral spiral, or

right-handed shell, like an ordinary screw ] Such a course is not absolutely necessary, neither is it

aci'idental. A few Whelks and Garden Snails—perhaps one in ten thousand—are left-handed,

and certain kinds of Whelks and Land Snails are as frequently reversed as right. The greater part of

the genus Clausilia (numbering upwards of two hundred species) is reversed. Tlie species of the

genera Physa and Triforis appear to be always reversed. All the specimens of Fusus contrm-ius;

so abundant m the Red Crag, and also found living in Vigo Bay, on the coast of Spain, are

left-handed. But after all these latter are the exceptions. Every one familiar with garden plants

will ha\e noticed that the hop turns round its pole in one direction, going to meet the light, while the

scarlet-runner takes an opposite course, as invariably as the sun it follows.*

Shells owe their variations in fonn to a number of circumstances. Those which assume a spiral,

vary in being either turbinated or discoidal in their growth, and again, in the infinite gradations

between the extremes of these two. The shape of Conus is an inverted triangle, that of the " telescope

shell " (Cerithium, telescopiutii) is trapezoidal, and so on. The turbinated shells again merge into foi-ms

in which the whorls become detached with age, as in Vermetus ; or a nearly straight tube, like Denta-

linm. The discoidal shells graduate into forms having fewer and fewer convolutions, and wider and

simpler mouths, until at last, in forms like the Limpet, all spirality is lost, and we have only a tent-

shaped cover.

At almost the earliest period in which we discover evidence of the existence of man, we find the

primitive races dwelling upon the sea shore, and subsisting largely upon Mollusca ; leaving at one

point shell-mounds of oyster-valves, associated with rudely-fashioned flint knives, employed in opening

them ; at another, the broken fragments of turbinated univalves, and the round stone hammers used

in crushing the shell to procure the honiie-houche it enclosed. Nor did the mere cravings of hunger

impel them to seek shell-tish as articles of food, for in the limestone caverns of France and Belgium

numerous remains of shells of Mollusca have been met with, pierced with holes for the purpose of

attaching them to some article of dress or head-gear.

Among the aborigines of the present day, in whatever region of the earth they dwell, the same

economic uses of Mollusca prevail, and their practices serve to throw much light upon the fragmentary

remains of their pre-historic ancestry.

The second class of Mollusca, called Gasteropoda\—from the fact that the animals included in it

habitually creep or glide by the successive expansion and contraction of the under side of the body,

which forms a broad muscular foot—is well exemplified by the conmion Garden Snail. If one of these

be watched through a window-pane in the act of creeping on the surface of the glass, the muscular

movements of the foot may be seen following one another in rajtid wave-like rhythmical succession.

* Unluckily, the botanists have chosen to reverse the terms eniployetl

handed. t Gaster, belly
;
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Nearly all Gasteropoils are unsymmetrical, tin' liudy liciiig coiled up spirally, having the breathing

organs on the right side developed and those on the left absent. A few are like the Cephalopoda iu

being bilaterally symmetrical, as Chiton and JDeiUalium, in which the gills and ovai-ies are found on

each side. With a few exceptions, in which the young Snails are born like their parent, the greater

part ileposit eggs, either in the water or in damp situations on the land. All are provided with a

shell when first hatchetl, but this (in some genera) is found to become concealed by growth in the

adult, or disappears altogether in later life.

The creeping Snails are, like the Cephalopoda, divided into two natural groups by their breathing

organs—in the one they breathe air, and are hence called Pulmonifera* in the other the gills are

bathed in water, and they are named Brancliifera.

Before proceeding further, it may be well if we clearly understand what are '' the points " about

a univalve shell, so that in enumerating the salient features of
^

each genus our readers may comprehend and follow us in these

descri})tions.

The subjoined lettered figure of a shell of the genus Triton

may serve to indicate, better than whole chapters of description,

by what terms each portion of the shell is named.

This shell may be described as fusiform:! the apex (a)'

niannnillated
; | tiie whorls (?«) ventricose, S strongly ribbed or

corrugated, with non-continuous varices
(|

(c), and distinct sutures

H (sii) ; the columella ** (i) is denticulated ; ft the outer lip (o)
„

is internally plicato-dentate
; JJ the anterior canal (ac) is elon-

gated ; the body-whorls {hw) are large ; the aperture (a) ovately-

elliptical.

ORDER I.—PROSOBRANCHIATA.§§

In the first order of Gasteropoda, called Prosohranchiata

by Milne-Edwards, the gills are pectinated, dv comb-like, and are

placed in advance of the heart. The soft parts are protected by
a shell into which the body of the animal can usually be with-

drawn. The eye pedicels and the tentacles, or feelers, are on the

same stalk.

Division a.—Siphonostomata.|| ||—The proboscis is long and

retractile, and the breathing chamber is provided with a tube,

or siphon, to convey a fresh cuiTent of water to the comb-like

gills. The member's of this section are carnivorous and marine in habit, though some, as the

" Strombs," are carrion-feeders.

FAMILY I.—THE STROMBlD.i;.

The Stroiidiiche, or " Wing-shells," are very active; they have large eyes, placed on thick pedicels,

which are more perfect than those of other Gasteropods, or even of many fishes. They have powerful

lingual teeth of a type peculiar to the carnivorous Sea Snails.

The Strombs (Strombus ^H) generally have a widely-expanded outer lip with an elongated

apertui-e, lobed above and sinuated near the notch of the anterior canal. The wLorls of the spire

are often covered with tubercles or spines ; and the spire of the shell is usually short.

* Piilmo, a lung ; and/o'o, I bear. '

t Spindle-shaped, pointed at both ends : from fiisiis, Lat., a spindle.

+ From Lat., mamifla, a teat, a rounded summit.

§ From Lat., irntrirostis, inflated.

II
Lat., varix, a swollen vein ; in reference to the iieriodic mouths or ridsjes on the whorls of some shells, marking rests

in growth.

H Lat. mitura, a seam ; the point where two whorls of a spiral shell are united.
** Lat., columella, a small cohmin or pillar ; the axis of a spiral shell, around which tlie whorls of tlie shell grow.

+t From Lat., dens, a tooth ; hence denticulated, bordered with small teeth.

tJ Lat., plica, a fold, and dens. §§ Proson, in front ; hraiichiatn. gilled.

III! From siphon, a tube, and stoma, a mouth. %% From stromhos, a top.
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of the West Indies, is one of the largest of

As it becomes old the animal tills up its apex

The great Stromhm yigas, the " Foiintuin-shell

living shells, weighing sometimes four or tive pounds.

and spines with solid shell matter.

Immense quantities are annually imported from the Bahamas for the manufacture of cameos, and

for the porcelain works. Prof. T. C. Archer states that 300,000 were brought to Livei-pool alone in

1850. Strombs are common to the West

Indies, the Mediten-aneim, Red Sea, Indian

Ocean, and Pacific. Their favourite resort

is on reefs at low water, down to ten fathoms'

^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^^BKSj^ depth. Sixty species are known living, and

^fey ^^^^S^~ ~P^' ifr^^'^^Sin, JH
many species occur fossil in the Miocene~ ' ^^ ^ Tertiaries of Europe.

"Though tiie natives of the Antilles

possessed few natural advantages over the

inhabitants of the volcanic and coral islands

of the Pacific, yet the abundance of large

and easily wrought shells invited their appli-

cation to many useful purposes, and accord-

ingly, when first visited by the Spaniards, the large marine shells, with which the neighbouiing seas

abound, constituted an important source for the raw material of their implements and manufactures.

The great size and the facility of workmanship of the widely-diffused Pynda, Turhinella, Strombi,

and other shells have indeetl led to a similar application of them among uncivilised races wherever

they abound. Of such, the Caribs made knives, lances, and harpoons, as well as personal ornaments,

while the INIollusc itself was .sought for and prized as food. In Barbadoes, the Sfrombiis gigas still

furnishes a favourite repast, and numerous weapotis and implements made from its shells have been

dug up on the island. Plain beads formed from the columella of Stromhus

gigas have been found in the ancient gi-aves of Tennessee, Kentucky, and

Indiana. The columelhe were found worked to a uniform thickness

jierforated through the centre, and in nearly all stages of manufactuie,

to that of perfect bead.s and links of much prized wampum."*
In the "Scorpion-shell" (Pteroeeras) "^ the outer lip is produced ni

the adult shell int^ several long claws, one of which joins to the sjnie

of the shell and forms the posterior canal. On account of its singul ii

form this has been christened the " Spider," or " Scorpion " shell.

The genus RoMellarin,* or the " Spindle-stromb," is marked by having

a very much elongated spire and long canals to its shell ; the postenoi

one runs up the surface of the spire ; the outer lip is sometimes expanded

In the great Bostellaria ampin, from the Middle Eocene of Barton, Hants

the adult animal puts forth a widely-expanded lip, as broad as one s

hand, forming an immense " flange," or ear. Five species are found m
the Red Sea and on the coasts of Borneo, India, and China.

FAJIILY II.—MURICID^.
The Miiricidw are extremely vai-ied in form, having three rows of i'teuocera;? lambis.

many-coloured spinous fringes, produced at neai-ly coincident intervals on

each whorl of the shell, and becoming longer with age. "Venus' Comb" {Murex iemiinpina) is an

instance of this, the canal of the shell being produced to twice its length, and fringed with three rows

of long and slender spines, slightly curved like the teeth of a haiTow. In Miirex adustns the spines

are extremely picturesque, reminding one of a branching fir-tree. Tlie Murices form only one-third

of a whorl annually, ending in a varix. Some species form intermediate varices of lesser extent.

An abundant form, common on the English coast and around the Channel Isles, is called the
' Sting-winkle " by the fishermen, who say it makes round holes in the other shell-fisli with its

* Daniel Wilson's " Pre liistoric M.in." + From pttvon, a wing ; and kcrfi^ a horn. J RosMliim, a little beak.
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beak. TIk^ lingual teeth of Mitre.i- seeiu well fitted fen- thus boring tiu-ough the shells of other

^Molluscs on which all these sea snails are predatory* The dye used in tlie nuinufactnre of the

ceielu-ated " Tyrian purple" of the ancients was obtained from certain species of Mnrex. The
small shells were bruised in mortars, and the animals of the larger ones

were taken out. Heaps of broken shells of Mwrex truucnlus and cauldron-

.sliaiied hollows in the rooks may still be seen on the Tyrian shore. (Wilde.)

M. Bobliiye noticed that on the coast of the Morea there is similar e\idence

of the employment of Murex hranda)~is for the same purpose. One
hundred and eighty living species have been noticed ; they are of world

wide distribution.

The Murieidm not only possess the power of forming, but also of

dissolving parts of their shells, and they use it in removing those external

spines which, in the onward and continuous growth of the shell, would

interfere with the comfort and convenience of the animal.

ColamheUa is the name given to a genus of small but preitily-marked

shells, living in shallow water, on sandy flats, or congregating on stones,

having a long nairow aperture, a thick outer lip, dentated within, the

inner lip being crenulated and the operculum vei-y small. About 200

species have been described, all being sub-tropical and widely distributed.

The Columhella mercatoria of the West Indies was formerly used by the

natives as " wampum " for barter or exchange.

The genus Fasciolaria (from fasciola, a band) is an elegantly-formed

shell, with round or angular whorls (like a Fusus in shape), having bands

of colour rumiing down its sides ; the inner lip has several oblique folds on it. The operculum is

claw-shaped. Like the preceduig genus, some species of Fasciolaria attain a very large size. Tlie

Fasciolaria gigaiitea of the South Seas attains a length of nearly two feet.

The genus Mitra (the " Mitre-shell ") has an elevated spire, with an acute

apex ; the shell is thick, the aperture .small, and. notched in front, the columella being

obliquely plaited, and the operculum very small. The animal has a very long proboscis,

and when irritated it emits a purple liquid, having a nauseous odour. It? bi'ight

colour-bands and ornamentation have led to the names of " Mitre-shell,'' " Bishop's

Mitre," "Tiara," kc. This is a very abundant form. Tln-ee hundred and fifty species

are known ranging from low water to a depth of eighty fathoms. Tiiey are mostly

denizens of the tropical seas. Many of them must be very abundant, and yet a

scientific persoii who only invests shillings in the purchase of shells may go on

for twenty years and lind himself only in possession of a few species, and of one

common and brilliantly-coloured sort—the Mitra episcopalis. The most beautiful of

the Mitras is properly called reglna, but the rarest is M. stainfortliii, valued at i'lO,

_ „^__ of which Mrs. De Burgh possesses the original example. The same lady has the

ll W tL jHral o'^ly specimen in England of the equally valuable (but not equally beautiful) M.

Zdtiata, which was brought up by the lead of a sounding-line from deep water off

Nice, and described by Marryat in the Linnean Transactions of 1817.

The TurbineUa (or " Top-shell ") is a very thick, solid shell, wth a short spire

and a long canal. On the columella are several transvei-se folds. On the

coast of India, China, Siam, Tranquebar, and Ceylon the Shank-shell (Turbiuella

jiijnun) is carved by the natives, and placed in their temples. The reversed

-Id sacred by the Cinghalese, and from it the priests administer medicine to the

sick. Another species is called the "Pap-boat" (TurhineUa rapha). "It is used," says Sir J.

Emerson Tennent, " on the Malabar coast (when scooped out internally and carved externally)

to contain the sacred oil which is employed in anointing their priests."

The " Spindle-shell," Fusus (called the " Eed Whelk " on the coasts of the Channel, and the

' Buckie" in Scotland), is extensively dredged for the markets, being more esteemed in the north than

* For a description of the lingual teeth, or " oiloiitophore ' of snails, see p. 222.

ety
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the common Whelk (Bucciman undatiun) as an article of food by the poorer classes. The shell is

fusiform, with a many-whorled spire, and a long straight canal ; the operculum is oval and curveil, with

the nucleus at its apex. Fusiis has a world-wide distribution. Over one hundred species are

described, many of which are sub-troi)ical.

The Fusus antiquus is extensively sold in Scotland, and also in Liverpool. It is the " Roaring

Buckie," in which the sound of the sea may always be heard. Indeed, from its abundance and its

size, it is very frequently used by children in the manner described

in the exquisite lines of Wordsworth :

—

" I have seen

A curious child applying to his ear

The convolutions of a smooth-lipped shell.

To which, in silence hushed, his very soul

Listened intensely, and his countenance soon

Brightened with Joy ; for murmuring from within

Were heard sonorous cadences, whereby,

To his belief, the monitor express'd

Mysterious union with its native sea."

The most valuable of the British univalves are some of the large

Whelks ; it is impossible to get a specimen of Fiisus turtoni, even from

the fishermen, for less than 30s., because it is only taken on the Scar-

borough coast, and there are always residents as well as visitors ready to

buy it. A fine example would fetch three guineas in town. Fusus dalei

is worth from three to five guineas ; Fusus berniciensis, five guineas ; and

there are collectors who would give still more for the Fusus fusiformis if

it could be obtained. The little Stylifer turtoni, found on the backs of Sea

Urchins nestling among their spines, would have cost a guinea a few years

ago, but has since been found in considerable numbers at Plymouth.

All the specimens of Fusus antiquus dredged in Vigo Bay, on the

coast of Portugal, are found to be reversed (i.e., sinistral, or left-handed

spirals). Fusus de/ormis, found living off Spitzbergen, is also always

reversed.

In Zetland, the Fusus antiqutis, suspended horizontally by a cord, is

used by the fishermen as a lamp, the canal serving to hold the wick,

and the body of the shell the oil. (Flemmg.)

Hemifusus colosseus and pi-obuscidaHs are two of the largest living Gasteropods. The

latter has been found placed as an ornament on the graves of the aborigines in Australia. It

attains a length of two feet. Some living species of Fusus are remarkable for the great length of the

canal. This is the case in Fusus colus, in which it is twice as long as the rest of the shell.

The nest for hatching the fry of Fusl is curious in all the species. That of Fusus norvegicus

consists of a lens-shaped bag, of an inch diameter, glued to the inside of shells. Mr. Howse says :

—

"The envelope is coriaceous, of a horny appearance, very transparent, smooth, glossy, and of a

yellowish colour ; one of the capsules contained three, the othei- only two, embryos. The last were

far advanced, and apparently ready to leave the case. Through the transparent covering, when first

dredged, I could .see them moving about, and adhering to the inner surface of the capsule by the

expanded foot, the sides of which were of a faint lilac colour. The thin operculum, the flattened

tentacles, the diminutive spot-like eyes of these beautiful little creatures, were also distinctly visible.

The youug shell is very thin, brittle, pellucid, brilliantly glossy, and of a pale amber colour, nipple-

formed, and perfectly resembles the nucleus, or upper whorl, of the adult individual. Those most

advanced in growth have two whorls, and are half an inch in length by a quarter in width."

The capsules of Fusus antiquus are smallei-, and placed above each other in a heap. The young

are fully formed before they leave the capsule, but the young shell, which forms the nucleus or apex

of the spire of the adult, i-s thin, roiiirded, and of a totally difierent character : hence the cmious

mamillated apex observed in all the species. (Sowerby.)

PUSUS PKOBOSOIDALIS.
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FAMILY in.—BUCCINID.E.

The Bitccininn* or " Triton's shell," is the type of another familj^ of carnivorous Gast(>rojioda,

in wliich the shell mouth is notched in front, or with the canal abrujitly bent back. It has excellent

lingual teeth for boring into shells with, and a long proboscis-like mouth and siphon, so that when

burrowmg after the livijig bivalves on which it feeds it can protrude its mouth into their gaping

valves, or drill a hole even into the shell itself, if necessary ; moreover, its long siphon is

thrust upwards above the mud or sand, so that the animal can at the same time breatlie freely.

It requires only the opportunity to study the form and habits of the animal inhabiting these

snail-houses to p(;rceive that nearly all the peculiarities in the form of shells relate to some special

function or habit of life of the animals which inhabit them.

One of the most important functions to be provided for in Snails is that of respiration.

In univalves, the aperture of the shell is usually found to be characteristic of the division to

which the animal belongs, the mouth being entire in most of the vegetable feeders, and notclied, or

pi'oduced into a canal m the carnivorous fiimilies (or Slphonostomata). But this canal, or siphon,

is respiratory in its office, and must not, therefore, always be taken as a certain and sure indication

of the nature of the animal's food. Thus, for example, Scalaria pretiusa lias a holostomatous, or

perfect aperture to its shell, but is known to be carnivorous in its diet. If we refer to the Dog
Whelk {Nassa reticulata) and the common Whelk {Buccinum undatum), we shall see the long

incurrent siphon protruding from the canal of the sliell and turned upwards. Into this tube the

water passes, and enters a vaulted chamber (formed by an inflection of the mantle of the animal),

which contains the pectinated, or plume-like gills. After traversing the length of the gills, it returns

and escapes through a posterior siphon, generally less developed than the anterior one, but vei-y

long in Ovulum volva, and formed into a tube in Typhis. The object of the long siphon in

the Whelk is to enable it to respire freely while burrowing in the sand in search of its prey

—

the poor defenceless Mi/a, and other bivalves.

The shell of the Bnccinnm is few-whorled, the whorls are ventricose, the aperture of tht

shell is large, the canal very sliort and bent back on the shell, the operculum is lamelliir, and the

nucleus is external. The Buccinum is characteristic of the northern seas, extending from low watei

to 140 fathoms. Twenty living species have been described. (See No. 2 in figure on p. 196.)

All round the British coasts and on the shores of Ireland the Whelk is dredged for the

market, and is used as bait by fishermen. :Many tons of them are annually consumed in the streets

of the poorer parts of London.

The exterior of the shell of the Whelk is invested with a thin straw-coloured membrane, or

epidermis, whose existence is scarcely recognised. Shells from a quiet soft sea-bed often liave a

coat like brown velvet. Many exotic Tritons are remarkable for their rough cuticle. All the

Whelk tribe have horny opercula, and the pattern is often characteristic of the genus; the operculum

is never spiral. Gregarious animals, such as the Whelk and Periwinkle, exhibit malformations more

frequently than do others ; thus we have Whelks with double opercula, others with shells repaired

after injury or curiously contorted. A large percentage in particular localities ai'e met with ha\iug

the shell revereed.

The nidamental capsules of Buccinum are aggregated in roundish masses, and often attached to

other shells, which, when thrown ashore and drifted by the wind, resemble horny corallines in

appearance. Each capsule contains five or six young, which, when hatched, have each a tiny, stumpy,

inflated spiral shell, very unlike the adult, of which it becomes, in course of growth, the apex.

The genus PseudoKva'f has a thick globular shell, with a deep spiral furrow near the front

of the body whorl, and forms, like Monoceros, a small tooth in the outer lip ; the spire of the shell

is very short and the suture channelled , the inner lip is thickened so as to form a callosity : the

mouth of the shell is notched in front. Six species are named from South Africa.

The genus Haling was for many years a great puzzle to naturalists. It was only known
by the existence of one or two shells in collections, and its habitat was lost. In general form

* Bvccina, a trumpet. t From iise'idof, falsehood ; ami nlira, from its resemblance in form to OUva.

t From haliox, of or belonging to tlie sea.
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it is like a land-shell of the genus Achatina, the shell being ventricose, and smooth, the apex regular

and obtuse.

Notwithstanding the fact that the fossil species of this rare and interesting shell had been found
in true marine deposits in Italy associated with sea-shells, and sometimes coated by a coralline

(Lepralia), yet Dr. Gray for many years adhered to the opinion that Halia was a true Land Snail, and
placed it as such in the British Museum shell-collection. At length Mr. R. D. Darbishire, of Man-
chester, having learnt that the specimens hitherto sold had been certainly obtained at Cadiz, set out
for Spain, and, by showing a shell (which he carried with him for the purpose) to the fishennen on

Ji^

JAILS— 1, PATELLA VrLGATA : 2, BUCCIXVM UNDATUM ; 3

4, HALIOTIS TLDEKCULATA; 5, LITTOKINA LITTOREA.

reticulata;

the coast, was rewarded by obtaining several living specimens from deep water ofi' the lighthouse,

Cadiz, thus proving the correctness of the evidence derived from the fossil shells from Italy.

The genus Ebnrna (ehur, ivory), or " the Ivory-shell," is a thick, solid, smooth shell, with a short

spire, umbilicated when young, but the umbilicus is covered by the callus of the inner lip in

the adult. These shells have usually lost their epidermis, and are then pure white, spotted with

dark-red
; the animal's body is also spotted like the shell. Nine species are known fi-om the Red Sea,

India, and China. It extends also to Australia and the Cape.

The " Dog Whelk" (Nassa*) has a shell like Buccinum., but is much smaller ; the columellar lip

is thickened by a callus, and expanded, so as to form a tooth-like ])rojection near the anterior canal.

The animal has a broad foot with diverging horns in front, and two little tails l)ehind. Nassa
reticulata is common on the English shores at low water, and is called the " Dog Whelk " by fisher-

* Nusm, a basket used for catching fish.
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men. Two liundred and ten species are known, extendinj,' from low water to fifty fatli^

are world-wide in their distribution.

In Purpitra, the shell is striated, or tuberculated, with

slightly notched in front, the inner lip being flattened.

Behind the head of Purjmra lapUlus, the only species that Britaii

They

t spire and a large apert

possesses, a lecej)
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tacle containing a white fluid, which, on exposure to the air and light, leaihes a bnlliant

tint through several intervening gradations of yellow, green, and blue.* The

dye so obtained is made permanent without difficulty ; but, although it ^^ is

formerly used in Irish manufactures, it has long since ceased to be so emi)lo\e(l,

perhaps through not being procurable in sufficient quantity to make it v\oith

collecting. The egg-bags of the FurpHra lapUlus, commonly called the ' I>(>g

Periwinkle," are deposited on the surface of rocks, or stones, or shells, united m
considerable numbers to a common membrane, on which they stand erect like so

many oval cups, each cnp containing an embryo. Here the young Purpura; leniain

for some months before the cup opens, and when this happens they do not all take

immediate advantage of the new-born privilege, but some of them prefer reniamuig

wliere they are for a time, in ease and comfort, till they acquire sufficient stiength

and courage to leave the protection of their cells.

Purpura., like Littorina, crawls about on the shore between watermarks, and seldom

ventures under the lower tide-mark. It is very de.structive to the mussel-beds. Gliding .stealthily

among the sea-weed and stones, it seeks its prey, and woe to the small Winkle, Limjiet, or Trochus

that comes within reach of its tei'rible proboscis. It will bring the aperture of its own shell opposite to

that of its victim, and then, introducing its trunk, never leaves it until all the soft parts are trans-

ferred to its own capacious stomach. But even where no apertui-e or door leaves the smaller molluscs

open to the attack of his enemy in that way, he is by no means deterred by this little difficulty, for if

the object of his attack be a Limpet firmly attached to a stone, or a bivalve tenaciously holding its

shell closed, he will manage to perforate the shell, and, through the hole, to draw forth the quivering

su))stance Mr. Spence Bate relates, that by way of ex]3erimeut, he placed a

Purpura m a vessel of sea-water in company with a Mussel, and observed the

result. In a short time the Piirpvra, finding that the Mussel was not at all

open to his advances, and that the valves of the shell were so firmly drawn

together as to leave no chance of effecting an entry between their edges,

gan to think of attacking him from without. Seeking a portion of the

outer suiface free from epidermis, he commenced boring. His human

|)l)ser^er, repudiating the policy of "non-interference," removed him, and

turned the Mussel over, placing that valve uppermost which was most covered

A\ ith the horny protection. The creature soon managed to turn over the huge

liod\ and shell of the Mussel, and resumed his operations at the point where

left oS when disturbed, and he did this repeatedly after similar interrup-

tions. At last, quite satisfied that the breach would in time be effected in

PTKPVKA PATVLA. this Way, Mr. Bate resolved to wait no longer for the process, but at once

to give the voracious sea snail an opportunity of satisfying its appetite at a

smaller demand of exertion from itself and of patience from its obsei-ver. To this end he cut the

muscles of the bivalve, so as to deprive it of the power of keeping its valves closed. Its fate

was thus accelerated ; it was now at the mercy of its enemy. The latter no sooner perceived the

valves open than, leaving his former work of boring, he seized his advantage by inserting his trunk

between the valves, not in this instance realising to the full the general rule, that the enjoyment

of an acquisition is increased in ])roportiou to the difficulty and trouble of obtaining it. When not

so unexpectedly assisted, however, the hungry Purpvra exhibits much patience, occnpying himself

for a couple of days in making his way through a mussel-shell. After gorging himself with a large

portion of its contents, he lies for weeks without attempting to procnre a fresh supply.

The animal can always be induced to discharge its dye by
]
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Upwards of one hundred and forty siiedes of Pio-piurt are known and described ; they are

almost world-wide in their distribution, and extend from low water to twenty-five fathoms.

The " Unicorn-shell," Monoceros, is peculiar to the West coast of America, whence eighteen

species have been brought. The shell is like that of Purpura, but with a spiral groo-\-e ou the

whorls, ending in a prominent spine, or tooth, at the lower or anterior end of the outer lip.

Magilus is a truly remarkable Molluscan genus, living ]mrasitic, and

boring in live Coral in the Red Sea, and on the coasts of Mauritius and

Java. When young, the shell of Mayilus, like any ordinary sea snail, is spiial

and thin, with its apei-ture channelled in front ; as it gi-ows older, the shell

ceases its spiral growth, and is prolonged instead into an elongated, irregular

tube, at the extremity of which the animal resides, having in its onward growth

filled up its original spiral shell and the greater pai-t of the tube with solid

shell-matter, compact and somewhat translucent, like aragonite. Formerly it was

believed that the Magilus, which lives fixed in the living Coral, grew upward

with the growth of the zoophytes in which it becomes immersed ; but from sjjeci-

mens obtained, imbedded in the Coral itself, Mr. Cliai-lesworth has shown that

Magilus grows horizontally, eating its way through the Coral near the living

surface, so as probably to reach and devour the zoophytes within, and yet always

to remain concealed until the ma.ss of the Coral is cut open, exposin,' the to;tuous

and solid, but once tubular shell. It is interesting to notice that in every case

B in which any animal, say a Crustacean or a Mollusc, becomes parasitic, it

MAGiLt's ANTiQi'us—A invariably loses some of its organs by disuse, and becomes malformed. Witness

YOUNG ; B, ADULT, tile " Hei'mit-crabs " living in sea snails' shells ; the Teredo in timber ; the

Siliquaria in Sponges ; and the Magilus in Coral, and many others. When we
consider that the coral-boring Magilus advances through the Mean'drina, or other compact Coi'al, not by

the movement of its shell, but by the slow, onward gi-owth of the animal itself, eating its way through

the living Coral mass, we can the more readily understand whence it obtains such a store of

lime, sufficient to enable it to fill up the deserted eiu-lier portion of its shell with .so compact

and solid a mass of crystalline material. In the British Museum is a Coral in which

a Magilus has resided for a long time, and traversed the mass in a tortuous manner,

leaving its solid tube behind. In one place, a Lithodomus, a bivalve Mollusc, also in the habit of

making burrows into the same Coral, has driven its shaft at right angles to the tube of tlie Magilus,

and has cut its tunnel right through the solid por-

tion of the shell of the Magilus, regardless of its

greater density. The tube of Magilus is sometimes

as much as fifteen inches in length, and very heavy.

The animal has a concentric lamellar operculum,

with its nucleus near the outer edge. Only

species has been described, the Magilus antiquus. '\\^

The " Hai-p-shells " {Harpa), so called from Vi

the numerous sharp, .smooth ribs placed at regular

intervals on the surface of the shell, like the

strings on a harp, form a group of elegantly-marl

and coloured shells. The shell is ventricose, the

spire is small, the body-whorl and aperture of shell

large, and notched in front. The animal has a very

large foot, with the front crescent-shaped, and

divided from the posterior part by deep lateral fissures, which are said to separate spontaneously when
the animal is irritated. It has no operculum. Nine species are described, all of which are tropical.

Harpa lives in deep water, on soft, sandy, or muddy bottoms.

The " Olives " {Oliva) are a numerous family, all with cylindrical, highly-polished, often very

prettily marked and coloured shells. The spire is very short, the suture is channelled ; the aperture

is long, narrow, notched in fiont; the columella is thickened and obliquely striated; and the body-whorl

HAIirA IMPEKIALIS
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is furrowed near tlio base. All these higlily-euaiiu'lled Gasteropoda owe their Ix'antifii] polished

surfaces to the fact that the mantle lobes are so large as to meet over the back of the slull, and so

effectually protect it from all erosive action. The animal has a very large foot, in which tin; shell

i.s half buried. The eyes are placed near the tips of the tentacles.

The Olives range from low water to twenty-five fathoms. All the species arc very active ; they

)nay be seen gliding about near low water, or burjnng themselves in the sand as the tide retires.

fishing-lines at the bottom.

and sevcnteei

1'01;I"HVUIA.

They are animal feeders, and attach themselves to the baits oi

The Olives are all .sub-troiiical. One hundrei

species have been described.

The genus Ancillaria resembles Oliiri, both in its animal and its

shell. It is said by d'Orbigny to use its mantle lobes for swimming.

The shell has a larger spii-e than in OUva, and the shell and spire are

entirely covered with shining enamel.

In Ancillaria glahrata there is formed a sort of nmljilicus between

the thickened inner lip and the body -whorl. The Anrilh

sub-tropical shells. Twenty-three sjjecies are living.

FAMILY IV.—CASSIDID.E.
oLHA EUY- 'j'jjg sliells of this family are very much inflated (ventricose) and

somewhat globose ; the whorls are often ornamented with varices, or

ridges ; the aperture shows a re-curved canal in front ; the outer lip is thickened in most ; and tlie inner

lip is wrinkled or granular. The "Helmet shells " comprise many of the largest known Gasteropods.

They principally inhabit the warmer regions of the globe.

Cassis has a thick tumid shell, with a very short spire, a long a])erture, the outer lip bent

back and toothed, the inner lip being spread over the body-whorl ; the

canal is reflected in front. It has a small elongated operculum.

Many of the shells of this species, as Cassis

rti/a and the " Queen-Couch " (Cassis madagascar-

iensis), are employed in the manufacture of shell-

cameos. The best shell for cameo-eugraving is the

Cassis riifa, from West Africa. The secret of

cameo-cutting consists simply in knowing that the

inner stratum of porcellanous shells is differently

coloured from the exterior. Cameos, in the British

Museum, carved on the .shell of Cassis cornuta, are

white on an orange gi-ound ; on Cassis tuben

iiifiilai/ascarieiisis, white upon dark claret colour;

on CanKis rii/a, pale salmon colour on orange ; and

C\--«IS CAXALICULATUS. Oil StrOlllbuS (/U/US, yeWoW On Tpmk. cassis MADAOASCAIUENSIS.

Cassis inhabits shallow water. Tliirty-four

species are living in the tropical seas of to-day. A shell of the genus Cassis has been found iu the

Pre-historic Cave-habitation of Les Eyzies, in Dordogne.*

ZJo/i?/;*!, or the " Tun," as this shell is sometimes called, has a large thin, light ventricose shell

with transverse ribs or furrows ; the spire is short, the aperture very large; the canal is short and

reflected; the outer lip is crenated; it has no operculum. Fifteen species are met with in the

ilediteiTanean, India, China, the West Indies, Brazil, New Guinea, and the Pacific.

The geniis Gassidaria is found living in the Mediterranean. The shell is ventricose and taber-

c'.ilated ; the apertni-e is narrow, ending in a produced and re-curved anterior canal ; the imier lip is

]ilicated, and spreads widely over the body-whorl ; the outer lip is reflected and crenated.

In Triton—the shell usually painted in all mythological pictures as being blown as a horn by sea-

deities attendant upon Neptune and Amphitrite—the " periodic mouths," or rests, form alternating

* See " Reliqiiias Aquitanicas," p. 179.
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nodes (or discouuected varies) up the sjiire to the slender apex. Botli the inner and outer iip of

this geuiis is denticulated or toothed. More than one hundred species have Ijeen found living in the

tomperate and sub-tropical seas, ranging from low-water to lifty fathoms.

The great Triton (T. tritonis) is the conch-shell blown by the Australian and Polynesian Islanders.

The use of turbinated or spiral shells as trumpets or horns, to sound an alarm with, appears to be

of most ancient date and cosmopolitan in extent. The practice is followed among the African

aborigines, the natives of the Eastern Archipelago, New Zealand and Japan. " The sound of the

trumpet or shell " (writes Ellis, in Poli/uesian Researches, vol. i., p. 283), " a species of Murex (Triton)

used by the priests in the temple, and also by the hei-ald and others on board

their fleets, was more horrific than that of the drum. The largest shells

were usually selected for this purpose, and were sometimes above a foot

in length, and seven or eight inches in diameter at the mouth. In order

to facilitate the blowing of this trumpet they made a iierforation, about

an inch in diameter, near the a])ex of the shell ; into this they inserted a

bamboo cane, about three feet in length, which was secured by binding it to

the shell with finely-braided cinet. The apei-ture was rendered air-tight by

cementing the outsides of it with a resinous gum from the bread-fruit ti'ee.

These shells were blown when any procession marched to the temple, at the

inauguration of the king, during the worship at the temple, or when a tabu

or restriction was imposed in the name of the gods. We have sometimes

heard them blown. The sound is extremely loud, but the most monotonous

and dismal that is possible to imagine." .Specimens of these shells may be

seen in the Shell Gallery, and also in the Ethnograpliical Eoom at the

British Museum, prepared for use as horns by the South Sea Islanders.

The genus Ranella is an ovate-oblong compressed shell, having two rows

of continuous varices (or periodic mouths), one on each side, from the apex
Tiir N \ \i iL vTi M down the spire to the mouth: the canal is short and re-curved, and the

outer lip crenated.

The species of llandla, fifty in number, are mostly tropical ; the thicker and more rugose forms

ai-e found in rocky situations, and on coi-al reefs ; the winged species, with smoother surfaces, are

from deep water. The animals are active, and crawl rapidly, (Adams.) They are chiefly from

India.

" Sea Snails," says Dr. S. P. Woodward, " certainly take many seasons to attain their maturit}',

even supposing them to grow twice a 3'ear. Dredging operations are usually only carried on in the

spring and summer months
;
yet a large proportion of ths mollusca taken are immature. Etilima

i^vowH a whorl at a time, then thickens its lip and rests ; ultimately a straight line is found running

down one side of the shell, caused by the coincidence of those ' rests.' In Ranella the line of

' rests ' is also coincident ; but as it only grows half a tiu-n Ijetween each there are two rows down the

spire."

Pijrula (from the diminutive oi pi/nig, a pear) is the name given to a genus of sub-trojiical shells

kno\vn also as " Fig-shells." It has a fig-shaped or pear-shaped shell, with a short spire ; the surface

of the shell in manj' species is ornamented with raised reticulated lines ; the outer lip of the shell is

thin, and the inner lip smooth ; the canal is long and open. It is nearly enveloped in the lobes

of the mantle which almost meet on the back of the shell. The animal has a broad truncated foot,

but no operculum. The Fig-shell has a wide sub-tropical I'ange. Forty species are described living at

from seventeen to thirty-five fathoms' depth.

Specimens of Fi/rula peri-ersa and Pi/rula spirata have been found in grave-moiuids and

sepulchral depositories in different parts of Western Canada, illustrating the extent of traffic carried

on between the north and south in ages prior to the displacement of the red man by the European.

FAMILY V._C'ONII

The great ftunilj- of the Cones is characterised by th;' i

boL'icr an inverted cone, with a vei-v Ion"- and narrow mouth.

persi.stent form of their shells,

rp edged outer lip. Clothed in
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a dull, yellowish-lirown epidei-mis, they offer no peculiar uttraction iu the living state. But when this

natural covering is removed, anil the shells have been careliiUy cleaned by a skilled hand, we arc

struck by the extreme beauty and diversity of patterns and colours which they display.

•'The Cones,'' says Adams, "are principally inhabitants of the equatorial seas. Haunting the

holes and fissures of rocks, and the Libyriuths of coral-reefs, they lead a predatory life ; boring into

the shells of other molluscs and sucking the juices of their bodies."

Nearly three liundred living species have l)een described.

The genus Conns embraces many of the most highly-prized shells whicli are known to collectors.

" Individuals," writes Dr. S. P. Woodward, " of many species are almost as abundant as the Cowries,

while a few, and these are amongst the most conspicuous, are exceedingly rai-e." The Comis nejdvni,

in Mr. Cumming's collection ;
* Conns caledonicus, in that of the Baron Delessert ; and Conus

hrownii, in the cabinet of M. Bowin, are considered unique. A specimen of Conns thalassiarehus was

sold for £4 15s. ; and good specimens of Conns nnbilis are worth from £3 to £6. The "Admiral"

{Conns ammiralis) is a beautiful shell, although no longer esteemed a great rarity ; but Conns cedo-

Hnlli has maintained its fame for a century, on account of the variety of painting it exhibits, and the

<'xtreme rarity of tine examples. A specimen was sold at Mr. Harford's sale for £16. The rarest of

all Cones, and perhaps of all shells, except the living Flenrotomaria, is the Conns gloria-maris, whicli

those old pagan Dutchmen worshipped, as did the Greeks the Paphian Venus. Perhaps it was this

cone of which a Frenchman is related to have had the only specimen, except one belonging to Hwass,

the great Dutch collector, and when this came to the hammer he outbid every rival, and then crushed

it beneath his heel, exclaiming, " Now my specimen is the only one." Doubtless many traditions

respecting the Conus yloria-maris yet linger in Amsterdam marts, in England it is

still worth ten times its weight in gold. The Museum specimen foimied part of the collec-

tion of the late Mr. W. J. Broderip, who gave £70 for it ; and a second, in the cabinet

iif Mrs. De Burgh, was originally obtained from Holland for the late Mr. Norris, of

Buiy, a veteran collector, who expressed himself highly privileged to become the possessor

in his old age of such an unexpected treasure.t The Cones range northward as far as

the Mediterranean, and southward to the Cape ; but they are most abundant and

varied in the equatorial seas. They are found in sliallow water down to forty or

fifty fathoms. The animal moves slowly, and some species (as Conns anliafs) bite

when handled. (Adams.)

The shells of tlie genus Pleurotoma % are turreted, fusiform, with an elevated

spire, ;ui oval aperture, and a long and sti-aight canal ; the columella is smooth,

the outer lij) being notched in front and having a deep slit near the suture. The

eyes are at the outer bases of the tentacles, which are wide apart. The mantle has

a slit in the hinder part on the right side ; the siphon is straight. The operculum is

pointed, with an apical nucleus. This is a most prolific genus, numbering about five

hundred species, and distributed from Greenland to the Cape ; they are, however,

most numerous in Asiatic waters, and are met with from low water-mark to one

hundred fathoms.

The Terehra, or " Auger-shell," as it is called, from its long, pointed, many-

whorled shell, like a borer, has a short canal, a small mouth, and a pointed operculum.

The siphon is long and re-curved. The animal, in some species, is blind, and in others

has the eyes at the extremity of minute tentacles. All the shells of this genus are tiguixa.

smooth, and ornamented with variegated spots, generally red, brown, and orange colour.

They are widely distributed over the world. One hundred and ten species are described, most of

which are tropical.

FAMILY VI.—A'OLUTID.E.

The shell in this family is notched in front for the siplion, the columella is regularly and deeply

plaited, and the operculum is absent. The animal has a very large foot, partly covering the shell,

the siphon is re-curved, and the eyes are placed at the base of the tentacles.

Now in the British Museum. t "Recreative Science," 1860.

X Pleura, the side ; tome, a notch.
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" The ' Volutes ' have lurge and fine shells, elegant in theh' form, and often remarkable for their

painting and rich colour. They are tropical shells, numbering about one liumlred species, and have

been grouped in about half a dozen sections or sub-genera, examples of some of which are difficult to

obtain. The Volata abyasicola, supposed to be the living representative of the fossil Volutes of the

London Clay, is now only known by a unique specimen from deep water off the Cape, formerly in the

collection of Mr. Lonibe Taylor. The Voluta aulica was unique until Mr. Cumniing's return, and

Sowerby valued the Tankerville specimen at forty guineas. Volutafulgetrum, in the same collection,

was priced at £31, and Volata papUlosa £21. The fine Valuta junonia m the British Museum is.

worth £40 ; and the le=5s conspicuous Voluta piperata, acquired at M. Vernede's sale, was valued at

JIG. The Voluta reJirii!:,l,t in Mr. Norris's collection cost £30 ; and Mr. Dennison gave £20 for the

first specimen of Ouincfi d, nuhmii, and his collection is remarkable for the iiumber of fine and costly

.shells it contains." (S. !'. Wumlward.)

fThe Volutes extend from the littoral zone to one hundred fathoms depth. Voh'tn junonia

was dredged in the Gulf of Mexico, at a depth of seventy fathoms.

The genus Melo, or the " Melon," has a large, somewhat oval, inflated shell, with a short spire,

the apex of which is obtuse and rounded (mammillated), and the whorls are smooth. Tlie columella

has several oblique plaits on it, the outer lip is thin and simple, and the shell is truncated in front.

Most of tlii- s|]ecies of Melo are ornamented with a variety of colours, and the whorls are adorned

with a ili:rlc:ii of s]iines ; the living shell is covered with a greenish-bro-vn epidermis. The foot is-

large and thick ; the eyes are at the outer bases of the tentacles. The animals of Melo and

Ci/inha are botli ovo-viviparous, bringing forth their young alive without et'g-shells. The natives of

the Papuan Islands use the shell of the Melo to bail out their canoes with. About ten speeies of JA'A>

arc described, principally from New Guinea.

The genus Ci/mba, or the " Boat-shell," i'^ less elegant than the " Melon ;

" the embr3'o or apex of

t'le shell is large and globular ; the whorls few, and flattened. The writer has caj)tured large numbers

of the living Cymba olla in Catalan Bay, at the east side of the rock of Gibraltar, in the Mediterranean,

cast ashore after a heavy sea from the south-east. They were trying to bury themselves by the aid of

their huge foot in the sands, but the sun dried the sand faster than they could dig down, and so they

fell a prey to the collector ! Like Melo, it is ovo-viviparous, and the young, when born, are an inch

in length. Ten species are described from the AVesl Coast of Africa, the Strait of Gibraltar, and as

far north as Lisbon.

Marginella is a smooth, bright shell, with a short or truncated spire, a narrow aperture, a plaited

inner lip, and a thickened outer lip. The animal is like Cyprsea. There are ninety species of these

jn-etty little shells described, mostly tropical. Numerous beads have been found, made of the shells

of the genus Marginella, in ancient graves discovered in Tennessee. The shells were ground down so

as to make a perforation on the back, by means of which they could be strung together for

purposes of personal ornament.

FAMILY VII.—CYPR^ID^.

In this family the head of the animal is broad, the rostrimi short, the tentacles long, the eyes

placed on projections near their external bases, the siphon is long, the mantle has large expanded

side-lobes covering the shell. There is a single branchial plume ; the operculum is wanting.

The shell (as in all Molluscs where covered by the mantle-lobes) is usually smooth and polished ;

and the last whorl is large, convolute, and wholly or partially conceals the others ; the outer

lip is bent inwards, thickened, and toothed, the inner lip is dentated or corrugated. The mantle-lobes

are often ornamented along their borders with filaments or serrated edges; sometirxies, however,

thsy are smooth and simple. The foot is large, expanded, and often greatly elongated behind.

" In their habits the Cowries are shy, and crawl slowly ; they are nearly all tropical animals,

inhabiting the warmer seas ; and as they glide along among the coral reefs and in the shelter of rocks,

with the lateral lobss of their mantles adorned with showy colours, they ]>resent to the eye of the

naturalist objects of singular interest and beauty." (Adams.)

There are few shells that are more jjersistent in form than are the " Cowries." In Cijprcpa

proper the sh'dl is somewhat cylindrical in form when adult, -varying, however, according to the
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shell, :iftcr>

flOlll

the

iilil almost seem as if only glimpses of those

hilst the full contemplation of such wondrous

they have likewise the power to absorb the

age of the animal : in the very young it is thin, pcllaciil, an

becomes like an Oliva ; finally, the outer lip is bent in and th(

have the adult Cowry, in which we fail to detect the apex at ,

How much of the wonderful natural history of such common ob]

sea-shore" is lost to the great majority of manknul md yt whit

eyes of the trained obsei-ver of nature ! The

beauteous shell of die Cowry lies concealed

within the folds of its mantle ; that of the

Cone is covered by a thick rough ejiidei'mis,

which has to be removed Ijcfore its bidden

Ijeauties are discovered.

" God's works," writes Professor Forbes,

"are never left nnfiniyhed. None is too

iiiiunte for the display of infinite perfection.

'I'be microscope has exliibited to our won- Thi siiui is

dering eyes bean ties of structure that have

been concealed from mortal sight for long ages. It w
excellences of creation are pei'mitted to man to behold, ^

charms is reserved for immortal and invisible admirers."

Biit living Molluscs not only seci-ete shell-matter

intei-nal convolutions and columella of their shells, either completely or until it is reduced to the

thinnest film. The Cone removes all but a paper-like portion of its inner wliorls, and the Cypreea

often goes still further in removing all trace of its axis.

The Cowry owes the glassy j)olisli of its whole exterior to tlie amplitude of its mantle, whose

folds meet over its back, and ordinarily conceal the shell entirely. In the shining Marginellas, and

Olives, and some Volutes, the .shell is partially glazed by the same envelope. It is absolutely

essential that the mantle should cover any part of the shell to which additions are required
;

any injury, therefore, beyond the reach of tliis mantle externally must be repaired from the

interior. This will explain why the broken apices of univalves and the eroded mnboes of the

river Mussel are never repaired externally, but always by deposits within the spire or the valves

of the shell.

The size of the adult shell is often characteristic of tlie species, but this is by no means uniform.

The author has frequently seen specimens of Ci/jrrcea turclus equally adult, measuring three-quarters

to one inch and a half, but the dwarf varieties are more common than the giants.

Since the year 18:3.5, when George Sowerby catalogued and priced the Tankerville collection,

shells have much diminished in pecuniaiy value, and shillings will now generally go as far as guineas

did then. This depreciation has cliiefly affected the deep-sea shells, which have become more plentiful

since the employment of the dredge has been generally introduced, and land shells, wliieh are mostly

]irocured in abundance when their proper localities are understood. But some shells seem destined to be

always scarce, like the Orangs Cowry and the Conus yloria-maris. No doubt there are " a.s good

fish in the sea as ever came to net," but sometimes they live in inaccessible places. Shell-collectors,

like the old Dutch florists, have always set apart a few genera as the special objects of their affection,

to which they attach a fanciful value. These are the Cones, Cowries, Mitres, and Volutes, with a

few miscellaneous species belonging to other genera, such as the Thorny Oyster, Wentleiraji,

Carinaria, Harp, and Rostellaria. Most of the stories told about the extravagant prices paid for

particular shells ai-e jn-obably apocryphal or grossly exaggerated. It is said that a Parisian " professor

of botany " paid 6,000 francs (£240) for a Thorny Oyster {Spondi/lus rejius), and that a Dutchman

ga-ve an r-s/ii/'i for a Wentletrap {Scalaria pretiosa). Now the Scakiria i.s worth from 5s. to 10s., and

the finest Spotuh/Jus in England was purchased by Mrs. de Burgh for £5. The Carinaria vitrea,

which, according to Sowerby, once realised one hundred guineas, is still worth £12 in the market, and

fetched as much as £15 only a few years ago ; but the value of tine specimens of this .shell is enhanced

by its extreme fragility. One of the Orange Cowries in the British Mu.seum was purchased by Mr.

Broderip of the late Mrs. Mawe for £30, although it has holes in it made by the natives and fine
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specimens are still worth ten guineas. The Ci/prwu kacodon, in the same collection, is unic|ue, and

worth .£50 ; the C. princeps was valued at £60 ; and other examples have realised £iO at the

Taukerville sale, and .£40 at the sale of Mr. Holford's collection ; Mr. Dennison, of Liverpool, had

one which cost £35. The specimen of Cyprcea guttata in the British Museum is valued at £40 ; and

the rare little Cyprcea barclayi, when fii-st brought to England, obtained £10 ; and Cyprcea guttata

has realised sums varying from £12 to £30, within the last ten year.^, and as the specimens are

generally in poor condition, it is certain that fine examples would still command a high price. The

cabinet of Miss Saul, of Bow Lodge, is considered to be richer than any other in this grouj) of shells,

and the late Mr. Gaskoin, who wrote a monograph of the genus Cyprcea had a very extensive series,

which afterwards was united to the magnificent collection of the late Mr. Lombe Taylor, of Starston.

(S. P. Woodward.)

The Money Cowry {Cyprcea moneta) is a native of the Pacific and I'^astern seas. Many tons'

weight of this little shell are annually imported into England, and again exported for barter with

the native tribes of Western Africa. In the year 1848 sixty tons

t'tlic Money Cowry were imported into Liverpool. Wilson says of

' '//'/(( r/ iiwneta :
—"The Cowry shells used as currency are procured

u till' coast of Congo, and in the Philippine and Maldive Islands.

' ( )f the latter, indeed, they still constitute the chief article of export.

\t what remote date, or at what early stage of rudimentary civi-

lisation, this singular representative shell-currency was introduced,

it is perhaps vain to inquire, but the extensive area over which

.E\ co«n\ it ^'^^ long been recognised proves its great antiquity. The

Philippine Islands form, in part, the eastern boundary of the

Southern Pacific, and the Maldives lie ofl' the Malabar Coast, in the Indian Ocean ; but their

shells circulate as currency not only through Southern Asia, but far into the African continent,"

In Ellis's " Polj'nesian Researches," vol. ii., p. 292, he gives an account of fishing for Cuttle-fish

with an artificial bait, formed of a piece of hard wood, to which a number of the most beautiful

pieces of the Cowry, or Tiger-shell, are fastened one over another, until it is about the size of

a turkey's egg, and resembles the Cowries. It is suspended in a horizontal position by a strong line,

and lowered by the fishermen from a small canoe until it nearly reaches the bottom. The fisherman

continues gently to jerk the line, when the Cuttle-fish, attracted by the appearance of the Cowry,

darts out one of its arms, which it winds around the shell, and fastens among the openings of the

plates. The jerking being continued, the fish puts out another and another arm, till it has quite

fastened itself to the shell bait, when it is drawn up into the canoe and secured.

One of the earliest uses to which the shells of Mollusca appear to have been applied was

that of articles of dress. In MM. Lartet and Christy's "Reliquise Aquitanicfe " (Part III., 1866,

B., PI. v.. Figs. 15-20) we find illustrations of several shells—viz., Cyprcea ]->yrii.m, Fectunculus

glycimeris, Area breislaki—which show clcaily, liy their having been perforated, that they had been

worn either as ornaments or charms by the aborigines who inhabited the cave of La Madelaine. The'

custom of using shells, ifcc, as necklaces or other personal decorations, is common, not only among-st

savages, but even amongst civilised races at the jjresent day. In this case the shells have been

obtained, not from river or sea, but from the Faluns of Touraine or Boi'deaux, deposits of Miocene

age, rich in fossil marine shells, many of which are so well preserved as to retain the glazed surface

seen in recent specimens. Dr. Fischer, of Paris, has determined as many as five species in the caverns

of Pt^rigard.

An Oolitic Belemnite, having its sides squared by griniling, was found among the debris in

the cavern of Bruniquel, department Tarn- et- Garonne ; also an Ammonite and a Gryplisea, probably

introduced by children as toys. Perforated recent marine shells were likewise numerous. These

relics are preserved in- the British Museum. Shells are at the present day as greatly in demand
for ornamental purposes as in pre-historic times. The Chinooks of Oregon ornament their noses and

ears with shells of Dentalium. The Friendly and Fiji Islanders wear the Orange Co^vly {Cyprcea

aurora) as a mark of chieftainship. The natives of Flinders Island and the New Zealander polish the

Elenchus into an ornament more brilliant than the " pearl ear-drop " of classical or modern times.
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Cyprsea shells are woni as a head-dress by the natives of New Guinea. The time would fail in which

to tell all the various methods used in applying shells as ornaments to the head, dress, and person.

Every book of travels in Africa, America, or the South Sea Islands teems with such illustrations.

Nor does India furnish an exception to the rule ; for there the female children have their arms and

ankles, from infancy, encircled with broad shell-bauds, cut fi-cni the whorls of the gi-eat TurhineHa

2>(/rum, and the Sepoy troops wear necklaces, made from the canal of tlie same shell, as part of theii

l)arade uniform.

One hundred and fifty species of living Ci/prtea have been described. They occur in all tlit:

warmer seas of the globe, but are mcst abundant in the Old World.

The genus Trivia is peculiarly interesting to us, as it includes the only Cowry found upon tin"

British coast—the Trivia europwa. The shells of this genus are sometimes covered with transverse

raised ribs across the back, as in Trivia europma and T. pedicidus ; and sometimes with elevated

tubercles, as in T. pustalosa ; or with both, as in 1\ staphykea. Thirty-five species are recorded; they

are all small forms. Near the edge, at low water, you may sometimes see our little British Cyprmt.

crawling on the sandy bottom. The animal is not more than half an inch long, of a bright orange

colour, duskily banded, or yellow with orange edge, or all of a pale pink colour. In front ai-e two

slender tentacles, with small black eyes near their bases ; between these horns is a small tube bent

upwards—this is the siphon. The shell is wrapped up in the two lobes of the gaily-coloured mantle ;

the foot is square in front and very long and pointed behind. At the slightest touch the foot and

mantle-lobes, feelers, and siphon all disappear, and the little flesli-coloured ribbed shell alone remains,

all the soft parts being contracted within the narrow-toothed mouth of the shell, leading us to wondei

how so tiny a shell is able to accommodate so large an animal.

The pretty little shells belonging to the genus Erato differ from Marginella, with which they

have been confounded, in not having a marginal varix, or swelling, and from Cyprma in having distinct

plaits on the columella ; the outer lip, too, is thickened towards the middle and denticulated within

One species {Erato htvis) is found

on the North British coast, and

also in the Mediterranean. Eleven

species are described from the

West Indies and China.

ovuLUM voLVA. The shells of the genus

Ovulum (the " China .shell ") are

never ornamented with rich and varied colours, like those of the Cowry tribe, but are usually white,

pink, pale violet, or yellow, without exhibiting any particular markings or pattern. The shell is like

CypniK, but the inner lip is smooth. Ovulum volva ("the Weaver's Shuttle") has the aperture ot

the shell tlrawn nut into a long canal at each end. The foot is narrow, and adapted for clasping

the round stems of the Goryonio', on which the animal feeds. Thirty-four species are described,

inhabiting the warmer seas of the West Indies, Mediterranean, China, and West America. Two
species (0. patula and 0. acumimUa) are met with on English shores.



CHAPTER III.

THE GASTEROPODA (co.icluL-d) AND PTEEOPODA.

Order 1. {cone! iult:d)—{h) the Holostomatii, or Entire-mouthed Sea Snails —Family 8. Naticid.k -'.). Cani'KI.laiuaii.e -

10. PvRAMU)ELLiD.E-ll. SoLARlAD.-E— " The Staircase-Shell "—12. ScALARiAD.B-Soalaria prctius:!, tlic " Wunth-
trap"— Great Value attached to this Shell—13. C'erithiad.e—Potamides in Fresh Water -11. |'riiiini-;i,i,iii.i;

-

•'Tower-shells "—Vermetus—Worm-shells—15. Melamad.e— ll>. Paludinid.e—Fresh-water Siuii'is - thu "Aiiiilc;

Snail," AmpuU.aria-Its Tenasity of Life—17. LlTORINID.E—Periwmkles as Food—18. C'ALvrrn.Klo.E "Bonnet
Limpets"—The Grotto-shells, Phorus-19. Turbinid.e—Trochus—20. Haliotid.e—The Ear-sliell, Haliotis- Uses

of Pearly Shells— Pleurotomaria — Its Rarity— 21. lANTHINia.E— lanthiua, "Floating (shells" — The Raft — 22
FIS.SURELUD.B— 23. Neritid.e— 24. Patellid.e — " L'mpets "—Used as Food—How the Oyster-catcher Detaches

them — 25. Dentaliad.e— 26. Chitonidx - Jlultivahf Sniiils — Oidt-r IL. PULMONIFEKA — Air-breatliers—

Anatomy of a Snail—Inoperculiita, or Land 8n:iils wil limit OinTcuhiiii—Cliaiactiis- (.'mious Experience of a Desert

Snail -27. Hbucid*-Used as Food—Tlie Largest, Lund Sliell Ivuowii 'I'uo ( ).Iuntiii.liore, or Tooth-bearing Tongue-
Other Genera—28. LiMACiD.E—The Slugs-The JIucus .Sc.-retion and its Uses L'!». O.NCIDIAD.E—30. LlMN^ID.E—Air-
breathing Pond Snails—31. Aur;culid.e -Operculata, or Operculated Land Snails—32. Cyclostomid.e- 33. Helicinid.e

—34. AcicuLiD^-Order III., OPHISTHOBRANCHIATA-35. Tornatelud.e—30. Bullid.e-37. Aplysiad,e—
"Sea Hares"— 38. Pleukobrakchid.e—39. Phvllioid.e—The "Sea Slugs"— 40. D0RID.E—41. TritoniadjE—42.
^OLID.E—43. Phyllirhoid.E-44. ELYSIAD.E-Order IV., NUCLEOBRANCHIATA— Oee.anic Snails—4.5. FlROHD.E

—The Carinaria-46. Atlantii).e-Class III., PTEROPODA -Their Pelagic Character-Their Abundance -Source

of Food to the Right Whale—Their Wing-feet compared to Motlis -Delicacy of their Shells—Distribution.

Dioision b.—Holostomata.*—In the section already described, the Sipiiono.stomata are marked

(as we have seen) by the respiratory siphon protruding from the anterior canal of the shell,

indicating their carnivorous propeMities. In this section, the Holostomata, the respiratory siphon

u not (as a rule) so produced, and the mouth of the shell is therefore entire, and not drawn out into

a canal in front. The animal has usually a short, non-retractile nnizzle ; the gills are comb-like or

plume-like. Most of this division are vegetable-feeders and dwellers in marine or fresh water.

FA5ULY Tin.—> 4 PR ID 1

In this family the shell is globular, with few whoi Is its s])ii( is snull ml ubtusi tlu ipn*uu

is semi-lunar, with an acute lip; the pillar of the shell is()*'ttn thukcn 1 1\ i c ilius Tlu annn il

has a long, retractile proboscis; the lingual ribbon it lim u tin toot 1 \(i\ lii^e thi nunth lob< s

enveloping the greater part of the shell. All the sprcKs of this f mil\ lie niiiiiu

In the genus Natica the shell is smooth and thuk and the iiini 1 lij) c dlous theumbiluus is

large, having a spiral callus. The operculum is sub-spii d md shi 11\ J hi \nimii is blind the foot

is large, having a fold in front protecting the head ; tht lobes of tin ioot c

animal is carnivorous, feeding on the smaller bivahes (doul 1 ) Hit

themselves devoured by the Cod and Haddock and thi lii^fr St 11 IisIm s

eggs of the Natica are agglutinated into broad and shoit spii il Imids 11

attached. The animal frequents s:indy and gravelly bottoms iiom 1

water to ninety fathoms. (Forbes.)

The colour-markings on the shells of Natica an \(.iy iiid(stnictibl

they are frequently pi-eserved in fo.s.sil .slielLs. Th( sptLiis iie iiunifious

more than ninety have been described distributed from tht Aictic Scis th(

.shores of Britain, and the Mediterranean, to India, t'liiin \mtiici Austialia

They occur also in the Ca.spian. n mu \ 1 niioM

In the genus Sigaretus the shell is ear-shaped, the a])<.itui( is ^(ry \vidc

and oblique, the surface of the shell is striated, the opeiuiduin is mmutc, homj, <*"d o..b .^i.^.-J. ll.e

shells of the flatter forms are entirely concealed by the mantle of the animal ;
the conve.x forms are

partially so. The epidermis is yellowish. The foot is enormously developed in front. Twenty-si.x

species are described living in the East and West Indies, China, and Peru.

In the genus VehUiim the animal has a thin shell and a velvety epidermis ;
the spire is small,

the suture deep, and the aperture very large and rounded ; the shell has no oi)erculum. The margin

of the mantle is developed all round, and turned up over the shell
;

gills, two ; head broad ;
tentiiclcs

lilunt, far apart, eyes at their outer bases. The animal is carni\orous. Four species ere described

fi-oin Britain, Norway, and North America.

* From holus, entire ; stoma, mouth.
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FAMILY IX.—CAXCKLLAKIAD.i;.

The animals of this family are remarkable for the simple nature of the oral ai^paratiis, both

tongue and teeth being wanting ; the head, moreover, does not seem to be elongated, the rostrum

being rudimentary ; the operculum is also -wantinj-. The shell has the aperture more or less

c'aar.nelled in front, and the columella is plicated. (Adams.)

The genii.s Cancellaria* includes a large number of moderate-sized shells, the surface of which is

cancellated or cross-barred, or reticulated by a double series of parallel lines, one running around the shell-

whorls from the mouth to the apex, the others transversely, corresponding to the varices, or periodic

months, o[ Triton and RaiieUa. There are several strong oblique folds on the columella. The animal has

no operculum. Contrary to other members of this family, the animals in this genus are vegetable

feeders. They are remarkable for the elegance of their shells. Seventy species are described from the We.st

Indies, t'ldua. South America, and the Eastern Archipelago, ranging from low water to forty fathoms.

The genus Trichotropis, of Broderip, has a turbinate and thin, somewhat elevated, shell, more

or le.ss unibilicated, spirally furrowed and cancellated, often furnished with epidermal fringes on the

ribs; apex of spine acute, aperture pyriform, outer lip simple acute, inner lip flattened, canal

rudimentary. More than twelve species are described, mostly from the Northern seas, from fifteen to

one hundred fathoms.

FAMILY X.—pykamidellid.f;.

In this family the characters are : tongue unarmed ; teeth none, or rudimentary ; tentfxles broad,

folded ear shaped, eyes at their inner bases ; mantle enclosed with a siphonal fold ; foot short iu

front, produced behind; operculum horny, sub-spiral ; shell turreted, aperture entire, columella plaited.

The species of this group are all marine, and probably jiredaceous and camivoi-oiis, as they have a

retractile proboscis.

The species of the genus PyrnmiiMla live in sandy bays and on shallow mud-banks, con-

cealing themselves under the surface, and indicating their presence by forming slender raise!

tracks. Eleven species occur in the West Indies, Mauritius, and Australia.

The. genus Odostom.ii includes a number of very minute shells, having the habit of Rissoce, and,

like them, soni?times foiind in brackish water. They range from low water to fifty fathoms. Tlu
shell is sul)ulate or ovate, smooth ; apex sinistral, aperture ovate, columella with a single tooth-like

fold, lip thin, operculum homy. About thirty-five species have been described from British, Medi-

terranean, and Madeiran coasts.

The genus Chemnitzia was named in honour of Chenmitz, a distinguished German conchologist,

of Nuremberg, 1780-9.'), and the author of a great work on conchology.

The shell is slender, many-whorled, the whorls plaited ; apex sinistral ; aperture simple, ovate
;

peristome incomplete ; operculum horny, sub-spiral. The animal has a long retractile proboscis
;

eyes at inner bases of the triangular tentacles ; foot truncated in front.

Tlic rjcnus Chfiinnitzia is world-wide in distribution. Seventy species are recorded from low
water to one hundred fathoms.

Eidiiiu'Ua has an elongated, solid, many-whorled, smooth, polished shell : the mouth is sub-

quadi-ate
;
peristome incomplete ; columella straight, and smooth. Four species are described : from

Britain, Norway, and the Mediterranean.

Monop/i/gma is the name of a genus of shells of great beauty and delicacy, resembling

greatly elongated forms of ActfKon. The animal is nearly allied to Acli^ in its short tentades, with tl-.c

eyes at their inner bases, rudimentary tongue, and elongated narrow foot. Twelve specie.; ;,:o

recorded by Adams, from India, China, and elsewhere.

In the genus Enlima the shell is elongated, white, smooth, polished , the spire is produced,

many-whorled
; the apex is acute ; aperture oval, pointed behind ; the inner hp is reflected over the

pillar, the outer lip is- thickened internally. The Eulimao crawl with the foot greatly in advance
of the head, which is usually concealed beneath the margin of the shell. Muny of them have
distorted shells the uj)per whorls being often bent or inclined out of the straight line. Twenty-six

species are recorded, from C\iba, Norway, Britain, Mediterranean, Australia, India, and other parts,

in five to ninety fathoms.

* Latin, canceHatu.% cross-barred.
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SUjUna lias a glassy, globular shell, with a tapering apex

has a thick mantle, which is bent over the last whorls of the shell. It In.

of Sea Urchins, or h\mn\ in living Star-fishes and Corals. It is found

in Britain, the West Indies, Philippines, and the Galapagos.
-'

FAMILY XI.-SOLAEIAP.E.

The proboscis in this family is

retractile, and the tongue (according

to the observations of Dr. Gray) is

entirely unarmed ; the tentacles are

laterally folded, the eyes are on the

uppersurface at their bases ; the mantle solarium rEKSPECTivi .1.

is included; foot moderate, and formed
,^ .. c,,

for walkin- ; the operculum horny, spiral, oval, or circular. The genus .^olamnn, or the ^tan-case

Shell ^'—so named because the spiral edges of the whorls seen in the umbilicus have been fancifully

compared to a winding staii-case-has a depressed orbicular shell, with a wide and deep umbUicus. The

aperture of the shell is squarish, the peristome is thin, the operculum horny and sub-spiral. There

Ire twenty-five species, all from subtropical and tropical seas, and very widely distributed.

FAMILY XII.—SCALARIAD.E.

The animals in this family are predaceous. The mantle is enclosed with a rudimentary siphoual

fold ; the foot is obtusely triangular and gi-ooved below ; the tentacles are slender, and the eyes are

placed at their outer bases -, the operculum is horny and spiral. The shells are nearly all white
;
they

are spiral and turreted, and are ornamented with varices ; the aperture is circular, without any

•m.

Ladder-shell," has mostly

are spiral

notch or canal. The shells are remarkable for their extreme elegance of form.

The ffenus Scalaria, known commonly as the " Wentletrap,"

a pure white lustrous shell, the whorls of the turret-like shell being round and

nearly separate, merely united by the sharp transverse ribs. When molested,

the animal exudes a purple fluid. The .species exceed one hundred in number,

and ran"e from low water to one hundred fathoms. Most of the species are tropical,

but there are exceptional species found on the coasts of Greenland and Norway.

The others are almost world-wxle. In the " Wentletrap " (Scalaria pretiosa) the

periodic mouths encii-cle the sheK whorls, which are sometimes separate, and con-

tribute not a little to the beauty of j.Ms once costly conchological treasure.

FAMILY XIII.—CEl, 'THIAD.E.
scALAuiA

j^^ ^j_^j_, family the shell is spiral \nd many-whorled, the mouth

of the shell is channelled in front, and the outer lip is usually

expanded in the adult shell. The animal has a broad and short rostrum, with

the tentacles wide apart ; the eyes are on short stalks united to the base of the

tentacles. The mantle-margin has a rudimentary siphon-fold in front
;
the foot is broad

and short, and angular in front : the operculum horny and spiral. The members of

this family are met with in marine, estuarine, and fresh-water localities.

The genus Cerithium, or the " Horn-shell," has a tun-eted, many-whorled shell,

with indistinct varices ; the canal is produced in front, and slightly recurved
;
the

columella is thickened and callous behind. Cerithia are found in all parts of the world.

More than one hundred living species have been described.

Potamides* is the name given to a group of fresh-water Cerithia, with thick olive-

brown epidermis, and an orbicular many-whorled operculum. They are found chiefly

World, especially in Africa and India, inhabiting the mud of large rivers.

The genns.' Aporrhais, or the "Spout-shell," is a shell with an elongated spire,

* From potaiiios, a river ; and eidos, used in the sense of species.

CERITHUM
ALVCO.

ill the Old

;omposed of
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mimerous tuln.rc ilatc'il wliorls, tli;^ aperture ii;',!-ro\v, but tlie oulsr Uf) greatly expamled, lol)e<I, and

digitated ; tlie operculum is pointed and lauiell ited. The muzzle of the animal is short and hrojid
;

the tentacles are cylindrical ; the eyes are on prominences neai' their outer bases ; the foot is short,

rounded in front, pointed behind. Three species are described living at twenty to one

hundii-d faHioiiis, in Labrador, Norway, Britain, the Mediterranean, ifec.

Siriithiii'iiriii* is a turreted shell with angular whorls. Its aperture is truncated in

finnt : thr ii>luuiella is very oblique; the outer li|i is prominent, thickened; inner lip

cdliiu^, e.xpauiled ; 0])ereuium ciaw-shaji • 1. Five species occur in Australia and New
Z-aL.

FAMILY
ly is tub

; simiilr

XIV

1 • shell in this far

i|.'iturc of the .shell

1 short muzzle, eys oil 1„M<I

it, tongue armed. 'I'liis i, ,i
-

ik to a depth of one liundi

ist of the countries of thf yli

I'V are commonly called " Sen
'

Tu tli<. -enus "Tm-riU'lU, ("I

.-TT'IiRITELLID.E.

ir sjiiral, the upper part being partitioned off.

t!.i' (.perculum horny, many-whorled. The animal

11- cuter bases of the tentacles, mantle fringed, foot

\ marine group, the species ranging from lowwater-

niii,. Their geographical distribution extends over

ic species being an inhabitant of the British seas.

lis," from their peculiar form.

JielLs"), the shell is turreted, many-whorled, spirally

iini.d, tlh- api'ilurc Kiund, margin thin. The shells of this genus are spotted and

\ nn.ind. l;i'u, lall) with red and brown. The species inhabit all parts of the world,

Ih'iul; most numerous in tropical countries. The writer has taken the Turritella

riimiiniuis by the dredge-full off the Bay of Malaga (Mediterranean), showing that

they are gregarious in their habits in soft mud. Many examples were dredged

• whorls disconnected, as in Vcnnetifs. Fifty species are described of world-wide

th ^f the

iular, r ith

idal ; when adult, it becomes decollated,

1 entire aperture, the apex being closed by

si-ptuni, marking the point where the oriniual spire has been cast off. This curious

puzzletl many zoologists, having been referred to the Pteropods, to the Orthoceratites, «tc.

'cies ha^'e been met with living in aljout ten fathoms water.

iius Veniietus, or the " Worm-shell," the shell is tubukr and attached, but when

;ul.nly spiral, but always disuiiiti- 1 and irregular in its adult gi-owth. The tube

ii-titioued off, the apertuiv is rnuiid, the operculum circular and concave externally.

rudimentary cylindrical foot, bsiiig unable to crawl o •

distribution.

When >

and ap]ieais

a mamniillat

little genus 1

Two British spec

In the gem

young it is i.'-i;

is repeatedly pai-

The animal lias :

glide, as the shells are fixed together in clusters. Vermetus is found uu

the coasts of Portugal, the Mediterranean, Africa, and India.

The genua- Siliqimria has a tubular cylindrical shell, irregularly

twisted ; its apex is spiral, the aperture is circular. In SiUqiuiria

the notcli for the siphon remains unclosed, so that as the shell

grows it prolongs the fissure through the whole length of its tube.

This genus was formerly regarded as an Annelid, but its molluscous

nature was demonstrated by M. Audouin. The typical species is found

in ths Mediterranean, living embedded in sponges with silicious spicules.

Eight species are recorded.

FAMILY XV.—MELANIAD.E.

Til? shells of this family are spiral, turreted, covered with a thick

d.iik-c.)liiii,;'ti c-pidcrmis
; a,pertui-e often channelled, or notched in front;

(latiT lip s/iii|ilc ; iiper'-ulum horny, spiral. The sjiire is often very mach eroded. The anima

liroad, noil retractile muzzle; tlie tentacles are wide apart; eye stalks united to bases of tentacles ; foot

bioad and short, angular in front; mantle-margin fringed ; tongue long and linear. These animals are

mjstiy viviparous, and ail flu\-iatile, being inliabitants of fresh-water lakes and i-ivers throughout the

* From f'4:"j.thio , an o-jtrioli, from the aparture b»i;ig fanoifuUy suiipaocl to rcoem'ole the foot of that bird.
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warmer parts „f the world. In tlio soutlirru States of Noitli America they are iiumc

;i [leouliar group.

The genus Melania* has its whorls ornamented with sti-iai or spines ; the outer ii

is sharp ; aperture oval, pointed above ; operculum sul)-spiral. Out hundied and si\t

.species are di.stributed along the rivers of the soutli of Europe, ludii, the Plulipjinit>

and Pacific Islands.

The genus Faludomus (jxtlim, m;irsh ; (/uDiifti, house) has a smooth turbniitid c

muricated shell. The spire is small, and usually eroded ; operculum hoinv 1 mu 11

1

jiucleus e.Kternal. The animal is like Melmiia, with a fringed maigm to its mxutl

Ten species are known from Ceylon and India. It inhabits mouutxin stiexms souk

times up to si.\ tliousand feet in elevation.

The shell of J/e/BJioy;s!s has the last whorl elongated; the spin is slioit m
]iiiinted ; tlie aperture notched in front ; the inner lip is thickened the ojiuculuni is

•siilj .spiral. Twenty species of this genus are found in Spain, Austiii \sii"\Iinoi iiul N Z, d

FAMILY XVI.—PALUUINID.E.

The shells of this family are conical or globtdar, with a thick olive-green epidermis ; tlie aperture

of the shell is rounded and entire ; the operculum is horny, or shelly and concentric. The animal has

ji liroad muzzle ; the eyes are placed on short pedicels outside the tentacles, which are long and slender.

The Pahidiuidce inhabit fresh water in all parts of the world. The animal of Paludina has a small

lobe on each side of its neck. It has a

^ ~/ long muzzle and very short eye pedicels.

^ 'sB The shell is thin, turbinated, umbilicated
;

LixGi-AL TEETH OF AMPULLAui A.f iMf S- F- ii''"Hio .,,-,1
) tliB splrc is produccd ] the whorls are

round and smooth. The development of

the gill-bearing Gasteropods may be easily seen in the common River Snail (Ffdudina vivipara),

which bring forth their young alive, and whose oviducts in early summer contain young in all

stages of growth, some being a quarter of an inch in diameter. Embryos hardly visible to the naked

eye have a well-formed shell, ornamented with epidermal fringes, a foot, and operculum. The head

has long and delicate tentacles, and very distinct black eyes. Any one who is interested in mollusca

may watch this for himself, as Paludina is common in our ditches and marshy waters. Sixty

.species are described as abundant in rivers and lakes throughout

the Northern Hemisphere, Africa, India, China, Manila, and else-

where.

Valvata piscinalis is a little fresh-water mollusc, which has the

foot divided in front into two lobes. The shell is round and hoinj,

much shorter than Paludina or Bithynia. The animal deposits hei

eggs in a little leather bag, which she hangs on stones oi tlit

stems of water-plants, where they remain till they are hate lit d,

and liberated from their bag by the bursting of its rotting sides

They all leave their prison in company, being united in a tloatini,

mass of jelly.

The Amjmllaria, ov "Apple Snail," has a globular shell \Mth

a small spire. The body whorl is large and ventricose ; the oper

culnm is shelly; the left neck-lappet is formed into a long in- amiillauia canalrllata.

current siphon ; the muzzle is developed into two long processes, like

horns ; the tentacles are extremely long and slender. Ampullaria inhabits lakes and rivers in the

tropics. They retire deep into the mud in the dry season, and are capable of surviving a long drought,

having been known to revive after being kept for several years out of water. In Lake Mareotis, and at

the mouth of the Indus, Ampullariie are abundant, mixed with marine shells. Their eggs are large,

enclosed in capsules, and form globular masses. Fifty species have been described from South

America, West Indies, Africa, and India.

* Mclaiiia. blackness. f For descrii-tion of the Snail's tongue, or " oilontoiihore " (tooth-bearer), see page 222.
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Ill Aniphibola the shell is gloliular ; the columella fissured with a chamiel near the suture of the

onter lip ; the operculum is sub-spiral and horny. The animal is without tentacles ; the eyes are

placed on round lobes. It is an air-breather. Amphibola inhshiis salt marshes near the sea, living

shells having Scrjmlce attached to them. They are found on the shores of New Zealand in great

abundance, living in pools of brackish water, and burying themsehes alive at certain seasons in the

sandy mud. They are largely eaten by the New Zealanders.

FAJIILY XVII.-LITORIXID.E.

The mantle of animals of this family has a rudimentary siphonal fold ; the gills are unecjual, one

very large ; the head is muzzle-shaped, and the eyas are fixed at the outer bases of the tentacles
;

the foot is grooved along the under surface, and has a linear fold in front ; the tongue, which is long,

is furnished with seven rows of hooked teeth. The shell is spiral, top-shaped, or flattened ; aperture

simple in front, never pearly ; operculum horny, spiral, the whorls are few.

Geiam Litorina.* The Periwinkle has a compact, solid, turbinate (top-shaped) shell of few-

whorls ; the spire is short, the aperture nearly circular, without any siphonal channel ; the outer

lip is simple and sharp-edged. The horny operculum fits it most exactly. The Litorina litorea

is collected in immense quantities around our shores, and is known by the familiar name of

"winkles," or "pin-patches." This species is oviparoicsj , and inliabits the lowest zone of seaweed

between tide marks. The Litorina rudis frequents a higher region, where it is scarcely visited by

the tide ; it is viviparous,l and the young have a hard shell before birth, in consequence of which

the species is not eaten.

Both the Litorina and Trochits are the food of the Thrush in the Hebrides during winter. Peri-

winkles are largely employed by oyster growers to keep the lieds and the "culch";; clean by

eating up the slimy green weed that grows so abundantly on oyster beds, especially in hot

weather.

More than forty species of Periwuikles are found living on the sea-shore in all parts of the world.

When near the mouths of rivers (or as in the Baltic, which is less salt) they come in contact with

fresh water, and are liable to become distorted.

In the caves of Southern France and Italy, along with mammoth and reindeer bones and ivory,

and in the sepulchral deposits at Aurignac, have been found shell necklaces or bracelets made of the

Litorina Htorea, still abundant on the shores of the Atlantic, along with perforated shells of the

Miocene period, evidently gathered in a fossil state to be converted to purposes of personal decoration.

In the Megalithic tomb discovered in the year 1838 under the Knock-Maraidhe Cromlech, in the

Phcenix Park, Dublin, were found two male skeletons, underneath the skulls of which lay a number
of the common Litorina litorea, bored evidently for the purpose of being strung together as

neck ornaments.

Genus Fosmrus. This little shell is perforated, the spire is ribbed and striated, the inner lip

is thin, the operculum is not spiral. Its distribution is India, West Africa, and the Mediterranean.

The genus Lacuna has a short spire, the shell is thin, the aperture is veiy large, the columella

is flattened and umbilicated ; it has a spiral operculum. The animal has lateral wings to its opercular

lobes and tentacular filaments. The species inhabit the northern shores of Norway, Britain, and

Spain, extending from iow water to fifty fathoms.

Genus Litiopa.W This minute shell has a pointed spire, the aperture notched in front, the outer

lip thin ; it has a spiral operculum They are found floating on seaweed in the Atlantic and Alediter-

ranean ; they adhere by delicate threads.

The genera Cheletropis and Macgillivraijia are also found gregarious in the open sea, and haw-

been referred to the Pteropoda liy some, but Dr. 8. P. Woodward refers them, in his later 3fS. notes,

to the Litorinida?.

Genus Rissoa. This minute white shell (named after Eis.so, a Frencli zoologist) is coniial. loiutcd

* From Latin, litiis, litoris, the sea-shore.

+ Oviparous, from ovum, an egg, and /)ario, to bring fortli.

t Viviparous, from vivas, livins;, and ptrio, i.e., tlie young arc bavii alive, as in Pa'iidina.

§ Any foreign borly to whicli tlie young Oyster attaches itself when it ceases to be a free sv.-immcr.

Ij Greek, litos, simple, and <^pc, aperture.
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and many-whorled, some species being smooth, others rililied or cancelLited ; aperture roundish, the

opereuhim sub-spiral. The animal has its eyes on small prominences near the outer base of the

tentacles, which are long and slender. The foot is pointed behind. The Rissoje abound in shallow

water on seaweed, and live down to a deptli of 100 fathoms. Seventy sijecies have been described
;

they are cosmopolitan in distribution.

Genus Litkogh/pus. This small shell has few and smooth whorls, and a large entires aperture.

The outer lip is sharp ; the operculum is ovate and few-whorled. It has an olive-coloured epidermis.

It is found living in the Danube and Central Africa in fresh water. The' shell is often eroded.

D'Orbigny has described it from South America, under the name of Faludestrina. Seventeen species

have been noticed.

Genus TruncateUj, Looping Snail. This shell is cylindrical and truncated; aperture oblong-

oval ; operculum ^•ery thin and somewhat spiral. The species of this genus inhabit the East and

West Indies, Britain, the Mediterranean, and the islands of the Corean Archipelago. The animair,

are amphiliious in their habits, being sometimes found under heaps of seaweed on the shore, and

sometimes in shallow water. In Corea they live gregariously, by many thousands, in the holes of

decayed rook and coral which border, in many places, the islands ; the spots they occupy are always

exposed to the spray of the sea. (Adams.)

FAMILY XVIII.—CALYPTR^ID^.

The "Bonnet Limiiets." These shells have a more or less spiral apex, and. Limpet-like, adhere to

foreign bodies. The interior of the shell is simple, more divided by a shelly process, to which the

muscles are attached. The head of the animal is distinct, the muzzle is long, and the eyes are at

the outer base of the tentacles.

" The Bonnet Limpets are found adhering to stones and shells ; most of them appear never to

quit the spot on which they first settle, as the margins of theii- shells become adapted to the surface

beneath, while some wear away the space beneath their foot, and others secrete a shelly base. Both

their form and colour depend on the situation in which they grow ; those found in the cavities of dead

shells are nearly Hat, or even concave above, and colourless. They ai-e presumed to feed on the

seaweeds growing round them, or on animalcules. A Cahjptrma which Professor Forbes kept in a

glass ate a small Sea Slug {Ganiodoris) which was confined with it. Both Calyptroia and Fileopsis

sometimes cover and hatch their spawn in front of their foot." (S. P. Woodward.)

Genus Uahjptrcm,'-' "Cup and Saucer Limpet." The shell is conical, with a minute spiral

nixcleus ; the margin is irregular ; interior provided with a half cup-shaped process, attached to the

ajiex ; outer surface of shell rough. The Cup and Saucer Limpets are found under stones in shallow

water, between tide-marks. Fift3- species are known of almost world-wide distribution.

Genws Crepidula, "The Slipper-shell." This shell is oval and Limpet-like ; the apex is near

the posterior margin ; the interior has a shelly partition covering its posterior half. The Crepiduhe

are sedentary on stones and shells in shallow water, and are sometimes found adhering to one

another in gi-oups of many successive generations. The specimens or species which live inside

empty spiral shells are very thin, nearly flat, and colourless. Forty species occur recent, in the

West Indies, Mediterranean. Cape of Good Hope, Australia, and America.

Genus PUeopsis.'Y The shell of the Bonnet Limpet is conical ; the apex is behind, and is spirally

curved ; the aperture is rounded ; the muscular attachment is shaped like a horseshoe. The animal

has a fringed margin to its mantle. F. v.mjarica is found on Oysters. Seven species are living in

Britain, Norway, the Mediterranean, East and West Indies, Australia, i&c.

Genus Hipponyx.X The " Horseshoe-Shell" is thick, conical, oblique; its apex is behind ; it lias

a shelly base, bearing a horseshoe-shaped impression. Se\euty species are found living in the West

Indies, Galapagos, the Philippines, Australia, ite.

Genus Fhorus.^ The shell is, like Trochus, concave beneath and irregular ; the whorls are flat,

and more or less concealed by fragments of shell and stones ; the spire is depressed, the aperture wide,

the umbilicus small ; it has a thin oval operculum. " The ' Carriers ' inhabit deep water, and are

* Latin, caliiptva, a laily's cap. t Greek, pileos, a cap, and opsis, like.

± Greek, hippos, a horse, and uni/r, a hoof. § Greek, phorctis, a carrier. They are also called grotto-shells.
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most numerous iu the Jav;in and China Seas. Each species appears to liave its own peculiar

method of collecting the fragments of shells and stones which cover the ground where it lives, and

each cements to the outside of the shell its particular kind of materials. The adventitious pieces of

shell are so disposed as not to curve downwards beyond the edge of the shell so as to impede the

e usually placed with their concave side uppermost." (Adams.) Nine

they are all tropical. Some species of these shells prefer to atfix stones,

\\liilst others select dead shells or corals for their grottoes. The
tdiiiuT are called " mineralogists " and the latter " conchologists " by

progress of the animal, but i

species have been described

L-tors.

In th

FAjri LY XIX.-TURBINip.'E.

family the sliell is tuvliinate, the last whorl ro

ntiicose; aperture sub-eircular, inner lip smooth am
lerculum round, horny, wiih a solid convex shelly coat,

•eat pearly Turbo marnioreiis, so often used foi

antelpiece ornament, the operculum frequently weig

led and

dn.ple
;

In the

[• a sideboard or

hs several ounces.

A specimen in the Shell Gallery of the British Museum weighs more

than half a pound. The animal has a short proboscis ; the eyes are

l'IIo..l^ (i.M ,i,i,ini iiukis. ^^ ^\^Q outer base of the tentacle.s, which are long and slender; the

head and sides are bordered by fringed lobes and filaments.

The shells, of nearly all of tlie Turbiuida- are Ijrilliantly pearly when the epidermis and outer

layer of shell have been artiticially removed.

Genus Turbo* The shells of Turho have solid convex whorls, often ornamented by furrows or

tuliorcles ; the aperture is large and rounded, the shell is pearly within. The outer side of the

<il>3ioulum in some species resembles tufa deposited by a petrifying spring ; they are sometimes used

fjr ornaments.

The Turbos inhabit the tropical seas ; sixty species have been described. They are mostly littoral.

Genus Phasiaaella, the " Pheasant-shell." The spire of this shell is elevated, the whorls are

smooth and polished, the aperture

oval, the columella flattened, and the

outer lip thin.

" When the animals of this yenus

crawl, the foot appears to be dnuUd
longitudinalh' into halves, which ad

vance alternately : when the i ight side

moves the left remains stationan,

and when this in turn is earned foi

ward the other half serves as a puiiit

of support. MM. Audouin and MiIik

Edwards have observed that P. piiUus

•exhibits the same mode of piogre'sion,

which they compare to the amble or

canter of a horse. In PhasianeUa

proper the tentacles are provided with

three cirrhi. In the smaller species,

forming the Tricolia of Risso, the head-lobe.s appear to be wanting. The larger species, all of

which have beautifully variegated shells, are principally from Australia and the islands of the

Pacific, and the smaller species are from the West Indies and the Mediterranean." (Adams.)
Thirty species are known living.

Genus Imferator. The shell is like Trocliiis, with a flat or concave Ijase ; the whorls are keeled

or stellated
; seen from above, it resembles the rowel of a spur, hence the name Spur-shell. The .shell

is pearly within, the operculum is oblong and .shelly. Twenty species are known, from South Afriea,

India, &c.

' * Latin, turho, a wliipjiing-tup.

miiio AK&'il Tl ItHO IMlLUI.l
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siphon is accommodated by a liole near tlie lip of the shell, repeatedly renewed with the gi-owth of

the animal. In the Keyhole Limpet {Fissurella) the anal siphon passes through the perforation on

the summit of the shell. The Haliotis abounds on the shores of the Channel Islands, where it is

called the " Ormer." and is cooked, after being well beaten to make it tender. It is also eaten in

Japan,

The kte Mr. Daniel Hanbm-y, F.L.S., published some interesting "Notes on Chinese Materia

Me&ica" \nth.e Phnrmaceiitical Journal ior Yiibrnaxy, 1862, from which I extract the following:—

" Shih-keue-ming ; shells of llaUotis fuiiebrk, Eeeve ; Ptoitsaon, &c. This shell is stated to occur on

the coasts of Fo-kien and Quang-tung. Messrs. Gumming and Lovell Reeve (both since deceased),

who have examined it, concur in referring it to Haliotis Junehris, a New Holland species, figured by.

the latter gentlenjan in his beautiful Conchologia Iconica, sect. Haliotis, pi. xii., tig. 38. The shell of

Haliotis is also much used for inlaying pfijner mdc/ii work, &c. The section of any pearly shell

exhibits an immense succession of tine and smooth layers. If poli-shed or worn ever so little, these

iaminfe will be cut through, and their edges will present a series of parallel lines. In the nacreous

shell of Haliotis the layers are corrugated, so that a single layer might serve to give the pearly effect.

In porcellanous shells the entire structure is composed of layers of cells, much metamorphosed,

arranged in three distinct strata, the direction of each of which is different. When seen in section,

each stratum is found to be composed of many vertical plates, arranged sometimes transversely,

sometimes lengthwise, according to the genus."

Genus Stomatia. The shell of Stomatia resembles Haliotis, but has no perforations, merely a

simple furrow; the surface is rough and spirally ridged ; the apex of the spire, which is small, is very

prominent ; the opening of the shell is wide and pearly within. Twelve species have been met with

under stones at low water. Its distribution is the coasts of Java, Philippines, Torres Straits, Pacific.

Genus Scissurella.* This minute shell is thin, with a large body whoi-1 and a small spire;

surface striated ; the aperture rounded, but not pearly, with a slit in the margin of the outer lip
;

the operculum is ovate and very thin, obscurely sub-spiral.

The animal is like Margarita, with long and pectinated tentacles, tlie eyes at their base ; foot with

two pointed lappets and two long, slender, pectinated cirrhi on each side. No part of the animal was

external to the shell. Tlie only living example occurred at Hammerfest in forty to eighty fathoms

water. When placed in a glass of sea water, it crawled up the side and scraped the glass with

its tongue. It was pale and transparent when lining, but turned inky black after immersion in

alcohol. (Barrett.) The ulit in the young shell is con\erted into a foramen in the adult, as

in the Jurassic Trochotoma.

Genus Pleiirotomiria,^ " Slit-shell."' The shell is like Trochus, it has few whorls ; the surface

is variously ornamented, the aperture sub-quadrate, Tiaving a deep slit in the outer lip. As the shell

grows this slit is gradually tilled up, and forms a distinct band round the whorls of the shell ; it is not

pearly. This is probably the rarest of all living sea-shells. Only two species have been obtained : one

from the Antilles and one from the East Indies. Four hundred species occur fossil, chiefly in the

Oolitivi.

FUIILV XXT.—IANTHINID.E.
In tills family the characters are : shell thin, trans-

liRiut sjiial, more or less turbinate, with a sinistral

nudeus h( ad short and thick; tentacles obtuse;

e\ e pedicels pointed, but without eyes
;

gills plume-

like, exposed , foot small, flat, rudimentary, having

a laft-hke appendage attached to the hinder part
;

mo\»\\"
"

"rLi-rVspiii" habits pelagic
'''^'''*'" Genus Tanfhi:ia,X "Violet Snail." Prof. Sir

W^Mlle Thomson writes "Tlie genus Tanthin-t inhabits a spiral shell, like a Snail-shell, of ?,

most lovely blue lanthuia floats by spreading out its ' foot ' on the surface, but it is more
usually found attached to the difierent kinds of 'Portuguese men-of-war,' Velella, Physali'i, and
* Lntin, diniiinitive of scissvg, ii slit. f Greek, pi'urr: side, aud tome, notch. X Latiii, lahthimi, violet-colom-ed.
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Porpihi, or in tlie luid-Atlantii- in the waudcrin;^- island •; of yulf-wc'd. At certain seasons a peculiar

kind of luenibranoii.s lloat or raft is secreted from the animal, like a erescentic piece of houey-comli,

with the cells tilled with air. The egg-sacs, which are not unlike those of the common Whelk,

are attached beneath the float, and when the float is complete, and the es^si;

sacs full, the creature disengages it, and leaves the eggs to be hitthed is

it drifts about on the surface in the warmth and sunlight. Tin slit IK ot

lanthina are common in the ' GlobigerinaOoze.' They are not untutpnnth

cast up on the shore on the west coasts of Ireland and of Scotland, an 1 t\en on

the Shetland and Faroe Islands. They are not, however, inhabitants of the

northern seas. They are drifted along and scattered aljout by the beneficent

ameliorator, ' the Gulf-Stream.' " {Challenger, Vol. I., p. 119.)

"The /««^/iMW," says Dr. S. P. Woodward, "are gregarious in the open sea, wluit th( \ aie

found in myriads, and feed on the small blue acalepha; {Velella). They are frequentlj dnftul to tin

southern and western British shon s, espcually

when the wind continues \o\vj. from th( ^ W ,

in Swan.sea B.iy the animals ha\p bun found

quite fresh. When handled they e\ude a ^ lolet

fluid from beneath the maigni of thi mautlo

In rough weather they are driven about and

their floats broken or detached, in which state

lAXTiriNA Axii ITS HAFT, .r, Th^- n:ifi ; r. 111. Ku-jt iai.3uu s.- they are often iiiet with. The capsules beneath

the further end of the raft have been observed

to l)e empty at a time when those in the middle contained young with fully-formed .shells, and thos<!

near the animal were filled with eggs. They have no po A-er of sinking or rising in the water.

The raft, which is much too large to be withdrawn into the shell, is an extreme modification of

the operculum." Six species have been described, from th? Atlantic and Pacific.

F.VMILY XXII.—FISSURELIJD.i:.

The shell is conical and .symmetrical, shaped like that of a Limpet, but with the apex curved, the

front margin notched, or the top perforated ;
muscular scar semicircular, open in front. The animal

has its eyes at the base of the tentacles, which are somewhat broad ; the head has a short muzzle
;
the

anal siphon occupies the notch in the shell in front, or passes through the hole in the summit of the

shell ; the teeth are like those of Trockm. It is a vegetable feeder.

Genus Fissurellri* " The Keyhole Limpet " has an oval conical shell, with a perforation in the

top ; the surface is cancellated with intersecting lines ; in very young shells the apex is nearly spiral

and the perforation in front of the apex, but the hole increases in size, and the summit gradually

disappears. The Flssurellai mostly inliabit the laminarian zone, but have a range from low water

to fifty fathoms. One hundred and twenty species are described. They are cosmopolitan.

Genus Macroschisma. In this shell the perforation for the anal siphon is close to the hinder

margin of the shell. The animal is far larger than its shell. It is found in the Philippines and

West Australia.

Genus Pu.ncturella. In this little sliell the fissure is placed in front of the recurved apex ;

the shell is conical, and the surface is furrowed. Two species inhabit Greenland, Norway, and

North America. It is also found at Tierra del Fuego, and both living and fossil in Britain.

Genus Riinula. The shell in Bimnla resembles that in Puncturella, but is more o\)long, and

the perforation is near the anterior margin. Its habitat is the Philippines, and its range from low

water to twenty-five fathoms.

Genus Fmmyiiiula.f This pretty little cancellated form has no hole in its shell, but the front

margin has a deep slit for the anal siphon. Twenty-six species are found living from low water to

ninety fathoms on the coasts of Britain, Norway, the Philippines, Australia, &c.

Genus Parmojilwrus^X Duck's-bill Limpet. The animal is very large compared with its shell, which

* Latin, diminutive oijissm-a, a slit. t Latin, emarrjinata, notched.

t Greek, parme, a shield, and phoreus, a bearer.
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is oblon?, smooth, and wliite, but without perforation or notch, and is pei'nianfntly covered by the

mantle of tlio animal, which is black. It inhabits shallow water under stones. Ten species are

described from the Eed Sea, the Philippines, Australia, &c.

FAMILY XXIIl.—NERITID.Ti:.

The spire is very small and depressed, the shell is thick and round. The animal absorbs

the internal jwrtion of its shell to give room to the soft parts of its body; the aperture is half

round, the columella is flattened, the operculum shelly, sub-spiral, and is articulated to the

shell by a remarkable hinge-like process. The head of the animal is short and broad, the eye-stalk.s

are prominent, the outside tentacles long and slender ; the foot is oblong and triangular.

Genus Xfrita. The shell has a horny epidermis, a thick outer lip, toothed within, and a

broad and flat columella, the inner edge of which is straight and toothed. The Nerites are

found in all the warm seas of the globe ; they inhabit the littoral zone. (_)ne hundred and sixteen

species have been described.

Genus Neritina. The fresh-water Nerites, like tjie marine Meritas, have a rather thick shell,

with a sharp outer lip and a straight toothed inner one; the oiierculum is shelly, with a horny

border, toothed on its straight side.

The Neritinse are small globular shells, ornamented with a great variety of black or

purple bands and spots, covered with a polished horny epidermis. They are mostly confined

to the fresh waters of warm regions. One species (iV! flux-iatilis)' is found in British

rivers and in the brackish water of the Baltic. Another extends its range into the

brackish water of North American rivers ; and the West Indian N. viridis and meleagris are

found in the sea. (S. P. Woodward.) Another form is found in the brackish waters of India.

N. corona (the Crowned Nerite), from Madagascar, is ornamented with a series of long tuber-

cular spines. One hundred species are found living, and twenty fossil. " Neritiua sulcata is found

on the foliage of tall trees, many hundi-eds of yards from the river's bank in the Celebes." (Adams.)

The genus Navicella has a smooth, oblong. Limpet-like shell, with a sniall columella-shelf beneath;

the operculum is verj' small and shelly ; the shell is covered by a dai-k olive epidermis. The " Boat-

shells," as they are called, inhabit fresh waters, adhering to stones and water-plants. Twenty-four

species are described.

FAMILY XXIV.—PATELLID.E.

The Limpets have conical shells, the apex of which is turned towards the front ; they have

a horseshoe-shaped muscular scar inside. The head is provided with tentacles having the eyes

at their outer bases, the foot is as large as the edge of the shell, the gills are concealed at the

back of the head, the tongue is ribbon-like and of great length.

Genus Patella/-' In Patella the shell is usually oval and tent-.shaped, the interior smooth,

but not ])early, the outside rough or having radiating ribs, the margin sometimes spiny.

The tongue of the Limpet is longer than its shell ; it has ICO rows of teeth, twelve in each

row, or 1,920 in all. Patella varieyata, two inches and a quarter long, has a tongue twelve inches and

a half long. (Blanford.) The Limpets inhabit rocks between tide-marks, and are left dry twice

every day. They adhere firmly like a sucker to the rock, and it is difficult to detach them
without breaking their shells. They always return to the same spot after feeding, and the

place where
^
they rest, even on very hard rock, is found to be worn into a smooth concavity

beneath the foot of the animal, and the margin of the shell exactly fits the inequalities of the

surrounding surface. The Limpets are all vegetable feeders. One hundred living species have been

described. They are world-wide in distribution. The Patella, or Eock Limpet, is much used by

fi.shermen for bait. On the coast of Berwickshire nearly twelve millions have been collected

yeai-ly, until their numbers are so decrea.sed that collecting them has become tedious. In the

north of Ireland they are used for human food, especially in seasons of scarcity. Many tons'

weight are collected annually near the town of Larne alone. (Patterson.)

The " Oy.ster-catcher " {Haenialopiis ostralegus), a well-known sea-shore bird, does not

subsist upon the Oyster, as its name implies, but chiefly upon the Rock Limpet. The adroitness

* L&tin,' pateHa, a dish.
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wliicli lie displays in iindenniiung tl^'i.^ far exceeds the rapidity of llic most practise I oyster-

opener at a Landou fishmonger's shop.

On the western coast of South Amarica there is a Limpet which attains the diameter

of a foot, and is used Ijy tlie natives as a basin.

FAMILY XXV.- DENTALIAD.IC.

Genu.5 Djtitaliuiii, "Tooth-shells." The shell is like a curved tube, open at each end, gradually

increasing in size from the posterioi' to the anterior end ; the surface is either smooth or ribbed longi-

tudinally ; the mouth is round (not contracted at the aperture, like the genus Ditrupa, which is an

annelid). The animal is attached to its .shell near the smaller end ; the head is rudimentary, the eyes

and tentacles are wanting, the mouth is fringed, the foot is pointed. The Dentalia are all animal

feeders, devouring foraminifera and minute bivalves ; they bury themselves in the mud, and range

in depth from ten to 100 fathoms. Their distribution is nearly cosmoi)olitan. Tliirty

living species are known.

In the Cavern of Bruniquel, Valley of the Aveyron, Department of Tarn-et-Garonne,

sevei-al shelLs have been found, evidently collected and used by the pre-historic occupants

as ornaments. These inchided Dentaliuni, Natica, Nassa, Pectimculus, Scalaria, Valuta, and

Cijprtva, several of which had been perforated.

Corresponding to the Cowry currency of Asia and Africa is the American loqua, or

Dentalium, a shell found chiefly at the entrance of the Strait of De Fuca, and employed

both for ornament and money. The Chinooks and other Indians of the Northern Pacific coast

wear long strings of loqua shells as necklaces and fringes to their robes. These have a dentahcm

value assigned to them, increasing in proportion to their size, which varies from about an inch tinoti.*

and a half to upwards of two inches in length. Mr. Paul Kane writes :
—

" A gi-eat trade

is carried on among all the tribes in the neighbourhood of Vancouver Island

through the medium of these shells. Forty shells of the standard size, extending a

fathom's length, are equal in value to a beaver's skin ; but if shells can be found

so far in excess of the ordinary standard that thirty-nine are long enough to make

a fathom, they are worth two beavers' skins ; and so on, increasing in value one

beaver skin for every shell less than the first numbei."

FAMILY XXVI.-CHITONID.^.

Genus Chiton,* (Linnieus). Unlike the other Mollusca already described, the

shell of Chiton is made up of eight imbricated plates, fixed transversely on the

CHITON M^GN-iFicrs
^^^"^ of the animal, which enable it, when caught, to roll itself up like a Wood-

louse or an Armadillo ; the border of the mantle is bare, or covered with minute

plates, hairs, or spines. Like the Limpets, the Chitons have a broad creeping disc ; they have a

long series of lingual teeth, but no eyes or tentacles. More than two hundred species occur, living

all over the world, fi'om low water to a hundred fathoms.

ORDER IL—PULMONIFERA.t
In this order are placed all the air-breathing Snails. Many of them have forms externally

similar to the Sea Snails, whose tribes we have already enumerated ; but they differ in this essential

character : that whereas the Branchifeka carry on their respiration in water by gills or membranes

(like fishes), and, as a rule, lead an aquatic existence, the Pulmonifera admit air into their breathing

chamber, which is lined with finely-branching vessels, and is, in fact, a simple form of lung ; and they

mostly lead a ten-estrial existence.

In the Pulmonifera, or Air-breathing Snails, provision is made for the admission of air directly

into a respiratory chamber (wi) fornied by the mantle. In some of the Slugs this is placed at the

hinder extremity of the body, as in Testacella, in the others at one side of the mantle ; and in the

Garden Snail the aperture is nearly in front, beneath the mouth of the shell (ii). The mouth (a) has a

* Greek, chiton, a coat of mail. f Latin, pulmo, a lung ; and/o-o, I bear or carry.
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lioniv upper jvw, and is also provided witli an o:/<infoji/iorf, liearing an excellent set of lingual teeth.

(See p. 2->2.)

"

._
"

The air-bi-e; thing Si.ails are, as a rule, vegetable feeders, and form two greiit divisions.

Division a. Imoperculata,* or Snails without an operculum. This division embraces a great

projwrtion of the terrestrial Snails. They usually have well-developed shells, sufficiently large to

conceal the entire animal ; and although, as a rule, they flourish most in warm humid regions, where

\egetation is abundant, they are found even in very dry and arid regions, and are able to .sur\-ive

under conditions which would at first sight aj>peai- fatal to any soft-bodied mollusc.

Thus, for examjile, my
late colleague. Dr. Baird,

F.R.S., of the Zco^.ogical De-

partment, British Museum,
records (in the Annah and

' Mmj. Nat. Hist for 1850)

that, having received some

specimens of the " Desert

Snail" from Egypt, he fixed

them with gum mastic to a

tablet on i.Hli -March, 1846;

^. on 7th Jlareh, 1850, it was
'• fcund that the Snail had come

out of his shell, and had dis-

Failing to do this, he had again

1 all Snails make during hiber-

unl liavim; immersed the Snail-

coloured the tablet with his slime in his endeavours to free himself,

retired, closing the mouth of his shell with the glistening film whie

nation (called an ejiiphragm f). This attracted attention, and Dr. B;

shell in tepid water, the desert wanderer crawled out and walked about, and partook of a lettuce-

leaf, and was for a long time the cynosure of an admiring circle of visitors.

In this division are also placed those apparently helpless, but exceedingly wide-awake jiests

of our gai'dens, tlie Liiiiiieid(i\ or Slugs (most of which are quite naked, though a few have a tiny

rudimentary shell, often iutfrual).

It aLso includes a family called Oncidiadw, another named Limnwida; (in which are many of

our Pond Snails), and a fifth family, the Aurindidce, inhaljitiug salt marshes in the tropics.

FAMILY XXVII.—HELICID.E.

The Land Snails have a well-developed external shell, into which the entire animal can be

withdrawn. These " snail-houses " are exceedingly vaiied in the form of their spirals, and the whorls

are frequently decorated with bright bands of colour ; the mouth is often curiously twisted and

toothed within. Some show periodic growths. In cold countries Snails hibernate in winter ; in hot

countiies they sleep during the dry season, coming out with the first rain. In both cases the

Snail (having no operculum to his shell) makes an epiphragm of hardened mucus, sometimes

strengthened with a thin deposit of lime. In tliis temporary lid a small aperture is left to lireathe

through, the rest being carefully closed.

The Snail has a head with four cylindrical, retractile tentacles, of which the upper pair are

the longest, and have the eyes at their summits. The breathing opening is on the right side,

beneath the margin of the shell. The foot is very distinct, and usually elongated. The mouth

has a strong horny upper maudiljle, and a broad oWong tongue armed with numerous rows of

small teeth.

Genus Helix. The shells of the Helices vary in form, but are mostly either umbilicated,

(perforate or imperforate
; some are discoidal, or globosely depressed, or conoidal. The aperture

also varies greatly in form.

In Gibbiis hjonmi, from JNlauritius, the shell, after forming five ordinary convolutions,

suddenly makes a complete double in its gi'owth, and remains hump-backed for the rest of its

* Latin, in, without ; ojxrculum, .i lid. f Greek, epi, upon ; pkrayma, a partition.
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LAND SNAILS.

c Mackenzii ; 2, Siiccinea piitvis ; 3, 4, Pupa uva ; 5, Helix asjiersa ; 0, II. aspersa, var. scalar!.'

9, H. aspersa; 10, Vitriiia fasciata ; 11, H. dtlilia ; 12, H. translucida; 13, 17, H. Wal
IC, Aohatina zebra.
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I more eccentric Lanil Snail, Jldix (Aikis/oiiki) ij/o/ih/hs

i-y HcVix Iwrtensis, or arbustorHin, suddenly pulls up,

iipertui-e on a plane with the spire.

grow,

lOUth

7/A(, fortify the entrance to their shell by

the aperture, so as to lead one to nnirvel

1 or out of his own house, and still more

more
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Genus Achatiiui, " Ai^ate shell ' The shell is like that of Bulimns in form, with a t\yistecl

inella, tiuncatert in tK.iit \Mtli in -.\ .1 ip. itni. th. liji is sharp. The great African Achatiiia

is the largest land-shell known, being

A r—r
—

Y
eight inches in length ; the eggs are

more than an inch long ; they have a

; I
caleareous sliell. They are found in all

HM iLLKv I 1, ^ i 1) i i

quartcrs of the globe. One hundred

n Lit,raii«,«s ifntr-iiu,.« .iiid twenty .species are found living,

and fourteen fossil. They are said to
burrow 111 the earth, and to lie found at roots of gaiden bulbs An Achatinn kept in continement
refused vegetable food, but ate another Snail.

In addition to the variously disposed jaws, or cutting-plates of a cliitiiious or calcareous substance
with which nearly all Land and Sea Snails and Cuttle-fishes are furnished, they possess a most charac-
teristic buccal, or mouth apparatus—the "odontophore "* (tooth-bearer), commonly called the "tongue,"
which is attached to the floor of the mouth. It is partly fibrous, and partly cartilaginous, and is

provided with special mu.scles. The external layer, called the radula, is armed with tooth-like
processes (see woodcuts), arranged in one or many series, and additions are bemg constantly made to
its posterior end, which is lodged in a sac. The teeth are thus replaced fi-om liehind as fast as they
are worn away by friction against the food wliich they rasp, at the anterior end of the tongue. The
muscles are so arranged as to cause this wonderful apparatus to travel, backwards and forwards, over
the ends of the supporting cartilages of the mouth, in the fashion of a chain-saw, and thus to rasp any
substance to which the teeth may be applied. The whole apparatus is also capable of being protracted
or retracted, and may thus give to the extremity of the radula a licking motion, which is quite
distinct from the chain-saw movement. Salivary glands are also generally present. (Huxley.)

Genus Pupa, " Chrysalis-shell. "f The shells of this genus are very small, ovoid, with an obtuse
apex, whorls inflated, broadest in mid-growth, narrower in later growth; the mouth is often con-

tracted, and sometimes thickened and toothed ; the surface of the shell is closely ribbed with straight

fine ridges. The foot is short and pointed behind, the lower tentacles short. Pupa has a world-
wide distribution ; it is common in Europe, North America, and Africa, under stones and in cre-s-ices

of rocks and trees, or among wet moss, chiefly in chalky districts.

Genus Gylindrella, Cylinder-shell. The shells of this genus are either pupiform or cylindrical,

niany-whorled, sometimes left-handed ; in the adult shell the apex is usually lost, a septum or parti-

tion being formed within to cover the hole. Shells that have lost their apex are said to be
decollated. + The aperture is round and expanded. The animal is like C'latisilia, with a sliort foot,

and the lower tentacles small. Fifty species are known in the West Indies and America.
Genus Clamilia.^ These little shells are of a brown colour, with a tall spire swollen in

the middle ; the whorls are transversely striated ; the mouth has a thickened contracted lip,

with two shelly plates on the inner lip ; all the species are lcft-h;indi'd. Nearly 400 are known
in Europe and Asia.

FAMILY XXVIII.-LIMACID^ (SLUGS).

The Slugs have no true shell ; the head and tentacles are retractile, the respiratory and visceral

organs being incorporated within the contractile body of the animal, which diflers from the Snails in

being straight, not spiral. The first indication of a shell takes the form of a small shield-like plate,

covering the breathing organs. This rudimentary shell is usually internal; in Testacella it is external.

"The Limacidce shun the light of day, rarely indulging their voracious appetites, excejat at night.

They inhabit gardens and roadside hedges in damp places, and congregate in cellars and outhouses and
under planks and stones, around old walls, pumps, and wells. These remarks apply chiefly to the

genera Arion, Geonirdax, and Liinax, which feed on vegetable matter, though not entirely abstaining

from flesh. Tentacella burrows into the ground to the depth of from two to three feet, and feeds, or

* .Snails are hence called Odontophora by some authors.

t The oldest air-breathing snails have been found by Sir W. Dawson in the Coal Measures of Nova Scotia, viz., Fupa,
icliista and P. vermilionensis, Dawsontlla meeldi, and Zonites priscus.

t Latin, de, without ; milk, a top.
J Latin, clausum, a closed place, in reference to the mouth of the shelL
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in tlu' ground. Twenty-two species are

rather gorges, upon worms. The feel)!cness of the .sliell-producing functions in the Limacuhi: is

largely compensated by the faculty of secreting mucus of a particularly vi.scid kind from all parts of

tiie body. The Slug will lower itself to the ground from a tree or shrub—even from a shelf when

l>rought into a room—by the mere accumulation of mucus at the extremity of the tail hardening into

a gelatinous thread. The animal functions are not suspended during hibernation and at other periods,

as in the Snail ; and the animal is at all times more tenacious of life. The contiimed secretion of

mucus is necessary to the Slug's existence. When this faculty ceases and the integuments ilry, the

animal dies." (Reeve.)

Genus Limax. Limax has the foot pointed behind and keeled throughout tlu' back ; the mantle

is shield-shap(>d, and placed on the

anterior portion of the back ; the

breathing orifice is on the light

side, near the hinder maigin of

the mantle. The creeping disc

extends the whole length of tli

animal, but they frequently litl

up their heads like the Sniil, n 1

move their tentacles in seanh

of objects above them. When
alarmed, they withdraw the head

beneath the mantle and contract

the foot. In dry weather and in winter they bury themselvc

found living in Europe and the Canary Islands.

Genus Avion. The Slugs of this genus are distinguished from those of Limax proper by the pre-

sence of a pore or gland, for the more copious secretion of mucus, at the extremity of the tail, and in

liaving tlie pulmonary sac and overlapping shield nearer the head, with the respiratory orifice in front.

The shield has no internally developed shell, its place being occupied by merely a few calcareous

grains, which are sometimes isolated, sometimes aggregated into a rude irregular mass. The body

is enveloped by integuments of considerable density, rising into wrinkle-like tuberosities or leaflets,

and there is no dorsal keel. (Reeve.) They lay from seventy to one hundred eggs between May and

September, which are twenty to forty clays in hatching, and attain their full gro\Fth in a year. Si?

species are found in Europe and Africa.

Genus Parniacella* The Parmacella has a large foot, pointed behind; the mantle is small

and shield-like in the middle of the back, partially concealing the small oblong and nearly flat shell,

which has a sub-spiral apex. There are

s^ seven species, found in South Europe, th.e

Canary Islands, and India.

Genus Testacdla,. The shell iu Testa-

cella is small and ear-shaped, aud placeil

'^'^^f^/^/y<1^
at the hinder extremity of the body, which

,/« /•, „ ^
jg elongated, broadest behind, tapering

towards the small head. Testacella is

subterranean in its habits, feeding on

earthvi^ornis, and visiting the surface only at night. Durmg the winter and dry weather

the I'estacelht, forms a sort of cocoon in the ground by the exudation of its mucus. If this cell is

broken the animal may be seen completely shrouded in its thin opaque white mantle, which rapidly

contracts until it extends but a little way beyond the margin of the shell. Testacella has been

found in gai-dens in London, at Norwich, and in a field in Devizes. Three species are knowji in

the South of Europe, the Canary Islands, and Britain.

FAMILY XXIX.—ONCIDIAD.E.
The animal is without a sliell, and completely covered by coriaceous mantle.

Genus Oncidium.f The characters of this genus are, animal tuberculated, oblong, convex, with

* Greek, parmc, a shield. t From Greek, unkus, a tubercule.

HALIOTIDES.
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two retractile tentacles, bearing the eyes ; more tliau seventy rows of lingual teeth, 109 in a row,

i.e., a single symmetrical tooth in the centre, and fifty-four lateral teeth on each side.

The Oucidia are found living on aquatic plants in marshes in the warmer parts of the world
;

others frequent sea-shores on rocks near the surface of the sea, ascending and descending us the tide

rises and falls. Sixteen species are found in Britain, the Red Sea, Mediterranean, &c.

Genus Vaginulus. This animal is like Oncidium, but with four tentacles, the lower pair of which

is short and bitid. Vayinulus inhabits forests, living amongst decayed wood and under leaves. Six

-species are known in the West Indies, India, South America, and the Philippines.

FAMILY XXX.-LTMN^ID.«.

The Limnwidie, or Pond Snails, are widely distributed over the globe, and are plentiful in

sndi\iduals, but the species are few, and they are far less vaiied in the Old World than in the New.
We lia\e almost as many species in Britain as exist in all Europe.

Genus Liiiuuia.* The shell is ovately turreted, thin, horny ; spire elongated and sharply pointed
;

K body-whorl ventricose ; aperture large. The animal has a broad short head

/i and flattened tentacles ; eyes near the inner bases. The Limneece inhabit fresh

I ,a^ water, and feed chiefly on decaying leaves ; they deposit their spawn in oblong

r ™, transparent masses on water-plants and stones. They glide beneath the surface

of the water, shell ddv.nwards, and hibernate in the mud. Fifty species are/found living in Imuojic, Madeira, India, China, and North America.

The genus C/nliuin has a thin oval shell, marked with wavy bands or

dark spots ; columella plicated and thieliened. Fourteen species occur in

I ^ South America in running water.

The shell of Physa is a left-handed spiral ; the aperture is rounded

in front ; the mantle has an expanded margin, bordered with long filaments.

Twenty species occur in America, Europe, South Africa, India, and the

_ Philippines.

\ Genus Annjlus, " River Linqx4." The shell is Limpet-shaped and thin;
"~^^

the apex left-handed. The animal is like Limmm. Fourteei

riMvi.1 sTvcNALis. species are found in running streams, attached to stones and aquatic ij,[|

plants in Europe, North and South America. ""''

Genus Gimdlachia. The Shell is thin, oVdiqiiely conic ; two-thirds of base closed by a

Ikt horizontal plate. It is found in fresh water in Cuba.
^

Genus Planorbls. The .shell in Plauorbis is discoidal: the apex is sunk in the nucleus of taxe.^.

the coil; whorls three to seven in number, smooth or striated; sometimes keeled along the

border. The body is slender, the head obtuse ; tentacles long and bristle-like, with the eyes at their

bases ; foot small and naiTOW. " Flnnorhis inhabits all kinds of stagnant pools and ditches and gently

.unning brooks, chiefly adhering to flags and other water-plants. When left dry in the bed of a

stream by retiring water, the animal encloses itself within the shell by an epiphragin." (Reeve.)

Sixty species occur in Europe, North America, India, and China. It is common in England.

FAMILY XXXI.—AURICULID.T;.

The AuricuUdic were long regarded as marine shells ; they frequent salt marshes, damp hollows,

and places overflowed by the sea. They have a spiral shell coated with a horny epidermis ; the body-

whorl is large, the spire very short ; the aperture ear-shaped ; the columella plaited. The animal

absorbs the internal column of its sliell. It has a broad short head with two tentacles, the eyes

behind them ; orifices as in Snails.

Genus Auricida.f The shell has an obtuse spire, covered with a dark epidermis ;
outer lip

expanded and thickened. Fifty species are found living within tlie tropics, the Philippines, Celebes,

and Peru.

Genus Carijchlnm. This small mollusc has an oblong, finely striated shell ? the aperture oval

and toothed. It has two blunt cylindrical tentacles; the eyes are black and near their bases.

One species, from the caverns of Carniola, is blind.

* Li iuu:iu!<, Greek, marshy. f Latin, auricula, little ear.
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Genus iSiphoiiaria. The sliell i.i fl.ittv:i,Hl ami tant-shaped, like Patella, rugose externally,

di\-ided on the right side by a deep siphonal gi'uove, whicli makes a slight projection on the margin.

The Siphonarim live on rocks between the tide-marks. Thirty spscies are known, almost world-wide.

Division b. Opercul.'VTA.—Like tlie pi-eceding division of Land Snails, these are ;. II air-breathers,

but they dift'er in possessing a shelly or horny operculum. They are e.xceedingly like Periwinkles in

appearance. The pulmonary cavity is at the back of the neck, and ([uite open.

FA.MILY XXXTI.—CYCLOSTOMID.E.

The eyes are slightly prominent on the outer side of tentacles, which are retractile ; the foot is

elongated, the muzzle long and truncated, mouth simple, operculum spiral.

In the genus Cyclostuma, the shell is ovately turbinated, solid, covered ^^ith «pi>-al rl.lgRs nnd

minutely reticulated. Cydostoma elejans may be collected in great abundance m the spt ing of the

year in Chalk districts. More than eighty species have been described from

.South Europe, Africa, and Madagascar.

Many of the laud shells are very tine and costly, but the names of

.sijecies, which are worth from £\ to .£3, when in good condition, are far

too many to bs enumerated. Novelties realise higher prices, like the

Ci/rlosfoma de biirghce, which was worth .£5 when first brought from Mada-

gascar by Madame Ida Pfeiffer—poor restless soul ! A few Snail shells

were all she obtained in compensation for a fe\er, which terminated her

wanderings and her life.

In the genus Cyclophorus * the characters are, animal with a short lati;i) land sxail.

obtuse muzzle, tentacles long, pointed, and slender, foot broad, shell rounded,

spire depressed, umbilicate, aperture circular, lip continuous, operculum horny. There are nearly

100 species, which are found in India, tlic rinli|'|niics, &c.

Gsnus Pupina. This curious littl.' Z'/^"/ like sliell has a circular aperture and a thickened lip,

notched -before and behind; the operculum is membranous and spiral. Eight species are found in

the Philippines, New Guinea, &c.

FAMILY XXXni.-HELICIXID.E.

Genus Helicina. The shell is flattened, glubular; lii> simple, expanded; operculum shelly or mem-

branous. The animal resembles Cyclophorus. (.)uc hundred and fifty "species are met with in the

West Indies, Philippines, Central America, Pacific Islands, kc.

Genus Stoastonia.i All the nineteen species of Stoasloiiut proper are sculi>tured with spiral

lines, and inhabit the island of Jamaica.

FAMILY XXXIV. -ACTcrLID.i:.

Genus Aclndu. The shell is minute and slcnd.-r, ..pcrculuiii hyaline. A. fnaai inhabits low

marshy situations at the roots of grass. Eive species are described as occurring in Britain, Europe,

and Vanicoro.

Genus Geomelania. The shell is minute, turreted : whorls few, rapidly enlarging ; aperture

simple, e.xpanded. Twenty-one species are foinid in Jamaica.

ORDER III.—OPISTHOBRANCHIATA.+
In this division the animal's gills are not contained in a special cavity, but are exposed on

the back and sides towards the rear of the body. When alarmed or removed from their native

element, they retract their gills and tentacles, and present the appearance of a lump of jelly.

Division a. Tectibranchiata. The shell is rudimentary, and sometimes wanting ; the gills are

covered either by the shell or mantle.

FAMILY XXXV.—TuKXATELLIILT:.

Genus Toniatella. The shell is external, solid, spiral, inauy-whorled ;
outer lip sharp ;

aperture

rounded in front, long, and narrow ; columella strongly Mtled ; operculum horny, elliptical. The

head is short and notched in front ; it has two flattened tentacular lobes, with small sessile eyes

* Greek, cydos, a circle, and jii/wrc ».•!, a bearer. t Greek, stoa, ijillared ; stomu, mouth.

J Greek, npisthtn, behiinl ; Imnchia, gills.
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The shell

near their bases ; the foot is oblong. Sixteen living species have been described. They inhabit

deep water in the Red Sea, the Philippines, Japan, etc.

Genus Kingicula. Four species are found living in the Mediterranean, India, itc.

Genus Toruatina. The shell has a conspicuous spire, fusiform or cyliudrical ; suture channelled,

columella plaited; head of animal broad, rounded in front, with triangular tentacular lobes ; eyes at

theii- base ; foot truncated in front. Tornatina is found on sandy bottoms at a dejjth of thirty

fatlionis. Fifteen species occur, very widely distributed over the world.

F.UIILY XXXVI.—BT'LLIT).?;.

thin, convoluted, cylindrical, or globular ; spire concealed, aperture long ; lip sharp,

without operculum. The shell is more or less internal, being covered by the

lobes of the mantle of the animal. The Bullidce are animal feeders ; the gizzard

is provided with calcareous plates, which assist in the process of digestion.

Genus Bvlla, the "Bubble-shell." The shell in Bulla has no spire; the

aperture is as long as the shell, and rounded at the ends ; the tentacular lobes

form with the head a flattened disc, truncated in front, lobed behind. Bulla is

found living from low water to thirty fathoms. Fifty widely-distributed species

have been described.

In the genus Scaphaiider * the characters are, shell convolute ; spire con-

cealed ; aperture expanded, oblong ; surface spirally striated ; animal blind

;

head oblong; foot broad and -short; the lobes of the mantle partially envelop

the shell. Five species occur recent, in Britain, Norway, the Mediterranean,

ifec, living at a depth of fifty fathoms.

Genus Philine. The animal is like a Slug ; mantle entii-ely covering the shell ; head oblong
;

blind ; foot broad. It is found living in Britain, Norway, the AVest Indies, ic.

The genus Dvridium has only a rudimentary membranous shell, covered by the mantle.

The other remaining genus (Gastropteron) is shell-less.

FAMILY XXXVII.-APLYSIAD.E.

Genus Apli/sia, the " Sea-hare," has a long neck ; the head has four tentacles, the inner pair ear-

like, with the eyes at their bases ; the shell is translucent, oblong, rudimentary ; it is covered by

the mantle. " The Sea-hares live chiefly on seaweed, but also devour
^_

animal substances. They inhabit the laminarian zone. When
molested they discharge a violet fluid from the edge of the internal

^_^=~. surface of the mantle." (Goodsir.) Forty species are found

^^^)j)K in Britain, Norway, West Indies, itc.

^^^^j) Genus Dolahella. The shell is triangular, hard,

SHELL OF Ai'- ^^it'i ' curved apex. The animal is like Aplysia.

LYsiA iNCA. Twelve species are found living in the Mediterranean, Ceylor

Genus Notarcus. The animal is shell-less. Four species ;

ranean. Red Sea, and the West Indies.

The genus Lohiger has the shell exposed on the middle of the back, cove

lilLLV OBLONG \

n
l^audwic!; Islands, itc.

found in the Mediter-

overing the plume-like gill.

FAJIILY XXXVIII.-PLEUEOBRANCHID.E.
In the genus J'leurobranchiis f the shell is quite covered by the mantle : it is large, slightly

convex and flexible, nucleus sub-spiral ; head with two grooved tentacles, eyes at their bases ; foot large,

separated froui the mantle by a furrow ; a single gill is placed on the right side between the mantle

and the foot. Twenty species are met with living in Britain, Norway, and the Mediterranean, etc.

Geiuis Umbrella. The "Chinese Umbrella-shell " has a small depressed Limpet-like sh<>l], niar-ked

by concentric lines of growth ; the animal has a ver}' large foot, deeply notched in front ; the

tentacles are ear-shaped. Three species are found in the Mediterranean, itc.

The genus 2'ylocUna, of which there are three species living, is very like the preceding. It occurs

in the Mediterranean, Norway, itc.

* Greek, scaphc, a boat, and ana; a man. t Greek, plenm. tlie .side, and hrunikUi, thegiUs.
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Tritonia, Scyllcea, Tethys, Bormlla,

FAMILY XXXIX.-PHYLLIDID.E,

In the genera PhyUidia and Diphyllidla the animal is sht

covered by the mantle ; the gills form a series on both sides

of the body, between the foot and the mantle. They are

found in Britain, Norway, and the Red Sea.

Division h. Nudibranchiata.—The Sea Slugs are found

on all coasts wliere the bottom is firm or rocky, from between

tide-marks to a depth of fifty fathoms. A few .species are

pelagic, crawling on the stems and fronds of floating seaweed

They have been found in the Icy Sea and in the Sea of

Okhotsk, whilst in tropical and southern seas they are abundant

The animal is destitute of a shell, except in the embryo state
'

The branchise are always external on the back and sides.

F.VIULY XL.—DORXD-E (SEA-LEMONS).

The gills are plume-like, and placed in a circle in the

middle of the back. Genera : Doris, Goniodoris, Triopa,

.Egirus, Thecacera, Polycera, Idalia, Ancrda, and Ceratosoma.

FAMILY XLL—TRXTONIAD^E.

The gills in this family are arranged along the sides

of tlie back ; tlie tentacles are retractile into sheaths. Genera :

Dendronotris, Doto, Melibma, and Lomanctus.

FAMILY XLII.—^OLID^.
In this family the tentacles have no sheaths and are non-retractile ; the gills are placed on

the sides. Genera : ^Eolis, GlaiuMs, Fiona, Embletonia, Proctonotus, Antiopa, Hermcea, Alderia.

FAMILY XLIII.—PHYLLIRHOID.E.

These are pelagic footless Sea Slugs, swimming with a fin-like tail. They have two dorsal

tentacles and no gills. Genus : Phyllirhoe.

FAMILY XLIV.—ELYSIAD^.

The animal is Slug-like, without distinct mantle or breathing organs ; the surface of the body

is ciliated. Genera : Elysia, Acteonia, Cenia, Limapontia.

ORDER IV.—NUCLEOBRANCHIATA.
This order is so called because the animals contained in it have the respiratory and digestive

organs arranged in a sort of nucleus on the posterior part of the back. All the members are pelagic,

swimming on the surface of the sea ; still, they are entitled to a place in the class. They swim

rapidly by vigorous movements of their fin-like tails or by a fan-shaped ventral fin, and they can

adhere to objects by a small sucker placed on the margin of the latter.

FAMILY' XLV.—FIROLID^.

Genus Firola. The animal is fusiform, with a long slender head ; fin narrow at the base, ha^'ing

m a small sucker ; eyes black and distinct. Eight species are known in

the Atlantic, Mediterranean, &c.

Genus Carinaria. The body is large and translucent, head

cylindrical, tentacles slender, ventral fin rounded, tail laterally

compressed ; the gills are numerous, and covered beneath by

a delicate hyaline. The shell is Limpet-shaped, with a sub-spiral

apex. "The Heteropoda are vei-y close to the Gasteropoda, and

in most modern works on zoology they are associated with them as a

sub-class. They are entirely pelagic, and as it is only under peculiar

circumstances that one can stop the ship in mid-ocean and hunt for them, they are little known. One

60

;sh^li; y, the gills, I
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or two of their shells are met with in collections ; one especially, Cnrinnria, a beautiful little glassy
boat, which one would take at first for some form of Paper Nautilus. The shell of C'ariiiaria gives
no idea, however, of the form of the animal which, with one or two allied genera—such as Pterotrachea
and Firuloides, which do not produce shells at all—is sometimes abundant in calm weather on the
surface of the warm seas. The shell hangs below the animal, connected with it by a kind of neck, and
is merely meant for the protection of some very vital organs, including the heart, the gills, and the
liver. The remainder of the animal is ten times the size of the shell, and forms a large sac, usually
gelatinous and very transparent, often dotted over with purple jjigment spots. The front of

the sac is drawn out into a long, singularly-formed snout, and near it there are bright, well-marked
eyes, and a pair of feelers. The posterior part of the sac is produce:! into a fin-like tail. Along the
upper middle line of the animal, in the position in which it swims in the water, the part corresponding
with the ' foot

'
in ordinary shell-fish is raised into a high crest-like fin. The bodies of these creatures

are large, some of them not less than five or six inches in length, but, like most free-floating animals,
they are very soft, formed mainly of ' connective tissue,' with little in it but sea-water. In this way
their bulk is greatly increased without materially adding to their weight, and they weigh little more
than an equal bulk of sea-water, and require little exertion to float or swim.

" (_)ne curious result of this transpai-ency is that we can see through the outer wall, iu the most
wonderful detail, all the internal arrangements—the nervous centres, with the complicated organs of
sense, the heart, with its pulsating chambers, and the blood following its coirse through the .system

and through the gills, the alimentary canal, and all its accessory glands. The Hetei'Opoda are
probably the most highly-organised group in which such transparency exists.

"The shells of Carinaria are rare in the Globigerina Ooze ; but two small sjjiral shells, belonging

to animals of the Atlaida peronii and Oxi/yt/rus keraudrenii, are sometimes in such numbers as to

have a sensible effect in adding to the formation. Although Hcteropod shells of the present

day are insignificant in size, they played a much more important role in early times, for there seems

little doubt that the great shells of the genera Eiioiiiphnhis and Bulhrophon, which sometimes go

far to make up whole beds of limestone of the Silurian and Carboniferous periods, are to be referred

to this group." *

The Carinarice are found in the warmer parts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. They feed

on Acalephse and Pteropods. Five species are described.

Genus Cardiapoda has a minute cartilaginous shell ; animal like Carinaria ; habitat, the

Atlantic Ocean. Five species are known.

FAMILY XLVI.—ATLANTID.I:.

In the genus AtlaM% the shell is small and glassy, with a prominent keel ; the aperture is

narrow and deeply notched. Fifteen species occur in the warmer parts of the Atlantic.

CLASS III—PTEROPODA.

The Pteropoda, or "Wing-shells," are a small group of animals, whose entire life is passed in the

open sea, far away from any shelter, save what is afforded by the floating Gulf-weed, and whose
organisation is specially adapted to that sphere of existence. In appearance and habits they

strikingly resemble the fry of the ordinary Sea Snails, swimming like them by the vigorous flappings

of a pair of fins. To the naturalist ashore they are almost unknown, but the voyager on the great

ocean meets with them where there is little else to arrest his attention, and marvels at their delicate

forms and almost incredible numbers. They swarm in the tropics, and are no less abundant in Arctic

seas, where by their myriads the water is discoloured for leagues. (Scoresby.) They are seen

swimming on tin- sui-f.i'-c in the heat of the day, as well as in the cool of the evening. Some of the

larger kinds ha\r in-.liinsilc tentacles, and their mouths are armed with lingual teeth, so that, fragile

as they are, tli^y prdlialily feed on still smaller and feebler creatures {e.g., Eiitomostraca). In high

latitudes they are the principal food of the whale and of many sea-birds. Their shells are drifted on
shore, and they abound in the fine sediment brought up by the dredge from great depths.

* Sir Wyville Thomson's " Voyage of the Challenyer," Vol I., p. 121.
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1. Family IIyaieiu.i; :

2. Fuiuilv LiMAi-iNiU-i

Thecosomata.—Auimals provided ivith an External Shell.

-(jenerii Bijalea ; Gkodora ; Cheseis ; Citvieria ; Euri/bin ; Cymbulia ; Tinhwannia.

:—Genera Limacina; Spirialis ; Chektropis; Macgillm-ayia.

Division i

C'l.iiD.'E:—Genera C/to; Pii

Gymnosomata.— Without a Shell,

.odermon ; Pelmjia ; Cymodoaii

.

When dredgins

I, as till

HYALEA LONGIROSTKIS.

Professor 8ir Wyville Thomson, in his " Voyage of tlie Challenger," writes :

off Portugal, at depths beyond live hundred fathoms, in the now well-known

' Ulobigerina Ooze,' that is to say, a greyish calcareous paste, soft on the surface,

becoming firmer below, and made up in a great degi-ee of the shells of forami-

uifera, chiefly of the genera Glohigerina and Orbulina, entire or more or less

liroken up and disintegrated, along with the foraminiferous shells some other

shells of much larger size enter, in varying proportions, into the composition

of the ooze, or perhaps may be rather said to be mixed with it. These are hvale

principally shells of Pteropods, with a few of those of Heteropods and of

pelagic Gasteropoda " Most of these animals live on the bottom of the

organisation demands. One or two only of the shell-making genera are pelagic."

Of the genus Clio we " have in the Northern Polar Seas the Clio horealis, which is there found

in such plenty as to constitute a considerable portion of the Greenland Whale's food. Passing over

the intermediate oceans, that genus is, according to S; P. Woodward,

represented in the Antarctic Ocean by some few species, but, according to

H. and A. Adams, by only one, the Clio australis.

" The Pteropoda are farther removed than the Heteropoda are from

the typical Gasteropoda, and are much simpler in their structure. The

head is not so markedly separated from the body, and the organs of

sense are rudimentary. The body is conical and sometimes spiral, and

is very usually contained in a delicate shell, sometimes spiral in form,

more fi-equently conical or tubular, or like an ornamental flower-glass,

or like a watch-pocket. The foot is modified into two wing-like appendages, one on either side of the

mouth. These are frequently brightly coloured when the animal is living, and different parts of the

body show iridescent blues and greens. Multitudes of these little things may now and then be seen

on the surface of the water, fluttering with their wings and glittering in the sunshine, to be compared

with nothing more aptly than with a congregation of the more dressy of

the Bombyx Moths, as one sometimes comes upon them on a sunny morning,

just after a family of them have escaped from their chrysalii

" The Pteropods are much smaller than the larger forms among the

Heteropods : the largest of the pres-ent day are

not more than about an inch in length, though

antediluvian species of the genus Connlaria and

its allies sometimes reach a lengtl

feet. They make up for their

small size, however, by their

numbers. Everywhere in the

high seas they absolutely

swarm. They are not always

to be taken in the towing-net,

as they seem to have a habit

in the heat of the day, and cilohdra ci.«riinTA. c. lanceolata. c. cumpues

when there is any wind, of

swimming a little way below the surface, but in a fine calm evening, no matter where, a

the towing-net can scarcely be made without catching many of them.

" The most widely distributed species in the Atlantic seems to be Diacria trispinosa, with a little

pocket-like shell of some weight and strength, shaded purple and white. Se^-eral species of Cavolina are

of
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abundant, the largest C. tndentata. Clio CuspidrUa, with a fretted shell, whose ornament reminds one of

some of the fossil genera, is perhaps the species most frequently seen on the surface, and the one which

shows the iridescent colouring with the greatest brilliancy. The several species of Styliola, much smaller

than the others, are much more numerous, and sometimes throng the towing-net with their glassy needles.

Stijlioln suhulata, S. acicula, and .S'. viryula are in immense abundance, and very generally distributed.

Some of these species sometimes i-each the coast of Britain, but an indraught of northern water, which

includes the British Islands in a fork, keeps out these oceanic things from our shores. If the British

naturalist, to whom these things are usually unknown in a living state, will only push his to\ving-net

work by a tug steamer, or his own or a friend's yacht, forty or fifty miles from the West Coast

of Scotland or Ireland, he will get beyond the Arctic water, and will wonder, as I did, at the

new animal world, in the shape of Pteropoda, Heteropoda, Siphonojihora, and, above all, Polycystina

and Acanthometrina, in all their wonderful varieties of form and sculpture, which will suddenly burst

upon him.

" The Pteropoda e.xtend far to the northward ; one, Limaoina heUcina, with a delicate but very

elegant spiral shell, and anothei-, Clione borealis, which belongs to the shell-less subdivision, are

frequently seen by Arctic voyagers in such numbers that they actually colour the surface of the sea

in patches of many squai-e miles in extent, and they are said to form a considerable item in the food

of the Greenland Whale, which strains them out of the water as it jiasses through his mouth with

his whalebone sieve. I have dwelt on this little group because their history is not very familiar, and

because, small as they are, they play by no means an unimportant part in some of the recent

geological processes of reconstruction. "
*

CHAPTER IV.

THE CONCHIFERA.
Class IV., CONCHIFERA—Bivalve .Shells—Their .Sedentary or Burrowing Habits—Structure of Bivalve Shells

-

Anatomy of Animal—Muscles, Mantle, Gills, &c.—Family 1. OsTREID*;—Oyfcters—Their Economic Value—Frank
Buckland on the Oy.ster-The " Pouits " of an Oyster—Mode of Cultivation—The Young Oysters—Their Enemies—
Their .Sensitiveness to Cold — Ancient Shell Relics — 2. ANOMiAn.t:— 3. Pectinid.'E- Scalloii Shells — The St.

James's Shell—Vivacity of Young Pecten—The Spondi/lus, or Thorny Oyster—Value of Bivalve Shells—4.

AvicuLTD^—Peiirl Oysters—Use of Shells—Value of Pearls—Pearl-fishery, Ceylon—The Divers—Thk Great Pinna
—5. MtTILID/E—Mussels—A Bridge Preserved by Mussels from Destruction—Boring Shells, Lithodomi—6- Aecad^e—
7. TrigoniAD.E—Trigonia— S. I'nionid.e—River Mussels—Pearl Mussels—9. Chaiiid/E—10. Teidacnid.e—Giant
Clams—11. Cardiad.b—12. LuciNrD.E—13. Cycladid*—14. Astartid*—15. Cyprinid.e -16. Venerid^—17.

Mactrid.e—18. Tei,linid.e—19. Solenid.e—"Razor-shells"—20. MyacidjE—21. ANATiNiDiE—22. GASTBOCH,ENin;E

—Stone-borers—23. Pholadid.e—Wood-borers—The Ship-worm.

CLASS IV.—CONCHIFERA.

T

We have already glanced at three of the great .subdivisions of the Molluscan kingdom

—

namely, the Cuttle-fishes (Cephalopoda), the Snails (Gasteropoda), and the Pteropods. Let us

now take a survey of a fourth group, the Conchi/era, or " shell-bearing " Mollusca, better

known as bivalves, from the fact that the majority are enclosed within a pair of shells united

by a hinge, of which the Oyster, Mussel, Cockle, and Scallop are familiar examples. They are

never found living on the land, as Snails and Slugs are able to do; and although, owing to their

closely-fitting .shells, the Dreissena, the Oyster and Mussel, and the fresh-water Cyclas are able

to survive exposure for some time, yet as a whole the bivalves are all aquatic, and, with a

few exceptions, are all inhabitants of the sea. They occur on the shores of every laud in

all climates, and are met with from low water-mark to a depth of many hundred fathoms.

* Sir -Wy^-iUe Thomson's " Voyage of H.M.S. Challcmjei;" Vol. I., p. 123.

t Latin, eonehu, a shell, and frro, I bear.
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Most liiviilves are sedentary in their liabits, living in an erect position, either exposed or

liuried in tlie seabottora, resting on tlie edges of tlieir sliells, vvhicli are usually of equal size.

The burrowing forms have a stout muscular foot, with which they dig for themselves a cavity in

the sand or mud, leaving only one end of theii- shell exposed to admit a current of water to the respira-

tiiry tube or opening, which also conveys to the animal within a constant supply of particles of food.

There is a tendency observable in bivalve sliells, as well as in univalves, to grow in a
spiral du'ection. Tliis is especially well seen in Isocardvi, whose separate valves resemble two
spiral univalves—one right-handed, the other left-handed, with small spires and large apertures.

In this shell, as in the common Cockle, one valve is placed on each side of the shell-fish, which

is usually symmetrical, and lives in a vertical position as regards the plane of its valves.

To this there are exce])tions ; as, for example, the Oyster and Scallop, which (like Turbots

and Soles among fishes) lie, the former on its left side and the latter on its right si<le, and

fatten at their ease. The shells too are unequal, the deep vah-e in both cases Ijeing the lower

shell, and the flat valve the upjier.

The valves of the Cockle are united by an elastic ligament, and articulated by projecting

teeth, which form a very complete hinge. It is obvious that the valve of a shell cannot grow

so freely along the hinge as on the rest of the margin, but it may shoot out to great length,

as in the '* Eazor shell " (Solen), or in three directions, as in the "Hammer-oyster" (Afalleus),

while in the " Heart-cockle " each ^alve takes a spiral. There are some fossil shells, called

Diceras, in which the two valves resemble horns, and others called Bequienia, with one \alve

produced into a horn. In Chami the umbones are also spiral.

In many bivalves the beaks are turned forwards towards tlie head of thf anmial But
the Oy.ster is again an exception in this respect, and if among the exotic oi fossil species you

find some with spiral growth, the spiral is turned backwaids , indeed, the numbei of

exceptions is so great that one fears to make any general asser-

tion. Anomia, when it grows inside shells, may have its umbo
a little removed from the margin, and the fossil genera l/ippuriks

exliibit every condition between a marginal ligament and a spiral

beak, like Chama, and a patelliform valve, with a ligament

wholly internal, and a central umbo.

The shell, considered as a defence, is most comjilete in those

bivalves like the Oyster, which shut up close, and in those uni-

valves which have an operculum, or door, to their houses.

Many bivalves gape a little at the sides (or ends), where

the foot and the respiratoiy tubes are accustomed to be pushed

out ; whilst Anomia has a hole or notch in the right valve,

through which a byssal jjlug passes, by which the animal is

attached to foreign bodies.

Others bore into more or less hard substances, as wood, clay,

chalk, coral, limestone, and sandstone, and many of these boring

Mollusca become so remarkably changed and modified in appear-

ance, owing to the life they lead, that, like Magilus, already

described, we can hardly recognise them as bivalve shells at all.

If we examine the inside of the empty valve of an Oyster, a Pecten, or a Spondylus shell

we shall readily detect a single circular scar a little to one side of the valve. This is the

point of attachment for the great shell-muscle. If we look at the valve of a Cytherea, or any

* c, e, the edge of the valve along which (when living) the mantle is attached to the shell : h and c, adductor muscle ;

h, a portion which separates easily from the shell, c, part firmly attached, and which has been cut through ; d, a convex broad
arc on mantle, indicating the part where the gills are attached to it, and forming the outer wall of the dorsal water-chamber
into which the gills open ; f, the true outline of the mantle, the mantle being represented in its shrunk condition, as seen

upon openhig the oyster ; /', silvery muscular lines on the mantle, much branched
; /, fringed edge—the edge of the mantle

is split in its own planes about ^j, of an inch, and the space between the two edges is fringed witli several rows of muiute
short tentacles, between which is a dusky pigment ; y, the gills, or branchia; ; /, the liver ; (, the labial tentacles ; m, the

raouth ; a, the hinge-line ; ?*, the vent.

ANATOMY OF A COMMON' OYSTER.*
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, one on either side (<( d,). This has

shell-muscle) ; the others Diniijai'mf

other shell of that group, we shall observe two of these s

led to the former being called Monom ijaria * (having only

(having two shell-muscles).

These muscles are also called adductors, their functions being to close the valves of the

shell and hold them tightly together. "We may also notice in

the valve of the Monomyarian a simple unbroken line (;))just

within the margin of the shell. This is the line of attachment
of the animal's mantle to its shell, and is called the pallialj

border, because the mantle is the membrane which envelops all

the Mollusca, and is that structure which secretes the shell.

This line is simple in the Oyster and its allies, which have no
siphonal tubes ; and indented in shells like Cytherea (s), which
are provided with siphons which could be drawn within tiie

valves of the shell by muscles specially provided for that
ANATOMY nv fvTiiiinM. dutv. The soft parts of an ordinary bivalve shell (.see figure

V. Ill';:'
'

I
I
given on page 249) are very simple, consisting of the branchise,

aS',mi\w^a^'!uL:\i', ;!^''.,;i['iuii."'ilnj^^^
'^"' '^''"'' ^0 (f)

'' the mantle {m); the incurrent and e.xcurrent

siphons (whose position is marked in the figure by two arrows)
;

the foot (./"), which enable.s many of the bivalves to burrow, and which in some species secretes

the threads of the byssus, by which they can moor themseh-es to rocks or floating ulijects. Then

there are the shell-muscles, ami the nuisclcs of the foot and of the siphons, and the muscular fibres

of the mantle, the stomach, lixcr, heart, and intestine. The water passing in by the incurrent

siphon or tube is conveyed to the gills, through the folds of which it passes, the particles of food,

whether living or dead, being guided by the labial tentacles, or lip-feelers, to the mouth, the excurrent

orifice serving, as in the Tunicata, to carry away what is done with.

Division a. Asiphonida.§—In this section the lobes of the mantle are free, or only united at

the point v/hich separates the branchial chamber from the excurrent chamber. The animal has no

respiratory siphons.

FAMILY I.-OSTREID^.

The animals of tliis family are marine ; the mantle is free, only slightly adhering to the edges of

the shell. Tlu- shell is closed by a single niusele ; valves unequal, adhering by one valve.

Genus Osfrea. The shell of the ( tyster is irregular; the upper valve flat, the lower convex,

often plaited or lamellated ; pearly within; ligament triangular; margin of mantle finely fringed;

gills almost equal, united behind to one another and to the mantle, and completely enclosing the

branchial sac. There is an intimate connection between the mantle of the mollusc and its shell.

The Oyster, as we see it on the supper-table, is much smaller than its shell, and adheres only by its

glistening shell-muscle ; but when alive, its mantle extends to the veiy edge of the valves, lining

the whole interior, and having a slight adhesion, especially at the edge of the valves, which is speedily

ruptured, however, when the poor animal is forcibly invaded by the fishmonger's knife. Oysters are

found in the temperate and tropical seas all over the world. Nearly 100 species have been described.

No shell-fish has, probably, endured more severe havoc from mankind than the common Oyster,

for it is only in comparatively late years that it received the protection of Mr. Frank Buckland, and

became a subject for Parliamentary Committees to discuss and Governuient to legislate for.

The .shores of Denmark and her islands are marked V>y vast sli(-]l-mounds (kjfikken-moddings),

indicating the primitive taste for Osfrm edulis. No doubt \-ast strata of ovstei--sliells must exist

beneath London, when we consider that from 20,000 to 3(),(»()0 bushels of " Natives," and 100,000

bushels of " Sea Oysters " were (thirty years ago) annually supplied to the London market. And
although, owing to the increased price of this mollusc, a considerable falling off has occurred of late

in the supply of "Natives," Oysters have been imported in large quantities into England from
Holland and the United States.

"Sea Oysters " {i.e., Oysters naturally grown) obtain their majority in four years, but " Nati\-es
"

* Greek, monos, one ; and ;«».«, a muscle. -|- ilis, two ; and miis.

I From Latin, pallium, a cloak or mantle. § Greek, a, without ; sij/fion, a tube.
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(i.e., Oysters artificially cultivated) do not reach their full gi-owth in less than five or seven yeare.

It was the bringing of immature Oysters to market which, to a great extent, produced the

suhseijuent scarcity of tills article of food. ]\Iany other species of Oysters are eaten in India,

China, Australia, ifec.

Frank Buckland* writes :
—"There are almost as many kinds of Oysters as there are kinds of

dogs ; no two Oysters ai-e exactly alike, but those which come from the same locality bear a general

lesemblance to each other, so that any one accustomed to handle and criticise Oysters cah tell pretty

well where they were reared. Taking the English coast round, there are not many localities suitable

for Oyster-farming. The reason of this is that where sand is Oysters cannot possibly exist ; the grains

of sand get into the hinge of the Oyster, and, like a stone in the hinge of a door, they prevent the

opening and shutting of the valves of its shell. The sand then smothers the Oyster, his valves gape,

and he dies. For this reason there are no Oysters in the great estuary of the Solway, or in

Morecambe Bay (the head-quai-ters for Cockles), the estuary of the Flintshire Dee, the vast expanse

of Cardigan Bay, and the greater part of the estuary of the Severn. Several times has the idea

l)een started to use for an Oyster-farm the great plain of the Maplin Sands at the mouth of the

Thames, but Oysters cannot possibly thrive there ; it is all sand. From the Land's End to the

North Foreland we begin to find Oysters in the various estuaries and land-locked bays : for example,

Falmouth, Plymouth, Poole Harbour, the Solent, Portsmouth, Hayling, Havant, &c. ; also in the

Isle of Wight, in the Medina River, Bradiiig, ifec. On the north-east coast there are but few

Oysters, Boston Deeps and Holy Island being excepted.

" Oysters may be divided into natives and deep-sea,' and between these there are several varieties.

.

The deep-sea Oysters are as different in form and fashion from the natives as a Clydesdale carf^

horse is from a thoroughbred race-horse. Like horses. Oysters have their points. The points of an

Oyster are—first, the shape, which to be perfect should resemble very much the petal of a rose-

leaf. Next, the thickness of the shell ; a first-class thoroughbred native should have a shell of

the tenuity of a thin china or a Japanese tea-cup. It should also have an almost metallic ring,

and a peculiar opalescent lustre on the inner side ; the hollow for the animal of the Oyster should

be as much lilce an egg-cup as possible. Lastly, the flesh itself should be white and firm, and

nut-like in taste. It is by taking the average proportion of meat to shell that Oysters must be

critically judged. The Oysters at the head of the list are, of course, ' natives ;' the proportion of

a v,'ell-fed native is one-fourth meat. The nearest approach to natives both in beauty and fatness

are the Oysters from Milford, in South Wales. The deep-sea Oysters, such as the white-faced

things dredged up in the Channel between England and France, and stored at Shoreham, near

Brighton, are one-tenth meat ; while the very worst are some Frenchmen, which are as thin and

meagre as French pigs. I have weighed half-a-dozen natives ; the meat contained in these weighed

two ounces ; the value, therefore, of Oyster meat—at 3s. 6d. per dozen—is fourteen shillings per

pound, just the cost of a 14 lb. leg of mutton.

" It is not to be supposed for a niinute that the high-classed aristocratic native has reached the

position of the King of Oysters without a great deal of human labour and intelligence ha\ing

been spent during many generations of dredgermen upon his education. The mouth of the Thames,

within a line drawn from about Walton on the north to Margate on the south, may be considered as

the home of the true British native. This kind of Oyster seems to thrive only upon London clay. So

far as ray experience goes, I have come to the conclusion that a fatting place for Oysters is seldom

also a breeding place ; the fatting grounds must always be situated in water, with which a

certain amount of river water is mixed with sea watei'. Whitstable is par excellence the best fatting

ground in the world, because the food of the Oyster (a subject which has hitheito not been sufficiently

investigated) is there present in the greatest abundance, and also because at AVhitstable the

Oysters are continually being worked by the dredge. The food of the Oyster consists of very

minute organisms (such as Infusoria, Rhizopoda, and microscopic larval forms of Coelenterata).

* In many a far-off village upon the English coast, and on many a Salmon-stream in Scotland, the name of thi.s amiable

and accomplished naturalist will long be cherished as a household word. Few men had more friends. Enemies he had none,

save those " rasc.ils," as he styled them, "who wouldn't let a poor .Salmon have a chance to come up stream to spawn." He
was the true friend of animals of all kinds, and all animals loved Frank Buckland.
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" The Oyster's mouth is situated between the delicate folds of what is ordinarily called the

d, i.e., the breathing organs, and by following down the course of the gullet the stomach can

easily be found, embedded in the thick part of the

body of the Oyster, which is really the liver. It is

in the month of June that Oysters mostly spawn
;

the 'spat,' as it is called, resembles very fine slate-

pencil dust, and the number of spats in one Oyster I

find from experiment ^•al•ies from 829,000 to 270,000

indi\iduals. One fine hot day the mother Oyster

opens her shell, and the yoiuig ones escape from it

in a cloud, which may be compared to a puft" of steam

from a railway engine on a still morning. Each

little Oyster is provided at its birth with swimmhig organs, composed of delicate cilia, and

by means of these the little rascal begins to play about the moment he leaves his mother's

shell. Unless bom in an enclosed water paddock, he swims away with the tide to and fro until he

dies, or finds a rest suitable for him. Oysters,

in fact, may be said to ' swarm ' like bees, and

many a bed has been discovered the origin of

which is attributable to a swarm of Oysters

having alighted on the spot.

" The little Oysters, the size of a fourpenny-

piece to a si.xpence, are called ' brood,' the lai't;ei

are called 'half ware,' and these are sold by

what is called a ' wash,' which contains twenty-

one quarts and a pint. These young Oysters

increase in size by adding to the margin of

their shell a very delicate layer of a horn-like

elastic substance, at first almost as thin as gold-

beater's skin, but which eventually hardens into

shell : this is called the 'growth.' In a well-

marked native the rings of annual growth are

plainly perceptible. If the shell be well washed

the growth will take the markings of a pencil,

and it will be found that the Oyst«r is generally in

his fifth or sixth year before he is thought worthy
j

of an introduction to London society.

"Being of a very delicate tender natui-e, the

Oyster has a great many difficulties to encounter. One
his worst enemies is the 'five finger,' or Star-fish. The
' five finger ' entwines the Oy.ster in his deadly gra.sp,

and by protruding his elastic stomach eats up the Oyster,

leaving the empty shells, known as ' clocks.'

" The next worst enemy is the ' Whelk tingle,' or

'Dog Whelk.' These rascals, although they look so inno-

cent, have the power of boring into the Oyster-shell with

their rasp-like tongue. The hole this creature makes is cut

very clean, as if bored by a jeweller's diamond, and they

often destroy hundreds of pounds' worth of property. He
who would invent a trap to catch these ' Dog Whelks

'

would indeed be a benefactor to Oyster fishery proprietors.

"The Oyster is most intolerant of cold and very tolerant of heat Theie aie no 0>steis m the

Arctic seas ; in all tropical seas they abound, but are not always edible In the ^\mtel ^eison owners

of Oyster layings watch the weather most carefully, shifting Oy.steis fiom the fore shoie into deep

GROXP OF 0\STERS OF Dill LI I NT ir Es

TAtHED TO A BLOCK OF WOOD
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water, f(ir if the frost catches thcni it uijj.s tliciii up. Particularly dangerous are also the floods

from melted snow, and as fresh river water alone is sutiicient to kill Oysters, much more so are

they in danger if tlie temperature is i-educed by melting ice or snow. Valuable layings of Oysters
have thus been frequently destroyed by winter floods too jjowerful for the flowing tide to dilute.

This great abhorrence of cold on the part of high-bred Oystcr.s, such as natives, is, in my
oi>inion, one of the principal causes of their high price. Of late years the summers have been
very cold, and although the water may perchance have attained to a certain amount of heat,

yet the cold nights knock all the warmth out of it again. Above all, it is necessary for a fall of sijat

that the temperature should not jump uj) and down, but be as equable as possible. The youn"
Oysters cannot help being born, and when born they must take their chance of the weather. If it is

cold, they die ; if it is warm, and they are lucky enough to find cradles in the form of ' culch ' suited

for them, they hold on as tight as barnacles, and have a chance of living."

Many British cists and caii-ns have disclosed relics in the form of shell necklaces and bracelets

made of the Oyster, Limpet, and Cockle-shells, the contents of which supplied an important source of

food. For not only in the ancient kitchen middens of Northern Europe, but mingling with more
ancient cave deposits, as in Kent's Cavern, lay heaps of the shells of such edible Molluscs, the refuse

of the repasts of the old cave-men, which show one resource on which they depended for sub-

sistence. America, too, had its ancient shell and refuse heaps, as at Cannon's Point, St. Simon's

Island, Georgia, where vast mounds of Oyster and Mussel shells, intermingled here and there with

a Modiola or Helix^ and with flint arrow-heads, stone axes, and fragments of pottery, cover an
area of not less than ten acres. They also abound upon all the sea islands of the Southern
States, and Ln many cases constitute regular sepulchral mounds or shell cairns. One of these

singular cairns on Halling's Island, in the Savannah River, more than two hundred miles from its

mouth, is an elliptical mound, measuring nearly three hundred feet in length, and enclosing human
skeletons, &c. On the islands, and along the coasts of Georgia and Florida, the inexhaustible supplies

of Oysters, Conches, and Clams furnish abundant food. Around all the Indian villages these shell;

may be ob.served accumulated in vast heaps ; and even now at places they show the circular

hollow where the native hut once stood.

FAMILY II.—ANOIIIAD^.

Genus Anomia.* The shells of Anonda are very variable in form, being nearly always attached

to the surface of shells of other Mollusca, the pattern of whose markings they mould themselves to.

The shell is ti-anslucent, nearly round, and attached by a plug passing through a hole or notch in the

right valve ; the lower valve is concave, the upper valve convex, and the muscular impression single.

Twenty species are found living. They are not edible. They occur from low water to 100 fathoms.

Genus Placuna,^ " Window-.shell." The valves of Placumi are nearly round and almost flat;

the hinge cartilage is fixed by two ridges on the right valve, with corresponding gi'ooves on the left
;

the muscular impression is double ; there are one lai'ge round scar, and a smaller, crescent^shaped,

in front ; the shell is pearly and translucent. Four species are living in India, Australia, China,

and Ceylon.

" The Tamblegam Lake produces in .singular jierfectiou the thin transparent Oyster (Placiina

placenta), whose clear white shells are used in China and elsewhere as a substitute for window-glass.

They are also collected annually for the sake of the diminutive pearls contained in them. The.se

are exported to the coast of India, to be calcined for lime, which the luxui-ious affect to chew witli

their betel. These pearls are also burned in the mouths of the dead. So prolific are the Mollusca of

the Placuna, that the quantity of sheUs taken by the licensed renter in the three years prior to

1858 could not have been less than eighteen millions. They delight in brackish water ; and on

more than one occasion an excess of either salt water or fresh has proved fatal to great numbers

of them."+

The pearl fishery of Lake Tamblegam, near Trincomalee, clears £300 a year; individual pearls

of P. placenta do not exceed Gs. in value.

* Greek, anomios, unequal. + Greek, plukoua, a thin cuke.

X Sii- J. Emerson Tennent :
" Ceylon," vol. ii., p. 492.

60*
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FAMILY III.—PECTINID^.

Genus Peeten* The shell of the "Scallop" is fan-shaped, or nearly circular, and has the

following characters—the right valve deep, the left valve flat, usually ornamented with radiating

ribs ; hinge-line eared ; valves united by a narrow ligament ; hinge cartilage internal ; the mantle

quite open, its border double, and finely fringed with a row of round black eyes at its edge. The

Scallop ranges from three to forty fathoms. It.s body is bright orange or scarlet. The shell is \ised

for " scalloping Oysters." The Pectens are characterised by the brilliant red and yellow colouring

of their shells, few groups exceeding them in elegance of form and ornamentation.

Pfclen inaxiimis, commonly known as "Scallops " in the London market, " Queens '' at Brighton,

and " Frills " on the coasts of Dorset and Devonshire, are now almost as much eaten as Oystei's ; but

they require to be cooked first.

An allied species has received the name of "St. James's shell " (Pecten jacobcens). It was worn by

pilgrims to the Holy Land. The fossil Pectens found in the sub-Apennine formation of Italy were

supposed by early writers to have been dropped by these devout persons on the road. Parnell says

of the hermit :

—

" He quits his cell ; the pilgrim staff he bore,

And fixed the scallop in his hat before."

The aged Pectens certainly are sedentary in their habits, as is testified by the mass of Bryozoa,

Serjmke, Aki/oniimi, and Balani attached to their upper flat valve. They do not, however, fix

themselves, like the Oysters, by the deep valve, but some species are moored by a byssus to stones or

the stems of the Laminaria.

The young Pectens swim freely liy rapidly closing and opening their valves. The writer, when
diedging with Mr. MacAndrew, off Cor\ina, has seen Pecten opercularis, two inches in diameter,

swim lajiidly out of the dredge as it was being hauled up alongside the boat.

Genus Lium.f In this genus the valves are equal and oliliquely oval : the front side is straight

and gaping, the posterior is rounded and closed ; the umbones of the valves are seiiarated ; the hinge-

line is eared ; the valves are smooth or radiately ribbed ; the muscular impression is large, lateral

double ; the shell always white.

" The Limas are either free or spin a byssus ; some make an artificial burrow when adult, by
spinning together sand or coral fragments and shells; but the habit is not constant." (Forbes.)

" L. hums is pale or deep crimson, with an orange mantle. When taken out of its nests it is one of

the most beautiful marine animals to look upon. It swims with great vigour, like the Scallop, by
opening and closing its valves, so that it is impelled onwards and upwards in a succession of jumps."

(Landsborough.)

Twenty species are found lixing at a depth from one to one hundred and fifty fathoms in Norway,
Britain, India, and Australia.

Genus iSpondylus. The Thorny Oyster lias an irregular shell, with divergent ribs, terminating

in foliaceous spines. It is found attached to foreign bodies by the right valve. The umbones of the

shell are wide apart and eared, the lower valve has a triangular area to the hinge, and two curved

teeth in each valve ; the animal is like that of Pecten. The Spondyli inliabit coral-reefs, being

attached to the branches of the gi-owing coral. Seventy species are known living in the tropics.

A structure analogous to the chambered shell of the Cephalopod occurs in the Thorny Oyster, or

&pondylus. In aged specimens the shell, instead of increasing in .size, becomes thicker in its interior

by the addition of inner layers of shell, which are distinct from the outer and from each other. The
cavities thus formed are found to contain water, which, however, evaporates after the specimens have
been placed in a dry situation for a long period ; but the water is again absorbed by immersing the

specimens for a sufficient number of hours. This reduction of the inner space appears to be effected

in order to counteract the continued increment of the shell (liy deposits of new shell-matter along its

margin from the border of the mantle) at a greater rate than is required for the accommodation of

the soft parts of the animal.

The tubes of Vermelm and Magilus, and the apices of Triton, TurriteUa, and Ennmphcdus become
either partitioned off or filled up solid in the continued growth of the animal.

* Latin, pei'ten, a comb. f Latin, lima, a file.
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Few of the bivalves have been esteen-.ed " fancy '' shells or commaiided higli prices, but some
of tlie Chamas and Spondyli are very beautiful, and miglit well distract a Dutch or French collector.

Sowerby valued ^/)owrfyM^ reglus, in the Tankerville collection, at £25, the best C/(a)«« at £3 Ss.,

and Isocardia at £8 8s. (!) ; .Etheria elliplicu at £21 (!) ; and the Luciiia childreni, now in the British

Museum, at £10 10s., because it had the hinge reversed. Mr. Norris gave £20 for a Miilleria,

an extraordinary shell to the conchologist (although most unattractive to the eye), of which M.
D'Orbigny sent several specimens to the British Museum in exchange for a fossil Pentacrinus.

'Die genus nicatida has an iiTegular shell, with plicated valves, and is fixed to some foreign

body by the beak of the right valve. The Plicatulai are tropical shells. Ten species occur in the
East and West Indies, the Philipjiines, kc.

FAMILY IV.—AYICrLID.E.
The shell ns very oblique and the valves unequal ; it is attached by a byssus ; they are pearly

within, the outer layer is cellular, the lobes of the mantle are fringed at the margin ; it has two
gills on each side. The Pearl Oysters, or " Wing-shells," as they are called, are mostly tropical.

Genus Avicula. The shell is very unequal ; there is a fold for the byssus in the right valve,

beneath the ear of the shell
; there are one or two small teeth in the hinge ; the valves are obliquely

oval. Twenty-five species occur li\-ing in about twenty-five fathoms water in Britain, the Medi-
terranean, India, &c.

Genus Mekagrina. The valves of the Pearl Oyster are flattish and nearly equal in size, the gills

are equal and crescent-shaped,

the foot finger-like and groo\ ed

Meleagrina Ls less oblique than

tlie other Aviculuke. They an

found living in Madaga&cai

Ceylon, Swan River, &c
The shells of the " Peail

Oyster" aflbrd the substance

known as " mother-o'-peail," so

largely enijiloyed in the manufac

ture of buttons and for jxipiei

mi'ic/ie inlaid-work, ifec.

Prof. T. 0. Archer mentions

that there are three principal

kinds of these mother-o'-pearl shells brought to

Pearl Oyster trade).

One kind is known as the silver-lijipod Pearl Oyster, from the Society Islands ; another
the black-lipped variety, from Manila; the third, from Panama, is smaller than the others.

About 250 tons of these shells were annually imported into Liverpool alone. They also yield the
" oriental " pearls of commerce. The principal pearl fisheries are in the Persian Gulf and Ceylon.

Pearls are produced by many bivalves, but by none in greater perfection than by the Meleagrina

margaritifera. They are caused by particles of sand or other foreign substance finding its way into

the cavity of the valves, and getting between the animal and its shell ; the irritation causes a

deposit of nacre, forming a projection on the interior, generally more brilliant than the rest of the

shell. Completely spherical pearls can only be found loose in the muscles or other soft parts of

the animal. The Chinese obtain them artificially by introducing into the living Hyria foreign

substances, such as pieces of mother-o'-pearl fixed to wires, which thus become coated with a more
brilliant material. Similar prominences and concretions—pearls which are not pearly—are formed

inside porcellanous shells. These are as variable in colour as the surface on which they are formed.

They are pink in Turbinella and Stromhus ; white in Ostrea ; white or glossy, purple or black, in

Mytilus : rose-coloured and translucent in Pinna.

The pearl fisheries of the Persian Gulf and Ceylon give employment annually to several hundred

boats and many thousand men. The entire amount of revenue derived from the pearl fisheries of

MELE\GRI\

ket at Manila (which was the depot for tin
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CJeylon in nine years (from 1828 to 1837), according to Mr. James Steuart, the Inspector of

Pearl Banks, was £227,131, but it has since decreased very considerably. Mr. Hope possessed a

pearl measuring two inches in length and four in cii-cumference, and weighing 1,800 gi-ains. Tliis

is said to be the largest pearl known. A very line pearl hoidon was sold in London in 1 860 for

.£2,000 : it measured abou-t five-eighths of an inch. Good pearls of two grains weight are common,
and fetch about 7s. 6d. each

;
pearls weighing five grains are worth £2 each

;
pearls of ten grains'

weight sell for £7 and £8 apiece. But the best market for pearls is in India itself, where they are

more highly esteemed than in Europe, and realise far higher values.

Sir Emerson Tennent gives the following intej-esting account of diving for Pearl Oysters on tlie

coast of Ceylon:—" On my arrival at Arippo, the pearl-divers, under the orders of their Adapauaar,

put to sea, and commenced the examination of the banks. The persons engaged in this calling are

chiefly Tamils and Moors, who are trained for the

service by diving for chanks. The pieces of appa-

ratus employed to assist the diver in his operations

are exceedingly simple in their character : they con-

sist merely of a stone, about thirty pounds' weight

(to accelerate the rapidity of his descent), which is

suspended over the side of the boat, with a loop at-

tached to it for receiving the foot ; and of a network basket, which he

takes down to the bottom and fills with the Oysters as he collects them.

Massoudi, one of the earliest Arabian geographers, describing in the

ninth century the habits of the pearl-divers in the Persian Gulf, says

that before descending each filled his ears with cotton steeped in oil, and

compressed his nostrils by a piece of tortoiseshell. Tliis practice

continues there to the present day ; but the diver of Ceylon rejects all

such expedients : he inserts his foot in the ' sinking .stone ' and inliales

a full breath, presses his nostrils with his left hand, raises his body

as high as possible above water, to give force to his descent, and,

liberating the stone from its fastenings, he sinks below the surface.

As soon as he has reached the bottom the stone is drawn up, and

^'{A^taJkiisMa)^
^''^ diver, throwing himself on his face, commences with alacrity to

fill his basket with Oysters. This, on a concerted signal, is hauled

up rapidly to the surface, the diver assisting his own ascent by springing on the rope as it rises.'

"Improbable tales have been told of the capacity which these men acquire of remaining for pro-

longed periods under water. The divers who attended on this occasion were among the most

expert on the coast, yet not one of them v/as able to complete a full minute below. Captain Steuart,

who for many years filled the office of Inspector of the Pearl Banks, assured me that he had

never known a diver to continue at the bottom longer than eighty-seven seconds, nor to attain

a greater depth than thirteen fathoms : and on ordinary occasions they seldom exceeded fifty-five

seconds in nine fathoms' ^vater.

"The only precaution to wliich the Ceylon diver devotedly resorts is the mystic ceremony of the

shark-charmer, whose exorcism is an indispensable preliminary to every fishery. His power is

believed to be hereditary ; nor is it supposed that the value of his incantations is at all dependent

upon the religion of the operator, for the present head of the family happens to be a Roman Catholic.

At the time of our visit this mysterious f\inctionary was ill and unable to attend ; but he sent an

accredited substitute, who assured me that although he himself was ignorant of the grand and

mystic secret, the fact of his presence as a representative of the higher authority would be recognised

and respected by the Sharks." (" Ceylon," Vol. II., p. 563.)

Genus Perna. These shells, like the Aviculce, vary greatly in form, some being very oblique and

inequivalved, others nearly equivalved ; they have a row of about nine cartilage pits near the

hinge, and are attached by a byssus. Eighteen species are found in tropical seas.

Genus Pinna. Shell acutely triangular, tliin, translucent, and brittle, equivalved ; hinge toothless,

mantle of animal doubly fringed, foot elongated and grooved. Pinna spins itself a powerful byssus, by
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which it is attached. The great I'imift excels any other in tlie quantity and fineness of its silk

byssns, wliich has been woven into articles of dress. In early times these were so highly prized as

t<i he worn only by emperors and kings. At Taranto, in Italy, it is still mixed with about one-third

of real silk, and made into gloves, caps, stockings, «fec., of a beautiful

brownish colour. These are valued as objects of curiosity, but too expensi\ e

for general use, the price of a pair of gloves on the spot being about six

shillings, and that of a pair of stockings eleven.

A specimen of this manufactui-ed moUuscan silk, as well as the raw

material, may be seen iu the Shell Gallery of the British Museum, beside

the valves of the great Piiuia. This is one of the largest bivalves, attaining

a length of two feet. It lives from low water to sixty fathoms.

FAMILY v.—MYTILID^E.
The .shell of the Mussel is oval and equivalved, tlie edges closely

fitting, the ligament internal, hinge toothless ; they are mostly marine and

attached by a byssus. Some of the members of this family exhibit a

propensity for concealment, frequently spinning a nest of sand and shell-

fragments, burrowing in soft substances, or secreting themselves in the

buiTows of other shells. Others are gregarious, living in vast beds of tens

of thousands clustered together, adhering by their thread-like byssus.

Genus Afi/tilus. The " Sea Mussel " has a wedge-shaped shell, with

the umbones at the end; it moors itself to piles and stones by a strong
PI.^.^A nohius with its

and coai-se byssus. Mytilus edulis, the common edible Sea Mussel, although m s-i s.

far less highly esteemed than the Scallop or Oyster, is nevertheless much
in request as an ai-ticle of food. It is difficult to ascertain the consumption of Mussels in London, but

in Edinburgh and Leith it is estimated at 400 bushels annually. Dr. Knapp states that from

thirty to forty millions are collected yearly in the Firth of Forth alone, and used as bait for the

deep-sea fishery. They form no small item of consumption in the north of Ireland, boats full being

constantly sent to Belfast Market.

If any one should reflect upon the MoUusca as undeserving so much notice, and mention the

Teredo as an instance of a destructive member of the class, let him read of the utility of another, the

common Mussel, in maintaining the long bridge of twenty-four arches across the Torridge River, near

its junction with the Taw, at the town of Bideford, in Devonshire. At this bridge the tide runs

so rapidly that it cannot be kept in repair with mortar. The Corporation, therefore, keep boats

employed in bi-inging Mussels to it, and the

interstices of the bridge are kept filled with

Mussels. It is supported from being di-iven

away by the tide entirely by the strong threads

of the byssus which these Mussels fix to the

stonework.

" Mytilus edidis is no friend to the

Oyster. A colony of Mussels will, unknown
to the proprietor of the Oyster bed, often

settle upon the spem gregis of ' half ware,'

SEA MUSSEL. SO Carefully deposited to grow fat. The

Mussels, immediately on settling down, sjnn

their curious silk-like webs, as seen under piers, kc, by means of which they are enabled to anchor

themselves so firmly. The run of the tide then brings mud, the webs of the Mussels collect it, and

the Oysters underneath, unless released by the dredge, are smothered like the little princes iu the

Tower." (Frank Buckland.)

Mussels are found living in all seas. About seventy species have been described.

Genus Modiola, the " Horse Mussel," is distinguished from the edible Mussel by its habit of

burrowing
; they are met with from low water to 100 fathoms. The shell is oblong and inflated, but
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the umbones are not at the extreme termination of the shell, as in Mytilus. Seventy species are found

in tropical seas.

Lithodomus, the Date-shell, bores into corals and even hard limestone rocks. The animal, which

is like the common Mussel, is eaten in the Meditei-ranean. Perforations made by Lithodomi in lime-

stone clifls and in the columns of the Temple of Serapis, at Puteoli, have afforded conclusive evidence

of changes in the level of the searcoasts in modern times. (Lyell.)

OF SERAriS AT PUTEOLI UUKED BY LITKOlu

Genus Breissena. The animal bears a triangular fan-shaped shell ; the mantle is closed through-

out, except for the passage of the foot, and of two tubular orifices for the purposes of excretion and

respiration. The right valve has a slight byssal sinus. " Breissena poli/morpha is a native of the Aralo-

Caspian rivers. In 1S24 it was observed by Mr. J. Sowerby in the Surrey Docks, to which it appears

to have been brought with foreign timber in the holds of vessels. It has /since spread into the

canuls, docks, and rivers of many parts of England, France, and Belgium, and has been noticed

in the iron water pipes of London." (S. P. Woodward.)

FAMILY VI.—ARCAD.E.

The shell is covered -ndth a strong epidermis hinge line, often elongated and toothed ; the valves

are tumid and equal. The foot of the aninral is large, curved, and deeply grooved.

Genus Area. The "Arks" have thick, inflated, ribbed, and stiiated shells ; the umbones aiiterior

are divided by a lozenge-shaped hinge area ; the foot is long and pointed, the mantle bears ocelli on its

border. One division of the Arcs (Byssom-ca) has a wide byssal aperture, filled with a horny cone

;

these conceal themselves under stones at low water, in crevices of rocks, and the empty burrows of

boring molluscs. Tliey inhabit all the warm seas of the globe, from low water to more than 200

fathoms. One species lives in the Ganges, 1,000 miles from the sea. (Benson.)
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Cundha resembles Byssoarca, but tlie valves are squarish and striated, and tit (.-lose togetlier

Two species are found living in Nicobar, China, itc.

The characters of the genus Pectuncidus are—sliell nearly circular, vahcs

radially, hinge thick, with a row of teeth, and a ligament area between the beaki

The animal has a large foot, and the mantle is open and provided with ocelli. Fifty

qua), striated

of the valves.

ght species

are found living ill the West Indies, Britain, New Zealand, itc.

Genus Limopsis is like a small oblique Pectuncidus, with a

triangular cartilage pit in the centre of its hinge. Four species are

known living in the Red Sea, Japan, Britain, ifec.

Genus Niicida. In this genus the valves are somewhat triangu-

lar, with their beaks tiu'ned backward ; iiitei-ior of valves pearly,

liiiige with a large cartilage pit, and numerous sharp teeth on each

side. The NuculsB are burrow^ers, and have very wide distribution,

from Norway to Japan, living from five to more than 100 fathoms

in deptli. Seventy living species are known.

Genus Leda resembles Nucula, but the shell is more elongated

and pointed behind. It is fouiid in the Northern and Arctic seas, living from ten to 200 fathoms.

Genus SulenelUt. In tlus genus the shell is nearly oval ; the valves are pearly within ; the hin^e

ligament is external ; the line of the mantle has a large and deep fold ; the siphonal tubes are joined

together ; they are long and slender, and can be drawn completely into

the shell. They are found living at Valparaiso, New Zealand, &c.

Genus Solemya. The valves of the shell are somewhat cylindri-

cal and elongated, and gape at each end. They are covered with a

dark horny epidermis, which overlaps the margins. There are no
hinge teeth. Four species only are known in America, Africa, and
the Canaries.

FAMILY Vn.—TRIGONIAD.E.
The shells of this family have the valves equal, triangular in

form, closely fitting, with the umbones of the valves turned back-

_ wards. The hinge teeth are diverging, the border of the mantle is

simple, the interior of the shells pearly; the hinge ligament is

external. The foot is long and curved ; there ai'e two gills on

each side, and the mantle is open.

In the genus Trigonia the shell is thick and ornamented with tubercles, or with libs

arranged in concentric or radiating lines ; the posterior side of the valves is angular ; tlit

shells are almost entirely composed of pearl. Like the young Pectens, the

Trigonke are very active bivalves. A Trigonia, taken alive from the dredge

by Mr. S. Stutchbury, and placed on the gunwale of the boat, leapt over-

board, clearing a ledge of four inches. They are probably migratory, as

in dredging for them it is very uncertain where they may be obtained, though

they abound in some parts of Sydney Harbour. Trigonia is almost an

extinct form, three species or varieties only being known living in Australia,

whilst more than one hundred are found fossil, widely distributed over the

globs.

FAJIILY VIII.—UXIONID.E.

The animal bears a pearly shell, with the mantle lobes freely open except

behind, where they are united to form the branchial and excretory siphonal orifices, which are simply

i)outed. The foot is large and free.

TRIGONIA PECTINATA.f

* E.^planation of the lettering in this figure -.—a, anterior adductor muscle ; d, posterior adductor muscle : /( I, liinge

ligament ; ( «', pits for the reception of teeth in the right valve
; /, foot ; i; excreting orifice ; m, free margin of the mantle

;

n, the mouth ; p, Une (corresponding with the pallial impression in the shell) from which the muscular fibres of the mantle

originate. The central portion of the mantle is thin and transparent. Through it are seen—6 r, the right branchial leaves ;

and 1 1, the Labial tentacles of the right side of the mouth. The arrows indicate the points at which the respiratory currents

enter and es:ape. t /' /, hinge-teeth and sockets ; a a, adductor muscles.
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Genus Unio,* the " River Mussel." The shell is rather stout ; the hiiige is composed of inter-

locking erect teeth on the anterior side, and elongated marginal teeth, which are sometimes obsolete,

on the jjosterior.

The Pearl-bearing Mussel {(Jnio niaryaritifera) afforded the once famous British pearls. It is found

in the mountain streams of Britain, Lapland, and Canada, and is used for bait in the Aberdeen Cod

tisheiy. The Scottish pearl fishery continued till the end of last centuiy, especially in the River

Tay, where the Mussels were col-

lected by the peasantry before

ivest time. The j^arls were

usually found in old and deformed

specimens. Round pearls, about

the size of a pea, perfect in every

1
1 sp§ct, were worth .£3 or j£4. An
u count of the Irish pearl fishery

\\ IS given by Sir R. Redding, in

rhe jPhilosopMcal Transactions,

1(/J'3 The Mussels were found

set up 111 the sand of the river-bed,

with their open side turned from

the toirent ; about one in a han-

dled might contain a pearl, and
=-= one pearl in a hundred might be

...u miwiviM. tolerably clear.

Uyria is the shell which the

Chinese employ to produce artificial pearls, by the introduction of shot, ifec, between the mantle ot

the animal and its shell. A Hyria in the British Museum has a number of little josses made
of bell-metal, now completely coated with jjearl, in its interior. The river Mussels ai* found in

the ponds and streams of all parts of the world. In Europe the species ai-e few, though specimens

are abundant ; in North America, both species and individuals abound. All the remarkable generic

forms are peculiar to South America and Africa.

Genus Anodon. The shell is thin and toothless. This is the largest of European fresh-water

molluscs. It has a veiy inflated shell ; the valves, although toothless, are united by a strong external

ligament ; the foot of the animal is very large, and of an orange-yellow colour. The lakes,

canals, ponds, and gently-flowing rivers through

Kurope, are all tenanted by Anodonta. They
are very abundant in Noi-th and South America.

Several hundred species have been de.scribed,

but they are, in all probability, capable of being

reduced to half a dozen, so great are the varia-

tions which these shells present.

Nearly all the great rivers of the world

have some characteristic form of the genus Unio. Thus Castalin is peculiar to tlie rivers of South

America, especially the Amazon. Iridina occurs in the rivers of Africa, as the Nile and Senegal.

Mycetopus, a <S'o?e)i-like form of Unio, is found in South America only.

Two genera (uEtkeria), from the River Nile (first noticed by the African traveller Bruce as a "fresh-

water Oyster "), and Milllma, from New Granada, are fixed and irregular when adult, and have been

placed with the Chamas and Oysters by the admirers of artificial .systems ; fortunately, however,

M. D'Orbigny has ascertained that the Miilleria, which is fixed and mono-inyary when adult, is

locomotive and di-myary when young, like any other Unio. (S. R Woodward).

Mollusca inhabiting fresh water are especially exposed to corrosive action, either from carbonic

acid in solution or dilute sulphuric acid from the decomposition of iron pyrites. But the action is

especially manifested in those stagnant waters where the first probe of the collecting-rod disengages

ANODONTA

Latin, »» I iiearl.
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from the mud an aliuudaut stix»am of ImMilfs of suli.huretted hydrogen. In such situations the

spiral shells—for example, Bitltijnia—\\a.\^- lost the ends of their spires, and the discoidal shells,

like PlanorbL; have been found with a small hole caused Ijy the dissolution of the Inner whorls.

The great and ponderous Mussels of the American rivers, and even the fresh-water Uniog and

Aiiodom of British streams, are often e.\ternally eroded, and the cause has been the subject of much

speculation. The umbo is the part first formed, and consequently that where the epidennis is

tliinnest and has been longest exposed to the action of the elements, and it is this portion of the shell

which is most corroded.

Division b. Siphonida.—In this section the animals have respiratory siphons, and the lobes of

the mantle are usually united. In the tirst sulidivision the siphons are short and the pallial border is

simple.
F.\SirLY IX.—CHAMm.E.

The shells in this family are thick, the valves unequal, the hinge teeth two in one valve and one in

the other ; the ligament is external.

Genus Chania. These shells are found only in tropical seas among coral reefs. They are

attached indiflferently by either valve. When the right valve is fixed the dentition is reversed,

the left valve having the single tooth. The exterior of the valves is ornamented with a succession

of brightly-coloured frills.

FAMILY X—TRIDACNID.E.

The valves are strongly ribbed and toothed at the maigin, the hinge ligament is external, the

shells are equal. Sometnues the anmi\l is attached b\ a bjssus, in others it is free.

The genus Tridacna is the Ingest of the ^^hole class of bivalves. The Giant Clam

[Tridarna gigas) of

the Indian Ocean,

the shell of which

often weighs upwards

of 500 lbs., contains

an animal weighing

sometimes 20 lbs.

,

which is stated by

Captain Cook to be

very good eating.

Darwin, in his " Voy-

age of a Naturalist

Round the World," in describing Keeling Atoll says—" We stayed a long time in the lagoon

examining fields of coral and the gigantic Clam-shells, into which if a man were to put his

hand he would not as long as the animal lived be able to withdraw it." The Paphian Venus

springing from the sea, is usually represented as issuing from the opening valves of a Tridacna. The

huge valves of this shell are frequently used for holy water in churches. Two weighing 500 lbs. and

measuring more than two feet across may be seen in the church of S. Sulpice, Paris. (Dillwyn.)

FAMILY XL—CAEDIAD^.
The Cockles live unattached ; their valves are equal and nearly liilateially symmetrical ;

the

surface of the shells is ribbed radially ; the siphons are short ;
there are two gills on each side .

the foot is large and recurved.

In Carditmi the shell is inflated, the umbones prominent ; the hinge has two lateral teeth, one

in each valve. The margins of the valves are crenulated. The common Cockle {Carditmi edide) is

largely used in many parts of England for food. It is obtained at extreme low water on all sandy

shores, living buried in the sand. It ranges from the Baltic southward, and is found in the Black

Sea and Caspian. Two other much larger species occur on the British coast, viz., G. rustieuvi, and

the Prickly Cockle (C. actdeahun). Both of these are edible, but the small species is the one so largely

consumed in all parts of Britain.

FAMILY XII.—LUCINID.^.

The valves of the shell of this family are circular, closely fitting, and unattached ;
the surface

of the shell is dull : the foot is long and cylindrical.

.IMOSA—A, OVTSIDE, AND li, INSIDE OF SHELL.
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es small and compressed. The
concealed, the hinge teeth are

The sliell in the genus Lucina is white, the iimbones of the va

margins of the shell are smooth or finely crenulated ; the ligament

lateral. The foot is often twice as large as the animal.

The Lucitice occur in tropical and temperate seas, on both sandy and muddy bottoms, from low

water to near 200 fathoms.

In Corbis the valves of the shell are elegantly sculptured concentrically, and the margins finely

toothed within. Five species occur in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. In Dipludonta the shell is

very like Litcina, but with a rather long double ligament, and two hinge teeth. Their distribution

:^^^^v^

4, CYTHEREA CHIONE.

is world-wide. Ungnlina has a more oblong form than Diplodonta, with a short ligament and thick

epidermis. It burrows in coral, and is found in Senegal and the Philippines. The minute orbicular shell

of the genus KelUa is very thin. The animal creeps freely, and fi.xes itself by a byssus at pleasure.

One species (A', rubra) is found in crevices of rooks at high water ; others range to a depth of

200 fathoms in Norway, New Zealand, and California. Genus Montacida, another small form, walks

freely on a large and broad foot, and attaches itself to the spines of the Purple-heart Urchin

;

others burrow into the valves of dead shells. Lepton has a tloick tapering foot, forming a creeping

disc. The mantle extends beyond the shell, bearing a fringe of filaments. Genus Gahommu has a

thick fibrous epidermis. The foot is long and narrow, with a flat sole. It spins a byssus, which it

at will, and creeps about like a snail, spreading out its valves nearly flat.
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FAMILY XIII.—CyCLADIU^E.

The animal has a thin, horny shell, with the mantle lobes partly open for the passage of a

large protruded foot, and united posteriorly to form the branchial and excuri'ent siphons, which are

prolonged into tubes wholly or partially united.

In Gyclas the animal is ovo-viviparous. The gills are large, the valves of shell are nearly equal,

and much inflated. The young of Cyckts are hatched in the gills of the parent. They vaiy in size

from one-sixth to one-quarter the length of the mother. They are very active, climbing in aquatic

plants, attaching themselves by delicate threads. They chiefly inhabit the temperate regions of the

globe in botli hemispheres.

The shells of Cyrena are covered with a rough epidermis ; they are oval and thick, and have

three hinge teeth, and one lateral tooth in each valve ; the foot is strong and tongue-shaped. This

mollusc is found abundantly in the Nile and other Eastern rivers to China, and in mangrove swamps,

usually near the coast. It is particularly interesting to geologists, being found in the old river

deposits of the Thames, itc, associated with the remains of elephants, &c.

FAMILY XIV.-ASTARTID.E.

The characters in this family are, shell free ; oblong or nearly round ; surface of valves often

concentrically ribbed, and covered with a brown epidermis ; hinge with strongly developed cardinal

teeth. All the genera are marine.

The shell of Astarte is thick ; the valves are somewhat round, and compressed towards the beaks;

they are smooth or concentrically furrowed : there are two hinge teeth in each valve ; the hinge ligament

is external. Of the twenty species known, by far the larger number are Arctic, being met with by the

Polar expeditions, both living and as dead shells, on raised beaches far above the present level of the sea.

Genus Crassatdla. The shell is oblong, attenuated behind ; the valves are very thick, smooth, or

furrowed concentrically ; the ligament is internal ; the muscular impressions are deep, rounded, distinct

;

the mantle line is simple. Thirty-four species are living in Australia, the Philippines, Africa, &c.

FAMILY XV.-CYPRINID^.

Al)Out half of this family are fossil, and the rest were more abundant in the Teitiary period

than at the present time. The valves are equal, \-ound, or elongated, solid, closely-fitting, with a

thick dai-k epidermis ; the hinge ligament is external ; there are hinge teeth, one and three in each

valve ; the mantle border is simple.

In Gyprina the shell is large and strong, oval in outline. Like Astarte, Cyprina has an

extreme northern range from Britain to Iceland, and northward as far as the explorers have

advanced towards the- Pole.

The genus Circe has a thick, compressed orbicular shell, ornamented with diverging strife ; the

valves are compressed, and the umbones flat ; hinge teeth three and three. Forty living species

are found in Australia, India, the Red Sea, Britain, ttc.

In the " Heart Cockle " (Isocardia) the valves are smooth, inflated : the umbones are distant,

and somewhat spiral ; the hinge ligament is external ; hinge teeth two and two, lateral teeth one and one,

in each valve. It burrows in the sand. Five species are living in the Mediterranean, China, and Japan.

Cypricardia dwells in the crevices of rocks and coral, and is found in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean.

In Card'ita the hinge ligament is external, tlic margins are toothed, the hinge teeth are one and

two; the shell is narrow and oblong, and iaili:illy rilibed. Fifty-four species are found Living, chiefly

in tropical seas. It had a more extensi\-(^ distriljution in past geological times.

In Subdivision 2 the animals have long respiratory siphons, and the pallial border is recurved.

FAMILY XVI.—VENERID.i;.

These bivalves are free, and do not live attached to other bodies by a byssus, nor do they bore

into rocks, but live simply in sandy or muddy sea-bottoms, into which they burrow by means of their

tongue-shaped foot. The siphons are unequal—retractile ; the hinge ligament is external ; the shell

is regular and closely fitting, more or less circular or oval in outline, with three teeth in each valve.

The shells of this family are bai-d, solid, and generally marked by elegance of form and coloration.

In Venus the mantle margins are fringed ; the sijjhons are unequal and .separate ; the shell is thick
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VERRDCOSA, WITH ITS ANIMAL.

ovate, and tumid, the valves grooved or lamellate; the marf»ins of the shell finely crenulated ; the lunule

is distinct, the hinge thick, with three teeth in each valve; line of the mantle has a short angular bend.

One hundred and seventy-six species of this genus are found living, with a world-wide distribution, in the

British Islands, North Sea, Mediterranean, Cape of Good

Hope, iSrc. Tliey are found buried a few inches deep in

sand at low water, and range to 100 fathoms ; they are

all edible. The North American Indians used to make

coinage ("wampum") of the sea-worn fragments of V.

mercenaria by perforating and stringing them on leather

thongs. Long Island was called Seaivar hackee (or Shell

Island) by the Moheyan Indians, who i-esorted to it to

collect Seawan ("wampum shells"), from which they made

their purple beads. V. mercenaria ranges from Cape Ann,

Mass., to Delaware Bay; it is called the " round clam "

—

"quahog." It sells from 37| to 62i cents the bushel.

Genus Cytherea. The shell is like Venus, but

the margins are smooth ; the border of the mantle

is plain, and the siphons are partly united. One hundred

and thirteen species are living.

Genus Artemis. At first sight Artemis looks like a Lucina, but the outline is almost circular,

and it has a deep angular pallial fold ; the hinge is like CytJierea ; the foot is large and hatchet-

shaped ; the siphons are united ; the margin of the mantle is plaited. Artemis ranges from northern to

tropical seas, and from low water to 100 fathoms. One

hundred species are known.

Genus Lvcinopsis. The shell is less elegant in

outline than in Artemis, and thinner ; the right valve

has two diverging teeth, the left has three ; the mantle-

fold is vei-y deep; the siphons are longer than the shell,

and diverge from one another ; their orifices are fringed.

Ten species are living in North America, Norway, the f/
Mediterranean, and Britain. It is also found fossil.

Genus Tapes. The outline of the shell is ovate, ob-

long; the umbones of the shell turned forward; the margin smooth; the siphonal fold deep and

rounded. The animal is eaten in North America and on the coast of Europe ; it lives burrowed in

the sand from low water to 100 fathoms. Nearly eighty species are

known living.

^j7 1'WBB^ The genus Venerupis lives in crevices of rocks ; the shell

Jw
'

'jB^fcb.
^^ oblong and ornamented -with concentric raisetl lamellae, and

mV^ ^^Wik '^ti'iated radially. Twenty species are living in Britain, the

r i^i^MM Canaries, India, Peru, kc.

The genus Petricola burrows in limestone and mud ; the

shell is oval and thin. Thirty species are living in the United

States, New Zealand, <fec.

' " Genus Glaibcomya. The shell is shaped like a Mya, but with

three teeth in each valve. The sijthonal fold is deep and angular
;

the valves are covered with a dark green epidermis ; the siphons are very long. Twelve species are

living near the mouths of rivers in India, China &c.

FAMILY XVII.—MACTRID.-E.
The Mactfldm have somewhat triangular equal valves, mostly close fitting ; they have a deep

pit for the hinge ligament, triang\ilar in form ; the hinge has two diverging teeth ; the siphonal fold

is short and rounded ; the epidermis is thick.

Mactra * has a large tongue-shaped foot ; the siphons are united and fringed ; the shell is

* liiitiri, iii':-tfr. a kiieailin^' trough.

CYTHEREA GEOGRArHICA,
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nearly ecjuilateral. The ]\l:vctras iuliabit saii<ly coasts, Ixin-owuiig just below the surtace. Mr. Alder

says that in the island of Arran M. subtruiicata is collected at low water to feed pigs on ; they are

also eaten by the Stai-fishes and Whelks. One hundred and tweiity-tive species are known living.

They are world-wide in their distribution, being especially abundant within the tropics.

The shell of Gnathodon closely resembles that of Ci/rena in form, the valves being thick and

smooth, and covered with a green epidermis ; tlie hinge has two teeth and a deep central cartilage

[lit ; the siphonal fold is moderately deep. Sir Charles Ly^ell mentions that G'. cuneatus was

formerly eaten by the Indians. At Mobile, on the Gulf of Mexico, it is found with Cyrena

carolinemis burrowing two inches deep in mud. The water is brackish, though there is a tide

of three feet. The city of Mobile is built on one of these shell-banks. The road from New Orleans

to Lake Pontcliartrain is made of Gnathodon shells procured fiom the lake, where there is a mound at

the east end a mile long and fifteen feet liigh, and twenty to sixty yards wide.*

The genus Lutraria has a very oblong shell, open at both ends ; it has a prominent cartilage

pit and two small teeth in each valve ; the fold for the siphons is deep and round ; the foot is large

and compressed ; the .shell is covered with epidermis. It inhabits the mud of estuaries. Eighteen

species are known, widely distributed.

The genus Anatinella has an ovate shell ; the cartilage is in a spoon-shaped process within the

valves ; there are two small hinge teeth ; the pallial line is nearly entire. Three species are living

in Ceylon and the Philippines.

FAMILY XVll'r.—TELLINID.E.

The .shell has equal valves, closed and compressed ; the cardinal teeth are two ; the siphonal fold

is large ; the foot is tongue-shaped ; the siphons are separate, long, and slender. " The Tellens are

found in all seas, chiefly in the littoral and laraina-

rian zones ; they frequent sandy bottoms or sandy

mud, bun-owing beneath the surface ; a few species

inhabit estuaries and rivers. Their valves are often

richly coloured and ornamented with finely sculp-

tured lines." (S. P. Woodward.)

Genus Tellina. The shell is ovate, oblong,

rounded in front, angular behind ; the valves

smooth or marked with radiating striie. The most

beautifully coloured Tellina: are found in the seas

of tropical regions. The animals have the power

of leaping from the surface by means of their

muscidar foot. More than 300 species have been

described. tkli.ina kai.iata.

Genus Gastrana. The shell is triangular, valves

equal and convex ; there are two cardinal teetli in the right valve and one in the left ; the siphonal

fold is deep and rounded. Gastrmia bores in mud and clay, and does not move about freely like

Tellina. Three species are known from South Africa.

Genus C-apsula. The shell is ovate, long, open at each end ; it is striated radially ; there are two

hinge teeth in each valve ; the animal resembles Psammohia, Viut the siphons are shorter. Four

species are living in the West Indies, China, &c.

Genus Psammohia^, " Sunset shell." The surface of the valves is smooth or radiately striated,

the siphons very long and slendex-. They inhabit sand and mud, and range from the littoral zone to

a depth of 100 fathoms. A few inhabit British shoi'es, and others with very delicate and beautifully-

rayed shells are natives of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, ifec.

Genus Sanguinolaria. The shell is ovate oblong, round in front, attenuated and gaping behind
;

the pallial fold is very deep ; the hinge ligament external ; the teeth small, two in each valve ;
the

siphons very long ; the foot large and tongue-.shaped. Twenty species are found living in the

West Indies, Australia, Peru, kc.

The genus Semele has a shell like a Tellina in shape, with two hinge teeth in each valve, the

• " Second Visit to the United States," vol. ii., p. lOO. t (-'reek, pfammos, sand ;
bios, life.
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In the genus Donax tlie shell

ligament is external and short, the cartilage internal and long, the siphonal fold deep. Sixty

species are known from Brazil, India, China, &c.

Genus Mesodesma* The valves of shell are thick, triangular, closed; the ligament is internal;

there are lateral teeth in each valve ; the siphonal fold is

small ; the muscular impressions are deep. Thii-tyoue species

occur in the West Indies, Chili, and the Mediterranean.

Genus ErvUlia, " Lentil-shell. " The shell is oval and small,

with a single prominent tooth to the hinge in right valve,

and two obscure teeth in left valve. The siphonal fold is deep.

Two species are living at iifty fathoms in the West Indies, ifec.

vedge-like, somewhat triangular, rounded in front, truncated

behind ; the border of the valves is crenulated ; there are two hinge teeth in each valve, and the

ligament is external. Sixty-eight species are known, found living in Norway, the Baltic, <fec.

The genus Galatea, has a very thick, wedge-shaped, triangular shell, with an olive-green epidermis

;

the hinge is strong, with three teeth and an external prominent ligament, the siphonal fold is

distinct. This is a fresh-water shell, inhabiting the rivers of Africa. Six species are known.

FAIULY XIX.—SOLENID.E.

The shell is more or less elongated, open at each end ; the hinge ligament is external ; there

are cardinal teeth, two in tlie right valve and three in the left. The Salens have a large and

powerful cylindi'ical foot; the siphons aie shoit, and the gills naiiow

Genus Solen, "Razor-fish." The shell is some, \v hat cylmdiical lony and -^ti,light, oi sligiitl\

curved, margins parallel, ends

gaping, hinge line elongated,

ligament external, foot cylin-

drical, obtuse. The Solens are

of world-wide distribution,

except in the colder seas. The

Razor- fishes are powerful bur-

rowers ; they never willingly leave their Ijurrows ; they may, however, be caught with a bent wire,

and are good eating when cooked.

Genus Solecurtus. The shell is ovate oblong, the umbo small, margins almost parallel, ends rounded

gaping ; the hinge ligament is external ; there are two hinge teeth in each valve ; the siphonal fold is

very deep ; the animal is

entirehf retractile within

the shell. The Solecurti

bury themselves in sand

and mud, and are diflicult

to obtain alive. S. cari-

bmits occurs in countless numbers in the bars of American rivers. By removing three or four

inches of sand its burrows may be discovered ; they are vertical cavities one inch and a half in

diameter, and twelve or more deep ; the animal holds fast by the expanded end of its foot. (S. P.

Woodward. ) Twenty-five species are known in Britain, Africa, Madeira, the Mediterranean, &c.

FAMILY XX.—MYACID.E.
The valves of the shell are gaping behind, opaque and strong, covered with a wrinkled

epidermis ; the mantle is almost closed ; the foot small ; the siphons united and retractile.

Genus Mya, "Gaper." The shell is gaping at the ends; the left valve smaller than the right, with
a large process for the cartilage

; the siphonal fold is large ; the epidermis extends over and encloses the

siphons, which are partially retractile. Some of the species of Mya, as M. arenaria and M. truncata,

have a high northern range, being found through the Arctic seas ; they are considered excellent

food, and are not only eaten by man, but by the walrus, the Arctic fox, and even by birds. Ten
species are known living.

* Greek, mesos, midiUe, and desmos, ligament.
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Genus Corbula. Tlie vulves of tliis shell are \erv uneijual, and iiroihiced behind; they do not

gape ; the right valve, which is the largest, has a prominent tootii in front of the cartilage pit

;

the smaller left valve has jn-ojecting

processes ; the siphons of the animal

are short and united, the foot is

pointed. There are sixty species liv-

ing. It inhabits the lower laminarian

zone, and dwells in eighty fathoms.

Genus Thetis. This shell is nearly

circular ; the umbones are prominent;

the valves are translucent and in-

flated ; the interior is slightly pearly

:

there are one or two hinge teeth

;

"aijatomv of soft parts of mva akenabia. the ligament is_ external; the pallia!

a, tbp Anterior, and o'. the Posterior Al.ductor Muscle ; pj. the EicurreiU.aii.l iiMlie Ini-urrcnt line simple. FivC SpCcieS are fouud
SiiJbon ; ff (7,the Gins.or Brajic/iia; /, tbo Footi; tt, the Laliial.or Lili-tentacles: 0, the Oral ,. . . t-, •, • t-, t ,. ,.

Aiierture.or Mouth: s, the Stomach; rf, the Intestine oiiening into the B.\curront Siphon; livms in Britain, r I'ance. Lndia. ifcc.
p. the Peilo;, or Foot, Muscle; 7B, the Mantle. » ' '

,
'

Genus Panopcea. In this genus

the valves are equal ; they are thick, more or less oblong, and open at either end ; the hinge ligament

is external ; there is a prominent tootli in each valve ; the siphonal indentation is deep. This is an

Arctic form, extending from the White Sea to Norway and Britain. The Panopseas are great

burrowers; they dwell from low water to 100 fathoms. The shell attains a length of six or

eight inches. Eleven species are found living in the North Sea, Mediterranean, &c.

Some of the British shells fetch high prices on account of their rarity, although their appearance

is hj no means attractive. The rude-looking bivalve called Panopcea norvegica cannot be obtained for

less than three guineas ; and there is an unusually good specimen in the collection of Mrs. De Burgh,

which was oifered to the British Museum for six guineas and declined, but afterwards realised nearly

that amount. Tell'ma balaustiiia is a much smaller but brightly-tinted shell, of which there is

a specimen in the British Museum worth three guineas.

FAIIILY XXI.—ANATINID.E.

The Anatinidw have thin, nacreous, inequivalve shells, with an external ligament and an

internal cartilage ; the siphons are long and united ; the gills are single on each side. A large

proportion of this family only occurs fossil.

Genus Anatina, "Lantern-shell." The hinge is provided with a spoon-shaped cartilage

process in each valve; the siphons are long, united, covered with wrinkled epidermis ; there is one gill

on each side ; the foot is very small. Fifty species are found living in India, West Africa, the

Philippines, and New Zealand.

Genus Thracia. Thracia pubescens and Anatina suhrostrata, and its sub-genus Periploma

pratenue, are all closely allied forms of the family Anatinidw. There are seventeen species of Thracui,

extending from Greenland to the C'anaiies and China, living at a depth of from four to 120 fathoms.

Genus Pholadomya. The shell is transversely oblong, equivalve, thin, white, and translucent,

gaping at both ends, pearly inside ; the surface of the valves is ornamented with radiating ribs.

Although 160 species are known fossil, only one recent form is known, which is occasionally met
with on the shores of the Island of Tortola, in the West Indies, after hurricanes, being probably

thrown up from deep water by the force of wind and waves.

Genus Lyonsia. The valves of this shell are thin, somewhat pearly, the left being a

trifle the larger ; the posterior end is truncated ; the cartilage plates are oblique ; the animal has

a tongue-shaped foot, which is grooved, and spins a byssus. Twelve species are known, ranging from

Greenland to Madeira and the Indian seas.

Genus Pandora. This genus has thin, closely-fitting valves, pearly inside ; the right valve

is flat, with a diverging ridge and cartilage ; the left valve is deep, with two diverging grooves

at the hinge ; the foot is narrow, and the siphons very short. Eighteen species are known living,

ranging from Spitzbergen to Panama, India, (fee.
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Genus Myadora. In Myadora the valves are exactly the converse of Pandora, the left heing

flat and the riglit convex. The outline is more triangular than that of Pandora, and there is a

free sickle-shaped ossicle in the right valve and two tooth-like ridges in the left. Ten species

are found living in New Zealand, New South AVales, and the Philippines.

Genus J/yoc/uima. In Myochama the animal is attached by the right vah-e, while the

left is round ; the cartilage is internal ; there are two tooth-like projections in each valve.

It is attached to Trigonke and Crassatellce. Its habitat is New South Wales.

Genus Chamoslrea. The shell is solid, and attached by the front side of the right Vidve,

which is deep and strongly keeled. One species only is known, from New South Wales.

FAMILY XXIl.—GASTROCH.ENID^.
They have thin, gaping, toothless valves, united by a ligament, and cemented to a shelly tul)e

when adult. The animal has two very long united siphons behind, and a truncated tinger-like foot

in front. The members of this family are burrowers, either in mud or stone, near low water.

Genus Gastrochwna.* The shell is wedge-shaped, the unibones are turned forward, the

valves gape widely in front and are closed behind. Gastrochwna perforates shells and limestone;

its holes are regular, about two inches deep ; the external orifice is hour-glass-shaped and lined with

shell. Ten species are known in the West Indies, Britain, Red Sea, Pacific Isles, Panama, &c.

Genus SaoMava. The young shell is said to be symmetrical and furnished

with two teeth in each valve ; but the adult is rugose, toothless, thick, oblong,

gaping, with an external hinge ligament ; the siphons are large and united near the

ends. So variable is this shell that five genera a)id fifteen species have been named

upon its aberrant forms. It conceals itself in the crevices of rocks and coral and

amongst the roots of seaweed. At Harwich it bores into the Clay ironstone, at

Folkestone into the Kentish Rag, and at Portland into the Portland Oolite. Its

crypts are six inches long. Saxicava ranges from low water to 140 fatlioms ; it is

found in all Arctic seas. Specimens of Saxkava arctica were more abundant than

any other shells brought home by the Alert and Discovery from the Arctic regions.

Among this section of mollusca are some instances which present the phenomenon of

an extensive geographical distribution, though their capabilities for locomotion are

very limited. For instance, some species of Sazicava arctica, Venus pidlastra, and

Pectcn pusio are found both on northern shores and at the Cape of Good Hope,

though not in the intermediate trojiical regions. Tho. species of Limacina which

belongs to the South Polar Ocean cannot be distinguished from the Liinacina arctica

belonging to the North ; it has no representative in the intermediate seas. The

same is the case with the genus of Functv/rella, which embraces two species, of which

the one belongs to the Arctic, the other to the Antarctic Seas, in the neighbourhood

of Tierra del Fuego.

Genus Clavagella. In this genus the shell is oblong, irregular; the valves

une(|ual, the right valve always free, the left embedded in the dilated hind part

of the tube, which is shelly, cylindrical, attenuated, and open behind ; the margin

is simple or furnished with siphonal fringes. The anterior or lower end of the tube

is club-shaped and either simple or surrounded by spine-like tubes ;
the mantle

being furnished with tentacular processes forms these branching tubuli. Most

of the Clavagellw burrow in stone and coral. Six species occur in the Mediterranean,

Australia, and the Pacific.

Genus AspergUlum, " Watering-pot Shell." In certain boring and burrowing bi-

valves, as Gastrochanm, Clavagella, and Teredo, the shell does not increase with age, but

the siphons secrete a shelly tube in which the soft parts of the animal are encased, and the minute valves

of the young mollusc are" seen embedded in the wall. In AspergUlum vaginifermn, the Watering-pot

Shell, the minute valves are also to be seen near the lower extremity of the tube, the siphonal end

being plain, or ornamented with from one to eight frills. Twenty-one species occur in the Red Sea,

Java, New Zealand, &c.
* Greek, yaster, belly, ami ehana, gape.

THE WATERING-
POT SHELL,

.4SPEK0ILLUM.
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FVMIL\ Will—rilol VDIDl

The characters of this family aie, shell fiee oi ^\lthlll i tubt %al\es equal, gaping at both ends,

thin, white, brittle, armed in liont with i isp hke iniluitations, without hinge teeth, md stieng

liingt, plate lelieved o\ei tht bi_ iks, uid tuiuished ith

PH0L4S BACTII SHELTER HOLLOWED 1)1 T B\ IT IN \ KI ULK OF GVE1S<!

thcued externally by accessoiy valves

a long, curved inusculai- piocesb

beneath each ; anterior musculai

impression on the hinge-plate,

pallial sinus very deep. It In es

perpendicularly in holes in the

rock or sand. The Pholadidw

perforate all substiinces that <ue

softer than their own \alves

(M. Cailliaud), but Mr. Hancock

has pointed out that the foot

appears to be a more eflicient

instrument thiUi the shell foi

burrowing into rock, seeing that

its surface can be renewed is

fast as it is worn away.

Genus Pholas. The com

mon Piddock is used for bait

on the coast of Devon , its

foot is white and translucent

when fresh. It hastwo accessoiy

valves to protect the umbonil

muscle, with a small transverse

plate behind ; a long unsvm

metrical plate fills up the space

between the valves in the dorsal region. Tliu-ty-two species are found living at twenty-five

fathoms. It is almost cosmopolitan. P. costata is sold as food in the market of Havannah.

Genus Pkoladidea. This genus resembles Pholas, but has a deep transverse furrow across

the centre of its valves ; the anterior gape is large, but closed in the adult by a callous plate-

Seven species are found, from low tide to ten fathoms, in Britain, New Zealand, and Ecuador.

Pholaduka and its sub-geuera burrow into shell, wood, resin, wax, ifec.

Genus XylopJiaga. This genus bores into floating wood and timbers which are always covered

by the sea. Two
species are living

in Norway, Britain,

andSouth America^

Genus Teredo.

Tlie shell is globose,

gaping anteriorly,

and behind ; the

valves are trilobate, concentrically striated, divided l)y a single transverse gi-oove ;
the hinge margins

are indexed anteriorly ; the interior of the valves is furnished with a long, curved process for the

attachment of the pedal muscle. T. navalis is ordinarily a foot long, sometimes two feet and a half

;

it destroys soft wood rapidly, and teak and oak do not escape ; it always bores in the direction of the

gi-ain, unless it meets another Teredo. In 1731-2 it did great damage to the piles in Holland, and

caused still more alarm ; metal .sheathing and broad-headed iron nails have been found most

eSectual in protecting piers and sliip-timbers. The Teredo was fii-st recognised as a bivalve mollusc

by Sellius, who wrote an elaborate treatise on the subject in 173.3. (Forbes.) Fourteen species

occur living from low water to more than 100 fathoms, in Norway, Britain, and the Tropics.

Henry Woodward.

TEREDO yAVAlIS.
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INVERTEBRATE—INTERMEDIATE TYPE. THE TUNICATA.

Stnicture of the Tunicata Explained—The Throat or UuUet serving as the Breatliing Organ—Curious Ebb and Flow of the

Blood—Theu- Division into Simple, Social, and Compound Ascidians—Known lo Aristotle—1. Simple Ascidians—
Muscular Nature of Tunic—" Sea-Squirts"—Where Found—2. Social AaciDiANs—.Mode of Union—Genera -3. True
Compound Asl'idians-Their Anatomy—4. The Pi-rosomid.e—Their Pelagic Habits—Their Phosphorescence—5.

Salpid.E—Pelagic— Solitary or in Chains.

The Tunicata are enveloped in a coiiaceous (or leathery) tunic or mantle; whence their name.

This is constructed in the form of a sac with two openings, or else in the shape of a tube of greater

or less dimensions, open at both ends. Within the tunic are the viscera, consisting of well-defined

organs of respiration, circulation, and digestion, and a muscular and a nervous system. The

branchial organ is usually in the form of a sac, placed at the commencement of the alimentary canal,

of which it forms, as it were, the ante-chamber, and is never arranged in distinct leaflets, as it is

in the leaf-gilled bivalve Mollusca. The circulation of their blood is remarkable on account of its

fluctuations and periodical changes of direction. They have no distinct head, and no organs

serving as arms or feet. Sometimes they are free, more usually fixed,

but in all cases free during the earlier portion of their existence.

Some are simple ; some present various degrees of combination ; some are

simple in one generation, combiiied in another. They are all dwellers in

the sea. Their various states and structures enable naturalists to grouj)

tli( ni under several well-marked tribes, of most of which we have examples

HI the British seas. The best classification of them is that proposed by

Fiofessor Milne-Edwards. He divides them into three sub-orders, of whicii

the Salpa, the Ascldia, and the Pyrosoma are the

types, and subdivides the Ascidians proper into

simple, social, and compound. Of all, except the

I'l/rosoma, there are British examples.

" These animals attracted the notice of the

ull-observing Aiistotle. Like most philosophic

naturalists, the question of the distinction between

the animal and vegetable kingdoms had for him

great attractions. The Ascidian was one of the

many creatures which he examined, in the hope of

gaining definite infoi-mation respecting such distinc-

tion. Its inert and sponge-like form, rooted to

the ground, seemed to indicate a vegetable nature
;

but Aristotle wtis not content with a mere external survey. He exjilored its internal structure,

and soon perceived its highly animal condition. His description of the Ascidia is wonderfully

correct ; it occurs in the fourth book of his ' History of Animals.' Thei-e he distinctly recognises the

Ascidians to be Mollusca, of which he says ' they are the only kind whose whole body is enclosed in

a shell, and that .shell of a substance between true shell and leather; it may be cut like dry

leather.' What comparison could be more graphic or more true? ' They ai-e attached to rocks by

their shell. They have two separate openings, which are very small and difficult to notice, one to take

in and the other to eject the water If we open them, we find a nervous membrane

lining this leathery case, and fixed to it at two points corresponding to the openings, one of which

may be looked upon as the mouth, the other the vent.' And then he makes further remarks on their

anatomy. His appreciation of the nature of the Ascidians is an interesting proof of the wonderful

sagacity and minute observation of the great Father of Natural History." (Forbes and Hanley,

"Biitish Mollusca.")

FAMILY I.—ASCIDIAD.E (SIMPLE ASCIDIANS).

The body is sac-shaped, gelatinous or leathery, fixed at one extremity and free at the other ; it has

two more or less prominent orifices, one the "oi-al," or mouth-opening, the other the "atrial," or excur-

rent aperture. The simjile Ascidians are not united into groups by a common integument ; but at times

\
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THE SEA SQUIRTS.

CYNTHIA (AISCIDIA) MICKOCOSMUS.

they ni-e met witli as gregarious assenihlies of individuals, and at others as solitary examples. They

are o\iparous, and the sexes are united.

On the coasts of the Channel, the Mediterranean, and in the China seas and in Brazil, some of

the species of these simple Aseidians are valued as articles of food. "At Cette, Ascidia are taken

regularly to market, and Cynthia mlcrocosmus, although so i-epulsive externally, furni.shes a very

delicate morsel much sought after." (Van Beneden.) The young Aseidians commence life as free-

swimming, tadpole-like embi-yos. The tadpole as it appears in the egg is at first an oval disc ; a tail

is soon after observed ; arm-like projections spring from the head of the creature, which then presents

a striking analogy with the form of a hydroid Zoophyte ; it becomes free, and swims about by means

of its rapidly vilirating tail ; it fixes

itself to rock.s and seaweeds by its

arms ; the tail disappears ; that which

was the head, or nucleus, sends out

root-like projections, orifices appear

in it, and its final form as an Ascidian

begins to be manifested.

The characters of the genus

Ascidium* are—body sessile, covered

witli a leathery or gelatinous tunic

;

branchial orifice eight-lobed; atrial

orifice sLx-lobed ; branchial sac not

plicated, ha^'ing a cii'cle inside of

simple tentacular filaments ; the

meshes of respiratory sac pajDOlated.

The leatheiy sac is exceedingly

muscular and contractile, and from

the rapidity with which (when touched) they eject the water contained in their bodies, they are

popularly known as "Sea-squirts." This outer covering is very remarkable as containing a consider-

able proportion of a sub.stance apparently identical with cellulose, which is one of the most

characteristic of all vegetable products.

The Ascidia are found attached to the under side of rough stones, and vaiy in length from one to

six inches. Tliey are variously, often splendidly, coloured, but are otherwise unattractive. Numbers
of them are often found clustering among tangles, like bunches of some strange semi-transparent

fruit. (E. Forbes.)

They range from low water to twenty fathoms, attached to rocks, shells, and the like, twenty species

being found in Britain, the Mediterranean, Greenland, Spitzbergen, the United States, and elsewhere.

Genus J/olguIa.i The body is attached or free, and more or less globular in form ; the orifices

are very contractile naked tubes ; the oral is six-lobed, the atrial four-lobed. They have been met
with between tide-marks in the laminarian zone, and down to a depth of twenty-fi-\e fathoms.

The surface is membranous, and is usually covered with particles of sand and other extraneous

substances. Five species are recorded by Adams, from Britain, Denmark, itc.

Genus Cynthia. The body is covered with a coriaceous tunic, not stalked ; the oral and atrial

orifices are each four-lobed ; the branchial sac is longtitudinally plicated. The meshes in the respira-

tor}- tissue have no ]iapill!e ; there are two ovaries. The species ranges from low water to thirty fathoms.

They are frequently found associated in groups of numerous individuals, and their tests, even in the

same species, are often variously coloured. They are found on the coast of Greenland, Norway,
Britain, and the Mediterranean. They are often gregarious, forming large bunches by the interlacing

of their root fibres.

Genus Pelonaia-X Tlie test Ls cylindrical ; the liody elongated, smooth or wrinkled ; the apertures

are on two small conical eminences, lower end provided with fine rootlets ; there are two ovaries. Two
species occur in Britain and Norway. Pelonaia ressmbles Sipiinculus, one of the worm-like Echino-

derms, in appearance ; it is not free, but rooted in the mud, and quite as apathetic as other Aseidians.

* Greek, askos, a skin bottle, t Greek, molyos, a bag of skin. J Greek, pelos, )
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The characters of the gemis Chelyosoina* are—covering horny ; form oblong, depressed ; upper sur-

face covered by eight polygonal plates ; aperture small, six-valved, jfrominent. Its habitat is Greenland.

Genus Boltenia. These Ascidians have a horny covering, aud are attached by a stalk, the young

growing on the stem of the parent. The apertures are on the side ; they live attached to stones

in deep water, sometime.s as much as seventy fathoms. 8ix species are enumerated from New
Zealand, Greenland, and North America; they are most abundant in Arctic seas.

FAMIbV II.—CLAVELLIXID^E (SOCIAL ASCIDIAXS).

Tlie members of this family are compound, i.e., each individual has its own heart, respiratory

system, and organs of nutrition, but fixed on stalks or bases common to the group, through which the

blood circulates in opposite directions, like the ebbing and flowing of the sea.

Genus CluvdlitM.\ The body is elongated, erect ; the covering is smooth, transparent, and

marked with coloured lines. The individuals of a group are

connected or united by creeping tubular prolongations from the

common tunic. These are small, transparent, comi)Ound

Ascidians, found adhering to stones and seaweed by means

(il .urious root-like prolongations of their outer tunic, by

which a circulation is kept up common to the entire com-

muuity. They are found in Great Britain, Greenland, and

the Mediterranean.

Genus Ferophora. The animal is stalked, roundish, flat-

tened, and united by pedicles to creeping root-like tubes, part of

the common tunic through which the blood circulates. P.

listeri is a minute creature, and was discovered by Mr. Lister

at Brighton. He says, " It occurs in groups consisting of

several individuals, each having its own heart, respiration, and

system of nutrition, but fixed on a peduncle that branches

from a common creeping stem, and all being <;onnected by a

circulation that extends throughout." Mr. McAndrew and

Professor E. Forbes dredged it adhering to weed on the Coast

of Anglesey. " It is beautifully transparent, appealing on

the weed like little specks of jelly dotted with orange and

brown, and linked by a winding silvery thread." (Forbes.)

The characters of the genus Syntethys are—animals com-

pound, gelatinous, orbicular, sessile ; individuals very promi-

nent ; arranged sub-concentrically in the common mass

;

branchial and atrial orifices simple ; not cut into rays.

Syntethys is a Clavellina with the habit of a Diazona.

The only known species forms compact, greenish, translucent, gelatinous masses of half a foot in

diameter, and nearly equal height, affixed to rocks or stones hy a short base. The individual

Ascidians are, when fnll grown, two inches in length. (Forl)es and Hanley.) They are found in

Applecross Sound.

FAMILY III.-EOTRYLLID.E (TRUE COMPOUND ASCIDIANS).

In the last family the individuals were seen to be connected by a common tunic, but in

this flimilj', the Botryllidai, the separate envelopes are fused, and lose their individuality, forming

a common coveiing in which all tlie Ascidians ar? embedded, in one or more groups. Their mouths,

or branchial orifices, are simple, and each cluster is ranged round a common " atrial " or excurrent

orifice.

If when walking on the searshore about low-water mark we turn over large stones, or look \mder

projecting eaves of rock, we are almost sure to see translucent jelly-like masses of various hues

of orange, purple, yellow, blue, grey, and green, sometimes nearly uniform in tint, sometimes beauti-

fully variegated, and very frequently pencilled as if with stars of gorgeous device ; now encrusting the

* Greek, rhclt/s, a tortoise ; soiiui, body. t Latin davella, a small staff.

BULTE.VIA (aSCIDIA) PEDUNCCLATA.
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Burfiice of the rock, now depeuiling tium it in icicle-like jirojections. Tbese are compound Ascidi:ins.

A tangle or broad-leaved fuciis, torn from its rocky bed, or gatlKU-ed ou the sands where the waves

lia\e ciist it after storms, will show us similar bodies, mostly star-figured, investing their stalks,

winding among the intricacies of its roots, or clothing with a glairy coat tlie expanse of its foliated

extremities. If we keep some of these bodies alive in a vessel of sea water, we find them lie there as

apathetic as sponges, giving few signs of vitality beyond the slightly pouting out of tube-like mem-
branes around apertures which become visible on their surfaces, though a closer and microscopic

examination will show us currents in active motion in the water around those apertures, streams

ejected and whirlpools rushing in, indicating that, however toi'pid the creature may externally appear,

all the machinery of life, the respiratory wheels and circulatory pumps, are hard at work in its inmost

recesses. In the course of oiu- examination, especially if we cut \\\> the mass, we find that it is not a

single animal which lies before us, but a commonwealth of beings, botmd together by common and

vital ties. Each star is a family, each group of stars a community. Individuals are linked together

in systems, systems combined into masses. Each member of the commonwealth has its own peculiar

duties, but shares also in operations which relate to the interest and well-being of the mass. Anatomi-

cal investigation shows us the details of these curious structures and arrangements, beautiful as wise.

Indeed, few bodies among the lower forms of animal life exhibit such exquisite and kaleidoscopic

figures as those which we see displayed in combinations of the compound Ascidians.

The merit of first understanding and interpreting the true nature of these curiou.s bodies is due

to Jules Cesar Savigny, an illustrious French naturalist, whose zeal in the cause of minute investiga-

tion eventually deprived him of sight, and the world of many profound and philosophical researches.

Before Savigny's time the Botryllidjse had been confounded with Polypes, and regarded as

forms of the genus Alcyonium, to which, indeed, the masses bore a striking resemblance. The

earliest distinct figures of these forms appeared in the Philosophical Transactions for 1757, where

they were published by Schlosser ; and in 1758, that curious observer Borlase gave descriptions

sufficiently graphic, and nide but unmistakable figures, of several species, in his interesting folio on

"The Natural History of Cornwall." The first naturalist who indicated their compound nature, and

held forth a clue to their true affinities, was the famous botanist Gaertner, whose zoological observa-

tions on marine animals, communicated to and published by Pallas in 1774, are of the highest degree

of merit. Gaertner, however, did not follow up his inquiries in these bodies, though to him we owe

the generic gi'oups .6o<ry?^)ts and Distomus. The Italian naturalist, Renieri, in 1703, had a similar

obscure perception of their affinities.

The memoir's of Savigny, published in 1816, however, threw entirely new and unanticipated

light on their nature. He showed that they were essentially Ascidians, differing from the simple

forms only in being united into more or less complicated systems. The researches of Milne-Edwards

" On the Compound Ascidians of the Channel," read before the Institute of France, 1839, have fully

confirmed those of Savigny, and have also greatly extended our knowledge of these creatures. The

figures given by both these naturalists are among the most beautiful aird minutely accurate that have

ever illustrated and adorned natural history essays. (Forbes).

Genus BotryUus. The animals of this genus offer no distinction between thorax and abdomen
;

their organs of digestion, .fee, occupy the thoracic cavity, forming an ovoid mass. The branchial

orifices are simple, ranged horizontally round a common cloaca, in groups of simple stars. There are

ten species found in the United States and Europe.

Genus Didemnium.* The test is coriaceous, jwlymorphous, sessile and incrusting ; the systems

numerous, compressed, without central cavities ; the individuals are scattered ; the abdomen is peduncu-

late, and the ovary is placed by the side of the intestinal loop. It is found in Europe.

Genus EucmlumA The test is gelatinous, but in other respects closely resembling Didemnium, save

that the animals are sometimes arranged in fives (quincuncially). Its distribution is in the European seas.

Genus Leptoclinum.X The test is thin, gelatinous or coriaceous and incrusting. The individuals

are irregularly grouped round common cavities. Six British species are found on roots of Laminaria.

The colour is yellowish-white, variegated with blue.

• Greek, dis, double ; demnia, a bed. + Greek, eii koHos, much excavated.

t Greek, hptos, thin ; kline, a couch.
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The characters and distribution of the remaining genera may be succinctly stated.

G-enus Distomus. Covering semi-cartilaginous, fixed, variable in lorm, groups numerous,

generally circular, orifices six-rayed. Two species are found in Europe, Africa, and Australia.

Genus Diazona. Common covering gelatinous, fixed, sometimes stalked, groups prominent
'

ranged in circles on a concentric disc, like the petals of a flower, with the atrial cavity in the

centre ; the branchial orifice is six-rayed. One species occurs in the Mediterranean.

Genus Polyclinum.* Covering gelatinous or cai-tilaginous, variable in form, systems numerous,

convex, somewhat stellate, tunicaries, groups of individuals ten to one hundred and fifty, at unequal

distances. Seven species are known in Britain, the Red Sea, India, ifec.

Genus Aplydium. Systems numerous, prominent, annular or sub-elliptical, tunicaries three to

twenty-five in single rows, equidistant from the centres, branchial orifice six-rayed. Living attached

to stones, &c., in deep water. They are found in the Red Sea and Europe.

Genus Sidmjum. The animals of Sidayuni partake of the characters of Syncecium and
Aplydium, resembling the former in the structure of their stomach, and the latter in their branchial

apparatus. Each has an eight-toothed branchial orifice, and a simple tubular vent folded against the

thorax. The ovary is pedunculated and very conspicuous at the extremity of the animal. (Adams.)

Genus Symecium. Semi-cartilaginous, cylindrical, stalked, solitary or gregarious, systems circular,

terminal tunicaries six to nine in a group
; apertures six-rayed. Only one species is known, obtained

from Spitzbergen.

Genus SiyiUina. Covering solid, gelatinous, conical, elongated, erect on a stalk, individuals in

irregular circles one above another, openings six-rayed. A single species is found living in tropical seas.

FAMILY IV.—PYROSOMID.E.
The animals are compound, free and pelagic.

Genus Pyiohomii t The body is cyhndiical, hollow, non-contractile, cartilaginous, open at one end

Wi ,ti:sAMH\>^ih&^>^.^," »c. - '^"^^' *"'"' covered externally by the numerous pointed zooids,

1 langed in whorls; the interior is mammillated and pierced by the

^ uuent orifices of the tunicaries. The Pyrosoraes are from two to

t lurteen inches long, and from half an inch to three inches in cir-

pii usiiMi cumfeience. They are made up of innumerable individuals united
A tL iirni I \ II

I

1

1 1
iiiiic

^jjg -jjy. ^j^jg^
rpj^g

inhaleut openings are external, the exhaleut

within the tube, and the result of so many little currents discharged into the cavity is to produce one

general outflow, which impels the floating cylinder, with its closed end forward, through the water.

June 15th, 18.50, lat. 4o° S., long. 110° W. :
—" The sky was clear but moonless, and the sea calm,

and a more beautiful sight can hardly be imagined than that presented from the decks of the ship as she

drifted, hour after hour, through this shoal of miniature pillars of fire gleaming out of the dark sea,

with an ever-waning, ever-brightening, soft bluish light, as far as the eye could reach on eveiy side.

The Pyrosoma floated deep, and it was with difficulty that some were procured for examination

and placed in a bucketful of water. The phosphorescence was intermittent, jjcriods of darkness alternating

with periods of brilliancy. The light commenced in one spot, apparently on the body of the zooid,

and gradually spread from this to the centre in all directions ; then the whole was lighted up. It

remained brilliant for a few seconds, and then gradually faded and died away, until the whole mass was
dark again." (Huxley, Philosophical Transactions, Part II., 1851, p. 580.)

M. P6ron first observed the phosphorescence of the Pyrosomes in a squall at sea. He says :

—

" Suddenly we discovered at some distance a great phosphorescent band stretched across the waves and

occupying an immense ti-act in advance of the ship. Soon we reached the illuminated tract, and

perceived that the prodigious brightness was certainly and only attributable to the presence of an

innumerable multitude of animals floating on the waves. Those seen near the surface of the

water perfectly resembled small incandescent cylinders of iron."

FAMILY v.—SALPID.E.

The animals are free, oceanic, alternately solid, and united in circular or lengthened groups. These

Salpa chains vary in length from a few inches to many feet, and swim through the water with a

* Greek, jujIus, many ; /L-Une, a couch. + Greek, pin; fire ; mnui, a body.



regular serpentine movement ; but when taken from the water the individuals of the group are easily

detached. Chamisso discovered that the solitary Salpw do not belong to species distinct from those

united in chains, however dissimilar, but are either the parents or the progeny, as the case may be,

of the aggregated forms; and that chained Sulpa- do not produce chained Salpvn, but solitary

Halpce, which in turn do not pro-

duce solitary but chained Salin

" so that a Salp mother is not like •

its daugliter or its mother, but

resembles its sister, its grand-

daughter, and its grandmother.'

(Chami.sso.)

In the genus Sa/pa* the

animal is sub-cylindrical, being ""^^^s-.,
^i„_____

.^'—^^^^^•^ '-s.^

truncated in front by the mouth- ~ -^.^

opening, and pointed behind ; the salpa maxima {,r,a.]n!jkLi).

excurrent or anal orifice is placed

beneath the pointed termination ; the body-covering is thin and transparent ; the muscular mantle i.-i

incomplete, forming transverse or oblique bands ; the mantle cavity is lined with a series of sinuses,

or folds ; the gill is rudimentai-y, forming an oblique band across the interior ; the visceral cavity is

behind. The young are produced by genmiation in chains, consisting of individuals unlike the parent,

and becoming oviparous, the alternate genei-ations only being alike.

"The individual Salpians are from half an inch to ten inches in length ; the chains vary from a few

inches to many feet, but are often broken up, indeed the adults appear to be always separate. They

swim with either end foremost, although the pointed end would seem the nonnal one, as the motion

is produced by the forcible expulsion of water from the mantle. Each orifice is furnished with a

valve, and there is no division between the atrium and respiratory cavity except the rudimentary

gills, or ' hypopharyngeal band.' The Salpa-chains also swim with a regular serpentine movement.

" The solitary SalpiB always contain a chain of embryos winding spirally round the visceral

nucleus. The aggregate iSalpse produce a single ovum at a time, which is attached by a pedicle to

the posterior part of the respiratory cavity." (Huxley.)

Genus Doliulum.f The body is transparent, cask-shaped, open at the ends, and from two to

ten lines in length ; the oral extremity is rather prominent, with twelve denticulations ; the posterior

end is fringed. (Huxley.) There are two species known. They are found near Amboyna, Vanicoro,

and New Zealand.

In AppendiculariaX the body is ovoid, one-sixth to one-quarter of an inch long, with a

long curved lanceolate tail, or swimming organ; the smaller end is perforated, leading into a

cavity lined by a system of folds; the pharynx, which is ciliated, serves in lieu of a gill; the gullet is

short, curved ; the stomach is wide. (Huxley.)

These minute creatures appear to be the lowest forms of the Tunicata, typifying, in their adult

stage, the larval state of the higher Ascidians.

" When cruising," says Prof Edward Forbes, " ofli' the north coast of Scotland, in 1845, with

Mr. Robert McAndrew, our attention was attracted by the appearance of cloudy patches of red

colouring matter in the water, and on procuring a sample, and submitting it to microscopic ex-

amination, it was found to consist entirely of the curious and anomalous creatures kno^vn as

Appendicularice." Dr. S. P. Woodward writes :—" Many small Appendicularim were taken in the

towing net (May, 18-57) in the Channel, between Portland Bay and Ushant."

* Greek, mlpe, a .sea-fish. t Latin, diminutive of dnUum, a large jar.

t Lilt., Ap/iendicuht, a small aijpeudage.

Henry Woodward.



THE INTERMEDIATE GROUP, MOLLUSCOIDA.

THE 5IANTLE-BKEATHING BIVALVES (BRACHIOPODA) AXD THE M0.S8-AN1MALS • (BRYOZOA).

THE BRAC^HIOPODA—Life History and Characters of the Brachioiioda—Origin of the Name—Subdivision of the

Group— Its Relations to other Organisms—Growth aud Structure of the External and Internal Skeleton^Muscles—
Organ of Attachment—Mantle—Gills—Digestive, Generative, and Nervous Systems— How the Brachiopoda Live

—

Classification and Anatomy of Minor Groups—Distribution in Space and Ranges of Depth of Living Forms—Fossil

Genera—Embryology and Affinities—THE BRYOZOA*—Life History of the Moss-animals—Name and Bosition of the

Group—Its Chief Subdivisions—The Colonial Skeleton—The Individual Moss-animal-Muscles aud their Action

—

Respiratory, Circulatoiy, and Reproductive Systems—Structure and Functions of the Appendicular Organs— Classi-

fication and Anatomy of Minor Groups—Geographical and Bathymetrical Distribution of Marine and Fresh-water

Genera-Geological Range-Reproduction of the Colony and of the Individual—Embryological History—Affinities and
Systematic Position of the Brachiopoda and Bryozoa.

All tlie Bi'ac]iiopoda,f or mantle-breathing bivalves, are exclusively inliabitants of the ocean.

They are found attached to stones, rocks, corals, sponges, sea-mats, and sea-weeds, or adhering to

each other in masses, in shallow water, and are dredged from considerable depths. The class—a very

extensive one—comprises about one hundred and thirty genera, and between four and five thousand

species. By far the gi-eater number of these are extinct forms ; but the one hundred and thirty

existing species merit consideration as the sur^aving members of a most ancient but now declining

race. For these lowly molluscs were among the first representatives of life in the ancient seas of

our planet, during remote geological ages.
.

The fir.st figures and descriptions of members of this group were given liy Prince Fabio Oolonna

in 160G. But the animals were for many years confounded with the

" plate-gilled " bivalves (Lamellibranchiata) already described (p. 230),

and the great Cuvier was the first to recognise their distinctive charac-

ters. He constituted a separate class for the reception of the

Brachiopoda, signifj'ing " arm-footed," under the impression that

some largely-developed internal organs which occupy the gi'eater

portion of the interior of the shell—the so-called " arms " or " feet,"

which are the special characteristic of these organisms—were used

as feet, and employed in the processes of locomotion. It is now
known that these organs, although capable of protnision, in some

genera, beyond the marginal or outer edges of the shell, are never

De Blainville's subsequently proposed

the respiratory function

pedition.) exercised by the palliimi or mantle—the delicate membranous internal

lining of the sliell—is therefore used by some naturalists. But the first name enjoys the right

of priority and long habit, and as Brachiopoda these animals will probably ever be better known,

although they never walk upon their so-called arms or feet.

In fact, their powers of locomotion are somewhat limited, being restiicted, in most genera, to

a free movement on the muscular stalk or pedmiole. Members of one

genus, however, jerk themselves about by the sliding action of their

valves, swinging the fringes of setfe, or minute bristles edging the

mantle, to and fro like the oars of a galley, and leaving a peculiar

track in the sand. Young individuals, in the earlier stages of growth,

are quite free and unattached, swimming actively about in the water.
:

Others were fixed during a portion of their lives, the opening for

the peduncle subsequently becoming closed. A few of the fossil

forms show no marks of attachment, and are believed to have always
, n . , Fig 2 —IlISCIMSC 4 HMtLLOSA

enjoyed a free existence. on callao, pekl ( i/re, Dai.a>.« )

The Brachiopoda were also called Lampades, or lamp-shells, by the

older naturalists, the shape of the sliell, and the hole serving for the passage of the peduncle, suggest-

* Greek, bruon, moss; zoon, an animal. t Greek bravhion, an arm; pous, the foot.

J Palliobranchiata. Lat., iKillium, a mantle ; Greek, byanckia, gills.

Fig. 1. TEREBRATULA CLBENSIS
ATTACHED TO CORAL AT A DEPTH really uscd for locomotion,
OP 420 FATHOMS, OFF ASCENSION, ^jtig „£ u mantle-breather.s, " + referring
(After Damism.) r Challmgey" Ex- . , , , „. ,

,"
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ing this comparison with an Etrusca.i hinip. It in one, howe^•el, that is applicabU? to comparatively

few species. At one time tliese organisms were i-anked witli the higlier sheil-tish—after the Gastero-

poda—thus taking precedence of all the bivalve class. But they were not long allowed to maintain

this position ; first reduced to a lower grade, they were afterwards ejected from the ranks of the

.shell-tish proper, and relegated to an inferior division of the molluscan type to which the name

of " mollusc-like animals " * was applied. Some recent authorities assign them a very different

position, and after detailed observations of the successive stages of development assumed by the

immature animals, place them with a section of the worm family (Annelida) that surround

themselves with a tubicolar sand-covering, a habit, by the way, which is shared by one family of the

Brachiopoda. But the adult animal of all the mantle-breathing bivalves is always enclosed between,

and protected by, an external shell forming two valves or pieces, which are generally regarded

as " front " and " back " shields, instead of right and left, as in the bivalve shells (p. 230). Each of

the two pieces composing the shell is always symmetrical in itself, but the shell is never " equivalve,"

as one piece is invariably larger than the

other. Yet the expanded edges are

nearly always level and opposable, resting

one upon the other.

None of the recent Brachiopoda are

very large, but many of the extinct forms

attained considerable dimensions, and in

one Carboniferous species (Producius

tjigantens) the shell sometimes measured

over a foot in length and in breadth.

The shells of many species are quite

smooth, or striated and marked with

circular lines of growth ; others are coarsely

or finely ribbed with longitudinal or

transverse ridges, or depressions. Some

are white and of a transparent and glassy

texture, as in the deep sea forms. Those

inliabiting Arctic or Northern seas are of

a dull gi'ey colour, and the shell is more

robust ; while the tropical species are often

brilliantly coloured, the prevailing hues

being crimson, yellow, emerald green, brown, or bluish black. Traces of coloration are occasionally

preserved in fossil specimens, many of which are beautifully sculptured externally, and some

extinct forms were additionally ornamented with long and elegant spines, attached to the outer

surface of their shells. In some genera the spines covered the whole exterior, and were coloured like

the shell, as in the Ehynchonella spinosaf (a) of the Oolitic seas, or long and slender, were

irregularly distributed over the -surface of the ventral valve (b). In others they were merely

developed in the region of the hinge (c). The spines, in one instance, armed with minute

booklets, were often four or five times the length of the shell. They were generally tubular,

sometimes with a double chamber like a gun. (Davidson.) Opinions have varied considerably with

regard to the functions of these appendages. Some writers consider them merely ornamental,

others, as canals admitting the sea-water to the interior of the shell, or as organs of attachment

which served as anchors to moor the animal at the bottom of the sea. A tiny species that

flourished in the Carboniferous seas, though a silent witness, furnishes irrefutable evidence that

they occasionally acted as clasping organs. Fig. 3, d, represents this small "embracing" Productus,

encircling the stalk of a sea lily (crinoid), with its slender sijine-;. Thus the animal, enabled to

resist the rude bufiets of the waves, was preserved from rough contact with surrounding objects. J

The Brachiopoda are subdivided into two principal groups. All members of the

*The Molluscoida of Milne-Edwards. f Spiny little beak. A spine-covered species of this genus (Bh. doderleini) has

been recently discovered living in .Japanese waters. J Robert Etheridge, Jun., F.G.S., Journal of the Geolrxjical Soc, 1876.

Fig. a.—A, EHYNCHONELLA SPINOSA, INFERIOR OOLITE ; 11, I-UOUUfTlS
LONGISPINUS, CARBO.VIFEROUg ; C, CHONETES ; D, VENTRAL VALVE
OF PRODUCTUS COMPLECTENS, LOWER CARBQNIFEKOUS LIMESTONE.
(After Davidson and S,, Etheridge, Junior.)

first
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and more liiglily organised division of Tretenterata,* are characterised Viy the presence C'F

an anal orifice. Those belonging to the second and lower group of Clistenteratat are not

provided with that opening, and the intestinal tube ends in a blind sac. These important dis-

tinctive characters, lir.st made known by the anatomical researches of Messrs. Hancock and
Huxley, have since been confirmed by Professor Morse in a living Clistenterate. He
witnessed the rejection of the waste products by the mouth, the only outlet in one of the

lower forms (Terebratulina). Other remarkable stractural differences are associated with these

distinguishing features. The first, or Tretenterate group, is devoid of any internal skeleton, the

two valves of the shell being quite free, and kept in place solely by the shell muscles. In at least

one genus of it (Lingula), they move freely from side to side, opening obliquely by means of the strong

" lateral " or side muscles, specially restricted to that purpose (Fig. 6, j k l). Members of the

second group generally have the two valves firmly united by hinge teeth, which fit into sockets

in the opposite valve and efiectually prevent any lateral movements. Consequently, the side

muscles are not developed, l)ut are replaced by others which enable the animal to open its shell

a very little way in a horizontal direction ; or, in one genus (Thecidium) at right angles. But
the gape is exceedingly small amongst the Brachiopoda, as compared with that of the true

bivalved mollusoa. An internal skeleton, for the support of the breathing organs, is usually present

in the Clistenterata, and the shape it assumes is most variable. As the Tretenterates appeared

first on the globe, the second and inferior forms may be regarded as possibly their degenerated

descendants. Members of one ancient and extinct family, | believed to be exclusively restricted

to the seas of the Silurian age, present a general external resemblance to the lower and
Clistenterate .species. Tliey appear also to have possessed some characters of both groups,

rudimeiitary hinge teeth, indicating interlocking valves, being associated with the impressions

left by side muscles which may have enabled the animal to move its shell sideways. The
chemical constituents of these often massive shells are also of a difierent and somewhat intermediate

nature, carbonate of lime entering far more largely into their structure than into that of Lingula and
Discina, which are almost exclusively composed of a corneous or horny substance ; while in the shells

of Crania, Glottidia, and all the Clistenterate genera the calcareous element predominates.

The shell is secreted by the mantle^ and appeai-s (in Terebratulina) in the fifth stage

of the development of the hitherto naked embryo. It first develops in the region of the peduncle,

subsequently increasing in growth at the margins of the valves, and it differs so considerably,

both in structiire and mode of growth, from that of the lamellibranch, that a small fragment

can be readily identified by microscopic examination, even when derived from a fossil species.

Dr. Carpenter describes the shell as consisting of two layers which correspond in thickness with

the outer layer only of that of the lamellibranch. It has a fibrous prismatic structure

which gives it a scale-like appearance (Fig. 4, a). In many genera the shell is perforated

differing in size and situated at variable distances from each other.

They make their appearance in the earliest stages

of the develojiment of the shell ; the largest

measure -jig and the smallest -joVo "^ *'i "'^h

m diameter. These canals are charged with cellu-

lar pi ejections (Fig. 4, b, c) of the fleshy mantle,

torresponding in position with tiny cells spread

over the upper surface of this delicate siem-

branous covering of the animal. Their functions

are not absolutely determined, but Dr. Carpenter

believes them to be subservient to respiration.

Of the two valves composing the shell, the

front or ventral valve (Fig. 5, a) is generally the larger. In many forms it is produced at the apex (rf)

into a prominent beak perforated at its extremity by a hole, the foramen (/), for the passage of the

peduncle or bundle of muscular fibres by means of which the animal attaches itself to neighbouring

objects. The back shield, or dorsal valve (Fig. 5, b), contains the animal, and also a variously-shaped

• Greek, tvaos, perforated. t Greek, chistos, shut ; eidera, intestiues. J The Trimerellidse.

ith iiuite canal

Fig. 4.— SECTIONS OF SHELL STUrCTUBE. C, C,EC.\L TL
on PROJECTIONS. (AJ'ier Carpenter.)



THE MUSCLES OF BRACIIIOPOHA.

pairs of whidi iii

Fig r> — X \ENTK1L
SHOW ISO SCAKSOF

proct-ss, the loop {/), wliieli forms tlie internal skeleton and suppoi-t of tlie raore or less developed
brachial or breathing organs, "the arms." This delicate calcareous appendage—formed of the same
substance as the outside shell—in reality consists of slender prolongations of the shell lip.

It varies considerably in size, shape, and method of attachment to the interior of the dorsal

valve, and is specially characteristic of the inferior or Clistenterate group. The valves are firmly

attached to each other by two curved hinge-teeth (a, t), which fit into corresponding depre.seions or

sockets in the opposite dorsal valve (b, s) in the articulated species. ^V^hen thus secured the united

valves cannot be easily detached, but they are opened readily by the action of the shell-muscles, five

developed for that purpose (Hancock). Two pairs of adductors, a, close the

c valves. Another pair, divaricators, open

them, c, c', and two others, the ventral ad-

justers h, and the peduncuhir b', adjust the

shtll upon the peduncle.

Among the higher or Treteiiterate group

the muscular system is very complicated,

and in the Discinidse (Fig. 2) approaches

neaiest to that of the articulated genera.

In the helmet shells (Craniadse, Fig. 9)

the valves move upon the straight side, as

on a hinge Nidthout sliding, but in Lingula,

(Fig 7) they have been observed to slide

AxsTRALis,fiom side to side. This genus has five pairs

of muscles, and an odd one, their functions

" "'"VanXSor%^T,lS.i'airu1L'i?°S'o.uiLri;us"iJf
"'''' bemg thus apportioned :—The single muscle

in the region of the beak, the umbonal

(Fig. 6, (j) opens the valves. The pair of centrals Qi) closes them ; three pairs of laterals {j, k, I)

are restricted to the side of the valves, and slide them ; while the fifth pair of trausmedians {i)

controls the movements from side to side of the beak or umbonal regions of the shell. (King.) There

are no peduncular muscles. The muscles leave definite arched-, crescent-, or otherwise-shaped

impressions on the interior of the valves at the point of their attachment to the shell. These scars,

recognisable even in many fossil forms, serve ai, additional

clues in referring a genus to one or other of the particular

family groups. ^ --^^^ ' ^
The peduncle of the Tretenterates passes either through fl^/? ^\|

a fissure in the ventral valve, as in Discinisca (Fig. 2), or i"'^\%
_?._

%,'\

between the beaks of the almost equivalved shell, as in i.-S'.,'!'.'^
'''^'':\

Lingula (Fig. 7), in which this mooring organ is sometimes

enormously developed, occasionally measuring over nine

inches. It is mobile, ringed,* highly contractile, and com-

posed of an outer horny layer, and an inner one of longitu-

dinal nmscular fibres. It is hollow, and the blood, which

is of a red colour, courses back and forth in the central

cavity, circulating for several days efter death and separation

from tlie thoracic portion of the animal. Its surface is

crowded with minute pores, and in two species [Lingula

jtijramidataj and L. anatina), which live free in the sand, and do not adhere by its extremity, has the

power of agglutinating a sand tube. This is promptly repaired when broken or remo^ed from the

animal, an operation thus described by Professor E. S. Morse :
—" When the peduncle was broken off,

a bulb of sand would soon be agglutinated to protect the broken end, and not only sand was used, but

bits of seaweed ; and in one case a little stick was incorporated in this structure. I brought home

with me to Salem, Mass., a number of living specimens, and these were kept alive in large bowls, from

6.—A, VENTRAL
;

LINGLLA ANATIN

Umbonal Muscles : U. Centrals

* AccorJing to researches of AV. K. Brooks ("Results of the Chesapeake Laborato

peduncle in Lingula describeil by Morse is not a permanent character. f Now kno

1879 "), the segmentation of the

; as GluttUlia audeiarti, Broderip.
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Juno to October, by imitating as far as possible their natural surroundings. They would often

protrude above the surface of the sand, and instantly jerk back when alarmed. On emptying the

sand from the bowl one day, great was my surprise to tind that all of the Lingulae had covered the

bottom of the bowl with large irregular sand-tubes, cemented to the sides and bottom of the dish, the

tubes running over each other, and presenting precisely the appearance as that produced by Terabella

and allied forms when kept in dishes in this way." The peduncle is sometimes preserved in a fossil

state.

The interior of each valve of the shell is invariably lined by the pallium or mantle, a

delicate membrane which closely invests the body of

the animal occupant. It is divided into two lobes,

which are united only at the peduncle and extend to

the outer edges of the shell, where they are fringed with

bristles (Fig. 7, s) of variable thickness, and length. The

mantle is composed of two distinct layers : the outer

adheres closely to the valves of those genera in which

the shell substance is perforated by canals which are

-LiNouLA PYRAMiDATA. {After Mom.) partially filled with its minute projections. The undei

layer, of a thimier, granulated texture, is clothed with

vibratile cilia. The mantle secretes, nourishes, and

repairs the shell substance, and is also concerned with the processes of respiration, the pui-ification

and circulation of the blood. It also serves in some cases as a medium for the discharge of

the eggs, which apparently accumulate in the larger sinuses of its arterial system. In some genera,

a series of very minute calcareous plates stiffen the mantle and form a protection over the veins, the

breathing organs, and tlie ^perivisceral cavity—as that small portion of the shell which is occupied by

the digestive organs is termed, to distinguish it from the larger space

—

the pctllial chamber— filled

by the mantle. This—separated from the former by a membranous wall clothed with cilia

—

contains only the brachial organs and mantle, and may be compared with the tentacular sheath of

the Moss-animal. (See p. 273.)

The largely-developed fleshy brachial organs, so characteristic of the Brachiopoda, occupy a

considerable portion of the pallial cavity of the shell. Formerly regarded as uniting the functions

of respiration and locomotion, they gave the name of Brachiopoda to the group. But they are more

correctly designated the brachial appendages. They are often supported by the calcified loop-shaped

prolongations of the shell lip already alluded to (Fig. 5, b, I). They are now known to act as

accessory breathing and circulatory organs, and are also employed in collecting and directing towards

the mouth situated at their base currents of water ; and in eliminating therefrom the microscopic

organisms, consisting chiefly of minute plants, diatomacese and infusorian animalcules which con-

stitute the nourishment of the animal inhabiting the shell. Hancock describes these organs as

consisting of a flexible membranous tube, fringed on one side by a double row of hollow ten-

tacles or cirri (Fig. 8, i). Each of these is capal^le of separate movement, and is in turn clothed with

pliant hairs or cilia. These cilia draw the " minute nutrient particles " down into the groove or

gutter which lies at the base of the tube, which is also lined with cilia, and so the nourishment is

conveyed down its course to the mouth situated at the origin of the anns. This opening—

a

simple .slit—communicates with a comparatively short gullet, which leads into a more elongated

stomach. The alimentary canal, of variable length, ends somewhat abruptly in a blind sac in

the lower forms. In the higher, it is prolonged, turns upwards, and terminates in an anal

orifice (g) between the right edges of the mantle nearest the dorsal valve.

The liver (Fig. 8, r)—of a greenish colour and very large—is divided into two lobes, respectively

situated on each side of the alimentary canal. It communicates by two or three short ducts with

the stomach, and in the higher forms is flanked by the large-sized genital organs of both sexe.s.

Among the C'listenterates the generative products—developed and set free in the perivisceral cavity-

—

are conveyed through trumpet-shaped and ciliated ducts into the pallial chamber, thence gaining

access to the sea-water. The pallial blood-channels lie between the two layers composing the mantle.

A series of canals running one into the other, and presumed to be vascular, permeate the membranous
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lining of the perivisceral S]iace, as well as the investing ovarian membranes, but the details of the

very rudimentary circulatory system of the Brachiopoda are imperfectly known. Some of the

Brachiopoda were formerly credited with the possession of two or even four pulsating organs. But
the .so-called " hearts " of Cuvier and Owen are now known to be connected with the oviducts ; while

the " pyriform vesicle " of Hancock and Hu.xley has proved

to be non-contractile, without muscular walls, and to have no

connection with tlie arterial system. Semper has demonstrated

the non-e.xistence of a heart in Lingula, and Morse has more

recently maintained that the circulation of the blood is entirely

due to " ciliary action." Thus the presence of the pliant, hair-

like cilia, so often referred to as present on the mantle, the

lining of the body cavity, the cirri of the arms, and in the tube

at their base, acquires additional significance, for by their exclu-

sive agency the blood is distributed through the complicated

vascular system ; while the function of aeration, generally effected

by the gills— the equivalents of the lungs of other animals—is

among these lowlj- molluscs, divided between the niiuitle and the

"arms," a fact that illustrates the imperfections of the Brachio

podal organisation, and their lowly rank in the moUuscau type

. The nervous system is composed of two nerve-centres, muted
by a nerve, forming a collar round the gullet, and communicatmg
by a series of minute fibres with the arms, the mantle, and

pseudo hearts—the oviducts. Being headless, or acephalous,

the Brachiopoda have no brain. But Professor Morse has

detected the presence of a rudimentary organ of hearing m
Lingula. Eye-spots are developed in all the embryos, but dis-

appear in the later stages of growth. Yet the adult animals are

sensitive to light ; and although possessing neither well-developed „ j,„,

foot, head, eyes, heart, nor one localised breathing organ, ex- ?'\\

hibit a certain amount of acti\-ity and intelligence in fiilfilling all

the necessaiy purposes of their existence. The following description has been given by Professor

Morse of the mode of life of a youthful individual of the genus Terebratulina :
—" The animal whiiled

quickly on its peduncle. When at rest the valves were always closed, and rested on the rock. From
this position it turned slowly more than half-way round, raising the body at the same time almost

erect. This movement being completed, the valves would very slowly open, and the cirri expand as if

to perform a grasping motion ; in no case, however, were they projected beyond the margins of the

valve.s. The cilia lining the cirri produced gentle currents in the water. In this position, with the

valves widely open and cirri expanded, the animal would remain motionless for twenty or thirty

seconds, and then, with an abrupt closing of the valves, suddenly assume its first position. In

watching these motions for a long time, one could not help being impressed with the fact that caution

was e\'idently indicated in the slow and careful movements made in elevating and opening the shell >

while the prompt closing of the valves, and the alert manner in which the animal regained its first

position, seemed to show that food had been secured, and further caution was unnecessary."

Nearly all the Brachiopoda can be referred to one or other of the two great groups into which

the class has with common consent been divided, a separation based upon. the important structural

differences already detailed, which are epitomised in the names Tretenterata and Clistenterata

respectively, applied by Prof. William King. The primary groiips are again subdivided into eleven

families or assemblages of allied forms, each of which may contain either one or several genera and

sub-genera. In accordance with the system elaborated by Mr. Thomas Da\-idson, in his numerous

memoirs on British and Foreign Fossil Brachiopoda, these minor classificatory relationships are

connected with the chief structural peculiarities of the animal—the fleshy breathing oi'gans—their

nature and shape differing considerably in those forms in which the internal skeleton is absent, or only

slightly developed, and depending upon its variable modifications when present. The supporting
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calcareous labial appendages (Figs. 5, b, /) are therefore one of the most important features affecting

the life and organisation of the animal inliabiting the shell, and their value as classificatory agents is

apparent. Frequently preserved in a fossil state, there can be no doubt that they atford the simplest

and readiest mode of determining the true relationship of one adult form of Brachiopod to another,

and one that is infinitely preferable to the purely external characters of these very variable shells. In

the subjoined table of families, typical genera are placed first, and those represented solely by extinct

forms are printed in italics :

—

Family. Gentra.

LixGULin.'E . . . Lingula, Glottidia, Lingulops, Obolus.

ORDER TRETENTFR\TA -l

Discixide . . 'Diac\na.,Jimcmi&c!i,Trematis,lSiphoiioticta.

Oraniad.e . . Crania, Craniops, Craniscus.

imercIlidcE . . . Trimerella, Moiiomorclla , Diiwholiis.

CLISTENTERATA

f Product idee

I Strophomenidee .

Pentamerida;

I SpuiferidiB

Rhyxchonellid.i:

Tehebratuliu-E

^ Thecidid.d

Frodiictm, Chonetes, Strophalosia.

Strophomena, Orthis, Leptana.

Fentamerus, Stricklandina.

Spirifer, Spiriferina, Meristella, Athyris.

Eliynchonella, Rliynchojmra, Atrypn.

Terebratula, Waldheimia, Argiope, Laqueus,

Kingenn.

Thecidium.

OEDER TRETENTERATA.
FAMILY, THE LINGULID^.*

The typical genus Lingula, one of the most ancient and pei-sistent of Brachiopoda, is, as might be

expected, a very hardy animal. The hiugeless valves of the usually green or dusky brown shells are

nearly equal in size, and it is from their elongated or tongue-like shape that the family name is

derived (Fig. 7). The thick fleshy breathing organs with inwardly-directed spires are unsupported by
any elaborate calcified process, but merely strengthened by a simple longitudinal plate or septum, rising

from the centre of the dorsal valve. Professor Morse describes the American and Japanese species as

living free and partially buried in sand, and further states that " the anterior borders of the mantle

contract in such a way as to leave three large oval openings, one in the centre and one on each side.

The bristles, which are quite long in this region of the animal, so arrange themselves as to continue

these openings into funnels, and entangle the mucus escaping from the animal. A continual

current is seen passing down the side funnel and escaping by the central one." They bury themselves

quickly in the sand, and tlie lengthy and worm-like peduncle agglutinates a sand-tube.

THE DISCINID^.
This venerable familj is represented by the long-lived genus Discina in the existing oceans

The two hoiny unaiticulated valves are circular or disc-like, hence the name. The upper, resembling

that of a liiiii) t I sni >oth with an almost centi-al apex. The lower is perforated for the pas.sage of

the short plug, or byssus, by means of which they adhere to each other.

!No external skeleton is developed for the support of the breathing

organs, which curve backwards, and end in small spires directed down-

wards. Very little is known of the habits of the living species'which,

w idely distributed, exist both in shallow water and at very considerable

I
depths.

THE HELMET.SHELL.S.

Tlie Craniadsef attach themselves by the flat or under valve to

other bodies. The helmet-shaped appearance of the upper valve gives

the name to the group. On the interior of the thick and hingeless

calcareous shell four di-stinct muscular impressions are visible. The
'"^''*'°°*

arms (Fig. 9, V) are free, coiled in spirals towards the concave space of the

dorsal valve, which is generally firmly attached to foreign objects. The two valves are only united by

muscles, and separate readily on the death of the animal, hence the large number of single valves

occurring in a fossil state. They range in time upwards from the Silurian epoch.

* Latin, linfjiila^ a little tongue- t Greek, kvanos^-A helmet.

Fig 0-





SHELLS OF PECTEN AND SPONDYLUS.

1, Spondylas regius ; 2, S. gsederopus ; 3, S. imperialis ; 4, S. crassisqiiama ; 6, S. radians ; 0, S. aviculaiis ; 7, Pecten pallu

8, P. islandicus ; 9, P. plica ; 10, P. purpuratus.



THE SrlRE-BEAKERfi.

It includes a iber of

lU.—A, IXTERXAL CAST OF DOltSAL VALVE OF OKTHIS.

B, SEtTlOX OF PENTAMEKIS, SHOWING CHAMBERS.
{After Bavidiim.)

A o. Adductor Muscles: f. Veins; p, Ovarian Si>acc6.

T H E T I; I JI E K E L L I T) .E.

The four genera comprised in this family, all apparently restricted to the Silurian seas, occui-

abundantly in rocks of that age in Sweden, Russia, and Canada. The shell, generally calcareous

and often extremely massive, was characterised by a raised and vaulted platform for the attachment

of the muscles. The animal was probably Tretenterate, as no support for the brachial organs

is preserved. But the occasional presence of rudimentary hinge-teeth and charactejs of the

muscular system indicate that the structure of these extinct forms wa.s somewhat intermediate

between that of the Tretenterate and Clistenterate gi'oup.

ORDER CLISTENTERATA.
FAMILY, THE PEODUCTID.T:.*

This family ranges in time from the Silurian to the Permian epoch,

fossil forms, which vary considerably among

themselves. The prominence of the beak and

ihoulder of the shell suggests the generic

name of the type (Fig. 3, B, c). The shell

substance was perforated by canals, and the

exterior of the ventral valve was often pro-

fusely ornamented with tubular spines, some-

times I'estricted to the hinge region.. The

brachial organs, contained in a depression

of the doi-sal valve, were not supported by

any internal skeleton. In some genera the

two valves were united solely by muscles ; in

others hinge-teeth and sockets were developed.

The distinct impressions of the adductor

muscles are very characteristic of this family.

Membei-s of the large family of the Strophomenidse appeared in the Cambi-ian seas, and became

extinct in the Upper Liassic period. The valves of these compressed shells were usually concavo-

convex, and fuiTowed from hinge to margin. Hinge-teeth were present, and the breathing organs were

supported by a short process. The figure of the genus Orthis (10, a), showing the impressions of the

mantle, vascular and muscular systems, illusti-ates the manner in which the anatomy even of fossil

species can be detennined. In the Pentameridref (Fig. 10, b), or five-chambeied shells, the articulated

valves were divided into five parts or chambers. Those at the side were occupied by the arms and

ovaries, and the V-shaped divi.sion near the beak by

the digestive organs. The shell is smooth and im-

perforate, with a prominent beak. This family was

represented only in the Silurian, Devonian, and

Carboniferous epochs.

THE SPIRE-BEAEEES.

Tlie name of this family, which comprises some

K, DORSAL VALVE OF spiKiFERA GLABRA, of the most beautiful of the numerous fossil forms

RM'i^'CHo- of the class, is derived from the spiral shape assumed

bj' the calcareous labial appendages which nearly fill

i.sockeTs^'u. the interior of the dorsal valve (Fig. 11, a). The shells

are ovate, elongated, and sometimes extended into wing-

like expansions. The Spiriferidas appeared in the Silurian seas, and became extinct in the middle of

the Liassic period. Among the family of " Little Beaks," or Ehynchonellidte, the valves are strongly

articulated, and the generally imperforate shell is three-cornered, with a small-pointed beak

(Fig. 11, b). The fleshy, spirally-j'olled breathing organs are merely supported by a short

calcareous process, and are therefore capable of extension beyond the margins of the shell.

Professor Morse witnessed this operation, and states that the appendages can be unrolled and

* Latin, producta, produced. t Greek, penie, five ; meros, part.

61*
. .

Fig.

CARBONIFEROUS.- B, DORSAL VALVE OF
NELLA PSITTACEA. [After Davidson and One,
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protruded nearly twice the length of the shell. They often remained extended a short distance

for hours. Tiieir movements were very sluggish, but the cirri were constantly in motion, and the

shells sometimes closed upon the arms before they were retracted. This family was represented in

Silurian times, by the type and other forms, in some of which the spires were coiled round and round

like a watch spring. The Rhynchonellidai culminated in the Jurassic seas ; six species only survive.

Of the allied genus Atrctia, one Atlantic species is known, and a second was recently dredged by Mr.

John Brazier in Australian waters.

THE TEEEBKATULID.^.*

This, a most extensive family, comprise.s a great number of generic and sub-generic forms, which

are usually characterised hy the large-sized perforation in the ventral or pedicle valve, for the passage of

the peduncular organ of attachment. The calcified support for the respiratory and alimentary organs

exhibits considerable modifications, which ssne to

distinguish one genus from another. Sometimes

the loop is short and simple (Fig. 12, a) ; in the

form of a ring (b) ; or it is long and doubled back

on itself, as in Fig. 5, B, /; attached twice (Fig.

12, c) or three times (e) to the ridge or septum

running down the centre of the valve. Again, the

respiratory and food-securing organs may be sup-

ported by an anchor-shaped process (d), or by

short ridges developed along the margins of the

valves (g). It seems probable that the ringed

type of loop is a further modification of the

simplest and highest type—that of Terebratula.

For the embiyological researches of Friele have

revealed the fact that in other genera the loop

passes from a complicated to a simple type, as-

suming at successive stages shapes which are

absolutely identical with the characters of those of full-grown individuals of other genera. This dis-

covery, however suggestive as throwing light on the genetic descent and relationship of the Brachio-

jioda, does not afl'ect the value of the calcified loop for classificatory purposes, as each genus is

distinctly characterised by its special form of loop in adult animals. The Terebratulidse include the

majority of existing species of the class. It was represented in the Silurian seas, and steadily

increased in numbers until the dawn of the Tertiary epoch, since when its specific representatives

have been somewhat reduced.

THE THECIDID^.
The genus Thecidium is the only meinber of a family which apparently came on the scene of life

in the Triassic age. Living species attached by their ventral valve to corals, moss-animals, and

dead shells of their race, abound in the Mediterranean sea, where they were dredged

in gi-eat numbers by M. Lacaze-Duthiers, who kept them alive for several weeks, and

gives the following account of their habits. The animals are certainly sensible to light,

for the valves were abruptly closed on the interposition of any shadow. They were

generally opened very slightly ; the upper moved at right angles on the hinge line,

and shut with the rapidity of lightning when the animal was distui-bed. The ciliated

folded breathing organs, supported by a calcareous loop, are sunk in hollows in the

attached valve. The shell is small, thick, strongly articulated, and its substance per-

forated b}' canals. (Art"' Lacazi.

The Brachiopoda apparently prefer rocky shores to muddy bottoms ; they are much
localised and generally occur in great abundance in their favourite haunts. Out of the one hundred

and thu-ty known genera, only twenty-two are represented by li^-ing forms. Many of these survivors

have a wide geographical i-ange, and occur at most varied degrees of depth. Ten species are

fouml oft' the British coast.s. Tlie Lingulida", as a family, e.vist in very shallow water living half-

* Latin, tircbratus, ijerforated.

12 — A, I nor Oi LIOTHIBIb, B, TEREBRATLLINA
,

TEUEllRATELLA ; U, MOl'CHAHDIA ; E, MEGERLIA : G,

(After Daviison.) h. Hinge; (, Loop; s, Seirtum.

AS IN LIFE.
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buried in siinil shoals or imid liauks, and are occasionally left dry by the receding tide. Tliey are

very abundant in certain localities, in from 7 to 60 fathoms in the tropics, the China and Japan seas,

and off the Australian and Pacific coasts. They are also plentiful at low water in the Philippine

Islands. Glottidia abounds on both coasts of North America. No member of this family inhabits deep

water. The "Helmet .Shells" (Crauiadas) exist in from 3 to 800 fathoms off the shores of Britain,

Japan, and Australia. The " Disc Shells " (Discinidoe) are generally dredged in from, 3 to 50 fathoms

off" Japan and the South Pacitic coasts. They range from Baffin's Bay to south of the Cape de

Verde Islands ; from the Arctic regions to the equatorial Atlantic. One interesting little species

of this family has succeeded in adaptmg itself to life in the abysses of the ocean, and enjoys a bathy-

metrical range of from 690 to 3,425 fathoms. It was dredged at this depth at several stations by

H.M.S. ClMUenger, from its home at the bottom of the Atlantic, whence its specific name of

Atlantica is derived. This species, however, also occurs off Australia, for, like all abyssal forms, it

enjoys a wide geographical distriliution. It is the only member of the more highly organised group

(Tretenterata) which can really be considered an inhabitant of the deep seas.

The species of the order Clistenterata are more frequently found in deep waters, although

some, like the Australian Waldheimia, are merely washed by the tide and may be gathered by

the hand, "like limpets on the shore." A species of the genus Kraussina is also left dry

by the tide on that desolate rock of St. Paul's Island in mid-Atlantic. The family of

" little beaks " is represented in the New Zealand area, off Japan, in the Arctic and North and

South Atlantic Oceans, at depths varying from 10 to 690 fathoms. Thecidium (Fig. 13) iidiabits

the Mediterranean Sea, and may also be sought off Jamaica and the Mauritius in from 30 to

300 fathoms. But it is among the universally-distributed Terebratulidje that the greatest vaiiety

of depths has been reccrded : from 200 to 600 fathoms being the usual limit of the majority

of species. Five, however, are known to live at from 1,000 to 1,500 fathoms; four in from

1,500 to 2,000, and three in from 2,000 to 2,900 fathoms. The Chalh-nger dredged a

very pretty little species of Terebratula at the last-mentioned depth (Fig. U). Its occurrence

off Valparaiso in 2,160 fathoms, and South Australia in 2,600 fathoms, affords another illustration

of the fact that the deep-sea Brachiopoda are uniformly and widely diffused. The same species

always recur at stations far distant from each other, a fact that is probably owing to the

uniformity of the tempei'ature, which below a cei-tain bathymetrical limit never exceeds

a few degi-ees above freezing-point. It is also very remarkable that the shells of

the deep-sea forms are invariably delicate, and so ti-ansparent that the muscular im-

pressions and the shape of the loop can often be disting\iished from the exterior.

Yet, notwithstanding the exceeding delicacy and fragility of their shells, the animals

sustained life at a depth where the pressure of the water exceeded two tons and ^'S- H.—te-

a half to every square inch of surface. w vv

i

l

l

1 1

.

Thus it is evident that these shell-fish can adapt themselves to life under the 2,90 fa-

most varying conditions of temperature and depth, whether in Arctic or Tropical
j)a°"soii.)

regions, at low-water mark, or in the untroubled abysses of the ocean. Nor is their

range in time less extended than their bathymetrical limits oi present geographical distribution,

for the Bi-achiopoda were among the first representatives of life in the primeval oceans.

Truly of most ancient lineage, they ai-e found in the lower Cambrian strata, and formed a

very important feature of the animal community in the following " ancient life " epoch, often called

the " reign of molluscs " from the numerical preponderance of those organisms. Members of

the Tretenterate group were, according to our present knowledge, the fii-st to make their

appearance in the Cambrian seas, where the remains of the earliest known species, a Linguloid

form (Linr/nlella prhneva), were embedded. Only two genera, Lingula and Discina (Figs. 7

and 2,), out of about 130, have persisted throughout all the geological ages up to the

present day. Crania, Rhynchonella, Terebratula, Waldheimia,* and Glottidia, a sub-genus of

Lingula, date from the Silurian. But the majority of the remaining 124 generic forms enjoyed

a comparatively brief existence, appearing in one era to vanish at or before its close. Thus, three

* The genus, previously only known from the Jurassic upwards, was discovered by Mr. Davidson in strata of Upper

Silurian age.
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only are special to the Cambrian, twenty-nine to the Silurian, fourteen to the Devonian, nine to

the Carboniferous, while four are esjjecially characteristic of the Permian strata which terminate

the Palseozoie, or ancient life epoch, during which about 3,000 species existed. Some of these

occur only in certain localities, but many had as ^vide a geographical range in the past as some

rejiresentatives of the class in existing oceans. A species of the " spire-bearing " family, for

instance {Spirifer lineatus), is found in the Carboniferous rocks of North and South Europe, Asia,

America, and Australia. When the Silurian rocks were deposited, the Brachiopoda far exceeded

their bivaived contemporaries in number, but to-day the conditions are quite reversed, and the

Lamollibranchiata outnumber them in the ratio of forty-four to one. During the Mesozoic ages,

the Brachiopoda declined in numbers, and in the more recent Tertiary epoch their ranks became

sadly thinned. In the existing oceans they can be numbered only by tens instead of by thousands,

for but an insignificant remnant of 130 species now snr%dves. They abound in all marine

deposits, and are most valuable guides in determining the relative ages of all the stratified rocks.

The sexes are distinct in these bivalves, which are always reproduced by means of fertilised

ova, and never by the process of budding or gemmation. The eggs are white, kidney-shaped,

and irregular, and are dischai'ged in the form of a white powder

between the margins of the mantle, and hang in clusters from

its teiminal fringe of bristles. They are deposited from April to

September, and the animals attain their full growth in a single

season, and some, it is believed, live but a year. The embryo,

soon after its development from a circular cellular mass, becomes

subdi\ ided into two, three, or four lobes or segments of imequal

size (Fig. 15, a). They are contractile, and swm freely by means

of the movable cilia with which they are covei-ed. Eye-spots and

long tactile bristles are developed. Subsequently the embiyo

attaches itself by the hinder segment, which forms the head of

the animal, the internal organs make their appearance, are suc-

ceeded by the mantle, and the rudiments of the shell plates,

which distinguish the adult animal. The embryos of existing

representatives of the earliest kno^vn hingeless forms, Lingula

and Discina, are so closely allied as to be almost indistinguish-

able The shape of the shell, and the length of the peduncle in

some members of the later-appearing family of Terebratulids, in

some stages presents a remarkable resemblance to Lingula, while,

I ^11 ^* ^ more advanced stage of growth, the extreme prolongation

^~>5j_^^^gr«^ II of the beak, or rostral portion, recalls the corresponding struc-

ture in the complex and widely distributed Silurian Trimerel-

lidse. At another stage, the hinge area resembles that of the

Spiriferse, and the yoving Terebratulina assumes the position

those genera must have adopted.

Morse thus describes the actions of a young Terebratulina.

" The cirri of the arms moved frequently and in various

directions, though generally performing a grasping motion, as if securing some bit of food,

imitating precisely the movements of the cirri in the Bryozoa ; and this resemblance was

the more complete from the fact that the tentacle.s were densely clothed with cilia, and their

movements caused visible currents in the water." In a more advanced stage, the cirri (fringes)

stand erect upon the arms^ and vividly recall the horseshoe-shaped foims among the Bryozoa.

In fact, the alliance between the Mantle-breathing bivalves and the Moss-animals is a very close

one, although at a first sight it must be admitted that no two animal tyjies could apparently

be more dissimilar.

The facts concerning the life history, distribution, and classification of the Brachiopoda, here

briefly epitomised, have been mainly derived from Davidson's well-known conti'ilmtions to the

"Memoirs of the Palifiontographical Society," the "Geological Magazine," and the "Results of the

Fig. 15. A, FREE-SWIMMIJJG CILIATED
LARVA OF TEBEBRATILINA ; R, AT-

TACHED ; C, LATER STAGE ; D, HORSE-

SHOE STAGE OF LOOP. [After E. S. Jforsc),
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('hallemjer Expedition" (Zoology, Vol. I.). For luiatomical structure, the works of Hancock, Owen,

Huxley, King, and others have been consulted ; while for the habits of the animals, embryological

liistory, and systematic position of the class, Morse's various memoirs (Boston Society of Natural

History) have been largely quoted. To Mr. T. Davidson, F.R.S., and Professor E. S. Morse my
Acknowledgments are due for further information kindly aftbrded.

CATUKAL SIZE.

THE BRYOZOA, OR MOSS-ANIMALS.

This group includes a number of usually compound organisms, often of small size, and presenting

remarkable varieties of form, .epitomised in the English names of sea-mosses, sea-mats, sea-scurfs, and

lace-corals, which are applied to the most familiar examples

of the class. Some are erect, like, seaweeds, leafy, branch-

ing, and plant-like in their mode of growth ; others re-

semble fungi, sponges (Fig. 19, a), or simulate the delicate

net and lace-work of the Coral. The creeping, sub-erect, ^

iind encrusting species form a distinct type, and adhere ^^

to submerged rocks, shells, and stones, grow semi-para-

sitically on crabs, worms, or infest seaweeds, and even

members of tlieir own race (Fig. 19, b). "Some," writes

Mr. Busk, " soft and flexible, composed wholly or in part

of a horny substance, form delicate growths which yield

gracefully to every motion of the waves, whilst others,

tirm, rigid, and unyielding as the rocks they live upon,

bid defiance to the ravages of time and tempest."

All the Moss-animals live in water, and the greater -^'S- ^^-

number of species inhabit the ocean at depths ranging

from between tide-marks to two hundred fathoms. Some ])arts of the sea-ljed are covered

with masses of their dead and living forms, and the blanched skeletons of the commoner species,

many of which might be mistaken for seaweeds, are among the most frequent objects cast up

by the retiring v/aves on to the shore. During life they are often very beavitiful, the hard parts and

associated structures being transparently white, reddish-brown, and occasionally of a purple, blue, or

green colour. A few genera exhibit phosphorescent character.s, and one {Flustra foliacea) has an

odour of a somewhat indeterminable nature. Nearly all occur in the form of associated growths or

colonies attached to foreign objects ; members of one family (Seknaridce), however, are free when adult,

and move by means of the largely-developed projecting organs on the external surface of the colony,

after the fashion of some Sea-urchiiis. A single genus [Loxosoma) lives a solitary, independent existence,

attached by a foot-gland to living organisms, the buds to which it gives rise becoming detached from

the parent stem. In all cases the colony is founded by a free-swimming embryo, which on fixation

gives rise to a secondary bud, whence others rapidly develop, and thus the colony is formed by

a continuous process of budding or gemmation. Some parasitic species slightly alter the surface

of the shell they grow upon, eating away its outer surface, and reducing the shell whose shape

they assume to extreme tenuity. Several members of the " lip-mouthed " sub-order (Cheilostomata)

pierce their cellular habitations, probably by some chemical agency within the substance of the shell they

infest. This perforating group, represented by living forms in the Mediterranean Sea and

Atlantic Ocean, is known to have existed in Tertiary and Secondary epochs, and by some

it is inferred, during the "ancient life " period also.

But the Moss-animals are not entirely confined to the ocean. A number of no less interesting

forms have become adapted for life in the fresh watei-s of the land. Among these, a genus dis-

tinguished alike for the beauty and numerical abundance of its tentacular breathing organs, whence,

indeed, its generic name of Cristatella * (Fig. 17) is derived, is specially remarkable as the most

truly active member of its class. It is, in fact, the representative among the Bryozoa of the

wandering genus Lingula of the Brachiopoda, and dwelling in lakes and ponds, creeps slowly

" Latin, crista, a crest.
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on the flattened under surface of the colony, which forms an oval and contractile disc over the upper

side of submerged stones.

The colonies, or Polyzoaria, vary in size from scarcely perceptiVjle objects to branched or riband-like

masses, in some cases several feet in length or in breadth. A moderate-sized one has been estimated

to contain within an area of three .square inches a population of forty thousand little animals (Gosse),

and some of the larger growths comprise within their limits accommodation for two million

individual occupants. But these were not necessarily all living at one time. The colony increases at

the margins as fresh animals spring by budding all around, and although some of the

inner and the older cells may for a while be unoccupied by active living tenants, the

colony stili grows ; while, when one generation dies out, a second almost mysteriously

supplies its place, and the once empty cells are peopled with fresh occupants. For the

method both of individual and colonial reproduction is as varied among this diverse

group of animals as the nature and mode of growth of the colonial external skeleton

or the habits and structure of the individual, which all in turn present so many

divergent features as render it difficult to give a generalised account of their structure

and ways of life.

Like the Corals, with which they were for so long confounded iinder the common

name of " Polypi," the Moss-animals, and with far more apparent reason, were formerly

regarded as vegetable organism.s. Even Linnteus, although in the end admitting the

wholly animal nature of the stony. Corals, was never absolutely convinced that the

horny and flexible forms—such as the wreath-like Corallines (Sei-tularia), and other

widely-difiering animal types with which the Bryozoa were then invariably asso-

ciated, on the grounds of their common possession of an external horny or calcareous

skeleton—were not really members of the vegetable world. Long after, when naturalists

began to base their systems of classification more on the anatomical structure of animals

than on outward form, it became evident that the group of Corals, as then constituted, included animals

of very different types of structure. In 1827, Dr. Grant described the animal-inhabitant of the )Sea-mats,

or Flustra (Saxon, jiustrian, to weave), as difiering much from that of the wreath-corallines ; and in the

following year 5L Milne-Edwards arrived at the same conclusion. Meanwhile Dr. J. V. Thompson,

of Cork, had long been studying the marine productions of the Irish coast, and in 1830 he published

the results of his investigations on several species of plant-like animals allied to Flustra. This

type of animal he designated a Polyzoan, a name which at once distinguished it from the Corals. Soon

after, the eminent German microscopist, Ehrenberg, separated the Corals into two groups, and defined

several families of his class Bryozoa, in which he included, among others, the animal type previously

called Polyzoa by Thompson. The question as to which name should be retained for the class, long a

matter of debate, is still a subject of controversy. That of Thomjison, undoubtedly the earlier,

is adopted by many British and American writers on the recent species ; while that of Ehrenberg,

certainly most distinctive of the class as a whole, has always been employed by Continental authors,

and is universally applied to the numerous fossil representatives of the class.

The Moss-animals were next entirely withdrawn from the confines of the stony corals and radiated

animals ; their molluscan characters were fully recognised, and they were ranked by M. Milne-Edwards

with the Lamp-shells and Sea-squirts, as an inferior order of shell-fish, under the name of the

Molluscoida, or mollusc-like animals. With the Lamp-shells they still continue to be placed,

although at first sight thes?. colonies of minute animals, protected by a common external structure,

present no obvious resemblance to or affinity with the individual Brachiopod enclosed between and

protected by its two-valved shell. Yet, in spite of this apparent dissimilarity, the animal inhabitant

of each bryozoonal cell possesses many anatomical points in common with that of the Lamp-shells,

so as to fully justify their joint association.

The Bryozoa have been subdivided by Nitzsche into two principal sections, the Ectoprocta*

and the Endoprocta, characterised by difierences in the position of the anal orifice of the alimentary

t.ibe. In the more numerous Ectoprocta, the vent 6inus) is situated outside the circle of the tentacles

surrounding the mouth (Fig. 18, b, c, a). In the Endoprocta, it occurs close to the mouth or oral

* Greek, ik'os, outside ; endon, withi:!
;

pyocta, vent.
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opening, and is therefore vnthin the disc or stage from which those brcatliing organs originate. Botli

groups liaving the breathing organs or tentacles in a continuous series, are comprised in the Holo-

hranchiata.* A third and somewliat abnormal form, Rhabdopleura (Fig. 18, a), having a divided or

winged base for the tentacles—which from their mobility and position pi-esent a close resemblance to

the brachial organs of the Brachiopod—at present constitutes the section Pterobranchiata.

The Moss-animals, whether in the form of a minute .shrub sprung from a creeping root-thread

(Fig. 16), or occuiTing in bi-anched and riband-like encrusting masses, almost invariably consist

of a colony of individuals protected by a common external skeleton or coenoecium,t which

forms a defensive covering like the shell of a mollusc, differing, however, from that structure,

inasmuch as once formed it seems to have no further connection with the animal that originally

secreted it, surviving its death, and increasing independently. The assemblage of cells forming the

composed of no eality of a truly

Fig. 18.—A, wixc CKESCENTIC, C, CIRCULAR T\TK OV GILL TENTACLES, ENLARGED,

(After Hancoclc and Ray Lankester )

II, Mouth ; a,Ann«, o Nci \e ganglion . e.Epistomc or foot : /, Divided or Winged

colony or polyzoariui

cellular nature, and

present in the higher

forms of the class.

(F. A. Smitt.) First

comes the tnie ani-

mal cell, the zooe-

cium, which lodges

a perfect Moss-

animal. Two other

kinds, devoid of

inhabitants, have

become metamor-

phosed into purely

defensive organs

;

while some, the ovi-

cells, are restricted

to reproductive pur-

poses. The stem-cells are simply elongated animal chambers ; and lastly, the radical-cells, or root-

fibres, which, sometimes hooked, act like little grapnels, mooring the colony to the soft organisms

to which it is attached, or, directed upwards, terminate in free, tendril-like claspers, enabling the

clinging animal parasite to gain a firmer foothold in the branches of the organism it infests.

The animal cell is composed of two distinct integuments. The outer, or ectocyst,:^—a pi'oduct

of the inner or endocyst—forms the external cell wall, and is either entirely of a fleshy, gelatinous,

membranous, or of a membrano-gelatinou.s nature. In many cases it is partially encrusted with an

earthy, horny, or calcareous substance. The inner cellular membranous layer or endocyst lines the

outer wall. It always remains soft, transparent, is contractile, and corresponds witli the mantle of the

mollusc, and forms the body-wall of the animal. In the fresh-water genera its inner surface is clothed

with vibratile cilia. The endocyst terminates in a fold near the homy ring or lophophore (Fig. 18, F),

from which the tentacles (t) surrounding the mouth originate. Usually credited with the

functions of the enlargement of the colony, it is now also associated with the production of a third

element—a tissue, the true nature of which has only recently been determined, an one highly important

to the general welfare of the community. The colony is in all cases derived from the metamorphosis

on fixation of a single free-swimming larva, which develops into the primary Moss-animal, whence the

colonial aggregation subsequently arises by a varied process of indefinite repetition.

Each of the animal cells forms the home of a minute, but sepai-ate, animal, often termed the

polypide, which, in the majority of species, possesses all the organs requisite for the exercise of its

individual, nutritive, and reproductive functions. It lives an independent existence in the cell or

chamber it inhabits, to the inner wall of which it is usually attached by muscles, which enable its

alimentary organs to partially protrude from, and retii-e within, its cell at its own pleasure. This

* Greek, holos, entire ; li-anchiu, gill. t Greek, fo

J Greek, kiistis, a sac or bladder.

; oikos, house.
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protrusion takes place at the upper part of the cell, which generally remains soft and flexible, and

can often be drawn in, forming a sheath for the tentacles when the alimentary portion of the animal

IS letracted withm the lowei and haidei portions of the ti'ue cell, and can be again everted on their

re-appearance. The so-called orifice- of the cell (Fig. 20, or)

is in some instances protected by a row of spines—a tac-

tile horny sheath crowned with bristles—and is in others

eflectually closed by a movable lip or shutter controlled by

muscles specially developed

for the purpose (Fig. 'H, a).

The shape of the animal

cell is exceedingly variable.

Sometimes the exterior is

quite plain, or it may be

rugged, spinose, or elegantly

sculptured, as in the sea-

scurfs. In others it is punc-

tured with minute pores,

which permit of the entrance

of the sea-water. The larger

of these are occasionally pro-

tected by delicate teeth like

sieve, and guards against the introduction

i

rig. 19.—A, ALOYONIDIUM GELATINOSUM. (After Van Benedcn.]

OF HELGIUM. n, PLVMATELLA ALLMANI. BROMLEY LOUGH,

(Enlavoed, after Hancock.)

processes, or a fine calcareous network, which acts

into the interior of the cell of foreign substances, which might prove

injurious or inconvenient to the occupant thereof. (Hincks.) Portions

of the intervening outer cell-walls are occasionally of thinner structure,

and contain minute perforations, through which the soft contents of the

various cells are conveyed. These " communication plates " permit of

that slow interchange of vital fluid which, with the exception of the

association in a common lodgment, is the sole connection now believed

to exist between the diSerent members of the same colony.

Within this double-walled sac, or animal cell, the alimentary organs of

the Moss-animal are suspended in the perivisceral cavity (Fig. 20, d), and

float freely in a colourless fluid, consisting partly of water admitted from the

exterior, and products of digestion which have exuded from the alimentary

canal, forming the equivalent of the nutritive fluid of the mollusc. The

simple unarmed mouth (/«), lying at the base of the tentacular hollow,

communicates with a gullet (as), spacious stomach (s), and a long intestinal

canal (i), partially lined with cilia. This, bending somewhat abruptly at

the base, turns upwards, and terminates in an efferent orifice (a) close

to the mouth, occasionally xoithin, but usually vnthoul, the circlet of gill-

tentacles. The biliary glands are attached to the inner walls of the

stomach. A single nerve ganglion (gr), situated between the mouth (jh)

and the anus («), with filaments radiating towards tlie tentacles and in

other directions, represents the simple nervous system of the individual

polypide. Both reproductive organs are generally present in the same

individual. These consist of an ovary (o) attached either to the inner or '^'

"oF~A'^Moss^ANiMrL"°'*"^
body wall—or mantle lining of the cell—or above the spermary or testis (Grtatiiy enMrgci. After Bush.)

(x) situated at tJie base of the perivisceral cavity (d), and connected by ''J.^'Kou^/'iJaS*™'?,: ';(„";"'
«:

an elastic cord-like membrane (the funiculus, z) with the basal walls tme; o.tn.iiy: t.t, .mis; =. fiiiiicu-
*> ' ' Ills; or, Onflrpi>fC!ilraieoiisCell; r,

of the stomach.
P^iT^ffceVai I;';',?r''"r. "uetr^ior'

The muscles of the Bryozoon, composed of the simplest form of striated
"""'"''•

fibre, are numerous and well developed. Two pairs of retractors (?), arising from the bottom of the

inner lining of the cell, are attached to the alimentary tube, and serve to retract the whole with its
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crown of gill-tentacles within the ccll-onfice (Fig. 20, or) ; others having a like base, are tixed to the disc

or lophophore (Q,and direct the rotary movements of the tentacular crown. Some dilate the flexible and

reversible portion of the cell (y), maintain the tentacular sheath in its right position when everted,

and withdraw it to again enfold the tentacles on their retirement. Not less important are those

muscles which control the immediate ex:pansion of the tentacles, and their separate or combined

movements, or traversing the walls of the alimentary canal assist the processes of digestion.

According to the observations of vai-ious writers, the Moss-animal, when desirous of bringing its

crown of tentacles into communication with the water, in order to obtain the food and air

necessary for its existence, commences to erect itself by slightly straightening the alimentary tube.

The contraction of certain muscles called parietals, which permeate the mantle lining the cell, presses

the fluid contained in the perivisceral cavity, or space lying between cell wall and intestine, upon t!is

digestive organs. This pressure forces the tentacles to move upwards with the sheath, which is

therefore pushed beyond the cell oritice until, more or less completely everted, it is held in place by

its special muscles, and acts as a support to the alimentary organs of the little animal. The tips of

the closed tentacles are the tirst to appear, and on the relaxation of the controlling muscles an;

rapidly unfolded and rotate with such speed and vigour as to create a perfect, if minute, whirlpool

in their immediate neighbourhood. Into the vortex thus created by the movements of the cilia the

small animalcules are engulfed, imprisoned within the circle of the ciliated breathing organs, and

finally carried to the mouth. Then, if found suitable, they are swallowed by the muscular

contraction of the walls of the gullet (oe), and pass into the stomach. When the nutrient particles

have been extracted the waste products are forced by the muscles of the digestive system into the

lower portion of the ciliated intestine, and finally ejected at the anal orifice.

If suflicient food has been secured, or on the slightest alarm, the polypide is instantaneously

di-awn within the protecting cell by the action of the great retractor muscles (Fig. 21, jrr), the tentacles (!)

retire within the sheath {sh), which is again inverted, and its ridge closes the mouth of the cell in those

genera in which it is otherwise unprotected. All the inliabitants of the colony may be expanded at

once, and retreat one by one, or all at the same time, with the rapidity of lightning. Some are shy

in their habits, and, once disturbed, are long before they again emerge and venture to display their

glories ; while others stand rough treatment, and do not long keep within the retirement of their tiny

cellular habitations.

The hollow tentacles external to the closed sac, which is perforated only by the openings for

the mouth and anus, are the most important structures in the Moss-animal

economy. They serve as respiratory agents, thus con-esponding with the

gills of the Bivalve and the brachial appendages of the Brachiopod ; but

act also as organs of touch and prehension. They vary from eight to

eighty in number, and originate from the disc or stage, the lophophore,*
.

which roofs in the peri\'isceral cavity. As the lophophore is circular in

most of the marine forms, the gill tentacles present a bell-shaped appearance

(Fig. 18, c) ; but in many of the fresh-water genera it terminates in free

ends forming the crescent or horseshoe-shaped crown, whence the name of

Hippocrepian Bryozoa, often applied to this section of the class, is derived.

There is no trace of the existence of a heart or vascular system, and the

functions of circulation of the nutritive fluid are performed by means of the pj^ 21.—moss'- akimal

cilia clothing the membranous body wall lining the cell : circulation is, how- retracted in its cell.

ever, chiefly promoted by the muscular contractions of the mantle, which {After Hmcks.)
' J • J s/i, Tentacular Sheatli; sr.Cicat

keep up an incessant current and movement of the fluid filling the perivisceral
{},';^;'!'],°'s^,';,'a'cr;'ay,'ffis'"E

cavity. In this fluid the presence of white coriDUscles has been detected. «"": '' *'™'<:"i"=-

One of the most important sti-uctui-es connected, not only with the life-history of each individual

Moss-animal, but also with its relations to the i-est of the colony, is that gelatinous tissue now known as

the endosarc;t this consists of a cord-like prolongation of an elastic membrane (the funiculus. Fig. 20, z),

which moors the base of the stomach to the bottom of the cell wall, and of divergent thread-like fibres,

which, passiag through the pores in the communication plates existing between the different cells,

* Greek, lophos, a crest ; I'I'cru, I carry. t Greek, cndon, witliin ; sarx, flesh.
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or through perforations in the stem partitions, link one Moss-animal to its neighbours, and thus unite

the whole colony in a common life. The endosarc was at first considered to be the colonial

nervous system, and to be associated with the singular phenomena of the regtilar and com-

bined movements which occasionally agitate all the membei-s of the same colony. But the

researches of Joliet have proved that the tissue is not nervous in structure, and, according

to this writer, the endosarc is a product of the mantle, originates the reproductive elements of the

colony, and possibly enters largely into the composition of the tentacular sheath.

Such are the common attiibutes of a Moss-animal of the higher gi-ade. In some forms, however,

the ])harynx (Fij;. 'I'i, p/i") is more developed than in others, and the alimentary canal is divided into a

higher or cardiac (c, c), and a lower or pyloric cavity (ji).

A gizzard is occasionally present in both marine and

freshwater forms, aiding the processes of digestion.

Primitive excretory organs are also developed in the

I form of kidneys in some species. Many Bryozoa are

further characterised by the presence of a valvular

organ, the epistome, situated on that side (neural) of

" the mouth nearest to the nerve centre. This singular

'P
"i

oi'gan (Fig. IS, e) has been compared with the epi-

' '' glottis of the throat of mammalian animals. It is

Fig. 22.^A, B, coMMVNicATiox riATi s AM. ii.uis IN' j^jgygj vlgorously up and down when the alimentary
CELL WALLS OF MEMHKANIPOllA MEMHHANACEA; C,

°
i 1 1 J' il_ • 11 T>

riiRFOKATED STEM OF zooBOTiivo.v. {After Eeichert orgaus are partially protruded from their cells. Ke-

'Jlj}

and mtzscht). garded by some as an organ of sense, it acts as a
cp. R IS.

p,
one.

protection to the entrance of the gullet (ph), and its

existence distinguishes the " gullet-guarded " Moss-animals from those destitute of that structure
;

others, however, consider the epistome to be the equivalent of the foot of the mollusc, and there

is no doubt that it serves as an organ of locomotion in that abnormal " mouth-footed " genus.

. Shabdopleura, in which it retains its gieatest development. (Fig. 18, a.)

Peculiar organs termed ovicells occur periodically in manj' Bryozoa of the first rank, in the

form of external capsules or enlargements of the cell wall. They are often situated
j^

at the upper part of the animal chamber over-reaching its orifice. (Fig. 24, b.) These

modified cells bud from the membranous walls of the cell and communicate with

the perivisceral cavity. As their name implies, the ovicells retain the fertilised ova,

which migrate into the pouch thus formed, and are finally liberated when fully

matured as active ciliated larva;. In a more complex form of ovicell the external

opening of this brood chamber is closed by a membranous capsule furnished

with muscles, by which it is withdrawn to facilitate the passage of the embiyo

Moss-animal into the sea-water. Odcasional enlargements of the cell wall, and cells

restricted to reproductive purposes, occur in some members of the inferior marine

sub-order.s. But the true "brood-chamber" or marsupium appears only in the most j.;^ ^^ _ ^limen-
highly organised sub-order of " lip-mouthed " Moss-animals {Clieilostomata),* which tary canal op

are further characterised by the presence of two kinds of movable appendicular ^^^^l''"'*'
^^^"^

organs developed on the external covering of the colony, and irregularly dis- c.r.carciiac. j) pyloric.

tributed over its surface, llie "vibraculae" consist of a long slender bristle,
"">'°

thickest towards the base (Fig. 2.5, A, v), seated on a prominence in a hollow cup or receptacle—the

representative of a cell—containing only the muscles which direct its lashing movements. Mr. Busk

says :—•" These whip-like appendages serve as defensive and cleansing organs, and may be observed in

almost constant motion, sweeping slowly and carefully over the surface of the colony, and removing

whatever might be noxious to the delicate inhabitants of the cell when the tentacles are protruded."

In the family of Selenaridse, which are never attached to foreign objects, even when adult, they are

enormously developed, and serve as organs of locomotion, by means of which Mr. Busk has observed

ihe colony to be transported from one locality to another.

The second kind is that one form of which was first recognised and described by Ellis, in a

* Greek, chcilos, lip.
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prominence—
wliich can lie

. are of

Fig. 24.—CELLS OF CHEILOSTOMATOUS
BRYOZOON. (Enlarged aJUr Biisl-.)

c, ADimal CM ; I. Lid or Oixrculiira ; o, Oviccll ; *

species to wliich he gave the name of the " birds'-head Coralline.'' They are known a.s "avicularia,'

from the strong resemblance the most perfect present to a bird's beak, and are always composed of a
chamber lodging muscles, and sometimes a tiny tuft of bristles seated on i

possibly a tactile organ of sense—a more or less developed mandible, and a horny be

brought into, and withdrawn from opposition, by means of two sets of muscles. The
three distinct types, progressing from the radimentary form of a

dwarfed cell of the colony with an enlarged lid or operculum—"the

immersed " (Fig. 24, B, c^)— to those seated on the cell wall with a

small chamber and mandible—the "sessile" (Fig. 25, b)—up to the

ultimate type, "the pedunculate "(Fig. 2.5, c),which are situated on a

movable jointed stalk, look like a bird's head, and sway to and fro

snapping their jaws incessantly. These stalked forms have been
"

credited with an alimentary function, for they seize small or-

ganisms, usually worms, and retain them pertinaciously in spite

of theii- vigorous efforts to escape. But it is e\'ident that they

are not able to convey them to the mouth, which is, moreover,

too small to swallow the objects generally captured. In accor-

dance with the views of Mr. Hincks, the ciliated tentacles are

sufficient to secure regular nourishment for the animal, and the

avicularia are chai-ged with a purely defensive function. " They

may either arrest or scare away unwelcome visitors. Their

vigorous movements, and the snapping of their formidable jaws, may have a wholesome and deterrent

effect on loafing annelids, and other vagrants ; whilst the

occasional capture of one of them may help still further

to protect the colony from dangerous intrusion."

The avicularia, however diverse in

position, may all be regarded as

metamorphosed " animal cells."

The operculum becomes first (

_

'|»W '^ modified until through succes-

\/,VI j.ive stages the true " bird's head "

form is developed, and the cell

contains merely the machinery by

which the mandibles ai'e worked.

In this state they present, as Pro-

fessor Huxley has shown, a re-

markable resemblance to the valves

of the Brachiopod shell, in which

the arrangement of the muscles,

and the articulation of the two

valves, correspond closely with the

movable jointed mandible of the

bird's beak in the operculated

Bi-yozoa. The " avicularia " are

of transitional forms with the vibracular ora;ans,

-A, PORTION- OF rOLYZOAlil

L-L.TC, V. (After Hincks.)

UVNCl'LATE AVICULARIA. (Enlarged after Biuk.)

M.inillbl', &, Beak.c, Chamber, m. Muscles, p, Ptdunrle

also linked by a series

which likewise consist of a chamber lodging muscles, and a movable bristle. I'^g- 26.—cells of mci la

^Ir. Hincks describes the vibraculte as acting sometimes independently of cllakia (d) holding a
each other, and at others in combined action, as though swayed by a sudden wokm. (After Bmk.)

impulse, yet with the perfect regularity and order of a machine. From this "•'''"'
"'rffX'vfci'iaril'"""^''^^^'

fact he derives an argument in favour of some kind of colonial sensation and

means of communication. The occasional simultaneity of the movements of the vibraculiB was

also noted by Mr. Charles Darwin,* who gives an interesting description of both kinds of the

* " Voyage of the Beayle,"' p. 201.
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appendicular organs as observed by liim in living specimens, off the coast of Tierra del Fuego in

The subjoined table gives the classification of the Sea-mosses, and the approximate inter-

relationships of the minor groups, commencing with the higher forms. Sub-orders and genera known

to be represented by fossil species are printed in italics :

—

CheUostomata, maiine, Flustra, Bugula, Cellepora, Mcmbranipora.

I [
Cyclostomaia, marine, Stomatopora, Homera, Fenesttlla^ Zichenopora,

^ V Ctenostomata, marine, liowerbankia, Victorella, Mimosella.

i^ \ EcTOPROOTA <
Piiludicella, fresh-water, Paludieella, only.

W ) J I

^ ] / Lophophea, fresh-water, Lophopus, Aloyonella, Plumatella, etc.

« i
^

I
\ rXEROBRANCHIATA.

of / Pedicellina. Podostomata (mouth-footed).

( Pedicellina, marine. Rhabdopleura, marine, only.*

\ Urnatella, fresh-water. Cejihalodiscus dodecahplms.

( Lo.xosoma, marine.

ORDER HOLOBRANCHIATA.
THE ECTOPROCTA.—THE CHEILO.STOMATA.

Members of this highly-organised group ai-e usually, as their name implies, distinguished by the

presence of a horny lip or shutter, which, moved by special muscles, eflectually closes the orifice of the

cell on the withdrawal of its animal occupant. The external layer of the cell wall (ectocyst),

sometimes fleshy or horny, is more often of a calcareous nature. The Cheilostomata are further

characterised by the frequent presence of those singular outgi-owths of the colonial skeleton—the

vibracular and avicularian appendages already described. The former occur more

frequently than the latter, with which, moreover, they are occasionally associated.

The bases of these organs—often preserved in a fossil state—aid in the determina-

tion of genera. The marsupium, or " brood-chamber," also distinguishes these Moss-

animals, which undoubtedly exemplify the most perfect form of bryozoonal organisa-

tion, although, at the .same time, that wliicli—farthest removed from the molluscan

type—illustrates the effects of degeneration resulting from the adoption of a

stationary life. In Moss-animals with a circular-mouthed cell (Cyclostomata, Fig. 27),

the ectocyst is likewise more or less encrusted with a calcareous secretion, and

the orifice of the usually long and tubular cell is generally unprotected by any
TopoRA DicHo- apparatus for its closure and protection of the more simply-organised animal. But

GREAT^ooLiTE
'*'

' meuibers of this group occasionally possess a modified operculum, which links them

with the perfectly " lip-celled " Moss-animals, some of which in turn present external

features of the Ctenostomata f (Fig. 28), a third sub-order, which includes a number of remarkable

species, for some are fleshy, irregular, and spongious ; others horny, plant-like, with flexible movable

cells. The ectocyst, never calcareous, is either of a horny-membranous or membrano-gelatinous

nature, and in many cases the cells arise at intervals from a creeping tubular stem, the stolon

(Fig. 28, s). A portion of the tentacular sheath is fringed with a row of bristles connected by a thin

membrane, which, drawn together on the retreat of the polypide, closes in and forms a hairy
operculum or " comb-like " protection above the tentacles when those organs are retracted within the

lower and harder portion of the cell. Some species inhabit brackish water, and exhibit modi-
fications of the tentacular crown and other resemblances to the fresh-water forms.

The sub-order Paludieella, is at present represented by a single, branched, fresh-water Moss-
animal, which, of timid habit and a lover of obscurity, dwells in slowly-running watei-s, whence its

generic name is derived. The animal of Paludieella inhabits a club-shaped, divided cell. The loop
is circular, and, like all the foregoing members of the Gymnoltematous section, the gullet is

unprotected by the "epistome." All the remaining Ectoproctous forms are comprised within the

sub-order Lojihophea, founded on the genus Lophopus—the famous "Bell-flower" animal first

* A second supposed fresh-water Pterobranchiate has been described by Mr. Hincks, from Canada, t Gr., kteis, a comb.
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described in 17-H by TreuiUey. In these " gullet-gaarded '' (Pliylactola3matii) genera the epistome

is developed, and, as the arms of the lopliopliore are eitlier free or suppressed, the tentacles usually

assume a " liorseshoe-" or crescent-shaped crown, (Fig. 18, b.) This sub-order includes a nundjer

of interesting forms, generally fungoid, gelatinous, limpid, or of a green, brown, or yellowish- white

colour. The majority are timid, light-shunning animals, and once disturbed are long before they

ventui-e agaia to expand their tentacles. The wandering Cristatella (Fig. 17) forms an exception to

the rule, and seems capable of existing only in the full influence of sunlight in a whirlpool caused l)y

the ceaseless agitation of its constantly-expanded crown. The fresh-water

genera, to quote their chief historian, Dr. Allman, " may be sought in the

still and running waters of the land, in the broad river and the rushing

stream, in the pure cold mountain lake and the stagnant waters of the moory

fen. In interest they yield not one jot to their brethren of the sea, and

ofler to the naturalist an inexhaustible source of gratification in the beauty

of their forms and the wonders of their organisation."

THE ENDOPROCTA.

In this secondary group of inferior Moss-animals the anal orifice occurs

within the tentacular crown instead of outside of it. In the single sub-order

Pedicellina the tentacles are developed from the two sides of the upper

margin of the cup-shajied cell. When at rest they lie partially concealed

within the vestibule, a.s there exists no sheath into which they could be re-

tractetl. The animal does not leave the cell, and no muscles for its protru-

sion and retraction are developed. Tlie ectocyst, or investing integument, is

soft throughout, remaining entirely unhardened by a secretion of a calcareous

or other nature. It closely surrounds the alimentaiy canal, and there is no

ti-ue body cavity. The animal chamber is seated on a long contractile stem,

from which it is generally separated by a diaphragm or partition. This

peduncle (Fig .29, p), sometimes furnished with spines, is very muscular towards

the base, and le of vigorous

Fig. 29. ENDOPEOCTOrS
PEDICELLIN.i CEKNVA.

s.-titolon
;
p.rfdiintU- ; r, c

TYPE (

(Aflcf Hiiicfc.)

ovement. The various members of the

colony are united by the creeping tube or

stolon (Fig. 28, s), from which the support-

ing peduncles spring at intervals. They .

often swing to and fro so actively that the

colony resembles " a field of corn agitated Fig. 28.—bowerbankia.

by the wind;" and the muscular move- <^-^"'-^- E"'"^*^''/'''"^'"''^^''

p, ,1 1.1 r ii ift. Tentacular sheath: a, Cc M-

ments continue alter the death ot the ivaii; «, stoion. c, t-iniia; j,.

Gizz-ird; 2, Funiculus; int,

animal inhabitant of the cup-shaped cell intestine,

at the free end of the stem, which periodically falls away,

and is reproduced by internal budding. Besides the marine

Pedicellina, and a similar "urn-shaped" {Urrmtelln) fresh-water

genus, this sub-order comprises a singular bi-sexual genus, the

only known solitary Moss-animal. It lives fixed by a pedal gland

—the representative of the moUuscan shell-gland—attached to

\h)' the caudal extremity of worms and other marine animals. The

tentacles of Loxosoma are obliquely developed, and the body-

cavity is attached to a contractile stem without any inter\-cnin,i;

partition. It is also devoid of the creeping tube or stolon.

ORDER PTEROBRANCHIATA.

In the " mouth-footed " sub-order (Podostomata) the breathing organs arise from a winged or

divided base (Fig. 18, a), and the month of the Moss-animal is situated under an enormously-developed

organ, believed to be the equivalent of the " epistome " characterising the fresh-water genera., It

.serves as a foot, enabling the animal to walk uj) the walls of its long and tubular cell, to which it
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is attached solely by the contractile " rod-like " funiculus. There is no mantle or inner layer of the

cell-wall, and tlie cavity becomes tilled with sea-water. No muscles are developed, the animal raising

itself in the cell by means of the foot. Protrusion, a slow process, takes several hours to accomplish,

and the animal is retracted by the elastic funiculus. The detached bud is furnished with two valve-

like fleshy plates. The unique Rhabdopleura has been dredged in the British and noithern seas

in from ten to three hundred fathoms. Although a marine form, according to its describers, Sars

and Allman, it presents many resemlilances to the fi-esh-water genera, and is the representative of

a very old type. It is supposed that the Graptolites are allied.

Tlie Moss-animals sustain life under the most variable conditions of temperature and depth.

Some aflect shallow, muddy waters, others the regions of clear water or strong cui-rents, and several

species exist in the dim and unrufliled abysses of the ocean. They are numerously represented in

temperate regions, in the frozen waters of the east Greenland coast (Kirchenpauer), and in the

warm latitudes of the Australian shores. They encrust the floating Gulf-weed with their silvery

network, and grow on reefs between and on the diflerent clumps of coral. Many species are universally

distributed, others characterise boreal regions or the tropical zones. One, at least, leads a roving

existence, and attached to the keels of ships is borne from clime to clime. The Cheilostomata and

Cyclostomata are specifically most abundant from between tide marks to depths of 200

fiithoms. They are somewhat less frequently recorded from 200 to 600 fathoms. A few

species of the " lip-mouthed " forms frequent the lirackish waters of friths and the mouths of

tidal rivers, but the deep-sea species appear as usual to be widely diflfused. Those dredged by

H.M.S. Challenger have been described by Dr. Busk, and the occurrence in the Atlantic of several of

the "lip-mouthed " sub-order at depths varying from 1,500 to 3,000 fathoms is noteworthy. Among
these abysmal forms was a species of a cosmopolitan genus, with a range from shallow water to

great deptlis, and closely allied to members of a group that existed in Cretaceous oceans. This

was brought up from between 2,000 and 3,000 fathoms, in a sterile region where other animal life

was scarce. A peculiarly interesting and novel species {Kinetoskias cyathvs), arising from fibrour;

roots possessing the long, slender stem of the Endoprocta, supporting branches forming a cup, yet

characterised by the colonial gi-owth and appendages of the most highly organised class, was dredged

in 1,500 fathoms off the Island of St. Vincent, and elsewhere in 2,650 fathoms. The Ctenostomata

and other marine forms apparently prefer depths under a hundred fathoms. Two hundred and thirty

species in all occur in the British seas. The fresh-water genera are distributed in the still and
running waters of Europe, India, and North America, at depths ranging from a few inches below tha

surface to four feet.*

Although the Bryozoa are of comparatively little importance as reef-builders in the present

day, in past ages beds of limestone of considerable extent and thickness were built up by their

exclusive agency. Fragments of the calcareous or horny skeletons of the " lip-" and " circular-

mouthed " species remain when the soft parts decay, and, frequently, preserved in a fossil state,

testify that genera closely allied to living species have existed even from early epochs. Excluding

a doubtful Cambrian form, M'e find a large number both of the erect and net-like forms (Retejiora,

i'enestella), and the delicate encrusting types, in rocks of Lower and Upi)er Silurian age. Some
of these died out, others persisted, and many new forms appeared in the succeeding Devonian and
Carboniferous epochs. Closely-related forms occur in the Trias. During the Mesozoic period, the

Moss-animals contributed largely to the formation of extensive deposits, and attained their maximum.
Jules Haime has described a number of Jui-assic species, and D'Orbigny figured eight hundred
from the Cretaceous rocks of France alone. Some Palteozoic and Mesozoic genera (Stomatopora

and Diastopora) still continue to be represented ; while the perforating Hippothoa has persisted

from the Sihirian, but the majority of generic forms are restricted to one life-epoch, and many occur

only in a single geological horizon. Bryozoa abounded in the Miocene, and many species from the

later Tertiary deposits ai-e stated to be closely allied to, and even identical with, species living

in the present oceans.

* In Vol. XX. of the ChuUenger Reports (Zoology), Prof. M'lutosh and Mr. S. 'NY. Hai-mer described, from 243 fatUoms in

the Straits of Magellan, a remarkably abnormal colonial Bryozoon {Ceplmlodlsciis dodecalophm) with a notochord and a pair

of gill slits and allied to Rhabdopleura.
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The soft and perishable nature of the common dermal covering in the Ctenostomata and

Eudopwjcta would preclude their preservation in a fossil state. But it is highly probable that

these sub-orders also existed in past ages. For the structure and embryological history of the few

existing species belonging to those groups seem to indicate that they represent the earlier forms

of Bryozoonal life, when the primitive types were free when adult, as the ciliated lar^a is in the

fji-st stages of development. Thus the fixed state and colonial growth may be regarded as modi-

lications occurring in the course of generations. The first kinds were probably .solitary animals, the

first step towards colonisation being the development of that creeping tube, the stolon, which unites

the various shoots or cells into a colony of individuals, as in Pedicellina and the Cteno.stomatous

forms. Thence all the varied colonial types may have difterentiated, and all the organs for the

protection and common welfare of the colony were eventually developed.

Differences in the form of the colony of parasitic species often result from the shape of the

organisms they infest, and singular modifications adapted for the life that is led are of frequent

occurrence. Thus, in a species of Membranipora which forms conspicuous white patches upon the

Gulf-weed, and other Algae, the skeleton is not universally hardened throughout. Certain parts

remain flexible and so escape fracture, when the thousands of united cells sway backwards and

forwards in the water, as the fronds of the weed are tossed to and fro by the waves. The shape of

the erect colonies depends chiefly upon the mode in which the budding takes place, and the situation

of the primary buds. In radiating and crust-like species, new cells often become interpolated. One of

the common Sea-mats grows so rapidly during the summer, according to Nitzsche, "that the edges

present a remarkable appearance. A marginal zone of perhaps one inch in breadth contains only

half-developed cells ; those nearest the centre, being least maturely calcified, are inhabited by smaller

polypides ; the younger ones are still uncalcified, and the cell orifice being as yet imdeveloped, they

cannot protrude. Only a very small ))art of a marine colony contains completely developed

jx)lypides. The younger cells at the extreme edge enclo.se immature buds, the older are empty, and

only those cells intermediate between the elder and the younger contain fully developed animals."

Internal buds, called " Statoblasts," enclosing between two valve-like plates a polypide, which

remains in a quiescent state for a variable period, are also developed on the " funiculus," and liberated

as p:^rfected Moss-animals, on the death of the parent. These are characteristic of the " gullet-

guarded " fresh- water genera, some of which also multiply by fission—a form of budding in masses.

The life-history of the marine colonies, is likewise perpetuated by internal buds in each cell. The

chief features of this singular process, known as " the fall and renewal of the polypide," have been

minutely described by F. A. Smitt, but are still the subject of controversy. It appears certain, how-

ever, that on the dissolution of the polypide, a portion of the digestive organs separates from the rest,

and remains attached to the funiculus, a part of the endosai'c, or common internal flesh of the colony.

This " brown body," or remnant, increases in size, at the expense of the fatty globules by which it is

surroimded, and is believed to give rise to a bud which develops into a perfect Moss-animal, resembles

its predecessor in the cell, and may pi-ofit by the perfections of the colonial system. For, strange to

say, the avicularian and vibracular appendages are not aftected by the death of the animal inhabitant

of the cell on the outer wall of which they may be developed, their existence being independent of it,

find connected with the colonial system of which they are the outgrowths.

Thus is the increase of the colony secured, and the life-vigour of its inhabitants renewed and

perpetuated. A word as to its original development. In most Moss-animals, both reproductive elements

are present in each cell. But there are a few exceptions to the general rule, as among some of the

Sea-scurfs, the Ctenostomata, and in the solitary Loxosoma, in which the sexes are stated to be dis-

tinct, the tufts of separated animals consisting either of male or female individuals. Sometimes the

ova, fertilised either before or after their expulsion in the water, are set free in the perivisceral cavity,

and escape only upon the rupture of the sac, and death of the parent polypide. Or they are dispersed

by means of special organs, or pass through the brood chamber, and a period of further development.

But in all cases they finally reach the water, as more or less developed, active, free-swimming larva;.

In tliis state they pass a variable period of time, swimming about by means of the cilia with which

they are clothed. Eye-spots are developed, and long bristles for touch and guidance. These are

absorbed when the little animal abandons its free life, becomes stationary, and develops into the
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primary polypide, and foundation cell of llie colony. But before reaching this stage, the embryos pass

tlirough a number of phases of development, which, although varying according to the nature of the

genus, may be all regarded as derived from a primitive ideal type (Jules Barrois). The wandering,

segmented, ciliated, larvse endued with temporary organs of sense, present a remarkable similarity

to thiose of the Brachiopoda, and the presence of a bivalve shell in some species of Bryozoa, as well

as the "horseshoe" stage of the loop amongst the Brachiopods, are further embryologieal points in

common.

The anatomical features of adult individuals of each class are, moreover, very similar. Both the

Brachiopod and the Moss-animal breathe and obtain nourishment by means of the pliant, tentaculated

organs clothed with cilia which are protruded for that purpose, altliough the action in the fonner is

constrained by the spiral shape of the fleshy, resjiiratory, and food -securing organs, and the rigidity

of the intei-nal skeleton often supporting them within the mantle cavity. Neither possesses a

heart, and the niitritive fluid is circulated entirely by ciliary, or ciliary and muscular action. In

both groups a mantle is usually developed, and there is a close identity of type in the structure

of the digestive organs, which, among the Brachiopoda, are attached to the inner wall separating

tlie body or perivisceral cavity from the mantle chamber by mus-

cular bands—the equivalents of the funicidus of the Bryozoa. " A
certain parallelism may also be suggested between the leading groups

of the Bryozoa and the Brachiopods. We have forms like Lepralia,

attached by the region of their shells, this shell being calcareous, and

exhibiting minute punctures which have been compared to similar

markings in certain Brachiopods. So among the latter group do we
find forms attached, as in Theoidium, and some species of Pi-oductus ;

and generally the articulated Brachiopods might be compared to such

forms as Lepralia (a Sea-scurf) ; while on the other hand such genera

as Pedicellina, with its long, pliant, and muscular stalk, or Loxo-

soma, with a stalk highly retractile, may be compared to Lingula."

Fig. 30.—A, i-REE-swiMMiNG cin- (Morse.)
ATED cHEiLosTOME LARVA.

j^ j^, evident, therefore, from embryologieal development and
(Ajler Barms.) B, STATOBLAST

.

' > J a 1

OF FREDEBicELLA. {After Allman.) adult organisation, that the Brachiopoda and Bryozoa are so closely

7)^ Ciliary i,iuraej.p|j^phargx;^c8i,stoi)iach; allied as to form a Very natural group, and thus are they classed

by the majority of authors. With regard, however, to the exact position

in the animal kingdom to be occupied by the group thus restricted, opinions are far less unanimous

;

for it is also certain that in their earliest stages of growth the Brachiopoda and Bryozoa betray no

molluscan characters. In fact they present such a close resemblance to similar stages of some worms,

that such embryologieal authorities as Steenstrup, Morse, Kowalevsky, and Agassiz, deny their right

to admission to the molluscan type. Professor Morse deduced the same conclusion from observations

of the habits and structure of full-grown Lingulse. But other zoologists consider these structural

affinities merely as throwing light on the geological ancestry of both of these coeval types of

organisms.

The literature of the Moss-animals is \evy copious. I am indebted, among others, to the following

standard works :—" A History of the British Marine Polyzoa," 1880 (Thomas Hincks) ; "A
Monograph of the Fresh-water Polyzoa of Britain " (J. G. Allman) ; " Catalogues of the Species of

Marine Polyzoa in the British Museum " (G. Busk) ; and to the same author's contributions to the

" Transactions of the Microscopical Society." For the history of the fossil forms of the class, I am
indebted to the well-known works of Alcide D'Orbigny, Jules Haime, and the publications of the

Palieontographical Society (G. Busk) ; for anatomical details, to the memoirs of Dr. Arthur Farre,

P. J. Van Beneden, Karl Vogt, and T. Hincks, and the works of F. A. Smitt, Nitzsche, Ray
Lankester, Morse, Vine, M'Intosh, and Harmer ; and for embryologieal details, to the complete
" Embryologie des Bryozoaires " of Jules Barrois. To the Rev. T. Hincks, M.A., F.R.S., Dr. Jules

Barrois, and also to Dr. A. Fritsch, Dr. Kirchenpauer, M. P. J. Van Beneden, and Dr. E. Von
Martens, I wish to express my thanks for assistance and further information.

Agnes Crane.



CLASS INSECTA.
CHAPTER I.

ANATOMY OF INSECTS.

Characteristics of the Archropoda—Insects—Divisions of tlie Body—Segments of the Abdoiren—Structure of the Thorax—

The Jointed Limbs—I'arts of the Leg— Tlie Feet—The AVings— The Head—The Antenna;—Tlie Organs of the Jlouth—

Segmentation of the Head—Modifications of the Mouth in Sucking Insects—The " Moulting "—The "Trans-

formations" of Insects; Larva, Pupa, and Winged Stages— Internal Anatomy—The Nervous System—Structure

of the Eye -Function of the i\jitenna;-The Digestive System—The Circulatory Apparatus—How Respiration

is Performed—Reproduction— Classification.

The Arthropoda,* as already stated in tlie Introduction to Invertebrate animals In general, arc

cliaracterised by having the integument of the body divided into a series of rings, generally hardened

Fig. 1.—BEETLE (Cahsoii OF THE THORAX, AND THE

by deposition either of the horny substance, called chitlne, of which the outer skin of these animals

fundamentally consists, or of carbonate of lime, and united by soft flexible portions of the skin, which

enable the parts to move more or less freely. These firm rings are called segments, or, by many

anatomists, somites, and also metameres, as being more or less repetitions of similar parts. So far the

Ai+hropoda agree with many Vermes, and in the older classifications the Arthropods and Vermes

• Greek, arthron, a joint ; pom, a foot.
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constituted two divisions of a single group (Annulosa), tlie leading idea in the foundation of wliich

was the division of tlie body in this way into a series of segments, the greater part of which miglit

be ahnost exact repetitions of each other. In the Arthropods, or jointed-limbed animals, however,

we find, superadded to the simple Annulose type of structure, a greater or less number of jointed

limbs serving the animal for jirogression either in walking or swimming.

Of the Arthropoda thus characterised the creatures known as Insects constitute the highest or

most highly specialised type. They may be i-oughly defined as Arthropods in which the body is

distinctly divided into three parts, called the head, the thorax, and the abdomen, furnished with

three pairs of jointed limbs attached to the second division of the body, and breathing air by

means of fine tubular organs which ramify in all parts of the body. Besides the legs the thorax

generally bears one or two pairs of wings ; the head has only a single pair of the organs known
as antemuK; and the segments of the abdomen, or third division, have no limbs attached to them.

These statements apply to the insect in its adult or perfect state ; at earlier stages of its existence,

as will be seen hereaftei', it may present very different characters.

The segmented structure is most plainly shown in the abdomen (Fig. 1), and we will therefore

commence by describing its general character-s. There are usually no more than nine segments in this

part of the body, and of these some are often suppressed or greatly reduced in size and concealed by

others, so as to make the abdomen appear to consist of fewer than the theoretical full number of

rings. In certain insects, on the other hand, there are, beyond the true ninth segment, certain jiarts

which are regarded as representing two more segments, thus giving eleven as the total number of

such parts that may exist in the abdomen of an insect (Fig. 2). The segments of the abdomen, as

already stated, bear no iointed organs of the

nature of limbs, but at the extremity of thi?

part of the body we not unfrequently find

certain appendages (jointed tails, ovipositors,

claw-like pieces, itc). The abdomen may be

attached to the next division of the body (the

thorax) by its whole breadth, or the segment

or segments towards the base may be more

or less narrowed, so that not uncommonly

o. OMi„sit.ir. the actual union is efifected by a very thin

stalk. The segments themselves are composed

of two ludf rings placed on the upper and lowei' sui-faces (dorsal and ventral plates), and these may be

firmly united to each other at the sides, or attached by a flexible membrane similar to that by which

the successive segments are joined. In some cases where the wings form a protective covering for

the abdomen (as in Beetles), the upper surface of the abdomen shows no horny plates, but is covered

with a soft flexiVjle skin.

The thorax (Fig. 1) consists always of three segments, but, although in many insects this structure

is as plainly recognisable as in the abdomen, it is very often masked, or even partly concealed, either

by the close union of the segments, or by the shifting of the position of the parts of which the segments

are composed, for the thoracic segments ai-e more comjjle.x than those forming the abdomen. Thus

in a perfect thoracic segment we can distinguish a dorsal plate {uotani), and opposite to it a sternum

(or " breast-Tione"), and uniting these on each side two other pieces (p'eurce) placed one behind the

other, of which the foremost is called the episternum, and the hinder one the epiinerum. All these lower

pieces generally take part in forming the socket for the attachment of the limb ; they are united by

sutures, but frequently so amalgamated together that the whole thoracic segment seems to form a

•complete ring. The three segments of the thorax are indicated in descriptions by distinctive names
;

the foremost is the prot/torax (Fig. 1), the second the mesothorax, and the third the melathorai:

In like manner the two jirincipal pieces of which each successive segment is composed are

distinguished as t\ie 2T)'onotum, mesonotum and metanotiim, and jirosternum, mesosteniam, and

metastermun. In many cases tlie mesonotum exhibits in its middle a small raised ])late, called tlie

scutellnm (Fig. 1), which is well seen in most Beetles; and in some insects a similar elevation is

presented by the metanotum, the post-scutelhun.
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It has already been reniarkecl that the thorax beai-s the tliree pairs of joiute(] limbs which are

characteristic of Insects. One pair of these organs is appended to each segment of this di\ision of the

body, and thus the original division into three segments may be indicated even when the amalgamation

of the segments themselves appears to be most domplete. These limbs are inserted into sockets

on each side of the ster)ium by means of their first joints, which may be spherical, or nearly so,

and thus enable the limb to turn in any direction, or more or less elongated or ovate in form, when

the movement of the limb from the socket will be more like that of a hinge. These first joints, called

coxce (Fig. 3, a), are followed by a piece usually of small size, the trochaiiler

(b), which may be a ring-like joint uniting the coxa to the following joint

of the leg, or a more or less triangular plate extending along part of the

under surface of the latter. The third piece, generally the largest and most ~'e
^

])owerful joint of the leg, is the thigh or femur (c), at the apex of which ^'S- 3.— walking leo ok

the shank or tibia (d) is articulated by a hinge joint. Both these parts, but

especially the tibia, are frequeiitly armed with spines and bristles ; the tibiaa in particular are

very commonly furnished at their extremities with movably articulated spurs, which project

considerably, and materially assist the insect in walking. The actual foot, or tarsus (e), is

attached to the e.xtremity of the tibia, and is composed of a variable number of joints, but

never more than fi\e. The joints of the tarsi often vary much in size and form, even in

the same insect or in the same tarsus ; they are generally clothed beneath with' short stiff hairs, or

modifications of hair-like structures, and the last joint bears at its apex a pair of movable claws,

between or beneath which in the majority we find small membranous appendages, which are called

pseudoni/chia, or arolia.

The.se jointed limbs are modified in a great variety of ways, and their peculiarities of form and

structure are of much importance in the classification of insects. Their chief use being for walking

or running, they are, in the majority of these animals, subject only to minor modificatipns of the

whole organ, or some of its parts ; but where .special functions have to be performed by them

the changes are much greater. In this way the legs, or some of them, may be strongly compressed and

widened, and provided with strong fringes of bristles to fit them for natatorial purposes, as in the

Water-beetles ; or shortened and thickened, furnished with gi'eat cylindrical coxae, broad, toothed

tibise and short concealed tarsi adapting them to the purpose of digging, as in the Mole-crickets
;

or elongated, and provided with very powerful thighs for jumping, like the hind legs of Grasshoppers

and Locusts ; or furnished with very long coxfe, thighs grooved and spined beneath, and tibiae and

tai-si arranged to fit into the groove of the thighs, rendering them formidable prehensile organs,

of which the fore legs of the so-called Praying Insects (Mantidis) are examples. Of the infinity of

minor modifications, elongations, or abbreviations of parts, partial dilatations and contractions,

development of bristles and spines, <fcc., there is no occasion to speak here ; examples enough of them

will have to be described in characterising the insects in which they occur.

Besides the legs the tliorax usually bears one or two pairs of wings—in fact, in the majoi'ity

of adidt insects the whole of the organs of locomotion are confined to this region of the body. The front

pair of wings when there are two pairs spring from the mesothorax, and the second j)air from the meta-

thorax, and always from the junction between the dorsal plate (notum) aad the pleurae. They

are generally thin membranous organs, and notwithstanding their delicacy they consist always

of two membranes continuous at their edges, and firmly attached to each by their inner surfaces.

This peculiarity of construction is exjilained by the mode of formation of the wings. These are

originally sac-like dilatations of the integument, which gradually become extended and more

<lelioate in texture, until the inner surfaces come in contact and adhere one to another; but this does

not finally occur until after the insect has arrived at maturity, and the two membranes, of which the

wing is composed, can be at first easily separated. In most cases the wings are traversed by a

greater or less number of veins, which branch in various ways, and generally form » sort of network.

These veins consist primarily of air-tubes, similar in construction to those which ramify through

all parts of the body, and serve, as will be described liereafter, for the purpose of respiration,

and ])assing out of the thorax into the wings, spread out there between the two membranes. Thev

are us\ially thickened by an increased deposition of horny chitine along their course, and as
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tliis is usually of a blackish or brownish tint, the wing-veins become plainly marked. The mode of ram-

fication of these veins is exceedingly characteristic of different groups of insects, and consequently

of great importance in their classitication. In some cases the deposition of liorny material in the

wing is not contined to the veins, but extends throughout the wing, which then becomes a horny

or leathery organ, unfitted to assist in flight. This change usually takes places in the fore wings

alone, which then serve as protective cover-

ings to the greatly developed and more
delicate posterior wings, the true organs of

flight, which in rejtose are folded up and

packed away on the back of the abdomen
beneath the firmer anterior pair. In the

Beetles (see Fig. 1), which furnish the best

examples of this modification, the horny fore

wings, called elytra, when closed, meet in a

straight line down the middle of the back,

usually concealing the whole dorsal surface

of the body, excejjt the fii'st segment of the

thorax {prmwtum) and a small, .shield- shaped

piece of the mesonotuni (the sciitellam) ; in

other insects which possess horny or leathery

fore wings, these generally overlap towards

the end ; and in the Bugs only the first portion of the wing becomes horny, and the overlapping

terminal parts are membranous. Such fore wings are called tegniina and liemelijtrn.

Exceptionally many insects belonging to the most variou.s groups, are always wingless, or

the males ate winged and the females apterous ; and besides these certain entire groups, especially

of parasitic insects, contain none but apterous .species. Either of the i)airs of wings may become

gi-eatly reduced in size, and apparently useless, while the other pair is fully formed ; and in

one -whole order the fore wings

alone are developed, and the \\ ) ^\. ,U

hind wings are repi'esented by \

a pair of small organs, consist-

ing of a slender stalk, termi-

nated by a little knob, which

have received the name of

halteres or balancers.

The head, or the foremost

of the three divisions of tlie

body (Fig. 1), when examined

as a whole, appears to be a

solid horny case, but a con-

sideration of its appendages

leads to the conclusion that it

is composed of several segments.

<Jn the upper surface or at the sides it bears a pair of jointed organs called anieniue (Fig. 4, o),

and a pair of eyes (b), which are almost always of the kind called compound ; beneath it shows the

organs of the mouth, which are subject to the most remarkable modifications.

The apparently homogeneous case of the head is considered to be divisible for descriptive

purposes into various regions ; thus the space between the eyes is called the forehead, in front of

which is a part known as the clypeus (d), and the two together form the face. The cro-wn of the

head is called the vertex. Immediately in front of or beneath the clypeus, closing the mouth
in front, is a small plate, usually movably articulated, and called the \ipper lip or hbrum. On
the vertex there are in many insects two or three simple eyes, or ocelli (c). the general structure of

which and of the larger compound eyes will be explained farther on.
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The antenncK (Fig. 5), which are attached to the head either in front of or between the eyes, are

jointed organs of tlie most various development; sometimes excessively long, and many-jointed; some-

times very short, and composed of but few pieces; sometimes thread-like or necklace-like, and composed of

joints of nearly equal thickness throughout, or tapering more or less towards the extremity ; sometimes

clubbed at the end by the enlargement of a certain number of the terminal joints, or gradually swelling

from the base to near the extremity ; sometimes serrated or feathered on one or both sides by the

emission of more or less fine processes from tlie joints, or foliated by the widening of such processes

into leaves, which may be more or less separated or pressed together, like tlie leaves of a book. In

many cases, the first joint is longer and more robust than those which follow it ; and sometimes the

latter are attached to the first joints at an angle, instead of being continuous with it ; suoli aiitenn:i-

are called kneid, or geniculate, and may be well seen in the common Ants. The differences of the

antennae furnish characters of great systematic importance.

The organs of the mouth (Fig. 6) must now receive our attention. The labrum. or upper lip, has

already been mentioned. It is a small plate, usually of horny texture, articulated to the clypeus, but

sometimes amalgamated with it, and really belonging to the head, although functionally forming part cf

the mouth. Immediately behind the labrum, in the mouth of a biting insect, we find a pair of solid

horny organs, articulated to the head by a hinge-joint. They are often of considerable size, pointed at

the apex, and armed with teeth, rendering them formidable weapons ; at other times, shorter, and

iwlapted rather to the gnawing of vegetable substances ; but in all cases they are simple organs with

no jomted appendages of any kind. This first pair of jaws is called the mandibles.

The jaws of the second pair, or the maxUlce, are by no means so simple,'and in them we may.

trace some homology with the limbs attached to the thoracic segments. Thus the first joint of these

jaws, the hinge-joint {cardo), which is placed transversely to the head, represents the hiij-joint (coxa),

and this is followed by a stem-joint (stipes), attached to it at a right angle, and corresponding to the

thigh. On the outside of the latter is a separate piece, known as the scale (sqiuuna). which bear; a
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jointed organ, the maxillary paljms ; and these two parts are regarded by zoologists as representing

the shank and the tarsus. But besides these parts, the stem-joint bears on its inner side two

masticating-plates, which are generally horny, variously-toothed, and assist in the division of the food.

This, of course, is a very general description of the structure of the maxillae, which present many

varieties of formatioii in different members of the class Insecta.

Below or behind the maxilL-e we find what is apparently a single organ- -the lower lip, or

labium—but which is really composed of a pair of organs united together in the middle line. The

labium closes the mouth from below, and consists of several parts, which have received special names.

Thus its basal jmrt, which represents the two hinge-joints of the maxilla amalgamated together, is

known as the chin, or mentum ; the part in front of this, which may be either homy or membranous

in texture, is called the Uffula, and corresponds to the stem-joints, and other parts of the maxillae. It

is not unfrequently cleft in the middle, and may also have one of the other portions of each half

separate, forming distinct divisions, called paraglossw. The labium also bears a pair of palpi (labial palpi).

The preceding statements are intended solely to give a general idea of the arrangement of the

parts composing the mouth in ordinary insects, to clear the way for the descriptions of those modi-

fications of structure which, it will be seen hereafter, are of great importance in the classification of

these animals. They are of importance, also, in connection with the theoretical structure of the

head, which, although apparently composed of one solid piece, must be regarded as really consisting of

several segments, intimately united to one another. If we consider what these segments may be, and

what is their theoretical number, interpreting the insect head by its homologies with the lower

arthropods, we find that the following constituents may fairly be distinguished,—a segment bearing

the eyes ; a second segment, bearing the antenna; ; and three more, of which the mandibles, maxilla;,

and labium are appendages ; the mandibles, which are solid, and bear no palpi, being regarded as

representing only the basal joints (coxce) of the members belonging to their segment. We thus get

five segments in the head, which, taking eleven as the full number of segments in the abdomen,

would give nineteen as the total number of segments in insects ; but some anatomists are inclined to

think that a second antenna-bearing segment must be imagined to exist, although in an undeveloped

state, in order to bring the number of segments into accordance with that present in Crustacea. A
remarkable and. so far as we know, perfectly exceptional, structure was described in 1879 by

M. H. de Saussure, in a small Cockroach-like insect (Hemimerus), from the Gaboon, on the West

coast of Africa. In this curious creature M. de Saussure finds a second labium, evidently composed of

two halves, and haviiuj a jxiir of palpi, situated within the regular labium, and between it and the

maxillaj. This, of course, would make the number of head-segments six, without reckoning the hypo-

thetical second antennal segment, but unfortunately it is in the wrong place, and its occurrence is so

exceptional that M. de Saussure is inclined to remove the creature possessing this remarkable

character altogether from the class of Insects.

The modifications which these parts undergo, and which are cliaracteristic of the orders, and other

groups of insects, are very considerable, and will have to be fully described farther on ; but a brief

statement of the nature of the more important of them will not be out of place here, as placing the

very curious phenomena in question before the reader in a connected form. The description given

above indicates the general arrangement of the parts in the mouth of ordinary biting insects ; and the

differences presented by these are generally in matters of detail, such as the relative proportion of

parts, &c. The first type which requires notice here is that presented by the Bees, in which the

horny mandibles still retain their ordinary form and arrangement, and are, indeed, most etticient

biting organs ; whilst the rest of the organs of the mouth undergo important changes to fit them for

the sucking-up of fluid nutriment. For this purpose the mentum, or basal part of the lower lip

acquires considerable power of movement, and the ligula, attached to it in front, becomes greatlv-

elongated, at the same time that the maxillfe, which are also much elongated, acquire the form of thin

blades, which embrace the sides of the ligula. By the union of these parts a sort of tube is formed,

through which the food of the animal, consisting of the honey of flowers, can be easily sucked up, the

mode of articulation of the parts enabling the whole composite organ to be pushed forward, or

retracted beneath the head, at tlie will of the animal. Both labium and maxillae are still provided

with palpL
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In tlie Butterflies and Moths tlie change is apparently greater tlian in the B(>es, altliough when
tlie structure of the mouth in these insects is investigated the different parts are, if anything, more

distinct. In Butterflies and Moths the upper lip and mandibles form three little plates, placed

on the front of the head between the large eyes, but entirely concealed beneath the dense clothing of

hairs with which that part is covered. Springing from the front of the head, beneath these rudi-

mentary parts, we find a tapering organ, which is rolled up into a close spiral when in repose, but can

be stretched out generally to a great length, and possesses considerable mobility. It is by means of

this organ that the insects are enabled to suck up their food, which consists for the most part of the

sweet juices of flo.vers ; and, on investigation, it is found to consist of the maxilhie, which are produced

into two thread-like organs, each bearing on its inner surface a half-tube, the junction of the latter

forming the tubular organ through which the nectar passes. At their base these elongated maxilhe bear

small palpi. The lower lip (or labium), like the labrum, is considerably reduced in size, and, indeed,

may be nearly rudimentary' ; but, notwithstanding this reduction, it bears a pair of very large, usually

three-jointed, palpi, which are in most cases densely clothed with hairs, and constitute those organs

which maj- be easily observed in many Butterflies, projecting like a pair of stout horns in front of

the head, and between which the spiral proboscis is rolled up when at rest.

In the other two principal types of haustellate, or sucking insects, all the parts of the mouth
take part in the formation of the sucking organ, and in both the labium is converted into a sheath,

within which are contained the representatives of the mandibles and ma.xillie, reduced to a bristle-

like condition. One great order of insects, distinguished at the first glance by the presence of only

a single pair of perfect wings, the hind wings being represented by the little knobbed organs already

described as halteres, is further characterised by having the labium converted into a sucker, often of

a more or less fleshy texture, the upper cleft of which is closed by the elongated labrum, and within

the tube thus formed are some bristle- or lancet-like organs, representing the mandibles and maxilla?,

frequently accompanied by an unpaired piece of the same kind, which appears to spring from the

labrum, and is called the epipharynx. The number of bristles or lancets contained in this sucking

mouth may vary not only in different families or species, but even in the two sexes of the same

species. The full number of five is scarcely found except iji the females of blood-suckiiig species

(such as Gnats and Breeze-flies) ; in the males of these and in most other forms there are onily three

bristles, two of which are proved to represent the maxillie by the attachment to them of palpi near

their base. It is then a matter of uncertainty whether the third bristle is to be regarded as the

epipharynx, the mandibles being altogether wanting, or as composed of the two mandibular bristles,

united into one. The extremity of the proboscis in this type is frequently enlarged into a double

pad, like a pair of lips, one on each side of the aperture. This has been regarded by many anatomists

as representing the labial palpi, by others as formed by the ligula and labial palpi united. It is well

seen in the common House-fly and in the Bluebottle. The function of the bi-istle-like organs in the

interior of the proboscis is to pierce the tissues containing the blood or vegetable juices upon which

these insects feed.

The Bugs and their allies have another form of sucking mouths, to which the name of rostrum is

given. As already stated, its sheath also consists of the metamorphosed labium ; but here it forms a

longer or shorter beak, tapering to a point and divided into three or four distinct joints, which may
^ery well represent the joints of the labial palpi united along the middle line. The jointed organ

thus produced, which is articulated to the lower surface, or the apex, of the head, has its sides bent

round in such a manner that their edges come into close contact, or may be united together, forming

a closed tube, except towards the base, where the edges of the first and .sometimes of the second joint

remain at some distance apart. Tlie little gap thus produced is, however, closed by the more or less

elongjited labrum, which thus again completes the sucking-tube. Within this tube we find four long

and fine bristles, representing the mandibles and maxillse, and these, as in the Flies which were last

described, can be pushed forth and retracted by the action of muscles attached to their bases. They

serve, as, indeed, in one case is pretty well known, to pierce animal and vegetable tissues, and thus

enable the juices contained in them to lie readily sucked up. The maxillaj in these insects are quite

destitute of palpi.

Hitherto we have been considering the characters presented by the mature or adult insect ; but
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ill many cases the young present a very different structure. In all Arthropoda tiie skin, or rather the

epidermis or outer layer of the skin, is a continuous formation, and as completely outside the growing

part of the organism as the hair or nails of quadrupeds or the feathers of birds. Perhaps the best

analogue is to be found in the epidermis of reptiles—in both cases the outer layer of the skin is

continuous, and, when once formed, incapable of receiving any increase of size ; hence, as the animal

contained in it grows, there arises a necessity for the epidermis being thrown off from time to time.

In insects this moulting (or ecdysis) regularly takes place ; in some the skin is changed as often as

twenty times ; and in a great number the shedding of the skin is associated with a great change

of form.

This, however, is not the case in all. A considerable number of insects, chiefly parasitic in

their habits, are hatched from the egg in a form almost exactly resembling that of their parents.

Others, on making their firet appearance in the world,

more or less closely resemble their parents in shape, but

nevertheless present certain differences, notably the absence

of wings, which the latter possess (Fig. 7). In these

instances the young insects in the course of growth change

their skins several times, and at a certain period of their

existence we find that behind the pronotum a pair of

prominences not previously present have made their ap-

pearance. These are the cases containing the rudiments

of the wings, which become fully developed after the

last moulting. This condition of things may be observed

in the Cockroaches and Crickets which frequent our

kitchens, in the Grasshoppers, whose shrill cry enlivens the meadows in summer, and in the

whole tribe of Bugs.

In others, and indeed in the majority of insects, the change that takes place is much greater.

Tlie young insect creeps out of the egg in a form totally unlike that which it is ultimately to possess,

and in some respects much more closely resembling that of the lower Annulosa, commonly known as

Worms. Nearly all are soft, fleshy creatures, with the body divided into segments ; some are entirely

destitute of limbs and of any distinct head ; others have no limbs, but are furnished with a horny

head ; others have jointed legs attached to the first three segments of the body ; and others, again, in

addition to these, possess a larger or smaller number of pairs of fleshy feet (prolegs) appended to

some of those segments \vhich represent the abdomen. In common parlance, the headless and footless

forms are called Maggots ; those with a head and no feet, and some of those which possess legs, are

known as Grubs ; and the forms with legs and prolegs are generally termed Caterjnllars. The term
larvce is applied to all the different forms l^y naturalists, as also to the young insects above referred

to, which resemble their parents in most respects except the entire absence of any trace of

wings.

At the close of this so-called larval period of existence, however, there is a very great diffei-ence

in the course of events in the two series of insects. As already stated, at the last change of skin, or,

in some cases, at a somewhat earlier one, the larvm which resemble their parents in general form
acquire rudimentary wings, enclosed in cases which lie upon the sides of the body, behind the pronotum
(see Fig. 7, b) ; but in other respects, as has been seen, the insect retains the same form as before, and
continues to run about and feed like the larva. This goes on until the final moult, when the wings
are freed from the case enclosing them, and sjieedily acquire their full size and development.

In the case of the more or less worm-like larvse (Caterpillars, Grubs, Maggots, ikc), affairs go
on very difterently. When the larva has acquired its full growth and the last change of skin takes

place, the result of this operation is the production of a creature wholly unlike the larva, and
generally i)resencing no more than a distant resemblance to tlie perfect insect. Where this

resemblance is closest, the product of this change of skin is a creature showing the division of the
body into the three regions—head, thorax, and abdomen—characteristic of the pei-fect insect, but
which was wholly wanting in the larva ; the legs and antenna;, and the wings in an undeveloped
condition are also distinguishable, but all these parts are enclosed in a skin, which closely covers
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tliem, although tliey

furnish excellent ex;

arc already free and separate from the body. Beetles and Bees and Wasps

tuples of this condition, in which, although the parts of the future insects are

(c) or PAriLia

rudely indicated, and often capable of

iiui\ing a little under irritation, the general

characteristic of the insect is a state of

absolute repose.

In other instances (such as the Moths

and Butterflies) we find that the parts of

the mature insect exist in the same way,

in an imperfectly developed state, but that

tliey are closely a|>plied to the body within
]

their proper sheaths, and that a continuous

case of a more or less horny texture

envelops the whole, and renders all the

parts incapable of motion, except that the

abdomen can generally bend more or less.

This outer case follows all the inequalities

of the surface produced by the limbs,

antenniB, wings, iL-c, which can thus be

distinguished as easily as in the preceding

forms. An insect in this condition is

commonly denominated a chrysalis ; it is,

of necessity, incapable of moving about or

taking nourishment.

' As these insects generally pass a

considerable time in this helpless and

inacti^e condition, during which the parts

of the perfect insects are being brought

to maturity within them, the larvse, before undergoing the change above described, usually select some

suitable shelter for the purpose. Many burrow into the ground, and pass the interval of repose in

a chamber which secures them from the attacks of enemies and the inclemency of the weather

;

others .seek concealment in slieltered corners, or in the crevices of the bark of trees ; others again

content themselves with such protection as they can get by adhering closely to the stems or branches,

or the under side of the leaves of the plants on which they feed ; and not a few, even of those

which take up their abode in sheltered situations, spin for themselves a silken cocoon, within which

they pass their period of inactivity. In a \ery large proportion of two-winged flies, the transforma-

tion to the second stage takes place within the skin of the larva, which then dries and forms

a protective covering for the insect during its period of repose.

The general name pupm is applied to insects in this inactive state, in allusion to the swathed

appearance presented by the Moths and Butterflies at this period of their existence, inqm being the

Latin teim for an infant in swaddling cloths. But the same denomination has also been extended to

the corresponding stage in the development of those insects which are active throughout their whole

life ; and thus we get the two categories of active and inactive pupie, from each of which the insect

emerges in the perfect, or, as it is called, the imago state. The whole series of changes, here referred

to, constitute the transformations or onetaniorphoses of insects ; and according as the insect is acti\e

or inacti\-e in the pupa state, the metamoi'phosis is said to be imperfect or perfect. It will be seen

hereafter that this distinction is of great systematic importance, and that, in tracing the possible

genealogy of the class of insects, it is one of the principal matters to be considered. Here, liowever,

we must confine ourselves to such a general exposition of the phenomena of metamorphosis as will

suffice to render the subsequent chapters intelligible.

The internal anatomy of insects requires some notice, but it must be passed over very briefly.

The idea of a segment, or somite, as it is now frequently termed, implies that of a repetitive

succession of parts, that is to say, each somite is to be regarded with certain limitations, as of the same
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essential constitution iis all tlio otliers forming the Vpody. In the Annelids or Ringed Worms this

tlieoretical condition is ^ery nearly realised, that is to say, with tlie exception of a few modified

segments, all the somites of tlie body ai-e exactly equivalent, at least so far as regards the particular

systems of organs which are related to the segmentation. These must necessarily be the organs

produced from the outer germinal layer during the development of the embryo in the egg, namely, the

integument, in which division into segments is so strongly marked, the central nervous system, and

any organs directly connected with the skin. In perfect insects we find the division into segments

sufficiently clear, but when we come to the interior the case is frequently very different. But iit

the larvse of insects the conditions presented by the worms ai'e almost exactly reproduced ; and as,

notwithstanding the change of form, there is no denying

individual identity of the pei-fect Butterfly and its

Caterpillar, for example, we must accept the peculiarities

presented by the former ius produced solely by the modifi-

cation of parts present in the latter. This applies especially

to the central nervous system, which often differs very

greatly in the .same insect at difl'erent stages of its

existence.

Thus in most larvfe and in many perfect insects we
find the central nervous system forming a more or less

regular and uniform chain, extending from one end of

tlie body to the other. In the head there are four nerx-ous

knots, or r/unylia as they are called, two of them (which,

however, are often united, although even then generally

iccognisable) situated abo\e the oesophagus, and forming

together what is frequently called the brain or the cerebral

ganglion ; and two, which are almost always amalgamated

tiigether, placed beneath the cesophagus. The upper and

lower ganglia aie united by short nervous cords {commis-

sures) on each side, so that the cesophagus is surrounded by

a sort of nervous collar or ring, more or less enlarged above

and below. From the lower enlargement (that beneath

the a'sophagus) a pair of slender nervous cords, frequently

united to form a single one, run backward into the thorax,

and are continued throughout the length of the body,

bearing in each .segment, until they nearly reach the end of

the abdomen, an enlargement or ganglion, which often shows

traces of being composed of txvo halves (Fig. 9). In this

way we get a. chain of ganglia united by slender com-

missures, which may amount to eleven in number, exclusive

of those in the head, that is to say, one in each segment

of the thorax, and eight belonging to the abdomen. The
maximum number of body-ganglia thus comes within

one of that of the fully developed body-segments. But from this uniform development of the

central nervous system, the departures are exceedingly numerous and varied, in relation chiefly

to the suppression or amalgamation of the segments in the perfect insects, the general tendency

being to shorten the nervous chain, and thus confine the central masses more and more to the

anterior part of the body, in accordance with the general direction in which specialisation takes

place in this, and indeed in othei' classes of animals. Thus fusion of the ganglia of tlie nieso-

thorax and metathorax, or of all the three thoracic ganglia into a single mass, may occur, while the

abdominal ganglia still remain separate (Fig. 10) ; then the latter may unite into a mass which joins

the thoracic mass, or the mass formed by the two hinder thoracic ganglia, to' constitute a long single

central nervous organ in which the original constitution out of separate ganglia is almost

wholly obliterated. The ner\es which in insects with a regular chain of ganglia issue from

Fig. VOVS SYSTEM or LAKVA OF BEE.
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tlie latter to run to the lunhs anJ to tlie musfh>s and other

:,'i\en oti' in a radiating fashion from this elongated nervous mas

a Urush-like tuft at the extremity of the consolidated chain.

With a few words uiion these nerves we may quit i.

upper ganglion of the head {supracesophayeal or cerebral gaiiyltt

nerves, which run to the antenna-,

and above a nerve wliich goes to

the' simple eyes or ocelli when these

are present, whilst on each side it

is directly continued into the thick

optic nerves that run to the larg(!

compound eyes. The lower, oi-

snlxesoplmgeal ganglion, furnishes

paired nerves which go to the upper

lip and the paired organs of the;

mouth. The thoracic ganglia espe-

cially provide the nerves for the

wings and legs ; and the nerves

of the abdomen govern the move-

ments of that part, and especially

the fuiTction of respii-ation.

The only organs of sense, to

which we can with certainty assign

a definite function are the eyes and

ocelli. The latter are found as the

sole organs of sight in many larva",

when they are placed in groups on

the sides of the head in the position

afterwards occupied by the com-

])0und eyes. In perfect insects

the ocelli are situated on the vertex

or crown of the head, and they

are then either two or three in

number. They are small round

organs, showing externally a con-

vex transparent cornea, beneath

which is the termination of a ner-

vous branch, specially modified for

the jiurpose of vision. The com-

pound eyes are much larger, and

usually very prominent organs

situated on the sides of the head,

the greater pai't of the su.rface of

which they occupy in some insects.

They may be regarded to a certain

extent as composed of a multi-

tude of ocelli, which, in consequence of their being brought as close as possible together, assume

a hexagonal form, and thus divide the surface of the composite organ into a number of facets

of that shape. Their number is often exceedingly great, but it varies much in difierent insects.

The smallest number recorded is 1.5 in the eye of a little Bee-parasite ; the common House-fly

lias 4,000, and a species of Dragon-fly as many as 20,000 facets in its eye. Each facet is

a small horny lens, usually flat on the outer surface and convex within. The centie of each

lens is in contact with the base of a cone, which is frequently regarded as a ciystalline body,

Fig. 10.—NERVOUS SYSTEM OF PERFECT
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li'_it wii 'i I u ill\ tlio outi 1- termination of a nervous rod springing from the surface of the

expinl I 1
' of tin optic nerve. The nervous rods and conical bodies are enveloped by a

layer of pigment separating them from their fellows. Thus,

each of these thousands of facets may be regarded as possessing

the structure of a distinct eye (Fig. 11).

The antennre appear to be the only other organs of sense

possessed by insect.?, but it is exceedingly difficult to ascertain

what sense it is their special function to serve, if, indeed, they

may not have different offices to perform in different insects.

They have been supposed to be organs of liearing and of smell,

the former partly on observational grounds, and partly by antilogy

with the Crustacea ; but while we may be certain that insects

isess these senses, it is very difficult to point out their seat.

The antennw, however, in some cases, are certainly tactile organs.

Special organs of hearing have been described in particular

insects by various authors. In the common Grasshoppers they

have been supposed to be placed in the sides of the abdomen,

ill thi "1^ innthi 1 family at the base of the anterior tibise. The faculty of hearing has also

bin III., 1 to the hind wings of Beetles, and to the halteres of the two-winged flies. The

|ios I 1 1 >^ this sense by insects may perhaps safely be predicated from the fact that many of

theiii hi, the facult\ of pioducing sounds, generally by the friction of the wings, or of the

leg igaiii t (he ^^lngs but m some cases by the agency of special organs.

Th( ti < ti\p m^ans (Fig 12) commence by a pharyn.x attached to the organs of the mouth,

and so 1 i i j i laid into free processes {kypopharynx and epipharynx), which especially in

.suol 111^ I t III i\ tal e part in the formation of the mouth. This narrows into a gullet or

lesoph 1

1

ii li Mill-, through the anterior segments of the body, and becomes widened behind

into ^ li I 111 I li oi (.lop In many sucking insects, this dilatation of the oesophagus is not

in till il t 111 o*^ the alimentary canal, but placed on one side and united with the

tesophx^i 1 \ I uxiio« cinxl ; it is then known as the sacking stomach. The abdominal part

of the 11 hud {.u\\\ piesents great differences iu different insects and groups of insects. In

gem 111 11 s .,et il li t edeis the intestine is comparati\-ely simple in its character, but of considerable

leu, til I 1
' 111 all (.omoluttd in carnivorous forms, on the other hand, it is shorter and runs more

dill tl\ ti Mil \\\\\ oiifioe but is generally divided into several distinct sections, which have

reetntd
\

i il iixmes Thus, in many cases we find a gizzard (jn-oventricidus) a short, more

oy less sjili iRxl stionj,l\ muscular part, the inside of which is often furnished with several

Iioiny (ilufiuous) iiil.,es and beyond this a much longer and broader stomach, oi delicate texture,

with no !ntiii>n Imin^ but commonly with a glandular layer, which often gives the surface

pf the st(ii n h I mUous ippearance. Beyond tliis true stomach comes the intestine proper, which

oft u 2 ! II I lK h dn ision into different regions ; and at the point where the stomach and intestine

join L it nil lon^ sleudei blind tubes, known as the Malpighian vessels, usually open. These

Wen it 111! \m supposi d to represent the liver, but they are now regarded as analogous to the

ki(liH\s 111 Mie hi_,liti animals. Besides these glandular organs we find in the anterior part

of til b h nt 01 two paira of salivary glands, which are also blind tubes, sometimes extending

bail wi* Mil thf abdomen and not unfreqiiently possessing a reservoir in the neighbourhood of

the moutii Tin n sccietion is discharged into the mouth during the mastication of the food.

0th I _,1 iiids not connected with the alimentary canal need only a passing notice. Odoriferous

glands a not uncommon They may be situated in various parts of the body, and have their

orihces situ ited in the soft skin uniting the segments or at the joints of the limbs ; or in the

neighbouihood of the inal orifice, where they produce an acid secretion, which collects in a small

vesicle from which it is ejected as a means of defence. Silk glands are of common occurrence in

the laivK of insects Thej consist of a pair of long, blind tubes, placed one on each side of

the- abdominal fegion, and communicating by a long duct with an orifice in the labium. Tlie

secretion of the.se glands has the property of hardening into a fine thread when exposed to the
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air, and by means of it the larviB are enabled to form protective coverings for theaist"lves, and

especially to prepare the cocoons in which so many of them pass their pupal period of existence.

A considerable portion of the interior of the body of an insect is occupied by a poculiar fatty

substance called the adipose bodi/, which is especially abundant in the full-grown laivae, and

consists of a yellowish, lobulated niiiss lining the walls of the body-cavity, and filling up the

spaces between the viscenv. It would appear to be a ,

store of nutriment to be used up in the final maturation \
of the insects, as it often diminishes in volume in pro-

portion as the reproductive organs are developed.

The circidatory apparatus of insects is sufficiently

simple. It consists of a sort of vessel running along the

dorsal i)art of the insect, and divided by constrictions into

a series of chambers corresponding in number with the

segments of the abdomen, and then continued forward in

the form of a simple tubular vessel (aorta), through the

thorax to the head. The chambered portion part of this

dorsal vessel is attaclied to the walls of the abdomen by a

series of triangular muscles, which spring in pairs from

a broad base on each side of each chamber, becoming

narrowed towards the place of their attachment to the skin

of the abdomen. The blood within the dorsal vessel is

driven forward by the successive contractions of the

chambers until it is forced out from the anterior orifice of

the aorta, whence it returns through the iuter-spaces of the

various organs (lacunce) to the abdomen again. It then

passes into the sort of sinus fonaed around the dorsal vessel

by its nmscles above described, and thence into the vessel

itself through a series of valvular openings between the

successive chambers, to be again driven out by the contrac-

tions of the organ. There are consequently neither arteries

nor veins in the insect-body, and the circulation of th«

blood is strictly what is called lacunar.

Respiration is effected by means of an immense number
of branched tubular organs called trachece, which com-

municate with the outer air by a series of peculiar apertures

in the integument, known as the stirjmata. The latter are

situated on each side of the body, in the boundaries

between the successive segments, but the head is altogether

destitute of them, and the last pair of abdominal stigmata

are frequently wanting. In the abdomen they are

frequently placed in the membrane uniting the dorsal and
ventral plates. In form the stigmata are sometimes round,

when they are enclosed by a horny ring and furnished

internally with bristles or hairs, converging towards the '

centre to prevent the entrance of injurious particles. In
other cases they constitute more or less elongated slits, and are then capable of being closed by a pair

of lip- like parts, which also frequently bear spines or bristles, sometimes branched or pectinated. The
closure of these stigmata is often effected by the agency of small chitinons pieces embedd«l in the

membranous parts, which show a singular resemblance to the little bones found in the mammalian ear.

The tracheae, into which these apertures admit the air, are tubular organs, branching tliiough all

parts of the body, and gradually diminishing in diameter towards their final ramification.s. In this

way they convey the air to all the organs, which they, at the same time, bind together and hold in

position, thus, to a considerable extent, performing the double office of respiratory organs and
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suspensory ligaiuents. They are cylindrical membranous tubes, within which there is distinguisliable

a fine annulation, resembling a spiral chitLiious thread, and this structure, which is continued

irtto the very finest ramifications of the trachese, serves to give them sufficient elasticity to remain

constantly open for the free ingress of tlie air. In general the wide tracheae, which start directly from

the stigmata, run inwards but a short distance, and then open into a longitudinal vessel of the same

kind, which passes up the side of the abdomen, uniting all the main stems, and in this way a pair of

lateral longitudinal tracheae are produced, from which the smaller bi-anches going to the various organs

are given off ; but occasionally the trachea; from the stigmata run directly into the body. In many
insects bladder-like dilatations of parts of the tracheal system occur, and these sometimes form \ery

large air-sacs in the interior of the body ; they are of membranous texture, and destitute of the spiral

thread, although this makes its appearance again in the fine branches given off from them. Special

modifications of this respiratory apparatus are, however, frequent in insects. In many cases,

esj)ecially in air-breathing aquatic larvse, the function of the stigmata of the sides of the body is

suppressed, and the apertures themselves closed up, and respiration is efl^ected solely by the agency

of peculiarly modified stigmatic apertures at one or other extremity of the body. Again, many
aquatic larvse dwell constantly in the water, never coming to the surface to breathe, and, in these,

while the structure of the tracheae remains the same, we find, in place of the stigmata, peculiar organs,

which have been called tracheal gills, by means of which the insects respire the air dissolved in the

water they inhabit. These gills are usually leaf-like organs containing branched tracheie, and they are

sometimes appended to the sides of the abdominal segments, or confined to its posterior extremity.

Reproduction in insects takes jjlace usually by eggs, which are deposited in suitable situation.s

by the females. In many cases they are merely attached singly or in groups to plants or othei

objects, or- deposited in the ground ; in other instances they are inserted into the substance of

the plant or animal on which the ]ar\-se feed, by the agency of a peculiar organ {ovipositor) with

Tvhich the female is endowed for this purpose ; and sometimes the parent insects prepare nests of tjie

most complicated character for the reception of their eggs and the snbsequent rearing of theii

offspring. In some cases, however, the development of the eggs takes place within the body of th(-

mother, and instead of eggs larvse are then brought forth. A few insects even go farther than thi.s

and retain the larva; within their bodies until they have anived at maturity, producing their young in

the pupa state. These, however, can only be regarded as exceptions to the general rule, according to

which the eggs are deposited before any development of the larvse has taken place within them, and

impregnated during their passage outward from the ovary through the oviduct, by contact with the

male fertilising element, which has been stored in a special receptacle appended to the oviduct since-

the union of the sexes. The last-mentioned point is one of considerable importance in connection with

the phenomenon of the production of insects from unfecundated eggs (parthenogenesis), and esi)ecially

in the explanation of the constitution of certain societies of insects (such as Ants, Wasps, and' Bees).

In these it appears to be proved that the male individuals are produced from unfertilised eggs ; and in

«. number of other insects eggs in the same condition have been known to produce larvse, whilst

of some no males have ever been seen, although the insects have been bred for several generations.

In one remarkable group of insects, includiiig the Aphides, or Plant-lice, and some allied forms,

reproduction takes place in a peculiar manner, which has been called parthenogenesis, but is really

analogous to the so-called "alternation of generations," so frequent among animals much lower in the

scale of organisation. In these insects, true male and female forms appear at certain intervals,

and the latter produce true eggs ; but between the hatching of these and the production of the

next true males and females among their progeny several goierations of insects succeed one anothei-,

which bring forth young by a jirocess analogous to internal budding. The result of this process is

sometimes a young living insect, sometimes a more or less egg-like body, and the history of thi^

reproduction of these little creatures is thus rendered exceedingly complicated.

We have now only to indicate briefly the classification that will be adopted in the following

pages. By going back over the preceding statements the read.-r will find that there are two sets

of chai-acterij, by either of which the class of insects may be divided into two great sections, namely,

the characters drawn from the structure of the mouth, that is, whether this is adapted for mastication

or for sucking, by which we get the two groups of uiandibulate and haustellate insects ; and those
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tlei-iv.Hl from tlu- uictuiuorphosiH, l.y wliirli the class may be divided into insects with a perfect

nietauiorphosih, and those witli an iniin-rfect metamorphosis or no metamorpliosis at all. For many

years the former of these methods of di\ision was the one adopted by almost all naturalists, and

it has certain advantages in its favour, especially the practical one that, being founded exclusively

upon the characters presented by the insects in the perfect state, the student lias no occasion to

trouble himself about the transformations which they have undergone in order to decide their

place in the system. This advantage, however, is more apparent than real, for except in the case of

a single so-calletl order of mandibuhite insects the character of the metamorphosis forms part of that

of the order; and, on the other hand, there are almost always ample structural distinctions by which

the members of the orders can be separated, even without reference to their transformations.

Further, taking into consideration the points that have been raised since the resuscitation of the

doctrine of the evolution of organic forms by the works of Mr. Darwin and others, it must be admitted

that from this point of view the nature of the metamorphosis is of great importance
;
and for

these reasons we adopt a primary division of the class of insects in accordance therewith.

The only ditficulty that presents itself more strongly from this point of view than from that of

the structure of the mouth is how we are to deal with certain small groups of insects which undergo

no metamorphosis at all. . These creatures, which are generally of small size and low organisation,

may be residues of groui>s formerly more numerous and abundant, in which case they ought probably

to be kept distinct from the other existing orders of insects ; or especially in the case of the para.sitio

forms, which are the most numerous, they may be degraded representatives of the ordei-s to which

they appear to be most nearly related. We shall adopt both these views for the different types of

insects with no transformations, and arrange the orders as follows ;

—

I.—INSECTS WITH A PERFECT METAJIOUrHOSIS.

A. With biting mouths, the mandibles always distinct :

—

1. Fore wings homy or leathery, forming a pair of sheaths {chltrn) covering the

abdomen and hind wings, and generally meeting in a straight line down the

middle . . . . . • • • .1- COLEOFTERA.

2. All the wings membranous :

—

n. Veins in the wings few ;
jirothorax united with the mcsothorax . . 2. HYMEXorxEUA.

h. Veins in the wings numerous
;
prothorax free . . . . o. Nevkopteua.

B. With sucking mouths :—

1. Wings four,-scaly; maxilto forming a siriral proboscis .... 4. Lepiuopteua.

2. Wings not more than two :—
0. Two wings ; halteres; thoracic segments united; proboscis formed of the

labium, enclosing bristles ...... A- Pipteka.

i. Wings none; thoracic segments distinct . . ... 6. APHAN-n-TEiiA.

II.—INSECTS WITH AN IMPERFECT METAMORPHOSIS OR WITH NONE AT ALL.

A. With sucking mouths ; rostrum composed of the jointed labium enclosing bristles . 7. Rhvnchota.

B. With biting mouths, of which the parts arc exposed ; no organs of locomotion at the

extremity of the abdomen ........ S. Orthopteua.

C With biting mouths, the parts of which are usually very delicate, and concealed within

the cavity of the mouth ; no wings ; no metamorphosis .... 0. Tuvsaxika.

By many entomologists the Aphaniptera, or Fleas, are united with the Diptera, or two-winged

Flies. Of the insects with no metamori)hosis, we have retained the order Thysanura, the members of

which have sometimes been united with the Orthoptera ; but of the parasitic forms, the true Lice are

referred to the Rhynchota, and the Bird-lice (Mallophaga) to the Orthoptera. The Bee parasites,

forming the order Strepsiptera of many writers, are placed among the Coleoptera. Some years ago

Prof. Westwood founded a distinct order (Achrioptera) for a small insect parasitic on the Canadian

Beaver. This has also been .shown to belong to Coleoptera. The order Diploglossata, proposed by

M. de Saussure, in 1879, for a small African insect resembling a Cockroach, but presenting a second

labium, may be referred to the Orthoptera,

W. S. D.iLL.\S.



CHAPTER II.

ORDER CULEOPTERA-CAKNIVOROrS BEETLES.

Definition of the Order—Functions of the Coleoptera in Nature—Total Number of Existing Species—External Structure.
—lletamorphosis and Early Stages—Instincts—Voice-organs and Organs of Hearing—Hidden Nature of the Haunts
of the Majority of the Species of Coleoirtera—Nocturnal Habits—Attracted by Light—The Number and A'ariety of
"pecies swept down by Floods in River-valleys-Fossil Beetles—Section Pentamer,\, Beetles with Five jointed

Pi'edaceous Beetles—Family Cic:.\DELiD.i!, or Tiger Beetles -Family C'.\k.vbid.e,

The order Coleoptera embraces that large .section of the insect tribe.s known under the name of

Beetles, in which tlie anterior, or upper, pair of wings are converted into horny covers, or sheaths,

meeting in repose in a straight suture down the back, and protecting the posterior, or membranous
pair of wings, which, when not in use, lie folded beneatli them. Further distinguishing characters

are supjilied by the mandibulate mouth, adapted for masticating food, and the complete metamorphosis-

which the individual insects undergo in their growth from the larva to the adult stage. These

three important characters, in combination, effectively distinguish all members of the order from
the Hemijitera and Orthoptera, which have a superficial resembhmce to Beetles in the anterior wing.s

being also more or less indurated, and serving as protecting covers for the membranous wing.s.

Cockroaches, mistaken for " Blackbeetles " by the ignoi-ant, have scarcely ,anything in common with
the true Beetles, and belong to the order Orthoptera. On the other hand, the Lady-bird, the

Turnip-fly, and the Glowworm, in which similar superficial ob.servation is apt to fail to recognise the

likeness to Beetles, truly belong to this order. The wingless female of the Common Glowworm, and
some few other apterous species, are only cases of arrested or retrograde develojnnent.

The compact form and solid integuments which are the rule in Coleojjtera adapt them for a far

greater diversity of modes of life than is enjoyed by other orders of insects, and especially for plying

their vocations in hidden situations ; their relative strength and protective armour enabling them to

gnaw or force their way out of the interior places wliere they have passed their larva and pupa stages.

They may be said to perform the function in Nature of imiversal scavengers, chiefly with regard to

the smaller quantities of animal and vegetable matter neglected by the larger animals, but not always,

their small size and very varied forms and instincts enabling them to attack, by methods impossible to

other animals, and to clear from the earth's surface, the carcases even of large quadrupeds and the

dead trunks of the largest forest trees. Diflerent groups are organised respectively for terrestrial and
aquatic life, and for every shade of variety in each ; for living in or feeding on vegetable substances,

from the smallest cryptogams, to the root, bark, wood, fruit, and seed of the highest forms of

vegetation ; and for disposing of excrementitious as well as dead animal substances. All forms of

locomotion are displayed ; many are specially adapted for burrowing, and for such curious operations

as sawing branches or drilling holes in solid wood. There are predaceous groups—terrestrial,

arboreal, and aquatic—and groups parasitic on the living bodies of other insects ; there are separate

sets of alpine, forest, field, and desert forms, in almost eveiy climate, and there is a special Beetle

fiiuna inhabiting tlie remotest recesses of limestone caverns. In size, Beetles present all gradations,

from a length of one-thirtieth of an inch to half a foot.

Such being the wide range in modes of existence, and the consequent diversity of adajjted forms,

it is not to be wondered at that the number of species of Coleoptera is very large. No fewer, indeed,

than 80,000 species have been already described, and all our larger collections contain many that are

still unpublished. It is estimated by Professor Westwood that the total number existing in Nature

is not less than 100,000 ; this one order of insects is therefore nearly ten times as numerous as the

whole class of Birds, and more than double the whole of the Vertebrata. The classification of the

order has been the object of study of many able entomologists since the days of Latreille, who applied

the natural system, founded by Jussieu in Botany, to the Insecta. The more recent systematists

have grouped the host of forms under seventy-five natural families. In the present work, whilst

adopting these well-defined groups, we have, for convenience, restored the larger divisions of Latreille,

founded chiefly on the number of joints in the tarsi, or feet, and the form of the antenna?, parts of

the mouth, and the habits.
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The illustration on p. 281 will suffice to explain the divisions of the body of a Coleopterous insect,

and the jiarts of its upper, or dorsal, surface. The insect is represented as divided into four parts, viz.,

(1) the head
J (2) the pro-thorax (bearing the anterior pair of legs); (3) the meso- and metathorax (bear-

ing the intermediate and posterior legs, the wing-covers, and the wing.s) ; and (4) the abdomen. This

last in the living insect is, however, usually closely attached to the metathorax, fonning with it and

the mesothoi-ax the so-called " hind body." The mouth consists of a labruni, or upper lip ; a mentuni,

or chin ; a lower lip, immediately adjoining the mentum, and two pairs of jaws, viz., the up])er,

or mandibles, and the lower, or maxilhe ; the latter and the labium beai-ing each a pair of small-jointed

appendages called i)alpi. All these parts are subject to a wide i-ange of modification, which furnishes

not onlj' a guide to the food and habits of the insects, but to their classification, the form of the

diflei-ent parts of the mouth being amongst the most constant characters of the genera and families.

Throughout all the modifications, however, it is to be noted that the labium, or lower lip, never

iissumes the form it does in the order Orthoptera, where it shows a division into two lobes, or blades,

indicating its finidaraental condition, in the lower annulose types, as a third pair of mouth-appendages,

beaiing the labial palpi on the sides. In Coleoptera, the lower part of the labium is much

contracted in size, and the upper part, forming the ligula, or tongue, is an tmdivided horny or

coriaceous jjlate. This difference is important, as constituting one of the chief signs of the higher

.specialisation of the Coleopterous order. Besides the mouth, the under-surfttce of the three segments

of the thorax requires the attention of the student. Each segment beneath is normally divided into

five parts, or plates, separated from each other by tine sutures, the middle plate protruding a narrow

lobe between the articulating cavities, or sockets, of each pair of legs, and the side pieces (two on each

side, called episteruum and epimeron) being of various shapes according to the genera. The form of

these breast-plates, or sternuras, especially the various shapes of the processes between the haunches

of the legs and the extent to which they take part in forming the rim of the haunch-sockets, constitute

most trustworthy guides in ascertaining the natural relationship of the genera and families. The

abdomen is composed of a series of rings, or segments, each having its dorsal and its ventral plate, or

.segment, the spiracles, or breathing-holes, being on or near the points of junction of the two plates.

The legs are composed of (1) a haunch, which articulates with the body
; (2) a small narrow appendage,

on the inner side at its apex, called the trochanter
; (.3) the femur, or thigh

; (4) the tibia, or

.shank ; and, lastly (5), the tarsi, or foot, consisting of a number of joints, diflering according to the

gi-eat primary divisions of the order, and bearing a pair of claws at their tips.

With regard to the stages thi-ough which Beetles, like all true insects, have to pass before reaching

the winged adult stat«, we have already said that their development is by complete metamorphosis,

that is, the intermediate stage between the active, feeding, larva and the adult, variously called in

the different orders, pupa, nymph, or chrysalis, is a period of quiescence, the insect being encased,

crnnk and limbs, in a membranous or horny integument, and having time and repose sufficient for the

elaboration of the great change taking jjlace in nearly all its parts. The metamorphosis, however, is

not so comi>lete as in the Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths), the swaddling-cloth of the pupa not

forming a simple case, but separately covering body and limbs. The larva varies very greatly in

form in the different families; it is generally elongated, clothed with a tough skin, and furnished

with six feet, in which case it has often a tolerably close resemblance to the perfect insect,

minus the wings ; but in some large groups it is a footless maggot, and, again, in a few parasitic

genera it is an active hexapod in one stage of its gi-owth and a maggot in another. In all its

forms, however, it has a distinct head, and thus may be distinguished from the often similar larvai

of Dipterous insects. Viewing the order generally, it may be said that the larva is less unlike tlie

adult and the metamorphosis less complete, than in the Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera, and that

the Coleoptera must therefore rank as a less perfect or specialised type than either of those ordcr.s

of insects.

Amidst all their great diversity of forms and habits, the Coleoptera offer no example of those

•wonderful social and architectural instincts which excite our admiration in Bees, Wasps, and Ants of

the order Hymenoptera, and of White Ants in the Orthoptera. Neither are there any instances of a

third, or neuter class of individuals, such as we see in the social species of tlie above-named orders.

No clear rase even of co-operation among the individuals of a species is known ; the nearest approach
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to it, UMiiiL'ly, that of the Bui-yiiig-beetles, many of which are seen engaged together in interring

carcases of small mammals, lieing only the accidental assembly of a number of individuals, generally

of different species, each intent on providing independently for its own young, just as a crowd of

Geotrupes will work together at a recent cow-dropping, or a swarm of Bai-k-beetles be attracted to a
newly-felled tree. Without reaching this high stage of develoi)ment of insect intelligence, however.
Beetles display instinctive qualities of great perfection and diversity. This is manifested in the arts

resorted to Ijy them in entrapping their prey ; as in the larva of the Tiger-beetle, which stations itself

in a hole it excavates in a sandy bank, and traps incautious flies "who tread on the broad head of the

insect, that closes the orifice of the hole ; and also in the many contrivances adopted by the mother
insects for securing a supply of pabulum to their offspring, as in the dung-feeding scarabsei, and
the Sitaris, wliose habits will be detailed farther on. The extensive prevalence of voice-organs in the

male insects of the order is a proof of a considerable amount of understanding between the sexes, the

sounds emitted being the calls of the insect to its mate. An excellent resume of this subject is given

by Mr. Darwin ("Descent of Man," Vol. I., pp. 378-384). Tlie sounds produced are a kind of

stridulation, similar to, but less shrill, than that produced by Crickets and Gnisshoppers. Although
very diverse in form and situation, the stridulating organs are all on a similar principle, whicli is

that of fiddle and bow, two contiguous parts of the body being mutually adapted for being

drawn or rubbed the one across the other. In the great family of Longicorns, the sound is

produced by the friction of the hind rim of the prothorax over a finely-ribbed prominence on the

mesothorax beneath. These ribs are microscopic, and M. Landois counted as many as 238 on

the rasp of Cerambyx heros, a common European Longicorn. Many species of this family will

stridulate vehemently from alarm, when held tightly between the finger and thumb. The sound is

faint in small species, but in the great Hai-lequin-beetle of tropical America stridulation is so loud that

it may be heard at some distance before the insect is seen. In tlie Necrophori, or Burying-beetles, the

organ is situated on the upper surface of the fifth abdominal segment, and consists of two narrow
finely scored bands, which are rubbed by a ridge lying under the apical edge of the shortened wing-

covers. In Geotrupes, again, it is the haunches of the posterior legs which bear the fiddle, in the form
of a raised band, crossed by fine ribs, across which the hind mai-gin of the third abdominal segment is

drawn by a short motion backwards and forwards. These voice-organs exist in both males and females

in our common Geotrupes stercorarius, as in some other species of Beetles, and the stridulation, there-

fore, serves both sexes as a mutual call. It appears also to be used in some large species of Stag-

beetles as a note of anger or defiance. Some Beetles, on the other hand, produce a sound evidently

intended for communication with others of the same species, not by stridulation, but by ticking or

rapping, as in the well-known case of the Anobium, or death-tick, which burrows nari-ow galleries in

the wood of old furniture. When performing, the insect fixes itself firmly on its six legs, and then
taps against the wood by a series of hammering movements of the whole body, the hard mandibles at

each blow coming in contact with the wood. It is easy to induce the Anobium to tick, by imitating

the sound with the finger-nail on the wood, when it raps in response.

The existence of sound-organs so curiously elaborated in so many Beetles belonging to different

families, implies a corresponding development of the sense of hearing. But although much observation

and study have been devoted to this subject, physiologists are not yet iii accord as to the situation of

the hearing apparatus. The preponderance of opinion seems to be in favour of the antennte being

the ears in the insect class, although the evidence is not yet clear as to the existence of a tympanum
at their base. A fine surface sculpture in many of the joints of these organs, which presents

itself generally as minute pores, densely pubescent, is supposed to indicate an apparatus for the

reception and transmission of acoustic vibrations. In this point of view the minute structure of

the antennre liecomes a ^ery interesting study, deserving of more attention than has yet been paid to

it, especially as it is constant throughout the minor groups, and offers in those families where it has

been attended to excellent characters for natural classification. It is found, on investigation, that the

finely-sculptured, pubescent, or porous spaces are not often spread equally over the whole of the

organs, )>ut are localised on some few of the joints, and in different situations, according to the species,

genera, or groups of genera. According to the celebrated anatomist Landois, the organ of hearing in

Stag-beetles is confined to small pits, situated one on each side of the terminal plate of the club. The
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sensitive surfaces of tlie thin plates forming the apical joints of the antennae of the true Lamellicomia

are shown to be of high importance to the economy of the insects, by the care Nature has taken in

j)rotecting them. Pits, crowded with sensitive pores, exist very generally throughout the great family

BuprestidiB. In Longicorns, where the stridulating organs are so well developed, and the sense of

Jiearing ought to be acute in correspondence, the antemiie are often beautifully sculptured with parallel

jstrire, but this is chiefly in the male sex, and it is believed that it is the length rather than the texture

of the antennje which in this family adapts them as effective organs of hearing. The Adephagous, or

carnivorous families, present a minute porosity and tine pubescencs on most of the antennal joints,

leaving always a small number of smooth basal ones, the number of smooth joints being of

remarkable uniformity in each sub-family or group of sub-families.

A very large proportion of the species of Coleoptera, especially in hot countries, come forth from

their hidden feeding-places only after sunset, and a lai-ge number pass their whole lives in concealment.

Owing to this circumstance, it is only a small minority of the Beetle fauna of any district which meets

the eye of the inexperienced naturalist in his mid-day rambles throughout the summer months. This

minority consists of such diurnal species as are found on foliage and flowers, or running about over

banks and pathways, or on the wing ; such species are most abundant in the spring or early summer,

the first heats of July sending back to their hiding-places all except those which have by that time

provided for the continuance of their species and died. But the bulk of the species are never seen in

the open in broad daylight ; they have to be sought for in their hidden haunts, amongst vegetable

debris and garbage of all descriptions, about the roots of herbage, under stones, in and under bark, and

in decaying timber, in water rich in aquatic vegetation, in ants' and wasps' nests, in the soil by
digging, in the interior of stems of plants, in moss, in manure heaps, under boulders, in the recesses

of caverns, and in many other situations where it would seem but little likely they should occur. In

tropical countries a large number of species are never seen except on the rare occasions when they fly

abroad in sultry evenings at the beginning of the rainy season, at which time they may be attracted by

a light placed in front of a sheet or a whitewashed wall. Sometimes their flight is continued far into

the night, and if a sudden shower occurs, chilling the air, whilst they are traversing a river or

lake, they are cast down by myriads into the water, their half-drowned bodies being cast up by ripples

on to the beaches, where a fine harvest of rare species, never otherwise seen, may l>e gathered by

the collector. A similar phenomenon occurs also when sudden floods inundate a river valley, in

temperate as well as hot countries. If this happens in the spring, and in a district generally favour-

able to insect life, the waters sweep down nearly the whole Beetle population from the upper valleys

to the lower plains, where, amongst the trees and bushes, every stem and leaf may be seen

covered with a miscellaneous crowd, endeavouring to escape from the deluge. The floating debris on

the water will also swarm with other half-drowned crowds, and when the flood subsides, a little

industrious collecting from the sediment stranded on banks, or deposited in trees and hedges, will yield

a larger number of species than could be found by ordinary search daring a whole summer in the

same district.

Before concluding these introductory remarks on the order, a few words may be said regaiding

fossil Coleoptera. When the highly-specialised structure of Beetles and the absence in the existing

creation of connecting links between them and other orders of insects are considered, both of

which require long periods of time to bring about, it is not a matter of surjjrise to find that the

type is of great geological antiquity. As far as our present knowledge goes, however, Beetles

were preceded in time by the more lowly-organised orders Neuroptera and Orthoptera. The

earliest insects known have been found in rocks of the Devonian period in North America, and

belong to the Neuroptera. Coleojitera first make their appearance in the subsequent Carboniferous

Age ; but they seem to be of very rare occurrence, as only two species have been detected, one

a Weevil (Ciirctdioides ansticii), and the other a Lamellicorn, resembling the existing genus Trox,

and named Troxites germari. That these earliest of all known forms should belong to two of the

most highly organised families of the order is a matter for legitimate surprise ; and the fact is only

to be explained on the hypothesis, in which all modern biologists are agreed, that our oldest

fossiliferous strata are far more recent in date than the origin of life, or even the commencement of

differentiation of the orders in the lower classes of the animal kingdom. Later on, in the Secondary
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period, Coleoptera are found in the Lias in some abundance, and of such definite forms tliat they have

been referred without hesitation to many of tlie modern families—Carabidse, Gyrinidse, Hydropliilid;B,

Scarabc-eidiB, and so fortli ; in the lower marls of the Lias in the Swiss Alps no fewer than thirty-three

species of Buprestidie have been found, two of them supposed to belong to genera which still exist.

The resemblance to existing genera is carried still farther in the Oolite and in the Upjjer Eocene ; and

in the Lower Miocene it becomes so close that the numerous Beetle fossils found iu beds of this

formation in Central Europe belong for the most part to genera which still inhabit the same countries.

SECTION L—PENTAMERA. BEETLES WITH FIVE-JOINTED TARSI.
TEIBE ADEPHAGA.

The first tribe of the order Coleoptera, or the Adephaga, is distinguished from all others by an

organisation specially adapted to carnivorous and predaceous habits. The general form of body is

slender, the three chief segments^head, prothorax, and hinder-body—having fiee play, and the limbs

are constructed for rapid locomotion. All have five joints to the tarsi ; the haunches of the first two

pair of legs are rounded, and move in rounded sockets ; the abdomen beneath is composed of six or

seven segments, of which the first three ai-e soldered together ; and the anteunre are always slender

and light, being thread-shaped, or tapering to the apex, composed of eleven sub-cylindrical joints, and

never club-shaped at the tip. But. the chief jjoints of distinction from other tribes reside in the parts

of their mouth, as in the analogous case of the dentition-charaotere of the order Carnivora in the

Mammalia. The maxillae are horny and generally hooked, forming a second pair of instruments for

cutting and tearing, and their outer lobes are transformed into an additional or third pair of palpi.

The mentum, or chin, is always well developed, and of definite form and outline, being horny through-

out, with a free upper margin, excised in the middle, and often armed in the centre of the angular

excision with a tooth. From its upper inner edge rises the ligula, or tongue, generally an oblong and

angular horny plate, flanked by the adherent slender paraglossK, and fronted at its base by the labial

palpi. The Adephaga are distinguished generally from all other sections of the order by the. sharply-

defined form of all the parts of the mouth, and the ease with which they may be examined. Within

the limits .sketched out by the above characters, they are subject, as well as other parts of the structure

of the insect, to great modification, in correspondence with the greatly-diversified modes of life of the

countless members of the group. The section is composed of four families, viz., Cicindelidse, Carabida;,

Dyticidw, and Gyrinidse, which are re-combined by many authors under two sub-sections according to

their mode of life ; one named Geodephaga, or Land-beetles, comprising the first two families ; the other

Hydradephaga, or Water-beetles, including the last two.

FAMILY CICINDELIDiE, OR TIGER-BEETLES.

CiciiideHdw are the elegantly-formed and nimble insects known popularly as "Tiger-beetles."

The raptorial type of structure is in them carried to a high degree of perfection. Their eyes are large

and prominent, and all their movements show extreme wariness. Most of them make ready use of

their wings in flying, besides being endowed with remarkable speed of foot, and their mouths are well

adapted for seizing and retaining then- prey, theii- mandibles, or upper jaws, being long, and furnished

with numerous sharp teeth, and their maxilla} and palpi studded with rigid bristles, which retair

from the sides and beneath anything transfixed by the mandibles. With regard to other organs of the

mouth, they differ from Carabidie in the greatly diminished size of the lower lip, which does not

project lieyond the edge of the mentum, and in the basal support of the labial palpi being articulated,

forming a fourth joint. These lip-palpi, in fact, from their length, and, in many cases, the width of

their joints, added to the rows of bristles with which they are furnished, supply the place of the

mentum, in closing the orifice of the mouth from below, thus furnishing one of those cases of

compensation which are so frequently observed in insect structure and functions. The last feature in

the mouth-structure which we need notice is the articulated horny hook at the apex of the maxilhe,

which distinguishes nearly the whole of the family from all other membei-s of the section, in which the

hook or point is simply the terminal portion of the blade.

The number of species of Tiger-beetles at present known is not much less than 1,000, classified

under five sub-families and about forty genera. They are found in all the warmer parts of the earth,

with the exception of oceanic islands ; and some species range as far north as Lapland. The majority
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frequent sunny banks and bare jslaces having a liglit soil, such as sanely sea-shores, banks of rivei-Si-

and pathways on heatlis and in woods. Here they bunt tlieir prey, and pass througli their earlier

stages, the larvfe, soon after being hatched in the warm soil, burrowing deep cylindrical galleries more

or less vertical, in which they conceal themselves, their broad heads, armed with long mandibles,

closing the orifice and entrapping any unwaiy insect which falls in their way. Four species of true

Cicindelse are found in the British Islands, the commonest of which {Gicindela cainpestris), abundant

in the southern counties, may be taken as a fair sample of the whole family. It is of a beantiful

light green colour, with opaque shagreened surface, the underside and legs having a brilliant coppery

and golden lustre. The elytra bear traces, in a number of small, whitish spots, of the characteristic

markings of the family, which occur in neivly the same position, but endlessly varied, in hundreds of

its species, and most frequently form a flexuous band aci-oss the middle, with crescent-shaped spots at

tlie shoulders and the apex.

Tilt 1 uids aie lepiesented.

y
111 t (t( tclfla campestrib by
I tichcd spots only which

lit ni the position of the

luls (_i iiigles of the

1 uids ml luiiuUs as the

eies It hq d niaikm^s

lie tcinicd but 111 Centi il

ind South Ea&tein Euiope

\arieties of the English

species oecui ui winch the

middle spots aie linked

togethei by \ white band

icioss each wing case

showing that these dif

terent patterns are but

modifications of one type.

The other British species

are (^'ichuliJa xi/fmticn,

found only on licatlis in the

soutUeru counties ; Cicin-

df/la maritima, occurring

on sandy sea-,shores in the east and south ind is i distinct local \aiiet\ in Lancashire; and Cicindela

f/ermanica, which has been met with only in a few localities m the south of England.

The genus Cicindela comprises more than half the species of the entire family. With the

exception that some of the species found on sandy shores in tropical and sub-tropical regions have the

legs developed to an extraordinary degree of length and tenuity, and that in others the white markings

are so greatly extended as to cover the whole surface of the elyti-a, there is no very wide difference

either in form or colouring between them and the English species. The largest and handsomest are

the richly-coloured Cicindela chinensis, abundant in rice-fields in China and Japan, and Cicindda

octognUata, an inch in length, a native of Assam. Some of the smaller species at times occur in

immense numbers on pathways in hot countrie.s, rising like swarms of flies as one walks along

the streets of a tropical village.

The other genera recede more in habits than in form from the typical Cicindel». Thus the

Odonloclnlcr, blonder, dark-bronzed forms, are found only in the shade of tropical forests; the

Ox>jgoniii
,
mils! nspiiMident in colouring, fly and run about mossy boulders in mountain-torrents of

the Audis ; till //(,,,s/Vr, of troj)ical America, and the Therates, CoUyrides, and 7'ricoJirf///«', of tropical

Asia and tlie islands of the Malay Archipelago—in all which the ])rominence of the eyes is carried to

an extreme—are arboreal insects, running and flying after their prey along the branches and over the

trunks of trees in the virgin forests. The PhwoxanthiK, a species of which (Phctoxant/ia Mnyii) is

represented in our engra\-ing, are remarkable in being nocturnal insects. They make very little use

ESTHI-, \M HR-i "b
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of their v/ings, but are extremely swift runners, coursing in serpentine motion over tlio smooth sand-

banks of rivers in South America ; the species are all of piillid, clayey-white hues, and tlie burrows of

their larvse reach a depth of two feet in the sanil, the perfect insects concealing themselves during the

day in similar burrows. The antennoe are longer and thinner in these interesting insects than in the

typical sun-loving genera of the family. In this and other respects they resemble tlie brilliant metallic-

coloured Tetrachce, some of which also seek their prey at night, but they do not abstract themselves so

completely from the daylight as do their pallid relatives, the Phjeoxanthse. The genus Tetracha occurs

in the Mediterranean region, in Australia, and in tropical and temperate America. The only other

Tiger-beetle forms we need mention are the Manticonv and their allies, the giants of the family. They

are distinguished by their uniform black colour and the ab.sence of wings, and are found in the

extensive sandy districts of South Africa (where the lai-gest, tlie true

Manticorm, resembling huge black spider.s, ocjur), in California (the genus

Omiid), and at the eastern foot of the Kocky Mountains, which is the home

of the Amblychila cylimlriformis, an insect formerly of extreme raritj', but

which has recently been taken by American entomologists in great abundance

under wet hides, laid as traps on the gi'ound over-night. An isolated foi m
of this sub- family, the Ayriits fulUtc'osus, is found at Sandy Point, in the

Strait of Magellan.

FAMILY CARABID.E, OR CAKNIVOr.OUS OROUXD-BEETLES.

The .second family {C'ambldc) is distinguished from the Tiger-beetles

by the general form, or fades, of its species, and by slight modifications,

difficult to make clear by description, rather than by definite structuial

characters. All the apparent peculiarities of the external anatomy, such

as the simple anterior tibiae, many-toothed mandibles, atrophied labium,

jointed apex of maxillse, ic, are repeated in some few of the genera of

Carabidie. These genera belong to the first, or less numerous, division. In pHEoxASTm hLini
the great bulk of the family, forming the second division, the notch on the

inner edge of the anterior tibise and the sensitive pubescent sin'face of the basal joints of the antennae,

of which only two or three joints remain polished, supply effective points of distinction. Bearing this

in mind, the student will never be in a difficulty in assigning a doubtful species to its right family.

In CarabidiB, the style of coloration and marking.s of the Tiger-beetle is nowhere seen ; nor do the

mandibles, even when long and toothed, as they are in some few genera, assume the slender curved

form and sharp dentition characteristic of that family ; other minor differences are the narrower and

simpler upper lip and less prominent eyes.

Although the habits of the Carabidoe are very varied, there is not much diversity in the forms

assumed in their early stages, or in their transformations. With few exceptions, the larvas conform

to a simple type, having elongated bodies, tapering behind, furnished with six legs and a horny plate

on each of the thirteen segments, the thoracic segments being more horny, but not much differing in

shape from the rest. The head is of oval form, and the opening of the month small, showing that

their food must be taken in small and semi-fluid particles. The upper jaws, like those of the perfect

insects, are much smaller than in the Tiger-beetles ; and the eyes are six in number on each side,

disposed in two rows immediately below the sliort antennae. They inhabit generally the same

situations as the perfect insects ; and both are often seen together in the sheltered and dark places

where they seek their prey, such as under stones or logs of wood, about the roots of herbage, in moss,

among dead leaves, or under loose bark of trees. Some species have the aiiomalous habit of feeding

on vegetable substances ; at least, this is indubitably the case with the larva and perfect insect of

Zabrus gibbiis, a dark bronzed species of the Plerosiichiid sub-family, of oblong, heavy> build, found in

great abundance in Central Europe, and less commonly in England. It frequents wlieat-fields, and

devours the grain, proving in some years very destructive in France and Germany. Vegetable-feeding

propensities have also been suspected in other genera, sucli as Amai'a (" Sun-beetles," allied to Zabrus),

Ditomus, and some species of HarpaJus.

The number of species of Carabids at present known is not h's? than 10,000; and they ai)p€ar
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to occur everywhere on the laiid-surfttce of the earth where life exists at all—in the most desert places

of the tropics, iii the Arctic regions, up to the line of perpetual snow on mountains, and in the

deepest recesses of limestone caverns {Anophihalmi and others), where, for countless generations

deprived of the merest glinmier of daylight, a numerous tribe are found completely blind, and with

all traces of eyes obliterated. They are well rejjresented on the remotest oceanic islands, generally

in species and genera curiously modified from all known forms of the nearest continents. Some

genera of very minute species {Scotodipnus and Anillus) have been discovered imderneath huge

secular boulders, embedded many feet deep in the earth, and requiring crowbars and the strong

arms of labouring men to overturn in order that they may be reached. In temperate latitudes the

great majority of the species are ground-beetles, at most hiding themselves in moss or under stones

;

CARABVS ArKATI'l

many genera, however {Scarithio'), are diggers, being furnished with strong, palmated fore-shanks

(analogous to those of the Mole-cricket) to suit their fossoi-ial habits, and thus being enabled to burrow

to considerable depths in the soil to get at their special prey, the small insects which infest the roots

of shrubs. But in tropical countries, more especially in the plains, where the functions of insect

scavengers, on and immediately under the soil, are almost monopolised by the ubiquitous ants, ground

Carabidse are much less numerous, at least, in individuals. In these climates the majority of the

native species of the family live on trees. These arboreal species are more varied in their forms,

offer more peculiarities of structure, and are usually more beautifully-coloured and marked than the

ground species ; they exhibit also interesting modifications of structure suitable to their habits, tlie

tarsi, or jointed feet, being often lobed, and their claws elegantly toothed, to enable them to cling to the

edges or surface of leaves. Those which live under the rotting bark of huge forest trees have, instead

of^he adapted feet, flattened bodies, enabling them to penetrate narrow crevices, and the parts of the

mouth are in some cases also prolonged and flattened, the better to enable them to seize their prey in

such situations.

Like most other families of Coleoptera, but perhaps in greater degree than any other, the Carabidse
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readily assume the donmuit condition ; this enaljlL-s them to withstand extremes of temperature,

and to nourish in a great diversity of climates and situations. In cold climates their favourite winter

retreat is in beds of moss ; and they may be found in numbers in England in such sitviations, on

sloping banks and at the foot of trees, where moisture does not accumulate, throughout the winter.

On the other hand, in arid, sandy tracts in Austi-alia and Africa, where so many tine species occur,

they no doubt pass the great heats of the dry season in Viurrows or sheltered places at the roots of

Ijrushwood, for they are quite as sensitive to heat as they are to cokl. Even in cool countries like

Britain they are very rarely seen abroad in hot and dry summer weather ; and in the tropics, during

the many months of the di-y season, they all disappear, to come forth only with the return of the

rains.

The means of defence from their enemies possessed by the Cai-abidae are less varied than in most

other families of Beetles. They have generally great speed of foot, and many of them take wing

readily enough, or conceal themselves rapidly among herbage, but cases of protective disguises or

mimicry are unknown or very doubtful ; this applies even to the simplest form of disguise, assimilation

of form and colour to the material of their surroundings. This deficiency seems to be made good by

the faculty which they possess of secreting an acrid, or foetid, liquid from the anus, whicli is effected

by means of special glands. The liquid is ejected sometimes with force when the insect is handled
;

and in one well-known group—the Brachini—-the secretion is volatilised, and issues forth as a little

cloud of smoke. The BracJdnm crepitans, a common insect under stones in the South of England,

has been observed to discharge its singular weapon when pursued by an insect enemy ; and it derives

from this habit its popular name of "Artillery-beetle." A slight sound is sometimes audible when one

of the Beetles fires its mimic gun whilst held in the finger.s. The explosion and its effects are,

however, very much stronger in some of the large exotic species, such as the South American

Pherosophus complanatus, which, when caught, will often crepitate quite loudly several times in

succession, and cause a burning sensation in the fingers, whicli are stained brown where the vapour

has touched them.

The vast host of specific forms of which the family Carabidse is composed group themselves naturally

under two divisions, founded on an important difference in the framework of the sternum, or breast.

The difference is this : in one set of forms, con.stitutuig the first division, the hindmost of the three

side-plates of the middle thorax (mesothoracic epimera) reach inwardly to the

sockets of the haunches of the middle pair of legs ; in the other set, forming

the second division, they stop short, so that the orbit of the sockets is tightly

closed by the meeting of the central-plates of tlie middle and hind thorax.

Although the physiological importance of this difference can be only small,

perhaps tending to a little more compactness of structure and precision of

movement in the one form than in the other, the morphological significance

is very great, for it is found that all the genera allied in other respects to the

two neighbouring families, Cicindelidce and Dyticidw, belong to the first divi-

sion, and all the highly specialised forms of pui-e Carabideous type belong to the

second. The forms of the tii-st division are therefore nearer the fundamental

common type of the Adephaga than those of the second.

The first division is well represented in temperate latitudes. It compre-

hends all the true Carabi and the Calosomce, large insects, remarkable for their li

generally brilliant metallic colours and elegant sculpture, the elytra being often

scored with fine punctured lines, between raised interstices, which are con-

solidated in some species into a smaller number of rib-like elevations, and again

in others are broken up into rows of tubercles. Of the genus Carabus, about

400 species are known. A good idea of their form may be gathered fi-om

our illustrations, in one of which are represented two individuals of Carabus

auratus, a common French species, sometimes found on the south coast of I

Beetles is engaged in disembowelling a Cockchafer, whilst one of the two larva; is seizing an

Ant Our other illustration represents Carabus af/onis, a large species of a rich violet colour, with

golden borders, to the wing-cases, which is found only on the classical Mount Olympus, in Thessaly.

CARABUS ADONII

;land. One of the
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The geographical distrihution of the genus is remarkable. It is restricted, with the exception of one

small grouji of species, to the north temperate zone, Southern Europe and Western Asia yielding the

most species, and North America relatively the fewest. The
single exception to this northern range is CJhili, in the southern

and coldest provinces of which, as far as the Strait of

Magellan, a few species are found, of great splendour of

colouring and elegance of form, constituting a sub-genus. The
interval which separates this outlying antarctic colony from

the northein main body has a width of seventy degrees of

latitude, no species of Carabus having yet been met with in

tropical America, nor, in the Eastern Hemisphere, in tropical

Asia, South Africa, or Australia. The species are very

numerous and varied in mountain ranges, the Caucasus,

Pyrenees, Alps, and Altai being very abundantly stocked ; a

few remarkable species are also found in the Atlas range, and

in the Himalayas and mountains of Southern and Western

China. The genus is also remarkable for the extraordinary

variability of its specific forms, the variations being often

confined to definite localities, and tending to the formation

of sub-species and representative species.

Carabus proper is the centre of a group of genera, some

of which contain insects of very large size. Such is Procems

(of one species of which, P. gigas, we present a figure), con-

taining a small number of bright blue and violet .sjiecies,

restricted to South-eastern Europe and Asia Minor. Another is Damaster (see figure of Damaster

hlapto'ides), an eccentric form called the " fiddle-beetle " by the Japanese,

to whose country the genus is confined. Calosoma, a genus almost as

handsome as Carabus, is distributed over tropical and south temperate as

well as northern regions, but does not reach very high latitudes or great ^,

alpine elevations. Some of the species have the remarkable habit of

climbing trees in search of caterpillars, which constitute their prey.

Kehria is a numerous genus, of smaller size and slighter build, restricted

to temperate and arctic latitudes, and Ekvplirus, having a similar geo-

graphical distribution, is remarkable for its prominent eyes, like the

Tiger-beetles, towards which family the genus is certainly an, apjjroxima-

tion ; the species, of which four are found in Britain, are marsh insects,

and are found running over damp earth in the sunny days of early spring.

Among the exotic forms of this section, the most extraordinary is

AmpJdzoa, found in the valley of the Sacramento, in California. In the

structure of its sternum and haunch-sockets, and in its naked antennse,

it resembles the true Dyticidpe much more closely than any form of

CaiabidiS, but its legs are formed for running, not swimming. Its place /'

in a natural arrangement seems to be at the commencement, indifl^erently, C

of the two chief families of the tribe, indicating that it is a survival of

some primitive form from which these families have branched by subse-

quent evolution. Another remarkable group are the Ozcenirun, medium-
sized Carabidfe, found in tropical and warm countries at the roots of

l)lants or under the bark of trees. They have a small fold in the outer

margin of the wing covers, a feature which is observed elsewhere in no

group but the very aberrant family Pan^sidce, described farther on. The
numerous subfamily Scaritidie, or burrowing Garabidse, belong also to this first division, as do
also the allied group Singoniiia:, found chiefly in sandy districts round the Mediterranean. One
significant character of the division is the disconnection which exists between the various sub-famiiies

lAMASTER ELAPTOIDES.
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of wlueh it is composed and the number of isolated forms it contains. One of these hitter, tlie hist

we shall notice, is the Moruwlyce jihi/llodcs, which has no near allies (except two or three other species

of the same genus) in the whole family, and looks

like a monstrosity. It is found only in the Malayan

Peninsula and the neighbouring large islands. It will

be noticed, on examining our figure of this insect,

that its anomalous form is chiefly due to the great

expansion of the side borders of the wing-cases, and

their jirolongation in a curve beyond the ordinary

termination of these members. Count Castelnau,

who observed the habits of this extraordinary Beetle

in its native foi-ests, and who discovered two new
species of the genus, says that it is found clinging to

the under surface, close to the ground, of trunks of

the largest trees, when these have been uprooted by

storms, and that he never detected it under the bark,

although its very flattened and expanded form seems

to adapt it for such a habit. It probably preys on

the larvse and pupa of insects infesting the boleti, 'p^
with which damp bark is generally covered.

The second division of Carabidie, or that in

which the hindmost plates of the middle thorax do

not reach the sockets of the haunches of the second

pair of legs, is much more numerous in genera and

species than the first division, but it is at the same

time less diversified in its essential structural char-
i i l l

acters. It may be remarked also that its sub-families

and genera are less strongly diflferentiated from each other, a phenomenon
which can only be explained by assuming that there has been less extinc-

tion of intermediate forms, and that the type is posterior to the type of the

first division in time and in grade of evolution. This assumption is con-

firmed by the study of other peculiarities in their organisation already

noticed, namely, the notched anterior shanks and the fewer number of

finely pubescent or sensitive basal joints of the antenna?, special features

which do not re-appear in any other group of the Adephaga.

The male insects in this division are distinguished (as they are also

in most genera of the preceding) by the feet of the anterior pair of legs

being dilated, and the under surface of the expanded joints being furnished

with a pad of short hairs or scales. The function of these dilated palms is

to secure the hold on the female at the time of pairing, additional grasping

or adhesive jiower being rendered necessary by the prevailing polished

surface of the integument in this family of insects. They have been

likened to hands, and Latreille, in drawing up his natural classification

of the group, named the subordinate sections Fatellimani, Quadrimani,

Siinpliciniam, according to the shape and number of the "hands," and the

clothing of the palms, some groups having one and others two pairs of

dilated feet, and some having palms clothed with a smooth flat brush

of hairs, whilst in others the hairs are replaced by ragged cartilaginous

scales generally arranged in rows. These peculiarities form very constant

characters, and are of great value in the classification of the family. It

may be remarked that whenever the males have dilated feet in the first

division (e.jr., in the Tiger-beetles), the palms are clothed with a plane bnish of hairs ; the modification

into scales appears first in the second division, and in the most specialised forms.

TEFFLVS MEGERI.
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Tliere are iil'Out GOO tolei'ably well-defined genera in this second division of Carabidfe, grouped

under a projiorlioually large number of sub-families. Our space permits us only to allude to a few of

the most remarkable forms of tins immense assemblage. The starting

point of the division is formed by the sub-family Broscini, a group

resembling the Scaritinse of the first division in the thorax being

separated from the elytra by a peduncle, formed by the exposed

narrow mesothorax. Tlie great majority of the species belong to the

Southern Hemisphere, in New Zealand, Australia, and Chili. One
(Broscits cejihalotes) is a well-known British Beetle, found under debrix

on sandy sea-shores. Another conspicuous sub-family is the Panagwina-,

belonging to the " Patellimani," the first pair of feet in the males in

the principal .species having two or three joints dilated in the form of

a platter. They prefer situations having a light sandy soil, and are

distinguished by their minutely-sculptured roughened surface, and

generally by the ornamental marking of their wing-cases, consisting of

four bright red square si)ots, so nrranL,'fMl thut the ground colour between

them forms a black cross. r<in<i(i,i nx <-riix-i,i(ijor is a well-known British

species. A gigantic black or niet:illic-culour(_'d form of the Panagieidffi

is tlie genvis TefBus, found in numerous species in tropical Africa, in

which region the red-spotted species also occur in great variety. Next
to these come the Licininse and Chlseniinffi sub-families. The Chljeniinaj

inhabit marshy places, and the margins of streams and pools. They

are mostly of beautiful metallic colours, with elytra clothed with soft

silky pile. Upwards of 400 sj)ecies are known from nearly all parts

of the world, tropical and temperate, and several are found in the

British islands. The AiicJiomeniiue and Pterostichiiue, which next

follow, contain the most abundant and widely-distributed Beetles of the

whole family, and include the common Black-beetles of our pathways

iseus vulgaris), and the little oval bronzed Sun-beetles {Amara) seen so

conniKiiily niiiiiiiin along pathways in spring. Australia is ex-

ceedingly riih ill -.•ui'iii and species of Pterostichina?, and it is there

that ocoiii'^ tin' laigvst species of the sub-family, the Hyperion
schroeteri of ..m illnsf i at imi, two inches and a half long. In all the

above the iiuiiiIht of siimoth, non-sensitive basal joints of the

antennre is three; in another series of sub-families there are only

two ; among these are the Harpiilmse, and the Anisodactylina;, which

have dilated palms to the four anterior feet of the males.

The last, or highe.st, sub-families of the (li\ ision are those con-

taining all the jirincipal arboreal groups. But whether terrestrial

or arboreal they may be recognised by the wing-cases being clipped

short, or truncated, at their apices; hence the name of Truncati-

pennas a|iplied to the whole series. The genera are excessively

numerous and varied, and the great majority are found only in

richly wooded regions, chiefly in the tropical and sub-tropical zones of

the earth. Most are of small or medium size, and of light graceful

sliape. The Leliiiiia', which constitute one of the groups, and are

tolerably well re|ireseiited iii Europe and in Great Britain, are

extremely numerous in tropical America, where they live on low trees,

and run with great ease and rapidity over the smooth broad leaves of

IlelicoHue and other liroad-leaved plants in moist situations. The
CallkUnce, larger and more linear in form, are another numerous
group, but foreign to Europe ; they are more exclusively arboreal than the Lebiinse, and one of

their genera, the Agree, are remarkable insects with naiTow and elongated head, and thorax,

(St.r„i. -//fZ/rs, Onii
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which live entirely on trees, and seek their prey at night, remaining dnring tlie J.iy concealed

in the folds of curled-ui) leaves. One large section of TruncatipenuaB, however, arc terrestrial insects,

such us the Artillery-beetles (Brachininie), Odacanthinie, and other sub-families, and another (Copto-

derinie, Thyreopterina?) are bark-insects, i.e., specially adapted for seeking their prey upon or under-

neath the bark of trees, where lignivorous and fungivorous insects of other tribes abound. The feet

of these ai-e not lobed, but their claws are in many genera finely toothed, a .structure which enables

them to maintain their foothold in running over the bark. Many run with great speed, and, owing to

their flattened forms, slip with facility under slightly-loosened bark in pursuit of their prey. A large

number of brOliantly-coloured and pi-ettily-marked species, belonging to these sub-families, inhabit tlie

forests of tropical countries.

Among the remaining families of Truncatipennw, the most conspicuous insects for size, strength,

and truculent aspect are the Anthiae, which abound in open districts in most parts of Africa. They

are essentially runners, their wings being rudimentary or absent, and they are reported to .seek their

prey with great activity among low bushes and herbage in sandy places. The truncature of the wing-

covei-s is sometimes scarcely perceptible in this group. More than 100 species are known, grouped

under eight geneni. Our illustration represents a species common in South Africa, especially in Natal.

CHAPTER III.

CAENIVOROUS, ANOMALOUS, AND BUEYING-BEETLES.

Pent.imer.a. (continued)—V&m\\j Dyticid^, or Carnivorous Water - Beetles—Air-breathing Insects -Peculi.ir Mode of

Respiration—Structure, Transformations, and Habits-Family Gyrinid-E, or Whirligig Beetles- Curious Jlode of

Progression on the Surfiice of the Water explained-Family P.u'SsiD.E-Grotesque Forms-Kept as Involuntary

Guests of Ants—Tribe P,vlpicornia—Family Hydrophihii.e. Herbivorous Water-Beetles -Carni\orous Habits of

the LarvEe—Families GEORRTsaiD.E, P.vrnid.e, and Hetesocerid.e—Mode of Breathing by Air-bubbles carried

beneath the Water by the Parrai-Tribe Br.\chelytra : Family Staphyli.sid.e-Low Tyi)e of Structure—Families

PSELAPHIDJ; and SCYDMJJNIDJS-Blind Pselaphids, tlie Pets of Ants- Tribe Necrophaga or Clavkornia—Hetero-

geneous Composition of the Tribe—Family Silphid.e—Burying Beetles, and their Singular Habits—Families

TBICHOPTERYGID.E, SCAPHiDiiDiE, Phai.acrid.e, and XiTtnvLiD.E—The Smallest Beetles known -Families Trogo-

SITIDX to Histeridj:—End of the Necrophaga.

FAMILY DYTIcni.E.

The Dyticidse are predaceous Beetles of the water, differing from Carabidae chiefly in their legs, and

the shape of their bodies being modified to suit their aquatic life. The oval, or boat-like, and compact

general form and oar-shaped hind legs of the typical species are familiar to all young naturalists, as

many species are amongst the most common living objects of our ponds and slow-flowing rivers. The

principal other points in which they difier from Carabid:e are, (1) their smooth antenna?, destitute of

minute sculpture and fine pubeSfcence, which constitute the sensitive surface in those organs ; (2) the

greater development and more solid texture of their ligula, or tongue ; and (.3) the larger dimensions

of the coxa; of theii- hind legs, which are in the typical genera soldered to the voluminous laetasternum,

or hind portion of the breast. With regard to these difterences, it may be said that the smoothness of

the antenna; is a necessary condition of their aquatic life, as a hairy surface under waiter would interfere

with the free transmission of impressions through the organs, by the collection of air-bubbles on their

surface. The great development of the hind coxa;, their consolidation with the metasternuni, and the

great volume of the latter, are in similar manner correlated to the increased work thrown on the

hind legs, as oars, in propelling the insect through the denser element of water, stronger muscles, with

firmer attachment surfaces, necessitating increased size and firmness of the segments of the body to

which their legs are articulated.

Dyticida) are most abundant in stagnant waters. When inactive, or hibernating, they conceal them-

selves in the thick tufts of aquatic herbage, or in the soft mud. They become active in the early

spring, and may then be seen moving in the water by the propulsion of their strong hind legs, and

coming at intervals to the surface to breathe. This function, indispensable to them as air-breathing

animals, is performed by elevating the tips of their bodies on arriving at the surface, and taking m a

supply of air for the stigmatic openmgs of their abdomen and thorax, under the tips of their wing-
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covers ; the anal segments of tlie body being depressed for the freer passage of tlie air. They are able

to make good use of their wings, leaving the water and flying to distant ponds in fine summer

evenings. For defensive purposes, they have the same faculty as the Carabidse of emitting a fetid

liquid, but where this has been observed it is not, as in Carabidse, by the anus, but through the

interval between the head and the thorax.

The larvae, more voracious and fiercer in aspect than the adult insects, are hatched from the cylin-

drical eggs in early spring and in autumn. They are of similar general form to the larv® of the

CarabidK, and differ from the perfect insects in their heads, as well as the other parts of their long

bodies, being free and mobile. Their mouths are armed with loiig and sharp sickle-shaped mandibles,

well adapted to seize their prey, which consists of the larvK of other insects, even of their own species,

fresh-water molluscs, and sometimes young fishes. They quit the water to undergo their transforma-

tions, excavating a chamber in the soil, in which they pass into the pupa stage, emerging in due

time as adult beetles.

The family includes two distinct sub-types, which .some recent authors are inclined to treat as

separate families. In the one (Haliplinoi), consisting of species of small, or minute size, some of the

essential peculiarities of Dyticidse are wanting, such as the natatory hind legs, which do not differ in

form from those of many Carabidse. The posterior haunches, in correlation, are also not enlarged in

front, although differing from those of Carabidse in other respects. A still more important differential

character has been recently discovered by Dr. D. Sharp, namely, in the relations of the chief

fiide-plate of the metasternum to the sockets of the haunches of the middle pair of legs. This piece

^wm
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(opistenium) in tlje greal majority of tlie true Dyticidie is extended so as to form part of the orbit cf

the socket ; but in Haliplinie, as in all the Carabidae, it is not. The Haliplinte are, notwithstanding,

essentially Water-beetles, and cannot be classed with the Carabidai ; they swim freely, though

somewhat slowly and with an ambulatory motion through the water, and their

hind legs, although not compressed and flattened into oar-like organs,

are furnished with a fringe of long hairs, unlike anything presented

by the Carabidse, which assists them in their motion through the

water.

The true Dyticida; form three sub-families, the family type

reaching its highest degree of development in the genus Cybister, in

which the enormously expanded hind haunches are soldered to a

metasternum of voluminous dimensions. They are found chiefly in

tropical and sub-tropical countries. The genus Dyticus, consistin^'^

of insects nearly as large as those of the genus just mentioned, '^^"rieoatus"

inhabits chiefly temperate, and even high, northern latitudes. Six

species are found in Britain, Dyticus marginalis being one of the commonest pond insects, and

the favourite tenant of many a juvenile aquarium. Laccophilus, a genus of smaller species, two

of which are common in every English pond, have remarkably well-developed hind legs, and are

excellent swimmers. The genus is widely distributed in all climates ; the same is the case with

HiidrojMms, of which no fewer than fifty species have been found in Great Britain ; but Sujyhis, and

other allied genera, are confined to the tropics.

HAHI'Ll- FILMS

FAMILY GYRINID.^, AND THE ANOMALOUS FAMILY PAUSSID^.

The Gi/riniJcv, or "Whirligig Beetles," of the surface of our ponds and rivers, form the last

family of Adephaga, and consist of a comparatively small number of genera and species, varying but

little from a common type. They differ from the rest of the Adephaga in the absence, or where

present, the slender, unjointed form of the external lobe of the maxilla, and in the possession of four

eyes, the eye on each side being divided uito two, one situated above for vision in the air, and the

other below for espying what happens in the water. From the Dyticidse, with which they agree in

general form and habit, and in most parts of the structure of the mouth, they differ in their legs, the

relative development of which is reversed, as it is here the anterior pair which are longest, whilst in

Dyticidre it is the hindmo.st. The two hinder pairs of legs are extremely short, broad, and compressed,

modified, in fact, to suit their extraordinary mode of locomotion—a rapid skimming in curves or circles

over the surface of the water. The rapid forward motion is produced by the quick fore-and-aft

movement of these strong and well-knit membei-s, and the curves by the long anterior legs, which,

usually kept folded under the breast, are jerked out one at a time, so as to change

the straight line of progi-ession into a curve. When alarmed, they plunge into the

depths of the liquid element, carrying with them a relatively large air-bubble to

supply their needs until they return to the surface. The females

lay theii' eggs on the leaves of aquatic plants, and the larva? which

emerge from them are remarkable for their general resemblance to

small Centipedes, owing to the abdominal segments being furnished

on each side with a slender conical process resembling legs, the
,

terminal, or ninth segment, having four of these appendages, longer

and more movable than the others. As these curious processes

have been found—at least, the apical ones—to have a fine trachea,

or air-tube, passing through them to their apex, they are supposed coides.

to serve as breathing organs.

generally distributed over the earth, but, as already observed, the type is but

little varied. The common British species {Gyrinus natator) is a fair representative of the whole

family, the most remarkable species of which are the Porrorhynclma marginahis of Java, with its

long and triangular upper lip, giving a snout-like appearance to the front of the head, and the

Enhydrus sulcatus of Brazil, more than three-quai-ters of an inch in length. The Gyrinus distinctus

Gvrinid*
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of our illu.str;ition is a continental European species, differing from our common Gyriiius by its more

striated and less polished surface.

The family Paussid*, which we have thought convenient to notice in this place, is one of those

anomalous forms, numerous in the Coleoptera, whose position in any system is very un-

certain. Some of their species are known to be tenants of the nests of Ants,
\

and to be tended with care and jealousy by those insects ; but nothing is

known of the habits of the great majority, most of which are rare, and

met with only in houses at night in tropical and warm countries, whither

they are attracted by the lights burning in the rooms. If they are '

habitually g\iests of Ants, guarded and fed by them in the recesses of tlieir

ne.sts, some of the anomalies in their structure might be accounted for, on

ENHYURus tlie gi-ound of the natural variations in the various parts of their struc- °^^j'^^'^^**j^.°""'

suLCATts.
^^^^^ ^^^ having been controlled by natural selection in the free struggle

for existence. Granted this, it would be easy to believe tliey are strongly-modified forms cf

Carabidse, allied to the sub-family Ozcenina', as Burmeister believed them to be.

The Faussidce are oblong insects of small size, distinguished at fii-st sight from ordinary Beetles

by the extraordinary form of their antennse. Tliese organs run into all sorts of fantastic shapes in

the different species ; but inordmate width and bulk, and the tendency to a bidbous form in the ter-

mmal joint, are the most general characters. The number of tarsal joints is normally five ;
when there

are only four, it is in consequence of the small basal joint becoming inconspicuous or wanting; in other

respects the legs, as well as the form and proportions of head, thorax, and body, are not essentially

different from the same parts in many Adephaga. A peculiarity of the elytra—the existence of a small

fold and breach of continuity in the lateral margin, near tlie apex—is very significant from the point of

view of a relationship to the C'arabida', as this curious feature is known to exist nowhere else in the

Coleoptera save in the gi-oup Ozcenhuje belonging to that family. Their facidty of crepitation also speaks

for the same relationship, for the Ozajnina;, as well as the Artillery-beetles, possess this rare property.

Against all this, however, stands the widely-different position of the mouth, and the structure of its

difl'erent parts. Tlie mouth, instead of being at the anterior extremity of the head, as in the

Adephaga, is on the under side; but passing by this, as probably caused by the bulky antennai

necessitating the strengthening of the forehead, it must be allowed that the totally different form and

nature of the mentum, or chin, goes quite against any near relationship to any of the Adephaga;

for the definite form and structure, and the size of this organ, are quite es.sential characters of the

tribe. In the Paussidse it never approaches the Adephagous form, but is a narrow transverse i)late,

often indistinct, and the lower lip, which in Adephaga is subordinate to the mentum, is here of

greater relative development. The maxillse, too, are destitute of ai-ticulated outer lobe ; but these

members are so eccentric in shape in the family that not much reliance can be placed on this point.

More than one hundred species of these grotesque Beetles are known, chiefly from the tro-

pical regions of Asia and Africa ; but one {Panssus favieri) is found in South-western Europe. Some

collectors in South Africa and in Australia have been able to secure a large number of some of the

species by assiduous search in Ants' nests. WitJi regai-d to their social relations to the Ants, le.ss is

known; but it appeai-s that some kinds are really enforced guests of the Ants. Mr. Ay res, of

Potchefstroom, declares this to be the case with regard to the Peiifaplatarthus paussdides. He found a

large number of the insects by digging in the nests of an active species of formica in the Transvaal,

and observed the Ants dragging the Beetles into their galleries, further stating that they bring them

out when the sun is shining, and pull them in again when clouds begin to appear. Other observei-s

have noticed that the Paussi are not willingly guests of the Ants, but are forcibly seized and

detained by them. A common Australian species is found under dried cow-dung ; and Paussi are often

found in South Africa under stones.

TRIBE PALPIC'ORNIA.

The tribe Palpicornia have for their chief point of distinction among the Coleoptera the great

length and slendemess of their palpi, which are longer and more conspicuous than the antennae : these

latter being short, of from six to nine joints only, the terminal ones thickened into a club. The

maxillae and their exterior lobes are unarmed. The typical genera of the tribe are aquatic, and have
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hiiul legs adapted for swimmings like the Dyticidre, from which tlie species are distinguished by
their herbivorous habits, besides the fundamental difterences in their antennse and mouth organs.

The tribe consists of one family only (Hydeophilid^), containing five subfamilies, of which

four are water-insects, and the fifth, the Sphajridiinse, live on the dung of land animals. The
aquatic series comprises the tine genus Hydrophilus, which vies with Dyticus in the size of its

species. HydrojMlus ))iceus is a well-known inhabitant of our ponds, and one of the largest of the

British Beetles. It Ls of more convex form than any .species of Dutlcus. miA distinfiiislicil fnmi them
also by its uniform deep

black colour, and its less

energetic motions in the

water. Its mode of takin^

a supply of air is total! \

difterent from that of th

Dyticidse; for whilst tin

latter protrude the hmd
extremity of the body

above the surface, the

Hydrophilus elevates its

head, and by a peculm
movement of the antennae

above the water, makes
the air descend along the

pubescent joints ol the

club, and thence to tli

tine hairs which clothe tl

flanks of the thorax, will I

pass it on to the stigmili

openings of the breathm^

tubes. There are some

impoi-tant difierences, also,

in the habits of the female

insects with regaul to

the preservation of then

oHTspring. The mothei

Hydrophilus weaves, by

means of a tenacious fluid

secreted by two spinnerets

in the anus, a kind of

cocoon, which she attaches

to the under-surface of

the leaf of some aquatic

plant near the surface of

the water, and which is

provided with a tube

rising above the surface, destined to introduce a supply of air to the interior. In this cocoon

she lays her eggs, to the number of about fifty, enveloped with a cottony substance. The larvas

emerge from the bottom of the cocoon at the end of six weeks, and swim forth in search of

food ; and it is remarkable that, instead of being vegetable feeders like their parents, they are

carnivorous, and of extreme voracity. They are somewhat similar to the larvre of Dyticus,

l)ut much thicker and more fleshy, covered with leathery, finely-shagreened skin, and the mandibles

are toothed. Like the Dyticidse, they crawl out of water to undergo their transformation into the

pupa, and thence into the adult Beetle, burying themselves for the pui-pose in the damp ground.

The keel-shaped ridge running down the middle of the sternum of this insect, on the under side

i-DKOPHILCS
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of tlip liodv. aiul oiiiling iu a sliarp point, is developed at the end, in some tropical African species, into

a very long and sharp stiletto, and serves, no douljt, as a defensive weapon. The allied genus {Tmpis-

ternus), of wliicli there are many scores of smaller species in America, North and South, some of

metallic colour and others striped with yellow, also possesses this armature. In Hydrous caraboides,

a British species, next in size to Hydrophihis picfius, the keel is very short, not passing beyond the

hamiches of the hind legs. Besides these two large species, a considerable number of smaller Hydro-

philidas are found in our ponds and streams, some, like the Berosl and the rare Sperchexs emarginatus,

wallowing in the soft mud at the bottom.

FA1IILIE.S (iEOKYSSID.E, PARNID.li, AND HETEROCEEID.i:.

Some authors associate with the Palpicorni.\, or Phihydrida, the three families, Georys-

SIT>M, Parnid^, and Heterocerid.e, induced to this course probably by considerations of

convenience in reducing the number of iletached families, rather than by any real similarity of

organisation. The only constant yioiuts of agreement between these families and the Palpicornia

are their aquatic mode of life and phytophagous habits. They vary much in the form of the

antennae, wliich are clavate only in some of the genera, and none of them have swimming

feet ; but in all the maxilhe and their lobes are, as in the Palpicornia, unarmed. As the only

alternative is to treat them as so many separate tribes, we may introduce the little we have

to say of tliem in this plact^'.

The GiiORYSSiD^ are small insects of short, convex, and solid build, inhabiting damp places near

water. Only seventeen species are known, chiefly from north temperate regions, but one or two liave

been of late years detected in Australia and Ceylon. Their antennae have nine joints, the last three

forming a club; the chin (mentum) i.s large and horny ; the elytra are entire; the anterior haunches

are cylindro-conic and exserted, and the posterior transversal ; and the abdomen is composed of five

segments only. The liabits and early stages are unknown. One species (Georyssiis pygmwiis)

inhabits the British Islands.

The Parsid^ are little Beetles of oblong, sometimes nearly cylindrical, form, and of strictly

aquatic habits. The principal species are clothed with a dense silky pile, which, on account of its

hydrofugal properties, has the important functional effect of aiding in the respiration of the insects,

by attaching to the body, at the moment of immersion, a globule of air sufficient for their needs

during long periods of submergence in the water. Thus, with more facility than a diver in his

diving-bell, the Parnus can move about the depths of the pool, carrying the needful supply with him

in his wanderings. According to Erichson, the globule is surrounded by a thin film of oily or viscous

matter, secreted by the hairs with which the body of the insect is clothed. The antenna' of the

Parnidse are variable in form in the diiferent genera : in the sub-family Psepheninse being saw-shaped
;

in the typical Parninse clavate, sometimes lodged in repose for protection in a groove under the eyes,

and bearing a branch-like pi'ocess from their second joint ; and finally, in the Elminse filiform and

simple. The mouth organs are feebly developed. The legs are slender, and the last joint of their

feet is much elongated, with highly-developed claws. The latter peculiarity is of great importance

in the economy of the species, most of which inhabit swiftly-running waters, and require grappling

instruments, such as are aftbrded by these strong feet and long claws, to prevent their being swept

from the roots and stems of aquatic plants, or from the mossy stones amid which they find their

food. The longest feet and claws are seen in the sub-family Elminse, these members reaching a truly

remarkable degree of development in Macronyclms quadrltuberculakis, a rare and local British

species, found in the river Trent.

The Heterocerid^, like the Georyssid^, consist of one genus only. The family contains, how-

ever, vipwards of seventy species, distributed over nearly the whole globe. They are not strictly

aquatic, preferring damp, sandy, or marly soil, on the margins of pools and ditches. They differ from

the Parnidse farther in the larger development of the parts of the mouth, and in the feet, which are

adapted for burrowing, being short and strong, with the shanks of the two anterior pair widened,

and furnished on their outer edge with a row of spines. The insects, in fact, have the habit of

burying themselves in the loose earth, in which labor r their fos'soiial legs are aided by the robust

head and the gi-eat mobility of the prothorax.
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TKIHE HRACHKI^YTKA.-FAMILY STAPHYLINin.T:.

This numerous tribe, of wiiicli the common British insect, the Oc/jpiis olens, or Devil's Coach-

liorse, is a typical example, is distiugaishecl by the 'much abbreviated elytra, these organs, in all but

a few genera, being so reduced in length that they leave nearly the whole of the upper surface of the

abdomen exposed. They are, however, always of oblong or square form, with straight hind margins,

and meet in a straight suture. The membranous wings, of normal length, and adapted for active

Might, ai-e closely folded beneath. In correspondence with the abbreviation of the wing-covers, the

upper sides of the abdominal segments are of horny texture, like the under ; the segments, furtliei-, are

all mobile, and the abdomen is thus capable of flexure iu all directions. The habit of curving the tail

upwards is very charac-

teristic of these insects,

the tip of tlie }>ody being

used for pushing back

the membranous wings

after flight, undei the

elytra ; and in some smal

.species it is earned

habitually in a curled up

position, even in lun

ning. Many Brachelyti

»

are of active predaceous

habits, like Carabida?

and in some of thegenei i

in which the elytra ait

much longer than in the

majority, the reseni

blance to Carabidse of

the Truncatipennse gioup

is very great : but m
these, as in the rest ot

the tribe, the totally

different form of the

chief parts of the mouth

shows that we ha%e to

deal with a diffeient

type. The maxillae diflei

from the same organs in

the Adephaga in the

outer lobe l)eing never

palpiform, though some-

times two-jointed, and the labium in being fully exserted beyond the upper edge of the mentum,

the latter of which plays a subordinate part—the reverse, in fact, of what we see in the Adephagous

tribe. This tendency towards a full development of the elements of the labium may be noted as an

approximation to the mouth structure of the order Orthoptera, and as indicating a low position in

the scale of specialisation of the Coleopterous tribes.

Many of the genera depart from the rule among the Peiitamera section with regard to the number

of tarsal joints. In some the four anterior feet have only four joints each ; in many others four joints is

the number to all the feet ; and, again, some aberrant genera have only three joints. These exceptional

cases, however, do not show any resemblance in the rest of their structure to the sections Tetramera

and Trimera, to which they would be referred if the number of the tarsal joints were the sole character

relivid on. The antennae are variable in form and in number of joints (nine to eleven) ;
in extreme

cases they are club-shaped. The sternal structure in the majority is remarkable for the atrophy or

disappearance of the breastplat >s of the first segment, and partly of the second. In the insects thus
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loosely knit the prothorax has extraordinary freedom of motion, to the extent of being capable of

turning independently of the trunk ; the sternum, however, presents more completeness and solidity

in other of the sub-families, and in the Proteininie resembles that of the family Nitidulidse, in

which tlie coxa3 of the first and third hind pair of legs rest in transversal sockets.

The principal recent authors limit the tribe Brachelytra to the single family Staphylinidre.

The family is subdivided into eleven sub-families, and the number of known species at the present

time does not fall far short of 5,000. They frequent the same haunts as the Carabidse, and are

di-stributed equally with them over all parts of the earth ; they are, however, more varied in their

habits. A large number of species are the guests of Ants, and are found only by assiduous search in

the underground chambere of those insects. As many as 3-50 specimens, comprising seventeen species,

chiefly of small Staphylinidje, liave been found by sifting the detritus of one nest of the Red Ant.

Many of them are possibly only tolerated visitors of the Ants, resorting to the nests only in search of

food. Multitudes of species live in the dung of animals, and in decaying animal and vegetable matter

of all descriptions, some genera, of curious flattened form, being restricted to the confined spaces

under slightly loosened bark of trees, and others to fungi and boleti. Their chief prey in these

situations consists of other insects. They shun the daylight, and in the heiglit of summer are

scarcely ever seen abroad ; but in early spring, and in warm evenings after sunset, they fly abroad

in great numbers, seeking fresh hunting-grounds, and thus disseminating their species over wide areas.

The larvse resemble the perfect insects more than is the case in any other family of Coleoptera,

affording another indication of the low rank of the Brachelytra in the order.

FAMILIES PSELAPHID^ AND SCYDM.ENID.E.

The PsiiL.\PHiD.E are a group of very small Beetles of anomalous structure, which bear a certain

analogy to the Paussidse, being, like them, of recondite habits, and—at least, in some well-established

cases—the enforced guests of Ants. In both families the antennse display gi-eat vagaries of form, ami

the parts of the mouth exhibit singular variations fi-om the forms ruling in the allied groups. If,

however, the hypothesis of anomalous modification be accepted, the Pselaphidse must be admitted to

be modifications of a different type from that which the Paussidte were derived from ; and just as the

latter are possibly offshoots of the CarabidDS, the present family may be similarly related to the

Staphylinidse. Some authors, indeed, class them as a family of the Brachelytra. They have

similarly abbreviated wing-covers and horny dorsal segments of the abdomen,

but here the similarity ceases ; the mouth-parts differ in the soft membranous

texture of the lower jaws and their external lobes ; their abdomen (generally

of five segments only) has little flexibility, and the tarsi consist only of three

joints. The antennse vary in the number of their joints from the normal

number of eleven to six, two, and even a single joint, and are often thickened

into a club of various forms. Sometimes they are short and rigid ; at othei

times very long and bent into an angle, or elbowed.

The Pselaphidas are distributed through all climates, being found in the

tropics as well as in temperate and high northern latitudes. IVIany of the

more extraordinary forms occur in Australia. We give a figure of one of

the English .species (Pselaphus heisii) which represents the ordinary sha])(!

of tlie family, and which, like most of the typical species, is found by searching

at the roots of herbage on sandy banks, e.specially near water. The Ant-

nest kinds are those which exhibit the strangest aberrations in the number
and form of the antennal joints, such as the genus Claviger, in which these

organs have only six joints, and all the parts of the mouth exhibit equally

curious degradations of structure. These insects are totally blind, external

eyes and optic nerves having alike disappeai-ed, and they seem to be helplessly

dependent on the Ants for sustenance. A well-known British species {Claviger testaceus) is the

guest of the Common Yellow Ant (Formica flava), passing its whole life in its ne.sts, and being

fed from the mouth of the Ants, and jealously guarded, with the object, as it has been stated,

of securing a steady supply of a grateful liquid, secreted by the Clavigers from certain curious

1 SEHI Ills HLISn
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innicils of luiirs on the wing-covers, and from a cavity on the tlorsal surface of the al.ilomen.

According to a recent observation of Lespes, herds of these diminutive milch-cows, belonging to an

allied species {Claviyer duval'd) appear to be the hereditary property of certain families of Ants,

who know their utility, other families of the same species, who have had no experience of such pets,

refusing to tolerate them ; he having found that Clavigers, when taken from one nest and put into

another in a diflerent locality, were inunediately destroyed. The species of the allied genus Articerns,

found in Australia, have been observed by Mr. Bostock, of Fremantle, to be also the jealously-

guarded pets of Ants. One genus of Pselaphidie is found in caverns in the South of Eurojte, some of

its species being blind, and others furnished with excessively minute eyes.

The family Scydm.enid.e difl'er from the Pselaphidse by their fully-developed elytra, which cover

the abdomen to its apex. But they difter very essentially also in other respec-ts, especially in their

fi\e-jointed tarsi and their abdomen of six segments. In general form and colour they clo.sely

resemble Pselaphidie, and are met with in the same situations.

TRIBE NECROPHAGA, OR CLAVICORNIA.

Under the head of Necrophaga some modern entomologists include a large number of families

which have scarcely any characters in common, except that of feeding on decaying animal or vegetable

substances. As, however, they vary amongst each other in structure not much more than the

Brachelytra—admitted to be a natural group—their association under one ti-ibe is not without

plausible grounds. The antenna? have a general tendency to assume a clavate form, that is, the

terminal joints are more or less thickened, the thi-ee last sometimes forming a perfoliate club ; but to

this there are .some exceptions, and in extreme cases the antennae are long and simple. There are also,

as in the Brachelytra, numerous exceptions to the rule of five-jointed tai-si and the loosely-knitted body.

We observe, in fact, here, as in that tribe, all degrees of consolidation, commencing with species in

which the abdominal segments—head, and thorax, and limbs—have all free movement, and ending with

others in which the parts are more or less consolidated or locked together. We commence our review

of the families with those which have the nearest relationship to the Brachelytra.

FAMILY SILPHID.E, OR CARRION-BEETLES.

The SilphidK comprise, besides many genera of small and ob.scure insects, the conspicuous and

gaily-coloured Necrophori, or B«vyi"g-^eetles. In all, the abdomen has six free segments, and the

antennte are distinctly thickened or clavate at the tip. The insects which give their name to the family

are further distinguished by their considerable, and sometimes large, size, their ovate or oblong, slightly-

flattened form, and their rather long spiny legs. In the genus Necrophorus the elytra are shortened

and truncated at the tip, leaving the end of the abdomen exposed. The family comprises also a group

of Cave-beetles of .strange form (Leptoderinas), one genus of which (Leptodirus) has an excessively

long and cylindrical prothorax, joined to a short, oviform hind body, destitute of membranous wings.

The species are blind, and are found only in the most retired parts of caves in Carniola, hidden in

fissures of stalagmites, or clinging to stalactites on the v/alls. They walk slowly, with body raised on

their long legs, and when a sound is heard, suddenly lower themselves flat to the ground, with legs

stretched out and antennae elevated. Other genera, equally blind, and of the same pallid colour which

distinguishes cave insects, present all gradations of form, between the eccentric Leptodiri and the

ordinary-looking genus Catops, of which many species are quite commonly met with in England, in

dried carcases or skins of animals in parks and similar situations.

Four or five species of Necrophori, or Bui-ying-beetles, are not unconnnon in England ;
one

(y. vspilh), the handsomest, with its broad bands of bright orange and rows of yellow hairs, being

frequently seen in streets and gardens in the fine days of spring, probably resting on its long journeys

through the air in search of fresh booty. If we would see them in greater number, and at work, we

have only to place upon light soil in a field, in some suitable situation known to be favourable to insects

generally, a dead mouse, or similar small animal, and examine it a day or two afterwards. If the

weather be fine, a number of Necrophori, sometimes of two or three distinct species, may then probably

be caught in the act of burying the dead body. If we luckily time our visit at the commence-

ment of the operation, we shall see them flying one by one from a distance, and settling near the edge

of the carcase. They proceed by excavating the soil around and imderneath until, in a few hours, by
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the force of gravity, or by dint of various tugs by the Beetles themselves, the body is lowered, in

some cases to the depth of a foot, and the loose soil closes over it. Tlie mother Beetles then lay their

eggs in the carcase, which are soon hatched, the larvie being elongated fleshy grubs, widest in the

middle, with three pairs of weak legs, and supplementary locomotive organs in the shape of a row of

stiff spines on the dorsal surface of the body, proceeding from the hind edge of a homy plate, with

which each segment is furnished. These spines, which are supposed to assist the larva; in wriggling

through the substances on which they feed, are more than an inch long when the insects are full gi-own.

They then leave the carcase to undergo their transformations, burying themselves in the soil, and

elaboratiiTg a kind of cell, with >,Tnooth inner w.ills. in which to change into the pupa stage. In about

fifteen di\s tin \ < im 1,1 1 • n d 'U iim.l The carcases buried by the Necro-

phori are usuallydevoured

to the last morsel, the

number of Beetles which

apply themselves to this

work being jiroportioned

to the size of the dead

body.

Other genera of the

family do not possess

the burying instinct ; the

closely-allied Necrodes lit-

toralis, which is also a

common British insect,

feeding and breeding in

the interior of the carcases

of large dead animals.

Many of the true Silphse,

oval insects, with smaller

heads, and wing - cases

generally covering the end

of the abdomen, prey on

Hnails, chiefly Helices,

li\ iiig as well as dead ;

iiiid others on dead fish

or reptiles, or the skins of

dead animals ; some live

in trees, and feed on

Caterpillars. The larva of

these have similar habits to the perfect insect, and, unlike their near relatives, the Necrophori, who
are born in the midst of an ample supply of food, they search independently for their prey ; their legs,

therefore, are strong and well developed. The genera Necrophorus and Silpha, consisting of about one

hundred and twenty species, are confined, with very few exceptions, to the north temperate zone.

TJieir absence or extreme rarity in the tropics and warm temperate latitudes may partly be accounted

for, peihaps, by their functions as scavengers being there performed by the ubiquitous Vultures.

FAMILIES TRICHOPTERYGID^, SCAPHIDIID.E, PHALACRID.E, AND NITIDULIDyE.

The Trichopterygid^ are a family of exceedingly minute species, many being less than one-fiftieth

of an inch in length, the smallest of all known Beetles. They are found among decaying vegetable

matter, the litter of old haystacks, under manure-heaps, and so forth. Their movements are lively,

and those which possess wings fly well. The patience and industry of modern entomologists have been

rewarded by the discovery of about one hundred and fifty species of these almost microscopic creatures,

which have been subjected to careful examination, even in many cases to the dissection of the parts

of their mouths, and they have been classified under ten well -characterised genera. The British

XECKOPIIItUS VESPILLO (tHE BURYING-EEETLE).
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species ami those of tlie Atlantic islands have been satisfactorily investigated l>y tlic Rev. A. Matthews
;

but the group is by no means confined to temperate climates, several species having been found in Inilia

and Ceylon. In general form the Trichopterygidaj are oblong or oval, sometimes slightly flattened,

sometimes conve.x
;
generally finely pubescent, but often polished. Their antcnnse are eleven-jointed,

the three terminal joints forming a club, and their tarsi are three-jointed. The parts of the mouth pre-

sent nothing remarkable, except the great development of the stem of the lower jaws, which is long

and thick, and bears at its extremity the usual two lobes (or the blade and its outer lobe), both armed

with fine teeth, the blade with one, the lobe with several. The wing-covers are sometimes nnicli

abbreviated, and sometimes entire, but the membranous wings beneath them are of extraordinary

shape, and furnish the chief character as well as the name of the family. They resemble a miniature

feather, having a slender horny stem supporting a lance-shaped membranou.s blade fringed with long

hairs, which latter project when the wings are folded beneath the wing-cases. In some species the

wings are rudimentary, and in others they disappear almost altogether. These latter are blind insects.

The ScAPHiDllD.E are Beetles of larger size, from one-tenth to a third of an inch in length,

and recognisable l)y their short, thick, boat-shaped form, much narrowed both in front and behind,

with glossy black or chestnut-coloured surface. Their antenna- and legs are rather long and

slender, the former with their five terminal joints generally thickened. Their lower jaws are

weak and membranous, their wing-covers clipped short boliind, leaving the conical tip of the

abdomen, of which the four apical segments are horny above, exposed. The tarsi are formed

of five slender joints. These Beetles are very nimble on their legs, and fly well. They live and

breed in fungi, and are sparingly distributed over the whole eai-th, under the Equator as well

as beyond the Arctic Circle in Lapland. >Some of the species are prettily spotted.

The PnALACRlD.B are a group of small Beetles of short and convex form of body, having

eleven-jointed antennw, of which the three terminal joints are thickened into a very distinct club.

The wing-cases are entire, covering the whole abdomen, and the abdomen is composed of five

freely-articulated segments. The tarsi are five-jointed, the three first having fine brush-like palms,

and the fourth being very short. Most of the few known species are found on flowers, and

they fly well.

The NiTiDULiD.E are a very numerous family, distinguishable by the short, oblong, generally

depressed form, with truncated wing-cases and antennae terminated by a button-shaped clul). The

maxillse, or lower jaws, are remarkable for the absence of the usual exterior lobe. The tarsi are

five-jointed, with the fourth very small, and the abdomen consists of five free segments. The head is

almost always retracted, and protected by the pi'ojecting lateral angles of the thorax. Eight hundred

species are known, distributed over all climates, from the Equator to the Arctic Circle and the islands

in the Antarctic Sea. In habits they ofier great diversity ; for although the majority exhibit the

necrophagous tendencies of the tribe, feeding and breeding in decaying vegetable and animal

substances, such as fungi, rotten bark and wood, in the exudations of trees, and in the dried skins and

carcases of animals, a great niunber are found only on flowers. In tropical America certain species

of one of the genera (Carpophiliis) are seen in countless multitudes in the flowers of palm-trees ; and

in Europe the little brassy Nitidulids of the genus Meligethes—true Flower-beetles—sometimes prove

very destructive to cultivated plants, on account of their numbers. Meligethes ceneiis is one of the

chief enemies of farmers in some parts of Germany for the injury it does to rape crops. These

ubiquitous Beetles in many species are among the commonest insects of our fields in the summer, it

being rare to find a wild flower untenanted by one or more individuals.

FAMILIES TROfiOSITID^, COLYDIID.E, KHYSODID.E, CUCUJID^, CRYPTOPHAGID^, LATHRI-

DIID^, MVCETOPHAGID^, THORICTIP^E, DERMESTID^, BYRRHID.E, HISTERID^.

We now come to a series of families, all that remain to be noticed of the tribe Necrophaga, which

not only difier very materially in their characters from one another, but depart, each in its own way,

from the chief featui-es of the tribe.

The first (Trogositid.e) are closely allied to the Nitidulidse in some parts of their structure,

but they diflfer in important characters, the form of the lower jaws, and the tarsi, being peculiar,

as in the Nitidulidae, but in the reverse way : thus the lower jaws have only one lobe, but it is
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tlis lil;ule, and not the outer lobe, wliich is subject to disappear ; and in tlie tarsi it is tlie first joint,

and not the fourtli, which is reduced in size. In tlieir general form and habits also the two families

are very different. The Trogositidie are of much larger average size, longer and narrower in form

(except in a few aberrant genera), and often of rich metallic colours. They are essentially wood-

feeders, and are never found on flowers or in animal substances. Some few species, e.g., Trogosita

maurUanica, have acquired a preference for wheaten flour and other kinds of cereal meal, and multiply

at times in meal-bins, so as to prove a great pest to the miller and the baker. The family is generally

distributed over the earth. About one hundred and fifty species have been described.

The CoLYDiiDiE are a group of very small Beetles, living under bark or in rotten wood or fungi, of

oblong and flattened or long ftnd slender form, distinguished from the preceding family, inter alia, by

their foui'-jointed tarsi. The abdomen, which in the preceding families of Necrophaga has all its

segments free, here shows a more consolidated structure, only the last, or the last two segments being

separately movable, a character -which indicates a tendency towards a higher type than either of the

two tribes Necrophaga and Brachelytra. The maxillae have two lobes, and the antennm are more or

less clubbed at the extremity.

The Ehvsodid.'E ai-e small wood-eating Beetles, of similar form to the more elongated genera of

the preceding family. They are distinguished at first sight by the deep furrows which score the upper

surface of their body in a longitudinal direction. Theii- antennse are not clavate, but formed of

rounded joints of nearly equal width, and eleven in number. About a dozen species only are known.

Tlie CucujiD>« are also wood-eaters, but more exclusively restricted to the bark of trees than the

members of the preceding families. Their general form is oblong, and their colours pale or brown.

Nearly all the numerous species are, in correspondence with this confined habitat, more or less

flattened, some of them so nnich so that their bodies are scarcely thicker vertically than a sheet of

ordinary writing-paper. The antennaj are long, often slender, eleven-jointed, with joints more or less

rounded in form, the three last thickened into a club. The abdomen has six nearly equal segments,

all free. The tarsi are normally five-jointed, but thehind pair in the males of many species have only

four joints, and in many others the first or the fourth joint is much reduced in size. The mandibles

are always well developed, and in some species are large and exserted. There are few exceptions in

this family to the prevailing sub-cortical mode of life. One of these is funiished by the genus

Silmnns, -which infests sugar-casks and meal-bins. The species are sometimes found alive on the

windows of our houses, or floating dead in our teacups. The flattened species are excessively

immerous and varied in tropical America, living gregariously under the bark of recently-felled trees,

so.closely fitting that the blade of a penknife is with difficulty forced underneath.

The Crvptophagid.e difl'er iu general appearance from Cucujidse by their more oblong or

elliptical form and pubescent surface. Nearly all are Beetles of very small size, inhabiting decayed

wood, vegetable detritus, boleti. Ants' nests, and so forth. The antennas are eleven-jointed, and have

a distinct three-jointed club ; the elytra are entire, covering the whole abdomen, which has five free

joints ; and the tarsi, with some exceptions in the males, are five-jointed. Most of the 300 species

hitherto described are European, but many are found in Siberia and North America, and a few are

known from warmer climates. The species of one genus (Telmatophilus) are found on aquatic plants

;

others of very diminutive size, belonging to the genus E]5histemus, attack mouldy papei', and are some^

times seen in old books in neglected libraries.

The Lathridiid.e consist, like the preceding, of very small oblong or linear Beetles, of pale

brownish colours, having antennas of eleven joints, with a club formed sometimes onlj- of one, at other

times of two, and again of the ordinary number of three joints. The tarsi consist only of three simple

joints. Their habits are very .similar to those of the Cryptophagid<e. More than 350 species are

known, of which a large number inhabit the British Islands.

The Mycetophagid^ diSer from the six preceding families in their oblong or oblong-ovate,

convex form of body, tine jiubescent clothing, and the ornamentation of their wing-covers with reddish

belts or .spots. Their antennse are clubbed, and their abdomen consists of five movable, nearly equal

segments. The tarsi have only four distinct joints, reduced to three in the anterior feet of the males.

They live in boleti and fungi, or under the bark of dead trees.

The Thorictid.e are a small group of minute, broad, and convex Beetles, remarkable for the great
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DEKMESTE-

relative size of the pi-otliorax. Their anteiuue are clubljcit and eleven-joiuteil ; their tarsi fi\e-joiutocl.

Tlie tir.st and hist ventral segments of tlie abdomen are longer than the thres intermediate ones. The

species, only twenty in number, are peculiar to the countries bordering the Mediterranean.

The Dermestid.e are a group of Beetles only too familiar to us by tlie destruction several of the

species cause in Q.ur museums, or warehouses where animal substances are stored. They are oval or

oblong insects, of small size, recognisable by their dense clothing of fine-laid hairs or scales, short

clubbed antennae, linear five-jointed tarsi, and the grey spots or belts with which their wing-cases

are generally variegated. The larger species, belonging to the typical gcuus Dennestes, are the most

voracious of all, living

both in their larva and

adult states in .skins or s^^ \

bones of animals, furs,

leather, salted meats, an l

so forth, and multiplynu

sometimes to a prodigious

e.xtent wliere these are

long kept undisturbed.

In consequence of these

habits, and tlie frefpienc>

with which these objects

are transported by slui'

in the way of commei'

between one distant

country or another, some

of the species — as, for

exam[ile, the Derniestes lardarms and vuljnmis of our illustration—are very widely distributed.

The pests of museums are of much smaller size, and belong to the genus Anthrenus, one of them, a

notorious depredatoi-, having the significant name of Anthrmus musceorum. The larvse of these insects

are distinguished from those of all other Coleoptera by their clothing of long, erect hairs. Those of

the above-named species of Derniestes are of more elongated form than the others, and taper towards

the tail, which is armed above with two horny hooks ; the long hairs are erect, except behind, where

they are more rigid and directed backwards. The larvse of the Anthreni, on the other hand, may be

known by their more oval shape, the absence of hooks on the apical segment of the body, and the

presence of numerous pencils of hairs on the sides of this and several preceding segments, which are

susceptible of being raised at the will of the insect, and spread out in the form of a fan, which is at

times set in active vibration. These larvse feed on the dried fleshy parts of the substances they

attixck, concealing themselves from observation in the interior, where they pa^s through the pupa

stage, and emerge by gnawing a hole when they attain their full gro\\'th as winged Beetles. It must

be remarked, however, that the whole of the family do not jmrtake of these exclusively necrophagous

habits. Many resort to flowers in their adult stage, although bred in dried animal substances, and

some are found in the larva state in rotten wood. The larvse of Anthreni and Attagmi have been

found in winter in Swallows' nests, and those of another Dermestid (Tiresias serra) have been seen

devouring the eggs of a Moth {Liparis dispcir).

The BYRRHID.E comprise the curious olive-brown or greenish insects, of compact oval or round

form, known familiarly as Pill-beetles. The head and legs in repose, or when the insect is alarmed,

are retracted, the former within the prothorax, and the latter in depressions on the under surface of the

body, the shanks being received within a groove of the thighs, and the feet within a similar groove of

the shanks. The body is clothed with a very dense and short velvety pile, and some species are tinted

with metallic colours between the velvety patches. They differ esentially from the Dermestidas in the

greater consolidation of the framework of the body ; for whilst the latter have all the five segments of

the abdomen freely articulated, the three basal segments in the Byrrhidse are soldered together. The

more typical genera are peculiar to the northern temperate zone, the sjiecies being more numerous in

Alpine situations, preferring light, sandy soils, where they appear to subsist on the roots of herbage
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or on moss. In tro[)ical America a genus named Chelonarixm is found difl'ering from tlie rest of tlie

family by tlieir filiform antenna?, concealed in repose in grooves along the breast. These are much
less convex than the Byrrki, and have a naked shining surface. They live on trees.

The last family of Necrophaga—the Histkrid.e— are recognisable at once from all their relati\es

by their general appearance, or facies, although this is subject to wide modifications. The majority are

of compact oblong or nearly cubical shape, with solid glossy integuments of deep black or brassy

colours, scored above with a few sharp striie, the head being retractile within the prothorax, and the

gait much resembling that of a Tortoise. The general air of relationship is retained, although some of

the genera are modified into oblong and flattened forms with exserted heads, and others are changed in

an opposite diret'tion into tiny cylinders—modifications cori'esponding with the changed mode of life of

the species, the ordinary cubical Histeridie living on dead animal and excrementitious substances, and
in loose decaying vegetable matters. The oblong and flattened species are restricted to narrow crannies

under bark, where they live in company with the equally flattened Cucujida}, and the small cylindrical

kinds bore into the trunks of trees. The last-named, belonging chiefly to the genus Trijpan<ieus, when
seen at work at a dead tree, resemble little animated gimlets. They are furnished with sharp

triangular heads, which are plunged into little holes in the wood, made by the jaws in places where the

bark has been stripped off', and twirling their bodies the insects rapidly drill their way into tlie

interior, a stream of tine sawdust meanwhile trickling from the holes. 8ome of the very large species

with projecting mandibles feed on inspissated sap exuding from the crowns and stems of fallen

palm-trees. As to the structural characters of the family, the chief distinctive features are the

.abbreviated and truncated wing-covers, and the short, retractile, elbowed and clubbed antenna?.

Histeridie are found in all climates, and are exceedingly numerous in generic and specific forms.

About 1,200 species have been described.

CHAPTER IV.

THE LAMELLICOim AND SERRICORN BEETLES.

rENTAMEBA (oHrfeHHCi/)—Triee Lamellicornia— High Degree of Specialisation of the Tribe—Concentration of the Nervous
System—Larvae and Metamorphosis—Horned Species—Family Lucanid.e, or Stag Beetles—Family Scarab.«id.e, or

True Lamellicornia—Dung-feeding Scai-abieid*—The Sacred Beetle—Pill-rolling—A Parasitic Species—Burrows of

Geotrupes—Leaf-eating Scarabasida;—Cockchafers— Goldsmith Beetles—Rhinoceros and Elephant Beetles—Rose-

chafers — Goliath Beetles— Tribe Serricorni.\— Peculiar Structure of the Fore and Middle Sternums

—

Family
BuPRESTiD.E—Family Elaterid^, or Click BEEPLES-Fireflies—Tribe MALAConERMATA—Glowworms—Object and
Cause of their Light—Families Clerid>e, Ptinid.e, and Bostriohid.e.

TRIBE LAMELLICORNIA.

This trilie comprehends all those conspicuous members of the Beetle order known by the names of

Scarabaji, Cockchafers, May-bugs, Rosechafers, and so forth, which, by their largo size, their

great numbers, the singular habits and striking fonn of many of the species, and the great destruction

many of them cause to trees and fiwrn produce, have in all ages attracted popular attention. They

are recognisable by the short antennae being terminated by a lamellated club, formed by the three or

more apical joints being elongated (on one side only), each into a little plate or " lamella," which are

separately movable in the chief group, or Lamellicornia proper, and immovable in the Lucanidse, or

Stag-beetles. The parts of the mouth show a high degree of specialisation, in the great development

of the solid horny mentum, or chin, and tlie subordination of the labial or lingual parts, which are

more or less hidden within the mouth, behind the front edge of the chin. These characters, taken

in conjunction with tlie consolidation of the abdominal segments, of which, in some genera, the con-

necting sutures of the ventral side are even obliterated, and a corresponding concentration of

the nervous system, shown by the union—at least, in the highly-developed sub-families— of the

ganglions of the hind body into a single large mass within the thorax, justify the views of

those entomologists who have held that this tribe are the most highly organised of all Coleoptera.

The legs in all the species are more or less long, and furnished with spines and transverse ridges, the

shanks of the fore pair having one or more strong tooth-like projections on their outer edge,

indicating fossorial or burrowing habits. The tarsi are always five-jointed.
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There is more uniformity iu the form of tlie lar\'Be aiul the nature of tlie metamorphosis in the

Lamellicorns than in almost any other tribe of Ooleoptera A Lamellicorn hlr^a may be known by

;ts fleshy cylindrical form, curved inwardly towards the hind extremity. The curvature appears not to be

under the will of the insect, except, perhaps, in its very earliest stage, and consequently the obese grub

habitually rests on its side. Its skin i.s of tine, semi-transparent texture. Its head is rounded and

iiorny, and furnished with strong mandibles, but destitute (with rare exceptions) of eyes. The thoracic

segments bear three pairs of horny feet, and tlie ninth or terminal segment of the abdomen is gi'eatly

enlarged, and generally divided into two parts by a transverse fuiTow, simulating a division into two

segments. The food of these larvae varies according to the different sub-families, those belonging to

the Coprophagous divisions living, like the adult insects, on the dung of animals, and the others

generally on vegetable substances, living or decayed. The former pass through their various stages of

growth rapidly, but the larvae of the vegetable-feeding species are slow in reaching the pu])a state.

The slow-growing species, especially the Cockchafers, the life-history of many of which has been

well investigated, take from two to three years. The mode of passing the pupa period of their lives is

.similar in all. The grub, namely, on completing its growth, forms in the soil an oval chamber, in

which it undergoes the change. There are some exceptions to this rule, the most remarkaljle of

which are certain cases in which species are parasitic on other members of the tribe.

The Lamellicornia include some of the largest and handsomest Beetles known ; the sub-family

CetoniiniB, or Rosechafers, uniting elegance of form and beauty of colour in a remarkable degree.

The liorns, with which their head and thorax are often armed, and which imitate in shape in different

species those of the Rhinoceros, the Goat, the Stag, the Reindeer, and other large animals, and their

general herbivorous habits, have induced some authors to consider them as the analogues of the

Pachyderm and Ruminant orders among the Mammals. Notwithstanding their bulk, they are, as a

rule, strong flyers. The Cockchafers are well known for their capabilities in this respect ; as is also

the Geotrupes, " the shard-borne Beetle, with his drowsy hum " of Shakspere. Trichius fasciatus, a

handsome species, sometimes found abundantly in South Wales, flies about flowers with the activity

of a Humble Bee, which it much resembles. Even the great Rhinoceros and Elephant-beetles of

tropical America, weighted by their horny armature, fly long distances over rivers and lakes in sultry

e\ enings. To sustain these efforts of prolonged flight, strong wing-muscles are necessary, and a well-

developed respiratory apparatus ; we find accordingly that the ordinary breathing tubes in these

insects are not only greatly enlarged and ramified, but furnished throughout the body with supple-

mentary aii--vesicles, which act in the double cajatcity of lightening the specific gravity of the body

and intensifying the aeration of the luitritive fluid, on which increased muscular volume and

energy depend.

More than 7,000 species of this highly-endowed tribe have been already described, and numbers

of new species are continually being discovered by travellers. They are divided into two families,

very unequal in point of numbers, viz., the Lucanidae, or Stag-beetles, and the true Lamellicornia, or

Scarabseidce.

FAMILY LUCANID.E.

This family is distinguished from the Scarabieidse by the leaflets of the antennal club being fixed.

This character is so constant that, added to the widely different general form of the insects, and the

largely-developed projecting mandibles of the males of the majority of the species, it has induced many

modern authors to consider the Lucanidas as an independent group, totally distinct from the true

Lamellicorns. If we look only at the extreme or more specialised forms of tbe two families, no other

conclusion could well be arrived at ; and it happens here, as in other large groups of Coleoptera, that

the more specialised forms constitute the great majority of the genera and species of both faniilie-s.

On comparing, however, the less typical genera of the two, such as the Jisalince in the Lucanidre, and

some of the flat Trogince in the Scarabreidas, an approximation is observed between the two grouiis.

1 f we trace the gradation of forms upward from this common point, we find, on the one hand, the

Lucanidre increasing in development of mandibles, with crown of head and thorax losing all traces

of ai-mature ; while on the other hand, in the Scarabaidce, the mandibles dwindle to useless, partly-

membranous blades, and the horn-like processes on the head and thora-x increase in size and variety

cf foruL
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About 550 species of Stag-beetles liave been described. Being pi'e-eminently wood-feeders,

and living in tlieir larva stage in the interior of the trunks of lai'ge trees, they are found

plentifully only in well-wooded countries ; and in or near the tropics, where the forests are of varitd

kinds of trees, they present tiieinselves in the greatest number and variety. We have in England only

three species : Lucunns cfi-vn^, l)oious parallelopipedus, and Sinodendron cylindricuni. The last-named

is found in all stages, sometimes in great plenty, iu

the interior of dead ash-trees. We figure a gigantic

species of Dorcus found iu Java. Lamprima, a

remarkable genus of metallic-coloured Stag-beetles,

with straight mandililes, is peculiar to Australia

;

Imt the most eccentric form of the family occurs in

(_'liili : this is the Chiasotjuathus gnnitii, which

has excessively lengthened saw-like Jaws, longer

than the rest of the body.

FAMILY SCARABiEID.E, OR TRUE LAMELLI-
CURXIA.

The host of species belonging to this second

and greater division of the Lamelliconis are gi'ouped

under eleven natural sub-families, which them-

selves fall into two groups, according to the position

of the spiracles, or breathing-holes in the sides of

the abdomen. Seven sub-families, forming a legion

called Laparostictica, have the abdominal spiracles

all situated in the connecting membrane between

the dorsal and ventral arcs of the abdominal rings.

Tliey are further distinguished by the ligula, or

tongue, being distinct from the mentum. Four

sub-families, foi-ming the legion Pleurostietica, have

the spiracles partly in the connecting membrane
and partly jnerced in the ventral arcs of the seg-

ments ; in these the ligula is nearly always soldered

to the inner side of the mentum.

noRcvs TITAN-
'^'^ *'^® ^''^* legion belong the numerous sul>

family of Coprhun, which include the greater part of

the dung-feeding Lamelliconis, and are distinguished by the front part of the head, or clypeus, being

extended as a semicircular shield over the mouth, and the general absence of a scutellum. Many of

them are fine insects, often of rich metallic colours, and remai-kable for the horns and eccentric

jirotuberances with which the head and thorax of the males are adorned. Such are the Phancei of the

warmer i)ai-ts of America, and the Onthophagi, spread over all tropical and temperate countries ; of

the latter about 500 species are known, and the horns of the male insects are more varied

in shape than in any other group. In one section of the sub-family the hind legs are elongated, and

the tarsal joints short and of equal width ; to this the sacred Scarabaji of the ancient Egyptians

belong. These Beetles have the singular habit of forming pellets of dung, by rolling portions of this

.substance along the sandy soil by means of their long hind legs. It has long been taken for

granted that the object for which these remarkable insects roll these dung-pills with such astonishing

industry and pertinacity is to provide food in this form for their unborn progeny. Tlie account

generally given in books on natural history is to the effect that the pellets are rolled chiefly liy the

female insects, which deposit an egg in each, and trundle the precious burden, walking backwards, to

a burrow previously excavated in a dry bank at some little distance. Often more than one

individual is observed working at a pellet, especially when this falls into some hole, whence
additional aid is necessary to extract it. Sometimes pellets have been seen stolen from the lawful

owner by a brother Scarabseus, under pretence of giving help, and cases have been circumstantially

related in which the males encourage and help their mates. The essential point in this curious
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history—the laying of an egg in the pellet—has, however, been, called in question by a most

accurate observer, M. fabre, who declares, as the result of nuraei-ous and long-continued observations,

that there are no eggs in the pellets. He has further shown that the dung is gathered and rolled and

deposited in burrows solely in order to furnish a gluttonous feast to the Beetles themselves. The eggs,

he believes, are deposited in a different way, in the midst of a supply of more succulent parts of the

excrement. As to the stealing of pellets one from the other, M. Fabre confirms the statement, and

gives a most amusing description of the different ways in which the robbery is effected.

In the typical genus Scarabceus, or Atenchns, the semicircular clypeus is divided by sharp notches

into a series of triangulai teeth, and ni icposc tlu tooth likt [jrojictions of the anteuoi shanks flank

the fore part of the bod\, owing to the foic h <,'s bi m^ h ti n-ttd It is sup) si 1 tu bi ntljci the

resemblance to sun-rij s

thus produced, or the siu

gular instincts of the in

sects, or both, that led

to these Beetles being

regarded as sacred b\

the Egyptians. The com

monest species in Lowpi

Egypt (Scarabcens sacfi

)

is considered to be th it

most frequently repie

sented on Egyptian monu-

ments. This is a smooth

black species ; but a 1 1 il

liant golden - green km 1

named S. eyyptior. m
found on the Upi)er !Nile,

the primitive home of the

strange race who gradu

ally spread over the low ei

valley, was believed by

Latreille to have been the

species originally v oi

shipped.

About seventy specif s

of Scarabseus are known
( \n\i 1

1

i i

They are confined to the

Old World, having their metropolis in tropical Africa, where several species of gieat size and rich

colours are met ^vith. None are found in the north temperate zone. S. sacer occurs in all the

littoral countries of the Mediterranean. In America the Scaraljisi are represented by the genus

Canthon, in Australia by Cepftalodesmius and others, and in Madagascar bj-tlie brilliant Epilhsi

—all much .smaller insects, but having similar habits.

The remaining Copridfe differ from the above by their much shorter hind legs, the tibife of which

are more or less dilated at the tij), and by the weak tapering tarsi. In this group, owing to the

digging and burrowing habits of the species, some of which excavate galleries two or three feet deep in

clayey earth, beneath the droppings of large herbivorous animals, the tarsi become of very subordinate

importance, and in one South American genus (Dendropoeiiwn) three of tlie joints disappear altogether.

The females in this group deposit their eggs in unformed masses of pabulum, either drawn into the

undergi'ound galleries excavated by them, or simply left on the surface.

The sub-family Aphodiime have a projecting clypeus similar to that of the Coprmm, but they

differ from the latter by their stronger and often armed lower jaws. They are also more elongated

insects, with less -s-ohiminous sternum, and are nearly always provide I with a scutellum. The genus

Aphodius is copiously reiiresented in temperate and high northern latitudes, and contains few tropical
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species. All are strictly coprophagous insects, exhibiting no special instincts, but breeding in the

substance which constitutes their food as adult insects. A remarkable exception to this uniform

habit has, liowever, been discovered by Dr. Algernon Chapman, in the British species Aphodius

parens, which he found to be parasitic on Geotriipes slercorarius. He states that at about the

time the parent Geotru2)es closes the underground chamber in wliich she has laid one of lier eggs

with a store of food for the larva when hatched, the female Aphodius forces a way into it, eats the

egg, which in volume is larger than herself, and having thus removed the prospective owner of the

store of pabulum, lays her own eggs in little cavities which she forms in the pabulum itself, thus

appropriating the supi)ly of food for her own future offspring, and at the same time securing a snug

asylum, free from tlie perils of the above-ground abodes of her sister Aphodii.

The genus Geotrupes forms the type of another sab-family of' the section Geotrupinse, distin-

guished from the preceding by the small clypeus, which leaves the mandibles and other parts of the

mouth exposed. In habits the species are similar to those members of the Coiirinfe sub-family which

provide for their offspring by excavating tunnels or galleries under the droppings of large quadrupeds,

and laying their eggs in these secure reti-eats by the side of a store of provendei-. But from the

observations of Dr. Chapman we learn that the parent Geotrupes show much engineering skill in the

formation of these underground nesting-]jlaces. In watching Geotrupes stercorarius, he observed that

both niLdc and female busied themselves in the work of carrying down pabulum into the burrows.

Tljts.' litt. 1 lunsist first of a vertical shaft underneath a cow-dropping, and then of a subsidiai-y

galli 1 y ciiiri.-,] along the surface of the groinid from this point to the edge of the dropping, where

the rcinuxed earth is ejected. In the walls of these a number of small horizontal cavities are

hollowed out at varying heights, each about an inch wide and four or five inches long, and in each a

sLoi-e of pabulum is placed and an egg deposited. The earth removed forms those little heaps of

mould always: seen by the side of droppings where stercorarius is at work. The rounded further ends

of the cavities are firmly packed with concentric layers of dung, in the centre of which a kind of

cell is made, the Beetles apparently working with their fore tibife as trowels in making smooth the

walls, and on the floor of th^ the egg is laid. The remaining part of the tunnel is packed with dung,

layer by layer, before the work is completed.

Six species of Geotrupes are found in Britain, including the G. typhoeus, remarkable for the

three horns projecting horizontally from the prothorax of the male. The genus is distributed over the

whole north temperate zone, some of the species from South Europe and Japan being of bright

cipiMiy aiid qolden colours. In Mexico and in As.sam are found rare forms, haviirg long vertical

li(..ius iisiii- tVum the crown of the head. The allied genus Bolbocerns, of more spherical shape, and

of imlc n-iMish-lirown colour, is most numerously represented in Australia, where the species exliibit

great variety and eccentricity of form in the horns of the males : one species {B. jJroboscideus) having

a long horizontal horn projecting from the head, slightly curving downwards, which simulates in

miniature the trunk of an Elephant.

The sub-family Troginse re.semble the Geotrupinse in the form of the head, but differ in the

simple structure of the fore legs, which are not adapted for burrowing. The species live, in fact, on

dried animal substances lying on the surface of the ground in sandy places, or on trees. Most of

them are oblong or oval insects of moderate size, with rows of tubercles along the wing-cases, coloured

like the sandy soil, and often coated with earthy material of the same colour. One group, however,

which are found only on trees, and have the remarkable faculty of retracting their limbs, and closing

themselves, like the Armadillo, into the form of little balls, are of polished metallic colours.

The suljfamilies of the Pleurostictica legion are the Melolonthin.«, or Cockchafers, the

RuTKLiN.E, or- Goldsmith-beetles, the Dynastin^, or Elephant- and Rhinoceros-beetles, and the

Cetoniin.«, or Rosechafers. All are vegetable feeders in both their larva and their adiilt stages

—

the great majority in their larva state feeding on roots of herbage, the remainder, including most

of the Dynastinaj and C'etoniinse, preferring decayed wood, some of the latter feeding on vegetable

detritus in the nests of Ants. In their adult stages they offer more variety of habits. The Melolon-

thinre are chiefly leaf-eaters ; many of the Ruteliuio prefer fruit, although foliage and flowers ai-e

also resorted to ; some of the Dynastinfe feed on succulent plants and the exudations of large forest

trees ; whilst the Cetoniinaj are pre-eminently Flower-beetles.
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The Melolonthin/E are excessively numerous both in generic forms and in species, varying in

size from a length of one-eighth of an inch to four inches. They are sekloni of glossy metallic colours,

the prevailing style of their livery being an integument of modest brown, coated with minute scales

of white or grey, Ijut sometimes of silvery or golden hue. Their organs of mastication are feel)ly

developed, the mandibles being small, partly membranous, and not visible beyond the edge of the

clypeus. The legs are long, with the hind tarsi formed of slender joints, and the claws, when both are

present, as a rule divergent and toothed in the middle. Among the more remarkable subordinate

groups of the sub-family we may mention first the Hoplides, small, compactly-built insects, with rich

blue or silvery scale-clothing, distinguished by the more robust tarsi and the long unequal claws, very

often i-educed to a single claw curved like a grajipling-hook. These are leaf and floral Beetles,

of nimble flight, found in nearly all tropical and temperate regions, but nowhere in much abundance

or variety except in South Africa, where some 300 species are met with, so varied in

structure that no fewer than twenty-four genera have been found necessary for their classification.

They are i-estricted to the southern extremity of the continent, comparatively few being found in the

warmer district of Natal farther north, and, in short, they are the associates of the equally rich and

|)eculiar flora of heaths and lilies of the Cape Colony. Another gi'oup, the Sericides, the most slenderly-

formed of all the Melolonthinae, of which we have two species in England, are copious! ^ represented in

Australia, where a numerous genus of gilded Chafers occurs, having a cleft clypeus, named Diphucepliala.

In America, North and South, the prevailing group are the Macrodacti/lides, elegantly-formed Beetles,

with remarkably long and slender legs and feet, which are seen hovering in swarms over sweet-smelling

flowers in oi)en places on forest borders ; a North American species feeds on the petals of roses.

The typical group, Melolonthides, which includes the

common Cockchafer and Midsummer-chafer (Rhizo-

tror/iis solstitlalis), is feebly represented in South

America, Australia, and Africa south of the Sahara
;

but is rich in large and handsome species in the

north temperate zone, in tropical Asia, and Mada-

1,'a.scar. To this group belongs a series of species

in which the leaflets of the antennae are increased

in number and developed to an enormous length,

especially in the males. One of the best known is

Polyphylla fidlo^ a common insect in France, twice

the size of the Cockchafer, and prettily variegated

with marble-like markings of a chalky-white colour.

In some North American species the body is striped

with white.

The Cockchafer {Melohntha vulyaris) seldom

occurs in sufficient abundance in England to prove

very destructive, either in its larva or perfect state.

It is otherwise on the Continent, where, especially

in France, it is developed in some years in countless

myriads, the perfect insects stripping the trees of

their entu'e foliage, and the larvse destroying, by

devouring the roots, not only the grass of pastures,

but crops of all kinds of farm and garden produce,

such as cereals, beetroot, strawberi'ies, salads, and so

forth. In a report on the ravages of the Cockchafer

in 1865-6, presented to the Academie des Sciences in

1868, M. Reiset valued the damage done in the

department of Seine-Inferieui-e in 1866 at more than one million sterling. The larva takes two years

to complete its growth to the pupa stage, fourteen months of which are spent in active feeding, and ten

months in dormant hibernation ; the duration of the pupa state is eight months, and that of the adult

Cockchafer tlu-ee months and a half, three-fourths of which are passed underground, and one-fourth,

63*
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or twenty days, only in the free, devoui-ing leaves, pairing, and depositing its ova. Like nearly a]l

its tribe, it is active only in the twilight hours of evening, concealing itself by day among foliage.

In the years when it is abundant it devours the leaves of fruit-trees in gardens and orchards, as well

as its favourite elms and oaks, poplars and birch being the last to be attacked. Notwithstanding the

attention with which this destructive insect

has been studied in France, no definite-

means have been discovered of checking its.

ravages. Farmers have been reconnnended,

as one means of lessening their numbers, tO'

plough and hairow their fields in early

autumn, when the gi'ubs are closer togethei

and lie nearer the surface of the soil, and

hand-picking has been suggested, as well as.

the encouragement of such useful insectivo-

xYLOTKii-Es DKiioTo.MA. '"°''* aulmals as the Mole and Shrew-mouse,

and the various carnivorous Beetles, such

as the Carabi. In the United States of America an allied Beetle [Lachnosterna, qtiercina), called the

May-bug, is equally destructive to pasture land, and such is the completeness with which the larvse-

<lo their work on the roots of gi-ass, that turf may sometimes be peeled off in large sheets, like a.

carpet from a floor.

The Rutelina>, or Goldsmith-beetles, differ from Melolonthince in their much thicker tarsi, the joints*

of which are articulated closer together, and in their claws being unequal in size and not divergent.

They are mostly Beetles of polished metallic integuments, and diurnal in their habits, the strength

of the legs and the form of their bodies enabling them to cling firmly to the leaves of trees when not

on the wing. One lai-ge section of the group may be known by the membranous border of their

wing-cases. To these belongs the genus Aiiomala, of which about two hundred species are known from

various parts of the world, one {A. frischii) being a well-known British Beetle. Some of the

large tropical American Rutelidce are amongst the most brilliantly-coloured Beetles in existence : such

are the species of the genus Plusiotts, whose burnished hides in some cases resemble silver or gold

both in colour and texture. They are found on oaks in the mountains of Central Aiaerica.

The Dynasthue are nearly all of sombre black or dark brown colours. The smaller species

(Ci/docephala, Ligyrus, lleleronycJnts) show at most only the rudiments of the enormous horn-like

]irocesses with which the larger species are

adorned. These weaker members of the

group occur sometimes in tropical countries

in countless swarms, especially in the sultry

evenings which introduce the rainy seasons.

At those times the town of Santarem, on

the Amazons, is visited by such multitudes,

attracted apparently by the lights of houses

and shops, and flying with such speed, that

the effect is like the pelting of a violent

hailstorm. Cyclocephake frequent in large

numbers the gigantic sjiathes of plants of
megaceras cHouiN.ia-s.

the Arum family at the period of flowering,

wallowing in the sticky pollen, and most likely serving in the cross-fertilisation of the plants as they

pass from one to another. Ligyrus hituberculatiis feeds on sugar-cane, and is known to be at tmies

destructive to plantations in Denierara. Xylotrupes gideon and Oryctes rhinoceros attack the

cocoa-nut palm in Malacca. Among the great honied species, which are equally abundant in the

warmer countries of the New and Old Worlds, we give as illustrations Xylotrupes dic/wloixa, from

China and Japan, Megaceras chorinmus, from Cayenne and the Amazons, and Megasoma lyjihou,

from Brazil. Others are known with much larger horns, such as Dyimstes hercides, from Guiana and

the West Indies, with its tapering thoracic horn projecting horizontally, and larger than all the rest
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of the Iiody, ami tlie still inoie ex-

traonlinaiy Golofa porferi of New
Granada, in wliich the horn rises

vertically several inches high from

the prothorax. The dark-bronzed

Chalcosoma atlas, with long and

sharp honis, three in number, rising

from head and thorax, well known

to collectors, is from the islands of

the Malay Archipelago.

Tlie CetoniuuB, or Eosechafers,

are easily recognisable by their

oblong, usually somewhat flattened

form, the generally large triangular scutellum and

abdomen. They are fui-ther distinguishable, on cl

cealed under the front edge of the clypeus, and the ni

GOLIATHUS DEURYI. {Natural Sise.)

the wing-covers not covering the apex of the

Dser examination, by the upper lip being con-

xndibles reduced to thin membranous blades, with

a narrow outer margin alone horny. The

typical or true C'etoniinse have a still more

cons])icuous distinguishing character, in the

side piece of the mesosternum (or middle

breast) being elevated, and introduced be-

tween the hind angles of the prothorax

and the wing-cases. But this character

fails in the group Trichiides, which forms

the second diyision of the snb-family.

The CHoniinm are the favourite group

of Beetle collectors, a distinction they well

merit for their unsvirpassed beauty of form

and colour, the facility of their preserva-

tion, and the great numbers and diversity

of their species. To the classifier, however,

they are less satisfactory, for all the struc-

tural characters on which he depends for

the definite arranging into genera and

higher groups prove here to be extremely

unstable. At most, a few groups can be

indicated by the agreement of their general

figure, or "facies." About 1,200 species

have been described. These are moderately

nimierous, and of little variety of form, in

north temperate latitudes; in the corre-

sponding zone of the soutii, as well as in

oceanic islands generally (including New
Zealand), they are entirely wanting. But

each of the continents and large island

groups within the tropical and warm tem-

perate zones contains numerous peculiar

genera, the richest being tropical Africa,

Madagascar (which has a set of types dis-

tinct from those of Africa), tropical Asia,

the Malay Archipelago, and Australia.

America is relatively poor in Cetoniinje, but

possesses its own very characteristic genera.
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CERATORHINA TOLYI

At the head of the sub-family stand the Goliathides, or Goliath Beetles, distinguished by their

large size, the horny processes with which the heads of the males are adorned, and the teeth,

bearuig lower jaws, or maxillae. Theii- head-quarters are tropical and Southern Africa, some
few genera being peculiar to tropical Asia. Our figures repi'esent

Goliathus druryi, from the Gold Coast, the largest of all the species,

which is found by the negroes feeding at the sap of trees in the

forest, and Ceratorhina polypliemus, an inhabitant of the wooded
region extending from the Gold Coast to the Gaboon and Congo,

and met with as far in the interior as the Muata Yanvo's domain in

Central Africa. More than thirty species of Ceratorhina are known,

one of the most beautiful of which (C. pettrsiana) has been taken at

a village on the River Shire, near Lake Nyassa, flying in great

numbers about the flowers of a lofty tree, under which the native

palavers are held. The ground-colour in these insects is a rich

silky green, varied with stripes and spots of snow-white felted pile.

The Madagascar series of forms consist chiefly of the Schizorhina

group, destitute of horns, but ha\'ing the front edge of the clypeus

more or less notched. The same group constitutes the bulk of the

Australian forms ; but in the north, and in New Guinea, an allied

group, called Lomaptera, of large size and great splendour of colour,

is very numerous. The well-known European Cetunia aurata,

common in the south of England, may be taken as a fair represen-

tative of the general form of the Cetoniinse. In England it is

found on various flowers, chiefly roses, hawkweeds, and other com-

positas, ill June and July, readily taking wing, and flying, like its

congeners, with the wing-covers closed, instead of wide open like the

majority of Coleoptera, a peculiai-ity due chiefly to the protrusion

of the side-pieces of the breast, already alluded to, in front of the shoulders of the elytra. The

lar\-a li\cs in decayed wood, and in the vegetable accumulations of Ants' nests, fabricating a sort of

cocoi>u with :i;,'^lutinated particles of the wood, in which to pass its transformations; and the duration

of a gcueratiun, as in the Cockchafer, is three yeai-s. The second section of the sub-family, the

Trichiiiue, are much less numerous than the Cetoniinse, but some of their species are equally hand-

some. One of the largest (liica clathrata) inhabits Brazil.

TEIBE SERRICORNIA.

The Serricornia form a numerous tribe of Beetles of elongate shape, furnished with antennse

short or of moderate length, most of the joints of which are more or less prolonged on the inner side,

so as to give to the organ the appearance of a saw, or, when the prolongations are of greater length, of

a comb. The tai-si, always five-jointed, are very often dilated, each joint (except the terminal one

bearing the claws) being heart-shaped, or, as in many cases, furnished beneath with a membranous
appendage. The head is almost always retracted up to the eyes within the prothorax, and this latter

member is locked to the hind body by tlie projection of the prosternum being received into a ca\-ity

of the mesosternimi. Thus, though often of great length and slenderness, the body in these insects is

well knit, and adapted for movements of considerable vivacity and precision. The whole are

vegetable feeders, but the larvae and their habits oflfer much diversity, which will be further detailed

under the head of the respective families.

FAMILY BUPRESTIDJE.

ThLs family is distinguished from the others of the same tribe by the fixity of the interlocking of

the prosternum with the mesostei-num, and by the solidity of their integmnents and the short serrated

antenna?. They are remarkable for the great beauty of their colours and markings, no other family

containing so large a proportion of bright metallic-coloured species ; and they are further remarkable

for the uniformity of structure and general figure which characterises them as a group, notwithstanding

the enormous number of their specific forms, of which nearly 3,000 have already been described. In
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their habits also they offer little variety
; the jierfeot insects, in the great major'ity of cases, frequent

tlie trunks and large branches of felled trees in wooded rci,'ious. Here tliry ni;iy lie seen some-

times in great numbers,

nimbly walking over

the bark or flying with

great speed from tn.'

to tree in the hut

simshine, and pairing,

the females depositing

their eggs in little cavi-

ties nibbled by them

for the purpose. The

larvse of thesr ty|

species are t-lon^nti J.

somewhat lluttcmil,

pale, fleshy grubs, hav-

ing the first of the tho-

racic segments abruptly

widened, and only one

pair of feet. On emerg-

ing from the eggs, the

larvae feed on the young

wood between the bark

and tlie solid trunk,

undergoing in these

places their transforma-

tions, or burrowing as

they grow in size to tlie

interior. Such are the

habits of the majority

of the family, including

most of the larger anil

handsomerspecies of our

museums. The smalli'r

and broader specie s,

forming the sub-family

Trachy(luue,(\\Ser much

from the others, both in their larval form and their habits, the larva having six minute feet, and a

horny plate on each of the abdominal segments above and beneath, the widest ))art of tlie thorax being

at the middle segment instead of the first. In its haVjits it differs further in feeding

on the parenchyma of leaves. Although the Buprestidse are peculiarly forest

the northern species affecting the timber of coniferous trees, some have

over to the cultivated trees of orchards. Thus, two species of Chrysobothris,

C. femorata and C. harrisii, sometimes prove destructive to apple-trees in North

America. As examples of this family, we figure Cyria imperialis, an Australian

species, and Chalwphora mariami, a common insect in Central and Southern

Europe. The species found in the British Islands are few in number and of

small size.

FAJEILIES THEOSCID^, EUCNEMID^, AND ELATERID^.

Two small families, THROSCiDiE and Eucnemid.e, hold an intermecliate

position between tJie great group Buprestid^b and the equally numerous

Elaterid.-e. The Throscidfe are small insects, resembling the Buprestidie in the intimate union of

the various parts of the body and the form of the interlocking apparatus of the fore and middle

CETONIA AruATA (eOSECHAFER).

IMPERIALIS.
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CHALCOPHORA MARIAKA.

sterna. Their antennae are received in repose in narrow furrows existing for their protection in the

-sides of the prosternum, and their feet are contractile. About a hundred species are known, cliiefly

from Soutli America. The Eucnemid.« ai* distinguished by

theii- nearly cylindrical form, and the close approximation of

the cavities in wliich the antenn* are inserted, which has the

efiect of greatly contracting the forehead. The anteunaj are

often beautifully branched. Nearly 500 species are known,

chietly from tropical countries. The Elaterid.« are more

abundant in temperate latitudes than either of these two

families, the species of Great Britain being familiarly known

as "Click-beetles," from their singular habit of springing up in

the air with a clicking noise when held in the hand on their

backs, and thus, by reversing themselves, recovering the walking

position. This action is produced by a vigorous tension of the

muscles connecting the prothorax with the hind body, which

ridses the back above the surface on which the body lies, followed by a sudden relaxation, which brings

it down again with force sufficient to make the insect bound into the au-. The long, narrow, and

flattish body, and the short and slender legs of these Beetles, render it otherwise very difficult, or

even impossible, for them to turn over when by any accident they are cast on their backs. In accordance

with this peculiar habit the sterna are not permanently interlocked, as in the Buprestidas, but the

long spine of the prosternum and the corresponding groove of the middle breast play a necessai-y

part in the saltatory movement, in bringing the parts together after the strain and elongation

of the thoracic muscles, the groove helping to guide the projecting

point into the true axial position immediately the insect brings its

prothorax down again and bounds upward.s.

The Elateridse are well known also in their larva stage as the

redoubtable Wireworms of our farmers and gardeners. These derive

their name from their long, slender, cylindrical, somewhat rigid

forms, so different from the club-shaped grubs of the Buprestidie. They are generally wood-

feeders, abounding often in rotten stumps ; but many species are root-gnawers, and in this capacity

attack all sorts of cultivated vegetable produce—the grass of lawns, cereals, and the plants of our

gardens. Some of the species have been observed to live three years in the larva state, and to do in

this time great damage to cro])s of corn.

A remarkable faculty of one group of these insects is their luminosity : the Fire-fly of the West

Indies and South America belonging to this family, and not to the true Glowworms. The light is

emitted from two rounded spots on the prothorax, which are covered with a thinner

and paler horny coating than the rest of the integument. Underneath each of these

lamp-covers, within the thorax, is a vesicle of phosphorescent substance, which is

luminous or not according to the will of the insect. The fire-flies belong to the genus

Pyrophorns, and about ninety species are known from North and South America,

differing in the degree of luminosity, some being destitute of lamps visible on the

exterior. They are all night-flyers, and much less abundant than the true Glow-

\\ orms of the same countries. The light is in some species emitted from the membranous
puts at the articulation of the segments of the thorax, as well as from the rounded

spots on the surface. Luminous Elateridse, distinct as a genus from Pyrophorus, are

found also in the New Hebrides Islands in the South Pacific. The larva of an Elater

ot the genus Melminctes, found in the United States, is also phosphorescent. We
ot ELATEK hgure one of the Pyrophori. and also a North American species, Alalia oculalus, which

has two eye-like spots on the prothorax, but is not luminous.

Allied to the Elateridse are the two families Cebrionid.e and Rhipicerid.e, the latter of which

has in the males beautifully branched, sometimes fan-like or flabeliated, antenn*. The middle

sternum has no groove for the reception of a projection of the fore sternum. A few species only are

known of either family, and none occur ija the British Islands.

ELATEU PKEl'Aia>
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PYKOPHOBUS

TRIBE MALACODEKMATA.

Under tliis tribe are ranged a number of families which are distinguished for the softness or

flexibility of their integuments and the absence of interlocking apparatus, and the consequent greater

freedom of movement of the prothoracic division of the body. The antennte

are very variable in form, often thread-like and sometimes serrated, but rarely

clavate ; and the haunches of the anterior and middle pair of legs in all the

typical species are salient and conical, in agreement with the general loosely-knit

structure of the whole framework. The habits of the species are variable, and

will be mentioned under each family and tribe. The larvae differ greatly from

those of the Buprestida; and Elateridw, in being of somewhat flattened form,

and possessing iirm or horny integuments ; and in this stage carnivorou.s pro-

pensities seem to be generally characteristic of the tribe, although a large

number in the adult stage are floral Beetles.

The two chief families of the tribe are the Dascyllidse and the Malacoder-

midfe, or Malacodermata proper, the former consisting of species of oblong or :

oval form, with five abdominal segments, a more solid consistence of body, ^^^^ ^^^1^^
inoian

and the mentum, or chin, especially of homy texture ; the latter of elongate,

soft-bodied Beetles, with the mentum, or chin, often indistinct, blended with the membranous ligula,

or tongue, and the abdo-

men formed of six or

seven free segments

—

characters which indi-

cate a very low type in

the Coleopterous series.

Some of the insects be-

longing to this family

are among the best-

known of the whole

order. Such are the

Glowworms and the

Telepliori, or " soldiere

and sailoi-s," so abundant

in gardens in the early

days of summer.

The first sub-family

are the Lycino', Beetles

of elongate flattened

form, very generally

widening behind, and

of red or tawny-yellow

colours, banded witli

black. About 400 species

are known, chiefly from

the warmer regions of

the earth, only three,

belonging to the genus

Eros, being found in the

British Islands. The

adult insects are met

with chiefly on the leaves

of trees, but Eros minu-

tus in England is taken in rotting branches of oak. Tlie second sub-family ai-e the Lampyrino;,

or Glowworms, distinguished from their allies by the pi-othorax foiming a shield more or less
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covering the liead, and by their power of emitting light. Tliis striking phenomenon, which has

attracted popuhir attention in all countries where species of the family are found, is due, as in the

Fire-flies, to phosphorescent particles concentrated in certain parts of the body. In the Fire-flies the

sacs of luminous matter are contained in the prothorax ; in the Lampyridae they are localised in two or

three of the abdominal segments. The two eminent anatomists, Kolliker and Macaire, are agreed that

the granules which give forth the light are of albuminous nature ; but Matteucci has assured himself

by cliemical analysis that they do not contain phosphorus. He says the luminous granules form part

of a yellowish pul]iy tissue lying underneath the transparent plates of the abdomen, which are visible

in all Lampyridoe possessing the faculty, even in the dried specimens. This mass of tissue is permeated

with nerves, and with ramifications of fine tracheae, or tubes : the one supplying the air to feed the

combustion which goes on whea the light is shining, and the other the stimulus of the will of the

in.sect. This description applies to the common European species {Lamj'ijris noctiluca), abundant in

many of the English southern counties. In this, as is well known, the female is wingless, resembling

the larva state of the species, and gives forth a more brilliant light than the winged male. In very

many exotic si)ecies both sexes are winged, some of the larger ones emitting a very conspicuous light,

which, when many hundreds are seen at once—as often happens on dark sultry nights in the tropics—

foim a veiy beautiful sight, the phosphoies^ent lamps glitteung in the bushes, or slowly moving and

mtei ciossing in the an, as the insects flv ft cm tiee to tiee Obseiveis are agreed that these lamp.s

beive as beacons to attiact the s<^\.es to oil in itli i ml tin Re\ H S Gorham, who has studied a

great diversity of species

Vielonging to the family

from all countries, made
the curious observation

that the different species

vary greatly in the area

of the luminous surface

and ill the size of the

i^yes, and that the eyes

are developed in inverse

proportion to the lumi-

nosity. He further re-

marks that wherever tlio

ittiii

confined to small spots

only, and the eyes also

are small, the antennse

present a high degree of

development, being plu-

mose, or branched like a

feather, a structure which

admits of a large extent

of sensitive, probably

auditory, surface, a change of form the more significant, inasmuch as the Lampyridje with lai'ge

eyes, or with a high degree of luminosity, have sim])le and often short thread-like antennse.

All known Lampyridae are nocturnal in their habits, concealing themselves by day under dead

leaves or about the roots of herbage. They are supposed to be vegetable feeders in their adult state
;

but the larvre are carnivorous, feeding on land molluscs, in the interior of the shells of which the

insects may often be found. The species we figure is the Lninpijris spUudidida, an inhabitant of

Central and Southei-n Europe. Upwards of 500 species pf this family are known, by far the greater

number belonging to America, North and South.

The sub-family Telepiiorin.« consists of species having a more elongated and narrower form

than the preceding, with longer legs, and head not covered by the prothorax ; one of the genera which

connects the sub-family with the Glowworms is luminous. The family is abundantly represented in
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temperate regions, twenty-five species ot tlie genus Tele))liorus alone being ft)und in Britain. The
smaller species belonging to the genera Malthinus and Maltlioiles, often marked by pale spots at the tip

of the wing-cases, are met with in abundance in hawthorn lilossimis in spring. The next sub-family

(DRiLINifi) contains a small number of species only, those whose habits are known, such as Drilus

flavesceAis, resembling the Glowworms in having wingless females, and feeding in the larva state on

Snails. On chalk hills in the south of England it may be met with occasionally in the shells of the

oonnuon Helix nemoralis. These insects differ in structure from the Lampyridaj, the head being free,

and the antennas inserted in front of the eyes. Following them are the numerous sub-family

Melyridse, of which there are in Britain si.x genera and seventeen species. They are Moral Beetles,

generally of metallic colours, and sometimes hairy. The species of Malachiiis are recognisable by

their abbre%-iated wing-covers, spotted with red at the tip, and the curious small fleshy vesicles of red

or orange colour which are protruded by the insects from the sides of the thorax and abdomen.

FAMILIES CLERID^, PTINID.E, AKD BOSTRICHID.E.

Associated with the Malacodermata by some authors are three families, which differ from the

general character of the tribe in having integuments of normal horny consistence. The first are the

Clerid.«, a numerous group, infinitely varied in colours and markings, and presenting many singiilai-

modifications of important organs, such as the antennas. Amid all their varieties of form and

structure, they may be distinguished from the Melyrinse (their nearest allies), and from other groujae

of Malacodermata, by their tarsal joints being furnished beneath with flattened membranous

appendages, and by the haunches of their hind legs articulating in transverse sockets. Nearly 800

species are known, from nearly all parts of the world ; some, such as Necrobia rufipes and

ruJicoUis—metallic-blue or green hairy insects, with red thorax or red legs, and clubbed antennte—^being

among the most widely-distributed of all known insects, as they feed upon dried animal substances,

bones, and the I'emains of food, and accompany civilised man in all his wanderings. Some of the

larger s])ecies, belonging to the genus Trichodes, are of metallic colours, with wing-cases banded

or spotted with bright red or orange. Many of these are common in Europe, and are well

known for the destruction they cause in hives of the Hive Bee, as well as various kinds of social

Wild Bee, their larvse devouring the newly-hatched grubs of the Bees in their cells. Carni-

vorous propensities seem to be universal in this family, at least in the larva state ; and even the

gaily-coloured, innocent-looking adult Beetles, although frequenting flowers, are often noticed to seize

and devour soft-bodied insects. A large proportion of the species, however, belonging to Epiphlceus

and allied genera, differing from the- rest by their russet and inconspicuoiis colours and markings, are

seen only on the trunks and branches of newly-felled trees, their larvEe living under the bark, and

feeding on the larvje of bark insects. Here the perfect Beetles may be found in tropical countries in

the bright sunshine, running about with great agility, and vieing with the green and gold-spangled

Buprestidffi in activity. Many others, such as the long, slender Friocerce, which have serrated

antennse, are found slowly moving about the leaves and slender twigs of trees; and other.?

(Hydnocera; with short thread-like antennse, clubbed at the tip, and many of the Enopliinse) infest

the broad-leaved Heliconise and Marantaceous plants in American forests, i-nnning over the leaves,

and preying on small Phytophaga. All the known larvas resemble closely those of the MelyridK, thus

proving the close affinity of the two gi'oups.

The Ptinid.e are convex, oval, or rounded insects, with generally longish filiform antennse. They

breed in dead wood, and are often very destructive in their larva state, especially to furniture in

houses and wai-ehouses. The Bostriciiid.e are of cylindrical form, with the three terminal joints of

the antennre forming a club, and are recognisable by the gi-eat convexity and roughened surfiice of the

front part of the thorax, which hides the head when the insect is viewed from above. They are

wood-eaters, and amongst the most efficient agents in the destruction of trees in the countries where

they abound. One species (Sinoxylon sexdentatum) is sometimes very destructive to the grape-vine

in the south of Franca
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SECTION HETEROMERA.
The Heteromera, Beetles with five tarsal joints to the first and second pairs of legs, and four joints to

the third pair, were divided by Westwood into two sub-sections, under the names of Atrachelia and

Trachelia, the former including a host of forms of prevailing dull black colours (though some genera

are metallic) and solid integuments, with tlie head sunk in tlie prothorax, the latter comprising all the

remaining families, and distinguished liy the exserted head, softer integuments, and more varied

coloration.

The Atrachelia form the single family TENEBRioNiDiE of recent entomologists, one of the

most numerous of the whole order, about .'i,000 species having been described. Notwithstanding

their number, and the great diversity in subordinate points of their structure, they have all a com-

mon air of parentage, which renders their recognition easy, and the general similarity is extended even

to a peculiar and disagreeable odour which they emit. Nearly all are ground Beetles, inhabiting sandy

districts about the roots of herbage or under vegetable detritus, feeding on these or on animal sub-

stances, and being nocturnal in their habits. A few live under the bark of trees and in boleti. The

brighter metallic-coloured species live on trees, and are active by day. Some of the hard-bodied

genera are known for their extreme tenacity of life, the most intere.sting example of which is that of

a specimen of Zopherus hreniei, an insect about an inch in length, and of stony hardness of

integument, which was exhibited alive by Mrs. Randolph Clay at a meeting of the Entomological

Society of London, about a year after she had received it from Mexico. It was carried on her

shoulder, secured by a gold chain round its waist, and had not tasted food since it had been in the

possessor's hands. The family are remarkable for the mimetic resemblances which many of their

species present : the form and garb of genera of other families, and particularly of the predaceovis group

Carabidie, or of the Hgnivorous Longicornia, being most frequently assumed. The resemblance is so close

in some cases that it is only by counting the joints of the hind tarsi that the true nature of the insect

can be detected, without the dissection of the mouth. Preferring open, sandy districts, scantily or not

at all wooded, the family is most numerously represented and most varied in comparatively desert

regions, such as the borders of the African, Persian, and Central Asian deserts, the interior of North

America, and the drier parts of Chili. Among tlie few species found in the British Islands, the most

remarkable are Blajis mortisaga, or " Churchyard-beetle," HeJops pallidus and striatus, and Opatriim

suhulosnm, met with on sand-hills by tlie sea-shore.

The Trachelia are less homogeneous than the Atrachelia, and have been divided consequently

into numerous families. The first of these, the Cistelid.e, are slender arboreal insects, with pecti-

nated tarsal claws. The Nilionid^ resemble certain convex Nitidulidse, and are found in boleti in

tropical America. The Melandryid.e and Pythid.e are composed of a small number of species,

inhabiting chiefly the north temperate zone of the New and Old World. Some of the latter, forming the

genus Salpingus, have the head prolonged into a snout, and bear some resemblance to Weevils. The

Anthicid.e are minute, agile Beetles, bearing a wonderful likeness to Ants ; many sjjecies are found in

Great Britain, chiefly running over vegetable debris in sandy situations. Next to these comes a

series of families allied to the Blister-beetle of commerce, some of the species of which are parasitic on

other insects in their early stages, and exhibit the e.xtraordinary phenomenon called hypermetamorpltosis,

that is, they undergo more than the normal number of changes iii their growth from the newly-

hatched grub to the ))upa stage. This abnormal metamorphosis is connected with or necessitated

by the peculiar conditions of their parasitic life, and presents features of great interest.



THE MELOIDM.

Tlie first complete observations on the subject were made by M. Fabro, wlio studied tlie

development of Sitaru murallit (family MELOiu.€;) with great perseverance and success. The Beetle

is a well-known British as well as Continental insect, and was long suspected to be parasitic on the

common Mason Bee, in the sense of living, in the larva state, on the food stored up in the cells of the

Bee. M. Fabre discovered that it feeds on the eggs of the Bee as well as on the provision of honey
stored up for the young, undergoing a singular change of form in the interval between the two
operations, besides other metamorphoses, before assuming the ordinary pupa condition. The female
Sitaris, in the summer, lays her eggs in a mass glued together it the entrance of the cylindrical

gallery in a wall or bmk
within which the mothei

Bee constructs her cells

In the course of a month
the young crawl forth m
the form of little, elon

gated, six-footed lirvte,

each foot terminated by i

very sharp and movablt

claw, and the abdomen,

near its tip, provided

with two horny hooks

Contrary to all natuial

expectation, these lai vfe,

instead of searching for

food straightway, remain

for months fasting ^nd

motionless, until, in the

early spring of the fol

lowing year, the eaily

Bees (always of the mxle

sex) begin to emergefiom

the hole ; then in an

instant the sleepy lai \ e

start up, and fasten them

selves with theii- stiong

grappling-hooks to then

hairy bodies. From the

male Bees they quickl}

pass, during union of

the sexes, about a month
later, to the females, and
thus get conveyed to the

newly-made cells, where,

after the mother Bee has

stoi-ed up a provision of

liquid honey and laid an egg on the surface, the hungry larva slips off the Bee's body to the
egg; in doing which it dexterously contrives to avoid being rolled off into the liquid, where it would
infallibly perish. Alighting on the egg it quickly tears it, and commences to devour its contents.

The repast lasts eight days, during which the little animal grows rapidly, and at the end, having
completed its growth, and still mounted on the empty egg-shell as a raft, its skin splits down
the back, and it enters its second stage. It is now a soft white grub, blind, and provided with
only rudimentary feet. It has changed, in fact, from an active carnivorous insect into a blind
and helpless honey-feeder, adapted to the condition in which it is placed, of having feed in
abundanop without the need of searching for it. It tumbles off the egg-shell into the honey,
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witliout risk now of being drowned, for all its breathing-holes are situated on the dorsal snrfece

of the abdomen, and the ventral part alone is submerged. Thus it wallows until, having consumed

all the honey, it undergoes another change, into what M. Fabre calls a " pseudo-chrysalide," a

maggot of peculiar angular form, which remains motionless throughout the winter, and in spring

changes its skin and appears as a lar^a again, completely resembling the form it had in the

second stage. But it takes no nourishment, and in a short time changes into a jiupa of the

ordinary Coleopterous type, from which the winged adult Sitaris emerges at the end of a month.

The whole series of wonderful changes occupies two years.

The other species of parasitic Meloidie that have been observed have analogous, liut in some

points different, transformations and habits. Thus the species of Meloe, or Oil-beetle—of which

one or two are common in spring on hedge-banks in many parts of England, and are recognisable

by their .short wing-cases, blue-black colour, voluminous abdomen, and greasy appearance—lay their

eggs in holes in the ground previously excavated, and the larvae, when hatched, attach themselve.'j

to Bees of various species. The only Bees on which they can profitably settle are such as

make a provision of pollen-paste ; and the active six-footed larva of the parasite, on completing

its growth, changes into a fleshy cylindrical grub, with less aborted legs and stronger jaws than

the corresponding stage of Sitaris. The pai'ent Meloe lays an immense number of eggs, in little

agglutinated masses and in many different holes, and the newly-hatched larvse, climbing the stems

of flowering plants, attach themselves with so little discrimination to any living hairy in,sect

—

Diptera or useless Hymenoptera—that large numbers perish by failing, through their faulty instinct,

to be conveyed to cells where a store of pabulum is provided.

Certain genera of t'.iis family, more nearly allied to the Blister-beetle (Cantharis vesicatoria), and

most probably some of the true Canthandes themselves, are parasitic on the eggs of Grasshoppers or

Locusts, which it must be remembered are laid in masses enclosed in a cocoon-shaped envelope, aptly

termed "egg-pod." The discovery of this singular variety of para.sitism is due to Mr. C. V. Riley,

who followed up the first indications he met with by a most complete series of observations on

numerous s]iecics, Ixitli of P.lister-beetles and Locusts, in the United States. The Beetles were, the

Epicauta cinrreit. /ii/iiisif/riinica, vittata, and marginata, and the Macrobasis unicolor, Blister-beetles

which, in their adult states, feed on the leaves of the potato. Their prey was the Rocky Mountain

Locust {Cafnptenus spretus) and other Grasshoppers of the .same genus. He found that the parent Beetles

lay their eggs, like the Meloe, in holes which they scratch in the ground, prefeiTing the same warm
sunny localities as the Locusts. The larvse, in their first stage, somewhat resemble those of Sitaris,

but are larger, more spiny, and have more powerful head and jaws and longer legs ; strength and

activity, in fact, are necessary to the creatures, who have to prowl about often for many days before

finding the eggs which are to constitute tljeir food. An egg-pod found, they precipitate themselves

upon it with the utmost eagerness, lighting amongst themselves to the death for its exclusive possession,

and gnawing their way through the shell to the contents. On becoming full-fed, about the eighth day,

the active larva changes its skin, coming forth as a soft grub, with short legs. In this state it natui-ally

lies in a curved position, but is active, and goes on feeding for about another week, when a second

moult takes place, and it emerges as a more obese grub, with rudimentary legs, which is not materially

modified a few days afterwards, when a third moult supervenes. In this last stage it grows apace,

feeding contiiinally on the rich juices of the Locust eggs, until at the end of another week it leaves

its jjabulum and burrows at some little distance in the clean soil, where it undergoes a transformation

into the " pseudo-chrysalide " stage, in which the parts of the mouth become quite rudimentary, and no

nourishment is taken. The insect generally hibernates in this stage, changing its skin in the spring,

and coming forth again-as an active larva, but only to burrow about in the ground, not to feed, and in

the course of a few days changing into the true pupa, whence in a few days more the perfect Beetls

A further modification in the parasitism of this singular group is seen in Rhipiphorus paradoxus.

a British species, whose life-history has been traced with great patience and acumen by Dr. Algernon

Chapman. This insect feeds on the grub or larva of the Wasp. The mother Rhipiphorus lays her

eggs in the cells of the Wasp, and the larva, on its emergence as a black active hexapod, similar to the

first stage of Meloe larvse, eats its way into the nearly full-grown grub of the Wasp, and feeds for some
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time in the interior, without killing it, emergiug after the grub has spun up for the pupa state. It

then changes its skin, ami comes forth in a shorter anil thicker form, in which stage it attaches itself

to the upper part of the body of its victim, and feeds by suction, soon afterwards undergoing a second

change, and tinally devouring the undeveloped Wasp entirely. When full-grown the Rhipiphorus

larva closely resembles the grub of a Hymenopterous insect of the ftvraily of Fossorial Wasps.

In the Ilornia mimUipennis, another parasitic Meloid, discovered by Mr. Riley infesting the

cells of Mason Bees, the wing-covers in both sexes are reduced to minute scales on the sides of the

middle segment of the thorax. This tendency to disappearance in the organs of flight is carried still

further in Khipidius hlattarum, a minute European Beetle parasitic on the bodies of living Cock-

roaches, the female of which is apterous, and ditfers little in appearance from its larva, whilst the

males have short divergent wing-covers and membranous wings. From this curious little Hetero-

meron, which feeds within the bodies of its victims, the transition is not unnatural to the family

Stylopid.e, a group of minute insects, which until recently were believed by all entomologists to

constitute a distinct order of insects (Strepsiptera), differing from all others in the form of then-

wings, the parts of their mouth, and the relations between the segments of their thorax.

The Stylopida! are parasitic on living Bees and Wasps, the females being apterous and larviform,

residing permanently in the bodies of the insects they infest, the males winged and active. The

latter live but a few hours, and solely for the ')urpose of aiding in the propagation of the species,

seeking the females, whose bodies are embedded, with the exception of a small upper portion, in those

of Bees as they fly from flower to flower, and the orifice of whose reproduc-

tive organs lies in the exserted part near the head. The males take no

nourishment during their short lives, and their mouth-organs are in a

rudimentary condition, only the mandibles and one pair of palpi being

recognisable. The head is extremely short and broad, the eyes prominent,

the antennte curiously forked, and the two anterior segments of the thorax

relatively shorter and more closely connected together than in any other stylops spencei.

group of the Coleopterous order. But the most striking features are the

greatly expanded membranous wings, coupled with the arrested development of the elytra, which do

not serve as wing-covers, but are reduced to the form of slender appendages of thin texture, which

in the dried specimens become twisted, and lose all similarity to the corresponding organs in all other

Coleoptera. The tarsi are not heteromerous, but consist of two or four joints, and are destitute of

claws. Such a combination of characters is not met with in any other gi-oup of insects, and lends

justification to those entomologists who have treated the Stylopidaj as a separate order. There is no

part of their structure, however, which can be considered as quite incompatible with the Coleopterous

type, except the extremely short prothorax, and the intimate connection of this segment with the

middle thorax.

The early stages and mode of development of the Stylopida? are not essentially different from

those of the Jleloidae and CantharidinK, already described. But the females are viviparous, the eggs

hatching within their bodies, and the young crawl forth from an orifice situated in the part of

the body of the parent which projects from the abdomen of the Bee. One female gives birth to many
thousands of these tiny larvaj, which are moderately active hexapods, and resemble the first stage of

the larvce of Sitaris. They crawl forth and attach themselves to the hairs of other Bees, and are by

them carried to their cells, where they penetrate the bodies of the Bee-grubs and feed on their

substance, undergoing changes not very dissimilar to those of the Meloidse, the larvse in their second

stage being footless and blind ; they continue to live in the interior of the Bee without destroying its

life, or hindering it in its growth from the larva state to the chrysalis and adult Bee, only in their'

later stages protruding the anterior part of their bodies between the abdominal segments of the

Bee. The female Stylops stops in its development at this stage; the male emerges from its pupa

skin in the winged form we have already described.

Such in brief resume is the life-history of these extraordinary little insects. According to an

exhaustive monograph published by Sir Sidney Saunders in 1872, the diversity both of structure and

habits among the species composing the group is much greater than was until quite recently supposed.

One of them, which inhabits Ceylon, is parasitic on the workers of an Ant, and many species prey
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upon Wasps, both of the social and the solitary genera ; but the most aberrant of all the Stylopid:e is

a kind which has been found in tlie abdomen of an insect of the order Homoptera, from Borneo.

Eight species are found in England.

SECTION TETEAJIERA.

We now arrive at the third great section of the order Coleoptera, distinguished from all others

by the atrophy of the fourth tarsal joint in all the feet, by which these members have only four

freely-articulating joints. The atrophied joint is in most cases extremely minute, and concealed in the

deep notch of the third joint, which latter is in the vast majority of the species bi-lobed, and clothed

beneath with a brush of minute hairs. The section is nearly equal to the Pentamera in the number

of its described species, and forms more than a third of the total contents of the order. All the

species are vegetable feeders.

FAMILY CURCULIONID.E.

The CuRCULlONiD-«, or Weevils, are recognisable by the head being prolonged into a rostrum, or

" snout," which bears at its extremity the organs of the mouth. With the exception of the upper lip,

all the buccal organs ai'e complete, and exhibit a high degree of development or specialisation, the

li»ula, or tongue, being in a portion of the family concealed by the mentum. The antennte are

nearly always terminated by a club, and in the most numerous subdivisions are geniculate, or

elbowed, the first joint or scape being proportionally very long, and the remainder, orflagellum, being

set on at an angle to it : the joints between the scape and the club, which are often gradually

thickened, are called together the " funiculum." The abdomen is composed of five, rarely of six

segments, and the pronotum, or dorsal plate of the prothorax, is blended with the side pieces of

the pectoral segment.

Weevils are among the commonest of all Beetles in temperate as well as tropical countries. About

12,000 species have been described, but it has been computed by a learned student of the

family that not fewer than 30,000 exist in nature. They attack, principally in their larva stage,

every part of vegetable tissues, and all forms of plant life, from cryptogams and the tenderest

shrubs to the largest forest-tree : buds, leaves, flowers, fruits, seeds, nuts, stem, bark, wood, pith,

and roots are all equally their prey, the species very generally confining themselves to their own

special variety of food, and many restricting themselves to one kind of plant, a habit which partly

accounts for their vast numbers ; for owing to this and their varied tastes, a score or more of distinct

species are accommodated by a single species of tree, and are adapted in structure and habits to the

limited conditions prescribed by such a mode of life. The adult Beetles are not in themselves, as

a rule, injurious, but the larvse, in very many cases, are very destructive, not only to forests and

orchards, but to seeds and cereals stored in warehouses. They are footless, cylindrical grubs, some-

what narrowed and curved behind, and of rather firm integumenfs, and are distinguishable from the

similar grubs of Lamellicorns, besides the absence of feet, by their atrophied antemise. Some few

species, leaf-miners, have straight bodies, and the larvse of the Calandi-a group, so destructive to

grain and to sugar and palm-tree plantations in the tropics, differ in being flexuous instead of

simply curved towards the tail. Most of them pass their transformations within the vegetable

substance which serves as their pabulum, constructing a sort of cocoon ; but some crawl forth and

bury themsielves in the soil before changing to the pupa state.

The classification of the vast multitude of forms constituting this important family has been

found a most difficult problem, and within the past twenty years it has been remodelled from its

foundations several times by entomologists who have made the subject their study. Previous to

that time, the obvious division into Weevils with straight antennre (Orthocera) and Weevils with

geniculated antennse (Gonatocera) was the prevailing system, the second or larger division being

again subdivided, according to the length of the rostrum. This classification was overthrown by

the celebrated systematist, Ijacordaire, on the ground of its violating the really natural affinities

of the forms, and he divided the whole family into " legions," according to juodifications in the

structure of the minute parts of the mouth. Still more recently. Dr. Leconte, of Philadelphia,

in a learned monograph on the Curculionidje of the United States, proposed an entirely different

system, grouping the family primarily according to sexual differences in the abdomen, and the

presence or absence of a lateral fold on the inner surface of the wing-cases. Under these chief



divisions are comprised a large numljer of su1)-faniilies, into wliich our space does not acbnit of
our entering, and we must coniine ourselves to a brief mention of some of the most interesting species.

One of the most important of the sub-families, in its relations to man, are the Calandrinse, or
Weevils proper, which niclude the Calaiuha f/rnnnrta, a small species, well known thioughout
Europe for the devastationit caustMu ^i xn un s tht funxl. s m tli usuxl mannei of C urculionidse,

laying their minute eggs in little holes previously nibbled by them in grains of com ; the grub, v/hich

soon hatches, rapidly devours the contents, without affecting the whole appearance of the grain,

and undergoing its transformation inside, emerges as a winged Beetle in forty or fifty days,

after the laying of the egg. Many generations succeed each otiier during the warmer months of

the year, and the Beetle thus multiplies indefinitely. An allied species (Calandra ori/zo'), causes

similar injury to stores of rice and maize in India and other tropical regions. These are the

>-'ii>iiins of the sub-family ; others belonging to the genera Ehyncltophoi-us and Macrockirus reach a
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EHYNCHITES BJ.CCHtS.

great size, and are among the largest Beetles known. These are not granivorous, but live in the

stems of succulent plants and trees, especially palms and bananas, several kinds being very destructive

also to the sugar-cane. The fat grubs of a species of Rhunchophorn,s, fovmd in sugar-plantations

in Guiana, contain in their entrails lumps of sweet wax, secreted from their

saccharine pabulum, and are boiled and eaten by the natives. We figure a

species of this genus, with its obese larva in situ. The species of the brilliant

metallic-coloured genus Rhynchites, belonging to the old section Ortliocera, attack

various fruits. Many species are common in Europe, and seventeen are inliabi-

tants of the British Islands. The females lay their eggs in the newly-formed

fruit of apples, pears, plums, (fee, piercing first holes for the purpose, and after-

wards notching the peduncle of the fruit, so that it soon dies and falls. Rhynchites

bacchus, a species of a rich golden-purple hue, and a quarter of an inch in length,

sometimes proves very destructive to the pear crop in France. Apoderus coryli

attacks nuts, and is common on hazel-trees in woods in England. The allied

genus ApioH, small blue-black Weevils, with pear-shaped bodies, prey upon the seeds of leguminous

shrubs, especially vetches, and are of great number and variety. The species belonging to the

"•enus Larinus afiect plants of the Compositce order, the larvse feeding on the flowers, forming little

cocoons by gluing together fibrils and fragments of the inflorescence. A large number of Our-

culionidie pass their early stages in the pith of stems of trees and plants. One

small group
(
Orcltestes), reiuarkable for their thickened hind legs and faculty of

leaping, are leaf-miners in their larva state ; as many as ten or twelve of the

larvffi of Orchestes pratensis have been seen in discoloured patches on the

leaves of Centaurea scabiosa.

FAMILY SCOLYTID^.

The Scolytidaj are pre-eminently wood-borers, consisting of small cylindrical

or oblong-oval Beetles, well fitted for their functions by their short, strong-

toothed mandibles, flattened and dentate antei-ior legs, and the gi-ater-like

surface of their prothorax. Many of their species attract attention by the

curious vermiform, branched, and radiating galleries which they sculpture in

the inner bark and adjoining hard wood of trees in our parks and avenues.

They are effectively distinguished from the Curculionidas by theii- linear naked

tarsi, and very short and broad muzzle. The result of their labours is to destroy the bark, whereby

the trees themselves are rendered easy prey to internal wood-borers. The destruction caused by the

numerous species in the royal or national forests of France and Germany has led to their habits being

closely studied on the Continent by many eminent obsei-vers, and recorded in voluminous treatises.

In Great Britain much curious and original information regarding native species has been fur-

nished by Dr. Algernon Chapman. A peculiar feature in their habits is the co-operation which has

been observed between the sexes—the adult insects—in the work of wood-burrowing ; and another is

the performance of the functions of paii-ing and ovipositing, like the transformations—at least, in some

cf the species—within the burrows. This latter, however, is not continued, as may well be imagined,

from generation to generation, such breeding in-and-in being abhorrent to nature, judging from the

various ways in which it is guarded against throughout both the animal and vegetable creations
;

orifices of exit from the galleries, therefore, always exist, by which the winged adults are free to go

foi-th and pair with members of other colonies. The trees preferred by the Scolytida; are elms, ash,

oak, poplar, and various coniferiB and fruit-trees ; and when they have secured undisturbed occupation,

they have been kno^^^l in a .short time seriously to thin whole forests. The gi-eater number of the

species afiect the inner l)ark, or cambium layer, of the trees, the work commencing by the parent insect

bun-owing a gallery, along the sides of which she lays her eggs, the larva; on being hatched forming

their burrows at right angles to that of the parent, the burrows diverging as the grub increases in

size, so that in time they assume that fan-like appearance which is so commonly seen. Hylesinus

raxini, the common burrower of the ash-tree in England, is stated l)y Dr. Chapman to prefer recently-

fallen timber to the living tree ; and in the first attack the female commences the burrow, the male

not beginning until she has quite buried herself within. In the course of a few days, however, both

APODERUS CORYLI.
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ave busily at work, extending the gallery in both directions close to the hurd wood, and scooping a

surface-groove upon it. In the course of time, and after the deposition of eggs, from fifteen to one

hundred in each burrow, the original female, and often the male, dies, their dead bodies remaining in

the galleries for years

afterwards ; but the i)er-

fect insects of the

new generation, which

emerge from the pupa;

at the ends of the lar\-al

burrows in the autumn

of the year in which

they were first hatched,

gnaw a channel of exit,

in the following spring,

to the surface of the

tree, and fly awa}^ JI.

cretuUus, a larger spe-

cies, afTecting also the

ash, prefers living trees,

and takes two years to

complete its transforma-

tions. Another species,

Cryphalusbinodiilu8,!\X-

tacks the aspen, utterly

destroying the tree,

beginning with the

branches and working

downwards ; and Scoli/-

tus destructor, also com-

mon in England, the

elm, destroying not only

the inner bark, but

burrowing half an inch

deep into the solid wood.

The numerous species

of the genus Platijpus,

and its allies, differ in

habits in some particu-

lars from the rest of the

family ; at least, the

English species, P. c>/-

Unclrus, is found to

liurrow in the solid

wood of oaks and

beeches.

The other families

of the Rhynchophora

are the BrenthidjE,

Anthribid.e, and Bru-

CiilD-E. The first-mentioned are very elongate, narrow Beetles, with rostrum long and filiform in the

females, and shorter and broader in the males, the latter sex being pi-ovided also with strong mandibles.

Like the Curculionidse, they have no labrum, or upper lip. They are bork-insects, very numerous and

varied in the tropics, and displaying great eccentricities of form, but extremely rare in north temperate

LAIIIXI'S M.\ .-Losr*
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latitudes, one speoies only occurring in Europe, in the maritime districts of the Mediterranean. The
Anthribid^ have a short and robust rostrum, and long, slender antennfe, terminated by a club of from

three to five joints. They are clothed with fine pubescence, variegated with various shades of brown
and grey. They differ from Curculionidse by the presence of an upper lip. They are lignivoroiis, with

the exception of a limited number, which live on woody boleti on trees. The BruC'hid^ are insect.s

of short and broad forms, remarkable for the thickened hind thighs and the inclined head, furnished

with a short snout. They are pre-eminently granivorous insects, all the species whose habits are

known living—at least, in their larval stage—in seeds. A lai-ge number infest cultivated kinds of peas

and beans, one {Bruchus jjisi), being a well-known pest in granaries ; its larva; are so numei-ous in

some years in Germany as to destroy thirty per cent, of the pea crop. The tropical species of the

genus Caryohorus prefers the nuts of palm-trees, some of which, of stone-like hardness, are not proof

against theii- short, but strong, curved mandibles. Foui-teen species of the family are found in Britain.

By the structure of their buccal organs they seem to form a connecting link between the Rhynchophora
and the other two great divisions of the section Tetramera, the Longicornia and the Phytophaga.

TKIBE LONGICORNIA.

The numerous tiibe of Longicorns, or " long horns "—so called from the great length of antennas

which distinguishes the majority of its constituents—comprises a vast variety of generic and specific

forms, conspicuous for the grace and beauty of their outlines and the elegance of their coloui-s and

markings, qualities which have rendered them great favourites with collectors. In size they rarely

fall below the average dimensions (if (.'(ilcii|iterous insects, whilst many of them reach a gigantic length,

Titanus ffiffcis, of Cayenne and iIh Ami/, ihs, and Xixuthrus heros, of the Fiji Islands, reaching half a

foot in length, and being amongst tin' largest of known Beetles. The antennje, though normally composed

of long cylindrical joints, are subject to great diversity in length, shape, and ornamentation, and vary

in important details of structure. The usual number of joints is often departed from, species occurring

with as many as twenty, and in form they exhibit an endless vai-iety ; the joints, generally simple and

linear, becoming furrowed or spined on one or both sides, or assuming, some of them a clavate,

ovate, or even bulbous form, or branching laterally, giving to the organs a saw-like, pectinate, or fan-

like a])))earance, or, again, presenting ornamental tufts of hair tinted with contrasted colours. The

general Longicorn type is, however, preserved amidst all these and other variations.

Like the rest of the Tetramera, the Longicornia are exclusively vegetable feeders, but they are

less varied in their food and habits than the Rhynchophora. The perfect insects are met with on the

trunks or branches of trees, gnawing the wood or bark, or imbibing sweet sap exuding from wounds,

in the trees, on leaves and flowers. The larvse resemble in form those of the Buprestidse before

described, having a dilated prothorax ; they are fleshy grubs, provided with three pairs of minute feet,

often quite rudimentary, and well-developed maxillary and labial palpi. They live, according to their

species, either under the bark of trees or in the interior of the wood, some feeding on roots, but none

are known to attack fruit or seeds. Some, however, are often very injurious to fruit-trees, as, for

instance, the " apple-tree borer " of the United States, a species of Saperda, the larva of which,

emerging from an egg laid by the parent insect in the bark, eats its way through to the sap-wood of

the tree, where it feeds up, and when half grown farther penetrates to the heart of the tree, living

for three years in this stage, and when ready to undergo its transformations returning towards thf

surface, and passing into the pupa state in a little cell which it forms under the bark. In forest

countries, whenever a dead tree is met with, the heart-wood is sure to be found infested with species

of Longicornia, often in both the larval and adult conditions. It is thus that many of the large

ipecies belonging to the Prionince sub-family are found. In the pine-woods of North America two

large species of this group are found in this way, viz., Orthosoma cylindricuia and Prionus brevicornis,

the latter of which, like many other insects, has transferred its attentions from indigenous species of

trees to the introduced fruit-trees of the orchard, destroying plum and pear-trees and the grape-vine.

Upwards of 8,000 species of Longicornia are at present known to science, the forest regions within

and near the tropics, as may be supposed, yielding by far the greatest number. Fifty-five onl?

inhabit the British Islands, and the whole of Europe contains only about 500. Notwithstanding

tlie great diversity of their structure, they form but one natural family, the Cerambyc'ID.e. This
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is divisible into tliree sul>faiuilie.5, founded on structural cliaracters, wliieli, tliouLfli not verj- sliai-ply

defined, fonn assemblages of genei-a agreeing in general appearance.

The first, or the J'rioniiue, ara diistinguished by the i>ronotuni, or dorsal surface of the ]irothorax.

being sepai-ated from the flanks by a sharp edge, and also by the liaunches of the anterior pair of

legs being elongate and transverse, and lying in similar transverse sockets. The eyes are very

generally entire, that is, not notched in front, to make room for the play of the basal joint of the

antennje ; but this chaiucter is exhibited by many members of the next sub-family. Most of the

large and bulky Longicorns with short antennte belong to the PrioHutai. A large number are

nocturnal in their habits, and are rarely seen except when flying abroad oh sultry evenings, or

when the tree-trunks containing them are cleft by the axe of the wood-cutter. These are characterised

by the coarseness of;,the facets into which their eyes are divided, a feature which seems to be associated

in some groups of Coleoptera with nocturnal vision. The few species of the sub-family inhabiting north

temperate climates belong to this division, such as those con.stituting the genus Prioniis, one of which

{F. coriarh's) is found not uncommonly in the southern counties of England, flying abroad in the

summer evenings, or seen imbibing the sap from the trunks of old oak-trees in jiarks. A series of

magnificent .species of glittering metallic colours, constituting the genus Fsalkloynathiis, inliabits

1 xclusively the valleys of the Andes, from South Peru to the Isthmus of Panama. Like several

other tropical genera, these are furnished, especially in the male sex, with long toothed mandibles,

and present a certain resemblance to the true Stag-beetles, from which, however, they are readily

distinguished by their four-jointed tarsi. Acanihophorus sen-aticornis, one of these forms, of very

large size, is an inhabitant of Southern India. The most wonderful insect of this group, however, is

Colpoderus JhrciptUus, a si)ecies discovered by Dr. Pogge in the country of the Muata Yanvo
in Central Africa, which is armed with mandibles of excessive length, bent at the middle at a right

angle, and each blade strongly forked at the til). Another section of Prionince have eyes divided into

fine facets, and these are diurnal in their habits. Most of them inhabit trojiical America, and are of

varied and often metallic coloration. The genus llal/aspis, belonging to this section, presents curious

modifications in the form of the antennse, some of the joints being flattened into thin plates and

having a metallic lustre.

The second sub-family, called Ceramhycinw, differ from the Prionince in the contraction of the

.sockets of the anterior haunches, the latter being either rounded, or conical and projecting from the

sockets, and in the flanks of the protliorax being continuous with the dorsal surface or pronotum.

Like the preceding sub-family, they form two natural groups, one nocturnal, with coarsely faceted eyes,

and one diurnal, with the same organs smooth and minutely divided. The nocturnal series are

usually of dull brown or blackish colours, but the day-fliers are of bright hues, very often brilliantly

metallic, and endlessly diversified in the markings with which they are variegated. The variety of

colours and patterns is not irregular or capi-icious, but observes a sort. of law, a genus or group of

genera having one common type, which is modified, often in a jnost elegant and artistic manner, ia

eacli species. Such is the numerous genus Clytus, slender "VV asp-like Longicorns, of which there are

several species in England, found on flowers and newly-felled timber. Such also are the LepttLra, a

group distinguished by the head being constricted behind into a neck, the species of which, inhabiting

chiefly temperate or even high northern latitudes and Alpine regions, are found on flowers. A large

proportion of the native British Longicorns belongs to the Leptura group, and many may be met with
on umbelliferous and composite flowers and wild roses in early summer. Leptura aurulenta and
qnadrifasciata, found in the New Porest, are elegant insects of silky dark brown hue, with bands of

golden-yellow on the wing-cover.s.

Amid the great divereity of forms for which this group of Cerambycidte is remarkable are the

genera which mimic Bees, Wasps, and other Hymenoptera. They chiefly frequent tropical America
and Australia, and are found on flowers, or flying about tree-trunks, in the same situations as the

insects whose forms and colours they have unconsciously been brought to assume, by way of disguise

and protection. As a rule, tlieir wing-covers are much shortened, sometimes becoming mere square

plates, coveriiig the base of the abdomen, as in the Staphylinidre : this, apparently, in order to leave

the membranous wings exposed, and give them freer play. In some of the species, as Sphecomorpha
cludybea, Odontocera fasciata, Tomcptervs larrdides, and others, the abdomen at the base is constricted
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into a nari-ow waist, like tlie Wasps, tlnis renilering still moi-e exact tlieir resemblance to the smaller

solitary sj)ecies of that family, to which they are also similar in their liglit brown and yellQw-banded

style of colours and markings. Otliers, in order to resemble deceptively little Bees, liave tufts of hairs

on their hind shanks, representing the dilated poUeu-gathering tibise of the Bees. These extraordinary

little creatures are usually rare in the countries whore ihey are found, and although the species are

very numerous, they are not common in collections, and are consequently but little known. Another

and very differently coloured set of forms ai-e the CidUrhi-oma;—Longicorns of large size, and long and

graceful forms, coloured golden-green, blue, i)uri)le, and violet, furnished with very long antennre, and

much lengtheneil hind legs, the shanks of wliieli, in some species, have leaf-like expansions. To this

group, distributed in many scores of species over the warmer countries of the earth, the well-known

British Musk-beetle {Aromia moscha(a) belongs. The early stages of this insect are passed in the

trunks and stems of willows, and the perfect insect is common in most parts of England on young

•willow-branches in osier-beds. It emits a strong odour, slightly musky, of attar of roses, a property

which is co)nmon to the whole group to which it belongs, and which is .iiuch more powerful in

some of the exotic species. The volatile secretion producing the smell is emitted by two glands

situated in the metathorax of the insect.

The third and last sub-family, the Lamiince, more numerous, though not more varied, than the

(_'ri-iiiiil>iii-ui(i . ai-e almost exclusively confined, in the adult stage, to the branches and trunks of trees,

r.irrly li(.iii._; tiiuud on foliage, and never on flowers. In gnawing the bark or wood as food, or in pre-

jiariiiy :i nidus for the deposition of eggs, they cling to the surface with their generally powerful legs

and claws, and their mouths being thus brought into contact with the wood, they ply their mandibles

with great ease and precision. In accordance with this habit, their foreheads are vertical and usually

at right angles with the longitudinal axis of the body, which is never quite the case with the other

sub-families of Longicorns. To this, however, there are exceptions in the numerous remarkable

Australasian group of Tmesisterni, which, although belonging to the Lamiime, have oblique

foreheads like the Cerambi/cince ; a more constant character is therefore used to distinguish the

sub-family, viz., the existence of an oblique groove on the inner side of the anterior tibi«, which is

observable in every species without exception. The prevailing livery of the Lamiinas is a clothing of

fine adprcssed hairs, coloured in a variegated j)attern to resemble bark or wood. In a large number of

species the resemblance of the insect in coloiu- and markings to the bark of the particular tree on

which it lives is most exact. Such is the case with the Brazilian Onyclwcerus seorpio, and the

numerous species of Acanthoderes, Oreodera, and many others. The huge Omacantfia gigas, a native

of the Gold Coast of Western Africa, resembles a branch with a patch of dark mould on each side.

Several genera are composed of long and slender species, liaving all a streaked patch, of a different

colour from the rest of the body, at their tails, so that they imitate with curious exactitude broken

twigs, the coloured tip of the body resembling a .section of the wood. Some of the genera, however,

consist of insects of a brighter style of coloration and markings, and a few shine with metallic lustre.

The larger and handsomer species are found chiefly in tropical Africa, and in the Indian and Malayan
regions. The last-named zoological province furnishes the gigantic Batocerw, some of which have

robust antenna*, nearly a foot in length, and armed with briar-like spines ; and in Northern India and

Assam occur the Aristobice, with tesselated orange and black colours and elegantly tufted antenna;.

The Mediterranean region furnishes a numerous wingless group (Dorcadion), found only on the

ground amongst herbage, the larvje feeding on roots. In the forests of North and South America
a set of species are foimd, of nearly cylindrical form, which have the singular habit of gnawing
branches of trees all round, to a depth sufficient to cause the bough to break and fall to the ground-

These form the genus Oncideres, belonging to a numerous group distinguished by their elongated

forms, strong and frequently bowed legs, and powerful claws adapted for grasping. The insect

selects a branch or bough suitable for its purpose, and, embracing it tightly, proceeds to gnaw
the bark and wood transversely, and so effective a workman is he that the ring-like notch
when finished is as true as if turned in a lathe. The object of this singular trait of industry

is in all probability to provide a supply of dead wood for tiie nourishment of the future progeny.

Branches thus neatly sawn off are frequently met with in tropical American woods, and are the
objects of wonder to the negroes and Creoles, who erroneously suppose them to be the work of hm-md
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Dynastiiliv. or (in .some disti-icts) Sta,L(-liectIe.s. They say the lart,'e, licav>--bocliefl Beetle—in tlie West

Iiidics the Bleiiliaiit-beetle (Dynastes iferculus) is tlie supposcil operator—seizes tlie branch between

OXCIDERES TOMICOSfS

its two long horns (one projecting from the crown of the head and the other from the thorax), and

setting itself in rapid rotatory motion, continues until the branch is sawn through. But the liorns or

;'aws of these large Beetles are quite incapable of tlie work thus attributed to tliem ;
and, in fact, the
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story is a pure mytli. The point has been settled by direct observation. A not uncommon Kortli

American species {Onrideivs cingulatus), called the "Hickory girdler," is known to saw branches of

the hickory-tree (Cari/a alba) in the mamier we have described, and its iiabits have been carefully

studied by Professor Haldenian, Our figure represents a larger species (Ouckleres vomicosus) not

uncommon in Brazil.

TRIBE PHYTOPHAGA.

The Phytoiihaga, the third and last tribe of the great Tetramerous division, are, as a rule,

distinguishable from the Longicornia (with which they agree in the absence of the snout-like

prolongation of the head which characterises the Rhynchophora) by the shorter body and antennfe,

and the brightly-coloured and polished integuments. In habits they differ by living only on

the foliage of plants, not on the wood or fruit ; and they are, with the exception of one genus

(Cijrtomis), diurnal in their period of activity, having in consequence finely-faceted eyes. So close,

however, is their relationship to the Longicornia, that there is no single structural character to be

pointed out as applicable in all cases for distinguishing the two tribes. In nearly all the species the tarsi

are short and broad, with the third joint bi-lobed or heart-shaped, and the rudimentary or functionless

fourth joint always visible at the base of the claw-joint ; beneath, the joints 1—3 are furnished with

flat brush-like palms, which enable the insects to walk with ease, even back downward, on the under

surface of leaves ; and the claws are very often adapted for clinging to the edges of foliage, either

liy their position, or Ijy being more or less toothed on their inner sides.

Although so closely allied in structure in the adult form, the Longicorns and the Phytophaga are

strongly contrasted in their larva stage. The larvae of the Phytophaga are nearly always of short and

convex form of body, rarely sub-cylindrical or depressed, and of firm leathery texture, sometimes

metallic-coloured like the perfect insects. Their abdominal segments are frequently provided with fleshy

or scaly tubercles, or spines and bristles, and the anal one is prolonged beneath into a retractile tube, which

is used in walking. In all cases they live on the same food, and generally on the same species of tree

or shrub, as the perfect insect. On the same plant the eggs are laid, and in numerous cases, where the

species infest cultivated grounds, their great and rapid multiplication during the summer months

renders them the most injurioiis of all insect pe.sts to the fanner and gardener. The famous Colorado

Potato-beetle, which inci-eased so suddenly, and created such devastation in the United States a

few years ago, and seemed likely to cross the Atlantic, to the alarm of the agriculturists of Western

Europe, belongs to the family, as does also the ' Tumip-jack," the plague of the British farmer. One

•lumei-ous class of the larv;e (belonging to the Hispinse and Halticinaj sub-families) are miners, i.e.,

they live within the cuticles of leaves, devouring the parenchyma, and undergoing their transformations

in the same confined space. Another large group (belonging to the sub-families Crioceriiice and

Cassidinte) live exposed on leaves, and have the remarkable habit of concealing themselves with their

own excrement, which is retained and secured by a special horny apparatus at the end of their

bodies. In the typical groups of Chrysomelinm and Emnolpina'., the larvai feed at large on plants, and

bury themselves in the earth previous to changing into the pupa stage.

The Phytophaga are divided into four sections, which are nearly equivalent to the families of

other tribes. The first of these, the Eupoda, approach nearest in their general form, as well as in

their structural characters, to the Longicornia and the family Bruchidaj of the Rhynchophora. Among

them are the large brilliantly-metallic Sagrw, or Kangaroo-beetles of tropical Asia and Africa,

remarkable for their greatly-enlarged hind legs ; the Donacim, elegant insects of similar form, but

smaller and of less brilliant colours, which live on water-lilies and other aquatic plants chiefly in

north tempei-ate climates, nineteen species being found in the British Islands. They pass their early

stages amongst the roots of the same plants ; and the Crioceriiice, of which there are several British

species—the principal being Crioceris merdigera, of uniform bi'ownish tint—parasitic on lilies, and the

pi-ettily-spotted C. asparayi, found abundantly on asparagus plants in the south of England. The

second section are the C'AsrPTOSOM/E, characterised by the strong curvature of the ventral segments of

the abdomen, by which the three middle ones are much conti-acted. To this belongs a large series of

genera, having usually a compact oval or oblong form of body, and extremely varied colours,

polished metallic coloration being less the rule than buff, yellow, and red, spotted or striped with

darker hues. The British species best known of this section are the Clythra tridentata and
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qitadrlpnnctiita founJ In oak and hazel woods, and the biilliant goWen-green Ci-i/ptoci'jihaU, common
on flowers of liawkwped on dry banks in tlie month of June. The tliird section are the Cyclica, and

•consist of tliose genera in which the abdominal segments are of normal proportions, and the antennte

are filiform. The typical genus is Chrysomela, which, with its various closely-allied sub-genera.

is distributed in many hundreds of species over all the temperate and tropical parts of the earth.

Its species, as a rule, are of polished metallic colours, some, like the C. cerealis, a British species

found on Snowdon, of golden or brassy-green ground colour, with rich purple stripes ; others equally

brilliant, but of more uniform metallic hues, such as C. menthastri, a large brassy-green kind, found

on aquatic plants, C. poHta and C. staphylea, abundant on nettles in spring, and the bronzed and
(•unctured C. banksii, met with on sandy banks on the southern coasts of England Lina popidi,

CRIOCERIS MERDIGEEA.

closely allied to the true Chrysomehe, is a well-known British species, found on pojilai-s. As
is the rule with the Phytophaga of northern climates, a few individuals of the late summer

brood of these Chrysomelm pass the winter in the adult stage in a dormant state in moss, be-

coming the parents of the spring broods in the following year.

The sub-family Ghrysomelina, to which the above-mentioned species belong, contains most of the

large and conspicuous insects of the section ; but it is far exceeded in the number of its genera and

species by the Galerttcince, a sub-family which includes all the Halticicks, or jumping Phytophaga,

insects usually of very small size, and almost infinite in their numbers and diversity. The Galervci nee

may be readily distinguished from the Chrysomelince by the antennae being inserted near together in

the middle of the forehead, these organs in the ChrysomeUnce being situated near the inner margin of

the eyes, and therefore widely distant from each other. The ambulatorial GalerucincB are, as a rule,

of larger size than the saltntorud division of the sub-family (the Halticides), and are insects of rather

slow movements. Many species occur in the British Islands ; some {Galeruca tanaceti, ccqireae, and

hrdensis) are met with abundantly on heaths and uncultivated grassy hills and slopes, crawling over the

low herbage ; others are found only on trees. The Halticides, as we have already stated, are—at least,

{jartly—leaf-miners in theii- early stages, and include the Turnip-fly (Phyllotrela nemorum), and many

64
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other allied species destructive to cruciferous plants. In temperate latitudes none but species of small

and even minute size are met with, the latter resembling fleas in their dimensions and great agility in

leaping ; but in the tropics much larger and more brightly-coloured and variegated forms swarm on

bushes and herbaceous vegetation. The fourth and last section are the Cryptosto.m.e, distinguished

by the forehead being inflected downwards, bi'inging the mouth (wliich is much reduced in all its

dimensions) to the under surface of the head, and also by the claw-joint of the tarsi scarcely project-

ing beyond the lobes of the third joint. The aiitenniB are short, and very often straight and rigid.

To this section belong two sub-families, Hispince and Cassidiiue, which run into eccentric and striking

forms, the thorax and elytra of the Hisjnnce, in their extreme developments, being studded with spines,

and the same parts in the Cassidiiia- being laterally expanded, so as to cover the head and trunk as

LIX\ POPCXI.

•with a rounded shield. These extreme forms are placed naturally by all entomologists who have

classified the groups at the end of the two respective sub-families, so that the classification in each

begins with species which partake of the characters of both, and is carried on through the \evy

numerous genera and species, pretty gradually receding on each hand from the common type.

Thirteen species of the genus Cassida are met with in England, two of which are not uncommon on

thistles in summer, on which plants the curious habits of the larvse may be studied, protected as they

feed by a little mass of their own excrement, secured by a horny forked process at their tails. Some
of the native British species of Cassida are ornamented with bright silvery streaks or markings, which,

however, give but a faint idea of the extreme brilliancy of many tropical ones, some of which resemble

beads of polished gold or silver, and others, of more pearly lustre, glitter on the leaves like drops of

tlew in the morning sun.

TlilBE EKOTYLIDES.

This group diflers from the preceding in many important characters, and belongs but imperfectly

to the Tetramera section, many of its genera having a conspicuous fourth joint to the tarsi, and the

antennsB being terminated by a distinct club, as in the more typical genera of the Clavicornia trPoe.

All the species, upwards of 1,000 in number, li^e on fungi or boleti, and have smooth integu-
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ments and bright colours, in wliicli reij, j'ellow, and black hues prevail, forming often elegant

patterns on the wing-covers. The larva; are elongated, of leathery texture, slightly narrowed at the

two extremities, the liead furnished with three-jointed antennfe'and ocelli on each side, and the thorax

with three pairs of feet of normal development. In their structure they point to a relationship with

the family Coccinellidte. The transformations of the larger exotic species are up to the present

unrecorded; but the Erotylus hopei, which the present writer had the opportunity of observing in

South America, seems to differ a little from the European species (genus Triplax), in being studded wnh
longish spines, and tlie anal segment furnished with a pair of very long setiform appendages. The
prothoracic segment is larger than the others, and nearly semicircular. These larvje were found

abundantly on hard boleti on an old stump, and underwent their transformations attached bj' the tail

to leaves, precisely like tlie Lady-bivds (Coccinelte). The tribe is generally considered as a natural

family, and is divided into three sub-families : Languriirue (extremely narrow and elongate forms, with

broadly dilated tarsi, of which there are no European species), Ilelothice (handsomely sculptured and

metallic species, inhabiting tropical Asia and Africa), and the typical group Erutylince, comprising the

great bulk of the species, and distributed over all temperate and tropical regions. The Erotylina; of the

Old World are of elongated oblong form, but those of America are in great part dilated, ovate, or with

elytra expanded and raised into huge dromedai-y-like bosses.

SECTION TRIMERA.
In this section the tarsi have only three true joints, the joint which is apparently the analogue of

the third in the Pentauiera lieing rudimentary at the base of the claw-joint, just as the fourth

r"
^

COCOUV'ELLA SEPTEKPVNCTATA (sEVEX- SPOTTED LADV-BIKd).
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is in the Tetramera. The section is divided into two fiuuilies, Endomi/chidte and GoccimUuke,

\\']iich each contain only one genus.

FAMILY ENDOMYCHID.E.

The insects of tliis family differ from the Coccinei.lid^ chiefly in their much longer and more

robust antennoe, wliioh are generally half the length of the body, never retractile under the head and

breast, and terminated by a distinct club of three joints ; they are also distinguished by their long

legs and by their pronotum being furnished behind with two well-marked grooves. The species live on

fungi and boleti, chiefly the smaller growths which afi'ect rotting timber, and reach their greatest

development in size, beauty of mai'kings, and strangeness of form in the tropical regions of the eastern

hemisphere. About 400 species have been described, two only of which inhabit tlie British

Islands. The larger species, inhabiting India and the islands of the Malayan Archipelago, assume

eccentric shapes, the elytra being greatly dilated along the margins and elevated into bosses on the

disc, often armed with spines. In many respects these species may be said to represent the similarly-

formed Erofi/Ii of the same latitudes in the New World. Both perform the same functions in the

natural economy of their respective countries
; ami in each of the two regions the one has been

developed apparently at the expense of the other, since none but ordinary foi'ms of Endomychidie

exist in Trojiioal America, and none but similarly undeveloped forms of Erotylidw are found iu

Tropical Asia.

FAMILY COCCINELLID.E.

The CocciNELUDyE are the familiar insects known under the name of Lady-birds, the gi'eat

majority of which in all countries have the hemispherical form and prettily-spotted colours that

distinguish our common species. Some of the genera, of oblong shape of body, and others, in which

the surface is clothed with short hairs, and the colours darker and less varied, may at first sight not

be recognisable as belonging to the family ; but in such cases they may be known by their three-

jointed tarsi, hatchet-shaped terminal joint of the maxillary palpi, and the very short antennte

retractile beneath the prothorax. Nearly the whole family have the peculiar habit of preying on

Aphides, or plant-lice, one group only, containing a small number of genera, being leaf-eaters. The

larvie, which are seen in our gardens and fields even more abundantly than the perfect insects, and

devour immense quantities of Aphides, are of lonu n\;il slmpc, narrowed behind, with integuments of

solid or leathery consistence, and generally dark-coliiinv.l ; tiny Iiave six legs, and have considerable

frci'iliiui ;iiL(l i|iiickne.ss of motion, resembling miniature Lizards somewhat in their gait and attitude;

they li,iii-r iiiiii the pupa state on leaves and other objects in the vicinity of Aphis-infested plants,

gliiinn tiist thi'ii- tails to the surface. The perfect insect emerges in a few days in the usual way, l)y

a rent in the skin of the pupa, and thus the generations continue whilst the summer lasts. In the

late avitumn the few surviving adults crawl into sheltered nooks under the loose bark of trees, or iu

warm mossy banks, and become dormant for the winter. In some summers our common species

(C. septempunctata) multiplies to a prodigious extent, and the swarms which cover hedges and trees

attract the attention of even the most unobservant. The largest swarms on such occasions are to be

seen on the southern or eastern coasts of England, and in some years innumerable individuals have

been found drowned on the surface of the sea or cast by the wa\ es on the shore. Upwards of 1,.500

species of Coccinellidpe have been described from various parts of the world, of which forty only have

been found to occur in the British Islands.

Henry Waltee Bates.



CHAPTER VI.

ORDER H\MENOPTERA:—ACULEATA, OR STINGING HYMENOPTERA.
Characters—The Protliorax—The Membranous Wings—The Ovipositor, or " Sting "—Internal Structure—Habits—Larva?—

Intelligence of the Hymenojiteia—Their Social Organisation—Workers, or " Neuters "—The Scxes-TIie Hunnning of

the Bee-Species of Hymenoptera— Fossil Remains -Classification-ACULEATA, OR SllXCIXi; HYJIENOPTEKA
—Apiari.e, or Bees—Characters—The Hive Beb—The " Hive "—AiTangement of (ills Int, lli.;^ net,- evinceil by
the Bees—The Secretion of Wax—Construction of the Cells-Deposition of Egg.s-Ti.iusi.i mith.ii^ uf tlie Bee—
The Workers—Bees in Winter- The " Royal " Cell—Swarming—Formation of aNe\vlIi\e liLluiviuur of the Young
Queen—The Casesof Limited Fertility—Humble Bees—Habits-^/)a<A«s vestalis—Tha Solitary Bees—The Violet
Carpenter BEE--Gnawing-out and Excavation of the Nest—The Mason Bee—Its Cell—Tlie Genus Us»t('«—The
Leaf cutting Bees—The Cuckoo Bees

—

The Andrcnid<c—\ESPiDM, or WASPS-Characters-Cells—Beauty of Work-
manship—Mr. F. Smith's Account of the Founders of a Wasp Colony—Nests of the Common Wasp and of the
Hornet—The Nests of other Species—The Solitary AV^isps-The Wall Wasp—The Crabronid.e—The Sand Wasps
—The PompiliD-E-The Sapyuid^—The Mutillid.e—The Formicid.e, or Ants— Characters—The Nests—The
Metamorphosis- The Workers—Milking the Apliides— Charge of the Young—Habits—Intelligence—The AVood Ant
—Other Species— The Chrvsidid/E, or Golden Wasps.

The Hymenoptera, which we have placed as the seoond order of insects witli a complete metamor-

phosis, differ ill many important respects from the Coleoptera. Perhap.s the most striking external

distinction is to be found in the structure of the wings, both pairs of which are membranous, as

indicated in the name given to the order by Linnajus, which must be taken to signify " memlirane-

winged," although, as will be seen hereafter, this texture of the wiiigs is by no means peculiar to

the Hymenoptera ; and another peculiarity of equal importance, although less immediately obvious, is

the condition of the prothorax, which, instead of forming a

comparatively large piece, moving freely in front of the

other two segments of the thorax, is reduced to a sort of

ring, and firmly attached to the succeeding segments, either

by a great part of its hinder surface or at least by the

upper portion. This reduced prothorax is often called the

colltir, and its condition in the Hymenoptera may be

regarded as indicating a certain degree of relationsliip to

the haustellate orders of the Metabola, the Lepidoptera,

and Diptera. In the Bees, which belong to the present

order, the parts of the mouth undergo modifications tending

in a similar direction.

In general, the Hymenoptera may be described as four-

^vinged Flies, having the head very freely attached to the

thorax, the prothorax reduced, and attached to the meso-

thorax as just described ; the other two thoracic segments

very closely amalgamated (although in one great group this character is not presented) ; the abdomen

ovate, elliptical, or much elongated, composed of segments, the hinder margins of which overlap tlit-

base of the succeeding segments, while the lateral margins of the dorsal plates in like manner overlap

those of the ventral plates. This arrangement gives great freedom of expansion in respiration, and

the movements of the abdomen for the performance of this function are generally more conspicuous

in the Hymenoptera than in any other insects. The female is nearly always provided with a sting

or an ovipositor issuing from the abdomen.

The head, which is joined to the thorax by a thin neck, bears on its upper surface a pair of

antennfe, a pair of compound eyes, usually of considerable size, and sometimes very large, and three

simple eyes, or ocelli (see Fig. 4, p. 284). Of these organs the antennse alone need to have a few

words said of them. They are frequently long organs, composed of a number of similar joints, and

either quite thread-like, or tapering, or clubbed towards the end ; but in certain families they consist

of a long basal joint (called the scape), followed by a comparatively small numlier of shorter joints,

forming a sort of lash, which is generally bent at an anjde to the first joint. 8ueh antenna are called

geniculate (see Fig. 5, b, p. 284).

Of the parts of the mouth, the mandibles are always freely articulated and adapted for biting

purposes, but the other organs may undergo considerable modifications. In general, they present the

ordinary structure of the biting moath, but their articulation is usually very free, enabling them to Ije

tailed wasp (Si)
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protruded more or less ; tlie lobes of the maxillie are generally fused together ; the mentuiii is small,

and the ligula usually furnished with side lobes [paraylossdi). In the Bees, as already noticed (p. 286),

the ligula and maxillae are much elongated to fo;m the proboscis.

Tlie two pairs of membranous wings are attached to the upper part of the sides of the meso- and

metathorax, and above the base of each fore wing there is a small movable plate (ter/ula), which is

regarded as forming part of the episternum. The surface of the wings is naked or furnished with

scattered hairs, and the membrane of which they are composed is usually more or less transparent,

althoiigh in some cases it may be dark-coloui'ed. In certain forms belonging to the order the wings

are altogether absent, or they may be present in one sex and wanting in the other, or, as in the whole

tribe of Ants, there may be no wings in the workers (or infertile females), while the perfect males and

females possess them ; but wliere tliey exist the fore wings are almost invariably larger than the

posterior pair. All four wings are used in flight ; during repose they are generally laid together over

the back of the insect ; when in action the hind wings are held fast to the fore wings by means of a

row of minute booklets placed along part of their front margin, which cling to a small groove at the

posterior edge of the front wings. This mode of union of the wings is characteristic of the

Hymenoptera ; and many years ago an entomologist maintained that this rather than the membranous
texture of the wings, which occurs in other orders of insects, had suggested to Linnseus the name
given to the present order, the wings being, as he said, in a manner married to each other.

The arrangement of the horny veins (see p. 28-3) which traverse and stiffen these membranous
wings is also generally very characteristic. In some few instances they are reduced to a minimum,
but in most there run from the base of the fore wings certain longitudinal veins, at first nearly

straight, but aftei-wards more or less bent or waved, and then united by cross-veins in such a

manner as to enclose a few angular spaces' on the disc of the wing. These spaces are known as cells,

and their number, arrangement, and form furnish important characters for the classification and

description of the Hymenoi)tera. In the fore wing (see figure) we find

along the front margin a strong marginal vein (costa), with another

longitudinal vein parallel and very close to it (the subcostal vein), and

the two unite beyond the middle of the fi'ont margin to form a horny

BiAGK.iMOFHYMExorTEiiovswiNG. Swelling (the stigma). From this a small vein generally runs towards

the extreme tip of the wing, cutting oS" a portion of the surface, which
is called the radial cell, and may be divided into two or more by cross-veins. Another vein, which
runs along the middle of the wing from the base, and is continued in a more or less bent or

undulated fashion towards the apex of the wing, gives ofi" a branch, which runs up to join the sub-

costal vein, and also gives off a branch, the space enclosed between which and the stigma and radial

vein is dividi'il by a greater or less number of cross-veins into cells, called the siihmaryinal cells.

Otlier cross-\rins (known as recurrent veins) run back from these cells to the original main vein,

enclosing spaces known as discoidal cells. The veining of the hind wings is much more simple, and
of little or no .systematic importance.

The legs in the Hymenoptera possess great freedom of motion. They are articulated to the

thoracic segments by very large, projecting, more or less conical hip-joints (coxa), to which the thighs

are attached by means of ring-like trochanters, which, in a great number of the species, are composed
of two joints. The tarsi are almost always of five joints, of which the first is genei-ally considerably

longer than the rest, and often very different in form.

The number of segments in the abdomen varies considerably, Init not more than eight or nine

are recognisable, tlie remainder being either suppressed or concealed within the others. In some
forms the abdomen is attached to the thorax by the whole breadth of its base, but in the great

majority the first or first and second segments are contracted so as to form a slender stalk, by which
the union with the thorax is effected {see figure on p 3.55). According to some anatomists, the
hindmost part of the thoracic mass, which bears a pair of stigmata, does not really belong to tlie

thorax, but constitutes the first segment of the abdomen ; this, however', is a question upon which
we need not enter. The mode of union of the segments of the abdomen, and the relation of their

<lorsal and ventral plates, has been already alluded to.

The females of nearly all the species of this order possess organs, either projecting or protrusible
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COMMON WASr (Fl'sptt vuhjarii).

from the apex of the abdoiiicii, wliicli subserve tlie purpose of conveying the eggs to the spot wliero

their development is to take place, and at the same time, in many instances, constitute formidabhi

oifensive weapons. These are .the ovipositors, or stings, the parts composing which must be regarded

as appendages of the concealed terminal segments of the abdomen. The latter are represented by

movaljle plates, to which the main piece of the protrusible organ is attached, and also furnish

.sheathing-pieces, often of considerable length, which seem to serve as supports to the latter during

the act of penetration. In the great majority of the Hymenoptera the

ovipositor, or sting, consists of a single middle principal piece, deejily

grooved along its lower surface, and of a pair of slender lancets, which

rest against the edges of the middle piece and against each other in the

middle line, so as to close up tlie groove in the single piece, and convert it

into a canal. With this canal the oviducts are connected at the base of the

orirnn, so tlint when its point has been forced a sufficient distance into the

piopd nidus toi the dt\elopnient of the young, the eggs can i-eadily pass

to tlien dcstnution In the case of those insects in which the organ is converted into a sting, all the

md the base of the organ is put in communication with a peculiar gland

s( treting an acrid fluid, which contains much formic acid, and it is the

nijeotion of this fluid into the puncture produced by the sting that makes
the effects of being stung by a Bee or a Wasp so exceedingly painful,

riie stings of these animals are not, however, to be regarded as exclu-

sively intended as weapons of war. A very great number of them

ie(iuire to provide their young with a supply of animal food, which

consists generally either of the larvae of other insects or of Spiders.

I ) render these victims helpless and incapable of making their escape,

I In mother stings them before depositing them with her egg in the nest

^)ie has prepared, and by this means they are paralysed, although they

can still live for a considerable time. The larva kills them as he wants

them, and thus a supply of fresh provisions is secured for him during

the whole course of his development. The above may be taken as a

general description of the character of the ovipositor in the great

majority of the Hymenoptera. It is departed from only in one family, that of the Saw-flies

(Tenthrediniche), as will be noticed in the character of that gi-oup.

Of the internal structure of the Hymenoptera we need not say much, but there are certain

peculiarities which should be noticed. The alimentary canal is generally of moderate length ; the

mali^ighian vessels are short and numerous ; salivary glands, opening into the mouth, occur in

most species, and attain a particularly large development in those which have to build cells for

"the rearing of their larvas ; and the two hinder ganglia of the thorax are united into a single

mass, while tlie ventral chain usually has five or six ganglia. A .structural character connected

with the great power of flight generally possessed by these insects is the great enlargement of

main tracheal stems, which are dilated in the abdomen into veiy large air-sacs.

In their habits the Hymenoptera are diurnal, most of them flying about actively in the

hottest sunshine in search of the flowers upon the sweet juices of which they chiefly live in the

perfect state. The working Ants and the females after their nuptial flights, and some few species

of other families, are destitute of wings, and can only crawl upon the ground or on plants; but

these are active during the day like their more favoured relatives, and the Ants usually retire into

their nests and shut themselves up there when night comes on.

In the habits of the larvae there is great diversity, notwithstanding great general uniformity of

structure. Except in one division of the order, the larvM of these insects are soft, footless creatures,

which would be called maggots but for their possessing a hard, horny head. In the Saw-flies and

Tailed Wasps, which differ in several important particulars from the rest of the order, the larvie generally

resemble Caterpillars {see figure above), possessing three pairs of thoracic limbs, more or less developed

;

and in the case of the greater number, whose larvre feed openly upon the leaves of jilants, also

several pairs of abdominal pro-legs. The maggot-like grubs {see figure on p. 356), which always live

LAUV.i OF S.\W-FLY.
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i,i concealment, have nevertlieless a great tliversity of needs in the matter of food. Some, like-

tlie Bees, feed upon the honey and pollen of flowers ; the larvie of the Gall-flies also live upon

vegetable food, which is furnished to them by the tissue of the singular excrescences (galls) j)ro-

duced upon trees and plants when jjunctured by the ovipositors of the parent insects. Of the

rest, the larvie for the most part prefer animal food, at least as a portion of their diet, but tire

form in which they obtain it differs very considerably. To some nothing seems to come amiss,

but the majority are more or less limited as to the kind of food that suits them. The larvse of

other insects and spiders are the chief sources of supply; but the mother may either collect these-

more or less indiscriminately, or select the individuals of a single species for the maintenance of

her progeny. Further, besides all these cases of lar^ residi

<yMPH, AXD COCOOX OF WOOD ANT (Nadiral Si:e and ilannifiei,.

cells and fed with various

articles collected for

them, we find among
_ the Hymenoptera a vast

J number of examples of

^ parasitism, the females

depositing their eggs

upon or in the body of

some other insectj which

then serves as the food of the larvK. The i>henomena of jiarasitism are here displayed under almost

every possible variety of circumstances : the insect attacked may be in any stage of its existence,

from the egg to the imago ; the parasites may occur singly or several together, and their

emergence may take place at very difl'erent jieriods in the life of their victims; but in all cases,

except that of the parasites in eggs, their functions would seem to be to allow the ho.st to live-

and perform its individual part in the world, but to prevent its leaving any progeny behind it.

Speaking generally, this would seem to be the most important function of parasitism in nature,

and it is shown very strikingly by the internal insect-parasites.

The larvse of the Hymenoptera are pro\-ided with silk-glands opening near the mouth, and by

means of the secretion produced by these organs they are able to spin a cocoon for their protection

during the pupa state. The larvse generally remain for a considei-able time apparently unaltered

within the cocoon, and become converted into pupse only at a period comparatively near that of their

emergence as perfect insects. The pupa has all its limbs and other external organs separately

encased and quite distinct from each other and from the body (see figure above).

The Hymenoptera present the highest development of the mental qualities, whether they are to-

be regarded as instinctive or as representing absolute intellectual activity, that we meet with

anywhere in the class of insects, or indeed among Invertebrate animals in general. It is in

providing for the well-being of their progeny more especially that they disjday these qualities

most brilliantly ; and although most of their actions in this direction may doubtless be refen'ed

to those inherited mental operations which we usually denominate instinct, cases are not wanting

in which, in the presence of exceptional circumstances, these little creatures manifestly reason

upon the novel position in which they are placed, and adopt such modifications of their ordinary

procedure as may be rendered necessary.

These intellectual characteristics, which give the Hymenoptera a pre-eminence over all other

insects are specially manifested in connection with another peculiarity, namely, the complex

social mode of life of a considerable number of the species. The extraordinaiy polity of the Bees,

Ants, and Wasps, which has excited the wonder and admiration of mankind in all ages, is only

partially paralleled elsewhere by the so-called White Ants (Termites), which belong to the

Orthopterous order ; and although the proceedings of the latter are sufficiently interesting, they yield

in many respects to the social Hymenoptera. Fundamentally, the extraordinary social oi-ganisatio!i

observable in Bees, Ants, and Wasps is connected with the care of the young, an object which appears

to exercise a primary influence upon the habits of many other Hymenoptera which do not live

in societies. It consists not only in the living together in nests of various construction of a greater

or less nviraber of individual insects, all of whom co-operate in carrying on the business of the

community, but, further, in the modification of certain individuals to fit them for the performance
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of particular offices, so that a society of Hyinenoptera is composed of at least three kinds of adult

individuals, namely, perfect females, males (whose presence in the nest is only temporary), and
workers, or neuters, as they are sometimes called, the last-named having upon their hands the chief

part, if not the whole, of the business of the construction and defence of the nest, bringing in supplies

of provisions, and rearing the young. The term neuters applied to them is, however, a misnomer
;

an examination of their anatomy proves them to be imperfectly-developed females, generally quite

incapable of producing eggs, and always incapable of being fertilised. Thus these societies are

to be regarded as including males for a short time, and at least two kinds of females, namely,
true fertile females, whose chief duty is the production of eggs, and infertile females, which take
up the other feminine duties of attending to the domestic economy, and especially to the nursing of the

young. It is known, chiefly from the study of the Hive Bee, that the eggs laid by the female

are of only two kinds, male and female eggs, and that the development of the larva; from the latter

into fertile or infertile females is due to diflerences in the food administered to them ; in fact, when a
hive of Bees loses its queen, or fertile female, the surviving workers are able to replace their

sovereign by administering the so-called " royal food " to a female larva, which would otherwise have-

produced a worker, the only condition necessary being that the larva selected for this honour should

be very young. Further, it is a well-e.stablished fact that occasionally some of the workers—probably
owing to their larvje having accidentally received a portion of "royal food"—acquire a slightly-

increased development of the ovaries, and produce eggs, a conclusive proof of their sex.

These facts have been pretty generally known for a great many years, but certain questions arose

out of them which were by no means easy to settle, although they may be all referred to the one
primary question—at what period is difference of sex established in the progeny of these insects ?

Does this difference exist already in the egg ? or is it set up subsequently by difference of treatment

of the larvfe, just as the worker larva may be developed into a queen 1 This difficult point" was
settled by the observations of a German pastor, named Dzierzon, who originated a theory, afterwards

further developed by the distinguished zoologist, Von Siebold, and now generally accepted, whick
seems to explain satisfactorily all the phenomena of reproduction as exhibited in Bees.

It has already been stated (p. 294) that in insects the eggs are fertilised during their passage

through the oviduct by contact with the male fertilising element, which has been stored up in

a special receptacle appended to that passage. Dzierzon found that the eggs laid by very old queens,

in which the fertilising element was exhausted, by queens which, from having crippled wings,

were unable to take the customary nuptial flight, and by workers which, from their structure, were

incajjable of being fei-tilised, always produced males or drones ; and hence he inferred that the

difference of sex was established at the moment of the deposition of the egg, those eggs destined to

produce females or workers being fertilised during their pas.sage through the oviduct, while those

Avhich were to furnish males were allowetl to pass without fecundation. Subsequent investigations,

carried on by Von Siebold, Leuckart, and others, fully confirmed this opinion. Fertilised queens were

converted into drone-breeders by exposure to considerable cold, and by the mechanical destruction of

the special receptacle above mentioned ; and the examination of eggs laid by fertilised queens showed

the presence of the fertilising filaments in those intended to produce workers, while no such elements

could be detected in those laid in drone-cells. The occurrence of the same phenomena has been
demonstrated in the case of other social Hymenopterous insects, and may safely be assumed for all,

although of course their demonstration is attended with much greater difficulty in the other

species than in the Hive Bee. By what means the female contrives, apparently at will, to fertilise

the eggs, or leave them unfecundated, has not yet been ascertained, nor is it very clear lio .7 she knows
when fertilisation is necessary or unnecessary, except that in tlie case of the Hive Bee, and ]>eiiiaps

of some Wasps, the different sizes of the cells prepared for rearing males and workers may funiisii

indications.

Very few of the Hymenoptera seem to possess special ai-rangements for producing sounds liy tlie

friction of one part against another, but many of them, especially Bees and Wasps, produce a humming
or buzzing noise, principally during flight. The sound emitted appears to be due to two causes

—

iirst, the rapid \-ibration of the wings in the air, which of course can only be perceived during flight ;

and, secondly, according to Landois, to the vibration of certain ehitinous plates, placed in the orifices

64*
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of some of the stigmata, caused liy tlie violent expulsion of tlie air from the trachejil system.

With regard to this second set of sounds, ho-w^ever, a Frencli observer, "SL Percy, comes to a different

conclusion, and declares that the removal of the above-mentioned scaly parts, or even the absolute

stopping of the stigmata, does not prevent the buzzing, which he believes to proceed from the

friction of the b;ises of the wings upon the solid parts surrounding them.

Tlie Hymenoptera are for the most pai-t of small or moderate size, few species exceeding

two inches in lengtli, or three in expanse of wings. A great numljer, especially of the parasitic

forms, are exceedingly minute. T-hey appear to be very generally diffused over the surface of the

earth, but are probably more numerous in the warmer regions than in temperate zones. Tlie

number of described species is estimated at about 16,000, but this must bear only a very small

proportion to the total Hj-menopterous population of the globe. It has been estimated that we

have about 3,000 siiecies in Britain, and, making every allowance for the probable exaggeration

of this estimate, owing to comparative want of thorough knowledge, we may believe that the

number of species of Hymenoptei"a does not fall very far short of that of the Beetles in the

British area ; and, extending the ar-gument to a wider field, it may te assumed that the Hymenoptera

of the whole world are not much less numerous than the Beetles.

Geologically the Hymenoptera are not ver}- ancient. Professor Heer has descriljed a fragment

of a wing from tlie Lias of Schambelen, in Switzerland, as possibly belonging to a species of Ant

;

but he is very doubtful whether it represents a Hymenopterous insect at all, and an inspection of his

figure will show that liis doubts are very well founded. Several species have been described as

occurring in the lithographic limestone of Solenhofen, in Bavaria, which belongs to the Upper

Oolite ; but these are regarded as doubtful by good authorities, and it is not until we reach the

Tertiaries that unmistakable remains of Hymenopterous insects are met with. Here, however,

thev occur in all the deposits in which fossil insects are found, and are generally so nearly allied to

existing types that they may safely be referred to the same families, and often to the same genera.

The cla.ssification of the Hymenoptera has imdergone some superficial changes, although the

^ie\vs of entomologists as to the relations of the families have generally i-emained much the same.

LatreUle divided them into Aculeate and Terebrant Hymenoptera, according as the females were

pro%-ided -svith stings or o\-ipositors, and the second gi-oup into Pupivora, with the abdomen attached

to the thorax by a narrow part, and Securifera, in which the union of these two parts of the body

is by the whole width of their bases. This arrangement was vei-y generally followed for many years,

and it seemed to be confirmed by the observation that throughout the whole of the Terebrantia of

LatreOle the trochanter consists of two rings, whilst in the Aculeata there is only one. The

•differences between the two' great divisions of the Terebrantia are, however, so great and inifwrtant,

and the resemblances of the second of them to the Aculeata are so striking, tliat of late sevei-al

leading authorities have adopted a triple di\-ision of the order, in which all the broad peculiarities of

the insects are duly taken into consideration. This arrangement we shall adopt here, as it seems

to enable all the affinities of the different families to be shown most distinctly. The three great

tribes, or sub-orders, thus arrived at are as follows :

—

I. Aculeata : having the trochanters simple ; the abdomen attached to the thorax by a narrow

part ; the females provided with a retractile sting connected with a poison-gland ; and the antenn:e

with twelve joints in the females and thirteen in the males. The larvie are footless grubs, with no

posterior aperture to the intestine.

II. ExTOMOPHAGA : ha\-iug the trochantei-s composed of U\o rings : the aMomen as in the

preceding : the females provided with an ovipositor, which usually projects from the body, and is

enclosetl by a sheath foi-med by two valves : and the antennse with a variable and often very large

number of joints. Tlie larvie are Uke those of the preceding gi-oup.

III. Phytophaga : the trochanters of two rings ,: the abdomen attached to the thorax by the

whole width of its base ; the ovijwsitor either a saw-like organ consisting of two valves, or an

ovipositor nearly agreeing in structure with that of the preceding group : antennse generally with a

moderate number of joints. The larvae are vegetable feedei-s, usually resembling Caterpillars, ha-ving

six more or less develojietl thoracic legs, and generally a number of pi-o-legs on the abdominal

segments ; their alimentary canal has an anal orifice.



TRIBE I.—ACULEATA.

FAMILY APIAKI-E, OU BEES.

The chief characteristic of this family is to be found in tlie structure of the mouth, in which, as

jilready described (p. 286), while the horny mandibles serve as biting organs, the labium is more or less

elongated, as are also the maxilla?, the lobes of which are flattened like thin blades, which embrace the

elongated ligula, the whole forming a sort of proboscis or tongue by means of which the insects suck

or lap up the nectar of flowers. The ligula usually bears paraglossa3

;

the labium has four-jointed palpi ; and the maxillary palpi have from

•one to sLx joints. The antennaj are more or less geniculate (Fig. 5, b,

p. 284) ; in the males they are usually longer than in the females, and

-consist of thirteen joints, those of the females having only twelve. The

eyes have the front margin entire ; the vertex beai-s three ocelli ; the

wings, which have two or three sub-max"ginal cells, are not folded longi-

tudinally in repose ; and the posterior tibise and first tarsal joints are

usually considerably widened, and clothed beneath with a brush of hair.

In many the outer surfaces of the tibiie are also a little hollowed, with

long bail's gi'owing from their margins, which rejidei's them very service-

alile in collecting and conveying to the nest tlie pollen of flowers. The

surface of the body is in most Bees covered with hairs.

The general appearance of Bees is pretty well known. They are

generally rather stoutly-buUt insects, at all events for Hymenoptera,

having a head of moderate or considerable size, antennae of moderate

length, an ovate thorax, and usually an ovate abdomen, although this last

part is subject to considerable variation in point of shape. Their food in

the perfect state consists almost exclusively of the nectar of flowers, which,

SIS already mentioned, they lick up with the hairy ligula which forms

the central piece of the proboscis. The larvw feed upon nectar mixed with the pollen of flowei-s,

and in all cases live in a cell, which is stored, or supplied at intervals during the growth of the larva,

with the necessary stock of food. There is, however, great diversity in the mode of construction of

these habitations, which are placed in very varied situations and composed of difierent materials.

Entomologists divide the family of the Bees into two great grou])s. the first of which is distin-

guished by having the tongue, or ligula, long and slender, and the labial palpi composed of two

long and two short joints, the latter often stuck on at an angle close to the apex of the second

long joint ; while the second have a shorter and broader tongue, and labial palpi composed of four

nearly equal joints, similar

to those of the maxillary

palpi. The first group in-

cludes the most typical of

Bees, and especially the

genus Ajns, to which the

Hive Bee belongs ; it may

THE HIVE BEE. therefore be denominated

the sub-family Apid<e.

The Hive Bee {A]m meUifica) would take a volume as large as the present for the due

elaboration of its natural history, and such a volume might almost be written with less

trouble than the short account that om- space here compels us to give of it. We must, how-

ever, attempt to indicate in a few words the main outline of the natural history of an insect which,

perhajjs more than any other, has in all ages attracted the attention of mankind.

The ordinary Hive Bee, as is pretty well known, is a blackish-brown insect, clothed generally

with greyish-brown hairs, with slight indications of paler bands on the abdomen. As a social

-species, it i.s, as already explained, represented by three adult forms, namely, males, perfect females,

HEAD OF BEE (Anihoiihora).

gloss.-t ; Ip, labial palpus.
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and workers, or undeveloiieJ females. These three forms are found together in the hive in the summei:

months ; at otlier seasons only the two forms of females. Of these the perfect females are usually

more brightly-coloured than the workers ; their general form is longer (the workers being half an inch

and the females seven or eight lines long) ; the abdomen is long , and tapering ; the wings. . when

closed, do not reach the apex of the body. The eyes in both females and workers are of moderate size,

and confined to the sides of the head. The males, or drones, are about as long as the females, but of

;i, much stouter form of body ; their wings are larger, and their eyes so large as to meet on the crown

of the head. On the other hand, in the workers the basal joint of tlie posterior tarsi is concave, and

marked across with ridges, each of which bears a fringe of bristles, making a sort of basket for caiTying

pollen. This apparatus is wanting in both the males and the perfect females.

In Southern Europe, notably in Italy, a much more brightly-coloured Bee is found, distinguished

especially by having yellow transverse bands on the abdomen. This Bee was long suppo.sed to be a

distinct species, and was described under the name of Apis Ugustica, but it is now regarded as merely

a variety, and, under the name of the Italian or Ligurian Bee, has of late been introduced into tha

more northern parts of Europe. Two other banded varieties (or species) are known in Africa,

and another in China. As to the country in which the Hive Bee originated, nothing can be said. It

ajipears to have been known since the earliest dawn of history, and is now in one or other of its forms

spread over nearly the whole sui-face of the earth, and in some localities in warm climates is even

found in a wild state, but whether tnily wild or only escaped from captivity is a question.

In all cases, however, the habits of the insect are the same. The nest is built in the protection

of some hollow in the wild state, usually in a hole of a tree ; under domestication, in a hive of some

sort. It would be futile to attempt any description of the immense variety of hives which have been

invented to serve as the homes of Bees. The old straw hive, the appearance of which must be familiar

to every one, has no doubt come down to us from a very remote antiquity, and was the only form

known during the long period in which the cultivation of Bees was a matter of great importance. The
introduction of a second hive, or " super," placed above the one in which the Bees live, so as to enable

the produce of their industry to be i-emoved without sacrificing the Bees, was a great step in advance

;

and the employment of wooden hives with glass sides, enabling the whole economy of the community to

be easily superintended, has not only revealed to us most of the secrets of Beelife, but at the same

time placed the management of the hive completely in the hands of the owner. At the present day

the Bee-keeper can actually govern the reproduction of his stock, by introducing into the hive the

foundations of cells of the size jiroper for receiving male or female eggs.

During the winter and spring the community consists exclusively of female individuals,

namely, a single perfect female or " queen," and a multitude of workei-s. The business of the

former is to lay eggs ; that of the latter to perform all the necessary operations for the maintenance

of the hi^•e and the support of the young.

The actual nest, if we may call it so, built by the workers within the hive, consists of a series

of so-called "combs" suspended perpendicularly side by side within the cavity of the hive, and formed

of numerous hexagonal cells laid horizontally, that is, at right angles to the general direction of the

comb. Each comb consists of two sets of cells opening on its opposite sides, and therefore placed

end to end and separated by a veiy thin plate of material ; and it is remarkable that the cells are

not placed directly end to end and terminated by flat surface.s, but so that each cell is closed by

portions of three cells on the other side of the comb, an arrangement which, as will be seen, insures

a certain economy of space. Thus, the cell, which is a hexagonal prism, is terminated by a small

])yramid composed of three rhomboidal faces, and as these belong to three cells on the other side,

the apex of the pyramid, forming the deepest part of the cell, is placed at the junction of three

sides of the cells on the other side of the comb, so that the deepest parts of the cells on one side

fit into the shallowest parts of those on the other. This marvellously ingenious arrangement has long

excited the admiration of mankind, especially since it was found that in the form of their cells and

in the shape and arrangement of the pieces closing them, the Bees approximated very closely to

the proportions which, according to theory, were most advantageoas. The accuracy of Bee architec-

ture was, indeed, a little exaggerated, as such an example suited admirably a certain school of writers

whose delight it was to undervalue all manifestations of the human intellect. Nowadays, this sort of
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miispliicoil ontluisiasm is fortunately going out of fasliion, and we can admire wliat is admirable iu

the architecture -of the hive and in the wonderful polity of its inmates, without ascribing almost

miraculous powers to the latter. The Bee's cell is a hexagonal prism, because the insect endeavours

to get as many cells of proper size as possible into the space at its command ; and the hexagonal prism is

the form most nearly approaching a

cylinder, any number of which of

equal size may be placed side by side

without leaving any vacant spaces

between them. The cells may there-

fore be regaided as attempted cylin-

ders which ha^-e become converted

into six-sided prisms by what may
be called mutual pressure. This is

further evidenced by the fact tliat

the cells close to the part where the

comb is attached for suspension, and

some of those at the junction of

TOWS of different sizes (see figure),

jire more or less irregular in foim

,

and also that those which occupy the

free edges of the comb follow the

prismatic form only on the side

turned towards the solid comb, the

outer surface being irregular or

rounded.

The same inherited instinct that

jrt-ompts the Bees to build these

elaborate double combs also teaches them that, in order to effect their object, namely, the protiuc-

tion of the largest number of cradles for their young, in the smallest possible space and with the

ismallest expenditure of a valuable material, they must adopt the priaciple of making the cells

alternate on the two sides of the comb, and their adoption of this plan furnishes the explanation

t)f the whole phenomenon. The material used, as is well known, is wax, a peculiar substance

secreted by the workers from between the segments of

the abdomen. When this secretion is going on, the

workers engaged in it cling together in numerous

festoons, forming a mass that has been compai-ed to a

curtain, and the process may last for some four-and-'

twenty hours. When the secretion of the wax is com-

pleted, it projects from between the abdominal segments

in the form of thin plates, which the Bees then proceed

to detach and make use of in comb-building It is taken

in fragments into the mouth, where it undergoes a

process of mastication, and is probably moistened with some

fluid wliich renders it easier to work ; iinally it issues

from the month of the Bee in the form of a small white

riband. The place for the formation of a comb having been

selected, the wax-producing Bees bnild up a small plate

of- wax, usually of a nearly semicircular form, upon the

line corresponding to the partition of the future comb, and this at firsi. has no indication of cells.

But when the first small plate has been got together the Bees go to work npon it and dig out small

hollows in its substance, which they afterwards enlarge, working simultaneously on both sides,

and reducing as much as possible the thickness of the partition betv;-een them. As the Bees do not

work directly opposite to one another, the deepest part of the hollows on one side will correspond with
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partitions Letweeu tlie liollow.s on tlie otlier. As tlie liollows are approximately equidistant anil

of the same size, each hollow is opposed to parts of three on the other side of the plate ; and as the

Bees are constantly -working on both sides for the purpose of thinning the partition wall, a time

would speedUy come when each curvilinear hollow would be broken through in three places unless

they ceased or modified tlieir operations. This is precisely what they do. They avoid piercing the

partition, but by subsequent action upon both sides of it produce exactly the same effect that would

be produced by the mutual pressure of the same number of plastic bodies with a similar curvature,

namely, the formation of flat limitiiig pl,uii's, of which each cell has thi'ee. As the same operations

are going on all round, the origiiml ( ik nln furm of the hollow becomes converted intio a hexagon, and

thus the three terminating plates acquire the rhomboidal form that we see. In this way the

foundation of the comb is laid, and the ^ilan of the hexagonal cells which are afterwards built is

marked out.

Of the formation of the cells we need say but little. The plan being sketched, or rather, perhaps,,

as the plan is being sketched (for it must be remembered that operations which we have to describe

in succession may be simultaneously carried on by a crowd of little artificers like the Bees

of a hive), the Bees begin to raise the edges of the hollows representing the bottoms of the cells>

and these are built up to the required height by additions of wax moulded and worked by the Bees

to the requisite degree of thinness. The building progresses rapidly downwards. New cells are

commenced long before the earlier ones are finished, so that the increasing comb is thickest at its

point of attachment, and becomes thinner towards the edges, and esjiecially towards the bottom.

In fact, it is not until the comb is completed that it acquires those nearly parallel surfaces which.^

we are accustomed to see in ordinary honeycombs. When the first comb has advanced a little, the

Bees lay the foundation of other combs parallel to and on each side of it, and at the proper distance

apart ; and as the cells are completed, they finish them ofi' by applying round the edges and along

the lines of junction of all the waxen plates composing them a thin coating of the re.sinous substance

called propoHs, which they collect from the opening buds of poplars and other trees, and employ for

a variety of purposes in the economy of the hive, esjiecially for stopping crevices, fixing loose parts,.

and covering up noxious objects which are too heavy for them to remove.

The cells in the combs are of different sizes, according to the use to which they are to be put.

Those for the rearing of worker larvse are the smallest, and worker-combs are about an inch in

thickness. Drone-cells are of larger diameter, and rather longer than tho.se of workers ; hence

drone-comb is thicker than worker-comb, and when patches of drone-cells occur in the midst of

worker-cells the comb becomes deformed and irregular. Besides these two kinds of comb-fonning

cells, there is a third of the same general shape and construction, specially designed for the storing

of honey. The cells forming store-combs are generally as wide as drone-cells, but much longer

—

sometimes as much as an inch and a half in length. The passages left between the parallel comb.'j

iii-e about half an inch wide.

As the brood-cells are completed by the labours of the workers, the queen proceeds to deposit.

her eggs in them. She first inserts her head into the cell, as if to see that it is properly prepared

for the reception of its new tenant ; then, withdrawmg her head, she bends her body down into the

cell, turns half round, and deposits an egg at the bottom of the cell. This "process is repeated at

each cell, and it is remarked by bee-masters that the queen usually deposits her eggs equally on both

sides of the comb, which may no doubt assist in economising the warmth of the brood. In a

populous hive there may be from 40,000 to 50,000 workers, incessantly engaged in the variou.s

operations of the hive, of which the preparation of cells for the reception of the eggs is one of

the most important, as may be supposed when it is estimated that a ^-igoi'ous queen will lay from

2,000 to 3,000 eggs daily in the height of summer, or, as Dzierzon calculates, 00,000 a month, and

during her average life of four years over a million eggs. This extreme fertility is the more

surprising as the eggs jjroduced are of comparatively large size—nearly one-twelfth of an inch long.

It is to be observed, however, that the queen, when laying, is always accompanied by an obsequious

crowd of her subjects, not only ready, but urgent, to furnish her with an abundance of food, so thafc

she may be compared to a machine receiving food as a raw material, and incessarrtly converting it

into eggs, and turning out the finished articles at the rate of about 100 per hour.
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The egg, which is of an cloiigated foriii. uiid slightly curvfil, is Jei)OsiteJ on the bottom of the

cell by one of its ends. The cell is then fiu-nishud by the workers with a small mass of :i

peculiar jelly elaborated by the workers from a mixture of honey and pollen, and disgorged

by tliem into the cells. On the fourth day the larva is hatched, and, having consumed

the food placed ready for it, stretches itself towards the mouth of the cell, and is theu

abundantly supplied with food by the workers. Under these favourable circumstances it grows very

rapidly, and in six or seven days attains its full size, and tills up the whole cell. The workers then

cover the cell with a sort of lid, composed of wax mixed with pollen; and thus protected the larva

soon spins a silken cocoon, within which it casts its skin for the first time, and becomes a pupa, with

the wings and limbs enclosed in separate cases. On the twenty-first day the perfect insect emerges,

and after a delay of a few hours, during which the various parts of its body dry and harden, it at

once begms to take part in the various labours of the hive, but does not venture out for a week or a

fortnight. As soon as the insect has emei-ged from its cell, the latter is cleaned out and prepared for

the reception of a new inmate ; but as the cocoons are left behind, and a certain amount of dirt

clings to the used cells, these gradually become dark in colour and reduced in size by the accumulation of

cocoons, an effect speedily made perceptible by the smaller size of the workers produced from the old

combs. Tlie workers, which generally live only about six weeks in the height of the season, continue

to be produced, when the weather is favoui-able, until October. The business of these workers, besides

the building of the cells and care of the young, as already indicated, consists chiefly in the bringing

in of supplies of honey and pollen, both for immediate consumption and to be stored against the

flowerless season of the year. In pursuit of these substances, the worker-bees are incessantly on the

wing during fine weather, passing busily from flower to flower, and when loaded flying straight home

to their own hive, to which they are directed by an itastinct of locality which is perfectly marvellous.

At the end of the year, and during the winter, pai-ts of the combs ax-e entirely tilled with honey,

which is also found occupying the upper rows of cells in most of tlie combs, while the remainder are

either empty, waiting for the next season's brood, or filled with pollen, or " Bee-bread," as it is

called, cai-efully laid up, and, like the honey, shut into the cells by little waxen lids. The pollen

is carried home chiefly upon the dilated hind legs, the honey in the sucking-stomach, from which

it is disgorged either for the supply of the larvfe or into the store-cells.

During the winter the Bees remain congregated in the hive, where they keep up their heat by

lilose packing and a certain amount of e.xercise. The temperature of the hive rarely falls below

45^ Fahr. Activity usually recommences in April, and the first business is a general " house-

cleaning," including the removal of the bodies of those Bees which have died during the winter,

the repair of any damage that may have happened to the combs, and the clearing out of the

numerous wax-lids, detached from the cells of which the honey has been consumed, which lie about as

they fell upon the floor of the hive. These necessary operations having been performed, the Bees, if

the hive has not suffered much during the winter, set about the preparations for a new phase in theii

existence, namely, the emigration of a portion of the population to found a new hive. Drone cells are

prepared, and in each of them the queen lays an egg. The workers fui-nish the larvse with the

necessary food. They become full grown on the eighth day of their existence, and the cells containing

them are then closed up with a lid in the same way as those of the worker-bees. On the twenty-fourth

day after the laying of the egg the lids open, and the drones or males come forth.

As the drones begin to make their appearance another form of cell is produced, generally on

the margins of the combs. Here the workers make a more or less irregular chamber, usually with its

mouth turned downwards, in which, instead of endeavouring to be sparing of material, they seem

recklessly to employ a quite unnecessary quantity. In this cell the queen also lays an egg,* and the

larva, when hatched, is fed by the workers throughout its life in that state with the peculiar jelly-like

• This is tlie general impression ; but some bee-masters, antl among them Mr. .John Hunter, whose " Manual of Bee-

keeping " is one of the most intelligent books on the subject, is of opinion that the queen does not lay in the royal cells, but

that the workers, when they consiiler it necessary to produce now queens, take eggs already laid in worker cells, or even

young worker larva?, and enclosing them in royal cells, feed them with royal jelly, and thus produce the young queens. That

a new queen can be produced in this way should the hive be accidentaUy depv'ved of its sovereign is a perfectly well-known

fact.
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food wliicli constiuites the first meal only of the woi-ker larwi. The consequence of this difference of

treatment is that the larva attains its maturity in six days, when it is closed up in the usual manner,

becomes transformed into a pupa, and in sixteen days gives birth to a fertile female or queen. As the

queen-bees are so jealous that two of them cannot live together in the same hive, the old queen, when

.she becomes aware of the presence within her realm of a possible successor, becomes much agitated,

and would doubtless destroy the young female, whose existence is betrayed by a .sharp piping sound,

if the M-orkers did not carefully keep the latter in her cell. In course of time the agitation of the old

(jueen l)ccomes extreme, and communicates itself to the other Bees in the hive, which grow exceedingly

dis(ixiieted, ilisjilay great activity, and in consequence raise the tem]ierature of the hive to an almost

uubearalile pitch. This is generally revealed by a tendency on the part of the Bees to issue from the

hive in great numbers, and by clinging together suspend themselves in a compact mass just outside

the entrance to the hive. Tiiis process is called " clustering," and is generally to be taken as an

indication that "swarming" is about to take place. Sooner or later, at any rate, a great swarm of

Bees, frequently numbering ten or fifteen thousand in strong hives, will rush out of the hive, carrying

with them the old queen. They sjiread in every direction through the air, often to such an extent as

to have been compared to the flakes of a heavy fall of snow. In a few minutrs, li(iwe\ rr. the queen,

whOj from being heavy with eggs, cannot iiy far, and some of the Bee.s, settli> ii|iou tin- Inancli of a

tree or some other projecting object; others collect upon these, until at last ^ largf Inill of Bees

is formed, having their queen in their midst. This is taken into a nev.' hive, and constitutes the

foundation of a new colony.

The young queen's first thought on escaping from the cell in which she was reared is to proceed

at once to destroy any sisters that she may happen to have, and in this seemingly unnatural course

she is abetted, and even aided, by the workers, unless their instincts tell them that further swarming

will be immediately necessary for the v.'cU-being of the hive. In the latter case they prevent their

new sovereign from carrying out hef murderous intentions, and, according to some writers, will, with

this object in view, treat her very unceremoniously.

From two days to a week after her emergence the young queen takes her nuptial flight, for iu

the Bees, as in many other insects, the union of the sexes always takes place in the air. Whatever

may be its object there is no doubt that this is what occurs in the Bees, and there is ample evidence

that the nuptials of these insects are celebrated durmg flight. In quitting the hive the young queen is

described as taking a careful survey of it and its surroundings, apparently so as to identify it on her

return. She then starts off and is soon out of sight. A day or two after she has returned to the

hive she usually commences her regular maternal duties, which she continues to perform without ever

quitting the hive, until she goes forth as the leader of a swarm.

According to some experienced Bee-keepers the drones of the hive do not take to flight with the

young queen, but the nuptial flight is undertaken with the purpose of meeting drones from other

hives, and thus sec"uiing the benefits of cross-fertilisation. Later princesses produced in the hive go

off as the leaders of after-swarms, and these we might certainly expect to be impregnated by drones

from other stocks. But, on the other hand, we have the remarkable fact that as soon as all the

fertilisable females have emerged from their cells or been destroyed, the surviving drones, as though

considered no longer of any use, are ruthlessly massacred by the workers, and thrown out of the

hive.

It has already been mentioned that in the Bee, and probably in other social Hymenoptera,

workers occasionally occur which possess a certain limited fertility. These workers in the case of the

Bee always produce drone-eggs
; and in fact it was the i-eoognition of this fact that led originally to the

establishment by Von Siebold of the theory of the constitution of the Bee cnnimuiiity, which is now
generally accepted. Those partially fertile workers, which become a nuisance iu the hive, ha\e jiart of

the ovaries sufficiently developed to produce eggs, but, as they are incapable of impregnation, tliese

eggs cannot be fertilised, and hence produce only drones. Why the partial development of the

ovarian organs takes place is not known with certainty, but it may be inferred with considerable

probability that the larvw of these workers were brought up in cells near the royal cells, and that

somo portions of the food intended to bring the young queens to maturity fell to their share.

That we have devoted so much space to the natural history of the Honey Bee is due to the fact
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that it furnishes an example of the most perfect society that -we shall have to notice, and hence the

explanations here given will serve to render intelligible the nnicli shorter ;iccounts that we must gi\c

of the other social types. But the preceding description is necessarily very imperfect, and hundreds

of interesting points have been left altogether untouched. Of the economical importance of the Bee,

and of tJie methods of its cultivation and treatment in various countries, we ha-v-c Ikm'h pcit'circe

silent. The principal enemies of our Bees are the larva of the Honeycomb Moth {Achrcia kIv, ,iri((),

that of a small beetle (Trichodes apiar'ms), and the great Death's Head Moth [Ach rijiitia alni/'df:).

A small insect known as the Bee Louse {Braula ceca), which belongs to the order Diptera, although

it has no wings, lives as a parasite upon the Honey Bee.

Nearly related to the Hive Bee are numerous wild Bees inhabiting various parts of South

America, and forming the genera Melipoiia and 2'rujona, those of the latter generally of very small

size. Like tlie Hive Bee these are social in their haliits, build their cells with wax (which,

liowever; is said to escape between the dorsal instead of the ventral scales of the abdomen), and store

'up honey. They generally live in hollow trunks of trees, but also in holes and fissures in the ground,

and line their residences with clay and resinous materials. In the use of their wax for the

formation of the brood-cells and store-places they are by no means so economical as the Hive Bee.

The former are iii a single row in each comb, thick-walled, arid with rounded bottoms ; the combs are

placed horizontally, and the upper ones supi)orted by waxen pillars, and the openings of the cells are

turned upwards ; the store-cells are of large size, irregularly ovate, and massive. These insects possess

no stings, but bite severely.

Tlie Humble Bees (Bombus), of which we have some eighteen British species, are too well

known as to their general appearance to need any description. Large, heavy insects, flying buzzing

along in the summer air, they present a considerable contrast to the much lighter Hive Bee, and

in their habits also a similar contrast prevails. The genus is veiy widely represented, species of it

occun-ing in Europe, Asia, and America ; and, although it appears to belong properly to the northern

regions, several species are found in South America. None, however, are known to occur in

Australia, New Zealand, or Africa. The individuals vary gi'eatly, especially the males, which renders

the determination of the species often a matter of considerable difficulty.

Like the Hive Bee, the Humble' Bees are social, but their societies are not permanent. In fact,

they are rather families than societies, for each community springs in the course of a single season

from a female which has survived from the previous year. These females are to be found

hibernating in moss at the roots of trees, in the hollows of decayed ti-uiiks, under stacks, and in other

dry and sheltered situations. With the first genial weather of spring each of these sets to work

to pi-epare a nest and found a new colony. The nests are built either in or on the ground

—

in the former case the foundress Bee often takes advantage of some burrow or other ready-made

cavity ; in the latter the nest is usually composed of moss, although other materials, such as dried grass

and leaves, are often employed. The nest first made is a veiy small affair, intended to serve only for

rearing a few workers to take part in their mother's labours. The female makes no cells for the

reception of her progeny, but brings into the nest a quantity of pollen and honey, which she places in

<a heap, and then lays some eggs in it. The lar\-re from these, when hatched, feed freely on the store

of food provided for them, and on the further s>ip|ilie-> brought in during their growth by their

mother. Like the larvse of the Hive Bee they grow veiy quickly, and in a few days become

full grown, and prepare for their change to the pupa state liy spinning a silken cocoon, which is so

delicate as to be almost transparent. In this they pass their period of repose, and, in emerging from

the cocoons, gnaw through one end of them. The empty cocoons, placed side by side with tliese

openings upwards, resemble so many little pots, and serve afterwards as vessels to store supplies of

food. Later on, besides more workers, some small females, which are supposed to lay only drone-eggs,

make then- appearance, and, about the same time or later, drones are produced. Then towards

autumn large females, similar to the original foundress of the colony, show themselves in the nest,

and these, after impregnation, conceal themselves in sheltered places to pass the winter as already

desji-ibed.

Several species of Humble Bees are very common in Great Britain, and most of these are widely

distributed on the continent of Europe. One of the best known is the Bombus terrestris, the large
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females of wliicli may attain a length of nearly an inch. It is thickly covered with black pubescence,

but with the front of the thorax, a band across the middle of the abdomen, and its extremity yellow.

In another rather smaller species {Bomhiis hccoritni) the colours are the same in the female and

worker, except that the extremity of the abdomen is white ; but the male is clothed witli yellowish

pubescence, except the apical portion of the abdomen, which is white, and some more or less distinct

black bands on the thorax and abdomen. Both these species are subteiranean Bees. Of the moss-

builders, the best known perhaps is the Bomhiis musconim, the largest specimens of which are about

two-thirds of an inch long. This is clothed with dull yellow pubescence, which becomes tawny on

the thorax, and shows more or less distinct traces of black bands on the abdomen. Bombus lapi-

darius, so called from a preference it shows for making its nest under stones, is the well-known large

black Humble Bee, with the end of the abdomen orange red. The male has the face, the front of

the thorax, and the scutellum yellow.

The numbers of individuals in the nests of the Humble Bees are very small when compared with

the multitudes which swarm in a bee-hive. According to the late Mr. Frederick Smith, those of

Bombus terrestris contain the largest number known to him, and he records that a nest of this species

taken in August con-

tained only thii'ty-fi\e

females, twenty males,

^i|f and one himdred and

^.:'- ^ sixty workers ; whilst iii

a nest of B. fragruns at

the same season only

five females and about

twenty workers were

found.

Tliese true Humble
Bees, which are among
the most industrious of

insects, passing their

lives in incessant ac-

tivity, and bringing in

large supplies of pollen

and honey to their nests,

are provided, like the

Honey Bee, with greatly-

dilated hind tibise and

tarsi, thickly fringed

with long bristle-like

hairs, which render them

efficient instruments for

the conveyance of pollen.

There are, however, cer-

tain nearly-allied Bees

resembling them in

general characters, and

even in the dilatation

of the hind tibia and

first tarsal joints, but in which these dilated parts are destitute of the hairs and bristles which

render them so useful as pollen-baskets, so that at the fii-st glance one would conclude that they

cannot follow the same mode of life as the true Bombi. In point of fact, these Bees, whicli have

been formed into a distinct genus under the name of Apat/ms, are parasitic upon the true Humble
Bees, visiting their nests, depositing their eggs there, and leaving the care of rearing the larva; to

their industrious relatives. Four British species are recorded, the most abundant of which are



Apathies harhutdlus, a black species about tlivee-quarters of an inch lung, which has the front of

tlie thorax and tlie sciitelluni tawny, and the apex of the abdomen wliite; and A. wstalis (see figure,,

p. 3G(i), which is rather larger and also black, with the front of tlie thorax orange-yellow, and the end
of the abdomen white, with a blackish or brownish spot at the apex. Of these insects there are only

perfect males and fenmles. From their habits no workers are necessary.

In the Humble Bees we have the conditions of social Bee-life reduced to thvir simj^lest form.

There are workers, it is true ; but the females also labour. The nest is really a family dwellin<'. No
cells are formed, and the larvie feed upon a ma.ss of pollen and honey brouglit into the nest In the

Solitary Bees, which form the remainder of the family, we have, in a slightly modified form, the sam&
series of phenomena that are involved in the first foundation of the Humble Bee colony. The female

Bee makes her nest, stores it with food, and deposits her egg upon the latter ; but she lays in a

sufficient store for the support of tlie larva until it attains its full growth, and then closes up the

nest, and leaves it to itself. The larva, having consumed the provision laid up for it, spins a cocoon,

and undergoes its change to the pupa state, in which it usually remains until nearly a year has elapsed

from the time of the egg being laid, and then the perfect Bee makes its way out to seek its mate and
provide for the continuance of its .species.

In their habits, these Solitary Bees show considerable _diversity. A great number bore holes in

decayed wood, such as old posts and trunks of trees ; others select the stems of such plants as

brambles and briars, from which they bore out the pith, making a tubular nest which they occupy

with their cells. Some of these, again, save themselves the trouble of hollowing out a nesting-place by
the simple process of making use of the ready-prepared tubular cavities ofi'ered to them by the

straws of thatch, cut reeds, and similar articles. A great number burrow in the ground, some
selecting sandy, others .clayey situations, but generally in the face of a sloping bank or clifl"; and
others, again, pierce the mortar of ol'd walls, aiid there form the cells for their young. These cells are

not composed of wax, but either of earthy or vegetable materials, and we need not say that they never

possess the beautiful hexagonal form characteristic of those of the Hive Bee.

Of the Scopulipede Solitary Apidre, or those furnished, like the Hive Bee and the Humble Bee,

with an apparatus for the conveyance of pollen on the hind legs, we may notice, in the fu'st jalace, a

very common spring Bee, the Anthophora acervorum, the female of which resembles a rather small black

Humble Bee, with the hairs on the hind legs reddish-tawny, whilst the male is clothed with tawny
hairs, and has the intermediate legs much elongated, slender, and adorned with curious fringes of black

liairs. This Bee swarms in the neighbourhood of ba,nks and clifls as early in the year as April. Its

btirrows are made in such situations, and occasionally in the mortar of old walls, barns, itc.

The Violet Carpenter Bee {Xiflocopa violacea), which belongs to a genus best I'epreseuted in

warm countries, inhabits the south of Europe, but extends northwards into Germany. It is a large

insect much resembling a Humble Bee, of a black colour, with violet wings, upon which it flies noisily

in the sunshine, seeking a suitable place for its nest, for which it usually selects a wooden post or the

dead trunk of a tree. Having chosen a favourable position, the female sets to work with her powerfui

jaws, and speedily gnaws straight into the wood for a short distance, and then, turning downwards,,

proceeds to excavate a large tunnel in the interior of the post or tree, sometimes for a distance of a foot

or more. This laborious work being completed, the industrious insect collects a quantity of honej-

and pollen, which she deposits in the bottom of the nest. Upon this she then lays an egg, and covers

up the whole with a roof composed of concentric rings of the fine dust produced during her boring-

operations carefully kneaded together. This serves at once as a ceiling for the first cell and a floor for

the second. Upon it a fresh supply of food is deposited, with another egg, followed by a second

transverse partition, and the same processes are repeated until the whole tubular dwelling is occupied.

There is some reason to think that in the wanner countries inhabited by it there are two broods of

this Bee in the course of the summer. The Xylocopm, although so scantily represented in Europe,

have over 100 species in the tropical parts of the earth. The nearly allied genus {Euglossa), found in

South America, is remarkable for the great development of the tongue, which is two-thirds the length

of the body. One fine species, over an inch long (Euglossa dimidiata), found in Brazil and Surinam,

is velvet-black, with a metallic-green abdomen, having three transverse bands of yellow hairs, and the

extremity clothed with bright red hairs.
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Closing our account of the Scopulipede Bees -with this brilliant foreigner, we must now proceed
to notice a few tj'pes of another gi-oup, to which the name of Dasygastres has been given, in allusion to

their having the lower surface of the abdomen densely clothed with haii's, upon which they collect and
convey home the pollen for the supply of their young. These Bees, represented in Britain chiefly by
the genera Osmia and AhgacJdle, present a most interesting variety of habits, and, in fact, examples
of all the peculiarities already mentioned, modified in various ways, may be observed among them.
Of the first of these genera, Mr. Frederick Smith, in his " Catalogue of British Bees," says :

" If I
were asked which genus of Bees would afibrd the most abundant materials for an essay'on the diversity
of instinct, I should without hesitation point out the genus Osmia." A species described by Reaumur

under the name of the

M VSON Bee (Chalico-

doma muraria), nearly

allied to Osmia, builds

its nest, composed of fine

sand-grains very firmly

united by a salivary

secretion, upon the sur-

fice of walls, selecting,

m the first place, some

small cavity or hollow

V hieh may help to give

a firm foundation. Here
the insect builds a cell

somewhat resembling a

small finger-stall, with

the opening ujiwards,

smooth on the inside,

rough outwardly. When
nearly completed this

cell is furnished with a

,.sMiA LEUfoMELAXA AND ITS NEST. supply of food, and an

egg is laid in it ; then

the top is closed, and the industrious mother sets to work to build another cell, and this process is

repeated until circumstances induce the female to seek another place. The cells are placed without

;vny particular order, and Dr. Taschenberg says he has never seen more than ten together. This

3[ason Bee has not hitherto been found in Britain.

The most abundant British Osmia is the Horned Bee {Osmia bicornis), of which the female is

remarkable for ha\'ing two little horns projecting from the front of her head. This species usually

burrows in sandy banks and cliffs, but when living in clayey districts chooses decaying trees,

especially willows, for its nests. Another species (Osmia lencomelana) selects for its breeding-places

the dead branches of the common bramble, the pith of which it scoops out to a depth of several

inches, and then deposits its eggs, with a sujiply of food, in a series of cells separated by partitions

formed of masticated vegetable matter. This Bee shows great ingenuity, for it does not remove the

whole of the pith, but leaves portions projecting in the form of rings, which help to make the

partitions between the cells. Osmia hirta and some other species burrow into wood; whilst two
British species {0. aurwhnta and hicolor) select ready-made nests in the shells of the common snails

{Helix hortensis and H. nemoralis), within the whorls of which they build their cells of gnawed
vegetable materials.

The nearly-allieil Bees of the genus Megachile are commonly known as Leaf-cutters, from the

habit they have of cutting portions of the leaves of trees and plants for the purpose of lining their

nests. The pieces of leaf are cut by the mandibles with the utmost neatness, and when detached are

carefully rolled up, tucked between the legs, and flown away with to the nest. The rose, laljurnum.

And garden acacia seem to be the favourite trees with these insects, which form their nests in
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ImiTOWR, pitlier in the ground or in docaying trees, and line them neatly witli (lie portions of leaves

so arranged as to separate the different cells, v-hich roughlj' resemble so many thimbles ))laced one

within the otlier. The commonest British species {Megachile eentuHcnlaris) is very widely distributed,

being spread appai'ently over nearly the whole northern part of the globe. An allied species, t\w.

Poppy Bee, the Upholsterer Bee of Reaumur [Anthocopa jmpaveris), is remarkable^ for choosing tlie

petals of the common poppy as the material for lining her nest.

As in the case of the Humble Bees, there is a contrast to this picture of industrj'. Several genera

f)f true Apidfe do not take the trouljle of preparing or storing any cells for their young, but foist their

progeny upon their more industrious relatives. These Cuckoo Bees, as they have appropriately been

called, may be distin-

guished by their want of

any apparatus for col ^^
lecting jiollen, eithei in :^ I^

the form of dilated hind

legs furnished with

bristles, or in that of i
^

thick coat of hairs on

the lower surface of the

abdomen. The best-

known of these paiasites

are the species of the

genus A^omada—slendei

,

.smooth, shiny insects,

more like Wasps thin

Bees, and generalh

adorned with bands of

yellow and black, or led

These gaily-colouied in-

sects may be obseived

flying about the sunny

banks in which other

Bees delight to form

their nests. They make
their way into the nests

j,

in the absence of the

rightful owners, and

deposit their own eggs

upon the masses of food

stored up for the in-

tended occupant. It

seems probable that the

nest-making Bee, finding

on her return that an egg has been laid, takes it for granted that it is one she has deposited, and

forgotten, and so closes? up the cell ; but Mr. F. Smith was of opinion that the Xomadce themseh'es

might perfonn the latter operation, as he Lad occasionally observed these parasitic Bees with small

masses of clay attached to their hind legs.

The second principal group, or sub-family, of Bees, called Andrenidce, from the name of the

principal genus, includes no social species. As already stated, the tongue in these Bees is short and

broad, and the labial palpi consist of four nearly equal joints, like those of the maxillary palpi.

The true Andrena, of which a large number of species inhabit Great Britain, are all bur-

rowers in the ground, sometimes in banks of light sandy earth, sometimes iii firm soil, and even in

hard-trodden pathways. Their burrows run to a depth of several inches, and terminate usually in

a single oval cell, but occasionally the Bee makes branching tunnels, so that a single entrance passage

MASOS BEE.

orkiusat Nest; c. Female i
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may serve to give access to several cells. In the nearly allied genus Halictus (or Hylcvvs) this

habit of multiplying the cells seems to bs general. In all, the cells terminate the tunnels, and wheii

stored with food and furnished with eggs the female closes the aperture of the bun-ow. As a general

rule the development of these burrowing Andrenidfe takes place in the following fashion :—The
larva, when hatched, feeds upon the supply of food left for it, undergoes its change to the pupa state,

and in this condition remains in its cell through the winter, to emerge at the same season of the

year at which the egg was laid ; but in some cases there appear to be two broods in the course of the

year ; and in Haliciiis and an allied genus {Sphecodes) it would seem that the insects escape froirt

the nests in the autumn, and the females, after impregnation, survive the winter in sheltered places,

and commence their nest-making operations in the spring, thus following the same course as the

Humble Bees. The species of Sphecodes are very unlike Bees in their general appearance, being

generally smooth black insects, with more or less of the abdomen red, and the females have no-

apparatus for carrying pollen either on the legs or the abdomen. Other species of this group,

especially those of the genus Prosopis, have been observed to make their nests in bramble-sticks.

The Andrenidse are particularly subject to the attacks of those peculiar parasites which infest

Bees, especially the coleopterous Stylopidse and Meloida.

FAMILY VESPID^, OR WASPS.

The Wasps, which, like the Bees, are both social and solitary in theii- mode of life, form the

second family of the aculeate Hymenoptera, called Vespidse, from the name of the genus (Vespa),

which includes the best known species. One of their most striking characters is to be found in the

fact that the fore wings, which, as in the Bees, have either two or three submarginal (or cubital}

cells, are capable of being folded down the middle, so that the wings of each side of the body form a
straight band only about half the width of the fore wing. The first disooidal cell is very long, being

much produced towards the base of the wing. In their general structure they approach the Bees, but.

are of a more slender form, and usually much less hairy. The posterior tibiae and tarsi are simple and
not dilated ; the sides of the prothorax are produced back as far as the root of the wiiigs ; the

antennae are, as in the Bees, more or less kneed at the end of the long fii-st joint ; the eyes are kidney-

shaped ; the mandibles well developed and prominent ; and the maxillfe and labium do not, as in the

Bees, form a sort of proboscis. The labium is wide in front, and its palpi are either three or foar-

jointed ; the maxillary palpi consist of six joints. Species of this family occur in nearly all parts of

the world, and about 1,000 of them are known.

The social forms, which, in the beauty of their architecture rival, if they do not excel, the Hive
Bee, are distinguishable from the solitary ones by certain structural peculiarities ;• the claws at the ends
of the tarsi are simple, and the mandibles ara broad. These insects live in communities of various

sizes according to the species, consisting, as in the Bees, of three kinds of individuals, males, perfect

females, and workers. Their nests, wliich are among the most beautiful examples of insect architec-

ture, are found either in holes in the ground, or in hollow trees, and similarly sheltered situations, or
freely suspended from the twigs or branches of trees. The material of which they are composed is a
sort of rough paper or cardboard, composed of portions of plants, usually woody in their nature,

gnawel up by the insects and brought into the condition of a paste by means of their salivary

secretion, which is of so viscid a nature as to holl the particles of vegetable matter very solidlj^

tDgether. In fact, the material of which the nests and cells are constructed often shows a marvellous

.

smoothness of surface ; the workmanship of the cells is always of great beauty. The cells are

hexagonal in form and placed side by side so as to form regular combs, but there is only a single row
of cells in each comb, and in most cases their apertures are turned downwards. The combs as they-

increase in number are placed one above the other, and usually attached to each other by small

columns of the paper-like material of which the nest is composed.

Although some of the nests may contain several thousand individuals, and a much larger nuiiiber

of cells, each community (at any rate in temperate climates) originates from a single female Wasp,
which, havdng arrived at maturity and been impregnated in the preceding autumn, and passed the winter
in a state of torpor concealed in moss, or some other .shelter, comes forth wth the first mild days
of spring and lays the foundation of the nest. Tlie proceedings of this foundress of the colony are so-
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well described by tlie late Mr. Frederick Smith, that we cannot do better than <niote Iiis account of

them. It relates apparently to the Common Wasp {Vesptc vidjaris), and is a.s follows:—"Having
found some hole in a situation adapted to her purpose, she proceeds to enlarge it and to form a

subterraiiean chamber of suitable dimensions. Her next operation is to collect materials wherewith

to lay the foundation of the nest itself. This is constructed of the raspings or scrapings of different

kinds of wood. Having produced a supply,, she first constructs a footstalk sufficiently strong to support

the lirst two or three layers of cells. At the end of the column or footstalk she forms three cup-shaped

receptacles ; these are of course reversed, hanging bellwise; the depth of each is about the tenth of an

inch. The Wa-sp now constructs a covering over the foundation-cells like an umbrella. An egg is.

deposited in each cup, and she then proceeds to construct additional ones, depositing an egg in eacli

as soon as completed. By this time the eggs first deposited are hatched, and the larvje now require a

l)ortion of her atteution. The larvse of Wasps grow rapidly, and, with the growth of the grubs, she

from time to time raises the walls of the cells. The cells in the foundation-comb are never carried up
higher than the length of the larva. As it increases day by day, the Wasp adds a fresh course of wall

until the larva is full grown, when it covers itself in by spinning a convex cap to the cell of a tough,,

white, silky texture. The angles of the planes of the hexagons ai'e determined by the points of con-

tact of the circular bases. From these the Wasp gradually commences the flattened sides of the

hexagons, at fii-st a little curved, but at a slight elevation the sides become perfectly flattened planes,,

and as such are carried up to the required height."

The food of the larvje, as of the pei-fect Wasps, consists in part of honey, which the latter cbtaiu

either directly from flowers or by phmdering the Bees, in part of portions of succulent fruits, and in

part of animal matters, and as soon as her first eggs are hatched the parent Wasp furnishes the

larvaj with the necessary supplies of food. When their development is completed the young Wasps,

pass but a short time w. the pujia state, and then emerge in the form of workers, which at once assist

the female in the labours of the nest. Fresh combs are added beneath the foundation comb ; the

protective eovei'ing is enlarged and carried down in prdpoi-tion as the building of the cells progresses,

until at last, in the case of the Common Wasp and many other species, the nest forms a large ovate-

body, with a surface of rough paper, having a single opening for the ingi-ess and egress of the

inhabitants at the bottom. Within this the great business of reproduction goes on rapidly ; workers,

are produced in great numbers ; then females make their appearance, and finally males—the last only

at the approach of autumn. After these and the young females have quitted the nest for their nuptial

flight, the remaining inhabitants of the nest seem to have some consciousness that the end of their
,

own lives is approaching, and that they will be unable to rear the young brood still in the comb.i.

By a singular instinct, they proceed to pull the grubs out of the cells, carry them outside of the nest.

and, after conveying them some distance from its entrance, droi>»them on the ground to die.

The general habits of the Social Wasps are pretty uniform except in the matter of their archi-

tecture, and in this respect they display a remarkable variety. Besides the Common Wasp
(
Vespa

vulgaris), tvv'o other species found in Britain wjiich build in the ground follow the same principles in

the construction of their nests; but the Hornet (Vegpa crabro), which is remarkable among European

Wasps for its large size, builds its nest usually in the hollow of a tree, and the material of which it is.

composed is derived from the bark of trees, and often betrays its divei-sity of origin by the diflerent

colours of the successive portions added to the structure. Both the Hornet and the Common Wasp
frequently build their nests under the eaves of houses, or attached to a beam under the roof, and in

these cases the outer covering of the nest is thinner and more delicate in texture than when the

dwelling is exposed to the -vicissitudes of the weather. Some species of the genus Vesjja make nests

without any covering, and this is the general case with those of another genus {Polistes), the numerous

species of which are spread over all parts of the world. The nests of these insects consist of combs of

various sizes attached by means of short columns to the twigs and smaller branches of trees and shrubs,

and freely exposed to the air. One well-known species is the Polistes gallica, which is common iu

France and Germany and throughout the south of Europe. Upon this species Prof. Siebokl made some

interesting observations coiifirmatory of his theory that the males of the Social Hymenoptera are

produced from the unfertilised eggs of workers or females. Other species, of which the best-known

inhabiting Britain is the Wood Wasp
(
VcHpn sylvestris), build more or less oval nests, which they
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susjieml from the bi-anclips of trees. These nests li;ive a conipavatively smooth outer covering, with an

aperture at tlie bottom, through wliich the Wasps pass in and out. The species of Polybia, and nearly

allied genera, which are numerous in South America, produce a great variety of nests. Thus one species

{P. sediila) suspends its nest liy two or three short stalks from the twig of a tree, and as comb after comb

is added the outer walls are carried down to unite and suspend the lower ones, so tliat the nest consists

of a seiies of storeys, access to each of which is obtained by a

small apeituie in the outer wall leading into the space between

\\ o combs Another (/". rfjecta) builds its nest on the same general

I
1 maples as the last, but leaves no apertures in the side walls.

Instead of these access is ol)taiued to the upper combs through

\ leant sp ices left in the centre of all except the first. Some

1 eeies of Pohjbia build their nests of earthy materials. The large

s 7e of nixny of these nests demonstrates the gi-eat number of

m In idu ds that live together in them. A nest of Pohjbia lUiacea

\n the Piiis Museum measures about five feet in length. Tatua

common species in Cayenne, builds its nest on much the

111 1 1 ni iple as Polybia rejecta, but the apei'tures for access to the

u n e combs are placed on one side near the wall of the nest.

' )t!i 1
I

cies of the genus Polybia build nests agreeing in general

1 11 u tion ^\lth those of our indigenous Wasps when attached

trees otheis, again, build their successive combs upon a twig or

] udei Ijianch, which, passing through them, serves the purpose of

lies ot uniting columns; whilst one species {Chartergus apicalis)

I

'

I h of its combs at the end of a short column springing

il\ it 1 light angle from the .supporting branch. All these

I sts lii\e a pi otective covering.

Although we have only been able to refer in general terms to

fe\\ of the almost endless variety of beautiful structures made

\ the soci\l forms, we must pass on to the Solitary Wasps
(Eumeiudes), m which only true males and true females occur, and

\\\\n}\ lit distinguished from the preceding by their deeply-toothed

I 1 ih 1 t XI s il claws, and their generally long and .slender mandibles.

ih lu usually considerably smaller than our ordinary Wasps,

1 ut ue nevertheless unmistakably wasp-like in aspect. They are

gei).eiilly bluk, with the thorax more or less spotted and the

abdomen linked with yellow Tlie species aie tolerably numerous and widely distributed. They

breed chiefly in holes, which the female makes in various situations, sandy banks, dead and decaying

wood, and old walls being preferred ; but some of them con.struct small nests of earthy materials in

which to deposit their eggs. The nests are generally furnished with a supply of insects or their larva;,

which the little freebooters ruthlessly seize and carry ofT for the sustenance of their otfspring.

One of the commonest and best known species is the Wall Wasp {Odynerus parielum), which

may be almost constantly seen haunting sunny walls during the months of June and July. It makes

its burrows in walls and clay banks, digging out with its mandibles a small hole which may be three or

four inches deep, and employing part of the materials removed in building outside the hole a tubular

passage leading to it, which at first projects straight from the wall, but towards the end bends

downwards. The object of this outwork may no doubt be to prevent the ingress of certain parasites,

•especially the Gold Wasps (Chrysididse), v.hich are incessantly prowling about with the object

of introducing their eggs into the nests of other Hymenoptera; but Dr. Taschenberg thinks that it is

simply for the purpose of having the materials at hand for the purpose of closing up the nest when

finished and stored. It may jirobably serve both purposes. The provisions carried into the nest

when completed consist of small larvae of Beetles or Lepidoptera. The insect gi-asps her booty with

lier jaws near the head, holds it under her body by means of her legs, flies with it to the nest, and

conveys it to the further end of the cavity, where it is carefully packed away, curled into a ring-like

llLIbTES &ALLICA AND
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form, its power of movement having been paralysed by tlie sting of tlie Wasp. Other larviB are brought

ill until a sufficient supply lias been accumulated, when an egg is deposited with them and the nest

closed up. Other species of the gemis have similar habits, and those which form their nests in dead

and rotten wood, bramble sticks, and similar situations, follow much the same mode of life, except

that they frequently divide their nests into several cells by earthen partitions. The larvre stored

in the nests generally belong all to the same species.

The species of the genus Eumenes and its allies luu'e the first segment of the abdcnien very

slender towards its junction with the thorax, enlarged liehind, and then again slightly constricted,

so that it has somewhat a pear shape, whence the only British species was named by Linnaius

VesjKt coarckita. This species, which is not uncommon on the continent of Europe, althougii

scarce in Britain, constructs small globular nests of mud about the size of a hazel-nut, and attaches

them either to the twigs of shi-ubs or to the surfaces of rocks and walls. These nests are stored by

the female with small green larvK, and it is supposed that two broods are produced in the year.

A few species, forming the group Masarides, which chiefly inhabit warm countries, are

distinguished by having only two submargiaal cells in the fore wings, which are also often only

partially capable of being folded. Two species {Celonites api/ormis and Ceramius fonscolomhi) occur

in Southern Europe.

FAMILY CRABRONID.E.

This family includes a considerable number of more or less wa.sp-like insects, often presenting

the same livery of yellow and black that is so common among the solitary Wasps, but occasionally

.showing a red and black coloration, reminding us of the insects of the next family. The Crabronidaj

(or Sphegidse—as they are sometimes called) may, however, be distinguished from the members of

Ijoth these families by the circumstance that the prothorax is not produced at the sides so as to reach

the bases of the fore wings, but reduced to the ring-like structure that we have already stated to )>c

characteristic of the Hymenoptera generally ; and as a further difl'erence from the true Wasps, it must

be noted that their wings are not capable of being folded longitudinally. These insects never form

societies, and all the individuals are therefore either true males or true females ; the antennaj are

generally short, and not geniculated ; the eyes are genei-ally oval, and the ocelli distinct ; there are

from one to three sub-marginal cells in the fore wings ; the tibiaj and tarsi are spinous.

In their habits, the Crabronidre present a considerable resemblance to the Solitary Wasps. The

females deposit their eggs in cells which are usually formed in the ground at the extremity of a passage

of some length, but sometimes in dead or decaying wood, or in the branches of brambles, and other

shrubs or trees, or built of earthy materials against walls, <fec. ; and the food of the larvie consists

of various insects, which the mother generally paralyses by stinging them in the belly, so as to

pierce the nervous cord, and then packs into the cell in sufficient quantity to supply her offspring

with nourishment until it attains its full development. The egg is then deposited, and the nest

closed. The victims belong to various groups of insects, and include small larvse of Lepidoptera

and Beetles, and Grasshoppers, perfect Beetles, Flie.s, and even Bees, besides Spiders, <fcc. Some

species, instead of rendering their prey helpless by stinging them, kill them outright by a severe

bite. These latter do not store and close their cells, but leave them open, and bring in fresh

supplies of food until the larva is full-grown. Here also, as among the Bees, we find some

Cuckoo-like types, which make no nests, but deposit their eggs in the cells prepared by their more

industrious relatives.

The tyijical genus Crahro is a very extensive one, including over 150 species, a great proportion

of which are inhabitants of Europe, while even Britain possesses more than thirty-five. i'hsy

are black and yellow insects of small and moderate size. They have only a single sub-riarginal

r-ell in the fore wings, and the males in many species have the anterior tibia? and part of ths iarsal

joints dilated into curious plates, which are sometimes apparently perforated like a sieve, a character

which has gained the largest of the British species the name of Crahro cribrarius. This species, and

many others, burrow in the ground, generally in hard sandbanks, and provision their nests with Gnats

and other Dipterous insects. One species (C. breiis), which frequents the same situations, has been

found to cai-ry in small Beetles of the genus Haltica ; and another, which was observed making its

nests in the mortar of old walls, provisioned them with AjMdes from the rose. INIany species,
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including C. sexmaoilatus and C. cagns, wliicli are very almndant in Britain, make their burrows iii

decaying wood, old posts, and the dead trunks of trees, and also show a preference for Dipterous Flies.

A few occupy the pith cavity of bramble and rose sticks with their little cells. .

Tlie species of Cerceris, whichhave the junctions of the abdominal segments strongly constricted,

for the most part collect small Beetles as a provision for their larvie, Weevils of various kinds being

apparently preferred. Some of the exotic species are of coi^siderable size—upwards of an inch in

length—and of great beauty. One of them attacks .species of Buprestidse, and another provisions its

nest with Honey Bees. The gi'eat enemies of the Bees, however, are the species of the genus

F/tila)ifh'is, which are numerous, and distributed nearly all over the world. There is one British

_ species (Philantlms tri-

\ \ angulum), which is very

\ local in the country, and

tdiiiis its- burrows in

s.iiidy places. In the

Isl.- of Wight Mr. Smith

observed it provisioning

its nest with hive Bees,

and two species of Au-
di cuidaj. This insect

(which has also been

cilled Philanthus api-

vorus, from its Bee-eat-

ing habits) lies in wait

for its victims among
the flowers which they

frequent, and, on their

settling iu search of

Loney, dashes upon them,

St izes them with its

sti ng mandibles bc-

t\\((_u the head and the

th 11 a\, and .stings theni

111 the abdomen: The'

I ( , being thus rendered

(luite helpless, is gi-asped

1 \ the jaws and legs of

it^ assailant, and unnie-

diately carried off to bs

deposited ill the nest of

the latter. The nest is a

tunnel made in some liare sandy spot, often in a path, carried down for some distance, more or

less perpendicularly, and then turned horizontally parallel to the surface.

The large species of the genus Sphex, some of which grow to a length of about two inches,

make war upon the Grasshoppei-s which abound in warm sandy places. These insects, in attacking

their bulky prey, use every endeavour to turn the Grasshopper on his back. When they succeed

in this they clasp his long hind legs with their fore feet, and standing over him inflict two stings,

one ill the neck and the other in the suture between the pro- and me.so-sternum, and these soon

paralyse the victim, which is then dragged to the nest of its ruthless destroyer. Sphex Jlavipennis,

a wel'-knowni species of the south of Europe, furnishes each nest with about four Grasshoppers,

the soft interior parts of which are speedily devoured by the voracious larva, the hard, chitinous

skin being left almost uninjured.

In several tropical species of Cerceris and Phikinthiis the first segment of the abdomen is much
elongated, forming a long slender footstalk; in another genus of these 8and "Wasps {Aia:nopliUa]
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which is perhaps thft most widely distributed of anx-, and of which two species are exceedingly

uljuudant in Britain, the petiole of the abdomen is similarly elongated, and in some species the first

two segments take part in its formation. This is the case in the common British Sand Wasp (Ainnio-

jih'da sahdosa), a formidable insect nearly an inch in length, having the head and thorax black and

liairy, the second and third segments of the abdomen red, and the remainder black. The abdomen is

strongly clubbed. This insect is very common in sandy places, and stores its nest with Caterpillars, of

which the female under favourable cii-cumstances lays in a store of three or four according to their

size in each cell. She stops the entrance of her burrow with a small heap of stones after depositing

oach Caterpillar, and should bid weathei intervene befoie the whole necessaiy stoie has been a"cumu

lated, she will bring in _
further supplies as soon

as the opportunity ofiers.

Ammophila hirsutn, ^
another BritisR species,

"^

with a shoi'ter abdominal ^ i

petiole and a more hairy

surface than the preced-

ing, is said by Mi\ F.

Smith to pi-ovision its

nest with spiders. This

is the case also with

another long - stalked

species {Pelopceus spi-

i-ifex), which occurs com-

monly in central and

southern France and

other countries border-

ing the Mediterranean,

and differs from all that

have been hitherto

noticed by its habit of

building a nest of clay,

containing several cells,

in sheltered situations,

aliout walls, barns, and

houses. The female

builds cell after cell,

storing them with

Spiders and laying an

egg in each as she com- imn -us sukihv ami nlst

pletes them. Pemphre-

iloR lugubris, a veiy common small European and British species, of a uniform black colour, burrows

into decaying wood and in bramble sticks, and stores its cells with Aphides, which it collects and

scrapes together into a ball in a most unceremonious manner.

FAMILY POMPILID^.

The Pompilidje agree in general structure, and also in habits, with the insects of the last

family, with which and the two following families they used formerly to be grouped under the name

of Fossorial or Digging Hymenoptera, from their general practice of digging burrows for the recep-

tion of their eggs. The chief point of difference between the Pompilidfe and the Crabronidas consists

in the structure of the prothorax, which in the former is produced on each side as far as the root

of the wings—as in the True Wasps—-but the wings are incapable of being folded longitudinally, and

they are generally large and broad, with three sub-marginal cells. The antennae are long, and not
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kuefid ; the eyes are not notched within ; and the legs are long, with spinose tihise, which have lone

spines at the apex. There Ls no striking difterence between the two sexes. Tliere are some 700 or

800 known species, and they occur in all parts of the world, the range of the typical geniis

{Pompilm) extending from Lapland to the Cape of Good Hope, and from China to Chili. Many
tropical species are of large size and great beauty, some of them being adorned with bands of sil\-ery

pile, and having the wings richly coloured.

IMost of the species of Pompilas burrow in sand, or sandy soil, and store their nests with
.Spiders and the larvte of insects—generally the former—-with which they wage constant war, and it

would appear that as a rule the females of each species show a decided preference for certain kinds of

victims in storing their nests. Their beliaviour with large spiders shows great boldness. Thej
attack their intended prey vigorously and continuously until, apparently in despair, the Spider throws
himself upon his back, when he contrives to repel the assaults of his enemy for a time by the action

of his legs ; but on his becoming exhausted the Wasp dashes in upon him, seizes him with her jaws
beneath the breast, and speedily paralyses him by two or three .stings in the abdomen. The Wasp
then, after inspecting her victim on all sides, to make sure of its being in a helpless condition, seizes it

by the fore part of the body, and drags it away to her nest. Smaller Spiders and Caterpillars

naturally give less trouble.

One of our commonest species, the Pompilus Juscus, is usually about half an inch long, and is

black, with the first three segments of the abdomen red, and banded with black. The wings are

brownish, with the tips black. This insect makes its appearance in the spring, and may be observed

in sandy places throughout the summer. It burrows in the sand to a depth of three or four mches>

digging out the sand with its fore legs after the fashion of a terrier dog. It is said to provision its

nest with various supplies, but prefers Spiders. Some species, which have the anterior tarsi destitute

of the fringes of bristles, construct cells of mud very similar to those of Pelopteus. The British

Pvmpibis pnactum, a small black species, is one of these.

The species of Ceropales, which also have no fringes on the tarsi, and the legs almost destitute of

spines, are further remarkable for having the posterior legs unusually long, and are believed to act

the Cuckoo part—depositing their eggs in the nests of other Pompilidie. Although not numerous in

species, the genus is very widely dispersed over the face of the earth. Two species occur in Britain.

Pepsis is a peculiarly American genus, its species being almost entirely confined to South America.

Most of them are of large size and great beauty. Pepsis heros, a species found in Culia, attains a

length of two inches, and is. of a deep black, with a dark blue lustre on the head, abdomen, and legs •

whilst the wings are reddi-sh, with a metallic tinge and a dark brown margin.

FASIILY SAPYGID.E.

This is a small family, containing only a single genus, with very few species. Like the Pompilida;

the insects referred to it have the prothorax produced to the base of the wings on each side, a

character which also occurs in the next family ; but the legs are destitute of spines, the hind legs do
not extend beyond the tip of the abdomen ; the antennse are long, and usually more or less clubbed

;

the eyes are notched on the inner margin ; and the sexes are alike in form, both being winged. The
.species of Sapyga occur in Europe and North America. They are supposed to be parasitic in the nests

of Bees, and the females are found in the neighbourhood of the burrows of the latter ; but the

females of the common European and British species {Sajjyga pacca, or punctata) have been observed

carrying small Caterpillai-s, from which Mr. Smith, with justice, infers that they are parasitic only to

the extent of usurping the burrows made in sandbanks and dead wood by more industrious insects,

their own .structure not adapting them for the labour of digging. The species above mentioned,

which varies between one-third of an inch and half an inch in length, is black, with the abdomen partly

red in the female, and both sexes have transver.se white spots on some of the abdominal segments.

This species haunts the nests of .species of Osima. The largest species of the group {Sapyga repanda)

is similarly attached to the great Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa).

FAMILY MXJTILLID,^.

In this family, which coii)}jletes the series of so-called Fossorial Hymenoptera, we still find the

prothorax extending at the sides to the base of the fore wings when these are present ; but the males
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and females differ greatly from each other in many respects, the latter being often destitute of wings,

or having those organs gi-eatly reduced in size, whence the name Ileterogyna has been given to the

group by many entomologists. In both sexes, however, the legs are comparatively short and hairy, or

spinose, but with long tarsi ; the eyes are notched on the inner margin ; and between the first and

second segments of the abdomen there is a notch or constriction. The group includes a large number
of .species—jwobably 1,200 or 1,.300—but from the differences presented by the males and females

entomologists have found it difficult to arrive at any certainty upon this point. The species are spread

over all the earth, but are particulai-ly abundant in warm climates, where also, as usual, they attain

the largest size and the most beautiful colouring.

In the genus Mutllla, from which the family name is derived, and in the allied genera, which

include the great b\ilk of the species, the peculiarities of the group are most strongly marked, and the

differences between the sexes so striking that until comparatively recent times the males and females,

even of well-known species, were referred to distinct genera, and sometimes rather widely separated. Of

Mutllla some 500 species are known from all parts of the world, and thi'ee of them occur in Great

Britain. Tliey are found usually in sandy spots. In this genus the females have no ocelli. The
niost abundant European and British species {Miitilla europcea) is about half an inch long, of a black

coloiu-, hairy, with the thorax entirely red in the wingless females, red in the middle in the winged

males ; the abdomen has three transverse bands of white or yellowish hairs, the two hinder of which

are interrupted in the middle. The wings of the male are brownish. The females of this and other

species have an aspect inteimcdiite between tlixt of a bpidei and that of an Ant, whence the German
entomologists give them the ^elJ chaiacteiistic name of ' Spidei Ants ' The habits of the .species are

not very well known The Mtitilla euiopcta fiequents the nests of Humble Bees, and its larvse appear

to be pai-asitic upon the Ki^ >j of the Bees Mi Diewsen of Copenha^'en obtained only two Woikn-
Bees from a nest of Bomhni> bh ini'^hii aiiub t»ki i li\ 1 n i \ I i li t i i 1 1 i^r-vontv-siv i'\ iin|ili '^ r .

Mutilla europcea, forty-

four males and thirty

two females. The lai ^ i

of the Mutilla vvei

found in the cocoons

which had been foimeJ

by the fuU-growu lai v ne

of the Bee. The females,

after impregnation, p\ss

the winter rolled up m
the ground or uiidei

stones. Both sexes of

this and other species

can produce a faint

cliiiTUpmg sound by the

friction of the third and

fourth abdominal seg-

ments upon one another;

and the special arrange-

ments for producing this

noise consist of a small

triangular finely-ribbed

area upon the upper

surface of the fourth segment, over which passes the hinder margin of the third segment, furnished

beneath with a little sharp ridge. These parts are rubbed together by the extension and retraction

of the fourth segment, which slides in and out of the third like the draw-tube of a telescope.

A great number of species of Mutilla occur in South America, which is also the home of another

important genus {Thynniis), likewise largely represented in Australia.

In another group of the family, formed by the genus Scolia and its allies, the female is winged.

MVTILI.A El'ROP.E.4.
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and L'euerally presents rather less divergence from her partner tlian in the more typical genera just

referred to. Nevertheless, there are important diflerences between the sexes ;
the male has long ana

nearly straight antennje, while those of the female are short and bent ; the female is generally larger

and more robust than the male ; and they frequently differ in coloration, sculpture, hairiness, and

other characters to which we cannot here refer. The Scoliie are large and powerful Hymenoptera,

some of them attaining a length of two inches, aiul they are armed with very formidable stings. They

«liiefly inhabit warm countries, and their larvre usually feed upon the grubs of large Beetles.

The British forms of this group belong to a distinct genus {Tiphia), and are of small size. They are

not abundant. Mr. F. Smith notices the frequent occurrence of the commonest of them (Tiphiafeinoratd)

under the droppings of cattle, from which he was led to suspect that they might be parasitic upon the

lar\'a of some coprophagous Beetle.

FAMILY FOEillCID.E.

In this familv, which includes the various species of Ants, we liave to do once more, and for the

last time, with social insects organised after the fashion of the Bees and AVasjw—that is to say, in

which the community is permanently made up of infertile females, or workers, with one or more perfect

females for egg-laying purposes, and only at a certain season of a larger number of females and males.

As in the case of the Hive Bee, the communities of Ants are generally permanent. The economy of

these insects irresents some of the most interesting phenomena that the study of zoology has to offer,

wid the writer's difficulty is to select from the mass of materials extant what will suffice to give

some notion of the natural history of the group.

Even the character that must be given of the family is a complex affair. The males and females are

winged on their emergence from their cocoons ; the workers are always wingless. After the nuptial

Hight the males die, and the females drop, or even pull oS their wings ; but the latter have the

thorax broad, and of the ordinary Hymenopterous type, with the meso-thorax much developed for the

support of the large anterior wings. In the workers, on the contrai-y, the whole thorax is slender,

and the prothorax is the most developed segment. In the males and females the head is comparatively

small ; in the workers larger ; and in many cases two forms of workere exist—one with a head of

ordinary size, the other with this part wholly out of proportion to the rest of the body, and armed

with formidable jaws. These large-headed workers are commonly called " Soldiers," and their functioii

is .supposed to be to fight in defence of the nest. Tlie antennse are genei'ally kneed, with a long first

joint, except in the males of some types, in which the first joint is not much elongated, and tlie

4vuic\ilati(iii is inconspicuous. The eyes are large in the males and females, always small and some-

times ruiliiiicntary in the workers ; and the ocelli, which are always present in the males and

females, an- generally entirely wanting in the workers. In the wings, there is u.sually only one

siibmarj^iual o-U, never more than two. The first, or first and second, segments of the abdomen form

a stalk, or /"</../,, \n-y distinctly separated from the rest of the abdomen, which is ovate, heart-

.sliaped, or sub-globular in form ; and these segments bear a knot, or transverse scale, the presence

of which is one of the most easily-recognisable characters of the family. The females and workers

frequently possess a regular sting, which they 'use vigorously in. their own defence. Others have no

^-r sting, but most of these

tj^ ^-^^r^-^^l^ possess glands, secreting an

acrid fluid containingformic

acid, which they can. inject

into the wounds produce 1

by their mandibles.

The Ants are generally

small and often minute

insects, which swarm in all

parts of the world, but are

most abundant, both in

speeies and individuals, in tropical countries, where also the largest forms occur. The number of

described species is probably over a thousand, but the total number must be considerably greater,

if Mr. Bates is correct in his estimate that not less than 400 species inhabit the valley of the Amazon.
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Tho g(>neral habits of the species may be succiuctly described as follows. The nests are alinosc

always chambered cavities, hollowed out either in the ground, iu walls and similar situations, or

in dead and decaying wood. A distinguished Swiss naturalist, M. Forel, has classified - the

<liti'erent kinds of nests made by the Ants of Switzerland, and his observations will generally apply

e(pially to those of other countries. He describes the following categories :— 1. Ground uesls,

consisting either of galleries burrowed in the earth, sometimes exposed, sometimes protected by

being made under a stone, or of similar galleries and chambers, sui-mounted by a chambered hill,

built up of the materials removed from the subten-anean dwelling. One of the commonest examples

of this series is the common Garden Ant (Formica nigra), which may be found everywhere iu

gardens, making its nest in the ground, but often taking advantage of an inverted flower-pot to throw

up under cover a mass of fine mould, traversed by chambers and galleries in all directions. Another

is the pretty little Turf Ant {Formica Jiava), which generally haunts commons and heaths, casting up

small hills, wliich serve to throw off the rain, and this species in some localities makes its nest under

stones. 2. Wood nests, consisting of chambers and galleries hollowed out by the insects in the

.sul)stance of trees, posts, &c. The course followed by the Ants in the excavation of their dwellings

in wood seems to be governed, to a certain extent, by the direction of the fibres of the wood. The

Wood Ant (Formica ligniperda) practises this method of architecture. Some minute Ants, forming

the genus Leptothorax, bore into the bark of trees, and there make their nests, consisting of a few

cliambei's. 3. Pajyer nests, of which the only Swiss examples are those of the Jet Anp (Formica

ftdiginoaa), a well-known British species, which is provided with greatly-developed salivary glands,

secreting a very tenacious fluid, by means of which the Ants produce a sort of cardboard from

masticated wood-dust, and use this in the fabrication of their dwellings. Their nests are usually

.situated in stumps of trees. 4. Composite nests, of which those of the Wood Ant (Formica nefa),

so common in our woods and forests, may serve as an example. The nests of these insects, as is well

known, consLst of a great heap of small fragments of sticks and other vegetable substances most

artificially put together so as to form the necessary galleries and chambers for the economy of the

conmiunity. M. Forel also refers to this class, the nests made iu rotten tree-stumps, in which the

extremely decayed wood is used in the same way as the earth by other species for the construction

of their dwellings. 5. Divers nests, or those wliich cannot be brought under any of the preceding

definitions, such as the dwellings formed by Ants in the fissures of walls and rocks, in houses, &c.

The size of the nest depends upon that of the community to be sheltered by it, and in the larger

ones the complication of passages and chambers in several storeys becomes vei-y great. Certain passages

lead dii'ectly to the surface of the nest, where there are openings permitting the egress and ingress of

the inhabitants, but these are in general carefully closed at the approach of night. Besides these simple

doorways, many species make passages leading out of the nest, sometimes to a considerable distance,

•which serve as covered ways for the Ants in going to and from their favourite feeding grounds.

Although the communities of Ants are permanent, the males of course are only to be found

in the nests for a certain time, but in the case of some species this period seems to be much

longer than in the Social Bees and Wasps. In many instances the females also disappear after

depositing the last batch of eggs of the autumn season, and thus the nest in the spring contains only

workers with larvfe and pupaj. The larvre of this last brood are carried down by the workers into

the deepest recesses of ths nest, where they pass the winter in a stats of torpidity. In the majority

of species, however, the females appear to survive from season to season, but it is not believed that

they live more than one year. The eggs and larvse are carefully attended to by the workers, the

latter being fel by them, and both being carried from one part of the nest to another, so as to be

placed always in the most favourable conditions for their developmsnt, or conveyed into the penetralia

of the nest should any danger threaten the community. Later on the larvae become converted into

pupfe, many of them tir.5t enclosing thsmselves in a small silken cocoon.* The pupaa are still tlie

* The group of f.ie Myrmioinae, ciaracterissil by liavins two knots or scales in the petiole of the abdomen, inchulcs

species which usually spin no cocoons. In the rest of the family (Formicinse), although tlie formation of the cocoon is the

rule, it is liable to many exceptions, and, indeed, pupoe with and without cocoons are said to occur in the same nest. The

piipre in cocoons are the objects commonly known as "Ants' eggs,"' and sold under that name as food for the soft-billed

singing birds.
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objects of the most assiduous cave on the part of their foster-mothers. From them are produced

new workers, and in the course of the summer a number of winged males and females, whicli i-emain

in the nest until their instincts toll them that the conditions of weather outside are favourable for

tliem to take their nuptial Hight. The several individuals of the same species over a considerable

district generally fly out on the same day, and in this way often produce the effect of dark clouds.

especially when, in obedience to an instinct that prompts them to hover about an elevated object,

they select the summit of the steeple of a church or of some lofty tower as a place of rendezvous.

Of course, during these vagaries immense numbers of the insects fall a prey to birds, and

those of the males which escajje this fat3 probably perish soon after their return to the ground.

The females, on the other hand, after their descent, may be seen running about with their wings

in a more or leis dislocated condition. The wings, in fact, drop off, or are puUeA off very soon

after the females reach the ground, and they then either establish a new nest after the fashion of

the Wasps and Humble Bees, or find their way into an established nest of their own .species. These

fertilised females then furnish eggs for the continuance of the species, and the larvse hatched

rom them are fed and cared for by the workers, as already described.

The duties of the workers are, in fact, as multifarious as those of the worker Bees. They
have the care of the construction, maintenance, and enlargement of the common dwelling, and

upon them also depends its defence from enemies, in which they display the greatest courage and

determination. As already mentioned, in some species there is a special kind of worker (soldiers),

whose supposed duty it is to protect the nest from invaders, and in these the head is very large, and

the mandibles correspondingly powerful ; but even the ordinary workers are exceedingly courageous

when called upon to defend their home. A further duty is^ the bringing in of provisions, and

in this the workers are indefatigable. Their food consists of both animal and vegetable matters, and,

like the Bees, they are particularly fond of saccharine substances, which they obtain from flowers

and fruit, and also from the Aphides, or Plant-lice. These insects secrete a sweet fluid, which

flows in the form of clear drops from two small tubules placed on the sides of the abdomen near

its extremity ; these drops the Ants greedily suck in, and they have the art of inducing the

Aphides to produce further supplies of the same liquid by gently stroking them with their antennse,

a process which has been not inaptly compared to milking. Of animal food, scarcely anything

comes amiss to them ; the flesh and other soft parts of small dead animals that may chance to lie

near the nests of Ants ai-e speedily cleared away ; and many tropical species immediately attack

and destroy insects much larger than themselves, overcoming all their struggles by mere force of

numbers. The larvte are fed upon drops of fluid disgorged by the workers.

The labours of the workers on behalf of the young are not, however, limited to feeding them.

In tine weather, and in the middle of the day, the larvas and pupee are brought into the more

superficial chambers of the nest, or even sometimes quite outside of it ; at the ajiproach of night,

or of bad weather, they are conveyed to the most deeply-seated apartments, where they may
be protected from injurious influences. The anxiety of the workers for the safety of their helpless

charges is always strikingly manifested in the case of any injury to the nest. If a portion of the

outside be broken down, a crowd of workers instantly rush to the breach, a part of them setting

to work at once to repair the damages, while othei"s immediately seize upon any larvte and pupse

that may be mingled with the ruins, and bear them off in their mandibles to a place of safety.

There are so many remarkable facts known about these most interesting insects, that one

is embarrassed in selecting what will serve best for the completion of the general sketch of their

history, which is all we can hope to give here. One very singular fact is that although it has

been repeatedly proved that the inhabitants of a nest will severely maltreat and even kill individuals

of the same species belonging to a different nest, which may by chance intrude into their dwelling,

not only may nests belonging to the same species be found in juxtaposition upon the same piece of

ground, and furnished with passages establishing free intercommunication between the separate nests,

but in a great many cases colonies of different species inhabit the same nest. Thus Stenamma

westtouodii, a small species of the double-knotted group of Ants, has never been met with except

in the nests of the great Wood Ant (Fonnira riija) and an allied species (/•''. com/erens) ; and although

nothing appears to be known of the nature of the connection between these two seemingly incongruous
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creatures, we nuist assume that it is in some way necessai-y to the smaller species. The Turf Ant
{Formica Jiaca) is often found occupying one side of its hillock, with a colony of another Myrmioine

Ant (Mi/rmica ncabrinodis) comfortably established on the other ; and other species have been

met with residing iu strange nests, although they are known to form independent colonies.

A still more curious form of association is that in which certain species of Ants keep the

worker.s of other species to act as their slaves. The Warrior Ant (Formica sanr/uinea), a species

not uncommon in some parts of England, is one of these, keeping workers of Formica Jusca, F.

ciinicularia, and F. Jlava in its nest; but in this case "the institution" appeal's to be needless,

as the workers of F. saur/tiinea take their share in the labours of the community. In this, as in the

other cases of the .same kind, the slave-making Ants make a descent, after the old robbqr fashion,

upon the societies of the species whose services they are in the habit of usurping, and carry off

the larvie and pupae to their own nest. The workers produced from these set to work to perform

the necessary duties of their new home, just as if it was their proper dwelling-place. With the

Amazon Ants, indeed, the imported workers have more to do than they would have had in their

own community, for the Amazons are so lazy that they will not even feed themselves, and would

perish of starvation if they wei-e not fed by these imported workers.

Besides these stranger Ants, other insects are found in the nests of many species, the preseuie

of which is not easily accounted for. The larva of the Rose Beetle {Cetonia aurata) is found in

the nests of the Wood Ant, where it i'j said to feed on the rotting fragments of wood forming

the lowest part of the nest. Species of the Coleopterous genus Jlister and Brachelytrous Beetles

are met with in Ants' nests, a;id many of the latter have never been found elsewhere. Several

Beetles of the curious family Paussidse have been found iu Ants' ne.^ts, and, from the circumstances,

it would seem that this is their natural habitat. In Europe a great number of the rarest Beetles

are also inhabitants of these nests. According to Dr. Tasohenberg, more than 300 species of true

Ants'-nest insects, chiefly Beetles, are known in Germany, and of these, 1-50 are found with the

Jet Ant, and 100 -with the Wood Ant.

We have already alluded to the fondness of Ants for the sweet fluids excreted by the Aphides

from the so-called honey-tubss which project from the sides of the hinder part of their abdomen. In

search of these insects, the Ants roam over every part of the trees and plants infested by them, and,

not content with imbibing the nectar spontaneovisly exuded, strjke th3 Aphides with their antennae,

lick them with then' tongues, and coax them in every way to furnish a further supply. Hence the

Aphides have been denominated the milch-cows of the Ants ; and, as if to make the comparison more

complete, the latter frequently set up a right to exclusive propsrty over the Aphides in their neigh-

bourhood. Sometimes this is done simply by making a convenient covered way leading from the nest

to the pasture where the Plant^lica are feeding. Sometimes the Ant> build a wall, or even a roof,

far the protection of their diminutive flock ; and, still more frequently, they carry off a number of

Plant-lice, and keep them in their subterranean nests, where they feed by sucking the juices from the

roots of grasses and other plants in the neighbourhood of the nest.

It will be easily understood that to carry on all these opei-ations for the general weal a considerable

amount of organisation is requisite, and this can hardly be attained without some means of communi-

cation between the diffei-ent members of an extensive community which have to work together for a

common end. The doings of the Ants sufficiently prove that they possess some means of conveying

intelligence to one another, and, so far as can be made out, while mei-e pulling and pushing serve for

some rough purposes, the finer and more particular communications are made by the agency of the

antennas. These organs seem to come into play in almost all circumstances of Ant life ; and all writers

upon these insects, from the days of Huber downwards, have devoted much of their attention to this

most interesting subject. To enter upon it hera, however, would lead us into details, for which space

is wanting ; and we would particularly refer the reader who wishes for more information to the

admirable papers by Sir John Lubbock, published in the Proceedin'js of the Linnean Societij. The

antennal language, whatever may be its nature, would- appear, however, not to be the sole nieans of

communication possessed by Ants. Dr. Landois has been induced, by the consideration of the fact

that the Spider Ants (Miitillce) have the means of producing sounds by the grating of the edge of one

abdominal segment over a finely striated portion of the succeeding one, to exuinine some sp?cies of
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Ants in search of a similar arrangement, and founJ in Ponera distinctly developed stridulant organs of

the same type as in MiUilla, and capable also of producing sounds percejitible by the human ear.

The Formicidse may be usefully divided into two great groups, namely, the Forniicinse, so named

from the ty]Hcal genus Formica, in which the abdominal petiole has only a single knot, or scale
;

and the Myrmicinse, ijicluding the great genus Myrmica and its allies, which have two knots, or

scales, on the petiole. Of British species of the former group, we have already refei-red to several,

such as the Great Wood Ant, the Warrior Ant, the Jet Ant, &c. The Wood Ant {Formica rufa),

which is an exceedingly abundant species, has the head and thorax of a rusty-red colour, with a

brownish-black tinge in parts, while the legs and abdomen are almost entirely of the latter colour.

The largest workers measui-e more than a quarter of an inch in length, and the females as much as

five line.s. This species is found in woods, where it lives in a great heap of vegetable

fragments, portions of wood and leaves, small sticks, and the needles of pine trees, beneath

which the nest is continued in a great extent of subterranean passages and chambers. In

favourable situations these nests attain great dimensions : they may be found more than six

feet in diameter, and four or five feet high. Like the other species of the genus, this Ant

possesses no sting, but the glands producing the acid secretion are well developed, and it appears

to be used not only by injection into wounds inflicted by the mandibles, but also by being ejected,

after the fashion of that of the Bombardier Beetles, for the purpose of keeping an enemy at a

distance. The Warrior Ant {Formica sangniiiea) is less common in England than the preceding

species. It has the head and thorax of a blood-red colour, instead of rusty-red, and the legs are red.

The largest workers attain a length of a third of an inch. Its cDmmuuities are smaller than those

of the Wood Ant, and its nest is frequently constructed in banks. Its habit of making slaves has

already been alluded to. The Wood Ant seems to inhabit the greater part of the Northern

Hemisphere, and other European species are widely distributed. Other regions, however, have their

own peculiar species, and they are particularly abundant in tropical countries, where also the/ attain

a larger size. One of the largest species is the Giant Ant (Formica gigas) of ths East Indies, of

which the female measures an inch long. Some of the species of a nearly-related Indian genus

{Pohjrhachis) are remarkable for making a curious little nest in a curious situation. Mr. T. C.

Jerdon, speaking of one of them {P. nidifioans), says :
—' This Ant makes a small nest about half

an inch, or rather more, in

diameter, of some papy-

raceous material, which it

fixes on a leaf. I have

opened two, each of which

contained one female and

eight or ten workers."

A very singular species

of this group, of which only

workers are knovra, is a

Mexican insect, described

under the name of Myrme-
cocystus mexicanus. The workei-s are of two forms—namely, ordinary Formicine small workers,

which appear to perform the labour's of the community ; and a lai-ger form, to the peculiarities of

which the name of the genus refers, in which the abdomen is greatly inflated and nearly transparent,

but bears upon its surface horny plates, indicative of the segments. These peculiar workei-s, which
are very inactive, seem to have as their sole duty the secretion of a peculiar kind of honey, which they

are said to discharge into receptacles.

The genus Pomra and its allies, in whicii the petiole still has only one knot, but the females and
workers are armed with stings, include man}' species of larger size than those hitherto referred to.

They are mostly inhabitants of tropical countrie.s, and their liistory is very imperfectly known. To
this group belong the Driver Ants, or Visiting Ants, of West Africa, generally referred to the

species Anomma arcens, althoiigh many entomologists are of opinion that other Ants may have the

same liabit.s. The workers of AnoDiiiin. arcens .orow to a length of nearly halt' an inch, and are

MYRMECOCYSTUS MEXICAM'S (Nil nd Magnifint),
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ilrstiliito of both eyes aud ocelli. Tliey are descriljej as luarcliiug in vast armies, and l)y some

writers as having no sp,ttled place of abode. On their march, which is performed on cloudy days

an<l in the night, they drive everything before them, and destroy not only all the insects they meet

with, but even many larger animals, which they are said to attack first of all in the eyes. In

this way even large snakes are de-scribsd as b3coming their victims. When they come into the

negro villages, and make their way into the houses, the inhabitants ai-e ol)liged to quit their

dwellings, and wait until the Ants have passed. But their visits are attended with certain benefits,

which render them not altogether unwelcome. Their appsarance in a house is soon revealed by

the siniultimeous movement of all the rats, mice, lizards, cockroaches, and other vermin which

swai-m in the dwellings in warm climates, and these are either compelled to decamp hastily, or are

caught, killed, and devoured. The Driver.s are said to cross rivers by a jiortion of them making

themselves into a li^'ing bridge, over which the others pass in safety. When dislodged from their

lurking places by sudden floods, they are described as making themselves into a rounded mass, with

the pupte and eggs in the centre, and in this form they float upon the water

until they are landed in a safe place, or the flood subsides.

Of the second group of Ants (the Myrmicinise), the best knowai species are

the little Red Ants {Myrmica ruginodis, scahrinodis, and Icevinodis), formerly

included under the general name of Mijrmicn rubra. The workers are generally

about a sixth of an inch long, and the males and females rather larger. They

are met with making their nests in the ground, under stones, in the stumps of

trees, Ac, and often occur in immense numbers. A very minute Ant, which

has been introduced into Great Britain probably from Brazil or the West Indies,

is the House Akt {Myrmica molesfa). It is a very small biownish-yellow

species, which seems to have been first observed in England in 1828. It takes up its abode in

houses, frequently in the neighbourhood of the kitchen fireplace ; and, when it multiplies, becomes

such a pest as to render the house uninhabitable.

This group includes a multitude of interesting exotic .species, luostly of larger size than the

Euroi)ean forms. In the genus Eciton, the species of which are found almost exclusively in

Brazil, the workers make expeditions in long aud regular columnS, pusliing out branch columns

in the direction of any promising locality. These processions, one of which was observed of a length

of from sixty to seventy yards, without either the front or rear of it being visible, are doubtless made

commonly for foraging purposes, but singularly enough the insects frequently carry the larva; in theif

mandibles. Any insects falling in the way of these expeditions are immediately seized and torn to

pieces. (Ecodoma cephahtes, the Sauba Ant, also a Brazilian species, lives in enormous communities

in subterranean formicaries, the position of which is indicated externally only by a low hill of earth,

of rather light colour. These Ants are leaf-cutters, ascending the trees in vast numbers, and cutting

jiieees out of the leaves about the size of a shilling, which are dropped to the ground, where another

multitude is incessantly engaged in gathering up the pieces, and carrying them to the nest. For

what purpose these portions of leaves are so laboriously collected it is difficult to say. Mr. Belt

thought that the Ants stored them in subterranean chambers for the sake of the fungi which grew

upon them there. The (Ecodoma is not content with such diet, however, but becomes a nuisance in

Brazil, by visiting the houses for the purpose of plundering provisions.*

FAMILY CHRYSIDIP.E, OR GOLDKN' WASPS.

Some brilliant little gems of flies, .showing the colours of the emerald, the sapphire, and the

ruby, with the addition in general of a golden surface tint, form the last family of the Aculeate

Hymenoptera. These insects have the antennoe composed of thirteen joints, and bent at the

end of the first joint, the eyes oval, and the ocelli distinct. The mouth is constructed after

* For further information on the European Ants the reader may consult the writings of Francis Huber, LatreiUe, and

other older writers, or the summary of their results given in the " Introduction to Entomology " of Kirby and .Siience.

Sir .Jolm Lubbock's valuable iiapers have already been referred to. ITpon exotic Ants, ihteresting notes will be found iii the

writings of several travellers, but especially in Mr. Bates's "Naturalist on the Amazons, "and Mr. Belt's "Naturalist in

Nicaragua." Mr. McOook's articles on Californian and Mexican Ants, published in the " Proceedings of the Academy ot

Natur.xl Sciences of Fhiladelpliia," are also most interesting.
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the usual mandibuliite plan, with five-jointed maxillaiy and four-jointed labial palpi, but the

labrura is very small and concealed. The general form of the body is somewhat cylindrical, and

it is enclosed in a very hard skin ; the abdomen, which is attached to the thorax by a short

petiole, shows externally three or four segments, of which the second is very large, and its lower

surface is generally hollowed out so as to enable the insect to form itself into a sort of ball after the

fashion of a heugeliog or woodlouse. The hinder margin of the last segment is usually toothed,

and the number of teeth is often useful in distinguishing the species. Besides these apparent

segments, however, the abdomen possesses two or three more, which form a sort of telescopic

tube, capable of being retracted within the abdomen, and at the extremity of these is a sting,

which, although minute, is able to inflict painful wounds. The venation of the wings is much
move simple than in any of the preceding families ; there is only one submaiginal cell, and

even this is not closed.

These insects are of small size, comparatively few of them exceeding half an inch in length.

The number of known species is probably between 400 and 500, and they occur in most parts of

the world, but are decidedly more plentiful in Europe than elsewhere. All present a very strong

family likeness, and their habits are similar throughout the family. About twenty-five British

species are recorded, and of these we may take one of the commonest, the Chrysis ignita, as the

type of the whole. This insect, the Common Gold Wasp, or Ruby-tail, measures from four to five-

twelfths of an inch in length, and is of a deep metallic bluish green colour, except the upper

surface of the abdomen, which is bright red, with a beautiful golden gloss upon its surface.

The whole surface is closely, and more or less coarsely punctured ; the thorax is spotted with

black ; and the apical margin of the abdomen shows four teeth, with a row of tan little pits just

in front of them. This beautiful little creature is to be seen almost everywhere during the

summer, flying in the hot sunshine, creeping about walls and palings, especially in gardens, and

poking its head into every §mall hole it meets with. This is the female insect, which, when thus

occupied, is engaged in looking out for the nest of some Bee or Wasp in which she can lay her

eggs. On finding an occupied burrow or nest undefended by the owner, the Chrysis immediately

makes its way in, and leaves an egg behind her. It appears that the larva hatched from this

egg does not make its appearance until the Bee- or Wasp-larva is nearly full-fed ; it then attacks

and soon devours the latter. The full-grown larva of the Chrysis spins a little cocoon within which

it passes to the pupa state. Occasionally, when the little Gold Wasp is inspecting the nest

of an absent Bee or Wasp, the rightful owner returns, and not unnaturally manifests a good

deal of indignation at the intrusion. In such cases the Bee will seize the Chrysis with her man-

dibles, and unceremoniously throw it out of the nest, but the sting of the Bee or Wasp is quite

powerless against the hard plate armour in which the parasite is encased. The latter, however,

is not easily discouraged ; she will make her way back again and again to the nest from which

she has been ejected ; and when a Bee, losing its temper at the pertinacity of its little enemy, has

bitten off the wings of a Chrysis, the latter has been seen to unroll itself and crawl up once

more to the nest. The finest European species of the famOy is named Stilbiim splendidam. It

measures from half to seven-twelfths of an inch long, and is usually of a fine blue or emerald

green colour, but has the abdomen sometimes golden red. This insect occiu'S iri Southern Europe

and thi-ouabout Africa and Southern Asia.
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TRIBE II.—ENTOMOPHAGA.
FAMILY ICHNEUMONID.E.

rpHE term Entomophaga, or "Insect-eaters," does not strictly apply to all the insects included in the

X tribe so named by entomologists, but so great a majority of them are parasitic in the larva state

upon other insects, that the name is a perfectly admissible one. The group may be at once

distinguished by the possession of a petiolate abdomen and two-ringed trochanters.

The la-rgcst and most important ftimily of this tribe is undoubtedly that of the Ichnoumonidce,
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the larvse of which are all parasitic. In this family, which includes the lai-gest species of the group,

we find a great variety of characters, but the insects composing it have the antenna' thread-like

er bi'istle-like, generally long and many-jointed, and the wings with from one to three complete

submarginal cells. The body is long and thin, and the abdomen shows at mos* seven segments.

The ovipositor issues from the extremity of the abdomen of the female.

This enormous family of insects is at the same time one of the most difficult to study

.systematically, and although we know that the number of species must be very great, it is almost

impossible to estimate what it may be. It has been calculated that

there are not less than 4,000 to 5,000 known species of Ichneumons,

but the data are very untrustworthy. They occur in all parts of the

world, and their importance in the economy of nature is very great

wiNu OF KHXEiMON. Xlic feuiales deposit their eggs in or upon the bodies of other insects,

especially the larvae of Lepidoptera and plant-eating Beetles. The

larvse hatched from these eggs feed upon the substance of their host, avoiding the vital parts,

so that the unfortunate animal goes on assimilating food for the benefit of the parasites dwelling

within him until he completes his term of larval existence, and sometimes even attains the perfect

state ; but sooner or later the parasites either break out of the body of their host, or spin their

cocoons within it, with a result that in either case is equally fatal. No stage of the insect's life is

safe from these active enemies ; they attack all, from the egg to the imago, but the larvte receive most

of their attention. A great numlier of the species are confined to particular families of insects in t'lie

choice of their victims, while others infest only particular genera or even species, and the charge

of parasites introduced into the body of an individual host is always proportionate to the relative

sizes of host and parasite. Thus the eggs of insects are attacked only by the smallest species of

Ichneumons, and only a single egg is deposited in them ; the larger Ichneumons also frequently

place only one egg in the caterpillars or other larvse which they attack, and the Ichneumon larva then

spins its cocoon within the emiitird ini|>:i ca.se of its victim. On the other hand, many small species

deposit their eggs in large c,iti'i|iilbiis or ntlior larvfe, and then the number of eggs is proportioned to

the size of the host, and the IcIiiiimvukiu InvvK either fill up the empty cocoon with a mass of close-

packed cocoons, or break out of the infested larva as it is preparing to change, and spin their cocoons

separately around it. But perhaps the most remarkable circumstance connected with this

parasitism is that the parasites are themselves subject to be attacked by parasites belonging either to

this family or to one of the succeeding on?j, the females of these having the instinct to recognise the

presence within the host of a parasitic larva, and possessing the art of passing their eggs through the

integuments of the former into the latter. We have thus in the history of these insects a series of

checks and counterchecks of the most astonishing complexity. As the Ichneumon larva uses n|» all

the material it derives from its host in building u)i its own body, it naturally grows pretty rapidly,

and the host may perhaps be stimulated to increased assimilation by the presence of hungry parasites

in its interior. The respiration of the latter is provided for in a curious way ; the principal tracheal

stems open at the hinder extremity of the body, and this is brought into connection with one of the

stigmata of the host, thus opening a free coinnmnication with the external air.

The development of the ovi[iositor is very different in the females of different genera and

species of Ichneumons, and this stands in direct connection with their habits. In the femaks of

some forms the ovipositor scarcely projects from the extremity of the abdomen, whilst othci-s

have a long, bristle-like organ two or three times the length of the body, and between these two

extremes every gradation occurs. The short ovipositors are possessed by species which deposit

their eggs in or upon easily accessible larvre ; the long ones characterise those which seek concealed

larvfe, such as the grubs of wood-eating Beetles.

The species of Ophion, Paniscns, and some allied genera which have long antennae, only two

submarginal cells, a compressed abdomen, and a vei-y short ovipositor, possess a very curious history.

They deposit small stalked eggs (see figure), much resembling little seeds, upon the surface of various

caterpillars, and these eggs adhere to tl;e .skin of the caterpillars by little hooks at the extremity of th?,

stalk. After a time the egg splits into two valves, from between which a minute grub issues, and

proceeds at once to ])ush its head through the integuments of the caterpillar, so as to feed upon thg
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coutouts of its body. In some cases the lelmeiimon larva makes its way witliiu tli(> body of its host,

uiul becomes an internal parasite ; in others it remains permanently on the outside, its hinder extremity

being always enclosed between the valves of the egg-shell, and then, its body being very translucent,

the transfer of the substance of the host to the parasite may be observed going on very actively.

In the genus Emiiia and its allies we find ji very curious arrangement. The abdomen, instead

of springing from the back of the thorax immediately above the hinder coxse, is lifted up, so that its

thin petiole is attached just beneath the back of the metanotum. In Evania the abdomen is so

.small as to appear only like an appendage to the thorax ; hence the best-known species has been

named E. appewlujaster. It is a small black insect found in the South of Europe and in all tropical

countries. It is parasitic upon Cockroaches. An allied British genus {Fanus) has a very long,

slender abdomen, and the prothorax produced into a thin neck. Fcenns jaculator is a not uncommon

sjvecies found haunting the burrows of Crabronidse, upon which it is probably parasitic. The

American genus Pekchins, which has been placed

with these forms, although its abdomen is attached

in the ordinary position, is remarkable for the very

^lisproportionate length and slenderness of the

abdomen in the females. P. polycerator, which

inhabits both North and South America, attains a

length of two inches, five-sixths of which consist

of abdomen.

In tlie group of typical Ichneumonidse, we ha\ e

already referred to the genera Ojihiontm.^ Pambtits,

and their peculiar habits in the larva state Miny
species of these, and allied genera, in which the

abdomen is compressed, and the ovipositoi shoit,

are to be met with in Britain. In the genus

Iclineiimon proper, and many others allied to it,

the ovipositor is also sliort, but the abdomen is

either depressed or convex above. Ctyptub his i

nearly ovate abdomen and a projecting ovipositoi

whilst in Pinipla and a number of other allied

genera we find a long ovipositor for attacking

concealed larva;. A species of Pimpla (P. manifes-

tator) is figured on p. 1. It is a handsome black insect with red legs. The body measures thirteen

lines, and the ovipositor seventeen lines in length, so that the whole insect is two inches and a half

long. Many exotic species are larger, and have still longer ovipositors. In these insects the sheaths

of the ovipositor serve as guides for the instrument itself when penetrating into hard bodies.

A large group, chiefly consisting of small species, is that of the Braconides, which differ from

the typical Ichneumons in having the first submarginal cell more or less separated from the discoidal

cell, and only one recurrent nervure, instead of two. Some of them have the ovipositor projecting ;

in others it is concealed. The abdomen is generally more or less ovate. The typical genus Bracon

includes an immense number of species, and these are among the largest of the gi-oup. One of the

l)est-known species is the little Microgaster r/lomeratus, which is parasitic upon the caterpillars of

the common White Buttei-flies. The larvae burst forth from the body of the caterpillar when it is

ready to change, and form round its empty skin a little heap of yellowish cocoons. Aphldius and

some nearly allied genera include minute species which are parasitic upon Aphides.

vr, (ii) Axn OLD (()

FAMILY PROCTOTRUPID^.

A vast multitude of small parasites form this family, distinguished from the preceding by the

structure of the fore wings, which have a distinct stigma on the anterior margin, but no coiii|)letc

cells, the veins being generally reduced to a few hardly perceptible longitudinal ones. In a great many
species the wings are altogether wanting. The antenufe vary in structure, b?ing either straight or

bent, and they dsually consist of fourteen or fifteen joints, but sometimes only of eight. The eyes
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are not notched, the ocelli are imlistinct, the prothorax is produced on each side as far as the

insertion of tlie fore wings, and the abdomen consists of from five to seven rings, with tlie ovipositor

issuing from its extremity. The hinder tliighs are generally not thickened.

The great majority of the species of this family are minute black

insects, with opaque, hairy, whitish wings, and often, notwithstanding their

minuteness, of exceedingly elegant form. Like the Ichneumonidai, they

are parasitic in their habits, the females depositing their eggs in the eggs.

and larvae of other insects, and attacking especially the larvse of tjie

Tipulidce, Aphides, Gall Flies, and Lepidoptera. The species are spread

over the whole earth, and their number is incalculable in the present state

of our knowledge. It may be observed, however, that over 150 genera

have been established for the German forms alone. The larva;, when full

fed, spin a little cocoon for their protection during the pupa stage. As
an example of this family we figure a small species (Teleas Iceviitsculus),

which deposits its eggs in those of certain Lepidoptera, It is a minute

shining black insect, with brownish legs. The species of the genus Mymar have slender wings,

terminating in a broad expansion tike a battledore. The expanded part is fringed with long hairs.

FAMILY CHALCIDID^.

Tliis is another large family of parasites distinguished from the preceding by several characters.

The antennse are always short and kneed, and consist of from six to fourteen joints ; the fore wing.s

have a costal vein, but scarcely any indication of others ; the prothorax is not produced at the sides

to the base of the wings ; the hinder thighs are thickened, so that the hind legs are fitted for

jumping ; and t!ie ovipositor, which may be either long or short, issues from the ventral surface of

the abdomen at some distance from its apex. The abdomen consists of six segments in the femaleS"

and of seven in the males. The species are excessively numerous, as may be judged from the fact

that in England alone some 1,200 species have been recorded.

These insects, which are nearly all of minute size, species of half an inch long being giants

among them, are parasites in other insects of the most various orders, and attack them in all stages

of their existence, from the egg to the pupa. In all their habits they resemble the .smaller Ich-

neumonidsB, but among them we find the great majority of the species which are parasitic upon

the parasites of other insects. Tiiey generally have the abdomen more or less compressed, and their

surface u.sually shows metallic colours, but this is suliject to exceptions, especially among some of

the larger species. Thus the South European Leucospis dorsigera, which is parasitic in the nests

of Bees, and measures four or five lines in length, is black, with bands on the prothorax

scutellum, three bands on the abdomen, the shaft of the antennae and the

legs yellow ; and Ghaleis sispes, a generally distributed European species,

measuring one-third of an inch, is black, with more or less of the legs red.

This last insect has been bred from a larva of Strntlomys. In Euloplms

pectinicornis, a minute brassy-black species, a twelfth of an inch long

which is abundant upon oak trees, the antennpe consist of only three joints

m the female, while the male has nine joints, three of which (the third

to the fifth) bear each a long branch. The .species of the geneia Blastophoffa and Si/cophaga, which

are common in the South of Europe, frequent the figs, and assist in the impregnation of the female

flowers of those curious trees. Many of the species with elongated ovipositors are parasitic upon

the larvse of Gall Flies. Tiie one figured infests the curiwis shaggy galls (Bedeguars) of the briar.

FAMILY CYNIPID.E, OK GALL FLIES.

In this last family of the Petiolated Hymenoptera, which is referred to the Entomophagous tribe

from its structural characters, we find exceedingly few insect-eating species, by far the greater

number feeding upon peculiar morbid excrescences of plants, known as galls, the growth of which is

caused apparently by the puncture of the parent insect, and the presence of the egg or larva within

the tissues. Thus, while they distinctly hold to tlie Entomophaga by their structure, they seem in

tlieir habits to lead towards the plant-eating forms constituting the following tribe.

icis on tlie protnorax ann
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Tlie Cynipiiliv arc- cliaractei'ised by their unbent anteunio, which are usually thread-like, ami

composed of from thirteen to sixteen joints, the number being frequently greater in the males than

in the females. Tl>e wings show no submarginal cells, except the apical one, and sometimes a very

.small one just within the stigma, at the apex of the discoidal cell. The abdomen, which is usually

short, is strongly compressed, and only the fii-st, or first and second segments, are greatly

developed, the remainder being retracted within these, so that only their edges project. These fully-

develoi)ed segments are much longer at the back thantoward;; the ventral surface, so that the posterior

margins of the segments, and that of the abdomen, become very oblique, especially in the female,

jind thus the ovipositor comes to issue from near the middle of the lower surface of the abdomen.

Its arrangement is very peculiar. The last visible segment is produced within the others nearly

to the base of the abdomen, where it has articulated to it a small triangular chitinous plate, to

which the sheath of the ovipositor is also movably articulated. This sheath, as in the other

Entomophaga, consists of two flattened joints on each side of the ovipositor, and the apical joints

project from the abdomen, and, passing up along its posterior margin, produce the appearance of a

sort of cleft. Within this the ovipositor lies, so that its point Is directed upwards. By the action

of muscles upon these parts, the ovipositor, which, in repose, is bent more or less in a spiral form,

is pushed out from between the side-pieces forming the sheath when it is being employed in egg-laying.

It consists, as in the Ichneumons, itc, of a principal superior piece, and two smaller pieces below,

the whole arranged so as to form a triangular tube, for the passage of the egg. The latter is

remarkable in its structure. It is considerably too large to pass easily through the narrow tube which

has to convey it to its destination, but it is prolonged into a narrow tubular

part capable of extension, and during deposition a portion of the contents

of the egg is forced up into this tubular part, to rejoin the mun uixsb

when the })rocess is completed.

The number of species in this family is very considerable, although

in this respect it is far inferior to the parasitic families ju-jt desciibed /

Of the great majority of the species, the females pierce with then ovi
[^

positor the tissues of plants and trees, and there deposit then ega;^, fiom

which the larvce are soon hatched. The irritation caused by this intuision

of a foreign body into the tissues

would seem to give rise to a morbid

state of the part affected, mani-

fested by the production of an

excrescence, which varies in size,

form, and structure, according to ^ ^^l ri.v. intekiou up

the species of the Gall Fly pro-

<lucing it. The insects are generally confined to one species of plant, and to a particular part

of it. The larvae feed in the interior of the galls, sometimes singly, sometimes several in the same
gall, but in the latter case each larva occupies a separate cavity. When full gi-own, the larvae

either undergo their change to the pupa state within the gall, or eat their way out, and, dropping

to the ground, bury themselves under the surface, and there pass through their transformations.

The galls produced by difierent species difier greatly in form and structure. Some of thorn

are round and smooth like fruits, such as the cherry galls of the oak leaves, produced by the

puncture of Cyiiips quercus-folii ; others show processes, or excrescences, of various kinds, such as

may be seen in the well-known ink gall, the gall-nut of commerce, which is formed upon the twigs

of a peculiar species growing in the Levant {Querent infectoria), in consequence of the attacks of a

rather large species, the Cynips tinctoria. This same oak also produces the so-called Dead Sea

apples, which have been often celebrated poetically. They are as large and round as a good-sized

{ipi)le, and each of them contains a single larva of a species described as Cynijis insana. The most

singular of all these galls is perhaps the Bedeguar, which is formed on the stems of wild roses by

the puncture of a small species {Rhodites rosce). It is of considerable size, contains numerous
larvae, each in a separate chamber, and has its whole surface covered with compound bristles, like

those on the calyx of a moss-rose, so that it closely resembles a ball of moss stuck on the stem or

OAK-GALL PKOIlUCEn BY CY!
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branches of the rose-bush. The well-known oak-apples, which many people still wear on King

Charles's Day, are another form of galls. They are produced on the twigs of oaks by the puncture

of Teras termimdis. A very curious form of gall, which would generally be taken rather for a

parasitic fungus than a gall, is to be found u])on oak leaves in every wood. This is a little fiat round

disc attached to the surface of the leaf by a very small portion of its lower surface. Such galls are

produced by two or three species of Neuroterus, which may be easily bred from them, if the leaves are

collected in the autumn. Biorhiza aptera, a wingless species, lives on the roots of the oak.

Singularly enough, we have in this family once more to record cuckoo-like habits, many species

of Gall Flies depositing their eggs in the galls produced by otlier si)ecies. The larvre hatched from

these eggs feed upon the substance of the gall, and in the end devour the rightful possessor.

These parasites belong to the genus Si/nerffus, a common species of which (.S'. vulgaris), black, with

the mouth, antennse, and legs red, breeds in the galls of Cijnips quercus-folii.

The truly parasitic species form several distinct genera. Ibalia cultellata, a large species,

measuring half an inch long, black, with a red, knife-shaped abdomen, is parasitic upon the larvse

of Avood-boring Beetles, or, according to some writers, upon that of the Tailed Wasp [Sirex).

The species of Fu/ites live upon the larviB of Flies, and those of AUotria upon Aphides. None

of them appear to attack insects belonging to their own family, but the true Gall Flies by no

means have an immunity from parasites. Many Ichneumonidse, and especially Chalcididfe, pierce

the substance of the galls with their long ovipositors, and place their eggs in the contained larva.

Thus Callimome bedeguaris (p. 4) haunts the Bedeguar galls, and another species of the same

genus even makes its way underground to jilace its progeny in the root-galls of Biorhiza.

A remarkable circumstance connected with the insects of this family is that of a great number

of the supposed species, especially those of the genus Cgnips, only the females are known, the most

|)ertinafious ii;\fsti(,fation having failed to reveal any males. Hence entomologists, headed by

Mr. Sieliolil. loni; since came to the conclusion that as the unimpregnated females undoubtedly

produce galls, we lia\e here to do with a case of jiarthenogenesis. Recent researches have shown

that in some cases, at any rate, what has been called an " alternation of generations " takes place
;

that is to say, that the parthenogenetic females are the offspring of male and female insects,

so different from them in character as to be placed in different genera.

TRIBE III.—PHYTOPHAGA.
FAMILY ITROCERID^, OR TAILED WASPS.

The remainder of the Hymenoptera, forming two families, are, as already .stated, confined

to a vegetable diet in all stages of their existence. The perfect insects are recognisable at once

by their sessile abdomen, and the larvae are more or less caterpillar-like, possessing six legs, and

generally a number of pro-legs, and having a hinder opening to the intestinal canal.

The two families may be distinguished by various characters, but especially by the structure

of the ovipositor. In the present family this organ generally projects considerably from the apex

of the abdomen, and consists of essentially the same parts as in the preceding families, that is

to say, two lateral plates, and a central, more or less serrated style, grooved along its lower surface.

The antennie are filiform, and consist of from eleven to twenty-four joints ; the eyes and ocelli

are well developed ; the abdomen is elongated, usually nearly cylindrical, and composed of nine

segments, with the dorsal plate of the first segment divided; and the anterior tibiae have only

a single spine at the apex. The larva; resemble the grubs of Beetles rather than Caterpillars

;

they have six thoracic legs, which are often rudimentai-y, and generally no trace of pro-legs.

These insects present certain rather remarkable peculiarities of structure, such as the division

of the dorsal plate of the first segment of the abdomen already alluded to, the purpose of which

is at j)resent unknown ; the exceedingly free articulation of the neck-like prosternum with the

pronotum, which gives the head great freedom of motion ; the movable junction of the meso-

and metathorax, which exists in this and the next family, and is a very exceptional character

in the cl;iss of insects ; and the presence of two transverse openings on the metanotum, the so-called

" false stigmata." the function of which is imknown.

The family is not an extensive one, and its species occur chiefly in Europe and Noi'tli America,
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in botli of whicii regions the typical genus Sirex is represented by large species. The best known

European species, which is connnon in some parts of Britain, is the great Tailed Wasp {Sii'cx gigas,

figured on p. 353, Vol. V.), a formidable-looking insect, of which the female often measures nearly

an inch and a half in length. The general tint is black, with the antennse, the sides of the

liead beliind, and the tibiie and tarsi reddish-yellow, and the base and apex of the abdomen

yellow. In the male the abdomen is reddish, spotted with black at the sides and apex. The

maxillary palpi in this and other species of the genus are rudimentary. The general wasp-like

aspect of this insect is sufficiently recognisable in our figure to explain the popular

denomination that lias been applied to it ; indeed, many people mistake it for a Hornet, which

they know to be a large Wasp, the long ovipositor of course being regarded as a peculiarly

formidable sting. This insect lives in pine and lir woods, and the female deposits her eggs in

the woody parts of the trees, into which she bores to a depth of over half an inch by means of

her auger-like ovipositor. The larvie hatched from these eggs bore deeper into the wood, forming

tortuous passages, which gradually become wider as the larvte increase in size, until they may

have a diameter of a sixth of an inch or more. The lanw themselves are fleshy grubs, with a

horny head, and six very short thoracic legs. Of abdominal pro-leg.s there are no traces. The

si)ace left behind by the larva is filled up with a mixture of wood-dust and excrement. The

question is not quite settled whether the development of the larva is completed within a single

year, but this seems to be the most probable supposition ; but as this period of its existence draws

towards a close it prepares a somewhat wider chamber for the pupa, and, according to some entomologists

(Ratzeburg, &c.), also makes a passage from this chamber to close under the surface of the stem,

in order to facilitate the escape of the perfect insect. The latter comes forth in tlie summer

months, and does not appear to enjoy a very long life. Both Sirex giyas and a rather smaller species

{S. juvencus), the latter of a general steel-blue colour, which follow the same mode of life, vary

greatly in abundance in different yeai-s. Occasionally, when the timber into which the larv» liave

bored has been worked up into furniture, or employed in the woodwork of houses, the perfect

insects will in due time emerge, sometimes in such numbers as to cause no small alarm to the

human ijJiabitants. In flying, they produce a loud humming, much like that of the Hornet.

The curious little genus Xiphydria consists of a few species which have short antennse, a round

head supported upon a singularly long neck, five-jointed maxillary palpi, and an ovipositor shorter

than in Hirex, although of the same general conformation. The commonest species is Xiphydria

camelus, a black insect with white spots on the top of the head and along the sides of the abdomen, and

with red legs ; it is rather more than half an inch in length. This and the other species of the genus

bore as larvje in the wood of various trees (beeches, oaks, poplars, willows, &c). This genus in some

respects leads towards the next family, and this is still more the case with another genus {('ephus),

one species of which {C. pygmm'ts) attacks different kinds of grain-plants, the female boring into the

green haulm at one of the uppermost knots, and depositing an egg there. The larva hatched from this

egg is almost footless, but it is able to make its way about in the narrow passage of the interior of

the haulm, the inner layers of which constitute its food. The presence of this insect may be recog-

nised in the field by the condition of the ears of coni ; those of the stalks infested are light, and

stand upright, while their healthy neighbours are heavy and bent down. When full grown, about

harvest, the larva makes it way to the lowest part of the straw, and there encloses itself in a silken

cocoon, in which it passes the winter, only passing to the pupa state a little before the emergence of the

imago, which takes place about May.

FAMILY TENTHREDIXID.E.
A much more extensive family than the preceding is that of the Tenthredinidse, or Saw Flies, the

latter name referring to the peculiar form of their ovipo.sitor. Instead of being a piercing or boring

instrument, as in all the preceding families, consisting of an upper channelled piece and two slender

pieces closing the channel below, and thus completing the egg-canal, the ovipositor in the Saw Flies is a

saw-like blade occupying the apical cleft of the abdomen, and composed of two lateral pieces only.

What the precise constitution of this ovipositor may be is rather doubtful, but the two lateral serrated

j)ieces would seem to represent the two inferior bristles of the other ovipositors of Hynienoptera, the

unpaired median piece being undeveloped. The antenna are usually short, frequently more or less
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tliickeiied at the apex, sometimes pectinated in the males, and composed in diSerent genera of from

three to thirty joints ; tlie ligula is broad, and divided by deep notches into three parts ; the maxillary

palpi have six joints ; the prothorax is produced at the sides to the origin of the fore wings ; and

the anterior tibiw have two spurs at the apex.

In their general habits these insects present a considerable uniformity. The females, by means of

their saw-like ovipositors, cut slits in the leaves or tender growing slioots of trees and plants ; the

two plates of the saw are then separated a little, so as to widen the aperture already made, and

then au egg passes down to its destination between them. The irritation i)roduced by this j)rocess,

assisted, according to some entomologists, by a peculiar secretion which accompanies the egg, causes a

flow of sap to the wound, and the egg by contact with this quickly becomes considerably enlarged.

The lar\-a; hatched from these eggs are generally very like the caterpillars of Butterflies and Moths

in structure and appearance ; they all possess three pairs of thoracic legs, and the great majority have,

in addition, from six to eight pairs of abdominal pro-legs. These, however, differ from the corresponding

organs in the larvw of the Lepidoptera, by being destitute of the peculiar circlet of generally

hooked bristles which the latter possess. The larva; of the Saw Flies also have only a single simple

eye on each side of the head. When full grown the larvie spin a cocoon, which is sometimes parch-

ment-like in its texture, sometimes lattice-like, and occasionally exhibits a combination of the two

characters. These cocoons are either attached to the leaves and twigs of the plants and trees on

which the larvse have lived, or jilaced underground, but in either case the larva remains unchanged

within its cocoon until the time for the emei'gence of the perfect insect approaches, when it undergoes

the change to the pupa state, and from this the imago is speedily produced. The number of known

species of the family is estimated at over a thousand, a very considerable propoition of which live

in Europe. Many of them are inhabitants of Britain.

The species of the genus Lyda have long bristle-shaped antenna; of numerous joints, a broad

head, a flat abdomen, and three spines at the apex of the second and third pairs of tibia;. Two species

{L. jA-atensLs), a black insect with yellow markings on the head and thorax, and the abdomen

margined with rusty red, and L. campeslris, which is blue-black, with the middle of the abdomen reddi-sh,

and the antenn;«, scutellum, tibiae, tarsi, and wings yellow, both about half an inch long, live on pine.s

and firs, the larvae feeding in company under a sort of web which they spin ; another rather smaller

species (Lyda betulce), which is reddish-yellow, with the thorax and the base and apex of the abdo-

men blue-black, feeds on the birch, and is very generally distributed. Lophyrus pini is a very

common species on coniferous tiees The sexes differ in colour, the male being black with yellow

legs and the fein lU jellow, with the head, three spots on the thorax, and the middle of the

ibdomen black ; the antennae in the female are serrated, in the male

pectin ited on both sides. The insect is about a third of an inch long,

md, like the species of Lyda above mentioned, sometimes does con-

sideiable damage. Nemaius ivntricosttg, a small reddish-yellow species,

ibout I quarter of an inch long, with the breast and three spots on

the bick of the thorax blackish, haunts gooseberry and cuirant bushes,

producing two broods in the year, and sometimes almost stripping the
*""

bushes of their leaves. Emphylus grossidarim is another enemy of

the gooseberry. Athalia spinamm is a species of a veddish-yellow colour, with the head and the

sides of the posterior part of the thorax black. It measures about a quarter of an inch in length. The

larva feeds on the leaves of the turnip and other cruciferous plants, to which it frequently does great

mischief. The species of Hylotoma, one of which (//. ros-trum) attacks roses, have only three joints in

the anteniiK, the last joint being longer than the others ; in those of the genus Cimhex, which are

among the largest in the family, the antennae have seven or eight joints and terminate in a good-sized

club. Tenthredo cethiops, a small black species, deposits its eggs upon fruit-trees, showing a preference

for cherry-trees. Its larva is black, and often 0C3urs in such abundance as to damage the trees. The

larvfe of certain small species mine the leaves of the plants on which they feed ; while the irritation

caused by the presence of others produces small excrescences or galls within which they live. A
common exanqrle of this last habit is the little Nematvs saliceti, the larvae of which reside in small

.protuberances of the leaves of several species of willows.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE FLAT-WINGED NEUROPTERA AND THE CADDIS-FLIES.

NEUROPTERA—Characters—Habits—Classification—PLANIPENNIA—Megaloptera — Characters — The Myrmeleon-
1WM, OR Ant-lions —Habits—Captuie of their Prey—The Hemerobid^—The Grolden eyed Fly—The Genus JVcmoptera

—The Mantispid.e—The Sialid.e—The Sialis lutaria—The Snake-flies, or Camel-flies—The Panorpidj:—The Scor-

pion-fly—Habits—Genus BHtnctis—Genus 5oir«.i—TRICHOPTERA—Caddis-flies— Difficulty of iVssigning their Proper
position—McLachlan's Classification-Characters—Distribution—Metamorphoses—The Phryganeida;—The Limnophi-
lidse-The Sericostomidie—The Leptooeridaj—The Hydropsychidse—The Rhyacophilidae—The Hydroptilida-.

The order Neuroptera of the older entomologists inc-luded all the insects which possess four

ineinbranous wings more or less elaborately veined, but not after tlie Hymenopterous type, the veins

running straight through the wing, with a larger or smaller number of branche.s, and either

simply parallel or united by more or less numerous cross veuis. The peculiar arrangement of

cells seen in the fore wings of the Hymenoptera (see ligure on p. 354, Vol. V.) never occurs

in these insects Between the insects thus brought together by the possession of wings more or less

simil 11 111 diua(^tei thm i li \\ \ i a \ erv iinpuitant difference. Some of them, and the larger

inimbei, only pass

thiough an imper-

fi,ct metamorphosis,

being active and

^ oracious in all

t i^es of their exist-

1 1 t , while the rest

h i\t a complete

111 t iinorphosis, the

I 11 \ 1 being quite

1 1 tlei ent in struc-

1111 fiom the per-

t t insect, and the

pupa quiescent.

The latter con-

titute the order

Niuioptera of mo-

i 1 n authors, and

tin \ may be defined

Is insects with a

pel feet metamor-

jihosis, a mandibu-

Lite mouth, a free

prothorax, and four more or less veined membranous wings. It must be confessed, however, that in

this definition the character of the metamorphosis is the only one separating them from the other

membranous-winged insects which were formerly associated with them, but are now commonly

referred to the great order Orthoptera ; and further, that from circumstances, especially the

remarkable differences presented by the members of both groups among themselves, it is exceedingly

difficult to frame a broad definition, applicable to the perfect insects alone, which will serve for tlie

discrimination of the two series.

There is one character, however, which almost universally holds good, and this is derived from

tlie structure of the ligula. Throughout the more highly organised Orthoptera the ligula is, almost

witliout exception, divided or cleft in front, either into two or four lobes, and the indications of

division may even continue down into the liasal part of the labium, showing very clearly the original

construction of the whole labium out of a jiair of organs similar to the maxillre. In the true

COMMON A.NT LION
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Xeuroptera, altliougli the ligula is occasionally cleft in front, the general rule is that the parts of the

labium are united in the middle line so closely as entirely to conceal the original constitution of the

organ of two lateral halves, so that the labium really approaches that of the Beetles more nearly than

that of the Orthoptera.

The Neuroptera may be characterised generally as rather soft-skinned insects, with a head of

small or moderate size, closely applied to the thorax, and having a pair of well-developed compound

eyes, and a pair of usually many-jointed, bristle-shaped, or necklace-like anteunse, which are sometimes

clubbed at the end. The ocelli are frequently wanting. The parts of the mouth are variable in their

development ; their characters will be described under the two principal groui)S into which we

divide the order. The prothorax is always free, sometimes ring-like, sometimes considerably

developed ; the veins of the wings may be either simple or united by cross-%-eins ; the

tarsi are usually of five joints ; and the abdomen consists of eight or nine segments. In some cases

there are tail-like appendages at the extremity of the abdomen, but these, when present, are not

jointed organs such as occur in the Orthoptera.

The Neuroptera have generally a short intestme, usually provided with a sucking .stomach, and

in many with a globular proventriculus. The Malpighian vessels are long, and from six to eight in

number. The females of certain forms are provided with special glands connected with the oviduct,

the secretion from which serves to form an envelope for the eggs, or a long stalk upon which they are

supported when laid. The larv» are provided with the usual six thoracic legs, and the abdomen in

many species bears peculiar appendages which assist the insect in its movements. Many species, in

fact the whole of one of the two great divisions, are aquatic in the larval state. The pupa is some-

times free, sometimes included in a cocoon spun by the larva. In character it resembles the pui)i)e of

the Coleoptera and Hymenoptera, having all the limbs and other appendages enclosed in separate

sheaths, and free ; but the pupse of the Neuroptera usually acquire the power of movement just before

the emergence of the perfect insect, and this enables them to get into a suitable position for this final

change, which is especially important in the case of the aquatic .species.

In their habits the Neuroptera present no special peculiarities. They ai-e generally not

particularly active in the pei-fect state ; some of them fly in the day time, while others are chiefly on

the wing in the evening twilight. Some are carnivorous in their habits, whilst others either feed on

the nectar of flowers or abstain altogether from food. The larv.-e of one of the two principal groups

are carnivorous, those of the other chiefly herbivorous, although animal food does not come amiss to

them. The order is but a small one, the number of known species from all parts of the world

probably not greatly exceeding 1,500.

The geological distribution of the Neuroptera is very difficult to ascertain, owing to the similarity of

the wings of these insects, the chief parts preserved, with those of the OrthopterouS Pseudoneuroptera,

which, as already stated, were formerly included with them in the same order. It would appear,

however, that the order is not of ancient date. The Palieozoic types, which have been described as

Neuroptera, seem all to be either Pseudoneuroptera or most nearly allied to that tribe. In the Trias

forms which appear to be related to the existing North American genus Chauliodes have been met

with, and in the Lias and Oolites a few species of different families occur. In Tertiary deposits they

are more plentiful, but the number of recorded fossil species is not great.

The Neuroptera as here defined are divided into two principal gi-oups (sub-orders). These are :

—

I. Planipennia, having the fore and hind wings similar, usually both inform and structure, the

hind ^^^nafs never broader than the others and folded ; the organs of the mouth fully developed and

generally distinct, the mandibles being horny biting organs, the maxilla; furnished with two sefiarate

lobes, and five- or six-jointed palpi, and the labium generally distinct, with three-jointed palpi ; the

prothorax generally well developed, and the other two segments nearly equal. Larvae rarely

aquatic.

II. Trichoptera, with the wings clothed with hairs or hair-like scales, dissimilar, the hinder

ones generally wider than the others and folded, the mandibles reduced to mere membranous

rudiments, and the maxillfe and labium united into one mass, the former having palpi of^rom two to

five joints, and the latter either three-jointed palpi or none at all, the prothorax ring-like, and the

mesothorax much larger than the metathorax. Larvse aquatic.
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SUB-ORDER I.-PLANIPENJS'L\.

FAMILY MEGALOPTERA.

This family, which includes the most typical fonus of tlie Planipennia, or Flat-wingeil

Noui'optera, may be at once distinguished by the position of the head, which is set on

perpendicularly in front of the thorax, that is, with the mouth directed downwards, but not

produced into a sort of beak. The upper surface of the head usually has no ocelli. The

parts of the mouth ai-e all separate, and the ligula is not cleft. The abdomen is long and

slender.

Although the perfect insects of this i^iniily exhibit some divergence in external characters,

their larvie present a close resemblance in structure. They are shorter and flatter in form

than the parent insects, and furnished with six well-developed legs. Their food consists of other

insects, in the capture of which some of them exhibit remarkable cunning and contrivance,

and their instruments for taking nourishment show a very curious modification of the organs

of the mouth. The mouth is in fact closed up, the labium, which bears a pair of jointed

palpi, being firmly soldered to the under surface of the head ; above it is a pair of long,

curved, and sharp forceps, formed by the mandibles, which are deeply grooved along their

lower surface, and the ma.xillw, which are slender, and exactly close the groove in the

mandibles from beneath. In this way the two pairs of jaws become converted into a pair of

tubular, sickle-shaped forceps, and when the points of these are plunged into the body of

another insect, the juices of the latter can readily pass into the two channels, which 0|ien at

the base directly into the oesophagus. The pupa is enclosed in a cocoon, the material for

which is derived from a gland situated in the terminal part of the intestine.

The Myrmeleontid.e, or Axt-lions, are among the most interesting forms of this great

family. They niay be distinguished at once by having their antennie clubbed at the tip.

The larviB have a rather large head, and the inner edge of the mandibles toothed.

The common Ant-lion {Myrmeleon europceus, see figure on p. 9), which is abundant in sandy

places in the South of Europe, is a slender and elegant creature, with large finely reticulated

wings, not unlike a very delicate form of Dragon-fly. It measures rather more than an inch in

length, and is of a blackish colour, with a yellowish head spotted with black, and transparent

wings with scattered brownish spots. Its larva, to which the name of Ant-lion properly

belongs, is of a stout form and a greyish-yellow colour, covered with warty processes and

with hairs. It bears seven simple eyes and a short antenna on each side of the head ; its

tarsi consist of a single joint, terminated by a pair of strong claws ; and it moves in a

jerky manner and always backwards. Its food consists of Ants and other small insects,

which it aiptures by a singularly ingenious arrangement, namely, a funnel-shaped pitfall in the

sand, at the bottom of which it lies waiting until some unlucky victim, venturing over the

margin of the pit, gets upon the treacherous slope of sand, which affords no secure foothold.

When the descent of grains of sand reveals the presence of a prey to the Ant-lion patiently

waiting btdow, he throws up a shower of sand which helps file victim in its descent. The

labour undergojie by the Ant-lion in the construction of his funnel-shaped pitfall is very

considerable. He commences by making a circular excavation which marks out the size of the

pit, and having completed this, proceeds most laboriously to dig out the space thus circumscribed

to the required depth. In doing this he works usually in a spiral direction, always going

backwards. The sand is placed by the action of the legs upon the surface of the shovel-like

head, and then by a jerk thrown quite beyond the boundary of the pit, and the larva is

so active in its operations than when at work it produces a continuous shower of sand. On

completing its dwelling it buries itself in the sand at the bottom, frerpiently, however, allowing

its formidable jaws to project a little. The larva is suppose<l to li\e for two years. The perfect

insect is rather sluggish.

A second species of Mijriiu-Ieon, with similar habits {M. furniiairlHn), is abiTndant ii>
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Europe ; and the lai-vse of some other species make no funnel, but simply conceal themselves

beneath the sand until their prej' comes within reach. There are many exotic species, and

some of them, especially in warm climates, reach more than double the dimensions of the

European forms, and show a much more vivid colouration. This is the case also with the

species of the genus Palpares, which have shorter and stouter antennas than tjie preceding,

and the fir.st four joints of the tarsi very short. Palpares libelluloides, which inhabits the

South of Europe, is about two inches long and four inches across the wings. It is of a

yellowish colour, with black streaks ; and the wings are clouded with yellow and adorned

with large and small brown spots. The Ascalaphi (see figure on p. 13), which much resemble Moths
in general form, have the antennte long

and slender, and terminated by very dis-

tinct clubs like those of some Butterflies.

These insects also are adorned with bright

and contrasted colours, which adds to

their resemblance to Lepidoptera.

The Hemerobiid.e have the antennje

either thread-like or necklace-like, and

not clubbed; and their larva; are slenderer

in form and have a smaller head than the

Ant-lions. These insects, like the pi-eced-

ing, are of slender and delicate forms,

and have very finely reticulated wings,

but in general the abdomen is less

elongated. Some species are exceedingly

abundant and well known in England,

such as the beautiful Golden-eyed Fly
{Vhrysojia vulgaris), which we may take

as an example of the group. This is a

most delicate green insect, with a body

less than half an inch long, which may
lie seen almost ever3'where in warm
summer evenings flying slowly about upon

four wiiigs having the ai^pearance of green

gauze, and consisting of a transparent

membrane traversed by a most delicate

network of green veins. The prominent

hemispherical eyes are of a beautiful

golden colour. It emits an exceedingly

disagreeable odour. Many other species

of this and the nearly allied genus

Hemerohius occur abundantly in Britain,

and all have nearly the same habits. The

eggs, which are little round or oval bodies,

like small seed-pearls, are deposited by

the females in groups upon the leaves of plants and trees, and in Chnjsopa. each egg is supported

upon a long and slender stalk, giving it something of the aspect of a small fungus, for which,

indeed, these, eggs have been mistaken. The stalk is formed by the secretion from a peculiar

gland comiected with the oviduct. The female, on applying the extremity of her abdomen

to the spot on which she purposes to deposit an egg, allows this glutinous material to adhere

to the surface, and then raising the end of her abdomen, with the egg still retained within

it, draws out the viscid secretion into a slender hair-like thread, upon the upper end of which

the egg is borne when it quits the body of its parent. The general characters of the larvte

hatched from these eggs have already been described ; they are distmguished from those of the

-\^.-^V
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Ant-lions not only by their form, but by having no denticulations on the inner surface of tho

jaws. They devote themselves to the destruction of tlie Aphides which infest various trees and

plants in such numbei-s, and are frequently so injurious to them, and it will easily be understood

that a rapidly growing larva of about half an inch long will commit very considerable havoc

among such feeble and sluggish creatures as the Plant-lice. In the hop-gardens these larva;

always abound, and one of the species has received the name of Ilcmerobius humuli from this

circumstance. The cocoon is attached by the larva to a leaf, and under favourable circumstances

the imago soon makes its appearance, so tliat there are several broods of these insects in tho

season. These insects

may be observed in
'

"%_

mild weather until late ^
in the autumn ; and :%

they ])ass the winter ^
in the perfect state in

some sheltered locality.

Several other

genera belong to this

group, but of these we

will notice only the

curious forms consti-

tutmg the genus Ne-

moptera, iu which the

hind wings, instead of

being similar and

nearly equal to the

fore wings, are very

long, forming a sort ot

strap, of which the

extremity is a little

dilated, while the fore

wings are very much
broader than is usual

in the family. These

insects, which are e\

ceedingly elegant, li\e

in the warmer parts

of the Old World, ft om
Southern Europe to

Australia. They fly

briskly in the hottest

sunshine. Their appearance in flight is illustrated in the above tigure of the European species

(Nemoplera coa), which inhabits Turkey and the adjoining parts of Asia and Africa. The trans-

formations are not exactly known, but the larva of K coa is supposed to be a singular little creature

described by M. Bertrand Roux under the name of XecrophUns arenarius, having an oval body,

with an excessively long, slender neck, composed of the prothorax.

The Mantispid^, including the single genus Mantispa, which appear to be most nearly

related to the Hemerobiidse, and, indeed, are referred to that group by some writers, are distin-

guishable at the first glance by the structvire of the fore legs. These are elongated and converted

into raptorial organs, resembling those of the Mantida?, Praying Insects, or Soothsayers, which we

shall have to describe under the order Orthoptera, the coxw being much lengthened, the femoia freely

articulated at their extremity, somewhat thickened, and spined or toothed beneath, while the tibise are

attached to the extremity of the femora by a hinge joint, and with the tarsi shut against the lower

surface of tlie thighs, like the blade of a clasp-knife. To add to the resemblance to the Mantidw the

.\XD VbC^HPIUs LON
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prothorax is much elcngated, and the liead is ratliei- Lroad, with

which are of moderate size and not very numerous, are found in all tin

single species (Mantispa 2>ayana) is common in SoutheiT. Europe.

[irominent eyes. The species,

warmer parts of the world. A

In this second funily of

FAMILY SIALID^.

the Planipenma the head is placed nearly horizontally in front of the

t th month is m its fiont part instead of beneath. The anteniue are

bustle shaped or thread-like ; the ocelli are generally

pi psent , the ligula is membranous, cleft in the middle

;

till foie and hind wings are similar, except that the

t
1 iiiei have a more dilated anterior margin. The

1 1 \ .u of all but one exceptional form li\e in water,

1 1 lie furnished with branchial filaments on all the

1 lominal segments ; the pupa is not enclosed in a

I h( common British species (Sialis lutaria) is a

1 1 u l^ish Ijiown insect rather more than half an inch

1 111^ It IS well known as a bait to anglers, and may
1 ( found abundantly in the spring and early summer
n|im walls and palings in the neighbourhood of

u t I 111 1 upon the steins and leaves of grasses and

111 I

I
I uts growing in the water or upon its brink.

Li 1
I

L- the wings in these insects, as in the

Htmeiobiidse, are laid together in the form of a,

loof on the back of the insect. They are sluggish

and inactive and do not readily take to flight. The
fern lie deposits a great quantity of brown eggs,

attachmg them in a compact mass to the stems of

1 ushes and other aquatic plants ; the eggs form short

(\lindeis which are attached by one end side by

silk with great regularity; and the opposite end is

suddenly narrowed and terminated by a small slender

I WW jiomt The larva hatched from these eggs is elon-

gated, with a large horny head and powerful man-

dibles ; the three segments of the thorax are also horny, but those of the abdomen are soft, and each

furnished with a pair of articulated bristly filaments which serve as gills, and also assist the larva in

swimming through the water, which it does with facility. The abdomen is terminated by a long

bristly tail. When full grown the larva quits the

water and burrows into the soil of the bank, where

it forms a little cell and there undergoes its change

to the pupa state. The pupa is not enclosed in a

cocoon, and .shows all the parts of the future insect,

each enclosed in its separate sheath. It remains in

this condition showing no signs of life, except a

brisk twisting of its abdomen if disturbed, until the time comes for the emergence

insect, which takes place within the chamber.

This insect and a few of its immediate allies have no ocelli ; in the rest of the group three

of those organs are present and often of considerable size. The species of Conjclalis and

Chauiiodes {Corydnlis ccrnuUts is a well-known North American species) are distributed over the

warmer parts of the world; the antennae are more or less pectinated, especially in the males,

and this sex is also further distinguished by the large size of the mandibles and the presence of

a pair of forceps-like appendages at the apex of the abdomen. Their larviB live in the water like

those of S'laJls.

[ALIS lATARIA

the perfect
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The Snake-flies, or Camel-flies (Rhaphidioi) form a small genus which is now generally referred to

this family, but the position of which has given entomologists some trouble. They have a rather

large head, with smallish eyes and usually three ocelli, which is attached to a greatly elongated pro-

thorax by a thinnish neck, so that the head has considerable freedom of motion in a vertical direction.

The insect usually carries its long prothorax a little elevated, and its head bent down, very much

alter the fashion of a snake with its head raised. The species are not numerous, and the greater part

of those known are inhabitants of Europe, chiefly in the southern parts. Four species live in

Britain. The larvw reside under the bark of trees, where they feed upon minute insects ; they have

a large prothorax like the perfect insect, and are tolerably active, often wriggling about in a serpentine

fashion. The pupa is not enclosed in a cocoon.

FAMILY PANORPIDiE.

This family is a curious little group, characterised above all things by the perpendicularly

placed and greatly elongated head, forming a regular beak, at the end of which the free

organs of the mouth are seen, namely, a pair of small toothed mandibles, the lobes of the

inaxilliB and the maxillary aud labial palpi. The maxiilse and labium are more or less united,

forming the lower surface of the beak. The insects have longish, filiform antennae, moderate,

oval eyes, usually three ocelli, a ring-shaped prothorax, and generally four precisely similar

wings, showing branched longitudinal veins, but very few cross veins. The legs are long,

sometimes much elongated. The larvae, so far as they are known, live in the earth, and are

like caterpillars in their general form ; they have a horny head, and three pairs of short,

thoracic legs ; their bodies consist of thirteen segments. The pupa resides in a little chamber

underground ; in its characters it resembles those of the other Neurcjitera, and it has no cocoon.

The species of this family are not numerous, but they are pretty generally distributed

over the face of the earth, those of the more typical genera, however, being chiefly inhabitants

of the temperate parts of the northern hemisphere. They are predaceous in their habits, feeding

upon smaller and weaker insects, which they seize in various ways. Of the -typical genus

Panorpa, the best known species is the Scorpion-

fly {P. communis), a common British insect, which

may be met with almost eveiywhere about hedge

banks. It is rather more than half an inch long,

shining black, with the scutellum and legs yellow,

the beak, and in the male the last three segments

of the abdomen, reddish. The wings are trans-

parent with dark brown spots, which are more or

less confluent, and generally form three dark bands. scorpiox-flv, male and i-emale.

The name of Scorpion-fly is given to this insect in

allusion to a peculiarity of the male. In both sexes the segments of the abdomen beyond the sixth

become much more slender, and in the females all of them taper gradually towards the extremity,

which bears a pair of small three-jointed styles. In the male the seventh and eighth segments are

narrow, and generally carried more or less elevated, while the last joint is swelled into a sort of knob,

which bears a pair of forceps. When the insect is alive, with this slender tail and its inflated

termination raised above the general level of the body, the analogical resemblance to a Scorpion

is unmistakable ; the terminal swelling is, however, a far more innocent appendage than the

Scorpion's sting, and is only a clas{)ing organ which comes into use during the union of the sexes.

The common Scorpion-fly is active during the day, and may be found walking about

upon the leaves of the herbage in hedge-bottoms and on small bushes, usually in damp

situations. Its appearance as it stands upon a leaf is peculiarly brisk and wide awake, and

its movements are also lively. It usually pounces upon its prey by short quick flights, and

from some observations which ha^•e been recorded, it would appear to be a bold marauder,

sometimes attacking insects much larger than itself, and boring into them with its long beak.

The female, about four days after jiairing, deposits, by means of the extensible terminal

joints of her abdomen, a mass of little white eggs in a small cavity in damp earth. In a
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little more tlian a week the larvje are hatched, and they feed upon decomposing vegetable;

matters which they meet with underground. They have, besides the three pairs of horny thoracic

feet, eight pairs of fleshy jjro-legs on the following abdominal segments^ and from the last

segment the larvie can protrude four short tubes from which a white fluid exudes. The

lar\-a is full grown in about a month, and then goes deeper in the earth, where it forms

a small chamber, and remains there for a tims awaiting its change to the pupa state ; and

the pupa stays in the same cavity for about a fortnight, and then makes its way to the

ourfaco in order to give birth to the imago. The average time required for this development

is about nine weeks, and there are thus two broods in the course of the year, the progeny of

the second brood surviving the ensuing winter either in the larva or the- pupa state.

Another curious genus of this family is Biitacus, the species of which have very long bodies and

very long legs, and thus closely resemble the common two-winged flies vulgarly known as " Daddy
Long-legs " (Tipula), in everything but theii- possession of four wings. The tibiae of these insects liave

very long spurs at their apex, and the tarsi have only a single claw ; the beak is shorter and the wings

longer than in Panorpa. The genus includes several species which are chiefly inhabitants of warm
climates. Bittacus tipularius is the most abundant of the two species found in Europe, and it is con-

fined to the southern parts of the Continent. This insect is about an inch long to the tips of the closed

wings. It is of a reddish-yellow colour, with a great part of the thorax and the tips of the tibiae and the

tarsi brownish. The wings are yellowish without any spots. It is a somewhat sluggish insect, flying

slowly and waveringly in the twilight. The Bittaci are, nevertheless, as predaceous in their habits as

fheir more active relatives, the Scorpion-flies ; but instead of going in pursuit of their prey, tliey adopt

the lazier method of hanging themselves up to a twig by their fore feet, and seizing with their other

long legs any unfortunate flying insect that comes within reach. Curiously enougli, the jjairing of these

insects takes place when they are suspended as above described, and, as a general rule, the pair

are engaged in devouring some small insect which they hold between them with their disengaged feet.

This remarkable habit is not altogether peculiar to the Bittaci, the females of several predaceous

flies being always engaged in sucking some prey during the time of paii-ing, the reason being,

no doubt in all cases, that if the male ventured to jiay any attention to his partner while her

mouth was disengaged he would himself fall a victim to his own temerity and her voracity.

Besides these amply-winged forms we have to refer to the Fanorjndse some veiy curious little

creatures forming the geiius Boreas, in which the wings are useless for flight, quite rudimentary

in the females, longer and claw-like in the males. These insects

have the beak long, tlie antennae almost as long as the body, no

ocelli, and two claws on the tarsi. The female has a projecting

ovipositor. To make up for their want of wings- these insects

possess a considerable power of leaping ; in fact, the common
European species was described by one of the older entomologists

as a cricket on this account. This common .species, which occurs,

although not abundantly, in Britain, is called Borem hiemcdis,

both its names referring to its being peculiarly a northern and

iioiiEis iiiEMALis, MALE. wiuter liisect. It does not exceed a sixth of an iirch in length,

and is of a metallic green colour, with the beak, antennae, legs,

rudimentary wings, and ovipositor, rusty red. From October to March is the season at which this

curious little creature is most commonly met with. It is found on the gi-ound among fallen leaves,

or upon tlie snow, and is even met with on the ice of glaciers. The larva lives in moss, and buries

itself in dry ground when about to change to the pupa state. Both larva and pupa much resemble

those of the Scorpion-fly. Several other species are known, especially m North America, and all

have the same habits.

SUB-ORDER II.—TRICHOPTERA.

The- members of this group are the insects commonly known as Caddis Flies, and we have

retained them as belonging to the Neuroptera, although some entomologists are inclined to rank

them as a distinct order of insects. This, indeed, was done many years ago by Kirby, and he was
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followed in this course by English writers generally (such as Leach, Westwood, ami Stepliens)
;

and Mr. McLachlan, in his monograph of the European species of the group, also states that his

tendency is to separate them from tlie other Neiiroptera. Their relationship to the Saw-flies among

the Hymenoptera has been exaggerated ; but, on the other hand, their close affinity to the

Lepidoptera, through some of the lower forms of that order, is unmistakable.

The systematic study of these insects is attended with very considerable difliculties, owing, to a

great extent, to the obscurity and minuteness of the distinguishing marks to whicli it is necessary to

have recourse. In general character, in the nature of the metamorphosis, and in the mode of life of

tlie insects there is such an agreement as would seem to mark them as one family, and by most

entomologists they are so treated. To divide them up into subordinate groups (families or sub-families)

it is necessary to appeal to very minute distinctive features. Nevertheless, it will be of use to the

reader to have a classification of these insects to refer to, and we therefore reproduce here, with

some modifications, tlie table of families given by Mr. McLachlan in his admirable " Monographic

Revision and Synopsis of the European Trichoptera," which has already been alluded to :

—

DIVISION I.-INiEQUIPALPIA.

Maxillary palpi, differing in the number of joints in the two sexes five-jointed in the females :
—

A. Form of raaxillaiy palpi similar in both sexes ; those of the male not very pubescent :
—

1. Maxillary palpi of the male four-jointed ...... Pkbtganeids.

2. Maxillary palpi of the male three-jointed ...... Limnophilid^.

B. Maxillary palpi of males two- or three-jointed, very different from those of the females,

usually very pubescent ......... SERicoSTOMiD.fi.

DIVISION II.—iEQUIPALPIA.

Ma-xillary palpi, five-jointed, and usually similar in form, in the two sexes :

—

A. Maxillary palpi, strongly hairy, usually ascending, the last joint long but simple ; wings

pubescent ; antenme long and slender .......
B. Palpi either rudimentary or long, more or less bent down, with the last joint whip-like,

composed of numerous minute jointlets ; antennse variable ....
C. Palpi bent down, rarely hairy, last jomt like the others .....
D. Palpi simple in structure, very hairy ; antennas short and stout ; insects minute, very

pubescent and hairy .........
The Trichoptera are for the most part moth-like insects, having a smallish

mouth downwards, and usually three ocelli at the vertex ; the antennas are bristle-shaped, generally

long, and the first joint is thicker than the rest and more

or less elongated ; the eyes are hemispherical ; the wings

differ in form, the hinder ones being wider, shorter, and

juore rounded than the anterior ; in repose the wings

wrap round the body, and, in consequence, the hind

wings are folded. The number of trans veree veins in

the wings is always very small, and the surface of the wings is,

with very few exceptions, clothed with hairs. In the males of

a few species the hinder wings are rudimentary, and the females

of Enoicyla are almost destitute of wings. Tlie legs ha^

large, conical coxae, meeting in the middle line of the bod}

and the tibiae are spurred at the apex, and also generally in

the middle.

Species of this group are found in nearly every part of

the earth, but they seem to be most abundant in temperate

climates. Mr. McLachlan, in the work already cited, enumerates

in all 474 species from the European region, which, as limited

by him, includes certain parts of Western Asia. If we assume

that these constitute about one-half of the known species,

we may estimate the total at about 1,000. No doubt this is

very far from the whole number of Trichoijtera existing on

the earth. They are insects which do not greatly attract the

66

Leptocerid.b.

HvDROrSYCHIU.E.

Rhyacophilid.k.

HvDROPTILID.r..

head, with tin
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travelling collector, and judging from Dr. Fritz Miiller's article on the dwellings of tlic Triclioptera

of the neighbourliood of Santa Catharina, in Southern Brazil, we may fairly assume that

when the Caddis-flies of tropical countries have been better studied, the present apparent prepon-

derance of the species of temperate climates will at any rate be considerably diminished. The
insects are found about water, generally resting upon the leaves of plants or upon the trunks of

trees and palings. Some of them are tolerably active in the day-time, whilst othei-s move about

only in the evening

f

~ and night. The females

deposit their eggs upon

plants gi-owing in or

close to the water, or

upon stones similarly

situated. The eggs are-

enclosed together in

a gelatinous mass,

formed by the secre-

tion from a pair of

large glands connected

with the oviduct.

We have already

noticedtheresemblance

of the perfect insectis

to Moths, and the

larvse also present a

similarity to the cater-

pillars of many Lepi-

doptera. They are

elongated, more or les.s

cylindrical, soft-bodied

creatures, having only

the head, the segments

of the thorax, or some

of them, and the six

thoracic legs horny
;

and the segments of

the abdomen, from the

second onward, are

usually amply pio-

vided with branchial

filaments, two or

three of which .spring

from a point on each

.side of the segments on the dorsal or ventral surface. To protect this soft body the lar^a makes
himself a little habitation, which is composed of the most various materials by different .species.

Fragments of wood and leaves, .short lengths of reeds, and other hollow stems, small stones and
grains of sand, little shells, often with their ownei-s still living in them, and sometimes even the

cases of other smaller Caddises are made use of; but each species usually employs the same
materials, or, at any rate, the same class of materials in the construction of its dwellings. These
materials, whatever they may be, are held together by means of silky threads produced by glands

which have their opening in the labium of the larva. The cases are often at first tapering ; but in

most instances the larva prefers a cylindrical dwelling, and after a time removes the slender posterior

end and uses the materials, along with others, to add to the length of the case at the wider end.

The cases are open at both ends, and in some instances the larva appears to turn round in his
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ho\ise. Some larvas have fixed cases, others move freely about by protrurling tlie lieatl and first two

thoracic segments from the mouth of the case, when they are able to walk upon the feet attached to

those segments. Their hold of the interior of their dwelling is secured in part by the legs of the

third pair, which are often much elongated, and in part by certain more or less hook-like appendages

to the apex of the abdomen. The long hind legs are mainly instrumental in drawing the larva

back within its case, which they can do very rapidly should any danger threaten, the Caddis-worms,

a'J they are commonly called by anglers, being not unwelcome articles of food to fishes and other

prcdaceous aquatic animals. We must add that the larva; of different species live in all sorts of

water, from the most stagnant pond to the mountain torrent, and that their food consists chiefly of

aquatic plants, although occasionally they will not disdain animal food.

When full grown, the larva prepares for its change to the pupa state by shortening its case,

and closing both apertures of its dwelling with silk and vegetable materials or small stones, but

so that the water still has free access to the interior, the closure being sometimes effected by a.

circular grating of very ingenious construction. The case is also attached and often strengthened

at this time. The change to the pupa then takes place within the case, and after a longer or

shorter time the pupa breaks out of its dwelling and makes its way out of the water, in order

to cast off its last covering, and give bii-th to the perfect insect.

The Phryganeidje include the largest species of the order, although found only in northern,

regions. Thus Neuronia iihid<xno'uhs, a north European species, which occurs in Northern

Asia, but does not extend its range so far west as Britain, measures nearly an inch long in body,

and has an expanse of wing of about two inches and a half. It is a black insest, with white

wings, variegated with numerous black spots. One of the lai-gest British species is the Phri/ganect

yraiidis, which measures four-fifths of an inch in length, and over two inches in expanse of wing.

It is ;in abundant insect, of a brown calour, with yellow rings on the antenna;, and the anterior

wings ash-coloured, cloudeJ with brown. The larv.e of this group inhabit quiet waters, ponds,

lakes, tfcc. Their cases are cylindrical, and formed of vegetable materials, such as fragments of

leaves, fibi-es, ifec, usually arranged in a raoi-e or less spiral manner.

Tlie Limnopliilidse are a very extensive group, many species of which 03cur in Britain. The
larvte live both in standing and running water, and some of them even in torrents. Their cases are

very varied in structure. Liimwphilus rhombicits (see figure on p. 18) forms a case of vegetable

fragments, such as detached fibres, portions of grass, and bits of moss, which are arranged transversely,

so that the outer surface presents a rough, bristling appearance. L. flavkornis (see figure on p. 18)

uses a variety of materials in the construction of its case, such as fragments of wood, shells, and small

stonesj but entire shells, often with the living inhabitants, are the most common. Another species

(i. stigma) employs small round pieces of the leaves of willows, which are laid one over the other,

while L. lunatus (see figure on p. 18) makes a case of sand grains mixed with vegetable matter, and

then attaches to the outside larger pieces of wood, and even long twigs, which may project beyond both

ends of the case. This species lives in standing water. The larva of L. politus takes up its abode

in a fragment of reed, which it bites to the right length, and then attaches long twigs to it at both

ends, and that of L. vittatm makes a curved cylindrical tube of fine sand. The larvae of the-

genus StenophyloK live in running water, and often in mountain torrents. Their cases are

generally tubular, formed of fine sand, and temporarily attached to large stones, or the larvae

keep their cases free, and shelter themselves behind stones at the bottom of the water. Thamaste>^

dipterus, a Siberian species, is remarkable for having the posterior wings quite rudimentaiy, and
the maxillaiy palpi three-jointed in both sexes. The species of Enoicyla have the females nearly

wingless, the wings being represented only by triangular scales. The larvse live among moss at the

roots of trees, and often at a great distance from water. They make a cylindrical case, composed

of fine sand-grains, usually more or less mixed with morsels of bark and other vegetable matters.

Parthenogenesis is believed by Mr. McLachlan to occur in some .species of Apataitia, of which no

males have ever been seen. Apatania muliebris, an inhabitant of some parts of the South o}

England, is one of these.

Of the Sericostomidse, the larvte generally inhabit streams, and dwell in a free case, which

is usually formed of sand and small stones. In some, such as the species of Go'era and Silo, the
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case is formed as above, of coarse sand-grains and small stones, but in addition to these the larva

adds larger angular stones along the sides, which give the case a very broad and depressed

appearance. Brachycentrus nuhilus, a British species, makes a quadrangular case of vegetable

materials. The most remarkable cases formed by larvse of this group are those of the genus

Ifelicopsyche, several species of which occur in South Europe, and one is recorded from North
America, while some analogous forms are described by Dr. Fritz Miiller as occurring in Brazil.

The cases of the larvse are composed of sand-grains and small stones embedded in the silken

material forming the actual case ; but, unlike any of the cases already described, they are of a spii'al

form, exactly resembling small snail-shells, and in fact they were at first taken for the shells of

small fresh-water mollusca. They appear generally to live in the water, but Professor Von Siebold

found them at Lugano, in Italy, under dead leaves in a wet rocky spot.

The Case formed by the larvas of the Leptoceridse is usually a cylindrical, slightly curved

tube, composed of sand-grains, to the surface of which long twigs are sometimes attached. The

lai-vse live both in standing and running water,

but generally avoid strong currents. The case of

the larva of Molanna angustata, a British species,

which usually inhabits standing water, is described

by Mr. McLachlan as follows :
—" It consists of an

inner tube, but the external aspect is very broad

and flattened, convex above, with the head-end

produced far o^'er the termination of the tube,

forming a cover partially protecting the larva when

feeding; beneath, the case is slightly convex in the

tubular portion, but the sides are dilated in a

concave manner. Tlie material employed is fine

sand, but to the outside of this, above, are fixed

large angular flakes of silex, and, more rarely,

vegetable fragments." This larva always lives

upon a sandy bottom, where its case is very difli-

cult to detect unless the inmate moves. Two
British species of Setodes (S. tinei/ormis and

interrupta) live in cases composed solely of hardened silken secretion, with no sand or other extia-

neous matters attached to them.

Of the Hydropsychidse, the larvse live both in standing and running water, but more

commonly in the latter, and they appear to be to a great extent carnivorous in their habits.

Their cases are free, usually consisting of irregular oval masses of small stones, attached to

the surface of larger stones at the bottom of the water. Sometimes the larvas live gregariously

under a common roof, composed chiefly of vegetable dibrit: fastened together with silk, but then

they make separate cases in which to pass the pupa state. The species of the genus Tinodes,

and some others, make silken gallei-ies upon the surface of submerged stones, &c.

The Rhyacophilid», which include many species, especially in the typical genus Rhyacophila,

agree with the preceding in their general habits, and many of them frequent torrents. The pupa

is enclosed in a special brown cocoon within the case.

Finally, the Hydroptilidse, which include a great number of very minute species, some of

them barely an eighth of an inch across the wings, make little cases of silk resembling seeds, to

the outer surface of which a few minute sand-grains, portions of diatoms, &c., are attached.

These cases have a slit at each end, and the larva can protrude its head at either of them. The

iarvse inhabit both standing and running watera

W. S. Dallas.

XARVA (.i), L.VRVA-C.\SE(b), COCOOX (c), PVPA (d), AND
IMAGO (e), of rhyacophila VULGARIS.



ORDER LEPIDOPTERA (BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS).

CHAPTER IX.

THE METAMORPHOSES OF THE LEPIDOPTERA.

Characteristics of the Order

—

Egg State -Structure and Develoimient of Eggs—Larv.\ State—Shape and Structure- -

Stinging Larva;—Internal Anatomy—Food—Enemies—Growth and Development—JIetamukphosis—Pupation of

Vanessa urlicce—Oi other Butterflies—Of Moths whicli form a Cocoon

—

Pita State— Structure of Pupa-
Development-Emergence of the Imago.

—

Imago, or Perfect State—Wings- Neuration—Scales—Legs—Head and

Body—Internal Anatomy—Food—Senses— Geograidiical Distribution— Collecting — Killing — Setting— Relaxing—
Localities.

The order Lepidoptera, or Scale-winged Insects,* includes the Butterflies und ^Mollis, of wliich at

least tifty thousand species lii'.ve already been described. They may I'eadily be distinguished from

all other insects by their being provided with four wmgs, clothed with scales, in the perfect state.

Their metamorphosis is complete—that is, they pass successively through the four stages of egg,

larva (or caterpillar), pupa (or chrysalis), and perfect insect. These changes we liave now to

consider.

The parent Butterfly or Moth lays her eggs on the plant or other substance which is best suited

for the food of the larvse when they hatch. Some species lay their eggs singly, while others lay them

in a cluster, like the Gold-tail Moth, which covers them with down plucked from her own body, or

the Lackey Moth, which glues them in a ring round the small branch of a tree. In any case,,

they are always so placed as to ensure the safety and comfort of the larvae.

The eggs are very interesting microscopic objects. They are covered with a hard shell, so that

they are not easily injured, and their shapes and colours are very various. Some are globular, others

are egg-shaped, or resemble cheeses, barrels, turbans, &c. Some are smootli, but they are more frequently

ribbed, fluted, or striated in such a manner as to form exceedingly elegant and complicated patterns.

They are most often greenish, but are sometimes brown, blue, red, or yellow, and are not

unfrequently spotted or striped.

When the eggs are laid they are perfectly opaque, and the interior is divided into two layers,

not always sharply differentiated from each other. The inner portion, however, is more liquid than

the other, and in this arise " amceboid cells," or bodies of an irregular star-shape, which appear first

at the upper end of the egg, and multiply until they reach the surface, when they become globular in

form, and gradually extend all over it. At the same time they multiply downwards, at lengtli

becoming conglomerated into a spindle-shaped mass, in the centre of which appears a longitudinal

streak.

After this stage is reached, the development of the embryo proceeds rapidly, and when the

Infant larva is fully formed the egg-shell frequently becomes semi-transparent, so that the occupant

may be seen coiled up inside. The duration of the egg-state is sometimes variable, even in

the same species ; for when two or more broods of an insect appear in the course of one season,

the eggs which are laid in the summer hatch in a few days, while those laid by the last autumn

brood do not hatch until the following spring. But in such a case the larva is often fully

developed in the autumn, and lies dormant in the egg during the winter, ready to burst from its

prison as soon as the vegetation of the next season shall be snfliciently advanced to pro\ide it with

appropriate food. Sometimes, too, when young larva; are hatched in autunui, they retire at once to

winter quarters, and eat nothing until the following spring.

All eggs, however, do not arrive at maturity. Unfertilised eggs do not usually hatch, althougli

parthenogenesis sometimes takes place in the Silkworm and other large Moths, while it seems to be

almost the rule among some of the smaller Moths, especially in the genus Sohnobia, the wingless

case-bearing females of which may go on reproducing their kind for generation after generation, like

Aphides, without the appearance or intervention of any male.

Lepidoptera are very subject to the attacks of parasites in their. earlier stages, and many of their

eggs are destroyed by small four-winged flies belonging to the order Hymenoptera and the family

* Greek : Iqiis, a scale
;
pteron, a wing.
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rroctotrypidxe. These lay their eggs (one or more, according to the species) in those of

Lepidoptera or other insects, and the larvse whicli issue from tliem speedily devour the contents.

If the evolved larva has escaped this danger, it gnaws its way out of its shell, and not

unfrequently devours the remainder before tasting othei' food. In this second stage of its existence

the insect is genei'ally of a cylindrical shape, and is composed of thirteen joints, which are called

" segments," and are more or less distinctly separated from each other. The head forms the first

segment. It is always well marked, and is of a bony consistence, much harder than the rest of the

body. The upper part consists of two lobes, separated above

\ by a longitudinal division. The upper part of the face is

„„ii„.j .u„ „i..„ i,:„,j ...1.:.!. ..-_:._ :._
gj^^^pg -^^ clifferent

V' IftT '^ l/M- ' called the clypeus, or shield, which varies :

A^—V pS^SIj'Y (y ^ I
t / species, and below this is the upper lip, or labruni. Six

i
MOUTH OF LAB'
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Many larvie are smooth and naked, or thinly covered with liair. Others are covered with a close

pil.>, and some, like the Tiger Moths {Arctiidob), with thick, shaggy hair. Some are tufted or spiny,

while others are furnished with humps, warts, or tubercles, varying in size and position according to

the species, and the tufts of hair are often placed upon such prominences. The retractile appendages

.at the e.Ktremity of the body of the lai-va of Cerura vinula, already mentioned, as well as the retractile

fork found on the back of the neck of the larva; of all the true I'ajnlionidce, are believed to be

designed to drive away Ichneumon Flies or other enemies. Birds will seldom eat brightly-coloured or

Jiairy larvie, but they greedily devour naked larviB of a green or brown colour, which rely rather on

means of concealment than on external defences against their enemies. But some larvse are furnished

with vei-y formidable weapons. The nests of the different species of Processionary Caterpillars

{Cnethocampa) are dangea-ons to approach, on account of the fine barbed hairs of the caterpillars

and a highly irritating dust, which floats about in the surrounding air. Many foreign larvoe, chiefly

belonging to the Bombyces, are actually provided with clusters of stings, consisting sometimes of fleshy

branching spines, some of which are thick and truncated at the extremity, and set with fine, sharp,

stinging bristles, while others are simply pointed. Others are provided witli tufts of hair, some

bristle-like and others finely pointed ; while the broad footless larva; of the Limacodidm are

provided with spines filled with a coloured liquid, and terminatiiig u\ a knob set with short sharp

bristles. These fascicles of stings are darted forth by the larva whenever it is alarmed, and cause a

long-continued burning pain.

The basis of the nervous system in insects consists of two douVile longitudinal cords running

«,long the under surface of the body (see Vol. V., pp. 290, 291). Each of these is itself double,

.and the upper one is very indistinctly marked in Lepidoptera. It is in the lower one only

that ganglia, or knots of nervous matter, are placed. In the lavvje of Lepidoptera there are

thirteen pairs of ganglia. The anterior pair, situated above the oesophagus, or gullet, represents the

brain ; and the first of those situated below it repre.sents the medulla oblongata. Lea\'ing this, which

Newport calls the first sub-oesophageal ganglion, the cords which correspond to the crura run on each

.side of the ccsophagus into the second segment, where they form the second sub-oesophageal ganglion.

Beyond this and the following ganglion, which is placed at the back of the third segment, the cords

diverge to include the insertion of the first and second series of diagonal muscles ; the two following

ganglia, situated towards the extremity of the fourth and fifth segments respectively, completing the

thoracic system. The cords are continued beyond, forming a double ganglion in each segment up to

the eleventh, where the large terminal ganglion, formed by the fusion of those belonging to the

«Ieventh and twelfth segments, is situated. In some larv£8 these ganglia are distinctly separated,

in which case fourteen pairs are present instead of thirteen. Great changes, however, take place

in the nervous sy.stem during the pupa state, when the four thoracic ganglia fuse into two large

•ones, which distribute nerves to the legs and the muscles of the wings, while the two following gangl'a

.either disappear entirely or amalgamate with the others.

The digestive system is very simple in the larvse of Lepidoptera, in which it commences by a

<listinct oesophagus, which terminates by a valvular orifice in the third segment in a long muscular

stomach, terminating in the pylorus and ilium. The Malpighian vessels empty themselves into the

ilium, which is followed by a lobed csecum, a very large colon, and a short rectum. Of the muscles of

larvse, suffice it to say that they are very numerous and comiilioated, especially in the head, in

•which the large muscles which move the mandibles occupy the greater part of the back and sides.

The respiratory and circulatory systems differ little from those of other insects, but a few

aijUatic larvse (Paraponyx, &c.), are provided with branchise.

The food of caterpillars is very various, and there is scarcely any animal or vegetable substance

which some of them will not attack. But though many species will eat a variety of plants, others are

nnly able to subsist on one, or at most two or three ; and all are more or less restricted in their food,

and must die if they camiot obtain it. The great majority live exposed, and feed on the leaves of

]jlants, but some prefer the flowers or seeds. Others are internal feeders, and live actually with.in

the stems of plants, or even in the branches, trunks, or roots of trees, boring galleries through the

solid wood, and often destroying the trees. Some caterpillars prefer withered leaves to fresh, and

others, chiefly among the smaller Moths, feed on butter, leather, horn, dried fruits, corn, hair-, cloth.
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and other artificial or dried produce. Many of the caterpillars of the smaller Moths burrow in the

leaves of trees, forming galleries or blotches, easily perceptible from their paler colouring. This habit

is not confined to the small Moths. Some larger species, such as the Green Foresters (fno statices,

ifec), are miners when young, and the larvae of many two-winged flies mine in leaves in the same

manner. Some few caterpillars produce galls, and others inhabit cases resembling those formed by

the larvse of the Caddis-flies, which they construct out of bits of twig, leaves, or grass. The cater-

pillars of the Clothes-Moths actually clothe themselves in a tight-fitting jacket, open at both ends>

which they enlarge when necessary.

During this stage of its existence the insect has nothing to-do but eat, and it gi-ows very rajjidly.

When its skin becomes too small it is cast ofT, even the skin of the head and the lining of

some of the internal organs being thrown off with the rest. Most caterpillai-s moult four or fi\e

times, although some moult only twice, and others as many as six or seven times. So serious an

operation is necessarily attended by temporary weakness and discomfort, but the caterpillar soon

recovers itself, and begins to eat again as fast as ever, frequently devouring its own cast-ofT exuvire,

before it returns to its ordinary food. The colour and markings, and even the very structure of the

caterpillar, are frequently changed after moulting.

Caterpillars are exposed to many enemies. The most formidable are the Ichneumon Flies, which

pierce their skins, and lay an egg in each wound. These eggs soon hatch into small larvse, which live

inside the caterpillar, feeding on the fatty portions of its body, but avoiding all the vital parts.

"When they have arrived at maturity, they emerge from the skin of the caterpillar and form their

cocoons round its dead body. Sometimes the caterpillar lives to assume the pupa state, and tlie

Ichneumon Flies come to maturity within the pupa skin. In their perfect state they are flies, with

four transparent wings and a slender body, terminated by a long ovipositor. Birds, wasps, and
insectivorous animals in genei-al destroy many caterpillars, notwitlistanding the various means oi

defence or concealment possessed by the latter, which are sometimes truly extraordinary.

One of the most remarkable cases of protective resemblance on record was observed by Mr.

Bates on the Amazons. A large caterpillar stretched its head out of a bush, and startled him by

its resemblance to a small venomous Snake. He did not succeed in rearing it, but it was perhaps

the larva of one of the Sphingidce, for these are large, smooth, and often adorned with very

bright colours, such as stripes, bands, and eye-like spots.

As the larva approaches maturity it becomes possible to trace the outline of the future Butterfly

or Moth beneath the skin, and traces of the wings appear just before the larva is ready to assume the

pupa state. The silk-glands also become greatly enlarged in most larvse when the time approaches

for their metamorphosis. They then consist of two long tubes, opening into the spinneret, and
closed at the opposite end. They are sometimes much twisted and convoluted, and extend towards
the hinder end of the body, partly above and partly below the intestines. The number of convo-

lutions depends upon the length and size of the glands, and in many Butterflies and Moths, which
spin only slight cocoons or none at all, the glands are even shorter than the body of the larva, and
are only curved twice. These glands are generally of a shining white colour, and can easily be
distinguished from the dusky anastomosing tracheal vessels which lie above them. These organs
have fulfilled their functions when the insect has assumed the pupa state, and dwindle away so

rapidly that after a few days they are reduced to a mere thread.

When the caterpillar is full grown, and is ready to assume the pupa state, it ceases to eat, and
its colours generally fade. Sometimes it remains motionless for several hours or days before it

commences the difficult and arduous task of pupation, which is eflfected in various ways.

The small Tortoiseshell Butterfly ( Vanessa urtiae) may be taken as typical of those Lepidoptera in

\\ hich the pupa is suspended freely by the tail. When the larva is about to undergo its metamorphosis,
it selects a position which it deems suitable, and commences by spinning a little button of silk, strong
enough to support the weight of its body. Having completed this work, the larva thrusts its claspers

into the middle of the silk button, which projects a little, and swings itself head do\vnwards from
this support. The most difficult part of the whole process has now to be accomplished—the
extrication of the pupa from the old larva-skin while the latter is thus suspended in mid-air. The
larva contracts its body several times until the skin cracks along the back, and the pupa gradually
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works itself through the rent by alternately dilating and contracting the rings of its body, and

working the larva skin backwards towards the tail. How the tail of the a])parently helpless pupa

could be withdrawn from the old skin, and fixed in the silk button without the pupa itself falling, long

remained unexplained, and it was always supposed that the pupa seized the old larvfi skin between two

of the segments of its body, as with a pair of pincers, and thus worked itself upwards. But according

to recent observations of Dr. Osborne this is not so, but the pupa remains connected with the old

larva skin by " a membrane extending from the lining of the latter to the anterior horns of the two

lateral ridges bounding the anal area of the chrysalis." Some writers regard this membrane as formed

of the lining of the trachcK, which, as well as that of the intestinal canal, is thrown oti" with the cast

skin of the larva. Nor is the membrane the only support of the pupa, for the interior of the larva

skin and the surface of the pupa are damp, if not actually wet, at this stage, and the pupa is, there-

fore, in part at least, upheld by capillary attraction. The chrysalis then stretches up its tail towards

the button of silk, and by a series of violent efforts succeeds in reaching it, and in fixing itself by the

small hooks with which its tail is provided. It then whirls itself round several times, first in one

direction and then in the other, in order to secure its hold, and to fix the hooks as firmly as possible.

During this process the connection between the pupa and the cast-off skin of the larva is almost

always severed, and the latter falls to the ground.

The pupation of the larvje of those Butterflies in which the pupa is attached to a stem, horizontally

or vertically, by the tail and by a girth of silk round the body, is ettected in a very similar manner.

8ome larvae, like those of the Pierince, are sufliciently flexible to attach a thread on one side of their

body, and then carry it ovei-, and fasten it on the other side, repeating the operation as often

as necessary ; but in the case of the Lycmnidce the girth is spun first, and the larva slips its head

under afterwards. The PapUioniruv, on the other hand, spin their girth, holding the separate threads

in their claws until the girth is strong enough, when they slip them over their heads. This arrange-

ment is necessary on account of the great risk of entangling the numerous threads of which the

girth is composed.

The larvse of many Moths construct a hollow ball of silk, called a cocoon, in which to pass the

pupa state, and it is from the cocoon of the Silkworm and other Moths that the silk of commerce is

derived. Some cocoons, like that of the Silkwomi are entirely closed, while others, like that of tho-

Emperor Moth, are partially open at one end, being constructed somewhat after the manner of a

weir, so that while they form no impediment to the egress of the enclosed Moth, an enemy cannot

force its way in from the outside. The larvje of many Sphi7ic/es, &c:, construct a cell in the ground,

lined with agglutinated earth and silk, and those of the Goat Moth and other internal feeders,

form their cocoons in the solid wood of trees, forming a tunnel leading up to, but not breaking

through, a partition opening upon the outer air. Some cocoons, like those of various Notodontidw,

are attached to the bai'k of trees, which they closely resemble, and are as hard as wood. Many
larvaj which sjmi cocoons construct them in the autumn, and lie dormant till the following spring,,

without assuming the pupa state till then.

Cocoons are not always made of silk alone. It has already been mentioned that cells-

made underground are partially formed of agglutinated earth. Hairy caterpillars often weave

their hairs into their cocoons, and others employ fragments of leaves, moss, lichen, or comminuted

wood. Many larvse, however, scarcely construct any cocoon, forming their pupa; between leaves or even

on the surface of the ground, often without any preparation. Many of the large foreign Salurniidce

make theii- cocoons -svithin a leaf, which they connect with the branch by a strong silken band several

inches long, running along the leaf-stalk, so that even if the stalk becomes detached from the

branch, the leaf cannot possibly fall to the ground.

It is believed that the object of cocoons is not warmth, but protection ; for the temperaturt-

within does not exceed that of the surrounding earth or air. Protection, however, is not their only use
;

for the efforts which the insect makes to escape, and the pressure which the cocoon exerts upon it, are

so essential to its development, that pupse prematurely removed from their cocoons often produce only

crippled specimens.

The pupa is generally of a brown colour, but those of Butterflies, which are exposed to the sun

and air, are sometimes green, yellow, or metallic. The rudiments of the perfect insect, which can

66*
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only be detected in the larva state by a careful and difficult examination, are now easily to be

discerned on the outside of the horny envelope of the pupa. But the pupa has no other limbs, and is

usually incapable of any function of life, except breathing, or of any motion, except a slight wriggling

of the segments of the abdomen. But there are exceptions ; some pupae are able to move about

in their cocoons, and those foi'med in the trunks of trees are provided with small hooks by

wliich they can work themselves along their galleries, and push the head of the pupa through the

jtartition, so that when the Moth emerges it finds itself completely at liberty. The pupa of a Cuban
Moth {Conchylodes diphtheralis) lies on the ground witliout any protection, but possesses the power

of leaping actively about.

A pupa consists of the thorax, which is the thicker portion, and of the abdomen, which consists

of nine mo\'alile segments jointed together. The seams in the thorax more or less distinctly indicate

the parts of the future Butterfly. The head is

visible as a slight swelling in front. It is pressed

downwards, and the eyes are visible on each side.

Behind and above this is the thorax ; and the^"~1

lower joints of the two first pairs of legs are placed

«ii[ the underside in front, on the sides of the head.
""^

" ^ The antennae pass round the eyes, and run back-

wards outside the middle pair of legs. The wing

cases, which vary in length in different species, lie

on the sides of the pupa. lu the large Sphinges,

the proboscis is often furnished with a separate

sheath, sometimes convoluted, lying in front of the

breast.

The position of the spiracles is the same in

the pupa as in the larva ; but not only are tlu;

external organs of the future imago developed

during the pupa state, but the digestive and

PARTi.vLLY orENED TO SHOW nervous systems are profoundly modified, assuming
RunisiENTAKY ^YI^•(^s M, axtenx.u (i), AND OTHER the fomi which they present in the perfect insect.

During the first stages the pupa appears to be filled

with a milky fluid, in which the rudiments of the future insect can scarcely be distinguished ; but

these rapidly acquire consistency, an evaporation, or rather transpiration, taking place constantly, by

which the weight of the pupa is eventually much reduced.

The duration of the pupa state is very diffei'ent in some insects ; but except in the case of

summer broods of double-brooded insects, when it frequently lasts only a few days, it extends over

several months, for the insect usually passes the winter in this condition. In some cases, especially in

the Small Eggar {ErioguMer lanestris), the pupse do not all disclose the perfect insect the same season :

but the insects of the same brood appear a few at a time each year, up to fourteen or fifteeji years

^ifterwards. The reason for this is pbvicws in the case of the Small Eggar, for the Moth appears

during the inclement month of February, and if all the pupas belonging to the same brood disclosed

the Moth during a single season, the species would be liable to extinction in the event of unusually

severe weather.

When the Butterfly or INIoth has arrived at maturity, the jiujia cracks along the seams, and the

l)erfect insect works itself out, discharging a few drops of fluid at the same time. In some insects

this is of a reddish colour; and when the insects were unusually numerous the red spots used

occasionally, in superstitious ages, to give rise to the idea that a sliower of blood had fallen. In the

•case of insects enclosed in a cocoon this fluid serves to moisten the silk, or to exert a chemical action

upon it (for it is acid, at least in some cases), in order to facilitate the escape of the Moth. Some of

the larger Bomhyces are actually provided with a strong spine under the wings, which helps them to

force their way out of the cocoon. As the cocoon is useless for mei'cantile purposes after the

emergence of the Moth, silk-growers always kill the insect before unwinding the silk, by throwing it

j.nto lioiling water, which likewise rendere the silk itself more manageable.
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\\'\\en the perfect insect has quitted the cocoon it is limp and weak. Its abdomen is tliick and
lieavy, and its wings are in a rudimentary condition, but it crawls to a position where it can allow

tlieni to hang down, when they can almost be seen to grow, so rapidly do they enlarge to their

full size and beauty, in consequence of a fluid being driven through the nervures, which subsequently

serve the purpose of air-tubes. The insect then flies away to seek its mate.

In the perfect state, a Butterfly or Moth has four wings covered with scales. In some groups

of Moths, however, the males only have developed wings, those of the females being rudimentary,

.and in almost all species the females are less active than the males. The interlacing nervures, or air-

tubes, by which the wings are traversed, form an important aid to the classification of groups. In
tlie oenti'e of each wing we generally find an open sjiace, called the discoidal cell. This is bounded in

front by the sul>costal nervure, and behind by the median nervure. Between the cost i, or front of

the wing, and the sul>costal nervure runs another nervui-e, called the costal nervure ; and between the

median nervure and the inner margin (that part of the wing nearest to the body when the wings aic

laid Ijack) runs another nervure, called the sub-median nervure. These run into the costa or to

the lower part of the hind margin without forking; but the sub-costal and median nervures both throw

ofi" several branches—or nervules, as they are called—to the costa or to the hind margin, which is the

side of the wing farthest from the body. Generally the nervures comi)letely surround the discoidal cell,

but in some cases there is an open space at its extremity ; and then the discoidal cell is said to be open.

But the neuration of the wings is much more complicated in some Moths, the discoidal cell being

divided longitudinally, or else small cells may be formed beyond it by the junction or crossing of

nervures. When most com-

plicated, the neuration re-

sembles that of the Caddis-

flies (Trichoptera). But
the colours and patterns

of thcAviiigs are so various

that the study of struc-

tural characters is less

necessary than in other

groups of insects.

The muscles wliich

move the wings of Lepi-

doptera differ little from

those of other insects.

There are two sets which

depress the wings : firstl}-,

a double dorsal muscle,

running longitudinally

upwards in the meso-

thorax ; and, secondly, the

ilorso-ventral muscles of

the meso- and meta-thorax,

which are attached to the

articulations of the wings

above, and to the inside '-.p^i

of the thorax beneath.

Between these lie the muscles,

the back of the thorax to the leg

constantlj-. .*[

The scales which cover the wings resemble a fine dust, which easily rubs off" on the fingers ; but if

the wiiig is placed under a microscope, it is foimd to be covered with a great number of elegantly formed

scales of various shapes, some of which are represented on the adjoining woodcut. These are laid

over each other, like the tiles on a roof, and are attached to the wing by a small stalk, which, in

I
^ ikk A

SCALES OF DIFFERENT GENEEA OF LEPIDOPTETi

i'hich raise the wings, and which run from the inner side of

During flight, the thorax expands and contracts rapidly and
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some Morpldme, etc., seems to be fixed on the [irinciple of a ball and socket joint. The scales

consist of a double membrane, finely striatetl. Between the striae, and parallel with them,

are arranged pigment cells ; but this is not the sole cause of their beautiful colours, for the eilges

of the scales frequently refract the light, and thus produce the most brilliant metallic lustre.

If the scales are ]'ubbed off a colourless membrane remains, with branch-

ing ner^'^lres running through it. In this state it does not greatly diflfer

from the transparent wings of other insects, except for the sockets front

which the scales have Ijeen removed.

Butterflies and Moths have six legs in the perfect state, but in some

families of Butterflies the front legs are rudimentary, and in the males

of a few Moths the hind legs are shorter than the others.* The tibise-

are not unfrequently furnished with spines in the middle or at the ex-

tremity. The tarsi are usually five-jointed, and generally terminate in a

pair of claws.

Having noticed the legs and wings, it now becomes necessary to

describe the structure of the head and body, before proceeding to notice-

the internal anatomy. As in all other insects, a fully-developed Motlr

or Butterfly is composed of thirteen divisions, or segments, the first of

which forms the head, segments 2—4 form the thorax, and the remainder

foiTU the abdomen. The distinction between the thorax and abdomen

is always well marked in the perfect insect, although it is not sharjily indicated in the larva.

The head is rounded, and generally rather broader than long. There are two large eyes on each

side, formed of a great number of facets, and therefore called compound eyes. Their surface is.

covered with short hairs in

some species, and is naked in

others. In addition to these,

there are sometimes two small

simple eyes (often called stem-

mata, or ocelli) situated on the

vertex or top of the head ; but

these are not present in many
groups of Lepidoptera. The

forehead is sometimes provided

with a small hoi-n or crest.

The antennse are placed in two

'small hollows near the eyes,

and appear to be organs of

touch, hearing, and smell.

They are composed of a great

number of joints, and in Butter-

flies they are long and straight,

and are thickened into a club

at the extremity. In Moths

the antennae are sometimes

simply filiform or thread-like,

but are more frequently pro-

vided with appendages, varying

in shape and size. The ant«nn»

ai-e called dentated, or toothed ;

serrated, or saw-like; pectinated, or comb-like; and plumose, or featheiy, according to the various

appearances assumed by these appendages. The sexes often differ in the development of the antenna>,

* The aborted hind legs of the male of Hepialm are said to be used as brushes to scatter round him the odour contained

in two pouches with which his abdomen is pro\'ided.

S-TESN.-E OF LEPIDOPTERA, GREATLY MAGNIFIED.
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fiTid in tliis case those of tlie male are always more developed than those of the female. An herma-

phrodite of such a species presents a very remarkable appearance when the antenna on one side is

pectinated, and that on the other is simple. The antennte are often clothed with hair or scales, and

the basal joint is larger and thicker than the others, except in the Butterflies and Siihinges. In some

genera of Tineina it is expanded into a scale, which partially co\-ers the eye when at rest, and is

called the eye-cap.

The parts of the mouth which are best developed in Coleoptera and Hymenoptera are very slightly

developed in Lepidoptera, and are almost rudimentary. The only organs which demand attention

are the large and overhanging clypeus, the proboscis, and the labial and maxillary palpi. The upper

part of the mouth is formed by the small labrum, which is nearly concealed by the overhanging

clypeus, and the rudimentary mandibles. Below these is the proljoscis, or tongue, which is generally

horny. It forms a spu-al tube when not in use, but can be stretched out and plunged into the

corolla of a flower when the insect desires to feed. It is made of two separate pieces throughout

its entire length, so that it can be separated and cleaned if there is any danger of its becoming

clogged. In many Bomhyces the proboscis is nearly obsolete, whereas in the SpJiinffidce it is often

several times as long as the body, and is sometimes liable to become tixed in flowers and broken.

The proboscis corresponds to the maxilte of other insects. At the base of the proboscis are placed

the maxillary palpi, which vary in shape and size, and are usually composed of three joints, the

last being generally pointed. The lower portion of the mouth is formed by the small triangular

labium, on which the labial palpi are placed, which consist of from one to three joints, and are

rudimentary in most of the larger Lepidoptera.

The structure of the thorax difters little from what we find in other insects. The prothorax

is very narrow above, but is broader below, where the first pair of legs are attached to it. The

mesothorax is very large, and is divided longitudinally above. It bears the first pair of wings and

the second pair of legs. The former are attached beneath small thin plates called scapulse. The

metathorax is short, and generally consists of five small plates above. The last pair of wings and

legs are attached at the sides and on the lower surface respectively.

The abdomen consists of nine movable segments, the hinder margin of each covering the base

of the next. The last segment contains the anus and the sexual organs. The male organ is enclosed

by two folds, and the female is sometimes provided with an ovipositor. Scent-fans, or scent-pouches,

are sometimes placed at the base or extremity of the abdomen in the males.

The whole body is more or less densely clothed with hair or scales, which sometimes form

conspicuous crests on the thoi-ax and abdomen.

The nervous system of the larva becomes much modified in the perfect insect. All Lepidoptera

]iave two cephalic ganglia, and the supra-cesophageal ganglion is furnished with convolutions. In

most cases there are two distinct thoracic ganglionic masses, the first simple, and the second

composite. Sometimes these are close together, and at other times they are more or less widely

apart. There are always four abdominal ganglia, the only known exception being in the case of

Hepialus humuli, which has five.

The digestive system is also modified in the perfect insect. The intestme is much longer than in

the larva, and the long and narrow oesophagus is dilated into a large crop in the thoracic segments,

which is generally filled with air. The stomach is short, oval, and very muscular, and the ilium is

long and narrow, and forms several convolutions, and is covered by the Malpighian vessels throughout

its whole length. The colon is large, and is often dilated into a caecum in front. The salivary glands

are simple elongated tubes, and correspond to the silk glands of the larva.

The food of Butterflies and Moths in the perfect state consists of the lioney of flowers, honeydew,

the exuding sap of trees, over-ripe fruit, kc. The great Death's Head Hawk Moth (Acherontia

atropos) will sometimes enter beehives, to feast upon the honey. Nor is this the only enemy which

Bees have to fear among Moths; for there are several species of small Moths, the caterpillars

of which feed on wax in bee-hives, and often commit great havoc. Many Butterflies are

attracted by putrid substances, and others are fond of assembling, sometimes in great numbers, to suck

up the moisture from the damp ground.

The senses of Lepidoptera are very acute. They are not unfrequently attracted by artificial or
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painted flowers, evidently mistaking tliem for real. A large number are provided with organs fitted

for producing a sound, though it is inaudible to our ears in most cases, although the Death's Head
Hawk Moth, and several allied species, are capable of uttering a very audible squeak. The males of

those Moths which have highly-developed pectinated antennse will gather round a box which contains,

a virgin female, and it is believed that they can be thus attracted from a distance of a mile or more.

The males of various species are also provided with tufts of hair, which emit a distinct odour. These

are sometimes placed between the wings, and sometimes on the antennte, legs, or abdomen. This is

specially noticeable in the British Privet and Convolvulus Hawk Moths {Sphinx ligtistri and

convolvuli), the males of which emit a musky scent. In these cases the odour is believed to b&
attractive rather than protective, but some of the insects which are refused by birds appear really t»

owe their immunity to their disagreeable smell or taste, and .sometimes the same insect emits two
distinct odours from difierent parts of its body—one protective, and the other, perhaps, attractive.

Insects so voracious as caterpillars frequently commit great havoc in our fields and gardens.

Pei'haps the most formidable of all are those called " Cut-worms " in America, which live beneath the

surface of the ground, and eat tlnouuli the roots of plants which come in their way. Most of these

develop into dark-coloured Moths, IhIwiii^mil;' to the genus Affruiis. As a set-oS" against the mischief

caused by Butterflies and Moths, wu ha\ e the valuable product called silk ; and in some parts of

Australia cakes formed of a particular species of Agrotis form a staple food of the inhabitants. We
do not eat insects in Europe, but may derive much pleasure from studying their structure and habits,

and from admiring their beauty.

Butterflies and Moths are found in all parts of the world, and are exceedingly numerous in species.

There are about 2,000 difierent kinds in the British Islands, out of which only sixty-five are Butter-

flies and the remainder are Moths. Islands are always poorer in species than continents ; and if we take

Europe into consideration, we find .5,000 species of Moths, and nearly 300 of Butterflies on the lists.

Iceland alone is said to produce no Buttei-flies, but only a few Moths, but both Butterflies and Moths

(though not more than about a dozen different kinds) have been met with in the polar regions, as far

north as our explorers have yet penetrated. Insects are far more numerous in the warmer parts of"

the world, abounding most where the vegetation is most luxuriant and varied. About 10,000 species

of Butterflies and 40,000 of Moths have been described at present, and hundreds of new species are

added to our lists every year. Butterflies are particularly numerous in tropical America, and more than

half of all the species known inhabit this part of the world. Upwards of two thousand different kinds

have been collected in the valley of the Amazon alone, but a great number of these ai-e small and incon-

spicuous .species, and it is the aggregate and not the compai'ative number of large and brilliant

.species which makes us consider size and colour as so characteristic of the Butterflies of the Tropics. If

we compare two species belonging to corresponding groups, one of which is found in Europe or Japan,

and the other in India, we shall generally find that the Indian insect is the smaller. Nor does the

abundance of species depend on heat alone, but rather on the variety of the vegetation, and therefore

Butterflies and Moths are far more numerous in Switzerland, where the variety of elevation gives rise-

to a greater variety of vegetation, than in the peninsulas of Spain or Italy. Andalusia, with its sub-

tropical climate and vegetation, hardly produces more Butterflies than Sweden. Many of those which

occur on the plains in Lapland are met with in the Alps in Switzerland ; and many common Central

European Butterflies are mountain insects in Andalusia, and the number of .species peculiar to the

extreme South of Europe is comparatively small, and by no means compensates for the almost total

disappearance of the numerous Alpine species of Central Europe. The opposite coast of North Africa

is even poorer in species than Southern Spain.

Before closing this chapter, some of our readers may wish for a few hints in regard to forming a

collection of Butterflies and Moths. It is easy to make a beginning, and the utensils required are

neither numerous nor expensive—a net, pins, setting-boards, and boxes being everything which is

required in the first instance.

The most convenient kind of net is, perhaps, the ring-net. This consists of a net of green gauze,

attached to a ring fixed on the end of a stick. The net should be gradually tapering, but rounded at

the end, so as to contain no corners, and should be about three times as long as the width of the ring.

It should not be sewn directly on the ring, Init attached to a strip of some stouter substance at the
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top, wliich can be sewn ou the ring, for tlii.s will make the net last much longer. The ri:.g should be

about a foot in diameter, and it is usual to employ a jointed iron ring, which can be folded up when

not in use and put in the pocket. It may be made to screw on the end of a common walking-stick,

for which a cap must be provided, to screw on when the net is not wanted, to keep out the dirt. If a

net is requii-ed in a hurry, it may simi)ly be sewn on a ring of willow-twigs, and fixed at the end of a

forked stick, and such an arrangement will answer very well on an emergency. A very portable but

more expensive net is the umbrella-net. This is formed of a large ring of whalebone, with a stick

through the middle. It is made to open and shut like an umbrella, and goes into a similar case when
,

not in use ; but it is too short for many purposes, and the stick in the middle is another objection.

Having caught your Butterfly or Moth, you next pi-oceed to secure it. The pins used by

entomologists are long and slender, and are sold by dealers in objects of natural history under the

name of " Entomological pins," for those used for common pui-poses are generally too short and thick.

The pins are made of different sizes ; choosing one proportioned to the size of the insect, it must

be pinned exactly in the middle of the thorax. You then pin it into a small box, lined with cork.

which you cany in your pocket. But if you like to bring your specimens home alive, as can be done

in the case of most of the smaller Moths, you must be provided with a supply of strong chip-boxes,

into which to put your captures. You must take care only to put one insect into each box, and to

keep the full and empty boxes in separate pockets, to avoid mixing them. But Butterflies, Sphini/es^

Bombyces, and, generally speaking, all large and active insects, must be pinned on the spot ; for if you

put them into a box they will knock themselves about in it, and when you open it you will find only

a mass of fluff, and your specimen spoiled.

In putting these insects to death, of course the speediest means will be adopted. Small

or slender-bodied insects, including most Butterflies, may be killed by a sharp nip under thfr

wings, but this method will not answer for thick-bodied insects. These may be killed by being

pierced with a pin dipped in a strong solution of oxalic acid, or may be stupefied with chloroform,

and afterwards killed by being placed in a jar half filled with bruised laurel leaves, and tightly

stoppered. Ammonia, sulphur, and cyanide of potassium, which some collectors use, are liable to

discolour many insects. If you are on a journey, and short of boxes, you may keep your insects in

"papers." These are constructed of square pieces of paper folded diagonally, and doubled over at the

side, so as to form a triangular envelope open at one end. In this case the insect is simply killed and

dropped into the envelope, which is then folded over and put away loosely in a box with cotton wool

and a little camphor. But this method is not to be recommended when you are al)le to pin and set

your insects at once.

In order to set your captures you will require setting-boards. These are proportioned in width

to the size of the insects to be set, and may be of any convenient length ; those most commonly used

are about ten inches long. There is a corked groove in the middle to receive the body of the insect,

and the sides are also formed of cork. The boards may be flat if you prefer it, as used on the

Continent, but they are generally bevelled off on each side in England, which gives the wings of

the insect a sloping appearance in the cabinet.

Having chosen a board proportioned to the size of the specimen you wish to set, you pin the

Butterfly a-s nearly as possible in the middle of the groove. The body lies in the groove, and you

then spread out the wmgs on each side in as natural a position as possible, and keep them in their

places by pressing them down with strips of cardboard, secured by a pin at one or both ends. Only

practice -will enable you to do this neatly, and you will soon find that some insects are much easier to

.set than others.

It will sometimes happen that your specimens pinned in the field become too stiff to set propeily

when you get home. These, as well as any specimens which have been pinned or papered and left

unset, will require to be relaxed. This is effected by puttijig them into any covered vessel partly

filled with damp sand or sawdust, and placing them in a warm place. In a day or two they will

become sufiiciently limp to set, and must then be attended to at once, for if left too long they may

become mouldy or rotten. In all cases insects must be left on the setting-boards till their wings have

completely stiffened in the position which you have given them.

When the specimens are thus prepared they must be placed in store-boxes, or in ca,biuets made
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for the purpo,5e. The boxes or cabinet-drawers must be lined with cork, and the Matter are usually
provided with tightly-fitting glazed lids. Any box used for insects should be tightly-fittin- and
furnished with plenty of camphor, or mites and other pests will soon reduce your collection to'dust
Many preventives have been recommended, but camphor, plentifully used, and the supply well ke,.t
up from the first, aj^pears to be the most successful of all. Butterflies in glass cases wou'd form a
very pretty ornament on the wall

; but although they will preserve their colours for more than a
C3ntury if kq)! in the dark, they bleach very rapidly if constantly exposed to the lic^ht

You will find Butterflies and many Moths flying in gardens and other
, laces where there are

plenty of flowers, and these may be captured with the net. As it gi-ows dusk the Butterflies
disappear, but the Moths become more numerous, and they may be caught in the same way until it
grows too dark. Later in the evening it is a good plan to daub over the trunks of trees with some
sweet compound—a mixture of brown sugar and beer, flavoured with a few drops of rum is most
commonly employed-and afterwards visit the trees with a lantern and catch the Moths which
are attracted by the bait. This mode of collecting is called " sugaring," and is somewhat uncertain as
on some nights the sugar will be covered with Moths, and on others you will scarcely find one

In the country many Moths may be attracted by a light placed at an open window. Durin<T the
day you will not see many Moths, except those which are habituaUy day-flying species, but if you
look about a little you wdU sometimes find Moths sitting on the shady side of the trunks of trees
especially early in the day, and l,y beating a hedge to windward you will generally dislodge a crreat
variety, chiefly slender-bodied or .small Moths, which you can catch as they fly out.

There are no Butterflies to be found on the wing during the depth of winter, but there --lo
•several species of Moths which only appear at this season of the year, and a considerable variety may
be caught m the evening, both in early spring and late autumn, at the blossoms of the sallow and
the ivy i-espectively.

CHAPTER X.

BUTTERFLIES.
The Brush-footed Butterflies-Butterflies distasteful to Birds-Mimicry-Trauspareut-winged Butterflies of South

America-Bro-«ni Butterflies frequenting Marshes and Meadows—Silvery Butterfly from Chili—The Great Blue
ButterflKs „r S„„tl, A„,eri.a-(-:reat Owl-like Butterflies Flying at TwiUght-An African Group of Spotted Butterflie.,-
fass.m. I Inuvr Ilnrt,,!!,... ,,t South America-The Fritillaries-The Comma Butterfly-Leaf Butterflies-Dissimilarity

°l

""
Z^' ;

^ '" ^""" I;"ttr,ri.es-Red, Blue, and Green Butterflies of South America- Elegant Flight of the White
Artmu.i I Lofty I- light ot the Purple Emperor-Long-snouted Butterflies-A large Group of Small and Elegant Butterflies
almost peculiar to South America-Copper Butterflies-Small Blues-Hairstreaks-Long Tails of some of the Allied
Eastern Spec.es-The White and Yellow Butterflies-Some of this Group Brightly Coloured-Mimicking SouthAmerican Butterflies-Small and Large Yellow Butterflies of the Tropics-Garden Whites-mite Indian Butterflies
with Bed Spots on tlie Under side-Indian Butterflies with the Front of the Wing Ridged like a Saw-The Brimstone
and Clouded lellow Butterflies-Orange-tips-Swallow-tailed Butterflies-The Apollo Butterflies-Magnificent Tailed
Butterflies from the Himalayas-The Great Bird-winged Butterflies of the East-A Croesus .among Butterflies-South
American Butterflies with Iri.lescent Spots-Mimicking Butterflies again-Gold-dusted Butterflies-Great Blue Butter-
flies of the Eastern Islands-The True SwaUow-tailed Butterflies-E.xtraordinary Difference between the Sexes of an
Afncan Butterfly-Very Long Tails of a Small Indian Group-The Skippers-Their Resemblance to the Moths-Tailed
Skippers of South America-The Fii-e-tailed Skippers-The Grizzled Skipper-The Bead Skipper.

The first five families of Lepidoptera are called Butterflies in England, and their antennse are nearly
always thickened into a knob at the extremity. All the European species, and the great majority of
the foreign ones, fly only by day, though some species prefer the shades of the forests, and some
tropical Butterflies fly only at dusk. There is reason to believe that others fly more or less at night,
but this requires to be confirmed by further observations.

FAMILY I.—NYMPHALID.E.
Half the known Butterflies belong to the first family, that of the Ni,m.phaHd,,;, which is divided

uito several sub-families. The front legs of these Butterflies are rudimentary in both sexes, forming a
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kind of paw, quite useless for walkiiig, and hence some writers have called them Brush-footed

Butterflies. The pupa is generally suspended freely by tlie tail. The caterpillars differ in structure,

.some being hairy or spiny, others furnished with long fleshy filaments, and others again ai-e almost

naked, with a forked tail.

The first group, the Danalnce, is almost confined to the tropics. Most of the species of Danais

iiiliabit the Old World, though a few are met with in America, one species being abundant over

almost the whole of that Continent.

They are large broad-winged Butter-

ilies, generally either of a warm
reddish-tawny colour, with blackish

borders, or brownish-black, the

centre of the wings being green,

divided by the veins. The only

European species {Danais chrysip-

pus) is found in Greece, but is also

one of the commonest Butterflies in

the East Indies and Africa. It is

reddish-tawny, with black borders

dotted with white, and the tip of

the fore wings is broadly black, and

marked with a band of large white

connected spots. There are also four

black spots in the middle of the

hind wings. There is scarcely any

Butterfly which is more interesting

than this insect, as it illustrates

some of the most remarkable pro-

blems of insect life in a pre-eminent

degree. The Danaince are rarely

attacked by birds. Their integu-

ments are exceedingly tough, and

most of them possess the power of

protruding two strongly-smelling

jjrocesses from the abdomen. But

it would scarcely be imagined

beforehand that the colours and

markings of a species thus pro-

tected would be repeated, with

more or less accuracy, in six or

eight other Butterflies and Moths,

bearing a much closer resemblance l, danais chrvsippus

to the species which they thus

" mimic " than to any of their own allies. What is still more strange is that in several of these

instances it is the female only which resembles the species " mimicked," the male being utterly

tliffer'ent. The principal species which thus " mimic " Danais chrysippiis are as follows :—(1) Elymnias

unduJaris, belonging to the sub-family ElyynniincB. In this species the male is of a rich brown,

with bluish marginal spots, while the female is tawny, with broad brown borders spotted with

white on all the wings. On the fore wings the white spots coalesce into a band towards the tip.

(2) Argynnis niphe. This species, which belongs, like the two following, to the sub-family Nym-

phaliitce, has a tawny or fulvous male, spotted with black, and resembles its allies, the ordinary

Fritillaries ; but the female is paler, with a black border and a broad black tip, crossed by a

white bar like Danais chrysippiis. A. niphe is a common East Indian species, but the Australian

form (A. iiiconstans) has a female resembling the male. (3) Hypolimnas rnisippus. This case is

HYPOLIMNAS MALE ; 3, DO., FEMALE.
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more remarkable than the last, for the male is of a rich brown colour, with a large white spot on

each wing, shading into blue at the edges, while the female is scarcely to be distinguished from

D. chnjsippus at first sight, excepfr-that there is only one black spot instead of four on the hind

win"S. There is a species of Damiis closely allied to D. chrysippus, in which the white transverse

band at the tip of the fore wings is wanting {D. dorippus), and there is a variety of the female of

//. misippus corresponding to it {II. inaria), in which the white band is also wanting. (4) Euphccdra

eleiis. Most of the species of this genus are green and black, but E. eleus is rich tawny, with black

borders spotted with white, and a white bar across the tip of the fore wings. (5) Papilio riierope.

This Butterfly, which is a ci'eamy-white Swallow-tail with black bordei-s, is common in Africa, and the

form found in ^ladagascar (/'. vieriones) has a female similar to the male, but no female resembling

the male has ever been

found on the continent

of Africa, where the

females are tailless

Butterflies, resembling

several different species

of African Banccince,

and one of these (P.

dionysus) has a close

resemblance to D. chry-

sippus. (6) Caryatis

philefa. This insect, a

Moth allied to the

Lithosiidce, likewi.se re-

iii-ndiices the colours of

h rtisippus, being of

1 leh tawny, with

hi.u-k borders spotted

with white.

In addition to the

scent-glands at the ex-

tremity of the abdomen,

themales of most species

of Daiiais and Etqylcen

possess a patch of raised

scales on thehind wings,

ErILtEA MIDAMIS: A, MALE; I!, lEMALE. wHch Is Hkcwise U

scent-producing organ.

The genus Eupltea is confined to the tropics of the Old World. The species are generally of

a rich dark brown, with bluish-white spots near the borders of the wings and in the middle of the

hind wings beneath, and are often splendidly glossed with purple. The wings are longer and

narrower than in Danais.

With the exception of Damns, all the South American Butterflies now included in the

Banaince were formerly classed with the Heliconince, on account of their superficial resemblance to

the genus Ileliconius. They are insects with very long and slender bodies, and very long and

narrow wings, and have sometimes been compared to Dragon-flies. The gi-eater number of these

Butterflies belong to the genus Ithomia, and a large proportion are more or less transparent,

except on the borders of the wings. Some of these are mimicked by Pierince.

The second sub-family of the Nymphalida:, the Satyrince, contains at least 1,000 species,

but most of these are small or middle-sized Butterflies, of sombre colours. The great majority

are marked with eye-like spots on the under surface of the wings, and sometimes ou the upper

surface also. Nearly one-third of the European Butterflies belong to this sub-family, but they are

by no means so well represented in other parts of the world. Their caterpillars are generally gi-een,
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with a forked tail, and feed ou different kinds of grasses, Tlie Butterflies frequent marslies, meado^vs,

and mountains, and many are among our commonest Butterflies, flying in every flekl. Many species

of the genus Erehia are found in the Alps, the great majority of

which are brown, with a row of more or less contiguous red

spots towards the margins, marked with a series of black spots,

which often, again, show a small white dot in the middle. The

Scotch Argus Butterfly {Erebia, medea) is the best known repre-

sentative of this genus in Britain. Some foreign Satyrhue are

of a brilliant blue, though this colour is rare in the sub-family
;

but one of the most remarkable Butterflies known, as regards

colour, is Argyrophorus argenteus, a Chilian insect, which is of

a uniform pale silvery colour above.

The small sub-family of the Ehjnmihve consists of the two

genera Elymnias and Dyctis. We have already noticed the

female of Elymnias undularis as one of the mimics of Danais

chrysippus. All the species of Elymnian, except two, which are

African, are East Indian or Malayan. They are generally dark-

coloured insects, averaging about three inches in expanse ; the

fore wings are often spotted with blue and white, and the hind

wings are bordered with orange. Most of the species are striated

with brown on the under side, and the group has a strong family likeness, which renders it easy

to recocnise it. Nearly all the Elymniince mimic other Butterflies in the arrangement of their colour.^,

on the upper side of the wings, but their wings are always dentated,

and often angulated, whereas all the Butterflies which they super-

ficially resemble have rounded wings.

The next sub-family, the Morphinw, though including some con-

spicuous East Indian species, is best represented by the typical genus

Morpho, which contains the magnificent blue Butterflies of South

America. The most brilliant of all known Butterflies is, perhaps, the

male of MorpJio ajpris, a dazzling sky-blue Butterfly, five inches in

expanse, which can be seen at the distance of half a mile in the sun.

A white band across the centre of the wings only enhances its beauty. The female sometimes

resembles the male, and sometimes,

as is often the case in Morpho,

is of a tawny or orange colour.

Some of the sj)ecies of Morpho
fly neai- the ground, and fre-

quently settle, but nearly all the

largest and most splendid species

fly at a great height.

The next sub-family, the Bras-

solince, consists entii-ely of tropical

American species, but these are

dull-coloured Butterflies, which fl}'

at dusk. The great Buttei-flies of the

genus Caligo resemble Morpho in

size and appearance, but are brown,

with the upper side of the wings mokiho cyikis.

suffused with dull blue. The under

surface is curiously marbled and speckled with brown and grey, and on the under side of the hind

wings is an enormous oval dark spot, in a broad pale ring, resembling an owl's eye.

The sub-family Acrccince chiefly contains African species of the genus Acra'a, though one or two

inhabit India or Australia, and the genus Actinote is South American. The wings of the Acrceinm are

EREBIA EUKVALE.
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rather long, and are generally of some shade of fulvous, with black spots, or black with white
or yellowish markings; and the hind wings are either striated or spotted with black at the

base beneath. Although these Butterflies are not closely allied to the European Fritillaries, yet
they coDjpletely replace them in Africa, resembling them not only in colour and appearance, but
also in the spiny larvre. The fore wings of several species of Acraa are more or less transparent;
in others the wings are entirely opaque. In Actinote the wings are always opaque, and destitute

of the black basal spots so conspicuous in Acnea, but the hind wings are always strongly striated,

at least on the under surface. The colouring, too, in one section of this genus is very dissimilar

to that of Acrcea, being bluish-black, with the centre of the fore wings pink or red, this colour

sometimes extending to the base.

The Heliconince are a group of South American Butterflies, much resembling the Acrceince in

structure, but their wings are much longer, and are generally rounded at the extremity. Their closed

Tiving-cells will prevent their being confounded with the typical Nymphalinm, and although some of them
closely resemble the American Danainm, which were formerly classed with them, the submedian
nervure of the fore wings is simple in the HeUconiiim, and double in the Danaince. Their caterpillars

are spiny, like those of the A crcehue, and many of them feed on different species of passion-flower.

The genus Heliconius includes a great number of beautiful species. Some are black, with
a large red blotch on the fore wings. Sometimes this is the only marking, as in //. melpomene;
but in other species the hind wings are rayed with red, or marked with a basal stripe of yellow
or white. In other species the fore wings are marked with yellow, and the hind wings are red,

or banded with red. //. charUhonia;, the commonest species in the West Indies, is black, with
yellow stripes on the wings ; other species are black and fulvous, spotted or banded with yellow,

and many of these resemble some of the larger opaque species of American Danainw, both in colour

and markings.

The species of Ileliconiiis vary from two to four inches in exjianse, and the antennae are long and
slender. The only other genus of this sub-family (Eueides) has much shorter antennte, and the

species, which are generally black and tawny, varied with dull yellow, seldom exceed an inch and a
half in expanse.

The gi-eat sub-family of the Nymphalinn; which comprises about 130 genera of Butterflies,

exhibiting every variety of colour and pattern, differs from all the foregoing groups, except the

Morphina; by the discoidal cell being open, or imperfectly closed, either in all the wings or in

the hind wings only.

The first two genera, Cohenis and Dione, are long-winged South American Butterflies, the

caterpillars of which feed on passion-flowers, vanilla, and other tropical plants. They resemble the

Heliconince considerably in size, shape, and habits, and form a very good connecting link between
these and the NymphcdincB : and some entomologists regard them as more properly belonging to the

former sub-family. The species of Colcenis are fulvous above, more or less banded with black. On
the under surfiice they are either coloured as above, or are indistinctly marked. One species

{Cohenis dido) is of a mo.st beautiful gi-een, with black markings above, and brown and silvery

markings below. Dione juno resembles the genus Colwnis in shape, but most of the species of the

former genus have much shorter and broader wings. They are rich fulvous, spotted or veined with

black, and the hind wings and the tips' of the fore wings are literally covered with large silvery spots

beneath.

The East Indian genus Cethosiw includes a number of closely-allied and very similar species,

which may be distinguished at once from any other Butterflies liy their elegant festooned black and
white markings, especially on the under surface of the hind wings. They somewhat resemble

Daiiaino', being tawny above, with black, white-spotted borders, and some .species appear to mimic
Daiutis c/iri/sipptts, ifec.

The true Fritillaries are well known to all collectors of Butterflies. The genus Argynnis is well

represented throughout the Northern Hemisphere, but there are none in Africa, beyond the Mediter-

ranean district, nor in South America, except one or two small species in the Andes or in Chili There

are six beautiful species in England, all fuh^ous, with black spots and streaks above, and more or

less spotted or streaked with siher on the under surface. In the North Chinese .-1. sar/ana the male
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resembles A. paphia, while the female is olive-greeu marked with white, and might well be supposed

to be allied to Apatwm or Limenitis. A new genus was actually formed for its reception when it was

first discovered. Among the most striking of the North Ameiican species are A. diana, with a black

male, broadly edged with orange, and a green female, spotted witli whitish, and A. idalia, one of the-

largest Butterflies of the genus, which.has reddish fore wings, and blackish hind wings, with two rows

of whitish spots above. The caterpillars of Aiyi/nnis are spiny, and mostly feed on different kinds of

violet.s.

Melitaa is another genus of small Fritillaries, of which we have three representatives in Great

Britain. They are tawny, with black lines and spots abo\e, and the under side of the hind wings is

more or less banded or cliequered with yellowish or reddish, being marked with black lines, and some-

times spots. The British species are local, though common where they occur. Several others are

found on the Continent, two of which are black with white markings ; but the greatest variety and

the largest known species of Melitxea are to be met with in California. Many of these are Ijlack,

with transverse rows of

yellowish spots, some-

times alternating with

reddish ones.

The European spe-

cies of VanesBa, ifec,

are less numerous than

the Fritillaries, but pre-

sent a much greater

variety of colour and

markings. Their larva

are spiny, and feed on

nettles, thistles, elms,

willows, &c. The smallest

species of this gi'oup,

though common on the

Continent in damp
woods, is not British.

This isAraschnia prorsa,

a Butterfly wdiich ex-

hibits the phenomenon

known as " seasonal

dimorphism " in its

gi-eatest perfection. It expands less than an inch and a half. The hind margins of the fore wings:

have two slight projections, and the hind wings have one projection in the middle, making the outer

margin nearly rectangular. The spiny black caterpillar, which is sometimes striped with brown, lives,

gi-egariously on nettles. The spring brood of the Butterfly is found in April and May. It is

fulvous, spotted with black. There are three white spots near the tip of the fore wings, and rows

of black spots across all the wings. The under surface is brownish-red, varied with violet and pale

yellow, with pale yellow veins and transverse lines. But the summer brood of the same Butterfly,

which is met with in July and August, is utterly different, and until the specific identity of the two

was proved by breeding and observation, it was naturally supposed to be a totally distinct species.

It is black, with a red marginal line, and a white transverse band, which is interrupted on the fore

vnngs. Tlie under side is redder than in the spring brood, with wliite instead of yellow markings.

Intermediate \'arieties are occasionally met with. This Butterfly is called " the Map " in France and

Germany, probably in allusion to the character of the markings on the under surface of the wings.

The Comma Butterfly (Vanessa C-album) has strongly dentated wings, more so than any

other British Butterfly, giving it at first sight the appearance of being vei-y tattered. It is of a deep

fulvous, with dark brown spots- "and borders. The under surface is brown, black, greyish, or gi-eenish,.

but the hind wings are always marked with a white C beneath. There is only one other species of

TRAXSFORM.\TIONS OF QVEEX OF SPA!
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this section of tlio r;omis in Europe, Init in North America there are several, all very similar to

the insect we have just described. Although local, the Comma is not mifrequently met with in many
parts of England, but it is the least common of the British species of Vanessa, except the large

chocolate-coloured, yellowish-bordered Oamberwell Beauty
(
Vanessa antiopa), which, although

abundant in America, as well as in many parts of Europe, is

a great rarity in England, but like many other Butterflies is met
with much more frequently in some years than in others.

It has lately been noticed by various observers that the Small

Tortoiseshell and Peacock Butterflies (^Vanessa urticw and V. io)

ha\e the power of stridulating, or producing a sound which has

been compared to the friction of .sandpaper. The credit of dis-

covisring the apparatus wliich causes the sound is due to Mr. A. H.

Swinton. The hmder vein of the fore wings is bare of scales at

the base beneath, and serrated, and this works upon the front vein

(or costal vein, as it is called) of the hind wings, which is likewise

bai-e, smooth, and curved outwards at the base.

The elegant brick-red, or pale salmon-coloured Painted Lady Butterfly [Fyvanieis cardui), is the

last European species of this group which we shall notice. The caterj)illar feeds on thistle, and

the Butterfly is generally common in waste places at the end of summer, not in England only, but

over a great part of the world. It is much com- -

moner in some years than in others, and is occa-

sionally sufiiciently numerous to migrate in vast

-swarms from one district to another.

Among the commonest and most widely dis-

tributed of the exotic Butterflies allied to Vanessa

are those of the genus Junonia. As now restricted,

it includes several species with smooth' eyes (those

of the Vanessoi are hairy), and with .slightly

dentated wings. They are insects about the

size of the Vmiessa urticce, and the wings arc

black, brown, or grey, generally adorned with

two eyes on the hind wings, and one towards the

hinder angle of the fore wings. Several species

are common in every collection of insects from the East Indies. J. laomedia is of a slightly iridescent

grey, with transverse zigzag brownish lines, and a row of rather small eyes beyond the middle, of

which two towards the tip, and one towards the hinder angle of each wing, are more distinct than

the others, and consist of an outer brown ring, an inner grey or buflf one, and a black pupil surrounded

with orange. Although the East Indies form the head-quarters

of the genus Junonia, several species closely allied to the Indian

ones are met with in Africa and America.

The genus Precis, formerly included in Junonia, comprises

many beautiful African Buttei-flies, and one or two Indian

species also. The wings are generally dentated, the fore wings

more or less angulated, and occasionally almost hooked, and the

hind wings often produced at the anal angle. Instead of large

eyes on the wngs, as in Junonia, there is sometimes a marginal

row of small ones on the hind wings. The beautiful blue P.

rhadama of Madagascar, however, has eyes placed as in Junonia.

The" species of Precis are generally brown, sometimes almost without paler markings, but more

frequently banded with some shade of fulvous, and occasionally with blue or red.

The genus KalUma is one of the most remarkable of the Nym.pliaUna', from the extra-

ordinary resemblance of the under surface of the insect to a dead leaf. The Indian species ai-e

nearly four inches in expanse, bluLsh or purplish above, with a small transparent spot in the middle
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of the fore wings, Ijcyoiid which a Lroad orange band in some species, or a Ijluisli-wh'ce one in otlievs,

runs obliquely from the middle of the costa, or front edge of the fore wings, nearly to the hinder

ant'le. The fore wings are more or less pointed, and the anal angle of the hind wings is produced

into a short blunt tail. The under surface is brown, with a dark streak resembling a mid-rib running

from the tip of the fore wiugs to tlie tail of the hind wings. The suiface is irregularly streaked and

mottled, and Mr. A. R. Wallace describes the Sumatran Kallima parnkkta as being invisible when at

rest, from its resemblance to the dead leaves among which it always perches. The Butterfly sits with

its wings over its back, and its head and autemuB raised and hidden between them, while the tails of

the hind wings rest upon the branch, corresponding exactly in appearance with the stalk of the leaf.

The genus Ewiica contains a number of moderate-sized species. They are nearly all Tropical

American Butterflies, of a brown or velvety black colour, and are often more or less sufl'usod with blue,

purple, or violet. One r - ____.^„,-^ .^. > v, 7»- _^ = ^-i

species (E. maryarita) is sil-

very white above, with the

tip black, spotted with

wliite, and a double row of

dark spots on the borders of

the hind wings. The outline

of the wings in Eunicn is

very various, but is generally

dentated, and the tip of the

fore wings is often trun-

cated. The under side of

the hind wings is always

marked with a row of eyes

beyond the middle, but. this

varies very much in dis-

tinctness.

The South American

genus Gatonepliele is veiy

remarkable for the great

difierence between the sexes,

for the females are so unlike

the males that they were

not only regarded as differ-

ent species, but were even

placed in different genera

for many years. Thus the

male of C. obriiius is black,

with a broad blue band across the fore wings, and a broad orange band across the hind wings. The
female is brown, with an additional blue spot near the tip of the fore wings, and one or two red spots,

bordered with black, towards the base. The hind wings have three obscure narrow black stripes, the

outermost sometimes marked with one or two blue spots.

The handsomest of the smaller South American Nymphalina;- are probably those belonging to

the genus Catagramma and its allies. The first of these is the genus Cullicore. The species "are

all of a rich dark brown or black above, and the fore wings, which are often suffused with purple

towards the base, are crossed by a bar of changeable bluish-green, blue, or pur^de. The hind wings

are generally bordered by a metallic green or blue stripe. The under surface of the fore wings is of

a rich scarlet towards the base, followed by a cui-ved black band, varymg in breadth, and the tip is

silvery white, or buff, intersected by a black line. The hind wings are silvery white or bufl', with two
oval black rings in the centre, each of which contains two black spots, varying in size, and sometimes

connected. These are enclosed by two large black rings, which run round the whole wing, except

on the costa, where the circle is not complete.

mmm^km^j^.
(\ x\h
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Tlie genus Perisanm mucli resembles CalUcore in size and shape, but the band of the fore wings
is frequently incomplete, and combined with more distinct basal stripes. The fore wings are black

beneath, generally spotted with blue, with the tip pale, and intersected by a black line, and the basa)

portion is frequently more or less broadly red or yellow. The under side of the hind wings is yellow,

silvery white, or buff, and is nearly always crossed by two black lines, widest apart in the middle,

between which runs a row of black dots.

The genus Catagramma resembles the last two genera, but the eyes are naked instead of hairy.

There are a great number of species, differing veiy much in colour and markings, and the name
alludes to the elegant markings of the under surface, meaning "written beneath." These Butterflies)

are of a deep black, adorned with rich shades of crimson or orange on the upper side, and are fi-equently

glossed with purple over the black, and sometimes over the crimson. In some species the sexes differ

little ; in othere, the males are crimson and the females orange, or even, occasionally, black above.

But the sexes differ much in their habits. The females generally live a retii-ed life in the forests, and

are often very rare, even when the males are abundant. There are a great number of species, all with

a strong family likeness, though more varied in colour above and in patterns below than either of the

two preceding genera. The pattern of the under side of the hind wuigs varies very much in different

species. Sometimes they may be striped with black and yellow, or the centre may be black with an

irregular row of blue spots, or the centre may be yellow, enclosing two large black spots, each marked

with a variable number of eyes.

Callitliea, the most splendid genus of the Cataijraiama group, contains larger species, found

towards the west of South America. In C. sapp/dra the male is of the richest blue, while th;-

female is blue only at the base, followed by a broad transverse orange band in the fore wings, while

the hind wings are bordered with dull green. Some of the other species are similarly mai-ked, while

others are bluish-black towards the base ; and a pale bluish band runs round the borders of all the

wings. The under side of all the species is green, sometimes more or less broadly orange at the base,

and marked with transverse rows of black spots or lines.

Batesia hypochhra, and its allies or varieties, are also large and splendid insects, from the Ujipei-

Amazons and Ecuador. The fore wings are black, with the basal third blue, and a very large red

oval transverse spot or band running nearly across them. The hind wings are blue above, with a

rather narrow black band near the border ; and beneath they are olive-yellow, or greenish.

The genus Ageronia contains many common and well-kno\vn insects from Tropical America.

These Butterflies frequent forests, and their habits were studied by Mr. Darwin. He met with

A. feroyiia in the orange groves of Brazil, and describes it as a high flyer, but fond of alighting on the

trunks of trees with its head downwards. It is remarkable for using its legs for rumiing, but still more

so for the clicking or crackling sound produced bj' the wings during flight. Mr. Darwin's observations

have been subsequently verified by other naturalists, and the stridulation proves to be common to both

sexes. It has not yet been ascertained whether the sound is produced at rest as well as when flying.

Although several other Butterflies are now known to stridulate, yet this species is interesting as being

the firet on which this observation was made.

The species of Ageronia expand from two to three inches. A. feronia and its allies are mottlect

with black, bluish, and white, and are sometimes marked with dull reddish spots; and there is generally

a submarginal row of black eyes with white pupils on the hind wings. Other species are velvety-black

above, spotted with blue, or very deep blue, spotted with paler, and with an oblique white band in.

the fore wings in the females. The under surface of the hind wings may be pale silvery-grey, with a

row of submarginal brown rings, bordered on each side with a bro-\vn line, or may be yellow, red,

brown, or steel-blue spotted with red, in various species. »

Cyrestis includes several delicate Butterflies confined to Tropical Asia and Africa. The hind

wings are generally produced into a lobe at the anal angle, and there is a short projection or tail at

the lower part of the hind margin, where the wing is angulated. Some of the species are white,

marked with transverse dark or yellow lines towards the base ; others are tawny, with dark lines, or

dark brown, with a transverse band of white.

Cyrestis is represented in South America liy the genus Megahtra, which is remarkable for the

superficial resemblance which the species bear to the true Papilionimr, or Swallow-tailed Butterflies,
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from which, however, they may be at once distinguished by their imperfectly developed front

legs. They are brown, tawny, or yellowish-white, marked with slender transverse lines, most

conspicuous on the under side, which is generally of a paler colour. There is a lobe at the anal angle

of tlie hind wings, and a long tail at the lower part of the hind margin. There is another group

with much longer wings, somewhat re-

sembling tlie tawny species of Colainis

in colour, size, and shape, except that

there are three tails on the hind wings,

that in the middle being the longest.

We have already spoken of Ifypo-

limnas misiijpus, and the extraordinary

resemblance of the female to Danais

chrysippus. Several of the smaller

species of Hypolimnas resemble the genus

Eupltea, but others are among the largest

and handsomest of the Biitterflies inhabit-

ing Asia and Africa. One of the com-

monest African species is //. salmacis,

which averages four inches in expanse.

It is a dark brown Butterfly, broadly

banded with white and blue. An African

genus allied to this is called Pseudacrcea,

from the great similarity of several of

the species included in it to those of the

genus Acrcva.

The White Admiral {Limenitis

gibylla) is a black Butterfly with white

maikings, and is considered a rather scarce insect in England. Its elegant sailing flight has long beon

celeln-ated ; and Haworth tells a story of an old entomologist who was too infirm to chase Butterflies

any longer, but who would sit for hours together on a stile which commanded a view of a spot much

frequented by this Butterfly, for the pleasure of watching its graceful evolutions on the wing. There

is another European species of Limenitis (L. Camilla), which is more sharply marked than the

English, and is of a liluish-black. It appears rather later in the summer, and I have generally met

with it flying round detached bushes, rather than in woods. The larva? of both these Butterflies feed

on honeysuckle. Many handsome species of Limenitis, difiering very much from the Englisli, and

generally much larger, are found in India and North America.

Neptis and Athyma are genera closely allied to Limenitis. The species are very numerous in

the East Indies, but a few are African, and two species of

] Neptis are European. They are dark brown Butterflies, with

a white streak, often divided into two or three, running from

the base of the fore wings. Rather beyond the middle of the

fore wings is a transverse white band, more or less divided

into spots, and more widely interrupted in the middle of the foi-e

wings. Towards the margins is an outer row of smaller white

markings. This general description will apply to almost all the

species, except that the white markings are often replaced with

tawny,

common African Butterfly, not remarkable for its beauty, but

curious for its resemblance in colour to a Guinea-fowl, being grey, with several rows of white spots,

edged with black. The under surface is more yellowish, but varies a good deal in intensity of colour.

The obscure colouring of this insect must make it very inconspicuous, especially as the variations are

said to correspond to the colour of the soil in the district where it occurs.

The splendid genus Apaiura includes the Purple Emperor [A. iris), one of the finest of the

WHITE ADMIRAL.
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British Butterflies. It me:isures from two to more than three iiiclies in expanse, and is of a dark

brown above, spotted and barred with white, and there is a red r'ing near the anal angle of the hind

wings In the nearly allied Continental A. ilia there is a similai eye on the fore wings as well. The
male is shot with rich purple,

and is remarkable for his lofty

flight, usually perching on the

tops of the tallest trees. It is

common in Central Europe, but

is confined to the south-east of

England. Although ordinarily

very difficult to capture, it will

sometimes descend to the

ground to drink at a puddle,

or may be attracted by camon.

The catei-pillar, which feeds

on .sallow, is green, witli two

horns on the head.

Aganisthos odius is a

grand South American But-

terfly, measuring five inches

across the wings. The fore

v/ings are long, and almost

liooked at the tip, and the body is unusuallj stout. The wings are of a rich black, with the

basal third of the fore wings tawny, this colour projecting in a large, slightly-curving lobe,

almost to the hind margin. It is a Butterfly of very powerful flight, and that of Prepomc,

an allied South American genus, is said to be so rapid that the eye can scarcely follow it.

Sometimes these Butterflies perch suddenly on the trunks of trees, closing their wings and remaining

immovable. But if alarmed they dart away for a moment, and then return suddenly to the same

spot. These Buttei-flies are similar in shape to the Purjjle Emperor, but much larger, and with much

stouter bodies. They are black, with a broad bluish-green band across both wings, which is divided,

contracted, and turned inwards towards the tip of the fore wings. The upper side of most of the species of

/"rgjWJia is similar to this, the under side is Ijrown or grey. Near to this genus, and almost as large,

measuring over three inches in expanse, is

another South American genus (Agrias),

which resembles a gigantic Cntagramma in

appearance. A. cedon is brown, with a broad

transverse scarlet band across the fore whigs,

and a large blue blotch near the anal angle of

the hind wings. A. phcdcidon is dark blue,

broadly bordered with green.

Charaxes is a genus almost confined to

Asia and Africa, though one species (C.

jasiits), which feeds on the arbutus, is found

all round the shores of the Mediterranean.

It is a large Butterfly, expanding about three

inches. The body is stout, the border of the

fore wings is deeply excavated, and the hind

wings are dentated, with two rather long

tail.s. It is of a dark brov/n above, bordered with deep orange ; and the under side is red, banded

with white and orange, and marked with black spots, edged with white. It is a Butterfly of very

powerful and rapid flight, turning about like a Swallow to avoid any obstacle. It is very shy,

and delights in the hottest localities, avoiding the shade of deep woods, and preferring dry hills or the

dry bods of torrents, up and down which it coui-ses without stopping to rest. But like other

CHARAXES JASirS.
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NymiihaUiuv, it has a great preference for the same spot or twig, to whicli it will return day after

ilay. It is fond of strongly-smelling substances, and rotten clieesc is sometimes employed as a
bait to attract it.

Protoffonius, the last genus of yi/mphalhi(e which we shall notice, is South American. It is

lemar-kable for its colouring, which resembles that of some of the Heliconinw, as well as for its

peculiiu- shape, which is unlike that of any other insect. P. hippona measures about four inches

across the fore wings, which are much longer than the hind wings. They are black, with a lar^e

tawny blotch running from the base to the middle, and widest on its lower side. Beyond this is an
irregular transverse yellow band, and nearer the tip a white spot. The hind wings are tawny, and
their lower border is black, with a row of long white spots. The long fore wings are .strongly arched,

curving over to the tip, which is pointed, but not long, and followed by a concavity, below which is

a longer and sliari)er projection ; and another concavity brings us round to the hinder angle of the

fore wings. At the outer angle of the hind wings is a long linear tail.

FAMILY II.—ERYCINID^.
This family is intermediate between the Nymphalidce and the Li/ccenida; for while the front

legs are perfect in the females, they are i-udimentary in the males. It is divided into four

.sub-families, of which the first, the Libi/tJieince, "containing only one genus and a -sery few species,

has much resemblance to the Xi/inphaliiue, but may be distinguished from almost all other

Buttei-flies by the enormous length of the palpi, which are four times as long as the head, and are

contiguous throughout their whole length, forming a kind of beak, as in the Cramhidw. The foi-e

wings have an angular projection below the tip, and the hind wings are dentated. One species is

found in South Europe, which is brown, with a fulvous basal streak and large fulvous blotches. It

measures about an inch and three-quarters across the wings. Several other species closely resembling

this are met -with in Asia, Africa, and America, and a blue species is found in the Moluccas. The
pupa is suspended by the tail, as in the Nymjihalidce. The three other sub families, forming the

Erycinidie proper, have very short palpi, and their- pupse are attached by the tail, and by a

silken belt round the body as well. Very few species are met with out of South America, where they

are exceedijigly numerous, and are insects of rather delicate texture, unfitted for strong and

sustained flight, and fond of settling on leaves rather than on flowers.

The second sub-family—or the first of the true Eri/cinidoi—is that of the Xemeohihuc, and is

distinguished by the subcostal nervure of the fore wings dividing into four branches instead of three.

To this gi-oup belongs the British Duke of Burgundy Fritillary (Nemeobius lucina), which has a

superficial resemblance to a small Melitcea. It is a local insect in the South of England, and measures

about an inch across the wings, which are brown, and marked with rows of dull orange spots. On
the under surface it is reddish-brown, with black marginal dots, and two i-ows of whitish spots on the

liind wings. The East Indian species of NemeobiincB are larger and handsomer Butterflies, and the

hind wings are either rounded and dentated, or end in a lobe, or short, blunt tail, or are square, with a

projection at the outer angle. They are generally streaked or spotted with white on the under

surface. The principal South American genus of this section is Mesosemia, to which belong a great

number of little brown or blue Butterflies, marked with black lines, especially on the hind wings,

iind nearly all have a large round black spot in the middle of the fore wings, marked with two or

more white dots.

The EuselasiitKB only include one genus of importance (Euselasia). Their neuration is irregular,

but the discoidal nervure is so closely united to the subcostal nervure that it appears to be an addi-

tional branch, or a continuation of the subcostal itself. This is diflScult to explain in words, but the

Butterflies themselves may be easily known, having rather short fore wings and long hind wings,

often marked with lines or eyes on the under side. Some are brown, some blue, and others again

are fulvous, and several species strongly resemble the small South American Satyriiue of the genus

Euptychia.

The last sub-family, the Lemoniince, contains species with only three branches to the subcostal

iiervui-e, and with the subcostal and discoidal nervures completely distinct. We need notice only a

few of the principal genera. The species of Lbnnas have rather long fore wings, often with crimson
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s|)ots at the base. They are generally black, with orange borders or markings. The species of Necyria

and Ancyluris are among the most beautiful of the group. They are black, with red or blue stripes, and

the hind wings are often prolonged into a lobe, or a short tail. They are comparatively large Butterflies,

expanding nearly two inches across the wings. Zeonia includes smaller Butterflies, with transparent

wings, the black veins and borders excepted. The hind wings are marked with red, and terminate in a

long narrow tail. Helicopis includes some very delicate cream-coloured Butterflies, with three tails on

the hmd wings. They are varied with black or yellow above, and the under surface of the hind wings-

is spangled with metallic golden spots, as is also the case with several species of allied genera.

The species of Emesis are mostly very dull, dark brown Butterflies, with darker transverse lines,

and the fore wings slightly pointed. The under surface is lighter, being dull brownish-yellow, or

ochreous. Mesene includes a numVjer of small red Butterflies, not expanding more than an inch across

the wings, generally with black borders, or black markings on the costa of the fore wings.

A very characteristic aud easUy recognisable genus is Nymphidium, the species of which are

nearly all white, with the costa of the fore wings and all the borders more or less broadly brown, and

frequently marked with red lines or spots on the borders. Several long-winged genera have very

little resemblance to the group to which they belong, but are more like species of Ithoniia, or the

allied genera. Such are some of the species of Stalachtis, Ithoiniola, ifec, while Chamwlimnas

includes a number of Butterflies with a lemon-yellow basal stripe, and a transverse band of the same

colour near the tiji of the black fore wings, and the hind wings are yellow, with black borders. These

closely resemble an extensive gi'oup of day-flying Moths, also South American, both in shape, size,

colour, and markings.

Passing on from this large group of delicately-marked, but rather uninteresting Butterflies, we
come to another extensive and more fiimiliar family of small Butterflies.

FAMILY III.—LYC^NID^.
In this family we And the legs of the males nearly as well developed as those of the female.s,

except that they are rather smaller, and the last joint of the tarsi terminates in a simple hook. Their

larvie are short and stout, somewhat resembling a Woodlouse in shape.

The great majority of these Butterflies are of small size, the largest seldom expanding more than

an inch and a half or two inches, and the prevailing colours are blue, copper-red, or brown. The
under surface is generally marked either with black eyes enclosed in pale rings, or with pale trans-

verse lines ; and the hind wings fi-equently end in a short and slender tail. This family is well

represented in all parts of the world, especially in the Northern Hemisphere and in South America

;

but the number of distinctly defined genera is small, although the species are very numerous.

Miletus symttliim is a small brown Butterfly, with a white spot on the fore wings, and a giey

under surface, marked with obscure lines. It is common in the East Indies, and its legs are imusually

stout ; but what is much more remarkable is that it is said to

inhabit Ants' nests. Strange as this habit is, it is by no

means unexampled, for it is well known that a great variety

of insects do inhabit Ants' nests, and among them is a small

Scottish Moth (Tinea ochraceella), belonging to the same

genus as the Clothes' Moths.

The species of Zeritis are red, with brown liorders, and

with metallic spots on the under surface of the hind wings.

They are found in Africa, but do not equal the splendid

colouring of the Eui'opean Copper Buttei'flies of the genvis

LyccRiia. The Small Copper (L. phlceas) has bright coppery-

red fore wings, with black spots and borders, and the hind

wings are black, with a marginal copper band. It abounds almost everywhere in dry, sunny, flowery

places, and is found throughout Europe, North Africa, Northern and Western Asia, and a great part

of North America. It is a pugnacious little Butterfly, often attacking and driving away much larger

insects, if they approach the flower on which it is resting. The caterpillar is green, with red lines oa
the back and sides, and feeds on sorrel.

:.'EN'A PHL.T.AS.
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Another species {Lycana dispar, the Large Copper) used to be common in the fens of the

Eastern Counties of England. It expands about two inches, and the male is brilliant copper,

witli rather narrow black borders, and two spots in the discoidal cell of the fore wings. The

female has copper-coloiii-ed fore wings, with three discoidal spots, and an outer row of large

black spots. The hind wings are dark brown, with black spots, and a snbmarginal copper

band, and are bhiish-gi-ey beneath. The

caterpillar used to feed on the great

water-dock, but the insect has not beiii

seen alive in any stage for some thirty-

five years, and is believed to have be-

come quite extinct in consequence of the

draining of the fens. L. dispar is the

largest species of the genus
;
yet the males

of some others surpass it in the brilliancy

of their colouring, and in some instances

tlie copper is strongly glossed with blue or

purple, as, in L. gordius, for example. But

these species are not British, though com-

mon in some parts of the Continent.

The small blue Butterflies, so familiar

to all residents in the country, belong to the genus Polyommatus* so called from the majority

of the species being decorated with numerous " eyes," or black spots in white rings, on the under

surface of the wings. In most of the species the males are blue and the females brown, but in

some cases both sexes are brown, and some few species white. But there are no white species

in England, nor is there (except P. haticus, as an occasional visitor) any representative of the

section of the genus in which the hind wings are furnished with a .short tail. The Common

Blue {Polyommatus icariis) is a Butterfly about the size of the Small Copper, and of very

similar habits. The male is lilac blue, with white fringes, and the female is blue or brown,

with a marginal row of red spots. The under surface is brownish-grey on the fore wings, and

yellowish-brown on the hind wings, with a marginal row of red spots, bordered with black ones, and

a central row of eyes Theie <iie also U\o oi three spots nearer the base both on the fore and hind

wings. In the Clifton Blue [Polyommatus adonis)

and the Chalk-hill Blue (P. coi-ydon) the fringes

of the wings are spotted with black. The males

of these insects aie bright sky-blue and pale-blue

respectively, and, like most of the British species

of the genus, they are common on the chalk in the

South of England. The Azure Blue {P. argiolus)

is found in woods, flying about holly trees, but is

not common everywhere. The male resembles the

Common Blue above; the female is blue, with

broad brown borders to the fore wings. The under

surface is pale blue, with a central row of small

black spots. The Silver-studded Blue {P. mgon) is common on heaths, and i)iuch resembles the

Common Blue, but the outermost of three rows of black eyes on the under side of the hind

wings is conspicuously dusted with bright metallic blue. Throughout this group of Butterflies

the species are best to be distinguished by the colour and markings of the under side of the

hind wings. In some Continental species, the upper side of which differs little from that of

English species, the hind wings are green beneath, or brown with large white spots. The caterpillars

of these Butterflies generally feed on vetches, trefoil, and similar plants, and a singular discovery

has been made respecting them in America. They exude a liquid from their bodies of which Ants

are very fond, and these attend upon them for the sake of it as they do upon the Aphides.

* M.any-eyed.

rOLYOMMATl'

This
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is an indirect confirmation of the statement which we liave already mentioned, that Jliletus

gymethus is found in Ants' nests.

The genus Hijpochrijsops, which is confined to Australia and the Malay Archipelago, contains

blue or orange Butterflies, rather larger than the species of Poli/onimatus. The hind wings are dentated,

but are chiefly remarkable for the gaudy colouring of the under surface, which is red in some species,

with yellow and silvery spots, while it is banded with green and brown, or red, green, and yellow, and

intersected with silvery lines, in others.

The genus Thecla, which includes the Butterflies known as Hair-streaks, except the group to

which the Brown and Purple Hair-streaks belong, is the largest in the family. There are probably

six hundred species known at present, but it is likely that they will ultimately be di\ided into smallei

genera. Poli/ommatus is not quite so large a genus, but is more compact.

These Butterflies are exceedingly numerous in tropical America, but are poorly represented in

other parts of the world, and are not found at all in Africa (except on the Mediterranean coast) nor

in Austi-alia, where they ai-e leplaced by other genera. They are generally rather small Butterflies,

of a blue or brown colour above, and with a short tail on the hind wings. The under surface is

brewn, grey, or white, and often marked with pale lines, whence the Butterflies derive their name of

Hair-streaks. There is often an orange spot above or below at the anal angle of the hind wings.

The White Letter Hair-streak {Tlmcla W album), a rather uncommon species in England, is brown
above, and the under surface is paler, and marked with a very distinct white line across all the wings,

forming a large W at the anal angle of the hind wings. Nearer the margin of the hind wings

beneath is an orange band. Like mo.st of the other species of the genus, this Butterfly may be

looked for in woods, and its larva feeds on the elm. The Green Hair-streak {T. ruhi) is a commoner

insect, found in ojjen woods and heaths in spring and early summer,

flying about, and settling upon brambles. It differs from the other

European Hair- streaks by wanting the tail on the hind wings, and by the

^ V^^^ r^^^^rt bright green colour of the under surface. On the upper side it is

->';r--*vi-' a'T uniform brown. There are several South American species allied to

this, which are blue above. The South American Butterflies of this

y

'

1 genus present a great variety of colour and pattern on the under surface,

^
,

1 Imt eye-spots, which are almost universal in Folyomvtatus, are seldomfio be met with in Thecla. Some species resemble Satyrincf, being streaked

IkIow in such a manner as to resemble Butterflies of the genus Eupty-

'i_
' hla. Some of the largest species expand about two inches across the

^ J

/^
.

I

«ings, and are most beautifully coloured on the under surface. Several

V^^ \
I

i)t' these have two tails to the hind wings, and are gorgeously spangled

<^ with golden gi-een beneath, and are sometimes varied with i-eddish or

OREEN- H.uR-sTEEAK. puqilish markings. Thecla marsyas, on the other hand, is of a

greenish-blue above, with the costa and tip of the fore wings black,

and the under surface is very- pale shining violet-grey, marked with black s])Ots bordered with

white.

The species of Thecla have only ten nervures on the fore wings, but those of the next genus

{Zephyrus) have eleven, the subcostal nervure emitting two branches before the extremity of the discoidal

cell, and a third, which bifurcates, beyond. In Thecla, three simple nervures areemitted l>efore the

end of the cell, and none beyond. The Zephyri are not numerous, and are all found in Europe or

Asia, except one species, which is Californian. The Purple Haii--Streak {Z. qiiercus) is common in
_

oak woods. The male is purplisli-blue, with black hind margins, and the female is brown, with a rich

purple blotch on the fore wings. The under side is silvery grey, with a white line towards the hind

margin, and some orange and black spots towards the hinder angles of all the wings. Several of

the Japanese and North Indian species of Zephyri^ are of a beautiful brassy green on the upper .side.

Most of the remaining genera of the LyccenicUe are found in Asia or Africa, and are blue,

brown, or white above, and adorned w ith one or two tails on each hind wing. These are generally

verj' delicate and easily broken off, and are sometimes of very great length, equalling or exceeding

the total ler.gth of the wings themselves.
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One of the commonest genera in tlie Eastern Archipelago is Ambli/podia: These are blue Butter-

flies, often with brown borders, resembling the European species of Thecla in shape, and, like them,

generally with a sliort tail on the hind wings. But they are much larger, many of the species

measuring two inches across the wings. The under surfiice is brown, with darker bands and markings,

j bordered with pale lines.

Finally, EunuKUs is a small South American genus, containing a few dark brown Butterflies

more or less marked with green on the upper side. The hind wings are bordered by a green band,

and on the under side by three nearly contiguous rows of spots of the same colour.

FAMILY IV.—PAPILIOXID.E.

The PapiUoiudie may be at once distinguished from all other Butterflies (except tlie Ilesperiidw,

which we need not now consider) by their possessing six perfectly-developed legs in both sexes. Tho
pupa, or chrysalis, is not only attached by the tail, but is generally fixed in an ujoright position by a

belt of silk round the body. There are two sub-families. Tn the first (the Pieriiut) the inner

margin of the hind wings is not concave, and the larvse are slender, and covered with fine hair. In

the second sub-family (the PajnUoniiuv) the inner margin of the hind wings is conca\e, and the

larvse have always a retractile fork on the neck.

The Pierlme, to which many of our commonest Butterflies belong, are, with few exceptions,

white or yellow, with black spots and borders. Tliey are Butterflies of about the middle size, seldon*

measuring less than an inch and a

half, or more than three inches

across the wings, and the wings are

very rarely dentated, and though

furnished occasionally with angular

projections in the middle, or towards

the anal angle of the hind wings,

are never tailed, in the strict sense

of the term.

The more aben-ant genera are

South American, and sometimes re-

semble other Butterflies, but the

first {Pereute) stands quite hy itself

These are black Butterflies, measui

ing nearly three inches across the
'

—rather broad wings, and most species

have a transverse red bar across the

fore wings. Many of the species

of Arehonias resemble some of the

smaller Nymphalidce, being black

or brown, with a yellow or white

band, often broken into spots, run-

ning across the middle of both pairs

of wings. The hind wings are often

more or less dentated, and are fre-

quently ornamented beneath with numerous yellov

and white.

The genns Dismorphia is likewise South American. It includes a number of long-winged

Butterflies with narrow wings, which have no resemblance to the family to which they belong, but
" mimic " various species of Danaiiue. Many are black and yellow, others are mai'ked with red, and

some are even transparent, with black bands and bordei-s. Most species can readily be distinguished

from the Buttei-flies which they resemble by their very broad hind wings, but in some instances they

are so much like the long-winged Danainw that they might readily be passed over for them, but for

the sti-ucture of their legs. '---^

A, DISMOKI'I CTHONA rSIDII,

spots and festooned markings of brown, black.
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Most of the small white and j-ellow Butterflies of the Tropics belong to the genus Eurema.

Many of them measure an inch, or under, across the wings, and few expand as much as two

inches. They are never spotted, but the wings are more or less broadly bordered with black
;

and in some of the larger South American species the hind wings project below in an acute

angle.

The genus Pieris includes the White Cabbage Butterflies, which are too well known to need

description. Their green caterpillars may often be seen feeding on cabbage, &c., and the pupre are

found on walls and palings, and are not unfrequently surrounded by the little yellow cocoons of an

Ichneumon Fly (Pimpla manifestator). Tlie foreign species of Pieris, though numerous, call for no

special notice, but the East Indian species, belonging to the allied genera I'achyris and Delias, are

often very beautiful. Tashjris nero has rather pointed fore wings, and is of a uniform red, with

black nervures. On the under surface it is yellowish. Other allied species are blue, and others

white, with brown borders. Most of the species of Delias are white, with a row of red spots along

the borders of the hind wings beneath, and another East Indian genus {PrionerU) is remarkable for

the costa of the fore wings being ridged like a saw in the males. Perrhijhris, the last of the sections

of the old genus Pieris which we need notice here, is found in South Amei-ica, and is remarkable for

the difference between the sexes. The male of Perrhyhris pyrrha is white, with black borders above,

but on the under side it is banded with white, black, and red. The female is streaked with black,

yellow, and fulvous, giving it very much the appearance of one of the Heliconince, or of those Danaince

which most resemble them. This Butterfly is very common in America, but there are several other

species of the genus which exhibit a similar dis]mi-ity in the sexes to a greater or less extent. The

collection of the late Mr. Hewitson, now in the British Museum, contains a very singular specimen of

P. pyrrha. It is a male, in which the right-hand wing is coloured as in the female, with the exception

of one or two white spaces.

Most of the larger yellow Butterflies of the Tropics belong to the genus Catopsilia. Thpy

generally measure about three inches across the wings, though some are larger or smaller. The fore

wings have the costa arched, and the hind margin nearly straight, and the hind wings are rounded,

very slightly dentated, and occasionally obtusely pointed at the anal angle of the hind wings. Ths

antennae are of moderate length, and of a black colour. A few species are dull white, irrorated with

brown on the under surface, but the greater number are of some shade of yellow or orange. The

under surface is generally irrorated with reddish, and there is often a reddish-brown ring (frequently

double) surrounding a silvery-white spot.

One of the prettiest Buttei-flies is the Brimstone (Gonepte7-yx rhamni), which is commoi^ in

woods in most parts of England almost throughout the year. Tlie male is sulphur-yellow, and the

female whitish-yellow, and there is a small orange spot in the middle of each wing. The antennse

are short, thick, and of a reddish colour, and the body is black, clothed with long white hair. The

Butterfly hibernates, and appears veiy early in spring ; the green caterpillar feeds on buckthorn.

An allied species (G. cleopatra) is common in South Europe, in which the fore wings are orange in the

male, and there are one or two species of Gonepieryx in tropical America which are remarkably

v.imilar to G. rliamni, but are double the size.

The Clouded Yellow Butterflies of the genus Colias are found in every quarter of the globe, liut in

the tropics are only to be met with in the mountains. They are most numerous in temperate climates,

and are Butterflies of moderate size, averaging about an inch and a half in expanse. The wings are

moderately broad and more or less rounded, and are always of an orange or yellow colour, with a

black border varying in width, which is generally lined with yellow in the male, and spotted with

yellow in the female. There is a black spot in the middle of each fore wing, and there is often a

single or double silvery spot surrounded with darker on the under side of the hind wings, as in Catopsilia.

The caterpillars feed on clover and other leguminous plants, and the Butterflies are commoner in

some years than in others, and are most frequently met with in autumn. Our commonest

species, the Clouded Yellow (Colias edma), is of a bright orange-yellow, with black borders, and

is swifter on the wing than almost any other species. It flies low, but with such rapidity that it is

very difficult to run down, though when not alarmed it will often settle on a flower, when it is easily

captured. Some of the foreign species allied to this have a pink or purple flush over the orange,
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which is occasionally visible in very tine specimens of C. edi(m. And this species, as well as all the

other orange species of Volias known, has two varieties of the female, one orange, and another—much
scarcer—of a whitish colour. The Pale Clouded Yellow (C. hyah) is of a pale yellow colour, with

narrower borders, and is a much scarcer insect than C. edusa in England, though more abundant
on the Continent.

Tlie Orange Tip (J'Jiichloe cardani ine$) is a very pretty spi-ing Butterfly, found

meadows in April and May. It is white, with a black spot at the

enii of the cell of the fore wings, which are likewise tipped with

dusky, and there is a lai'ge orange blotch filling up the whole space

between, in the male only. The under surface of the hind wings and

of the tip of the fore wings is chequered with green and white. It

is an insect of weak flight, and very easily captured , but it is

fond of settling with its wings closed on the flowers of umbelliferous

plants—as observed liy the late Mr. T. W. Wood—and as the colour of

the under surface of the Butterfly is veiy similar to that of the plant,

it is reasonable to suppose that it often escapes observation in this

green, with a white stripe on each side, and feed on vai-ious cruciferous plants. The pupa is

pointed at both ends, and somewhat resembles a boat in shape.

Orange Tips, belonging to the nearly allied genus Teracolus, are common in Africa, but most of

these have either a black l)and on the inner margin of the fore wings, or a black border, or black mar-

OU.A.NGE Tir ItlTTEKFLV.

manner. The cateri)illars are

ginal spots on the hind green beneath. In some species,

however, the orange blotch on

the fore wings is replaced by

till' most beautiful violet. The
s|iii ics of Hebomoia are rare

insects, found in the Moluccas.

One species only (//. ffkmcippe)

is also common in India. It

measures upwards of four

inches across the wings, which

are of a slightly yellowish-

white. The outer portion of

the fore wings is triangulaily

black, tilled up by a broad

band of connected orange spots,

indented outwardly by the

black border, and marked with

an irregular row of small black

spots in the middle.

The Papilionince are in

general much larger and liand-

somer Butterflies than the

Pierime. They exhibit gi-eat

varieties of form and colouring,

and the hind wings are gener-

ally dentated, and often tailed.

The caterpillars are of ^•arious

shapes, but are usually rather

stout, and sometimes thicker in the middle than at the extremities. They have always a retractile

fork on the segment behind the head, which is believed to be serviceable in driving away Ichneumon

Flies, or other enemies.

The genus Parnassius more resembles the Pierime than any other of this group. The Butterflies

are all mountain insects, and are confined to Europe, Asia, and the west of North America. The
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liest Icuown species (Parmissius apoUo) is abundant in tlie Alps. It is white, thinly sealed

towards the extremities of the wings, and the fore wings are marked with several black spots.

(')ii the hind wings are two large roimd red spots, whitish in the middle, and enclosed in black

rings. Most of the other species of Farnassius

closely resemble tliis ; but F. mnemosytie, also an

Alpine species, has no red spots, but only two black

spots on the fore wings, and even these disappear

in the Siberian F. stubbemlorfii. The few known
caterpillars of this genus are blacky with rows of red

spots on the .sides, and feed on different species of

saxifrage.

The genus Teiiwjui/jius is distinguished from

any othii- of the sub-family by the unusual length of

its ji,il|>i. T. imperiiilis is one of the rarest and most

itifiil of Himalayan Butterflies, and measures

about five inches across the wings, which are black,

dusted all o\ei with -iihet^ gieen, and banded with purple. The hind wings are very strongly

dpiitated, with one long tad ui the male, and three in the female.

The great genus Fapilio, which includes the well-known Swallow-tail Butterflies, may be known

from the other genera of the family by its longer antenna; and very short palj)i. There are about 500

species known at present, but only four are European, and the genus attains its maximum of

size, beauty, and variety in Africa and the Eastern Arcliipelago. It is in the latter region that

the splendid Bird-winged Butterflies, belonging to the .subgenus Ornlihoptera, may be found. All

the species included in it are very large insects, with long fore wings, measuring from five to

eight or nine inches across, and short, more or less dcntated hind wings, which, however, are

not tailad. The first gi-oup have velvety-blaok wings, with a broad green sti-ipe running parallel

to the costa, and a narrower bar running near the inner margin and curving up along the hind

margin. The hind wings are green, with a row of roxmd black spots, and the abdomen is

golden yellow. Such are the males. The females are large black Butterflies, with two rows of

white spots on the fore wings, and a row of very large oval ones, marked with round black

si)ots, near the Iwrder of the hind wings. In one species (Ornithoptera umllinna), which has been

brought from Duke of York Island, the ordinary gi-een of the male is replaced by the richest blue
;

in another (P. crmsns) it has been changed for the most brilliant golden-orange. The latter

species is confined to the two small islands of Batchian and Gilolo, in the Northern Moluccas,

where it was discovered not many years ago by the enterprising traveller and naturalist, Mr.

A. R. Wallace. After having only caught an occasional glimpse of this magnificent species

flying far out of reach, he succeeded in finding a beautiful .shrub with yellow flowers which was

frequented by the insect ; and subsequently his native collector met with it flying along the bed

of a large rocky stream, and settling occasionally on stones and rocks in the water. Mr. Wallace

thus describes his first capture of the insect :
—" None but a naturalist can understand the

intense excitement I experienced when I at length captured it. On taking it out of my net,

and opening the glorious wings, my heart began to beat violently, the blood rushed to my head,

and I felt much more like fainting than I have done when in apprehension of immediate death. I

had a headache the rest of the day, so great was the excitement produced by what will apjjear to most

jieople a very inadequate cause."*

The second group of Ornitlmptera is not confined to the islands, but extends to India and South

CHiina. The fore wings are narrower than in the preceding group, and are black, while the hind •

wings are yellow or golden-yellow in the centre, with black borders, or conical marginal spots, and

often a row of round black spots within them.

The third group contains but one species— another grand discoveiy of Mr. Wallace's

—

Ornlthoptera

hrookeana, from Borneo and Sumatra. It is black, with a row of large green spots on the outer

portion of the fore wings. They are of a long triangular form, the apices extending to the margins.

* "Malay Arcliipelago," cli. xxiv.
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liaixl of green aeross the centre. The colhi broailly
The liiiul wings liave a broad cent

red.

There is a very large and difficult group of South American J'apUios, resembling Onilthvpterw
in form, but less than lialf tlie size, only averaging about tliree inches across the wings, which are
black, often with a large wliite or green spot on the fore wings, and with a crimson band on the hind
vvnigs, wliicli is not iinfi-equently glossed over with the most beautiful pale iridescent bluish or
greenish violet. Another South American irroup resembling these has a sh^roup ted tail on th.

hind wings; and a third group from the same country includes brown siiecies of larger size,
with one or two rows of ochreous yello^v spots running round all the wings. Tlie hind wings
are dentated but not tailed.

Among the East Indian species there are some brown Butterflies, glossed with blue and spotted
with white in tlie same manner as in the genus Enphcn, which they resemble in shape and
size as well as colour. A second Ea.st Indian group is black, with a large white sjiot, divided by the
veins on the hind wings, which are tailed ; and a third section, closely resembling this, contains black
species, dusted all over with golden-green. Both these groups contain species of considerable size,
often measuring four inches or more across the wings. These lead us on to the splendid PapUiu
nh/sses and its allies, which are met with, like the Ornithopterce, in the Eastern Island.s. These are
large blue Butterflies, with black borders, and tails on the hind wings. Mr. Wallace describes one
species as darting down in oj.enings of the forest from the tops of the trees for a moim-iit, and
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then soaring out of sight with equal suddenness. All tliese large Butterflies appear to have a very

lofty and powerful flight, and the difficulty of obtaining them is frequently the chief tause of

their rarity in collections.

The commonest of tlie European Swallow-tails, and the only one found in England, is

Papilio machaon. It is a sulphur-yellow Butterfly, with hlack markings, and borders to the

fore wings. The hind wings are tailed, and their dark bor.U-r encloses a row of large bluish .spots,

and there is a large red spot

o ^ -^^^^^^^^^ at the anal angle. The cater-

illar is green, with black

stripes spotted with orange on

tl\e sides, and feeds on various

umbelliferous jdants, includ-

ing the common carrot. In

England this Butterfly is

confined to the fenny districts

in the east, but on the Con-

tinent it is quite a common
.species in gardens, clover-

fields, and woods.

Many East Indian or

African species are black.

spotted or banded with green,

and several of the latter feed

on the orange-tree ; but a far

more remarkable African But-

terfly is P. merope. The male

is a cic-iui-cokmred Butterfly, with black borders to the fcm- « in-s, muiked with a pale spot near the

tip. The hind wings are tailed, and marked with a more oi li s^ comnctcd row of black spots ; but the

females are all tailless, and have no resemblance whatever to the male in either shape or colour, but

resemble various African species of Danalnce.. One female is black, with ochreous spots and mark-

ings : another is Idack, with a very broad white band across the hind wings (sometimes extending

nearly to the base), and continued on the inner margin of the fore wings. There is also a broad white

hansverse band towards the tip of the fore wings, and several smaller white spots. Another female is

similar to this, l>ut the pale markings are deep ochreous-yellow, the hind wings being wholly of this

colour, except a black border. In others, again, the fore wings ai-e black and white, and the hind

wings are of some shade of yellow, with black borders. Other species of Papilio are known in which

the females diflfer equally from the males, or which are polymorphic; but this Butterfly is peculiarly

remarkable, because a closely allied species occurs in Madagascar, in which the female only differs from

the male by the presence of a broad black bar on the costa of the fore wings.

The genus Lpptocirciis includes a few small black, green, and transparent East Indian Butter-

flies, of a very peculiar shape, which will be seen in the figure on p. -il.

FAMILY v.—HESPERIID.E.

The Hfsperii'Ja. the last family of Butterflies, although numbering at least l,-'>00 species, need not

detain us long, as very few are found in Europe, and the foreign species call for but little remark.

They ai-e mostly small Butterflies, with thick bodies and comparatively small wing.s. The six legs are

all fully developed in both sexes, and the head is large. The anteniise, instead of being placed close

together, as in other Butterflies, are placed widely apart, and are often hooked at the tip. The

caterpillars are short, tapering at both ends, and the head is large. They generally live between

leaves loosely spun together, and construct a slight cocoon in the same manner. The Butterflies are

called Skippers, from their short jerking flight.

The first genus (Thymeh) is confined to tropical America, and ma}' be known by the hind wings

being pi-odueed into a rather long, broad tail. The Butterflies are brown, often greenish towards the
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liasp, and witli transiiavent clots oi' spots ou tlie fore wings. Teliijouus is anotlun- Auierieaii genus,

containing ratlier larger species, with a lobe instead of a tail at the anal angle of the liind wings.

These are brown Butterflies, with yellowish-tawny markings. Cimyapa is an East Indian geniis, also

brown, with large yellowish spots on the fore wiiigs, but the hind wings are not produced at the anal

angle. These Butterflies are among llie largest of the family, measuring three inches in e.\panse, but

they are surpassed by the African Ismene Iphis, the giant of the Hesperiidce, which .sometimes

measures as much as four inches across the wings. This is a black or bronzy-greenish Butterfly, witli

rather long fore wings and long hind wings, lobeil at the anal angle ; the collar und part of the hciu

are scarlet. Other species of

Inmene, usually of rich dark

colours, but much smaller than

/. iphis, are common in Asia

and Africa. The genus Pyr-

rhopyga is South American,

and includes several black or

blue-black species, generally

with a red head and tail, and

sometimes with reddish or

yellowish borders. Tlie hind

wings are often slightly pro-

duced at the anal angle. They

generally expand i-ather less

than two inches, but some of

the larger species are black,

with their bodies striped and

banded with black and white,

or black and green, and their

wings marked with transverse

bands, some green and some

transparent.

The great genus Pam-
phiki, the most typical of the

family, contains small .species,

seldom exceeding an inch and

a half in expanse. Most of

the species are brown, with

tawny markings, and there Ls nearly always a black longitudinal patch of raised .scales on the fore

wings of the male. In many specie.s, as in the Pearl Skipper {P. comma), a common Butterfly on the

chalk in the South of England, the hind wings are green beneath, with white spots. The species

of Hp.speria are small Butterflies resembling the Grizzled Skipper {H. malva), which is common
in woods in spring. It is blackish- brown, with many white spots, which form irregular bands

on the fore wings, and the fringes are also spotted with black and white. Several allied .species

are found on the Continent.

The South American genus Pythonides is allied to this, and contains species of about the same

size. Some of these are white, with dark borders and dark veins ; others are dark brown, with bluish

or transparent spots on the fore wings, and a blue band or border on the hind wings. The Dingy

Skipper (JVisoniades tayes), a dull brown butterfly, with very obscure markings, is found in England,

and several of the foreign genera are also very obscurely niaiked. The South American Achlyodes

husirus is a blackish Butterfly with obscure darker markings and a rather irregular outline. The

hind wings are bordered with yellowish beneath.

At the end of the Ilesperiidce we may place a few species of doubtful position, intermediate

Ijetween Butterflies and Moths. One of these (MegotJiynms yiicaf) is a rather long-winged insect,

exi)aMiling nearly three inches. It is brown, with tawny markings, and is found in the Southern

4MAVRIS NI
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United States and Mexico, wliere its caterpillar lives in tlie stems of the Anierican aloe. Another

species {Euscheiiiun rafflesiw) is an Australian insect of nearly equal size. It is of a rich velvety black,

with bright yellow markings on the hind wings, and is remarkable for having the fore and hind wings

connected by a bri.stle at the base, an arrangement frequently mtjt with in Moths, but not oceuri-ing

in any utli<r known Buttertiy.

CHAPTER XI.

MUTHS.

The Pages—The Ca«<n iVrfoE—Moths with Clubbed Antennte—Humnung Binl Hawk Woth—Bee ClearnTngs—Lovers of the

Vine—Eyed Hawk Moth—Death's Head Hawk Moth—Scented Hawk Moths—Hornet Clear-wing-Currant Clear-

wing—The Green Foresters—The Burnets—Day-flying Moths of the I^t Indies—The Footmen—The Tigers—The

Gold-tail Moth—The Gipsy Moth—Case-bearing Moths—The Puss Motli—The Prominents-The Lobster Jloth-The

Processionary Caterpill.ars-The Silkworm—The Atlas Moth—The Ailanthus Silkworm— The Tusseh Silkworm—Long-

tailed Moths—Tlie Emperor Moth—The Lappet Moth—The Oak Eggar—The Lackey Moth—The Wood Leopard Moth

—The Goat Moth—The Swifts—The Night Moths—The Wainscots—The Dark Arches -The Cabbage Moth—The Cut-

worms— Tlie Yellow Underwings—The Chestnuts—The Angle Shades- The Sharks—Beautiful Yellow LTudermug—

The Gamma Motli, or Silver Y—The Burnished Brass Moth—The Old Lady—The Red Underwings—The Orange

Moths of Aush^iliii The Great Owl Moth—The Snout—The Loopers—The Swallow-tail Moth—The Brimstone Moth

—The TLoms 'II.. Jmim liil.ls—The Waves—Heath Moths—The Soldier Moths—The Magi>ie Moth—Winter Motlis—
The Pugs -'i'l:. (;ii]iet> /.'/Y/frfHa—The Pearls—The Meal Moth—The Crimson and Gold—The Cliiuii Marks -Tlic

Small Magpie Tlie ICuot horns—Their Webs—The Grass Moths-The Bell Moths—The Green Oak Moth— Pests of

the Orchard—.Jumping Seeds—Clothes' Moths—Long horns- The Smallest Moth known—The Plume Moths—The
Twenty-plume Moth—Fossil Butterflies and Moths.

Moths are many times more numerous than Butteiflies. In Britain we have about thirty Moths to

every Butterfly ; and although the same proportion does not hold good elsewhere (for there are only

seventeen Moths to one Butterfly on the Continent), yet, taking the whole world, we are at present

acquainted with about 40,000 or 50,000 Moths, and only 10,000 or 12,000 Butterflies, although com-

paratively little attention has yet been bestowed on Moths either by collectors or entomologists.

In discussing the Moths, therefore, we must here content ourselves with binefly noticing the principal

families, and a few of the more interesting species. But the classification of Moths is at present much

less satisfactory than that of Butterflies, and it is not pretended that the families of Moths about to

be enumerated follow in natural order. But we find throughout nature that many groups of animals

and plants combine the charactei-s of others in -s-xirying proportions, and that it is frequently impossible

to arrange either families, genera, or species in a linear series which is also natural, even in the case

of groups which are much better undei-stood than the Moths. The old groups, Sphinges and Bam-

byces, the first of wliich included the families up to the Zyga'nifl<x inclusive, and the latter the

remaining families to the Hupialirke inclusive, are now abandoned, by most entomologists as

scientitically .u oirate terms, though still frequently used for convenience in a general manner.

The I' i;iiiiiil'i
, or Pages, include a small number of ^•ery beautiful Moths, formerly regarded

as Buttiillivs, aial still of doubtful position. The typical genus Urania is South American. The
species are all transversely banded with black and green, and there is a long tail, sometimes edged

with white, on the liind wings. They measure about three inclies across the wings, and but for the

long and slender antenna might well pass for true Papilios. They fly by day, and one species

{Urania /.iilye4is) migrates in large flocks at certain seasons across the Isthmus of Panama. Several

genera allied to this, but of duller coloure, are found in the East Indies, but one of the most beautiful

insects known is the splendid Chrysirklia madagascariensis, which is banded with black and green.

The hind wings are three-tailed, and a gi-eat part of their surface is of a flame-coloured red, shading

into orange on the under surface, and with black markings. This insect, which measures four inches

across the wings, is common in Madagascar and at Zanzibar ; and it is stated that if the Moth emerges

from the chrysalis in the shade the wings take much longer to develop, and are much less brilliant

than when it emerges in the sunshine. These Moths are referred by some writers to the

Geonietridce.

The Castnikke are another group of day-flying Moths, common in the East Indies and America

which used to be regarded as Butterflies by early writers on entomology. They have robust bodies.
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tore tlip oxtveniity, which ends

Motlis, measuring from two to

ind liroad wings ; tlie antennie are stout, and tliii.kfued gradually

in a slender hook. Tiie South American species of Vnstnht are lar

six inches across the wings, and in many cases

the fore wings are dark, and the liind wings

handed with white, and spotted towards the

l)orders with red. But they vary considerably,

both in form ajid colour. Some few species

of tlie family ai-e transparent ; and in the

Australian genus Si/newon the antennie are

clubbed, and the Moths, which expand about

an inch and a half across the wings, might

easily be mistaken for Hesperiidte.

We now come to the great family of

Sphviigida', or Hawk Moths, which may be

known by their large head, prominent eyes,

stout antennas, more or less thickened in the

middle, and often serrated, but not pectinated,
""^

m,!th"
"^^^''

ill the males, and their long, narrow, pointetl

wings. The caterpillars are smooth, often green, with transverse

stripes on the sides, and there is nearly always a horn on the back of

the last segment but one. They change to pupas either on the surface

of the ground or in a cell under ground, which they form for the

purpose. Every one is familiar with the Humming Bird Hawk
Moth (Macrocflossa stellatarum), which may often be seen buzzing

over the flowers in our gardens, and rifling them of their sweets

by means of its long proboscis, without ever resting. It is not

uncommonly mistaken for a real Humming Bird, and some of the allied South American species

1 / actually resemble Humming
Birds so closely in flight that

they cannot be distinguished

from them on the wing ; and

during his travels on the

Amazons Mr. Bates often shot

one of these Moths by mistake

for a Humming Bird. Our

common species has !)rown

fore wings, and reddish tawny

hind wings, and the aljdomen

is tufted at the extremity.

Rlost of the foreign species

are very similarly coloured.

The Bee Hawk Moths

(Sesia/wci/orniis and bombyh-

fm-mis) are of about the same

size and .shape as tlie Hum-
ming Bird Hawk Moth ; but

tlieiv bodies are yellow, with

a reddish-brown belt, and

-^s downy, and the wings are

,,ij.^^, ^„^ ^[,,ri| !,(,, ,,„j,„,i;
I

tnmsparent, with brown or

veddish-brown borders They

are not unconnnonly seen flying over flowers in woods in spring, but their flight is nuich less rapid

than that of J/, stellatarum. Thei'e is a beautiful Continental Hawk Moth about the same size as
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these, with green fore wings and yellow hind wings, and the borders of all the wings are strongly

dentated. It is called Pterogon proserphia, and flies at dusk.

Many of the larger Sphinges feed on the vine, the best known of which is the Sharp-winged

Hawk Moth {Chcerocampa celerio), which is common in many parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa,

though rare in Britain. It has pale brown fore wings, with a waved silvery stripe running from near

the base of the inner margin to the tip ; the hind wings are rose-colour, with the hind margins and a

central .streak broadly black. The caterpillars of the genus to which this insect belongs have the

front segments tapering and retractile, which gives them a fancied resemblance to a hog's snout

or elephant's trunk, whence they derive their Greek name of Chmrocampa (hog's snout), and

their English name of Elephant Hawk Moths, generally applied to two smaller and commoner

species of this genus. There is an American genus allied to these, called Philampelus (or vine-

loving), because most of the species feed

^^ on tliis plant. One of the most singular

-^ s))ecies is Philampelus I'lbruscce (the lover

"^= of the wild vine), which is common in

^; Central and South America. The fore

:
=^ wings are dull green, and the hind wings

are pale blue and black at the base, with

broad pale yellow borders. It measures

about five inches across the wings.

Our only genus of Hawk Moths with

dentated wings is Smerinthus, to which the

Eyed Hawk Moth (S. ocellatus) belongs.

The fore wings are light brown, and the

hind wings are pale pink, with a large

round blue spot in a black ring towards tlie

anal angle. One of the allied North

American species {S. geminatus) has a

double eye in a similar position.

One of the most I'emarkable species of

this group is the Death's Head Hawk
Moth {Adieronlia atropos), the largest Moth
found in Britain. The fore wings are

dark brown, varied with black, grey, and

yellowish, and the hind wings are dark yellow, with two black bands. On the back of the thorax is a

pattern in grey and black, not unlike a skull. The abdomen is banded with black and yellow, with

a longitudinal bluish-gi-ey band on the back. The body is very stout, the antenme are thick and rather

E\ED HA'\\K MOTH

short, and the wings expand about six inches. The enormous yellowish-green caterpilla

stripes on the sides, feeds on various plants,

including the potato, and has actually been

sometimes mistaken for the Colorado Potato

Beetle ! The Moth is capable of producing

a sound resembling the squeaking of a mouse,

and will sometimes enter hives to feast on

the honey. It is supposed that its squeak

overawes the Bees, in the same manner as

the voice of their own queen. I may here

mention that I once knew a German artisan

who was an enthusiastic collector of Butter-

flies and Moths, and when he was dying he

requested a friend to place a specimen of this insect

ingly done.

The tyj)e of the Sphingidm is the Privet Hawk Moth (Sphinx ligustri).

with

CHRYSALIS OF DEATH S HEAD HAWK MOTH.

lis breast in his coffin, which
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iiuhos across the wings, wliuli art {i.ilt l>ii)\\

are pale piiik, crossed b) tliiee black band

the sides, and a black honi on

(he back, feeds on privet and _--

Jilac, and the position ^vhKll

it assumes when at itst

suggested that of the nivtlio

logical Sphinx to tin ol.l

naturalists, who applied tlii^

name to the insect.

The small family of the

.E(/eriidfi', or Clear-wings, con-

tains a few Moths with trans-

parent wings, the caterpillais

of which feed on the stems of

trees or plants. In the first

genus (Sphecin) the body is

stout, and not tufted , .V.

api/oriuis, whicli may often be

found .sitting on the trunks

of ])0})lars in early sunnner,

looks very much like a large

Wasp, being black and

yellow, and of about the same

.size. Another species (.S' bem

heci/ormis) feeds on osiers.

Tlie species of the other genus (Trochilium)

at the extremity. Tlie commonest species,

ibout three-quarters of an inch across the

varied with orange, three yellowish rings on

rker brown and

rpillar, with whi

-k ; the hind wings

ind lilac streaks on

DE^TH ^ HE A

are much smaller insects, with long slender bodies, tufted

the Currant Clear-wing (T. tipuli/ormis), which measures

wings, has transparent wings, with black borders slightly

the abdomen, and a black tuft at the extremity. It is

common and sometimes in-

^-—^-...^^ jurious in gardens, where its

-^"^^r^HvX caterpillars live in the shoots

. ^ A' ! >^ of the currant, but the Moth
is very liable to be mistaken

for some kind of fly.

The family Zi/r/(i'Hitlcn con-

tains the Green Foresters and

the Burnets. The former have

thick and obtuse, or slender,

antennse, sometjmes slightly

pectinated ; in the Burnets the

antenniB are strongly thickened

before the tip. They are all

small insects, with rather long

fore wings and shorter hind

wings, and i-afher stout bodies

:

they fly heavily and grega-

riously in meadows or waste

places by day. The Green

Foresters {/no) have green

foie wings and brown hind

wings ; the Burnets (Zygnna)
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zyg;ena kilii'eniiul.=k.

have steel-blue or greenish fore wings, spotted or streaked with bright red, and the hind wings are of

the same colour, which, however, is occasionally liable to be replaced by yellow, as an accidental

variation. The yellowish cocoon is often met with attached to the stems of grass, &c. Many of the East

Indian species of this family have transparent spots on the fore wings,

and some of the South American species are completely transparent.

Tht family Chalcosridm is allied to the last, but the species are larger

and adorned with very bright colours. They fly by day, and some species

resemble Papilio in shape and colour, while others might be mistaken foi-

Exjiloia. The antennjie, however, are generally simple, and are always

unmistakably those of a Moth. These species are East Indian.

The LithosiiiUv, oi Footmen, are a gi-ouj) of Motifs with simple

antennse, rather narrow fore wings, and broad hind wings, which are folded beneath when at rest.

In the net they usually simulate death. The fore wings are geueraHy grey, with the costa yellow, and

the hind wings pale yellowish. The Moths expand about an inch and a

quarter, and some species are marked with a few black dots.

The Arctiidce, or Tfger Moths, are the most beautiful family of Moths
found in Europe. The common Tiger Moth may be taken as tyjtical of the

gi-oup. It measures from two to three inches across the wings, which are

black, with interlacing white markings ; the hind wings are red, with large

black spots bordered with yellowish. The abdomen is also red, with black

markings. The catei-pillar is often called " the Woolly Bear," being covered

with tufts of long hail-, which is black, tipped with white on the back, and reddish-brown on

segments 2-4 and on the sides. When disturbed, it rolls itself up into a ball.

fMost of the other .species of this family art- similarly coloured, having dark fore

wings, with white or yellow markings, and red or yellow hind wings, with round

black spots. But some species are less gaudily coloured, and the White and Buff

Ermines {Spilosoma menthastri and lubrid'peda), which are common in gardens, are

white or yellowish, with black dots.

Many of the Llparida are white Moths, more or less marked with black. The

bodies of the females are thick and tufted at the extremity. This tuft is very con-

spicuous in the Gold-tail and Brown-tail Moths {Porthesia chrysorrhma, and

avriflua). They are white, with or without a black spot near the anal angle of the

fore wings, and measure about an inch and a half in expanse. The eggs are laid ii

a cluster, and covered by the female with down plucked from the tuft with which shi

is provided for the purposa The Moths are common on hedges on summer evenings

The male of the Vapourer Moth (Orgyia mUiqua) is about the same size, but has

broader and .shorter wings. It is orange-brown, with a white spot near the hinder angle

of the fore wings, and is a most abundant insect, flying everywhei-e, about bushes, and
"* even in the streets of London, where there are trees in squares or gardens within any

distance. The female has rudimentary wings, and looks something like a spider, The

Gipsy Moth is a larger insect, very abundant and destructive on the Ciontinent, but rare in Britain.

The male, which ex[)ands rather more than an inch and a half, has a slender 'body and broad wings.

The female is white, with a thick body and longer wing.s, and is very much largei'

than the male. She is generally found resting on hedges or tree tninks in the

day-time, while the male flies rapidly by day, like that of Orgyia antiqua. In

most of the Liparidce the antennae are strongly pectinated in the males, and are

more sim])le in the females.

The Psychidce are a family of small Moths, in which the males expand an

inch oi- less, and hav^ uniform blackish or whitish wings, rounded at the ex-

tremities. They fly in grassy places by day, and the caterpillars construct movable

grass, leaves, &c., not unlike those formed by the larvae of Caddis Flies. In these they change into

pupse, and the females of some species never leave them, for the females of all the species are apterous,

and in some genera the legs and antenna* are undeveloped too.
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TIr- Xo(ij(lonti>hf are a family of larger Moths, measuring from half an inch to two inches and a half

across the wings, which are rather long, and rounded at the extremity. Many of them are called " Promi-
iients," from a pi-qjection on the inner margin of the fore wings. The Moths are generally of dull

colours—white or brown, with darker markings, or tawny, with dark lines or white spots on the costa.

But the caterpillars are far more interesting from their strange shapes and habits. The first which
we shall mention is the Puss Moth, a conmion insect, of which the caterpillar feeds on poplar and
willow. The Moth
measures nearly

.^^ .r-

PrSS CATEBPILLAR >D MALE MOTH.

three inches across

the wings, whi. i,

are white, suft'usr

with greyish, m ii

ti ins\nst liii

llu thoi i\ H

il)domtn 1

spott(d ^vlth bh
Tht (.atdpiilai 1^

4H1 n, with I l<iig(

u tidctile head boi

doed with

and a d ii k mai k

on the back, ^ ai led

with gieuuh-biown

oi red, and boi

clered with wlute.

This mark is very

broad in the middle

(where it is some-

w-hat greenish), and

then tapers oti' towards the tail. The caterpillar has only fourteen legs, the claspers being replaced

by two long, slender tubes, from which soft threads can be protruded. This large, green, hump-

backed catei-pillar, with its forked tail, can hardly l)e mistaken for any other. There are three

species of the same genus found in Britain, which are sometimes called " Kittens " by collectors,

but thej^are much smaller as well as much rarer.

One of the prettiest Moths of this family is Aficrodonta hicolfra, which is snow-white, with

orange spots on the fore wings, and expands about an inch and a half It is a great rarity in

England.

The Lobster Moth (Staxropiis fagi) is also rather a scarce insect, though much commoner than

the last. It is of a brownish-grey, with darker markings, and expands about two inches and a half.

The caterpillar is chestnut-bi'own, with enormously long legs and two projections at the extremity

of the body. It feeds on a great variety of trees, and when at rest it stands on its prolegs, and lifts

up both extremities of its body, giving it, as may well be supposed from its long front legs, and its

two anal appendages, a very odd appearance, which has given the Moth its English name.

The Processionary Moth (Cnethocmnpa processionea) is an obscure, yellowish^-ey insect,

with darker markings, and expands rather more than an inch. It is only doubtfully British,

l)ut is frequently met with on the Continent, where the caterpillars, which are bluish-black on

the back and whitish on the sides, feed gregariously on oaks. They form large webs, and go

out to feed in regular order, first one, then two, then three, &c. They are covered with fine barbed

haire, and these, as well as the dust in the webs, are so terribly imtating to the skin, that it is

scarcely safe to approach the nests ; and it is even said that death has sometimes been caused by the

swelling and inflammation thus -produced.

Another larger species feeds on fir-tuees, and is not found so far north as the last (C. pi'yocainpa).
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Tlie hairs of the caterpiihii'.s are just as irritating as those of C. pr

cater[)illars march in single file, instead of in an increasing seri

species is a large green Beetle, called Calosovia sycopJucnta.

The only European species of the small family of the Bomhi

(Boiiihiix muri). Tlie caterpillar is creamy white and naked, witli

or even more so. These

The great enemy of Ijoth

clche the Mulberry Silkworm

1 on the last segment but

one. Its real food

is the white mul-

berry, but in Eng-

land It i.>5 often fed

on lettuce. The

Moth measures

about two inches,

i)r rather less,

.icross the wings,

u liich are some-

what falcate, and

are of a yellowish-

white colour, with

indistinct dusky

transverse lines.

The cocoon is yel-

low or white, ac-

cording to the

breed, and it is

from this that the

greater part of the

silk used iix com-

merce is obtained.

The Silkworm was

oiiginally a native

of China, and Chinese historians attrilnite the discovery of the use of silk to the Queen of the

Emperor Ilwann-te, who lived about 2640 B.C., and the rearing of Silkworms formed one of the

principal duties of the queens and ladies of the court for many centuries afterwards. A great deal

of silk is also reared in those parts of India where the climate is sufficiently favourable to the

growth of the insect. The Silkworm was first introduced into Eurojie iii the reign of Ju1?tinian by

some missionaries, who smuggled tlie eggs to Constantinople concealed in canes. The rearing of

Silkworms soon became common, and has ever since formed one of the staple industries of

Southern Europe, where the insect has become naturalised in many places. The caterpillar is,

however, subject to many diseases, which liave gi-eatly diminished the yield of silk of late years.

The Moth is not reared in England, except as a curiosity, although it is perfectly able to bear the

climate. I am informed that English-grown silk is of very good quality, but that the thread is too

short to be of any commercial value. The domesticated Moth is a heavy insect, quite incapable of

flight, but if reared in pei-fect fieedom in the open air it recovers the power in a few generations.

Although Boinhtjx mori is the only Moth reared for its silk in Europe, several other species

belonging to other families are used for the same purpose in China, India, and Japan. Most of these

belong to the Saturniidcn, a family which includes many of the largest !Moths known, nearly all of

which have either a large transparent .spot, or a large round eye-spot in the middle of each wing. The

antennae are strongly pectinated, especially in the males, and the body is stout, and often very short.

The Atlas Moth {Aitacus atlas) sometimes measures nearly a foot across the expanded wings, whirli

are of a tawny fawn-colour, with a large triangular transparent spot on each. The Ailanthus Silkworm

(Attacun cynthia) belongs to the same genus, but is a much smaller insect, only measuring about fi\ i-

or six inches across the wings. The Moth is of a dull olive-green, with a large transparent bunule,

edged below with yellow, on each wing. There is also a broad suft'iised pink band, edged within

CATERrII.L.\R AXI) MIITH.
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witli whit." rtn.l then black, running across all the wings. Tlie caterpillar is yellow. grevish-Uue, oi

green, according to age, and spotted with black. When half-grown it becomes studded with long

white tubercles, which secrete a waxy powder. It forms a cocoon resembling brown paper, folded in

a leaf of the tree, which is connected with the branch by a silk riband, so that there is no danger of

the cocoon falling from the tree when the leaf dies. Tliis insect, which is a native of China, feeds on

leaied, and has 1 tioduced nito England,AUanthns (jlan(hilosa, a naturalised tree, is \

and many parts of the Continent, and has

become wild in some places. But as theie

are great difficulties in successfully winduig

the silk, speculators have rarely attempted

to rear it on a sufficiently large scale to test

its actual value as an article of commerce

A great deal of the silk which is ust d

in Japan is produced by the Oak-feedni^

Silkworm {Anthm-a'a i/aiimmai), which

yields a large and beautiful green cocoon

(if excellent quality. Tlie Moth is a laige

yellow insect, measuring about seven inches

across the wings, which are narrower th m
in the genus Attaciw. In the midiUe

of each wing is a round transpaient

s[)ot. The Japanese Government long le

served the monopoly of this insect to

Japan, its exportation being prohibited on

pain of deatli. But notwithstanding this

eggs were smuggled out of the countiy

from time to time, and there is now no

restriction on their exportation. Ne\ei

theless, Europe has not yet profited by the

introduction of the insect, for although

great hopes were based upon it, it is veij

difficult to rear, and rapidly degenerates m
Europe. The cause of its failure has not

yet been discovered. Several other clo&eh

allied species are used for tlie production

of silk. Among these is Anther an

penii/i, a Silkworm which feeds on the oak

in North China ; and Antheraia mylitta,

the Tusseh Silkworm, a common Indian

insect, which yields a rather coarse-looking silk, which requires to be carded, for it cannot be wound,

but which is so durable that a dress made of it frequently descends from mother to daughter, as it

takes more than one lifetime to wear it out.

Several of the Moths of this family have long tails on the hind wings. Tliese are not mere pro-

jections, as in many Butterflies, but are more like prolongations of the wings themselves. In the

genus Actiag all the species are tailed, and are of a green or yellow colour, with an eye on each wing.

They expand from three to six inches, and most of the species are found in the East Indies, though

single species are met with in Spain. Natal, Madagascar, and North America. The genus Eudivmonia

includes a few smaller insects, of a brown or yellow colour, found in Africa and South America ;
and

althou.gh they do not measure more than about three inches across the wings, the tails alone are

nearly six inches in length in some species.

The only British species belonging to the family Saturiiiidce is the well-known Emperor Moth

(Saturnia carpini). It measures l>etween two and three inches across the wings, which are grey in

the female, whereas the fore wings of the male are reddish-brown, and the hind wings rust}* yellow.

CATElPflLAR coco
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There is a large Vjlack eye in tlie middle of each wing marked with a wliite crescent inside, and

surrounded with yellow and black rings. The caterpillar is green, with black transverse banils and

reddish tubercles, studded with short hail-. It feeds on heath, ifec, and constructs a hard pear-

shaped cocoon. The Emperor Moth is not an uncommon insect, but it is allied to the Great Peacock

Motli {Suiuraia pi/ri), whicli measures six inches across the wings, and is the largest Moth found in

. VTEKFILUR, CHRYSALIS, U>D MOTH Or SATURN

Europe, but has not been met with farther north than Paris or Vienna. It is a dark-grey Moth with

white borders, within which the wings are much dai-ker than elsewhere. The eyes resemble those of

iS. enrpinr, but are dusted with blue, and the caterpillar is gi-een, with blue warts instead of red

ones, and it feeds on different kinds of trees, especially fruit-trees.

The Lasiocampidce are large or middle-sized Moths, with stout, hairy bodies, and strong winj^s,

and the caterpillars are clothed with soft hair. The Moths are generally of dull colours—browt,

reddish-brown, or yellowish predominating.

The Lappet Moth (Gnstropacha quercifolia), which is not very common in England, may be

known by its reddish-Vrown denta^ed wings, marked with zigzag transverse lines. The Oak Eggar

{Lasiocampa quercus), which is of about the same size, is a much commoner insect, and the hind

margins are not dentated. The male is chestnut-brown, and the female ochre-yellow ; across the

wings runs a broad transverse band of pale yellow, which is much more distinct in the male than in

the female, but there is a white spot in both sexes about the middle of the fore wings. The cater-

pillar is black, with paler hairs, and a white stripe on each side. It feeds on many plants, including

oak, and forms an egg-shaped cocoon, whence its name. The male flies very rapidly in the daytime,

but may easily be decoyed within reach, if the collector has bred a female from the caterpillar, and

carries her alive to a spot frequented by the males. It is not necessary to set her at liberty, or even

to keep her in an open box : .she will attract the males Just as readily if carried in a closed box in the

pocket. The Lackey Moth (Clisiocampa neustria) is a smaller representative of this family, only

expanding about an inch and a half across the wings. The fore wings are either ochre-yellow, with

two brown transverse stripes, or brownish-red, with pale yellow ones ; the hind wings are ]>alev than

the fore wings, and unstriped. The caterpillars are striped with blue, red, and yellow, with a white
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line on thf back, and tin'} li\e gregaiiouslj

cxiuunon in many part-s of Engl.md, and tin

liioad ring rouud a slender t\v ig

The 2enzeridai are latl.ri

large Moths, whose caterpiUai ^

feed oil wood, ijiside the flunks

of trees, often causing eonsi

dcrable damage. The Wood
Leopard Moth {Zeuzera aictili)

appears to be eommonei louiid

London than elsewhere m Enu

land. It is white, with nianj

steel-blue spots on the wnigs

and thoi-ax, and its caterpillai,

which is yellow, with a black

head, infests apple, ash, and othei

trees. The Moth measuiestvo

inches or more across the \\ ings,

and the abdomen is long, and

furnished with an ovipositor in

the female. The Goat Moth

{Xi/letitf-s cossits) is a com-

moner insect. It is shaded

with gi'ey and brown, and

marked with many irregular

lilack transverse lines. It measures three inches or more across the wings, and is a vpry iieavy-

looking Moth, with a thick body, wliich scarcely extends beyond the hind wings. The cateri)illar

is dirty flesh - colour,

with the back brownish-

red. It lives in trees,

especially j)oplars and

willows, and is not full-

grown until it is three

years okl. Some writers

have supposed that this

caterpillar was the Cos-

sus which was consi-

dered a gi-eat dainty

by the Romans ; but it

is much more probable

that their Consns was

the larva of some large

wood-feeding Beetle.

The Hepialli/oi are

^ a small group with

narrow rounded wings,

very short antennie, and

very long bodies. The

largest species is the

Ghost Moth (Ilepudus

humuli), which mea-

sures about two inches across the wings. The male is white above and brown beneath, and the

female hss dull-yellow fore wings, with two oblique red stripes, more or less broken into spots,

LACKEY MOTH AND CATERPILLAR.
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and reddish hind wings. The Moth flies in liehls, with a peculiar hovering flight, on summer evenings,

and its pale yellow caterpillar feeds on the roots of grasses. The other species are much smaller,

and are called " Swifts " by collectors. They are brown or yellowish, with white streaks or spots

ou the fore wings, and their caterpillars feed on the roots of plants. In some species the Moths

have the same peculiar hovering flight as in //.

hmmdi, but others fly very rapidly near the ground

in the evening.

The gieat group of Mviths known as N'octuw,

or Night Moths par excellence, consists of many
ftimilies, of which we will notice only a few of

the most important. Speaking generally, their

bodies are rather stout, and extend beyond the

hind wings ; then- anteunai are simple (rarely

pectinated), and their hind wings are broader than

the fore wings, white, grey, or brown, without

markings, or with only a dark spot in the middle,

and a dark border, and are folded beneath the hind

WOOD LEor.uu> M..TH.
^ings in repose like a fan.

The LeHcaniclce, or Wainscots, mostly frequent

marshy localities, and measure aliout an inch and a half across the wings. The fore wings are

ixhreous or reddish, rarely with transverse lines, but generally with longitudinal white veins and

Mack dashes, and a few scattered black dots. The caterpillars feed either on grasses or in the

stems of reeds.

Many of our commonest Moths belong to the Apamidai. One of these is the Dark Arches

{Xylophasia pohpdon), a brown Moth, measuring nearly two- inches across the wings ; the abdomen is

rather long, and tufted at the extremity. The markings are rather ill-defined, but there is a white

line near the border of the fore wings, the lower portion of which forms a W. We find this in many

other Noctuu. The hind wings are paler, and where they join the fore wings are smooth and rather

iridescent. This Moth is very common in

gardens at dusk, and its caterpillar feeds

on the roots of grasses. The Cabbage

Moth {Mnimstm brassicce) is an equally

(Oinmon but much more destructive

insect. It is smaller and much darkei'-

eoloured than the last species, and there

is a whitish U-shaped mark on the fore

wings. The catei-pillar feeds in the heart

of the cabbage, and is just as mischievous

as those of the connnon White Butterflies.

The family XorfiuJ(f includes a

f;rpat nundjer of dull-coloured Moths,

which expand about an inch and a

half across the wings. The fore wings

lire generally brown, with dark spots

liordered with paler. The pale submar- clhden xonpaueil.

:;inal line does not form a W, and the

abdomen is not crested, or tufted. The oateri>illars feed on low plants, and many of tlieni, mostly

belonging to the genus A//roHs, feed on the roots of grasses at or below the surface of the ground,

and are called by the Americans " Cut-worms." The Moths belonging to the genus TripJmna are

handsomer and more conspicuous than the other species of this family, as tlie hind wiilgs are yellow,

w ith a black band, varying in width according to the species, before the hind margin. They are

called "Yellow Underwings."

The Orf/iogiiUe, or Chestnuts, include a number of smaller species, expanding about an inch and a
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quarter. Most of these have grey, re(hlisli, nr yellowish foi-e wings, ami whitisii hind wind's, and the

abdomen is ratlier short. Tliey may be met with in spring and autumn, and frequent the flowers of

the sallow and the ivy. One of the largest species is the Satellite {Scopelosoma satelUtia), which

sometimes expands nearly two inches. The fore wings are reddish, and there is a white or orange

spot in the middle, between two small dots. The hind wings are reddish-white. The caterpillar

is blackish, witli white lines on the back, and white spots on the sides. It feeds on a variety

i>f trees, but will also devour any other caterpillars in whose company it may find itself.

The ITadenida' are a group of Moths much resembling the Apamidce, and generally with the pale

subterminal line forming a very distinct W. But the beautiful Angleshades Moth {Phlogojihora

iiieticulosa) is an e.xception. The triangular and slightly dentated fore wings are olive-brown, or

ochreous, varied witli rosy, and the outer pale line is indistinct ; the hind wings are yellowish-white.

The XylinidK are a small family, including, among other genera, the genus Cucnllia. The
Moths belonging to iff are called "Sharks " by collectors, and their fore wings and abdomen are long and
pointed. The former are generally ochreous or greyish, with hardly any markings, the costa and
hind margin alone being bordered with a darker colour. In some Continental species, however, the

fore wings are beautifully marked or streaked with silver, and sometimes with green. These Moths
expand about one inch and a half.

The Heliotkida; are day-flying insects, and one of the commonest species is the Beautiful Yellow

Underwing {Anarta mi/rtilli), which is found on heaths. The fore wingSj which expand about an

inch, are red, with white lines, and the hind wings are orange, bordered with black. Two other

species are found in Scotland ; but many others are found in Lapland, and other countries in the

north of Europe and America. Of these, some have yellow, and others white hind wings.

Seveial of the Phtskht are also day-flying Moths. The well-known Gamma Moth, or Siher

{Phisia (jnmma), is one of these The foie\\ings aie violet giey, with

the middle. The hind ^^lngs ^^^^^
are of a paler grey, without

markings. Other species of

Pliisia fly in the evening,

among which is the Burnished

Brass Moth {P. r/in/sitis), the

fore wings of which are i)ale

bro^vn, but almost covered b\

a large irregular brassy-gieen

patch. Most of the othei

species of the genus ai-e eitln i

marked or spotted with sih ( i \

golden, or brassy in a siniiUi

manner.

The Amphijtyridtt aie a

small family with rather shoit

and broad wings ; and as the

British representative of it,

we have chosen a larger Moth
than any Noctuw yet noticed

—Mormo numra—a dark gi-ey insect, with blackish bauds, measuring about two

half across the wings. It is very common in gardens on summer evenings, and often flies into

houses. Its flight is rather heavy, and it is called *' The Old Lady " by collectors.

The CatocfdiJfe, so called from two Greek words, meaning " beautiful beneath," are the largest

and handsomest Xwt/'a- found in Europe. The fore wings are grey, varied with lighter and darker

zigzag lines and blotches, assimilating them to the appearance of the lichen-covered trunks of trees, on

which they prefer to rest. But the hind wings are black, with a pale blue band across, in the rare

Clifden Nonpareil {Catocala fraxird), while the other species have red hind wings, with black borders,

and a black band across the middle. They are all large insects, measuring from two and a half to

5KEAT OWL MOTH OF HRAZIL.

:-lies and
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four inches across the wings. Many of tlu; European siiecies liave yellow himl wings (and these aie

generally smaller than the red species), and in North America, where there is a much gi-eater variety

of Ci'lociiln than in Europe, many species have black hind wings, with a narrow white border.

The caterpillars have the first pair of prolegs imperfectly developed, and arch their backs a little in

walking. They are sometimes called " Half-Loopers.
''

The Ophiderieke are a family of tropical Moths, generally measuring abtmt three inches across

the wings, which are long, rather narrow, and a little pointed. The liind wings are yellow, partly

Ijordered with black, and with a thick curved black mark in the middle. The palpi are long, and

curved upwards, and the proboscis is short, and very strong. These Moths are very destructive

to oranges in Australia ;
but it has not yet been ascertained with certainty whether they perfoliate

the rind themselves with their strong

proljoscis, or whether they avail them-

selves of any injury which the fi-uit

may have previously received, in order

to suck out the contents.

The largest Noctua, and one of

the largest Moths known, is the Great

Owl Moth of Brazil (Tki/sania m/rip-

pina), which belongs to the family of

the Erehidce. It measures nearly a

foot across the wings,

which are pale grey,

with dai'ker markings,

and the hind margins

are scalloped. But the

wings are not remark-

able for their breadth,

so that the Atlas Moths

are larger insects on

the whole.

The small family

of the Beltoidce, which

is sometimes placed

-with the Noctme and .sometimes with the Pyrahs, may be illustrated by the ^'^ Snout" (Hi/pena

proboscidalis), a brown Moth, with rather slender body, and very long palpi, resembling a beak. It

measures about an inch and a half across the fore wings, which are broad and triangular, and is

a very common insect among nettles.

The Geo/netrm (or Land Measurers) are an extensive group of Cloths known as " Loopers

"

in England, on account of the peculiar structure of the larvie, which have only ten legs, the two first

pairs of prolegs being absent. When they wish to walk, they fix themselves firmly by their last pair

of prolegs (the only pair which they possess) and their claspers, and stretch out tlieir bodies to their

greatest length ; then, fixing themselves by the six true legs, they loosen their hold with the four

hinder ones, which they draw closely up to their front legs, thus arching their body into a loop ; they

then fix themselves again by their hind legs, stretch out the front of their bodies, and proceed as

before. This peculiar mode of walking is very rapid ; and their mode of rest is not less singular, for

they fix themselves by their four hind legs, and stretch their bodies stiffly out, sometimes remaining

motionless for hours. In this position they present a remarkable resemblance to a dead twig, and

thus often elude the observation of birds and other enemies. The Moths are generally broad-winged

insects, with slender bodies. They fly at dusk, but may often be disturbed in the daytime by beating

hedges. The wings are rarely dentated or angulated, and are often brightly coloured, the pattern of

the fore wings being generally continued on the hind wings.

The family Urapteryda' contains only one British species, the Swallow-tail Moth (Frapteryx sam-

hncaria), which measures about two inches across the wings; the hind wings are angulated outwards into

ENNOMOS ILIASTR.IKIA AND CATERriLL.\K3.
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a sliort tail. It is of a very i)ale yellow, witli two olive-brown lines on the fore winjis, ami one on the

hind wings, and two sniiill blown dots at the root of the tail. The family E)iHomukt includes smaller

insects, mostly of a yellow colour. Among these is the well-known " Brimstone Moth'' (/iuiitia crtiUc-

(/at ii), so common in hedges. It measures about an inch and a half across the wings, which are sulphur

yellow, with riist-coloured spots on the costa. The genus Eimoinos includes insects of a paler yellow,

marked with transverse lines. Their bodies are rather thick, the thorax is covered with a close fur above,

and the hind margins of the wings are irregularly dentated. The family A niphidasicke includes dull

coloured Moths with stout bodies. They appear in spring, and one of the commonest is the Pepper and
Salt Moth [Ainphidasls betvlaria), which is white, speckled with black, and with more or less distinct

bhiek costal spots and transverse lines. 8ome of the allied species have apterous females. The family

GeoiuetridiK includes a number of broad-winged green species, with whitish transverse lines. Their bo<lies

are rather slender, and the wings, which expand from one to over two inches according to the species,

are seldom angulated. These Moths are usually called " Emeralds," on account of their colour. The
Acidtilidcp, or "Waves,' comprLse a large number of small species, generally of white, ochreous,

brownish, or reddish colour, with dusky, or occasionally reddish lines. The Heath Moths, or

FidonidcB, fly by day, and several species, tessellated with cream-coloiir and black, are very common.
The Euschemidm are an East Indian group of large Moths, which have only lately been referred to

the Geomelro'., on account of the discovery of their transformations. The Soldier Moth {Euschema

inilitarhs) is the commonest. It expands about three inches, and the wings are bright yellow, with

bluish-black lines and spots, and the fore wings have a broad bluish-black border, sjiotted with white.

The Magpie Moth {Abraxas grossulanata) belongs to the family Zereiddcc. It is common in

every garden, and varies very much, but is generally white, spotted with orange and black at

the base of the fore wings, and with an orange stri])e across the middle, bordered with

black spots on each side. The hind margins of all the wings are spotted with black, and there

are several other black spots. The body is yellow, spotted with black. The Moth expands

rather more than an inch and a half, and the caterpillar feeds on gooseberry and currant bushes.

Several browiush or yellowish Moths, with darker transver.se lines, belonging to the families

Hijbcrmdic and Lnrentidie, are found only in winter. It is remarkable that most of these have

apterous females, as is likewise the case with some of the A mphidas-'uke, which appear Ln very early

spiing. The large family Larentidw includes a great number of other Moths with brown and white

wings, arranged in festooned patterns, which has led to their being called " Carpets." Some of these are

wMte, with black lines : and in the genus Lohophora, there is so large an additional lobe to the

hind wing as to give them the appearance of having six wings, whence they are called " Seraphims "

by collectors. These Moths seldom measure more than an inch and a half across the wings, but the

great genus Eupithecia includes a number of smaller species (called " Pugs ''), seldom expanding an inch

across the wings, which are generally brown, with darker transverse markings, though a few are varied

with wliite or green. Their small size, and the indistinct character of the markings, render most of

the species difficult to distinguish from each other. The Erateinidw are a South American family of

Motlis, ornamented with bright colours, such as red, black, and white. The fore wings are triangular,

and the hind wings are produced and often tailed. These insects look very unlike Moths, and, but for

the filifonn antennje, might readily be mistaken for Eri/cinidce.

The Pyrcdes are a group of small Moths, with rather long wings, and long and slender bodies.

The Meal Moth {Pijralis fwrimdk), belonging to the family Pijralidce, is one of the commonest. It

measures about an inch across the fore wings, which are dark chocolate brown at the base and tip, and

dull yellow in the middle, the colours being separated by white lines ; and the hind wings are bluisli-

grey, with white lines. The caterpillar feeds on flour, as well as on straw, ifec, and is sometimes found

in meal-tubs. The most beautiful species of this group belong to the Enni/chidcK. The species of

Pijrnusta are common in waste places in many parts of the country, flying by day. They are small

Moths, not exceeding three-quarters of an inch in expanse, and the fore wings are red, with golden

yellow lines or spots. The Hydrocampid:e are small white Moths, about an inch in expanse, found

in marshy places or ponds ; the caterpillars feed on water-plants. They are white, with black,

and occa.sionaUy yellowish, lines or markings, and are known as " China Mar'-;." The Botydce are

often called "Pearls," on account of the slightly shining appearance of some of the species. Two of
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tliuse {liotys verticaJin and iirticalis) are common among nettles, on wliicli the caterpillars feed. They

expand about an inch and a half. The former is pale, shining, yellowish-white, with grey markings,

and the latter is white, with a row of connected dark spots on the borders, and a row of more separated

si)ots within. The base of the fore wings is yellow, and beyond it are several large dark spots.

The Cranibi may be known by their very narrow fore wings, and very broad hind wings, which

are folded round the body when at rest. The two principal families are Phyaidm and Crambidie.

The former ai-e small and frequently dull-coloured Moths, many of which live on dried fruits in the

caterpillar state, and are consequently common in warehouses. A few years ago an enormous white

well, many feet in length and breadth, formed by the caterpillars of Ephestia elutella, was fouml

on the wall of a chicory warehouse at York. The Crambidw, or Grass Moths, generally have, brown
or straw-coloured fore wings, intersected by a white or silvery longitudinal streak ; the hind wings are

brown, and the palpi project in front of the head, forming a kind of beak. TJiey are easily disturbed

when we walk through long grass, but they soon settle again, when the long cylindrical form which

they assume when at lest makes them difficult to tmd The small family of the Galleridw are

ipimikable foi then c iterpillars feeding on wax m bee hi\ es, w heie the) sometimes cause great mischief.

Tilt finbicidii, 01 Bell Moths, ma> be known by then bioal tiuucated toie wings, which meet

together over the back,

md give the insect some-

h it of the shape of a
I 11 when at rest. The
itei pillars generally live

Hi lolled-up leaves, but

^iiine feed on fruit, roots,

<i-c , a few form galls.

The maggots which infest

our apples and plums

aie the caterpillars of

&l»ecies of the genus Car-

pocapsa. There is a

Mexican species (C. sal-

Htans), the caterpillar of

^hich lives in the seeds

of a Eujihorbiaceous plant,

and possesses the faculty

of leaping, carrying its

house with it. There are

aboutthree himdred speci-

mens of Tortricidcv found

m Britain ; one of the

commonest is the Green

Oak Moth (Tortrix viri-

dana). It measures nearly an inch across the fore wings, which are green, whereas the hind wings

are brown, and it may often be dislodged in a perfect shower, if an oak tree be skaken.

The Tinece are a very numerous family of small Moths, to which belong nearly one-third of the

Lepidoptera of Britain. Tlieir bodies are slender, and their wings are long and narrow, with very long

frin(;es. There is a great diversity of form, markings, and habits among them. The- I'ineidce, or

Clothes' Moths proper, generally feed on driel animal substances, such as cloth, hair, or feathers,

though some species feed on corn, &c. They often feed both on and in their food, those that attack

clothes forming a tube of the substance on which they feed, in which they live, and which they

enlarge when necessary. The Adelidce, or Long Horns, are green, sometimes streaked or spotted

with yellow. They may be known by their very long anteniife, which are about three times as long as

the expanse of their wing.s. The genus Depressaria, belonging to the great family Gelechidw, con-

tains (lull-coloured Moths, witli rather broail and flattened bodies. They are rather large for Tinece,
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many species measuring nearly an inch across the wings. Many of the larvie of the Cohophoridm

lorm cases on various plants, like tlie Psijchidw ; those of the Ehichislidic live in the stems of grasses.

Those of many groups of 'I'iitew live in blotches or galleries mailc in the interior of the l<'a\es of rliff'erent

plants. Among these are the

Nepticulidte, to which family

belongs the smallest Moth
known (^Xepticuki microthe-

riella), which measures only

about the eighth of an inch

across the wings, which are

piu'pli.sh - brown, with a

whitish mark beyond the

micklle. The sateipillav

feeds in the leaves of the

nut, &c., and twenty or

thirty mines may often be

seen in a single leaf, accord-

ing to Mr. Stainton. The

perfect msect lias nevei-, so

far as I know, been observed

at large, on account of its

very small size. All the

specimens in collections are

bred.

The Plume Moths

(Pterophoridw) may be known from all other Moths by the fore wings being cleft into two distinct

feathers, and the hind wings into thi'ee. Most of the species are brown or grey, but the commonest,

the White Plume Moth, found in gardens, is nearly pure white It expands rather more than an inch

across the wings, and is a very delicately-formed insect, ".vith long slender legs. The only British repre-

sentative of the family, AlucUidce (Alucita hexadactyla, the Twenty-plume Moth), is a small brownish

insect measuring three-quarters of an inch across the wings, each of which is split into six separate

feathers. It is common in gardens, kc, and the caterpillar feeds on the buds of the honeysuckle.

FOSSIL BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.

. On account of their fragile nature, very few Lepidoptera have Ijeen found in a fossil state.

Some entomologists are said to have described fragments of fossil leaves as the remains of Butterflies,

and there is much difference of opinion about other supposed Lepidopterous remains, which are

undoubtedly those of insects, soQie authors maintaining that they are Lepidoptera, while others refer

them to the orders Neuroptera or Homoptera. Consequently, as regards remains admitted by all to

be those of Lepidoptera, it is not surprising that different entomologists refer them to diffei'ent

genera, and even families. The oldest reputed Lepidopterous fossil is Mr. Butler's Palwonlina

ooUtica, l)ut the position of this fossil lias been questioned by some authors, though many consider

it as Lepidopterous. Mr. Scudder, who has pai.l s| iiil .ittenti.m t., fo.ssil insects, admits only

ten .species of fo.ssil Buttei-flies (all of the Tcitinrv iHiinil). on.- AiiL-riean, and the rest European,

which he refers to the famUies NymphaUd,,: {S.,/i/ri,nr and Xirnphdime), Papilio)ud,e {Pifrhw

and PapiUoninoe), and Ilesperiidce. Most of these have been obtained from Aix, in Provence, but

one or two have been found in Croatia and in Western Germany. Scudder regards the nine

European species as exhibiting decided Indo-Malayan and Tropical American affinities, one only being

related to African, and one to existing South European forms. Concerning fossil Moths still less

has been published ; nevertheless, several species have been recorded, belonging to nearly all the

leading groups. Tlie oldest of these (Sphinx snelleni) is from the Solenhofen ShU; as is also

the doubtful Butterfly {Pahiontina ooUtica) to which we have already alluded.

\V. F. KiRBY.
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The Diptera agree with tlie Lepidoptera in having a suctorial mouth anil a perfect ineta-

morphosis, but differ from them in so many particulars that there is no difficulty in distinguishing

them—in fact, the order is one of the best characterised in the whole class of insects. They may be

, 1 defined as insects with a perfect metamorphosis

and a sucking mouth ; with the prothorax ring-

shaped and all the segments of the thorax united
^ into a mass ; with only two wings, wliich are

membranous, naked, or more or less hairy,

^ attached to the raesothorax, while the hind

wings are represented by a pair of small

knobbed organs called halteres. Tliese char-

\ acters of the wings will sei've. to distinguish

the Diptera at once from the Hymenoptera,

with some of which certain species of flies

might be confounded at the first glance.

The mouth, although a sucking organ in

the strictest sense of the term, differs completely

from that of the Lepidoptera in the nature of the modifications by which its parts

are adajited to their peculiar functions, and especially in the fact that, whereas the

actual proboscis of the Lepidoptera is foi-med by a single pair of the fundamental

organs of the mouth, that of the Diptera may include and bring into action the

whole of those parts. The visible proboscis itself is composed of the lower lip

(labium), which may be either horny or fleshy in its texture, and is often capable

of bending a little way from its base, and of being retracted within a cavity of the

under surface of the head. It varies greatly in length, being sometimes quite shoi-t

and easily concealed, sometimes very long, even much longer than the whole body.

The tip is sometimes more or less pointed, sometimes blunt, and then often ter-

minated by a pair of fleshy lips forming a sort of cleft disc, in the middle of

which the aperture of the mouth is situated. This structure may be well seen in

the common House Fly, or the Meat Fly. But whatever may be its external pecu-

liarities, the jiroboscis consists of the labium produced mto a more or less tubular

form, and cleft more or less widely along the upper or front surface. This cleft is

closed by the labnun or upper lip, which is elongated so as to reach towards the tip of

the proljoscis, and, although considerably nawower than the labium, is also curved

into the form of a half tube with its concavity turned towards that of the labium.

Within the tube of the )iroboscis we find several l)ristles, often flattened and of a lancet shape,

the office of which is to penetrate the tissues of plants luid animals, and set free the juices upon which

SS
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these insects feed, wliich are then easily sucked up through tlio proboscis. These bristles, or lancets,

wliich are the elongated representatives of the oi'gans of the mouth, are somewhat variable in

number. Wlien they are most numerous there are five of them, namely, two pairs, repi-esenting tlie

mandibles and maxillae, and an unpaired superior bristle, which is attached to the base of the labnim,

or close to it above the pharynx, and is therefore called the e/jiphari/H.v. Tlie number is reduced by

the suppression of some of the Itristles—usually to three, one pair and a single superior one—and it is

then a question whether the tipper unpaired liristle is still to be regarded as the epipharynx, or

whether the latter is suppressed and the third bristle composed of the two representing the mandibles

uniteil into a single organ. The latter view is the one now generally adopted. The number of

bristles may vary even in the two sexes of the same species, as is the case in the common Gnat, of

which the female alone possesses the full complement. The labium itself has no palpi, but the

1 iristles representing the maxilhe have these appendages, which are frequently of considerable length

and composed of several joints. The palpi project from near the base of the proboscis, from which,

indeed, they actually spi-ing in many instances (as, for example, in the common House Fly). This is

due to the fact that in these insects the part of the maxilhe bearing the palpi is amalgamated with

the base of the labium into a single mass.

The head in the Diptera is v'ery freely attached to the front of the thorax by a short and usually

slender neck, an arrangement which renders it very movable , it is generally of a rounded form, but

not unfrequently flat or even concave behind. The compound eyes are well developed, except in a

few forms, in which they are rudimentary or altogether wanting. They are usually . large, often

covering nearly the whole upper surface of the head, and leaving only a small triangular space on the

top for the three ocelli, which are generally present, and another small space in front for the

attachment of the antennae. The eyes are genei-ally larger in the males than in the females, and

often meet in the middle line, whilst in the females they are separated by a narrow band.

The antennae, wliich are generally inserted upon the face between the eyes, vary considerably in

.size, form, and' structui'e, but wij can distinguish two principal types of these organ.s. In the one

(see figure of head of female Gnat on p. 70), the antennse are more or less elongated and composed of a

considerable number of joints, when they are either thread-like or beaded, and often, especially in the

males, hairy or feathered throughout ; in the other, they consist apparently only of three joints, of

which the last is usually a good deal longer than the others, and not unfrequently shows signs of its

being really composed of several joints in the .shape of notches or transverse lines. These antennse

sometimes project in front of the head, and sometimes hang down close in front of the face. The'

third joint is very commonly furnished with a long bristle, which may be jointed, and thus indicates

that it is a continuation of the ordinary jointed antennai. " This bristle, which is often hairy or

feathered, may spring either fiom the extremity or from the back of the third joint (.see Vol. V.,

p. 284, Fig. 5, e).

As in the Lepidoptera, the three segments of the thorax are soldered together to form a

single mass. The mesothorax, as bearing the wings, is most largely developed ; the prothorax is

generally reduced to a very small ring ; and the metathorax is usually confined to the hinder sur-

face of the thorax. The hinder part of the mesothorax is cut ofi" by an impressed line, and forms

a distinct scutellum. The wings, of which, as already stated, only the first pair are developed

as organs of flight, although sometimes dark-coloured or spotted, are generally transparent, and

either composed of naked membrane or more or less clotted with hairs. The veins for the most

part ran, branching more or less, through the length of the wing, but in many species there are

cross-veins which enclose complete cells, like those of the Hymenoi)tera, although we never find, as

in the latter, a stigma with a regular system of cells in its vicinity. Close to the base of the

inner margin of the wing, in a great number of Dijitera, we find the margin of the membrane

cut into one or two small lobes liy notches of variable depth. The outer one, which is clearly a

portion of the wing, has been called the abdet ; the inner one, which is attached to the thorax,

is the scale {squama), and, when most developed, forms a sort of roof-like covering for the

hulteres, or appendages of the metathorax. The latter, the natui'e of which has been the subject

of considerable discussion, are now generally I'egarded as representing the hind wings. They are

small organs resembling the clapper of a bell, composed of a thin stalk bearing a knob at its
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extremity. TliPse organs ai-e in a coiistuut state of vibratioiij but wliat their special function in the

economy of the insect may be is unknown.

The three pairs of legs, which are articulated to the lower i)art of the tliorax, exliibit a con-

.siderable variety of development, being sometimes of moderate length and stout or even thickened,

sometimes excessively long and slender, and exliibiting every intermediate form. They are, however,

always articulated to the thorax by a conical coxa, have a ring-shjiped trochanter, and five-jointed

tarsi, of which the tirst joint is generally much longer than any of the rest : the last joint has at its

extremity a pair of claws, and either two or three membranous appendages (jmhiU't).

The abdomen, which may be attached to the thorax either by its whole base or by a slender

stalk, consists of from five to eight segments, but generally shows no external peculiarities, except

the appendages to the generative organs which frequently project from it.s

apex, and are sometimes very complicated in the males.

Throughout the order the larvte are footless grubs, generally with a

soft body, but sometimes leathery, or even nearly horny. Many of them

possess a distinctly marked head, which may bear ocelli, but in the

majority the head does not differ from the other neighbouring segments,

within which it can be reti-acted. The mouth is frequently provided with

a pair of horny hooks, by Tneans of which the larvse ding to the objects

from which they obtain their nourishment. This consists in all eases of

fluid materials derived from animal and vegetable substances. The larvai

frequently live in the substance upon which they are feeding ; others

r&side in the water, and many are parasitic.

When the larva is full grown the change to the pupa state takes

place in two different ways. In some the larva skin is cast, and the pupa

makes its appearance in a form more or less resembling that of the Lepi-

doptera, that is to say, the wings, linijjs, antemiai, and other parts of the

body are shown, only enclosed within a membrane; while in others the

larva skin is retained and becomes hardened, so as to form a case within

fhich the insect changes into a pupa. The escape of the perfect insect

II these latter cases is usually effected by the separation of one end of the

case, like a sort of cap, the agency by which the ru])ture is effected being,

(, srigmaia.
jj-^ j^^^gj-^y cases if uot in all, a peculiar bladder-like inflation of the forehead

afterwai-ds effaced. Many of the free pupte are pro\idtMl with sharp hooked

a--
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retained and nourishe<l in the egg-passages until tliej' are ready to pass into the pupa state, and are

born in this condition.

As regards tlie internal structure of the Diptera, it may be mentioned that, like the Lepidoptera,

they possess a sucking stomach which originates from one side of the oesophagus ; that they have four,

or sometimes five, Malpighian vessels, which not unfrequently unite to form one or two ducts by which

their secretion is discharged into the intestine ; that the two main trachean stems exhibit bladdei'-like

dilatations, which are often of considerable size in the base of the abdomen ; and tjiat the central

nervous chain varies greatly in structure in accordance with the genei'al form of the body, the

elongated species having three distinct thoracic and five or six abdominal ganglia, while in some stout-

l)odied Hies the whole of the ganglia seem to be united into a single mass.

The Dipteiu are for the most part active day-flying insects, like the Hymenoptera, which some

of them closely i-esemble in appearance and in haunting flower.s, upon the sweet jiiices of which they

feed. There is a further resemblance between the Diptera and the Hymenoptera in the prevalence

of the habit of parasitism in certain groups of both ; and in both orders we find species whose larvai

reside and feed in the interior of excrescences produced fipon plants by the irritation of their presence.

Jn the Hymenoptera, however, we liave no examples of the bloodthirsty propensities which charac-

terise so many Diptera. Apart from these and some other forms which are either annoying to

our.selves or injurious to our property, the Diptera must be regarded as acting a beneficent part in

the economy of natuiie. Thus, so far as we are concerned, the parasitic and some predaceous species

act as a check upon the multiplication of many other insects which are enemies to the gardener and

agriculturist : while a great numl)er of others seem to have a special mission to clear away all sorts of

decomposing animal and vegetable matters which, if left, would seriously contaminate the air.

From the imperfect knowledge that we possess of the exotic species of this order, -it is not an

easy matter to arrive at any trustworthy estimate of the total numlser of species included in it. Dr.

Schiner, of Vienna, estimates the known European species at about 9,000, and these he regards as

not more than a twentieth part of the whole. Allowing for probable exaggeration in the estimate of

European forms, this would give 150,000 or 160,000 as the total Dipterous population of the globe.

As regards their geographical distribution, the Diptera show a remarkable uniformity, the

principal families being generally represented in most regions, and many genera, and even species,

having an exceedingly wide distribution. The largest and finest species in this, as in other ordeis,

are generally inliabitants of warm climates. In their geological history, the Diptera agree generally

with the Hymenoptei-a. No Paleozoic Diptera have been recorded. Among the Secondary rock.s

the Rh.-etics are tlie earliest in which remains of Diptera are supposed to occur, and the.se are

regarded as very doubtful. The Lias of Schambelen in Switzerland, which has yielded Professor

Heer such an important assemblage of insects of various orders, contains no Diptera, and it is

not until near the close of the Mesozoic period that undoubted remains of Diptera were preserved

in the lithogi-aphic slates of Solenhofen and in the Purbecks of Dorsetshire and of Wiltshire and

Buckinghamshire. These represent several still existing families. A few fragments of wings occm

in the Wealden ; but in all Tertiary deposits Diptera occur in constantly increasing number anil

variety, but all referable to families and usually to genera still living on the eaith.

The Fleas {Aphn niptera) have of late years commonly been regarded as aberrant members of

the order Diptera, but for various reasons we have preferred here to revert to the old view, never

entirely abandoned by naturalists, that these insects form a distinct oi-der. The remainder,

chai-acterised in general a-s above described, may be divided into two groups, in accordance

with a very important difference in their mode of reproduction. In the first and most typical

group, the females produce tlieir young either in the egg state or as young larvje ; in the second,

tlie hatched young are retained within the oviduct until they are full gi'own, and only extruded

when they are just about to i)ass into the pupa stage. These latter, to which the name

of PupiPARA has been given, differ from the rest of the order in several points of structure;

thus, the head is either very closely ai)plied to the front of the thorax, or actually immersed in a

cavity formed in that part for its reception, the antennse are excessively short, and usually innnersed

in cavities of the front of the head, and the maxillae form a sort of sheath for the labrum, the

actual piercing organ consisting only of these three bri.stles. The remainder, wliich exhibit, with
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many uiinor moJiticutions, tlie noniuil sti'ucture of tlie order, may then constitute a great group under

the name of Diptera ciENUiNA, which is already sufficiently characterised.

The classification of the Diptera is a matter of some difficulty, and several different systems have

Vjeen proposed. Until of late years, however, the order was usually divided into two main section.s.

the Nemocera and the Brachycera, or long and short-horned types; but other arrangements have

been proposed, generally founded, more or less, upon the character of the metamorphosis, the mo.st

complete of which is that invented by MM. Brauer and Schiner, which rests almost wholly upon the

study of the preparatory states of the insects. This classitication, however, we shall not adopt

here, partly because the groups thus formed cannot always readily be characterised by peculiarities

of the perfect insects, and partly because it is quite inicertain how far minor peculiarities of the

larvae and pupae ai-e to be regarded as of importance in classitication. The arrangement of the

families here followed is very nearly that adopted by Dr. Gerstacker in the " Handbuch der Zoologie,"

but we have introduced some higher divisions, which are the same as those proposed many years ago

by Latreille and adopted by Professor Westwood in his admirable " Introduction to the Modern

Classification of Insects." The characters distinguishing the Pupipara, the lowest of our divisions or

tribes, from the rest of the Diptei-a, have already been indicated, and we have tlierefore now only

to consider the " Diptei-a genuina." These may form four tribes.

1. Ne.mooera, having the antennaj usually composed of from ten to seventeen joints, but

sometimes of only six, thread-like or beaded, and the palpi of four or five joints, the cross-veins in

the wings usually few or altogether wanting, and the halteres uncovered. The larva is furnished

with a more or less distinct head, and gives origin to a free pupa.

2. NoTACAXTHA, having the antennae compo.sed of not more than twelve joints, which, when
most numer-ous, are sometimes nearly equal, forming a thread-like antenna, as in the preceding

division, but more commonly constitute apparently a three-jointed organ, of which the third joint is

ringed ; the palpi of not more than three joints ; the veins of the wings u.sually forked and with

cross-veins, and the halteres uncovered. The larva has a more or less distinct head, and the pupa is

enclosed in the dried larva skin, from which it escapes, when mature, through a slit in the back.

3. Tanystoma, in which the antennae consist apparently of three joints, Irnt often with

indications of articulations in the third joint, and with a terminal bristle ; the palpi of not more

than two joints ; and the mouth usually more perfect than in the preceding group. The larvas

have a more or less distinct head, and produce free pupae.

4. Athericera, having the antennae composed of tlu-ee joints, of which the third shows no

indication of rings, but is furnished with a bristle which is often more or less jointed ; the proboscis

kneed, usually retracted and concealed when not in use ; the palpi of a single joint, and the

mouth with only two or three bristles. The larvje have no distinct head, and the pupa is enclosed

within the dried larva-skin, which contracts into an oval form.

-). Pupipara, already characterised (p. 73).

TRIBE I.—NEMOCERA.
As already described, the Nemocera have thread-like or beaded antennae, and these organs

are usually of considerable length, and composed of somewhat numerous joints. In many cases,

especially in the males, they are fringed or surrounded with long hairs, wliich give them a plumose

appearance. When the antennae are short, the palpi furnish distinctive characteristics, they being

either four- or five-jointed, whereas the palpi of the succeeding tribes never contain more than three

joints, one of which is so much more developed than the others that the organs appear one-jointed.

The insects belonging to this group are numerous and present a considerable variety both

of character and habits, and their classification has been variously treated by difl'erent authors,

some regarding them as constituting a single great iamily, whilst others divide them into from two

to a dozen such groups. We shall here adopt a division into seven families

F.\MILY I.-CITLICID.E, OR GNATS.

The Gnats or Jlosquitoes may be at once distinguished from all the other Nemocera by their

long, slender, horny proboscis, which may be half as long a;; the body of the insect, and is usually
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slightly thickened at the tip. This proboscis in the females contains all the parts that are ever found

in a Dipterous insect, the bristles representing the mandibles and maxillae being [iresent and free,

together with the fifth bristle or epi])harynx. The mandibles are wanting in the males. The maxilla?

have a pair of palpi, of four joints, and comparatively shoi-t in the females, of five joints, very long and

often more or less hairy in the males. The antennaj are long and slender, composed of fourteen

joints, and furnished with whorls of hairs, which become very long and dense in the males, giving

them a beautifully feathered api)earance. The head is small, and bears a pair of lunate eyes, but no

ocelli ; the thorax is stout ; and the abdomen slender and delicate ; the legs are very long and thin,

and the veins of the wings are densely clothed with scale-like hairs.

Tliese in.sects, which are only too well known for their blood-sucking propensities and the

intense irritation often produced by their bites, are inhabitants of the water in their preparatory

state, and it is accordingly in the neighbourhood of water and in wet seasons that they especially

abound. The eggs, "which are of an elongated form, are deposited by the female, with the assistance

of her hind legs, upon the surface of the water in a small boat-like mass, the eggs being arranged and

closely packed together side by side with their pointed end uppermost (Fig. 4, p. 76). From the shape

of the eggs, which are a little broader at one end than at the other, the whole mass of eggs

necessarily acquires a slight curve like that of a shallow spoon, and the larger ends being down-

wards, the concavity of the spoon is above, and the little collection of eggs floats securely like a boat

upon the surface of the water, until the larvse are hatched. This soon occurs in favourable weather,

and the larvse descend into the water, where they may be constantly seen during the spring and

summer, swimming about with great agility by a violent jerking motion of the body, or suspending

themselves from time to time head downwards at the surface of the water, for the purpose of breathing

through a curious air-tube, with which they are provided near the tail (Fig. 5, p. 76). This tube

spi-ings from the eighth segment of the abdomen, and its apex is suiTounded by a circlet of bristles,

which, by closing, prevents the entrance of water when the larva is submerged, but opens like a little

star when tlie oritice is brought to the surface of the water, and thus gives free ingress to the air, and

at the same time assists in susjiending the larva from the surface. The terminal segment of the

abdomen, which is beyond the origin of this tube, is fringed with bristles and terminated l)y five

slender, conical plates. The larva has a distinct rounded head, which is furnished with a pair of

antenufB, and between these with a pair of jaws fringed with very curious bristles (Figs. 6, 7, 8, p. 76).

Tlie latter organs create a sort of whirlpool in the water, which serves to convey to the mouth of the

insect the floating particles of more or less nutritive matter that come within its reach. These

curious larvie change their skin three times, aii.l then Ixeoi'ie converted into pupa? (Fig. 9, p. 76),

iji which the parts of the perfect in.sects are rudely indicated ; they continue to swim about by the

agency-of the abdomen, which is terminated by a i)air of thin leaf-like organs. In this condition

the insects of course no longer take any nourishment, but, like the larvse, they still suspend them-

selves at the surface of the water in order to respire air; their position when thus engaged is, however,

the reverse of that of the larvae, tlie breathing-organs being now two short tubes, like truncated horns,

which spring from the sides of the thoracic region. When the perfect Gnat is ready to emerge the

pupa comes to the surface of the water, and remains there quite still, until the skin of its back,

which is exposed to the air, dries and splits longitudinally. The perfect insect" then slowly emerges,

disengaging one part of its body after the other from the pupa-skin, which, during this operation,

acts the part of a boat or raft, for the supjiort of its |>re\ ii.us inmate, until tlie wings of the latter

have acquired sufficient firmness to enaVde it to rise into the air. In rough weather these frail boats

often prove insuificient, and many Gnats get drowned lufore their wings are dried (Fig. 10, p. 76).

After their emergence, these delicate creati'.res, or at least the males, pass their time in a series

of aerial dances, in which great swarms of them may often be seen engaged ; in fact, so numerous are

the insects in certain seasons and localities, that their swarms have sometimes the appearance of great

smoke clouds suiTounding and ascending from some lofty buUding, such as the spire of a church. As

each female lays about .300 eggs, and the development of the insects occupies only four weeks,

it is easy to understand how this extraordinary number of individuals may be produced by the

successive generations in the course of the spring and summer, if the external conditions are

favourable. The females of the last generation of the season, after fecundation, retire to sheltered
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situations, wliere tliey pass tlie winter, coming forth again in tlie first milJ weathei' of spring to deposit

their eggs uml continue the species.

As has ahvnilv ticen stated, it is only the females (which have all the parts of the mouth

developed) that feast u|ion the blood of vertebrate animals; the males feed only upon the nectar of

flowers, to which also the females will rgsort. Tliey never seem to miss a chance, however, of

procuring the more nourishing food, and the iiritation caused by their bites is pretty well known

to most people. The common English Gnat produces sufficiently disagreeable effects, but the

Mosquitoes of warm climates and of high northern latitudes are among the most formidable of

insect-plagues, and even in Central Europe the Mosquitoes seem to possess a wonderful power

of irritation. Their mode of operation is well dpscribed by Professor Westwood :—" Thirsting," he

rases of the ! , caudal leaves, front ^

says, "for its evening meal, the little animal enters our apartments, and, instead of whirling,

like the Moths, around the light, it betakes itself'to its employment, sounding an ap]iroach, however,

by a tolerably loud humming,* which, in our chambers, at least, is often sufficient to banish sleep.

Taking its station upon an uncovered part of the skin, with so light a motion as not to be percejrtible

when it alights (although it will not hesitate to make its attacks occasionally through our thick

clothing), it lowers its rostrum and pierces the skin by means of its exceedingly slender needle-like

lancets, which are barbed at the tips, and, as by degrees it pushes these deeper into the skin,

the lower lip or sheath, in whicli they were enclosed when at rest, becomes more and more elbowed

towards the breast, until the whole length of the lancets is introduced into the skin. It is supposed

that, at the same time, it instils into the wound a venomous liquid, which, while it enables the

only the females that produ

00 times in a minute.

this Qming or tnimpeting noise, and it has been calculated that the wings
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blood to flow faster, is the chief cause of the subsequent irritation.'' Tlie insect, wlien undisturlx'd,

will gorge itself witli blood until the abdomen is considerably distended.

The habits of all tile insects of this family aj-e so nearly alike that the above description, which

applies specially to the common English species, will serve pretty well for them all. Of the typical

genus Culex there are about nine British species, the commonest of which are the House Gnat

(C. ci/iaris) and the Ring-footed Gnat (C. annulalus), both of which frequent houses. The latter is

rather the larger, and appears to produce a greater amount of irritation by its bite. The Wood Gnat

(C. nemorosus) frequents woods and does not come into houses. Culex, pipiens, with which the

commonest British Gnat was formerly identified, is especially an inhabitant of Northern Europe.

It was originally described by Linnteus from Lapland, where it abounds iu company with other

species, some of which occur in Great Britain. Its bite is said to be extremely irritating. Tlie term

Mosquito, signifying merely a little fly, is applied in many places to other biting insects than

the Culicidie, but the insects against which travellers have generally to take precautions belong to

the present family. Many species have been described from different paits of the Morld.

FAMILY ir.-CHIRONOlIID.E.

The remainder of the insects forming the first tribe of Dipteia, which are frequently united into

a single great family, differ fi-om the Gnats in the structure ot the probcscis, which is short and fle.shy,

and has the extremity generally furnished with a pair of fleshy lips, whilst the internal organs are

generally reduced in number, or more or less amalgamated with each other and with the proboscis.

The eyes are generally rounded or more or less oval, and the ocelli, with very few exceptions, ai-e

deficient as in the Culicid;e.

The CiUROXOMlD.E, which we place as the first family of this group, are more or less Gnat-like

insects, with slender antennae considerably longer than the head, veiy strongly feathered, especially in

tlie males, in which they usually form two triangular bushes projecting from the front of the head

In the males these organs usually consist of thii-teen joints ; the females have a smaller number of

joints, and tlieu- antennsB are usually shorter. The eyes are lunate, and there are no ocelli ; the legs

are very long and slender, and the tibiae are not armed with .spines ; the veins in the wings closely

resemble those of the Gnats.

Many of these insects are so Gnat-like that they are very coniiiioiily termed Gnats. They

resemble the members of the preceding family also in many of their habits, especially in having the

larvrn and pupae aquatic, and in the custom of collecting in great swarms and dancing in the air.

Tiiey do not, however, in general possess the formidable oflfensive weapons of the Gnats, and most of

them are quite harmless. The best English name for them is that of Midges.

The nearest approach to the true Gnat is made by the genus Corethra, one species of which

(('. plumicornis) is very generally distributed in Britain. It is a small insect, about a quarter of an

inch long, of a brown colour, with the antennae paler and banded with broNvn, and the feathery hairs of

tlie male antennae entirely pale ; two bands on the sides of the thorax, and the lialteres i

larva of this species, which may be met with almost every-

where in standing waters, is so beautifully transparent that it

can hardly be distinguished from the water in which it swims.

It is long and slender, with the thoracic region considerably
'

enlarged ; at the extremity of the body there is a delicate fan

of hairs which a]>pears to have a respirator}' function. The

pupa much resembles that of the Gnat, but is.straighter, and

lias the respiratory appendages of the thorax pointed.

The genus Chirononms, which gives its name to the

family, includes an immense number of species ; one hundred

aiul ninety-five are recorded by Mr. Walker as inhabitants of

Britain. The commonest of all is Chironomus plumosus, a

larger insect than the preceding, measuring from one-third to half an inch in length, of a pale

brownish-yellow colour, with three blackish stripes on the thorax, the palpi and antemi£e black, and

the abdomen blackish-grey, with a white band on the hmd margin of each segment. The larva, which
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aUouiids almost evciywhere in stagnant water, is worm-like and of a blood-red colour; it is, in fact,

the animal known to anglers as a bait under the name of the "Bloodworm." The pupa resides in

the water, and has five long pilose branchial filaments on each side of the thorax, and the extremity

of the body terminated by a long pencil of hairs.

Ceratopogon. is another extensive genus of which about eighty European species are known.

They also have beautifully feathered antennas, but the mouth is more perfectly developed than in the

rest of the family, the epipharynx and maxillae being free, pointed, lancet-like organs, with which the

females of some of the species are able to draw blood. They are generally very, minute. The larvse

exhibit a considerable variety of habits, some living in the ground, some in water, and some nnder

the bark of dead trees. This is the case with the commonest British species (6'. bipimctatus), a little

creature not more than a twelfth of an inch long, of a pitciiy colour, with a clothing of yellowish haii-s

upon the thorax, and a white dot upon the foi-e margin of each of the transparent wings. The body

of the larva is cylindrical, slightly thickened in front, and each segment is furnished on the back with

two clubbed bristles ; the pupa is shorter, much bi-oader in front, and has its abdomen partly encased

in the cast skin of the larva.

FAMILY III.—TIPULID.E.

This family includes the largest species of the tribe, and, indeed, some of the largest Diptei-a.

None of them have feather'y antenna; like those common in the two preceding families, but these organs

are long, or, at any rate, longer than the head, thread-shaped, and generally furnished with short hairs,

although in a few species they are pectinated. The number of joints is usually thirteen, but sometimes

more. The eyes are rounded or oval, and the ocelli aie wanting. The front of the head is usually

produced into a sort of beak distinct from the short fleshy proboscis ; the palpi are four-jointed, and

have the last joint very long and sometimes ringed ; the legs and abdomen are long, and the wings

have numerous veins, with some cross veins forming cells upon the disc of the wing. The larvie in

general live either in the ground or in rotten wood ; and the pupse, which are found in the same

situations, are provided with spines upon the abdominal segments, enabling them to push their wav
out into the air when the perfect insect is about to emerge. The preparatory states of a few species

are, however,, passed in the water.

We may take as typical examples of this family the well-known insects which are commonly called

Daddy Long-legs, or Crane Flies
(
Tipida, PI. G2, a), and may be met with in abundance in meadows

during the summer and autumn. The number of species is considerable, about fifty having been

described as iiJrabitants of Europe. The largest of them which is found in Britain is the Giant Crane Fly

(
Tipida gigantea), the female of which measures about one inch and a quarter in length. The commonest

British species (7*. oleracea) is rather smaller, the largest females not reaching the length of an inch.

The insect is of a hoary brownish colour, with four brown streaks on the back of the thorax, and has

the very long legs of a pale brownish-yellow colour, with the thighs, tibise, and tarsi blackish towards

the end. The female lays a great number (about 300) of small, shining black eggs, which are

deposited in or on the ground, by means of an ovipositor composed of several valves, and she may
frequently be observed flying over lawns or other grassy ground, and every now and then pushing

down her abdomen so as to reach the earth. The larvie hatched from these eggs, which ai-e commonly
known as grubs, anil sometimes as " leather-jackets," from the texture of their skin, are soft cylindrical

creatures of a dingy greyish or brownish colour, destitute of feet, but furnished with several conical,

fleshy appendages at the hinder extremity of the bodyi When full grown they are from an inch to

an inch and a half in length. These larvse, and probably those of other species of Tijjula which also

live in the ground, feed upon the tender rootlets of grass and other herbage, and also attack young

])lants. In this way they often do an immense amount of mischief, laying bare large patches of

meadow and destroying great quantities of young corn. The change to the pupa state takes place

undergi'ound, and the pupte, which are naked, have a pair of respiratory tubes springing from near the

head. When about to give birth to the imago, they push themselves, by means of the spines on the

segments already mentioned, up to the surface of the ground, from which they finally protrude

perpendiculai-ly for a good portion of their length ; the pupa case then splits, and the perfect insect

emerges. Tipvia JmHtilana is common in gardens.
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Some nearly allied species, forming the genus Ctenophm-a, have the antenna very beautifully

pectinated in the males, each joint, from the fourth onwards, having either one or two pairs of

branches. The Ctenophone are more robust insects, and have a more rapid flight than the Tipulcn,

and they are generally adorned with brighter colours, principally tawny or ferruginous yellow

in combination with black. These insects reside in wooded localities, and their larviB feed : upon

rotten wood. The largest and conuuonest British species is Ctenophora pectinicornis (PI. 02, b), the

female of which is nearly an inch long. Its general colour is black, with tv^o yellow streaks on the

thorax, and with the abdomen tawny, but with the extremity and a streak down the middle black.

The larv;e of the genus Trichocera, three species of which are generally distributed in Britain,

also live in decaj-ed wood and in fungi and decaying vegetables. They are much smaller and more

delicate than the insects hitherto referred to, and, in fact, are irue Midges, which may be distinguished

as Winter Midges, from their not only surviving the winter in the perfect state, but also taking

advantage of any spell of mild weather to come out and perform the usual Midge-dances in great

companies. The commonest species is T. hiemalis, which may almost constantly be found in mild

weather upon the glass of windows even in large cities. l =

The family includes many other small and often more or less Midge-like species, the larvse of most

of which live in tlie earth, or in fungi and rotten wood. Of these the genus Limnob'M alone possesses

over fifty Briti.sh .species. The larva of a European species of that genus [L. replicata) is aquatic in

its habits, and has its body furnished with numerous long filaments, which appear to be supplied

internally with air tubes, and are probably branchial in their function. In the genus Pti/c/wptera

also, of which two or three species inhabit Britain, the preparatory stages nve passed through in the

water, the larva being a long, worm-like creature, much narrower towards the posterior end, from

which springs a very long and slender tube serving for respiratory purposes, conveying air to a pair of

tracheae which extend through the body, whilst in the pupa a similar delicate air tube originates from

the anterior extremity. '

'

FAMILY IV.—MYCETOPHILID^.
, .

The insects of this family, which may be called Fungus Midges, are of small size, and generally

of very delicate structure. They have usuAlly shorter antenna than the insects of the preceding

families, but these organs are longer than the head, slender, simple, and composed of fifteen or

Kixt<?en joints ; the eyes are round, and there are on the vertex either two or three ocelli ; the front of

the head is not produced ; the palpi are long and four-jointed, but the last joint is not greatly

elongated and ringed ; the wings have but few veins and no cells on the disc, and the legs are of

moderate length with elongated coxfe and the po.sterior tibiae spined. In one genus (Epidapns) both

wings and halteres are deficient.

The perfect Mycetophilidse are very active insects, generally found in damp situations upon

herbage, upon which they run freely and are able to spring by means of their hind legs. The

species are numerous and generally Midge-like. They often come into houses, and may be found upon

the windows. Although the antennae are usually short, they are considerably elongated in some

genera ; in Bolitophila and Macrocera especially they are very long, in the latter sometimes three

times the length of the body.

The larvse generally feed upon fungi of various kinds, but especially upon the Boleti which grow

upon trees ; those of some species, however, are found under the bark of dead trees and about

decaying vegetable matter of different kinds. Most of the larvae, which are slender vermiform

creatures, spin a delicate silken web, within which they live, and many of them are gregarious

in their habits. The larvre of Rhijphus fetiestralis, which may be referred to this family, although

regarded as the type of a distinct group by many writers, are very long and slender, and are found to

inhabit cow-dung. The larva of Sciara militaris, a .small black insect with black wings and the lower

surface of the abdomen yellow, occurs in enormous abundance in the forests of some parts of Europe,

and when about to undergo their change to the pupa state collect in immense numbers ^and travel'

together in a compact body, forming a band on the ground some three or four inches broad.

From the compact order in which they advance they have received the name of the AhmYtWORJI

iHeerwurm), and their trains have been observed as much as twelve feet long. ; . ;
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FAMILY V.-CECIDOMYIDiE.

The Cecidomyidse, or Gall Midges, constitute the last family of Gnat-like Diptera, and are indeed

the most frail and delicate of all. They have a slender and elongated form ; very long, necklace-like

antennse, composed of not less than thirteen joints, but usually of many more, in some cases as many

as thirty-six, and each joint bears a circlet of short hairs ; very long, slender legs, of which the tibise

are not armed with spines, and the first joint of the tarsi is minute ; and wings with very few sim])le

veins. Tlie eyes are lunate or notched in front towards the insertion of the antennae. There are no

ocelli ; and the palpi are four-jointed and of moderate length. The females usually have a long

ovipositor.

The larvge of these elegant little insects feed upon various species of plants, generally in gall-like

excrescences or distortions of the parts inhabited by them, and the different species attack different

parts of the plants they infest ; and in all these respects, as Professor Westwood suggests, as well as in

their generally minute size and comparatively veinless wings, these insects present a striking analogy

to the true Hymenopterous Gall Flies. The larvse, which are of a stouter and more ovate form than

in the preceding families, live within the part of the plant which furnishes their nourishment, which

may be the young shoots, the leaves, or even the flowers, and the part thus attacked either swells into

a regular gall, or becomes distorted in various ways. The number of species is very considerable, about

100 being recorded as inhabiting Europe. Many of them, by attacking useful plants, frequently do

much mischief. Among these may be^nentioned especially the Hessian Fly (Cecidomyia destructor),

which has done so much damage to the grain-crops in the United States of America, and i-eceived its

vernacular name from a belief that it was introduced into the States with the baggage l>rought by

Hessian troops in the pay of the English Government about the year 1776, for which, however, there

appears to be no foundation, This redoubtable fly averages rather more than an eighth of an inch

in length, and is of a black colour, with some parts, such as the under surface of the abdomen, red.

The female has a well-developed ovipositor. The flies begin to make their appearance in April, and

continue emerging for four or five weeks. After ]>airing, the female sets to work to deposit her eggs,

which number from 80 to 100, placing them singly, or two or three together, upon the leaves

of the wheat-plants. The larvse are soon hatched out, when they make their way down the leaf and

take up their abode within its sheath. Eight or nine larvm may be found associated in this situation,

and their effect upon the plant is to weaken the haulm, so that in the first place the ear is not so

well nouri.shecI as it should be ; and in the second, when the ear is filled out the haulm is not

able to bear its weight, but

ensily gives way under the

pressure of the wind.s. These

formidable larvse seem to a

certain extent to combine the

characters of the ordinary

larva of the Nemocera with

those of the maggots of flies.

They are virtually headless,

but have their stigmata placed

upon the sides of the seg-

ments of the body. This cha-

racter is common to the rest

of the larvse of the family, in

many species of which we also

find another approach to the

Athericerous Flies, namely,

that they do not cast the

larva-skin before passing to

the pupa .stiite. Hence the pupaj of the Hessian Fly are known as the "flax-seed state" of the insect.

The perfect insects of the first brood emerge about the end of August, and these deposit their eggs

LARViT. OP WHEAT Ml PGE {CeCtdomyitl trititi) IN I'LOWEH OF wheat; 11, LARV>
ATTACHED TO filtAIN OF WHEAT

; C, LARVA ; T>, PEKFECT INSECT.
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ive at maturity and change to the pupa before

The Hessian Fly has niaile its appearance of

upon young plants of winter wheat. The h\rv;ie ar

winter, which season they pass in the latter state.

late years in Posen and other parts of Germany.

The Wheat Midge {Cecidomyia trilici) is an enemy of the wheat crops in England, and

sometimes doe.s much damage. This little plague, however, attacks a very different part of the plant

from the Hessian Fly, the female, by means of her long ovipositor, introducing her eggs into the

heart of the blossom, sometimes to the number of twenty together. The larvK, which ai-e of a yellow

or orange colour, are known by the name of the " Red Maggot," and seem to attack the central

organs of the flower, injui-ing them so that the seeds are unable to arrive at their full development.

It was formerly supposed that they fed upon the pollen, but this does not appear to be the case.

When full grown the larvae go down to the ground, where they undergo their change to the pupa

; tate. The perfect insect, which is about a tenth of an inch long, is of a yellow or orange colour,

with black eyes. A second Wheat Midge is recorded as occun-ing in Britain under the name of

Lasioptera ohtmcata. The perfect insect is of a black colour ; but the larvfe and pupa are exactly

like those of C. tritici,

and the habits of the

two insects are identical.

Of the actual galls

producedby these insects

the most striking form,

and one of the best

known, is that formed

upon several species of

willow. The fly attacks

the terminal shoots,

which are then stunted

in their development,

and are so changed in

character as to make a

flower-like body, com-

pared to a rose by some

of the older writers, who
regarded the willows

thus affected as a pecu-

liar species, which they

denominated the rose-

willow. The insect pro-

ducing this gall was even

described under the name of Ceridomyia rosan'a. A somewhat similar gall is produced by Ceciclomyia

cratagi and circumdata upon the hawthorn. Another species (C veronica') lives in hairy, gall-like

bodies on the germander speedwell. C. salicis forms woody galls on the twigs of willow.s, and

C. bursaria resides in pyramidal hairy galls on the leaves of the common gi-ound-ivy.

In 1860 a remarkable circumstance in the history of the Cecidomyidse was diiscovered by a Russian

naturalist, Dr. Nicolas Wagner, at that time Professor in the University of Kasan. He found that

cei'tain Cecidomyian larvae living under the bark of trees develop within them organs analogous or

homologous with ovaries, in the chambers of which young larvas are produced, and these, after

remaining for a time free in the general cavity of the parent larva, living and increasing at its

expense, at last break out of it, leaving nothing but the empty skin. These young larvse then

produce other larvae in the same curious fashion, and one generation succeeds another throughout

the autumn, winter, and spring. In the summer the last generation undergoes a change to the pupa

state, and from the pupa perfect males and females emerge ; the latter, after impregnation, deposit a

small number of eggs in the bark of trees, the larvw produced from which commence a fresh series

of agamic broods. These species have been referred to a distinct genus named Miastor.
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FAMILY VI.—PSYCHODID^E.

Tliis family includes only a few curious little insects very nearly allied to the preceding, and,

indeed, they are often placed with the Cecidomyidse. They are little moth-like creatures, ^ith

broad, deflexed, oval wings, and both wings and body thickly covered with hairs. In the .structure

of the antennie they agree with the CecidomyidEe, but the body and legs are shorter and stouter

than in the insects of that family, and the wings are not only very broad, but have the veins,

although not much branched, toleiably numerous.

The best-known species is Psychoda phakeiioicles, a common British insect, about a tenth of

an inch long, with brownish-grey wings, which it cai-ries divergently, as it runs about upon the surface

of walls and window panes. It might easily be mistaken for a minute Moth. The larva lives in

manure-heaps and among decaying vegetable matter, and is of an elongated form, with a slender,

straight, cylindrical, horny tail ; and the pupa has two short appendages just behind the head, in the

same position as the breathing tubes of the pupa of the Gnat. Another rather larger British species

(P. sexpuiictata) has the wings rather elegantly marked with dark brown clouds or bands, and with

black marginal spots.

FAMILY VII.—BIBIONID.E.

This last family of the Nemocerous Diptera includes a number of fly-like species; in fact, they

are the division " Musciformia " of some writers. They have the body and legs considerably shorter

and stouter than the species of the other families ; the antennfe short, seldom longer than the head,

but composed of from eiglit to twelve joints ; the wings large, with abundance of veins, but with

few closed cells. The palpi are generally four-jointed ; the eyes are rounded, and in the males

generally occupy nearly the whole surface of the head ; and in most

of them there are three ocelli.

The typical Bibionidw, including the genus BIbio and its im-

mediate allies, are sometimes called "Garden Flies;" they are usually

olack and hairy, but often with some parts of a lighter colour,

especially on the limbs ; and they are commonly met with on flowers

in fields and gardens, particularly in the spring and early summer.

The females frequently differ in colour from the males. Thus in

JJibio hortulanus, a common British .species, the male is black,

clothed with whitish hairs ; while the female is reddish-yellow, with

the head, scutellum, and legs alone black, and the wings in the two

sexes differ in coloration. In another abvmdant species (Bibio marci),

so called from its appearing about St. Mark's Day, the male has

white wings and the female brown ones. Both sexes of this species are black, and clothed with black

hairs. These insects fly heavily, and are sluggish in their general movements.

The females lay their eggs in the ground or in manure-heaps, and the larvae feed either upon

decomposing animal and vegetable matter, or, in some cases, upon the roots of plants, which they

are said occasionally to injure considerably. These larvse are cylindrical worms with ten

stigmata along each side ; they are furnished with numerous, short hairs, which appear to assist

them in progression. The minute larvfe of the species of Scatopse live in excrements. When
full grown, the larvse of the ordinary Bibionidse make smooth oval cells in the gi'ound, not far

from the surface, and there in the spring they change to the pupa state, in which the insect remains

for about a fortnight and then comes forth, the females preceding the males by about a week.

The pupa is naked.

In the genus Sinmlium, which may be referred to this family, although separated from it

by some entomologists, all the parts of the mouth are fully developed, as in the Gnats, although

the proboscis is much shorter, and the insects are able to inflict very severe wounds with these

natural weapons. Among the Mosquitoes of South America at least one species of this genu.s is

included ; under the name of " Sand Flies " they jvre well-known plagues in many parts of North

America. In Lapland, and other northern regions, vhey co operate with the Gnats in tormenting the

inhabitants, and even in England they often bite people very severely. But the most formidable
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of tlieiu would appear to be the Columbatsch Fly (Siiindium columbatscheme), which inhabits

waits of Hungary and of the regions bordering the whole lower course of the Danube, occurring

in swarms, and attacking both men and cattle so vigorously that the latter, at any rate, often

succumb to the injuries inflicted by their seemingly insignificant assailants. The transformations

of these insects take place in the water. The larva of the common British species (S. reptans) is a

curious little creature of a cylindrical form, with the body rather thinner in the middle ; the head

is distinct, and bears a pair of short antenufe, and a pair of singular fan-shaped appendages, the

office of which is perhaps respiratory ; the thoracic part has a stout retractile tubercle beneath

;

the end of the abdomen has several curved appendages. This larva lives on the sub-aquatic stems

of Phellandrium and Sinm, to which it finally attaches a little cocoon, open above for the reception of

the posterior part of the body of the pupa. The latter, which thus sits upright in its cradle, is

otherwise naked, but has on each side of the fore part of the thorax eight very long thread-like

appendages, which also may be respiratory organs. The perfect insect emerges under water.

TRIBE II.—NOTACANTHA.
Although the character from which the name of this second tribe of Diptera is derived,

namely, the presence of spines upon the posterior margin of the scutellum, is not a very important

one, the group itself seems to be well founded, having, as already stated, peculiarities of structure

and development which would ally it on the one hand with the preceding, and on the other with

the following division. It thus stands very naturally between the two groups.

The group is a very well-characterised one. The antenna?, which originate close together on

the forehead, apparently consist of three joints ; that is to say, the first and second joints are

easily recognisable, but the remainder are united in such a manner as to represent a single large

joint, which, however, is more or less distinctly ringed. In some forms the apex of the antenna

bears a style or bristle. The eyes are large, and there are three ocelli. The proboscis is slioit, and

terminated by fleshy lobes, and within it there are never more than three bristles besides the

labrum ; but even of these the maxillary pair are often amalgamated with the labium. The legs are

simple, and the tarsi furnished with three pulvilli.

The scutellum, as already stated, is usually spinous, but the numlier of spines is variable

;

sometimes there are only two, and sometimes four, whilst in a considerable number of species the hinder

margin of the scutellum shows a whole row of small spines. Other characters have been already

mentioned. These insects constitute only a single family.

FAMILY VIII.—STKATIOMYID.E.

The Stratiomyidie are a tolerably numerous family of flies, well represented in most parts of the

world. They may be divided into two subordinate groups, easily recognisable by the number of

-segments visible in the abdomen.

In the Stratiomyides the abdomen exhibits only five free segments. One of the best known

species of this group is the Stratiomys cJiamceleon, a large and handsome fly (si'e figure on p. 84), rather

over half an inch long, and of a general brassy-black colour, clothed with tawny hairs; the .scutellum is

yellow, and armed with two longish .spines ; the broad abdomen is black, with two large yellow spots

on the first segment and interrupted yellow bands crossing the others ; the thighs are black, and the

tibise and tarsi tawny. The transformations of this species are very well known. The female dejiosits

her eggs on the under side of the leaf of some aquatic plant, usually the Water Plantain (.4&/««

plantago), arranging them so as to lie one over the other like tiles on a roof. The larvse hatched from

these eggs are elongated, widest towards the fore part, where there is a small horny head, and much

narrowed towards the hinder end, at the extreme point of which the only efficient stigmata are

situated, surrounded by a circlet of barbed hairs which, when spread out, enable the insects to

suspend themselves at the surface of the water while they breathe. By means of these hairs,

when folded in, they can even carry down with them into the water a globule of air, which

then looks like a small pearl. These larva; swim by wriggling movements in which their body

is bent into an S-like form. Their food consists of minute aquatic organisms, and particles of

nutritive matter, brought to the mouth by the action of a pair of hairy palpi ; the mouth is also
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furnished with two hooks. The pupa is formed within the mature larva skin, of which, however,

it occupies only the wider anterior part, and in this natural " cigar-boat " it floats freely in the water

until it arrives at maturity, when the perfect fly escapes through a slit in its protective covering.

The flies are found in summer upon flowers near water, and upon the leaves of aquatic plants. The
species of Sfraf.innu/s are hhtupvoiis iti E'l'-opp, -iiifl some opf>m- in vnvio"s parts of the world, but

= ~ "*<"^JS. \^ ^X "\\ ,~ r V^A-
, . If/^,^ I'lllr Ijt ,-

OF STR.^TIOMVS CHAM.'ELEON.

chiefly in the northern hemisphere. Species of several allied genera also pass their preparatory

states in the water.

Of the rest, some, such as Fachi/gaster ater and Clitellaria ephippium, live as larvae in rotten

wood, and the latter is said to deposit its eggs in the nests of Formica fuliginosa. The larvfe of the

genus Chrysomijia, which includes bright metallic- coloured flies of small or moderate size with an

unarmed scutellum, feed upon decaying vegetable matter, and the flies frequent hot-beds ; and

those of the larger but equally brilliant species of Sargus have the same habits, and are to be

found in manure and gai-den mould. The larva of Sargus cuprarius is said to attack turnips.

The second group of the family, which may be named Xylophagides, is characterised by

its species having seven or eight free abdominal segments. It includes a few genera, the larvae

of which, so far as is known, live in decaying wood. In Britain this group is chiefly represented

by the genus Beris, including metallic flies of modei'ate size, with from four to eight spines on the
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scutellum. Berk davipes, vallaUi, and rhalybcata are common British species. Among the exotic

forms of this group are some South American species of gigantic size, some of tliem measuring an

inch and a quarter in length.

TRIBE III.—TANYSTOMA.
This third tribe of the Diptera, which includes a considerable number of families presenting

a great variety of structure and habits, is distinguished especially by the sti-ucture of the mouth,

the proboscis being longer than in the preceding tribe, and sometimes very long, and the internal

organs more completely developed. Thus the proboscis generally encloses a lancet-like labrum and at

least three other setje ; while in one family the females, at least, present all the parts tliat we

have described as forming the perfect Dipterous mouth. The antennae consist of only three joints,

usually furnished with a terminal bristle, which may be jointed ; but in one family the bristle is

wanting, and the extremity of tlie third joint is ringed. They differ from the Notacantha, as also

from the following tribe, in the nature of the metamorphosis, the larva skin being cast when tlie

insect {>asges into the pupa state. The larva are worm-like, but furnished with a distinct head, which

bears movable claw-like organs appended to the mouth. They generally live underground.

l-'AMILY IX.-TAB.\NID.i;, OR BREEZE FLIES.

The insects of this family, which are commonly known as Breeze Fhes and Clad Flies, are

of a broad, robust form of body, and provided with large and strong wings. They have a broad

head, hollowed behind so as to fit close to the thorax, and occupied for the most part -by the

compound eyes, which in the males generally meet upon the vertex, and in which the upper or

middle facets are larger than the rest. They usually have three distinct ocelli. The antennae are

really or apparently three-jointed, but the third joint, which is destitute of a bristle at its apex,

and is frequently deeply notched on one side, is usually ringed, either at the apex or throughout. The

proboscis is long in the females, shorter in the males, and in the former it encloses the full number of

bristles, two of which are deficient in the males. The abdomen is broad, and consists of eight

segments ; the tarsi have three pulvillr ; and the wings have a complete central cell, from which three

veins run to the hinder margin.

The Tabanidse are among the finest and most powerful of the Dipteia, and the females make

use of the formidable appai-atus of lancets with which they are endowed for the purpose of

sucking the blood of man and animals. They fly about in the sunshine with a buzzing noise,

from which the name of Breeze Flies is said to be derived, and alight quite imperceptibly upon their

intended victims. Their bite is exceedingly painful, and their attacks are much dreaded by

cattle. The males pass their time more quietly, and are usually found resting upon the stems

of trees. Some 500 or 600 species are known from all parts of the world. IVTany of them are

remarkable for the beautiful iridescent colours displayed by their compound eyes.

The preparatory states are passed in the ground, the larvfe, which have a distinct head and

consist of twelve segments, feeding, it is believed, upon the roots of grasses Jlnd other plants.

About the month of May the larva is full grown ; it then sheds its skm and becomes converted into

a free pupa, having fringes of hairs on the abdominal segments, and a circlet of bristles near the

end of the abdomen—structures which are of use to the pupa in making its way out of the ground

when about to give birth to the perfect insect. This takes place in the summer, and at this season

the Breeze Flies are often a source of great discomfort to both man and beast in many parts of

the country. The female of the large Ox Breeze Fly lays some four or five hundred eggs upon

grass stems, and the larvK are hatched from these in ten or twelve days.

In England there are several species which are referred to three genera, but most of them

belong to the typical genus, Tabanus. The largest of them, and, indeed, one of the laigest known species,

is the Ox Breeze Fly (T. bovimis, see figure on p. 86, and PI. 62, d), of which the females measure

nearly an inch in length ; but it is not very abundant in Britain. Tabanus autuninalis, one of the

commonest species, measures from two-thirds to three-quarters of an inch, and is of a blackish-brown

coloui-, with bronzed brown eyes, and the rest of the head yellowish-white, the antennae black, the thorax

marked with five grey stripes, and the abdomen with five rows of greyish .spots. The wings are

gi-ey, with a tawny tinge at the base and along the front margin ; the halteres are bro-rt'n with
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yellow knobs, and the tihise yellow with black tips. In another well-known British Tahnnns {T.

tropicus) the eyes are of a brassy-green colour, with three purple bauds ; and in another smaller

species, the Golden-eye [Chrysops ccecutiens), which is also widely distributed, these organs

are of a beautiful golden-green colour, with tive spots and the hinder border purple. The most

abundant of all the British species is the Clegg (Hcematopota pluvialis), which is particularly common
in low, damp situations, where it is a gi-eat plague. This is a dingy, grey-looking insect, with a

greyish-brown body, and mottled-grey wings. It is distinguished generically from the Tnbani,

which have antenuse of three joints, with the last deeply notched at the side, and ringed near the

tip, by the possession of slender antennfe, in which the third joint is rather long, and followed by

three short but apparently distinct joints ; it is also destitute of ocelli. The generic name, which

may be taken to .signify " blood-drinker," is well conferred upon it. In the genus Pmi^/onia, several

species of which inhabit the continent of Europe, especially in the south, the proboscis is very

variable in length, sometimes being more than twice as long as the body.

FAMILY X.—ASILIP.^.
In these insects, which, from their habits, might very well be called " Hawk Flies," the general

form of the body is elongated, and more or less cylindrical, and the head is more rounded and separated
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from the thorax, and less oecu[iied Wy the eyes tlwii in the Tabaiiidse. The head is beanled

ai tlie sides and beneath. The antennse show three joints, of which the thii-d is usually simple

and long, and terminated by a bristle or style of two joints. The proboscis is generally of moderate

length, but strong, horny, and sharp-pointed ; it encloses three bristles (besides the labrum), and

the upper one, which pi-obably represents the united mandibles, is vei-y strong. The abdomen is

elongated, pointed, and generally composed of eight segments ; the tarsi have two pidvilli ; the

wings generally show two complete cells on the disc.

In their habits the Asilidaj are among the most predaceous of their order ; but instead of feasting

upon the blood of the higher animals, they content tliemselves with sucking out the fluids of other

insects, which they pounce down upon with hawk-like violence, often lying in wait for a passing prey

upon fences, walls, and the twigs of trees. Their prey consists largely of Dipterous flies, but they

also freely attack insects of other orders ; even the hard coats of Beetles and Hymenoptera are not a

sufficient defence from the formidable lancets of the Asilida;, and the larger species of the family are

even said to attack and destroy Dragon Flies.

Tlie larvae are long, depressed, footless grubs, with a scaly head ; they live underground,

feeding upon the roots of plants and decaying vegetable matter, or iii rotten wood ; they undergo

their transformations in the same situations, and the pupse have tlie bead armed with spines, and

the segments of the abdomen with rows of spinules, which as-sist the insect iu making its way out

when the time for its final change has come.

The family probably includes about the same number of species a.s the preceding one, and

they are distributed over the whole surface of the globe. They are

generally robust, hairy insects, with strong limbs, and they hold

their prey with their fore legs while engaged in sucking out its

juices. Many of them, and especially the exotic forms belonging

to the genus Mydas, inhabiting the tropical parts of America, are

of large size ; Mydas (jiganteii^, a deep black Brazilian species, often

measures an inch and three-quarters in length. Even of the

European and British species, one of the commonest, namely, the

Asilus crabroni/ormis, attains a length of an inch. It is of a tawny

yellow colour, with four brown stripes on the thorax, and the basal

part of the abdomen black. This insect is said sometimes to attack

cattle and other animals. Leptogaster cylindricus, a British species, asius crahbomformis.

is remarkable for its slender cylindrical abdomen, which is con-

siderably longer than the wings, and in the female is slightly enlarged at the end. It has in

consequence some resemblance to the T'qndte, and, like those insects, frequents meadows during the

summer.

FAMILY XI.—THEREVID.E.

The TherevidiE form a small family of insects, similar to the Asilidse in the general form of

the body, but distingnishalile at once by the structure of the proboscis, which is short, not very

prominent, and terminated by fleshy lips. The bristles enclosed in it ai-e also much feebler than

in the Asilidas. The antenn* are short, of three joints, and the third joint has a thin style at

its extremity ; the ocelli are distinct ; the abdomen consists of eight segments ; the legs are thin,

and the tarsi have two pulvilli ; and the wings have one complete discoidal cell. The larv» live

in vegetable mould, or in rotten wood, and are exceedingly long and slender, having a small heatl

with a pair of .short antennae, and apparently consisting of about twenty segments, owing to a

seeming division of the middle segment.s. The pupa has the fore part armed with spines, like

that of Asilus. The species, which are generally of moderate size, are found in most parts of

the world, and agree in their general habits with the Asilidse, although they are more sluggish

in their movements, and cannot display so much ferocity in the pursuit of prey. Tliey feed chiefly

upon otlier Diptera, for which they lie in wait in various situations, sometimes on the ground

in sandy places, but more frequently upon the leai es and branches of shrubs and trees, and on flowers.

The commonest British species is Thereva pl^beia, an insect rather more than one-third of an
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inch long, V)lack, clotlied witli tawny liairs, with tlie wings greyisli, tawny at the base and along the

front margin, the hinder margins of the abdominal segments gilded, and the legs tawny, with the

thighs black.

FAMILY XII.—EMPID.E.

This is another family of Asiliform Flies, having an elongated body, a pointed abdomen, and a

horny proboscis. The head is globular, and the eyes of considerable size, meeting in the middle iu

the males ; the crown of the head is not excavated as in the AsilidiB ; the ocelli are distinct ; and the

antennae ai-e of three joints, with a long and often jointed style or bristle at the apex. The proboscis,

which is horny and destitute of terminal lips, is generally of moderate length, and placed per-

pendicularly under the head ; sometimes, however, it is very long, and is then folded beneath

the breast. It contains three bristles, which are much finer than in the Asilidae. The wings

have a single complete cell on the disc. In their transformations the Empidse resemble the

species of the preceding families.

Although much smaller than the Asilida?, the Empida? are equally predaceous in their habits,

feeding voraciously upon insects of various kinds, but especially upon other Dipterous flies. They

may constantly be found flying or running about, carrying with them, transfixed by the bristles of the

mouth, insects quite as large as themselves ; and in some, forming the genus Hemerodromia and its

allies, the fore legs are even converted into prehensile organs, the coxse being as long as the thighs,

and the thighs thickened and spinous beneath.

These, and many other .species, all of small size, pursue their prey by running rather than on the

wing. They are found upon the leaves of shrubs and herbage, and their quickness of foot is expressed

in several of the generic names applied to them, such as Tachydromia and Ocydromia. These insects

are characterised by the structure of the antennse, in which the first joint is so small as to be

lost sight of; so that the organs apparently consist of only two joints, with a long bristle either

at the apex or on the back of the apical joint.

Tlie number of species in this family is very great, but they are chiefly confined to the

temperate or colder regions of the earth. They are very numerous in Europe. In default of

insect prey, or to vary their diet, they visit flowers and suck up the honey. Many species frequent

the neighbourhood of water, and some, such as the Hilara, assemble in great swarms over the

surface of a stream and engage in most complicated aerial dances.

The largest species of the family belong to the typical genus Einpis, the female of one of

the best known British forms (Empis tessellata) attainmg a length of nearly half an inch. This

insect is of an ash-grey colour, with three black stripes on the thorax, and the abdomen showing

a sort of tessellated pattern. It is common in spring. When paired, the females of this and

of many other of the larger species of the family are always found to be busily engaged in

sucking out the juices of some other insect. It seems probable that the male seizes the opportunity

of his intended partner being thus occupied to make his advances ; if her mouth was free he would

in all likelihood himself fall a sacrifice to her voracity.

FAMILY XIII.—ACROCERID^.

A few very curious flies constitute this famUy, the true position of which has often been a puzzle

to entomologists. They seem, however, to be most nearly related to the Humble-bee Flies, which

fonn the next family. They have the thorax and abdomen much inflated, the thorax especially being

much swelled above, and the head very small and globular, and placed very low down upon the

front of the thorax, so that it is more or less concealed when the insect is looked at from above.

The eyes are comparatively large, forming the greater part of the surface of the head, but there are

usually three distinct ocelli. The three-jointed antennse are very small ; the proboscis either long

and thin, and bent under the body, or entirely wanting ; the legs short and weak, with three pulvilli

to the tarsi ; and the halteres concealed beneath large, arched scales. The abdomen has only six

segments.

The known species of this family are not numerous. Those possessing a long proboscis are

chiefly exotic, but in them this oi-gan is usually longer than the body. Thus Lasia Jlavitarsis, a

Brazilian species of a steel-blue colour, with the scutellum and base of the abdomen violet and
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tlie tarsi yellow, measures about half an inch long, and has a proboscis three-( quarters of an incli

in length. These long-trunked species feed upon the juices of flowers : the labrum is very

short, and the three bristles enclosed in the proboscis are thin. Mo.st of the European species

are destitute of a proboscis, and apparently take no food after arriving at the perfect state. They

are not abundant, and are feeble and slow in their movements, generally passing their time upon

leaves and flowers, or sitting upon the trunks and branches of trees, about, which they often

fly in the bright sunshine. The females deposit their eggs, which are very numerous and black,

upon the dried twigs of trees. Scarcely anything is known of their preparatory states, but it

is suppo.sed that the larvse are parasitic in their habits.

FAMILY XIV.—BOMBYLIID^.

The Humble Bee Flies, which are the typical forms of this family, agree, to some extent, with

the preceding insects in general form, although they have not the thorax and abdomen so much

inflated ; but the group includes a number of species which show no such structure of the body.

The}' have rather a small head, with large eyes which usually meet in the male, and three ocelli

;

the antenna? are of moderate length, of three joints, and well extended in front of the head ; the

proboscis is long and projected in front of the head, and the bristles contained in it are very delicate
;

the abdomen consists of six or seven segments ; the legs are long and thin, and the tarsi have three

pulvilli, of which the middle one is often hair-like ; the wings diverge on each side of the body,

and there is no scale covering the halteres. The transformations of these insects are somewhat

impei-fectly known, but the larvse of many of them are undoubtedly parasitic upon other insects, some

attacking the caterpillar.? of Lepidoptera, while others live in the nests of different species of solitary

Bees.

The great majority of the species of the family are exotic, and they occur in all )iarts of the

world. The most extraordinary development of the proboscis occurs in a species from the Cape of

Good Hope, Nemestrhia longirostris, which measures about two-thirds of an inch in length, and

has a proboscis nearly three inches long, which it employs in sucking the nectar from the long-

tubed flowers of the gladioli, ifec. The sweet juices of flowers, in

fact, constitute the general food of the insects of this family, and

in search of it they sweep from flower to flower with a rapidity

that shows great strength of wing : and while engaged in probing

the recesses of the flowers with their long trunks, they usually

hover motionless in the air, like minute Humming-birds. They

generally show no brilliancy of colour, shades of brown and

black being the prevailing tints. The typical Bombylii, Y>'hich

are stout-bodied insects densely clothed with hairs, somewhat like

little Humble Bees, are represented in Britain by about four species,

out of over a hundl-ed which exist in other parts of the world. bombvlivs major.

Two of them {Bombylius major and B. meclius), which measure a

little under half an inch in length, are common in gardens and woods, and on sandy heaths, during the

spring and summer. They ai-e both black, and clothed with tawny or yellowish haii-s, but the

former has transparent wings, with a dark brown stripe starting from the base and running along

the anterior margin nearly to the tip of the wing, while the second has greyish wings, with a

yellowish-brown band running from the base along the fore border, and beneath it a series of brown

siwts. In the genus Anthrax,^ species of which are met with in dry places flying over the surface

of the ground in the hot sunshine, and resting from time to time, with their wings widely expanded,

upon a stone or other projection, the base and fore margin of the wings are usually black, the dark

and light parts of the wings generally occupying nearly equal spaces.

FAMILY XV.-LEPTIDiE.

The Leptidse form a very small family allied to the preceding, but having the antennse very

short, composed of three joints, of which the last is bent down, and beai-s a bristle either at its

apex or near its base. The proboscis also differs, being short and thick, and terminating in a

pair of fleshy lobes. There are three bristles in the proboscis, and the palpi are long and
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proniinenfc, consistbig of a short l)asiil and long second joint. In general form the insects are rather

slender, with a long abdomen ; the legs are slender, with three pulvilli on the tarsi ; the wings have

one complete cell on the disc.

These insects are generally of moderate size, and frequently have the wings spotted. They are

found during the summer in meadows, about hedges, and in woods. They are .sluggish in their

habits, and the larger species are commonly found sitting on the trunks of trees, always with their

heads downwards. They sometimes prey upon other insects. The larvoe live in the ground, in

sand, manure, and decayed wood ; and that of one species (Leptis vermifeo) is described as making

small conical pitfalls in the sand, for the purpose of entrapping small insects, after the fashion of

the Ant-lion. The habits of another species {Aiherix ibis), not uncommon in Britain, are still more

curious. The fly, which is about a third of an inch long, is of an ash-grey colour, with ti-ansparent

wings thickly covered with more or less confluent brown spots. The females are gregarious, and

attach their eggs in large pear-shaped clusters to boughs overhanging streams of water. The cluster

is formed by the contributions of numerous females, which remain on the spot and die there, and

when the larva: are hatched they fall into the water, which is their future residence.

FAMILY XVI.—DOLICHOPODID.E.
This is a numerous family of small flies genei-ally adorned with bright metallic colours, which

in some respects .seem to form a passage to the next tribe. They have three-jointed antennae, short

or of moderate length, but prominent, and the ttiird joint, which is either oval or pointed, has a

bristle springing either from its extremity or its back. The proboscis is short, thick, and fleshy, and

contains only one bristle, the maxillfe being united with the labrum, although their palpi, which

consist only of a single joint, are of considerable size. The labrum is large and horny. The head

is of moderate size ; the eyes usually separate in both sexes ; the ocelli distinct ; the legs long and

thin, but often showing very curious developments of certain parts, especially the tarsi, which have

three pulvilli, of which the middle one is smaller than the others ; and the wings have only five

longitudinal veins, with a cross vein uniting the fourth and fifth. The structure of the abdomen in

the males is very peculiar. It is composed of six segments, and its apex is bent forward, and

furnished with an extraordinary vai-iety of copulatory appendages. The larvse are long, slender, and

cylindrical, and live in the ground or under the decaying bark of trees ; they have the last segment

thickened, and furnished with two tubercles above, each of

which bears a stigma. The pupa is found in the same situa-

tions as the larva, and is free, with two curved horns on

the thoracic region and rows of bristles upon the segments

of the abdomen.

In their habits, notwithstanding the imperfection of

their mouths, the Dolichopodidse are all predaceous ; in this

respect resembling some of the Empidse, with which they

would seem to have considerable relationship. They are

found running about, backward, forward, and sideways, upon

the leaves of plants and trees, from which they are .said to

be fond of licking the honey-dew ; and they also frequent

the trunks of trees, walls, palings, ifec. ; but many of them

haunt the neighbourhood of water, and .seize insects, and

even small worms and moUusca, when they come to the

shore. Some of them actually venture upon the water in

pursuit of prey, running freely upon the surface, after the

manner of those curious long-legged Bugs (Gen-is) whose

movements must be familiar to every one. One genus has

received the name of Ifijdrophoms from this circumstance, and they not only frequent the

surface of lakes and ponds, but even venture on the sea. These and some others have the

fore legs fitted to act as raptorial organs. The prey, when seized, is readily admitted into the gaping

orifice at the extremity of the short proboscis, and held fast there while its fluids are being sucked out

Many of the species live in the vicinity of the sea-coast.
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The species are exceeiliiigly numerous, and they are found in most parts of the world. Over

200 are recorded as inhabiting Europe, and a large proportion of these occur in Britain. A great

many have also l)een described as inhabitants of the United States, but the known species from

tropical and southern regions are comparatively few, so that as far as present knowledge goes the

family woidd seem to abound particularly in the temperate and colder parts of the northern hemi

sphere. Many species are found high up on mountains.

FAMILV XVII.—I'LATYPEZID.E.

The Platy]iezid;e are a very small family of minute Diptera, nearly related to the Dolichopodidie,

but differing from them in the flattened form of the body, the hemispherical shape of tlie head, which

in the males is almost entirely occupied by the eyes, the shortness of the legs, of which the posterior

pair are stout, and the presence of six instead of five longitudinal veins in the wings. The number of

species is small, and very few are recorded from beyond the European region. Most of the genera are

represented in Britain.

The perfect insects, most of which are under one-sixth of an inch in length, are active in

their habits, and ai-e generally found in woods and about hedges, although some of them pi-efer

the herbage of marshy localities. Their larva; live in fungi, and are broad and rather tiattened,

with stiff luistles along theii- margins. These insects, like the preceding, seem to lead towards;

the next tribe.

FAMILY XVIII. -SCENOPINID^..

A few very small flies, which seem to have some affinity to the Therevidse, have been formed into

a separate family under the above name. They have short antenna;, with three joints, of which the

third is the longest, blunt at the tip, and without any bristle; a very short, fleshy probosci;;, termi-

nated by broad lobes, but with only a single enclosed bristle ; short legs ; and wings with a complete

cell on the disc. These insects also lead in the direction of the next tribe, but iheir long slender larv:e,

which live in fungi, cast their skin on passing to the pupa state, and in other characters, such as

the venation of the wings, they rather resemble the ceuti-al types of the Tanystoma. Scenop'mvs

fenestralis, a small fly rather more than a sixth of an inch long, receives its specific name from its

being common on windows, especially those of stables ; it is also found on the leaves of plants

and about walls. It is black, with reddish tawny legs. Another common species in similar

situations (.S*. fasciatus) is entirely black except the tarsi, which are reddish.

TRIBE IV.—ATHERICERA.

As already indicated, some families of the preceding tribe show an evident transition towards

the present one, but in all cases the character of the metamorphosis serves to turn the scale. In

all the Tanystoma the larva skin is cast when the insect passes into the pupa state ; in all the

Athericera the transformation takes place within the skin of the larva, which hardens into an oval case,

serving efficiently as a protection to the helj)less inmate. The antennae throughout the tribe consist

of only two or three joints, of which the third is never ringed, but generally furnished with a style

or bristle, which may spring either from its extremity or from its back. The proboscis is sometimes

quite rudimentary, but is generally a more or less fleshy or membranous organ, with very distinct

terminal lobes ; it is always elbowed at a short distance from its base, and in most cases can be

retracted within the cavity of the mouth, which is situated on the lower surface of the head. The

palpi, which consist of a single joint, are attached to the sides of the proboscis a little above the

bend, so that when the proboscis is withdrawn they are entirely concealed. In one family of

the tribe the proboscis encloses three lancets besides the labrum ; in the remainder only one.

The larva; are soft, fleshy, footless grubs, distinctly segmented, nan-owed, and usually pointed in

front, but without anything that can be distinguished as a head. The mouth is furnished with

one or two hook-like organs, and usually with fleshy lobes, and with a kmd of tongue. The posterior

end of the body generally terminates bluntly, and is in many cases cut off quite flat. Upon the surface

of the last segment we find a pair of stigmata, which are the sole breathing apertures of tlie larva.

In general terms, we may say that most of the larva; of this tribe are magijols. A few aquatic

larva; are provided with breathing tubes.
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Oil passing io the pupa state the larva skin contracts more or less, and generally becomes much

shorter, at the same time that the two ends of the body becom,e equally rounded, and thus the

whole assumes an oval form. Even the traces of the segments become much fainter, or almost

unrecognisable ; but in many the line marking off the lid, which will be thrown off for the escape of

the perfect insect, is to be seen distinctly towards the anterior end of the case. At first the

enclosed bisect detaches itself from the larva skin, and thus forms a soft, more or less pulpy, shapeless

mass, on the surface of which, by degrees, the rudiments of the parts of the perfect insect make their

appearance. When mature the fly throws off the lid of its case by the action of the head, which

commonly acquires a sort of temporary bladder-like inflation for this purpose (see figure on p. 72).

FAMILY XIX.—SYEPHID^E.

Although the insects of this tribe present an almost infinite variety of structure, they are

usually divided only into two great families, which are very distinctly characterised. The Syrphidte

form a family of tolerably uniform character, and it is in the second of the two groups that the

"reat variety is displayed, although the whole are united by certain pecu-

liarities, and the suboi-dinate types melt into one another.

The Syrphid* may always be recognised by a very obvious though

apparently unimportant character, namely, the presence in each wing

of a peculiar false vein, intersecting the short cross vein between the third

and fourth longitudinal veins. The longitudinal veins themselves do not

'generally reach the margin of the wing, but terminate in fine veins which unite them, and usually

run parallel to the margin, cutting oft' a narrow border. The antenuK are three-jointed, with

an apical or dorsal bristle, which is in some genera beautifully feathered ; the eyes are large, meeting

in the males ; the ocelli are three in number ; the proboscis usually short, with fleshy end-lobes,

and enclosing three bristles besides the labrum, the maxillje being free ;
the palpi are formed of a

single joint, and are not prominent; the abdomen consists of five segments, and is flattened,

and occupied, to a great extent, by air sacs ; and the tarsi have two pulvilli.

This family consists for the most part of elegant, brightly-coloured flies, remarkable for theii-

rapid flight, and for the ease with which they hover in the air over flowers. During flight many of

them produce a loud piping or buzzing sound. They are of moderate or considerable size, and

occur abundantly in all parts of the world. The surface is sometimes naked and shining, sometimes

hairy, and in the latter case the insects have a bee-like appearance. They are constantly seen about

flowers, upon the juices of which they feed, and are particularly partial to the flowers of the Compositae.

Notwithstanding the uniformity of the characters and habits of the perfect insects, the larvae

exhibit a considerable diversity in both respects. Some of them ai-e aquatic in their habits ; but the

majority live out of the water, some feeding upon the roots and

bulbs of plants, others living in decaying wood, in mud, and even in

sewers, others again being parasitic in the cells of Wasps and

Humble Bees, while a considerable number crawl over the leaves and

shoots of plants, and co-operate with the larvie of the Neuropterous

Hemerobiidaj in the destruction of Aphides.

The last-mentioned habit is displayed by the larvfe of the

typical genus Syrphus and its allies. These are the prettily l)anded

flies which may be seen everywhere in gardens and in the open

country throughout the summer, often hovering motionless for a

considerable time over some object, such as a flower, but darting

off with remarkable rapidity when disturbed, and often returning again and again to the same

sjiot. There are some thirty British species of the genus Syrphus, and most of them are

abundant and widely distributed. One of the commonest is the Syrphus pyrastri, an insect

about half an inch long, of a blue-black colour, with a stripe on each side of the thorax and

the scutellum tawny, and three whitish or yellowish bands, interrapted in the middle, upon the

abdomen. The wings, as is usual in these flies, are colourless and transparent ; the halteres are

yellowish, and the legs are yellowish, with the thighs more or less black. By many people these

harmless flies are mistaken for wasps, and some of the allied species are particularly wasp-like.

tltPHU.S PYRA9TRI (a), LARVA (b),

AND rUPA (c).
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Their lai—a3, wLicli ave footless grubs, generally iiiuch wrinkled across, live upon the leaves and

twigs of plants which are infested by Aphides, in j)ursuit of which they crawl along upon their flattened

under surface in a manner which somewhat reminds one of the movements of a common slug.

They are narrowed in front, and have no distinct head, but the mouth is furnished with a sort

of trident with which the larvie transfix the Aphides and suck out their fluids. Wlien full

grown the change to the pupa takes place within the larva skin, which remains attached to a

leaf or twig, and hardens in the usual way. As the parent flies always lay their eggs singly in

tlie midst of colonies of Aphides, the larva when hatched has of course an abundant supply of

food at its command ; its growth is in consequence rapid, and there are several broods of the

flies in tlie course of the summer. By their destruction of Aphides they must be regarded as

conferring an important benefit upon the farmer and gardener.

The Volucellm (see PI. 62, f), which are nearly related to the Syrp/ii, but are of a stouter form

of body, and less gaily coloured, reside in the larva state parasitically in the nests of Wasps and

Humble Bees, and sometimes they mimic the appearance of the insects in whose dwellings they are

unbidden guests in a most remarkable manner. This is especially the case with a common British

species
(
Volucella bombi/layw), which infests the nests of Humble Bees ; it is black and hairy,

precisely resembling a small Humble Bee, about half an inch long, and, curiously enough, it even

varies in the colour of the hair on certain parts of the body, and this very much as in diflerent

species of Bees. The larva has the body much wrinkled,

and along each side a double row of short spines, while

four or six longer spines radiate from the bi-oad and

rounded hinder extremity ; and below there are six pairs

of tubercles, each with three claws, which may be regarded

as prologs. These larvse feed upon those of the Bombi and

Wasps whose nests they frequent.

A considerable number of the species, however, appear

to feed on vegetable matters, either fresh or in state of

decay ; the larvse of several species feed on the bulbs of

plants (some on those of Narcissus) ; othei-s, forming -^ \, ^ ^^^^^
several genera, live among rotten wood. Of this number '^\i:mi f^e.

are many species of the genus Eristalis, but that group eristalis tevax and its kat-taileu lauva.

includes one species -with an aquatic larva. It is a

stout, pitchy black, hairy fly, over half an inch long, with the scutellum, the hind borders of

the abdominal segments, and a triangular spot on each side of the base of the abdomen tawny
;

it is met with abundantly everywhere in gardens and fields. The larva is a most singular

creature, having a somewhat ovate segmented body, furnished beneath with seven paire of tubercles

armed with hooks, and terminated posteriorly with a long tail composed of two segments, one of

which slides within the other after the fashion of the joints of a telescope. This tail enables

the larva to communicate with the air for respiratory purposes when it is lying snugly concealed

in the mud at the bottom of some piece of stagnant water, which is the regular haljit of the insect

in this stage. When full grown the larva quits the water and buries itself in the ground, where

the pupa is formed in the usual way within the larva skin. These larvse are commonly known as

"rat-tailed larvse." Their skins are exceedingly tough, and in allusion to this the species is

named Eristalis tenax. Helophilns pendidus, a nearly allied species, has a similar larva, with

similar habits.

FAMILY XX.—MUSCID.E.

The remainder of the Athericera are generally regarded as forming a single great family, of which

the genus containing the common House Fly {Musca domestica) may be taken as the type. The

members of this family are, as already stated, very variable in their character. They have three-

jointed antennae, and these, e.fcept in one genus {Conops) which .shows a strong relationship in other

respects to the Syrphidse, are short, have the third joint usually the largest and furnished with a

bristle springing from its back, and are commonly bent down in front of the face. The proboscis has

fleshy terminal lobes, and encloses only a single bristle besides the labrum ; the palpi generally project
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iiiid consist of one joint ; the wings show no trace of the false vein which characterizes the Syrphidae
;

tlie tarsi have two pulvilli ; and the abdomen consists of five segments. There is no doubt that this

is not only the most varied but also the most extensive family of the Diptera. It includes some

;housands of sjieeies distributed over all parts of the world, and the species are probably nearly as

numerous as those of all other families of the order taken together.

Of such a multitude it is scarcely possible to make any general state-

ments, but it may be remarked that of many species the individuals
^^T'^

~:^^"^Slh0^^^^^^^^ '"^^'^ excessively numerous, and that in consequence their influence for

^=--: ^'— .--^S^-=^N~ ^'ood or for evil is very gi-eat. The larvse are for the most part of

the kind known in common parlance as " maggots," and they present

a great variety of habits. Many are parasitic not only on other insects,

but even on vertebrate animals ; others reside in living plants, and

feed upon their substance ; others again seek dead and decomposing

coNors FLAvirEs. animal and vegetable matter and even the excrements of animals
;

whilst a few are found in water. Of the latter the most remarkable

are the Ephydra, several of which occcur in .salt wat«r, and even in the condensed brine of salt

works. These have a long breathing tube something after the fashion of the rat-tailed larva of

Eristalis tenax. The number of species whose habits render them directly injurious to man and

his possessions is not very gi-eat when compared with that of those whose action in the economy of

nature must be regarded as beneficial, such as the parasites upon the larvse of injurious insects and

the consumers of carrion and other impurities.

In the exceptional genus Conops, already referred to, the antennse spring from a projection of the

forehead, and are prominent and longer than the head ; their first joint is short, the second very long

and thickened towards the apex, and the third short, stout, and conical, with a short, jointed style at

the ajjex. They are handsome flies, generally black, banded with yellow, and frequent flowers after

the manner of the Syrphidse. Their larvae are parasitic in Bees, Wasps, and Grasshoppers.

Another group of parasitic Muscidse consists of the great genus Tachina and its allies, forming

the sub-family TachinarIjE. These have the scales behind the base of the wings very lai-ge, entirely con-

cealing the halteres, and the bristles projecting from the third joint of the antennse either entirely

naked, or hairy or plumose only at the base. Of this group there are several hundred species in

Europe alone, and they are abundant in all parts of the world. In the larva state they are parasitic

upon other insects of various orders, chiefly, however, the caterpillars of the Lepidoptera, although

Beetles, Field Bugs, Earwigs, G-rasshoppers, and other Orthoptera, and the larvae of Saw Flies, are

commonly attacked by them, and some species live in the nests of Bees and Wasps, while others even

attack Spiders. The flies themselves are generally moderately stout and rather roughly hairy. They

fly with great rapidity. One of the largest and finest sjjecies, which is abundant m many parts of

Europe, and not uncommon in Britain, is the Taclmia yrossa (see PI. 62, k), which measures two-

thirds of an inch in length, and is of a black colour, clothed with bristles rather than hairs, and with

the head and base of the wings reddish-yellow. The antennae in this insect are of peculiar structure ;

they have the second joint much longer than the third, which is broad and somewhat quadrangular.

Gymnosoma rolundata is distinguished from the rest of the group by its inflated, nearly spherical

abdomen and the absence of the strong hairs which most of them possess. It is rathei- more than a

quarter of an inch long, black, with the abdomen yellowish-red, banded and spotted with black. The

larva of this insect is parasitic upon a Field Bug {Rhaphigaster punctipeymis). In Proseiia siberita the

)iroboseis is very long and slender, and the bristle of the antennae is feathered, thus indicating a

transition towards the next group. Many of the exotic species are adorned with beautiful colours.

One of the finest is the Australian KutiUa splendida, which has the upper surface adorned with

golden green spots, with blue superficial reflections.

The MusCAEi.E form a second group having the halteres concealed by the wing scales, but in

them these organs are generally smaller than in the Tachinarise, and the bristles of the antennse are

featlierel or hairy to the apex, This group includes the commonest and best known species of the

family, such as the Common House Fly (Micsca domestica) and the Bluebottle (Mttscri vomitoria).

The larvae live
, either upon dead flesh or excrements, and the attacks of some of them upon meat
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Ml scA vomitor:a.

the summer are only too familiar to housewives. The larvse of the common Fly reside iii

excrements of all kinds, and consequently the insects abound especially where such substances are

allowed to accumulate, as in the neighbourhood of stables,

&c. The flesh-eating species are tolerably numerous, and

most of them are viviparous, depositing living larvse, which

are hatched in the oviducts, upon dead animal substances

of all kinds. The ovarian organs are of large size, and the

female of Sarcophaga canuiria may produce as many as

20,000 young larvfe, and thus one cannot be sui-prised at

the influence these seemingly insignificant animals have

in the removal of can-ion. The Flesh Fly (Surcophtuja

curnaria), one of the largest of our species, is about half

an inch long, black, with six greyish-white streaks upon the

thoi-ax, and four rows of squai-e white spots upon the

abdomen. Under the term Bluebottle at least two species are included, namely, Mmca vjiaitoria

and M. erythrocephtda. They both have the under surface of the head red, but in the former this

part is clothed with reddish and in the latter with black haii-s. There are also two abundant

species of so-called Greenbottle Flies {Musca ccesar and M. cornicina), remarkable for their

beautiful golden-gi-een or bluish-green colour, but distinguishable by the palpi being tawny in the

former, black in the latter. There are many other species, and all have the same scavenger-like

functions to perform in the economy of nature. Occasionally, however, these larvse become

directly injurious to man, by getting introduced into the stomach with food, or by attacking sores

and other open wounds. In the latter way they also frequently plague domestic and other

animals.

A fly closely resembling the common House Fly is the Stomoxys calcitrans, which, however, is

furnished with a long, slender, projecting proboscis, by means of which it pierces the skin and sucks

the blood of man and other animals. A still more formidable species is the Tsetse Fly (Glossina

morsitans) of tropical Africa, of which such terrible accounts have been given to us by travellers in

those regions. The Tsetse, which inhabits certain parts of Central Africa, bites cattle so severely as

to injure them greatly, causing them to fall into a diseased state and finally die ; in fact, the action

of this fly is said to be so pernicious as to render the zones

which it inhabits impassable barriers to man and domestic

cattle.

An immense number of species of Muscidaj have the

halteres uncovered, the wing scales being either absent or

greatly reduced in size. The group formed by them has in

consequence received the name of Acalypter.e. In other

respects they exhibit considerable diflerences lioth of structure

and habit.

The larvse of a considerable number live in excrements,

and one of the most abundant of these is a dingy yellow-looking

fly, about a third of an inch long, which may be met with

during the greater part of the year, flying about and alighting

upon manure heaps in the fields and elsewhere. This insect

is very appropriately denominated Scatophaga stercoraria, both generic and specific name serving

to indicate the unsavoury nature of its haunts. Its eggs are deposited in dung, as moisture is

necessary for their development, but in order that the young larva may not be smothered on its

emergence from the egg, the latter is not wholly immersed, but is prevented from sinking by two

divergent horns springing from its upper end. The perfect insect preys on other Diptera. The

Anthomyice, which are exceedingly numerous, over 200 European species being recorded, are nearly

related to the preceding, and, like them, deposit their eggs in excrementitious matter. Except when

engaged in oviposition, however, the perfect flies generally frequent flowers, as, indeed, is expressed

in their generic name. They are common frequenter.'! of our gardens. One of the most abundant

TSETSE FLY.
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species {Antliomyia lardarla), resembles the Flesh Fly in size and general appearance, having the

thorax streaked and the abdomen tessellated in much the same way.

In the genus Ephydra and its allies the larvje are aquatic in their habits, generally residing

either in the semi-fluid green matter that is so commonly seen on the surface of stagnant watei', or in

the mud at the bottom of shallow pools. In general these larvae possess respiratory tubes. Some of

them, as already mentioned, live in salt water, either on the sea-coast or in the pools of salt marshes,

whilst some have been found in strong brine. The perfect insects frequent the shores of the pools

in which the larvoe reside, and appear to feed chiefly upon other insects. Ochtliera mantis has the

forelegs greatly developed, the coxse long, thighs very stout, and the tibise curved, so as to form a

raptorial limb. It is found commonly upon sandy shores.

The numerous species of the genera Ortalis and Trypeta deposit their eggs \ipon living plants,

within the substance of which the larvre afterwards feed, often producing gill-like excrescences.

They are generally small flies, and have the wings either transpai-ent with dark spots, or of a dark

colour with transparent spots, and as they walk about they keep these organs in constant tremulous

motion. They are particularly attached to the CompositEe. Dacus

olea, a species of a nearly allied genus, chiefly represented in the

tropics, attacks the olive. The larva feeds at first upon the leaves,

but afterwards upon the pulp of the fruit, which it often seriously

injures. It is known in Provence under the name of " Chiron."

The genus CMorops includes a number of small and delicate species,

the larvce of which reside in living plants, and are especially attached

to the Qramineee. They reside within the stems of the plants, feeding

upon the interior substance, and thus prevent the formation of seed
"'""

' by intercepting the supply of material. In this way several of the

species are exceedingly injurious to corn crops, notwithstanding their minute size, which rarely

exceeds an eighth of an inch. They are generally yellow, prettily streaked on the thorax, and

banded on the abdomen with black (Ghlorops linfatus and C. toeniopus).

The Phorides constitute a small group which has been regarded as a distinct family by many

writers. They are distinguished by having only three longitudinal veins with no cross vein in the

wings, and the antenna; placed quite low down towards the mouth, and exceedingly short. The

species, which are not numerous, are all of small size, and their larvEe feed upon fungi and decaying

vegetable matters.

The CEsTRiDES, forming the last sul>-family of the Muscidie, are all parasitic in the lar\-a

state, and are the " Bot Flies '' only too well known to farmei-s. They have ^ery short, wart-like

antennte, which are sunk into cavities of the forehead, from whirl i nuthing more than the

apical bristle pi-ojects, and the proboscis is quite rudimentary. The species show three

ilifterent modes of parasitism, but all devote their attention solely to mammals.

Those of the genus CEstrus lay their eggs upon the hides especially of cattle and deer, and

the larvfe, when hatched, make their way under the skin and there take up their abode, producing

large and painful swellings, with an opening at the summit, where the hinder extremity of the

larva remains in communication with the air for the purpose of respiration. The best-known species

is parasitic on our domestic cattle (CEstrus or Hypoderma bovis), and is particularly pai'tial to young

steers. The abdomen of the female has a sort of telescopic termination, which is instrumental

in attaching the eggs to the skin of the ox. The cattle are so well aware of the danger attending

the presence of the insect, that as soon as it appears near them, the whole herd exhibit the

most unmistakable signs of terror, rushing about their pasture with their tails in the air, and

in ciuse of need taking refuge in the water, where the fly will jiot follow them. Several other

species are known ; one of them (CE. ackeon) attacks the Red Deer, and another (CE. tarandi) the

Reindeer. Those of the allied genus Cuterebra deposit their eggs upon the skin of Hares and

other rodents.

The Cephalomyioi choose another part of the animal for the reception of their larvae, which

are sometimes produced alive. They introduce their eggs or larvae into the nostrils of the unfortunate

animals on which they are to live, and the larvae then make their way into the frontal and maxillary



cavities, where they adliere to tlie mucous uieiubraiies by means of the liooks witli which their

inoutlis are provided. The larva of the Ijest-kiiown species {Cephalomyia ovis) infests the Sheep,

and is described as sometimes making its way into the brain, and causing vertigo and finally

the death of the animal. The Sheep show their recognition of their enemy very plainly when the

fly comes near them, by shaking their heads and stamping on the ground, or, as a last resource,

getting into dry, dusty spots, and crowding together with their noses to the ground. The larva;,

when full grown, escape again through the nostrils, and fall to the ground, where they become

pupse. A large species (C. auribarbis), which is parasitic on the Red Deer in Germany, is

described as shooting its young larvae into the nostrils of its victim

without alighting. The Reindeer has also its peculiar plague of this ki:

{C. trompe).

The larvse of the si)ecies of Gastrns or Oasterophilus harliour in the

.stomachs of various herbivorous mammals, but especially of Horses, in

which they are well known as "bots." The female of course is unable

to introduce her offspring directly into the stomach of the animal

which it is to be parasitic, but .she attaches her eggs to the hairs of those

parts which are easily reached by the tongue, and indeed are habitually licked.

The warmth and moisture of the tongue speedily hatch the eggs, and the (..^snus tm^i.

parasitic larvse, by adhering to the organ, are conveyed into the mouth of

the victim, whence they easily make their way into the stomach. Here they adhere to the mucous

membrane by means of the mouth-hooks, and their presence in any number is by no means

advantageous to their host. The l)est-known species is the Gastrus equi. Another (G. hcemorrhoidalis)

goes directly to the lips of the Horses for the pui-jiose of depositing its eggs. G. ekphantis inhabits

the stomach of the Elephant.

TRIBE v.—PUPIPARA.
This last tribe of the Diptera consists of a comparatively small number of exceedingly curious

creatures which are persistently parasitic in their perfect state, which, however, in this case

means throughout the whole of their active lives, seeing that the eggs are hatched and the

larva; retained and nourished within the body of the mother

until they have arrived at maturity, when they are extruded

and immediately pass to the pupa state. Only a single lai-va

is developed at a time. From the structure of the ovaries

) tliey cannot be very prolific.

HIPPOBOSCA EQUINA.

FAMILY XXI.—HIPPOBOSCID^.

In this family wings and halteres are generally present,

though the insects do not seem to have much occasion for

such organs, as they live parasitically upon the bodies of birds

and mammals. They have a hard, depressed body ;
the head

is placed horizontally, and bears large eyes ; the antennae are very short ; the proboscis consists of

the maxill* and labrum alone, the labium being abbreviated ; and the legs are articulated at the

sides of a very broad pectoral plate, so that in some cases#they seem to spring from the sides of the body. The

wings are usually distinctly veined only towards the fore

margin; they are sometimes deciduous, and sometimes

altogether wanting ; the halteres are .small, free, and placed

low down ; and the tarsi have very strong bifid claws.

Hippobosca equina, the type of this family, is panisitic

upon Horses ; it is well known in the New Forest under

MELornAGus oviN-us. the namc of the Forest Fly. The Sheep Tick {Melopharjvs

ovinus) is another well-known species ; it has no wings,

and the abdomen is widened posteriorly. The genus LijMptena is peculiar

LirOPTENA CEKVI.

that the wings are

deciduous ; and singularly enough, in some cases at any rate, the winged individuals are found on
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birds, wliile those whicli have lost their wings occur on quadrupeds. Thus Lipoptena cervi occurs

wingless upon the Stag, and with wings upon Grouse ; in the latter condition it has been described as

distinct under the name of Ornithobia pallida. Many other species live npon birds ; sometimes, as

in the case of Ornithomyia avicularia, infesting many kinds of birds ; sometimes confining themselves

to particular' species or genera, such as Stenopteri/x hirwndinis, which is particularly abundant upon

young Swallows.

FAMILY XXII.-NYCTERIBIIDtE.

The Nycteribiidse are exclusively parasitic on Bats, and hence are commonly known as " Bat

Lice." They are wingless, but have a pair of halteres placed upon the dorsal surface between the

articulations of the posterior limbs. The head is very movable, and is usually carried thi'own back

into a cavity of the upper surface of the thorax ; the eye? are small or deficient ; the antennae attached

beneath the margin of the head ; the proboscis filiform, with very large palpi ; the long legs are

articulated quite on the sides of the thor-ax ; and the basal joint of the tarsi is very long.

These are curious, ungainly little creatures, more like flattened Spiders than anything ; they

rarely exceed a sixth of an inch in length, and are parasitic upon various species of Bats, dwelling

especially in the cavity of the axilla. They are generally of a pale ochreous or leather colour, with

the claws black. The British species live on the common Bats, such as Vespertilio murinus and

V. sei-oti)i>(s, and are sometimes rather abundant. In collections they are i-are.

FAMILY XXIII.—BRAULID^.

This third and last family of the pupiparous Diptera includes only a single minute species, which

is parasitic upon the Honey Bee, and seems to show a preference for the Drones. It has a large head,

with neither eyes nor ocelli ; short, two-jointed antennae, immersed in deep cavities of the forehead ; a

small, ring-like thorax witii a large stigma on each side, and a nearly circular abdomen. The legs are

attached to the under surface of the body near the middle line, and the tarsi consist of four short

joints and a much longer one at the extremity, the last bearing a pair of singular claws in the form of

combs v/ith long teeth. This Bee Louse (Braula cceca) is a minute creature about one-eighteenth of an

inch long, of a rusty-brown colour. It lives upon the thorax of the Bees, its remarkably pectinated

claws being particularly well adapted for cliixging to the hairs with which that pai-t is clothed.

ORDER APHANIPTERA.
This small order includes a few insects which are tolerably familiar to most people, namely, those

exceedingly active and very troublesome little creatures, the Fleas. As already stated, they have

been of late very commonly classed with the Diptera, but they differ so importantly from all true

members of that order that we have thought it better to keep them separate. How far this course

is justified will be seen when we have described the general characters of the insects forming the

group.

In general form the body, as is probably pretty well known, is considerably compressed, and the

insect has no wings. The three segments of the thorax, instead of being soldered together to form a

single mass, are separate and similarly constructed, forming three narrow bands behind the head, the

only difference between them being that the second and third segments bear on each side a peculiar

plate or S3ale-like piece projecting from their hinder margins. The scales of the mesothorax are

small, those of the metathorax much larger, and these parts have generally been regarded as

representing the two pairs of wings. Attached to these thoracic segments are three pairs of legs,

which are long and powerful. Their coxsb especially ai-e very greatly developed ; those of the front

pair of legs pioject forward at the sides of the head, so as to protect the organs of the mouth, and
those of the hinder pair are the largest. The trochanters are small ; the femora broad and compressed,

especially those of the hind legs, which exceed the others in size, and are adapted for leaping ; and the

tarsi consist of five joints. The eyes are small and round, and the antennie are minute organs, composed

of four joints, and enclosed in little cavities immediately behind the eyes. In the structure of the

mouth (see Fig. c, p. 100) the Fleas both resemble and differ from the Diptera. The labrum is rudi-

mentary, but the labium forms a rather delicate membranous organ, which is cleft throughout a good
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part of its length, and has the two ajjical parts more or less distinctly jointeil ; the niaxillie are short,

nearly triangular pieces at the sides of the mouth, but each of them liears a well-developed four-jointed

palpus ; the mandibles are long and thin, with serrated edges, and slightly hollowed lengthwise, so

that when brought together they form a sheath for an unpaired organ (regarded as the same as the

epipharynx of the Diptera), which somewhat resembles a three-cornered sword-blade, and is used for

the same purpose, namely, that of piercing the flesh and shedding the blood of the bearer's victims.

This three-cornered weapon is very deeply channelled below. It is, as already stated, enclosed between

the mandibles ; the long, cleft, membranous labium embraces these, and the whole constitutes an

admirable apparatus for sucking up the blood set free by the puncture of the central piercing organ.

The abdomen, which consists of eight segments, is covered, like the rest of the body, with a horny

integument, and the hinder edges of all the segments, as also of the scales supposed to represent the

vnngs, are garnished with rows of bristle-like hairs. The legs also are bristly.

Tt will be seen that in the principle of action of the mouth the Fleas undoubtedly resemble the

Diptera, but on the other hand the two divisions of the labium are generally distinctly jointed, and

e\-idently represent labial palpi, and thus, as Dr. Gerstacker says, these insects form a distinct

transition towards the next order (Rhynchota), as also by the segmentation of the body, and espe-

cially of the thorax, towards the Orthoptera, " so that they may be characterised as aberrant Diptera,

with partial Orthopte-

rous and Hemipterous

characters." Insects so

characterised are surely

best placed in a niche

by themselves.

In their transfor-

mations, however, the

Fleas present another

resemblance to the

Diptera, and especially

to the earlier families

of the order. The egg.s, which are usually not numerous, are deposited by the female in suitable

places for the development of the larva;, such as obscure, dusty corners, among the hairs or

feathers of the animals infested, or upon the articles on which these animals customarily lie.

Tlius these "nits" may always be found in the beds of House Dogs and Cats. From the eggs

the larvae are speedily hatched. They are long, worm-like, footless grubs, showing thirteen

distinct segments, garnished with fine bristle-like hairs. The head is slightly horny, furnished

with a pair of short antennse and a mouth with biting organs, and the last segment is

provided with a pair of horny hooks. These lai-vse are active, twisting about in eveiy direction,

and feeding upon the nutritious parts of feathers and other refuse animal matter among

which they live. In warm weather the larvie are soon mature (twelve days is the average

time in the case of the common Flea), and they then usually enclose themselves in a small silken

cocoon, and there undergo the change to the pupa state. The pupa is quiescent, with the different

parts enclosed in special caies, and the period during which the insects remain in this condition is

usually about equal to that of their larval existence, except in the case of those inhabiting cold and

temperate climates, many of which pass the winter in the pupa state.

The perfect insects, as is well known, feed upon the blood of warm-blooded animals, and, as a

rule, each species of Flea is allotted to some particular species or group of species of mammals or

birds. The insects conceal themselves among the hairs or feathers of the animal on whose blood

they are destined to feed, and generally stick to this comfortable and convenient dwelling-place for

the remainder of their joint lives, but it is curious to see how soon after the host is killed the

j>arasites escape from its body and show manifest signs of perturbation. The commen Flea (Pidex

irritans) is the best known species, from its habit of drawing its supplies of food from our own
persons. The Fleas of the Dog and Cat are distinct (P. canis and P. felis), and are chiefly confined

to those animals, although they do not disdain to vary their diet occasionally with human blood.

METAMORI-HC
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Other species are still more particularly limited to certain animals, sucL as the Squirrel, the

Hedgehog, the Mole, Mice and Rats, and Bats. The common Fowl also has its particular Flea

{P. tjaUime) ; another infests Pigeons, whilst others are found in the nests of -small birds and

Swallows. The largest British species lives on the Badger {P. melis), and measures an eighth of an

inch long ; an American species (P. gitjas) is two lines in length, and a still larger species is described

as infesting the Australian Porcupine Ant-eater {Echidna hystrix). The common Flea varies a good

(leal in size in different localities. Very large specimens are said to occur about the bathing

accommodations of some watering-places, and the Flea of the old reading-room of the British Museum

used to be noted for its magnitude and bloodthirstiness.

The muscular strength of the Fleas is exceedingly great. They perform the most astonishing

leaps, covering at a single bound a space many times the length of their own bodies, a faculty which

enables them to vanish in the most wonderful manner at the approach of the linger of an intending

captor. This extraordinary muscular energy lias been taken advantage of in a very curious manner,

Ffiiialo distencied \

BARCOPSYLLA PENETEANS.

, Organs of Mont h : m.r, Maxilla?;
j

Fleas having been trained to drag small coaches and other objects to which they were harnessed, and

to perform other tricks, when they were exhibited to an admiring public under the title of "Indus-

trious Fleas."

Besides the ordinary Fleas which occur in all parts of the world upon man and different animals,

and which agree closely in their habits and mode of life, we have to notice an American species known

as the Nigua, Chigoe, or Jigger {Sarcopsylla penetrcms), the female of which has certain habits that

render her a more unwelcome guest than the fiercest examples of Pukx irriians. It is a minute

species, less than a twentieth of an inch in length, and lives chiefly in the open country, especially

among sand—whence it is sometimes called the " Sand Flea "—but always in or in the vicinity of

liuman habitations, either occupied or deserted. It ranges in America from Paraguay in the South

up to Virginia in the North, that is to say, for nearly 30 degrees on each side of the equator, but is

particularly abiindant in the warmer parts of South America and the West Indies.

In its general habits and transformations, the Chigoe agrees with the rest of the Fleas, and the

adult insects feed freely upon the blood of such men and animals as come in their way, until the time

comes for the female to produce her eggs, when an entire change takes place in her habits, and she

becomes a true parasite. The impregnated female, in fact, makes her way into the skin of the feet of

men and animals, generally selectuig the toes immediately beneath the nails or claws, but sometimes

in the case of small mammals, such as Field Mice, going higher up the limb. In any case, she pene-

trates the skin until only the extremity of her abdomen is left in contact with the outer ail-, and it is

through very curious stigmata in this part of the body that she now respires. The ovaries produce a

great number of eggs, and these gradually swell up the abdomen tUl it frequently attains the size
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of A ])ea, when nearly all signs of the original segmentation vanish, ;intl the creature appears like a

whitish globular bag, with the head and limbs appended to it in front. The skin of the abdomoTi is

thickened, the internal organs become aborted, even the traohese disappear, and it would seem that

the further development of the ova is effected, after a vegetative fashion, by the mere absorption and

assimilation of fluids. When mature, tlie ova are expelled from the free oritice at the apex of the

abdomen.

The older writers gave terrible accounts of the pernicious eflects produced by this little insect,

but later authorities, and especially Professor Karsten, speaking from observation and personal

experience, do not represent it as quite so formidable. It would seem that a slight tickling and

itcliing are the only symptoms produced by the ingress of the parasite, and that if the part in which

it resides is not rubbed or irritated, its whole development may take place with no greater inconveni-

ence. Pressure, friction, or irritation of any kind will, however, easily set up an inflammation of the

part, and this, if neglected, may assume formidable proportions. Unskilful extraction may also cause

disagreeable symptoms, but these are due to mechanical irritation, and not to the deposition of the

eggs in the wound produced, as the larvfe are not pai'asites. The extraction of the insect is generally

left until it has attained its full size, when the skin of the toe is carefully pushed aside from the

globular abdomen with a knife or needle, and the whole body may then be gently removed. The

development of the female usually takes less than a week after jienetration into the .skin of her

victim.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE KHYNCHOTA, OR BEAKED INSECTS.

THE RHYNCHOTA—The Rostrum—General Form—Internal Anatomy -Imperfect Metamorphosis—Distribution— Fossil

Species—Classification—HETEROPTERA, OR BUGS—Characters—LAND BUGS—Scut.ita, or Shield Bigs-
CoREiD^—Lyg.eid.e-Pyrrhocorid.e—Phytocorid^, or Plant Bigs—Anthocorid,e -Membr.\n.\cea—The Bed
Bug—Reduviid.e-GERRID.E-HYDROCORES, OR WATER BUGS—Galgulid.e—Nepid.e, or Water Scorpions

—Notonectid.e—HOMOPTERA—Cicadid.e—Characters—Distribution-The Organs of Stridulation—Fulgorid.e—

The Great Lantern Fly—Membracid.e—CiCADELLiNA—Cuclioo .Spits—Froghopper8—PsvLLiDi:—APHlDlD.E—Plant

Lice—Hop Fly—Reproduction—CocciDJj- Cochineal—PEDICULINA.

ORDER RHYNCHOTA.
Ou§ readei-s will be inclined to think that they are being introduced to very unsatisfactory

company. The last chapter treated of Fleas, and in the present one we have to deal with Bugs, and

with some other insects, of which we shall at present only say that, according to Sir Hugh Evans,

they are familiar beasts to man, and signify love. It is to be observed, however, that these highly

objectionable creatures form but a small part of the order Rhynchota ; that many of them, though

often unsavomy, are of great beauty ; and that the natural history of others is exceedingly interesting.

The Rhynchota constitute the first order of insects with an imperfect metamorphosis, and they

have the mouth converted into a suctorial apparatus. They were placed by Linnaeus in the same

order as the Gnisshoppers, Cockroaches, and allied forms which compose the typical section of the

next order (Orthoptera), and the name of Hemiptera, which he gave to this composite group, beare

reference to the peculiar construction of the fore wings in the Bugs. This name is still often

applied by entomologists to the present order, but as it applies only to one division of the order, and

its original use wa-s very much wider, we have preferred following the example of the majority

of Continental writers and adopting the name Rhynchota (" beaked insects "), which expresses the

leading character by which the order is distinguished.

As in the case of the Diptera, the suctorial oi-gan in the typical Rhynchota, which is commonly

denominated the rostrum, includes in its composition all the principal parts of the mouth. The

actual rostrum- is a horny jointed organ, forming a longer or shorter tube, cleft above towards the

base, and formed by the labium and its pal].ii, the latter making two half tubes, united in the middle

line both above and below, and showing along one surface a suture of junction in continuation of
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the basal cleft already mentioned. This cieft is closed l)y the more or less elongated labrum, which

fits into it, and thus completes the tube. Within this tube we find four bristles representing the

mandibles and maxillae, which can be pushed forward and retracted by the action of muscles attached

to their slightly enlarged bases, and thus serve, like the similar organs of the Diptera, to j)ierce

the tissues of animals and plants, and enable the insects to suck up their juices. There are no

maxillary palpi.

The general form of the body varies exceedingly, and so does the relation of the head to the

thorax, but, as a rule, the three segments of the thorax are distinct and separate, and bear two

pairs of wings, the texture of which differs much in the different subordinate groups. Usually the

prothorax is greatly developed on the upper surface, and behind it we

find a regular scutellum. In both these respects, as also in the frequent

conversion of the fore wings into horny wing-cases, the Rhynchota

resemble the Beetles. The tarsi never consist of more than three joints.

The abdomen is formed of from six to nine segments, which, in those

species which have horny fore wings, are horny only on the lower surface,

and on this the stigmata are situated.

Unlike the Diptei-a and Lepidoptera, the Rhynchota have no crop

or sucking stomach appended to the oesophagus, which leads directly

into a glandular stomach, followed by a long, convoluted intestine, often

dilated in its course into a stomach-like sac. The last portion of the

intestine is also frequently glandular, and receives the Malpighian vessels,

of which four are generally present. The salivary glands are usually

much developed and often of complicated structure, or furnished with

complex salivary receptacles. Besides these glands, we find in the Bugs

a glandular organ situated in the metathorax, which sedretes a strongly

and generally disagreeably scented fluid, discharged through a pair of

special orifices close to the origin of the ixisterior pair of legs. The
nervous system is very nnich condensed. Behind the head-ganglia the

ventral chain generaOy shows only two thoracic ganglia, of which the second is larger than its

fellow, and evidently composed of two ganglia united into a single mass. The abdominal part of the

chain is represented only by a pair of nerve-cords, fi-om which nerves are given off to the various

organs. In nearly all the Rhynchota we find a pair of compound eyes, generally of small or moderate
size, and either two or three ocelli. The other sense-organs, the antennae, vary greatly in structure,

beiog sometimes quite short, composed of two or three joints and terminated by a bristle, sometimes
long, and then consisting either of four or fi\e joints of considerable length, or of a greater number
up to about twenty.

The metamorphosis throughout the order is imperfect ; indeed, in the Pediculina, there is

no metamorphosis at all. The larvae present a greater or less resemblance in general form to

the perfect insect, and as they grow and change their skin the rudiments of the wings make their

ajjpearance and gi-adually increase in size, Ipng in cases placed on each side behind the prothorax.

There is consequently no true pupa stage, the imago being gi-adually produced under the successive

larva skins until the final moult ; but the last stage before this takes place is usually denominated the

pupa. The insect is active and has similar habits throughout its life, the only exception to this

rule being presented by the males of the Cochineal insects, which become resting pupae underneath
the last larva skin, and are sometimes enclosed in a small cocoon.

The food of most of the insects of this order consists of the juices of plants, which they suck up
after piercing the tissues, as above mentioned, with the bristles which represent the mandibles and
maxillae. Some of these vegetable feeders have been observed occasionally to attack other insects and
feed upon their juices, and the species of certain families are predaceous in their habits, and live

entirely upon animal food. The PedicuH are parasitic upon Mammalia, whose blood they suck.

The siiecies are found in all parts of the world, but the tropical regions are most favourable to

their development, and it is here that we meet with the greatest number of species, and that they
attain the largest size, the most curious forms, and the finest colours. Some of them are among the
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most brilliant of insects. Tlie number of known species is hard to estimate, but it is probalil)- not

less than 18,000.

From the descriptions of palaeontologists it would appear tliat the Rhynchota are of great

ttutiquity in the liistory of the world. Three species have been recorded from the Carboniferous

formation, two of them being regarded as most nearly resembling the exi.sting Fulgoi-idse, or Lantern

Flies. The Lias of SehamV)elen has furnished Prof. Heer with several fossil .species belonging to this

order, and representing both the principal groups into which the typical forms are divided ; while the

rich deposits of Solenhofen (Upper Oolite) contain a still larger number of species, some of them of

considerable size. In England also the Lower Lias has furnished remains of Rhynchota, but none

seem to have occurred in the Stonesfield Slate, or elsewhere in the English Oolites, until we come

to the uppermost or Purbeck beds, in which such insects are tolerably numerous, and represent

several existing families. It is as usual in the Tertiary beds that the traces of this order become

most numerous, and in the deposits of Q5ningen and Radoboj, so admirably worked out by Prof.

Heer, the majority of the existing families are represented by more or less well-preserved examples.

The parasitic Pediculidas (the Sucking Lice), which we place as degraded forms of this order,

differ from the rest in so many important characters, but especially in the soft, fleshy, and retractile

nature of their rostrum and the complete al)sence of wings, that we may fairly regard them as

constituting a distinct sub-order, for which the name of Pediculina can be adopted. The remainder,

or the typical Rhynchota, with very few exceptions, all possess the jointed rostrum above described

as generally characteristic of the order, and in the exceptional cases this organ is altogether

suppi-essed and not transformed into a fleshy sucker. These insects, however, may be divided into

two groups, which are generally distinguished with facility by the structure of the fore wings. In one

of them, including the numerous species of Bugs, the anterior wings almost invariably consist of two

distinct parts, namely, a basal division, which is usually horny or leathery, and an apical part, which

is more or less membranous. Hence the organs are commonly known as Hemehjtra, and the sub-order

is called Heteroptera. The memliranous parts of the two wings, which are only occasionally absent,

cross over one another at the apex of the body. The

true wings are folded up beneath these hemelytra when
closed. In the gi-eat majority of the species the rostrum

originates at or towards the front of the head, and this

character will serve to show the affinities of those species

in which the wings are rudimentary or imperfectly

developed. In the second sul>order the fore wings are

of the same consistence throughout, or at any rate do not

show that distinct division into two parts which is charac-

tei-istic of the Heteroptera generally ; hence they are

called Homoptera. The fore wings may be horny or

leathery ; the hind wings are membranous, and generally

smaller than the anterior pair. The latter generally do

not cross each other at the apex when closed, but they

are almost always placed upon the sides of the body in a

sloping direction, meeting along the middle line in the

form of a roof, whereas in the Heteroptera the closed wings generally lie flat upon the upper surface

of the body. The two sub-orders further differ in the position of the rostrum, the face in the

Homoptera being turned downwards, so that its true apex is brought into close contact with the

sternum, and it is from this point that the jointed rostrum springs. Among the Heteroptera a some-

what similar arrangement occin-s only in one family (Notonectida?). The Heteroptera are regai-ded

as the highest of the three groups, followed by the Homoptera, while the Pediculina constitute a

somewhat aberrant series, although included by some entomologists undei- the Homoptera.

pentatoma dissimile ; b, rxi

AND ROSTRUM.

a, Corium : b, Clavus; i

IDE OF HEAD

SUB-ORDER L—HETEROPTERA, OR BUGS.
The characters distinguishing this group have already been sufficiently indicated for genei'p.i

purposes, but a few further details are necessary. The fore wings generally form protective coverings
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for the more delicate hinder pair, and lie horizontally upon the upper surface of the body. From their

function, and their Vjeing composed of two parts, they ai-e, as has been said, generally denominated

liemeli/tra ; the horny basal part is called the corium, and the inner portion of this, bordering the

scutellum, and marked off by a more or less distinct suture, is distinguished as the claims. The thin

apical part is the membrane, and generally shows some veins, the number and distribution of which are

of importance in the discrimination of groups and species. The ocelli are generally pre.sent, and two in

number. The antennse, except in the aquatic families, are more or less elongated, and composed

of four or five joints. They may be of about equal thickness throughout, or clubbed or reduced to a

hair-like fineness at the extremity ; in some instances some of the joints show signs of division,

and the antennse then look as if composed of more than five joints. These insects form two tribes,

the members of which are respectively terrestrial and aquatic in their mode of life.

TRIBE GEOCORES, OR LAND BUGS.

The term " Running Bugs " would, perhaps, better express the habits of the insects of thLs

tribe, as some of them frequent the water and even run briskly over its surface, while the members of

the second tribe are essentially swimmers. The distinction of the two groups is, however, exceedingly

easy, the Land Bugs having the antennse freely exposed, and generally of moderate length, while in

the Water Bugs those organs are of small size and concealed in cavities beneath the eyes.

FAMILY I.—SCUTATA, OR SHIELD BUGS.

The distinctive character refeiTed to in the name of this family is the large size of the scutellum,

the apex of which always reaches the base of the membrane (see Fig. a, p. 103), while in many cases the

scutellum is so large as to cover nearly the whole upper sui-face, concealing the greater part of the

hemelytra. The rostrum consists of four joints, and the labrum is long, reaching beyond the fii-st

joint of the rostrum, and transversely striated. The antennse are usually of five joints, but sometimes

only of three or four, attached to tubercles which are almost always concealed beneath the margins

of the head (see Fig. b, p. 10.3), and there are two ocelli. The basal joint of the rostrum lies in

a channel of the under side of the head.

These insects live upon plants, trees, and shrubs, and feed upon the juices which they suck out

of the soft tissues, many of them especially attacking juicy fruits. Some species, however, have

been detected in the act of varying this diet by imbibing the fluids of caterpillars. The family

includes some of the largest of the Bugs, and is particularly well represented in the warmer parts of

the globe, where also the most beautifully coloured species are met with. The C'aUidece, for example,

and the members of several genera nearly allied to them, inhabiting the tropical parts of the eastern

hemisphere, are perfect gems when alive, showing the most splendid metallic tints, diversified

with black spots. These belong to the section of the family in which the scutellum covers the

whole back of the abdomen ; one species {Gallidea stollii) appealing dark blue with black spots, is

very common in boxes of Chinese insects. But many other forms have during life a very fuie

metallic colouring which disappears after death. Traces of this may occasionally be seen in a

very large species which is also a common inmate of the Chinese boxes (Tesseratoma chinetisis),

the specimens of which are usually over an inch long, and of a rather light brown colour with darker

legs. The scutellum in this insect is triangular in form, as in the majority of the British and

European species, which are not very numerous. One of the best known is the Red-legged Bug
(Tropicoris rufipes), which measures about two-thirds of an inch in length, and has the sides of the

prothorax produced into bi-oad, poijjted processes, and the tip of the scutellum occupied by a reddish

spot, the rest of the surface being of a bronze-brown colour, with numerous large black punctures. A
very pretty little native species, which lives on cruciferous plants, and is said sometimes to injure

the cultivated varieties, may be called the Colewort Bug (Strachia okracea). It is of a blue or

greenish colour, variegated in the female with red and in the male with white mai-kings. A nearly

allied species {S. ornaUi), bright red with black markings, frequents the flowers of umbelliferous

plants. Many exotic .species of the same form show similar bright colours. The largest species

belong to a special group, of which the Chinese Tesseratoma already referred to is an example. They
have the rostrum much shorter than in the rest of the family, and the lateral angles of the prothorax
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often piodueed into spines or liorns. These are found in tlie warmer parts of both hemisplieros,

especially in South America and the East Indies. Those from the former belong chiefly to tlie

great genus Edeasa, and to some allied genera with five-jointed antennse, while the majority of the

Oriental species have those organs of four joints.

In temperate climates these insects generally keep themselves in concealment among herbage or

the foliage of trees and bushes, but occasionally tliey fly freely in the sunshine. They winter in the

winged state under the shelter of dried leaves or in moss, itc. The eggs are laid in the spring,

and are of an oval or rounded form, furnislied with a little lid which the larva pushes off in

emerging.
FAMILY II.—COREID,*;.

In this second family of the Geocores the scutellum is triangular, but does not reach the base of

the membrane, the inner portions of the hemelytra {claims) meeting beyond its apex in a straight

suture. This character is common to most of the species of all the succeeding families. The

antennae are of foiu- joints, and spring from tubercles placed on the sides of the head above an

imaginary line drawn fi-om the eyes to the base of the rostrum. The rostrum is four-jointed, with

the basal joint usually the longest ; the head bears two ocelli ; and the hemelytral membrane has

longitudinal veins, which are generally, as in the Scutata, rather numerous.

The number of European species is but small, and their size is generally insignificant, but iu

the tropics the species are very numerous, and generally of considerable size, .some of them being

the giants of the terrestrial Bugs. Many attain a length of an inch, while a few are an inch

and a half or two inches long. Some of these lai-ge species, and a great many of the smaller ones,

have the hinder thighs much thickened, especially in the males, while in some of these, and in others

with slender thighs, the posterior tibia; are toothed, or dilated in a remarkable manner. This is

particularly conspicuous in the South American genus Anisoscelis, and the allied genus Diactor. A
species of the latter is figured of the natural size in Plate 63, j. In a good many species the

third joint of the antennae is compressed or even more or less dilated, and in a few the second joint

partakes of the same character. Some have the lateral angles of the prothorax produced into spines,

or even into broad processes, which in a few are curved forward so as to give the prothorax a very

marked crescent-like form. In a considerable number of species the body is comparatively narrow,

the abdomen being scarcely wider than the closed hemelytra ; in others the margins of the abdomen

are wide, and project far beyond the sides of the homelytra. This is the case in the most characteristic

British species, Syromastes marginattis and Verlusia rhomhea, the specific names of which relate to

the prominence of the margins of the abdomen. Others, such as the species of Berytus and Neides,

are exceedingly narrow and linear in their general form.

The insects of this family are rarely adorned with bright colours, different shades of brown being

the prevailing tints, although some are more gaily adorned. In then- general habits the}' mucli

resemble the Shield Bugs, being found upon plants and trees, and flying readily during the heat of

the day. The larger species produce a loud humming noise when on the wing. Their food appears

to consist for the most part of vegetable juices, but some entomologists believe that they are more

predaceous in their habits than the Shield Bugs.

FAMILY III.—LYG.EID^.

The members of this family are, on the whole, much smaller than the Coreidae, some of the

smallest forms of which many of them much resemble. They also have a short, triangular scutellum,

two ocelli, and four-jointed antennae, but the latter organs spring from below a straight line drawn

from the eyes to the base of the rostrum. The rostrum is of four nearly equal joints. The membrane

of the hemelytra has usually four or five longitudinal veins.

The nearest approach to the preceding family is made by the typical genus Lygitus, which

also includes the largest species. These insects are generally of a red colour with black bands and

spots. None of these occur in Britain, but several species are found on the continent of Europe

{LygKus eqiiestris, L. saxatilis, L.familiaris, ifec), all of which seem to have a wide distribution. The

family is chiefly composed of a multitude of small species forming the genus Rhyparochromus and its

allies, in which the body is usually black, and the corium of the hemelytra of some light brownish
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or yellowish tint. The iusects are found chiefly upon plants during tlie summer and autumn and
moss or under dead leaves m winter. A few, such as Plafi/gasterfernyInens, which i:

winter under the bark of coniferous trees.
flat,

numerous longitudinal veins in the membrane.

FAMILY IV.-PYERHOCORID.E.

These insects, which may be denominated " Red Bugs," approach the typical Lycrfeidie in some
spects, especially in their being generally of a bright red colour with black sp^ots and other

markings, but they may be at once distinguished by the absence of ocelli, and the presence of
--' They are found in mest parts of the world, but, like

the other families,

are niore^ abundan*:

and much larger in

warm than in tem-

perate climates. They
are much more pre-

daceous in their habits

than any of the pre-

ceding.

One s]>ecies of

this especially tropical

family occurs in the

south of England, and

is exceedingly abun-

dant on the continent

of Europe. It is

known a.s Pyrrhocoris

apferiis, the specific

name having reference

to the absence of the

wings and of the

membrane of the

hemelytra in most

sjieciniens found in

r\RRHnc(iRis APTEni cold or temperate

regions. It is about

a third of an inch long, and of a scarlet colour, with the head, the disc of the prothorax, the

soutellum, the clavus, a spot upon each hemelytron, and the abdomen and limbs black. These

insects usually occur in great numbers together, so as to produce the appearance of bright red patches

about the foot of the trees, especially lime trees, which they frequent. They feed upon the juices

of plants and fruits, but also to a gi-eat extent upon fluid sucked from the bodies of other insects,

not even spai-ing young individuals of their own kind.

FASnLY v.—PHYT0C0RID.5:, OR PLANT BUGS.

These insects agree with those of the last family in wanting the ocelli ; they also have a rostrum

and antennae composed of four joints ; but they differ from all the preceding Bugs in the structure of

the hemelytra. In these organs the outer apical angle of the corium is cut off fr6m the rest by a

transverse suture, .so that it forms a separate triangular piece (af)pendix) ; and the only veins in the

membrane itself form one or two cells at its base. The integuments of the body are rather soft, and
the antenniB have the second joint long and the third and fourth usually very slender.

The Phytocoridse abound in most parts of the world, and in Europe and Britain are undoubtedly the

most numerously represented of all the families of Bugs. They may be found in the greatest abun-

dance during the summer upon plants, bushes, and trees, and especially upon the low herbage of hedge
bottoms. Several species may always be obtained during the summer from the nettles which usually
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grow m the last-mentioned situation. They feed chiefly upon tlie juices of the plants on which they

live, and on which they run with great rapidity when disturbed ; they also fly freely in bright

weather. A very common species on nettles is the Phytocoris trijjiistulatus, which is about a sixth of

an inch in length and of an oval form. Its general colour is yellowish, with black markings on the

hinder margin of the prothorax, the scutellum bright orange, and the hemelytra nearly black, with

three oi-ani^e yellow spots on the outer margin, the hindmost of which occupies the appendix. In the

genus Capsiis and its allies, the second joint of the antennaj is thickened, especially towards its apex.

Capatis capillaris, which is also abundant upon nettles, varies in colour from red to black, but has

always a red spot in the appendix. This species is rather more than a quarter of an inch long. A
rather smaller species (Capims (iter) is common upon herbage ; the male is entirely black, in the female

tlie head and thorax are reddish. The genus Jliris and its allies include elongated species, which are

found chiefly in grassv places.

FAJULY VI.-ANTHOCOEID^.

Under this title we include a number of generally minute Bugs, which show curious affinities to

the Lygseidfe, to the Phytocorida;, and to certain species of the next family, especially the Bed Bug,

which, indeed, has been included in the present group by some entomologists. They are small flat-

bodied insects, having antennae of four joints, with the last two generally more slender than the pre-

ceding ones, two ocelli, a rostrum apparently or really of three joiirts, and not enclosed in a furrow,

and elytra, when fully developed, possessing an appendix like that of the Phytocoridse. The

membrane has a basal cell, from which three or four short veins usually proceed. Few of the species

exceed an eighth of an inch in length ; the largest of our native forms {An'Jwcoris nemorum and A.

nemoralis) do not attain more than the sixth of an inch. They are elliptical, black, with the

hemelytra paler, but with dark or black markings ; the front of the head, in most species of the

group, is produced between the bases of the antennse as a sort of snout. They are common on different

kinds of trees and bushes during the summer months, and often frequent dead branches. Other

species are found either all the year rouird or during the winter in the dead branches or under the

bark of trees, whilst others are to be met with among vegetable rubbish of various kinds.- Although

so small and delicate in their structure, they appear to be predaceous in their habits, sucking out the

juices of other insects and their larvae.

FAMILY VII.^MEMBRANACEA.
In this family we have a slightly heterogeneous assemblage of forms, which, however, are certainly

nearly allied to each other, and have generally been placed together by entomologists. They agree in

the possession of four-jointed antennse and of a three-jointed rostrum, which is enclosed in a sort of

channel formed by a pair of keels running down the lower surface of the head and the sternum as far

as the rostrum extends, in the flattened form of the body, and in having tarsi with only two joints.

The ocelli are generally absent. In the majority the antennae are thickened or clavate at the extremity,

Init m the Bed Bug and some allied species the third and fourth joints are more slender than the first

and second.

The Bed Bug {Acanthia hctularia), which is only too well known to most peo])le, besides the

character of the antennae just mentioned, is further distinguished by the rudi-

mentary condition of the wing.s, the hind wings being altogether absent, and the

hemelytra represented only by a pair of little convex organs, like small shells,

situated just behind the prothorax. Although treated as a British insect, it

does not appear to have been always an inhabitant of that country, but to have

made its way there about the beginning of the sixteenth century. Even now

there are many out-of-the-way places even in England where the insect is still

luikuown. The notion that it was introduced and spread by the importation of

limber from America seems to be quite unfounded, as the Bed Bug was certainly ^^^ ^^^f,

known to the ancients, and is mentioned by both Greek and Roman authors.

Three other British species have been described as inhabiting the dwelling-places of certain animals

and feeding on their blood ; A. columbaria attacking Pigeons, A. hirundinis found in Martins' nests,

and A. pipistrelli feeding on Bats. The first of these is very near A. hctuhiria and may not be
distinct. A few more species are known from different parts of the world.
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In the remainder of the family the hemelytra and wings are generally well developed, but

the insects exhibit the same flattened form as the unwelcome inhabitant of our sleeping rooms, and

like it are able to make their way into very confined spaces. Many of them reside habitually under

the loose bark of dead trees, where they are generally found associated in some numbers. Aradus

depressus, the most abundant native species of these Bark Bugs, is less than a quarter of an inch long,

l)lackish-brown with lighter granules, with the greater part of the lateral margins of the prothorax

yellowish-white, and the hemelytra of the same colour, but mottled and variegated with brown. It is

found under loose bark and in moss. These insects are probably jiredaceous, but according to some

writers they feed on fungi.

The species of the gei^us Tingis and its allies are minute and exceedingly delicate creatures,

having the margins of the thorax and the whole of the hemelytra quite membranaceous and generally

reticulated with numerous veins. One of the best known species {Moiianthia cardui) is found

abundantly upon thistles. It is about an eighth of an inch long, of a greyish colour, variegated with

small black spots. Other species are still more elegant, having the membranous parts quite

transparent, with black veins. They are found upon various trees and plants, chiefly herbaceous,

upon the juices of which they appear to feed.

In the insects just mentioned the scutellum is usually concealed by a projection of the hinder

margin of the thorax ; in another group of the family it is exposed, and sometimes even attains

a large size. These insects, which are generally inhabitants of warm countries, have the fore legs

converted into raptorial organs, and possess two ocelli. Two species (.9i/r<w cram/)es and S. monstrosa)

are found in Central and Southern Europe.

under the family Coreidse, both in general form

FASIILY VIII.—EEDUVIID^.

This is a great group of insects presenting much analogy with that which we have included

d in the modifications which that form undergoes

in the various mem-

bers, but diflfering from

them nevertheless in

several important

characters. They have

the head of various

foj-ms, but always con-

stricted behind so as

to form a regular neck,

and in front of this

there are two distinct

ocelli. The antenna;

are four-jointed, with

the last two joints

generally thinner than

the first and second

;

the rostrum, which is

not enclosed in a

fuiTow, is composed of

three joints, and is

genei-ally a short, stout,

and powerful organ
;

the legs are generally

long, -with short, three-

KbiiMis 'EK^uNATi^ jolntcd tarsl, and the

anterior pair are some-

times converted into raptorial limbs. All these insects, the species of which are exceedingly

numerous in tropical regions, are predaceous in their habits, attacking and sucking out the juices
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of other insects, a predatoiy course of life for wliicli the powerful typical species are particularly

well fitted. Many of tliem, when seized, will inflict a severe wound upon theii- captor.

The largest British species is Rednvius pemonatus, an insect about three-quarters of an inch

long, of a blackish-brown colour, with reddish legs. It is well furnished with wings, and flies

especially in warm summer evenings, when it frequently enters houses, being attracted by the

lights. Its larva, which haunts concealed corners, disguises itself by means of a covering formed of

its own excrements mixed with extraneous particles, and both larva and perfect insect, when in

houses, are said to display a special enmity to the Bed Bug. Three or four species of the genus

Nabis occur in Britain on herbage, generally under the shelter of bushes. They are nearly elliptical,

but more narrowed in front, and generally of a brownish tint on the upper surface. The hemelytra

and wings are often imperfectly developed in these insects. A near ally of theirs, a very scarce

British species, is of a beautiful blue-black, with the hemelytra and legs bright scarlet, but the

former are never fully developed in northern examples. Its name is Metastemma gattula, and it

represents a gi-oup of Bugs, of which the typical genus is appropriately named Pirates, including

some of the largest and most powerful insects of this family.

The very opposite peculiarities are presented by the Hydrom«tra stagnorum, which in many
respects leads us towards the next family. It is a slender, elongated creature, about half an inch

long, with the antennse and legs also exceedingly long and thin, which is found on the margins of

pieces of water crawling slowly about upon aquatic plants and the vegetable debris which genei-ally

occur in such situations. The articulations of the legs are situated at the sides of the thoracic

segments, as in the Bugs of the following family, and the insect occasionally walks upon the surfiice

of the water just as they do.

FAMILY IX.—GERRID^.

This last family of the Geooores includes some exceedingly well-known insects, which may be

seen running actively over the surface of every piece of water. They have a bj-oad head, which is

not contracted behind into a neck, four-jointed antennte and a three-jointed rostrum, of which the

second joint is the longest. The legs are inserted quite at the sides of the thoi'ax, and the tarsi are

of two joints, with the claws inserted, not at the apex of the last joint, but in a notch of its

under side. These insects, of which several species are abundant in Britain, have l)oat-shaped

bodies, and the typical forms, such as Gcrris laciistris, which may be met with anywhere, literally

row themselves along the surface of the water by means of their long legs, their power of floating

being aided by the coating of silvery hair which covers theii- lower surface and carries with it

a portion of air. They are predaceous in their habits, feeding upon other insects. Some nearly

allied, but mostly very small species, with legs even longer iii proportion than those of our common

forms, are met with at sea within the tropics, and often at a great distance from land. Tiiey form

two or three genera, of which the best known is Halobates.

TRIBE II.—HYDROCORES, OR WATER BUGS.

As already stated, the.se insects ai-e distinguished by the possession of very short antenna;

concealed in pits near the eyes. The tribe includes three families, two of which are well rei)resented

in Europe and Britain, while the third is exclusi\ely American. The last-mentioned family is the

most nearly related to the preceding forms.

FAMILY X.—GALGULID^.

This ftvmily is at once distinguished from the rest of the tribe by the presence of a paii- of ocelli

on the crown of the head. The body is flat, and the head broad and immersed up to the eyes

in the thorax ; the eyes are prominent ; the antennse composed of four joints ; the rostrum three-

jointed, and the membrane of the hemelytra small. The legs are formed for running, and the

species live on the banks of rivers and lakes, where they prey upon other insects. The best-known

species {Galgulus oculatus), an insect about two-fifths of an inch long, of a blackish-brown colour,

inhabits the southern parts of the United States. The fore legs have the femora thickened, and are

somewhat raptorial in character, and this peculiarity is much more strongly marked in the species of

Mononyx, which are found in South America, and in which the fore' tarsi are represented only by a

sort of claw.
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FAMILY XI.—NEPID.E, OE WATER SCORPIOXS.

In this family the ocelli are wanting, tiie antennse are either three- or four-jointed, the body

is flat above, elliptical or much elongated, and the hemelytra are furnished with a distinct membrane.

The rostrum is of three joints. The fore legs in all are raptorial ; the remainder are either simple,

fringed, or flattened, but in all cases are used as swimming organs. All the species live in the

water and prey upon their weaker fellows. They are, however, well furnished with wings, and

can fly readily, a provision which is useful in case of any need arising for seeking a new abode.

The common "Water Scorpion {Nepa cinerea) is a very well-known aquatic insect, and is abundant

in the fresh waters of all parts of Europe. It is about an inch long, elliptical, yellowish-grey, with the

back of the abdo-

men red ; the an

tennse have thret

joints ; the hinder

Wi^s are scarcely

tiinged, and have

tirsi of a single

jonit and the body

IS teiminated by a

])air of tail-like oi--

gans, wliich, when

put together, form a

1 )i eatlling tube. The

msett is sluggish in

itsmorements. The

i( male attaches her

„'s to water plants.

1 hoy have at the

ippei end seven

1 idiating processes.

I ho lianatne, which

itsemble the pre-

(.(dnig in the char-

acters of the an-

tennse, tarsi, and

air-tube, have a

They have the fore

LINEARIS AND NEPA CINEIJ

very elongated body, whence the British species is called Ranatra linearis.

legs much lengthened, and the four hinder tibiae rather more fringed than in Nepa.

Another division of the family having four-jointed antenme, two-jointed hinder tai-si, and no
breathing tube, is represented in Britain by a small oval species, about half an inch long, of an olive

brown tint, known as Naucoris cimicoides. It has a broad, deeply-immersed head ; the anterior tarsi

consist of a single joint ; and the hinder tibiie and tarsi are fringed, so that the insect is a more active

swimmer than the Water Scorpion. When handled it is able to inflict a painful wound. Some of

the e.i^otic allies of this species are among the giants of the order, or indeed of the insect world. Thus
the Belostoma (/rande, a native of South America, measures over four inches in length. This must be

a most formidable enemy to the weaker inhabitants of the fresh waters of Brazil and Guiana, as beside.i

its large size, it is favoured by having the hinder legs widened into regular paddles, which must

enable it to swim with great rapidity. Other allied species of nearly equal size occur in the tropical

parts of both hemispheres. The females of some of the smaller tropical forms (Diplotii/chn^s, «fec.)

deposit their eggs close together upon their backs, and thus carry them about.

FAMILY XII.-NOTONECTIU^.

The Notonectidse have a broad head with the forehead rounded and turned down, so that the in-

sertion of the rostrum is brought close to the anterior margin of the sternum. The body is convex
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.ibovt' and Hat lielow ; the antenuie aiv four-jointed ; the ocelli are waiitini; ; and the hinder tibia and

tarsi are much compressed and strongly fringed on both sides, rendering the insects very active

swimmers. The familiar name of ''Water Boatmen " is often applied to the typical forms of this

family, in allusion to the appearance they present when resting and taking in air

at the surface of the water ; the long Imider legs are then tliiown out nearly at

light angles to the body after the fashion of a waterman resting on his sculls

I see centre tigure on p. 110).

The British Notonecta glanca is an insect rather more than half an inch long,

iif a yellowish colour above, with the .scutellura black. As implied in its name, it

swims with its lower surface upwards, and is exceedingly expert in that exercise,

while it also flies very well by means of a pair of most beautiful filmy wings

which are folded up beneath the roof-like hemelytra. It is a most predaceous

insect, and can bite severely.

Still connnoner than the above are the species of the genus Corixa, the

largest British representative of which (Corixa geoffroyi) is nearly half an inch long. These insects,

which are flatter on tlie upper surface than the true Notonecta; are to be met with in nearly every

piece of stagnant water. They swim with their backs upwards, and are not so powerful and active

as X. ,j}ama.

SUB-ORDER II.—HOMOPTERA.
As ah-eady pointed out, the most striking general character of this group consists in the uniform

texture of the fore wings, which never .show the clear division into corium and membrane exhibited

by the great majority of the Bug.s. The wings also do not, except in a few instances, cross each

other at the tip, and in by far the greater number they are placed slantingly on the sides of the bodyj

so as to make a roof-like covering. Where the wing cliaracters are obscure the position of the origin

of the rostrum will at once determine to which division an insect belongs. In all the Homoptera

this organ springs from the hinder part of the lower surface of the head close to the sternum

(see figure on p. 102), oi- even in some cases apparently from the sternum itself. These insects all

feed upon vegetable juices.

FAMILY XIII.—CICADID.E.

The insects forming this family, which have always been placed at the head of the Homoptei'a,

are of moderate or large size and robust conformation, and may be ai once distinguished from all the

re.st by the pos.session of three very distinct ocelli \ipon the crown of the head. The head itself is

generally broad, short, and vertical, and terminated below by a rather long rostrum composed of three

joints. The forehead is considerably inflated, and marked with fine transverse furrows ; the

eyes are prominent ; the short antennje originate close to the eyes, and are of seven joints, which

gradually diminish in tliickness so that the organ is like a bristle ; the scutellum is large, inflated,

and notdied behind ; aud the fore wings are much larger than the posterior pair, and generally show

only a moderate number of very definitely arranged veins.

Of the four or five hundred known species of this family, by far the greater number inhabit

countries, and it is in such regions that the species attain the greatest size. Thus, Tixcva

spwiosa (Plate 63, a), a magnificent black species, with

a broad yellow band across the hinder margin, and part of the

anterior margin of the same colour, is a native of Java and the

neighbouring islands. The females often measure over three

inche.s in length when the wings are closed, and species of

equal, or neai'ly equal, dimensions are met with throughout

L.tRVA AND pvpA OF CICADA. the tropical parts of the world. A large black species with

transparent wings'^{Fidicina atrata) is common in Chinese

Itnxes, which also contain a rather sm.-iller form, black with yellow spots^X^^^"'** mnciilata), and a

still smaller black species with the forehead, two large spots on the mesothorax, and the abdomen

blood red (tliMc/iys sanguinea). On the continent of Europe about eighteen species are recognised,

and one of the smallest of i\iesi(P{Cicada Juematodes) occurs in the south of England, in the New

Forest, where, however it seems to be rare.

troj)]
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These insects live upon trees antl shrubs, and obtain their nourishment by piercing the tissue

and sucking out the juices of their young tender shoots. In some cases the flow of juice continue*

after the withdrawal of the pumping apparatus of the Cicada, and the fluid hardening on the surface

of the twigs becomes the substance known as Manna* This applies especially to a species that

infests ash-trees in most parts of Eui'ope and over a considerable portion of X^iA^Cicada orni), which

is, in fact, the common Cicada of Southern Europe.

The female Cicada is furnished with a powerful serrated ovipositor, by means of wiiicb she cuts

ileeply into the dead branches of the trees on which she lives, and deposits her eggs in the grooves

thus formed. The larvse, when hatched, are little, plump, stout-limbed insects, and they speedily

make their way beneath the surface of the ground, where they live by sucking the juices from

the roots of trees and plants. They appear generally to pass at least two yeai-s in their preparatory

states, and some are said to be much longer in arriving at maturity. One Nortli American species

is called the Seventeen-years Locust ''(Cicada seplendecim), because it is said to appear only at intervals

of seventeen years in any given locality.

The male CicadsB are endowed with a noise-producing power which renders them most trouble-

some in places where they abound. During the heat of the day they sit concealed among the

foliage of the trees and shrubs, and sing incessantly. This habit has been referred to by the

classic poets in many passages, which indicate that for some reasons the song

of the Cicada was regarded by them as by no means unpleasant, and, in fact,

even at the pre.sent day, in countries whei-e the insects abound, it is a common
practice to keep them in cages, probably for the puqiose of reminding town-

dwellers of the delights of the country. The organs by which this often violent

stridulation is produced are situated at the base of the abdomen, in two cavities

rticlosed by large horny plates, which are represented upon a smaller scale in the

females also. The special organs enclosed in these cavities consist of elastic folded

membranes attached to a horny ring, and the noise has generally been described

^ [iroduced by vibrations of these membi-anes, caused by the action of muscles

1 iginating from the median partition of the second abdominal segment. According

to Dr. Landois, however, the " drum," as the above-mentioned special membrane

has been called, cannot act in the manner described, but is firmly attached to the

wall of the metathorax. He considere the true organs of sound to be the

stigmata of the metathorax, which are very large and elongated, and furnished

throughout their length with a pair of thin sound-bands, leaving a very narrow slit

between them. The vibration of these bands during the expulsion of air from the

trachea produces the sound, which the external organs only increase in power. The females have no

voice, as was well known to the ancients—in fact, one Greek pOet most ungallantly congi-atulates the

male Cicadse on the silence of tlieir partners.

FAMILY XIV.—FULGOEID^.

In these insects, as in the two succeeding families, there are never more than two ocelli,

but these are rarely wanting, and are placed near the compound eyes. The head is exceedingly

variable in its form, but the forehead is always separated both from the crown of the head and from

the cheeks by well-marked ridges or keels. The antennae, which consist of three joints, and are

usually short and terminated by a bristle, spring from the cheeks beneath the eyes ; the prothorax is

a simple ordinary segment ; the middle coxse are elongated and widely spread, and the tibise are

generally three-cornered and often spinous. The hind limbs are usually leaping organs, and their

tibiaj have a circlet of spines at the apex, often accompanied by one or two of larger size. There is

no trace of singing organs such as are possessed by the Cicadae. In many of the Fulgoridse the front

of the head is produced into processes, sometimes of the most fantastic form ; and most of them
produce from the skin a sort of waxy secretion, which usually forms white powdery-looking patches on
the abdomen, but is frequently much more abundant, and constitutes stout white threads, which may
entirely cover and conceal the abdomen, and extend for some distance beyond its apex. This

* Most of the manna of commerce, however, is obtained artificially by incisions made iu the bark of the ash-trees.
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A Taciin speciosa; B^'Fulgora candelaria^c, Cercopis Hvittata ;'-b, Tettigoma qnadupuuctata ""r Heteronotus reticulatus
,

o Fj Membracis elevata^Cb; Membracis oraenta;&, Hypsauohenia balista ,U, Heimptycha punctati vr, Diactor bilmeatus
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secretion is producc-d h\ the \-Av\ve as well as the perfect insects. That of a Chinese species

{Flala llmbata) is collected for sale, and known in commerce as " Chinese white wax."

The processes of the head in the typical Fulgoridie are often of considerable size, and, according

to the older writers, had the power of ditiusing a considerable amount of light from their extremity,

whence the insects are commonly known as " Lantern Plies." The Great Lantern Fly {Fulgora

latiiriuiria), a native of Surinam, Brazil, and other parts of the South American Continent, attains

a length of nearly three inches, and its wings spread nearly twice that distance. Its head-process,

or lantern, is about an inch long, stout, and much inflated, with two large humps on the upper

surface. The general colour is yellowish-brown, but each hind wing has a large, orange-yellow,

ocellated spot, bordered with dark brown, and enclosing two bluish pupils. It is this insect,

e.specially, that has been described as luminous ; but the researches of modern travellers, if they

GREAT L.INTEK

have not altogether disproved its possession of this property, have, at least, rendered it exceedingly

doubtful. The Chinese Lantern Fly (f'n.lgnra candelaria), a veiy common insect in all Chinese boxes,

is shown in our Plate 6-3, b. It has a red body, greenish fore wings with yellow spots, and orange

hind wings with black tips. Many other forms of these flies, with or without head-processes, are

found throughout the tropics.

The European and British species are all of small size, and generally of dull colours. They are

found upon trees, shrubs, and herbage. ' 'Cixhis nervosus, an insect rather more than a quarter of an

inch long, is black, with yellow legs, and transparent fore wings, in which the veins are dotted with

brown, and there are two transverse brown bands. It is found chiefly on aldei's. The species of the

allied gnwxiPDelphax occiir principally on herbage ; in '^Asiraca (k. davicornis) the antennae are

elongated, nearly half as long as the body ; and iiplssus\l. ooUoptratus), the ocelli are indistinct, and

the fore wings are leathery and humped, like a ]iair of convex elytra.

FAMILY XV.—MEMBEACID^.

If in the Fulgoridfe the head occasionally, as we have seen, takes on a fantastic shape, in the

Membracidie the prothorax fairly astonishes us by the extraordinary forms which it assumes. It is

enlarged and produced into processes of the most varied kinds, and very frequently has a posterior

part which wholly or partially covers the abdomen and wings. The head is bent down, furnished

with two ocelli, and with a pair of very short antennse, but the crown of the head is not separated

in any way from the forehead. The wings are generally membranous. The species of this very

remarkable family, which includes some of the most bizarre of insects, are chiefly inhabitants of
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America, where they occur in wonderful abundance and variety. Our figures (e, f, g, h, i, in Plate 63)

will show some of the curious forms that they assume. Some of the most remarkable are the species

of BocycUuin—black insects, with transparent wings, the prothora.K

of which bears a perpendicular process, terminating in a knob,

from the sides of which issue two branches, also branched and

knobbed, whilst from behind is given off a long slender process,

extending about as far as the extremity of the closed wings.

Several species occur in South America, and from the sleuderness

of these singular thoracic proceisses, some of them are very elegant

little creatures.

The extra-American .species of this group belong chiefly to the

genu^ Centrotus, one species of which '"-^(C. cornutus) is common in

Britain and Europe. It is rather over a quarter of an inch long,

black, with a pair of upright horns on the prothorax, which is also

produced behind into a long, pointed, keeled spine. Another common European and British

species (Garyara genista') is smaller than the preceding, and has no horns on the prothorax.

FAMILY XVI.—CICADELLINA.

We apply this term to a very extensive gi'oup of Homoiitera, of small or moderate size, which in

many respects may be regarded as the analogues of the Phytocoridse among the Bugs. In these

insects we find the prothorax of oi'dinary form and proportions, '\\'ithout any of those enlai-gements or

processes which characterise the preceding family, and the head, instead of being pressed downwards,

projects freely in front of the thorax, with the crown directed ujjwards and the forehead foi-wards, the

two surfaces usually meeting under a distinct angle. There are usually two ocelli ; the antennse are

short, and composed of two joints with a terminal bristle ; the upper wings are leathery ; and the hind

legs elongated and converted into leaping organs. These insects are distributed over all parts of the

world, and, with the exception of the Aphides, they constitute the most numerously represented gi-oup

of Homoptera in Europe and Britain. They live in all stages upon ti-ees, shrubs, and plants, on the

juices of which they feed, and the larvaj and pupse veiy commonly surround themselves with a

dense frothy secretion, whence the common name of ".Cuckoo-spits " has been applied to them.

Two groups of these insects may be distinguished, and these are usually easily recognised by the

form of the hinder limbs. In theOC'ERCOPiD.E these organs are smooth, or furnished only with two or

three spines arranged one behind the other on their hinder surface, and the posterior coxae are short.

This group includes the largest species, some of the exotic .species attaining a length of about an inch.

A Javanese species approaching this length (Cercopis bivittata) is shown on our Plate 63, c. It is

shining black, with two white bands across the fore wings. Black and red are more common coloui-s

in the genus' Cercopis, one .species of which, so adorned '-{C. sanguinolenta), is common on the

continent, and occurs in Biitain. The most abundant European species of this group, however, are

the OAphrophoroe, which are the best known of the Cfuckoo-spits, or Froghoppers. ^Aphro}}hora

spumaria, an insect nearly half an inch long, is common in Britain on trees and bushes, especially

willows ; a smaller species (-4. bifasciata) is found abundantly upon rose-bushes and other plants in

every garden.

The*^ASSlD.^ have the hinder coxse transverse, and the hind tibise furnished with two rows

of more or less distinct spines along their posterior surface. They are exceedingly numerous,

and often remarkably elegant in form. The species of Tettigoniee ^T. quadripunctata, Plate 63, d)

especially are frequently of great 'beauty. They are mostly inhabitants of America, whence some

three or four hundred species have been described, but we find in England an exceedingly pretty gi-een

species (^. viridis), which is common in damp meadows. The species o^Typhlocijba, which are

exceedingly abundant on plants everrndiere, resemble the Tettigoniee in general form, but are more

slender, and generally very small and delicate creatures. They have no ocelli.

FAMILY XVII.—PSYLLID^.

This is the first family of the so-called Plant Lice, and is distinguished by having long, freely-pro-

jecting antennas of eight or ten joints, with a pair of fine bristles at the extremity of the last joint,
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tliroo ocelli, unil sliort legs with the fenioni thickcneil, adaiiting the iu.seets for .si)ringiiig, whieh tlu-y

do with as ranch activity as the Froghoppers. The tarsi are of two joints, and the fore wings are

generally somewhat leathery. These are minute insect.s which live upon various plants and trees,

each species, however, usually being restricted to some particular kind of plant. Their bodies, especially

those of the larviB, generally show a powdery white coating, analogous to that noticed as occurring in

the Fuli,'orid«. The species rai-ely exceed an eighth of an inch in length. By attacking the young

shoots, and especially the inflorescence of trees, the larva; often give rise to considerablr deformation

of the iiarts. Common species occur upon the alder, the ash, the pear-tree, the oak, and the nettle.

FAMILY XVIII.—APIiroiDJi.

This exceedingly interesting family, which includes the insects commonly known as " Plant Lice,"

is so abundantly represented everywhere, tliat some of its forms must be familiar to all our readers.

F.very one must have noticed the green Aphides which swarm upon roses, and the Ijlack ones of the

boan, whilst a host of other species, more or less resembling these, are to be found upon almost every

plant in the garden or the field. Small and feeble as they are, they often force themselves upon

tlie attention of the farmer and the gardener by the injury they do to cultivated plants. In

England the abundance or scarcity of the Hop Fly {Aphis, or Phorodon huniuli) is a most important

matter to the cultivator of hops, whilst in France and in other wine-

growing countries the spread of another .species {F/ii/lloxera vastatrir)

become a matter of national importance.

The creatures "'hic'i a-e ""ol'l™l li^- tli^n- pvpessive nnmbi

such serious results, aie

individually of the ^tlv \ /
feeblest. They ha\e a _^
soft, tender body gene

ally of an ovate shxpe

and usually long thii

and feeble legs , tlu u

tarsi are of two jomts

their antennse aie moit,

or less elongated, com

posed of from h\ e to

.seven joints; thf ciown j^os^ aphi'-

of the head has no ocelli;

and the rostrum is three-jointed, sometimes very long, but sometimes altogether wanting in certain

developmental forms. The wings also are frequently deficient, sometimes in all the individuals of a

species, sometimes again in particular developmental forms. "When present they are membranous,

vdth few veins, generally resting in a roof-like form over the abdomen, and the hind -ivings are much

smaller than the anterior pair. In most of the species the abdomen bears a pair of tubes or perforated

tubercles upon the last segment but two. From these, which are known as honey-tubes or coniiculi,

a sweet fluid is poured forth in small drops, and is a great attraction to Ants and many other

Hymenopterous and Dipterous insects. When secreted in great abundance this .fluid often drops

from the brandies of the trees infested by Aphides, and is then commonly known as " honey-dew."

These insects geirerally live on the leaves and tender shoots of trees, shrubs, and hei-baceous

plants, the tissues of which they pierce in order to suck out the juices. They are sluggish creatures,

generally remaining fixed in the same spot, with the rostrum deeply inserted ;
but they can shift

their position to short distances by slow and feeble walking, and make wider excursions by the aid of

the wings with whicli some forms of each species are generally provided. In many cases the attacks

of the Aphides are directed to the roots of plants, and some of these are taken possession of by

Ants, who treat them as herds of miniature milch-cows (see "Vol. V., p. 381), but it seems doubtful

whether these forms, which are always apterous, are more than stages of the development of species,

other forms of which live above ground. A few species belonging to the genus Lnchniis and its

allies, which have the rostrum very long, live in the fissures of the bark of trees. One example.
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known commonly us the " Amei-ioan blight " (Schituiwara Imdi/em), a small insect covered with a
white cotton-like secretion, often does much injury to apple-trees. Three species of Lnchnm
are found upon tlie oak. Of the species haunting the leafy parts of trees, a considerable number
produce great deformations of the parts they attack, which grow out into gall-Iike or bladder-like

structures, within which the Aphides reside. The lea^'es and leaf-stalks are the parts chiefly aflected

in this way, and the effect produced varies from a mere crinkling of the leaf to the formation
of a regular sac having only a narrow slit of communication with the outer world. Such structures
may be constantly found upon poplars and the various kinds of willows and sallows.

The reproduction of the Aphides constitutes one of the most interesting chapters in tlie history

of the Animal Kingdom. In the late autumn, males and true oviparous females make their

appearance, and the lattei-, after fertilisation, deposit their eggs in sheltered situations, where
they remain until the spring. Among the progeny of ' these eggs there are no males, and after

changing their skins three or four times the insects arrive at their mature form, when they give

origin, asexually, to another generation also of asexual forms, and this process goes on throughout

the sunmier. These asexual forms are generally viviparous, the young being produced by a process

of internal budding from organs representing the ovaries of the perfect females, and they usually

show, at the time of theii- birth, the nidiments of the next generation. These asexual forms may
be either winged or wingless, and their production under favoiu-able conditions may go on for a long

time. Thus Bonnet observed the production of nine, and Duvau of eleven generations, whilst Kylier,

by keeping a colony of Aphides in a warm room, was enabled to continue their asexual reproduction

for four years. This, therefore, is a very complex case of " alternation of generations," the whole of

the individuals produced between one asexual generation and the next having to be regarded as

larval forms, whether winged or apterous. It would appear, however, from recent investigations,

and esjiecially from those of M. Jules Lichtenstein, that matters are not quite so simple as above

stated, at all events, in the case of some species observed by him, though how far his results will

appl}- to the whole family is at present a matter for further investigation. In the case of the

Phylloxera of the oak {Phylloxera qnercm), M. Lichtenstein states that the egg, which is attached to

the bark of Querc7is cocci/era, produces at the end of April an apterous form which he terms the

foumlress. This changes its skin four times, and then produces asexually egg-like bodies (jisendova),

which it attaches to the petiole and lower surface of the leaves. These pseudova produce the first

larval form, which is aptei'ous and larger than any of the .succeeding forms. It gives origin to the

second larval fonn, which acquires wings and migrates in May to another species of oak (Qtiercus

ptthe^cens), under the leaves of which it settles, then produces egg-like bodies, from which the third

larval form originates. This is apterous and viviparous, producing its like by internal gemmation,

and this process may be continued several times. It is this third larval form the reproduction

of which was observed by the writers above cited. Towards the autumn a foui-th larval form

appears, which acquires wings and returns to the Qwrcus cocci/era, where its progeny consists

of larviB which develop into sexually perfect male and female insects, which are apterous and

destitute of a rostrum. The females produce a single large egg. M. Lichteustein's observations

upon other species seem to show that analogous processes of reproduction prevail widely among the

Aphides, but how far this may be the case is at present doubtful. The whole question is one

of great interest, and one to the solution of which any person possessing leisure and patience might

easily contribute. The history of the Aphides also presents many other points of interest, and

the beautiful monograph of the British species by Mr. Buckton published by the Ray Society

will greatly facilitate its study.

FAMILY XIX. -COCCID^.

This family, chiefly formed by the Cochineal insects and their allies, is a curious one, and in

some respects differs greatly from all the other Rhynchota, The Coccidre usually have beaded

antennK, composed of six or more joints; they have two-jointed tarsi; the wings are generally

wanting in the females, and the hind wings in the males, which also have the rostrum suppressed.

The metamorphosis is peculiar. The larvse are small, tortoise-like creatures, which run about freely

upon the plants which they frequent. "When full gi-own, the females without any particular change of
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form attacli tlicniselves by tlie rostrum to some juicy part of the plant ; while the male larvae, which

frequently betake themselves to the more solid portions, undergo a process of change which is

peculiar to them among the RlijTichota. Beneath the scale-like skin of tlie larva the male

insect becomes converted into a resting piqia, and the first indication of Lis being ready to emerge is

the protrusion, from the

hinder part of the pro-

tecting scale, of a pair

of tine white caudal

bristles. The male tjien

soon makes his escape,

coming out of his case

l)aekwai-ds, so that the

two delicate wings with

which he is provided

are pulled up completely

over his head. He is a

rather elegant creature,

with a pair of perfect

wings, the hind wings

being represented Ijy a

sort of halteres ; but his

partner, making good

use of the ample supply

of nourishment at her

command, has in the

meantime become rather obese, and may be found adliering to the shoots of the plant, with scarcely

any recognisable trace even of the original segmentation of her body. In most cases, in fact, the

females might be taken for excrescences of the plant rather than insects. When umuerous, the females

often do much injury to cultivated plants and trees. Thus Lecaniiim hesperidum attacks the orange,

and another species {Coccus adonidum) is often mischievoxis in hot-houses. They are known to gardeners

as Scale-insects, or, shortly, as "the Scale." The female, after fertilisation, deposits her eggs between

the lower surface of her body and the surface on which she rests. As the eggs are extruded the body

of the mother shrinks, until her dried integuments serve as a protective covering to the mass of eggs.

If some of the species are injurious, others have proved of much value to mankind, such as the

true Cochineal insect (Coccus cacti), a native of Mexico, which furnishes the most valuable and

durable red dye that we possess, and the Lac insect {Coccus lacca), an East Indian insect, which

produces the well-known lac-dye, and also by its punctures causes the exudation from the trees of the

resinous substance shellac. The foi-mer feeds on a cactus, the latter on the Indian fig and some other

trees. Poiyhyrophora polonica lives on the roots of a Scleranthus in Germany and Poland, and was

much esteemed as a red dye before cochineal was generally known in Europe. Many of these insects

show a white coating on their surface, and this attains a remarkable development in a peculiar species

which is common on nettl&s, and called Dorthesia nrtica'. The female is so covered with the white

secretion that it looks like a little piece of chalk. The female of this insect is active throughout its

life. In Aleurodes chelidonii both .sexes possess four wings, and this insect forms a very clear

transition towards the Aphides. It is common on the greater celandine {CheUdomum majus).

SUB-ORDER III.—PEDICULINA.

The Pediculina, or true Lice, form the last and lowest groxip of the Rhj'nchota, of which they

must be regarded as very degenerate forms. Tliey have no wings ; the thorax is small, and its

segments are not veiy distinct ; the abdomen is oval, and composed of nine segments ; the antennae

consist of five joints ; the eyes are small and .simple ; and the six legs are well developed, with two-

jointed tarsi, the first joint being small, and the second larger and claw-like, and folded back upon the

first like the blade of a knife upon its haft. Tlie mouth consists of a fleshv sheath (the labium),

69*
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fiirnisheil at tlie end with two rows of minute horny hooklets, and enclosing a much finer protrusible

tube, probably representing the other parts of the mouth, and the whole is so completely retractile

that when not in use nothing can be seen of any part.

These insects constitute a single family (Pediculidaj), and are all parasitic upon various

Mammalia, each species being usually confined to some particular animal. They crawl about among

the hairs of their host, to which they readily cling by means of the clasping tarsi. They live upon the

, ,.»^ blood which they suck from its tissues. The females attacli their eggs to

V- :^ -«. the hairs near their insertion into the skin. In the case of the common
Louse of the human head, the young are hatched in about nine days, and

take about eighteen days to attain then- full growth. The known species

are not very numerous, probably in part owing to the disagreeable associar

tions attaching to the very name of these insects. Man is subject to tlie

attacks of three, if not four species, namely, Fediadus capitis, inliabit-

pEDicuLvs CAPITIS. '"S *^® head
J
P. vestimenti, infesting the clothed surface of the body,

and Fhthirius jncbis, which is also a body Louse, but is confined to par-

ticular regions. The fourth species is the Pediculus tabescentitmi, which has been described as occa-

sionally appearing upon a patient in immense numbers, and producing a disease known to the

ancients as phthiriasis, and said to have been sometimes fatal. In all cases the best mode of

getting rid of such unwelcome guests is a thorough application of oil of turpentine or some other

essential oil.

CHAPTER XIV.

ORDER ORTHOPTERA.
Oi27'fl'OP7'l?iJ.4—Characters—Structure— Internal Structure—Metamorphoses— Distribution — Classification—THE OK-

THOPTERA GENUINA—Tribe Saltatoria—The Gryllid.e, hk Crickets-The House Cricket—The Field

Cricket—The Mole Cricket—The Locustid.e-Tlie Great Green Grasshopper—THE Acridiiile, or Gkasshoppeks —
Locusts—Tribe Cubsoria—The Mantid^—Praying Insects—Soothsayers—The Phasmid.e, or Walking Sticks—

Walking Leaves —The BLATTID.E, OR Cockroaches—The Common Cockroach—The Gigantic Cockroach, or
'

' Drummer "

—Tribe Euplexoptera—The Forficulid.e, or Earwigs—THE PSEUDONEUEOPTERA—Tribe Socialia—

The Termitid.e, or White Ants—Tribe CoRRonENTiA—The Embiid^e-The Psociixe—Tribe Plecoptera—The
Perlid.e—The Stone Fly—Pteronarcys—Tribe Subulicobnia—The Ephemebid,!-, or Day Flies—May Ply-The
LlBELLUHD.E, OR DRAGON Flies—THE PHYSOPODA—Thiips -THE MALLOPHAGA—T^^ THYHANURA—
Lepisma—THE CoLLEJIBOLA—Spring-tails—Podura.

The Orthojitera, as already stated, include all the forms of insects with an imjierfect metamor-

phosis and a biting mouth, of which the parts are exposed so as to be more or less recognisable

externally ; they have frequently appendages at the extremity of the abdomen, but these never

serve as locomotive organs, as is usually the case in the following order. The members of the order,

however, present so much diversity of character that there is but little to be said about the

group in general : in fact, it may be a question whether the differences presented by the various

subordinate tyjies are not really in part of ordinal value ; indeed, some of them have actually been

formed into distinct orders by different entomologists.

There is, however, one peculiarity characteristic of all but certain low and aberrant forms

of the order, namely, the division of the lower lip (labium). This organ in the most typical forms

shows four, or in other cases two, distinct lobes in front, and the ligular part behind these i& -ileft

in the middle, so that the precise equivalence of the labium to a second pair of maxillfe is at once

apparent (see figure on p. 119); even when the pai'ts are not so distinct as is here shown, there is

always an indication of the median cleft, showing that the labium is composed of a pair of maxilli-

form organs. In the Dragon Flies we find this structure somewhat masked, but it is still

recognisable by careful study ; and various modifications of the organ occur in other groups. The

maxillse genei'ally have a distinct outer lobe, known as the galea (or helmet), from the mode in

which it overtops the inner biting lobe ; the maxillary palpi are usually well developed, and com-

posed of five, or even seven, joints. The eyes are usually of moderate or large size, but sometimes

represented by an aggregation of simple eyes on the sides of the head ; the ocelli are seldom wanting,
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mill when pi-esent they are more frequently three than two in number. In the antenme we timl

tlie same ditiereuce as in the llliynchota, these organs being either long and thin, generally thread-

like or bristle-shaped, and composed of numerous joints, or small organs, consisting of two or

three biisal joints and a bristle, which, however, may be jointed.

In the structure of the thorax there is considerable diflerence, although the three seg-

ments are genemlly separate. The prothorax is frequently of large size, forming the principal

part of the thorax as seen from above, but sometimes it is. much reduced, representing a sort of

ring like nec-k ; the meso- and metathorax are well developed,

iuid in the great majority of the species are furnished with a

wings. These latter organs are entirely wanting in the parasitic

forms that we refer to the order, and in a few members of other

groui)s ; but in general we find four wings, which, however, differ

greatly in texture. Thus in one large section of the order

. tlie fore wings are of a leathery or horny consistence, generally

forming protective coverings (tegmina) for the hind wings,

which are more membranous, iuid in which the veins radiate

from a central point to the margin, so that in repose the wings

fold together after the manner of a fan ; whilst in another

great division both pairs of wings are membranous, and serve

a.s organs of flight, and the veining of both pairs is more or less

alike. The legs are very various in their character.

Like the labium, the abdomen shows in its structure
'

^ • • , "EAD .iND MOUTH ORGANS OF COCKROACH,
traces of approximation to the ideal type of insects, ina.smuch {After Griffith ani Henfiey.)

as in many cases this part of the body shows the whole number a, head i/rom te/oTey, a, antrnnaa cut o£E; it., enicra-
J L J niiuii: c, eyes; d. clypeiis. b, under iwrtions. u,

of eleven segments (see Fig. 2, p. 282, Vol. V.). The extremity S;^llS,StSubue!Tiawum.'""''*'"'''
'"""""»'•

of the abdomen is often furnished with appendages of various

kinds, sometimes with long and slender bristles, .sometimes with stouter jointed tails {cerci), and

occasionally with horny processes, which may take on the form of forceps. In some forms the

abdomen of the female is furnished with an ovipositor, which represents the ventral plate of the

ninth abdominal segment, the genital and anal orifices being here separated, and placed, the former

in the ninth, the latter in the eleventh segment.

Of the internal structure of the Orthoptera in general we can say but little. The intestinal canal

(see figure on p. 130) is rarely much longer than the body. The oesophagus is followed by a gizzard, or

proventriculus, chiefly in those forms wliich live upon an animal or mixed diet, and the salivary glands

are more highly developed in the same species. In most Orthoptera the Malpighian vessels are short

and numerous. The ventral nervous chain follows the generalised type of the segmentation of

the abdomen, the abdominal ganglia, as well as the thoracic, being distinct, and united only by

commissurefs, except at the extremity of the chain, where two or more of the abdominal ganglia

are united into a mass. A remarkable character of this ventral chain is that it is so long that

if stretched out it would extend beyond the abdomen, and it consequently forms one or more curves

in its course through the l)ody. The ti"achese are frequently dilated into air-vesicles in those forms

which possess much power of flight.

Of the preparatory stages of these insects little need be said. The parasitic and apterous

forms appear to undergo no changes of consequence, and the larvaj of a great number of the higher

types are almost exactly like their parents, except for their smaller size and the absence of wings.

In some cases, however, including nearly all the forms which pass their preparatory stages in the

water, there is rather moi-e difference between the larva and the perfect insect, although the

former is still active in all its stages. In all the development is quite gradual ; the young larvje

are destitute of any traces "of wings, which, however, soon make their appearance beneath the

skin behind the prothorax, and go on increasing in size with each moult, until the final change

takes place. During this process the number of joints in the antenrise, and the number of facets

in the compound eyes, usually increase with each change of skin. The larvae seek the same diet

:is the perfect insects, and are generally exceedingly voracious.
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The geographical distribution of the Oithojitera is very wide, no family being strictly

confined to the warmer regions of the earth, liut all extending their range at least as far as the

south of Europe, and most of them having representatives in much higher latitudes. Neverthe-

less, even of those groui)S which are best represented in cold

and temperate climates, the species are usually far larger

and more numerous in warm and tropical countries, to

which, indeed, some of the families are chiefly confined.

The total nuniVier of known species may be estimated at

about 6,00(1.

We have already seen that in certain structural

characters the Orthoptera remarkably approach what may
be imagined to lie the original type of "the Insect," and(\ it is therefore not .surprising to find that Orthoptera are

J the very earliest types of insects that have been discovered

in the fossil state. In Devonian rocks in America remains
" of various forms belonging to this order, and especially to

its most generalised and central type—that of the Cock-

roaches—have been met with, together with others which

certainly seem most nearly related to the foi-ms -with

^•eined membranous wings, constituting our second sub-

ordinate group; similar types occur in the Carboniferous

and Permian formations on both sides of the Atlantic ;

and others gradually make their appearance, showing

characters which enable them to be referred to existing

families, such as the beautifully preserved Dragon Flies of

Solenhofen, and numerous other forms which are met with

in a more or less imperfect state in Secondary rocks. lu

the Tertiaries they become still more numerous, and still

more closely allied to the living forms.

It is .somewhat difficult to hit upon a satisfactory classi-

fication of these insects, but the following will serve our

purpose of indicating the alliances of the different types.

We divide the Orthoptera as here understood into four

sub-orders, of which the first (Orthoptera Genuina) in-

cludes the forms upon which the order Orthoptera was

originally founded by Latreille. A second group, Pseudo-

NEUROPTERA, is formed by the membranous-winged types

formerly referred to the order Neuroptera. The order is

completed by two groups of small insects, namely, the Phy-

SOPODA (including the various species of Thrips, the ti-ue

position of -which IS somewhat doubtful) and the Mallophaga, which may be described as man-

dibuLite lice The compiehension of the sub-orders and tribes into which we propose to divide

the Oithopteii \\ill be facilitated by the following tabular arrangement :—

A1.IMENTAR\

,
oe'-ophiKU" r, cio

01 COCKKOiCH.

-With Wings (e.Kcept in a few forms).

Mouth of ordinary construction ;

—

1. Fore wings horny or leathery (feffmiiin)

(I. Hind wings with veins radiating from the base.

fan-Uke :

—

* Hind legs formed for leaping

t Hind legs formed for walking

h. Hind wings with veins radiating from the ape.K of

a homy piece occupying the base of the anterior

-ORTHOPTERA GENUINE

-Saltatoria.

i.'LEXOPTEUA.
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2. Wings all membranous Sub-order 2.—PSEUDOXEUROPTERA.
a. Wings, with few and simple \-eins, and thos ; of the

disc obsolete ; tarsi 4-jointed ;' living in societies. Tribe 1.

—

Socialia.

b. Wings with few and simple veins, all horny ; tarsi

2- or 3-jointed ..... ,, 2.

—

C'oruodentia.

c. Wings reticulated :

—

* Antenna; long ; hind wings folded in repose . „ 3.

—

Plecoptera.

f Antenna; short ; hind wings not folded in repose „ 4.

—

Sibvlicornia.

B. Mouth resembling a rostrum ; mandibles bristle-like ; wings
narrow and fringed ...... Sub-order 3.—PHYSOPODA.

II.—No wings or metamorphoses ; Parasites .... „ 4.—MALLOPH.^GA.

SUB-ORDER I—ORTHOPTERA GENUIXA.

This .sub-order, as already .stated, represents the order Orthoptera of the okler entomologists.

The group is characterised by the texture of the wings, which are rarely wanting- iu the perfect

insects ; the fore wings being of a leathery consistence, and serving as a protective covering for the

liind wings when folded up, after the fashion of the elytra of Beetles ; and the hind wings, the sole or

principal organs of flight, showing a number of strong primary veins, which radiate from a central

point like the .sticks of a fan, and between these generally a reticulation of finer veinlets. The head is

always of considerable size, and the parts of the mouth powerfully developed, the mandibles being

strong, and having their inner margins strongly toothed, and the maxillje large, and terminating in

two principal lobes, of which the outer one {ijalea) usually o\ertops the inner one. The maxillary

palpi consist of five, and the labial palpi of three joints. The eyes are usually large, and often

prominent ; the ocelli are frequently altogether wanting, but when present they are generally three

in number. In the development of the legs there is considerable diversity, these organs being some-

times long and slender, sometimes of moderate length and stouter ; the fore legs are sometimes

converted into raptorial or fossorial organs, and the hindmost pair often form powerful leaping

limbs. At the end of the abdomen, in the females of many species, we find an ovipositor, and this

part is also most conmionly furnished, in one or both sexes, with peculiar styles, or with longer,

jointed, tail-like organs, which are called cerci.

These true Orthoptera may be readily divided into three tribes (see Table, p. 120), namely, the

Leapers, or Saltatoria ; the Runners, or Cursoria ; and the Earwigs, or Euplexoptera.

TRIBE SALTATORIA.

Contrary to the usual practice of entomologists, we have commenced with the Saltatorial

Oithoptera, our object in .so doing being to bring as near together as possible in the middle of

the order the Cockroaches and White Ants, which are not only nearly related, and thus form the

link between the two sub-orders Orthoptera and Pseudoneuroptera, but are also the most generalised

types round which the others group themselves.

The most striking character of the pre.sent trilie—namely, the adaptation of the hind legs to the

purpose of leaping—has been already indicated ; they have also a large head, and a large, usually

saddle-shaped pronotum ; and the wings and elytra are generally well developed, frequently extending

far beyond the apex of the abdomen. The males of most of the species possess the faculty of

producing loud chirping sounds, but the means by which this is effected vary in the different

families.

FAMILY I.—GRYLLID.E.

In this family, which includes the well-known Domestic CJricket and its allies, the general form

of the body is usually more or less cylindrical ; the head is large and prominent, with a pair of

elliptical eyes, and with or without ocelli ; the antennie are bristle-shaped ; and the organs of the

mouth powerful. In the latter the development of the outer lobe of the maxillas (t/nfea) is vaiiable.

In some forms the galea is so large as to cover the whole of the inner, or masticatory lobe ; in others

it is narrow, and merely accompanies the inner lobe. It is interesting to find these peculiarities

reflected in the corresponding anterior lobes of the labium. In the types with a large galea,

the outer labial lobes are so broad that they nearly meet in the middle line, the two inner lobes
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lieing thus pushed out of sight, and the lalnum appearing to be two-lobed in front
;
in those with a

slender galea, the four lobes of the labium are visible. The legs of the first pair are sometimes

converted into fossorial organs, sometimes adapted only for walking or running ; and tliose of the hind

pair are generally less elongated than in the succeeding families ; the tarsi are generally of three

joints, sometimes fewer. The fore wings, or tegmina, lie horizontally upon the back of the abdomen,

covering each other more or less towards the base, and usually have a sort of fold at the outer margin,

by which they embrace the sides of the abdomen ; the wings, which are ample, can be folded into a

very small compass, but the extremity of the anterior part of them, which is often marked off from

the" rest of the wing, is gathered or twisted into a sort of tail, which projects beyond the tegmina and

the end of the abdomen. The wmgs are rarely wanting. The abdomen itself shows nine distinct

dorsal and eight ventral half segments, and at its extremity a pair of long, many-jointed cerci. The

females of some genera also possess a long, slender, cylindrical ovipositor, which has a slight swelling

at its extremitv. A curious fact relating to these insects is that the fecundation of the females is

effected by tlie agency of spermatophores of peculiar construction.

As most people are aware, by their experience of the common House Cricket, the males of these

animals are endowed with an uncommon power of noise-making. The stridulation in the case of all

the musical species of this family is effected by the rubbing of the tegmina over one another, in a

manner so well desciilied

)iy Professor Westwood,

that we cannot do better

than borrow his words.

He says—" In the males

(if the House and Field

Crickets, on the internal

maigin, about one-third

of its length from the

base, a thickened point

IS observed, from whence

sexeral strong veins

di\ erge, forming an angle

fiom this point. The

stiongest of these veins,

which runs towards the

base of the left wing-

cover, is found on the

under side to be regu-

larly notched trans-

ver,sely, like a file ; when

the wing-covers are closed, this oblique base of the wing-cover lies upon the upper surface of the

corresponding part of the right wang-cover ; and when a tremulous motion is imparted to the wiiig-

covers, this bar rubs against the corresponding bar of the light wing-cover, and thus produces

a vibration, which is communicated to the other parts of the wing-covers, which, being divided into

a number of irregular spaces, have each a distinct vibration, and produce a separate sound," the com-

bination of which produces the well-known stridulation. During this operation the wing-covers of

the male Cricket are considerably raised, and the insect presents a very remarkable appearance.

The members of this family are not very numerous, but they occur in all the warmer and

temperate parts of the earth ; and although in hot countries the species are certainly more numerous,

they are not generally distinguished from their relatives living in colder zones by larger size or finer

colours. In fact, as the species are all more or less subterranean in their habits, and nocturnal

in their activity, brilliant colouring is not to be expected in them, and they genei-ally exhibit various

shades of brown merging into absolute blackness, but some species show brownish-red or orange

patches upon their tegmina. They appear to be tolerably omnivoi'ous, feeding both upon animal and

vegetable substances, although usually showing a preference for the former ; and the gizzard is wril

LAMPESTRIS,
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developed, and shows a remarkable internal annatnre of clutinous jiieces. The Crickets fly fi-eely at

night, but tlieir saltatorial powers are iiiferior to those of the other members of the tribe

Although most of the siiecies reside in the ground, in burrows and cavities which they dig out foi

themselves, they do not all possess special fossorial organs ; and the family is divided ijito two groups,

according as the fore legs are constructed for walking or digging. The well-known common House
Cricket {Grijlhis doinesticiis) belongs to the former section, although it burrows freely )>}• means of its

strong mandibles into the mortar between the bricks of fireplaces, ovens, &c. Living as they do in

the immediate vicinity of the lire, the House Crickets seem to be independent of the changes of the

seasons, and may usually be found of -all ages at all periods of the year. During hot sunnner

weather, however, they often make their way out of doors, and even in London their chirp may
be heard at night, proceeding apparently from the house-tops. A nearly-allied British .species is the

Field Cricket {G'ri/llus campestris), which is rather larger than the House Cricket, and of a black

colour, with the base of the tegmina yellow. It is a comparatively rare, or rather \'ery local si)ecies

in England, but abounds in Southern Europe. It makes buiTows fi-om six inches to a foot in deptii

in sunny, sandy places, using its mandibles in the operation. The insect sits in the niouth of its

burrow on the look-out for passing insects, which constitute the greater part of its diet. Its chii'|)ing

is much louder than that of the House Cricket, but it is particularly shy and timid, retreating to the

bottom of its burrow at the least suspicion of danger. The female is said to lay about 300 large

white eggs, which she deposits in the ground in a mass, glued together and to the side of the burrow

by a sticky secretion. The larvie are hatched about the end of July, and remain in the larva, state

through the winter. A third British species is the Wood Cricket (^Nemobius sijlvestris), wliich is

much smaller tlian eitl.er of the preceding, and m which the hind wings are rudimentaiy. It is found

abundantly among dead leaves in woods in France and other parts of the continent, but is rare and

local in England. A still more remarkable species,' which may be called the Aiits'-nest Cricket

{ifijriiiccophilu ucervoram), has neither tegmina nor wings, and in the broadly oval form of the body

more resembles a minute Cockroach than a Cricket, a similarity which is increased by the partial

concealment of the head beneath the fi'ont of the prothorax. It has, however, very strongly

developed leaping posterior legs, wliich it uses in case of need wdth great effect. This curious little

insect is found iii France, German)', and other parts of Europe in Ants' nests, or associated with Ants

under stones. The ovipositor is short, and forked at the end.

Most of the species of this first division of the family agree in general characters with the

common House Crickets and Field Crickets. They have ambulatory front legs, the females hare an

ovipositor, and the ocelli are usually deficient. In the second group, the members of which are

generally more exclusix-ely subterranean in their habits, living habitually, like the Mole, in galleries

and chambers which they dig out in the ground, not only are the front legs converted into special

digging organs, but the females have no ovipositor, and the crown of the head has generally two or

three ocelli. Their organisation is in many respects very singular, and it is remarkable that they are

as widely distributed over the earth's surface as their more normally constructed relatives. Tbe

British Mole Cricket (G'ri/Notalpa vulgaris), which may be taken as a type of the whole grouj), is a

large robust insect over an inch and a half in length, of a dark brown colour, with a very large ovate

prothorax, and short, iiregularly oval tegmina, beyond which and the apex of the abdomen the wings

extend far when folded up. In the character of the fore legs, the insect presents a singular analogy

with the Moles. These Umbs are very stout, and articulated in such a manner that they are tlirowii

out from the sides of the prothorax in the most convenient position for digging, and the tibiae, which

constitute the actual digging -parts, ai-e flattened transversely to the axis of the body, triangular in

form, and terminated by four finger-like processes. The tarsi are inserted near the end of tlie outer

margin of the tibise, and are short and stout. Owing to the great amount of force necessary to work

these im])lements, the muscles comiected with them are very greatly developed, and this explains the

large size of the prothorax in which they are contained, and which also possesses a remarkable internal

framework of processes for the attachment of these muscles. The insect in burrowing is said to exert

a force equal to two or three pounds. Like the Mole, it passes along close beneath the surface of the

ground, and often raises a small ridge as it advances. It frequents gardens, especially' near the banks

of canals and other pieces of water, and also moist meadows, and is described as frequently causing
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considerable damage th vegetation by cutting tlirougli the roots of plants which come in its way,

but apparently not for food, as, altliough it will consume vegetable substances, its diet consists chiefly

of underoTound insects and worms. The Mole Cricket flies occasionally in an irregular, undulating

course in the evening, and its stridulation produces a dull, jarring note, which has been compared

to that of the Goatsucker. The eggs, to the number of 200 or 300, are deposited in a chamber of

considerable size, and enclosed in a sort of cocoon-like envelope ; the larvje, when tirst hatched, are

white, and they are said to be
^ "- =" three years in arriving at

maturity.

A considerable number of

species closely agreeing with the

jireceding in .structure and habits

ure found in all parts of the

world, but the group also includes

•some which depart rather widely

from the common Mole Cricket.

One very singular form, described

as Cylitulrodeg campbeUi, in-

habits Melville Island, on the

[lorth coast of Australia. It is

about two inches and a half

1 )ng, xnd quite cylindrical, with

tht pi othoi XX forming a third of

tJie tot il If n^th of the body, with

tvctedni^h short legs, which can

be lodged ui cavities of the sides

of the body, and with two-jointed

taisi This insect burrows into

the stems of plants, and causes

them to wither. A true Gryllo-

t dpi ((t (lidactijla), inhabiting

Sciuth Ameiica and the West

MOLE CRICKET
Inchps, has often done much

damage to the sugar-canes in the

same fashion. In some curious little species forming the genera Tridactylus and Hhipipteryx there

are no tarsi on the hinder legs, their place being taken by two or more pointed, movable appendages.

One species of Tridactylus {T. variegntus) occurs in the south of Europe, and burrows in the sand

on the banks of rivers. The species of RMjnpteryx are from Brazil and Guiana.

FAMILY II.-LOCrSTID.E.

Linnseus referred the whole of the Saltatorial Orthoptera to his genus Gryllus, which he divided

into sub-genera, and gave to each of these an appropriate name. His sub-genus Locusta included the

species of the following family, among which the true Locusts find their place ; but, unfortunately,

Fabricius, when forming these groups into separate genera, thought fit to apply the name of Locustn

to the genus containing the species constituting the present family, and in this course he h^s been

iuee followed by the majority of entomologists. It is now too late, and would give rise to many

embarrassing questions, to revert to the more sensible nomenclature of Linnseus, and we must continue

fo regard the insects, to which in common parlance the name of Locusts is applied, as not belonging to

the family Locustidse.

The insects so denominated by entomologists present a very considerable variety of form and

character, but, like the rest of the Saltatoria, they have a large head, placed vertically in front of the

prothorax, and a mouth furnished with powerful jaws. The ocelli are almost alwa3's wanting

;

the antennae are very long, thin, and bristle-shaped ; the labrum is nearly circular, and the inner lobes
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of tlie lal.imn uro vrry narrow, aiul usually displaced by the enlarged outer lobes; the prothorax is
.saddle-shaped

;
the hind legs are usually much elongated ; and the tarsi are four-jointed. The two

pairs of wings are almost always developed, and they are placed in repose almost perpendicularly on
the sides of the body, which they generally exceed in length ; the tegn>ina overlie each other only by
a small portion of the inner margin towards the base, and here in the males are situated the stridu-
lating organs, consistuig of a peculiar talc-like plate, surrounded by elevated chitinous ridges in the
right, and a corresponding space with strong veins on the under surface of the left, wing-coter, which
overlies the other, and by the friction of these parts a loud chirping is produced The dorsal surface
of the abdomen usually shows the whole of the eleven segments composing that part of the body—
at any rate, in thu •'

females—which aie al

furnished with a Ion

.sabre-liko ovipositor , m
both sexes we find at the

end of the abdomen ipaii

of unjointed appendages

(Fig. 2, p. 282, Vol V
)

The Locustidne not

only possess a \ei\

considerable pow ei i t

making a noise in tli

world, but they aie ds

amongthe com2mratl^pl\

few insects in which \

special organ foi the

perception of sounds \y

pears to exist. Tim

supposed auditory 01gins

in these animals consist

of a pair of apeituies

situated at the base of

each anterior tibia

these are closed by tense

membranes, between

which the main tiachea

of the limb is dilated into a vesicul

first thoracic ganglion terminates in i

enclosed in small transparent vesicles.

In temperate climates, the adult Locustidse make their appearance late in the summer or in the

autumn ; some of them live among herbage on the ground, but the majority frequent trees and bushes.

They feed chiefly upon other insects and their larv«, although vegetable matters appear to form part

of their diet. The gizzard is always present, although less highly developed than in the Crickets.

Although most of the species are abundantly provided with wings, they do not seem to fly readily,

but make use of their wings more after the fashion of a parachute, to support them in the air when

making what may be denominated long leaps. The females deposit their eggs in light soil by means

of the long ovipositor, which is pushed down into the ground, and then allows the eggs to pass out one

by one by the separation of its two valves.

The Locustidre form a much more extensive family than the Gryllidse, and they are also very

(videly distributed, although they are more especially inhabitants of the wanner regions of the

earth's surface. In hot countries, indeed, the species are not only much mole numerous, but for

the most part larger and finer than in temperate climates, although some of the European species

are of considerable size. Thus the Great Green Grasshopper

—

Locv.sta viridissima, as it is called—
measures over an inch long in the body; and another European and British form, the Decticus

foim whilst at the same point \ nei\e oiij;initing fiom the

swelling, which gives off a set of peculiar nerve elements,
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verrucivorns, is of the same length. The former insect is found in many parts of the country in

meadows, but it also goes freely upon trees and shrubs ; the latter is more partioukrly a gi-ound-

loving species. It receives its name from the custom prevailing among the Swedish peasants of

making it bite their warts. The insect, in common with many other Grasshoppers, when at all ro:jghly

handled, emits from the mouth a brownish fluid which is said to possess acrid qualities, and the

intioduction of this into the warts is supposed to cause their disappearance.

The forehead in most species of this family is more or less prominent, but in those of the genus

Conocephuhis this part is pi'oduced into a conical process, which projects forward between the

antemiie ; and in Copiphora it forms a very pointed cone which stands up perpendicularly from

the head. The females in the last-named genus, the species of which inhabit South America, are

remarkable for the length of the ovipositor ; h\ Copip/iora cormtta, the bodj' is about one inch and a

quarter, and the ovipositor two inches long. The general colour of the species, especially of those

which live upon trees and slu-ubs, is gi-een, which renders their detection in their leafy abode very diffi-

cult, but in certain ti-opical genera (such as PhijUophora and Phyllopfera), this difficulty is increased

by the form of the wing-cases, which are broad and flat, pla,ced very nearly perpendicularly upon

the sides of the body, and traversed by a strong median vein, from which other smaller

veins appear to spring after the fashion of tlie veins of a leaf. The resemblance to particular leaves

is so striking that the species are named from it, and we have PhjUoptera laurifolia, P. mprtifolu-',

Psfiidflphyl/us neriifolius, kc. These are all tropical species.

FAMILY III.—ACEIDIID.^.'

This family, which includes the common Grasshoppers and true Locusts, is easily distinguished

from both the preceding by the character of the antemise, these organs being short, less than half

the length of the body, generally thread-like, or even more or less thickened towards the tip. The
insects are generally of a stouter form

than the Locustidre, and have the body

compressed at the sides. The head is

similar in its general character to that

of the Locustida;, but it has almost

always three ocelli upon the foi-ehead

;

the organs of the mouth, especially the

mandibles, are strong ; the labrum is very

large and notched in the middle ; and the

inner lobes of the labium are much re-

duced in size and concealed by the outer

ones. The pronotum usually shows three

MicKiTORi LocisT((Ed.ioc!a mjinforw) longitudinal ridges, and is more or less

produced behind ; the tegmina are naiTow

and roof-like, and those of the males contain no special stridulating organs, the well-kno'HTi chii'ping

of these insects being pi'oduced by a different arrangement ; the hind legs are elongated ; the tarsi

are of three joints ; and there is no projecting ovipositor in the females.

The song of the male Grasshopper, which must be familiar to every one who has walked through

fields in the summer, is produced by the friction of the hinder thighs against the wing-cases. The
insect stands upon his four ambulatory legs, and works the hind legs alternately up and down
on each side of the body, so that the inside of the thighs passes rapidly over the veins of the wing-

cases. Dr. Landois finds towards the lower surface of the inside of each thigh a small elevated

ridge, upon which there is a I'ow of minute lancet-shaped teeth, and it is apparently the friction

of these little points against the strong veins of the corresponding part of the tegmina that gi^-es

origin to the chirping sound. Burmeister says that the females also possess the power of chirping,

but tliis would appear to be a mistake, although they may be observed occasionally perfoiniing the

same movements of the limbs by which the males produce their sounds ; at the same time, it is to be

remarked that even the males of some species exercise themselves in the same way without effect

so far as our ears are concerned, and yet Colonel Goureau was of opinion tliat they may be audible to
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tlieir cdiiipiiuions. The Aeridiidie are luovidcd witli.poculiai- organs to which \vc may with sonic-

contiileiwo asoril-c auditory functions. Tlieso are two apertures of considerable size situated in the

first segment of tlie abdomen, closed by a membrane sti'etohed upon a chitinous ring, and having upon
its inner surface certain chitinous pieces, one of which terminates in a delicate vesicle filled with a

transiiarent fluid, and tei-minating in two branches. A nerve proceeding from tlie metathoracic

ganglion runs to this api>aratus, forms a ganglionic swelling in ju.\tiposition witli the membiant,
and another in contact with the delicate vesicle, and both these ganglia

give origin to fine nervous rods such as are characteristic of sense

organs. From the structure of tliis complicated apparatus there seems

to be no doubt about its function,

which, howe\er, was long a puzzle to

entomologists.

The food of the Acridiidse appears

to be exclusively of a vegetable nature,

and in accordance with this we find that th(

gizziird is not developed. The insects aie,

however, exceedingly voracious, aaid when

they occur in gi-eat iiuinbers, as in the ^vell

known invasions of Locusts, they do much
damage in cultivated ground. They generally

possess great leaping powers, and also tty much
jj_ ^gm,: suowuik posit

better than most of tlie other Saltatoria, tymlS'nura;"' t.^'iie'iBrger

,^, , 1 ^1 11- 1 J. f. , ,

parent tymitanum ; e.tbesiualk
although, as a rule, their flights are of short

duration. Many of the larger species, however, rise to a considerable height in the air, and fly to

greater distances.

As already stated, the female Acridiidas possess no exserted ovipositors, but they nevertheless

deposit tlieir eggs in the ground in i-egular cavities prepared for their reception, and in the formation

of these receptacles the parts homologous witli the valves of the o%apositor in the Locustida; play an
'uipoitant pait m conjunction with the pair of organs representing the eerci. The former arc

hook like pieces turned downwards, and when the insect is about

to deijosit her eggs she brings these together and forces them into

C 7 ' J/ *^'^ surface of the ground at the selected spot, and then, by

_^^ the strong muscular action of the abdomen, aided by these valves

/
"^ ' and the superior tads, she gradually fomis a hole nearly large

_ -' _ enough to contain the whole of her abdomen. During this process

the insect stands upon the four front legs, the hind legs being

lifted up out of the way, and as the abdomen, when being pushed

into the ground under these circumstances, is necessarily some-

what curved, the cavity formed for the eggs is also curved in the

same degi'ee. Wlien the receptacle is completed, the eggs are de-

posited in it, together with a quantity of a peculiar frothy secretion,

produced by glands at the apex of the abdomen, which afterwards
LOCUST DEPOSITING EGGS. hardens, and forms a sort of packing for the eggs, enclosing each

U/ter BiiiWin 0/ U.S. Entomological Com- „ ,, . , n mi t. i i • ,

mMston.) 01 them in a separate cell. Ihe eggs, which are oi comparatively

large size, are carefully packed away in their nest in such a

manner that the heads of the young larvse are directed upwards, and these, when hatched, push

their way out either through the spongy material, and so up to the entrance of the cavity or directly

through the ground.

The British species of this family, although they are able to make the fields vocal during the

summer, are not veiy numerous, nor are they of very large size. On the continent of Europe,

however, even in the latitude of England, several larger species occur, and in warmer regions we find

quite gigantic forms, some of the Brazilian /I c?-irfia reaching seven or eight inches in expanse of wing

The species, whose i-avages have given tlie name of Locust an unenviable notoriety, are not, however, of
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such very lai-ge size, the females of the best-known Locusts of tlie Old World being only about two

inches long, while the Rocky Mountain I,ocust {Caloptenns spretus) of North America is only about the

size of the largest English Grasshoppers. In European countries the Migratory Locust {CEdipoda

migratoria) is the best known, and this sometimes strays as far as Britain. In the south-east of Europe a

nearly allied species {CEdipoda cimrasceiis) occurs. These insects are excessively destructive to vegeta-

tion when they make their appearance in unusual abundance. They travel more or less in search of

nourishment while still in the larval condition, but their great wanderings are performed through the

air after they have attained the perfect state. The most extraordinary accounts are on record of the

vastness of the swarms of Locusts which every now and then invade particular districts ; they are said

sometimes absolutely to darken the sun at noon. They clear everything off the surface of tlie ground

as completely as if the place had been visited by fire (whence the name of " Locust " apjilied to them).

They have on several occasions caused disastrous famines in certain countries, and the putrefaction of

their bodies en masse, especially on the sea-shore, is described as giving origin to most offensive and

pestilential effluvia. The range of these destroyers in the Old World stretches from .Spain and the south

of France in the west, through southern and central Eussia to China ; south of this boundary the Locusts

have repeatedly done much injury to the crops. In America more or less migratory Locusts are described

as committing devastations quite iip into Canada. In Eastern countries Locusts are commonly eaten.

TRIBE CURSORIA.
The insects forming this tribe are at once distinguished from those of the preceding families by

having the hind legs adapted for walking or running and not for leaping ; and from those of the

next tribe by the veming of the wings, the central point of radiation of the veins being here placed

at the root of the wing. By some entomologists they are treated as constituting two or even three

separate tribes, each including only a single family, but this course seems to be quite luinecessary.

I'AMILY IV.—MANTID^E.

The Mantidfe are at once distinguishable from the in.sects of the two following families by the

structure of their fore legs, which are converted into powerful raptorial organs, in coiTelation with

which the prothorax is also generally much elongated. The coxse of these limbs are inserted far

forward on the under surface of the prothorax, and are very long, reaching, in fact, as. far as the

base of that segment. Attached to them, with the assistance of a well-developed trochanter, are the

femora, which are long, generally stout, and deeply furrowed along the under side, the edges of the

furrow being garnished with rows of strong spines ; the tibise which follow are more slender, but are

also strongly armed with spines on the under side, and they are hinged on to the end of the femora

in such a way that they can shut into the groove which, as already stated, runs along the lower

surface of the latter. As the elongated prothorax can be raised into a nearly vertical position, and

the coxie are very freely articulated, it will be seen that these fore limbs constitute most formidable

prehensile organs, from which any small animal seized by them would not have the least chance of

escaping. The other four leg.s are much more slender and organised for walking; the tarsi are all five-

jointed.

The body in these insects is more or less elongated ; the head, which is triangular or hearts

shaped, is attached to the thorax by a distinct neck, and set on vertically ; the eyes are oval,

usually of considerable size, and inflated, and between them on the forehead, behind the insertion of

the antennifi, are three ocelli, which are more distinct in the males than in the females. The parts of

the mouth are well developed, and the four lobes of the labium are almost equal in size. The

antennse are generally slender and thread-like, and composed of numerous joints, but variable in

length.

The tegmina and wings ai-e generally well developed, reaching or passing the extremity of the

abdomen, upon which they are placeTl horizontally, the tegmina lying one over the other. Tiie latter

organs have a very distinct marginal area cut off by a strong vein, and from this veins run to the

inner margin, and usually give off numerous fine veinlets which traverse the membrane. The wuigs

show the usual fan-like arrangement of veins characteristic of the tribe. The abdomen is

Usually elongated, wider towards the extremity, and broader in the females than in the males j
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sometimes it is enlarged at the sides. There are eight or nine dorsal segments in the males and one

less in the females ; the extremity of the abdomen in l>oth sexes is furnisheil with a pair of jointed

cerci.

The si>ecies of this family, which are generally of considerable size, those of an inch long

beino- comparatively small, are almost entirely inhabitants of the warmer regions of the world,

only a few being found in Southern Europe, and these also occur in Africa. The three most

abundant European forms, met with not uncommonly in the south of France, are Empu.sn pavperala.

PAtPERATA

svith toothed antennse, which measures from two to two and a half inches in length; Mantis religiosa, a

species of equal size with simple antenna? ; and a smaller species allied to the latter {Mantis oratorio).

These insects are remarkable enough by their form, but many exotic species are much more curious.

A very considerable number have some parts, especially the femora, dilated into leaf-like pieces, often

of singular form ; in others the prothorax is widened into a broad leaf-like plate, or some portion

of the abdomen has its margins dilated in the same fashion. The colours displayed by many species

when alive are exceedingly beautiful, especially the very delicate gi-ass-gi-een which is the genei-al

colour of a great number. The hinder wings are often very brilliantly coloured, sometimes showing

eye-like spots of large size. In certain desert .species, such as those forming the genus Eremophila.

the colours are, on the contrary, exceedingly sober. These last insects reside in the most barraa
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deserts of Arabia and North Africa, and their colour is exactly the same as that of the sand on whicli

they run about in search of prey.

When thus engaged, the Mantidie generally move slowly upon their four rather long and

slender ambulatory legs, with the prothorax elevated and the fore legs extended, an attitude which

lias led to a variety of curious conceptions with regard to them on the part of the imaginative

iuhahitants of southern Europe. From very ancient times it has been believed that these insects

would indicate by the gestures of their fore limbs the road that a wanderer ought to take ; hence they

were called Mantes, or soothsayers. Another view of their nature ascribes a religious signification

to the attitudes taken by the insects, and hence they ai-e known as praying or preaching insects, or

by other names intimating a belief that they are habitually engaged in praising the Deity ; and,

according to an old legend, St. Francis Xavier, on seeing a Mantis moving slowly along with its

fore legs raised as if in devotion, desired it to sing the praises of God, which it immediately did in a

very beautiful canticle. Unfortunately, all these wonderful notions are by no means correct; the

Mantis walking solemnly in a devotional attitude is really an exceedingly voracious creature in

search of its prey, and the raised fore limbs are merely extended in readiness to seize its victim as

.soon as its stealthy pace has brought it within striking distance. Once seized, the prey has no

chance of escape ; the abundant armature of the femora and tibise hold very firmly whatever they

get the opportunity of clasping. Their power is vei-y great, and they ai-e used, not only for

grasping prey, but also in fighting among themselves, when a successful stroke will often take off

an adversai-y's head. They can even draw blood from the fingers of a human assailant, and in

all probability when the soothsayer is supposed to be kindly directing some lost child in the way to

its home, the attitude suggesting this kind action is really assumed for defensive purposes.

The female Mantidie deposit their eggs enclosed in peculiar cases which they attach to the

twigs and branches of .shrubs, to stones, and other objects. These egg-cases, which vary a good deal

in form, are usually of a greyish-brown colour, and furrowed transversely, each furrow generally

corresponding to a storey of the interior structure^ of which there may be as many as twenty,

and the largest of these may contain a couple of dozen eggs. Each egg is contained in a sort of cell,

formed by a portion of frothy liquid ejected with it from the abdomen of the mother, and thus

the central part of the case is occupied by a series of circles of such cells, each cell containing an egg,

which is placed in such a manner that the head of the larva when formed will be directed towards

the central axis of the case. The larvse, when hatched, have therefore nothing to do but to make

their way straight forward. The outer part of the case consists of a further portion of the same

frothy liquid, which is produced as the business of egg-laying goes on, and worked into shape

by means of the extremity of the abdomen. The fluid in question is at first nearly transparent,

but as it hardens it gi-adually acquires a darker colour. The young larvaj are attached to the interior

of the shell of the egg, which remains in the cell, by means of two slender sOken threads which

spring from their cerci, and on their first emergence they remain suspended in the air Vjy these threads

until the time of their first change of skin, after which they descend to the ground and go in

search of food. This would seem to be a provision to ensm'e their safety during the fiist few days

of their existence.

FAMILY V.-PHASMID.5E, OR STICK AND LEAF INSECTS.

If many of the Mantidc-e are singular -looking creatures, the majority of the members of the

•present family are still more bizarre m their appearance. Most of them resemble sticks, either

green, growing twigs, or brown and withered branches, and hence the names of Stick-insects and

Walking-sticks, commonly applied to them, are very appropriate. Their skeleton-like forms, often

dusky colours, and slow, stealthy motions, have given origin to another similitude—they have

been likened to ghosts or spectres, an idea upon which the names of the typical genus and of the

family are founded.

The Phasmidse ai-e at once distinguishable from the Mantidse, to which, however, they are

nearly allied, by the construction of the fore legs, which are ordinary walking limbs, not adapted

for seizing anything. In fact, all the legs are similar, although not of equal length ; the femora

and tibise ai-e often dilated into foliaceous lobes ; the tarsi are all five-jointed, with large arolia

between the claws. The head is freely attached to the thorax, and bears a pair of thread-Uke
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anteniiie of variable length ; the eyes are heiiusphoiieal, and the ocelli are either three in number

or iiltogethrr wanting. The labruni is deeply notched ; the mr.i.dibles are short and powerful

;

the maxillse and labium are formed much as in the Mantidae, but the outer lobes of the labium

are very much lai'ger than the inner ones. A striking contrast to the Mantidai is found in the

prothorax, which is very short ; the mesothorax, on the contrary, is elongated, and is indeed the

longest of the three thoracic segments.

Both tegmina and wings are often

absent, either in the females or in both

sexes ; when developed, the former are

short, and only cover a poi-tion of the

true wings, which present a remarkable

structure. The front or outer portion

of each wing, from the base to the apex,

is of a leathery texture, resembling that

of the tegmina ; the membranous hinder

jiortion of the wing shows the usual

fan-like arrangement of primary veins,

and the whole of this part, when shut

up, is concealed beneath the leathery

anterior area, which thus acts the part

of a supplementary wmg-cover. The

abdomen shows nine segments on the

back, but in the females only seven,

and in the males eight rings are recog-

nisable below, and this is due to the

circum.stance that in the former the last

ventral plate but two, and in tl'.e latter

the last but one, is usually produced so

as to conceal the actual apex, which is

furnished with a pair of unjointed cerci,

sometimes knobbed or leaf-like in their

form.

The eggs of the Phasniidfe are few

in number, and are deposited singly,

the females carrying them about in

the shovel-like process of the seventh

abdomuial half-ring for some time before

quitting them. The eggs are of large

size and covered with a homy shell, at

one end of which there is a distinct bacillus rossii.

operculum. The sides are variously or-

namented with wavy lines, and the general surface is more or less punctured. In the West Indies

the hatching of the eggs has been observed to take place in from seventy to one hundred days after

their deposition.

The number of species of this family is not very large ; by far the greater part of them are

inhabitants of the warmer regions of the earth, and they seem to increase in magnitude especially

the nearer their home lies to the equator. The species are much more numerous in the eastern

than in the western hemisphere, and in both a few species pass into temperate regions. Two occur

in the south of Europe, the best-known being Rossi's Stick-insect (Bacilhis ivssii), a brown wingless

form from two inches to two inches and a half in length, found in Italy and the south of France-

Some of the tropical species are the largest of insects, a winged Australian species {Acrophylla titan)

attaining a length of ten inches, whilst an apterous Brazilian species {^Bacteria mtrita) is of equally

gigantic dimensions. The general coloration of the species exhibits various shades of brown and
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green, but the wings and tegmina are often variegated, and the former sometimes very beautifully

coloured.

The Phasmidse reside chiefly upon trees and bushes, the leaves of which seem to constitute their

sole food. They are nocturnal in theii- habits, resting duiing the day among the twigs and branches,

where their stiff and somewhat uiigainly forms may easily lead to their being mistaken for dried

portions of the plant. When resting, the fore legs are stretched forward at the sides of the head,

for the reception of which the femora are generally bowed out near the base ; the other limbs

are brought close to the sides of the body, and the whole insect acquires a most unobtrusive appear-

ance. When danger threatens also these insects will stiffen themselves, and counterfeit death.

They are said to have very voracious appetites, and sometimes to do mischief to cultivated trees and

plants.

Curiously enough, while the majority of the Phasmidae simulate portions of the woody structure

of the plants they frequent, a few species belonging to the East Indian region present a striking

resemblance to leaves, so much so, indeed, that they were formerly supposed to be a sort of compound

animal and vegetable organism, and even now cases are sometimes made up by the natives of the

countries inhabited by these curious creatures, in which Walking sticks of different sizes

are joined together to represent the branches of a tree, while the foliage is composed of a few

Walking-leaves stuck on here and there. These Walking- leaves form the genus PhyUium, and

they constitute one of the most singular of insect types. The head and exposed segments of the

thorax form a sort of stalk, behind which the abdomen is greatly dilated in the form of a thin

flat plate, nearly covered in the female by a pair of tegmina veined in such a manner that when

the two are placed close together they represent a leaf with its mid-rib, and, distinct veins rumiing

from the mid-rib to the margins, whilst the space between the veins is reticulated so as closely to

resemble the parenchymatous portions of the leaf. The male is amply provided with wings, only

partially covered by the short tegmina, and has longer anteunsB than the female, in which the latter

organs are very short and the wings altogether wanting. The femora are also dilated like little

leaves, and the same character is presented by the front tibia?. These insects are of a green colour

when alive, which often changes to a yellowish-lirown tint after death ; hence the best-known species

has been described as Ph'illiiim siccifiiHiim.

FAMILY A-I.—BLATTID-E, OR COCKROACHES.

' This family includes the numerous .species of Cockroaches, or Kakerlaks, one of which, under

the name of the Blackbeetle, is but too well known to most housekeepers. They present a very

considerable uniformity of general characters, the body being commonly rather flattened and of an

oval form, and the head entirely, or almost entirely, concealed beneath the anterior margin of the

broad and shield-like prothorax, and so placed that its crown, which rar^y bears any ocelli, is

directed forward. The eyes are lai-ge, and more or less kidney-shaped ; the antenna? long, tapering,

bristle-like, and composed of many joints ; the outer loljes of the labium are considerably larger than

the inner ones ; the coxse are approximated, the tibiae spinous, and the tarsi always five-jointed. The

tegmina and wings are generally developed, although sometimes abbreviated, especially in the females.

When they attain their full development the tegmina overlie one another at their inner margins,

and exhibit a strong vein near the outer margins, from which branches are given off on both sides.

The wings show the iisual fan-like arrangement of veins. The abdomen presents nine or ten

dorsal and from six to eight ventral rings, and at the extremity a pair of jointed cerci.

The Blattidfe are represented in all parts of the world, but most abundantly within the tropics,

and especially in America, where also the largest and finest species are to be found. They are active

animals, running with considerable rapidity, but their activity is chiefly n^"eturnal, and during the

day they generally remain quietly concealed in some obscure retreat. The introduction of a light into

their haunts stops their operations, and generally causes them to run away in confusion to their

holes, hence the name of " LucifugiB " has sometimes been given to them. This applies more

particularly to the species which frequent houses, itc. Some of the smaller species, which live in

the open air, do not show the same dread of light, although even these are generally active only at

night. Their diet consists of both animal and vegetaljle sul'stances, but the former seem to be
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preferred, and the gizzard, although rather small, is thick-walled and well developed. The eggs are

deposited by the females in very peculiar hard, horny capsules of an oblong form, rounded at the

sides and ends, slightly grooved transversely at the interstices between the contained eggs, and slit

along one side, the margins of the slit being finely toothed, with the teeth of one side

accurately fitting in between those of the other. The eggs, each of which has its own thin

but tough envelope, are placed in a double row within this capsule, arranged side by side in

such a way that one extremity of each egg is directed towards the above-mentioned slit.

In this manner the escape of the young insect is facilitated, as it has only to push straight forward,

and so out of the slit, after softening a sort of cement, with which the closure of the latter is com-

pleted. The number of eggs enclosed in these capsules varies considerably in the diffei-ent

species ; the common Coekroach of our kitchens

jilaces sixteen eggs in each capsule, but those of

other species contain thirty or even forty eggs.

It will bo easily understood that such a capsule

as this is very much out of proportion to the

size of the parent insect, and the females appear

to have some difficulty in getting rid of their

burthen. They have been observed to run about

for a long time, sometimes even for several

weeks, with one end of the capsule projecting

from the extremity of the abdomen. The

newly-hatched young are of a pale colour, but

speedily become darker. They are .said to

change their skin about six times.

The best-known species is the Common Cock-

roach, or " Blackbeetle " (Periplanela orienfalis),

which is not a native of Europe, but is supposed

to have been introduced there by commerce from

th(.^ East. Whatever its origin, however, it has

now made a home for itself wherever man dwells.

The males have perfect wings and wing-cases, which, however, are shorter than the abdomen ; in

the females the tegmina are a pair of small, ovate organs placed behind the prothorax, and the wings

Ai-e quite rudimentary. Another species, which has attained a distribution almost as wide, though

not so general, is the American Cockroach (Periplaneta americana), a native of the warmer parts

of America, whence it has been carried in ships to the ports of nearly all parts of the world. It

is a larger and I'edder species than the common Cockroach, and the tegmina and wings are fully

developed, the former passing beyond the extremity of the abdomen. This insect is common on

board ship, and may be almost constantly met with in the docks, especially when tropical produce is

being landed. It is likely that other species have been similarly transported to new localities, and,

indeed, this is known to be the case with a pale species {Panchlora maderm), originally described as a

native of Madeira, but now found in Brazil and the East and "West Indies, as well as in European

ports.

Besides these imdoubtedly introduced exotic forms, we have in Europe a few species which

appear to be indigenous, and which, both in Britain and on the Continent, live in the open air, in

woods, although they .sometimes come into houses, and in some localities do considerable mischief.

The best known of these may be called the German Cockroach {Blatta germanica), an insect about

half an inch long, of a pale yellowish colou)-, with two blackish longitudinal bands on the pronotum.

The wings and tegmina are well developed. This species is common in many pai-ts of Europe, and in

some places it has proved very troublesome in houses, and especially in breweries and distilleries.

The insects are supposed by the Russians to have been introduced into their country from Germaiiy,

and thence called " Preussen." In Austria they are thought to have come from Russia, and

accordingly denominated "Russen." They have also made their way into other countries. Another

ppeeies of smaller siz?, which is common in woods on the continent of Europe, and is found in

COCKROACHES—MALE (a), FEMALE (b), AXD VOVNG (c).
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England on whitethorn bushes, makes its way into tlie dwellings of the Laplanders, and, when it occurs

in great numbers, inflicts serious damage upon their stores of provisions. Hence it was described b}-

LinnKus as Jilatla lapponica. Several other small allied species are met with in Great Britain,

but it is to tropical America that we must go in search of the larger and finer forms. The largest of

all, the Gigantic Cockroach {Blahera gigantea), which measures about three inches in length,

is an inhabitant of South America and the "West Indies, where it is known as the " Drummer,"

from its possessing the very inconvenient faculty of producing a noise resembling a sharp knocking

with the knuckles agamst wainscot. This and other large species are said sometimes to devour the

extremities of the dead, and even to attack people when asleep. Blatta gigantea, however, is a

handsome insect, being of a pale yellow colour, like bone, with the head, a nearly square spot on the

pronotum, and a sort of dash near the base of the tegmina black or brown. The species of Fhoraspis,

which are also American, are more convex than the ordinary run of Blattidae, and present no

inconsiderable resemblance to some Beetles of the family Cassididse. One of the best-known species

is the Phoraspis jjicta, a black insect rather over half an inch long, with the front margin of the

pronotum pale yellow, and a red band upon each of the tegmina. These insects are described as

frequenting flowers.

TRIBE EITPLEXOPTERA, OR EARWIGS.

This group, which includes the insects commonly known as Earwig.s, is one that has always been

a trouble to systematic entomologists. Placed with the Beetles by Linnsus, the Earwigs were

speedily removed to a more natural position, side by side with the forms that we have grouped

together as Orthoptera Genuina, whilst Leach and Kirby separated them as a distinct order, to which

Westwood applied the very appropriate name of Euplexoptera. There can be no question, however,

about their belonging to the order Orthoptera as here adopted, nor as to their being most nearly

allied to the true Orthoptera, but the opinions of entomologists are divided upon the question of

treating the group as a tribe of the latter, or as a distinct group of equal value. After much

hesitation we have preferred adopting the former course. They must lie regarded as forming a sort u.'

side group, allied to the Pliasmidai and Blattidse.

The distinctive character of the group is found in the structure of the wings, both pairs of

which are developed in all but a few species. The anterior pair (tegmina) are of a hoiuiy or leathery

consistence, but always very much shorter than the abdomen, laid horizontally upon the back, and meet-

ing in the middle line by a straight suture. The hind wings, on the contrary, are of large size, and

composed of a very delicate membrane, with the exception of the basal portion of the anterior margin,

which is leathery or parchment-like, terminating at some distance from the base in a piece of somewhat

firmer texture. From this point starts a series of fine veins, w^hich radiate in all directions to the

nearly semicircular margin of the wing, from which ajiother set of veins .starts, running in the .spaces

between the former towards the same centre, but without reaching it. All round the hinder part of

the wing, from its base to its apex, runs another vein nearly pai-allel to the semicircular margin, and

intersecting the whole of the radiating veins, and within this the latter all show a slightly thickened

portion. When folded in repose, the wings, nothwithstanding their ample size, are completely

packed away beneath the short tegmina, and the mode in which this is managed is as follows :
—

•

the wing folds up like a fan in the ^direction of the radiating veins, and it is further bent up fi-om

the end of the anterior basal leathery piece, and again folded down through the portion where the

radiating veins are thickened, and when these processes are completed the wing can be comfortably

concealed beneath the somewhat scanty covering furnished by the tegmina, the c^ly part left

out being the stout tip of the leathery basal piece, which nearly always projects more or less, and, to

some extent, supplements the tegmina. The wings are deficient in a few species, and some of these

are also destitute of the tegmina, but in these cases the insects present other characters which

sufficiently indicate the group to which they belong. The tribe contains only a single family.

FAMILY VII.—FOEFICULID.E.

The insects of this family present a great uniformity of structure, so that any common species

may serve as a type of the whole. They have a freely projecting head, united to the prothorax

by a short neck ; the ej-es are small and round, and there are no ocelli ; the lobes of the labium are
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united in pairs, so that tliere are only two of them ; and the antenn;e are thvead-like, and coui-

j)ose(l of from twelve to forty joints. The characters of the wings liave been already described.

The tarsi are of three joints. The abdomen is considerably elongated, usually a little inclined behind,

and composed of nine segments, of which, however, the seventh and eighth in the females are

reduced in size, and concealed by the sixth ; at the extremity, in place of the cerci present in most of

the j)r(:'ceding families, there are two large, curved horny pieces forming a pair of forceps, which

often attain formidable dimensions, especially in the males.

The exposed abdominal segments are horny on both surfaces, as in the Brachelytrous Beetles, to

which these insects ha\ e

a certain analogical le

semblance. In both

groufjs the elongated

iibtlomen [)ossesses con-

.siderable mobility, and

is often used to help

in packing the wuigs

away beneath the wing

cases.

Tlie Earwigs aie,

for the most part, cie

puscular or nocturnal

insects, concealing them

-selves during the day

in crevices, under the

bark of old trees, or

in the ground, undei

stones. Their food con

sists almost entii-ely of

vegetable matters, and

they are particularly

fond of the petals and

other parts of flower*.,

;ind of the juices of iipe

fruit. In consequence

of these predilections

they are by no means
regarded witli favour

by gardeners, whose

choicest productions roMMON EAinvif^s.

they often damage and

destroy ; in fact, without adopting some means of keeping down the number of these little enemies of

his the labours of the gardener would often meet with very imperfect success. The lucifugous habits

of the insects, whicli prompt them to hide themselves as soon as they are exposed to the light,

suggest what is perhaps the most .successful mode of dealing with them, namely, the placing in

the immediate vicinity of the scene of their nocturnal depredations of convenient shelters, such as

lobster's claws, reversed flower pots, or portions of reeds, into which the Earwigs creep to avoid the

light, and from which they are easily dislodged and then destroyed. This same habit of creeping into

holes has no doubt given origin to the name of Earwig, and the corresponding names applied to the

insects in many languages. It is quite likely that they may often have sheltered themselves in the

ears of psrsons sleeping in the open air, and such occurrences would easily suggest the idea that they

went there for some felonious purpose. The old-fashioned belief that they could in this way penetrate

to the brain has, of course, no foundation.

The female Earwig deposits her eggs undei- a stone in some cavity in the ground, often dug out
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by lier own liibour. She afterwards watches over tliem with great solicitude, collecting them together

if accidentally scattered, and moving them from place to place so as to keep theu\ in favourable

conditions as to moisture, &c., although there does not seem to be any foundation for the belief that

she actually incubates them after the fashion of a bird. Even after the young are hatched the

mother does not desert them, and the little creatures are described as taking refuge under the body of

their mother, like chickens under a hen.

The species of Earwigs, which are generally of a yellowish, or lighter or darker brown colour,

are tolerably numerous, and widely distributed over the surface of the earth. The tropical regions can

hardly claim the same predominance over more temperate climates as regards either the number or

the size of the species that we have seen in other families. The lai-gest European species {Forjioesila

gignntea), which is an inhabitant of som« parts of England, measures about an inch in length of body,

and these dimensions are not greatly surpassed by the exotic species, although some of the latter

display much longer forceps than this insect can boast. The Common Earwig [Forficula auricularia)

is found not only in Britain but all over Europe, and apparently throughout most of the Eastern

Hemisphere, whether native or as an introduced species it is impossible to say. Another British

species, the Little Earwig {Labia minor), is also of very wide distribution on the European continent,

and is said to occur in North America. This insect frequents manure-heaps and hot-beds. It often

flies in the afternoon in hot weather, like the little Brachelytrous Beetles with which it is found

associated. The apterous species forming the genus Chelidura, in which the wings are altogether

wanting and the tegmina also are rudimentary, are chiefly inhabitants of the mountainous parts of

southern Europe.

SUB-ORDER II.—PSEUDONEUROPTERA.
In this second sub-order we group together a series of in-sects which pi-esent greater divergence

of character than those referred to the Orthoptera Genutna—they are, in fact, the forms which

used to be placed among the Neuroptera, but which have been separated from that group ir.

consequence of the imperfect nature of their metamorphosis. As in the Neuroptera, however, the

wings, when present, are of a membranous texture, and generally traversed by reticulated veins,

and hence the name Pseudoneuroptera, though not a good one, is to some extent appropriate. In

the structure of the mouth, in the very general presence of jointed styles or filaments at the extremity

of the abdomen, as in the character of the metamorphosis, these insects certainly approach the true

Orthoptera, and their first group is in many respects nearly allied to the Cockroaches.

TRIBE SOCIALIA.

This fir.st tribe of the Pseudoneuroptera, as already stated in the table (p. 121), Ls distinguished by

having four equal membranous wings, in which, however, the costal and subcostal veins running along

the anterior margin are horny, and the space between them usually thickened and opaque, while the

hinder, membranous part of the wing is traversed by finer veins, branching from the longitudinal veins

that spring from the base of the wing, but rarely shows any cross-veins. These insects are further

remarkable from their living in societies, composed of individuals of very different forms, all of

which seem to take part in the business of the community, a condition of things which has given

origin to the name of White Ants commonly applied to them. They form only a single family.

FAMILY VIII.-TERMITID.E, OR WHITE ANTS.

In this remarkable family of insects, the head projects freely in front of the piothora.x, and

bears a pair of beaded antennse of from thirteen to twenty joints, two rounded eyes, and two ocelli.

The three segments of the thorax are nearly equal in size, and very similar in form ; the legs are

simple, and terminate in four-jointed tarsi ; and the abdomen, which has only a pair of very minute,

two-jointed apical styles, is composed of nine distinct segments. The general characters of the wings,

which are usually much longer than the body, have already been indicated ; these organs are deciduous,

falling off, or being pulled off by the insects themselves, after the performance of the so-called

nuptial flight. The alliance to the Blattidse is recognisable in various parts of the insects, but

especially in the structure of the mouth, m which the labium very distinctly shows the Orthopterous

character, and the galea, or outer lobe of the maxilliie, is a particularly large and important piece.
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The cliarac-tei- dosciibed of tlie family apjilies only to the mature males and females, but the societies

of White Auts include other individuals which ilisplay at least two different sets of characters, but

always present those which would seem to point to their being in an imperfect state of develojiment,

such as the absence of wings and ocelli. Of these two principal forms some have a large squaiish

head, with long projecting mandibles, and the pvothorax larger than the other thoracic segments.

These are called Soldiers. The others, called Workers, have a small rounded head with concealed

mandibles, and, in fact, either are or resemble true larvae. In both these forms the eyes are wanting.

It would appear, however, that in the case of many species, at any rate, the constitution of the

colony is more complex,

as will be seen further

on.

The Termitida> are

almost all inhabitants

of the tropics, only

a few comparati^'ely

small species being

found in temperate

climates. These species

occur in southern

Europe, one of which

(
Termes lucifugus) is

abundant in some

parts of France, and

apparently indigenous
;

another {T. JlavicoUis)

is a North African

species which has been

introduced iiito the

south of France and

Portugal ; and the

third {T. Jiavipes)

appears to have been

introduced from South

America. In warm
countries they form

immense communities,'

and, as their appetites

appear to be both in-

discriminate and in-

satiable, they do an

enormous amount of i.woikma

mischief in the in-

habited localities infested by them. It would seem to be impossible to guard against tkeir attacks,

as they make their way underground, or ui covered passages, until they reach the spot where their

instinct tells them that they will find suitable food, when they make their way up into it, without

any necessity of exposing themselves. In this way they will attack woodwork of all kind.s, including

articles of furniture, the substance of which they destroy, leaving untouched a thin outer shell,

so that all the strength may be gone out of a wooden construction, while the appearance of solidity

still remains. Even ships have occasionally been destroyed or rendered quite unserviceable by the

ravages of these insects.

Their nests are made sometimes in the trunks or among the branches of trees, sometimes upon

or in the gi-ound. Terraea lucifngus, already mentioned, is one of the species which take up their

abode in galleries dug in woody material. They infest the trunks of pines and oaks, and will also

DIFFERENT FORMS OF WHITE ANTS [Termes Iwct/ugtis).

2. Soldier; 3, Larva: 4, ' Supplementary Femak- " ; 5. Nymph; 6, Male .
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attack large posts and piles, in wliieli way they have been exceedingly mischievous in some i)arts

of France, especially in La Rochelle, where they attack the piles upon which a great part of the

town is built. Many exotic species have similar habits, but they generally seem to atfect certain

species of trees. The nests made among the branches of trees, as also those attached to fences,

and some gi-ound nests, sometimes as big as a hogshead cask, are described by Mr. Hubbard, who

oliserved them in Jamaica, as composed of a brown substance resembling papier mCiche, probably

composed of wood masticated by the insects, and mixed with a viscid saliva. Other gromid-living

species, such as the celebrated Termes hellicosm of South Africa, whose habits were described many years

ago by Smeathman, build nests of clay, often of considerable size ; thus the dwellings of the South

African species just mentioned often attain a height of ten or twelve feet, and are of a conical form,

with similarly conical turrets sun-ounding the main central edifice. These nests soon become

covered with vegetation, and their strength is so great that men and large quadrupeds can stand upon

them to obtain an elevated look-out point.

We cannot dwell further upon the structure of these remarkable dwelling.s, all parts of which

are occupied by innumerable galleries and chambers, which usually have a single entrance, from

which buiTOWs and galleries are carried in all directions by the inmates. The habits and peculiarities

of the latter must now engage our attention.

At a certain season, which differs for the different species, the winged males and females, which

have undei-gone their last change a few weeks before, quit the nest and swarm into the air. After a

short flight they descend again to the ground and lose their wings. The males sometimes commence

the courtship of their partners during the flight, but more frequently not until after Ijoth have come

down to the ground again, when the male closely follows the female as she walks about, often

even seizing the extremity of her abdomen with his mandibles. Ic would appear, however, that

these manoeuvres are strictly of the nature of courtship, in which the male simply seeks to recommend

himself to the notice of his intended consort. Unfortunately these sentimental proceedings are only

too frequently cut short by the host of enemies—ants, birds, lizards, snakes, toads, and other animals

—

which flock greedily to the .spot. It would seem, from the .state of the internal reproductive organs

at this time, especially in the males, that there is little likelihood of an impregnation of the female

in the air during her short flight, such as takes place in the social Hymenoptera ; and, in fact,

it seems probable that nothing of the kind occurs until after the bride and her bridegroom have

taken up their abode in some hospitable nest, and been adopted as the " king " and " queen " of

the community. Their marriage, in fact, is for the remaijider of t'leir lives, which last for about a

year fi-om this time, and during this period the queen inhabits a large chamber usually placed
.

in the centre of the

o '^ ^.s^ nest, where .she

^ "^ *
dwells with her se-

ll cted partner. Occa-

sionally, according to

I )r. Fritz Midler, one

male may be found

ni attendance upon

two females. After

lEMALE TEKMES, FROM THE AFRICAN COA.ST. impregnation the

ovaries of the queen

become exceedingly active, and eggs are developed in them in enormous numbers, so that the

abdomen becomes immensely distended, and the chitinous dorsal and ventral plates are widely

separated, forming mere patches upon an expanse of soft skin. In this condition the queen is,

of course, quite helpless, and her sole business in life is to consume the food furnished to lier and

to produce eggs, of which she is said sometimes to lay as many as 80,000 in a day. These last are

removed by the workers as fast as they are produced, and usually conveyed to the lower part

of the nest. The food of the young larvre, according to Mr. Hubbard, consists of a prepared ai-ticle

stored up in the nest " in the form of very hard and tough iiounded masses, evidently composed of

comminuted wood." These are scattered through the nests, often in considerable quantities, and

t#i^"
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tlio larvre attack tlieni from beneatli. The young larva^ according to Mr. Bates, M. Lcspes, Dr.

Fritz Mtiller, and otliers, are all exactly alike, but before they have attained half the length of the

full grown workers, the appearance of the first rudiments of wings serves to distinguish the larvse

fr<jm which sexual individuals will originate from those of the soldiers and workers. It is only

a little while before the last change of skin that the larv;e of the soldiers and workers can be

distinguished. The soldiers are far less numerous than the workers, and their duty would seem to be

the i)rotection of the nest, as they make their appearance immediately when it is injured in any way.

M. Lespes, in investigating the history of the French Terines luciftigus, was the first to notice the

presence in the nests of this species of two forms of so-called " nymphs " (a name here equivalent to

pupre), showing traces of wings in two different conditions. Some of these had long, broad wing-cases

covering the anterior part of the abdomen (Fig. 5, p. 137) ; these give origin to winged male and female

insects which swarm from the nests in May or early in June. The " nymphs of the second form " are

le.ss numerous, stouter, and heavier than the preceding (Fig. 4, p. 137), and have short rudiments

of wings placed on the sides of the thorax. These were found to continue in the nest after the emergence

of the winged insects produced from the first form, but their ultimate fate was only guessed at by M.

Lespes. According to Dr. Fritz Miiller, from whose valuable paper on the Termites we have here

largely boixowed, these so-called nymphs, of which he recognizes two forms, are really perfect sexual

insects, which he names " supplementary " males and females, regarding them as taking the place of

the ti-ue "king" and "queen" in the event of such individuals failing to reach the nest. The

following table given by Dr. Fritz Miiller will make this complex business more intelligible.

1. Youngest Larva;.

2. Larvie of the asexual forms. 3. Larvae of the sexual forms.

8. Nymphs of the
first form (Fig. 5),

10. Winged animals.

11; King and Queen.

In proof of the reproductive function of the supplementary females at any rate, Dr. Fritz

Miiller records his having found in the central mass of a White Ant's nest, instead of a royal

chamber containing a queen and her consort, a series of irregular passages, in which he discovered

thirty-one supplementary females crowded together here and there in groups of five or six, and

accompanied by a single male, with large black eyes and the stumps of wings that had been

fully developed. Abundance of eggs were found in the neighbourhood of this chamber. Dr.

Miiller witnessed the production of eggs by the supplementary females, and there was no queen

in the nest, and hence, as our author says, instead of a royal palace in which a king was living in

decent matrimony with a worthy consort, he had come upon a harem in which a Sultan was

disporting himself in the midst of numerous concubines. Considering the immense number of cringed

individiials which are given off to almost certain destruction by every large community of Termites,

and the existence of these wingless reproductive forms. Dr. Fritz Miiller inquires what may be the

purpose of. such an apparent waste of the energies of the community, and finds it in the doctrine

insisted upon with so much cogency by Mr. Darwin, of the advantage of cross- fertilisation to both

plants and animals. The flight into the world 'of the winged individuals will bring the males and

females emerging from different nests together, and thus facilitate inter-crossing, and_ he finds a

confirmation of this view in the fact, already observed by Lespes, that the " nymphs of the second

form " usually die ofT some little time after the swarming of the winged individuals, and the probable

entrance into the nest of a new royal pair.

TRIBE CORRODENTIA.
The name of Corrodentia was given by Burmeister to a group in which he included the

insects next to be described, together with the White Ants, but later entomologists have separated the

latter and retained the name for the former types. These insects have membranous wings with few

70
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and simple -s-eins, of which the hinder pair are not folded in repose ; the front of the labium

shows only two lobes ; and the tarsi have two or three joints. The tribe includes two families.

FAMILY IX.—EMBIIDiE.

This family consists of a small number of almost exclusively exotic species, which were origbially

regarded as forming a somewhat aberrant portion of the preceding family. Their fore and hind

\\ings are narrow, and alike in form, .size, and venation, the veins being parallel, or rather gently

divergent, and simple, except that in some species there are cross veinlets at right angles between

some of the veins towards the co.stal margin. In general form these insects have some resem-

blance to the Termites, but still more to-the insects of the next family but one {Perlichv), to which

the}' would seem to be most nearly related. They have a large free head, with a pair of small eyes

and a pair of beaded antennse, but no ocelli ; the prothorax is rather small and narrowed in front,

and the other two segments larger and about equal in size ; the legs are stout ; and the abdomen is

rather slender, of eight or nine segn>ents, and terminated by a pair of two-jomted cerci. The maxUlary

palpi have five, and the labial, when present, three joints.

The species of this curious family are, as already stated, chiefly inhabitants of warm regions.

They are found in Africa up to the shores of the Mediterranean, in Persia and India, and in South

and Central America. None are yet recorded from Australia, but two species seem to occur in

Southern Europe, namely, Emhia solieri in the south of France, and a species, proliably identical with

the Egyptian £. savigni/i, in Greece. Of their habits very little is known with certainty. The

perfect insects of Emhia mauritanica have been described as living in company on tall herbage, upon

which they run with agility, but seem averse to make use of their wings. The larvse are found under

stones, where they reside in silken cases foimed by themselves. M. Lucas says that they are car-

nivorous, and* that the silken webs serve to capture insects upon which the larvaj feed; but great

doubt is thrown upon this statement by Mr. McLachlan, who has described a species {Oligotoma

michaeli) the larvje of which had apparently injured the roots of an Indian orchid in a hothouse near

London, and were actually found to gnaw the roots when confined with them in a box.

J'AMILY X.—PSOCID^..

This is a family of Small insects also with simply veined wings, but difiering from the precedmg

in having the hind wings considerably smaller than the anterior pair. In some forms the wings are

wanting. They have a rather large head, with the forehead inflated, and bearing a pair- of long

tapering antenna>, composed of from eight to about fifteen joints. The maxillary palpi are four-jointed,

the lal)ium bears no palpi, and the anterior wings show a large horny stigma on their costal margin.

The wings are fully developed in the great majority of the species, which also have three ocelli on

the crown of the head, and tarsi composed of two joints. They are found upon the trunks of trees,

old palings, walls, itc, in fact, in all those situations where lichens and mosses grow most luxuriantly,

and it is upon these and other low forms of vegetation that they probably feed, although they may
diversify their diet bj' consuming the still more minute animals

that are to be met with in such places. They are active in their

movements, and generally appear in the perfect state towards

the end of the summer or in the early autumn. The females

depo.sit their eggs in small groups upon the under surface of

leaves, and cover them with a web of fine threads, which they

are .said to spin from some part of the mouth. Tlie known

species, which are not very numerous, are chiefly from the

temi)erate parts of the Old World. Besides the -.ringed species
ciECiLius rraiSSTKATis.

^f P^cKus, and one or two allied genera, the family includes

some forms which are never known to acquire wings, and these

are only too well known to collectors of insects. They live in books and among old damp papers,

whence they are often known as Book Lice; they are also among the "mites" which do so much mischief

to collections of insects and dried plants. They difier from the preceding in the absence of wings and

ocelli, and in having the tarsi three-jointed. The best-known species is called Atropos pulsatorius,

the specific name referring to an old belief that this feeble little creature was the " Death-watch."
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TRIBE PLECOPTERA.

tribe arc specially distinguished from all tlie foregoing by the structure of the
The insects of t

winf's, which liave the wain longitudinal veins united by brandies on tl of the wings so as to

form elongated cells, some of which are usually divided by cioss-veins, and beyond which the apical

part of the wing is traversed by about double the number of liner veins. The hind wings in nearly

all are broader than the anterior pair, owing to the greater development of their hinder area
;
and in

consequence of this they are folded in repose so as closely to'^rap the abdomen. The name of the

tribe alludes to this character. They form a single family.

FAMILY XL—PEELID.?:.

Besides the wing-characters above described, the Peilidse show a rather elongated body, with a

lieadof large or moderate size, bearing a pau of o\al e\es usua^^ thiee ocelh of which ho\\evei the

foremost is often very small or even quite ludimentin ml i i m t Ijii t i in \\m\
i

iii'^td

antenniB. Of the parts of the mouth, the

mandibles are generally weak and mem
branous, but sometimes horny and toothi 1

the maxillre are rather small, but sli< \

distinctly the two lobes, and bear ti\

jointed palpi ; and the labium is cleft lu

front and furnished with palpi of thiec

joints. Although the wings are well

developed, the three segments of the thoiav

are nearly of equal size ; the legs aie

}30werful, and terminated by three-jointed

tarsi, of which the last joint is elongated

and bears a large arolium between tin

claws. The abdomen is composed of tt ii

segments, and has at its extremity a pxu

of jointed filaments, which are generally

of considerable length, but sometimes

short or quite rudimentary. In the males

the wings are often less developed than in

the females, a most unusual sexual differ

ence, which applies sometimes to both

jiairs, sometimes only to the anterior.

The species of this family, which are

all of small or moderate size, are not very numerous, and chiefly inhabitants of the temperate regions

of both hemispheres. Their larvse, which closely resemble the perfect insects in general form,

except that the prothorax is comparatively smaller, live in ranning water, and in the larger species

are provided with branchial tufts on the under side of the thorax. They creep about upon and

under stones, and on the stems of aquatic plants, and are carnivorous in their habits, preying upon

smaller aquatic animals, and especially upon the larvje of the Day Flies belonging to the next family.

They also swim pretty freely, partly by means of their widened femora, and partly by undulating

movements of the abdomen. The insects are believed to pass several years in their preparatory

states, in the last (or pupal) stage of which they acquire the rudiments of wings packed away in cases

on tlie sides of the thorax. When mature they creep up the stem of some plant until they get above

the surface of the water, when they rest for a time, until the skin covering the head and thorax splits

in the middle line, and the perfect insect creeps forth in a soft state, and with its wings still unexpanded.

Even after the full development of the wings, the flight of the imago is slow and of short duration,

and the males in many cases cannot fly at all. The perfect insects are generally found resting quietly

on plants and other objects on the banks of the streams in which they have passed their earlier stages-

The female extrudes her eggs so as to form a little mass adhering to the end of her abdomen, and this is

afterwards dropped into the water during one of the short and sluggish flights performed by the parent.

PEELS. MARGINATA AND ITS PUPA.
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The family is pretty well represented in Britain, where several species are well known to anglers,

and supposed to be imitated in those curious productions known as "artificial flies." Thus a ivithei-

large brown species, about three-quarters of an inch long (Perla bicaudata), is known as the Stone Fly,

and appears in April; a much smaller green species (Chloroperla viridis), found in May, rejoices ii>

the name of the Yellow Sally, and is also known as the Willow Fly, the latter name being also given,

according to Ronald, to a species of Nemura, probably iV^. variegata, in which the caudal bristles an-

rudimentary. The most remarkable circumstance connected with this family is the persistence of

branchial tufts in the perfect insects of a small genus, described by the late Mr. Newman under the

name of Pteronarcya, species of which have occurred in Canada and Siberia. Tlie genus is.

distinguished by having all the wing-cells divided up by fine cross-veins ; and braiichial tufts to

the number of eight pairs are appended to the stigmata of the thoracic segments, and of the lii-st two

segments of the abdomen.

TRIBE SUBULICORNIA.
The insects which we include under this tribe certainly present many points of divergence, anJ

it is chiefly as a matter of convenience that we have retained the group as established by Latreille

and adopted by Burmeister. The character referred to in its name is the form of the antennse, which

are short, awl-shaped, and composed of few joints. The wings are membranous, and generally much
reticulated ; the eyes are large, especially in the males ; and the pi-eparatory states, as in the Perlida;,

are passed in the water. The diflerences presented by these insects are very great, and enable us to

distinguish two very well-marked families—the Ephemeridje, or Day Flies, with very weak or even

rudimentary mouths, and the hind wings much smaller than the anterior pair, and the Libellulidfe, or

Dragon Flies, with powerful mouths, and wings approximately of equal size.

FAMILY XII.—EPHEMERID.E, OR DAY FLIES.

The Ephemeridse are delicate, elongated, soft-bodied insects, with a moderate or small head, the

surface of which, especially in the males, is chiefly occupied by the large compound eyes, between

which are placed two or three ocelli. The antennse, which spring from the forehead below the ocelli,

are short and awl-shaped, consisting of two stoutish joints and a minutely-jointed bristle. The parts

of the mouth are exceedingly feeble, and, in fact, often membranous in texture, the insect apparently

taking no food in the perfect state. The segments of the thorax are very unequal in size, the

mesothorax, as might be expected from the gi-eat development of the fore wings, being by far the

largest ; the fore wings are somewhat triangular, and the hinder ones rounded, but sometimes altogether

wanting, and the principal veins in both pairs are more or less radiating, although branched, and

united by numerous cross-veins, so that the wuigs are generally minutely reticulated. The legs are

generally slender, and are terminated by tarsi composed of four or five joints ; the anterior tibia; and

tarsi are excessively elongated in the males. In the long slender abdomen eleven segments may be

recognised, the last of which blears two or three very

long, bristle-like jointed filaments, and the last but

one in the males is furnished with peculiar sexual

appendages.

These insects, which seem to belong more especially

to the temperate climates of the world, are remarkable

for the great delicacy of their structm-e, and for the

extreme shoi-tness of their lives in the perfect state,

EPHEMERA viLGATA.
wliicli sceuis in general scarcely to exceed a day.

Hence the name of Ephemercr, commonly applied to

them. Their emergence, which generally takes place in the evening, is followed by a brief dancing

existence on the part of the males, chiefly in the neighbourhood of the waters in which their

preparatory stages have been passed, and as the insects are always produced in numbers, and the

whole of the members of any given species within a district will make theii- appearance in the course

of a few days, the swarms of Ephemerae in particular localities are often enormous. On the banks

of the canals and slow I'unning riveis of the Netherlands and elsewhere in Eui-ope the air for

afesv evenings is completely filled with these elegant creatures, and their number is so enormous
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diat in some places tliey are collected and used as manure. As theii- mouths are rudimentary they

can take no food in the perfect state, and their sole business is the perpetuation of their kind.

For this purpose the eggs are dropped into the water, being set free, in some instances at any rate,

by the disruption of the abdomen of the mother.

The development of the larvie always takes place in the water, and they frequent both streams

and still water. The larvte are not very like the perfect insects, and have a depressed body, long,

bristle-shaped antennre, long plumose caudal bristles, and a series of paired branchial leaflets appended

to the sides of the abdominal segments. They differ further from the imago v a

in the powerful development of their mouths, and in accordance with this they ^%
_

appear to be exceedingly predaceous in their habits. The larva; of the smaller '^ \W

.species usually live freely in the water, but those of many of the

larger ones burrow most ingeniously into the banks of the stream

or pond that they inhabit, making a sort of U-shaped double

gallery with two openiiigs to the water, which flows into them,

so that the inmate can go in and out without the inconvenience

of turning in his abode. If the insects of this family have but a

short existence in the perfect state, they make up for this by

considerable longevity in their earlier stages, which appear

usually to occupy two or three years, during which the changes

of skin ai-e very numerous. Sir John Lubbock fomid that a small

two-winged species (C'loeon dimidiatum) moulted twenty times

in the course of its aquatic existence, and that each moult was

associated with greater or less structural changes, until the final

condition in which the wings have attained considerable develop-

ment within their cases. The stage succeeding this is, however,

the most extraordinary in the life of the insect. The creature

that eniei'ges from the so-called '• nymph " is apparently an

imago, and is able to use its wings sufficiently to fly to some resting-place, but it is not yet quite

mature ; all its parts are covered by an exceedingly delicate pilose pellicle, which completely masks

the true colour of the perfect insect, and has still to be stripped off before the imago appears. This

" subimago," or " pseudimago," as it has been called, attaches itself to various objects on the shore,

such as the trunks of trees, paliugs, the stems and leaves of grasses and other plants, and e-\en the

clothes of passers-by ; then, after a longer or shorter interval, the outer pellicle is ruptured and the

insect comes forth, with brighter wings and much longer caudal bristles, and flies away, leaving the

delicate skin still clinging by its claws to the chosen resting-place.

Of British species of this group the best known are the May Flies {Ephemera vidgata), of which

the subimago is called the Green Drake and the imago the Grey Drake by anglers. These are large

species. The little two-winged Cloiion diplera and several species of Baetis in which, as in Cloeon,

there are only two caudal bristles, are also common.

FAMILY XIII.—LIBELLULID.E, OR DRAGON FLIES.

In this second family of the Subulicornia, the hind wings, as already stated, are approximately of

the same size as the anterior pair, a character which at once serves to distinguish them from the

Ephemeridse. The insects have a large bi-oad head very freely attached to the thorax, and large,

convex, prominent eyes, which often meet upon the crown of the head, and have the facets of the

upper part larger than those of the lower. Between the eyes are three ocelli, two of which always

wst upon the vertex, and the third sometimes upon a bulbous projection of the front of the head, above

which originate the short, awl-shaped antennae, consisting of six or seven joints, of which the first two

or three are stouter than the rest. The large labrum conceals the other organs of the mouth, which

consist of a pair of strong, horny, toothed mandibles, and a pair of maxillae, showing a single horny lobe,

and a palpus of one joint, unless the palp\is be really wanting, and the organ usually so called

represent the galea. The mouth is closed below by a broad labium, which is of peculiar construc-

tion, the outer lobes being amalgamated with the two-jointed palpi, and the inner lobes either
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LIEELLDLA DEPEESSA.

separated or united into a single piece. Tlie structure of the thorax is also peculiar. The prothorax

is small and ring-like, and the rneso- and meta-thorax are of large size, and placed almost horizontally

one above the other, so that the true back to which the wings are attached is quite behind, and the

breast, with the legs, thrown forward towards the head. The wings are closely reticulated, and the

legs of moderate length and strength, and terminated by three-jointed tarsi. The abdomen is elongated,

sometimes very long and slender, and is composed of eleven segments, of which the last but one bears

a pair of unjointed claw-like or leaf-like appendages.

These insects, which are for the most part of moderate or large size, constitute a very ~numerou.s

group, some fourteen hundred species having been described from all parts of the world. They are

numerous and abundant in temperate climates, but become still more so within the tropics, where also-

the finest species are met with. Nevertheless,

the warmer regions have not so much advan-
""^ tage over extra-tropical countries in the case of

this group as of some others ; some of the

.,„^ European and British species may vie in size

y and colouring with all liut a few of their exotic

relatives.

Their habits are everywhere much the

same. Like the Ephemeridse they are gener-

ally found in the vicinity of water, in which

element their preparatory stages are passed,

but quite unlike those abstemious creatures,

they are exceedingly voracious in their habits,

continually hawking about upon their long:

and powerful wings in pursuit of their prey, which consists entirely of weaker insects captured

in the air. Thanks to a particularly powerful arrangement of muscles and tendon-like pieces,

contained in the large thoracic segments which bear the wings, those organs are capable of almost

incessant action, and the Dragon Flies may be seen throughout a summer's day continually sweeping

about over the surface of some pond or stream, or poising themselves motionless in the air from time ta

tiro-3 by excessively rapid vibrations of the wings. They rest at night, and sometimes by day,

epf ecially in dull, cloudy weather, upon the twigs of trees and bushes, and the stalks and leaves of

gi-asses and other plants, and it is singular to observe how easily the in.sect when thus resting-

escapes observation, notwithstanding its considerable size and often striking coloration. Their

courtship is one of the most singular points in their history. The male seizes the female by the neck

with the claspers appended to the last abdominal segment but one, and thus united the pair may
often be seen in flight. After a time the female curves the end of 'her abdomen forward until it

conies in contact with the second abdominal segment of the male, which is singularly inflated and

cleft, and contains an organ by means of which the fertilising male elements ai'C introduced into the

proper position for fecundating the eggs ; and what renders this arrangement still more singular is,

that in the male the ducts leading from the organs secreting the fertilising fluid open near the end of

the abdomen in the ninth segment, so that he must, before going in search of his mate, purposely

charge the reservoir in the second segment of his abdomen. After the completion of the process, the

p.air usually separate, but in some instances the male continues to clasp the neck of the female, so as

to assist her in flying over the surface of the water in order to deposit her eggs suitably.

In their general form the Libellulidse present very considerable differences, and in accordance

with these we may distinguish tlu-ee principal groups. In a very great number the head is

.short and transverse, forming a sort of cylindrical piece, on the two ends of which the eyes are

.situated, separated by a wide crown on which the ocelli are placed ; the abdomen is cylindrical and

very slender ; and the wings, which are of equal size, are closed together over the back of the

abdomen in repose. These, forming the sub-family Agrionides, are the most elegant of all the species,

and it is no doubt in allusion to the graceful slenderness of their forms, and to the mode in which they

are as it were draped in gauze when their wings are closed, that French collectors hafe bestowed

upon the Dragon Flies in general the fanciful name of Demoiselles. Several species are exceedingly
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of the male is banded with azure

II insect about an inch and a quarter

'"'"^

-y

AGRIOX PUELLA

abundant in Britain. Agrion puella in wliich the abdomen
bhie, while that of tlie female is almost entirely brassy black, is ;

long that occurs almost everywhere; and the beautiful

Callepterijx vinjo, of which the male is steel-blue with a

large brown patch with steel-blue lustre on each wing, and

the female rather greenish with brownish wings, is to be

met with frequently about running waters. Some American

species have the abdomen of inordinate length, extending

far beyond the closed wings. These form the genera

Megaloprepes and Mecistorjaster, species of which attain the

length of four or five inches.

In a second group, that of the ^schnid^e, the abdomen

is still cylindrical, but stouter in proportion than in the

Agrionides. The head also is large and nearly hemispherical

in form, and the eyes are enormous, usually covering the

whole upper and lateral surfaces, and meeting on the crown

in the middle line. The wrings are always extended at the sides of the body. These are large and
strong insects, possessing a wonderful power of flight, and several species are common in Eurc^e and
Britain. The Gi-eat Dragon Fly {yEschm grandis) is one of these. It is nearly three inches long,

and is of a light rusty brown colour, with a few paler markings. Another is Gomphus
vidgatissimm, a black insect nearly two inches long, with yellow bands on the thorax and a line of

the same colour along the back of the abdomen. Some of the tropical species attain a considerably

larger size. *

Finally, in the true Libellulides we find the head, eyes, and wings showing the same general

characters as iir the last group, but the abdomen is either broad and more or less flattened or

comparatively slender, and then triangular m
section. In some forms the abdomen shows an
approach to the type of the ^schnides, but then

recourse may be had to a small character pre-

sented by the wings, which have a marked tri-

angular space a little way from the base, and
this is alike in both pairs of wings in the latter,

but different in the Libellulides. The best-known

English species of this group is the Libellula

depressa, vulgarly known as the Horse Stinger,

an insect nearly two inches long, with a rather

broad depressed abdomen, which is yellowish-

brown with yellow spots on the sides in the

female, and coated with a beautiful violet-blue

powder in the male. It may be seen almost

everywhere hawking about over rivers and ponds.

The larvK of these different forms, although

not very closely resembling their parents, never-

theless differ from each other in general form,

somewhat after the same fashion as the perfect
insects, but all agree in one character, namely, that of being among the most predaceous of the insect
inhabitants of the water. The apparatus by which they capture their prey is of the same general
nature in all, and consists of a peculiar modification of the labium, which has been called the "mask."
In repose the chin-piece is folded back towards the breast, and to its extremity the broad labium is

attached by a hinge-joint, and the anterior margin of this bears a pair of forceps-like organs, repre-
senting the outer lobes of the labium united with the palpi, and articulated so as to close towards the
middle of the labium. Sometimes these terminal pieces are so large as to cover a great part of the
face when the labium is retracted ; in all cases the labium with its appendages completely closes the

NYMPH OF LIBELLVLA, AND THE PERFECT INSECT EMERGING
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moutli 111 seizing a prey it is darted out towards the victim, which is firmly grasped by the apical

forceps, and then easily conveyed within reach of the other organs of the mouth.

Besides tlie difference of form, these larvje also present important differences in their respiratory

apparatus. In the Agrionides the larvse are always provided with external branchial organs appended

to the extremity of the abdomen, sometimes alone, sometimes in conjunction with an internal

breatliing apparatus similar to that prevailing in the other two groups, which consists of a peculiar

arrangement and ramification of trachefe in the walls of the rectum or terminal portion of the

intestine. The water is drawn into and expelled from this by the action of special muscles, and the

expulsion is so forcible that the creatures are slowly moved through the water by its recoil. The

insects are active and voracious throughout their preparatory stages, in the last of which they show

large wing-cases behind the thorax. When full grown they crawl up the stems of some aquatic

plant into the open air, and after resting there for a longer or shorter time, the skin splits along the

thoracic region, and the perfect insect by degrees struggles out of its investment. The wings, at first,

have not attained their full development, but this is soon reached, and the Dragon Fly starts off

to continue in the air the same scene of rapine that has characterised its subaqueous existence.

SUBORDER III.—PHYSOPODA.
The Physo]ioda are a curious gi-oup of insects, the true position of which has been always

doubtful. Some writers place them with the Orthoptera, others with the Rhynchota, and others again

in a sepai-ate order, side by side with one or other of those just mentioned. We have preferred here

to follow Burmeister and those entomologists who have adopted his view of the matter.

These insects have a narrow flattened body, and two pairs of narrow wings, whicu show

few or no veins, but have their margins fringed with longish haii-s, -Whence the name of

Thysanoptera (or " fringed wings ") was applied to the gi-oup by the late Mr. Haliday. In repose

these wings lie flat over one another upon the back of the abdomen, leaving the margins of the latter

exposed. Tlie head is of a somewhat cylindrical form, and bears a pair of large eyes, a pair of

antenniB consisting of • eight or

y^^^^y^ \,»£=v ^^'"^ joints, and three ocelli placed

between the eyes. The wings and

ocelli are deficient in some species.

The mouth is bent back towards

the breast, and pointed, so as to

remind one of the character of the

rostrum in the Homoptera, and

still more in the Notoiwcke, but

its structure is very diflPerent.

Thus the mouth is closed in front by a pointed labrum, behind which is a pair of bristle-like

mandibles more or less dilated at the base. Within these again are found two simple maxillae, bearing

palpi of two or thi-ee joints; and the whole apparatus is completed by a membranous labium,

pointed in front, and furnished with short two-jointed palpi. The legs are of moderate length, or

short, and have tarsi of two joints, the second of which bears no claws, but terminates in a bladder-

like disc, by means of which the insects adhere to the objects upon which they walk. Hence arises

the name of Physopoda, and the action of these little suckers causes the in.sects to produce a very

uncomfortable tickling sensation when they run upon the skin of people's faces.

The insects of this group are all small. The ordinary run of species are about one-twelfth of an
inch long, many less, and those of an eighth of an inch may be looked upon as large. From this

point of view the species of Idolothrips, which inhabit Australia, are gigantic, measuring from a

quarter to a third of an inch in lengoh. The Physopoda are no doubt abundant in all parts of

the world, but comparatively few extra-European species have been recorded. In Europe, however,
they are numerous, and may be found throughout the summer upon the leaves and flowers of plants,

especially the' latter, where they often look like so many black streaks scattered over the bright

petals. Many of them, however, are not black, ,and some seem to copy the colours of their favourite

flowers. The larva?, in all stages, are found in the same situations as the perfect insects, which they

(A) S'D IMAGO (b) of THRIPS CEREALIUH.
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closely resemble in general form and structure, differing chiefly (besides the want of wings in those of

tlie --.vin^ed species) in greater softness of the skin, in the shortness of the anteiinie, and in having

:ig"lomerated instead of compound eyes. In the last, or nymph stage, the wings are usually seen in

theii- cases, but the antennse are turned back upon the liead. There is a filmy integument about

the joijits of the limbs, and the insect is more sluggish than in the larva or perfect state.

Although the mouth, as we have seen, is constructed upon a mandibulate type, the insects appear

to use it for suctorial purposes, although the precise mechanism by which it acts does not seem

to have been made out. There are two principal groups or families of these insects, in one of which,

the TuBULiPERA, the last segment of the abdomen in both sexes forms a little tube ; wliile in

the other, the Terebrantia, tlie females are provided with a regular ovipositor composed of foui

minute valves concealed in a groove of the last two ventral segments. In the former the antennas are

oight-jointed ; the latter usually have nine-jointed antennae, and they possess the power of jumping

by the agency of the abdomen. These insects are generally known to gardeners by the name of the

Thrip or Thrips, the latter being the nanie of the most typical genus. Some of them occasionally

prove injurious to cultivated plants. This Ls especially the case with the Corn Thrips {Thrlpn

rerealium), wliich generally attacks the ears of corn, and when numerous may be mischievous.

SUBORDER IV.—MALLOPHAGA.
These insects may be denominated " mandibulate lice," that is to say, both in appearance and

general habits they somewhat resemble the true Lice, with which they were formerly arranged, but

differ in the possession of biting mouths, and in the diet to which sucli a structure adapts them.

Tliey are small flat insects, with the upper sui-face more or less horny in its texture ; the head is

broad and horizontal ; the thorax narro.v and destitute of all traces of wings ; the abdomen usually

broad and of nine or ten segments ; and tiie legs short and stout, with tarsi of two joints furnished

with one or two claws. The eyes are small and usually simple ; the antennae consist of from three

to five joints ; and the mouth, which is situated beneath the head, contains a pair of short hooked

mandibles, a pair of small maxiilse with or without palpi, and a labium with palpi of two joints.

A great number of these curious little insects have been recorded, and they inhabit all parts

of the world, in fact it would seem as if there were few birds at any rate to which no parasite

of this group is attached. They live among the haii-s of

the Mammalia and the feathers of birds, eacli species of

parasite being usually attached particulai-ly to some species

or small gi'oup of species of these warm-blooded Vertebrates ;

liut unlike the true Lice they do not feed upon the blood

of their hosts, but upon the finer hairs and downy feathers.

Frequently they occur in considerable numbers, and may then

perhajjs, to some extent, be injurious.

Here again two principal families may be distinguished.

The Philopterid.e have tlu-ead-shaped antennae of three or phii.opteeus selcifeon.s.

five joints, and no maxillary palpi. Tlie species with five-

jointed antennae {Philopterus, Nirmus, Docophoriis, &c.) infest birds ; and those with the antennae of

three joints (Trichodectes, &o.) are found upon mammals of various groups. In the second family

{LiOTHElD^) the antenna; are clubbed and composed of four joints, and the maxillary palpi are present.

Species with distinct labial palpi, and two claws on each tarsus {Liotheum, and allied genera), live

upon birds ; and those with no labial palpi, and with only one ch\w on each tarsus, on mammals. The
common fowl, ducks and geese, game-birds of all kinds, and pigeons are very commonly infested

by these parasites, as are also the dog and cat, the sheep and the guinea-pig.

ORDER THYSATS^URA.
We have now reached the last order leferred to the class of true insects, and it is a group

of no small interest from a philosophical point of view. The forms composing it are reckoned to

present the nearest resemblance to the tlieoretical progenitors of the Insecta—in fact, Sir- John
Lubbock hints that they might well be regarded, not as insects at all, but rather as the surviving

70*
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and perhaps modified representatives of a group formed by tlie anccfitors of the whole multitude

of insect types which we have here attempted to pass in review.

The Thysanura have been considered by diflFerent entomologists to form either a distinct order or

a section of the Orthoptera, while some writers have even thought that they might rather be united

with the next class. Considering this diversity of opinion, and the real peculiarities of organisation

from which it springs, it seems best to treat these little creatures as actual members of the class of

insects, with which they most nearly agree in structure, but to give them prominence by ranking themi

as a distinct order. At the same time, while an undoubted close relationship runs tln-ough all the

members of the order, there is sufficient difference in the groups of which it is composed to render

it difficult to formulate a .set of characters which shall apply pretty equally to the whole.

One primary chai'acter is to be found in the entire absence of wings, and of any metamorphosis
;

and a second, in the feebleness of tlie organs of the mouth, which are also generally concealed within

the cavity of the head. The eyes, when jwesent, are almost invariably ocelli or simple eyes, either

placed singly or aggregated in groups on the sides of the head ; true compound eyes occur only ia

one genus. The body is generally rather soft in texture, and has its surface clothed \vith peculiar

hairs and scales somewhat resembling those of the Lepidoptera, but of course much smaller, some of them

being among the most delicate objects for the microscope. The lower sui-face of the abdomen i*

usually furnished with appendages, as also the apex of that region in some species, and these, which

vary considerably in structure, serve in the majority as saltatorial organs. The members of this order

generally frequent obscure places, and some of them show a preference for moist localities, while

others delight in dryness and warmth. Their food consists of decaying vegetable matter.

Sir John Lubbock divides them into two orders, the Thysanura and the CoLLtiiBOLA. At the

same time, he shows that some members of the former group are very nearly related to those of the

second, and therefore we may take the two groups, which really agree precisely with the familie.f

generally accepted by previous writers, and regard them as forming two great tribes of the same order.

TRIBE I—THYSANURA GENUINA, OR BRISTLE-TAILS.

Tliis gTOup is distinguished by having long antennae composed of many joints, tarsi of from two-

to four joints, and more or less exposed mandibles and maxillae. The maxUlary palpi are often long,

and composed of five or seven joints, sometimes shorter, and only two-jointed ; the labium is more

or less' cleft in front, and bears four-jointed palpi ; the prothorax is large ; and the under surface of

the abdominal segments, or of some of them, bears pairs of appendages (rods or tufts), besides, in.

general, two or three long, jointed, caudal bristles. The body in these insects is almost always clothed

with metallic scales, which closely cover the whole sur-

face, and give the creature a beautiful .silvery appear-

ance ; but, unfortunately, these scales are rubbed off by

the lightest touch, and it is very difficult to capture

one of these insects without sadly spoiling its beauty.

In some respects, especially in the conformation of the

organs of the mouth, the more typical members of this,

tribe, forming the family Lepis.mid.e, approach most

nearly to the Orthoptera, and among the latter the

LEPisM.v s.vccHAiti.NA. alHancc would seem to be closest with the Blattidse.

Of this family a good many species are known, chiefly

from diff"erent parts of Europe and the neighbouring counti-ies, tlie largest of them being rather

more than half an inch long. Lepisma saccharina, a silvery creature like a little fish, is not un-

common in Britain, living in decaying wood, and also frequenting houses, where it commonly takes

up its abode in the sash-frames of the windows. It runs rapidly, but does not leap. In the genus

Machilia, two species of which inhabit Britain, the ventral segments are nearly all furnished with

paired appendages, and those of the ninth segment are converted into a springing fork homologous-

with that characteristic of the next tribe. One British species (J/. poUjpoda), which is brown with a

metallic lustre, is found iu woods and dry places; the other (J/, maridina), a mottled brown species,

occurs under stones on rocky shores. These insects are about half an inch long. They have com-
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pound eyes. Cainpoden stuphijlinus, a small elongated species about a sixth of an inch long, with two
caudal bristles, is common in loose, damp ground hoth in England and on the continent. It has the

palpi short, and all the parts of the mouth minute, and is regarded by Sir John Lubbock as a sort of

central type, from which many others have been derived. It is the type of the family Campodeid.e.

Both this and the family Japygid.e show a strong affinity to the second tribe (the CoUembolu).

Japyx soli/ugus, a white species less than half an inch long, is found under stones in different parts

of the south of Europe. It is inuch elongated, and the abdomen tenninates iu a pair of little horny

forceps, closely resembling those of the Earwigs. Another species {Japyx (jii/as), from Cyprus, is the

giant of the Thysanura, sometimes measuring more than an inch long.

TKIBE II.—COLLEMBOLA, OR SPEING-TAIL8.

The Collembola, which correspond to the family Poduridw of most authors, have the antenna;

compai-atively short, and composed only of from four to six joints ; the organs of the month concealed

within the buccal cavity, and destitute of palpi, except a pair of rudimentary organs, which Sir John
Lubbock identifies with the maxillaiy palpi in certain species ; the prothorax small ; the tarsi of a

single joint, and the abdominal appendages represented by a single

pair springing from a segment near the apex (the last but one, or the

last but two), united at the base to form a springing fork, and bent

foi-ward in repose, so as to reach nearly or quite to the head. By the

action of this fork, the arms of which are frequently jointed, and

furnished with adhesive hairs, the insects thus endowed are enabled to

spring to a considerable height in the air, the process being precisely

analogous to that by which the common toy frogs are made to jump.

In form these insects are 'teometimes irregulai'ly globose, but more

commonly rather elongated, although never presenting the rather

elegant, fish-like shape of many of the preceding tribe. Their sm-face

is covered with hairs or scales, or with a mixture* of both. The tarsi

are terminated by a single curixDusly-cleft claw. The abdomen con-

sists of six segments, on the ventral surface of the tii-st of which there

is a very peculiar organ. This consists of a cleft tubercle, or a short

tube divided at the free end into two lobes, from which the animal

can protrude two long, delicate tubes, covered with minute, glands,

by means of which, and of a viscous fluid produced by these curious

organs, their fortunate possessors are enabled to adhere with facility

to smooth vertical objects upon which they may be walking. Accord-

ing to some writei-s, there are four pairs of stigmata upon the first

four segments, leading into a regular tracheal system ; but the exist-

ence of the latter is by no means demonstrated in all the forms of this

tribe. Sir John Lubbock seems to have detected trachese only in one

genus examined by him (Smynt/turtis), and he declares that the

stigmata leading into these trachese are situated uj^on the under side of the head. This is a most

unusual .situation for the tracheal openings.

The Collembola are all small insects, a length of a quarter of an inch being considerably above

the average. They are found commonly in loose earth, under decaying leaves in woods, in moss,

under the bark of dead trees, and in rotten stumps. They always prefer damp situations. Cold

seems to have but little effect upon them ; they will recover their activity after being frozen.

One species (Desoria glacialis) is found enjoying itself upon the Swiss glaciers ; and another

{Degeeria nivalis) occurs upon the surface of snow in many parts of Europe. Some also may
be met with hopping about upon the siirface of standing water ; Podnra aquatica, a minute blue-

black species, is common in such situations in England. Orchesella cincta, one of the finest and

handsomest species, a quarter of an inch long, distinguished by having a black band on the third

segment of the abdomen, is found commonly under dead leaves, and in moss; To.vocerus plitmbeus,

a rather smaller species, is found mider logs of wood. W. S. D.\llas.

ORCHFSELLA CINCTA.



CLASS MYEIOPODA.
THE CENTIPEDES AND MILLEPEDES.

Definition of the Class—External Structure—Internal Structure—Keproduction—General Habits—Fossil Forms—Classifica-

tion -Order CHILOPODA—Structure—Distribution — Habits - Family Scutigerid.e— Family Scolopenubid.e—
Centipedes — i/Wio'«HS forficatus^ Seolopetidra ™!{7W?ato—tfco/iA«M—Phosphorescence—Order CHILOGNATHA—
Family Ji'UD.E-Millepedes -yw?((s mbulosus—Family Polydesmid.e—Family Siphonizavtia—Family Glomerid/e—
Order PAUROPODA—P« wro/,«s huxlei/i—Oidei ONYCHOPHORA—P<!?-(>a(««.

The Myrioiioda, commonly known as Centipedes and Millepedes, form one of the most interesting

groups of the whole animal kingdom. In the general structure of the body, which in most of them
consists of a considerable number of similar segments, they present a close resemblance to the highest

forms of the Vermes, the Annelida, and indeed one type that we must refer to the class {Peripatus)

would seem to constitute a complete transition between the two classes; whilst, on the other hand, in

the organisation of the mouth, and the presence of only a single pair of true jointed antenna;, we find

a transition equally complete towards the time

Insecta. Some zoologists have dwelt with perhaps

undue force upon the analogy between the Myrio-

poda and the larvse of insects with a perfect

metamoi-phosis ; but too unicli importance can

hardly be ascribed to the fact that the youngest

I'vse of some of the Myriopods are furnished only

A SCO
Id lAl.lili

oS legs.

with three pairs of legs, and in other respects

much resemble the young of insects with an iiu-

perfeet metamorphosis, and above all tlie C'olleni-

bolous group of the Thysanura.

The Myriopoda may be defined as Arthropods

with a distinct liead, and most of the other seg-

ments almost precisely similar to one another,

with a single pair of antennse, and nearly alwa}'S

with simple eyes, with no distinct thorax, and with-

out wings, but with limbs attached to all, or nearly all, the segments of the body. The respiration,

as in the insects, is effected by means of trachese.

The head, as already stated, is a distinct part, and agrees in general with that of the Insecta,

bearing a single pair of antennse, which are almost invariably simple, jointed organs. The organs cf

vision generally consist of simple eyes (ocelli), which, however, are often closely grouped together on

the sides of the head. In one family true compound eyes are present. As in the Insecta also, we find

three paire of jaws represented in the mouth, the mandibles being distinct, while the maxilla; and

labium are united to form a sort of lower lip, and are thus deprived of all lateral motion. No palpi

are recognisable upon any of these parts. In one of the orders into which the class is divided the

limbs of the first two body-segments take part in the formation of the mouth. The segments of the

-iKxly are nearly alike throughout ; they are generally horny, and furnished with a pair of jointed

limbs. The number of segments varies greatly in the difierent groups, and even in the genera, the

iowest being ten, the highest about one hundred and sixty. In the Centipedes (Chilopoda) we find a

slight difTerence in the character of the first two segments, of which the dorsal part is suppressed or

concealed by the head, while the limbs, as already indicated, take part in the formation of the mouth.

In the remaining groups the segments are unifoiTn in their development, except that they may become

iwxjader towards the middle of the body. The legs, which are usually short, ar& attached sometimes

at the sides of the ventral jilates, sometimes close to the middle line of the lower surface of the body.

In the latter case each segment bears two pairs of legs, and it becomes a question whether we should

not regard the apparent segments as really formed by an amalgamation of two primitive segments.

These limbs consist of six or seven joints, of which the last, except in one singular wonn-like type,

bears a single claw. If we name these joints in accordance with the nomenclature of the parts of the
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limbs in insects, tlie first tliree will be the coxa, trochanter, and femur, the fourth and fifth will

represent the tibia, as in the Spiders, and the sixth, or sixth and seventh, which usually difler more or

less in form from the preceding ones, will form the tarsus.

In their internal structure the Myriopoda closely agree with the insect type. The intestinal

oanal shows the same parts as in the Insecta, but usually drawn out to a greater length, to correspond

with the general elongation of the body, through which it passes nearly in a straight line. A narrow
oesophagus gradually expands into a stomach, which, however, is only a widened part of the tube, and
this is followed by a straight intestine running to the extremity of the body. As appendages to the

intestinal canal, we find from one to three pairs of salivary glands, and one or two pairs of

Malpighian vessels, the former opening into the cavity of the mouth, the latter into the intestine not
far from its termination. The nervous system of these animals consists of a ventral chain, which
shows the same uniformity of general construction that is observed in the larvie of insects with a
perfect metamorphosis, the ganglia corresponding in number with the body-segments, except that in

most cases the commissures uniting the successive ganglia are very short, often so short that the

central .system forms a cord rather than a chain. The ganglia of tlie first three segments following

the head are regularly united into a continuous mass. In the liead there is the same r.ervous ring

embracing th^ oesophagus as in insects, and from it are given off nerves to the antenna; and eyes, the

latter of considerable thickness when the organs of vision are greatly developed. In the worm-like genus

Peripatus. which is placed with the Myriopoda, but in all probability represents a survival of a type

intermediate between the Annelida and the Myriopoda, the ventral nervous cords are widely separated.

As in the Insecta, the central orgjin of circulation, the so-called heart, is a dorsal vessel, divided

into successive chambers agreeing in number with the segments of which the body is composed, and
each chamber is attached to the walls of its segment by a pair of triangular muscles. The blood

penetrates these chambers through a pair of lateral slits, and, according to Newport, a portion of it

is again driven out through a small artery situated in front of the slit, but the greater part is dri\ en

forward and discharged into the cavity of the head througl^ an aorta which divides into three

branches. Respiration, as already stated, is effected, as in the Insecta, by the agency of trachea;,

which open by regular stigmata, usually placed either towards the middle of the ventral surface close

to the articulations of the legs, or in the membrane uniting the dorsal and ventral plates of the

segments. In one type, however, the stigmata form a single row of openings in the middle of the

upper surface of the body, one being placed close to the hinder margin of each of the dorsal jilates

;

and in Pfrij/afiis the trachea? are short and open irregularly in all parts of the skin ni' tin- animal.

The reproduction of the Myriopoda is always by eggs, and the young aniniul^, on quitting the

egg, although allowing the general characters of their parents to be recognised, present certain rather

important differences from them. Thus the numbers of the body-segments, of the joints in the

antenn;e and of the ocelli are always less, and the young Myriopod, when first hatched, has only

three pairs of legs attached to the three segments immediately behind the head. With eacli change of

skin undergone by the larva the number of each of these parts increases until the adult construction is

attained ; new segments are formed in the body between those already in existence, new joints are

added to the antennse in the same way, new ocelli make their appearance on the sides of the head,

and the number of leg-bearing segments steadily increases.

In their habits the Myriopoda are generally darkling creatures, living a concealed life in the

ground, under stones, in crevices of rocks and buildings, and under the loosened bark of trees. They

are distributed in all parts of the world, but the largest and finest species are all inhabitants of hot.

climates, where some of tl^em attain gigantic dimensions. The food of some of them is of a vegetable

nature, although it would appear that even these will not disdain animal food on occasions ; others

confine themselves to the latter diet, and are most formidable predaceous creatures.

The oldest known members of the class, in fact almost the only ones known to occur in the fossil

state, belong to the vegetarian forms above mentioned (the C'hilognatha). Remains of several sjiecies

apparently belonging to this order, although showing very peculiar characters, have been discovered in

the Carboniferous formation of North America, some of them even contained in the hollow trunks of

trees of the genus Sigillaria. One or two allied forms have also been detected in the Coal Measures

of Britain. The Permian rocks of Germany, immediately succeeding, or, perhaps, concluding the
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Carboniferous period, have also furnislied a peculiai- species. A species referred to Geophilus, and

therefore to the cavnivorous order Chilopoda, occurs in tlic lithograpliic slates of Solenhofen. A few

Tertiary fossil species are known, and many occur enclosed in amber.

DEVELOPMENT OF JULUS TEKKESTRIS. (,AfUr Newport,)

vly-hatched Jtilua on eeventeenth day
;

We divide the Myriopoda, including the abnormal type Peripatus, into four orders, as follows :

—

* Breathing Apertm-es regular Stigmata.

1. Chilopoda (Centipedes), with the antenna simple, the body depressed, the dorsal and ventral

plates horny, united by a membrane ; the legs inserted in single pairs at the sides of the segments,

with the exception of the first two pairs, which are converted into mouth organs.

2. Chilognatiia (Millepedes), with the antennae simple, the body nsually convex, or even cylin-

drical, the dorsal plates bent round so as to meet the narrow ventral plates nearly in the middle line

of the body, each segment, after the fifth or sixth, with two pairs of legs.

.3.
" Pauropoda, with branched antennae.

t Breathing Apertures scattered.

i. OnycHophora, worm-like, with a soft skin, .simple antennae, and legs terminated l>y two

claw.s.

ORDER I.—CHILOPODA.
The leading characteristic of the Myriopods of this order has been already indicated (p. 150). It

consists in the conversion of the first two pairs of legs into auxiliary organs of the mouth. In general

the dor-sal part of the first two segments is reduced to a rudimentary condition, and their limbs are always

curiously modified. Behind the lower lip, of which the middle part is formed by tlie united halves of

the labium, while the lateral portions consist of the maxillae, the whole united into a single plate, the

limbs of the first body-segment make their appearance, the coxal portions being united in the middle

line so as to repre.sent a sort of second labium, from which springs a pair of three-jointed organs like,

palpi (the homologues of the fii-st pair of legs). These parts are feebly developed, but the limbs of the

second segment attain a large size and a very remarkable structure. Their basal parts are expanded

into two broad, irregularly triangular plates, united in the middle, each of which bears a sickle-shaped

organ composed of four joints, rejjresenting the true limb. The ba.sal joint of these hook-like parts is

of large size, and is followed by two broad but very short joints, and these again by a long, powerful,
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curved, tapering joint, terminated \>y a sharp, })erforated claw, through which tlu? poison secreted hy

a gland can be poured into the wounds inflicted Ijy the point. The whole of this apparatus lies flat

upon the under surface of the head, usually closing the mouth from beneath entirely.

The segments behind the head, which vary in number between sixteen and over a hundred, are

formed by separate Jiorny dorsal and \entral plates, joined at the sides by a niendjranous part in which

the stigmata are usually situated. Each of these plates more or less overlies the one behind it, and in

.some forms, the alternate dorsal plates are so large as to cover those between them, causing the number

of segments to appear only half what it really is. In these cases, however, the ventral plates indicate

tlie'true number of seg-

ments. The rudimen-

tary condition of the

<lorsal plates of th''

first or first and second

segments has alread}'

lieen mentioned ; and

these, and the third

segment, are to be

regarded as constitut-

ing a thoracic region

liomologous with that

of in.sects. Each seg-

ment of the body,

from the third on-

wards, bears a pair of

jointed legs, which

spring from the borders

of the ventral plates

and stand out from

the sides of the body.

They are usually of

moderate length, but

sometimes very long.

The legs attached to scolopemiua cim.vlata,

the last segment are

generally much longer and stronger than the rest, and differ from them also in being directed back-

wards nearly in a line with the body. The antennae are long, composed of many joints, and tajjering

in form. The stigmata are usually placed on the alternate segments, and lead into a system of trachea?

closely resembling the type seen in insects. The organs of reproduction open at the posterior ex-

tremity of the body, and the impregnation of the females is said to be effected by the agency of sper-

matophores, which the males attach to irregular webs which they spin close to the ground.

The Cliilopods are spread over all parts of the earth, but the species of temperate countries are

mere pygmies when compared with some inhabitants of the tropics. They are all shunners of light,

retii-ing during the day to hiding-places in the ground, under stones and the bark of trees, and in

the crevices of rocks, buildings, tte., and coming forth at night in search of their food, which consists

of insects, worms, and other small animals. When disturbed, most of them run with considerable

rapidity, and with an undulating, more or less snake-like, movement of the body ; and if seized or

otherwise interfered with they have no scruples about making use of the formidable nippers formed

liy the second pair of limbs. The poisonous secretion which, as already stated, is poured forth through

the perforated point of these organs, renders the bite of the larger species veiy formidable ; but even

the small British species, such as Lithobius forficatus, will attempt to bite the fingers of their captor

in a most savage manner. The order may be divided into two families, the first of which includes

only a comparatively small number of curious forms, while the second comprises the great majority

of the species, which vary considerably in character.
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FAJIILY I.—SCUTIGEEID.E.

The Myriopods foniiing this family are remarkable for the great length of their limbs and

antennse, the latter, and frequently some of the former, being longer than the body of the animal.

They are further distinguished by the possession of a pair of regular compound eyes, by the gi-eat

length of the jointed part of the first pair of limbs, which project

like ))alpi from the sides of the head, and by the small number

of body-segments. These would appear to be fourteen ' besides the

thoracic segments, but the dorsal plates are enlarged so that the alter-

nate ones cover those lying immediately behind them, and thus the

body shows eight dorsal and fifteen ventral plates. The dorsal plates are

rounded behind and deeply notched in the middle, and in each notch a

stigma js situated. The legs correspond in number to the ventral

plates, and are long and slender, increasing in length towards the

jiosterior end of the body. The tarsi are very long, whip-like, of two

parts, and finely annulated.

These curious creatures, although by no means numerous, are

spread over the greater part of the earth's surface, but abound more

especially in warm countries. They are exceedingly active, and ruii

freely up perpendicular surfaces. The largest known species is the

Scntlypva nohilis from India and the Mauritius, which measures twc-

inches in length ; . the best known European species is SciUir/era

rohoptrata, which inhabits the south of Europe and north of Africa,

and is about foui'-fifths of an inch long.

FAMILY II.—SCOLOPENDEID^, OR CENTIPEDES.

The members of this family are more elongated and have a greater

number of body-segments than those of the preceding gi'oup ; the

antennse are shorter than the body ; the organs of vision, when pre-

sent, consist of groups of ocelli placed on the sides of the head ; the

jointed appendages of the first thoracic ring do not protrude, and have

a small claw at their extremity; the legs are of moderate length and

inserted close to the ventral plates, which reach the sides of the body

;

and the stigmata are placed in alternate segments, in the membranous portion which unites the

dorsal and ventral plates. The tarsi consist of one or two joints, which are not annulated.

These creatures, the best known of which are called Centipedes, or Galley Worms, are distributed

nearly all over the world, and everywhere they display the same general habits, being ferociou.s

animals of pray, lurking in dark places and in the ground, and using their formidable footjaws for the

destruction of their prey and their defence against enemies. The tropical species are gigantic in com-

parison with the European ones, which are not numerous. The best known Euro])ean species belong

to a genus (Lithobius), which is the tyjie of a peculiar sub-family Lithobiides, characterised by having

numerous ocelli on the sides of the head, an<l the second thoracic segment represented by a dorsal plate.

Thus there are sixteen segments with dorsal plates Ijehind the head, and fifteen of these are provided

with ambulatory legs. Several species occur in Britain, and of these the commonest [Lithobins

forficatus) is found all over Europe. It is usually about an incli long and of a shining reddish-

brown colour, with the head and antenna; I'eddcr and the legs yellowish, and it occurs almost everywhere

in the ground, under stones and the bark of trees, and in cellars and dark outhouses.

In the true Scolopendrides, a few of the smaller species of which occur in Europe, while the

majority and all the largest forms are inhabitants of tropical and sub-tropical regions, the ocelli are

never more than four in number, but the segments of the body are more numerous than in Lithobins.

being always over twenty. One of the largest European species (Scolopmdra cinguhitu, p. 153) is

three inches and a half long, and is founil in the south of Europe, and especially in France. It is of a

rusty yellow, with the head and antennse and a central band and the margins of the segments green.

In India and South America several species attain a length of nine or ten inches, and we Lave seen
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specimens from tlie forests of the equatorial part of the latter region over a foot in length. According

to Ulloa, Centipedes were to be seen m Carthagena in his day three feet long and four or five inches broad.

The Geophilides, which ai-e entirely destitute of ocelli, differ further from the preceding iu

having the body extremely long and slender, composed of from lifty to over one hundred segments.

The tarsi are of a single joint. Some of the exotic species of this group attain a great length and an

enormous number of segments. Thus Geophilus cumingii, from the Philippines, is five inches long,

and contains 160 segments, and G. gabrielis, from the Canaries, grows to a length of over seven inches,

and shows 163 paii-s of legs. A good many Geophili inhabit Europe, and we have several in Britain,

such as Geophilus longicornis, which grows to a length of three inches, and has fifty-five pairs of legs,

and G. siibterratieits, a species half an inch longer and with a considerably larger number of segments

(seventy-eight to eighty-three). Both these species are common, and may frequently be turned up in

garden ground, where they live upon the larvae of insects and other soft-bodied creatures met with in

such situations. Geophilus lonyicoi-nis is luminous in the dark, and another British .species has received

the name of Geophilus eleetrictis, on account of its manifesting the same property very strikingly.

ORDER II.—CHILOGNATHA.

In this second order of Myriopoda the head is usually large and placed perpendicularly, and

all the three so-called thoracic segments have the dorsal part freely developed ; nor are the limbs of the

first two segments converted into organs connected with the mouth. The number of body-segments

varies between nine and eighty or more, and the form of the segments is also very variable,

but each apparent segment beyond the fourth or fifth is furnished with two pairs of legs, and with

two pairs of regular stigmata placed near the origin of these limbs. The limbs are sometimes

deficient on the first thoracic segment. In internal structure the Chilognatha present some

peculiarities. The main tracheie do not unite after the insect type, but form branching tufts,

the fine ramifications of which run to the neighbouring organs; and the organs of reproduction in the

great majority do not -open at the posterior of the body, but in the cox« of the second or third

pair of legs. The males are provided with peculiar copulatory organs in the sixth or seventh

segment, which in this case wants one or both pairs of legs. The eggs are deposited in a mass

in a cavity of the earth. The form of the newly-hatched young, and its progress towards the

adult condition, have already been indicated (see figures on p. 152). The presence of two pairs of limbs

upon each ring of the body would seem to show that these may be really equivalent to two

segments united. We may recognise the following four families :

—

FAMILY I.—JULID.E, OE MILLEPEDES.

The Julidfe, commonly known as Millepedes, from the great number of their legs, sometimes

called Galley Worms, a name which more propei'ly belongs to the Scolopendridse, and sometimes,

erroneously. Wire Worms, have usually a long cylindrical body, composed of segments which form

a complete horny ring, the dorsal plate surrounding the whole body, -with the exception of a

very small sternal piece firmly united to it by sutures, in which piece are situated the inser-

tions of the legs and the small stigmata. The bases of the legs are thus brought close together

and to the middle line of the body. The head is large, with short antenn*, and aggregated ocelli,

which, however, are sometimes entirely wanting ; and tlie mouth is formed for biting.

These animals are distributed in all parts of the world, the largest species occurring in the

tropics. They are nocturmd, and live in or on the ground, and under stones and the bark of trees.

They move slowly, creeping along by means of their short and slender legs, the motion of which

presents a curious spectacle. Their food consists of both animal and vegetable matters ; they also

attack fleshy, growing roots, a propensity that often causes them to be mischie^ous. The species are

numerous, and most of them have the power of emitting an acrid fluid of disagreeable odour from

small apertures pierced in the dorsal part of the segments, which have been mistaken for stigmata

by some observers. On^ of the best known species is the Julus sabulosus, a dark greyish-

brown or blackish creature, about one inch and a half long, with the borders of the segments

lighter, and two reddish lines down the back; and another, perhaps equally abundant, is the

Julics terrestris, which is similar, but rather smaller, and destitute of the two reddish doi-sal
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hilts Botli tlie'-e sppcies aie common in Bntaiu and most parts of Europe. Some British

and Euinpi in spmis i i i1 i Hn 1 ii£];pi tlixii tliese, but the giants of the family are to

he sought within the tropics, species of the

geneia Spirostreptus and S]Arobolws uihubitiilg

India, Africa, tropical America, and the West

Indies, attaining a length of from six to nine

or ten inches. All tlie species have the power

of rolling themselves up into a spiral form

with tlie legs concealed.

JIHN TER.lEbTRlS.

FAMILY 11.—POLYDESMID.^.

These animals are very nearly related to

the precedmg, but although the dorsal plate

lb continued on to the ventral surface, it is

geneially furnished with a dilatation at the

sides, and the insertions of the limbs are

separated by a distinct sternal piece. In general habits they resemble the Julidaj, and are chiefly

found under bark, where they are often abundant. They generally have no eyes, and the

number of segments is twenty ; they are also more or less depressed, and thus present a general

resemblgince to the Scolopendridaj.

FAMILY III.—SIPHONIZANTIA.

This is another family allied to the Julidie, but differing from it in more important characters

than the preceding. The body is semi-cylindrical, and the dorsal plates of the segments encroach

only a little upon the under surface. The head is small, and concealed beneath the margin of the first

segment ; and the clypeus in combination with the organs of the mouth, which are united, forms

a sort of conical sucking organ. The legs are short, and do not project beyond the sides of the body.

The specie,s, which are few in number, are of comparatively small size, but consist of numerous

very short segments. They ai-e found in rotten stumjjs of trees. One species (Poli/zoiiiam yerniani-

cum), about half an inch long, is found on the continent of Europe, especially in Germany and

Poland. The rest are for the most part exotic.

FAMILY IV.-GLOMERID.E.

The GlonieridiB are short ovate forms much resembling the common Wood Lice, with some of

which they also agree in their power of rolling themselves into a ball. They are convex above,

jind composed of twelve or thirteen segments, of which the dorsal plates extend only to the mai-gins,

within which, on the lower surface, there are pleural plates separating the dorsal plates from the

points of insertion of the legs. The number of pairs of legs varies between seventeen and

twenty-one. Several species inhabit Europe, and most of the exotic forms belong to the Eastern

Hemisphere. They may be compared to abbreviated Julida?, and are like them in their habits.

ORDER III.—PAUROPODA.

This order has been established for one or two curious little creatures discovered \>j Sir John

Lubbock during his investigations on the Tliysanura, to which, apart from the presence of limbs on all

the segments, they present a considerable analogical resemblance. These little animals consist of eight

segments besides the liead, and these segments bear a good many short and a few long bristles. The

head also is sprinkled with hairs. The first segment of the body has a single pair of legs,

while each of the following segments to the fifth bears two jiairs, and may consequently be regarded as

double ; in fact, the divisions are recognisable beneath, and Sir John Lubbock, reckoning the head to

be composed of two segments, assigns fourteen primitive segments to the whole body. The most

remarkable character, however, is to be found in the antennje, which are five-jointed and branched,

with one branch terminated by a long, minutely-jointed lash ; while the other has two shorter ones,

between the bases of which is placed a peculiar appendage, sometunes supported on a footstalk. Such

a structure of the antennse reminds one rather of the Crustacea than of any air-breathing Arthropod.
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Another peculiarity of these animals is that they appear to possess no respiratory organs. Tliero

are no stigmata, and although the skin is very transparent, Sir John Lubbock could detect no trachea;

in the interior of the body. The commonest British s])ec-ies

[Paiiropiis huxleyi), which attains a length of one-twentieth of

an inch, is an active little white creature, which may be found

throughout the year among dead leaves and decaying vegetable

matter iu general. Two oval spots ou the head are supposed to

represent eyes. It appears to breed in the early autumn, and the

newly-hatched young have only three pairs of legs."" Sir John
Lubbock describes a- second but rarer British species {P. pfjluncu,-

lattts), tuid others have been obtained in North America.

ORDER IV.—ONYCHOPHORA.
Many years ago the Rev. Lansdowne Guihling discovered in the

island of St. Vincent a curious worm-like creature frequenting dead

wood and the stumps of trees, which he regarded as probably a

worm, and described (in 1825) under the iia,n\e ot Feripatus juli-

fonnis. Its true position has been frequently discussed, and for

a long time it seemed to hover between the Annelids and the

Myriopods, until the investigations of Professor Moseley, during the

voyage of the Challenger, caused the scale finally to descend on the

Myriopod side. These creatures are convex and worm-like, with

their segmentation not particularly distinct, and the integuments

of all parts of the body soft. On each side of the body are a

number of short legs, terminated by a rudimentary jointed part, and a pair of hooked claws.

The head bears a pair of simple, aiinulated antennse, and a pair of simple eyes ; the mouth,
which is below, has tumid lips, and within these two pairs of horny jaws. Respiration is

effected by means of trachcK, which, however, are not connected into a regular system, but each

respiratory ajjerture, of which a great number are scattered over the skin of the animal,

gives origin to a small branched tuft of breathing tubes. As Professor Moseley says, we
have here probably the first stage in the

evolution of trachese, which would in-

dicate that the " air-tubes were developed

in the first tracheate animal out of skin

glands scattered all over the body." Of

the internal structure of Peripatiis we

need only say that it differs from that of normal Myriopoda in the wide separation of the

ventral nervous cords, and that it has greatly developed glands, called by Professor Moseley

" slime glands," probably homologous with the salivary glands of other Myriopods, which secrete in

abundance a clear viscid fluid. This is ejected by the animal from a pair of papillas placed at the

sides of the mouth, in fine, thread-like jets, which combine to form a sort of network in front of the

animal. It would appear that the emission of this slime is partly for defensive and partly for offensive

purposes, as it takes place when the creature is irritated or handled, and is also employed, according

to some observers, in the capture of insects for food. The Peripali are viviparous. They reside prin-

cipally in rotten wood, are nocturnal in their activity, and walk in the manner of caterpillars, with

the body much extended. According to Professor Moseley's observations on the Cape species

(Perijmtiis capensis), the food consists of vegetable matters ; but according to Professor Hutton the

New Zealand one {P. novw-zealandice) feeds jsartly upon insects. The Peripali must be regarded

as representing a very early stage in the evolution of the Arthropods from the Vermes, and hence

their form is probably of gi-eat antiquity. Their peculiar geographical distribution would also ])oint

in the same direction, seeing that species of the genus are found in Central America and the West

Indies, in Chili, New Zealand and Australia, and at the Cape of Good Hope.

W. S. Dallas.
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CHAPTER I.

SCORPIONS AND SPIDERS.

ARAOHNIDA—General Characters—Internal Structure—Habits—Distribution—Fossil Forms-Classification—Order
ARTHROGASTRA—Lung-sacs— Classifioation—Family ScORPIONIDJi—Scorpions—Family Phbvnid*—Family Che
LIKERID.E— False Scorpions-Family PHALANGIIDiE—HarTest-men—Family SoLPl'GID.E—Galeodes— Order ARA-
NEIDA—True Spiders—General Characters-Internal Structure—Spinning Apparatus—Habits—Classiiication—
Tetrapneumones-Family Mygalid.e—Bird Spiders—i1/v<7a/e -Trap-door Spiders- Dipxeimo.nes—Family Salti-

eiD^—Saitigradaj—Family LycosiDi:-Citigradas—Tarautida—Family Thomisiii.e— LaterigraiUe—Crab Spiders-
Family TEGENAKiID^E-TubitelBB—House Spider —Water Spider— Family THEBIDIID.E— Inaiquitelas—Malraignatte—
FamUy EPEIEID.E-Orbitelse—Garden Spider.

In both the preceding classes of air-breathing Arthropods, the head is furnished with a pair of

jointed organs recognisable as antenna; ; in the Arachnida we find no autennse of the same kind, but

the corresponding parts, when present, are converted into a pair of more or less jaw-like organs. Except
in two gioups the head is always intima,tely united with the thorax to form a single mass, called the

cephalothorax, which bears in front all the organs pertaining to the head, and on its lower surface the

thoracic limbs
; in many cases even the distinction between thorax and abdomen is effaced. There

are no wing.s. The organs of respiration, when present, consist either of trachese, or of peculiar

sac-like modifications of tracheae, to which the name of lungs or pulmonary sacs has been given. The
abdomen is always destitute of limbs. The range of organisation is so great in the Arachnida that it

is somewhat difficult to give any general description of the class, and we shall therefore only indicate

briefly what is necessary to make the following descriptions of the orders and families intelligible.

The cephalothorax is usually covered above by a single plate, upon the anterior part of which
the eyes, when present, can be seen. These are always ocelli or simi)le eyes, and they vary in number
between two and twelve. The organs representing the antennae are articulated to the front of the

cephalothorax above the opening of the mouth, and receive their nerves from the supraoesophageal

ganglion ; they usually take the form of jaws, often of formidable dimensions, and in function replace

the true mandibles, which are absent. They are commonly called J'alceg. Of the two pairs

of organs representing the maxill* and labium of insects, the former {maxilke) retain their

position as organs of the mouth, their basal parts closing the mouth behind either as separate pieces,

or united into a single plate, while their jointed palpi project, and frequently acquire the form and

size of an additional pair of limbs. Of regular limbs the Arachnida have four pairs, of which the

first may be con.5idered to lepresent the labial jjalpi, and the others the three pairs of legs of the

Insecta. The bases {coxce) of all these limbs surround the sternum, but possess apparently little power

of motion. The limbs springing from these coxae consist, in the higher Arachnida, usually of seven

joints, namely, a trochanter, which is sometimes elongated, but generally very short, a stout femur, a

tibia composed of two unequal joints, and a tarsus, also consisting generally of two joints, which are

sometimes annulated, and the last of which bears the claws and ofteu other subordinate organs. In

the lower types of the class of course the limbs are frequently simpler in construction, and occasionally

they are represented only by rudimentary parts.

The abdomen is attached to the cephalothorax sometimes by a slender peduncle, sometimes by its

whole width ; and in certain of the lower forms of the class the whole animal shows no traces of

divisions. In some instances also the abdomen itself is clearly divided into a larger or smaller number
of segments, whilst in others no trace of segmentation is apparent. The skin covering the body of the

Arachnida is generally soft and leathery, with the e.xception of the limbs, the joints of which are

more or less horny tubes. In other cases the whole sui-face is horny. The skin is changed repeatedly

and throughout the life of the animal, there being no fixed period for the final moult, as in

the insects ; thus the Arachnida, after having reached the reproductive stage, may continue to

live and increase in size, and produce successive broods of young.

The mouth in the Arachnida leads into a narrow oesophagus, which in some forms (Scorpions)

passes directly into the stomach, while in the majority it is clearly separated from the latter. The

stomach itself presents the remarkable peculiarity that in most cases it gives origin on both sides

to several caeca, often of the same number as the limbs, which in many cases actually penetrate
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uioi-e or less into tliem. Tlic length of the intestine generally corresponds with that of the abdomen,

at the extremity of which it opens. The amount of convolution is not great. Before its termination

it generally enlarge.s into a rather large cloaca, immediately above which the Malpighian vessels open

into the intestine. The so-called fatty body of the Insecta does not occur in this class, but the

l)ody-cavity is tilled with the lobe.s of a greatly-developed liver, in which the other internal organs arc

imbedded ; the numerous gall-ducts proceeding from this liver unite to form eight or ten main ducts,

which open into the sides of the intestine at some distance behind the stomach. Sali\ary glands

discharging into the cavitj' of the mouth are also generally present.

The organs of cii-culation and respiration show very great differences in the class Arachnids.

The lowest types have no special organs of the kind. Others possess a dorsal vessel of very simple

construction ; while the higher forms, such as the Spiders and Scorpions, have a regular chambered
dorsal vessel or heart, into which the blood penetrates through valvular apertures, while part of it

issues again through small arteries given off by the chambers, and the rest through an aorta,

whicb divides into numerous branches, distributed through the body. In the lower forms again

resj)iration is performed by the agency of tracheae like those of insects and Myriopods ; in the more
highly-organised groups, while simple trachese are still frequently present, the chief respiratoiy organs

are peculiar lung-sacs, of which the ventral surface has from one to four pains, and which show
in their interior several delicate membranous folds. The nervous system exhibits almost an equal

amount of variation, but in its highest development ' it shows an oesophageal ring with a large

ganglion above the cesophagus, from which nerves are supplied to the eyes and falces, and another

below the wsophagus, often united with the great ganglionic mass of the cephalothorax, and from

these combined nerves issue to the organs of the mouth proper and the four pairs of leg.s. When the

alidomen shows distinct segments, it also contains a ventral chain of ganglia united by commissures.

Except in one small and lowly group, the Arachnida are all of separate sexes, and with but few

exceptions they ai-e oviparous. Many of them undergo more or less change of character in advancing

towards maturity, and in some parasitic forms we find examples of retrograde metamorphosis.

In their habits the Arachnida are nearly all carnivorous, and, indeed, predaceous, living

principally upon vario<is insects and other weaker Arthropods, of which they usually content

themseh'es with sucking out the juices, sometimes, however, devouring ]5art of the solid substance.

Among the lower forms, some feed upon solid materials of animal origin, and others upon vegetable

matters, whilst some are parasitic, not only upon other Arthropods, but even upon vertebrate

animals. They are mostly terrestrial creatures, but one whole order consists of inhabitants of the

.sea, and a few members of other groups are also aquatic in their habits. Their distribution is

world-wide, but, as in most other groups, tropical countrie.s possess the greatest number of species,

and present us with the largest and most remarkable forms. Geologically, the class is of great

antiquity. Unmistakable Arachnida, of forms which stand high in our classifications, occur in

the Coal Measures of various parts of the world. Scorpions and true Spiders are recorded from

these deposits both in Europe and in America, which also contain other forms, the precise location

of which is more difficult. Fossil Arachnida also occur, although sparingl}', in later deposits

containing insect remains, such as the lithographic slates of Solenhofen and the various Tertiary

Lusect-beds, and, as might be expected, Spiders are by no means uncommon inclusions in amber.

The vast range of characters presented by the multifarious members of this .class, the highest

iiud lowest of which, but for the existence of the intermediate forms, would hardly be

teferred to the same group, renders the classification of the Arachnida rather complex, and has

'<iveu rise to considerable diversity in the systems adopted by different authors. Formerly the

class was divided into two principal groups, Pulmonata and Tracheata, according iis the animals

breathed by lung-sacs or by trachese, but this mode of division has been held to be unsatisfactory on

account of the analogy between the so-called lungs and the trachese, and the further fact that

lungs and trachese co-exist in maiiy forms. The actual difference in the arrangement of the groups

by the abolition of this mode of division is so insignificant that it is really of little consequence

whether we retain it or not, and as the mode of arrangement in accordance with the general

characters presented by the various groups is perhaps more easily intelligible, we may adopt it in

the present work. The following taljle will show the orders into which we propose to divide the class.
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-Tardigrada.

-Llsgvatulina.

-Pantopoda.

I.—Abdomen composed pf distinct segments...... Order 1.

—

Arthrooastra.

II.—Abdomen with no distinct segments or rudimentary :

—

A. Abdomen distinctly separated from the cephalothorax, pedunculate . • _ » 2.—Araxeida.

B. Abdomen not separated from the cephalothorax ;

—

* Furnished with trachea) ........ 3.

—

Acauixa.

+ With no distinct organs of respiration :^
a. Body indistinctly ringed ; four pairs of stumpy legs

*. Body worm-like ; internal parasites . .
•

. .

c Cephalothorax of four segments ; legs long ; abdomen rudimentary

The first of these orders includes the Scorpions, and some other Puluionate forms, together with

the long-legged Harvest-men, the Book Scorpions, and some others wliich breathe by tracheae ; the

second is formed by the true Spiders, in which we find lung-sacs as well as traehese ; the Acarina

include the numerous species of Mites, in which tracheae are the sole organs of respiration ; the

Tardigrada are the minute creatures known to microscopists as Bear animalcules ; the Linguatulina,

when adult, are worm-like creatures, with a couj^le of

hooks as the sole representatives of limbs, but in the

young state show arachnidan characters ; and the last

order consists of some marine creatures, which may be

called Sea Spiders, and which have been bandied about

between the Crustacea and the present class.

ORDER I.—ARTHROGASTRA.
This order includes several distinct types^ of which,

indeed, separate orders have been made by many
zoologists, and it is not without some hesitation that we
have accepted it in its present signification. The sole

important character by which all its members are held

together, is the possession of a distinctly segmented

abdomen, which is attached to the hinder part of the

cephalothorax by its whole width ; in other respects we
find a gi-eat vai'iety botli in external stiucture and in

internal anatomy.

In respect of the respiratory organs especially, we
find two perfectly distinct types, some forms belonging

to the group breathing exclusively by lung-sacs, while

the rest are as exclusively tracheal in their respiration.

These lung-sacs, which occur in the highest types of this

order, and associated with tracheie throughout the next,

are regarded by anatomists as modifications of tracheary

organs. They are situated in pairs in one or more seg-

ments of the abdomen, and each of them communicates

with the external air by a more or less slit-like opening,

or stigma, pierced in the ventral plate of the segment.

This aperture leads into a small, usually flattened, sac,

the walls of which are folded so as to form a number

of delicate lamellfe (from 20 to 100, in different cases)

dividing the cavity into so many narrow compartments,

all opening into a common chamber which communi-

cates with the outer air through the stigma, A«
fact, somewhat resembles a porle-monnaie with many

pockets." The blood circulates through these delicate membranous folds, and is thus exposed

to the influence of the air, which has free access to the cavity of the sac ; it is then con-

veyed by sinuses to the pericardial cavity, to pass thence into the heart. According to Pro-

fessor Huxley the expiration of the air is effected by the agency of peculiar muscles which act on

SVRFACE OF SCORPIO OCCITANCS.

171, falces, representing anteunffi

;

second pair of palpi
; p^ p^^ p3^ {

stiinuatu.

Professor Huxley remarks, " the organ,
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the membranous lung-sacs ; some zoologists .also believe that inspiration is caused by a similar

jigency. The true trachcie, when present, are analogous to those of the Insects and Myriopods, open

like them by stigmata, and ramify tliroughout the body.

The great diversity of organisation presented by the members of this order renders their division

i
into families exceedingly clear and distinct, and we may recognise with facility the following five

groups :

—

T.—ResEJration by lung-sacs [Pcdipalpi).

a. Maxillary palpi with nippers ; stigmata four pairs ; terminal

segments of abdomen forming a slender tail, with a sting at

the end ........ Family 1 . Scorpionice.

b. Maxillary palpi with imperfect nippers, or simple ; two pairs of

stigmata ; no caudal sting . . . . . . „ 2.

—

Phkynid-b.

II.—Respiration by tracheae [Adclarthrosomata).

a. Cephalothorax not segmented :

* MaxiUary palpi with nippers ..... „ 3.

—

C'heliferid.t;.

t Maxillary palpi simple ..... „ 4.—PiiALANGiinjii.

b. C'enhalothorax divided into four segments.... „ 5.

—

Solplgid.k.

FAMILY I.—SCORPIONID.E.

The species of this famOy are exceedingly uniform in their structure. They consist of a rather

broad anterior part, composed of the cephalothorax and seven distinct segments following it, at the

hiirder extremity of which come live narrower segments fonnini;- a sort, uf tull, teiniiuated by a

bulbous piece having

a short but sharp

point. At the front

\ve see a pair of

jointed organs having

regular nippers, like

the so-called claws of

a Crab or Lobstei,

and behind these foui

pairs of amb\ilatoiy

limbs. The type is

so interesting and im

portant,however, th it

we must describe its

structure a littlemoie

particularly.

The upper sui

face of the cephalo

thorax is covei-ed by

a shield-like horny

plate, upon which

from three to siv

pairs of simple eyes

are to be seen, a pair of

extra size being placed

close to the middle

line of the shield, while the rest are arranged variously towards the margin, according to the genera

and species. The seven plates which follow this cephalothoracic plate on tlie back of the animal

represent so many abdominal* segments, but are connected with the corresponding sternal plates

only by soft skin, with the exception of the seventh, which joins its sternal plate at the hinder part.

The other six dorsal plates have only four distinct sternal plates to con-espond with them, and

* Prof. Huxley speaks of them as thoracic.

ANDUOCTON-VS (oR SCORPIO) OCCITANUS.
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tliese appear to represent the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth ; each of them presents a pair of

stigmata leading into lung-sacs. The five segments following these, which form the wider part of the

body, consist of complete horny rings, or rather short tubes, articulated in such a manner as to give

tlie tail, which they form, considerable freedom of movement. The last joint of this tail, regarded as

the equivalent of the telson of the Crustacea, is a bulbous piece, swollen at its base, and narrowed and

curved into a hook at the free end ; the bulb contains a pair of glands whicli secrete a poisonous fluid,

which is conveyed by ducts to the minutely but doubly perforated point of the hook, and renders the

-sting of the Scorpion so foimidable an ofl'ensive weapon.

In the Scorpions, as in most Arachnida, the representatives of the antennse, which spring from

beneath the front margin of the first dorsal piece, are a pair of organs affiliated to the mouth, but in

the present group, instead of forming two-jointed jaws, the chelicerse are composed of three joints, the

last two of which form small pincers. A large labrum is followed by a very small mouth-aperture, on

each side of which are the bases of the maxillae, which are true foot-jaws, having a distinct nwsticatory

surface, while their elongated palpi are the large pincer-like organs which form so striking a character-

istic of the Scorpions. Of the four pairs of walking limbs which follow these chelate palpi two have

their basal joints forming part of the boundary of the mouth, a circumstance which has led some

•anatomists to regard them as repi'esenting the maxillEe and labium, and the large palpi as belonging to

the mandibles. The ambulatory limbs are provided with three claws. Behind the origin of these

limbs are traces of the sternal portions of the first and second free segments, the first bearing the

valves which cover tlie generative aperture, while the second supports a pair of very singular comb-

like appendages, the function of which does not seem to be very clearly made out.

The alimentary canal, which starts from the minute aperture of the mouth, forms a simple

tube continued through the whole length of the body, and opening in the segment immediately

preceding the sting.

The Scorpions are the largest and most formidable members of the class Ai'acluiida, and they are

for the most part confined to the warmer regions of the earth. In Southern Europe, indeed, a few

species are found, and some of these are of moderate size, such as the Anclroctonus occitanns, which

occurs throughout the Mediterranean region, and measures upwards of three inches in length, but in

liot countries there are Scorpions of nearly double this stature. The genus (Androctoniis) to which

the largest Euroi)ean Scorpion belongs, is chiefly represented in Africa, although its members also

occur in Western Asia, as well as in Europe. Its name, which signifies " Man-killer," indicates the

dread with which these creatures are regarded in Africa, where their sting is certainly productive of

very painful consequences, although whether it is ever fatal would seem to be still a matter of some

doubt. The European species, at any rate, do not appear to produce any very serious eflfects.

Androctonug occitmius is said to be the least formidable species of its genus ; and the other common
European Scorjiion (Scorpio eurnpmus) is not half the size of its companion. Both these species are

to be met with in the south of France, and the second extends its range northward into Germany.

The Scorpions are light-shunning animals, concealing themselves during the day in the ground

under stones and in crevices in rocks and buildings. In the twilight they come forth in search of

their prey, which consists principally of large insects and their larvae, and spiders, and when thus

engaged they carry the long flexible tail elevated over the back of the body, so that the sting is about

as far forward as the cephalothoracic plate. The prey is seized by the pincers of the large palpi, and

then pierced by the sting and speedily killed. Scorpions generally live quite alone, and select dry

places for their abode. Brought together accidentally, they will usually fight, and if one is killed

the other will feed upon it ; the male also, being smaller than the female, is obliged to be very

cautious in his approaches to the object of his aflfections, lest he should be treated in the same

manner. The females are viviparous, that is to say, the eggs are hatched in the enlarged oviducts,

and the number of young produced may reach sixty. In their earliest days the young Scorpions are

carried about upon the back of their mother.

FAMILY II.—PHRYKTD^.
The Phrynidse constitute g, small family of Arachnida nearly related to the Scorpions, from which

they nevertheless dift'er in some suthciently striking particulars. The fore part of the body is also
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occupied by tlie dorsal plate of the ceph;dothoi'ax, and this has eight ocelli, of which two, as in the

Scorpions, are placed close to the middle line. The falces consist of two joints, with an ajMoal

claw ; the true maxillary palpi are large and stout, and terminate either in a simple claw or in an

imperfect pincei', in which the movable linger is considerably shorter than the other ; while the second

palpi, or first pair of legs, are long and slendei-, and terminated by a finely annulated tarsus. The

three pairs of true legs are comparatively stout. Attached to the po.sterior end of the cephalotliorax

is the abdomen, which is flat, slightly narrowed towards the base, and composed of eleven or twelve

segments ; it has no comb-like appendages at its base, and

the hinder extremity is not narrowed into a flexible tail

armed with a sting, as in the Scorpions, although in one

genus (Thelyphomi-x) the last three segments are much re-

duced in size, forming a short tube, terminated by a long,

jointed filament. The respiration is efiected by lung-sacs,

the stignuitic openings of which are situated near the hinder

margin of the second and third ventral plates ; the sacs

contain numerous lamella; (about eJglity in some species).

Although destitute of the formidable sting of the

Scorpion, the attacks of these creatures, which are mostly

of considerable size, ai-e dreaded by the inhabitants of the

countries in which they occur. No doubt the pointed claw of

the falces is perforated and connected with a poison gland,

as in the true Spider-s, and it is by means of these organs

that painful wounds are inflicted. In their general habits

the Phrynidse much resemble the Scorpions, with which

tliey also agree in the tubular stiucture of the alimentary

canal. They are not numerous in species, and form only two

principal genera, which, however, ai'e repi'esented in the tropical parts of both hemispheres, although

the species are most numerous in America. They are generally from an inch- to an inch and a

half in length, but a species five inches long (I'heli/phonus giyanteus) has been described from

Mexico. This, however, includes the annulated tail characteristic of the genus Thelyphonus, which

is often of considerable length. In the genus rhrynus, in which the tail is wanting, the second

pair of palpi are very long, sometimes three times the length of the body. The species of Phrjnus

ai-e viviparous.

FAMILY III.-CHELIFEFaD^.

This family comprises a great number of little creatures, which, in appearance, are exactly com-

parable to minute flattened Scorpions that have lost their tails ; they are known as False Scorpions

and Book Scorpioms. Like the Scorpions they have the fii-st palpi developed into long didactyle

chelse, and the second pair in the form of legs, but their basal part forms no

part of the boimdary of the mouth ; the falces (representing the antennas) are

much reduced, and the surface of the cephalotliorax, which is often divided

into t.wo parts by a transverse furrow, bears only one or only two pairs of eyes.

Behind the cephalothorax follows a broad, flat abdomen, composed of eleven

similar segments, and without any comb-like appendages at its base. On the

first two abdominal segments are placed two pairs of stigmata, opening, however,

not into lung-sacs but into regular trachese, which give off branches to the

oi'gans of the body in the same way as in the remaining families of the order,

and in the second segment is the opening of the sexual organs, close to which

are some silk glands, with the secretion from which the little creatures are said
CHELIFEU CAN- » '

cRoiDEs. to manufacture protective coverings for themselves when they are about to change

their skin, or to lie by for the winter.

These little creatures, few of which exceed a sixth of an inch in length, are tolerably numerous,

and inhabit most parts of the world. They are generally of different shades of brown, and have the

limbs and frequently the cephalothorax paler than the rest of the body. Like the preceding gi-oups
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they lead a concealed life, making their way into any confined spaces in search of food and shelter.

On3 of the best-known species, the so-called Book Scorpion (Chelifer cancroides), is very common in old

liouses, where it often lives in and among old dusty books and portfolios, whence its popular name.

It is about an eighth of an inch long. Several allied species {CMifer muscorum, ikc.) are found

chiefly in moss, while othsrs may be met with in hot-beds and among decaying vegetable matters,

upon the grovuid under herbage, and under the loose bark of trees. They run freely in all directions,

and when alarmed hold up their little pincers in a threatening manner. Their food consists of the

minute insects, mites, ifec, which they meet with in the various places haunted by them ; and the

females are oviparous, usually producing about twenty eggs. The common house species, and probably

some of the others, have the curious habit of attaching themselves by their pincers to the legs of flies,

which may occasionally be found flying about thus loaded. Their object in this manoeuvre does not

seem to be understood.

FAMILY IV.—PHALANGIID^.

The PlialangiidiB, or Harvest-men ' as they are often called, constitute a second family of

tracheate Arachnida, and some members of this must be tolerably familiar to most of our readers.

They have a short, thick body, with an Vinsegmented cephalothorax, to which the abdomen, usually

composed of six' distinct segments, is attached by the whole width of its base ; the chelicerje are three-

jointed and terminated by pincei-s, as in the Scorpions ; the first maxillary paljDi are of moderate

length, and terminated by a simple claw ; while the second pair, and the three paii-s of legs, are

usually of great length and slenderness, so that the creatures walk along as if mounted upon

stilts. Ill some exotic species, however, the legs, or some of them, are shorter and stouter, and

curved or furnished with processes which add to their grotesque appearance. The tarsi consist

of numerous joints, and are sometimes exceedingly long and slender. The cephalothorax bears

two ocelli. Respiration in these animals is effected solely by tracheae, which open by a single

pair of stigmata, each furnished with a valve, situated between the coxas of the last pair of legs

iiid the base of the abdomen. The Phalangiidie are oviparous, and the reproductive aperture is

lituated quite at the base of the abdomen between the coxae, and from it the female can protrude

a long ovipositor.

The Phalangiidse are numerous in species, and generally distributed over the earth's surface,

although their metropolis would appear to be South America, where also they display the most

remarkable forms. The species of temperate climates, and many of those of the tropics, have the legs

exceedingly long and slender, and similar in their development, like the species so common in our

gardens and fields. The best-known of these [Phalmigium opilio) is rather less than a quarter of an

inch long, of an ashy or yellowish grey colour, paler below. The female has a blackish band on the

back, and the male an erect horn on the chelicerse ; the cephalothorax, coxae, and femora are finely

spined. This species may be found almost everywhere, but especially on walls and the trunks of

trees, and although it frequently lurks in dark corners, obscurity does not seem to be so much an

object with it as with many other Arachnida. Still its greate.st activity is in the evening, when it

wanders about in search of small insects, mites, and spiders, which it captures by a sudden rush.

According to some ob.servers, these animals take more than a year to arrive at their maturity.

The abdomen is always of comparatively small size in these animals, but in many of the South

American species of Gonyleptes and allied genera this part is still further reduced and almost com-

pletely concealed under the cephalothorax, which at the same time attains a somewhat increased size.

This peculiarity, coupled with a remarkable development of the hind legs, renders these South

American forms peculiarly grotesque. The posterior coxae are enormously developed, so that the

limbs of which they form a part seem to spring from points entirely behind the posterior end of the

body, and the component parts of the legs, which are generally a good deal thicker than their fellows,

are curved into various forms, and generally armed with spines and processes of different kinds.

FAMILY V.-SOLPUGID^.
The Harvest Spiders of the last family are considerably more spider-like than the members of

any of the three preceding ones, and in those of this fifth family we have to do with creatures which

any one would denominate "Spiders," although they present, at all events, one character which
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se[arates them not only from tlie Spiders i)roper, but from all but the last and most proV>lematical

order of_J'lie Arachnida, namely, the constitution of the cephalothorax out of four distinct rings. In

point of fact, we may say that a true cephalothorax does not exist in them, but that it is represented

by the head and three thoracic segments. The form, however, is exactly that of a true Spider, while

the segmentation agrees rather with that of an insect, and in some respects the animals are nearly

allied to tlie Phalangiidse.

The head bears a pair of large ocelli, and a pair of enormous chelicerse, greatly inflated towards

the base, and terminating in pincers. Both pairs of palpi attain the length and form of legs, so that

the animals appear to have five legs on each side, but the apical joints of the palpi have no claws.

Behind the head come three distinct thoracic rings, narrower than the head-ring, and each of them

GALEODES AEANEOIDES.

bears a pair of true legs, the coxEe of which stand out freely from the sternum, and the apices of their

tarsi have each a pair of claws. Behind the thoracic segments follows the abdomen, -which is usually

of an elongate ovate or pear shape, and composed of ten segments. The surface of the body is more

or less hairy, and all the limbs are especially so. The respiration is by trachea;.

In walking, these singular creatures use only the three pairs of true thoracic legs, the two pairs-

of leg-like palpi, of which the first is the larger, being carried in front of them, and no doulit acting

as feelers. Their sole weapons are the extraordinarily-powerful, pincer-like chelicerfe, of which the

lower finger is the movable one ; but these are such formidable organs that not only other insects, but

even small vertebrate animals, fall victims to their attacks. Like the chelicerre of the true Spiders,

they are furnished with poison glands, the secretion from which flows into the wounds that they

inflict.

These redoubtable Spiders, which are all of large or consideralile size, are chiefly inhabitants of

the warmer parts of both hemispheres, but more numerous in species in the eastern than in the

western. They live principally in desert places, where they conceal themselves during the day in

crevices, or under stones, or in cavities which they dig out in the ground. India and Persia, the

great steppes and deserts of Central Asia and Southern Russia, as far north even as Siberia, and the
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deserts of Arabia and Africa, are their principal habitations on one side of the Atlantic ; on the other

side they are best known in Central America and the West Indies. Some small species occur iu the

southern parts of Europe. Their food consists for the most part of insects, and their chief enemies

are the big Centipedes and predaceous Beetles, which, like themselves, run about in search of booty at

night.

The commonest and best-known species (Galeodes araneoides) is the one found upon the Russian

and Asiatic Steppes, which is also believed to inhabit Arabia and Egypt, and probably other

neighbouring countries, although perhaps described under various names. It measures sometimes two

inches in length. In its nocturnal waudei-ings, as already described, it can-ies the two pairs of palj)!

before it and keeps them in constant motioi^ If they come in contact with anything they are said to

emit a phosphorescent light. Should the object touched be good to eat, the Galeodes dashes upon it

at once, and its powerful nippers soon make an end of all weaker creatures. Even a Lizard, with a

body half as long again as itself, was attacked by a Galeodes, seized by the nape, killed, and speedily

devoured. Young Musk Rats, and even Bats, shared the same fate ; a Scorpion twice its size was seized

at the root of the tail and so disabled and destroyed. The successful combatant in this case, however,

subsequently attacked a Scorpion in front, and was seized and at once killed with the sting. Captain

Hutton, who observed an Indian species, probably Gakodesfatcdis, confirms these results obtained

with the Russian species, and adds that his Spider killed a young Sparrow, but did not eat it. The
Solpugidie also fight among themselves, when the conqueror devours his ^ictiln ; but thn females show
considerable care for tJieir young, which they watch assiduously until they are strong enough to take

care of themselves.

Not unnaturally creatures so large and so well furnished with olfensive weapons as the ordinary

species of this family are regarded with considerable dread in the countries they frequent, and ancient

writers even go so far as to declare that parts of India now desert were deprived of tlieir human
inhabitants by the fear of these Spiders. From reliable information it appears that their bite is

really exceedingly painful, and gives rise, under certain conditions, to very serious symptoms; besides

the direct inflammation of the pai't bitten, temporary paralysis, severe headache, and fainting fits

are said to be among the consequences. Domestic animals are also very subject to their attacks,

especially camels and sheep, which are either bitten in the feet as they move about, or wounded
still more dangerously when they lie down to sleep. The sheep and camels in the summer have

their lower surface nearly or quite naked. When they lie down, probably disturbing a Galeodes iu

his search for prey, he avenges himself at once by a severe bite, the consequences of which are so

serious that the bitten animal may even die. These Spiders are fond of living among reeds and

sedges, and in consequence of this predilection are often brought into the summer dwellings of the

Calmucs and other inhabitants of the steppes, in the construction of which such articles play an

itnportant part. In this way their contact with man is greatly facilitated. Some thirty or tive-and-

thirty species are described, all of which are very similar in structure and habits.

ORDER II.—ARANEIDA, OR TRUE SPIDERS.

While the members of the preceding order are for the most part, strictly terrestrial in their

habits, the true Spiders, to which we have now to turn our attention, exhibit a much greater variety in

their mode of life. Many of them, it is true, like the Arthrogastra just described, dwell habitually on

the surface of the ground, concealing themselves under stones and clods of earth, in moss and other

vegetable covers, or even in burrows dug out by themselves ; but perhaps an equal number disdain such

grovelling habits, wander on trees, shrubs, and plants to any height above the surface, or suspend

themselves freely in the air in most ingeniously constructed webs. Some even contrive to get them.

.selves transported through the air, although they possess no wings, by a very remarkable application

of the power of silk-producing, which they possess in so great a degi'ee ; whilst a few even betake

themselves to the water, and construct beneath its surface comfortable little habitations of the

most singular kind.

As might be expected in a group of such varied habits, the organisation of these creatures

presents considerable diversity, particularly in regard to external fomi and details, but the main
peculiarities of structure distinguishing the order are very uniformly displiiyed throughout. The
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ceplialotliorax, wliicli, in the Solpiigidre—the most Spider-like of the preceding families—is divided into

four distinct rings, is here once more united into a single mass without segmentation ; the abdomen,

which also shows no division into segments, is attached to the back of the cephalothorax by a more or

less slender peduncle ; the cephalothorax has four ])airs of limbs ; and the antennse are represented

by a pair of falces (chelicerse), which perforni the part of mandibles, and have a movable, claw-like,

terminal joint. The respiration is performed by both lung-sacs and trachea;.

The cephalothorax in these animals is covered above by a more or less horny plate, towards the

front margin of which a group of simple eyes is situated. These are generally eight in number, but

sometimes only six, or even less, and their relative position is of considerable importance in the

determination of species and genera. The falces, which spring from the front of the cephalothorax

above the mouth, are generally bent down vertically, but sometimes project more or less forward. Each

of them consists of two joints, of which the basal one is large and stout, and furrowed along the inner

margin, while the second is claw-like, sharp, and articulated to the

apex of the first in such a manner that it can be folded back into

the groove of the latter, and when erected it forms a biting organ

more or less opposed to that of the opposite side. These may, in fact,

be regarded as the jaws of the Spider, and they are rendered for-

midable weapons by the circumstance that they are perforated, and

the canaJs passing through them to the apex of the claw-joint receive

the ducts coming from a pair of poison glands, consisting of blind

sacs, which extend more or less into the cephalothorax. The fluid

secreted by these glands is poured into the wounds inflicted by the

claws of the falces, and its effect upon the animal attacked is very

marked.

As in the Arachnida generally, no mandibles are to be recog-

nised, but the maxilloe are plainly developed, and bear a pair of

palpi consisting of several joints. In the females these ai-e simple

organs like the legs, but shorter, and furnished with a claw at the

end ; in tiie males the last joint is inflated and excavated, and

usually furnished with peculiar appendages which are employed

in the transfer of the fertilising elements to the reproductive

organs of the female. The labium, or part of it, would appear

to be represented by a small piece projecting forward between the bases of the maxillae, which

is either joined to or separate from the sternal plate occupying the lower surface of the cephalo-

thorax, from the edges of which the limbs take their origin, the first pair, which, as we have already

seen, may be regarded as representing a second pair of palpi, as well as the rest. The legs consist of

the usual number of pieces—a large coxa, a small trochanter, and a well-developed femur, followed by

a tibia of two pieces, and a tarsus also usually of two joints. At the extremity of the tarsus are two

claws, often associated with other organs which may be noticed under the families. The abdomen is

generally covered with a soft skin, and except in a few instances shows no indications of its being

originally composed of segments ; near the apex on the under side it bears two or three pairs of

.spinnerets, to which we shall have to refer by-and-by.

In their internal anatomy the Spiders conform to the type already descrilied (pp. 1-58, 159), but

show certain special peculiarities. Thus the oesophagus has horny walls and terminates in a muscular

dilatation, attachetl by a strong muscle to the back of the cephalothorax—an arrangement which

renders it an efficient suctorial apparatus. The stomach is furnished on each side with five blind

tubular extensions, which run towards and usually penetrate more or less into the palpi and legs
;
and

the intestine continues tubular to near the extremity of the bodyj before reaching which it is

dilated into a somewhat globular rectum. All these parts are kept in place by the voluminous

lobes of the liver, among which the numerous branches of the Malpighian vessels are seen ; these

combine to form a pair of ducts which open into the dilated rectum. The organs of circulation

consists of a chambered heart or dorsal vessel situated in the abdomen, from which heart numerous

arteries are given off", while it is continued forward as an aorta into the cephalothorax. This divides

LYCOSA ANUREN'IVOKA.

k, under surface of female : an,

clielicerK; v, maxiliary paliiue;

$t, stigmata: sp, t-jiinnerets. B,

paliius of male, much enlarsed.
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after a time into two main brandies, and sends forth a great number of arteries to the organs of

the cephalothorax and the limbs. Respiration is effected, as already mentioned, partly by lung-sacs

and partly by tracheae. The former, of wliich there are one or two pairs, are situated in the basal part

of the abdomen, where they open by slit-like stigmata protected by small special plates {ppercvja).

Their structure and mode of action are the same as already described in the Scorpion. The traciiBEe

consist of two main stems, with more or less numerous branches, sometimes possessing more or less

distinct internal fibres, sometimes partially or wholly destitute of anything of the kind. The main

stems open to the air by a pair of stigmata situated in the lower surface of the alxlomen, sometimes

close to those of the lung-sacs, sometimes at the extremity of the body. The aperture of the

generative organs is placed in both sexes at the base of the abdomen, between the stigmatic

openings. The central nervous system is much more concentrated than in the Arthrogastra, con-

sisting only of a central or supraoesophageal ganglion and a great nervous mass behind the

oesophagus, the latter showing on each side four projecting portions, from which the nerves of the

limbs are given off.

Besides these internal organs, the Spiders universally possess a set of glands for the production of

a viscous fluid which has the property of hardening upon exposure to the air, and forms the silky

threads which play so important a part in the lives of these animals. These silk-producing glands

are exceedingly numerous, and pour out their secretion through a multitude of minute tubes situated

on the lower surface of a set of peculiar organs known as spinnerets, placed near the extremity of the

lower surface of the abdomen. There are from two to four pairs of these organs, which are sometimes

quite short and nipple-like, placed close together in a little bunch, while sometimes one or two pairs

are more elongated, and even divided into joints. In the latter case it is only the apical joint that

bears the spinning tubes or " spinnerules " on its lower surface. The latter consist of microscopic

horny tubes, through the minute apertures at the extremity of which the silky secretion escapes in

threads of extreme fineness, a number of which unite before their consolidation to form the threads

with which we are familiar. The production of these silky threads is, indeed, the most striking

characteristic of the Araneida, and it enters more or less importantly into all their habits of life. By
means of it they construct their dwellings, and some of them make most ingenious nets for the capture

of prey ; tliey make use of it continually when prowling about, as a safeguard against falling ; they

employ it in the construction of bridges, to cross from one elevated situation to another, and even as

a means of aerial transport. The two last-namel uses of the silky material require a few words of

explanation here, as they are common to Spidei-s of several families. For the formation of a bridge

from one tree, or other elevated object, to another, the Spider places itself on the summit of its resting-

place with its front to the wind, and clings firmly to its support, usually with the aid of a few short

threads stretched transversely to the direction in wliich it is looking. It then attaches a thread to

the surface on which it is standing, and elevates the extremitj' of its abdomen as much as is possible.

The wind immediately catches the short thread thus produced and exposed to its action, and draws it

out continually, forming a loop of gi-adually increasing length, which floats away until it conies into

contact with some solid body, to which it clings. The Spider has then only to draw the line tight aVid

fasten it, and his communication with the distant point is complete. The same process is adopted with

a view to an aerial excursion, a mode of diversion to which young Spiders of several famOies are very

much addicted especially in the fine days of autumn. In this case, however, when the Spider feels

that the quantity of silk that it has produced is sufficient to enable the aerial currents to bear it up
into the air, it cuts away the original attachment of the thread and allows itself to be carried off.*

Sometimes these flying threads are excessively numerous, and on their descent cover everything
;

they are particularly striking on hedges, and constitute, at all events, one of the causes of the pheno-

menon well known in the country as "gossamer."

The Spiders are all oviparous, and it would appear that the female, when once impregnated, pro-

duces several batches of eggs at considerable intervals of time. The number of eggs produced at once

varies, but they generally form a considei'able mass, enclosed by the female in a silken bag, which

Bhe sometimes carries about with her, sometimes conceals in her nest, and sometimes attaches to

* According to many writers no preliminary attachment of the thread takes place, but the Spider simply emits some
fluid from the spinnerets, and allows the air to carry it away.
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Htones, plants, aim other objects. The young resemble their parents in general form and structure,

;uul undergo no metamorphosis.

In their habits the Spiders are all predaceous, and their prey consists almost entirely of small

Arthropods, especially insects. In the capture of these they adopt various devices : some of them
creeping about among plants and such objects until they find themselves within reach of a desirable

booty, or lurking in dark corners to rush out upon any passing victim, others directly pursuing the

Hy or other insect that they have selected with a genuine cat-like stealthiiiess, while others weave
most beautiful and ingenious snares for the capture of their prey. In all cases, however, the fate of

die victim is the same ; the Spider buries the claw-joints of its falces in the body of its prey, the

juices and softer parts of which are then sucked out by the action of the muscular apparatus

appended to the ojsophagus.

Of this order several thousand species are known from all parts of the earth, but they are nearly

all of small or modei'ate size, with the e.vception of a few tropical members of certain families

which attain comparatively gigantic dimensions. In general the species inhabiting warm countries

have little advantage in point of size over their relatives in temperate climates. The species are,

however, more common in warm regions.

Fossil Spiders are not numerous, especially in the older rocks. Nevertheless, species occur in the

Lithographic Slates of Solenliofen, and, as in the case of the Scorpions, one or two have been recorded

from the Coal Measures of Silesia and Bohemia. They are more numerous in the Tertiary insect-

beds, and a great many have been preserved in amber.

In the classification of the great number of Spiders forming this order there is not unnaturally

some little difficulty, and the consequence is that nearly every original author adopts a method of his

own, the results of which, as regards the bringijig together of the diflerent forms, are often very

divergent. The following division into families, which is a slight modification of Gerstacker's arrange-

ment, will serve, we think, to give the reader a good general idea of the mutual relations of the

different types :—
I.—Two pairs of lung-sacs and two pairs of spinnerets ; claws of falces

bending downwards . Tribe I.—TETRAPNEUMONEh
One family ..."..... Family 1.

—

Mygalidje.

11.—One pair of lung-sacs; usually six or eight spinnerets; claws of falces

bending inwards ........ Tribe II.—DIPNEUMONES.
A. Vagabititdce. OceUi usually in thi-ee rows ; wanderers which spin no

webs :—
Cephalothorax nearly rectangular ..... Family 2.

—

Salticid.'e.

t Cephalothorax narrowed in front ..... Family 3.

—

Lycosid^e.

B. Sedentarily. OceUi in two rows ; makers of webs for the capture of

prey:—
* Abdomen broad and depressed . . . . Family 4.—Thomisid.^.

t Abdomen moderate, or, if broad, very convex :^
a. Intermediate pairs of legs shorter than the others ; webs more

or less tubular ....... Family 5.

—

Tegen'ariid.'e.

b. First pair of legs usually the longest ; webs irregular . . Family 6.

—

Thekidiid.'e.

c. First and second pairs of legs longer than the others ; webs

with more or less regular radiating and concentric lines . Family 7.

—

Epeikid^e.

TEIBE I.—TETRAPNEUMONES.
FAMILY I.-MYGALID^.

The group of the Tetrapneumones, or Four-lunged Spiders, which includes only the single family

of the Mygalidae, is distinguished not only by the presence of four stigmatic openings towards the

base of tlie abdomen, but also by the possession of only four spinnerets, two of which are very

small, and by having the claw of the falces bent downwards, so that those organs are kneed. This

family includes a number of species, for the most part of large or considerable size, and some of them

among the very lai-gest of Spiders. They are mostly confined to the warmer parts of the world, only

a few, and those comparatively small, extending their range into southern Europe, while a single

species alone is recorded as an inhabitant of Britain.
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The gigantic species of the typical genus Mi/gale, in which the body is covered with a rough,

hairy coat, and the legs are also stout and hairy, chiefly inhabit the wai-mer parts of America and the

West Indian Islands, altliough several species of them, and some of them of large size, are found in

the Eastern Hemisphere. So far as the observations of naturalists at present go, most of them, at

any rate, do not burrow in the ground, but reside in the grooves and fissures of the bark of trees, in

the crevices between stones, and in other sheltered places, where they commonly spin a more or less

tubular silken dwelling of suitable size, within which also the female deposits her eggs, enclosed in a

regular case of white silk, to the number, according to some observers, of 1,800 or 2,000. The

Spiders usually go in pursuit of their prey in the evening and during the darkness of the night, when

they seize upon and destroy all the insects and otlier Arthropods that they are able to surprise and

overcome, whilst, according to stories which have come down to us from a tolerably distant past, they

are not content with insects alone, but even prey upon small birds and other Vertebrates. It would

appear, indeed, from an observation of Mr. Bates, that there is some truth in their possession of these

bird-catching propensities, in allusion to which Linnaeus gave one of the large Surinam species

described and figured by Madame Merian the specific name avicularia. Mr. Bates on one

occasion found two small birds hanging in a torn web which was stretched across a cleft in a tree.

One of them was already dead ; the other, upon the body of which the Spider was resting, was at the

point of death, and died soon after his taking it in his hands. He found that the observation of

this habit of the Spider was quite new to the natives on the banks of the Amazon, and thus some

doubt still remained as to its powers of bird^atching, and we believe that the gigantic Spiders which

have been brought to the London Zoological Gardens from South America have not been experimented

upon with birds ; but Mr. Bartlett said that one of them attacked and killed a mouse. At the

same time, it is very curious that the formidable falces of the large Mygalida; are regarded with so

little dread by the Indian chikken in the Amazonian region, that Mr. Bates actually found tlie latter

on one occa.sion leading about one of these monsters by a thread put round his middle. The specimens

that have been kept in the Regent's Park were fed chiefly upon Cockroaches and Meal Worms; one that

was kept some years ago in Danzig killed and devoured some young frogs and other Amphibians.

Several of the species exceed two inches and a half long, and their legs cover a surface of five or

six inches in diameter.

A considerable number of species of rather smaller size than the above, and chiefly inhabiting

the Old World, live in burrows which they excavate in the ground and line with a tube of silk.

They generally close their habitations with a regular, closely-fitting door, attached to one side of the

aperture by a silken hinge, and, from 'this peculiar construction of their domicile, they are known

commonly as "Trap-door Spiders." The trap-door is composed of earthy particles firmly helri

together with layers of silk, and, although sometimes it consists of a mere flap falling down over the

aperture, it is, in most cases, a regular stopper, accurately fitting into the orifice of the burrow. In

some instances the Spider shows still more ingenuity in fitting up its abode as a place of refuge. After

making the main nest, it works through at one side, and there digs both upwards and downwards

obliquely, so as to produce a side chamber into which it can retreat should some enemy succeed in

opening the trap-door ; and the lateral chamber is cut ofi" from the main burrow by a silky curtain-

like door, which hangs before it, and thus apparently completes the inner lining of the tube. Cieniza

fodiens, figured, with its nest, of the natural size, in our Plate 65, is a well-known South European

species, especially abundant in Corsica. These Spiders issue from their nests at night in search of

prey, and, after they have retreated into their fortresses, they will resist the opening of their trap-

doors by clinging to the lining of the tube and to the inner coat of silk composing the doors. Th(^

females deposit their eggs in a silken cocoon at the bottom of their nest, and are said by some

naturalists to carry their young about with them for a time after they are hatched.

Some of the species, including the single British type of the group {Atypm snheri), construct a

somewhat difierent kind of nest. Atypus sidzeri, a Spider nearly half an inch long, with a large

cephalothorax and enormous projecting falces, is found in several parts of England, principally in the

south, and excavates as its dwelling-place a more or less cylindrical gallery, almost half an inch in

diameter, in moist ground, the direction of which is usually at first horizontal and then vertical for a

greater or less part of its length. The interior of this domicile the Spider lines with a compact tube
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fif silk ; but instead of closing its aperture with a trap-door, the nest is finished by continuing the

lining-t\ibe beyond its mouth for a greater or less distance, the part thus left free lying upon the

surface of the ground. The female deposits her eggs, which number from thirty to forty, in a silken

cocoon, which she attaches to the inner extremity of her nest.

TRIBE II.—DIPNEUMONES.
The Dipneiimones, as indicated by their name, possess only a single ])air of lung-sacs, and the

base of the under surface of the abdomen shows only a single pair of the opercula closing their

apertures. The tracheal system has its apertures either immediately behind ihose of the lung-sacs or

near the end of the abdomen. These Spiders, however, have another distinctive character in their

falces, which may be placed either vertically or in an inclined plane, but always have the claw-joints

articulated so that they bend in towards the middle line of the body.

FAMILY II.—SALTICID.E, OR SALTIGRAD.E.
The first two families of this tribe have the eyes nearly always placed in three transverse rowii

upon the surface of the cephalothorax. That is to say, we may distinguish two rows of two each and

a third containing four, although in many cases an imaginary line may be recognised as combining the

two separated pairs into a single curved row. In the Salticidre the general form is compact, and the

cephalothorax of nearly equal width from back to front, so that its shape is moi-e or less rectangular.

The legs are comparatively short and stout, and usually terminated by a pair of claws, below which

there is a bunch of hair-like papilla;, termed a scopula, although sometimes this organ is wanting, and

there are three claws. The extremity of the abdomen has three pairs of spinnerets.

The Salticidse are generally neat and active-looking Spiders, of small or moderate size. The

species are exceedingly numerous, and distributed in all parts of the world. Those of warm climates

include the largest forms, and many of them display a remarkable brilliancy or iridescence of

colouring. They are of wandering habits, preparing no snares for the capture of the flies and other

insects on which they feed, but prowling about in search of their prey with a most extraordinary cat-

like stealthiness, and often capturing it by means of a sudden spring. Their habit of making little

jumps under such circumstances, and even when merely alarmed, has caused the family to receive the

name of Saltigi-adte, and is also alluded to in the name of the

typical genus SaUicvs, upon which the family name Salticidse is

founded. They are to be found upon the trunks and leaves of

trees and bushes, on railings, and about rocks and walls, in

fact, wherever the flies which constitute their principal nourish-

ment are to be met with. At the approach of danger they take

shelter in holes and crevices, or throw themselves off and drop

to the ground at the extremity of a fine silk thread, which

it will be found they drag behind them, and attach from point

to point all the while they are engaged in their predatory wan-

derings. This habit may be easily observed during the summer
in the case of the commonest of the British species [Salticus

scenicus), which may be met with almost ever3'where in abun-

dance, running about in the hot sunshine upon brick walls,

palings, and the trunks of trees, and even upon the iron railings

of balconies and other parts of houses in London itself. This _

interesting little creature, which is about a quarter of an inch

long, and black, with white interrupted transverse bands, has a singularly alert look when engaged

in its search for prey. Nevertheless, it moves everywhere with the greatest circumspection, and

occasionally, by straightening the fore legs, elevates the front of the cephalothorax, in which we find

a pair of enormous eyes, so as to obtain a wider range of vision. Its progress upon smooth and

perpendicular surfaces is facilitated by tlie scopula;, or tufts of adhesive hair-like papilla; placed at

the extremity of each foot ; and when by this cautious method of approach the Sjnder has arrived neai'

enough to its intended victim, by a sudden rush and spring the latter is at once seized and soon

destroyed. Upon tliin iron railings we have seen this Spider advance along the lower surface of the

SALTICUS SCENICUS

iilai'ged; B, foot from Itplo
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rail towards a fly sitting unsuspiciously on its upper surface, and peeping up fi-om time to time to

see whetliei- it was yet near enough for the final spring, the whole behaviour of the creature

remincltn" one forcibly of the conduct of a cat similarly occupied in pursuit of a mouse or bird. In

June, the female constructs one or two cocoons of white silk, containing as many as fifteen or sixteen

eggs, which are not agglutinated together. These cocoons, which are of a slight texture, are then

enclosed in a compact cell made of white silk in the crevices of rocks, walls, and the bark of trees.

FAMILY III.—LYCOSID^, OR WOLF SPIDERS.

The I/yeosidje, Wolf Spiders, or Citigradse, like the preceding, are wandering predaceous S[>iders,

but they run down their prey without springing upon it after the fashion of the Salticidse. Their

ocelli are generally placed in three rows, and the cephalothorax is robust, but this part of the body is

narrowed towards the front ; the fakes are placed vertically ; there are three pairs of spinnerets ; and

the legs tai)er to the extremity, and are usually terminated by three claws, without any scopula; or

adhesive hairs, although some species have only a pair of claws, assisted by a small scopula at the

end of each tarsus. Although inferior in size to the Mygalidse, they are generally larger than the

SalticidK, and many of the tropical, and especially American species, exceed an inch in length of

body. They take up their abode under stones, in the crevices of rocks and of the ground, in moss

and under fallen leaves, and wander about, especially at night, in pursuit of the insects which

constitute their chief food, and which they capture principally upon herbage and low bushes. Many

of the species live among woods and on dry commons, but some seem to show a preference for marshy

places and the neighbourhood of water, often even running upon the surface of pools, and making

their way below the surface by crawling down. the stems of aquatic plants. They can remain thus

submerged so long as the air confined among the hairs covering the body will serve them for the

purpose of respiration. While running on the surface of the

water these Spiders freely seize the insects that come in their way,

and one British species has received the name of Lycosa piratica,

from its having this habit, which, however, is common to many
others, and to some species of the allied genus Dolomedes, such

as D. fimbriatus, a large and handsome Spider, attaining a length

of five-sixths of an inch, that al)Ounds in the fen country.

Notwithstanding their well-earned character for ferocity,

these, like most Spiders, show a most affectionate care for their

offspring. The Lycosm, and some others, place their eggs, from

the number of fifty to over one hundred, in a small, flattened,

silken case, resembling two saucers put together by their edges,

which they then attach to the under side of the extremity of

the abdomen, and carry about with them. The female of Dolomedes places a still larger number
(from two hundred to two hundred and fifty) in a rough-looking, globular cocoon, which she also

carrie.s al>out, holding it under her sternum by means of the falces and palpi, but at the same time

attaching it to the spinnerets by a couple of strong threads. When the young Spiders are about to

be hatched, the mother spins a dome-shaped web among low herbage, and under this the newly-

hatched young cluster together on lines which they spin for their own accommodation, and remain

there, carefully tended by their parent, until they have become able to shift for themselves. The
most celebrated species of the family is the Tarantula {Lycosa tarantula), varieties of which, or of

distinct, but very nearly allied species, occur throughout southern Europe. In some parts, notably in

Italy, the bite of these large Spiders, which exceed an inch in length, is supposed to produce most

remarkable effects, including a sort of epidemic dancing madness ; but it would appear that, although

their bite may gixe rise to disagreeable symptoms, the stories told by the older writers are much
exaggerated.

FAMILY IV.—THOMISID^, OR CRAB SPIDERS.

The ThomLsidte constitute the first family in which the eyes are placed in two rows upon the

surface of the cephalothorax, and these rows are generally curved, sometimes in parallel lines, the

first row sometimes more convex. The first two pairs of legs are generally longer and stouter thaa
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the rest, ami in the tyiiical portion of tlie family the front pair are pushed forward quite to tin-

fore part of the cejjhalothorax, and the whole body shows a generally broad and depressed fcnn.

They usually possess only two claws on each foot, associated with a few adliesive hairs, which sonic-

times form a small scopula. The peculiar short-bodied form

and large arms of these Spideis have led to their being

called " Crab Spiders." The name of Laterigradse, also given

to the family by some writers, alludes to their frequently

running sideways, like Crabs, a movement which is facilitated

by the great development of the lirst two pairs of limbs.

The species of Thomisidse are exceedingly numerous

and very widely distributed, but they .seldom run to a large

size. Among the British forms a length of a quarter of an

inch is considerable, but the American .species are as a rule

larger. The finest British species (Sparagsns srtiaragduhis) is

half an inch long in the female sex,, which is of a fine green

colour. The male is also green, but bandetl longitudinally on

tlie back of the abdomen with crimson and yellow. They

usually conceal themselves among herbage and in flowers, but

sometimes in cracks and crevices of trees, rocks, and walls,

or even in cracks in the ground and under stones. It is in
thomims htkeis.

these situations that they lie in wait for the insects which

constitute their prey, which they sometimes seize by surprise on their coming close to the lurking-

place, especially in the case of the flower-haunting specie,s, and sometimes pursue with great agilit}'.

The females deposit their egg.s, which vary in number from about thirty to two hundred or more, in

a small compact cocoon of silk, usiially of a lenticular foi-m, like those of the Lycosm. These are

sometimes, but rarelj^, attached to the lower surface of rocks and stones
;
generally the leaves of

plants are selected for then- reception, and these are either drawn together or bent at the edges, so

as to foi-m a protective covering for the cocoons. When alarmed, the Spiders of this family often

adopt the ci-ab-like device of simulating death to elude danger, and in this helpless attitude the

species here figured may often be detected lying in the hearts of flowers, where i1«s yellowish

ooloration rendei-s it very inconspicuous. The young Spiders

of this family are among those most addicted to float through

the air on a support of gossamer in fine autumn evenings.

FAMILY v.—TEGEISTARIID-E, OR TUBITEL^.

In this extensive and varied family, of which the common

House Spider may be taken as a typical example, we again

find the eyes placed in two rows, but they vary somewhat in

arrangement. The first and fourth jiairs of legs are longer

than the second and third, and all the legs taper towards

the extremity, where they are generally terminated by a pair

of claws, accompanied by papilliform hairs, which sometimes

form a small scopula. In some cases there are thi'ee claws.

All the Spiders of this family weave a more or less complete

web for themselves, usually consisting of numerous threads

sometimes united into a sort of sheet, but nearly always con-

nected with a more or less tubular portion which serves as a

dwelling-place and shelter for the Spider. '

lly of small Spiders of compact form and active habits,

have three pairs of sjiinners, and generally only two claws on the tar.si, supplemented by

numerous papillary hairs, which sometimes form scopulse. They are numerous in most parts

of the world, and reside in silken cells which they build for themselves in the crevices of

rocks and walls, among leaves, and under the loose bark of trees. In similar situations, or

DRASSVS CrrKEV-i.

The Dr.\
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attached to stones, the female deposits her eggs, to tlie number of forty, fifty, or more, in a firm

and compact cocoon of white silk, about which, or within a light outer web surrounding it, the

parent Spider remains in attendance on lier progeny. This is especially remarkable in the case of

some species which bury their cocoons in the earth, and these, as well as the species frequenting

leaves, herbage, <fec., often enclose the cocoon in a looser silken web, which serves the female as a

habitation. The most remarkable of all the species, however, is the Water Spider {Anjyroneta

aquaiica), which passes the greater part of its life beneath the surface of the water, pursues its prey

and even constructs its nest in this abnormal situation for an air-breathing Arthropod. The Water

Spider is about half an inch long, and what is a i-emarkable circumstance the male is larger than

the female. The cephalothorax and limbs are of a dark reddish-brown colour, and the abdomen,

which is ovate, olive-brown. When swimming under water the numerous hairs with which

the latter part is clothed carry down a supply of air in their interstices, and it is by means of

this that the Spider is enabled to breathe. This air gives it a silvery appearance when swimming.

Not content with this arrangement, which necessitates constant visits to the surfiice for fresh

supplies of air, the Water Spider builds itself a dome-shaped cell, attached by silken threads to neigh

inuring objects in the water, such as sticks and plants, then by fetching down from the surface

continual supplies of air and discharging them beneath the dome-like web, the latter gets inflated with

air after the fashion of a diving-bell, and the little architect has a safe and comfortable dwelling in

which it can rest freely for a longer or shorter time. The Spider appears to hibernate in its

subaqueous dwelling, and also to deposit its cocoon of eggs there.

The Dysderides are nearly related to the preceding, but have only six eyes, and a curious West

Indian genus belonging to the group (the genus Nops) has only a single pair of rather large eyes

placed far from the front margin of the cephalothorax. They are rather elongated, but strong

and active Spiders, usually with large and powerful falceg, and reside in cells and tubes of silk

jilaced under stones and in crevices of rocks, walls, and the bark of trees. From these habitations)

tli( V lush out >ipon pis'iing nisects, which they take by surprise. The species are not very numerous,

but are widely distributed. Several are recorded

I inhabitants of Britain.

The ScYTODiDES, which also have six eyes, havo

1 ither shorter and rounder body, and propoi-

iionittly longer legs than the Dysderida;. They

inhibit temperate and warm countries, chiefly in

tlie Old World, and they are found in caves and

hiuses, IS well as under stones and among herbages

Tlieii spinning is generally feeble, and they produce

only a few irregular lines.

The CiNiFLONiDES are a small sub-family, the

Uuown species of which are inhabitants chiefly of

I uiope, Noith America, and South America, but

lu lepiesented also in the Atlantic islands.

All Blackwall distinguishes them by the possession

(it eight spinnerets, the fourth pair being placed

ijuite at the base of the spinner, and consisting of

I (.ouple of ^ery short, truncated, conical bodies

"t oval section, united to each other for their

\\ hole length They are further characterised by

hiMUg a peculiar organ, called a calamistrum,

upon the fiist tarsal joint of each posterior leg.

riiis consists of two close, parallel rows oH

short, mo\able spines, which are employed by the

hpiders in the constiuction of then \eiy singulai snaies. Tiiese Spiders live in the crevices of rocks,

walls, and tlie l)ark of trees, and among tlie lea\-es of trees and plants, and, in the neighbourhood of

the places of their abode, they prepare tiieir curious toils, composed of silk combed liy the caiamistra

^^^
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into a dirty and shabby-looking material, curled and twisted into the semblance of an exceedingly

loose, in-egular, open network of extremely fine threads, usually supported upon a straight line of

greater strength. This fine, loose material clings with remarkable tenacity to whatever it touches.

The eggs of Ciniflo atrox, a common British species, are placed, to the number of about seventy, in a

loose white silk cocoon of plano-convex figure, which is attached to the innei- surface of an oval cell,

composed of curled silk, disfigured on the outside by fragments of dirt of various kinds. The species

of Ergatls, two or three of which occur in Britain, live generally upon heath and furze, the extremities

of the twigs of which they surroimd with a loose, whitish web serving for the capture of their small

jjrey, while, at the proper time, the female conceals within this web, upon which the remains of her

victims are hanging, two or three lenticular cocoons, with from ten to thirty eggs in each.

The Common House Spider, and some allied forms, constitute the last sub-family of this group,

that of the Agelenides, which are generally rather large, powerful Spiders, with the legs and usually

the hindmost .spinnerets long, and the eyes nearly always in two curved rows with the concavity

forward. Under the common name of the House Spider are apparently included at least two species,

Tegenarm domestica and T. civilk, the former rather more and the latter less than half an inch in

length of body. There is considerable resemblance between them, but the legs of T. domestica

are a good deal longer in proportion than those of 2'. civilw. With regard to the latter species, it

has been ascertained that both sexes change their skin nine times, once within the cocoon and

eight times after quitting it ; that they live for four years, and the female after a single

impregnation can produce nine batches of prolific eggs ; and that limbs removed at the coxa

,

will be reproduced six times at the succeeding changes of skin. The habits of the two

species are very similar. They inhabit old neglected buildings, outhouses, (fee, taking up their

abode in the corners formed by walls, roofs, and rafters, where they spin a more or less horizontal

sheet of web, from which many fine lines are given off to adjacent objects both above and below,

wjiile, in the most sheltered part of the corner, it communicates with a short tubular cell in which the

Spider resides. The eggs are deposited in lenticular cocoons of white silk, each again enclosed in a

-silken bag, the outer surface of which is disguised by morsels of plaster and other rubbish.

The species of Ageleiia, several of which are found in Britain, li\e out of doors in woods and

heaths, but they also produce a sheet-like web, furnished with a cylindrical tube for the Spidei-'s

tlwelling-place. The commonest species (Agelena labyrinthka) is found generally upon heaths and

v,-aste ground, where its lai-ge cobwebs are often striking objects upon the heath and fui-ze. The

ooeoons of the female are lenticular, contain from 50 to 120 eggs, and measure nearly half an inch in

diameter ; there are usually two of them, and these are enclosed in a large sac of compact white silk,

to ihe interior of which the cocoons are attached by. silken lines so compact

together as to have been compared to short pillars. The cocoons or their

containing sac are often disguised with dii-t, as in the case of the House Spider.

FAMILY VI.—THERIDIID.^.

This is a very extensive family of Spiders, usually of small or moderate

size, having the abdomen generally large in proportion to the ce))iialothorax,

and of a broadly ovate form, especially in the females, and the fore legs usually

the longest of all. The eyes are arranged in two transverse rows-, but some-

times in part elevated upon tubercles or other processes of the upper surface of

the cephalothorax, and the tarsi have three claws at their extremity, fre-

quently associated with others of very minute size. The species of this family

are most numerous in temperate climates, and the greater number of the

known forms belong to the Eastern Hemisphere. Many of them are adorned

•with elegant ]jatterns, and display considerable variety of coloration. They inhabit the foliage of

trees and shrubs, herbage, clefts and cavities in rocks and walls, and the interior of buildings, and are

•sometimes to be found under stones on the surface of the ground. In the more exposed situations

they generally construct irregular snares, composed of fine threads crossing each other in all direction.?,

ivhence the name Incequitelce has been applied to the family.

The females deposit their eggs in cocoons of various forms generally attached to some object

TIIEIUDIOX NERVOSVM.
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ill the neighbourhood of the sria,re, or even within a slight protective web. Sometimes the cocoon,

of a more or less globular form, is affixed to the under surface of the leaves of trees and shrubs, tlit*

edges of whicli are joined and more or less brought together by a loose tissue of silken threads,

forming a sort of nest, in which the female may remain for a considerable time with her progeny

after the latter are hatched, and actually supply them with food. Tkeridion tf.piclariomm, a species

which has only been observed in Europe in conservatories, makes several pear-shaped cocoons,

and suspends them by the narrow ends within a dome-shaped upper part of the snare ; and

the balloon-shaped cocoon of Tkeridion variegatu,m, as described by Mr. Blackwall, " is composed of

soft silk, of a loose texture and pale lirown colour, enclosed in an irregular network of coarse, d?ik

red-brown filaments. Several of the lines composing this network unite near the smaller extremity

of the cocoon, leaving intervals there through which the young pass when they quit it, and lieiug

cemented together throughout the remainder of their extent, form a slender .stem, varying from

one-tenth to half an inch in length, by which the cocoon is attached to the surface of stones and

fragments of rock, resembling in figure and position .some of the minute plants belonging to the

class Cryptogamia." The cocoon itself is about an eighth of an inch in diameter. The curiouR

species Pholcus j)hctlaiigioides, which, although slender in its form, and endowed with limbs rivalling

those of the Phalangiidse in length, is nearly allied to the Theridia, forms a globular cocoon of slight

texture, but of large size, which the female carries with her wherever she goes, holding it firmly by

means of the falces.

,
The Linyplme, which seem to lead in some respects towards the next family, also construct a

more regular snare than the typical Theridia. They make a tine sheet of web, stretched horizontally

among the leaves and branches of trees and bushes, the herbage and other objects which form tlieir

ordinary shelter, and further held in position by fine intercrossing lines stretched from its surface to

neighbouring points of support. These Spiders take their place to lie in wait for prey on the under

surface of the web, and they immediately seize any insects which fall upon it ; the intercrossing lines,

especially those above the web, serving to check and throw down flying insects that may strike

against them. Some species of the extensive genus Neriene, nearly all of which are very small,

make snares similar to those of the LiuyphiiP; others reside under stones. Many of them are noted

as aeronautic species.

The species of the allied genus Wah-kena^ra (or Micryphantes) frequently have the portion;

of the cephalothorax which bears the eyes more or less elevated or tubercular, and in Walchenaera

ticuminata this character attains an extreme development. In the female there is a truncated conical

tubercle, having four eyes at its apex, and the other four in two jiairs a little way down on the sides.

In the male the eye-bearing process is of considerable length, upright and slender, terminating in a

bilobed enlargement, each lobe of which bears two eyes, while tlic other eyes are placed in pairs upon

the sides of a swelled portion about half-way down. This singular little Spider, wdiich is alx)ut a

sixth of an inch long, is found under stones and on rails in various parts of England. The specie.?

of Pachygriatha are remarkable for the enormous development of their falces, which are so large a&

to form a pair of stout divergent pieces at the front of the cephalothorax. P. derckii is a

widely distributed British species, found under stones, &c.

Certain foreign species of this family share with the Tarantula in the evil reputation of being

dangerously venomous creatures. They belong to the genus Lnfrodestus. The best-known species is

the Malmignatte {Latrodectns mcdmignaMus), which is almost half an inch long, and is common in the-

south of Europe and the islands of the Mediterranean, especially Corsica. It is a black Spider,

adorned with about thirteen blood-red .spots upon the abdomen. Its ordinary prey would appear to

consist of rather large insects, .such as Grasshoppers, which it is said to entangle and partially

disable by means of threads stretched in vai-ious directions across the fields. Upon such insects the

Spider inflicts a bite at the junction of the head and thorax, and the victim, if small, is said to die

instantly, if large, to fall into convulsions, which, after a short time, terminate in death. The efl'ect

of the bite upon the human subject is also said to be very scrinus. as it causes much pain and fever,

and, according to some writers, leads to fatal results. The same siiccics, or a nearly allied one, occur.'i

in Morocco, and is much dreaded. Its bite is also describeil as fatal ; and two or three others are

found in the Southern States of North America, of which similar tales are told. The female
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Malmigiiatte is described as |nohuiiig thioc large cocdons, eacli enclosed in a very compact and

strong silken covering. They contain a diminishing number of eggs, the first produced having 400

and the last about 200.

F.-VMILY Vtl.-EPEJRTD.E.

In this family we have to do with the most familiar of all Spiders, the Garden Spider, whoso

beautiful geometrical webs force themselves ujion our attention in the autumn, and some allietl

species wliich chiefly inhabit the woods and hedgerows. All these Spiders have the first and second

pairs of legs longer than the others, the tarsi terminated by three or more claws, with the additional

ones very minute, and the eyes jilaced in two rows, with the two intermediate pdrs generally larger

than the others and forming a square figure, while the lateral ones are placed close together in pairs.

In the British and Eui-opean forms the abdomen, especially in the females, is of lai-ge comparativf?

size, rounded or ovate and very convex. They all produce the vertical circular webs above alluded to,

and hence the family has been called (I>rbitel.e. The species are generally of considerable size, and some

exotic forms measure over an inch and a half in length. They are very generally (.Hstributed o^er the

face of the earth, and tho.se of some tropical countries present very wide differences from the ordinary

forms with which we are acquainted. Tliey reside and oonstract their very ingenious snares chiefly

among the branches and foliage of trees and bushes, but also frequent hei'bage, and sometimes avail

themselves of the .shelter of caves and buildings. The Spider resides and passes the winter in a dome-

shaped silken cell formed in the neighbourhood of the snare, and usually connected directly with its

centre by a strong line ; and in similar cells tlie female encloses the cocoons containing her eggs, which

are rather loosely constructed of silk, and of a globose or balloon-like shape. In some instances th»

Spider apparently enclo.ses her whole stock of eggs in a single large cocoon. Thus Mr. Blackwall

describes that of Epeira quadrata, a well-known aiid very fine British species, as containing from dOO

71*
^^
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tc 1,000 eg-g.s; and the sitiil more familiar i^. diadenia of our gardens sim.ilarlj places 700 oi 800

eggs in a single cocoon ; whilst other species, including the widely-spread E. apoclisa, break up their

store of eggs into detachments, and produce several cocoons, each containing about 200 eggs. The

eggs are agglutinated together into a more or less lenticular mass, and the young Spii'.ers, when first

liatclied, commonly spin a few lines, upon which they group themselves so as to form a compact litt'o

mulberry-like mass of living creatures, which disperse in the moat extraordinary fashion if disturbed,

The eggs in the cocoons are subject to the attacks of Ichneumons and other parasites.

The construction of the snares of the Common Garden Spider [Epe'ira diadema) must be familiar

to everybody. They consist of a number of stout radiating lines running from a common centre to

a set of strong lines stretched between various neighbouring points of attachment, and enclosing the

-space occu})ied by the snare, and crossed by a series of sliort lines, whicli, as a whole, constitute

a spiral running from the centre to the outer margin of the actual snare. The S])ider connnences its

operations by stretching the outermost or foundation lines, which are attached Lo accessible points

and then carried to other points and thei-e fixed, the Spider sometimes drop[)ing to tlie ground

and walking across to the base of the opposite point of attachment, sometimes emitting a thread from

its spinners, and allowing it to be carried away by the wind until it attaches itself to some object, and

thus forms a bridge. These foundation lines are made strong, and the radiating lines are tightly

stretched between them, and all joined at the centre of the future snare, and all these parts consist of

simple smooth silken threads. The Spider then starting from tlie centre proceeds to stretcli a sei-ies-

of short threads between the radii, in doing which it follows an absolutely spiral course around the

centre, .so that the sliort cross-threads are really arranged spirally, altliough, of course., each

inter-radial piece is straight. But the most remarkable point is that the whole of tliese inter-radial

pieces of thread, except those forming a few turns close to the centre of the snare, are of a totally

different structure from tlic rest of the net. They consist of a slender elastic silk tliroad, covered witli

little beads of a viscous substance, which, no doubt, give them a greatly increascid power of adhesion

to any urifortunate insect that may come in contact with them. The central part, from which the

viscous beads ai-e absent, is the station in which the Spider lies in wait for its prey, hanging

head downwards. Its shelter, as alreatJy stated, is a silken cell usually attained by a special thread,

liut sometimes only by one of the radii This whole .snare, or, at all events, all the viscid lines of tlie

spiral, are renewed daily, and notwithstanding its complication the Spider occupies only about f.n

hour in its fabrication.

It will be easily understood that a delicate net of this character stretched vertically in the air

will capture many flying insects, and the owner, seated comfortably in the centre, is at once aware, by

the shock produced upon its network and the subsequent struggles of the insect, that a victim is

caught, and will further be able to judge of its whereabouts. To satisfy doubts upon this latter point,

or to make a struggling prey entangle itself more thoroughly, the Spider will often, under these

circumstances, shake its web violently ; but it usually soon makes its way to the spot and effectually

.secures its prisoner by turning it round and round by movements of the legs, and at the same

time swathing it in an abundant supply of silk, poured forth from the spinnerets. In this operation

inany species are aided by peculiar spines (called snstentacida) attached to the last joints of the

posterior legs, which inove in such a manner as to form with the claws regular claspers capable of

drawing out silk from the spinnerets, and of performing various other functions in connection with

that secretion. Mr. Blackwall describes the process in E. diadema as follows :
— " Causing the

victim to rotate," he says, " by the action of the third pair of legs and the palpi, the first pair of

legs being also frequently employed in a similar manner, they extend the spinners laterally, and

fipplying to them alternately the aimtentacnlnm of each posterior leg, they seize and draw out

numerous fine lines in the form of a fillet, which they attach to their revolving prey, and thus

involve it in a dense covering of silk from one extremity to the other. By means of this stratagem,"

he adds, " they are capable of overcoming formidable and powerful insects, such as Wasps, Bees, and

even large Beetles." It must be remarked, however, that these Spiders do not like Wasps in their

nets, and have even been known to cut them carefully out and drop them to the gi'ound.

The British and European species of this family are usually of nearly the same general form.

The females ha^-e a large ovate or globose abdomen, the basal part of which projects high over the
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surface of llic wplialotlionix, while the males have the abJoinen more elongated and less convex. The

Jiiales also arc smaller than the females, and have the tirst and second pairs of legs more elongated,

and as tlie cormubial relations of tliese, as of other Spiders, are by no means upon what wc should

regard as a satisfactory footing in human society, and the female is- usually quite ready to kill and

feed upon her suitora, the actions of the male, as he ventures upon the web on which the object of

Jiis attentions dwells, are exceedingly diverting. He advances slowly, apparently feeling his way with

iiis long fore legs, and the least movement on the part of the lady generally causes him to retire for

Nt»*.«*v .^^^^^^^-^ ^.

GASTEBACAXTHA ARCVATA.

'1.0 moment. The number of species is very considerable, and many of them show verj' fine colours,

<ir an elegant pattern in their arrangement. The onlj- British species that presents a striking

l>eculiarity of form is the Teirar/natha extensa, a rathw long, narrow species, resembling the

Pachygnathw of the preceding familj' in having long, divergent falces, and further distinguished by

its habit of extending the legs before and behind nearly in a line with the body. It is nearly half an

uich long, and is found in damp localities.

In the tropical part of both hemispheres there are a considerable number of species of this

family which present great differences from those best known to us, especially in having the abdomen
of a more or less horny texture, and produced into spines or processes often of enormous size. They
form the genus Gasleiricantha, and allied genera, which are particularly well represented in Brazil and

other parts of tropical America. In their habits they resemble the Garden Spiders, and, like them,

ihey spin a geometrical web.

CHAPTER II.

ORDERS ACARINA, TARDIGRADA, LINGUATULINA, AND PANTOPODA.
ACAEINA—The Mites and their Allies—Characters—Classification—BdelliDjE, or Beaked Mites—TKOMBiDnD.E, on

Harvest Mites—Hvdrachnid.e, or Water Mites—Oribatid.e, or Beetle Mites—Gam.\sid«—Ixodid.e, jr

Ticks—Acarid.e, or True Mites—TARDIGRADA—LINGUATULIKA—PANTOPODA.

OEDER III.—ACARINA.
The imiunierable host of tlie Mites and their allies, presenting an almost infinite variety in their

organisation, constitute the order Acarina, the last order of Arachnida in which any special resjii-

latory organs are to be recognised. Their respiration is effected solely by tracheae. Their leading
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cliaracteristic is the amalgamation of the abdomen, wliicli sliows no signs of segments, with the

cephalothovax, to form a single mass. The second pair of maxillary palpi, developed into a leg-

\\ke form, act as legs, and are counted as the first of the four paiis of legs with which the normal

adult Mite is furnished. The mouth is constructed either for biting cr for sucking. But the readei

will see, even from the few descriptions and figures of animals of th's order that we can here ofFei-

to him, that it is almost impossible to draw up a character of this order which shall strictly include all

its members.

As already stated, the .segments of the body are fused into a single mass, whence the name
Monomerosomata has been a])plied to the order. Only in a few species a tranverse impressed line

marks off the head, and, in a still smaller number, there is a similar indication of the hinder limit

of the thorax. The chelicerse, which represent the antemiie, are here, as in most of the preceding

forms, the principal organs of the mouth. In the biting species they are permanently prominent,

and terminated either by a claw or by a small nipper ; in the suctorial forms, they acquii-e the-

form of hooks, needles, or minute saw-like organs, and are then piotrnsiljle from and retractile

within a sort of sheath formed by the first jjair of maxilhe, in conjunction with which they

form a sucker. The palpi of the second maxillfe (labium) are, as alread'y stated, developed into

acting legs, and, including these, the mature Acarine has usually four paiis of limbs.

With regard to their internal structure, these animals are rather simple. The intestinal canal

is short, running from tlie mouth to the anal opening, which, in most of them, is situated upon the

lower surfiice, at some distance from the apex of the abdomen. In some cases it is almost a simple

tube, but generally there is a more or less distinct .stomachal part, from each side of which three

blind tubes ai-e given off. Except in the Tronihidit', which have the intestine partly surrounded by

a bunch of minute glandular bodies, there is no trace of tl:e liver-like organ which attains such a

development in the higher Arachnida; but the walls of the blind stomachal tubes are generally

glandular, and may take the place of a liver.

As above stated, the Acarinaare regarded as Arachnida with ti-acheal respiration, but in many,

especially parasitic forms, no organs of respiration have yet been discovered, although from other

characters presented by the creatures there can be no doubt that they are i-ightly placed in this' pi-esent

order. When respiratory organs have been detected they consist entirely of \erv '.lelicate trachefe,.

sometimes even destitute of the spiral thread which is charactfi i-,tie of insert tia.li,ie. 1.ranching in a
tuft from amain stem on each side. These main stems conminnieate with the stigmata, through

which the air has access to the interior of the body, and these are generally only two in number,

placed one on each side of the body, and situated either at the base of the cheliceriB or in one of

the hinder pair.3 of legs. The circulation of the blood appears to take jilaee in the body-spaces,

and no dorsal vessel has yet been discovered. The central ner\ ..us system, as mi-lit be expected from

the general structure of the body, is much concentrateil, censisting, i)i fact, of a single gi-eat

ganglionic mass, traversed by the wsophagus, and giving lAY ii.i\es in all directions. The Acarina

are of separate .sexes, and the internal sexual organs aie s.,i]i. times lather complex. They open in

the ventral surface, often far foi-ward. Nearly all lay eggs, but the species of the family Oribatidajr

produce living young. In most cases the young cpiit the egg under a form more or less different from

that of their parents, and in attaining to the latter many of them pass through transformations which

may be regarded as, to some extent, analogous to those of insects. The main difference consists h\

the absence of one pair of legs, which does not make its appearance until after a change of .skin,

and frequently a resting or pupal stage, in which the immature animal is generally parasitic in

its habits.

The Acarina, which are ajl of small size, and many of them of microscopic minuteness,

are, as might be expected, of universal diffusion over the face of the globe, and their distribution in

any given country is equally universal, while the functions they perform in nature fulfil nearly every

office that creatures so small are capable of. Sume inhabit the water, and even the sea has its

Acarina inhabitants
; others, the great majority, live ou land or on plants of various kinds. Many

are parasitic both upon and beneath the surface of other animals ; others are predaceous, seizing and

devouring such little creatures as they are-able to overcome. Some again feed upon living vegetable

matters, and many of these give rise to gall-lik<! deformations of tlie parts of plants that they
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attack'; whilst others do not disdain dead, and even drieil animal and vegetable materials, and thus

act the beneficial part of Sfa\engers. In a fossil state Acurina are known only as inclusions in

amber.

Tlie Aearina may bt- divided intD seven ^^rcat faiiiilit-s, some of which, however, include a

considerable variety of forms. The following taUular arrangement will .serve as a guide to their

general characters :

—

I. Foro part of licad prolonged into a distinct Ijc-iik, and sr paratrd l>y a constriction from tlic

rest of the body......... 1.

—

Bdelliu.!-:.

IL—Foro part of head not prolonged into a distinct licak.

A. Skin firm.

1. Skin scarcely cvtcnsiblc; palpi not seated on a common chin piece.

a. C'hcliceric claw or necdlc-likc.

* Palpi terminated by a pair of nippers .... 2.—TitoMBinnD.i-.
f I'alpi with bristles or a hook at the extremity . . , 3.—Hvua.tciiNHi.n.

b. Chclicera; with nippers.

* First joint of palpi very large ..... 4.— Ouihatiu.i;.

t Joints of palpi nearly equal ..... 5.—GAinsio.Ti.

2. Skin leathery, very extensible ; palpi attached to a chin-plat d . . 6.

—

Ixodid.h.

E. Skin soft, with a few chitinous bands ..... 7.—Ac.vuiu.ii.

F.VMILV I.—BDELLIDiE, OR BEAKED MITES.

In these there appears to be a distinct head, separated by a, constriction usually resembling a

short neck from the rest of the body, but this projecting beak apparently consists only of the mouth,

and the eyes, when present, are situated behind the constriction. The latter organs vary in number
from two to six. The chelicerse terminate in nippers ; and the first pair of palpi are long and slender,

composed of five joints, and generally more or less elbowed at the end of the second joint. These are

ismall Mites, usually of a bright colour, slow iu motion, and living in damp ground. The young

resemble their parents. The best-known species is Bddla lonr/icornis, which is about one twenty-fourth

of an inch long, scarlet, with four eyes. These Mites appear to be predaceous in their habits.

FAMILY 11.—TROMBIDIID.F:, OR HARVEST MITES.

This is a much more extensive family than the last, with whicli, however, it has much in

<;ommon. Its members never display the separate head-like part characteristic of the Bdellida?, and

the first palpi are short and stout, but their termination shows two opposite pieces, one of which is a

<;law. The chelicerse do not end in nippers ; and tlie legs consist of six or seven joiiits, and are

terminated by a pair of claws. These Mites are generally of some shade of red, often of the brightest

vermilion, but sometimes more or less spotted with brown or black. They live upcn the ground, and

-among plants, and many of them run very fast. The young are six-legged, but otherwise like their

parents. Many of them pass through a parasitic stage.

A considerable number of these Mites are vegetable feeders, and some of them occasionally do

a good deal of mischief to various plants and trees, of which they frecjuent the under sides of the

leaves, pricking the tissues with their sharp chelicene, and sucking out the fluids. One of the

commonest species is well known as the Red Spider {Tetranychus telarius), although it varies a good

deal in colour, apparently with age ; but the majority of the specimens are of a briek-red. It is

found upon a great variety of plants and trees in our gardens, spinning an exceedingly delicate wef',

under which a whole colony of all ages lives in security. Other species of the genus Tetranyclmg

and its allies also abound upon many cultivated and wild plants. The young form of one species,

which appears to be a Tatranychus, is the well-known " Harvest Bug," which torments tender-skinned

people so seriously if they wander in country places in the autumn. The Mite that .penetrates the

.skin is the six-legged form, and has been described under the name of Leptus atitiomiialis. It attacks

not only human beings, but dogs, cats, and many other animals. The best remedy for the itching it

I reduces is to rub the part afTected \',ith some essential oif.

Tlie Scarlet Mite {Tronihidiinn /in'osei-irpuni) may serve as the type of a large group of Mites

bL'longiag to this family, but of carnixorous habits. It is about a twelfth of an inch long, with
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ir-shaped l)0(ly, iijion wliich two pai-ts may be recognised, a small anterior and inferior

iig the eyes, the oi-giur; of the mouth, and the first two pairs of legs, and a larger

posterior portion, on the under surface of which, at some distance from the others, the

third and fourth pairs of legs are situated. The whole Mite is of a bright scarlet

colour, and the larger hinder part shows a beautiful velvety texture. This Mite may
l)e often seen running about upon the ground, in moss upon the roots of trees, itc.,

and it is exceedingly rapid in its movements. In a young stage, it passes a certain

period as a parasite upon the long-legged Harvest Spiders {Phalanyiurit), usually

selecting the females, and attaching itself beliind the hinder coxse, where it is out of

reach. In this situation it remains, although capable of some amount of movement,

and its six legs advance more and more towards the front as the animal grows. When.

iioLcsERicEUM. detached from the Harvest Spider, it conceals itself in the ground, and becomes an

oval nymph, within the skin of wliich the eight-limbed perfect Mite may be watched

in process of formation. The change takes about three weeks. Other species of the group attach

themselves to insects of various kinds to undergo this nymphal change, and, as all of them attack

and destroy Aphides, and other minute insects, they must be regarded to a certain extent as our

friends.

FAMILY III.—HYDRACHNID^, OR WATER MITES.

These creatures may be regarded as aquatic representatives of the Trombidia, as they resemljlo

these in many characters. They have usually a more globose form of body, and there is no trace o£

its division into two parts; the

chelicerie are similar ; the palpi

terminate in hooks or bristles ; and

the legs, which generally increase in

length from the first to the fourth

pair, are strong and fringed, and

terminated by a pair of claws. They

have two ocelli on the fore part of

the body.

These Mites, which are gener-

ally of tolerable size for their order,

a sixth of an inch being a common
length, live habitually in water,

many of them swimming with great

ease and considerable rapidity, while

some prefer crawling upon the

bottom. Some of them even live in

the sea. Although they remain con-

stantly under water, and apparently

never come to the sui'faoe to bi-eathe,

they possess no recognisable bran-

chial organs, but are furnished with

the usual tufts of trachere, opening

by stigmata placed between the fore

legs. Under these circumstances it

is rather difficult to understand how
they carry on their respiration, and

some naturalists have suggested

that their trachea? must be enabled

to respire the air dissolved in the surrounding water. Of this, however, thei-e Ls, we believe,

no evidence. The young differ very materially from their parents. Like other young Mites they

have only three pairs of legs, but they are also provided at the fore part with an enormous suctoriai

organ, by means of which they attach themsehes as external parasites to aquatic insects of all sorts.

THE METAMORPHOSES OF HYDRACHNA GLOBULUS.

. Tlio pt-rfect mirp, natural size and luagnifled \ 2, tlie larva, magnified :

magnified.
magnified, sbowil nght-legged mitewiihin; 5, the last



III this pariisitic condition, deriving nourishment from the fluids of their liosts, tlicy gnuhially ineroase

in size, and at lengtli, after a period of quiescence, undergo the cliangc into the adult form within

the skin whicli has covered them as larvw. In tliis mature state they are generally handsome little

creatures, glorying in bright colours, esjjecially red, and frequently adorned with black or brown

markings. As parasites they may be found conmionly upon the larger Water Beetles, the Water

Scorpion (Nepa), and especially the species of Gerris which run upon the sui-face of the water. Some
species appear to become parasitic in Molluscs when adidt, and one of these {Hydrachna concharum)

has been supposed to cause the formation of pearls in fresh-water mussels by the iiritation that it

e.\cites in the mantle.

One or two species which appear to belong to the present family have been found swimming in

the sea, and form the genus I'ontarachna. Examples have been met with on both sides of the

Atlantic and in the Mediterranean. Besides these, several species of marine Mites of more doubtful

relationships have been obtained on English and other coasts, partly by dredging and partly by the

investigation of rock-pools on the shore, and these may be mentioned here, although most of them

appear to be more allied to the following family. Special attention was first called to them by

Mr. Gosse, who met with examples at Ilfracombe, and the late Mr. Andrew Murray was incline<l

to place them in a separate family, which- he names Halacarid.!;, from the name {llalacariit,).

given by Mr. Gosse to one of his genera. As general structural characters of his proposed familv,

Mr. Murray says that they have either a stiff or a more or less rigid cuirassed skin, and their legs

springing from the outer margin of the body.

F.UIILY IV.—ORIBATIDJE, OK BEETLE MITES.

This family consists chiefly of ovate or globular Mites covered with a liard and shining skin,

so hard and shining in many cases as to remind one of a Beetle. They have retractile pincer-like

chelicerae; and the first joint of their short four-jointed palpi large, and converted into a masticating

organ. They have no eyes, and the tarsi are terminated either by one or three claws. These are all

terrestrial Mites, generally of small size, although some of them attain the bulk of an ordinary pin's

head. They appear to be vegetable feeders, although this is not quite certain, as they occur in moss

and under the bark of trees, where minute animals abound ; but some species have been observed

to bore into rotten wood, and apparently feed upon it. Their colour is generally dark brown,

or nearly black, and the cephalothorax is often dilated at the sides, and sometimes provided with

a pair of cup-shaped stigmata. In the young state there would appear to be an approximation

between these Mites and the Acaridse, as Professor Claparede found associated with a black speciea

(HoplopJiora contractilis) a soft white Mite, like a Cheese Mite, and it

seemed clear that this was a stage in the development of the black

Oribatid.

FAMILY v.—GAMASID.E.

This family includes a great number of small, eyeless, horny-looking

Mites, whicli may be found free upon the gi-ound and in moss, but are

more frequently parasitic in their habits, living especially upon the surface

of terrestrial insects of various kinds. They have nipper-like chelicerse,

free, nearly equal-jointed palpi, and legs generally similar in size and form,

covered with hairs, and terminated with a pair of claws and a large pad.

The skin is sometimes fii-m throughout, sometimes only in parts, the reft

being soft and flexible as in the Acaridre.

Although parasitic in their mode of life, the Gamasidre do not attach

tliemselves to their victims by any permanent suctorial apparatus, but gamasvs coleoptratorlm.

remain free and able to crawl about at pleasure, except that in one common
species on Beetles, called Uropoda vegetans, the Mite fixes itself to the surface of its host by means
cf a sort of cord, the ends of which are attached to the Beetle and to the under surface of the

Mite. This cord, which is neither homy nor tubular, would seem to be formed by the excrements of

the Mite. A common and characteristic species is the Gamasns coleoptraforum, which also infests

Beetles, and is one of those species in v^liich part of the upper surface is not horny. The insects on
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wliicli they chiefly occur are such as Ijurrovv into the grouiul, iu Britain especially the common

Dung Beetles (Geotrupes) and the Humble Bees.

Besides tliese well-known parasites of insects, the family includes several species wliich infest

vertebrate animals, and are sometimes great plagues. One of the best kno\vn is the " Tick

"

{Dermanyssus avium) that infests domestic poultrj', and also makes its way into pigeon-houses, and

even into the aviaries and cages in which small birds are kept. When numerous, these parasites

jire often injurious and even destructive, especially when they attack small birds ; and they will

also transfer their operations to the bodies of human attendants on their natural victims, some-

times with very disagreeable results. Several other species of £>er)iiain/.isiis and allied genera liva

parasitically upon Bats, and some of these present most remarkable characters.

FAMILY VI.—IXODID^, OR TICK8.

In the Ixodidas we have another family of parasitic Mites, some of which are well known in

Europe under the name of Ticks, although it is in warmer climates that they most abound and attain

their largest size. Some of them are indeed the largest of the Acarina, reaching a length of a thii-d of

an inch or more. They are more or less ovate or sometimes nearly circular in form, covered with a

leathery and very extensible skin, part of which inay, however, be horny ; the palpi are small, seated

on a chin-plate ;
the chelicera; are retractile and generally serrated ; the eyes are sometimes present,

sometimes wanting ; and the legs are similar in form, with two claws and a pad.

The sucking apparatus of these parasites is composed of the maxillie and the cheliceraj. The

former combine to form a sort of ring-like lower lip, from which the ligular portion extends forward

as a grooved piece, the convex surface of which is furnislied with re^•ersed booklets. The clielicerse

work in the groove of this piece, and can be pushed forward and retracted bj' the action of strong

muscles, so as to perform the part of piercing organs, while their .scrrateil mai-gins assist in holding

the parasite firmly to its victim. The quantity of blood draw; I'V tln'-.i little pests from their ho.sts is

by no means commensurate with their origmal size. The skin is sn extnisiljle that in many instances

the full parasite increases to many times its original bulk, and when the \ictim is attacked by many
such enemies at once the consequences may be serious. Although generally confined to some particular

species or group of animals, the Ticks occasionally get upon the bodies of men, and are then very

troublesome. Two species of the genus Argas (placed by many authors with the preceding family)

are particularly noted as attacking mankind. One of these is the

Argas reftexus, originally a parasite upon young pigeons; the other

may be called the Persian Tick (Aryas persicus), a species found

in houses in some parts of Persia, and described as producing most

serious effects upon those whom it attacks at night.

Of the species of the genus Ixodes and the genera which have

been separated from it, many inhabit woods, forests, hedge-banks,

and herbage generally, and attach themselves to passing animals.

Thus Ixodes erinaceiis, a British species, is often found on dogs,

foxes, hedgehogs, and cattle, and is known as the " Dog Tick
;

"

another (^Ixodes marffinatvs) is described as having swarmed in

ixoiiEs FLAvoMAcvLATis. such great numbers in hay-fields as greatly to impede the operations

of mowing and drying the gi-ass. A few species are found on bats,

but of those wliich are confined to particular animals the majority, so far as known, are parasites

of different kinds of re])tiles, especially snakes. They generally attack these near the eye. Tl.e

species figured is parasitic on a West African Python.

FAMILY VII.—ACARIDyE, OR TRUE MITES.

This last group includes all the Mites that have not been cut off" from the original family AcaridiB

to form special families, and hence its members naturally show some little divergence of character.

They are all minute and very lowly organised Arachnida, and their skin throughout is thin

and membranous, with here and there a harder band for the support of the limbs. The chelicerfe are

nipper-like, or pointed, and in the latter case capable of being retracted into a sheath ; tliere are

no eyes ; and the legs are either mere stumps, or produced and terminated by an adhesive vesicle.
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In their habits, as in their structure, they arc most various. Tlius a consideral>lf nuiiiljer, of

which the common Chkese Mitk {Tijror/hjiihns doincsticng) may be taken as the type, li\e either in dry

or decaying animal and \egetable materials, or upon the roots of plants, such

«s LiliaceiB (between the scales), potatoes, dahlias, Ac, or in Agarics. Cheese,

ilour, and sugar are also favourite substances with these little creatures. The

members of tlie genus llypopus and its allies, distinguished by having the two

juiterior pairs of feet fairly or well develoi)ed, while the two hinder pairs are

small and concealed beneatli the body, are found externally parasitic upon a

variety of insects, and also occasionally upon vertebrate animals. Hi/poderas,

on the contrary, the species of which have a more or less elongated body,

with two pairs of legs issuing from close to the anterior end, and two pairs

from much fiirther back, includes internal parasites, some of them living under

the skin, or in the muscles of various vertebrate animals, and others in their

bronchial tubes and lungs, or in the air-cells which exist under the skin in
'

many birds. Occasionally these minute parasites occur in immense numbers.

A very considerable number of species, belonging to the genus Sarcoptes and its allies, are parasitic in

the skins of various vertebrates, upon which they cause the disease commonly known in man as " the

itch." They are generally of a broadly ovate or rounded figure, with the skin more or less distinctly

striated across, and furnished witli the usual four pairs of legs, placed half towards the front and half

towards the posterior part of the body, the legs generally having several bristles, and terminating in a

slender tarsal part with a sucker at the end. The chelicerae are" nipper-like, and it is by the agency of

these that the parasites burrow beneath the epidermis of the animals they infest. The species attack-

ing human teings in Europe generally is the Sarcoptes scahiei ; but in Iceland and the northern part

of Europe another form is so common that in some localities scarcely any of the inhabitants seem

sible to escape from it, and this produces a much more formidable complaint than the common Itch-

mites. When the disease Ls allowed to proceed unchecked the parts of the body attacked by it

liecome coated with a sort of crust, which is said to consist of the dead Sarcoptes, massed together by

some viscid fluid, thus often simulating elephantiasis. Allied forms attack the fox, dog,

cat, goat, pig, rabbit, fowl, horse, ox, and other quadrupeds and birds. Besides, there

are a good many louse-like Mites, related to the preceding, which are found as

surface parasites upon mice, bats, and birds, in various countries. These sometimes have

the tarsi terminated V)y curved claws, which assist them in clinging to the haii-s of

their victims. Most of them have sucking mouths, but some appear to be organised for

biting. In connection with these parasites we may mention the curious species Demode.c

folliculoruin, a microscopic, worm-like creature, closely ringed throughout, furnished

towards the anterior end with four pairs of very short limbs, each of which terminates

in two claws. The month is suctorial. The larva has only three pairs of legs. This

singular little parasite occurs pretty frequently in the hair-follicles and sebaceous glands

of the skin in man, where it 'often gives rise to pimples, from which it may be

squeezed by a careful application of the nails. It is, no doubt, the " maggot in cheese-

monger's nose " commemorated by Butler in " Hudibras," though we are not aware that

it bestows its visits especially upon any particular class of tradesmen. A very considerable

number of species referred to this family, and chiefly to the genus Phytoplus, attack the

FOLLicDLORFM. Hviug tlssues of plants, co-operating with the Aphides in their attacks upon the leaves and

other growing parts, and, like them, often causing the formation of peculiar gall-like

deformities and excrescences. The Mites, like the Aphides, generally attack the under side of the

leaves, and cause them to grow up into hollow excrescences of various forms, in the interior of whicli

the Mites live. Other allied species attack the buds of trees and materially injure their growth.

This is a small

found in moss and ir

rendered tlu^m exceed

ORDER IV.—TARDIGRADA
group of microscopic creatures commonly known Bear- or Sloth-animalcules,

et places, and displaying some peculiarities whicli have for a long time

gly interesting to microscopists. They have a longer or shorter oblong-
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ovate Ijody, witli faint iiulicatious of four segnu'ius, and upon each side four shore conicrj iiiulps,

tlie hindmost of whidi oocui^y the posterior extremity. The moutli is suctorial, and consists of

a fleshy tube containing a pair of styliforra organs, which can Le protruded

^y and retracted by the action of muscles; and the legs are terminated l>y throt^

or four claws. No organs of circulation or respiration are recognisable in

them.

They have another peculiarity distinguisliing them from all the other

Arachnids, namely, that they are absolutely hermaphrodite ; the single ovary

containing its eggs being always visible in the hinder part of the body, anil

''

at the i)osterior end of it are placed the male organs, both sets opening

into a dilatation of the intestinal canal. In the course of the latter we see

towards the head a strongly muscular pharynx, followed by a very large

'f
intestinal sac nearly filling the body, and surrounded by many- small dilata-

tions, giving it a clustered appearance. The walls of this part are glandular,

and no doubt perform the functions of a liver ; and in addition to these there

arc two large salivary glands v.hich discharge their secretion into the mouth.

Curiously enough, the nervous system acquires a considei-able development,

having four large ventral ganglia with double commissures. On the sides of

the head there are a pair of eye-points.

The systematic position of these curious little creatures was long a matter

of dispute, although, so long .since as 178.0, the Danish naturalist, O. F.

;pi. IMiiller, recognised their affinity to the Mite.s, and described a species under

the name of Acarus 7irsel!us. They live sometimes in water,' Init more

frequently in moss in damp places, and some of them are found ,^., ,—

^

espeei.illy in a rather cui-ious locality, namely, the gutters of the

roofs of houses. Like the Rotatorial animalcules which also occur

in such places, the Tardigrada have the power of resisting desiccation.

They may be found apparently quite dry amojig the sandy dust of

a gutter, and will revive at once on being duly moistened. Their

eggs, as may be seen fi-om the figure, are of large comparative size

and few in number, and they are generally deposited simultaneously

with a change of skin of the parent animnl, so that the cast .skin serves

as a pi'otection to the yonng animals in hatching. The young resemble

their parents, but are only about one-third the size. The known
species are not very numerous. That figured is found in moss, and

measures about one thirty-sixth of an inch in length.

ORDER v.—LINGUATULINA.
If the Deinodex fdUiculuriim, which we have referred to the

Acaridse, be worm-like in its appearance, the same may be said with

still more force of the creatures belonging to the present order, wlucn

indeed for a long time were always classed among the Entozoa. The

knowledge of their development, however, showed that they too were

most nearly related to the Arachnida, and of late years they have

taken their place among the aberrant forms of that class.

In the mature state, the Linguatulina are vermiform creatures,

with a distinctly-ringed, and usually flattened, body, having at the

anterior end a mouth furnished with a horny ring, and on each side of

this two horny hooks, which can be protruded from small apertures.

Their form and the presence of these hooks led to the creatures being

regarded as allied to the Tape Worms. The male is usually much
smaller and shorter than the female. The intestine passes straight

end of the body, where the anal aperture is situated. Of the central nervous system, the principal

PENTASTOMA T.T^NIOIBES.
mlc.Tiatur.il size: B.male. iiatunil %\?.f:
licnd of male, enlnrgcti ; D, yuiing lai-\ a.

1 the mouth to the other
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to various parts of the body.; and no trace oi' respiratory organs can be detected, althoiigli, in sov.:,-

eases, tliere appear to be apertures in the skin representing stigmata.

From the researclies of Van Beneden and Schubartli it appears clear that the Linguatuliua

undergo a retrograde metamorphosis, and that wliile in the young state they show a distinct alliancp

uitli the lowest Arachnids, in their adult form they present strong resemblances to the parasitic worms,
and it is curious that, like the latter, they have to migrate from one animal to another in order to

.attain their sexual maturicj'. The best known species [Pentastoma tcmiioides) is found when adult in

the frontal and nasal cavities of the Dog and Wolf, where it doubtless causes much irritation. The
eggs, when laid, are discharged with the mucus from the nose, fall upon jilants, and are eaten

with them by Hares and ether mammals. The embryos hatched from these eggs, wliich show
Arthropod characters, bore their way from the

stomach into the liver, where they enclose

tliemselves in a capsule, and change their skin

several times. In about half a year they acquire ^~,^-^.

the worm-like form, and again begin a migration, Y^'^-u
piercing through the liver, an operation which

is sometimes fatal to their unfortunate host

Otlierwise they again become encapsuled, and

remain in this state until the animal containing

them is devoured by some dog-like animal, when
they at once make their way into the air-cavities,

and wait there for their sexual maturity. This

is the ascertained history of Pentastoma tanioides,

and it is believed thai the other species of the

group have the same habits. The number of

known species is about twenty, but more have

Ijeen recorded owing to the individuals encysted

in the liver or lungs of herbivorous animals

bein.g taken for distinct species. They form the

single family Acanthotheca.

ORDER VI.—PANTOPODA.
This order includes asmall number of curious

marine animals which have been regarded by

different authors either as Arachnida or Crus-

tacea, and really seem in some respects intermediate between the- two classes. They have a ceph.i-

lothorax of four distinct segments, which constitutes nearly the whole of the body, the abdomea

being represented only by a small rulimentary part seen between the bases of the hind pair

of legs. No respiratory organs can be recognised, but a thi-ee-chambered heart has been detected in

them. The legs, of which there are four pairs (the first pair representing

palpi), are long and many-jointed, and in general they bear such a proportion

to the body that the name Pantopoda (All-legs) applied to the order is

peculiarly appropriate. The order has also been called " Podosomata,

'

which expresses very nearly the same idea. The mouth is suctorial ami

forms a sort of rostrum, projecting in front of the cephalothorax. At the

base of this, on the back of the cephalothorax, four eyes are placed on a

tubercle.

In the interior the alimentary canal runs straight through the body,

but the narrow stomach gives oflF on each side fi\e blind tubes, which not

only run towards the limbs as in the Arachnida generally, but actually

ti-averse nearly the whole length of the legs, whilst the fifth (short) pair run up into the chelicerse.

The sexual organs are situated in a very singular position in both sexes, namely, in the fourth or
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fifth joint of tlie leg.s, so that tlicre ure eight of them. In the fenuiles, however, the eggs are extruded

from an aperture in the second joint, and i)as.sed from tliis to a pair 6f accessory limbs springing from

tlie first segment beneath the first pair of true legs,-and to these they remain adherent until the young

are hatched.

The larvoe when just hatched possess an unsegmented body and only two pairs of jointed legs
;

their chelicerse, which form nippers, often bear long lateral filaments, presenting a remarkable

resemblance to the flagella of the antennse in Crustacea, in fact, the little creatures may be well

compared to the Nauplius form, as it is called, of many Crustaceans.

These very singular creatures are found in all seas, .chiefly near the coasts, where they conceal

themselves under stones, or cling to seaweed, and even to other animals. Occasionally they are

met with adhering to fishes. In their movements they are slow and clumsy. A moderate

number of species are known, generally of fair size, but in some deep sea dredging.s large fonns

have been met with. They constitute two families, the Pycnogonidse and Nymphonidie.

The former (Pycnogonidpe) are generally of a more Crustacean aspect, and present a considerable

external resemblance to certain Isopod Crustacea. They possess no cheliceriB or palpi. Pi/cnogoniun

Jittoralf is a eomniou s)ieeies upon all Euro]iean coasts, where it crawls about under stones and among
seaweed, with masses of which it is not unfrequently found floating upon the surface of the sea.

This species is nearly half an inch long.

The Nymphonidse have pincer-like chelicerse and palpi, and much longer legs than usually

occur in the preceding family. The egg-bearing false-legs aleo are usually much longer than in the

Pycnogonidse, with which these animals agree generally in habits. The commonest European species

(JYympIio/i ffraci/is) is about a quarter of an incli long. Ammothoa pyciwgonoides, the species figured

(p. 187), belongs to this family.

W. S. Dallas.



C'LASS CEUSTACEA.

CHAPTER 1.

AXATOMY OF CRABS AND LOBSTERS.

C'liaracteiisticB of the Crustacea—Their Mode of Existence—External Covering-Body Segments—Locomotory and other

Append^es-Nervous System—Digestive Organs—Respiration and Ciicnlation—Reproduction and Development

—

Metamorphosis—Exuviation—Reparation—Classification.

The Crustacea, represented by the Crab and Lobster, and a great variety of other crust-clad ;iiiiiuals

with jointed limbs, form the fourth class of the Arthropoda. ]Most of the members of this class seem

to be essentially fitted to live in water, being furnished with branchiae or gills.

Taking tlie Common Lobster for an example, the entire body and legs are encased in a hard

structure which is called the shell, but it is quite different from that of a Whelk or of an Oyster.

Neither is it composed of the same material as our own bones; nor is it horny, but it is foinietl

of a nitrogenous substance, insolulile in alkalies, termed cliitin, arranged in layers, between which

salts of lime (mainly the carbonate) are deposited.*

This shell .serves the douUe purpose of a defensive co\ering to the softer parts of the animal, anVl

also, by means of its overlappings, infoldings, projections, and rugosities, of giving attachment and

support to the muscles which move the limbs and also to those of the internal organs, as the stonuich,

itc. In the common Prawn and Shrimp this shelly envelope is quite thin and translucent, and its

.structure can be seen under the microscope witliout preparation ; but in the Crab the shell is often

very dense and thick, and needs to lie cut into thin vertical sections, or nibbed down, before its.

structure can be clearly made out with the microscope. If a thin vertical slice be prepared, three

distinct layers or .strata will be .seen, namely, first, a horny structureless layer covering the exterior

;

second, a cellular stratum ; and third, a laminated tubular layer. The innermost and even the middle

layers may, however, be altogether waiitiiig, as in some laival forms [e.g., Phyllosoma), oi as in the-

delicate covering of the Shrimp, in which only the cellular and horny layers are present.

Dr. Carpenter remarks :
" In the Common Edible Crab {('nnrcr /utr/iirus) we can readily separattr

the struciureiess hoiny outer layer, after a short maoer.iti' n in 'lilnti* ariil, thus leaving the middle

cellular layer exposed, in the cells of which the pigment, m- c(.l<imiiiu matti-r, of the shell is contained.

The thick inner layer may be best seen by means of a section perpendicular to the surface of the shell,

when we can, with a magnifying power of 2.50 diameters, observe the parallel laminae of which it is

composed, and through which straight non-brancliing tubiili are seen to rise up at intervals through

the cellular stratum forming little papillary elevations. It is from the thinness of the pigment niattei-

ill this layer, at these spots, that the coloured portion of the shell derives its minutely speckled

appearance. In the shell of tiie Prawn we may notice the large star-shaped pigment or colour cells

distributed over the surface, which, by concentration or diffusion of the colouiing matter coutainod in

them, tend to render them more like the sea-bottom which they frequent. In the Slninijis the ci-llular

layer is not distinctly seen, whilst the calcareous portion forms concentric j-ings similai' in stnictun^

to that seen in the papillae of the surface of the deepest layer of the Crab's shell."

If any common Crustacean, such as a Lobster, Prav,-n, cr Shrimp, be examined, it will

readily be perceived that its body-covering is made up of a number of rings or segments jointed

together, to which the feelers, claws, and legs are united by means of movable sockets. To give

greater protection to the soft parts of their body, it often occurs, as in the Crab and Lobster, that a

considerable number of these body-rings are soldered together into one piece, which may be compared

to the back and breast-plate of a knight's armour. It was, however, discovered by naturalists long ago

* An analysis of the shell of the common Cr.ab gives :
—

Animal matter . 2S-0

Phosphate of lime . . . ... . - . . . , . . . (i'O

Carbonate of lime ,
02 'S

Phosphate of Magnesia .,>aa*e>.«c. .1"0
Soda, salts, &c. ....,,.....,. . Vii
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that all these Arthropod animals have one pair of jointed limbs to each ring or segment of their

l)odies; consequently, if there be one ring, whether of extra size or no, having more than one pair of

limbs attached to it, one is justified in at once concluding that this particular joint or plate is

composed of several separate rings soldered together. And this conclusion is really bonie out by a

study of the genei-al structure of the class, and also by examining the larvie, which, like those of

insects, often show more clearly the true number of rings com])osing the body,

because they are not soldered together so compactly as in the adult animal.

Take a Lol5ster, and try to compi-ehend its armour-plated body in detail.

It appears to be made up of two chief divisions, namely, a large head-shield

(c«), having a strong rostrum (r) or prow in front, like a ship's bowsprit,

and behind this seven distinct and movable rings or segments, the seventh and

last united to the sixth, and marked ^in the engraving rf"ig. 1). Each of these

body-rings, save the hindmost, which is called the telson, has one pair of ap-

pendages attached to it, those of the last but one being expanded to form

a bi'oad and powerful swimming tail. The head:«hield, however, covers no

fewer than fourteen pairs of appendages, so that there ought to be as many

^-_,_ as fourteen rings in this division, all more or less soldered together, thus

^l^j^ij^
making, with the body, no fewer than twenty-one segments.

In fact, this is the number of body-rings most generally found among tlio

various members"of this class, and although instances occur among the extinct

group of the Trilohites and the living forms of the order Brmichiopoda (see

table, p. 196), in which a greater number than twenty-one segments can be

detected, and also among the higher Deccqwda (Crabs and Lobsters), in which

/'4^fe^ fewer than twenty-one segments are visible, yet the former must be treated as

**^^^^^ " exceptions which prove the rule," whilst in the latter it can be shown that

y's^l in tlieii- young or larval stages they do possess the full number of twenty-one

segments, but that in the adult animal some of these become permanently

soldered together. It is found convenient to treat the first seven of these

rings as forming the head (cep/icde), and the second seven as the thorax, or

middle body, and the last seven as the abdomen. But in the Crab and

Lobster the seven body-rings forming the thorax are entirely concealed

beneath the great overarching carapace or head-shield, which is really com-

posed of the rings of the front segments of the head enormously developed, so

as to cover over all the others in the Crab, and all but the last seven

ca. the caraiaoc coyerins both abdominal rings in the Lobster. If, however, this roof-like head-shield be

sc-ven tiinraric seKraents; r, carefullv removed, the thin walls of the seven thoracic body-rmgs are
t-tie Rostrum; I—6, nniis of -^ ' • J o

^

^nA^xal^'"''''''
.:.''\ ,'.'.'

'luf-
actually to be seen there, only they are concealed beneath the overarching

i.iau^s'i, In head-shield, each ring giving attachment to one out of the seven pairs

;/gis' ii,
1

ti. ih of jointed legs belonging to this division of the animal's body.

The first and most anterior pair of appendages in a Crustacean is com-

posed of the two eye-stalks, each bearing an eye (Fig. 2, a) at its extremity. The mouth, which is

placed in the centre of the head, just beneath the rostrum, has a small median plate in front,

called the labrum (Fig. 2, b), or upper lii>plate, and a two-lobed piece behind it, called the mela-

stoma, or lower lip (Fig. 2, c).

The second pair of appendages, following in order after the eyes, are called the antennules,

or inner antenn* (Fig. 2, d), each consisting of a protopodite (or root-footlet) bearing two long,

.slender, many-jointed feelers, representing the two parts of an ordinary jointed limb, one l)eing called

the exopodite (or outer footlet), and the other the endopodiie (or inner footlet). These undoubtedly

serve as important oi-gans of touch, and at the base of each in the protopodite is a small sac, opening

externally by a narrow cleft guarded by hairs. At the bottom of this sac is a prominence wherein

the auditory nerve terminates, and on which are very delicate hairs with silicious particles which have

(apparently) found their way in from the exterior. The third pair of organs are the two gi-eat feelers

or outer antenna? (Fig. 2, e), which exceed in length the entire body of the Lobster. Like the

Fiy. 1. I)IAGUA.M OF THE
I;ODY SEGMENTS OF
LOBSTER.
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inauy-jo:

accord

i

[' uluch a largo scak- (the lixojiodile) is

ited lash of the antenna takes its rise,

ig to Spence Bate, serves as an olfactory

'untennules, thfy consist of a stout basal portion, to

futiculated, and from its extremity the long singl

At the base of eaeli antenna is a green gland, wliic

oi'gan for conveying a sense of smell

to the Lobster's nerves. The next

si.x i)airs of o'gans, which follow in

succession after the eyes and an-

tennie, are all specially modified to

.serv^ the iniiwi'tant business of

nutrition, and generally to attend

<ipon the mouth, that is, to hold, to

<jut, or to bite the food brought to it

l)y the great claws. The first oi

innermost pair (called mandibles) !•,

very strong, and toothed at the edge,

and has a small palp or feelei {ji}

articulated to its upper boidti

(Fig. 2, f) ; the edge forms a powci

ful crashing jaw, like a modified

tooth. The next (Fig. 2, g) aie

called the Jirst maxilla'.. These are

small and delicate organs Fringed

with hairs, and no doubt serve like

wise as organs of touch, as do aKo,

most probably, the secoml maxilloe

(Fig. 2, ii). This second pair line

a large spoon-shaped " epipodite, oi

upper footlet, attached to the base

(which serves a special office in con

uection with the gills), and is termed

the " scaphognathite," or boat like

5-.IW.

The pair which follow (Fig. 2,

i), named the first vutxiUipedes, or

"jaw-feet," complete the jointed

organs belonging to the head. They

differ but little from the first pan of

maxillm (a), save that thej beai i

long and slender epipodite or upj ei

footlet, attached to the lasxl joint

the function of which (hi e tl at of

the scaphognathite attached to h)

is connected with the branchia oi

gills, to be presently desciibed

Here the seven thoracic api endages

commence, and it may 1 e notice 1

in the two succeeding pairs of

iointed organs—although called "the second and third maxillipedes," or jaw-feet—that (Fig. 2,

J, k) the inner footlet {en) attains considerable size, and, like that of the five following i>air3

of limbs, consists of seven joints. The third joint of the outer pair of maxillipedes (k) has a ha

-•^haqjly-toothed edge, and can be used either to cut its food or to hold it as in a vice. Both p

\I 1 ENUiOD

^^ai

and

•s of

Tlie lahruin and the metastonia are not considereJ by

ii ; tliey do not therefore represent body-rings.

c-arcinologists as paired appendages, but as \a the
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protected from

maxillipedes have brancliife attached to their bases. And now, in the succeeding five pairs of

appendages, a marked change occurs, for these are undoubtedly legs, not jaw-feet. They vary at theii-

extremities, the first three pairs being chelate, or clawed, at the end (Fig. 2, l), whilst the two last

pairs have simple extremities (m). The first paii- (not drawn in our woodcut) are tho-'ic enormously

large clawed nippers, so characteristic of the common Lobster, and which differ in form (like a dentist's

forceps), one being very heavy and blunt-toothed, and the other more slender, and having its pincer

more sharply serrated. The remaining four pairs of legs are of nearly eqtial size, and are true

walking limbs. The seven pairs of thoracic appendages carry the breathing organs (branchice) upon

their basal joints, or attached to the phrtrce or side-walls of the thoracic somites (body-rings). There

are twenty of these structures on each side of the cephalothorax. Tliey are pyramidal bodies, each

con.sisting of a central ascending stem with numerous delicate horizontal branches through which the

blood circulates. They are closely packed against the outside wall of each thoracic Ixxly-ring, and are

liability to external injury by the overarching sides of the great carapace or head-

shield. To aerate the blood thoroughly it is necessary that the water bathing

the branchise should be incessantly renewed. This is broughf about partly by
the very movements of the legs, to the first joint of which they are nearly

all attached, and partly by those long slender organs we have already noticed,

attached to the basal joints of tlie niaxillipedes and also to the legs, called

epipodites, or upper footlets. These ascend between the gills, and serve not

only to keep them apart from each other, but they also impart a slight degree

of movement to them. The main agent, however, is the scajyhoc/nathite, or

boat-like jaw, on each side (Fig. 2, h, sc), which' continually spoons out the

j.-j„. 3 ^jjj, -THIRD '^^'''•t*'' fi'om the gill-chamber in front, and thereby causes a fresh current to

Ki.sr; OF THE ABDOMEN enter from behind.
OF THE LoiisTER.

jj^^ fourtcen antei'ior segment.^ which form the head and thorax in the

'']]'!'
'"^lZ!"'''l"''X\'l"'!^uu'. Crab and Lobster being so constantly found blended together in one, are fre-

i! i[ quently tenned the cephalothorax, a very convenient name for this compound

;

; . ; ; strticture. The .seven body-rings which follow (called the abdomen) are

j,l!ju" M fouMSl'hivimiia'u't seldom so much altered that one cannot at once see the separate joints or

segments of which the body consists. In the Lobster, as seen by the woodcut

(Fig. 1), all the seven lings can be readily examined separately, but in the Ci'ab the abdomen is

often quite small, almost rudimentary, and in one family (called the Leucosiado') the joints are

soldered together into one piece, forming a

small hollow enamelled lid to protect the eggs.

In Fig. .3 is seen the third ring of the abdomen

of the common Lobster, which may serve to

rejjresent the main characteristics of the second

,

third, fourtli, and fifth body-segments. Each

of these has two paired appendages attached

to the underside or sternum (s) springing from

one " root-footlet " {p), and giving rise to two

swimmerets, fringed with hairs, representing

the inner (fin) and outer footlet {ex).

In the sixth body-ring these swimmerets

are greatly broadened out, and the outer foot-

let is divided into two by a transverse joint. Tig. 4. —side view of common crab with its abdomen extended.

These broad swimmerets, with the seventh or ^''^ carry.no a massjf^eggs^^beneath. ., the eggs.

terminal somite (before spoken of as the
" telson "), together form the expanded termination of the abdomen, which, by its forward projection

through the water, drives the animal backwards. But the appendages belonging to the first abdo-
minal ring in the Lobster have their swimmerets inoditicd, in the males, into a pair of grooved
processes, each like a small bent man-ow spoon, and in tlie female into flexible soft processes.

The primary function of the abdomen in the Lobster, Prawn, and Shrimp, is undoubtedly that of
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a powerful swinniiiuj,' organ, but m tlie Crab it is useless as an organ fif natat

rudimentary, especially in tlie males, but in the females of all these Crustaceans it s

for the eggs (or " berries," as the fishermen call them). When a

first e.xti-uded by the female, these eggs are coated with a viscid

secretion, which thickens into threads, and causes the eggs to

adhere to each other and to the fine hairs with which the swim-

merets of the abdomen of the Lobster and of the female Crab ai-e

fringed, and, thus protected, they are carried about by the mother

mitil liatched (Figs. 4, 5).

If a longitudinal section (Fig. G) were made through the hard

and soft parts of a Lobster, it would be found that its nervou.s j-j^ -^^ ^ ^.^^^. ^^j. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

system occupies the venti-al, or belly surface, of the animals body, common cuah, ENi-AitnEn. b, .single

and consists of two parallel chords, so closely united, that, save

near the stomach, where they separate to form " the oesophageal

ring,'" they present only the appearance of a simple chord having

a single ganglionic enlargement at each segment of the thorax and

;ibdomen. But where the gullet passes to the stomach, the most

anterior thoracic .gangl

EGO GREATLY
MOKE PLAINLY THE HAUDENED TllllEAD-

(t) 1!Y WHICH THEY AKE ATTACHED TO
EACH OTHEU. THLS EGG SHOW.-i THE
YOVNG CUAB JUST BEGINNING TO
roKM. (After Monc.)

be cephalic ganglion; (, cesophageal ganglion*

sends forward trvo dis-

tinct chords, which are united by a connnissure or

cross nerve behind the oesophagus, and have each

a small ganglion on either side which gives off

nerves to the mandibles, the stomach, the heart,

the liver, and the intestines. These chords then

unite once more in a single large ganglion in

front of the mouth, and hence called the svpra-

oxopliKgeal ganglion. This is the Lobster's brahi^

and its nerves go to the feelers, the eyes, and the

other sensual organs of the animal. Above the-

nervous system is the alimentary canal, or the

great duct or intestine by whicli the functions of

digestion and nutrition are carried on.

We have already seeil with what an array o£

weapon.s, claw.s, foot-jaws, jaws, and mandibles, for cutting, crushing,

tearing, biting, and generally pulling to pieces, a Lobster's mouth is

armed ; but, as if still further to insure perfect digestion, the stomach

itself is provided with a set of calcai-eous teeth covered with strong

ridges like the grinding surface of the tooth of a small Eodent or Kan-

garoo Eat. These gastric teeth (Fig. 7) triturate the food against a fixed

calcareous ridge, also set in the wall of the stomach, and are moved by

apjjropriate muscles. In the lower chamber of the stomach, leading to

the intestine, and named the pylorus, a series of fine hai'-s are placed,

which prevent the escape of the coarser particles of food, until they

have been repeatedly subjected to the molar-like action of these gastric

teeth. Tlie liver in both the Crab and Lobster is a very large and

highly complex organ, not solid like the human liver. The secreted

fluid, or bile, is poured by two openings into the pylorus. Imnie-

<liately beneath the cephalic .shield of the Lobster lie the heart and the Fip- 7 r.^-Tv.M teeth of

great main artery which supplies the entire length of the body. The

heart con.sists of a single ventricle, which gives off six arteries by "^ai'.'-ii''
i

:
\'i'rMcii 'tb'e tw,.

which the arterial blood is conveyed to the various organs of the
^.^v,",';;, ,

:,, ,
i

. ' tf^p^'uJsx

bady ; it also receives by two main trunks the blood which' has
gl,',',!,';,,.

<'yn:.c,ma, from

pas.sed tln'ough the branchi^. The arteries have valves at their

openings, and after ramifying they end ultimately in caidllaries, connected at List with \\\\i\.i are calletl
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" venous sinuses." Here the blood is collec-ted, and thence passe-s'^uj) into tlie gills to be oxygenated,

after which it is returned to the heart.

With the exception of the Cirripedia (see p.l96), the two sexes in the Crustacea are always

distinct. Among many of the Crustacea, the antennaj and the great claws are specially developed in

the male. This is the case in the claws of Corystes and Macrophthalmus and many others, whilst in

C'l/clops one of the antennaj in the male is siiecially modified for clasping the female. In the Crab

the female lays eggs which have been already fecundated. In the Lobster the eggs are fecundated

after their extrusion from the ovaries, whilst adhering to the abdomen of the female.

In nearly all the Crustacea the young undergo a series of metamorphoses after they quit the egg.

This is especially the case with the truly marine forms. Among the Decapoda (Crabs and Lobsters)

some few species certainly quit the egg in the same form as their parents, with apparently the same

number of jointed appendages to their bodies. This is the case with the River Cray-fish with

several Land Crabs (Gecarcinus, &c.), with a species of Bromia, and with the common Garden

Wood Louse (Onwms, Porcellio, and Armadillo), which likewise nearly resemble their parents at birth.

One of the most interesting series of metamorphoses undergone by any of the Crustacea is

that passed through by the young of the counnon Shore Crab (Fig. 8). In this species the

metamoi-phosis is a perfectly

gradual one, and dissimilar as

is the zoea when it quits the

egg from the adult animal, yet

nevertheless the change at each

moult is so small that it is only

by a comparison between the

earliest and the last stages that

the amount of the change which

has actually taken place can

be fully appreciated. Thus, in the zooid state

the young Crab has fixed eyes without eye-

stalks, a long bod}', destitute of any appen-

dages ; it has no walking legs, but it is a free-

swimming form, performing its locomotion

with its maxillipedes, or jaw-feet (»i), which are

gi'eatly developed, serving as a pair of long

oars, the long hairs of which probably fulfilling

the oflSce of branchiie. Even when by succes-

sive moults the true ten-footed character is

seen, the young nevertheless present at first a

greater likeness to the long-tailed Lobsters

than to the shoi-t-tailed Crabs. These tran-

sient characters displayed by the larvas are

found to be persistent in many of the lower and simpler forms now living, and they also charac-

terised some of the ancient fossil Crustacea found in the Silurian formation. Tims it may be

seen that the stages of development of the individuals of to-day are but a reflection of the life-

history of the class in pasi geological time.

Still more strange are the changes under'gone by the brood of some Pi-awns of the genus Pcnceus

observed by Fritz Miiller (Fig. 9-1,2, .3, 4, 5). These quit the egg with an unsegmented ovate body (2),

a single eye in front, and three pairs of swimming feet, of which the first pair are simple, and the other

two pairs branched. In this stage, called the nauplius, there is no trace of a carapace, tlie paired eyes

are wanting, and also the masticating organs, the mouth being covered by a lielmet>-like hood. After

several moults the lumplius becomes a zoea (3), being furni.shed with maxillse and two pairs of jaw-

feet. The third stage of the same Prawn (4) exhibits still more remarkable changes, the paired eyes,

the segments of the thorax, the rudiments of the feet are seen, all the appendages of the mouth and

Lead can be counted, and the plates of the tail sprout forth. And now another great change takes

Fig. 8.

i [ Mtigalopa stage ) . {After C. Upence Btite.

)
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\Ai\ce, aiul tlip zoea passes into the //(.(/.</«• form (5) ; tlie antennte cease to serve as organs of locomotion,

their place being taken by the thoracic feet, which are furnished with long hairs or bristles. The

species ; 5, :]:>;^ts form
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abdomen is fully tlevelopeil but has no appondages. Nothing can well be imagined more diverse than

the zoea, nauplius, and adult stages in the life history of tliis Prawn.

Although the young of nearly all the Crustacea pass thi-ough numerous moults before attaining

the adult state, yet, even after maturity, the shelly envelope is not permanently retained, but is

exuviated and renewed as often as the growth of the animal necessitates its enlargement. By this,

wonderful provision the otherwise inelastic corselet is prevented from interfeiing with the continued

growth of its wearer. The process of moulting is exactly analogous to the shedding of the skin and

scales in reptiles. In insects—as all know who have ke[)t silkworms—this moulting takes place

several times in the <jrub or larva before it finally arrives at the perfect state. It then occurs no

more. Insects, therefore, cannot grow after they reach the imago, and their life is consequently soon

ended. Crabs, on the contrary, go on moulting and growing larger for many seasons, and each year

they lay their eggs, so that they are more prolific, although less highly organised, than the insect

tribe. The manner in which Crabs cast off their old shell is very singular, usually without producing

any change in their external form, and when they have quitted the old habitation the whole body is

already covered with a new suit of armour, which is, however, still soft, and does not acquire it.s

requisite solidity for some hour.s, or even days after the operation.

The Crustacea also possess the power of reproducing injured or lost limbs; if one or more

distant joints of a limb be torn ofi", the animal has the power of throwing off the remainder of the

limb. This separation always takes place at the base of the first joint. The perfect restoration of

the limb is not effected at once. After the first moult a new limb is produced of diminutive .size.

After a second, the new limb is veiy nearly twice as large as at the first, and at the third it

advances nearly to its natural bulk and form. It is said that the noise of a thunderstorm or the

discharge of a cannon will cause Crabs and Lobsters to throw off their claws ; the same effect is also

produced by the infliction of any sudden injury. The Broad-clawed Porcelain Crab {PorceUana

platycheles), if seized by the claw, will leave it beliiud him and beat a retreat without it.

The accompanying table may serve to convey a general notion of the Crustacea as a class.

CLASS CRUSTACEA.
DIVISIONS. LEGIONS. OEDEES.

f < o-j f 0, Erachvura. (Short-tailed.)—Crabs.

,
1. PoDOPHTHALMiA.-Eyes on mov- s J^

| j, Anomoura. (Vanc«s-tailetl.)-Herrnit
, able foot-stalks. Branchise

| -^ fc £.2 j^ Crabs.
proper almost always present.-! ' o 'TS i

I

Thorax covered more or less] p:>,° ' "' Macroura. (Large-tailed.)—Lobsteis,

I_ THORACIPODA.—
i

completely by cephalic shield. | K5 '^ Shrimps.

Specmnocomotory organs
<;

'-2. Stomapoda. (Mouth-footed.)—*'VyHi7/((, Musis, kc,
belon,n.tothe...,„.

,, ^^o^^^^^^^^^^^,. Is<,..a. (E,,al-footed. ,-Wood Lice, O.V..
appendages. Limbs usually -{

-'""tfa. «-c.

seven pairs. No ccphalothoracic I 4. Amphipoda. (Both feet.)—Sand-hoppers, rrt/iVivis,

I carapace. (_ Oammarus.

(3. MEROSTOMATA.-The mouth fur- ^5, Xiphosura. (Sword-tails. )-King Crabs, Limulm.
nished -with mandibles and i

maxillas, the terminations of"! fi. (EuRYPTERlDA. Extinct.)—Burypteriis, Pteritgotiis,
which become walking or swim-

j &c.
ming feet.

(7. (Trilobita. J?.c(w!rt.)—Trilobites, Caii/mme, Tlw

„ „ .«t 4. Brakchiopoda.—Most of the I
'""P-'' *=<=•

«o« atnuniUy .v«. /,(/,>(/,
'

appendages, save those of the 1 8. Phvllopoda. (Leaf-footed.) --4p«s, Branchi(ii'<,
as their liases perform the

j

head and mouth, converted iutoj &c.
part of jaws. Branchi* lameUiform branchiae.

9. Cladocera. (Branched horns.)- Water Fleis,
usuaUy exposed and Daphnia, &c.
aidnig i!i natation. |

i. ^ . •

•I- T„„,„ ™ T i flO. OSTRACODA. (Sbell-oovered.)— C«/)i'is, CarAor.a,
o. LoPHTROPODA.—Locomotory <"

1 &c
< .

i-
>

gans having stiff hairs. Branchiae .;

( attached to mouth organs. |
11- CoPEPor.A. (Oar-footed.)—C^/rfops, DiaptGnii-.s,

I. CetochiluD, &c.

„ ( f 12. Rhizocephala. (Root-headed. ) Parasitic forms.
IIL—ANCHOEACEPHALA.

]
0. Cirkipedia.—Adult animals per- I —Peltoriaster, SaccuHiia, &c.—Adult (female) attached J manently attached to some livinjc -.0 t» . L /* i n \ n i *-. . 7

by the head, and perma-"^ or dead object. Sexes usually^!
l^- Balanid.e. (Acom shells.)-B«/»n««, Coro.mla.,

nently fixed. united.
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CRUSTACEA (fo«/;««<rf).—CKABS, LOBSTERS, AND SHRIMPS.

I'iRACHTURA, CRABS—Cephalisation—Sizes of various Crabs—The Spider Crabs—The Great Crab—The Common Shore and
Harbour Crab—The Swimming Crabs—The Velvet Fiddler Crab—The Masked Crab—Land Crabs—The Pea Crab—
Anomoira, Hermit Crabs—Their Houses—The Land Hermits—The Robber Crab—Machoura, Lobsters—The
Common Spiny Lobster-The Common Lobster—The Norway Lobster—The Common Kiver Crayfish—The Eye of

Crustaceans-The Brown Shrimp—Tlie Common Prawn—Blind Crayfish.

FIRST LEGION.
ORDER DECAPODA.

-PODOPHTHALMIA.
-BRACHYURA (CRABS).

Fig. 10.—NERVES OF MAIA
squinado.

The Cral) is certainly the liighest representative of tlie Crnstacean class, and in this ten-footed

order are included some of the most active and intelligent members of the community, the Land

Orabs and Shore Crabs, and also the largest representative of the class, the Inachus keiiip/eri,

from Japan. Crabs furnish the best illustration among the Crustacea of that concentration of organs

around a single nerve-centre, which has been aptly termed cephalisation

(Fig. 10). Instead of a long body composed of a large number of rings, each

liaving its own nerve-ganglion (Fig. 11), we have in the Crab one large cephalo-

thoracic ganglion (t) representing nearly the entire nerve force of the body, the

supraoesophageal ganglion (c) only giving rise to the nerves of sense and volition.

The highest concentrated type of Crustacean is exemplified by Maia and

the Spider Crabs, but, as a matter of fact, the Ti-iangular Crabs, of which

J/aia and Inachus are examples, do not embrace, by any means, the liveliest

aiid most intelligent of the order. The carapace in these is narrow in front,

and generally forms a prominent beak, beneath which the

mouth is situated. Notwithstanding the length of their legs,

their movements are generally sluggish. Many of these Crabs

are quite coated over with nullipore aud corallines, while

others cultivate green and i-ed seaweeds upon their backs, and

thus disguised like Indians stalking game, they can readily

approach their more active prey, then by a sudden and un-

expected snap they will seize upon and hold with extraordinary iirmness the small

fishes which incautiously venture too near their ambush.

Although the British and European examples of Stenarhynchus, Achceus, Fisa,

Inachus, Arctopsis, and Hyas, are all quite small forms of Crustacea, and even Maia

is by no means a large Crab, yet in the British Museum there are specimens of the

Inachus A-enip/eri from Japan which measure ten feet between the tips of the clawed

fore limbs ; the body (like that of other of the Triangular Crabs) is comparatively

small and rather convex in shape : the claws are thin and about six feet in length.

These monstrous Crabs are said to be eaten in Japan.

Tlie Slender-beaked Spider Crab (Stenorhynchus tenuirostris) is one of the most

curious of these triangular Crabs. When alive it is of a lovely pink and puce colour,

the ova are of a light orange-browi. When seen sitting in a group of corallines of

darker hue it presents a striking object in an aquarium. This species is frequently

-^ 1 /T^ to be met with at Torquay in deep water. li, is remarkable for the great length of

^ L itg rostrum, which equals that of the entire carapace. Its small body and ex-

ceedingly long and slender limbs make this form the most spider-like of all the Spider

Crabs (see Fig. 12).

The Four-horned Spider Crab (Pisa tetraodon) is a good illustration of one of the

commonest of these small British Crustaceans. Like all the group, the carapace is tri-

two strong horns. The margin of the carapace is also armed with spines, and the surface

has numerous tubercles and hairs upon it. The abdomen of the female is very large and broad,

-and when laden with eggs exceedingly prominent. They are abundant at Bognor and other points

along the south coast of England," and being attracted, like their larger brethren, bj the smell of
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stale fish, they frequently enter the Crab and Lobster-pots to the number of twenty to thii-ty, antj

so meet with an untimely end. They are usually so overgrown with corallines as to be almost indis-

tinguishable.

The Spinous Spider Crab (Maia squhiado) has a very convex and circular carapace, growing more
triangular with age by the increased length of the rostral portion (Fig. 13). The centre of the carapace

has a group of seven rounded and swollen prominences, and the whole surface is covered with minute
spines and tubercles, with larger spines on the sides and front border. The rostiiim has two strong

and prominent diverging horns. The antemia; are small The chelate fore legs are considei-ably

longer and stouter in the adult male and much small i m the \oung and in the adult females.

Tliere .u. ttw liustuii lu winch aj:>' pioli i ,i i , Iiange of form as in the Spider

Crab. In the young state the

fore legs are slenderer and
bliorter, and the front of the

carapace is broader in propor-

tion. Maia is common to the

western and southern coasts of

England, and is also found on

the southern coast of Ireland.

It IS by far the largest species

of the family, and, with the

exception of the Great Crab

(Cancer pagurus), it is the

largest of the British Bra-

chyura. The carapace of a

specimen taken in Plymouth
Sound measured eight inches

in length and nearly six in

breadth, whilst the length of

the fore limbs was fifteen

inches. It is eaten by the

poorer classes, thoiigh it is but

indifferent food. Like all the

other triangular Ci'abs, the

fishermen inveterately term it

" spider," and they appear to have very little idea of any affinity between these forms aud the Crabs,
properly so called. Some years since Professor Bell saw in one of the back streets of Poole, near the
waterside, a little girl standing by a small table, on which was a plate containing two of these Crabs
of moderate size, cooked and for sale. On being asked by the Professor, " Pray, do they eat these
Crabs here 1 " she replied, with a look of gi-eat surprise at his ignorance, " They ben't Crabs, sir, them's
spiders !

"

The Great Crab {Cancer parjurus) is one of the most familiar forms of all the Crustacea, because
one meets with it on the stall of every fishmonger, and in England it is largely consumed as an
article of food, especiaUy in all the great cities. Its chief feature is that the external antennte have a
very long and thick basal joint ; the terminal portion, or feeler, is very short and slender. The great
claws have black tips, and are equal in size, and of gi-eat strength and thickness. The carapace
is nearly plain, with an oblong ovate outline much broader than long, the anterior border being
marked by a row of ten square uniform teeth. The great claws and carapace are smooth, and the
four simple walking legs are hairy.

This Crab was eaten in the time of the Romans, and has formed an article of diet probably
ever since that period. Its excellence is mainly due to the enormous development of the liver,

which occupies the two anterior sides of the carapace, and is deemed by most the " tit^bit." Its
picture may be seen in one of the beautiful tessellated Roman pavements in the British Museum.

The fishery for these Crabs constitutes an important trade on many ])arts of the coast. The

utirvhED SPIDEK CRAB. (SUiiorhyncli
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number annually taken is immense, and as tlie occupation of procuring them is princii.ally carried ou

by persons who are past the more laborious and dangerous pursuits of general fishing, it affords a means

of subsistence to many a poor man who, from age or infirmity, would be unable without it to keep

himself and his family from the workhouse. They are taken in what are termed '• crab-pots," a sort o£

wicker trap, made by preference of the twigs of the golden willow {Salix vitellina), at least, in many

parts of the coast, on account, as the fisher-folk say, of its great durability and toughness. These pots

are formed on the principle of a common wire mouse-trap, but with the entrance at the top. They

are baited with pieces of fish, generally of some otherwise useless kind ; these are fixed into the pot.?

by means of a skewer. The pots are sunk by stones attached to the bottom ; and the situation where

they are dropped is indicated, and the means of raising them provided, by a long line fixed to the

creel, or pot, having a piece of cork attached to its free end. These pieces float the line, and at

the same time serve to designate the owner.s of the

different pots, one pei-haps having three corks

near together, towards the extremity of the line,

and two distant ones; another may ha\e one

cork fastened crosswise; another two fastened

together, and so on.

The Common Shore Crab (Fig. U, Cam
VMS mamas), so abundant in very shallow

water around the coasts, and so industrious a

scavenger between tide-marks, spends really much

of its time almost out of water or on the edge

of the advancing and the skirts of the receding

tide. It is a true running Crab, yet its relations

are all swimming Crabs, having their hind pair

of feet specially modified for swimming, which

is not the case in Carcimis. The front margin

of the carapace is strongly toothed with fi^e teeth

on each side, and three lobes in front ; the eyes

are larger and certainly more useful " optics " than

those of the gi-eat Crab. To any one who is a lover

of an aquarium this very common Crab is an excellent and amusing species to keep and tame, foi

it soon loses all idea of shyness, and will " come to be fed " like any other pet, and take its food

shai-ply. When very young these Shoi-e Crabs moult frequently, and, being easily kept in small

vessels of sea-water, one can all the more readily study their habits. One whicli was thus kept in

confinement moulted on 11th April, 22nd May, the 3rd July, the 30th August, and 26th

September of the same year, the acceleration of the last moult being attributed to the creature

having been fed "like a prize beast," on purpose to try the effect on its growth. In casting its

shell a Crab not only parts with every joint and plate of its many-jointed body, antenna,

foot-jaws, claws, and tail, but the very lining of its gills, of its stomach, of its eyes, and of

other parts, is thro\vn off, and thus, when the creature has escaped, the shell seems as perfect

nearly as the animal itself.

Pennant's Swimming Crab {Portumts vnrmjatus) has a carapace which is rather longer than

wide, and is toothed at its front border. Its fore legs are short, with exceedingly sharp claws

(chela>). The last pair of legs are flat and spatulate, and like an oar-blade, well adapted for

.swimming ; the other three pairs of simple legs are fitted for running. They are common on the

shores of the Firth of Forth and the Moray Firth, and in Ireland. Its colour is a dull purple-white

mottled with a darker hue.

The Velvet Fiddler Crab {Portunus puber) has its front border armed with at least ten spines,

and its entire carapace densely covered with hairs. The chelse, or claws, and also the four pairs of

simi)le legs, are thickly coated with a dense pile of fur. All the limbs have raised longitudinal lines

or ridges upon their joints. The general colour of the Velvet Fiddler Cralj is brown, but the longi-

tudinal ridges on the legs are blue. This Crab is not uncommon on the south-west coast of England

Fig. 13.—MAIA SQl'I
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aiul on tlie Irisli coast. It is ulso met with in the Moray Firth, tlie Firth of Clyde, and in the

Channel Islands, where it is known as the Lady Crab, from its velvet coat.

"An old male of the Velvet Fiddler is a striking and handsome Crab. His body generally is

clothed with a short velvety pile of a pale brown or drab hue, from beneath which here and there

.shines out the glossy deep black shell, especially where rubbed, as at the edges. The feet, particularly

the plates of the oars, are conspicuously striped with black, the lai'ge and formidable claws are

marked with bright scarlet and

azure, as are also the foot-jaws

and face, while the eyes are of

the richest vermilion, projecting

from hollow black sockets."

This species, when apprehensive

of assault, uses its powei-ful

claws " to strike transverselj', as

a mower uses his scythe."

Henslow's Swimming Crab

{Poli/hius hensloti'ii), the only

known species of the genus

(Fig. 15), exhibits the natatory

structure to the greatest extent

of any British species. The

carapace even in the female is remarkably flat, and its form is nearly orbicular. The edge of the

carapace has five teeth on each side. The eyes are keen and active ; the chela; are exceedingly sharp-

edged. The four following pairs of limbs are all adapted for swimming. The colour is of a rich

reddish-brown. The texture of the whole shell is far lighter in density than any of the coast species

which live inshore. This is, in fact, a truly pelagic or open-sea Crustacean. The writer has seen

this Crab in large numbers swimming on the surface of the Bay of Biscay one hundred miles from

land ; and far off the coast of Cornwall the fishermen take them in the act of eating the Mackerel,

which they pursue and fasten on to with their knife-like nippers,

until the terrified fish becomes exhausted and is speedily van-

quished and devoured.

A much laiger species of Swimming Crab than the

British, named Portunus 2)dayicus, occurs in the seas of China
and Japan, and extends as far south as the Gulf of Carpen-

taria. It preys upon quite large fishes, and is "built," as

shippers -would say, "for speed and lightness." Its habits were
well known to the Japanese, who have depicted this Crab most
accurately in one of their many wonderful picture-books, printci

from wood blocks, preserved in the British Museum. The
I'oHumia is represented in the very act of catching a live fibli

many times larger than itself. Tliese predaceous Swimming
Crabs are much disliked by the fi.shermen, because, when they

'

are taken in the nets with a haul of fish, they bite and mutilate all within their reach, as does the
Dog-fish and the other small Sharks common along the coast.

Corystes cassivelaunus (Fig. 16). In this singular Crab the carapace is longer than it is broad.
The surface of the carapace is convex, and the regions somewhat distinctly marke'd by a groove sur-
rounding the heart, the intestinal and genital regions, forming altogether a remarkable resemblance
to the features of the human face, from which circumstance it has obtained the name of "the
Masked Crab." The sexes of this Crab differ so much in appearance that they ha\e been described
as separate species. It is frequently to be obtained on the south and west coast of England and
Wales. The habit of this Crab is to lie buried in sand with only the antennw visible above the
surface. This is a very ancient type of Crustacean

; many representatives of it {Palwoeorystes) occur
fossil in the Cretaceous beds (Gault and Greensand) of England.
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As we have already pointed out, tlie brancliiie or gills are enclosed between the side walls

of the thorax and the over-spreading head-shield (the " Crab-cart " of peasants' children in tlie

English Eastern Counties), and are borne upon the basal joints of the thoracic limbs. As

rapidity of movement necessitates increased activity iii the circulation of the vital fluid in the

body, we thus find that Tuy this simple arrangement the branchiie are brought directly into connection

with the appendages specially engaged in locomotion. In a precisely similar manner we observe

that the pectoral muscles in the bird, by their rapid action, accelerate their respiratory functions,

consequently those birds whose flight is swiftest,

such as the Swallows, naturally breathe most

.quickly. Amongst the Land and Shore Crabs, such

as the Grapsidcv, tlie Ocypodidw, the Gecarcinidce, we
find some of the most rapidly moving terrestrial forms

of Crustacea. Respiration in these Crabs is, however,

carried on essentially upon the same plan as in th'='

aijuatic species, that is, by me.ans of moistened branc/na

or gills, not by pulmonary sacs, as in the Ai-achnida,

nor by trachea, as in insects proper. Nevertheless,

the aeration of the blood in the branchias of Land Crabs

is so much more comjjlete than it is among the aquatic

species, that the Land Crabs are easily drowned by

continued immersion in water.

Land Crabs are met with in the tropics in vast

numbers. Of these, the most common and best know n

to us is the Gecarcinus ruricola, or " Countryman Crab,

'

once so abundant in the highlands of Jamaica, and

still so formidable in Montserrat and other West Indian

sugar-producing Islands (Fig. 1 7). When the season foi

-sjjawning arrives vast armies of them set out from the

hills, and, undaunted by opposition, march in a direct line

towards the sea-shore for the purpose of depositing

their eggs. Having reached the destined limit of then

journey, they deposit their eggs below high-water maik

in the sand, and re-commence their toilsome march to

wards their upland retreats. On their seaward journey

they are in full vigour and fine condition, and this is the

time when they are caught in great numbers for the

table. Their flesh, which is of the purest whiteness, is highly e-steemed, but, like that of ail

Crustaceous animals, is rather difficult of digestion. On returning from the coast they ara

exhausted, poor, and no longer fit for use. They then retire to their burrows, where they exuviate,

or shed their shells, a short time after which operation, and while in their soft state, they are

considered by black connoisseurs to be a great delicacy. These Crabs, which take up their abode in

the vicinity of sugar-cane fields, are very injurious to the planter, some of the species being

particularly fond of the cane, the juice of which they suck and chiefly subsist upon. They also

attack and destroy the growing shoots of the young plants.

Cardisoma cai-ni/ex, which usually inhabits the mangrove sv/amps of the West ladian Islands,

lives principally upon the fruit of a species of Annonn. which grows in those places. But nothing

comes amiss to it. Those individuals whose residence is in the neighbourhood of the cemeteries are

said to burrow down to get at the dead bodies, and Dr. Diichassaing tells us that the West Indian

burial grounds are pierced in every direction by burrows of these animals. Nevertheless, the

Cardisoma is regarded as a luxurious article of food by West Indians, who, however, take care

only to eat those which are obtained in the mangrove swamps, as far as possible from the cemeteries.

They are caught in box-traps baited with a piece of their favourite fruit, and after their capture

they are usually kept some time, and fiittened with broken victuals.
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Land Crabs ai-e very aljundant in the Deccan ; they have been found on the table-lands at an

elevation of nearly 4,000 feet. But as they do not perform an annual migration to the sea for the

purpose of depositing their eggs, it seems highly probable that the Deccan species frequents the

margins of streams, and deposits its eggs in fresh water, in which case the nearest river would serve

the same purpose ; for the young must undergo their metamorphosis either in the water or within the

egg itself before it is

hatched, several authentic

instances of which are

known. Another fo'-ni,

the Calling Crab {Geh-

sinnis), is a great bur-

rower, inhabiting the

coasts of Brazil, kc. He
has one large hand and

a small one, and from

the way in which he is

compelled to run in order

not to overbalance himself

with his big claw raised

above his head, as if

beckoning, he has ob-

tained the name of Calling

Crab. This powerful hand

is used in throwing the

earth and sand out of its

burrow when digging,

which he does most

vigorously to a distance

of a foot or more from

the hole,

The Ocypoda, or

Horseman Crab, from Eio, is another interesting species of Land Crab. It makes a loud grating

sound by means of a series of small ridges on the inner surface of the hand against the pro-

minent edge of the second joint of the same pair of legs. There is really no voice organ (truly

so called) in any of the Invertebrata. Mosquitoes " sing," Bees " hum," Crickets " chirp,"

and Beetles " drone ; " but these ai-e all mechanical noises, made by movements of wings or

legs, not with such a contrivance as the human throat. Most of these sounds are produced by an

arrangement similar to that of the liddle-bow drawn across the strings of the fiddle, whilst many of

the hai-sher sounds have been aptly compared to the noise produced by stree1>boys scraping a stick

along a row of iron railings.

The Pea Crab (Pinnotheres) is an interesting genus, both on account of its diminutive size and

from its singular practice of making its habitiitiou within the valves of living bivalve shells. The

writer has taken numbers of them alive from shells as small as Astarte and Cytherea

at Malaga. One species (Pinnotheres pisnm, Fig. 18) is so common on the Irish coast,

that Mr. W. Thompson obtained fourteen of them, by opening eighteen of the larger or

Horse Mussel, dredged off the shore of County Down ; and in the common Cockle

at Youghal Mr. Ball found them so abundantly, that about nine out of every ten

Fig. 17.- \B OF JAMAICA. (Gccarcinas rjiricola.")

T\v( three Crabs are occasionally founc
Fig. 18

THERES PIS

ith

Cockles contained a Crab.

Mussel, or in one Pinmi.

Pinnotheres veterum is the species found in the Mediterranean, whose history, mingled

much fable, is recorded by some ancient authors.

The Anomoura, or irregular-tailed Ci-abs, form the connecting link between the Crabs and

Lobsters, for, besides the Hermit Crabs proper, which are generally considered typical of the
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Auomourous type, there are uiiiny forms wliich, save for tlic abortive character of the posterior pair

cf thoracic limbs, and their inodifiecl jaw-fee.t, might be placed with true Crabs or true Loljsters—

Dromia with the former, and Galathea and Muuida with the latter. Others again, like LitJiodes,

liave the plates of the abdomen irregular or partly membranous, whilst in the ime Pagnri they

are entirely unprotected by hard shelly plates. In the East and West Indies, and in the tropics

generally, there are many species of Anoimura which live wholly or partially away from the sea,

i^dopting terrestrial habits of life, and even becoming great climbei-s. They are met with living in

foVests often miles from the .sea, and if land shells are not to be found, one species of Hermit Crab

{Cenobita brunnea) protects its soft tail with an empty nut-shell, in which it makes itself perfectly at

home.

The Cenobita dioyenes (Fig. 20) is found on bushes a few hundred yards only from tlie sea

Jiving in empty land shells. It is abundant in all the West Indian Islands, and has been more than

once brought over to England alixe with cargoes of guano. The writer kept one for some weeks

in a fern-case in his study. It was housed in an Achatina shell, and no doubt it might have

continued to live to this day, but it could not be induced to eat, and it was exceedingly difficult

to discover what its proper food should be. This little Crab was a .splendid climber, and its feats of

;:gility were often surprising. It burrowed under stones, and seemed fearful of being looked at.

Charles Darwin says, " In every part of Keeling Island one meets with Hennit Crabs of more

than one species, carrying on their backs the houses they have stolen from the neighbouring beach.

The large claws or pincers of some of the.se Crabs are most beautifully adapted, when drawn back, to

ibrm an Opemdum to the shell, which is nearly as perfect as the proper one that belonged to the

original molluscous animal. Certain kinds of these Hermits always select certain old shells only to

Jive in."

The most remarkable of the Land Hermits is the Biryus latro, or Robber Crab (Fig. 19). Darwin

says, " Keeling Island has no quadruped excepting the pig, and no vegetable in quantity excepting

the cocoa-nut. On it the pigs, which are loaded with fat,

almost entirely subsist, as likewise do tlie poultry and

ducks. Even a huge Land Crab is furnished by nature

with a curious instinct and form of legs to open and

feed upon this ssme fruit. It is very common on all parts

of the dry land, and grows to a monstrous size. It is

closely allied or identical with Biryus latro. This Cral>

lias its front pair of legs terminated by very strong and

heavy pincers, and the last pair by others which are

narrow and weak. It would at first be thought quite im-

pos.sible for a Crab to open a strong cocoa-nut covered

with the husk, but Mr. Leisk, one of the two British re-

sidents, assures me he has repeatedly seen the operation

«tfected. The Crab begins by tearing the husk, fibre

by fibre, and always from that end under which the three

«>ye-holes are situated. When this is completed, the Crab

commences hammering with its heavy claws on one of

these eye-holes till an opening is made ; then, turning

round its body, by the aid of its posterior pair of narrow pincers it extracts the white albuminous

substance. I think this is as curious a case of instinct as ever I heard of, and likewise of adaptation

in structure between two objects apparently so remote from each other in the scheme of nature as a

Crab and a cocoa-nut tree."

" The Biryus is diurnal in its habits, but every night it is said to pay a visit to the sea, no doubt

for the purpose of moistening its branohise. The young are likewise hatched, and li\e for some time

on the sea coast. These Crabs inhabit deep burrows, which they excavate beneath the roots of the

cocoa-nut trees, and here they accumulate surprising quantities of the picked fibres of the cocoa-nut

husk, on which they rest as on a bed. The Malays sometimes take advantage of their labour hy

collecting the coarse fibrous substance and using it as junk. These Crabs are very good to eat

;
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moreover, under the tail of the larger ones there is a great mass of fat, wnich, when melted,

sometimes yields as much as a quart of limpid oil. It has been stated by some that Birgvs latro

crawls up the cocoa-nut trees for the purpose of stealing the fruit. I very much doubt the possibility

of this, but with the Pandanus * the task would
be very much easier. I understood from Mr.

Leisk that on these islands the Birgus latro

lives only on the nuts which fall to tlie ground."

(C. Darwin : " A Naturalist's Voyage Round the

World.")

The friendship — interested or otherwise —
cemented between Soldier Crabs and Sea Anemones
is very remarkable. One Sea Anemone, the Sayartia

parasitica, seems to be on very friendly terms

with the Hermit Crabs, always selecting for its

place of attachment the dead shell of some whelk
tenanted by one. The Crab who sustains the

Fig. 20.—HEKMiT CRAB l^Cenolita) IX SHELL. honourable office of porter to this Anemone is in-
(Afier Morse.) variably the Pagurus hernJuirdus.

Prof. Dana mentions another Actinia from the China Seas—the Cancrisocia expansa—which

associates with Dorippe (an anomourous Crab), who holds the Actinia on its back with its two
[losterior pairs of legs.

DECAPODA—MACROURA. (LOBSTERS)

The Macrourous (or large-tailed) type of the order (Decapoda) is represented by the Lobster

essentially an aquatic form, and possessed of great powers of locomotion. The hinder segments of

the body (termed the abdomen) are very much developed, and of nearly equal growth, being also

compressed at the sides, so as to be somewhat cylindrical in fonn. They present a well-marked

difference from the tail of the Crab (Brachyura), in which the segments are short and flattened, and
expanded laterally. The abdomen in the Lobster is also terminated by a broad swimming tail.

The members of this division are very abundant numerically in both marine and fresh water, t

The Common Spiny Lobster {Palinuras vulgaris) has thick, extremely long, and stiff external

antenna;, the basal joints of which are very large, and unite to form the front of the mouth. The
three following joints are large, thick, and spinose. Each antennule has three very long and slender

cylindrical basal joints with two small feelers at its tip. The outer jaw-feet are formed like feet.

The true walking legs are all one-toed at their extremity. The first pair, however, which are thicker

and shorter than the others, has a spine on the border of the last joint but one against which the last

joint .shuts, thus forming a rudimentary chela or nipper. The carapace is extremely rugose, being

covered with spines and tubercles. The body segments are large, and the tail-fins well developed for

swimming. The family of the PaUnuridai are of very ancient origin, going back in geological time,

to the Solenhofen rooks (Oolitic age). Only one genus now survives.

The genus Palinurus comprises several large edible species, one of which, the Common Spiny
Lobster {P. vulgaris), inhabits the English western coasts, and is brought thence in large quan-

tities to London. They are found chiefly on rocky coasts, and are often taken in the crab-pots-

Great numbers of this Lobster are also eaten in France. Its flesh is much esteemed, though by some
considered inferior in flavour to that of the Common Lobster (Homarvs vulgaris). It reaches about a

foot in length, and sometimes as much as eighteen inches. The antennse are very long, just twice

the length of the entire body. The carapace is thickly covered with spines of various sizes, and pW

the species have a large spine over each eye.

• Proceedinijs of the Zootoriical Society, 1832, p. 17.

+ In his book on the Crayfish, Prof. Huxley mentions, that, in Tasmania, the genus Engaui (one of the Parastacidce), a
small kind of Crayfish, lives habitually on land in burrows, which they excavate in the soil (p. 306) and PorastocMS
piliiiKin ii.t, from Santa Cruz, in the upper basin of the- Rio Pardo, an afiluent of the Jacuhy, was obtained " by digging it out
of hole.s in the ground" (p. 308). So that the Crayfish is an exception to the general rule, that all the Macroura are truly
ar^uatic in their habits, and that none are terrestrial.
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Tlie Palimrri live on niollusca and on other marine aniuials. Tliey have tlie power of producing

n very loud noise, by rubbing the first joint of their exterior anteunai against tlie projecting liorder of

the carapace, or head-shield. Aristotle, Athenseus, and Pliny were acquainted with the animals of

this genus, which they named Locusta ; and the Greeks and Romans
both used them as food.

The development of the Palinuridw seems to be very peculiar

<Fig.21). Claus observed in the ova of the Spiny 'Lohatev {Pnlinuriig)

embryos with a completely segmented body, but wanting the appen-

<lages of the tail, abdomen, and last two segments of the middle body

or thorax. They possess a single median and considerably com-

pound eye ; the inner antennae are simple, and the outer are fur-

nished with a small secondary branch ; the jaws have no palpi or

feelers. The jaw-feet of the third pair, like the two following pairs

of feet, are divided into two branches of nearly equal length, whilst

the last of the existiug pairs of maxillipedes bear only an in-

considerable secondary branch. Coste is said to have bred the

ourious form of larva named Phyllosomu from the ova of Paliniirns.

The Common Lobster (Ilomarus vulgaris, Fig. 22) prefers a rocky coast, and being somewhat of an

c'picure in his tastes, is tempted to such good purpo.se by the fishermen that as many as 25,000 live

Lobsters are often delivered at Billingsgate in one day. If only as many are eaten in the whole of

England as vn. London, this would be at the rate of 50,000 per day, or 18,250,000 annually. From
ilarch to August is the period of the greatest catch. Lobsters are sent alive packed in damp moss ov

Leather from the south coast and Channel Islands, from Stornowav in the Island of Lewis, from

-COMMON LOBSTEU (//i

Ireland, Scotland, and the Orkneys. From Norway as many as 600,000 are received annually.

Fishermen and salesmen are said to know the South Coast (English), Cornish, Scotch, Irish, or

Norwegian Lobsters at sight, just as a cattle salesman knows a Hereford or- Devon, a Scotch or

Irish beast. The common Lobster weighs from eight to twelve pounds, but the great Lobster of

the American coast (so largely imported in tins into England) weighs more than twice as much.

All the marine IMacroura, or Sea Lobsters, undergo metamorphosis more or less considerable.

Perhaps the changes passed through by the common Lobster present a less extraordinary variation
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from the adult than in others of the long-tailed Crustacea. They are, however, sufficiently important

to mention (Fig. i'i). The eyes of the young Lobster are sessile, not mounted upon eye-stalks.

The long antennae are not seen, nor the beak or rostrum. The thoracic feet are rudimentary. The

abdominal feet are entirely absent, as in the young Crab. At a later moult the jointed thoracic

limbs are seen, and the antennje begin to be

developed. The hind body, or abdomen, is,

however, still without appendages, and the

eyes without eye-stalks. Still later these ab-

dominal feet make their appearance.

In estimating the greater or less extent of

metamoi'phosis undergone by the young of any

Crustacean in its passage to the adult animal,

it is necessary also to take account of its embr}'-

oiiic development, for many species, both of

the Podophthalmia (or stalk-eyed)

and Edriojihthahnia (or sessile-eyed)

Crustacea undergo these larval

changes in the egg, whilst others (as

A sellus and Mysis) do .so in the incu-

batory pouch of the mother.

The Norway Lobster {Nephroj^s

norveyiciis, Fig. 24) occurs on both

the English and French coast, as well as on that of

Norway, and extends as far south as the Mediterra-

Fig. 23.—YOUNG LOBSTERS.

nean. The body of this elegant species is long, and the

segments extremely cylindrical in form ; the cephalo-

thorax is compressed at the sides. The great claws are

long, slender, spiny, and ridged strongly down the centre

;

the rostrum is long and slender. The scale at the

outer base of the antennae is large. The eyes are

large and prominent The colour of this Lobster is

much paler than that of Ilomarus, and there are bands

of darker colour on the body-rings. There is only one

species known.

The Common River Cray-fish {Astacus jluvialilis),

a fresh-water genus, was separated by Milne-Edwards

from the Lobsters, and may be readily known from

others by the rostrum or beak having a small tooth on

each side. Its carapace is granulated, and the tdson, or

median plate of the tail, is divided half-way up by a

transverse joint across it, as are also the outer side-

lobes of the tail. The outer antennae have the second

and third joints roundish, and covered by a broad and
movable scale, which is narrowed towards each ex-

tremity, and pointed. The last joint or ring of the

thorax is movable, whereas in the common Lobster the

last thoracic ring is firmly adherent to the rest. The
exopodite of the antennae is reduced to a mere scale. All

the abdominal appendages are well developed in both

sexes, and in the males the two anterior pairs are some-

what like those of the male oiHomm-us, but less modified Fig. 24.- LOBSTER (Nephrops i}orvegicit4i).
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According to Huxley, the principal difference is to be observed in the gills, of which there are

twenty on each side, sixteen belonging to the limbs and four fully-developed gills attached to the

side of the thorax. Six of the former he calls podobranchite, or foot-gills, because they are attached

to tlie protopodite, or first foot-joint, the other ten arthrobranchue, or joint-branchiiB, because their

origin is on the joint of the leg where it unites with the thorax ; lastly, the four on the sides are

called by him pleurobranckifK, because they spring from the part of the tlioracic y^

somite or body-ring known as the pleuron, or side piece, or epvmeral portion of

the segment.

The River Cray-fish {Potamobius astactis) is largely caught, and when fresh

boiled is a dish not to be despised. It is largely imported into London for gar-

nishing dishes with. The writer has with a friend taken over 900 River Cray-

fish in the Thames and Severn Canal in Gloucestershire in a single evening be-

tween eiglit and twelve, with a series of simple scale-like nets, baited with liver.

The Cray-fish is one of those forms which is peculiarly interesting to the

zoologist, as, according to the experiments of Ratke', it passes through its earlier

metamorphosis in the egg, a circumstance whicli led Prof. Westwood in 18.35 to

doubt . the correctness of Vaughan Thompson's discoveries as to the series of

changes which tlie young of most species of Crustacea undergo after they quit the

egg-

The most remarkable thing with regard to the genus is that, notwithstanding

its inability to survive in salt or even brackish water conditions, its geogi-aphical

distribution is wider than that of any other living Crustacean. Thus we find that

representative species of the Astacus Jluviatilis (which it seems, according to

Huxley and others, we shall have in future to call Astacus torrentinm) exist

over the whole of Europe, save Sweden and Norway and Scotland, and that foiir

other species inhabit the rivers which drain into the Caspian and the Black Sea,

Two others belong to Japan and to the basin of the Amur, which sheds its water

into the Pacific. The Astaci occur again in the rivei's of North America west

of the Rocky Mountains flowing into the Pacific, and the Camhari on the

eastern or Atlantic side. It is more wonderful still that, separated by a wide

equatorial belt, Parastacidm, or representative forms, occur in the Southern '

Hemisphere, in New Zealand, Australia, Madagascar, and South America. The biggest of the

Cray-fishes which attains a length of more than fifteen inches, being as large as a

full-sized Lobster, belongs to the Murray River, South Australia. The strangest

are the genus Engceus of Tasmania and the Cambarus of the United States, and

Pttrasiacus pUimaivus from Brazil, which live habitually on land in burrows

which they excavate in the soil. This is the only family of Macroura known
to me wliich quits the water for dry land. Its geological history is as long as

its geographical distribution is wide, for its ancestry can carry back their

lineage to Pseudastacus inistulosus and Eryma modestiformis in the Jurassic

rocks of Solenhofen in Bavaria.

The eyes in the higher Crustacea, like those of insects, are exceedingly

complex structures (Pig. 25), composed of a great number of sepai-ate lenses

closely compacted together, each having its cornea, its ci-ystalline cone or lens.

Fig. 26.—EYE OF TRi- its pigment, and its nerve-fibre connecting it with the optic nerve. They
LOBiTE. present every variation, however, between this compound eve in the Decapoda

o, the eye: (;', the glabella: \ ,., .,t^
grca""ra.-i?niii?d:

''"'"'''''' ^own to the Simple eye spot in the Entomostraca, whilst in some forms, as in

Liimdus, both simple and compound eyes are present on the same head-.shield.

These compound eyes existed far back in geological time, and may be seen most beautifully pre-

served in the heads of many Silurian Trilobites, notably in the genera yEglmu, Phacops (Fig. 20), and

Dcdmannia, whilst Pterygotus, like Limiilm, had both compound eyes and simple ocelli. The eyes

are the most constant and persistent organs possessed by the Crustacea as a class ; indeed, if we except

certain parasitic Isopodous forms and the Cirripedia and Rhizocephala, we shall find that the faculty

25.—STRUCTVRE
Ol- EYE OF LOBSTER.

la, section of eye, showinfr

coiuposinirit: 1(/. 4 lenses
of the eye, greatly magni-
fled; Ic, a single lenF,
fi-om the cornea to the
optic gaiiBlion; Id, imrt
of the sni-face of the eye

;
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of sight is peculiar to tlie wliole class. Even in those exceptional cases in which the eyes are

aborted, we tind that in the earlier and larval stages of their existence the parasitic and sedentary

forms possessed eye;., and it is only as the eflect of a kind of retrograde metamorphosis which the

animal undergoes that the organs of vision disappear in the adult.

'• The Brown Shrimp " {Vrangon vulgaris) seems peculiarly an estuarine form, being taken in

large quantities in Morecambe Bay, Lancashire, the Lynn Wash on the Lincolnshire coast, the Thames

from Gravesewl to the sea, and in the e.stuary of the Seine, especially near Honfleur. It is of a

drab colour, dotted over with brown spots, and it

does not become red by boiling as most other

Crustaceans do. Its greatest length is two inches

and a half (Fig. 27).

The absence of the prominent serrated beak

or rostrum, so marked a character in all the

Pakemoiiida; (Prawns and Shrimps proper), at once

enables the collector to separate the Crangonida;

tlierefrom. The chelse of the fore hand are

present in Palwmou but absent in Crangou, in

which the fixed thumb is rudimentary.

An interesting little shrimp-like Crustacean,

named Alpheus, which occurs only rarely off the English coast, but is abundant on the shores of

Guernsey, Herm, and other of the Channel' Islands, and one species in particular of which, the

Aljjhevs ruber, is of a bright pink or salmon colour, has one claw of the fii-st pair much more largely

developed than the other, whilst the second pair are weak, slender, and many-jointed. This

character in the second pair of legs is also observable in the genus Nika, closely allied to Alpheus.

All the members of this family (A Ipheadne) are remarkable for the loud clicking noise which

they habitually emit. It does not seem certain whether this sound, which is always accompanied by

a sudden opening of the great claw to the fullest extent, is produced by impact of the heavy movable

joint of the chela against the fixed ramus or by the forcible withdrawal of the huge stopper-like tooth

from its pit in the penultimate joint of the claw. (Wood-Mason.) Col. Stuart Wortley remarks,
" Keeping them as I do in an

aquarium, it is startling some-

times in the evening to hear the

loud snap produced by .sharply

striking together the two claws

on the larger leg."

I'akemon serratus, the Com-

mon Prawn (Fig. 28), which is

so well known as a favourite and

delicate article of food, is found

in vast numbers on the south

coast of England. It appears

from various accounts that it

approaches the shore in its

young state, and multitudes

of them are taken in shrimp-

nets and sold as Slu'imps. At
Bognor the fishermen consider them, when young, as a distmct species, and assert that, at certain

seasons, they drive the true Prawns from their ordinary place of resort. The probability is

that, at the season when the young ones have arrived at a certain size, they separate

tliemselves from the older ones, which at that period of the year retire farther from the shore.

At Poole the young ones of this species were commonly found associated with two other

species of Palwmon, and the three are ordinarily sold there under the name of " Cup Shrimps," lieing

measured in small cups instead of being sold by tale, as they are when larger. When of middle size
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they still retain the name of Shrimps at that place, and are only called "Prawns'" when tliey accnn'rc

larger dimensions.

Calocaris iiMCMidrm (Bell). This little Crnstacean, wliich is fonnd living at a depth of nearly

two hundred fathoms, is fossorial in its habits, burrowing in .sandy mud. Its eyes are quite rudimen-

tary, being destitute both of pigment and cornea. Many Crustaceans obtained from great depths in

the Swiss lakes prove to be blind. This is also the case with several species of Crustacea met with in

the great Mammoth Cave and in the caverns of Carniola and Adelsberg.

Dr. A. S. Packard lias described a Cray-fish, named Camhariis pellucidiis, an Aniphipod

(Nipharyus stygins), and two Tsopods {Tittuiethes albiis and Ctecidoten styyki), from the Mammoth
Cave, Kentucky, all of which are blind. "The eyes," says Dr. Packard, "in Vambarus, are

rudimentary in the adult, but are larger in the young. This is evidence that the embryo

develops like those of other species, and that the inheritance of blindness is probably duo to

causes first acting ou the adults and transmitted to their young until the i)roiluction of oftspring

that become blind becomes a habit."

Both Niphargiis and Crangoiiyx, two forms of (•'(niimaridtv, have been obtained in England

from wells and pumps in the Chalk and Oolite formations. They ai-e wholly or partially blind.

CHAPTER III.

CRUSTACEA {concluded).

STOMAroiiA—flqui.l!a—Miisis-lsovot>A—Batkiirwmu^—Tarutw—The "Gribble "

—

JseJliis—Aretiirits—Sphwroma—Feiraisilia

Forms—Amphipoda— The "Sand-hopper"

—

Orchestla and other Forms—Aberrant Aniphipods—XiPHosi'RA -King

Crabs— Character— Habits— Eurtpterida — Triloeita— Phtllopoda— Character — Cladocera — Ostracoda —
CoPEroDA—Parasitic Forms—Cibripedia—Ehizocephala—Balanid.e—Lepadid* —Barnacles.

OEDER II.—STOMAPODA (MOUTH-FOOTED).

In the Stomapoda we find a considerable divergence from the Decapoda already noticed. Taking

in the Lobster.Squilla as an example, the segments are much less coalesced than in the Lobster. Those

bearing the eyes and antennules are readily separated from the front

of the head, and are not covered by the carapace, which only conceals

eight segments, whereas in the Lob.ster it extends over fourteen. The
gills are no longer attached to the thoracic appendages, and enclosed in

a branchial chamber formed by the head-shield, but they are transferred

from the thoracic limbs to the abdominal swimming-feet, and are free

and uncovered.* The first thoracic appendages ai'e developed into a

pair of robust claws, the terminal joint being furnished with a row of

long and sharp re-curved teeth, which can be doubled back upon the

penultimate joint, which has a groove to receive it like a pocket-comb.

Armed with these two innocent-looking toilet requisites, Squilla goes

about seeking whom he may devour.

In another genus belonging to this order {Mysis, or the " Opossum

Shrimp," Fig. 30) special branchise seem to be absent, their duty being

performed by the series of flabelliform appendages attached to ,he pedi-

))alps, or thoracic feet, -certain of which are modified in the female to

form a " pouch," or marsupium, in which the eggs are protected and the

young retained whilst passing through their earlier stages of existence.

These Opossum Shrimps are frequently met with in countless myriad.s

towards the surface of the Greenland Sea, and, small though they be,

they form the chief part of the food of the Common Whale (Balcena

inysticetus), by which such a quantity of fat is accumulated. It seems at first sight incredible that

so large an animal can be supported on so slender a repast, but, as in eating Whitebait, numbers

must count, and doubtless the Whale devours many hundreds of thousands at each mouthful.

" Heuce they might aptly be termed ««ifrf-giUed Crustacea.

Fig-. 29.
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From the stalk-eyed Podop/dhalmia we pass to the sessile-eyed EdrioplUhalmia, Crustaceans

in which (with few exceptions) the eyes are fixed immediately on the surface of the head. As in the

higher forms, the eyes are compound, consisting in the young of some ten or twelve lenses only, but

in the adult of as many as from sixty to eighty. The
head-shield in the Crab and I^obster encroaches so far

upon the body-segments as frequemiy to conceal them,

whereas in the Edriophthalmia the head-shield only

covers the seven first, or head rings, the seven thoracic

segments being well developed in both divisions and

the seven abdominal also in the Amphipoda, but in

Fig. 30.—OPOSSUM SHKiMp (Jfijsis chamcUon). ^^^^ Isopoda they are mostly coalesced together. The
body in the Amphii^ods is compressed at the sides,

whereas in the Isopods it is mostly broad and flattened in shape. Tlius the Isopods and Amphi-
pods form two very natural groups, which are comparable to the Crabs and Lobsters, the Isopods

resembling the former and the Amphipods the latter in shape.

SECOND LEGION. -EDRIOPHTHALMIA.
ORDER III.—ISOPODA (EQUAL-FOOTED).

The Isopoda are so named in allusion to the general confoi-mity in size and function of the

seven pairs of legs, the two foremost pairs of which in the Amphipoda are equivalent to the

two outer pairs of jaw-feet in higher Crustacea.

In the Decapoda, Stchapoda, and Amphipoda, the branchiie (in each case) are attached

to the base of the legs. In the Isopoda, on the contrary, the posterior (abdominal) appendages are

converted into special organs of respiration, in the form of leaf-like appendages The heart is also

near the tail. The body is composed of seven segments, generally nearly equal in size. To these,

in the normal Isopods, seven pairs of nearly uniform legs are attached, either fitted for walking,

swimming, or as powerful hook-like organs which enable them to adhere firmly to the fishes upon
which many of them are parasitic.

One group of Isopods, the Oniscidce, familiar to us in gardens under the name of the Common
Wood Louse, are all air-breathers—not residing in water, but in damp situations—breathing air,

which, however, it is necessary should be saturated with moisture. Several of the species which
inhabit caves are destitute of eyes, e.g , Titamlhes albus, from the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. The
Great Sea-Slater (Lyc/ia oceanica) is common on the British coasts, running with agility, and folding

up, so as to feign death, when attacked.

One of these, found in some gardens and wood.-!, the Armadillo (also named tlie "Pill Bug" in

America), from the perfect way in which the .segments roll together, forcibly reminds one of the fossil

genus IllcemM barriensis, a Trilobite found in the

Upper Silurian at Barr, Staffordshire.

Prof Alexander Agassiz, aided by the United

States Coast Survey, has carried on extensive deep-

sea dredging operations in the American seas, particu-

larly exploring the bed of the Gulf Stream and the

Straits of Florida, between the south point of Florida

and the Island of Cuba. Among other Crustacean

treasures obtained was a gigantic Isopod, dredged from

a depth of 95-5 fathoms, on the north-east of the bank
of Yucatan, and north of Tortugas. This Isopod has

been named Bathynomus gii/anteus (Fig. B
1
) byAlphonse

Milne-Edwards. It measures nine inches in length by

four inches in breadth, and far exceeds any other living Isopodous Crustacean in dimensions. The gills

or branchiae, which in ordinary Isopods are simple leaf-like appendages, formed out of the modified

abdominal feet, in Bathynomus consist of a highly complex arrangement of tufts of filaments

.supported on tubular peduncles covered by a series of opercular plates. Notwithstanding the vast
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This peculiarity, and the conOuence

Fig. 32,

flalx-lUform

Altliough its ravages had gone on for centuries,

depth from which Bathynomus was obtained, the eyes are greatly developed, each being made up of

about 4,000 square facets, and instead of being placed on the upper surface of the head, as in all

known wandermg Cynwthoidce, tliey are placed below the frontal border of the head at the base of

the antennie. Alphonse Milne-Edwards places Bathynontns in a new family of the division Cymo-

thoidct, named Cymothoid(e branchiferie.

In Tanais (Fig. 32)—an abeirant form of Isopod—the first pair of legs are converteil into

chelae, the six other paii-s being simple, as in other Isopods

of the head with the first segments of the body,

give it a very Macrouran aspect. In some the

eyes are prominent, and almost pedunculated.

This group also presents many points of affinity

with the Am PHIPODA.

To the Isopodous division belongs the Lim-

iwria terebrans, or the " Gribble," as it is commonly

called by fishermen. It is a most destructive

creature, attacking all woodwork below tide-mark,

the only wood which it cannot destroy being teak,

it was only in 1811 that it was discovered and described by Dr. Leach.

The Asellus aquaticus is a very abundant form, inhabiting fresh-water ponds and ditches. The

eggs and the young are retained in the pouch of the mother for about six weeks
;
probably half this

period elapses before the young quits the egg. Asellus does not exceed six lines in length, and little

more than half a line in breadth. It feeds upon vegetable matter exclusively. The leaves of the

beech in decay are preferred, and in the parts of the pond where these are most aliundant, there the

Asellus is most numerous. The animal does not generally swim, it runs freely and expeditiously

over the decaying leaves.

In Arcturus the young are carried by the parent in rows upon the long joints of its antennse,

the mother remaining in a nearly erect position clinging to a branch of some zoophyte or seaweed,

along wliich she can walk by means of her hind feet. Until the discovery of Bathynomus giganteus

by Agassiz (a form belonging to the Cymothoidct), the Idoteidce were supposed to contain

representatives of the laj'gest known Isopods, some

of which measure about four inches m length.

The hinder segments are welded together so as to

form a long caudal shield, beneath which are two

plates covering the branchite.

The genus Sphceroma, the members of which

are vegetable feeders, are also found guilty of

destroying timber. When molested or alarmed,

they roll themselves up into a ball. This genus

and its allies offer many points of analogy, if not

of aflanity, with the extinct Trilobites.

Several species among the Water Breathers are

parasitic, often on members of their own class.

Thus in Bopyrus (Fig. 33, a) the female (which is,

six times as large as the male) is parasitic within

the branchial chamber of the Common Prawn, and
««, mniesiM, females

;
c, Una. ^^^ ^j gj^ Prawus, it is uo uncommou thing to

find one or more with this parasite distorting the carapace of the Prawn on one side. When the

Prawn moults his shell, the Bopyrus manages to retain its situation, and re-appears with the new

shell of the Prawn accommodating itself to the form of the Bopyrus. Pagurus, Galathea, Callia-

nassa, Porcellatia, Palamon, and Hippolyte, all have these parasitical Crustacea in their branchial

chamber. Another genus (P/tryxus, Fig. 33, b) attaches itself beneath the tail of the Pi-awn,

and we have taken it also from beneath the abdomen of the Common Shore Crab at Torquay.

It is more curious still to note a parasitic Isopod, the female of which occupies the cavity within

Fig. 33.—PAE.isiTic ISOPODS : BorvRus (a), thky
CRYPTOTUYKIA (c).
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the shell of the living Bahinus Ixdanoides. A second species, also refei-red to the genus Crjijjtothyrla

(Fig. 33, c), is found resident within the body of another Cirripede {Peltogaster), which itself is

parasitic on the tail of a Crab (Portunus or Cnrcinus). Those belonging to the genus ^Ega have all

the feet furnished with a robust curved finger, sharp at the tip for seizing and holding on to fishes,

as the Codfish, Whiting, &c., to the exterior of which they adhere. The Eurydice jndchra, common
in the River Dee in Cheshire, will actually fasten upon bathers if they remain quiet in the water,

adhering to the skin even after they emerge from the river.

OKDER IV.—AMPHIPODA.

In the Amphipoda the head is small, representing only the first seven cephalic rings, the seven

thoracic and the seven abdominal being nearly equally well developed. The eyes are sessile or fixed,

the body-rings ai-e compressed laterally, as in the Lobster, and they possess both swimming and
walking legs—indeed, we might add, leaping ones also, for many of them pass much of their time
in this mode of progression on the shore. The first and second pairs of appendages become modified,

in the male, into strong claspers, by the greater development of the hand and the movable character

of the terminal joint, whilst the last pair of limbs are converted into leaping legs, like those of the
Grasshopper. The gills are attached to the thoracic feet, as is also the incubatory pouch of the
female. The heart lies beneath the dorsal surface of the body. To this division belongs the
well-known " Sand-hopper " (the Talitrm locusta of Linnasus), one of the most abundant forms

everywhere around Britain, living between

high and low water-mark, where it feeds on

decaying garbage, both animal and vegetable,

existing in myriads on some of the sandy

shores. They never enter the water, but

yet seem to require a certain amount of

moisture to enable their branchise to perform

their function. They burrow under moist

seaweed and in damp sand. The young
Fig. 34.—AMPHiroD (orc;.es<(f( <?.-,„;„;;)• male. Taliinis usually remains with the parent for

some time after they attain to maturity.

Another genus (Orchestia) also lives out of the sea, choosing moist places, but not burrowing as

Talitrus does. On the British coast Orchestia lives within reach of the sea-spray, but some species

in the Southern Hemisphere live many miles inland, choosing terrestrial plants for their abode.

They are sometimes found at 1,500 feet above the sea-level (Fig. 34).

Snlcator lives along the sea-margin, making tracks upon the sandy shore, which, when in after

years they have become hardened into sandstone, form puzzles for the palseontologist, who finds it

sometimes difficult to decide whether they are worm-tracks or impressions of plants.

Blind species of Niphargus and Crangonyx are found inhabiting subterranean fresh waters in

wells in the Chalk and Oolitic rocks of various parts of England and EuroiJe. One species of

Niphargus inhabits the hot springs of Italy.

The Chelura terebrans is one of the most injurious xylophagous Crustaceans known. It is

commonly found associated with another wood-borer, the Limnoria lignoriun (the Gribble), an

Isopod, which, though smaller, is even more prolific than Chelura. The excavations made by Chelura

are larger and more rapidly executed than those of Lininm-ia.

In all these forms an extreme degree of maternal solicitude seems to be developed, which exhibit;-.

itself not only in carrying the young, after hatching and brooding over them like a hen over hei-

chickens, but in Podocerus the parent builds a nest in which the young are nurtured and protected,

more after the manner of young birds than of such comparatively lowly-organised forms as Crustacea.

The L.«M0DIP0DA form (according to Spence Bate and J. O. We.stwood) an aberrant group of

Amphipods. The coxal joint of all the legs is fused with the body, and the tail is reduced to

a rudimentary condition.

The popular name of Spectre, or Skeleton Shrimp, seems very appropriate to CapreUa (Fig. 35).

It lives amidst seaweeds and zoophytes, and is very active, scrambling from branch to branch-
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Fig. 35.-

5peci-

Tliey

" Tlieir usual nioile of progression is compared by Fabvicius, Goodsii-, and Gosse, to that of the

larvfe of the treometric Moths. They sometimes walk in this way for a considerable time, and then

suddenly stop, remaining peii'ectly motionless, not even moving their antennae. They seldom

attempt to swim, and will, when placed in tlie water, independently

of anything to rest upon, generally drop to the bottom." Like all the

lower Crustacea, the Caprella; cast their skins often. Before the

process commences, the animal lies for a time to all appearance dead.

The Skeleton Shrimp carries its ova in an incubatoiy pouch,

which is developed when required. " It consists of four i)lates,

two attached to the third and two to the fourtli segment of- the

body, arising upon the under surface and the inside of the bran-

chiae. As soon as the young are old enough to enjoy a separate

state or existence they quit the protection of the pouch in which

they ha,ve been nurtured, and, passing out, climb, gipsy-like, to the back of their mother,

they are seen holding on in every conceivable attitude. In the British Museum is preserved

men of an exotic species in which death has not separated the parent from her offspring,

may be seen attached, as if climbing from the incubatory pouch to the back of the parent."

THIRD LEGION.—MEROSTOMATA.
ORDER v.—XIPHOSCJRA (KING CRABS).

The Merostormita, or " thigh-mouthed Crustacea," are represented to-day by the Horseshoe Crabs

of America (Fig. 36) and the King Crabs of the China Seas (Fig. 37). There is only one living genus

{Liiiudiis), but it is found as far back in time as the Lower Secondary rocks, whilst forms, differing

but little from those

now existing, occur

pretty numerously in

the Coal Measures ot

England and America,

and one is found

so fai- back as the

Upper Silurian for-

mation. The soft parts

are encased within a

double .shield - shaped

shell divided into two

parts, the first repre-

senting the head and

the second the thorax

and abdomen. The

eyes are fixed on the

anterior surface of the

head - shield, beneath

which are the walking

limbs. The abdomen, however, is quite rudimentary, being

partly represented by the posterior portion of the hind or thoracic

shield, and partly by the long ensiform tail-spine. Under the

hinder shield the leaf-like gills are placed. But in the larvae

we find the body-segments free and unanchylosed, and the tail-

spine undeveloped, thus bearing out the characters common to the

class, and connecting the living Liniulus of to-day with its

far-off ancestors in the Coal and Silurian periods. The limbs are

all attached to the head, and correspond to the antennae and the jaw-feet of the Crab and Lobster.

They are, however, called upon to fulfil the double office of jaws and legs, which they do most

Fig 36 —THE HORSESHOE CRAB (Limnlus -poltl

lihcmts), LXDER SIRFACE SHOWING JAWS
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effectually. All the feet (save the little pair iii front of the mouth) act as jaws, and they all have

nippers or pincers at their extremities. The limbs of the thorax are converted into broad plates

coverino' the ovaries and gills, and we find the last pair of feet are furnished -svith brooms with

which to keep these delicate organs clean. Its eyes are placed upon the upper and anterior sur-

face of the great shield-shaped cuirass or carapace, and it is furnished both with compound eyes,

which resemble those of a Trilobite in form and position, being placed on each side of the head-shield,

and also with a pair of larval ocelli or simple eyes placed just in the front of the head-shield.

Dr. S. Lockwood writes—" The King Crab delights in moderately deep water, from two to six

fathoms. It is emphatically a burrowing animal, living literally in the mud, into which it scoops

and gouges its way with great facility. The anterior edge of its enormous cephalic shield is not

unlike in form to a cheese-cutter. The upper shell of the animal is composed of three parts—the

forward shield, which is greatly larger than the postei-ior shield, and the long bayonet-shaped spine or

tail. In the burrowing operation the forward edge of the anterior shield is pressed downward, and

shoved forward, the two shields being inflected, and the sharp point of the tail presenting the

fulcrum as it pierces the mud, while underneath the feet are incessantly active, scratching up

and pushing out the earth on both sides. There is a singular economy of force in this excavating

action, for the alternate doubling up or inflecting, and straightening out of the two carapaces, with

the pushing purchase exerted by the tail, accomplish both digging and subterranean progression.

The Limulus is carnivorous, its food being the soft nereids or sea-worms. The King Crab has six

pairs of feet ; the extreme anterior pair are called antenn», being greatly shorter than the others.

Of the four pairs between this pair and the last pair, the basal jouit of each limb is flattened

and smooth on each side, as though they were a series of plates intended to work upon each other.

The external edge of each is rounded, and bevelled like a carpenter's chisel. Thus these flattened

haunches lie against each other, their i-ounded edges directed backward at a considerable angle.

The bevelled edges of these projections are covered with very sharp incurved spines, overhanging

and pointing into the oral aperture, for it is between these five pairs of spine-clad haunches that

the creature's mouth is situated. These, then, are the true jaws of the animal's mouth, and as

there are five pairs of these manducatory joints, the creature's mouth is set in a line between ten

joints. These spiny teeth have, by their articulation, an amount of mobility in their little pits

which is eminently serviceable. Of these chewing teeth an individual can scarcely have less than

one hundred and fifty."

It is extremely interesting to notice the occurrence at the present day of two living species of

Limulus, one confined to the Moluccas and to the coast of China, the other to the eastei-n shores

of North America, having continuous land separating them from each other from Tierra del Fuego to

the Strait of Magellan. It speaks of the great antiquity of this genus, which has survived vast

changes in the present configuration of land and sea, more even than is involved by the subsidence of

the Panama Isthmus.

ORDER VI.—EURYPTEEIDA* (EXTINCT).

ORDER VII.—TRILOBITAt (EXTINCT).

The sixth and seventh orders—the Uun/pierida and the Trilobita—are both extinct, and have

not been found, even in a fossil state, in any rock of younger age than the Carboniferous Limestone.

The Eurypterlda are nearly i-elated to the King Crabs, but the body-segments are distinct, not

soldered together, as in Limulus ; but in both Limulus and Eurypterus the limbs sen'e the double

office of jaws and feet, being masticating organs at one end and clawed feet at the other.

The Trilobites form one of the oldest groups of fossils known. Superficially, they closely

resemble the living Isopods ; but they have often more, and sometimes fewer, than seven free

segments between the head and tail—a number nearly constant among the Isopods.

The appendages, too, of the Trilobites appear to have been quite different from those of Isopods.

• Greek, eurus, broad, and pteron, a wing (broad-wing), in allusion to the feet and to certain parts of Pterygotus,

supposed by Louis Agassiz to have belonged to scaly tishes.

+ Greek, tr'dobos, three-lobed, so named because all the segments of the body are corrugated, like a piece of ii-on or

f.iuc roofing, into three arches.
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FOURTH LEGION.—BRANCHIOPODA.
ORDER VIII.-PHYLLOPODA (LEAF-FOOTED).

Tlie Branchiopoda, or Gill-footed Crustacea, form the first division oi the Entomostkaca, or

" Slielled Insects," so called because most of its members are more or less entirely invested in a

shelly envelope.

They are all aquatic, the greatei- part having a shell composed of two parts or valves, in which

they are more or less completely enclosed, or in the form of a buckler, which envelops a large part

of the animal. Their gills are attached to their feet, or to their jaw-feet. Like the higher class of

Crustacea, they moult their shell and skin frequently.

Of the shield-bearing form of PHyLLOPODA (Fig. 38), the fresh-water Apios may serve as a good

example. The eyes are placed on the dorsal surface of the carapace, and are nearly united. The antennae

are short and simple ; the first pair of feet are very long and branching ; these are followed by about

sLxty pairs of branchial feet. The thorax and

abdomen are nearly cylindrical, and are com-

posed of about thirty articulations, terminated

by two long, many-joinied tail-spines.

Apm aflbrds a good example of a form in

which the mere vegetative repetition of parts is

carried to an exti'eme distance beyond the

normal number of body-rings so characteristic

of the Crustacean class. Probably Apiis has

more articulations to its appendages and body

than any otlier Crustacean. Schafifer tabulated

them, and found they nuuibered 1,802,604 ; La-

treille puts them down at not less than 2,000,000.

In Nebalia, the marine type, the head-

shield is more arched, covering the body as in a

bivalved shell. The eyes are pedunculated, and

placed beneath the carapace. The number of

segments is not excessive.

Otho Fabricius says that " the female carries her eggs beneath the thorax diu-ing the whole

winter ; these begin to hatch in April, and appear in May, when they are very lively, and adhere to

the mother. The adult is not very active. On our coast they ai-e found under stones, lying on mud
amongst hollows of rooks."

The genus EsfJieria deserves to be especially mentioned on account of its wide distribution at the

present day, and also because it has a very long past geological history. Its oval, bivalved shell has

often been mistaken for that of a mollusc.

In Cheirocephalus and Artemia the shelly shield is altogether wanting, and their elegant move-

ments in the water can be freely observed. The former inhabits fresh water ; the latter is marine.

ORDER IX.-CLADOCERA.

In the Cladocera* the body, save the head, which is projecting, is entirely enclosed witliin a

carapace, formed by the two valves of the shell. The eye is single and very large ; the four to six

pairs of feet are branchiform, the two large pairs of antenna? serving as organs of locomotion.

Of this order, the Connnon Daphnia pulex (Fig. 39) of fresh waters is the best example we can

take, not only on account of its abundance, but also because it has formed the subject of numerous

memoirs by Professor Leydig and others. So plentiful are they in some ponds as to impart a blood-red

hue to the water fi-equented by them. In order to apprehend the wonderful fecundity of this

and allied genera, it is necessary to realise that a Daphnia, under favourable circumstances of

temperature, may have three broods a month, or even a greater number, some of the larger species

liaving as many as forty or fifty eggs at one brood !

'' At particular seasons the Daphniw may be found with a dark opaque substance on the back of

* Greek, klados, a branch, and kcras, a horn ; lience branching-horni>l, in allusion to their anteuaae.
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the shell. This is what Muller calls the ephippium, from the resemljlance it bears to a saddle. But

though he describes it well, he does not give any opinion upon the cause or use of the formation.

Straus, however, has proved it to be an inner bivalved case or shell, containing two eggs, destineil,

he says, for perj^etuating the species in "the .spring: these eggs resisting the cold of winter, which

proves fatal to the perfect animal."

FIFTH LEGION.—LOPHYROPODA.

The LoPHYROPODA, or stiff Hair-footed Crustacea, form the second division of the Entomostraca.

The same simple structure is repeated as in the Branchiopod.\, with but slight variations in the

organs of locomotion.

ORDER X.—OSTRACODA.

In the fresh-water Cijirris and the salt-water Cythere the body is enclosed in a bivalved .shell.

Dr. Baird says of Cypris

:

—" When the ponds and ditches in which they live dry up in summer,

they bury themselves in the mud, and thus preserve their lives as long as the mud retains any

moisture, becoming as active as ever when the rain falls and again ovei-flows their habitation. After

long-continued drought, however, when the mud becomes very dry and hard, they perish ; but

the eggs do not perish with the parents, for they can be hatched in four days after being placed in

water. These little creatures seem to be very lively in their native element, being almost constantly

in motion, either swimming about rapidly by the action of their antenns, or walking upon the

plants and other solid bodies floating in the water."

The Cythere are minute marine Crustacea, and are met with in pools amongst the rocks along

the coast. "These animals," says Dr. Baird, "have never been seen to swim, invariably walking

among the branches and leaves of the Confervie or Fuci, &c., where they delight to dwell. When
shaken out from their hiding-places into a' bottle or tumbler of water, they may be seen to fall

in gyrations to the bottom, without ever attempt-

ing to dart through the watery element, as is

the case with the Cyprides. Upon reaching

the bottom, they open their .shells and creep

along the surface of the glass, but when touched

they immediately again withdraw themselves

into thei£ .shell, and remain motionless. Their

inability to swim is, no doubt, owing to the want

of the pencils of long hairs or filaments which

adorn the superior and inferior antennae of the

Cyprides."

ORDER XI.—COPEPODA.

In the fresh-water Cyclops and the marine Ceto-

/'r'd'iVv^^j c?etoS5S
cMlus (Fig. .39) the head and thorax are covered by

t°r '7'"N"uhu-i'^'i''i?e'of ^ shield, and the po.sterior abdominal segments are

distinctly .seen. The long antennse in the latter

forms serve as oars to propel the animal through the water. How great must be the numerical

strength of the species in these lower forms, when Cetochilus so minute can yet colour the sea for

miles in extent, and furnish abundant food for so large a mammal as the Whale !

The various species of the genus Cyclops abound in inland watei-s all over the world, being

essentially fresh-water animals, in a few cases only inhabiting slightly brackish water. They are

amongst the most abundant of all the individuals of the order. The young stages of Cyclops have

been named as distinct species, the same animal having been honoured with four or five different

titles between birth and maturity. The full-grown female is often of considerable size. The eggs

are canied in pouches, and are not dependent on the mother, but will come to maturity if separated

from her. The eggs vary in number, old individuals laying upwards of forty. It has been calculated

that in one year a female would become the progenitor of 4,442,189,120 young, so that the abundance

DA \ND COPEPODi
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in whic}i tliey :ir<- luc-t witli is not strange, notwithstanding their many enemies. The Cyclops feeds

both on animal and vegetable matter.

The Cetochilus, or " whale-food," is one of the small Entomostraca, known to the fishermen of

the Firth of Forth Ijy the name of nmidrc, on which the Herring and many fine species of Salmouidse

live almost exclusively. These small Copepods abound in such quantities as to obscure the water

;

immense shoals of Cod-fishes are seen swimming lazily about, devouring them in large numbers.

Shoals of Herrings are also seen pursuing them with great agility.

The Parasitic Copepoda may be di\ided into two gro\ips. The first comprises the free-swimming

genera, in which both the male and female retain their organs of locomotion in the adult state, and

can change their hiibitat whenever needful. This division includes the fresh-water Argulus and the

marine Caliyug. Tlie second division includes the fixed parasites, in which the females, when adult,

lose their locomotory appendages, and become fixed, deriving their nourishment by a true suctorial

mouth, armed with jaws for piercing the tissues of the fishes and other animals ui)on wliicli they are

parasitic ; the males, however, remaining free.

" The Argulus in England is found uppn various fresh-water fishes. In the neighbourhood of

London it is most commonly to be met with upon the Stickleback, but it has been taken also upon

the Carp and the Roach ; and in other places it has been found upon the Trout, the Pike, the Perch,

and even upon the tadpole of the Frog."

Professor Dana described a species taken in the Mill River, near Whitneyville, into which the

tide runs, thus showing that Argulus can live iii brackish water.

Loefling states that the part where Arguliis foliaceus is chiefly found is within the gills, or

immediately outside; and Dana and Herrick inform us that their Argulus catostomi, was always

found within the branchial cavities, but when the fish itself was immersed in fresh water, the

parasite forsook the gills, and, after swimming about some time, would often attach itself to the

anterior part of the body. The number of eggs deposited by one Argulus is very considerable. Dr. Baird

says as many as 400 have been laid by A. foliaceus, and 1,.500 and upwards by Argulus catostomi.

Caligus and other allied genera are called Jish-lice, and are observed to infest the God and the

Salmon ; they are marine Crustacea. Dana says the Caligi are most numerous on half-grown fish,

and occur on the head and different parts of the body, but ne\er within the gill-covers or under the

scales. Dr. Baird says of the European species that they live under the scales, and are often found

on the parietes of the mouth and branchial cavities. " When disturbed, they move with rapidity

over the fish, and either backward or forward with nearly equal facility. In swimming, their motion

is equally rapid. They thus travel over the fish at will, and, we do not doubt, occasionally leave one

fish for another."

Both sexes frequently occur on the same fish, though the females are the more abundant. The

sizes of the individuals vary, but the adult male often is two thirds of an inch in length. The

females are seldom more than half an inch long, and are always smaller than the males.

" The Caligi live several hours on the body of the Cod taken from the water, but generally die

soon after the death of tjie fish. When taken from the* fish and confined, they exhibit a strong

inclination to leave the water. These animals, like the Cod on which they live, require a low

temperature, and have been observed to swim, with scarcely diminished activity, in water that wan

freezing. In some instances, when the water had evidently reached a temperature below 32° Fahr.

without congelation, they have lieen rendered torpid, and apparently dead ; but on bringing them

into a room not above 45' Fahr., they have soon resumed their usual activity."

The Caligi change their skin, as well as the other Entomostraca, but little is yet known of the

process. The young, when first hatched, closely resemble the young Cyclops, and, like them, undergo

a series of moults, or changes of skin, before they become perfectly developed.

Nicotho'e astaci, a very small species, of a rosy colour, attaches itself to the gills of the common
Lobster (Fig. 39).

The Lernead.e (fixed parasites) fasten themselves to the eyes and various parts of the bodies of

fishes in different ways —some by means of the foot-jaws alone, others by a series of horns proceeding

from the side of the head, and others, again, by two long appendages, which spring from the upi)er

part of the thorax, which unite at the tip, and form a .sort of round button.
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" In general, it is only the adult female of the Lerneada that we are in the habit of observing

;

and in an animal whose organs of motion and perception for the most part are merely rudimentary,

and whose existence is strictly stationary, the manner of life must be very simple. Immovably fixed

upon the fish which serves it for food, its existence depending upon the life of its host, it requires

neither feet to transport it from place to place, nor eyes to guide it in search of fresh abodes.

Li fact, the whole of its active existence consists in the two operations of taking food and propagating

its species. We find them in all instances deeply fixed in the tissue of the parts upon wliich they

have taken up their habitation, and often so deeply lodged that little else but the oviferous tubes are

visible externally. These small parasites have been found adhering to the gills of the Dory, the Sole,

the Gurnard, and the Salm.on, to the fins and gills of the Cod, Haddock, and Whiting, and to the

sides of the Carp, Bream, and Roach."

Scoresby, the Arctic voyager, mentions a spscies of Linnopoda found adhering to the eye of a

Greenland Shark; the arm-like appendages wei-e buried in the cornea, to tho depth of nearly a fourth

of their length. The Sharks .thus attacked seem to be rendered blind by their pigmy assailants.

"The sailors," says Captain Scoresby, "imagine this Shark is blind, because it pays not the least

attention to the presence of a man, and is, indeed, so apparently stupid, that it never draws back

when a blow is aimed at it with a knife or lance."

The " Eye-sucker " {Lerngonemi spratta) is found fixed by the snout to the eye of the Sprat.

Conrad Gesner, in his " Historia Animalium," 1.558, describes the structure and appearance of

this parasite, " because," he says, " few people know what this parasite is, as it is very small, seldom

to.be seen, except at the time of the rising of the dog-star, and then not on many fishes, but only on

the Tunny, Sword-fish, and occasionally the Dolphin (and not even on every individual). It adheres so
.

firmly that it cannot be removed without tearing it. It sucks the blood of the fish, like as a leech

does, till it falls ofi" through very fulness, and then dies."

SIXTH LEGION.—CIRRIPEDIA.*
ORDER Xir.—RHIZOCEPHALA (ROOT-HEADED CRDSTACEA).

In the Rhizocephala the young are free, and resemble young larval Cirripedia, or the adult

Ci/pris and Candoim (Fig. 39). The adult (female) is destitute of all appendages, and attaches itself

by means of root-like prolongations from the head to the liody of the host upon or within which it is

found.

Thus the female of Entoniscus resides within the body of a species of Porcellana, lying in a thin-

walled sac between the liver, intestine, and heart, and is destitute of eyes or antennse. The thorax

has become an irregular inarticulate sac, beset with enormous brood-lamimie ; the long vermiform and

extremely mobile abdomen has sword-shaped legs ; and swelling out above it in a glandular form,

as if in a hernial sac, the heart lies at the base of the first segment.

The young in this singular parasite closely resemble those of Bopyrui and Cnjplothyria.

The genera Sacculina and Peltogaster are usually found parasitic on the abdomen of the Hemiit

Crab. The animal appears as a small ovoid or kidney-shaped mass, attached by the head, whilst its

roots penetrate deeply into the liver of the Hermit Crab.

The only manifestations of life which these most retrogressively metamorphosed Crustaceans

present are powerful contractions of the roots, and alternate expansion and contraction of the body,

causing water to fiow into the brood-cavity, to be again expoDed through a wide orifice.

In 1858 Lilljeborg found what he deemed to be a female Peltogaster with, an egg-sac; but a

careful dissection led to the discovery that another pai-asite of a higher order, namely, a Cryj)tothyria,

had become parasitic upon the parasite. The most curious part of this super-parasitic histoiy is

that the roots of Sacculina and Peltogaster seem constantly to be made use of by two parasitic

Isopods—namely, a Bopyrus and the Cryptoniscus planaroides. These take up their abode beneath

the Sacculina, and cause it to die away by intercepting the nourishment conveyed by the roots ;

the roots, however, continue to grow, even without the Saccidina, and frequently attain extraordinary

extension, especially when a Bopyrus obtains its nourishment from them (Fritz Miiller).

Let gardeners take a hint from this, and graft some new fruit upon the mistletoe bough.

* I.,atin, cirrus, a curl, and pes, a foot ; hence, curl-footed.
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CIRRIPEDIA.

ORDER XIII.—B.\L.\NID.E.* ORDER XIV.—LEPADID.E.f

Tliaiiks to Charle.s Darwin, Vaughau Tliompson, Ooodsir, and Bate, the Cirri pedia, one of the

most aberrant groups, have now a place among the Crustacea (Figs. 40, 41). The two great divisions

of B.\L.\NID.B and Lepadid.e represent the condition of tlie adult female, or hermaphrodite ; the larvae^

resembling tlie young of Cyclops and Ci/pris, being free-swimming forms, and undergoing a series of

metamorphosis, as do some of the highest Crustaceii.

" Almost every one," says Darwin, " who has walked over a rocky shore, knows that the

Barnacle, or 'acorn-shell,' is an irregular cone, formed generally of si.K compartments, with an orifice

at the top, closed by a neatly-fitted, movable

lid, or operculum. Within this shell the

animal's body is lodged, and through a slit in the

lid it has the power of protruding six pairs of

articulated cirri, or legs, and of securing by their

means any prey brought by the waters within

their reach. The basis is firmly cemented to

the surface of attachment. The whole shell,

basis, and operculum consists of the first three

segments of the head, modified into a singularly

constructed carapace, which encloses the mouth

and rest of the body. The anterior extremity

of the shell is situated in the centre of the basis,

where, indeed, by due care, the antennre of the

j)upa may be always detected ; the posterior

extremity is directed vertically upwards."

When the period has arrived at which

the J'oung fialanus or Lepas shall assume the adult characters, it attaches itself by its antennse,

which are modified as cement-ducts, and by which it becomes fixed to a suitable body, organic or

otiierwise, and secretes a shell.

In the one group (Balanidre) the base is fixed and immovable, save the opercular valves ; in the

other (Lepadidrc) the shell is supported on a peduncle more or less movable.

" The Barnacle begins life in a form exactly like that of a young Entomostracous Crustacean,

with a broad carapace, a single eye, two pairs of antenna;, three pairs of jointed, branched, and well-

bristled legs, and a forked tail. It casts off its skin twice, undergoing, especially at the second

moult, a considerable change of figure. At the third moult it has assumed almost the form of

Cypris or Cythere, being enclosed in a bivalve shell, in which the front of the head, with the

antennse, is greatly developed, equalling in bulk all the rest of the body. The single eye has become

two, which are very large, and attached to the outer arms of two bent processes, like the letters U U,
which are seen within tlie thorax (Fig. 41, c).

" In this stage the little animal searches about for some suitable spot for permanent residence

—

a ship's bottom, a piece of floating timber, tlie back of a Whale or Turtle, or the solid rock. When
its selection is made, the two antennse, which project from the shell, pour out a glutinous gum or

cement, which hardens in water and firmly attaches them. Henceforth the animal is a fixture,

glued by the front of the head to its support. Another moult now takes place ; the bivalve shell is

thrown off, with the great eyes and their U-like processes, and the little Cirriped is seen in its true

form. It is now in effect a Stomapod Crustacean, attached by its antennse, the head greatly

lengthened- (in Lepas, kc), the carapace composed of several pieces or valves, the legs modified into

cirri, and made to execute their grasping movement backwards instead of forwards, and the whole

abdomen obliterated, or reduced to an inconspicuous rudiment."—(Gosse : "Manual Marine Zoology.")

Professor Rymer Jones observes that the food of the Cu-ripedia consists of various small animals,

and nothing can be more effective or beautiful than the manner in which it obtains its prey. " Its

food is caught in the water around them by a mechanism at once simple and elegant. Any one who

watches the movements of a living Cirriped will at once see that its arms, with their appended cirri,

• Latin, balanus, an acorn. t Greek, Icpas, a limpet.
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are in perpetual movement, being alternately thrown out and retracted with great rapidity ; and that,

when "fully expanded, the plumose and flexible stems form an exquisitely beautiful apparatus,

admirably adapted to entangle any nutritious atoms or minute living creatures that may happen

to be jiresent in the circumscribed space over which this singular casting-net is thrown, and drag them

down into the vicinity of the mouth, where, being seized by the jaws, they are cmshed and pi-epared

foi- digestion. No sense but that of touch is required for the success of this singular mode of fishing

;

and the delicacy witli which the tentacles perceive the slightest contact of a foreign body shows that

they are eminently sensible to tactile impressions."

The process of exuviation common to the class Crustacea cannot take place with the shell in the

CiRRlPEDiA, but the delicate skin of the articulated cirri (whence their name "Curl-footed"), the

tunic lining the sac, and the integuments of the whole body are regularly moulted. All

the Cirripedia grow rapidly; and Darwin says, "in accordance with this rapid gi-owth is the

frequency of periods of exuviation.

Ml-. Thompson kept twenty specimens

of Bcdanus halanoides alive, and on the

twejftli day he found the twenty-fii-st

cast-ofF integument, showing that all

had moulted once, and one individual

twice within the period. This fre-

quency of exuviation explains the

astonishing masses of exuvia which

Peach assures me he annually has

observed off the coast of Cornwall

;

they are most abundant in April and

May, but he ha.s seen quantities also

in September. He could easily, he tells

me, have filled several quart-measures

with them."

The only difference of the growth

of the shell in the Cin-ipeds and that of other Crustaceans is the new layers of thin shell which

grow up or are deposited over the internal surface of the valves, the old shell adhering to the outside

of the new one ; the margins are added to slowly, but not continuously, instead of being formed

at a single period.

" In the genus Alcippe, the whole of the external membranes are moulted, excepting the surface

of attachment ; but these Cirripeds live in cavitief., which they form for themselves, and are thus

protected."

" The most remarkable fact concerning the peduncle of Lithotrija is that the outer tanic,

together with the calcareous scales with which it is covered, is moulted at each successive period

of exuviation and growth. I demonsti'ated this fact in L. dorsalis and L. truncata, by removing the

old tunic, and finding a new membrane with perfect calcified scales beneath ; and as these two species

are at tlie opposite extremes of the genus, no doubt this fact is common to the whole genus. I know
of no other instance amongst Cirripedia in which calcified valves or scales are moulted. I am not

certain that the whole skin of the peduncle is thrown off in a single piece, though it is almost certain

in the case of the uppermost and lowest portions."

In viewing Lepas in comparison with other forms, it is necessaiy to treat it as attached by

its head, its thoracic appendages serving as cirri, its abdominal segments being suppressed or

undeveloped.

The Cirripedia extend over the whole world, and all the species are marine ; some are parasitic

on Whales, others on the Turtle, and many forms live floating about on ships and timber.

Henry Woodward.

, \L FORMS or CIRRIPEDIA

I of Chthamalm stellatus; i', Lai-va of Lcpas amimlit
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Wo have thus arrived at the conclusion of a necessarily \-ery condeuseil sketch of the \ast group

of animals arranged by naturalists in the great division of the Arthropoda, a group which is certainly

the most numerous in species, and probably also in individuals, of all the great primaiy sections into

which the animal kingdom may be divided. A few additional words summing up the relations of the

group as a whole may not, however, be out of place.

A consideration of the habits of the species and their relations to the world ,at large seems

to indicate that the primary function of the group in general is that of a natural police, acting

-sometimes openly in the sight of all, sometimes in a concealed fashion, which renders it difficult

to realise the extent of their influence. Among the scavengers both of land and water the foremost

place must certainly be assigned to Arthi-opods, numbers of which seem to be constantly on the

watch for all those articles called by the French " inimondices," the continued presence of which,

either in the air or in the water, cannot fail to be either offensive or injurious to other living

organisms. Excrenientitious matters and putrefying or decaying animal and vegetable substances are

thus rapidly got rid of and brought once more into the cycle of vitality, and in these useful operations

thousands of species of insects of different orders, many mites, and a very large proportion of the

class Crustacea, are perpetually engaged.

Of the rest, while there are some which seem to have no particular mission, the great majority

may be regarded as acting more or less powerfully as checks upon the increase of other animals and

plants, and this often in so direct a manner that our best examples of the system by which the

numerical proportions of different kinds of organisms are maintained in the world are to be derived

from the study of these creatures. The whole series of predaceous insects, the carnivorous Myriopods,

and the great mass of the Arachnida, are most efficient agents in keeping down the development of

their weaker fellows, while a host of plant-eating species, especially of insects, perform the same part

for the vegetable kingdom. Parasitism, which is common throughout the three great classes of

Ai-thropoda, ami manifests itself in many very remarkable ways, plays a most important part

in checking the increase of animals of many kinds, and, as we have seen, provides a peculiarly

<lelicate means of regulation, seeing that under the influence of parasites the creature affected is able

to perform its principal functions in the economy of nature, but is weakened or altogether destroyed

when the time of reproduction arrives.

The action of the Arthropods in nature is in numerous cases greatly intensirted by the important

«;hanges through which so many of them pass in the couree of their life-histor\-. Phenomena of more

or less similar character certainly occur in other groups, but those ext)aovular changes which

we dignify by the title of metamorphoses, and which in their extreme manifestations make one

animal play the part of two, constitute a general characteristic of the Arthropoda, and have a

most importaiit bearing on their life-history. Of the metamorphosis we may distinguish two kinds in

the Arthropoda generally. In the great majority of the types distinguishable in the grouj), we find

what may be called a " direct " metamorphosis, that is to say, the young animal escapes from the egg

in a form differing more or less from that of its parents, but destined to reach the mature form by

simple growth and development of its parts with or without the addition of new parts as it advances

in age, a mode of development which we recognise throughout the Crustacea, Arachnida, and

Myriopoda, and in the whole of the lower (or hemimetabolous and ametabolous) insects. In the

metabolous insects, or insects with a complete metamorphosis, we find another set of phenomena
superadded, a more or less worm-like larva stage being intercalated between the egg and the

perfect insect. The explanation of this seems to be furnished by the life-history of certain parasitic

forms of Coleoptera, such as the Meloid<e and Stylopidse, in which the insect when first hatched is a

little six-legged creature presenting all the external characters of a larva destined to undergo

direct development towards the perfect form, but subsequently giving^origin to a soft, maggot-like

larva, which would never be supposed to have any connection with its jiredecessor. It seems

proliable that, in the history of the class Insecta, a similar change, the traces of which are now
preserved only in a few species, may have taken place in the course of development of certain

forms, and that through these the whole series of insects with a complete metamorphosis may have
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originated from heuiimetabolous ancestore. However it was introduced into the life-history of

the Insecta, tliis worm-like larval form is certainly their most important modification. As already
indicated, it enables each individual to jilay two distinct parts in the economy of nature, and it is by
its introduction alone that the internal parasitism, which is characteristic of so many families of

insects, is rendered possible.

In some few insects, but much more strikingly in members of the classes Arachnida and
Crustacea, parasitism superinduces a metamorphosis of another kind, which is commonly known
as " retrogi-ade metamorphosis," seeing that the adult parasite, instead of showing an advance ujwn
the structure of the newly-hatched young, exhibits a marked degradation of type. This curious and
interesting phenomenon is well shown in the numerous forms of parasitic Crustacea, such as the
Lerneadfe and Ehizocephala, and especially in such parasitic Isopods as Entoniscus, &c., the larvae

and males of which display true Crustacean characters, while the parasitic females are mere egg-sacs,

which might very justifiably be taken for worms. The Cirripedia again exhibit another phase of

what must be termed retrograde metamorphosis.

It will be seen, from the foregoing rapid sketch of the development of the Arthropoda, as also from
various statements contained in the preceding description of the classes and ordere composing the
group, that whatever indications of alliances outside the group are presented liy its members are all in

the direction of animals now included under the great division of the Vei-mes. In the general
description of the characters of the class Insecta, we took occasion to indicate tliat in former days the
Arthropoda and Vermes, as then understood, were regarded as forming a single great division of the
animal kingdom, the Annulosa, characterised by the ringed or segmented structure of the Ijody

displayed by its typical members, and we must confess to a lingering doubt whether such a grouping
does not present a more philosophical idea of the relationships of these creatures than the one
now generally adopted. Under any circumstances, it is among the Vermes that we must seek the
nearest allies of the Artliropoda ; or, in other words, to adopt the views of the illustrious Darwin,
which, whether accepted as the expression of facts or not, must, as we have more than once
stated, furnish the guiding principles in inquiries of this nature, the ancestors from which they
were derived.

It would seem, from the investigations of Mr. Moseley and others upon the curious genus
I'eripatus, that the remarkable worm-like creatures forming it, which are so peculiar both in their

organisation and in their geographical distribution, represent the surviving progeny of organisms
directly uniting the Annelida (the highest class of Vermes) with the Myriopoda as we now know them.

If this be the case, one line of descent is very plain. The group of Chilognathous Myriopods (such as

Julus, &c.) would be easily derived from modified Peripati, and the transition from them to the

Chilopoda presents no difficulties, even from the consideration of existing forms. The production of

Myriopods must have taken place at a very early period of the world's geological histoiy, as their

remains have been detected in Devonian rocks in America. The production of six-legged larvse by the

Juliform Myriopods, if not inherited from the Peripatoid ancestor, may have been superinduced as a

saving of material in the egg, and these larval forms lead directly to the truly ametabolous Thysanura,

among which Campodea is regarded by Sir John Lubbock as approximately representing the lowest

and earliest type of true insect, from which all the other multitudinous forms may have been derived

by descent with modification, the Hemimetabola retaining the direct mode of metamorphosis as above
described, starting from the Campodea-Yike larva and reaching the adult form by growth with
addition of parts; the Metabola proceeding from the latter by the superaddition of a vermiform larva

stage with its concomitant or resting pupa stages. In most cases the primitive larval form appears to

have become suppi-essed in the metabolous insects, although it is still retained, as above mentioned,

in Meloe, Sitaris, Sti/hps, and their allies.

With regard to the Crustacea and Arachnida, we get no information from this assumed line of

descent, and the fact that the latter belong to the tracheate series of Arthi-opods renders the question

of their origin rather puzzling. It would appear, however, that the primitive larval form of the

Crustacea is the little creature described as a Nauplius (pp. 194-6), which is the first product of the

egg in the majority of the lower types of the class, while in the highest gi-oups the young animal

is generally of the form originally described as a distinct genus under the name of Zoea (pp. 194-6).
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For a long time it was supposed that this constituted a positive distinction between the lower and

higher Crustacea (some intermediate forms, Edriophthalmia, showing no larval forms at all), but the

researches of Fritz Midler proved that in certain Shrimps {Penceus, pp. 194-6) the Zoea-iorm. waf-

preceded by a Nanplius-iorm, thus furnishing analogous evidence to that existing in the case of insects,

of the existence among Crustacea of a primitive and a superadded larva (Nauplius and Zo'ea), of

which the former had in many cases become suppressed.

If we consider the Crustacea to follow the same principle in their development as the Inseota,

we must regard the Nauplins, or some Naupliform creature, as the primitive form of the class from

which all the rest have proceeded by descent with continual additions and modifications of parts
;

but it is hardly possible with our present knowledge to indicate the particular type of the Vermes
from which, or from the larva of which, the primitive Nauplius could have originated. But the

interesting fact becomes perfectly plain that as the Peripatus could have nothing to do with the

origin of tlie Crustacea, the evolution of the Arthropod type must have taken place along, at least,

two lines of descent of different origins, a view which was adopted by Prof. Balfour in his veiy

valuable work on " Comparative Embryology. " It is possible that the starting-point of the

Crustacean line was from some organism pertaining or a])proximating to the group of creatures

now known as Rotifera.

The Arachnida, through the curious little Tardigrada, which are generally considered to have

Rotatorian affinities, may have originated from the same point as the Crustacea, but if so they must

have diverged at an exceedingly early stage of the evolution and formed a branch of their own,

gradually acquiring those characters which bring them ajiparently into affinity with the Insects

and Myriopods. The chai-acter of the respiratory organs, which has been adopted for the division of

the Arthropoda into two main groups of Tracheata and Crustacea is evidently of no consequence

in connection with this question of descent, seeing that it is quite clear, from tlie analogy of Peripatus

and the Earth Worms, that throughout the Annulosa the principle on which the originally aquatic

forms are adapted for aerial respiration consists in the substitution for the primitively exposed

branchial organs of concealed cavitary organs, the arrangements by which the blood is brought in

contact with the respiratory medium being strictly homologous in both cases. The passage upward

through the Mites to the Spiders and Scorpions may then easily be conceived. The panisitic forms,

such as the Linguatulina, originated by a process of retrograde metamorphosis ; while the singular

group of the Pantopoda, with their remarkable larvae, would seem to have remained from an early

period at a very low stage of development.*

Another group, which we have here placed with the Crustacea, is regarded by some naturalists

as belonging truly to the Arachnida. This is the order Xiphosura, including of living forms only the

few species of King Crabs or Horseshoe Crabs, the structural relations of which to the Scorpions

would seem to be very close, and certainly raise a difficult problem, and one which is rendered still

more interesting by the fact that, according to the researches of Dr. Jules Barrois, a Limuloid or

King Crab-like stage occurs in the development within the egg of certain true Spiders. For the

present this and many other such questions must, however, remain open. In all biological problems

relating to the past developm?ntal history of the organic world we must for a long time yet

expect to come continually upon obscure and puzzling points, which only a more extended knowledge

of minute details can clear up.

* Pi-ofessor Balfour (Comp. Embryol., vol. i., p. 4-t8) says of the Pycnogonida :—" The six-legged lai-va has none of the

characteristic features of the Nauplius, except the possession of the same number of appendages ;
" but he places the group

amo!ig those of doubtful affinities.

W. S. Dallas.

Henry Woodward
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The commonly received opinion about Worms is, that they are very unimportant animals which lead

very obscure lives, and that there are not many of them. But a little observation proves the fallacy

of the greater part of the popular idea. The common Earth Worm is seen in numbers early in the

morning, and on every lawn the birds may be noticed pulling them out of their holes and swallowing

them. Boys who require Worms for fish-bait soon become impres.sed with their nunrbers, for every

<lig of the spade brings up one or more. By the sea-side, Lob Worms are forked out of the sand

Jiy fishermen, in abundance. In chemists' shops one used to see quantities of leeches in pots, and

that they aie Worms is pretty evident. Sometimes in out-of-the-way localities, the shop-windows

of worm-doctors are to be seen filled with bottles containing flat, long, limp-looking things, called

Tape Worms ; and every nurse knows that children suffer from Thread Worms. The farmer loses his

sheep from a curious head affection, and on examining them he finds peculiar Worms. Grouse and

Chickens die from the gapes, and it is a Worm that does it. Pigs suffer from a Worm in their

muscles, and fishes have others in tlieir bodies and eyes, and man has them sometimes in his blood.

Finally, in the marine aquarium the loveliest fan-shaped expansions, coming out of tubes fixed

to the rock, are the breathing organs of a Worm, In numbers, probably the Worms surpass

all other things except the Infusoria ; in habits they are most varied, and they are corre.s})ond-

ingly diversely fashioned. In some Worms there is boldness and a power of roaming for

purposes of attack, and then they are well provided with structures and organs ; but in others there

is only a very passive existence, and there is an extraordinary absence of structures, senses, and

of many organs. Parasitism within animals is the lot of many Worms, and some lead a part of

their life in one animal, and another in a second unwilling host, or they may live free at some time

or othiM'. 80 ^-aried are the shapes and so inconstant are many of the structures of the Worms,
that it is by no means easy to give a definition which shall include them all. Not only peculiar

.structures, but also the absence of certain .structures known to exist in other animals, have to be

considered. Thus it is found that an animal does not exactly correspond with one of the articulate

groups ; and another resembles in certain points, but not in all, aii Infusorian. They are then

placed with the Vermes, because of the existence of certain fumlauiental structures. Again, many of

tlie Vermes are parasitic, and their structures have been most curiously modified to meet their method

of life -or, rather, their methods—for most pass through very remarkable life-cycles.

Tlie Vermes do not move by means of articulated limbs, and the body is not jointed like that

of a Ciustareaii m- Insect. But whatever may be the .shape of the body, it is composed of incomplete

-segments, the majority of which are similar, and is more or less ringed outside. The segments are

provided with offensive and locomotive organs on both sides, and usiially with a spe'ial excretory

organ opening fi'om within. There is a water system communicatiirg with a cavity in the body
surrounding the digesti\e system, and with the outside, called the perivisceral cavity. The digestive

system may be well developed, but in some parasites it is absent, and their nutrition takes place by

absorption through the outside of the body. There is a kind of circulatory systfem present in .some,

and also special organs of respiration, such as branchial tufts ; but many are without them. The
nervous sy.steni may consist of a cord around the oesophagus, with ganglia above and below,

and a ganglionic cord along the ventral surface within ; or the vestiges of the system may be very

scanty. Sense organs, siich as eyes, may exist in a rudimentary condition, and also organs of feeling.

The digestive organs vary greatly in their develoi)nu-nt ; and the stomach and intestines, fairly de-

veloped in some, are wanting in others. The movements of the body are not j>roduced by joint-d
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litiilis, but by tl'e segments, assisted or not by Literal projeetious ana cilia. Although there is great

diversity in form, the organs and structures of the body are, to a large extent, the same on l)otl5.

sides, and hence there is bilateral symmetry.

The Venues are divided into five classes—the Annelida, the Gephyrea, the Rotifera, the

Nemathelmintha, and the Plathelmintha—or the True-ringed Worms, the Marine Worms, the Wheel

Animalcules, the Ribbon Worms, and the Flat Worms.

CLASS ANNELIDA (THE RINGED WORMS).

SUB-CLASS CH^TOPODA.
These Worms have bristles upon the segments, either on processes called false feet (parapodia),

or in depressions in the tissues of the skin. Presenting great differences in structure, they are

divided into two large orders, in one of which (the Oligochieta) the bristles are comparatively few,

ami never on parapodia : there are no tentacles, cirri, or branchiie, and the .sexes are combined ; these

Worms, moreover, do not undergo metamorphosis. The second order (the Polycliajta) are Marine

Worms, with separate sexes, undergoing metamorphosis, and they have numerous bristles carried on

paraj)odia, and also tentacles, cirri, and branchite.

ORDER OLIGOCH^TA.
These are long Worms found in earth, mud, and fresh water, which are known by their negative,

rather than by their positive zoological characters. They have no structures on the sides which may
be called "feet," and they have not any armature like jaws, in relation to the pharynx. They are

without tentacles, and do not possess cirri or branchire. The sexes are combined, and there ia

no metamori>hosis. Being Annelida, they have segments, and there are bristles projecting from them.

There are two sub-orders of these sparely-bristled Worms,
and in the first (the Terrestrial, or Oligochata ferrjcoki)

the Eai-th Worm is the type.

The Earth Worm, or Dew Worm,* is such a familiar

object that it is only necessary to I'emark on some of its

peculiarities. The head is a long, obtuse cone ; the first

segment is usually lobe-like ; it overhangs the wide

circular mouth, and is more or less retractile within the

second ring. The segments of the body are narrow, and

furnished with minute bristles, some of which, more or

less hooked, are called spinets, and are retractile. There

are no eye.s, jaw.s, or branohioe. On the segment behind

the first are two furrow.s, often joined by a ci-oss onej

and farther back is a smooth, glistening brown part,

differing from the rest of the Worm in appearance : it

is called the clitellus. The hindei- part of the body is

flatter and broadens out, and the anal segment is small,

reddish, and has tumid projections. The genital pores

are on the fifteenth ring. There may be from twenty-

eight to thirty-two rings in front of the clitellus. which

has six segments, and 106 behind it. In the skin and lahth \\okm.

clitellus are organs for producing mucus, and it can be

noticed that a red fluid circulates in an imperfect circulating vessel called the pseudo-hiemal system.

The nervous system consists of central ganglia above the pharynx, cords connecting them around

tlie pharynx with a long chain of nerves and ganglia, extending through the length of the body on

the ventral wall of that cavity which environs the internal organs—the perivisceral.

The upper lip is slightly elongate, and covers the mouth, which leads to a muscular pharynx,

ending within the body, at about the seventh segment ; a narrow oesophagus is continued backwards

to about the sixteenth. There are three pairs of pouches in the sides of the oesophagus, which contain

* Lumhrl^vis ici'i'cstris.
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a calcareous matter. Tliis giillet widens into a sort of crop, which terminates in a thick and muscular

gizzard. Then follows a single tube—the intestine—which is turned in, as it were, along its back,

so that there is a longitudinal projection into the intestinal canal. The excretory or segmental

organs are tubes which are much convoluted, and one is situated on each side of every segment

except the first. Externally, it opens by a minute pore i)laced close to a pair of bristles or setae ; and

internally it communicates with the perivisceral cavity by a wide, funnel-shaped ciliated aperture.

Each segment of the body has four double rows of minute setae on it, which project slightly

beyond the integument, and pa.ss inwards into the tissues. A series of small apertures, or pores, one

for each segment except the first, is on the back, in the median line, and they lead inwards to

the perivisceral cavity ; and upon the opposite side of the body are eight apertures for the reproduc-

tive organs. When an Earth Worm is in good health and clean, its thin, transparent, but dense

outside skin shows a play of colours. Within this layer is a connective tissue with the meshes filled

with a gelatinous substance, and still within is a thick layer of circular muscular bands, with pigment

granules. A longitudinal layer of muscular fibres is internal to all the rest. So the outside of the

Worm is muscular and membranous, and contains many cells for the secretion of niuciis outside, and

passages into the inside. Within are the viscera and the perivisceral cavity, and this is subdivided

by a tissue which passes inwards from the divisions between each pair of seg-

\\ ments. Yet there is communication between each subdivision, and also between

it and the outside, through the segmental organs. The short spinets, or cur\ed

setse, project farther into the interior of the body than externally. The ends

of each pair are clo.se, but their origins within the body are wider apart ; each

is enclosed in a sac in which it is developed, and to which the muscles by

which it is protruded are attached. There are eight setaj to a segment ; one pair

is not far from the middle line below, and the other pair are farther out on

either side.

There is a colourless fluid with corpuscles in the perivisceral cavity, and the

deep-red fluid already mentioned is found in a system of pseudo-hremal vessels.

These are longitudinal and tran.sverse canals and branches, ramifying in all parts

of the body except the outside skin. In the seven front segments the longitudi-

nal vessels form a network, and behind it cross vessels are greatly developed,

and form five to eight pairs of false hearts. They contract from the back towards

the under side.

The Earth Worm is very widely distributed ; and some of the species, for

there are many, are found on continental and oceanic islands, yet they neither

sriNE (a) and spinet g^vini nor like salt. They are all nocturnal in their habits, and swallow earth,

TERRESTRis. '^^^ digest any organic matters which may be in it, casting forth the residue

in the form of cylindrical twists of sand or mud. Charles Darwin has

shown that they are the great producers of good soil, and hence the term vegetable mould

should rather be animal or worm mould. The Worm should therefore be cultivated rather than

destroyed, and the only harm it can do is when it lives in the same pot as a flower, for then

it abstracts the organic part of the mould which would be of use to the vegetable. Formerly

Worms were much used in medicine. The Earth Worm lays its eggs in capsules at some depth

in the soil during the spring, and they hatch in the summer, and the young are about an

inch in length, and have no clitellus. Like many other Vermes, the Earth Worm has the power

of reproducing lost parts, and of healing and growing when cut in half. Anglers use the

common Earth Worm for Eels and Perch, but another species, the Brandling {Lumbricun

'fcetidus), is the best for Tront. This is a reddish-brown Worm with alternate yellow and

brown segments, and it has a tapering tail, and e.xudes a yellow pungent fluid when touched.

A huge Worm occurs in Ceylon, called Megascolex cmrideus, and it is sometimes forty inches

long, and is as thick as a finger. Its segments are surrounded by a complete circle of setie,

Dr. Baird described a species of this genus which had been found in a hot-bed in a garden in Wales,

but probably it had been introduced accidentally.

There are many species of Lumbricus in England. In one, the front of the body is diflerent

.
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from the hinder part, L. anatomkus ; one is greenish, and is found under stones in cattle fickls,

L. viridis ; another is phosphorescent, and there is a pigmy form of the great Earth Worm.

The second suborder is that of the -Nvatur- and mud-inhabiting Oligochajta—tlie OligocJueta

Ibnicola. There are four families of them, and that of the Naidaa is the most important, Nais

proboscidea being the type. These Naidae have a head distinct from the body, and the first three

or four segments liave no bristles. The mouth is exactly terminal, and there is no overhanging lip

MS in the Earth Worm. Their body is much flattened, and the bristles are comparatively long,

and there are two kinds of them on the segments, wliich are rather indistinct. The upper bristles

iue setw, and are collected in small bundles, and the lower are spinets, which are forked at the

tip ; and with their aid the Woi-ms creep actively, and even swim. They live on small animals and

are oviparous. They are remarkable for their facility of multiplying by spontaneous division.

This has been noticed in the typical species, whose individuals are about half an inch long, and are

found about the roots of aquatic plants. Mr. Lewis noticed that the perfect Worm begins to grow a

second head near the extremity of the body, and then other segments are developed, the tail, or

linal segment, being the identical tail of the mother, but pushed forward by the young segments, and

now belonging to tlie child, and only vicariously to the mother. In this state, he adds, we have

two Worms and one tail. In some other species the tail has finger-shaped processes which probably

act as resi)iratory organs. One genus, Aulophorus, secretes a tube, which it carries about, and

its upper bristles are hair-like, and the lower ones stiff. Some Naidse have eyes, as in the instance

of the type, but one species, which has finger-shaped projections {Protodigilata), has not any. The

genus Chsetogaster has a cylindrical body, truncated in front, without eyes ; and the mouth, which is

terminal, is barbed underneath on the first segment. The bristles are in a single row on either

side of the ventral aspect, but they are massed together in groups of four or five or more liooked

setse. They reproduce principally by a process of gemmation or budding, and form chains of four,

eight, or sixteen individuals, and each has four segments including the head.

Tlie genus Lumbriculus, which has a contractile vascular space to each segment, and no vascular

network in the skin, has species living in fresh water, which are red or In'own in colour, and have no

clitellus.

The family Enchytrajida? may be typified by a Scottish species {E. vermicularis). This is a

white, indistinctly segmented Worm, with the thirty to seventy segments armed with short spinets

in four small fascicles or bundles. It lives in the soil under the bark of rotted trees or decaying

leaves. There is a small white spot near the first third of the body. If this little Worm, which

is found lying rolled up in a loose, spiral manner, be placed on one's hand, it wriggles much and soon

dies. It cannot live except in moist places.

The family Tubificida; contains numerous genera, with four rows of recurved setie, which may

be simple or forked, and the species have contractile vascular canals, besides the dorsal vessel. The

reproductive organs are in the 9— 11 segments. These Worms* live in water in cylindrical tubes

of mud on the bottoms of streams, and their mouth segments are united, and often lengthened, and

their skin is transparent and appears of a deep red colour in the water ; the portion within the

erect tube is pale straw colour. The dorsal vessel is distinctly seen beneath the skin, and the

intestine also, which makes a twist at every segment. They are common in the mud of the Thames.

This little Worm is gregarious, and when seen in clear water their movements, each half out

of its tube, are interesting. They withdraw into their tubes on alarm, and do not come out again

for some time. It is the tail end that projects and not the head. One of these red Worms lives in

wet gravel, or sand, or brackish water;! and a very filiform species, which has a clitellus, lives

between tide-marks; J and another lives as a parasite in the Mussel.

ORDER POLYCH^TA.
These are liighly-developed Marine Worms, and they have parapodia, or feet, on their sides,

furnished with numerous bristles, as their name implies. They have also tentacles, cirri, and

branchiae. The young are not born like the parent, and undergo a metamorphosis. The sexes are

usually separate. The Polychaeta are divided into two sub-orders :— firstly, those which possess

* TiMfex rivulonim. + Tobifex lincata. i aUcHio arcnatius.
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well-developed foot organs, which lead a I'oaming life, tlie exceptions being very few, and which

are carnivorous and predaceous—thej' are the Errantia : secondly, those which live in protecting

tubular structures, and wliich have feebly developed feet, and are called the Tubicola.

In examining these many-bi-istled Worms it is advisable to employ certain descriptive terms.

Thus, the first segment of the body is called the prostomiura, and the mouth opens on it : the second

is tlie peristomitnn. When the three front segments are united, or when they differ from those

which come after, they are called the head or cephalic segments ; but when this is not the case

the Worm is said to be acephalous. The head has

various appendages according to the genei-a. An-

tennse are soft filaments varying in number from

one to five, and they arise directly from the head,

are not retractile, and are usually jointed at the

base. Sometimes palpi exist, and they are soft,

entire, or jointed processes, arising from the sides

of the mouth. The tentacles are soft, bristly, or

thread-shaped, non-retractile processes, which arise

from each side of the segments of the head in pairs,

and spread laterally. They are often very long,

and are contractile in the acephalous genera.

The month is underneath the head, and is a

A.cfi.iwUcE.t-mrnt; B, nimub, 4.'.; a, t.iHaouiar ciirj: 6, iiju.iT iij..
rouud or transver.se Opening to the gullet. It has

usually a plain margin. In the acephalous genera

it is terminal, and has external tentacles, but there are no jaws, and in the cephalous it is nearly

terminal and looks forward horizontally. It is almost always furnished with a proboscis in the

cephalous tribes ; that is to say, the oesophagus or gullet can be protruded. It consists of two seg-

ments, and can be put forth at pleasure by a process of turning inside out. It is often armed with

horny Jaws, in opposite pairs, or is roughened on the surface with horny prickles; or it may be covered

^vitll pimples, or be plain. The head is succeeded by the " thoracic segments," and in the cephalous

genera there is but one of them. It is naked and has no appendages. But in the acephalous

genera, and in some of the others, the thoracic segments are distinguished by peculiarities in

their structures and appendages. They may be fleshy, and contain

most important organs, and the branchife are often limited to them.

The abdominal segments complete the body, vary in number, are alike,

and lessen in size, the last being the anal. This has no setigerous

feet, and no soft appendages ; but more commonly a pair of soft

filaments, called styles, project behind. The vent is terminal and

central. The segments have appendages on either side, and the

principal is a lobe, which is called the foot, or parapodium.

The so-called foot, or parapodium, is a pimple-shaped projection

on either side of a segment. It supports the bristles, which are, as

it were, sheathed by it, and it is a basis of attachment for the

liranchise, and soft, setaceous filaments, called cirri, resembling

tentacles. The foot may be in one lobe, or there may be two lobes

;

one, upper or dorsal ; and the other, lower or \entral. These loljes,

also called branches, are more or less apart, and when there is but one

Ijranch, or lobe, the foot is said to be uniramous, and when there are two, biramous. Taking the

Diramous foot of one side of a segment of Nephthys longisetosa as an examjile, the ujipev

and ventral lobes are seen to be wide apart, but to be connected. The bristles of the two
lobes are long hair-like setse ; the cirri are two curved booklets projecting downwards from
each lobe, and besides these there is a kind of flap behind the bristles, which probably
is a rudimentary branchia. The bristles are of four kinds in these Polyclweta, the spine,

which is subulate, .straight and tapering from the base to the apex. It is placed in the

midst of a bundle of bristles. The spinet is a hook or fork, and is only found in a fev7

S-EPHTHYS.
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<'enei'a. The bristles are either formed of one contiiuious piece or are jointed. They may be

liair-like, setaceous, or slender, and tapering insensibly to the end, lanceolate or swollen. The

branchiaj in the cephalous Worms are attached to the base of the foot, on the upper or dorsal

side, and are either restricted to a certain number of segments, or they are found on all. They

are eitlier arLorescent, combed on one side, flat, and veined, or they may be filamentary. At tlie base of

the branchiiB, or iu portions of the lateral trunks, are "hearts," the direction of the fluid

being from behind forwards in the dorsal vessel, and the opposite in the ventral trunk. There

are numerous branches to the trunks iu most, but not iu all, the Polychista. No segmental

organs—excretory—have been discovered in the majority of these Worms, but they do e.xist in.

.some, as short ciliated canals opening on the parapodia or ventral surface, or as cavities with

glandular walls. They may excrete a renal deposit, or may have to do with reproduction. The

nervous system consists of a chain of ganglia, one pair for each segment, connected together by

longitudinal and transverse bands which diverge below the cerebral ganglions and the succeeding pair,

to allow of the passage of the oesophagus. The commissural bands differ in length in the many genera,

and some fusion of the ganglia also occurs. An extensive series of nerves is given off to the

viscera.

The generiil cavity of the body, the perivisceral, contains a fluid and colourless corpuscles,

except in two genera ; and tliis fluid is continuous with that of the parapodia, and their accessory

structures, they being more or less hollow, and in relation to the perivisceral cavity. Cilia, and

the movements of the body, produce the circulation of this fluid. Branchiae are represented by

ciliated spots on the dorsal side of the bases of the parapodia, or ciliated tubercles may arise from

the spot, and it is within them that the cseca of the alimentary canal terminate. There maybe
Jiliform branchiaj or there may be branchial tufts. The pseudo-hsemal system may or may not be

present, and when it is found, as, for instance, in the genera where tufted branchise exist, loops

of the great vascular trunks enter them. These trunks are dorsal and ventral, connected by

transverse branches, and may be rhythmically contractile. They are large, squamous, lobe-like,

or tubercular. In many acephalous genera the branchiae are placed in front, in tufts.

The cirri are simple, soft, tapered filaments, or papillary processes attached to the dorsal

and ventral lobes, at or near the base. Their office appears to be tactile, and they may be considered

as the tentacles of the body.

In the Polychieta the foot and its accessory structures are well developed on either side of

certain segments. The group, as a rule, are cephalous, and their alimentary canal is almost always of

the same length as the body, and extends without marked distinction into stomach, and con-

voluted intestine, from the mouth to the anus. In some genera, long caeca are given off from

each side of the alimentary canal, and are sometimes much convoluted. The pharynx is muscular,

and when turned out as a proboscis is in some instances as long as the body. There are papillae

on it, and, in some cases, horny teeth, which are carried and implanted in the muscular

tissue. Eyes and auditory vesicles exist ; the former are simple expansions of nerve embedded iu

pigment, and are usually on the prestomial segment ; but in some genera they are on the segments and

tentacles. Some species have them on the tail end, and the locomotion is then with the posterior

part forwards. Otoliths have not been satisfactorily made out in the Errantia, but they have

been discovered iu the Lob Worm.

SUB-ORDER ERRANTIA

The majority of these many-bristled Worms lead an active, predatory life ; have a distinct head,

carrying eyes, tentacles, and usually tentacular cirri. The body is not divided into different regions,

and the highly-developed parapodia are used as oars. The gullet is proboaciform and armed, and
when the branchiae exist, they are tufts or comb-shaped projections on the dorsal lobes of the feet.

They swim freely, and only a few inhabit temporarily very thin membranous tubes. In some genera

there are flap-shaped processes to the body, which are called elytra and flap-shaped branchiae.

The Errantia are very numerous in individuals. There is a host of genera, and no less thai»

twelve families, some of which are again subdivided.
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THE FAMILY APHRODITID^.

Of this family the very uu-worni-like animal called the Sea Mouse,* with lony bristles on its feet,

which gives all the colours of the rainbow in the sunlight, and is common on the south coast of England,

is a good example. It frequently attains the length of from eight to ten inches, and is of an oval

shape. Its back is covered with numerous scales, or elytra, hidden under a covering of fine

bristles. Another, called the Porcupine Sea Mouse,t has the scales visible, ranged in douljle series on the

back. It is not so long as the Sea Mouse, nor is it as brilliant in the iridescence of its foot setse. Found
on the coasts, it, like its fellow, affords food for fish. The rough Scale-back + is one of the family,

and IS sm illci th m the specu s just noticed It is of a brown colour, and underneath it is whitish.

The Ijatk his tuiKi puis of s, iK s wlmh o\oilap in the middle line, and arc hairy on the free

edges. The Worm is thus covered with armour

above, and the head is protected by the first

pair. There are four small black eyes, three

feelers, with knob at the end, and two palpi.

The animal lias twenty-five pairs of feet, and

the setse of their dorsal and ventral lobes are

golden yellow. There are 7,2.30 setse of

exquisite structure, according to Dr. Baird,

on the animal. Most of those scaled Worms
move at a slow pace, but they can swim pretty-

quickly. The proboscis is long and strong,

and has filaments around the opening, and it leads to a short digestive apparatus. The species of

Lepidonotus have horny curved jaws, and are carnivorous like the others. They live on living

Invertebrata, and are cannibals also, and like most of the family frequent the region below low

spring tides, and even live under stones on rocky shores at a less depth. Some live deeper, and
a few burrow in the sand very easily. One of the species of Scale-back Worms is long and narrow,

having seventy to one hundred and ten segments in the body. It has the scaler, in pairs, forward, but

the under part is naked, and the scales alternate, with dorsal cirri. This Scolopendrine Scale-back §
is four inches in length, and it frequently forms a tubular case of sand and pieces of shell for itself,

which it agglutinates with a mucus secretion from its body.

This species belongs to a sub-family of the Aphroditidw, and its congeners are found on

the northern sea-coasts, the Australian, and Antarctic coasts, and in the Mediterranean Sea.

The Boa-shaped Sigalion|| is also a long narrow Worm with numerous pairs of elytra, which

reach the end, and may amount to 140 pairs. The Worm is eight inches in length, and only a

quarter of an inch in breadth. The feet are very numerous, and there are horny jaws. They live

near low water-mark in the British and Mediterranean Seas.

Another family is that of the Amphinomidae. They have no scales on the back, but au

uninterrupted series of shrub-like branchite on each side of the body attached to nearly

every segment. Most are found on the shores of warm and tropical countries, and the boatmen

of Ascension Island wrongly consider the pricks of their setse to be jioisonous. The
genus Euphrosyne, with an oval body made up of a few segments, which bear branchise in tufts,

placed behind the feet, frequents the we.st and south of England, and lives down to about ten

fathoms.

The family Eunicidse is distinguished liy a long and numerously segmented body, and a distinct

and projecting head. The proboscis is .short, and is furnished with several pairs of jaws placed

one over the other, and approximated beneath, so as to rest on a kind of under lip of the same

texture. The body is usually long and slender, and the number of tentacles varies. The first and

second segments have no feet, and the others have one-lobed feet which carry dorsal and ventral

cirri and comb-shaped filaments or branchise on the dorsal side. The genus Eunice has foreign

species more than four feet long, and one found on the English coast is two feet long, and as

thick as a man's finger, the body consisting of 300 segments.f It is of a dark-green colour, and the

* Aphroiita acnleata. + Aphrodite hyutrix. % Zepitlonotus sqiiaiiiatiis.

§ Poli/noc scolopcndri/ia.
||

Sigalion hoa. H Eunice sanguiuca.
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bnincliije are iatensfly red. But the tints depend much on tlie situation where the Worm lives.

When they are found in clefts of rocks, living in a kind of gallery which tliey construct, they are

rich in their tints, and are iridescent. On the other hand, if they are taken amongst sea-weeds, or

from off a muddy bottom, they are dull in colour.

The Sao,* one of this family, lives in a tube which it constructs for itself, and which presents

the exact appearance of a quill pen. It is of a horny substance, about four inches long, smooth,

transpai'ent, and somewhat flexible. Living in soft mud, the animal immerses one end of this

tube, and protrudes the other end to some distance. The habits of this Worm have been

described with great accuracy by Dr. Johnston, whose words we quote :

—

" One unceasing object of its life is the capture of prey. For this end it must protrude

tlie anterior portion of the body beyond its tube, and raise itself above the surface of the

mud, and remain in this position on watch. To enable the Worm to do this with ease is, I

conjecture, the office of the forceps-like bristles of the feet ; with their ends, it may hook itself

to the rim of the ttibe, and thus obtain a support without the waste of muscular power. A long

watcli is thus rendered less irksome, while at the same time the capacity to seize upon a passing prey

is increased. The prey cfaught, analogy leads us to conclude that the Worm will instantly retreat

and sink within its tube, where it can feed without disturbance or fear. But as the entry and

passages are narrow and unyielding, it seems to follow that the prey should be held by the mouth

alone, when in the act of being dragged within the tube, and hence surely the reason that the mouth

has been furnished with the hard tubercles to the lips ; for when pulled together and jiut in contact,

they must give a firmer grip and hold than could otherwise be taken. The use of the tube is

to protect the body from the pressure of the soft mud in which it stands immersed. When the tube

is overset, or cast out by the waves or accident, the Worm leaves it, and becomes in its turn exposed

to enemies. To protect itself from these, while a new tube is being secreted, nature has amply

furnished the Sao with a series of bristling lances on each side. These

arms are of exquisite make, very fine and very sharp ; and those of the

upper bundle have their points bent and inclined towards those of the

lower bundle, which are likewise bent to meet them. Arms like these

will inflict wounds on the tiny assailants of the Sao, sufficiently painful

to repulse them, and a lethal wound is not necessary."

The Eunicidw, as a rule, undergo metamoqiho'ses ; but a few of

them are born in the shape of their parents and in the viviparous

manner. The larvte, in the first instance, are ciliated, and there are

one or more special ciliated bands in particular regions of the body,

and assisting in locomotion. Some genera have bands at both ends, or

at one extremity only. The head of the perfect worm gradually develojis,

and then the tail out of the larval form, and the ciliated bands

are lost. The segments between the head and tail are formed, as it

were, by a budding.

The family NereidiB have long slender bodies with two anal cini,

and the head is flat and four-eyed. There are two small middle and

two large outer feelers at each side of the mouth. The pharnyx is

l>rotrusible, and there are two large horizontally-moving jaws armed
with denticles. The parapodia are double, and have sharp spines,

but no hair-like bristles. The genus Nereis is very common, and nearly

every stone that is turned over near the sea-water edge sets some

moving. Gosse describes the Pearly Nereisf a common species, as having

a warm brown-coloured upper surface, but the beautiful flashes of

iridescent blue that play on it in the changing light, and the exquisite

pearly opalescence of the delicate pink beneath, are so conspicuous as to

have secured it the title of pearly. The great dorsal vessel is a dark red line along the liack. Nereis

pel'Kjica is another species, which attains six inches in length, and is as thick as a quill. The body

* Northia tuhkula. + Nereis marffariUicea.

NERVqi^S S\STE.M OF NEM
(After Gegenlaur).
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is brilliant in colour, with flesh and iridescent lilue tints. It is a great wanderer, burrowing often

in the mud in brackish water marshes and pure sea-water shores. In its larval state, just after the

tentacles are developed, it is phosphorescent, and may be seen on the shells of oysters.

The White-rag Worm*, or Lurgj is common on the British shores, and varies from six to ten

inches in length, being about three-tenths of an inch wide. It is of a beautiful pearly lustie,

and the feet are much developed, and increase gradually in size from the head to about the middle

of the body, and then decrease. It lives in the sand, burrowing into it by means of its strong

LVUO (Nephthys

proboscis, and liolding itself fixed by its setigerous feet. When swimmmg it uses the feet as oars,

and moves very quickly through the water. Fresh water soon produces convulsions and death.

A Worm called the Prolific Syllist belongs to the family Syllidse. It has the head distinctly

seen, and the tentacles are pointed, and the creature has eyes. Dr. Johnston observed that

this Syllis is more studious to divide than to unite. When it divides, the ])osterior half

gi-ows a head before it is separated, so that the Worm looks like two individuals joined

together, the one holding on to the hinder extremity of the other. Quatrefages has

shown that although the two halves are alike when separated, yet they have very different

internal structures and gifts. The anterior half continues to eat as before, and conducts itself

as an independent creature ; but the other individual is devoted to the reproduction of the species,

and does not eat. In anothei- allied form, the posterior half becomes self-divided into as many as

six parts, each acquiring the cephalic appendages before dividing, and thus the Worm wanders about

for a while, with a train of six mothers crammed with ova formed of its own tail. These separate,

and die in giving birth to their ova.

The family of Leaf-bearing Worms, the PhyllodocidiB, contains very beautiful Worms, which are

easily distinguished from all the other Annelids. They are usually of a linear, elongated figure,

and the body is furnished with a series of foliaceous lamellse on each side, -somewhat resembling

elytra. They form a border, originating im-

mediately above the insertions of the feet, and

are in reality the cirri metamorphosed into leaf-

ike appendages. These structures are supposed

to be useful for respiration ; but, in addition to

this, they are equally useful as organs of loco-

motion, for, as they follow the motions of the

feet, and are capable of being partially altered

from a horizontal to a perpendicular position,

" they act as a bank of oars, and must be

especially useful when the Worm glides from a

iHviLODoeE KiMiEUGii. soHd surfacB, and finds itself unsupported in the

water. Hence the species are quick and li\'ely,

and swim with considerable ease." The Phyllodocidse are provided with a very large proboscis,

the under side of which is roughened with rows of fleshy papillae. The one-branched feet,

independent of their leaf-like appendages, are rather small, and the setae, which spring from

them, and of which there is only one brush, are slender and elegant in shape.

The genus Myxostomum contains little discoid parasites covered with vibratUe cilia, and

they have four pairs of suckers on the sides of the belly. They have a proboscis and five pairs of

* Ntphthys cicca, t SijUis jnvHfera.
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feet, with two hooked set* and cirri or pimples. There are no blood-vessels. These curious

live on the surface of Comatulae, kinds of Echinoderms. Their larvaj are ciliated all over, and the

head and feet develop gradually. Probably the

position of the worm is amongst the Polychicta.

SUB-OEDER TUBICOL.E.—THE TUBE-
MAKERS.

These worms live in more or less solid

tubes, which they construct of diflerent sub-

stances such as mud and excreted mucus

mixed with calcareous matter, gi-ains of sand

and pieces of shells. Some live in mud, or

in penetrations in rocks, and others drag

their tubes after them. The Tubicolje have

a not very distmct head, a short, often not

jirojectable proboscis, and no jaws. The

branchijB ai-e either deficient, or are limited to

two or three segments behind the head. The

exception is in the Lob Worm, where they are

placed on the back of the median segments.

There are numerous filiform tentacles and ten

tacular cirri on the head, and one or moi'e

opercula on it. The feet are short; their ac-

cessory structures ai-e small, and are of no use

in swimming ; but the dor.sal lobes of the feet

have capillary setse, and the inferior are pro-

jections \v\i\\ hooked setse or flat hooks. The

eyes may or may not be present, and are found

in many situations, as are also the branchial

tufts, when they are very numei-ous. The body

may be divided into two or thiee regions, the seg-

ments of each differing in their shape and in the

kinds of appendages. They are not carnivorous,

and are said to feed upon vegetable matter. The

long tentacles are of use in building the tubes.

The development of these worms may be

in some instances retrogressive ; organs degrad-

ing and degenerating for want of use. In one

gi-oup (Spirorbis) the eggs and larvae are earned

about by the mother in a pouch, and when they

are able to comtruct a tube for themselves

they escape. The larvje are mostly free and

ciliated, and they gradually lose the cilia, and

assume the form of worms, and have feet

and tentacles. Some roam about in this state,

pi-otected by their membranes, and finally grow

eyes and auditory sacs, and begin to reproduce.

The Tubicolse are divided into numerous

families, and a great number of genera. The in-

dividuals are excessively numerous, and live at

all depths on the .sea and ocean-floor. Amongst
' .-6 "..>">".«..

the most interesting of the families is that* which contains the common Lug or Lob or Fishing Worms.f

* Tdcthusidie. f Arenicola piscatoruni.
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TRA>fSVEllSE SEfTlnX OF LUG
[After GcQcnhmr.)

D, dorsal side : v, veiiti-al side : n, pnnfe'lionic

In general form they are long, cylindrical, somewliat inflated anteriorly, and a certain number
of the segments are provided with beautiful arbuscular brancLise. In some of the species these

branchise are finely tinted, and the worm itself is often of a carmine colour, or of a deeper red,

though sometimes it is brownish, and at others of a blackish-green, according, in a great degree, to

the nature of the ground in which they are found. Tlie Lug Worm is a common species, and is well

known to the fishermen. As Mr. Gosse says, "it is rather an uncouth-looking creature;" and the

specimens he found were, in colour, like "what a tailor would call an invisible green." The body

is composed of a considerable number of segments, and thirteen of them are furnished with

branchial tufts. These branchise are arborescent in form, of a red or purple colour, and are said

by Gosse, from an examination of the animal in life, to be protrusile, and to consist of a great

number of short, incurved filaments, which have the power of independent motion, " moving with a

sort of grasping action." The first six segments are provided

with setse only, and have no branchise.

The bristles are described by Gosse as pointing upwards

and a little outwai'ds, as very fine, and gradually tapering

to a point, where they are clothed with the most delicate

barbules. The Lug Worm attains the length sometimes

of ten inches, and is found on various parts of the coast,

in rather shallow water, preferring a station near low-water

mark, and burrowing there in the sand, or—what perhaps

they rather choose—in a somewhat muddy bottom. TJieir

locality is easily detected, from the spiral rolls of sandy

riuidtarthe aig^slfivelulieri'Tv.^urai iiit,^
excrement, coiled like ropes above the aperture of the burrow,

which is about two feet deeji. In this hole the worm
lives, with its head dowuwaids ; and the process by which it excavates

this dwelling is very curious and interesting—the worm swallowing the

sand as it scoops it out with its anterior portion, and then lining the

Iiole it makes with a glutinous fluid excreted from the skin. In some

parts of the English coast the Lug Worm is very much esteemed by

fi.sliermen as an excellent bait. Dr. Johnston gives a most graphic

description of the scene which occurs, in the neighbourhood of Berwick

Bay, on the occasion of a party of " baiters " going to search for these, to

them, valuable worms. "Almost at any season," says he, "when the

tide has withdrawn itself within the limits of the ocean, the idler who
has wandered down to the shore may, perchance, notice a group of men,

gii-ls, and boys hieing thither with a glee that he might almost envy.

Some carry a small spade, round, and very sharp on the edge, and

mounted with a long handle
; and others have a little shallow bucket,

held by a twisted cord fixed in a hole on each side of the brim. They
are a jucturesque and hai)py group. They go direct to a sandy bay,

which reaches from the shore to the lowest ebb, and is made a little

sinuous by the ledge of rocks on each side that define its limits. 0\er

this bay oiir group disperse themselves, every one as his experience guides

him, to the spot most favoured by the Lug Worm. Here, either directed

by some peculiarity in the holes of the surface, or often, as I think, by

mere guess, the bait-seeker plunges his spade deep into the sand—not

by pressure of the foot as a gardener does, but by the force of the arm
only; and then he throws out .the sand, whence his attendant boy or

girl picks out the writhing worm, and tosses it into his bucket, the

bottom of which has been just covered with a little sea-water." The family Clymenidse inhabit long

sandy tubes, and have neither branchise nor tentacles, and Areniafragilis may be taken as a type.

The Opheliada; have but few segments, no feelers, no eyes, and one set of branchise, limited to the

middle of the back, one on e^ery segment. There are stellate microscopic bodies in the perivisceral
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fluid. The AmmocharidiB have long segments, with a crown of ramified lobes in front, and their

digestive apparatus is within the sanguiniferous system ; and the Aricidie witli a slightly depressed

round body, made up of numerous short segments, have the head without tentacles and cin-i, but the

buccal rmg carries dentigerous tubercles. They have short lanceolate or filiform brancliise, and a short,

very slightly contractile proboscis.

FAMILY CIRRATIILID.T5.

The genus Cirratulus is cliaracterised by its sub-cylindrical vermiform Oody being composed of

numerous narrow segments, and by its conical head being small, and generally deprived of tentacles.

The feet are small, and form a double series along each side. The branchia; are very peculiar, resemble

cirri in their general appearance, and show themselves as long, filifoi-m, tortuous filaments, springing

from the back or margins of the segments. The form of the body of these worms is veiy like that of

the Earth Worms (Liiinbrici), to which they were referred by the earlier writers. One of the

commonest species of Cirratulus on English shores is the Northern* Ciiratule, found on several

parts of tlie southern coasts, such as Devonshire and Cornwall. It varies from three to six inches in

length, and individuals even nine inches long are occasionally found. The body is rather less than a

goose-quill in calibre, of a brown or yellowish colour. The head is very small, the segments of the

body very numerous, and the branchial filaments are foiuid in greater abundance near the head

than on the body. It lurks under stones, in a somewhat muddy soil, in which it forms buri'ows

similar to those of the Earth Worm, and into which it retires slowly, when disturbed. The filaments

l)y whicli it is so remarkably distinguished, and which curl around it like so many parasitical worms,

are the branchiae, or organs through the medium of which the blood is exposed to the influence of

the air, and fitted for the purpose of life. So says Dr. Johnston ; and in further describing these

organs, he tells us that each consists of a large central vessel carrying red blood, surrounded by

a white gelatinous transparent membrane, and that they are consequently of a fine red colour. The

setfB of the feet ai-e of two kinds. The upper, or superior bundle, is composed of about six— three

long and slender, and three shoner, but comparatively stout— and all sirnjile, unjointed, and acute. The

inferior bundle has only three in the upper segments, diminishing to one only in the caudal extremity,

and all stout and curved, according to Dr. Johnston, like the italic letter /. A more beautiful species

thiin the one ju.st mentioned is called the Tentacled Cin-atulus, and ii possessed of ^'ery numerous

branchial filaments throughout the length of its body. It is four inches long, rather narrowed

in the middle of the body, and consists of nearly 230 segments. The colours of this species

are more brilliant than those of Cirraluhos horealis. Another of the Cirratulidief is an in-

habitant of the shells of Cyprina islanclica, one of the hardest and most compact of British shells.

It lives in a straight or slightly sinuous furrow drilled in the shell. The worm tits the furrow

exactly, and when under water it gradually protrudes the tentacles and filaments from the circular

aperture. The filaments are laid along the shell, and either kept quiet or in slight movement. It is

about an ijich long and scarcely a line in diameter, and how it makes the hole and ihaniiel in the

shell is certainly a great

puzzle. It lives

British coasts.

The four - horned

SpiOjJ with a long

slender sixty - jointed trophonia plimosa.

tapering body, termi-

nating in two short styles, and with long cirri and two very long tentacles on the head, near foui-

lilack eyes, is a member of the family Spionidie. It is pale in colour, and has pink cirri, and makes
a vei-y slender tube composed iT adventitious matter slightly agglutinated together, and placed

usually on Sertularian Zoophytes. Amongst this family are some remarkable fonns, which have not

only internal ovaries, but also e.xternal ones like bunches of grapes in shape (genus Lepidoceras).

A small worm, from six to eight lines in length, worm-like in shape, with a small Lead and two

* Cirratulus horealis.
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gl•a^•el, or sand, and membranous witliin and open at both

great tentacles projecting from it, has on certain segments a branchial cirrus springing from the back,

and as long ps lialf the diameter of the body.

'

The family Sternaspidas have very short bodies, the anterior region thick and carrying three

rows of setae, and there is a corneous shield near the end beneath. On the other hand, the Pherusidae

have long cylindrical bodies with two strong forked tentacles on the head, and the buccal papillae

and branchial filaments are retractile. The first or second segments carry very long sets, and in some

the bi-anchial organs are on a peduncle. Trophonia jihmiosa is one of them.

A great host of Tubicolse live upon most shoi-es, and have their tubes coated with broken shell,

ids. Some have their tubes visible and

always covered with water, and othe:-s

bury them in sand or mud, raising the

orifice a little above the earth. These

work between tide marks. Many live

in gi'oups, and are said to be gregarious,

and their tubes are very fragile, being

^ composed of sand.

^ All these tube-makers belong to a

large family, the Terebellidse. The

animals are worm-shaped, thick in front

and narrow behind. The cephalic region

is not distinctly separated from the

buccal ring, and often has a collar.

There are numerous tentacles, filiform

in shape, and divided into two gi-oups

around the mouth. There is no pro-

boscis, and there are branched or

comb-shaped branchire on some of the

anterior segments. In some genera

there is a transverse row of .stifl' golden

bristles on the doi-sal margin of the post-

occipital segment. The segments are

very numerous in some, and the worms

attain the length of eight to nine inches,

or more. The colouring is very pretty,

and the shape of the setas is lanceolate,

hooked, siphon- shaped, and knobbed.

The larvae of the Terebellidae are

covered with cilia, except at both end.s,

where several bands of cilia become apparent ; they have auditory sacs. This is the case in Tere-

hella conchilega. When growth has proceeded so as to develop feet, the cephalic lobe becomes

distinctly visible, and it has two eyes and one tentacle. At first there are only single setae, but

when the Terebella begins to constnict its tube, forked setae and branchiaj appear. Some of the

larvae crawl on the sea floor, and the othei-s swim freely. The full-grown worms have the tubes

made up of slimy matter which has entangled pieces of sand and stone ; and one forms a case of

loose sand large enough to permit it to turn within and to use either end for the projection of

its tentacles, A Scottish species covers its body with a web made up of the finest threads, almost

invisible from their slenderness and extreme transparence. The web extends far beyond the

body, and puts one in mind of that of a Spider. Dalyell states that a specimen nine lines long,

iiad a web covering an area fifteen lines square. The threads are fixed as high as the length of the

worm, and below also, and are secured to neighbouiing objects. The web serves to support the ova.

Moreover, this weaving species constructs a semi-cylindrical shell of sand or mud, but it is not large

enough to include the body and head perfectly, so it is abandoned very constantly for a new one.

* Lcucmlora ciliata.
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Finally, a common species lias its case horizontal and adherent throughout, to its sujiporting shell or

stone. It ici generally found on old bivalve shells, is cylindrical, open at both ends, sinuous, and from

six to ten inches long, thicker than a quill, and is coated with shell and gi-avel and pieces of

Sertularia.

One of the Tubicolje, which forms its tube of agglutinated grains of sand, has its home free, conical,

And widely open at both ends. The ill-defined head has a row of prominent bristles in two fan-

,shaped sets above the mouth, which is overhung by a fringe of short channelled tentacles. The

Kranchije are in two pairs, on the sides of the third and fourth segments. The thoracic portion of the

body is greatly developed, and the segments form setigerous feet on each side, but the tail end is

small and indistinctly segmented, and has no feet. Pectinaria belgica, which has a straight tube, lives

on the sandy shores, within the lowest tide-mark. It varies from two to five inches in length, and

stands immersed in the sand perpendicularly , and when active, searches all around the opening with

its tentacles for grains of sand, shortening, lengthening, and twisting these organs in a most work-

ananlike manner, and applying the grains to the top of the rim of the tube. The animal can turn in

its tube, which is as thin as paper, for only a single sand grain is placed one over the other, and the

whole is lined with a slight silky coating within. It is the type of the family Amphictionidse, whose

genera are world-wide.

The last family to be noticed forms either calcareous or membranous tubes, and contains some of

the most beautiful objects of the aquarium. The Serpulida; have a vermiform body, with short

segments usually well divided into two regions, the front, or thorax, and that behind, or the abdomen.

The cephalic lobe is continuous with the next ring, which usually has a collar. The mouth is situate

between spiral or semicircular branchial fans or lamiufe, more or less supported by a dense tissue.

There are two or three tentacular cirri. The dorsal lobes of the feet carry fascicles of simple sette

in the front part, and the ventral lobes hooked setae. Iii the hinder part, the hooks are on the

wpper lobes, but they are often absent, and the ordinary setse also.

There are two sub-families, the Sabellinse and the Serpulinse.

Dr. Baird writes :
—" A very handsome species, and one of the most common found on our

ooasts, is the 'Fan Sabella' (Sabella peniciUus). The animal is from twelve to fifteen inches

in length, and as thick as a common goose-quill. It is of a brownish-orange colour, and

composed of numerous segments. There is no proper head, but the anterior extremity is

furnished with branchise, which form a 'pair of remarkably elegant, large, fan-shaped tufts, of

;i straw-yellow colour, beautifully spotted and branded with brown, yellow, orange, green, and

jed, and about two inches in height ; each tuft consists, in an ordinary specimen, of more than

tiiirty (sometimes as many as eighty or ninety) filaments, densely fringed, and united together

by a common cartilaginous membrane at the base.' The cilia of the fringe are simple, and

the uncini, or hooked setfe, are arranged in such a way 'as to resemble the denticles of the tongue of

a zoophagous mollusc' The bristles which their feet bear 'are of a golden yellow, collected into a

cylindrical fascicle ; and as eaoh bristle is thickened or kneed where the point begins, the apices of

the whole are made to converge and form a conical termination.' The tube in which this worm lives

is long, flexible, and cylindrical ; smooth outside, the mud or fine sand of which it is constructed

being cemented by a kind of glutinous secretion. In some of our creeks and tidal rivers these

animals abound in immense numbers, and on the coast of Essex they are known to the fishermen by

the name of 'Hassocks.' When dredging in the river Roach, I have often come upon banks where

they existetl in hundi'cds of thousands, and appear in masses of large extent, growing erect like a

•standing field of corn."

Sir J. Dalyell gives us a very interesting account of this fine species, under the name of

A mpltitrite ventilabrum. He describes it in great detail, and the formation of its tube is given with

graphic accuracy. The little organs which he caius " trowels," ai>d the " scoop," are extremely useful,

as the following account clearly shows :

—"To catch and collect the muddy material necessary for

the work, the branchial fans are spread out into a semicircle, so that when the two are brought into

contact a wide funnel is formed. Once in the funnel, the muddy matter is forced down the rachis of

the filaments by the play of the ciliary fringes, and brought within reach of the singular organ at the

base of the funnel by which the mud is selected and applied, just as a mason would lay lime on with
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his scoop, and then monkl and smoothen it with his trowel." Tliese organs, described above, receivp

the pellets of mud which the animal mixes up " with an adhesive secretion, furnished probably by

the collar of the cephalic segment, and by the organs just mentioned. It is thus rendered consistent

and tenacious, and tit to be employed in raising the edge of the tube. To that position the material

is raised by the tongue and trowels, aided by a general elevation of the head ; and it is fashioned

into shape by the same scoop and trowels, curved over the exterior circumference as far as they can

be stretched, and smoothed and polished by their motions, while clasping it with their pressure ;

and thus the tube is built up." When clear and perfect, says Dalyell, this tube bears the narrowest

resemblance to a tube of caoutchouc manufactured by human art.

The branchial plumes are the most striking part of the structure of this worm, and ah enumera-

tion of their parts may well till us with wonder and admiration. "If the plume of an adult," says.

^ Sir John Dalyell, "displays eighty branchite,
" ^ w ith five hundred cilia on each side, here are

no less than forty thousand organs endowed with

\ oluntary, distinct, and independent action. 80
many other parts are alike privileged in their own
peculiar motion without the participation of the

rest, that it is no exaggeration to affirm that the

will of this timid, lowly, defenceless creature is

fulfilled through the control of fifty thousand living parts." None of the Annelids, we are told l\v

those who have studied the history of this interesting worm, is more richly endowed with the powei

of repairing wounds and losses.

One of the Sabellinse is j-emarkable for the fewness of its segments—the same number as in

caterpillars—and the presence of eye-spots on the front and also on the tail segment. The species

Orfhonia fabricii has a body three or four lines in length, and is vermiform ; it has a small fascicle

of retractile bristles on each side of the segments, and the branchial tentacles are one-third of the

length of the body, ai"e straw-coloured, and rise fi-om three stalks forming two

dense tufts. The tube is cylindrical, and about twice the length of the body,

and it is placed erect, on the roots of small seaweeds (fuci). It is made of

fine mud, cemented by a glutinous secretion, and lined within by a skin. If the

worm be removed and placed in clean water, it soon forms a new tube-skin ; and

when the worm has its tube formed, it is very lively, expanding its dense branchife

in a wide circle.

The larvae of this family have one zone of cilia, and have two eye-

sjiots and two ciliated auricular appendages on the back, in front of the zone.

Segments are proceeded by setse in the relative jjosition, and the auricular ap-

pendages divide and form the four principal branchial rays, and their number

augments by budding. Finally, the segments and setae become developed.

The sub-family Sei-pulinse have a ciliated thoracic membrane, and the

ventral and dorsal surfaces partly covered with cilia, and usually there is an

operculum at the extremity of a tentacle. They make a calcareous tube. In

the genus Serpula, the operculum which closes the tube-end is horny and rarely

calcareous.

S^rjwla vermicularis, or contortupUcata, inhabits a round shelly tube^

tapered regularly backwards, and marked on its dorsal surface with a more

or less distinct keel. It is about three inches long, and its aperture is circular,

with an even or somewhat everted rim. Many tubes are usually found growing

together, adhering to some old shell, a bit of broken pottery, or a stone, all much

intertwined, and mutually adherent. The worm itself is only about an inch in

length, and there is a well-marked difference between the thorax and abdominal portion. The former

carries on each side prominent tubercles in place of feet, which are vigorously protrusile, and within

which bundles of strong bristles are thrust to and fro. On the upper part, extending half across the

back, is a row of microscopic hooks, wielded by long, thread-like tendons, wliich are fixed on mechanical

NERVOUS SYSTEM C?
SElfl'VLA CONTORTV-
PLICATA.
{After Gegenlav.r.)

a, npi'ei". 6. lower ^tiglin nf
pharynx. 0', ventral trunk:

of antenme.
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principles to tlie attached end of eacli hook. By the aitl of these, tlie Serpulae very cleverly withdraw

themselves with lightnijig-like rapidity on alarm. "These organs are formed on the model of a

Ledger's bill-hook, only that the edge is cut into long teetk Carefully counting them, I have found

that each Serpula carries about 1,900 such hooks on its coreelet, and that each of these being cut into

seven teeth, there are between 13,000 and 14,000 teeth employed in catching the lining membrane ot

the tube, and in drawing the animal back ' The luauchi.B consist ot most elegant comb like hlaments,

richly coloured, arranged in two rows aiound the front e\tiennt\, one low on (. xih side of the mouth.

They are gi-aduated in length, and are s.o affixed that, wheu tin i i\\> nn t U Im d thiy can be

thrown in, so that a vertical view of

the circular coronet shows a great sums

in it. These brilliant gill-tufts foim

the most atti-active feature in these ele

gant worms, and are indi\iduall> most

exquisite examples of mechauicil con

trivance. Examined under a low micio

scopic power, they present a mo^t

charming spectacle. Each filament con

isists of a pellucid, cartilaginous stem,

from one side of which springs a double

series of secondary filaments, like the

teeth of a comb. Within both stems

and filaments the red blood may be seen

with beautiful distinctness, dinen

along the artery and back by the \ eins

^which are placed close side by side), in

ceaseless course, contributing a very

striking spectacle. The extenoi of

these organs is set with strong cilia,

so arranged that the water-curient i>

vigorously driven upwards along om
side of the filament, and downwaid-.

along the other." This current bungs

the food destined for the nutrition of

the animal into the funnel formed by seiuih vekmkiukis
the branchiae, at the bottom of which

is the mouth, along with a quantity of water, which, again, is expelled by means of a ciliated lining

of the hinder parts in a strong current impinging against the closed end of the tube, and which

carries with it all extraneous or fsecal matters. (Gosse).

Protula dysteri is a many-.segmented form, and its delicate tube is white, calcareous, more or

iess wavy, and attached to a solid body by one end. Rising from a fixed base, these worms unite

together side by side in irregular bundles, which leave spaces here and there between the tubes like a

isolid network. Each tube has a circular section, is thickened at intervals, and obscurely annulated.

When active, the Protulse issue from the tubes, and each spreads out its eight branchial filaments and

displays its red cephalic end. Another species, with the tube about five or six inches long and about

the thickness of a goose-cjuill, is very cautious, and will remain in its tube for hours without

projecting its branchial tufts; but when they are slowly put forth, and then expanded, their beauty is

•extreme. On the slightest vibration of the water the worui retreats. This worm has no

operculum, and the genus has a vast range, being found in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, and

West Indies. Huxley has shown that when the Protula attains a certain length, all the segments

behind the sixteenth become separated as a new zooid, by the conversion of the seventeenth segment

into a head and fore part, as in Sijllis prolifera.

The dredgings in the North Atlantic yielded many small tubular shells, slightly curved and open

at both ends. One end is wider than the other, and the whole may be from one to two inches in
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length. They were the tubes of Difrupa suhidata, one of the Sevpnlines. This animal has two sets of

hranchise, rolled ujj spirally, and there are six fascicles of bristles on the body. The operculum b
concentrically striated. These worms live at considerable depths, and the coral Caryophyllm borealis

grows upon them. More Serpuline-looking, but very slender thread-like shining tubes iu masses, are

often found below low .spring-tide mark in Devonshire, and they belong to the genus Filograna.

The genus Spirorbis is very familiar to folk that pick up the long seaweed on British coasts.

On it there are small, flat, spiral, or twisted shells, with at least tliree turns. It is a tube formed of

carbonate of lime, and is attached by one surface entirely. When living, this tube contains a little^

worm which projects its filamentary branchiae at one end, and which has one or two trap-dooi's.

or opercula. The young undergo a kind of incubation within the tube, iu a process or pouch, withia

the body of the parent.

THE SUB-CLASS HIRUDINEA.—THE LEECHES OR SUCTORIA.L ANNELIDA.

Formerly, nearly everybody was familiar with the appearance of a Leech, for one or more were

frequently ordered to be applied to tender and inflamed parts of the body by medical men. But now

that blood-letting is not required to be done so frequently, the Leech is really very rarely seen. Some

persons who sell Leeches keep them in darkness, and crowd a multitude together ; but more^

reasonable people keep a few in a fresh-water aquarium with a secure top. There the Leeches may
be seen, occasionally swimming with an undulatory up-and-down movement, and they then look flat,

long, and rather pointed at both ends. When they come to rest at the bottom or fix. on to the

sides of the glass, their shape alters, and they become shorter, thicker, and more cylindrical, retaining,

however, some flatness at the under part, and a naiTowing fore and aft. But it will soon be observed

that there is a flat disc on each narrow end, or head and tail, and that it can be applietl

to the substance on wliich the Leech is moving or resting, so as to fix the body as if it were a sucker.

There are neither legs nor feelers, and the outside of the body is covered with rings, one behind

the other, and from 95 to 100 in number. The colour of the Medicinal Leech is greenish-olive or

very dark green, with six yellow-reddish or yellow bands along the back, and the belly is yellowish-

green with black spots.

On taking one out of the water, it will diminish much in size, and will contract, become much
harder, and swollen in the middle, and on permitting it to r-est on the hand it will after a while

begin to fix the front sucker to the skin, and then a sharpish prick or series of pricks is felt, and the

Leech begins to elongate and to move its body in a slightly undulatory manner. After some minutes

the body begins to swell, and the front sucker is well fixed, and the part immediately behind it is

narrowed, the rest of the body being plump. After a time the Leech becomes many times its usuitrl

thickness, and it suddenly lets go its hold, falls ofli', and some blood comes from the spot on which the

sucker had fixed, as well as from the mouth of the Leech, which is then seen to be at the bottom of the

sucker. It has removed a certain quantity of blood from the hand, and the wound has been made l>y

three jaws disposed in a triangle, and having their fine, curved edges toothed. The suckers act by

their muscular fibres clasping the surface and expelling the air or water, and this brings the jaws

in contact with the sm-face, and each is moved backwards and forwards, the teeth being downwards

and the fixed point upwards. The result is three wounds, each radiating from a common point.

In their early life the Leeches fix on to the larvae of insects in the water and suck them, and

after more growth, fishes and frogs are attacked and have their blood sucked. The Leeches then

frequently leave the water and wander in damp places, and if they have the opportunity, they creep

on to the skin of warm-blooded animals and gorge themselves. Their sucking is followed by a

prolonged fast, and indeed it is very wonderful how long some Leeches will live without food. Possibly

from six months to two years are occupied in the process of digestion. Leeches grow very slowly, and

some years elapse before they arrive at maturity, and they are not fit for medicinal purposes before

the age of a year or eighteen months. There are, according to Cobbold, three species of leeches u.sed

in medicine, the Grey* Green t, or Dragon | Leech. When it was the fashion to use Leeches in the

olden time, the medical man himself had the compliment of being called a ''Leech"—a term

appropriate enough so far as healing is concerned, but singularly inappropriate in all other respeots,

* Hirudo medk-iimlis. f Htrudo ujicinalis. t Hirudo interrupta.
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for no profession is so self-denying or so generous as the medical. The employment of Leeches

is diminishing year by year, and now they are hardly ever used in England. In Paris, between

the years 1825 and 18.30, three millions of Leeches were used, and it was calculated that thirty

millions were employed in France and England every year. All the ponds and marshes where

Leeches were bred, or were found in a state of nature, were nearly exhausted. Now the rate of

nioi"tality is less, and Leeches seek other prey.

The Leeches have ocelli in the form of black specks ; they vary in number according to the

genus, and are placed in pairs. There may be from one to five pairs, and they are very sensitive,

and are disposed on the anterior part of the front sucker. The Leeches appear to dislike certain scents

and greasy substances, and their skin is exceedingly sensitive to pungent substances, such as salt.

Moreover, from their behaviour in rising and sinking in

clean water at certain times, they would appear to feel

alterations in barometric pressure.

With regard to their bodies, the numerous rings do

not correspond to as many segments, there being from

three to five to each somite or segment. The skin is

smooth and rarely tuberculated, and it has two kinds of

unicellular glands. One set secretes mucus generally, or only

at the mouth or sucker, and the other produces a chitinous

material which forms cocoons, inwhich the eggs are included.

Three layers of musculai- fibres exist—the ciicular, the radiating, ana the longitudinal. The nervous

system consists of a ventral cord, divided into ganglia at regular intervals, and there are twenty-

three in the common Leech, and the anterior and posterior ganglia are the largest, and seven are fused

in front, into one mass. Above the pharynx the branches of the front ventral ganglion unite to form

a ring and aji upper lobate pharyngeal ganglion. A single nerve lies beneath the intestine, and it

has ganglion cells ; and many nerve-twigs terminate in the centres of little depressions covered l)y

clear cells—the cup-like organs which are situated on the head and hinder, but not hindmost rings of

the skin. The mouth is in or below the anterior sucker in the sub-class as a whole, it leads to a

muscular pharynx, and some genera have a protusible proboscis which has retractor muscles, but no

teeth. The jaws are made up of calcified chitine. There are salivary glands in the gullet, and the

oesophagus leads to a long stomach, which has nine side-pouches or cseca. These cseca ooeii

into the stomach, and vary in number with the genera; usually they ai-e simple, but in Clepsino

they are branched. The pylorus has a circular contracting muscle, and the short intestine

passes backwards between the two hindmost cseca, and the anus is dorsal above the hinder sucker.

The circulatory system contains a red fluid with coloiu'less corpuscles, and it flows in a small body easily

between the organs and the skin, which resembles a series of .sinuses or narrow ways. These may-

form two lateral pulsating vessels. In the Leech this " pseudo-haemal " system consists of a median
dorsal vessel, a median ventral cavity, in which the ganglionic nerve-cord lies, and two longitudinal

trunks which anastomose with one another, and give off a network of vessels to the muscular layers.

The respiration is effected by the skin, and in the genera Branchelion and Ozobranchus there are some
processes of the skin at the margin of the body, which may have to do with respiration. The
excretory organs, are tubes with glandular walls symmetrically arranged along the ventral aspect

;

they are either closed internally or open within, by a ciliated funnel-shaped orifice, while the outer

opening may be on a sm.iU wart or tubercle on the side of the body. These are called segmental

One great Leech belonging to the genus Macrobdella from Valdivia is an internal parasite, and

measures two feet five inches in length. In a genus which frequents shell-fish—for many species live

in the sea-—the skin is ciliated. In another there are tubercles, and one genus has bristles. All the

Leeches lay eggs, and they may be deposited singly or in numbers, and in this case they may be

covered with a viscous web or with a spongy envelope called the cocoon, as already mentioned. When
the young are hatched, they keeij within the cocoon, and in from twenty-one to thirty days burst

forth, and either keep close to their envelope or their mother, for a short time afterwards. They

do not undergo metaraorishosis, and whilst in some the sexes are separate, they jre united as a rule.
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Malacohdella grossa, belonging to the family Malacobdellidee, is found between the mantle and

the branchiae of the Mollusc Cyprina islandica. It is nearly two inches long, and Ls flat, soft,

ringless, and of an uniform flesh colour. The Histriobdellidse have the posterior part of the body

split, as it were, and the head has tentacle-like processes. There are two horny jaws in the pharynx,

and the intestine is simple. Histriobdella /wmari lives upon the eggs of the Lobster, and it looks

like the larva of a dipterous insect. The next family, the Acanthobdellidae, have a flat fusiform

body, pointed in front and armed on either side by well-hooked setae. There is a posterior sucker,

at the bottom of which is the anus.

The Branchiolidellidse have the body almost cylindrical in shape when it is stretched out, and the

segments are unequal. There are no eye.s, and there are two flattened jaws, one over the other.

There is a sucker at the posterior end. The species live on the

gills of Crabs and under the tail and at the base of the antennas

of the Lobster.

Some Leeches, which have a more or less protrusible proboscis,

are termed the Rhynchobdellidse, and they are divided i:uto the

Ichthyobdellidse and the Clepsinidse. The first group are the Fish

Leeches, and the mouth is at the bottom of the anterior sucker.

There are four eyes. Some species of Piscicola live on fresh-water

fishes, others on marine fishes. The genus Branchelion has foliated-

looking lateral appendages, and lives on the Electric Ray and

on the Sole. In the Clepsinidae, which are short, flat, gradually

enlaiged in front with three rings to each segment, and with an

oval sucker slightly distinct from the rest of the body, there are from

one to four pairs of eyes. The lower part of the body forms a,

kind of pouch for the eggs, the embryos of which escape and hang

on to the mother. The proboscis is cylindrical, and the body is so

transparent that the viscera can readily be seen ; moreover, these

Leeches move in a geometric manner by their suckers, or can

contract then- body into a ball .shape like a Wood Louse. They

carry the young attached to the belly for a considerable time

after birth. Clepsine bioculala lives in places with but little

water, lurking under stones and beneath the bark of decaying trees,

and it feeds on the vegetable matter surrounding it, as well as on
fish. Some were fed by Sir J. G. Dalyell on a vermilion-coloured larva of a dipterous fly. " When
the prey was introduced to vessels contauiing the Leeches, they raised themselves on the sucker as

if surveying around ; then some one, bolder than the rest, advanced, and endeavoured to affix itself to

the victim, which, being effected, the position was pertinaciously maintained in spite of its writhings

and struggles."

The Skate-sucker* belongs to the genus Pontobdella, which has a leathery knobbed skin,

and is about four inches long. It has no jaws, but it sticks fast and sucks out the juices of

the fish in a most cruel and pertinacious manner. Its eggs are contained in capsules, and
there is one young one to each capsule, which is attached to some substance or other in the sea.

Piscicola geometra, the Great-tailed Leech, is found on perch and cai-p and fresh-water fishes, and it has
large suckers, in comparison with its size. The genus Hsementaria is used medicinally in Brazil ; it

has a two-lobed sucker.

The genus Hirudo, comprising the true Leeches, belongs to the sixth family, and its description

has been given already. Associated with it m the same family are several genera, of which the
following are remarkable. The term Horse Leech is used rather widely, and two genera have species

so named.

ffcenwpds sam/nisuga is called Horse Leech by the French, and it lives in lakes and ponds, being
four inches long and half an inch broad. The long body widens backwards, and the Lirge mouth has a
l)rotruding upper part. It has ten eyes, and is green and black on the back and yellowish-green on

* Po)itobdeHa muricata.

, INTESTINAL TUBE OF SANGriS.
VGA. Bj NEKVOU.S SYSTEM OF MALA-
COBDELLA GUOSSA. (After Gegcnbaur.)
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the belly. The teetli are not well ileveloiied. It appears to be terrestrial iu its habits sometimes.

Tliey are common in Egypt, and the soldiers of Napoleon suffered much from them In his campaign.

They also attacked the horses and cattle. These must not be taken for true Leeches, some species of

which, especially in the tropics and even to the north, lead a life amongst damp vegetation, and

attack Europeans with great ardour. Such are the Leeches of the Himalayas, Ceylon, the Philip-

pines, kc.

Another so-called Horse Lefecli belongs to the genus Aulostomum, but it does not appear to suck

blood or to worry horses.

The glutton Aulostome, writes Dalyell, " is an active, bold, and clever animal, frequently

orawling out of the watei', and appai'ently always ready to quit the ves.sel. None of the tribe surpasses

it in voracity. Few animal substances are rejected. All kinds of fish, dead or alive, seem acceptable.

Penetrating the cavity of the larger fresh-water shells, this Horse Leech takes up a permanent

dwelling there, until emptying them of their contents, should it be able." The same author notices

that these Leeches are cannibals, and that they will swallow even dead Leeches of different kinds. It

feeds on Earth Worms, Grubs, and Snails. It has a long intestine with only two cajca. The genus

Bdella has mx oval sucker and four pairs of eyes, and is African, and the species of Nephelis have

thin bodies and no jaws. One of these is the Eight-eyed Leech of ponds and lakes, and is a very

active animal. It moves with an undulating movement, does not quit the water, and often fixes

itself by the terminal sucker, and waves the body to and fro. They are carnivorous, and yet do not

prey like the carnivorous Leech. They attack almost every small animal that comes in their way, and

swallow it, more or less whole, by placing the sucker over it and then dilating their gullet. Small

Mollusca, Earth Worms, Planarise, and even their fellow.s, are readily devoured. They are small, being

from one and a half to two inches long and two or three lines broad. Tliey are usually brown in

colour, and'may be speckled with yellow dots. They deposit their eggs in capsules, each of which

contains from six to twenty ova, embedded in a gelatinous mass.
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CLASS GEPHYREA.

There are many kinds of Marine Wonns which resemble at first sight the Holothuria, or Sea Cucum-

bei-s, belonging to the Echinodermata (see Fig. 17, p. 272). Their bodies are usually long, cylindrical,

without " feet," and there is no distinct separation into segments. A little trouble distinguishes the

group, for the Gephyrea have neither calcareous bodies in their skin nor ambidacral regions on the

body. These bolster-shaped Marine Worms live at great depths, with their bodies in the sand or mud
or under stones. Some exist in the shells of Mollusca, and others in the interstices between corals.

Footless, without a series of lateral bristles and suckers, these worms have their locomotion singularly

defective ; but a gi-eat many species have a proboscis, which is more or less retractile, and which

is terminated by the mouth, and it may be used as an organ of prehension, and, to a certain extent, of

locomotion. It is said that some species * perforate limestone ; others certainly penetrate soft clays,t

•and one gi'oup, which has a crown of tentacles formed by numerous branchial filaments, resides in tubes. I

The species of Bonellia lead a more or less wandering life. When one of these Gephyrea is placed in

water, after a while it elongates and appears to be soft, and the trunk or proboscis is put forth,

* Genus Thalassema. f Genus Phormis. t Species of SipuncuJus.
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but on touching the animal it contracts immediately, becomes narrow, cylindrical, sharper at both

ends, and hard. Both in the uncontraoted and contracted condition, the body is swollen out here

and there for a time and then contracted again. The Gephyrea have the sexes separate, and the

young undergo metamorphoses. Most of them have a superior cerebral ganglion or a double one,

an oesophageal nerve-collar, and a ventral ganglionic cord. This cord diflPers from that of the

„ class Annelida, for although it gives off nerves from its sides there

are no separate ganglia at regular distances ; but it is covered with a

layer of cells which environ a canal, and it is plactd within a blood-

vessel. There are eye-spots directly over the brain ganglia, in some

genera, and the proboscis is a tactile organ. The skin is analogous to

that of the worms generally, but the transverse furrows do not amount

to segmentation ; numerous glandular follicles supplied by nerves are on

the skin, and open out by pores in the epidermis. Bristles are rare, and

there is chlorophyll in the skin of Bonellia. The muscular coats

beneath are stout, and the outer is circular and the inner longitudinal,

and the proboscis is retracted by bands of muscles from the body-wall.

The proboscis is ciliated and also covered with bristles. In some the

pharynx is armed with teeth, and there are salivary cieca opening into

it. The intestinal canal is small in calibre, is within the perivisceral

cavity, is long, and usually coiled. It is, as is the body cavity also, ciliated

within. The vent may be dorsal, posterior, or even at the junction of the

lip:''wNihr'ai\k' cK^w^,:'\Villtc•stlnal proboscis and body. When the vascular system exists, it consists of two

long vessels, one along the median ventral line and the other dorsal, running

along the intestine. In the genus Sipunculus these vessels are joined by one around the front

of the body, within, and vessels are given off from it to the tentacles. The blood may be colour-

less, red, blue, or violet, and there may be a similar fluid in the perivisceral cavity containing

amceboid and flagellate corpuscules.

The genus Priapulus has a branchial tuft at its liinder end, and Echirurus has branched

structures, receiving vessels from the ventral vascular tiunk opening into the intestines. The

tentacles of some act as respiratory organs. Finally, there are traces of excretory or segmental

organs, in the form of four ciliated pouches on the lower part of the body,

and they vary in number and use, being sometimes in relation to the process

of reproduction. The males are not so numerous as the females, and differ

in shape. In one genus (Bonellia) the male is like a Planarian in sliajie, and

lives in the female. The eggs hatch and the embryos are free-swimming

and unlike the parent. Their mouth is in the front part, and is overlapped

behind by a double-lobed upper lip, which is round and ciliated, and on the

ventral side there is a small ciliated lower lip or several ciliated processes.

These become tentacles in some genera. Behind these lobes and mouth
there is a curvelet of cilia, and thon follows a long bag-like body with an

intestine and anus. All this embryo or larva is not changed into the

adult, but only a part grows into the mature form. Many of the larv*

resemble the Rotifera in their circles of cilia, which surround the mouth, anus,

and body.

The Gephyrea are divided into three orders. The Gephyrea inermia

have no bristles, and the mouth is at the extremity of a more or less retractile proboscis. Priapulus

is the typical genus of the first family of this order. They are not uncommon in the Northern

seas. The genus Sijsunculus is the most important genus of its family, the Sipunculidie, which

have a retractile proboscis, t-sntacular arms, and a twisted intestine. Phascolosoma is another genus.

The second order is that of the Gephyrea armata, which have bristles on the anterior part of the

body, and posteriorly also. The genus Bonellia, ab'eady slightly noticed, belongs to it, and also the

genus Echirurus, which has an undivided proboscis.

One genus (Phoronis) forms the third order of the Gephyrea tubicola. Phoronis /lippocrepia

SIPUNCULUS BERNHARDl'S
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F PHASCOLOSOMA (a) AXD OF SIPt'N-

CULUS («). (After Qegenlanr.)

lobe, upirer lip : fr, under lip: f, intestina: canal?

lives in a tube, and has a crown of tentacles on the dorsal surface, the mouth heing in the midst of

them, and the anus opening far in front on the dorsal aspect. The embryo has a two-ciliated body,

and that Ijehind the mouth is produced into several lobes, and fringes the free edge of a broad fold of

the back, which arches over the mouth. This young form has been called Actinotrocha. As it grows,

a part of the skin of the lower part grows inwards, like a pouch, and becomes connected with the

middle of the intestine of the embryo. Then it grows out
^

again and covers the intestine in the form of a loop with it,

as a projection. This forms the foundation of the adult

form, and the tentacles of the embryo or larvje grow into

those of the adult. It is like the larva of an Echinoderm.

CLASS ROTIFEKA—THE WHEEL
ANIMALCULES.

Leeuwenhoek found in the rain water of a leaden gutter

animals wliich were considered animalcules, about the size

of a small grain of sand, and which produced currents in

the water by means of slender organs or limbs. These they

protruded at pleasure. They had bodies of the shape of a

pear, with a short stalk, divided into two tails for fixing

them on to objects. The microscope gradually increasing larva

in its powers, observers were able to distinguish vibratile cilia

upon a protruded disc-like structure, capping as it were the "' ''"^ °

minute animal, and the optical illusion of a rotatory wheel

of hairs produced by the uninterrupted succession of the strokes given by the cilia of the disc, caused

these beautiful and nearly transparent creatures to be called Wheel Animalcules, or Eotifera. The

general surface of the body of the Rotifer is not ciliated throughout, and is made up of a layer of clear

transparent chitinous tissue, which even becomes shell-like in some, and is ornamented. It is quite

evident, under the microscope, that the body has cross markings and constrictions behind,

amounting to imperfect segmentation. In front, or nearer the part out of which pass

the discs with cilia—the trochal discs—the constriction is not usually seen, but transverse

markings are often visible, so that the whole may be indefinitely marked with six seg-

ments. This outside coating may have spines or rigid biistles or hairs on it, and when

there is a shell or carapace, this is secreted by the skin or by a special organ. The Eotifera

have a digestive apparatus, and the mouth is a funnel-shaped cavity situated in the

middle or on one side of the trochal disc ; its walls are ciliated, and at the bottom of

it is a muscular pharynx, or mastax provided with a peculiar armature or moving jaws.

There are four pieces in the mastax, two side ones, the smaller, and two central, forming

the incus. Muscles are attached to the movable mallei, and work them forwards and

backwards, so that their ragged free ends work the food on the incus. A short oesophagus,

also ciliated, leads to a digestive cavity lined with cells and dilated in front, giving off a

large csecum on either side. Behind, the digestive cavity narrows, becomes intestinal, and

may open externally by a passage or vent. In some Rotifers the digestive cavity has no

HOTiFER second opening, and is a sac without an intestine, and in the males of some forms there

VULGARIS, is no digestive track whatever, a solid cord of tissue existing there. The position of the

mouth, close to the trochal disc, enables the cilia of this interesting structure to provide it

with food by their lashing and current-making. The cilia of the digestive tract assist, and the

morsel is crushed and smashed up, before entei-ing the stomach, by the mastax.

A spacious cavity exists between the digestive organs and the inside of the skin and sides of the

body of the Rotifer, and this is of course a perivisceral cavity. The outer opening or vent (cloaca) of

the intestinal canal has a large thin-walled vesicle opening into it, which contracts and dilates

regularly. This contractile vesicle has two delicate water-vessels, like narrow convoluted tubes which

pass forwards giving off branches, and finally form a maze of tubes in the trochal disc. The branches

are open at their ends, and as they are outside the digestive organs ajid inside the walls of the body
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they must bring water from without into the perivisceral cavity, and in the main trunks cilia are

seen moving with a flickering motion.

A large single nervous ganglion is placed on one side of the body near the trochal disc, and

one or more eye-spots are placed upon it. Some Rotifers have a little sac filled with calcareous matter

close to the ganglion, and it is probably a rudimentary organ of hearing. Moreover, a spur-like

forceps armed with setse is often found projecting near the ganglion, and it may be a nervous organ.

The sexes are separate, and the ovarium and testis are simple glands which open into the cloaca

already mentioned. The eggs are laid and left, or in some they are attached to and carried about

by the female. In some Rotifera the eggs are of two kinds, and are termed summer and winter

eggs, the last being enclosed in a shell.

In the sides of the body, beneath the skin and surrounding the perivisceral cavity, are muscular

fibres ill bands; some pass longitudinally and others encircle the body, many being of striped fibre.

The jointed tail end is very telescopic in its movements in some Rotifera, and the terminating pincers

hold on to objects by their muscles. But in some Rotifera the later stage of life is not passed as a

freely-moving creature. Some form tubes to live in, and then their body ends in an adhesive disc.

However, the young of these, especially of the genus Lacinularia, enjoy a free-swimming life, and have

a circle of cilia around the large or mouth end of the body, an^ another circle around the tail end.

This immature Rotifer is analogous to the larvre of some of the worms already noticed, and as the adults

liave perivisceral cavities, a pharyngeal armature and water systems, and are more or less segmented,

the necessity of classifying the Rotifera with the Vermes is evident. The trochal disc can be retracted

and everted in some Rotifers, and as soon as it is well out the cilia begin to move, lashing forcibly

in one direction, and producing by their general action whirlpools and currents in the water. Iliey

have to do with the providing of food, with removing impure and giving pure water to the water

system, and also largely with locomotion, for when the foot is loosened, off" starts the Rotifer, head

first, and it guides itself here and there with the hinder part of its body. The trochal disc varies

greatly in its construction, and forms a means of classification. Its margin may be continuous or

divided, there may be lobes to it resembling more than one disc, and it may be provided with long

tentacular processes. Fiirally, it may be used as a creeping organ, the Rotifer moving with its

head and tail, over substances, like a Leech.

The Rotifera are found very maiversally in fresh, salt, and pure water, in pools, ponds, streams,

and gutters. They even manage to exist in moist earth, and some make homes of the open cells of

mosses and algse; some are parasitic within other animals. They are tenacious of life, and will revive on

the application of moisture after they have dried up to a certain extent, but perfect desiccation is fatal.

Their shape differs considerably in the difierent genera into which the class may be divided ; some are

sac-shaped, others are vermiform; one group lead a social life, being attached by their long tail ends to

the number of forty or more. A fusiform shape is common, or that of an elongated cone. The

manner in which the trochal disc is retracted within the body and again put forth is as remarkalile as

the similar process seen in some of the fixed Rotifers, whose delicate crown of long tentacles is unfolded

and proti-uded with great grace and perfectness. The activity of these interesting microscopic

animals is great under the stimulation of the sun and pure water containing minute animalcula;

and vegetable organisms. They move and feed freely under such circumstances, directing themselves

here and there, choosing the best spots for feeding, and fix themselves so as to work their disc cilia to

advantage, or unfixing their forked tail, they move off by the same agency.

The classification of the Rotifera is not in a satisfactory state, and whilst Ehrenberg arranged

them according to the peculiarities of their trochal discs, Dujardin classified them by their methods

of locomotion. There are some very curious forms which have not all the characters of tue

Rotifera, and yet which have so many that they are allied to them, and this increases the difficulty.

Thus in the parasitic genus Albertia, which lives in the intestines of Slugs and Earth Worms,
and is J^th to Jyth of an inch long, the body is cylindrical, vermiform, rounded in front, with an

oblique orifice, around which there is a ciliated lip. There is a short conical tail, and the mastax is

rudimentary, there being only one or two forceps-shaped pieces which seize the food.

A Rotifer of the genus Lindia* also has a vermiform body, rounded in front ; but it has no

* Lindia 'orulosa.
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rotary organ, cilia, or eye, antl it has a tail-like foot with two conical and short segments at the end.

The mastex diU'ers from that of the ordinary kinds, and is very complicated. The animal is about

5=yth of an inch in length. Another and smaller species (Taphrocampa antmlosa) has a fusiform annulose

body with a forked tail, and there is no rotary organ. Moreover, the genus Balatro, which li\es

upon the surface of Oligochete Worms, has neither rotary organs nor eyes, and the tail is bilobed.

Several genera, such as Ch.etonotus, Ichthydium, and Dasydites, have no mastax, nor eyes,

nor trochal discs ; but the body is furnished with bristle-like hairs, downy hairs, and cilia

on the ventral surface : usually there ai-e two tail-like proiresses. They are minute, and are

from ^A^th to ^^o^h of an inch in length, and would appear not to be Infusoria, but

really Rotifera, allying the class to the Turbellarian Worms.

The first family of the Rotifera is that of the Philodinidre, and they are free-swimming

forms, which can also creep like Leeches, the ends of the body being alternately fixed and

loo.sened. They have two wheel-like rotary organs, and the body is somewhat spindle-

shaped, and very conti-actile, so that it can be formed into a globose shape, and the

powers of extension are considerable. The tail end or foot is jointed like the slides of

a telescope. The genus Rotifer belongs to this family, and the common Wheel Animalcule

is Rotifer mdywris. It has a white fusiform body -^-it\\ to --^th of an inch long, gradually

narrowed to the foot which has two liorn-like toes. The anterior part of the body has a

proboscis ciliated at the end, and the two eyes are placed there. The wheels ai-e two in

number, are round, and placed at the sides of the front part of the body. monola-

Rotifer citrinus has a yellow body, and Rotifer tardns has the body deeply constricted "'cilis!^*

into segments.

The genus Philodina has the two eyes on the region below the extreme end, and in general

appearance the species greatly resemble Rotifer. Some are rose red in colour, and the ova when
deposited are red. The ova are deposited in little heaps, and the parent remains in their neighbour-

hood, and even looks after the young.

A common species* has two frontal red eyes, and at the tail end there are two horny processe?

and three terminal points or toes. They are large, being from jLth to J^th of an inch long, and
are common. In the genus Monolabis there are no hom-like processes.

Tlie other Philodinidse have no eyes, and in the genus Callidina the horn-like

processes on the foot are present, there being six, and there is a proboscis. This

proboscis, like that of most other Rotifers, appears to be an entry and exit for

water, and it certainly is used in locomotion. One of the genus is parasitic on Cius-

tacea, such as Gannuai-us and Asellus. One of the Rotifers found in Egypt has-

neither eyes, nor proboscis, nor horn-like pi-ocesses on the foot, and the rotary organs

are placed at the ends of processes on the front of the body. Another Egyptian

form (Typhiina viridis) is simpler than the last mentioned, and has no processes

for its rotary discs. Probably both of these Rotifers are young Philodinse.

The second family, the Brachionida?, have a broad body more or less enclosed

in a shell, or lorica. The foot is composed of short segments, and the rotary

organ may be double or of three median and two lateral parts, these last only

PHicERos. being rotary org.ans, the cilia of the others i-emaining extended without motion

during the action of the other.

The lorica, or shell, is thick in this family, so much so as to prevent the internal organs

being readily seen. The genus Brachionus has an eye on the neck, and the foot is forked. The
mastax is very visible, and the cru.shing pieces are terminated by finger-looking ends made up
of the same kiird of hard skin or chitine that forms the lorica, which has projections on it fore

and aft on either side.

The species are numerous, and the individuals also, and they are about -J^th to y'^th of an inch

in length. One of the genera of the family differs from the last in having no forked toot, and tiie

lorioe is striated or has facets on it. Some of these Anura?a, however, have plain shells, but in

most there are fixed or movable spines on its edges. Some of the family have two eyes, f.ud one

* Adinurus ncptunms.
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genus (Pompliolyx) thus gifted has no foot, whilst the genus PterodLna lias a disc on its foot, and

is a very globose-looking form, and it carries its eggs for a time.

In the last genus to be noticed of this family (Noteus) there are no eyes, and the foot is forked,

and the body has spines in front and behind, being usually large, or from -^^th. to -^gth. of an inch.

Amongst the Kotifera, with the trochal discs or rotary organs divided, are some in which the

division is greater than in the two families just noticed. In the family Hydatina and that of

EuchlanidotiB tlie wheels are many-parted, and the first have no lorica, whilst in the latter the

shell is very well developed, and has curious appendages, such as setaj in the genera Euchlanis

and Stephanops, hooks in Colurus, horiLS in Salpinus. There

are .spears or respiratory tubes in Euchlanis, and a helmet in

Stephanops. In the genus Monostyla the foot is a sharp style, and

in Mastigocerca the foot is as long as the body, or y^ of an inch, and

the lorica is prismatic. The genus Squamella has four eyes. The

species of this genus carry their eggs attached to the outside of the

body.

In many of the family the muscular fibres by which the shape

of the body is changed are very visible. Tlie nutritive organs are

very obvious, and the intestine is simple and conical, with or without the part which represents

a stomach. The water system, with its tremulous flapping of minute cilia within the tubes, is

visible, and in most the nervous .system is to be seen. There are no crushei-s or mastax in the

r'enus Enteroplea ; it has no eyes, and it is thus a very simjJe Rotifer, and segmentation in any

degree barely exists, the small foot being forked. In Hydatina, another genus, there are no eyes,

two jaws, and they are divided to show numerous teeth. Ilydatiua seata was the Rotifer which

Ehrenberg especially studied, and it is common and very transparent. Its species are not ^'ery small,

or 2-Joth of an inch long.

Of the family Hydatinea, in which there is not an investing lorica, and the rotary organ is

multiple, there are no less than eighteen genera, and they are characterised by the absence or number

of eyes, the position of these organs, the nature of the foot and appendages to the body. There are

several distinct rows or circles of cilia, which are distinctly separated from each other, forming the

multiple wheel or rotary organs. Except in the genus Polyarthra,

which has no foot, all the other genera have a long pincer-like pre

resembling a tail, and this genus is characterised by a single eye on

the neck, and by the presence of six cirri or fin-like processes on

each side of the body.

The species of the genus Notommata are sometimes parasitic,

and undergo some degradation of form, and Notommata tardigrada

has the rotary organ greatly diminished. Two species live within

the beautiful microscopic alga, called Volvox ghbalor, and another

in the vesicles of a Vaucheria. The well-formed species have a

single eye and a forked tail.

Notommata lowjiseta has two setse in the position of the tail,

and several times longer than the body.

The Triarthrse have two eyes, and Triarthra longiset'j, has a tail, or foot, three times as long as

the body, and very long cirri also. It moves in a jerking manner, and is ^^th of an inch in length.

It cariies its ova attached to its -sides, and may exist in such multitudes as to colour the water a

milky white. Gosse has described Asplanchna briyhtweUi and A. priodonta. The females have

jaws with a single tooth and a single eye-spot, and they are without feet and the end of the intestine.

The males have neither jaws, pharnyx, nor stomach.

The family Floscularidse contains some very beautiful forms of Rotifers, but they are very

aberrant from the gi-oup as a whole. The body is elongate, and the tail or foot is long, more or

less imperfectly segmented and fixed. They are for the most part protected by a tube made up
of a gelatinous excretion of the body, and extraneous substances or pellets of their excrement.

The rotary organ is much modified, and is partly encased in some and is lobed in others, whilst in

POLYAKTHEA
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FLOSCILARIA TKIFOLUM.

many it consists of a host of delicate filaments placed ou a disc, \\bieh has, however, a circle of cilia on

its under edge ; or some tine tentacles may arise in a ring and be ciliated. Under all these conditions

the cilia and appendages can be withdrawn into the body by the longitudinal muscular fibres,

and also gradually everted. Moreover, the animal itself withdraws down its tube if disturbed, and

comes forth again to a certain extent. There are usually, but not invariably, a stomach and niastax,

And in nearly all there are eyes. In one set of genera the rotary organ is flexuous and extended,

;(nd has only one deep cut in it ; and in the genus Megalotrocha the alimentary canal is singularly

developed, and there are two eyes. In another group the

rotary organ is entire, the genus Ptygura being the type.

The genus Floscularia has the lobes of the rotary disc three

to six in number, has a tentacle-like proboscis at the side, and

the cilia on the rotary organ are of two kinds, some veiy long

and excessively slender and comparatively motionless, and otheis

very small and not readily seen at the base of the long ones

on the inner side of the lobes. The number of lobes \arieSj

>ind five or six are commonest; they are thickened at the fiee

margin. All the species make tubes of a delicate gelatinous

secretion, and live on the surface of the leaves and t%vigs of

water-plants. Melicerta ringens is a beautiful species of its

genus, and is frequently found on water-plants, especially on

Potamogeton n-ispus. The rotary oi'gans are four-lobed, and the

bodies are each in a tubular cavity.

The young are very interesting on account of then

having a circular pre-oral disc, and two eye-spots, besides a

second circle of cilia behind the mouth. Their shape, and

this distribution of rings of cilia, cause them to resemble the

larvaj of Annelida, and ally the class Rotifera very definitely with the Vermes. The genus

Lacinularia has a bilobed rotary organ deeply incised ventrally, and there is a double crown of

cilia. The individuals of a well-known species {Lacinularia socialis) unite, and i-emain fixed in the

midst of a gelatinous environment.

Limnim ceratophylli, a form resembling the last somewhat, has only two lobes to its rotary organ,

liut its shell gets dark with age, from its collecting foreign bodies on it. It is a very typical form.

The genus Stephanoceros has five tentacles, instead of lobes of the rotary organ, and they ar8

ciliated. It uses them to clasp its prey, and the body is attached by the base to a transparent

carapace. The length of Stephanoceros eichhornii is -^-gth of an inch.

The genus CEcistes probably comes into this family, and one species which has been studied by

Mr. Hudson makes pellets of its fseces, and piles them up gradually as a wall to its gelatinous tube.

In considering the classificatory position of the Rotifera, the segmented condition of the body, the

presence of a water system and perivisceral cavity must be remembered. The nature of the mastax and

the rudimentary organs of special sense, the method of locomotion of some, and the tube-making of

others should not be forgotten. And when these very characteristic peculiarities of the Vermes are con-

sidered, with the fact of the resemblance of some immature free-swimming Rotifers to the ciliated larvae

of some Vermes, the propriety of placing the class in that great group must be admitted. The

Rotifera are not Infusoria, for their ova undergo a development not noticed in that group. Some

minute worm-like animals, with a rounded head and ten or eleven segments, the last of which is

forked, which belong to the genus Echinoderes [Dujardin), seem to link some of the Rotifera to the

lower Crustacea. They are marine, have no limbs, but the body segments have paired setfe, and tho

head has recurved hooks. The nervous sy.steni is a single ganglion, and has eye-spots on it. Moreover,

a Rotifer of the genus Pedalion {Hudson) has jointed setose appendages.

CLASS NEMATHELMINTHA.—THE ROUND AND THREAD WORMS.
A host of worms, mostly parasitic within man and the lower animals, and a few leading a free

life, belong to this class. All have cylindrical unjointed bodies, which are, however, marked with rings.
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or they are filiform, and narrowed at each end, and funiisheJ witli papillse, or stylets, on the anteiior

extremity. The sexes are separate. The class is divided into two orders, the Acanthocephala and the

Nematoidea, and in both there are no rudimentary organs of locomotion, such as false feet, and it is only

in rare instances that setae capable of moving are found. Usually the skin is thick and the muscular

system within it is highly developed, so that these worms wriggle, twist, and move in a sei-pentine

manner with gi-eat vivacity and persistence. Within the muscular layer is the viscej'al cavity which

contains the blood and the digestive and reproductive organs. There are no special organs of circula-

tion and respiration, but there is a nervous system, and there is a tactile power in the front of the

body, especially when there are papillse developed there. Simple eye-spots and eyes have only been

noticed in the non-parasitic kinds. Great diversity exists in the shape of the digestive organs, and in

one order they are absolutely deficient. The excretory organs exist, and are various in their shape

and distribution. In almost every instance the sexes are in different individuals, and the egg may
produce a worm like the parent, or a form which has to undergo metamorphosis of very strange

kinds, one part of the transformation taking place inside one animal, and the other in a second

and different kind of unwilling animal host. The parasitism of most is constant, but in some a

liost is frequented at one time only, of the life of the parasite. The parasitism is of a nature

deserving the name, and the worms live in their unwilling host, and exist by absorbing its juices.

The Acanthocephala, or Thorn-headed Worms, ha^ e a genus whose name is explanatory of the

principal peculiarity of the order.* They have a projecting trunk or proboscis which is armed with

hooks ; the body is ovoid and oblong or cylindrical, and

has neither mouth nor digestive organs. The tnmk is

used to fix the worm, or to enable it to penetrate the coats

of the intestine of its host. The nervo\is system is com-

posed of a ganglion with large cells, which give forth a

nerve to the proboscis and another to the body ; but

there are no sense nerves. The species of Echinorhynchus

are frequently parasitic within Invertebrata in their first

stage of metamorphosis, and within Vertebrata in their

second, and become perfect there. Thus eggs containing

embryos are excluded, and these e.scape in the form of

little elongate bodies armed in front with temporary

hooks. They live in the water free, and are swallowed

by, or penetrate from without, thro<igh the tissues into

the digestive organs of small Amphipod Crustacea.

After a while they cling to the tissues of the stomach

and intestine of the Crustacea, and penetrate them,
^
^"Bc^T^K^^VHr."^"on^:;:'^Tartraia g^^ing into the cavity beyond. There they loose their

ciiloiged), c, Eo&s or DO (tnlaijcci) [);(« Buil ] hooks and undergo a metamorphosis, becoming round or

elongate things which might be called nymphs. If the

Crustacean should happen to be swallowed by a bird or fish, the Echinorhynchus is not killed, but it

escapes from the prey and fixes on to the mucous membrane of the digestive organs of the swallower,

and then attains its perfect form, living by taking in, through its skin, the nourishing juices of the food

of its host. This process of development may be considered one of alternation of generation. Examples

are very common. Thus one kind of Echinorhynchus affects the Water Flea (Ganimarus ]}ulex), and

this is swallowed by the fresh-water fish, and another kind gets into the food of waterfowl, and

becomes parasitic within it.

ORDER NEMATOIDEA.f
The Tliread Worm group ar.e round worms, with a long, fusiform, or filiform body. They are

mostly parasitic, and visually have a mouth, a swollen gullet, and a straight digestive canal. The
cylindrical l)ody, generally very long for the width, has papillae on the front of the body around the

mouth, and sometimes sharp pricks and hooks, or a style in the interior of the buccal cavity. There

is often a very muscular, dilated phai-ynx, and there may be a granular substance in the spaces left

* Echinorliynchus, + Greek, ncina, a thread.
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by the muscular fibres or glands. Tlie cliitinous tube of the pharynx may have longitudinal

projections called teeth, but the office of the gullet is that of a sucker or tube. In some Nematoidea

the intestinal canal, in part or wholly, undergoes retrogressive development during the parasitism.

The skin, more or less tough, and often striated across, is formed of several layers partly composed of

fibres, and rests on a soft, finely

granular tissue with nuclei.

Beneath this is a musculo-

cutaneous envelope with flat

and fusiform muscular fibres.

The surface of the skin may be ixtestixal can.il of a nematoid. (.After Gojenhm

covered with ridges, tubercles,

spines, or hair, and moulting takes place in the young. Some Nematoidea have eye-spots, at the

end of the body, with or without refracting bodies in them. Most have the sexes separate, and

usually the males are smaller than the females.

Of late years much attention has been paid to a very remarkable Nematoid parasite which has

been called Trichina spiralis by Owen. Gritty particles were found in human muscles, by the late

Mr. Hilton, F.R.S., of Guy's Hospital, who recognised them as the results of parasites. Sir James

Paget, when a student, first determined the existence of the minute worms which produce the

gritty parts ; and Robert Brown, the botanist, assisted, by lending his microscope to the now
distinguished surgeon. In the year following. Professor Owen described the worm scientifically, from

•specimens sent him by Mr. Worniald, Paget's colleague. Leuckart discovered the history of the

parasite, tracing it to its source and method of propagation ; and Zenker explained the symptoms of

infected men, and detected the young in the act of migration.

The worm was named from its very commonly being seen in a capsule, rolled up in a spiral shape.

When mature and able to reproduce its kind, and therefore fully developed. Trichina sjnralis is

minute, and the male is about
yV*-''' ^nd the female ^th of an inch in length. The body is

rounded and filiform, usually slightly bent upon itself, and

is rather thicker behiiad than in front. The head is narrow,

finely pointed, unarmed, and has a simple central, minute,

oral opening. The tail of the male has a bilobed end sur-

rounding the vent. The female is stouter than the male,

bluntly rounded posteriorly, and the reproductive outlet is

placed far forwards. The eggs measure y^Vijtli oi an inch

from end to end. As observed in the muscles of the human
body, the Trichinae are young, not mature, and are spirally

coiled worms in the interior of small oval cysts, which are

scarcely visible to the naked eye. They measure y^th of an

inch in length, and -i-iath of an inch in breadth, and often

are gritty from the presence of salts of lime. Sometimes

they are not thus encysted, and they measure ^^t^ of an

inch in length, and -j^otli o^ an inch in breadth. The history

of the life cycle of the worm is as follows :

—

The mature and reproductive Trichina inhabits the

intestinal canal of Mammalia, including man, and its life

lasts from four to five weeks, and they attain their full

THicinv V NiiKAU'. development and ability to reproduce on the second day of
B, worir

,
n hi a a, w, riu

.
^

ik d np ill cai «iik or cyst In
^j^^^^^ introduction to their locality. The eggs of the female are

hatched, as it weie, >\ithni hei uterus, and produce minute hair-shaped embryos there, and there may

be from ten to fifteen thousand of them. The embryos are expelled from the body of the mother

whOst in the intestines of the victims, and they soon drill their way through the mucous and muscular

tissues of the parts, and then, traversing even serous membranes, get into the muscles. There

they assume the form known as Trichiiia spiralis. The importance of the discovery of this series of

changes is great, for it is clear that if the Trichinae can be kept out of the digestive organs of an
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animal, it cannot suffer from the painful and dangerous disease which is set up by the young worms, as

they grow to a certain life-stage, in the muscles. And, moreover, the only manner in which the

Trichina; can get into ;he digestive system is by their being swallowed alive, with pieces of improperly

-cooked muscle in which they are encysted. Men are infected by eating badly-cooked pork, the pig

happening to suffer from the presence of the worm in its muscle.s. Leuckart stated that, as a rule,
" swine obtain their Trichinje from rats, to which latter we also, as natural bearers, have to convey
them." Cobbold has shown the stupendous number of Trichinae an animal may have within its

muscles at one time, and he proved that 80,000 were in an oimce of pig's flesh belonging to an animal
part of which had been unfortunately eaten, and had produced an epidemic.

The " Whip Worm "* has a long filiform neck two-thirds of the length of the whole body, and the

surface of the skin has, on one side, a longitudinal band of minute wart-like papillaj. The Whip
Worms infest the CKCum and the upper part of the great intestine

or colon, and many thousands have been found in the human
subject.

Cobbold describes the wonderful story of the life of one of the

species t of the genus Filaria, and notices that tlie body of it is

like a hair, uniform in thickness, and that the head has a simple

circular mouth witliout papillw. The neck is narrow and about

one-third of the width of the body, and the tail of the female is

single, bluntly pointed. They are three inches and a half long and
j^th of an inch broad. The eggs are about yo'oo*^ °^ ^^ '^ch

in length, and the embiyos derived from them are ^'^oth to ^-gtla

of an incli in length.

The embryos were first discovered in human urine, and
Cobbold got eggs and embryos from a man from Natal whilst

searching for the parasite called Bilharzia. In 1872 Dr. Lewis

found these microscopic v.'orms in the human blood, described

them, and gave the species the name of Filaria sangvinis homini.

In 1876 Dr. Bancroft found the eggs in the blood, and discovered,

subsequently, the mature form already noticed, and observed that

immense numbers of minute living ones are passed from its

body.

Dr. Manson, in 1878, found the immature or embryonic

Filaria m the .stomach of Mosquitoes which had sucked the blood of

man, and probably also that of birds. The female Mosquitoes, after

gorging themselves with blood, repair to stagnant water to deposit their eggs, and during the four or

•five days thus occupied the FUarise within undergo remarkable changes. Subsequently they become

more fully developed, and escape from the Mosquitoes into the water, and may be drunk by man.

The largest known Nematoid Worm is called Eustrongyliis gigas, the male measui-ing a foot and

the female more than three feet in length. The breadth of this huge worm is half an inch at the

thickest part. Tliis worm is known to occur in a great variety of animals.

The Guinea WormJ is a Nematoid measuring from one to six feet in length, and having the

thickness of one-tenth of an inch. The body is cylindrical, and has a pointed tail and a convex head,

with a central moutli surrounded with papillie. The body of the female encloses a prodigious number

of hatched embryos when she is mature, and they may have the ojjportunity of escaping from their

liuman host from the sores produced by the adult. The embryos escape into water and become

parasitic in the small Crustacea of the genus Cyclops, and undergo a change of skin and subsequent

gi-owth. This condition of larval development lasts about five weeks, and when the larv« become

perfect they may be accidentally drunk with the Cyclops by men and animals.

The Thread Worm,§ which is so frequently a parasite of children, also affects old people. The

male worm, according to Cobbold, measures one-sixth of an inch, and the female from one-third to one-

FILARIA BANCROrTII (Aftci CollhoU.)

K femalL (n«( st e] B beadaudntck c im\;
fret eral)r\o k Lgff with trabrjo F, Lgtrwi
mulbero cita\age of iolk

Trichoccphalm dispar.

J Lh'acunculits medinensis. (Cobbold.)

f Filaria banc

§ Ox!/m-is vermiculai-is.
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half of an ineli in lengtli, and tlie lattt'i- has along hair-liko tail witji a tliree-pointeil end, the tail of

the male being blunt. The body is fusiform, and the fiont cud is narrowed at the truncated head,

which is sometimes rendered very conspicuous by a bulging of the transpai-ent membrane which
surrounds the mouth. Tliis lias three papillse around it, and leads to a triangular oesophagus. There
is no doubt tliat the worm is introduced in the form of an egg. The worms live in the cajcum, which is

their proper position. They stray to the lower bowel and produce irritation there.

Several species of Ascaris are parasitic within children and adults, and aftect monkeys, horses,

dogs, pigs, bears, oxen, mice, birds, and marsupials. The species infecting man and the pic are

sometimes identical, and this is the case in the example which must be taken as the type. The lar"e

round worm, which measures from four to six inches in length in the male, and from ten to fourteen

in the female, is at first sight not unlike a pale Earth Worm. They are

narrowed at each end, and the body is elastic and marked by numerous

fine cross striations. This Ascaris lumbricoides is usually found

solitai-y or iii small numbers in the upper and middle part of the

small intestine ; from 100 to a 1,000 have been found. They wander

into the stomach and are cast forth, or they may get up into the

nostrils and escape. They may make their way through the coils of

the intestine into the cavity of the body, producing inflammation and

abscess. " '""""'

The Lung Worm* is often fatal to calves, and a closely allied species attacks lambs. The eggs

and embryos of the Lung Worm are found within the common Earth Worm, which swallows them
mechanically, with its food of soil. Cobbold placed some of these embryos, or larvae, as he calls them,
which he got from an Earth Worm, on to the fronds of watered ferns, and he noticed them increase in

size and organisation. Doubtless the parasites escape in due time from worms, and are devoured by
their next hosts with their vegetable food. They do not go into the stomach, but pass into the

broncliial tubes and set up much and often fatal irritation. A Strongylet affects the stomach, however,

^
and they are found in the fourth

stomacli and duodenum of Australian

sheep especially. The Palisade Worm
of the horse is a Strongyle,| and is

remarkable for the severe injuries it

does its host in its passage through the

tissues. According to Leuckart, they

pass into the body of an ii,termediate

bearer before entering the stomach of

the horse. From the alimentary canal

they pass through the tissues and enter

the blood-vessels, causing aneurism, and
thence they seek to regain the intes-

tinal canal, where they arrive at sexual

maturity. It is during their migratory

ctibi-ts that they give rise to dangerous

s} mptoms, not unfrequently causing the

death of yearling foals.

One of the Nematoids allied to the

Sti-ongyles§ has the male with a tail,

surrounded by a ring or crown of fine, lancet-shaped flaps connected together by a delicate web.
Probably these worms have something to do with hog cholera, a disease of the pork-producing
districts of the United States. The gapes of fowls and other birds are produced by worms in the
trachea or main air tubell and the disease may be cured by careful operations.

The so-called grouse disease depends on more than one worm parasite, one of which is a Strongyle.H

. lieaU aud oc

Stroniiylm micrurus.

§ Stephanurus deniatu

t Stronriylus contortus.

I
Sehrostoma syngamus.

X Strongylus armatus.

% Stfongylvs pcrgracilU-
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The genus Mermis has species which are parasitic within Insecta, and at a certain time they

make their way out, by perforating their hosts, and hide themselves in the soil. They there reproduce,

and the embryos are born viviparously and pass some time in the ground. They wander in search of

an insect host, the caterpillar of a Tinea, or Moth, for instance, which they penetrate by means of a

sharp stylet, that is hidden within the head when not used. Mermis nigresceris emigrates en masse

out of insects, during hot weather, and being found on the ground in great numbers, gives rise to the

popular belief that " it rains worms." After this emigration, the embryos live in the pharynx of a

Planai-ia. The Humble Bee (Bombus terrestris), and others of the genus, are the unwilling hosts of a

curious worm, one-fifteenth of an inch thick and an inch long, white in colour, blunt at either extremity,

and covered with knobs, about 800 in number. Tliis worm is the female of a species of Sphajrularia,

and the male is 28,000 times smaller than the female, and is permanently attached to her. Another

family of these Nematoidea contains the genius Gordius, the embryos of which have a mouth,

and are found within the bodies of carnivorous water insects. They penetrate outwards and get

into the water and become sexually mature. The embryos coming from their eggs penetrate the

larvse of water insects, such as those of Tipulidse and Ephemeridse, wliere they become encysted.

Then the carnivorous water larvae and beetles swallow the others, and of course take in the parasites

which rupture their cysts and live free in the visceral cavities of their bearers.

The Anguillulidaj are mostly non-parasitic Nematoid Worms, and some of them are knowii as

paste and vinegar eels. Others live in the mvicous secretions of animals, and some are dwellers in

mushrooms. One gives ri.se to a diseased condition of the wheat ear. The young are liatched from

eggs laid by the parent in the ear, and they become encysted. When the wheat dies down, tlie

larvse are set free and wander on the moist earth until they meet with some young wheat plants, up

which they creep and lodge themselves in the developing ears. Here they become sexually mature,

and nourish themselves at the expense of the inflorescence.

OEDER CH.^TOGNATHA.
Allied to the last-mentioned family of the Nematoidea are the species of the genus Sagitta, which

are associated in this order. They are long transparent worms with a .special mouth armature

and pectinate fin-like feet, jilaced horizontally at the sides of the body, and their i-ays united by a web.

The head is distinct, and has two sets of hooks which simulate jaws on each side of the mouth. Tliey

.swim freely in the sea, and live on small Crustacea.

CLASS PLATHELMINTHA.—THE FLAT WORMS.
These are the most lowly organised Vermes. Many are parasitic within animals, and some live

in mud or in water, hiding under stones.

They are divided into three orders, of which the first is that of the Cestoidea,* or Tape or

Ribbon Worms.

The Tape Worms, which are parasitic within many vertebrate animals, including man, live in tlie

intestinal canals of their hosts, and are readily recognised by their long, flat, many-jointed bodies,

narrow and small heads usually armed with hooks and suckers suited for clinging on, and

gradually narrowing tail end. Some genera have species of enormous length, which consist of hundreds

of joints or metameres behind the head, and others have the head and a hinder part not jointed and of

no great length. None have any digestive organs, the nutritious juices of the host passing into the

worms through their delicate integuments ; and no special organs of sense exist. In the Tape

Worms, both long and short, the head or scolex divides during growth behind more or less into a

joint or metamere, which is called a proglottis, and in this last the reproductive organs are

developed, there being none in the head itself. As growth proceeds, the successive joints are given oft'

from the back part of the head, so that a long chain of them is produced, the oldest metamere being

that at the tip of the tail. All tliese metameres can produce ova. After a while, the time depending

upon the maturity of the egg-producing apjiaratus, some of the metameres break off and are set free

from the rest of the worm, wliich still grows on as before. The growth of the metameres from the

back pai-t of the head is thus a kind of budding, and as each metamere, when detached from the

* Greek, testes, a ijirdlc.
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worm, continues to live until the ova are expelled, it is an uitermediate state. The scolex or head is

a kind of nurse ; it is asexual and buds metauieres, which are reproductive. The eggs produced

within each of the metameres are numerous and too large to escape, except by rupturing the tissues

;

they may escape from the host, included in the metamere when this becomes separated, and the escape

may be witli the evacuations of the animal, or the metamere may move out by its own activity.

Under both circumstances the metamere has a power of indejjendent movement, and creeps slowly from

tlie dung on to all kinds of moist substances, such as stalks of grass, leaves, and vegetables. In this

vase they are eaten, with tlie vegetable matters, by vertebrates. Sometimes the metamere falls into

water, where it bursts, and the eggs are cast forth and are drunk by animals. Arrived in the stomach
of their new host, the metameres are more or less digested, and the eggs are diflused there, or some-

times imperfect digestion may occur, and the brood may reach the small intestine. In some instances

the eggs may be set free in the host by rupturing the metameres, and if they are then expelled

there is a chance of their being eaten or driuiken and getting into the stomach and intestine of

a second host. The so-called eggs have tough shells, and the embryos within are totally unlike

their parents. Tliey are globular naked vesicles, the largest being 0-05 of a millimetre in

length ; they have a cuticle, and either six, or four, microscopic booklets on their anterior ex-

tremity, with which they will, if they have the opportunity, bore inwards into the tissues of

their future host.

These embryos are capable of motion, and under the influence of warmth and nourisliing

juices around them begin to migrate. Each brings the central pair of booklets together like a

wedge, and thrusts and twists them into the mucous membrane of its host. The other hooks move
backwards, and finally the parasite reaches a small veiji belonging to the portal system. By the flow

of blood it is carried into the liver and can go no farther. Or it may get into other blood-vessels and
be carried into the general circulation, and be deposited at last in some organ, such as the brain or in

the skin. The little vesicle with its hooks may grow in the blood-vessel, which may form a cyst

around it, or the parasite may penetrate the vessel and get into the tissues of the body, and a cyst

will enclose it there.

Then a new growth occurs within the vesicles, and Ijy a process somewhat similar to budding, one
or numerous bodies resembling the heads (or scolex) of a Tape Worm are developed. These, if they

escape by the death of the animal, or by its being eaten by others, will become Tajje Worms in the

clevourer. Thus the mouse, eating dirty substances, gets an embryo into its

body, and the cat eats mouse and embryo; and tlae new growths within the

la.st escape as the mouse is digested, and produce Tape Worm in the cat.

Or the part of the embryo which is covered witli the hooks becomes developed

into a larger body, and has suckers and hooks differently arranged.

The embryo from the egg, which thus becomes encysted in the tissues of

a vertebrate animal, is termed then a Cysticercus, and it forms one stage of a

disease, producing " measles " in pork, for instance. The Cysticercus Iseing

swallowed by another verteVjrate, the fore part of it, or the scolex, becomes

the head or asexual part of a Tape Worm. Sometimes the cyst of the

embryo grows to a considerable size, and then the scolices which bud from its

inside are called Echinooocci, and the cyst is a hydatid.

These Echinococci are, however, the product of a Tape Worm which

infests the dog and wolf, and the eggs, by some means or other, are swallowed
by men and animals and develop tlie truly dangerous hydatid disease of

the liver and other organs. This Tape Worm belongs to the genus Tsenia

and to the species T. echhwcoccus.

Another species of Twnia, or Tape Worm, which is the Beef Tape Worm,*
has the head without any coronet of hooks. It varies from fifteen to twenty-

three feet in length, and the metameres, some hundreds in number, have the sexual organs fully

developed in the 450th. The Cysticercus of this worm forms measl&s in oxen, and the scolex of

course has no hooks. The Beef Worm is found in man, and calculations have shown that it may
* Taenia mediacaneUata,
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grow at the rate of seventy-two millimetres a day, and that thirteen metameres may be proJucetl La

the same time.

The common Pork Tape Worm,* common in the intestines of man, looks like a long, soft, white,

jointed thing, which, when alive, elongates and contracts readily. The scolex, or liead, is armed with

hooks and suckers, and the metameres present water channels, one on each side, and joined abo^•e and

below, besides egg glands and a uterus centrally placed and branching, and also the male elements. The
embryo scolex forms the pork measle, and, being eaten by man,

turns into the common Tape Worm of the intestines.

A Cysticercus lives in the mouse, and it produces Ta-nia

crassic.oUa in the cat. The cause of the death of many sheep is a

hydatid in the brain, called Coenurus cerehralis, and this, when
eaten by the dog, produces Tania coenurus in its intestines.

The genus Bothrioceplialus contains foreign and Irish Tape
Worms. Its segments or metamei'es do not separate individually

so as to become independent organisms. It is a broad worm, at-

taining twenty-five to seventy feet in length and an inch in breadth,

and there may be 4,000 joints. In the genus Tetrarhynchus four

proboscis-like tentacles exist, thickh' set with booklets, retracted

near the suckers. The shorter Tape Worms (genus

C'aryophyllus) do not have the metameres separable,

and the head, or scolex, pi-oduces one only, which carries

the reproductive organs.

ORDER TREMATODA.

£-d"
"

f fc€ These worms, many of which are called Flukes,

ii'^?~k-»i rm are flat, ra>ely oylindrica!, often bladder-like, broad,

elongated creatures ; they are not jointed, and are fre-

quently leaf-shaped, and they have no vent.

The Trematoda are parasitic within or outside

animals, and whilst some grow from large eggs, laid

about the localities frequented by the parent, into the shape of the adult, others present the phe-

nomena of alternation of generation, complicated by curious metamorphoses. These last kinds come

from very small eggs which have got into water or damp places, and are at first very minute, con-

tractile embryos, sometimes ciliated, and which endeavour to settle on some animal or other, ordi-

narily some of the Mollusca. This stage is that of the ciliated embryo. The ciliated embryo's office

is to get on to a host ; it then loses its cilia and becomes stationary on its host, and then gives

exit to a cylindrical sac-like object, which has two lateral prolongations close to a tapering tail. At
this stage of growth the parasite is called the Redia, and it has a mouth and a simple intestine, but

no other organs. Within this bag-like Redia a process of budding goes on, each bud becoming a

creature like the parent of the ciliated embryo in shape ; but it is destitute of reproductive

organs, and is furnished with a long flat tail like a Tadpole, by which it is propelled after the escape

from the Redia. At this stage they are called Cercarise. They burst forth, and, after a free-swim-

ming existence, penetrate the body of .some animal. They drop their tails and become encysted in

the tissues. Finally, they assume the adult form and develop reproductive organs within, out of:

which pass the eggs. The Redia acts as the " nurse," and the Trematode may pass through life by

inhabiting two very different animals, after coming forth from that inhabited by the parent. The

stages vary in diflTerent genera, and, a.s a rule, the first are passed in invertebi-ate and the last in

vertebrate animals.

The first sub-order of the Trematoda is that of the Distoma, with not more than two suckers?,

without hooks, and their Redise and Cercariae live principally in Mollusca.

Distoma hepatictan and D. hnceolatum are species which have been found in the human liver. The

first-named species also bears the generic title Fasciola, and is very common in the Ruminantia, and it

* Tania solium.
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produces the "rot." The effects of allowing flocks of sheep to graze on low pastures, during con-

tinuous wet weather, are unfortunately too well known. The animals take in the parasite with their

grass, or accidentally consume Mollusca which contain

them.

In the genus Araphistomum the ventral suckei is

close to the posterior end, and is deep. The species ii<

found in tlie frog, ox, elephant, and many other aniniaK

The next sub-order or division of the Trematoda is

that of the Polystoma, which are furnished with seA n 1

suckers, the hindmost of which often have hooks Th \

are parasites on the outside of animals. The eggs ii

large, and there are no metamorphoses as a rule Ii

Diplozoon, two Polystoma are found united so as to foim

an X-like creature, and the hinder extremity of exih

is furnished with two rows of quadruple suckers

OEDER TURBELLARIA.

These are lowly organised flat worms, which ma\ be

ribbon-shaped, leaf-shaped, or oval, broad, or long They

live free in watei-, and on land, are predaceous, and they

liave a mouth with or without a proboscis, and a simjjle

or ramifying digestive tube. The skin is ciliated, and

is highly sensitive. There are eye-spots and rudimen^aiy a > x iii mature (o/tn- ai ncharO); d, cminyo cn/(er

organs of hearing in some. The anus is present in some,

but not in others. The nervous system consists of two ganglia placed in the anterior part of the body ,

branches are given off, and a longitudinal cord extends backwards, and in some there are the

rudiments of ganglia. In some Turbellaria the limits of the digestive tract are not distinguishable,

and the food finds its way into a mass of internal cells. All have water- vessels which open externally

by one or more pores, and are ciliated ; and also "pseudo-hsemal " vessels, consisting usually of a median,,

a a dorsal, and two lateral trunks, which unite in front and behind.

The walls of these vessels are contractile, non-ciliated, and their

contents are clear and uncoloured. One sub-order, the Nemertina,

has ciliated grooves on the anterior part of the body, on the floor

of which is a nervous structure. In most the embryo passes by

insensible gradations into the form of the adult, and in some

there is a metamorphosis. There are three sub-orders, the Ehab-

doccela, the Dendrocoela, and the Nemertina or Rhynchoccela.

The Rhabdoccela are the simplest forms, and have a flat body

with cylindric-d or rod-shaped digestive organs, without a vent.

They are carnivorous and suck the juice of small worms and ento-

mostraca and insect larvae which they envelop in a secretion. One

family, the Opistomidas, has a proboscis, coloured eyes, and;

calcareous particles connected with hearing. The family Convolu-

tidfe are long flat worms with chlorophyll in their tissues, and

one of the species is a very active dweller between tide-marks in

England. It swims well, yet it has no special senses. The

Dendroccela have a ramified intestine, and the long flat body has a

proboscis. The Land Planarians have eyes, no tentacles, a pro-

bo.scis, and a narrow body. They are found in the United Kingdom and generally in Western and

Central Europe. They have been found in America, and on continental as well as on oceanic islands.

Moseley states that they are nocturnal in their habits, and shun the light, getting \inder leaves.

Some contain chlorophyll, and seek the light but die in the sunshine. They eat small snails, worms,

and flies. An American kind secretes a mucous thread and suspends itself in the water, and another
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lets itself down from the leaves by one. The Marine Planaria are found swimming in an undulating

manner on the surface of the ocean, where they seem to live free. Darwin described one in 1844.

Moseley describes them, in the East Indian Archipelago, as swimming in a lively manner. Others

collect on the Gulf Weed ; such are the Stylochidie, which have two small tentacles with eyes on

them and on the head also. They swim in a I'apid sinuous manner, and attack their prey at once.

In this group the young undergo a metamorphosis, and in one stage greatly resemble a Rotifer.

The Nemertina are long, worm-like, proboscis-bearing, and marine ; they have brittle bodies and

a straight intestine with lateral CEeca. The body is very extensile, and they live under stones, avoid

light, and hunt their prey.

The Sea Long Wonn (Linens lomjissimus) is fourteen feet long and only two to four lines broad.

The eggs of these give foi-th ciliated embryos, and they gi-ow into a helmet-shaped body with a tuft

of cilia. Certain cells enclose the digestive canal and give rise to a worm-shaped body—the future

adult form. This fact links the group to the Echinoderms.

Worms lived in the geological ages, and certain markings in the old rocks are attributed to

them. Trails and tracks of the Errantia, such as are termed Nereites and Phyllodocites, are found

in the Silurian rocks. The horny jaws of the Errant Annelida have been found in the Palaeozoic

formations, and largely in the upper Silurian of Wenlock. Burrows of worms occur in the Cambrian

and Silurian age, such as Scolithes and Arenicolites, and the casts or the fsecal matters of Annelida,

are frequent in many rocks. Tubicolar Annelida of the extinct genera Cornulites, Ortonia, Ser-

pulites, Spirorbis, Serpula, (fee, are found from the Silurian to the latest geological deposits, but

the genera usually became extinct with time, the last two still existing.

Class Annelida

Gephtrea

CLASSIFICATION.

TYPE VERMES.

Sub-class Ch^topoda

„ Hirudinea

Nemathelmintua .

Plathbliontha

( Order 01igocha?ta.

I „ Polychfeta.

!„ Gephyrea Inei-mia

,, „ Armata.

Tubicola.

, Family Philodinidae.

1 „ Brachionidse.

J „ Hydatineae.

^ „ Floscularidie.

( Order Nematoidea.

( ,, Chietognatha.

r „ Cestoida.

\ „ Trematoda.

I. „ Turbellaria.

P. Martin Bunc\n.



THE PRICKLY-SKINNED ANIMALS (ECHINODERMATA).

Position of the Echiimlermata in the Animal Kingdom—Characters distinguishing tliem from the other iJa,(/i«Jn—Subdivisions

of the Group—The Limestone Skeleton : its Various Forms- The Digestive Tube—The Nervous System—The Blood-

vascular System—The Water-vascular System—The Body-cavity and its Contained Corpuscles—Tlie Various Forms of

Echinoderm-larva;—Direct Development of some Echinoderms in the Southern Seas —Distribution of the Group in

Space aniT- Time—The JJrfiinoroo—Structure and Habits of Starfishes, Ophiurids, Urchins, and Holothurians—The

Trepang fisheries of the Tropical Seas—The Crinoldea- Structure and Mode of Life of a Feather-star—Tlie Paleozoic

Criuoids, Cystids, and Blastoids.

The Marine Invertebrata known as Echinodermata* owe their name to the prickly nature of their

skin, which is usually more or less thickly set with spines and granules of limestone. Such animals

are the Sea-urchins, or Sea-hedgehogs (Fig. U), the Starfishes (Fig. 1), Sand-stars, Brittle-stars

(Fig. 11), Feather-stars (Fig. 19), Sea-lilies (Fig. 18), and the Sea-cucumbers (Fig. 17).

°
The Echinoderms constitute one of the three great groups of animals which were

associated by Cuvier under the name Radiata, The especial characteristic of this division of tlie

animal kingdom is the arrangement of the various organs of the body in a radiating manner around a

central axis, iii which the mouth is placed. The

bilateral symmetry, so apparent in the Artindata

and in the bivalve Mollusca, is not visible at

first sight in such animals as a Starfish, a Sea-

anemone, or a Jelly-fish. The younger stages of

all these creatures, however, exhibit a more or

less evident bilateral symmetry (Figs. 2-5, 7);

and this is sometimes quite distinct in the adult

animal (Figs. 1, 11, U, 19), for a median plane

can be found, with the parts of the body which

lie on either side of it disposed symmetrically in

relation to it. The body of an Echinoderm is

also far more complicated in its structure than

that of a Polype, or Jelly-fish. The digestive

apparatus is entirely shut off from the body-

cavity, and there are two separate systems of

vessels ramifying through the body, which are

either completely independent of the body-cavity,

or only communicate with it by special openings.

On account of these and other striking ^ig 1 -istkopecten luKEOiLUiis, a common bkitish mik-
, . . . , -,, , . , rlSH, SLIGHTLY REDUCED.

features in their organisation, the Echinoderms
,„_ ^^^ madreuonte.

were removed from the Radiate type by Leuckart,

a proceeding wliich has met with almost unanimous acceptance among European naturalists. But

the resemblance between Echinoderm larvje and young Ctenophora is adduced as one amongst other

reasons (by some American zoologists) for affirming that the type of Radiates constitutes an inde.

pendent division of the animal kingdom, containing three " equivalent classes—Echinoderms, Jelly.

fishes, and Polypes.

On the other hand, there are considerable resemblances between certain Ecliinoderms, both larval

and adult, and some of the lower worms ; and after Leuckart's removal of the former from the

Radiate type, they were thrown, together with the Wheel-animalcules, Tape Worms, Fluke Worms,

&c., into one group—the Annuhida,\ the name of which indicated the worm-like (Annelidan) afiinities

of some of its members.

Fui-ther investigation has shown, however, that this arrangement is not a satisfactory one, and

at the present time the Echinoderms are regarded by most zoologists as forming a distinct primary

division of the animal kingdom. Its chief subdivisions are indicated in the following Table.

* Greek, edtinoa, hedgehog ; derma, skin. t Latin, annulus,i\ ring; Greek, cWos, form.
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STJB-KINGDOII ECHIXODERMATA.

( * Asteioidea

* Ophiuroidca

ECHIXOZOA i

y Holothuroidea

I

Crinoidea

Pelmatozoa { CijittoideiT.

Order,

t
Ophiurida
Astrophytida
Tttltpchino'ideti

Desmosticha
ClypeastrMa
Petalosticha

Apoda .

Pedata .

Elasmopoda
Talaocriiioidea

Ncocrinoidea

Astropecten, Solastcr, Goniastar.

Ophiura, Ophiocoma, Ophiothrix.

Astrophvton, Gorgonocephalus, Eurvale.

rn!,ec/ii>ii>s. ArclueiHidaris, Meioni'A.

E^llinu^. Cid.ni-. Asthenosoma.
C'lvp' ii.-t. r. Jl> llita, Echinocvam'ji.
.Spataii-us..Brissiis, Pourtalesia.

.Synapta, ('liirudota, Molpadia.

Elpidia, Deima, Ilyoda-mon.
Aclinocriiiiis, Ci/ntlweriiiKs, Fluli/ciiiiiis.

Pr-ntacrinus, Comatula, Apiocriniis.

G/i/plD.tp/ianitcs, Echiiiosplirerites, C'nrij-

I Bhfloidm . . Piiitnmites, Grniialocrbius. Codoilir.

The names of orders and genera which are extinct are printed in italics.

Exclusively marine animals, the Echinoderms remove limestone from its solution in the sea-

water, and build it up into a skeleton of very varied shape and of very different degrees of complexity.

This skeleton is least developed in tho Sea-cucumbers, or Ho'othuroidea* (Fig. 17). The .skin of

tliese animals is vei y tough and leathery, with little limestone plates scattered about on it. Occasion-

ally, however, the plates are more developed, and overlap one another so as to form a continiiou.s

covering all over the body (Psolus). Certain Sea->n'chins (Ec/iinoidea^) are also in the same condition,

the body retaining its flexibility, but being at the same time protected from injury by its coat of mail

{Asthenosonia\\). In most of the Urchins, however, the body is enclosed in a shell, or "test,' which

is composed of numerous limestone plates, firmly united to one another by their edges, and supporting

spines of the same substance (Figs. 14—16). Besides this external skeleton, there is also more or less

of an internal skeleton, in the form of arched plates, pillars, or radiating partitions within the test.

Five pairs of arched plates, which are known as attriculce'^ (Fig. 15), are of esj)ecial importance, as

they occupy a very definite ])Osition with regard to the vascular trunks that radiate from the oral

centre. In the Starfishes and Brittle-stars they are represented by a double series of more or less

arched limestone pieces, which form an internal skeleton in each arm, and are called the ambulacral

ossicles (Figs. 9, 13, ao). The skeleton of an Urchin, then, is almost entirely external, while that of

the Starfishes and Brittle-stars is chiefly internal ; but in both these classes, and especially in the latter,

there is also an external skeleton of limestone plates, vhich bears s])ines, and is sometimes very

considerably developed (Figs. 9, 11). Yet another form of skeleton is met with among the Crinoids.**

The successive joints which make up the arms of a Sea-lily (Fig. 18 ; Fig. 20, Br.), although practically

external, a'.-e of a different nature from the pieces forming the test of an Urchin (Fig. 14), for they

occupy an exactly contrary position with resi)ect to the vascular systems. Neither do they correspond

to the ambulacral ossicles of a Starfish-arm (Fig. 9, fro), although these, together with the test of the

Urchin, are not altogether unrepresented in the Crinoids.

The digestive tube of all Echinoderms is distinct from the general cavity of the body. It may
be of considerable relative length, and make complicated windings within tliis cavity, as in the

Urchins, Holothurians, and Crinoid'i (Fig. 16, t ; Fig. 20, o) ; or it may be a short bag, without any

other opening than the wide mouth, as in the Ophiuridsff (Fig. 12) ; or lastly, there may be a short

p,nd straight tube in the vertical axis of the body, with lateral extensions into the arms (Fig. 9, pc), as

in the Starfishes.

The nervous system consists of an oral ring (Figs. 12, 20, nr), from which radiating cords

proceed along the primary divisions of the body (Figs. 9, 12, 13, 21, n). Both the ring and the

radial nerves originating in it are in very close relation to the celluiar covering of the oral surface of

the body, which is specially modified where the nervous tissue underlies it. This tissue consists of

closely packed fibrils and minute cells connected with them; but there is no special arrangement of

• Fort

t A--
of reference these two groups together are often spoken of as the Stellerida.

iiin of the Asteroidea is still a desidemtum.
"I : ridos, fonn. *f Latin, diminutive of nio'is, ear.

Uiiiog; cidos, form. ** Greek, krtnon, a lily ; cidos, form.

.V .vk ; soma, body. ft Greek, ophtg, a snake ; o«ra, a tail ; eidos, fonn.
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the latter into ganglia, the mimite structure of the oral ring being identical with that of its radial

extensions. But although anatomical investigation fails to reveal the presence of a brain, or even of a

"anglion, yet the result of physiological research is to indicate that the oral nervous ring is the seat of

a centralising influence, which proceeds outwards from it, and regulates the movements of the tube-

feet—organs of which more or less use is made in locomotion.

Immediately within the oral nervous I'iiig is an annular blood-vessel (Figs. 10, 12, 20, ob), from

which radiating trunks extend (Figs. 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, b). It is connected with a more or less

complicated network of vessels, wliich surrounds the digestive apparatus (Fig. 20, ib). In most

Echinozoa* it also communicates, by means of a bundle of vessels that run nearly in the vertical axis

of the body (Fig. 10, cp), with an aboral blood-vascular ring (Figs. 10, 12, ab), from which vessels

(Fig. 10, (jv) proceed to the genei-ative organs. This vascular bundle (Fig. 10, cp) was formerly

regarded as a heart, and has been described as performing rhythmical contractions. This, however, is

very doubtful ; while some a<ithors go so far as to say that the organ in question is merely a gland

with an excretory duct, which opens upon the aboral surface of the body, and is unconnected with

any portion of the vascular system, f

The .special feature in the anatomy of the Echinoderms is a set of tubes which communicate with

tlie exterior, ana serve tlie purposes both of respiration and of locomotion. It is known as the water-

vascular system, and consists of an oral ring (Figs. 12, 20, wr) and radial extensions (Figs. 9, 12, 13,

20, ivr), like those of the blood-vascular system, which lies immediately external to it. The radial

vessels give off numerous lateral branches, which enter contractile processes of the body-wall, the tube-

feet, or tentacles. In the Crinoid.'!, which lie on their backs, with their mouths upwards, the tentacles

are exclusively respiratory in function. But most of the Echinozoa live mouth downwards, and the

tube-feet are used in locomotion. They are, inconsequence, often spoken of as "the ambulacralj

feet," while the whole system of water-vessels is called the ambulacral system. In most Echinozoa

its communication with the exterior is effected by a tube which starts from the water-vascular ring,

and opens on the surface of the body by a sieve-like plate, the " madreporite "§ (Fig. 1, m). This

water-tube, as we will call it, is sometimes known as the sand-canal, or stone-canal, on account of the

limestone deposits in its walls. It lies close to tlie central plexus, and is bound up together with it

in the same membranous sheath.

In most Holothurians and in the Crinoids there are one or more tubes depending from the

water-vascular ring, and opening into the body-cavity, which communicates directly with the exterior

(Fig. 20, wl) ; and as far as can be judged from the conflicting statements of different natuialists, these

are the only Echinoderms in which there is a direct communication between the body-cavity and the

exterior. Protoplasmic corpuscles of different kinds are dispersed in the fluid which it contains.

Some resemble the white corpuscles of the blood of a vertebrate animal, while others exhibit more

active changes of form, and put out long thread-like extensions of their substance. The body-cavity

of an Urchin or Holothurian also contains granular masses, which are coloured with a brown substance

that contains iron, and changes its tint under atmospheric influences, so that it is probably connected

with the process of breathing. This function, however, is mainly performed by the water-vascular

system. It contains minute red corpuscles, tinged with haimoglobin, the oxygen-carrying material

that colours the corpuscles of our own blood, and has also been detected in that of Molluscs, Crustacea,

Insects, and Worms. The cilia lining the water-vessels keep up continual currents in their interior,

and the circulation of the corpuscles which is due to these currents is increased by the contraction of

the walls of the water-vessels, and by the continual 'notion of the tube-feet or tentacles, whether they

be used for locomotion or not.

The sexes are di-stinct in most Echinoderms, and the fertilised ova generally pass through a

complicated process of metamorphosis before assuming their adult form. They are hatclied as

uniformly ciliated free-swimming embryos, which gradually acquire a digestive tube with two

openings. The cilia become restricted to one or more transverse ridges (Fig. 7), and the larva passes

* Greek, ecliinos, hedgehog ; znon, animal.

t These statements are probably erroneous. They are based almost entirely upon the results of injections, which are

nuuh less likely to give .accurate results than the study of continuous series of thin sections tlirougli any organ and the

structures connected with it.

J Latin, ambidacruni, a place for walking. § Etym., pierced with small holes, like the corul known as madrepore.
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from the spherical condition into one -which exhibits a very complete bilateral symmetry. Portions

of the primitive digestive tube become cut off from it, and form closed " vaso-peritoneal " cavities

(Figs. 2, 4, G, «)), which develop into the body-cavity and the water-vascular system of the mature
Echinoderm. The latter system acquires a communication with the

exterior by a water-tube, which opens on the dorsal surface of the body

by a " water-pore " (Figs. 2, 6, wp), that eventually becomes the madre-

porite of the Echinozoa.

)
The forms assumed by the fully-grown Echinoderm larvae are very

various. In the Urchins (Fig. 2) and Ophiurids (Fig. 3) the dorsal region

of the larva is produced into a sort of conical hump, while the ventral

face becomes much excavated, and its edges are produced into four pairs of

•ilender processes, or arms, which are symmetrically arranged around tlie

mouth (Fig. 2, in). These arms are suppoi-ted by a framework of lime-

stone rods, which has somewhat the appearance of an inverted painter's

easel, and is exclusively characteristic of the Urchins and Ophiurids. It

has nothing to do with the .skeleton of the mature Echinoderm, coming

nito existence before this makes its appearance, and disappearing as it

.ittains its full development. The ai-ms open and shut like the ribs of

an umbrella during the movements of the larva, which is generally

known as a "Pluteus." This name was given to it on account of its

fancied resemblance to a painter's easel.

In the Crinoids, on the other hand, a somewhat complicated skeleton

makes its appearance at a very early .stage of embryonic life, the whole

or greater part of which passes directly into the skeleton of the adult.

Fig 2—PLtTEis LAKvi OF THE But in the larvae of Starfishes and Holothurians there is little or no

;«!rf^«), B^EN'^x^iLoMfE'"""* provisional skeleton; and the rudiments of the skeletal system of the

m, mouth a, anus wp Mator pore < r «idult do not appear till the later stages of larval existence. The two

ciliated bands at first encircling the Starfish larva gradually extend

themselves, until they enclose nearly the whole of the npper and lower

halves of the body, so as to form two large crescentic sliields.

The larva in this condition exhibits complete bilateral sym-

metry, and is called "Bipinnaria."* Loops now appear in

the outlines of the oral and anal shields, and gradually increase

in length, so as to develop into a number of long slender

movable arms, which stretch out from the larval body in

various directions, bending and twistmg in the most gi-aceful

manner, as they are not supported by limestone rods (Fig. 4).

The continual play of these ai-ms not only assists in the loco-

motion of the larva, but also produces currents in the water

which set towards its mouth. This stage of the Stai-fish larva^

is known as the " Brachiolaria "
;f and the development of the

adult Echinoderm from it or from a Pluteus takes place

entirely at the hinder end of the larval body. Rudiments of

tentacles appear on the growing water-vascular ring, which is

situated at the left side of the larval stomach, while the first

traces of the permanent skeleton show themselves on its right

side, near the dorsal pore of the water-vascular system. The ^^S- 3-—?'«'"" l>'"-''1oxus, the .M>y.4scED
'

.
-r

_

•'

_
LARVA OF AN- OrHIVKID, WHICH CONTAINS

remainder of the larval body gradually shrivels up and dis- the kcdime.nts of the disc and kadial

appears, its substance going to feed the growing Echinoderm. skeleton of the adult, togetheh with
m, . . ,, , . °_. °, ... ° °_, ,.,. THE LIMESTONE FHAMEAVOUK THAT SVPPORTS
Ihis IS well shown m Fig. 4, which represents a Brachiolaria the akmsoftheilutevs. (Afta-J.MiUler.)

with the Starfish disc developed at its anal extremity, some

of its arms having been already absorbed A similar process goes on in the case of the Pluteus

-'* Latin, his, twice
;
pitiiut, a feather. f Latin, hrachioUnn, diminutive of hmchiam, an arm.

%vdtti,^a8culal 1 {Alter iletacHmkof I
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larvM (Figs. 2 an'! 3). The young Urcliiu or Ophiui-id gradually encroaches upon the Pluteus to

such an extent that it forms an essential part of the body, the arms and rods seeming to be mere

appendages, which ultimately disappear altogether.

The development of the young Holothurian from its larva is much simpler tlian that of the other

Echinozoa. There is but one continuous longitudinal ciliated band around the bi-

lateral larva (Figs. 5, 6, c), instead of two, as in Bipinnaria ; and this does not throw

out long processes, but only becomes deeply sinuated. Certain parts of tlie sinuated

portions of- opposite sides become united together, while other's are obliterated, so

that the larva, which has become barrel-shaped, is surrounded by a number of trans-

verse ciliated ring.s. These in their turn disappear, the body of the larva elongates,

and tentacles appear i-ound the mouth, while the water-tube usually loses its connection

with the exterior by the dorsal pore (Fig. 6, wp), and depends freely from tlu

water-vascular ring into the body-ca\-ity, into which it opens. But the amount ot

metamorphosis which the larva undergoes is not considerable, as it has no appendage

to be resorbed into the body of the adult.

There is still less metamorphosis in the development of a Crinoid. The cilia,

which appear at first over the whole sui-face of the embryo, become restricted, before

it is hatched, to iowv transverse bands and a tuft at its hinder end (Fig. 7), while

the embryo becomes slightly curved, somewhat like a kidney-bean. In its concave

fiurface, which is turned downwards, is the single opening of its digestive canal,

corresponding to the anus of a Bipinnaria. The larva gradually increases in length,

and delicate limestone plates make their appearance near its front end, arranged in

two cross-rings of five plates each. The plates of the lower ring, which are called the

basals, rest upon the top joint of a short stem, composed of delicate rings of limestone.

At this stage the larva has the form of a bent club or rod, with an enlarged head,

which becomes the body of the future

Crinoid. The permanent mouth appears in

the centre of the upper ring of plates, which

are consequently termed the "orals." They

are gradually carried away from the cup

formed by the basals by the appearance,

between the two rings of plates, of the

rudiments of the arms, which grow outwards as rapidly

elongating processes. The advanced Crinoid larva is known
as a " Pentacrinoid " (Fig. 8, b), owing to its resemblance

to Pentacrinus* one of the Sea-lilies. The development of

a Crinoid is thus much more direct than that of a Starfish

or Urchin. There is no metamorphosis, and either the

whole of the larval body passes directly into the adult, or

the stem is discarded, and the cup with the arms attached

leads an independent existence. This is the case with the

Feather-star (Fig. 19), which separates itself from all but the

top joint of its stem, and anchors itself by little clawed hooks,

or cirri, that appear upon this joint (Fig. 8, b; Fig. 20, ci).

A still more direct mode of development occurs among

most of the Echinozoa of the Southern and sub-arctic Seas,

which produce no fi'ee-swimming ciliated embryos at all

But the young develop directly, either within or upon the

body of the parent, where they are protected until sufficiently

advanced to look after themselves. In Urchins, Starfishes, and some Holothurians, the nursery or brood-

pouch is outside the body of the parent. In some Urchins, for example, a kind of open tent is formed

in the neighbourhood of either mouth or anus by the approximation of two or three rows of spines. In

• Greek, pente, five ; krinon, lily.
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a large Stiirfish dredged by the Challenger in the Soutliera Seas, a sort of tent is formed in the middle

of the upper surface of the body, which consists of five membranous valves supported by spines.

These valves can be raised or drawn together so as to form a low pyramid ; and the eggs pass directly

from the ovaries into its cavity, where they assume the form of young

Starfishes, without previously passing througli the Bipinnaria and

Brachiolaria stages. In another species the spines covering the back

have flattened heads, which tit closely together, so as to cover in

the arcade-like spaces left between their shafts. The young develop

within these spaces, eventually pushing their way out by 'forcing the

' spines aside. A similar nursery is formed on the back of a South Se.>

Holothurian (Psolus) by the apposition of the heads of mushroom-shaped

plates ; while in another species from the Falkland Islands there is no
special nursery, but the young come to be packed into two continuous

fringes adhering to the two rows of tube-feet along the back, which are

imperfectly developed, and are not used for locomotion. In one South

American Holothurian, however, the young are jirotected within the

body of the mother, one individual having yielded sixteen j'oung one.s

measuring J-^ in length. In the viviparous Ophiurids, the nursery,

though internal, is not a portion of the body-cavity, but a pouch which

opens externally and projects into the body-cavity, serving also at the

Ew same time as a breathing apparatus. There are usually ten of these

^•^ pouches, though as many as fourteen have been found in one individual^

each containing three young Brittle-stars.

Echinoderms are to be found in all parts of the ocean, whether

.
,: in polar, tropical, or temperate regions, but they are most varied and.

on the whole, most abundant in the shallower waters of the troijical

le batliymetrical range, extending from between tide-

ks to some of the greatest depths explored by the dredge, where they are

chiefly represented by the Ophiurids. There are certain foims in each class

which are especially characteristic of the abyssal depths, and have a very

extensive distribution. Thus most deep-sea Hohjtluuians belong to a very

remarkable section of the group, the Ehismvpn,!,,;- wluch look singularly

like nudibranchiate Mollusca. The Stalked C'rinoids arc also characteristic of

the greater depths, some of them being the last survivors of a large and

important group {ApiocrimisA) which flourished in the Mesozoic Seas. Similarly,

the more prominent abyssal forms among the Sea-urchins are chiefly those

which have a flexible test {Asthenosoma), instead of a shell of immovable

plates. They belong to a very singular group, which was believed to have

become extinct afte;- the deposition of the white chalk. Among the StarBshes

and Ophiurids, again, the same generic typr^s inhabit the great ocean depths in

all parts of the world ; but they are not so interesting in their palseontological

relations as the Stalked Crinoids and the flexible Urchins.

Fossil Echinoderms occur in most of the stratified rocks from the Upper

Cambrian upwards. Certain Palsozoie limestone beds are almost exclusively

composed of crinoidal remains. The Stalked Crinoids were most abundant

during the Pateozoic period, during which the CystidsJ and Blastoids§ also

flourished, to become extinct at or before its close. But the free Crinoids

{ComatuJaW) are probably more abundant at the present time than in any previous geological i>eriod.

Starfishes are among the eariiest known Echinoderms, and appear to have gone on increasing in

importance from the Cambro-Silurian period until the present day. Little is known of the fossi?

* Greek, claimo, to move ;
pc^s, fool. T Greek, apion, a pear ; Vrinon, a lily.

+ Greek, kustis, abladiler; cidos, form. § Greek, hlastos, a bud ; cidos, foiTO.

11
Latin, ci)»ia, hair; and the obsolete form, lulo, I bear.
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Oplduritls, wliicli coininence with the same period. The Urc)iins are re))resented in t!ie Lower Silurian

Ijv a single aberrant foi-ni, hut more ajipear in the later Paleozoic beds ; while the Mesozoic and

Tertiary rocks contain a great variety of types. Fossil remains of the soft-bodied Holothurians are

naturally rare, but they can be traced as far back as the Carboniferous period.

The Echinoderms fall into two very natural groups: viz., (1) the Echiuozoa, including the

Urchins, Stellerids, * and Holothurians, all of which crawl about by the aid of their tube-feet, with

tlie mouth downwards or at one end of the elongated body ; and (2) the Pe/matozon,f or Stalked

JCchinoderms. In the latter group the dorsal region of the body is jiro-

duced into a stalk, by which the animal fixes itself with its oral surface

upwards (Figs. 8, 18). In the Feather-stars, which form the majority of

recent Crinoids, the stalked condition is a temporary one (Fig. 8), the

body eventually detaching itself from the larval stem, and settling down on

its own account, though still in the same relative position, i.e., with its

oral surface upwards (Fig. 19). Nearly all the fossil Crinoids were

stalked, as were also the extinct Blastoidea and Cystoidea, though a few

sessile forms are known.

Among the Echinozoa, the Stellerids are those of which the anatomy

is most completely known ; and as the members of the two classes to whicli

this name is applied resemble one anotlier in very many respects, it will

be convenient to take them as the starting-point of our investigations

into Echinoderm structure.

(1) Asteroiflea.* The body of a Starfish is usually somewhat flattened,

and either pentagonal in outline or more or less stellate, in which case it is

said to consist of a central disc extended into five or more arms (Fig 1)

Its shape is maintained by an internal skeleton of limestone joints (Fig

9, ao). This is covered, though not closely, by a tough leathery skin, in

v.Jiich are embedded gi-anules and plates of limestone, many of them

bearing spines. Some of the spines, which are known as paxilliB, assume

the form of a stem with an expanded brush-like end (Fig. 9, pa.r). The

mouth occupies the centre of the under surface of the body, and a deep

groove, the "ambulacral groove," proceeds from it along each of the aims

( Fig. 9, etc/). This groove is nearly filled with the tube-feet, or tentacles

(Fig. 9, t), which are connected with the ambulacral or water-vessel,

situated in the middle line of the arm (Fig. 9, w), and are largely used

in locomotion. Appended to each of the lateral branches of the witei

vessel that proceed to the tube-feet is a minute muscular water-sac, oi
j^ s-i nf i !\ h m %

ampulla, § by the contraction of which water is driven into the tube toot i t\\

so as to expand it. The tube-feet themselves are also contractile, and when

several of them which are attached to any object by their terminal suckeis
" '

are made to contract, the result is that the body is slowly drawn tow uds
^ ^^^)|^

tlie fixed point. Other tube-feet are then distended and projected forw irds

to take fresh hold farther on, while those previously fixed are detached by \\atLi enttuu^ them from

xlie ampuUse, and so tne movement goes on. The radial water-vessels all communicate with an oial

ring provided with water-sacs, the " Polian vesicles," || which are similar to those in the aims, but do

the same work on a larger scale. They are attached to the water-vascular ring between the oiigins of

the radial trunks ; and the single water-tube which communicates with the exterior by the madreporic

plate (Fig. 1, m) occupies a similar interradial position. It is enclosed in a common sheath with the

centi-al plexus of the blood-vascular system (Fig. 10, cp), which unites the oral blood-vascular ring (ob)

with the aboral ring (ab), connecting the ten genital and the two gastric vessels ((/v; pb). Radial

vranks (Figs. 9, 10, b) proceed outwards from the oral ring beneath the water-vessels, and send minute

* /^tin, itcUa, a star ; Greek, eidjs, form. + Greek, ctsieVy a star ; eidos, form,

t Gii.dk, pelma, a stalk ; zoon, animal. § Latin, ampulla, a flask.

II
Named after PoU, the anatomist who discovered them.
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brandies to the successive tube-feet (Fig. 10, b^f). External to the blood-vessels are the radial nerves

(Fig. 9, n), communicating with an oral nervous ring, and sending off vei-y minute tentacular branches.

Each nerve terminates at the bent-up extremity of the arm in a pigmented spot, containing clear

lens-like bodies, and serving as an eye. Close

to it is tlie terminal tentacle of the arm, which

has no sucker, but is excessively sensitive, and

appears to be a very delicate organ of touch.

The mouth leads by a short gullet into a

wide stomach, tlie lower part of wliich is pro-

duced in the direction of the rays into live

large sacs with folded walls. Above the origins

of these sacs the stomach suddenly nan-ows, and

then enlarges into a pentagonal cavity, from tlie

angles of which five forked tubes extend into

the rays. Each fork is the stem of a long tree-

like mass, wliich is formed of dense branches of

from four to six pear-shaped follicles, all con-

nected with the central stem. These pyloric

cseca, as they ai-e called (Fig. 9, ;)e), are sup-

posed to represent the liver of the higher animals.

«° ' The pentagonal cavity into which they open leads

i""

"

I into a short tubular intestine, that usually ter-

minates in a minute anal poi-e, situated near the

centre of the aboral face of the body. Breathing is carried on partly

by the tentacles of the water-vascular system (Fig. 9, t), and partly

by thin-walled tubular processes of the external skin (Fig. 9, br),

which are ciliated internally, and are in direct communication with

the body-cavity ; so that a free interchange of gases can take place

between the water which they contain and that wliich bathes their

external surface.

The paired genital glands are situated interradially at the junction

of the body with the arms, into which they extend for a greater or

less distance (Fig. 9, on). Each gland is divided into a number of

berry-like clusters, which communicate with the exterior by one or

more genital pores. These are either situated in the angles between

the arms, or, in the case of the more elongated glands, upon the a.-ms

theni.selves (Fig. 9, gp).

The internal skeleton of each arm consists of two longitudinal

series of plate-like joints, the "ambulacral ossicles" (Fig. 9, a o),

which lean against each other in the middle line above, so as to form

the sides and roof of the ambulacral groove {ag). Between each

ossicle and those in front and behind it are small pores, produced by
the fitting together of notches upon the front and back faces of the

successive joints. The branches from the i-adial water-vessels (w) to

the tube-feet (t) pass outwards through these pores. The lower

ends of the ossicles abut against a series of short and thick

" adambulacral plates" (Fig. 9, ap), wliich form the edges of the

gi-oove, and usually bear spines (sp) ; while the sides of the arms are

protected by a variable number of lateral or marginal plates, also

bearing spines (Fig. 1). In some cases also there is an external skeleton of well-defined plates on the

upper surface of the arms, but there is generally only a mere network, more or less regularly arranged,

and bearing clustered spinelets, or paxilla; (Fig. 9, paa:).

Attached to some of the larger .spines, and in the intervals between them, are numerous little

Fig. 10.—DIAGRAM OF THE BLOOD-
VASCULAR SYSTEM OF A STARFISH.
(After H. Lniwig.)

cp, central iilcxus; x, its dorsal extremity:
(tb, ahoral tilood-v.ascular ring ; gv, genital
vessels : pb, gastric vessels ; oh, oral Iilood-

!i, radial blood-vessel ; V. its
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Hexible stalks, each terruiuating in a pair of pincevs. These are opened and sliut by special muscular

tibres, and are in a state of continual movement, twisting about, and snapping at minute things which

come in their way. They are known as "pedicellai-iaj,"* but their precise functions are not very

clear. It has been suggested that they may perhaps act as scavengers, catching up particles of dirt

from the surface of the body, and casting it off into the surrounding water.

The Starfishes are excessively voracious animals, feeding indifferently upon shell-fish, crabs,

Anemones, worms, and all kinds of carrion. Oysters and other bivalves have but little chance i

them. The Starfish enfolds the shell with its

arms, and protrudes the lower portion of its

stomach through its mouth and between the

valves of the shell, until it can seize upon the

body of its unfortunate occupant. Little by

little the great stomach is pushed fai-ther and

fai-ther out of its own body and over that of

its prey, until at last, if the oyster be a large

one, the pouches are withdrawn from the rays,

anil the Starfish is substantially turned inside

out. This work of destruction is sometimes

can-ied on by a number of Starfishes interlacing

their arms together, so as to form a ball, which

••oils about in the water with the clams,

oysters, or other shell-fish in the middle of it.

Stiu-fishes are thus very dangerous enemies to

tlie cultivation of oysters. In some places they

are so abundant as entirely to prevent any

oysters growing at all. The damage done by

them on the coast of the United States, between

Cape Cod and Stateu Island, is estimated at

over 100,000 dollars yearly. They sometimes

invade the oyster-beds in enormous hordes, coming quite suddenly at intervals of a few yeai-s.

8uch an invasion came to Providence River, Rhode Island, United States, about the year 18G0, and

caused a loss to the oyster-growers of 150,000 dollars. At another locality 2,500 individuals were

.speared on an oyster-bed in two days.

When . Stai-fishes were first discovered to be enemies to oyster culture the captured ones

were torn across and thrown back into the sea, though not to die ; for Starfishes, like all

Echinoclerms, have a considerable power of reproducing lost parts, a smgle arm having been known to

j^row up into a new Starfish. Consequently, ins-tead of diminishing the pest, the above method of

jirocedure would tend to directly increase it, two or three new enemies being made out of every

captive. Now, however, the oystermen hand theii" captures over to the gardeners, by whom Starfishes

are much valued as manure. The common Crossfish {Asterias nibeiis) is largely u.sed for this purpose

on both sides of the English Channel, and also in the Eastern Counties. This species is also known as

Five-fingers, Five-fingered Jack, and the Devil's-fingers or the Devil's-hands, these latter names being

used upon some parts of the Irish coast, where a Starfish is looked upon with superstitious dread.

(2) 0})hiuroidea. The name of • this chiss is derived from the three Greek words : oji^Ais, snake,

oura, tail, and eidos, form, and refers to the external form of these creatures (Fig. 11). They have

longish serpent-like arms attached to a relatively small and usually rounded body or disc, to which the

viscera are confined. The top and sides of the disc generally bear plates or scales of various sizes :

and they are often more or less covered with limestone granules, spinelets, or even with gi-oups of

.spines. The precise mode of arrangement of the plates on the top of the disc varies in diflerent

species ; but five pairs of plates, known as the " radial shields " (Fig. 11, rs), are always present, though

not always visible. Each pair corresponds to the base of one of the arms or rays, one jilate lying on

either side of the ray, not far from the edge of the disc. This is usually, but not always, notched foi:

_

* Latin, diminutive o; ;)C'i!CcH««, a louse.

Fig. 11 -COMMON BRITTLE-STAR (OpliiotUris fmrjUis).
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two-fold function has been

In a living Ophiurid a

Fig. 12.—DIAGKAM ON A LONGITIDINAL SECTION TIIUOLGH THE DISC

AND AN ARM-BASE OF AN OPHIUKID. (After H. Ludwi^.)

an into the arm ; ct, con-

the aim-bases, that dovetail, as it were, into the disc, and ave visible on its under side, sepai-ate(l

from one another by groups of regularlj'-arranged plates, which converge towards the central mouth.

Each arm-base is separated from the plated interradial areas at its sides by slit-like openings, which

are usually single, but occasionally double. These are known as the genital slits, and lead into thin

walled pouches at the sides of the rays,

to which

assigned.

double current of entrance and exit is

visible around these genital slits, its

cause appearing to lie in the alternate

expansion and contraction of the disc ;

and the pouches thus seem to serve as

a kind of internal gills, or breathing

apparatus. The water which enters

them brings in oxygen, which it ex-

changes for cai-bonic acid with the

water in the body-cavity through the

thin wall of the pouch, and then goes

^ out by the return current. The

ovaries of the Ophiurids open into

these pouches, and the ripe ova may either be carried out through the genital slits by the efferent

currents, so as to undergo their larval metamorphoses independently of their parent, or they may
remain within the pouches, and undergo a direct and more rapid development, as has been mentioned

above.

At the inner angle of each interradial area on the under surface of the disc is a plate known as

the " mouth-shield " (Fig. 12, ms). Between each of these and the mouth is a complicated arrange-

ment of plates, constituting what is called an oral angle (Fig. 12, oa, ta, (fee). At the apex of this

are a number of short flat processes, the palece angulares (Fig. 1 2 pa), while its sides bear numerous

smaller processes, the " mouth-papillse." These serve as strainers, keeping foreign bodies that are

not wanted for food from entering the stomach. The palefe angulares probably serve much the same

purpose, though they are often spoken of as teeth. They have, however, little or no crushing power,

as there is usually hardly any room for any play of the oral angles to and from the central axis of the

body. The mouth of an Ophiurid is surrounded by twenty tentacles, two on either side of each oral

angle, which is pierced for their passage (Fig. 12, hf). These buccal tentacles, which are merely

the modified tube-feet of the two first arm-joints, are in a state of continual movement. They assist

the food in entering, and they also serve to clear away the undigested residue, which is ejected from

the mouth, as there is no second opening to the stomach. This organ (Fig. 12, g) is a wide-mouthed

bag, attached to the sides and top of the disc by bands of connective tissue (ct), and capable of a

certain amount of protrusion ; but there are no extensions of this simple digestive apparatus into tlie

arms, as there are in the Starfishes.

The plates making ujj the oral angles are rather thick, as compared with the height of the disc,

and the water-vascular ring lies in a groove on their upper surface (Fig. 1 2, wr). It communicates by

a short water-tube with pores in one of the interradial mouth-shields, which represents the madreporite

of the Starfish. Four Polian vesicles may also l)e connected with it (Fig. 12, p), one for each of the

remaining interradii ; but there are sometimes none at all, while on the other hand they may take the

form of numerous irregular blind tubes.

The blood-vessels and nerves have the same relation to the water-vascular system as in the Starfish.

The central plexus connecting the oral and the aboral blood-vascular rings is enclosed in a common
sheath together with the water-tube, just as in the Starfish. The aboral ring (Fig. 12, ah) lies

immediately beneath the radial shields at the base of each ray ; but it dips down in the interradial

spaces alongside the genital slits, and rests on the mouth-shields, one of which is perforated by the

water-pores. Consequently the central plexus and the water-tube descend from the oral ring

instead of ascending, as they do h\ the Asterids.
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The arms of the Ophiurids are ratlier apjiendages to tlie body (Fig. 11) than actual portions of it,

as is the case in the Asterids (Fig. 1). The greater part of each arm is formed V)y a central bony
axis, which is composed of successive joints, and tills up almost the vvliole of the internal cavity of the

arm. Each of the quadrate axial ossicles (Fig. 12, a"; Fig. 13, ao) consists of two lateral halves,

wliich are united in its middle line, and represent the smaller and less-developed

ambulacral ossicles in the arm of a Starfish (Fig. 9, ao). The successive

ossicles are connected by pairs of strong muscular bundles, and articulate by
tenon anil mortice joints upon their terminal surfaces.

Corresponding to each ossicle of the internal skeleton are four supei-ficial

plates, viz., the "lower arm-plate" (Fig. 12, s- ; Fig. 1.3, /), the upper "arm-

plate" (Fig. 13, u), and two "side arm-plates" (Fig. 13, s). These plates are

often more or less covered with spines, as is shown in the specimen figurid

(Fig. 11). On either side of the under arm-plate, between it and the side

arm-plates, are openings by which the tube-feet reach the exterior. Each
opening is pi-otected by a little scale or scales, which may be upon the side

arm-plat«, or upon the lower arm-plate, or upon both. ^'?Kost7ECTmr"p°^x-
The tul)e-feet have less to do with locomotion ihan their fellows in the

Urchins and Starfishes, as they have no terminal suckers, but they are very

sensitive to touch. Their chief function is probably respiratory, while locomotion T™ i'<T'arn\pian. "^^''ffla^

is effected by means of the worm-like arms, which are capable of a very con- "rraciia^waUT^'S*"

siderable amount of lateral movement, though they cannot be bent to any great

extent. The Ophiurids are much more active than the Asterids, and of them the Brittle-stars are more

so than the Sand-stars, seldom remaining quiet for a moment, but keeping their arms in a state of

continual twisting movement. They also have a singular power of breaking their arms into fragments,

which are often flung away to .some little distance from the disc, new ones growing out from it

again after a longer or shorter interval, for the power of reparation which these animals possess

is very considerable.

Most of the Ophiuroidea have simple and undivided arms {Ophiurida, Fig. 11); but in the-

members of the order Astrophytida* the arms fork ten or twelve times, and the numerous branches

into which they divide interlace with one another, so as to form a sort of trellis-work all round the

disc. These creatures are variously known by the names of Basket-fish, Medusa-head Starfish, and

Argus.

The habitat of the Sand-stars may be gathered from their name, while the Brittle-stars are to be

found both on a sandy bottom and in the rock-pools on the shore. Many of them are very abundant

in the neighbourhood of oyster-beds and scallop-banks, and are largely preyed upon by the cod and

other fish, while their own stomachs are full of minute foraminiferal shells.

(3) EcMnoidea. The members of this class are variou.sly known as Sea-eggs, Sea-hedgehogs, or

Sea-urchins. Tlie last name, used as it often is without the prefix, is merely a corruption of " Oursin,"

the French word for hedgehog. This appellation is not bestowed without reason, the body of any

common Echinid bemg more or less globular and covered with spines. These spines are joinced on ta

knobs or tubercle,, which are borne by the closely-fitting limestone plates of the test or shell (Fig.

1 4, A, b). The tubercles do not, however, cover the whole surface of the test indiscriminately, but

they are chiefly disposed in five broad zones, which extend from one pole to the other. Alternating

with these are five narrower zones, which bear smaller and fewer tubercles, and are pierced with small

holes ari-anged in regular rows. Through these holes the Urchin extends its tentacles or tube-feet,

which are provided with terminal suckers, like those of the Starfishes, and are largely used in

locomotion, especially when the creature is climbing a steep slope. On level surfaces, however, the

spines are also brought into play, the animal advancing by a sort of tilting motion.

Scattered among the spines are pedicellarise, resembling those of the Starfishes, except tliat they

have three prongs instead of two (Fig. 14, C, d). They are said to be used in climbing for laying hold

of fronds of seaweed, and so enabling the Urchin to steady itself until it can make u.se of its sucking

feet. They are also employed as scavengers, those round the anal opening laying hold of the ejected

* Greek, aster, star
;
x>huton, plant ; eidos, form.
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mentioned, which are well shown in Fig. 15, a. Two other sets of accessory pieces connect tlie

pyramids together, and serve as attachments for muscles, the number of these organs which are

concerned in moving the whole lantern being thirty-live.

The teeth move concentrically arouiid the opening of the gullet (Fig. 16, as), which passes

upwards through the lantern, and is continued into an elongated digestive tube (Fig. 16, t).

This exhibits no differentiation into stomach and intestine, but is coiled spirally around the

interior of tlie test, to which it is attached by a mesentery. It is accompanied by two blood-

vessels, the one dorsal and the other ventral, which are connected witli one inother 1 y "n

extensive vascular network in its walls. The
, ,

ventral vessel arises from an oral ring, which

is situated, together with the water-vascular

ring, on the upper surface of the lantern.

It is probably (though we do not as yet know

with certainty) connected with an aboral ling,

from which the vessels supplying the genital

glands are given otf, and in which the dorsal

intestinal vessel may perhaps arise. The cen-

tral plexus is in intimate relation with the

wat«r-tube which descends from the madreporite ^ig ,o -ml« ,. n.D inte, lou or the i.isectld test op
to the water-vascular ring. This last usually thf pieple egg irchin (fthmKs Ut diw)

bears five Polian vesicles, and gives off the '";,^S!LV\,iaVeV'."o'ne o?'tb?"^icftsVfhrdeSi-,Ca^id- » SL*^^^^^
,. ,

, u • 1 1 J il •] J- 4.1
muscles; i>, ovary. l.A/ter Iledemam.) , .

uc u luc jaw

radial vessels, which descend the sides ol the

lantern, and then pass outwards beneath the arches of the auricles (Fig. 1 6, p, po). The bases of

the latei-al tentacular branches which they give off open into large ambulacral vesicles, just as in the

Stellerids. These radial water-vessels are accompanied by the radial blood-vessels and nervous trunks.

The latter start from an oral ring, which is not above the lantern a.s the vascular rings are, but is close

down upon the buccal membrane lying between the gullet and the tips of the teeth, which project

from the lantern. The tentacular branches of the radial nerves pass outwards through the same
pores in the ambulacral plates as the tentacles themselves, and also communicate with an extensive

nervous network, which penetrates the delicate membranous layei- surrounding the test, and furnishes

nerves to the pedicellariie and spines.

In most of the regular Urchins there are ten gills in the neighbourhood of the mouth. Tliese

are thin-walled ciliated extensions of the closed body-cavity, which protrude between the buccal

membrtine and the lowest plates of the test, and assist in the work of respiration. In the irregular

Urchins this function is exclusively performed by the water-vascular system, and some of the

tentacles are specially modified, becoming broad, flat, and somewhat lobed. These are often

spoken of as ambulacral giUs.

The genital glands of the Urchins are situated in clustei-s beneath the aboral portion of

the test, and commmiicate with the exterior by the pores in the genital plates.

All the Urchins are gregarious, and many of the Desmosticha inhabiting coasts that are

much exposed to the action of the waves protect themselves by hollowing out cavities in the

solid rock, even in granite. This is the case with the purple Egg-urchins of the English coast.

They chisel out the rock with their teeth by incessantly turning round and round, commencing
when young, and continually enlarging their prison to allow for the gi-owth of their test and
spines. The irregular Urchins, on the other hand, mostly prefer quiet sandy places, where they

can bury themselves.

(4) Holothxwoklea. Tlie Holothurians, which are also known as Sea-cucumbers, Trepangs, or

Beches de Mer, are the most worm-like and the least radiate in foi-m of all the Echinoderms.

They have more or less elongated bodies (Fig. 17) enclosed in a tough skin, which contains only

a comparatively small amount of calcareous matter ; and this (except in rare cases) never forms

a continuous armour of plates, but occurs only in the shape of scattered grains, which often

assume very definite and regular forms. There may, however, be a ring of limestone plates

axouiid the gullet, five of wliich have the same relation to the radial water-vessels as the auricles
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witliiii tlie test of an Urchin, and also serve tlie same purpose, viz., the attachment of muscles.

These organs are Jisposed iu live bands, which correspond in position with the radial nerves

proceeding from the oral ring. The mouth is at one end of the body, and the gullet leads into

a long and much coiled digestive tube of tolerably uniform width, which terminates in a large

poxicli or cloaca, at or near the opposite extremity.

Around the mouth is a fringe of branched tentacles (Fig. 17) connected with the water-

vascular ring. In a few species this ring communicates directly with the exterior by means of a

water-t\ibe opening upon the surface of the body. But in most

Holothurians the water-tube hangs down freely into the body-cavity,

and terminates in a sieve-like madreporite. One or more Polian

vesicles are attached to the water-vascular ling in the intervals

between the origins of the radial vessels, with which tube-feet pro-

vided with ampullfe are connected. In some forms {Ci<,cumaria) * these

tulie-feet are evenly distributed, and almost equally developed on all

the radial vessels (Fig. 17) ; but in others (Psoliis) they are confinetl

to three out of the five vessels, that are aiTanged in a flat sole-like

disc, on which the animal creeps. In the Flasmopoda the two lateral

vessels of this under surface are the only ones in the body, the

three remaining vessels being suppressed ; while in Synapf.a\ and its

allies there are no radial vessels at all, the oral ring and the tentacles

connected with it being the sole representatives of the water-vascular

system.

The blood-vascular system consists essentially of dorsal and ventral

vessels along the digestive tube, as in the Urchins. These are connected

with an oral plexus, from which the radial blood-vessels originate. But

17 —HoLOTHuiii IN (Cncu-
"° representative of a " central plexus" has yet been made out, except

a ptanci) WITH ITS BUCCAL in the Elasmopoda, in which the two extremities of the dorsal vessel

are united by a large contractile trunk.

Respii-ation is largely effected by the branched tentacles round the

mouth, which are connected with the water-vascular ring. The network of vessels on the walls of

the digestive tube seems to take part in the same work, water entering the intestine from the cloacal

pouch, which is capable of expansion and contraction. Connected with it in some Holothurians are

two branched tubular organs, the " respiratory trees" or lungs, through whic-h watei- can pass into the

bodyTcavity Vjy fine pores at the ends of the branches. The left lung may be in close relation with

the vessels of the dorsal intestinal plexus.

The Holothurians may attain a consideraljle relative size, some of them being a foot long, and

capable of extending to thrice that length. Locomotion is largely effected by the extension and

contraction of their bodies, wliiph are continually changing their form by the action of strong muscles,

botji longitudinal and transverse. Sometimes, indeed, the contractions are so forcible that the

creature throws out all its viscera through the cloaca, and lives for a time without them, until it can

make good the loss by growing a new set.

The English Holothurians live among seaweeds or in sand or mud, with the body concealed

and the tentacles exposed. They take a great deal of sand into their digestive tube, and tl;e intestines

of those which live in the neighbourhood of coral reefs generally contain fragments' of coral. When
the nutritious matter has been extracted from the coral or sand, the latter is passed out through

the cloaca.

The Trepangs of the tro])ical seas form an important article of food in China. About thirty-five

different varieties are enumerated by the Chinese traders, but only about five have any great

commercial value. In Fiji they are accounted " royal fish," and used only to be caught by command
of the supreme chief. Enough " fish " to till a three-bushel bag, when dried, may be caught in two

nights. The \-alue of such a bagful would be from twenty-five to forty shillings, according to variety

and the perfection witli wliicli it is cured. The process is effected as follows :—The viscera are

'

, .
* Latiii, citrumts, a cucumber. t Greek, st/naptos, joined together.

TWICE
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removed, and tlie "slugs" boiled for from ten to twenty nunutes. After being well soaked in fi'esh

water, the>' are arranged on frames in the curing-house. Here they ai'e smoked and dried by means of

ftres, for which trenches are dug beneath the frames. Four days are required for this curing, after

v/hicli the Trepang must be kept very dry, for it is remarkably hygrometric, and one damp slug will

spoil a whole bag. The final product is an uninviting, dirty-looking

substance, which is minced down by the Chinese into a sort of thick

soup, a favourite dish among many of the European residents in C'hnia

and the Philippine Islands.

(5) Crinoidea. The Crinoids differ altogether from the othc i

Echinoderms in their mode of life. Instead of crawling about mouth

downwards by the aid of tube-feet, a Crinoid remains more or le'-s

permanently fixed in one spot, either lying on its back, or growing on a

stalk with its mouth upwards. The Stalked Crinoids or Sea-lilies

(Fig. 18) are great rarities at the present day, though they weie

excessively abundant in the seas of some former geological periods,

their fossil remains being known as Encrinites or Stone-lilies. Then

structure, however, is fundamentally similar to that of the Feathei-

stars (Fig. 19), which we wOl now proceed to examine.

As in tha Echinoderms generally, there are five rays, which

correspond to the five ambulacra in the test of an Urchin (Fig. 14, \).

But each of these five rays may fork from one to seven times, so that

the number of arms may fall very little short of two hundred. In

those of English seas, however, such as the Pvosy Feather-star (Fig. Ut),

there are rarely more than ten arms. These arms are su])ported by an

internal skeleton of limestone joints placed end to end, and are closely

fringed with smaller jointed appendages—the pinnules*—which spring

from them like the Ijarbs from the quill of a feather. This feature

sutficiently accoaints both for the scientific and for the popular names

(Cof)iatida, Feather-star) of these animals.

Attached to the middle of the back of the Feather-star are a

number of little clawed hooks, the cirri (Fig. 20, ci), by which the

creature can anchor itself to stones and seaweeds. It detaches itself

occasionally, and swims about for a while with a peculiarly graceful

alternating movement of its arms, eventually settling down in its pre-

vious position, with its arms more or less completely extended. On
the upper surface of each arm and pinnule is a groove (Figs. 20, 21, ag),

which corresponds to the ambulacral groove on the under side of a Star-

fish arm (Fig. 9, acf). It is lined with cilia, which are in a state of

continual vibratory movement, so as to produce currents in the water,

that carry tiny food particles towards the mouth, \vhere the grooves of

all the arms meet (Fig. 19). The mouth may be either almost in the

centre of the body or altogether excentric (Fig. 20, m), as in some

Urchins. The whole of the coiled digestive tube is lodged within the

body (Fig. 20, o), no part of it extending into the arms. It terminates

in a tubular projection—the anal tube, the position of which depends

upon that of the mouth (Fig. 19 ; Fig. 20, at).

The body itself consists of two parts: viz., (1) the cup or calyx

formed by the skeleton, and (3) the visceral mass or disc, which is

supported within this cup. The bottom of the cup is formed by a more or less saucer-shaped

piece, the centrodorsal (Fig. 20, ccl). Soldered on to this in most Feather-stars are the five first

i-adials (Ej), which correspond to the ocular plates of the Echinoidea, The genital jilates of this

group are represented by the basal plates of the Crinoid larva (Fig. 8, A, 6), wliich in most Feather-stars

* Latin, diraiuutive of pinna, a f> ather.

Fig.' 18. STALKED CUIXOID 01

.SEA-LILY {Pmtacrinus injrillf

thmnsoni). NATURAL SIZE. (.A/te,

injnUe Thomson.)
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gi-adually disappear fvom the exterior of the calyx ; though in one rare genus and in most Stalked

Crinoids they are visible beneath the radials, alternating with them in position, and cutting them

off more or less completely from the top stem-joint.

Jointed on to the first radials, and attached to them by muscles, are the five second radials

(Fig. 22, R,), each in its turn bearing a third

or axillary radial (r,;). The outer face of this

is roof-shaped, and bears tlie lowest joints (b)

of two arms, which may oi- may not fork

again.

Immediately beneath the ciliated am-

bulacral or food-groove of each arm and

pinnule lies a nervous band (Fig. 21, n), and

deeper still, a blood-vessel {h), just as in the

groove on tlie under-side of a Starfish arm
(Fig. 9, H, h). Beneath the blood-vessel is

the water-vessel (Fig. 21, ««),• wliich gives off

side branches to the tentacles (t). These are

delicate tubular organs, which are situated at

the sides of the food-groove, and correspond

to the tube-feet of the Starfish (Fig. 9, t).

Not being required for locomotion, tliey are

essentially breathing organs.

Tlie water-vessels of the arms unite into

five trunks which communicate, like those of

the Starfish arms,witha ring-shaped vessel (Fig.

20, wr), situated in the lip around the mouth.

There is, however, no such direct communica-

tion between this vessel and the external water as is efi'ected by the stone-canal or water-tube of

the Echinozoa. But water is able to ent«- the body-cavity by innimierable small tubular openings

in its walls, the

water-pores (Fig.

20, IV p). These

are lined by cilia,

all working in-

wards ; and, on

the other hand,

the water-vas-

cular ring is in

free communica-

tion with the

body-cavity by

means of delicate

ciliated tubuli

—

the water-tubes

(Fig. 20, wt), 9"

the open ends of

svhich hang down
into it, and thus Fig. 20.

establish an in-

direct communi- 'jnmts'

cation between
JJ,";,-;

the body-cavity

and the exterior. ]3etween the dorsal skeleton of the arms and pinnules (Fig 21, pj) and the water-

nf the riys oe
\ bodj-caMtj cbie

" l)k^u's Q digesti
Mj mouth m mil!
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vessels, on their iipper or ventral side, ai-e three tulwlar prolongations of the body-cavity. The middle

one of these contains the bi-anched generative gland (Fig. 21, ov); while a current of water due to

ciliary action proceeds outwards along the arms by the upper canal, and returns to the disc by the

lower one.

The blood-vascular system of a Crinoid is considerably more complicated than that of the

Echinozoa, owing to the presence of organs that are altogether unrepre-

sented in that group, and are connected with the development of the

stalk which all Crinoids possess for a longer or shorter period of their life.

Situated more or less exactly in the vertical axis of the disc is a lobulated

organ, the central plexus (Fig. 20, cp). This corresponds to the similarly

named organ in the Echhwzoa (Fig. 10, cp), and consists of a bundle

of blood-vessels. Some of these terminate above in the oral blood-vascular

ring (Fig. 20, ob), first traversing an extensive network (Fig. 20, Ip)

which is situated in the lip immediately below. Others extend outwards

beneath the food-grooves of the disc (Fig. 20, ag) into the rays and arms,

and surround the genital glands (Fig. 21, yv). Others, again, gi\e off

side branches, which form a network over the digestive tube (Fig. 20, (7*).

Towards the bottom of the disc the vessels of the central plexus, instead

of joining into an aboral ring, group themselves into an inner set sur-

rounded by five outer ones, which correspond in position with the radial'j.

They pass downwards through the central funnel between the inner ends

of the first radials, at the bottom of which the five outer vessels expand

into five large chambers, which are regularly arranged around the central

vascular axis. The structure ihus formed, which is known as the

"chambered organ" (Fig. 20, ch), is lodged within the cavity of the

centrodorsal piece {cd). It is enclosed in a fibrillar envelope, processes

of which extend outwards through all the joints of the rays and arms

(Figs. 20, 21, a), and also into the cirri (ci), or clawed hooks borne upon

the centrodorsal. These extensions into the cirri lodge minute blood-

vessels (Fig. 20, civ), which are continuous either with one of the

chambers of the chambered organ or with one of the vessels in its

central axis. In the Stalked Crinoids

the chambered organ is contained

within the calyx, and the chambers are continued down the

central canal of the stem, as five vessels enclosing a core o'f

smaller ones. When the stem bears whorls of cirri, as in Penta-

crinus (Fig. 18), the five outer vessels expand slightly in each

cirrus-bearing joint, and each gives off one cirrus-vessel, the whole

forming a small edition of the chambered organ in the calyx above.

The course of the extensions into the rays and arms of the

fibrillar envelope of the chambered organ, which are known as

the axial cords, is seen in Fig. 22. It is very ditticult to deter-

mine whether they enclose blood-vessels, as the axial cords of

the cirri do, but they are of extreme importance in another way.

For all the movements of the arms and pinnules depend upon

the integrity of their axial cords, and upon tlie connection of

these cords with, the central fibrillar envelope of the chambered

organ. Some of the extensive branches (Fig. 21, a') which are

given off" from the axial cords within every joint of the skeleton

are distributed to the muscles connecting the successive joints
--"-•-

^p.^ 20, o»t).

The nervous apparatus beneath the food-grooves (Fig. 21, n) is not connected with the muscles,

ar.d has no influence whatever upon the movements of the skeleton, which will continue to swim

Fig 21 —CROSS-SECTION OF A

PINMLE OP THE AKCTIC
FEATHER-STAK (Coinaluia es-

chricMii), MAGNIFIED SEVENTY-
FIVE TIMES. (SlisMly alterect

from H. Ludwig,)

a, axial cord; o', its branches : <ij7. ambu-

nulejoiiic;

Fig. 22.—DIAGUAM SHOWING THE COURSE
OF THE AXIAL CORDS PROCEEDING FROM
THE CHAMBERED ORGAN WITHIN THE
CALYX OF A FEATHER-STAR. (After H.
Ludwig.)

arm-joint; B2, BS, first.
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about after the visceral mass has fallen out of the calyx, carrying with it the oral nerve-ring

{Fig. 20, nr). We are led to conclude, therefore, that besides the additional elements in then-

blood-vascular system, the Crinoids also possess a complicated system of motor-nerves, which is

altogether unrepresented in the Echinozoa.

The food of the Crinoids is mostly microscopic in character, such as Foraminifera, Infusoria,

Entoniostraca, and the larvse of the higher Crustacea. They are very gregarious, as are most of the

Echinoderms, the Stalked Crinoids living in great forests on certain parts of the sea-bottom, juiit -^.s

they did in previous geological periods.

During a recent exploration of the Caribbean Sea by the United States Coast Survey, no le§s

than one hundred and twenty-four specimens of Pentacrihi were obtained at a single haul of the

dredge and its appendages. These must have swept over actual forests of the Sea-lilies, crowded

together just as they must have lived in the old Liassic seas. Both in England (as at Lyme
Regis) and abroad large slabs of shaly limestone are found containing collections of fossil

Pentacrinites, some of them very perfect and remarkable for the great length of their stems. The

total length of the stem of one specimen found in Germany, as measured by its broken pieces, wqis

found to be seventy feet, while others with stems fifty feet long are not uncommon. They must have

presented a curious sight in their native seas, each with its long stem on which was the crown of

arms, not more than two feet across when fully expanded.

The Crinoids of the Palseozoic period differ very considerably from those preserved Ln the

.Secondary and Tertiary rocks. In many of them the mouth was not on the external suifac3 of the

body, for it was covered in by a dome of rigid heavy plates. But there were food-grooves on ths arms,

just as in the recent Sea-lilies and Feather-stars, and at the circumference of the dome were a number

of openings, one for each groove, through which the food particles passed on their way towardsthe

mouth.

The earliest representative of the more modern type of Crinoid in which the mouth is open to

the exterior is the " Lily Encrinite," from the Trias of Germany, a very elegant . and well-know;n

species. In. an old German book about the natural history of Altenburg, dated 1774, it is recorded

that the Emperor, of Germany once offered a hundred thalers for a good specimen of this Stone-lily

attached to its stem, and free from the matrix in wiiich it iad been embedded.

Little need be said about the Ci/stoidea and the Blastoidea, two groups which are of the highest

ecological interest, owing to their furnishing numerous connecting links between the Crinoids and tl^e

Echinozoa. Thej' have been extinct since the close of the Palajozoic epoch. They were stalked

Echinoderms, like the Crinoids, with food-grooves converging towards a central or excentric mouth,

and were provided with respiratory organs, much resembling the interradial pouches of the Ophiurids

in their general structure, while it is very doubtful whether their water-vascular .system was provided

with tentacles. As in the Crinoids, the body-walls were supported by limestone plates, which were

arranged very regularly in the Blastoids, but somewhat less so in the Cystids.

Further information upon the subject of the Echinoderms. will be found in the works of Agassiz,

W. B. Carpenter, Duncan, E. Forbes, H. Ludwig, Liitken, Lyman, MetsclmikofT, J. Miiller, Sars,

Selenka, Semper, Sladen, Wyville Thomson, and others.

P. Herbert Carpenter.
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CHAPTER I.

ailE HYDROZOA, OR HYDROMEDUS^.

The Group ZOOPHYTA—Ci&ss HYDROZOA, or HYDROMEDUS.E -Characters — Colonies — Reproduction— Orfler

Ctenophoka—Characters—Venus' Girdle—Order DiscopHORA, Medus.b, or Jelly-Fishes—Appearance—The Disc-
Method of Reproduction—The iiiccrnanoE-Order Siphonophora—Characters—The "Portuguese Man-of-War"—
Tlie Calycophorai—The Physopliorie— J'</fffo—Order Hvdkoida—Genus Hydra—Characters—Gemmation—Power of

Reparation—Sub-order Tubularia — Perii/oniiiuig — Characters—Other Tubularians — Sub-order Campanularia -^

Sertulariidai—Plumukriida; — Sub-order Tr<\chomedl's.e— Order Hvdrocorali.ina — Milleporidie— Description-

Characters—Stylasters- Other Hydrocorallinaj—Classification of the Hydrozoa.

The Jelly-fish, tlie Sertularian Polypes, the Hydra, the Sea Anemones, the Aleyonarians, and the

Stony Corals are well-known forms of animal life, and their distinctness from the Echinodermata and

the other groups already noticed is evident. They constitute the group Zooi)hyta, and have more or

less of a radiate structure, with tentacles ; and there is a digestive cavity within their body, with

wide or canal-shaped offshoots from it. The hollow space within the body thus occupied has given

them another name—Ccelenterata ; * but before this term was applied, the plant-like appearance

of many of the group had entitled them to the term Zoophyta.t They are distinct from the group

Spongida (Sponges), although some synthetic-minded morphologists classify all together as Cwlen-

terates. Formerly the name of Polypes, or Polypifera, was given, on account of the tentacidate

body. There are two classes of the Z()0i)hyta—the Hydrozoa and the Anthozoa.

THE CLASS HYDROZOA, OR HYDROMEDUS.E. -'

A vast number of marine and a few fresh-water animals, popularly called Polypes and Jelly-fish,

belong to this class. Ail are very delicately and beautifully constructed, and they jjresent great

varieties of shape and methods of life. The fresh-water Hydra, the pretty feathery rolype-strnis on

.sea-shells and rocks, the Sertularians and Tubularians, the Jelly-ti.sli, the Portuguese Man-of-wai-. the

Beroes, the Stony Millepores of reefs, and the coloured Stylasters of the deep sea, all have certain

structures in conmion, in spite of their diverse shapes and habits.

The essential parts of these animals ai-e a mouth, leading directly to a cavity which is digestive

in its function, and relates to the circulation of a nutritive fluid, an outer delicate skin, or ectoderm,

encasing the body, and an inner, lining the internal cavity and mouth, and the reproductive organs

which are outside the stomachal cavity, and are usually in specially modified parts of the body. These

last may be simple sac-like projections of the ecto-derni, or they may be complicated, and have an

inner, and also a meso-derm (middle-skin), covered by the ecto-derni, and may resemble ball-shaped

Jelly-fish stuck on by their upper part.

The Hydrozoa have tentacles, some very slender and others comparatively stout, and certain

stinging cells called nematocysts. The organs of special sense are in a very rudimentary condition,

but the tissues as a rule are highly sensitive to irritation, and are \ery contractile. Some of the

class are free-swimmers, and others are fixed during all or part of their life cycle. Most are soft

and easily destroyed, but some have very solid sub-structures.

The stationary forms are in colonies of indivi.luals, connected by r.jot like supports, and in some of

the free-swimming kinds there is a colony beneath a float—as in tlu- Portuguese Man-of-war—but' the

Jelly-fish are solitary. The colonies may be of simple or of brancliing individuals, some of wliicli are

for the purposes of the nutrition and others for the reproduction of the .species. In their construction

there is an outer and inner derm, and a central cavity reacliing fnnu the root-like supports to the

mouth. The opening from the outside into the mouth is without a gullet, ayd the stonrach, or

somatic cavity, is digestive as well as referable to the circidation, and it may be' simple or may be

continuous with canals which radiate from it. The reproductixe iiroeess is

free-swiuiming Jelly-fish the kind is reproduced by the budding of suiall oni

mouth, or eggs may be developed and set free, which become like the pa\eii

* Greek, koilos, hollow; enteroti, bowel. t Greek, :<joii, animal;

s verj
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are rather exceptional, for tlie greater pait of the free-swimming Medusie, or Jelly-fish, are the

highest developments of individuals which began life in a different shape, and had different habits.

The fixed and polype-looking kinds, which have a branched stem, and on it one kind of zooid for

nutrition and another for reproduction, develop in certain receptacles of this last, either as larv»,

which escape as ciliated elongate or globular bodies that settle down and become like their parent,

or else as piano-blasts—wandering buds—Jelly-fish or Medusae—which, when they escape, grow and

develop sexual elements, and their eggs hatch into the shape of the young individuals of the fixed

colony. The generation is then said to be alternate. It is probable, however, that the rudiments

of the contents of the generative sacs are developed within the central canal of the body, and pass

thence into special organs, and grow into shape. Buddiiig also occurs, and similar forms are

reproduced by it. Usually there is great transparency of the tissues, and cilia exist on some kinds,

and all have sting- or nettle-cells, or nematocysts in their derm. These are cells with a spiny thread

coiled up in them, which escapes on pressure or irritation. The touch of the fine thread, with

or without the contents of the cell-sac, produces a paralysing influence on minute Crustacea and
animalcules, wliich form the bulk of their food.

The contrast in the dimensions of the Hydrozoa is remarkable ; some of the Jelly-fish are several

feet in diameter, and others are like little balls, and the branching or fixed kinds may be microscopic

or some inches in length ; the fii-st are muscular in some parts, and the last are more or less chitinous

in their investment. Special senses are represented in the free forms by eye spots and minute
particles of mineral matter or lithocysts, and in most the tentacles which surround the region of

the mouth or the margin of the disc of the Medusse are retractile, and are weapons of offence or of

capture. The nervous system is very rudimentary, being more or less in comiection with the muscular

fibres, in some being made up of nervo-muscular tissues, contractile and sensitive, in the meso-derm,

or middle-skin. Haeckel has described a circular band of nerve, on the inner side of the cii-cular canal

of the ball-shaped Medusse, and states that it gives oft' shoots to the lithocysts, radial canals, cavity,

and mouth. But the evidence is not very satisfactory. There is no circulatory system, properly

speaking, and no special blood ; and the juices of the body are aerated through the delicate tissues.

All are aquatic. The Hydrozoa are divided into five orders—the Ctenophora, Discophora, Siphono-
phora, Hydroida, and Hydrocorallina.

ORDER CTENOPHORA.
These are free-swimming Hydrozoa, usually globular or cylindrical in shape, and rarely ribbon-

shaped, and they are more or less lobed. They have rows of flappers placed like lines of longitude on
their body, and sometimes two tactile filaments, which can be retracted. The
stomach is more or less tubular, and is associated with a series of canals. Never
budding, they do not produce colonies or compound organisms, and they are

characterised by the great development of the middle tissue, or meso-derm. A
nervous ganglion, at the side remote from the mouth, with eight radiating cords

to the paddles, appears to have been made out satisfactorily.

The Ctenophorfe,* not having a disc, and not resembliiag the Medusse, or

Jelly-fish, in their shape, have a totally diflferent method of moving in the water.

Whilst the great Jelly-fish contract and expand their bodies in regular succession,

moving in a very stately manner, the Ctenophorse dart here and there, rapidly ascend,

descend, and move slowly at will ; so that at night, when the great Medusse are

phosphorescent, and look like pale, slowly-moving spheres under water, the little

Ctenophorse flash here and there with a bright light, and are soon out of sight.

They move by the rapid flapping of countless little paddle-like processes arranged

BEROE piLEus. in Vertical rows along the surface of the body, like the teeth of a comb. The
rows may all be in full vigour of movement, or one only may act ; and, indeed,

separate paddles appear to move independently and at will. The little creatures thus rise and
move obliquely, or fall and progress, according to the quantity and the ))osition of the skin

machinery which may be used. They can stop and float in mid-water, and again dart oS; and A. Agassiz
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noticed tliat sometimes one-half of their flappers were acting, whilst those of the other side of the body-

were at rest, thus producing rotary motion.

The combs, which are very small, are placed on horizontal bauds of nniscular tissue, and when
they move by day they are iridescent and very beautiful."

One of the most beautiful of the Ctenophorje belonging to the globular sub-order is the type of

the family Cydippidre, and is a species of Pleurobrachia.* It is a small transparent sphere, occasionally

becoming bulged out, and there is a slit-like mouth on the top, and a dark eye-spot is at the other

pole. Eight rows of fringe.s run, like lines of longitude, from pole to pole, dividing the surface, like the

ribs on a melon. Hanging from either side of the body, from just above the eye-speck, are two,
very long tentacles, like soft fringes of feathers on a spring. They are in rapid movement when
necessary, coiling, undulating, and moving the little body in most graceful curves, or they may stream

out listlessly, and float behind, a foot or eighteen inches in length. In an instant they may contract,

and fold into a knot not larger than a pin's head. The prevailing tint of the little sphere is given by
the motions of these wonderful fringes, and it may be yellowish, pink, green, red, and purple. These arise

from small sacs, into which they may be withdrawn. The mouth is brought constantly within reach

of its minute prey—small immature marine animals and plants—by the motion of the fringes, and the

food passes down a wide digestive cavity between two tubes. These unite at the lower part of the

body in a single funnel-shaped cavity, which is a reservoir for the circulating fluid poured through

an opening in the digestive cavity into it. The food and much water pass into this canal anc} are sent

ramifying through a series of tubes about the body. These chymiferous tubes start horizontally and
at right angles to the digestive cavity, from the point of junction of the vertical tubes and the canal.

When they reach tlie pei-iphery,

each one joins a longitudinal

tube which is just within one

of the rows of flappers, and

more or less connected with it.

The Atlantic, and the northern

parts especially, are favourite

localities of this genus, but

others of the family are found

in the Mediterranean and the

Pacific Ocean.

The pretty Beroe and the

genus Rangia belong to the

-sub-orderEurystoma, and their

oval bodies are contractile, and

without lobes and tentacular

filaments of much length. The

mouth and stomach are large.

Some of the Ctenophprse,

such as the Bolinse, are lobed

in the i-egion of the mouth,

which is downwards, and the

!jody departs from the globular

shape and does not have long vexls' giudle (Ccsium rcuaU).

tentacles. They move with a

sluggisii, slow, and undulating movement, and have the eight rows of small paddles, but they

differ in length according to their position on the body. The motion is assisted by appendages, called

,

auricles of the lobes; and the whole animal, according toAgassiz, resembles a white flower with the

crown expanded, and especially when it reverses itself and floats mouth upwards. The genus is found

in the ICorthem Seas.

The family Cestidse belongs to the ribbon-shaped order ; and Cestuni veneris (Venus' Girdle) of the

* Pleurobrachia rhodmiactiiJa.
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Mediterranean, is a long, slendpr, narrow, strongly-compressed, very agile creature, rather enlarged in

front and behind. There are two tactile filaments, each one with an offshoot, and they are fixed to

the buccal or month region, which is carried downwards. It is covered with moving cilia, and

four ranges of motile organs, and four vessels are noticed on the npper part of the bod)'. Four

other vessels are in the lower part, and they are in communication. The graceful undulating

movements of this Cestum have always excited the admii-ation of those naturalists who have had"

the good fortune to see them.

Some of the Ctenophorss are very abundant, and hundreds of the gi'oup, characterised by

having a bell-shaped body, and belonging to the Eurystomse, are caught in the Northern seas when
fishing-nets are brought up. The common Beroe of the British coasts is one of them, and so is the

Kosy Idya of the American Seas.

All the Ctenophorse are produced from eggs, and the young swim in the egg long before they are

set free ; they have the flajipers of great size in relation to the rest of the body. An examination of

the development of the young of the different great groups proves that certain structures, which last

on in the less complicated forms, are transient in the higher ones.

ORDER DISCOPHORA.—THE MEDUSA, OR JELLY-FISH.

Everybody is familiar with the appearance of the large Jelly-fish which move so gracefully by

expanding and contracting their umbrella-shaped discs, and on the surface of which four more or less

circular coloured patches are to be .seen. Hundreds occur off the British shores, swimming with the

tide, and rising and sinking in the clear sea in the summer. They are semi-transparent and

almost colourless when seen by daylight, and some of them are luminous at night. When one is

caught by the hand, unless care be tak(ai, the fingers enter its tender substance, and it falls motionless

into the water. And when one is found stranded and dead on the sand, the edge of the disc is seen to

be lobed and furnished with a fringe of thread-like tentacles ; the circular spots on the top are

also visible, and so are numerous markings, like lines, eight often being principal, passing from

the top of the disc to its circumference, and uniting in a canal which passes all round the edge,

just within the substance of the Jelly-fish.

On turning this Discophora or Medusa on its back, and looking at the under surface of the disc,

a central opening is to be found, into which the finger can pass. This is the mouth, and the pas.sage

leads through the substance of the disc to a cavity, the stomach, which is surrounded by the four

coloured circular spots.

The substance of the disc has an outer very delicate skin covered with cilia, and on the

under surface of the disc muscular fibres stretch from the margin to the edge of the mouth. In some

very large kinds* the substance itself is rather tough ; and yet Agassiz states that one which weighed

34 lbs. being left to dry in the sun for some days lost ^^''gths of its original weight. Such an one would

be seven feet in diameter without its tentacles ; but from one to five feet are the common sizes. Hence

these gi-eat discs principally consist of water, and it is held in the meshes of a connective tissue,

which contains cells possessing amceboid movements. The skin which lines the mouth and the

stomach also enters the four circular cavities, and also the canals which radiate from the stomach in.

the disc substance, and reach the circular canal

At the bottom of each of the notches on the edge of the disc which separate it into lobes is a

small oval body containing calcareous matter on a minute stalk, the cavity of which is continuou.s

with one of the radiating canals just noticed. Pigment may also exist about the little body, which

has been called a lithocyst, and has been deemed an organ of special sense for hearing or seeing, or

both. A membranous covering usually protects the so-called eyes.

The entrance to the mouth is in the midst of a pai-t of the body which is denser than the rest,

and, indeed, the disc may be considered to be an appendage. It is made up of four parts, which may
be divided so as to present eight radiating arms, in the midst of which is the passage to the

stomach. This part, which hangs down, when the disc is in motion, is called the hydranth. The
circular spots are reproductive organs, and the eggs escape from them into the stomach, and pass forth

through the mouth. In some kinds the stomach has pouches, and in all, the radial canals whether

* Cj/anca arctica.
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simple or ramified, carry tlie digested food to the circular canal. No special organs of circulation

exist, and respiration is effected by tlie membranes or skin of the disc.

The fringe of tentacles around the disc may be very short and sparely developed, or these

appendages may be many feet in length and very numerous. They are supplied with nematocysts,

which are the stinging organs, and which are sufficiently annoying to some thin-skinned batliers.

The nervous system may exist in relation to the eye-spots, and in a very rudimentary condition

elsewhere. Small swimming Invei-tebrata are the food of the Medu.sa.

The methods of reproduction and development are very remarkable, and the dimensions of the

full-grown disc are greatly in

excess of those of the first stage

of life. One great group of the

Discophorw, including the com-

mon Jelly-fish of the British

.seas, lay eggs in the autumn

when they are swimming near

to the coasts and estuaries.

The parent dies, and the young

escape from tlie eggs as little

spherical bodies, covered with

cilia. Each one attaches itself

by its base to a rock or seaweed,

and tentacles are formed at the

other end, the body gradually

becoming elongate. With
growth some contractions occur

around the young form, the

first being just below the circle

of tentacles. Tentacles soon

appear on the edges of the con-

traction nearest the base, and

the edges of the other con-

tractions simply become lobed.

After a while these contractions become deep, ami the animal resembles a set of plates placed one

over the other, the top and bottom ones having circlets of tentacles. At a certain period, when the

whole is less than an inch in height, the entire structure breaks up; the top falls off and dies, and

the bottom part remains fixed, whilst the rest separates into as many discs as there were contractions,

and each swims off to Viecome a gigantic DLscophora. * This process is a good

example of the alternation of generation, and the young and tentacled form is

the nurse or intermediate stage. It has been called " Hydra-tuba," and in the

next stage it is called Stroliila.

The Discophorfe include the great free-swinmiing oceanic Medusa", but it

is not clearly proved that all dn pass tlunvip;h tlie peculiar stages of develop-

ment. Some may have a -v-i'iv diticrent early life, and may belong to other

groups of the Hydrozoa. Two sub-orders are distinguished. The Pelagida,

containing such genera as Cyanea, Aurelia, and Pelagia, have- a large central

mouth surrounded with four arms, often subdivided, and fixed on to a buccal

peduncle. The fringes of tentacles on the lobed margin of the disc may be long

^TRoniLA OF AUKELiA or short. The genital organs are four. The Rhizostoma have a great develop-

(AfierL Agassh )
Dient of the structui'es surrounding the movith, which gives the name from

their root-like appearance. The mouth, with growth, closes at its lips, and

passages into the digestive tract are formed down the rootlets, at the ends of which are small

openings, like little suckers. There are no marginal filaments.

__ * E.xample, Aurelia flavidula.
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One of the prettiest free-swimiiilng Medusoids is more or less bell-shiped, but it has a stalk-like

top, by which it can attach itself to weed or rock, and the margin of the bell is separated into eight

knobs, or lobes, covered with tentacles. The membrane of the bell is festooned between the lobes,

and the whole animal is very transparent. These Lucernarise are very contractile, and can change

their shape, and their movements are most varied. They swim by conti-actions and expansions of the

disc, like ordinary Jelly-fish; but when they settle down, the lower part of the disc curves up and the

body is fixed on its peduncle. L. Agassiz, iu his charming

book on the marine animals of Massachusetts Bay, writes:

—

" It frequently secures itself in the upright position,

spreading itself in the form of a perfectly symmetrical cup

or vase, the margin of which is indented by a succession of

inverted scallops, the point of junction between two

scallops being crowned by a tuft of tentacles. But watch

it for a while, and the sides of the vase turn backward,

spreading completely open, till they present the whole

KEi'iiODicTiDN OF jiiscopiioiiA. inner surface, with the edges even curved a little down-

ward, drooping slightly, and the proboscis rising in the

centre. In such an attitude one may trace, with care, the shape of the mouth,

the lobes surrounding it, as- well as the tubes and cavities radiating from it

towards the margin. A touah is, however, sufficient to make it close upon

itself, shrinking together, or even drawing its tentacles in and contracting

all its parts, till it looks like a little ball hanging on the stem. These are but

few of its manifold changes, for it may be seen in every phase of contraction

and expansion."

The bell is not a hollow hemisphere, but is a mass of gelatinous hardness,

and the peduncli^ is an extension of the V>ell, and it has a minute disc at the

end, for att.ichnient. Tlie mouth is in tlie midst of the bell, which has an
inverted look, is square, and is on a projecting probo.scis. The body-cavity

is four-chambered, and each communicates with the mouth. Triangular-looking

structures pass outwards to the tentacular knobs, and are the ovaries, consisting

of a number of little bags, each crowded with eggs. These drop into the

stomach, and are passed oat of the mouth. The tentacles are club-shaped, ll-cernakue on piece oi--

and they have an orifice which leads through a canal to the chambers of the SEA^yEEn [Lwcemana orfo-

digestive cavity, two of the clusters being connected with each chamber.

"Their chief office," writes L. Agassiz, "is to catch food and convey it to the mouth ; but the Lucer-

naria frequently uses them in locomotion, fixing itself by them, and loosing the end of its peduncle."

Between the clusters are slight projections, which are short and compact, and they are used as

claspers to a certain extent. They contain a slight pigment spot, which may be an eye. The colour

of the American form (Lucernaria cmricukt) is greenish, with a faint tinge of red, and it i

beautiful aquamarine tint. The British species thrive in aquaria, and are very beautiful objects.

ORDER SIPHONOPHORA.*
These are free-swimming Hydrozoa, but each one consists of a colony or assemblage of individuals

united in a common stock, termed a hydrosoma,t and placed under a more or loss tough part, which acts

as a float. This last may be large and crested, or it may be small, and united to others which fulfil the

same office. An air-sac, from which air can be expelled, enters into the composition of the float.

Nutritive and generative individuals, or zooids, exist in the colony, and long pendant tentacle.s

add to the beauty of the forms. In some an oil bubble, surrounded by tissue, acts as a float. They
reproduce by developing buds, which give forth planoblasts (wandering buds) or medusa;. These
develop eggs, which grow into the shape of the float and colony.

The "Portuguese Man-of-War"+ may be seen in the tropics sailing on the surface of the sea, its

' Tube, siphon -bearers. t See Note i X Phiisalia utrkulm.
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niltitude of tentacles, some long

iiall

cokured float, with a crest to it, being partly above water,

and others short, trail behind in the waves.

The float is sac-like, long, pointed at one end and rounded at the other, and there is

opening at either end surrounded by muscular fibres. When the float is held in the hand, it feels light,

and a little pressure forces air out of it. The sac contains an enlargement of the digestive cavity,

and also a long air-sac, divided by muscular partitions, which do not, however, communicate with

the digestive cavity, but open

externally. Beneath the float

are numerous long tentacles

without lateral branches, and

with kidney-shaped enlarge-

ments here and there, armed

with nematocysts. Besides

these, there are a host of

shorter structures, forming,

really, a hydroid colony.

There are tentacnlate in-

dividuals, or zooids, called

trophosoraes, in groups which

deal with the nuti-ition, and

bunches of other individuals,

or gonophores, with medusa-

like buds, and which are repro-

ductive. These escape, and the

Physalia is their product.

Physalise are found in

vast multitude.?, and about

1 20 species exist, and they are

amongst the most graceful and

beautiful objects of the ocean

and large seas.

The sub - order Caly-

cophorfe have the hydrosoma,

or swimming body, jiropelled

by special swimming bells, ur

nectocalyces, each of which

resembles the bell of a medusa

without the root>like processes.

The cavity of the bell is mus-

cular, and the pedicle of

attachment has a process of

the body-cavity branching into

canals. The bells may be

retracted into the mass of the

body, which is flexible, un- miy.salia vtkiciu s.

branched, filiform, and walled.

Prai/a diphyes has two small rounded swimming sacs, nearly alike, and they are jilaced opposite

and at the end of the body. They have groove-like processes for retraction, and the male and

femide individuals are attached to the same body-mass, or eceno.sarc. Dijihyes is also a genus of the

sul>order, and has two large natatory sacs, one placed, as it were, within the Viell of the other.

Physophora hydrostatica, of the Mediterranean, belongs to another sub-order—the PhysophoriB

—

and has a rather twisted floating body, whose natatory vesicles are in two rows. Below these is a

crown of tentacles surmounting the colony of nutritive, generative, and filament aiy zooids.
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Tlie little Velella, of the siib-ovder Discoida, has been compared to a little raft with an obliquely-

placed upright sail ; the raft has its system of canals, and the thin membranous sail is the air-sac. It

is cartilaginous, and the concentric tubes

found within open externally. Below the

disc are the nutritive and generative zooids,

and there is usually a large polype in the

midst of this crowded submarine colony.

There are tentacles on the edge of the disc,

which may be bright blue, purple, or brown

in colour. It sails along with its upright

membranous part, and is kept up by the

air canals. The generative zooids produce

medusae, which become free. L. Agassiz

describes the medusa of Velella mutica as a

long bell, with a short proboscis in tlie

upper part of the cavity, which is connected

with the outside by a tubular opening.

Eggs are the product of the medusfe, and

they develop into Velella;.

ORDER HYDROIDA.
The fresh-water polype is a common

name for several species of the genus Hydra,

which are to be found in ponds and slow

streams, hanging to the under surface of

floating leaves and upon the stems of water

plants. If in the summer time a glass jar

is filled with clear jiond water, and some of

the duck-weed also, minute bodies, like

pieces of green sewing silk, about the sixth of an inch long and very slender, will be seen on the sides

of the vessel, or on the weed, beneath the w^ter On using a low magnifying power, the little

object is seen to be h\ed b-y a

small suckei like base, and to

have a cylmducal bod>, ti i

niinating in a cio\mi of f( eli is

or tentacles six to ton lu

number, and shnitti thin tin

body {Hydia mih^)
It usualh lung's do^^^l

wards, and the tenticles stretc li

out, curve expmd mdcontiKt
whilst the body elongites, and

often, on a slight alaim, con

tracts, and becomes more oi

less globulai m shape A
minute crustacean swims along

close to the Hydra, and one of

the tentacles touches it. The
movement of the living prey is

arrested at once, the tentacle adheres to it, and then

and the morsel is dragged to the mouth and slowly p
the visceral cavity, the victim is slowly digested, and
returned by the mouth. Tired of its position, the Hydra

VELELIA LIMBOSA.

the whole crown of feelers comes to help,

a,sses into the body. There, enclosed in

the undigested matter i.s, after a time,

may be seen to bring its crown of tentacles
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niAORAMMATIC SECTION
OF HYDRA.

ec, ectoderm

;

close to the glass or weed by bending the body. It tixes itself by the tentacles, lets go the sucker

end, and remains for a second or two, or more, head downwards. The original base moves forwards,

the body bends, and applies it to the supporting substance, to which it becomes adherent before the

tentacular extremity is set free. By this process of creeping some progress is made. But often the

Hydra gets as close to the top of the water as it can, and suddenly casts its body loose and turns the

base upwards, just beneath the surface. Waving the tentacles about, the ^ V,

process of swimming is carried out, and the expansible disc, by floating on the

water, assists.

After a while a little nodule appears on the body of the well-nourished

Hydra, and it grows outwards, and soon a crown of tentacles appears at

the free end. This is a bud which resembles the parent. A second may
grow, and thus the stem and buds constitute a little colony. But the buds

drop off, and, having developed a base, become free, and take care of them-

selves. In some instances the Hydra diminishes in its girth at one spot, and

at last breaks off there. The free portion develops a base, and the fixed part a

crown of tentacles, and thus two individuals are formed by a process of

fissiparity. In the autumn, eggs escape from the outer tissues, having been

previously fertilised, and their central mass forms a clear ectoderm and a

darker endoderm. This escapes from its cover, and is set free. No cilia are

on it, and it gradually develops tentacles.

'

In the adults the outer tissue, or ectoderm, of the body is continued

up unto the tentacles, and consists of large nucleated cells, from whose bases

filaments are continued inwards. Surrounding these neuro-muscular cells are others which contain

nematocysts. Moreover, minute points project from the surface cells.

The inner tissue, or endoderm, which lines the visceral cavity and the inside of the tentacles,

contains cells, with amoeboid movement, and sjjaces in the midst called vacuoles. Some have long

cilia. The food passes down an opening in the midst of the bases of the tentacles, and reaches a

sac-like stomach, and particles of it get into the vacuoles, and are digested there.

"Vertical fibres and amoeboid cells exist between the layers of the body, or, rather, there is an

inter-cellular substance common to both layers.

One of the most extraordinary gifts of the Hydra is its power of reparation of injuries, and re-

production of new individuals out of portions into which it has been accidentally or naturally divided.

If a tentacle be cut off, an entire animal is formed out of it ; if the body is cut in half, it will join

together again if the parts are placed together, and if not, two individuals will result ; if parts of one

individual are placed on the cut surface of another, they will grow together ; and if the body be turned

inside out, the old ectoderm takes on the digestive power, and the former endoderm that of the skin.

Another common Hydra is the brown one {Hydra

fusca), and its tentacles are longer than the bod}'.

These interesting and readily obtainable creatures are

species of a genus which belong to a family—the Hydrida?

of the sub-order Tubularia, classified under the great division

or order of the Hydroida. The Hydroida difler very con-

siderably from the other orders already noticed, in one

part or during the whole of theii- existence. They are very

plant-like and stationai-y during the whole of their exist-

ence, and they sometimes develop buds which become free-

swimming medusae. These reproduce ova, which become

like the fixed or parent stock. The exceptions to this rule are few, and the characters of the Hydra

are rather exceptional.

The fixed polypes of one of the sub-orders, the Trachomedusse, are not known, and they may not

have an alternation of generation ; and all the medusse of the plant-like or stationary forms have

not been discovered. Moreover, different genera of the Hydroida may have medusse, which present

the closest similarity, and the medusaj alter much as they develop during growth. The polypes have

NEMATOCVST
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a simple internal structure, and may or may not be provided with a mouth and a gastric cavity. This

is simple and without oesophagus and divisions, and is ciliated, as a rule. Tubes may pass from it in

some large forms. The nervous system is neui'O-muscular in the fixed forms, and there is a rudimentary

Jiervous structure in relation to the marginal canal and lithocysts of the medusse. The sexes are

separate, and the colonies contain male and female stock, besides tliose destined

for alimentation.

The Hydroida, therefore, consist of colonies of polypes, more or less dendroid

or cespitose in shape, which produce sexual buds, which often bear free medusse.

The order contains several sub-ordere, such as the HydrocorallinK, the Tracho-

medusae, the Tubularije, and the Campanularije, of which the last two are the more

closely allied, and are very typical of the order.

SUB-ORDER TUBULARIA.

Dr. Allman found in the Firth of Forth, in the month of June, whelk-

,^,^ shells covered with a mossy-looking growth, which, on a slight magnifying power

\ y» being ajiplied, proved to be a number of polype-looking things, having their

stems united at their bases by a set of roots, and having tentacles at the other

end. Some of the stems were narrow where attached to the roots, and became

smaller near their ends, which dimmished in size, and resembled small cones. At

'attached to *'^®
'^'^P

°^ *'^^ °°"^ ^^ ^ small mouth, and just below it is a circle of six to ten

dickweed; k, tentacles, some projecting outwards, and others upwards and downwards. On the

wnii Viii-D
'^

' ^'•^'1^' '^"^ '^o* I'eaching up as far as the tentacles, is a skin roughened with particles

of sand, and a more delicate one extends to the mouth. Some of these stems had

an offshoot made like themselve.s. They were about two lines long. Very contractile on irritation,

and having the power of killing prey with ncmatocysts, which occur in bundles on the tentacles,

these stems receive food and digest it, and are the nourishing parts of the colony.

A second kind of stem exists, but it is very small where it joins the common root, and then it

becomes suddenly globular, and has neither opening

nor tentacles when small. This kind has nothing

to do with nutrition, but is part of the repro-

ductive apparatus. For in June the globular mass

enlarges, and becomes transparent, and after a

while it bursts, and a small Medusa or Jelly-fish,

«gg-shaped at first, but growing more ball-shaped,

escapes. This has two long tentacles on the edge

of its umbrella, and the mouth within has four

shallow lips. It is a pale reddish little thing, and
moves after the fashion of larger one.s. Leading a

free-swimming life, and taking in food, it produces

«ggs which, after hatching, settle down, and each

one becomes in the year following a colony of the

stems just iioticed. Such an animal belongs to the

Hydroida, and from having the generative bud
and tentacles of the stem uncovered by any special

hood, it is called one of the gymnoblast* group,

or sub-oi-der.

The .species is Periyoniinus vestitus, and the

genus was named by Sars from the fact that some-

times the medusa buds are found around the nutritive stems (Greek, jyer

productive). It belongs to the family Eudeudrida;, of the Gymnoblastea.f

Greek, rjumnnn, nake.l ; lla-itvs, bud.

•t C'eitaiii terms are eiiii,Io:,ea to describe the Hydroids, and if tlie description of tlie species of Perigonimus be referred
Tlie entire colony, with all its parts, stems, and roots, is the Hydrosoma

ive only form the Trophosome (Greek, Irojjht, nourishment;

around
; gonhnos.

to, tlie terminology becomes
(Greek, hi/ili-a, a monster ; sv. body:

iirehension.

The stems which £
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Eudendrium lias a species forming pretty little tree-like shapes in rock pools near low water
spring tides on the southern coasts of England. It * is about three-quarters of an inch in height,
and consists of rootlets and a stem

with regular branches, and has the

nutritive and generative zooids on it.

The outer tissue, or perisarc, is dis-

tinctly marked with rings, and is aiuiu-

lated, and there are about twenty ten-

tacles, some looking upwards and others

downwards. The gonosome has male
find female sacs in whorls, and they

are placed just behind the tentacles or

on the stem lower down. Some small

niedusK of the genus Lizzia belong to

this gi-oup.

A third genus is Hydractinia, and
it is i-emarkable for its resemblance to

Millepora, one of the HydrocorallinK,

but it is without the hard calcareous

base of this last.

Hydractinia has several species, and it was at first taken to be

a Bryozoon, from the horny spinous crust which it forms on the

suiface of empty univalve shells. It forms numerous colonies, ancl

the hydranths are claviform, and arise from the surface of the

common base, or hydrophyton. There Ls a crown of tentacles,

which are filiform, and it encircles the conical mouth. The genera-

tive buds are on smaller polypes, which are without mouth, and

end in globular clusters of thread cells representing the tentaclen

of the hydranth. The generative buds cluster around this polype,

which is called a blastostyle, and some contain, around a central

body, the ova, and others the male elements.

A common species [Hydractinia echhiata) is found on tLe

shores of England, France, and Belgium, and covering more or less

dead univalve shells inhabited by Hermit crab?. It has, near the

in shape, and

iral 81Z-J : B, male colony, iiia^ni-
Jted ; c, fi'iuaic bearing gonophores, magnitled.

margin of the base, .spiral appendages, cylmdrica]

very contractile and movable. They twist and untwist with great vivacity.

The genus Podocoryne is not very unlike the last mentioned, but all the polypes teutaoulate.

.vin.n, body). The buds which produce the medusse, or the generative part of the colony, are the Gonosome (Greek, gonos,

offsi>ring). A^^len the Trophosome branches, or has offshoots, each one is a zooid, and the proper nutritive zooid, which has

a mouth and digestive cavity, is the hydranth (Greek, hyilra, hydra ; anthos, flower). The mouth is at the end of a cone,

which is called the hypostome (Greek, hi/po, under ; stoma, mouth). The common basis of the Trophosome, by which the

zooids are connected, is the hydrophyton (Greek, phiiton, a plant), and the end of the hydrophyton, or root, is the hydro-

Thiza (Greek, rtiiza, a root). All the hydrophyton between the root and the hydranth is the hydrocaulus (Greek, kaulos, a

stem). The bud, or zooid, which contains the reproductive elements, is a gonophore (Greek, ijonos, offspring ;
plioreo, I bear).

A planoblast (Greek, plaiw.i, wandering) is a generative bud, fit for a free locomotive life ; and a blastostyle (Greek,

gtfilos, a column) is a columniform zooid, destined to give origin to generative buds. Umbrella is a terra for the

gelatinous ball of a medusa : the manubrium is the part carrying the mouth ; and the velum (a veil) is a membranous

l)erforated diaphragm, which stretches across the orifice of the umbrella which communicates with the external water.

* Hudendrium insii/nc.
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The buds on the generative tentacle-bearing pai-ts develop into medusa;, which are deep bell-shaped.

Each has the outer surface dotted with scattered thread cells, and there is a velum or membrane

between the margins of the bell with a central opening. There are from four to eight marginal

tentacles with bulbous bases destitute of ocelli. Four radiating canals are to be seen, and the mouth

or manubrium is small and four-lipped.

Other Tubulariaus belonging to the family Clavidte may be instanced by a very pretty species*

__ belonging to the genus Syncoryne,t which is

characterised by having numerous club-shaped

hydranths united in a common colony. The

tentacles, moreover, are scattered on the clubs

and are not in whorls, and the gonophores are in

the form of medusse, with four radiating canals

and four marginal tentacles. The little species is

of a deep orange colour, and this tint is found

on the medusa buds as well as on the hydranths.

The little colony is about half an inch in height,

ofi^SU M rMh \'ir^"^Y*^II^'
^^^ ^^*® trophosome has its tentacles luiobbed and

iv'^^fem ^k^i® l\ m \1
along the length of the club-shaped part. The

K\^^^ Wim^ 1 m \ medusa buds (gonophores) are in short peduncles,

^^^^1 h1 1/ f^^ 1 1 1 J"^''
^^^^'^ *^^® tentacles. These -are developed in

^^^?fe.\\ \a| |f yK^t^jU
11 III April, and when the medusa is ready to escape it

has four very extensible tentacles at the margin of

the umbrella, and is nodulated with clusters of

neraatocysts. A distinct ocellus is on the base of

each tentacle. It is, of course, not covered with a

membrane, and is "naked-eyed." The mouth is

short, and there is a membrane or velum extending across the opening of the manul>rium with a

central opening in it.

Allman found a branching Hydroid in fresh water, and it has since been proved to live in lakes,

docks, and rivers in Great Britain generally. It seeks the shade, and is found under logs of

wood and attached to the sides of dark cisterns. The whole colony may be one inch and

a half to three inches long, but the hydranths continually contract and enlarge, and are very

changeable in shape. It is called Gordylophora lacustris.

The gonophores which produce the young on the stem are long and oval in shape, and these

escape from them, not in the form of medusse, but as long ciliated bodies or planuloe. The planula or

embryo settles down, loses its cilia, and becomes a stem and hydranth.

The last family to be noticed contains a very large and common species belonging to the genus

Tubularia.J The characters of the family are that the hydranth has two whorls of tentacles, one in

front of the other. There is a chitinous investment, like a tube, to the root-stem, and the gonophores

are in the form of fixed sporosacs, in clusters, reaching down like branches of currants, below the

crown of tentacles. These are seen in all stages of growth, and the large ones are the lowest. A zooid

escapes from each in the shape of a cylindrical stem with a stellate root and a crown of tentacles,

and it gi-ows into a hydrosome. The calycles of the mature form are apt to bend down ; one drojis

off and a new one starts from the wound.

They are vei-y beautiful objects, and the cylindrical stems rise without a branch to the height of

several inches, and the tentacular head is scarlet or crimson in colour. Its longer tentacles spread

out and retract, and the gonophores droop gracefully amongst them. Spring and summer are the

times when this species of the Atlantic and British seas is in perfection, and it is during its most

active growth that the tentaculate heads are cast off and renewed.

SUB-ORDER CAMPAKULARIA.

The sub-order of Hydroids, which are not only furnished with a chitinous investment o^-er

** Si/ncortme pukhdhi. t Greek, sim, together -mih ; kori/ne, a club. X Ttibularia intiivm.
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the stems and roots, but liave also a hard, ti'ansparent, Iiorny-looking structure which environs the

top of the polype and protects the tentacles, are the Campanularia. The hydranths thus furnished

can retract almost completely in this calycle, and hence they are called Calyptoblastea. The gonophores

arise regularly from the gono-

somes, which have neither ten-

tacles nor mouth, and some are

sessile, and others become free

medussB. Most of these meduste

have marginal vesicles, and

produce the sexual elements

in the radial canals. The caly-

cles take on most gi-aceful

forms, resembling little vases,

and often have ornamented

borders. The horny cup of the

hydranth or nutritive individual

or part is called the hydrotheca,

and that enclosing the genera-

tive buds is called the gonan-

gium.

In many species the aper-

ture is furnished \vith an

operculum, which opens to

allow of the passage of the

l)olypite, and closes on its

retreat. It is a very effective

contrivance, and exhibits two

or three principal modifications.

Ill some instances the margin is

cleft into a number of pieces,

which converge and meet in a

point, and form a more or

less conical lid. In othei-s the

cover is amembranous extension

of the walls of the calycle,

which falls into plaits or folds

when the polypite withdraws,

and so roofs over the opening.

FAMILY SEETULAEIID.E.

Amongst the Sertulariidje the calycle has a lid or operculum within it, a little below the orifice.

It is attached to the interior surface, on one side, and seems to be a continuation of the inner layer.

It shuts do\vn over the polypite when it withdraws itself When the polypite emerges,, it slowly

pushes the valve back, and keeps it erect so long as it is exserted ; on its retreat, which is as quick as

light, the lid flies back to its place. (Hincks.) This family has the hydrothecae sessile, and more or

less inserted in the stem and branches. The polypites are completely retractile, and have a single

wreath of filiform tentacles round a conical proboscis, and the gonozooids are always fixed.

The great Tooth Coralline is one of these, and belongs to the genus Sertularella. The plant-

like, branching, jointed stem is rooted by a creeping stolon, and the calycles are decidedly alternate, and

have a toothed orifice and a convergent operculum. The reproductive calycles (gonangia) are always

more or less ringed transversely. It is of a bright straw colour when living, and is a common shore and

deep-water species.* The Tricuspid Sertularella is of a delicate habit, light brown colour, and grows

__ * Sertularella polyzonias.
75
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to tlie heiglit of two inches. Tlie calycles are narrow and cylindrical, and the aperture has three

denticles. The reproductive cap.sules are large and very deeply grooved or cut. It is a North Sea form.

The genus Sertularia has the hydrothecas in two series

along the stem, and they are opposite or alternate, without

an external operculum. The gonothecse are large, scattered,

and have a simple orifice.

The Sea Oak Coralline* is a common example, and

covers the fronds and stems of the larger seaweeds on the

British coasts. It is of a dusky horn-colour.

FAMILY PLUMULAEIID^.

The hydrothecse are sessile, and on one side nemato-

phores exist, and the polypites have a single wreath of

filiform tentacles round a central proboscis. The reproduc-

tive zooids are always fixed.

Pluimdaria pinnata attains the height of four or

seven inches, and its stems are tall and whitish, and

jomted irregularly. The nematophores are sessile and

minute, one being below each calycle. The gonothecae form

a double row along the main stem, and have a number of

spinous projections at the tip. It is a common species on

shells, from low water to greater depths. The nematophores

consist of an extension of the body, which may be tuliular,

or cup-shaped, or conical, open at the upper extremity, and

^ , .r. TT- , , enclosing a granular mass, in which large thread cells may
PHIMULAKIA HALECOIDES (YOUNG). {After Binckt.)

, , , , o . , , , , . .

be embedded. Some are simple, and the cnitinous cup con-

sists of a single chamber, much adherent by its side, and when they are compound there is a

tubular portion below, expanding into a hemispherical cup. Some are pedunculate and others sessile.

They occur on various parts of the colony, and are us\ially

present in numbei-s about the hydrothec» ; and in the genus

Aglaophenia every tooth on the crested ribs of the case or

gonangium which protects the gonophore, is formed by one of

them. The soft granular mass filling the nematophoie has the

power of emitting and retracting very exteusUe and cliangeable

processe.s.

In the genus Ophiodes remarkable thread-like organs are

found in great numbers on the creeping stolon, and one is

stationed close to the polypite. Each resemliles a delicate ten-

tacle, has its narrow base surrounded by a cup-shaped prolonga-

tion of the outside tissue of the colony, and is terminated by

a knob with thread cells.

In the family Campanulai-ia the hydrothecse have a ringed

peduncle, and the crown of tentacles is below their projecting

mouth-trunk. The gonophores are sessile or may become

ti-ansformed into medusaj, some of which are flat and others

bell-shaped.

The family Thaumantidai has medusa? in the shape of long

bells with a short peduncle, the mouth being iobed. There are

two long and two rudimentary tentacles in the genus Lafoea,

and four radial canals, which contaui the reproductive organs

in the form of ribbon-shaped masses. In the genus Melicertum the bell is shorter and broader

at the margin, and has a crowd of very slender irregular tentacles. When the eggs are hatched,

* Sertularia puviila.

MEDUSA OF A HVDROID.
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DIAPHANA.

].Ia)rdl!B settle down and elongate, a slieath is formed around tlieni and tentacles arise. By

itiul-hy the stem branches, and a colony is estahlished, the gonosome stems producing the

niedusfe in due time.

The Equoridaj are the last family, and the genus Zygodactyla (twin finger) is its type. The

niedusse of this genus are from seven to eight inches in diameter and

light violet in colour. The tentacles are long and fibrous, and dark violet,

and can be contracted to a niere fringe. They often remain motionless

in the water. It is an inhabitant of the North Atlantic and Northern

Seas generally.

In the genus Eucope the tentacles are well developed, and the calycular

iiierabrane which comes up to their bases diminishes in size until it joins

the ringed tissue of the stem. On one side

of this a long and rather fusiform projection

exists, and it has a central body, around

which medusa buds form. This gonophore

permits the medusas to escape. They are

flat, with a little knob at firet on the top,

and a few short tentacles are around the

disc. Really the knob is the proboscis of

the mouth, and the little medusa turns inside

out with ease.

SUB-ORDER TRACHOMEDUS^E.
The Tracliomedusae have a gelatinous

disc, which feels decidedly hard to the fingers, and the margin is

iiicivrioductiveijait. (After L. Anasiu.t usually lobed. The tentacles are either rigid or else can move,

and there are peculiar sense organs on the base of the tentacles,

jiocompanied by lithocysts, and sometimes by eye-spots. They do not pass through any colonial

.stage, and the eggs develop into a ciliated larva formed of two layers of tissue, and it has no
stomach, but becomes elongated into two arms. After a while two other arms or tentacles are seen,

jind the central cavity and mouth. Reproductive organs appear, and then more tentacles. There
»w numbers of these Trachomedusse in the oceans, and many genera have been distinguished.

In the fresh warm water (86'' Fahr.) of the tank which contains the Victoria Regia in the Botanic
Gardens of the Regent's Park, London, Mr. Sowerby found great numbers of minute medusse movino-
Avith great vivacity, and preying on the minute Crustacea. They were about a line to half an inch
in diameter, and had nearly 200 tentacles and four radiating canals and a circular one. There
was a velum, and the margin had many eye-spots. The manubrium is long and expanded below,
and the tentacles are solid. The genus has been called by Dr. Allman Limnocodium, and Prof Ray
Lankester believes that probably it is one of the Trachomedusse. It is probably the only instance

of a medusa which can live in perfectly fresh water, and wliich dies in cold or salt water. Nothino-
is known about its origin.

There are many families of this sub-order, and four may be especially noticed. The Trachonemidse
have the marginal filaments rigid and hardly movable, and the sexual organs develop in vesicular
swellings in the eight radial canals, and some have a flat disc with club-shaped tentacles.

Some, like the ^gina, with rigid marginal tentacles, belong to the family ^giuidw. The
.stomach-pouches reach far towards the edge of the disc, and the sexual elements are produced by the
derm of their sides. Sometimes there is no marginal canal, and four tentacles often exist.

The Geryonidse have a large cylindrical peduncle environing the stomach. Four or six canals
are in the umbrella, and extend from the bottom of the stomach to the radial canals in which the
reproductive organs exist. Finally, the Charybdeidse have the borders of the umbrella with tentacles
and compound marginal corpuscles. Ramified canals come from the processes of the stomach. They
are dwellei-s in the Mediterranean and Atlantic.
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»fter havi

ORDER HYDROCORALLINA.
The hard, stony, coral-looking substances dotted over with minute pores, and having, within, a

tubular structure crossed by platforms or tabulse, are called Millepores. They are reef-builders, and
contribute to the solidity of the coral reef structure, dwelling, however, in the warmest waters of the
tropics. Formerly classified wth the true Corals, they are now, owing to the researches of L. Agassiz
and Prof. H. N. Moseley, placed among the Hydroids. The last-named and distinguished naturalist,,

carefully examined the anatomy and development of the Millepores, during the-

expedition of H.M.S. Challenger, classified them in

association with certain deep-sea calcareous skeletoned

animals, called Stylasters, in a sub-order—the Hydro-

corallinse.

This is characterised by the presence of a calcareous

base made up of channels formed by the ectodermal part

of canals within them. The base is covered with a

continuous layer of derm, from which zooids of two forms

arise : one with a mouth and gastric cavity—a gastro-

zooid ;
* the other with tentacles and no mouth—a dacty-

lozooid ; t they are I'etractible and lodge in the pores or

outer-chambers of the hard part.

FAMILY MILLEPOKID.E [WITHOUT AMPULL^.

The species of the genus Millepora are found on

Coral reefs, and the dense white substance forming their

usually visible portion is of stony hardness, and is marked

with numei-ous pore-like openings, small and sometimes

arranged in groups. A dried piece looks worm-eaten on

the surface around and between the pores, and these

lead down to long tubular cavities, across which flat layers

of the same mineral, carbonate of lime, which forms the

hard substance, generally stretch one over the other.

These are called tabulw, and they separate chambers, the

upper one being free above and open on the surface, and its floor is the last-made tabula. Between
the pores and their downwai-d tubular prolongations is a curious hard structure made up of a network

of hard tissue, which gives the porous or worm-eaten a]>pearance to the outside. Louis Agassiz and
H. N. Moseley both have discovered and described the soft parts on and within this dense white

substance, which much resembles, but is not, white Coral. A thin living film covers the whole

surface, and a thin downy layer is observed over all, and it consists of minute feeler-like projections

arising from the pores. An'anged as these pores are more or less in circlets around a central one, their

tentacles difier. The central larger one has a short body provided with a mouth, and it is a

cylindrical gi'owth with from four to six short tentacles in one whorl at its top, just below the mouth.

Each of these tentacles has a knob at its tip, composed of nematocysts. The small mouth opening is

circular in outline, and a little lower down is a cruciform slit environed with gastric cells, bladder-

like and transparent. Tlie other bodies surrounding this one, and coming forth from the circlet of

pores, are long and slender, cylindrical and tapering. They bear tentacles at regular intervals from
top to bottom, each of which consists of a short cylindrical stem with a knob.

No mouth or stomach exists in these long bodies, and their office appears to be to catch food and
convey it to the short body with a stomach, in the middle of the circle. All disappear on very slight

shaking of the hard mass. The network of the hard substance, supporting these structures, contains

soft parts and numerous tortuous canals, and some of these are on the surface and connect the

pores together. The hard structure, composed of fibrous-looking carbonate of lime, is pi-oduced by
the outer skin or ectoderm of the animal, and is nourished by and formed from the digested food,

which contains more or less carbonate of lime.

* Greek, gaster, stomach. t Greek, daktiilos, finger ; :oon, animal.

(OKE OP
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Tlie stomach and finger zooids contain muscular fibres, and the nematocysts or thread-cells have a

spiral within them, with part of it jagged with a thorny part. Others have three barbs on tlie thread.

The hard part of the Millepore is called the coenosteum. Unfortunately, the method of

reproduction had not been ascertained by Prof. Moseley, to whom we owe the very exact description of

these interesting things, which were formerly, before Agassiz saw the zooids, considered to be true

tabulate Corals. Certainly it is only the part of the coenosteum above the uppermost tabula that is

alive ; all below was so once, and has died.

FAMILY STYLASTERID.E [WITH AMPULL.^.

These have the pores with a style or calcareous spiny projection. Ampullai, or blister-like

swellings on the surface, contain the male elements and large planulte.

The Stylasters were named after small red-coloured, more or leris fan-sliaped, branching coral-like

substances, on which are numerous groups of pores sur-

rounding central cavities, having a projection at their

bottom. Until Moseley examined tliem, they were in-

cluded in the Stony Corals, and the divisions between the

pores were considered to be septa. He lias proved that

the famUy, which comprises many genera, belongs to the

same sub-order as the Millejiores. The hard part of the

animal is composed of reticulations of tubes, and a gas-

terozooid occupies the central pore space, and dactylozooids

the surrounding circlet of pores. The hard part consists

of carbonate of lime to a considerable extent, and is formed

by the dejiosit of it in the substance of the outer skin, or

ectoderm, of the canals or tubes. The canals open into the

pores, which are really cylindrical pits, and at the bottom

of each are a few large canals and their opening.s. Some
genera have a projection, or style, more or less brush-shaped,

on the base of the floor of the cavity for the gasterozooid, and

resting on a partition or tabula, of which there may be more ti"^' gasturozooid
'''|.<'f^^"'[[[jjYt''

""^ iactjiozuoiiis

than one. Small, more or less rounded, projections occur

on the surface of the hard part of the animal, and they are the domes covering spaces. These open

by slits or get very thin at the surface, and contain the male reproductive elements, or a most remark-

able womi-like embryo, v/hich is termed a planula. The planula is large and cylindrical, and being

curled up, is larger than the cavity in which it has developed out of an ovum ; and this cavity is large in

relation to the circlet of pores in some genera. A mature planula is a quarter of an inch in length, and

has a transparent gelatinous-looking outer skin, or ectoderm, and a dark-coloured inner, or endoderm.

It looks like a worm, and is probably covered with cilia, and there are polygonal markings on the body,

and nematocysts. No internal organs exist, and this young form is solid within. It escapes and

settles down after leading a free-swimming life, but how the future growth proceeds is not known.

The dactylozooids of all the genera of the family have simple tentacles, which retract, and the

gasterozooids are flask-shaped, and may or may not have club-shaped tentacles on them.

These interesting Hydrocorallin* are foimd very widely distributed from 10 to 750 fathoms'

depth in the North and other parts of the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. The West Indies, the

coasts of Brazil, and the Jajjanese Seas are common localities. They may be arranged in two groups.

In one the pores occur in regular circlets, or cycle systems, and the genei-a may again be subdivided

into those which have styles present at the bottom of the gasterozooid, and also of the dactylozooid pores.

Stylaster and Allopora belong to this subdivision. Of those with styles only present in the gastero-

zooid pores, Stenohelia is an example ; and of those without any styles, Astylus and Cryptohelia are

examples ; the last-named genus has a remarkable lip in front of the circlet of pores.

In the .second group, the pores for the dactylozooids are eitlier of one or two kinds, and a group

of genera belong to each. Pliobothrus and Errina are examples of the first, and Spinipora of the

latter conditioa

MILLEPOKA.
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Fossil Hydrozoa have been discovered, some without doubt analogous to recent forms, and others

not so. Impressions of medusse have been found on the Solenhofen stone, and they were Rhizostomidse.

The Graptolites or Rhabdophora are fossils in the shape of long, narrow, toothed (at the side) bodies, single

or combined. They are found in the Lower Silurian, and die out before the end of the Upper Silurian

gi-oup of strata. Two principal forms exist : those with one row, and those with two rows of cellules ;

and in Rastrites the cellules are separate, and not overlapping as in the others. They may have a

central disc or prong-like process at the end, with a central solid rod. The cellules analogous- to the

calycles of Sertularians probably contained structures resembling nematophores.

The Hydrocorallinse of the Millepore division have no sati.sfactory fossil species ; but there is a

doubtful form in the Cretaceous rocks. Probably most of the family Fa\ositid8e, usually c-alleil

Tabulate Corals, were hydroids, and many of the corals called Rugosa.

A fossil, with a root-like expansion, hollow stem, and tentacles, surrounded originally by a

calcareous investment, is found on the face of the fronds of a Carboniferous Bryozoon, Fenestella

nodulosa. It has been named Palseocoryne—of the Hydroida.*

Order.

Ctenophora

DiscoPHOKA, or Ac.4LErH.Ti

SlPHONOPHORA

Thacho.medvsa .

Hydkocorallin.e

GROUP ZOOPHYTA.
CLASS HYDROZOA, OR HYDROMEDUS.E.

Siib^rrler.

I Globata ....
) Lobata ....
\ Cfstida; ....
' Eurystoma
f Slonostoma
< R}iizostonia

/ C'alycozoaria

/ Phvsophoiu
) PhVsalia...

•

) Caiycopliora

( Discoida....
Trachomedusse

Tubularia—Gvmnoblastea

C'ampanulari i-ptoblastea

Example.

Pleurobraehia.

Bolina.

Ce.stupti.

Beroe.

Aurclia.

Rhizostoma.
Lucernaria.

• Physoi)hor;i,.

Phvsalia.

Diphves.
Velella.

.(Egina.

l' Hydra.

I

Perigonimus.

j Kiulendrium,

] Hydractinia.

I

Syncorync.
.mla

8i_Ttularella.

Plimiularia.
( 'anipairalaria.

Europe.
I jnilepora.

CHAPTER II.

THE ANTHOZOA.

Zoantharia and Alcyonaria—Characters—THE ZOANTHAPJA—Tlie Wliite Stony Corals or Madreporaria—Structure—The
Coral—Development — The Reef - builders Coral Islands—JMaiiKEPorakia ApuRosa—Turbinolid:e—Oculinidw—
Astrseida;— Eusmilinee— Euphylliace,-v — ,Stylinace:e — Litliopliylliaceas — Astra-acea? — Cladocoraceae — Fungidie —
Madreporaria PERF0RATA--Eupsammin3e—Poritida;- Other Groups of the jMadreporaria

—

Antipathari.\ or
ScLEEOBASic ZoANTHARiA—ACTINARIA OR Malacodermic Zoanthaeia—Characters— Actinidie—Minyadinse—Acti-
niuse-The Sea Anemones—THE ALCYONARIA—Char.acters—Helioporidai—Pennatulida; or Sea-Pens—GoROONiliiE.
—Red Coral—Formation— Gorgonime—Characters—Various Genera—Alcyonida;—Distinctive Features—Organ-pipe
Coral—Alcyoninre—Dead Man's Fingers—Classification of Anthozoa.

THE CLASS ANTHOZOA.
iHE White Stony Corals, Sea Anemones, and Antipatharia form one order of this class, th?^

Zoantharia ; and the Red Coral, the Tube Coral, the Isis, and the Alcyonians are a second order called

Alcyonaria ; and all of these familiar and beautiful objects merit the name of flower-like animals, from

* The iirincipal works on the Hydrozoa, quoted in this article, are those of AUman (Ray Society), Hiucks, and Claus.
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their external aspect. All have a home in the sea or in brackish water, ami are usually brilliant in

colour, i-adiating in their construction, have tentacles around a mouth which leads to a stomach, and this

opens into a large lower cavity, called the perigastric. This communicates with the hollow tentacles,

and has the reproductive organs in it. Portions of it are folded at the side.s longitudinally,

and projections of its membrane, called mesenteries, develop on and within them the ova and sperma-

tozoa. The ova and young escape by the mouth as free ova, or as planulre hatched from them, and

not as medusiB. There is an outer skin, or ectoderm ; on inner in relation to the stomach, the

endoderm ; and a tissue between, the mesoderm ; and this last secretes, in some, a hard and even cal-

careous skeleton. The soft structures are usually very contractile, and they contain cellular structures,

muscidar fibres, much comiecting tissue, and scanty, rudinientary nervous elements. There is no special

circulatory, respiratory, or excretory system. But the ciliated cells of the outer and inner derms move

water over the surface ; and in some of the Corals, with a great number of individuals collected in one

mass, there are evidences of a water system, which ai)pears to regulate the symmetry of the whole.

The derm is crowded with nematocysts, or thread-cells, iliflerent as a rule in their construction from

those of the Hydrozoa ; but some have spiny barbs on the thread, and this is often invaginated more

or less before extension. Large and small cells are also present, containing glairy mucus, which escapes

on pressure, and colouring matter. The muscular fibres are delicate, without stria>, and are longitu-

dnial and transverse, or encircling. The whole soft structure appears to have a power of general or

amoeboid movement.
ORDER ZOANTHARIA.

The first sub-order of the Zoantharia is that of the White Stony Corals, or Madreporaria, and the

members of it, very numerous in genera and individuals, live on the flooi' of the sea at all depths

down to 3,000 fathoms, and cling to the shore from water level to twenty fathoms. Those which

form Coral reefs come under the last assemblage, and the more solitary and simi)le deep sea Corals

belong to the first. All contain in the mesoderm a quantity of hard matter, composed mainly of

carbonate of lime in a fibrous or long crystalline condition, called Aragonite ; and externally a

simjile kind will resemble a Sea Anemone. There is a range of tentacles, or more than one, on the top

of the body, and a disc within the circle of tentacles, in the midst of which is a small mouth. A
coloured tis-sue, like that of the outside of the tentacles and disc, covers the outside of the body, which

generally assumes a cup-like form, or may be flat, bell-shaped, tubular, or compressed like a fan. The disc

is marked with coloured lines that appear to ratliate from the mouth, and if it is touched with a hard

pencil it will contract slightly, and then beneath it is felt a hard structure, made up of a i\umber of

plates placed vertically, with their edges upwards. Spaces exist between these septa—interse[ital

spaces—in which there is a process of the under part of the disc, the mesenteric fold.

On stripping off the disc, the tops of the numerous septa are seen, covered with a filmy structure,

and between each pair a soft mesenteric fold.

In the middle of the top of the Coral, and just under the opening of the mouth, is a hard pro-

jection, or axis (the polumella), or else one does not exist, and the stomach cavity occupies the place.

Above the columella, or in its place, is the stomach, lined with endoderm, and having the mesenteries

radiating on all sides. Moreover, the tentacles, which are hollow, open into the interseptal spaces, so

that the fiuid of the stomach can pass around all the soft internal parts and up into the tentacles.

The mouth in the disc has muscular sides, and is extensible, and it passes at once by a narrow space to

the underlying digestive cavity. Nematocysts and glairy cells and ciliated cells abound in these parts.

The structures outside of the Coral, which are continuous with those of the tentacles above, are

thin, coloured, and abound with the same kind of cells as those just mentioned. The whole is under

the influence of the moving water, and is aerated by it. Food, in the form of minute invertebrata,

comes accidentally in the way, is stopped by the secretion of mucus or by the action of nematocysts,

and is moved to the mouth by the tentacles, which grasp it, or by cilia, which simply move it onwards.

The mouth opens, and the prey disappears to be digested, and the indigestible parts come forth from the

mouth. Tlie juices of the prey are circulated from cell to cell, and add to the bulk of the creature. But

the calcareous parts of the prey—its shell, for instance, had it one—and a certain amount of the salts

of lime held in solution by the water, are letnined in the striictures of the mesoderm of the body, and

they form the hard Coral. The hard pait of the Coial is produced by a dejjosition of carbonate of
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lime ill long or short and slender needles, or prisms, in the interstices of a peculiar connective tissue

of the mesoderm. Hence these Corals are called Sclerodermic Zoantharia.

By placing a Coral in weak hydrochloric acid and water, effervescence of carbonic acid ensues, and

the lime combines with the acid and is dissolved. At last a film remains of the shape of the Coral,

and it represents the organic basis of it. An old piece of Coral, when cut in slices for microscopic

examination, shows numerous radiating Hues once occupied by the organic matter, and starting from

them, on all sides, are bunches and masses of the prisms and irregular-shaped needles of carbonate of

lime. In some Corals this texture is very dense, and in others very lax and porous ; and in these

last the texture of the hard part is very spicular, the ends being joined to form a kind of cellular

structure. Hence the two great divisions of the Madreporaria : the Aporosa and the Porosa.

The hard parts of the Coral are remarkable for their regular radiation and numerical

arrangement. They consist of a theca, or wall, which forms the cup of the Coral, which is closed below

at the base, and open at the opposite end, at the calice. The septa, or vertical plates, pass from the

inside of the cup towards the central axis. They are free above at the calice, and are sometimes not

joined or attached to anything in the centre of the cup, but there may be a columella there, which

starts from the bottom of the cup and gi'ows upwards ; or it may be formed by the ends of the

.septa. The interseptal spaces are open from top to bottom in some Corals, and in others there are

thin pieces of carbonate of lime, which cross them more or less, and cut off the lower parts from the

upper. The animal secretes these, and lives above the upper one. They are called dissepiments.

Outside the cup there are longitudinal ridges in relation to the septa within, which are called

ribs or costsB ; and they may be united by cross bars.

Some Corals are always simple and separate ; others, and especially the reef-builders, are

compound : that is to say, they propagate by budding from the parent, and then the buds form a

succession of buds. A little projection appears on the side of a cup, and soon a few tentacles are

seen there. It grows outwards and upwards, and resembles the parent. This is a bud. Other buds

arise, and all grow upwards in a bush-like form, and then the buds begin to bud, and so on. There

is a symmetry in the growth, and either this bush shape remains, or else structures are grown between

the buds and the parent, connecting the whole in a solid mass, called exotheca. They are composed

of layers of hard tissue arranged in cellular compartments or cross bars, so as to give great bulk,

lightness, and sti-ength to the Coral.

The Corals of all kinds produce ova, which escape from the mouth, and hatch into long ciliated

bodies, or planulse. These fix themselves and develop, becoming like the parent. The growth of the

individual is accompanied by an increase in the number of mesenteries within the body, and of solid

septa between each pair of mesenteries. Two great series of Corals develop septa differently. In one

six septa are followed by six smaller, then twelve still smaller are formed, one in each of the

already made interseptal spaces, and then twenty-four, and so on, the increase being by cycles in

multiples of six. In another series there is a more or less distinct increase by fours, and the position

of one or more of the first, or primary septa, is sometimes occupied by a gi-oove. Oi'-there may be a very

numerous collection of septa, which appear to be without any rule, and to be alternate in size. In some

Corals no definite order can be distinguished. Certain appendages to the septa, between them and the

columella, are called pali, and they appear to have reference to a fresh circlet of tentacles.*

The first series are the Hexactinellids, and the second are the Rugosa.

The Corals which live on the southern coasts of England are simple, and do not form reefs, and

others of the same genera are found in deep water on the floor of the great oceans. Pressure and

temperature seem hardly to influence them, and they flourish in the great depths, in water not much
above freezing-point. But the reef-building Corals require a warm sea, and highly aerated, pure

sea water, containing an abundance of living things. These conditions are only to be obtained in those

parts of the world where the sui-face .temperature of the sea is never less than 68" Fahr., and indeed

some Corals require a much higher temperature, such as 72*^ to 86". Moreover, the necessary purity

of water and freedom from sediments can only be got in the neighbourhood of islands standing in deep

water. As the temperature of the sea diminishes rapidly with depth, that of 68" to 86" is not

* All individual Coral, perfect in itself, is a Corallum ; a member or an individual which has budded or divided off, and yet

still remains as part of a whole, is a Corallite.
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inaiiitaiued below twenty fatlioms, ami tlms there is a downward depth limit to tlie reef-building

Corals. They fringe certain islands within the West Indian, Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans, tho

Corals clinging on in great masses to the shore, some being uncovered a little at very low tide, and some

extending to tlie depth of twenty fathoms. The growth is ui^wards, and outwards, or seawards, and

sometimes to a considerable extent. Such a mass of Coral is alive on the top and where in contact

with the sea ; but all the supporting mass which once was alive is dead, and consists of a mass of hard

Coral, united Ijy exothecal structures, and much altered by the pei-colatiug water.

In some parts of the Pacific Ocean, an island is seen surrounded by a calm lagoon of sea water of

no gi-eat depth, and in the offing is a more or less circular reef, with openings in it. This is a Coral

.structure which is growing, but does not extend deeper than twenty fathoms in the living state. But

the foundation of the distant reef extends from it to the island, and underlies the living and dead

mass of Coral. These are barrier reefs. In other parts of the great ocean simple rings of reef,

^nlled atolls, are seen. There is no mountain in the midst, but a lagoon. The fringing and

barrier reefs are phases in the development of the atoll. The land was once surrounded by a

fringing reef, and subsidence commenced. The Coral, ever growing, increased in bulk upwards,

growing as the laud sank, and this process gradually necessitated a shallow sea between the mountain

tops and the reef. This barrier reef, still subsiding with the mountain, on which it hung amidst

the waves, yet ever growing upwards, at last witnessed the total submergence of the land. An
iitjU thus foiTued is a vast mass of Coral covering a sunken island, the living Coral forming a ring

.-n-Dund a lagoon, with openings seawards. This is the theory of Charles Darwin.

The most rapidly growing Corals live in the surf and most heated water on the outside of the reef,

and the more solid reef-builders remain in quieter water, in the lagoon. Many simple Corals are found

jimongst the reef-builders, and live in company with a vast assemblage of Tubicolar Worms, Echinoderms,

Anemones, and Crustacea ; but the beautiful aspect of the reef, with its gorgeous colours of green,

yellow, violet, and gold, is produced by the soft discs and stems of the Madreporaria and Sea Anemones.

The Madreporaria are very numerous in genera and species, and they may be divided into those

which have the hard parts dense, and into those with a light skeleton, very porous in its nature, and

reticulate in its construction. These divisions are those of the Aporosa and Perforata. A great

group, now almost extinct, but which preceded those just mentioned in time, is that of the Rugosa.

THE GROUP MADREPORARIA APOROSA.

FAMILY TURBINOLID.E.

These Corals are usually simple and solitai-y, but some have offshoots in the form of buds, which

resemble the parent. They are

not united by exotlieca, and

there are no internal dissepi-

ments in the interseptal spaces,

exceptions to this statement

being excessively rare.

The common ' so-called

Madrepore of the Devonshire

coast,* and those which are

(Iredged up out of moderately

<leep water in the North Atlan-

tic, are common examples of the

genus Caryophyllia, which do

not usually increase by budding,

l)ut by the development of ova.

Those species, which are fixed on

to substances on the floor of the

.sea, often have a delicate outer

tayer of hard tissue, called an epitheca, and nearly all are very beautifully ornament'

* GaryophjjUia smithii (Stokes).

75*

CARYOrHYLLIA CYATHVS.
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have a spiny outside. This genus is the tj-pe of a sub-family* in which there is a row of pali,

and it is found that the interseptal spaces, when the soft parts are washed away, are open throughout.

One genust increases by budding, and is therefore compound.

A sub-family which is but slightly represented now, and which had a great development in

the Secondary and Tertiary ages, is that of the Trochocyathaceje, and it has more than one row

of pali, and consequently as many extra rows of tentacles. Several of its genera are now repre-

sented in tlie deep sea, and Deltocyathus is the most widely distributed, being found, moreover,

at the depth of 2,250 fathoms.

Ajiother sub-family is tliat of the Turbinolina;, and it is characterised by the simplicity of

the hard parts, there being the cup or wall, septa, and cost*. Sometimes the columella exists,

and an epitheca, but pali are not seen. Some of these simple forms are extinct, and the majority

still live. They are divided into genera by the shape of the Coral, which, for instance, is compressed

and fan-shaped in Flabellum and wedge-shaped in Sphenotrochus ; and by the nature of the

columella, which i.s styliform in Turbinolia and fascicular in others. Some, such as Blastotrochus,

bud on the outside. Many of the species of this sub-family are dwellers on the floor of the deep

.sea, and the fossil forms ai-e very numerous. The third sub-family is that of the Dasmidte, and

the only genus is extinct.

FAMILY OCULINID^.

These are branching Corals, which bud on the outside of the stem, or on tlie edge of the

calices, and have these last resembling, more or less, those of tlie family just noticed. There

are, however, dissepiments in the interseptal spaces of some, and in the common Lophohdia, jn-oli/era,

found on the floor of the North Atlantic, horizontal layers of hard tissue may cross the whole internal

cavity, and are called tabulie. Moreover, the lower parts of the cup fill up with carbonate of lime,

and there is a general solidity of the branches. The genera are numerous, and many are extinct,

whilst others inhabit great depths. A small sub-family, the Stylojjhorina;, increase by the process of

budding, or gemmation, but the hard tissue is not so compact as that of the others, and the

columella is styliform.

FAMILY ASTR.EID.^.

This family consists of a vast number of genera, many of which are reef-builder.s ; others

are simple forms, and several are extinct. The hard i^arts have all the structures hitherto mentioned,

and there are septa, costse, a columella,

endothecal dissepiments, epitheca, and

buds. There is also exotheca in the

compound forms. They are divided arti-

ficially into two groups : those with the

tops of the septa plain—the Etismilinse

•—and tliose with serrations, or spines, on

the tops of the septa—the Astrseinaj.

The tir.st sub-family of the EusmilinsB is

a very ancient one, the Trochosmiliacese,

and they are solitary Corals, cup-shaped,

and with the internal dissepiments well

de\-eloped.

The sub-family Euphylliace* grow

FAviA p\iLiDA "^ ''"^'^ ^y fissiparous division of the

calices. These elongate in one direction

•md divide, and the separate portions become isolated more or less above, but still remain parts of

the original Coral. Some form tuft-shaped Corals, free, to a gi-eat extent, at the surface, and
othei'S are only isolated at the calicular surface, and form masses, and a thii'd group are com])lete]j

fixed and confluent, forming very diverse-shaped Corals.

Another sub-family is that of the Stylinacese, which was largely represented in the Mesozoic and

* Cari/ophi/lliacer. t Canociiathus.
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Tertiary ages, and wliich is almost extinct. Thej- grow regular!}- and withdut the fission ; tlie buds

become polygonal as they grow upwards in company, and they mostly have a styliform columella.

Some of these were great reef-builders of old, and the buds and parents were all united as a cellular

mass, by exothecal structures and by epitlieca. One exceptional genus still flourishes, and in this

the buds, or corallites, are free above, and all united below by a dense growth, like an exotheca, the

growth being termed peritheca. It is the common Galaxea.

The group Astraeinse have spines and serrations on the free edges of the septa. It is a very unsatis-

factory division, b>it it is remarkable that the sub-families of the Eusmilinre arc represented in the

Astneina?, the diflerence being only in the septal structure. They are usually massive compound Corals,

and dwellers in shallow water and reefs. But there are some which are simple and solitary, and they

belong to the sulj-family Lithophylliacere, which, however, contains compound forms also. This sub-

family has some of its Corals in tufts and others in lines or series more or less confluent, and these last

are subject to growth by fissiparity, the calices being often very long and curved, or meandriform. The
genera Montlivaltia and Antillia belong to the simple kinds, and the flrst has fossil and the second both

fossil and recent forms. The

tufted Montlivaltia gi-oup are

represented by the Mussas of

the warm seas of the gi-eat

oceans, and by the extinct

genera Thecosmilia, Ehabdo-

phyllia, and many others.

Many massive Corals, -with

many small calices arranged in

long, wavy, trough-like series,

exist amongst the meandriform

group, and are classified under

the genera Symphyllia, Myceto-

phyllia, Isophyllia ; and in some

the septa] edges are extremely

spinulose. The very solid-look-

ing, wavy-caliced Ma»and rinse

belong to this group, and the

common Corals so frequently

sold at sea-side places, with

slightly elongated deep calices,

belonging to the genera Lep-

toria, from the Red Sea and

Pacific and Indian Oceans. The

Brain Stone Coral (Diplnria cerebri/orii

extinct genera are recorded.

Another group of these ragged-topped septate Corals increase by the division of their calices, but

grow up in a solid mass, the division being restricted, and all the resulting individuals being united

together by exotheca. Some of these have the costa? of one corallite uniting with those of their

neighbours, and pali may exist. Some Atlantic, Red Sea, and Pacific Ocean shallow water Corals of

this gi-oup are the Favia?, and there are extinct sjiecies also. The lobed Goniastrfea belongs to this

series.

The sub-family Astraeacese are Corals with sjiiny or serrate septal edges which reproduce by ova
;

but the individual is enlarged by a process of budding, which may take place from the outside of the

Coral, and from just outside the margin and from within the calice. The buds grow, and are united

by a dense exotheca, and the solidity of the whole is often increased by the costse of the corallites,

or separate parts of the mass, being united. The calices are separate in some genera, as in Heliastrsea,

and in such as bud outside the calice. Othei-s, which bud within the calices or at the margin of

them, have polygonal, elongate, and even very confused calices, and they may be joined by the

DIPLOMA CEREBEIFOKMIS.

s) is one of these. Numerous : species of still listing (
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cost» passing from one calice to another, or by special structures. Tiie genera Astraja and Prionastrrpa

amongst the recent Corals, and Isastr»a and Thamnastra;a belonging to the extinct fauna, are familiar

examples

The Cladocoi ace-p 110 i sub-family ^vith dendroid-shaped Corals, and some of the genera are

extmtt CiKi/d II II
, ii

.
-: .

h I if the Mediterranean, and other species

inliabit the West Indian Seas and

Madeira. Some of the sjiined septate

Corals bud in a remarkable manner

from a kind of creeping I'oot, or stolon,

and the corallites thus arising may or

may not be covered with epitheca. These

are the sub-family Astrangiacese, and

the genera Cylicia, Cryptangia, and

Astrangia are types, some species being

e,\tinct. Finally, two little groups, the

Echinopora» and Merulinje, are the last

of the series, and lead, by theii' structural

peculiarities, to the next family.

FAMILY FUNGlD.li.

Tins family is characterised by the

flat growth of the corallum, and especially

by the occurrence, in the interseptal

spaces, of stout, straight dissepiments,

simply stretching across from septum to

septum, like little beams. The.se are

Synapticulse. There are two sub-families.

In the first, the Funginse, the under

part of the wall or base is more or less

porous and spinulate. The common large

simple Coral (Fungia patella), so like

a flat mushroom, which is found veiy

generally on the shores of the Eastern seas, is the type. Another, elongate in shape, has been compared

to the Sea-slug, and is a large Coral.* Several genera are extinct, and Micrabacia of the Chalk is

an exam])le. In the sub-family Lophoserinse, the wall is entire and not spinose, and it contains

some twenty genera. Some have the species simple and cup-shaped, or button-shaped ; others are

compound. Agaricia is a typical genus. Moseley obtained a beautiful Coral (Bat/ujacfis symmetrica)

from a wider range than any other known Coral—from thii-ty fathoms to three miles of depth, and in all

the oceans. There are instances amongst the Fungidte, as well as in the Aporosa, where the buds

become disconnected from the pai-ent, and form other and independent Corals. The famOy was

represented in the early Secondary formations, and has persisted.

GROUP MADREPORARIA PERFORATA OR POROSA.

The group of the Perforate Corals, whose hard texture is reticulate and open, is subdivided int >

two families. In one, the Madreporidse, the wall is poro'.is, but the septa are more or less lamellar and

entire ; and in the other, the Poritidae, the wall and septa are both reticulate and porous.

An important sub-family of the Madreporidie is that of the Eupsamminse, in which the smalh 1

and younger septa curve towards the older ones close by, so that a very elegant pattern is formed.

The Dendrophyllia dredged up in the Mediterranean and ofi" Madeira, «hich has a curious scent,

belongs to this sub-family, and the most beautiful Corals known, the StephanophylliiB, also. The."-!'

are found living at considerable depths at the present time, and there were exquisitely beautiful

species in the Secondary and Tertiary ages. A very remarkable form, called Zeptopeiius discus, a

* HcrpctoHOia Umax.

DENDKOPHYLLIA UAMEA.
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very elaborate piece of coral lace, flat and wonderfully fri>gile, was got up from 2,f.i0() fathoms in the

Indian Ocean, and described by Moseley as one of these. The branching Madrepores belong to a

second sub-family, and they are the most vigorous of the reef-builders, living on the outer edge of

the reef, and attaining gi-eat bulk. Some live in quieter water.

The second family, the Poritidse, is composed of two sub-families : the Poi-itinne, with little or no

tissue b(^tween the corallites, which are tolerably close together, as in Goniopora ; and the Montiporina?,

which have a spongy intermediate tissue. Nearly all the species are reef-builders, and all are shallow

water dwellers. Porose Corals existed in the PaKu
zoic age.

Other great divisions of the Madreporaria in tin

Tabulata, Tubulosa, and Rugosa.

It has been noticed, in treating of the H\diozoa

(page 292), that some of the Tabulata belong to tint

class. There are some of this great group of the

Corals which cannot yet be classified satisfactoul>

Some certainly belong to the Alcyonaria, a giouji

which will be considered in a future page, and one

genus, Pocillopora, which has tabulse and twelve ten

tacles, with vei-y rudimentary septa, probably should be

referred to the Aporose division of the Madrepoiaua

Others cf the old group Tabulata may be Bryozoa

The Tubulosa contain two genera, which aie e\

tinct, namely, Aulopora and Pyrgia, but their clissi

ticatory position is very undecided, and probably they

were Alcyonarians. i

Lastly, the Rugosa, a grand group in the Palaeozoic A'
age, in which they were reef-builders, has some modem ®_^

'

representatives in the small Guynia and Duncania of
Zi,''

tlie floors of the Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean
• ^

SUBORDER ANTIPATHARIA, OR
SCLEROBASIC ZOANTHARIA.

These are mostly slender and branched animals,

fixed on to substances at considerable depths, and very plant- or bush-like in appearance. The insidn

of their stem is solid, and is composed of hard concentx-ic layers, with a central space, and may bi'

corneous or calcareous. It is covered with soft tissue, which is continuous with the polypes which

form the outer living part. The whole is, as it were, a colony, and there is great symmetry in its

size, colour, and arrangement. The polypes resemble small Anemones ; no hard parts are within

their derm, and their base rests on and forms the solid stem or axis. They have six to twenty-four

simple tentacles. In the genus Cirripathes, the shape of the stem is that of a stick, and it is covered

with little sharp spinules ; and in one from the Fijis the stem is very flexuous, and is often spirally

curved, the polypes are green, and the tentacles brown, and the surface is ciliated. The genua

Antipathes has a black, hard stem, like ebony, and it is more or less echinulate, and ends in small barbules.

The species diflfer in the kind and amount of branching, and whether they are spiny or not. They

live on the floor, at moderate depths, of the Atlantic, Pacific, West Indian, and Indian Oceans,

and the Mediten-anean Sea. Six tentacles are present, and two mesenteries. In the genus

Gerardia the hard stem is branched and rough like shagreen, and the soft tissue is dense, and

contains silicious spicules ; but they appear to belong to other animals, and are accidental.

There are twenty-four tentacles, and as many mesenteries. The species are from the Mediter-

ranean and West Indies. A vitreous or semi-hyaline-looking stem, more or less fan-shaped in

its branching, characterises the genus Hyalopathes, of the Indian Ocean. In all these genera

the hard stem is the product of the base, or lower part of the outer skin of the soft polype-bearing

textures.

J

MAllUEPORA
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SUB-ORDER ACTINAKIA, OR MALACODERMIC ZOANTHARIA.
This sub-order has its members without any hard calcareous deposit iii the mesodenn and

base, and the soft parts closely resemble those of the Stony Corals. In some instances there are

calcareous spiculiB in the tissues.

^'7-W"'9'^'.^^^i)A^^ There are two families : the

Actinidaj, with the tentacles in

several alternating cycles, each

corresponding to a special peri-

gastric loculus : and the Cerian-

thidse, -whose tentacles are in

two concentric circles, so that

an inner and an outer tentacle

arise fiom the same perigastric

loculus, and their internal

cavities are continuous. The

mesenteries do not descend to

the bott 11 of the visceral

cavity, and the base of the

animal has not a fleshy sucker,

but the lower part is more or

less slender, and is placed in

the mud or sand.

In the genus Cerianthus,

of this last family, the base is

perforated by a channel, opening

externally in a pore, and this

very exceptional structure in

the Actinozoa is for the purpose

of getting rid of undigested

matters. A kind of flexible

sheath is found around the

species, and is produced by an

aggregation of nematocysts cast

forth by the skin. They are pi-incipally inhabitants of the Mediterranean, but a species was found

at 2,780 fathoms in the Atlantic, and was described by Moseley. It was dwarfed, its anatomy was

exceptional, and it was contained in a tube made up of the threads of its nematocysts.

The great family of the Actinidae is subdivided into two gi-oups. In one the bodies have a disc

at their base or foot, and are more or less separate ; and in the

other there are sclerites or hard spiculw in the tissues, which give a

coriaceous texture to the mass.

Amongst the flrst division are the Minyadinse, which do not

fix themselves by their base or foot, but, by contracting it, form

a more or less hollow space. Air is taken, into this cavity, and

the animal floats freely, with its tentacles and mouth downwards.

The blue Minyas* of the Cape of Good Hope is melon-shaped, and

flattened above and below ; it is blue, with white projections on it.

Moseley described a floating form, with a cylindrical body and
flattened base, which was obtained during the Challenyer Expedition ''^"'"^^' ='^^""' "' " ^

->-.«. >i.

off the north-east of Australia, and one from 700 fathoms. The °'^'|,£,;,"
,'li'' „i'','?''' A lu

/"'"''

next division is that of the Actininse, the great majority of which
have an adherent base, which they can fix and unfix, and they have one kind of simple tentacles.

At least twenty-four genera are included in this division, and there are a vast number of

* Mint/as cccruha-

ANTIl'ATHEl
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THREAD- CELLS OF SEA AXEMOXE.

species. Tlie well-known genus Anemouia has an adherent base, and is without any pores in

the sides of the body, which are smooth. Its tentacles, very numerous, are not retractile, but long.

The margin of the tentaculiferous disc has no coloured bodies, and the tentacles are conical. It

was called Anthea by Johnston. Anemonia cereus has from 100 to 200 tentacles longer than

the body, and they are green, or olive and brown tipped with rose, with a brown disc, with gi-een

radii. It inhabits the rocks of the English Channel. Anemonia

tuedia, with short tentacles, inhabits the Scottish coasts. Other

genei-a have coloured bodies on the outside of the disc.

The genus Actinia has tentacles that can be retracted, and it

has the chromatopliores, or coloured bodies. Actinia mesembryan-

theiiium is the common Red Sea Anemone of the south of England,

and it is a hardy thing, liking to get out of the water now and

then on to the rocks, and to remain there closed, and then to

re-enter by crawling with its disc. It is very voracious, and

grows to a moderate size, and lives years in confinement.

Actinia amjuicoma and A. pallida are also English species.

The genus is found in all tlie northern seas, the Medi-

terranean, the Atlantic, and on the Pacilic coasts.

Moseley has described Actinije from 1,075 to 1,350 fathoms'

depth in the Atlantic, clinging on to the stems of a Mopsea.

The genus Paractis of the South Seas and Atlantic has no

chromatopliores.

The pretty Diantlms Anemone belongs to the genus Actinia, and has its disc lobed. An
allied genus is that of Discosoma, and it contains a huge foim, which measures two feet across,,

Mhah 111', flit like x l iijiet on the mud of tlu Eed Sea This genus is Mediterranean and

Pacific in its distribution.* The

Kenus Corynactis has the ten-

tacles swollen and sub-spherical

at their ends, and Melactis has

a protractile mouth and knobbed

tentacles. An epidermic enve-

lope surrounds the red Capnen

sanguinea., and a Dysactis from

Guernsey f has a- long bod}-;

narrow below, with two crowns

of tentacles very distinct, bu(

contiguous at their origin.- TIk

largest are filiform and white,

and the others are small and

orange in colour.

Several genera have wart

ike tubercles on the sides of the

body, which secrete a sticky

substance, and the base, or foot,

is very well developed.

The Crassicorn| Anemone

of the south coasts of England

belongs to the genus Cereus

(Bunodes, Gosse), and is well

known for its beautiful colours, green, grey, and red, its numerous pointed tentacles, and its voracity.

Unfortunately it does not live well in aquaria. It has neither chromatophores around the disc.

f Dysactis biserialis.

ACTINIA MESEMBBIINTHEML'V

The deep sea genus Corallimorphi : of Moseley (2,028 fathoms) belongs here.

J Cereus crassicornis.
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nor pores on tlie outside. A small green species, banded with yellow, is found on the British

coasts, and its tentacles are banded with white and green. The warts are arranged in vertical

series.* The Gem Anemone t of England has small warts in close longitudinal series, and the

tentacles, which are slender, are ringed with white and green tints. The Daisy AnemoneJ can

elongate its body considerably, and has a delicate integument of a pale grey yellow, and the warts

are resti-icted to close to the upper part. The disc can alter its shape considerably in a wave-like

manner, and the tentacles are very numerous, delicate, smallest externally, and they are ringed with

grey and white tints. Another species, Cereus venusta (Actinia venwsta, Gosse), has a brownish orange-

coloured body, very numerous tentacles, and it emits an abundance of filaments with nematocysts,

when it is irritated.

Several other species are found in the English Channel, and the genus frequents nearly all

t'-ie shores of the great oceans.

The genus Phymactis differs from Cereus in having chromatophores around the disc, and

t!ie species are from Peru, the Cape, St. Helena, Brazil, and Australia. Cystiactis has large

1. rominent tubercles on the body, and has a South American distribution. An Anemone which

usually selects an empty whelk-shell to fix its base upon, has a leathery consistence of body and short

tentacles ; the tints are greyish-yellow, banded with red-brown, and the tentacles are banded with

the same colours. It has pores situated near the disc. It is Adamsia effmta. Another species

inhabits the surface of shells in which the Soldier Crabs reside, and its very flexible body

li IS the disc bordered w ith a ros^ oi inge *int §

\11 tilt itunuini^ f ( n lilt Vctuiiiii ha\e a very small base and an elongate body.

The species of Iluanthos, known in the Scottish

uid English seas, differ : in the one the body is

longated and pointed at the base, and the filiform

^'reen tentacles are in one row
; ||

and in the other

the body is squat, with a small base, and the

tentacles are thick. 1[ These Anemones are deeply

fixed in sand and mud. The Edwardsias have the

body attenuated at the base, but there is a dense

dermal structure, more or less opaque, ir.to which

the animal can withdraw its two ends. In the

genus Peachia the body is long, and there is a

EDWABDSiA cALLiMOEPHA. Central orificc in the sleuder base. The tentacles are

in one row, and the mouth has a papilliferous and

protractile lip. Peachia hastata lives in the sand, with the calice just visible, in the English Channel.

It appears that the young form of one of the Edwardsise, has eight tentacles, and only two mesenteries.

The sub-family Phyllactinse contains Anemones which have some of the tentacles branching, or

compound in their structure. In the genus Phyllactis the simple tentacles form an inner row, and the

compound leathery ones, an outer crown. The Thalassianthinaj have all the tentacles ramose or

])apillate. Finally, the Zoanthinse are aggregated polypes, which increase by budding at the base, and

they have a coriaceous false skin, in which the secretions are mixed with concretions of sand and shells.

* Cereus chrtisoplenimn (Johnston). f Cereus (Bunodes) gemmacens (Gosse). t Cereus beHis.

§ Adamsia paUiata.

Some of the Actininse, such as the genera Actinia and Cereus, have the ova and spermatozoa developed in the same
animal, and other genera are unisexual. The ova undergo their early changes in the p-arent, and a ciliated planula is set free.

An oval depression appears at one end of it, which becomes the mouth and gastric sac. There is a tuft of cilia at the base end,

and the planula swims with it forwards. Then the mouth elongates in one direction, and two mesenteries are formed out of

the mesoderm, so that the planula is bilaterally symmetrical, and has an internal cylindrical canal communicating with a

bilobed perigastric cavity, which separates it from the body-wall. Another pair of mesenteries make their appearance in one

of the spaces between the two mesenteries, and thus four mesenteries and four inter -mesenteric spaces are formed. Then
a pair of mesenteries appear in the other space, so that altogether there are six. Then two more are added, and there are

eight mesenteries and chambers. Subsequently a fifth and sixth pair are developed, and twelve mesenteries result. Seven
of them have come from the division of the first primary, and five from the second primary chambers. These researches by
Lacaze-Duthier.s connect these presumedly radiate animals with those having a bilateral symmetry, and group together the

Anthozoa with four, six, and eight tentacles or their multiples.

II
Iluanthos sroticus. IT Iluanthos micchelli.
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THE ORDER ALCYONARIA.
The numerous members of tliis order are well distinguished by having eight tentacles,

or tentacles in multiples of four, which are very regularly pinnate. They form a single row, or

cycle, and are enlarged at their base, and each communicates with one of the eight perivisceral

spaces around the stomach. Certain boat-shaped spicules are found in groups, at the base of the

tentacles and in the derm, and are often coloured. The mouth varies in its shape, but has not

a bilobate form. The stomach terminates, internally, in an orifice surrounded by a sphincter

(pylorus). Eight mesenteries project from its outer sui-face into the perivisceral cavity, and

reach the walls of the body to which they are fixed. Each inter-mesenteric space is continuous

with a hollow tentacle above, and below it communicates with the visceral chamber near the

pylorus. The visceral cavity beyond the pylorus is variable in its size ; in the genus Corallium

and in the Gorgonias it is short and rounded below, but in Alcyonium it is long, and narrow

in shape. The body- is very soft and retractile at the upper part of this portion of the cavity,

but at the lower part the dermal tissues contain sclerites and spicules. A calcareous stem

often results, which may branch, and become thick and concentric in its structure, or spicules may
simply strengthen the integuments, and in the first family coral-like structure exists.

The family Helioporid.e contains the so-called Blue Coral {Heliopora cwrulea), which is found

on many Pacific coral reefs. The Heliopora has a massive, hard, calcareous skeletal structure, with

pores on its surfa3e leading down to tubules, which are crossed by tabulae or horizontal floors. The

soft parts cover the hard, and dip down within the pores and to the level of the uppermost horizontal

tabulre. The pores have little projections, like imperfect coral septa, and there may be from twelve to

sixteen. But at a slight depth in the calice ]\Ioseley, to whom we owe the anatomy and zoology of the

group, says the projections become eight in number, and in the lining

animal a mesentery passes to each internal projection. The soft tissues

of this hard cellular mass are composed of an ectoderm, mesoderm, and

endoderm. The first is superficial, and is also prolonged to form a lining

to the stomach. The mesoderm has connective tissue, layers of cells, and ^

masses of fibrillar tissue, and the carbonate of lime of the skeleton is .^5

produced in the first. The endoderm forms layers lining the centie of '4>

the tubes of the hard parts, the calicles, and the interseptal spaces. Tlu i

are deep superficial canals on the top of the hard skeleton, communicatii

with the calices of the pores, and they are lined with the three denn li

elements. The polype with its tentacles has not yet been seen expanded, v^

but Moseley has drawn the unexpanded condition, and has shown that ^^

retractor muscles exist, which withdraw it into the pore, down to the "^

upper tabula. Very small nematocysts occur in the ectoderm. There aie

eight lobes in the unexpanded polype, and eight tentacles exist, and theie

are evidences of short stout tubercles on them. IMoseley found ova m
about three polypes out of a hundred, but no spermatozoa ; so in all

probability these tabulate Alcyonaria are unisexual.* The fossil genus

Heliolites, of the Palajozoic age, is a close ally of the Heliopora, which

has itself been found fossil in Secondary rocks.f

THE FAMILY PEXXATULID.E.-THE SEA-PEXS.

These are free-swimming, more or less pen-shaped Alcyonaria, and

sojie live with their slender pointed root in the sand and mud, but they

are not fixed. Their surface is soft, and may have three kinds of polypes,

or zooids, upon it, continuous by their bases. They are connected with

the central stem, or axis, which is tistulose, and made up of horny and calcareous mattei-, traveraed by

* H. N. Moseley, F.R.S. : Keport on Corals, CkaUeii{ier E.\pedition.

f Allusion has been made to the Tabiilata as a gi'oup already ; and Moseley's researches almost necessitate the placing ot

the Favositiil.-e of Milne-Edwards and Jules Haime amongst the Alcyonaria, so that the group is very old, and was Pateczoic.
Some forms, however, .are Bryozoa,
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soft tissue in bands. The lower part of the axis is not covered with zooids, and the upper part may

have its surface with zooids on one or both sides in simple series, in-spiral series, or in groups on one

or both sides. When the upper part of the axis is branched, the pen-shape may be single or double,

and crowds of zooids with spinules are arranged on one edge. The ectoderm usually contains cal-

careous spiculse. The Sea-pens live in shallow water, and also at great depths, and their distribution

in the ocean is very wide. The sub-family Pennatulse contains the genus Pennatula, in which the

zooids are on the ventral and lateral sides of the stem, there being always a bilateral arrangement

of them on the long cylindrical pinnate stem also. Many are very phosphorescent, and most live in

shallow water, some going down to three hundred fathoms. Their colours are often brilliant

red, and the specimens may be a foot in length. The stalk, or lower part of the axis, swells ovit, and

then terminates in a slender end, or it may be short and cylindrical. The spicules have the tint of the

whole. The zooids are on the tufts, and not on the stem, in the genus Pteroeides. In the genus

Virgularia the root is stout and bent, the axis very long and often curved, and the zooids are on

either side, on the shoi-t pinnules. Calcareous needles aie scanty in the stalk and tentacles. In the

genus Scytalium, the zooids, placed side by side, resemble the half of a young leaf, and the pinnae

are thick, whilst in Pavonaria, the zooids are on the thick edge of the four-sided stem. A magnificent

form, called Anthoptilum thomsoni, after the late diiector

of the Challenger Expedition, has a round and long axis,

and the zooids are in many short rows on' it. It was

found at six hundred fathoms' depth, south of Buenos

Ayres, and another species at a depth of 1,200 fathoms.

The family Umbellulidfe have a long sterile axis, and

from about twenty to fifty zooids are grouped together at

the upper end, in a more or less umbrella form. Some

species were found at a depth of from 1,200 to 2,12.5

fathoms.

The family Renillidse have a kidney-shaped body,

without a solid axis, and the zooids are on one side of

their single pinnule. Tlie Veretillidse have an elongate

axis, which has retractile zooids over the entire surface,

and its lower part is bulbous, naked, or soft. It is divided

longitudinally by two intersecting membranes, with a

calcareous axis in the lower part of the stem, or it may
V>e simple and fleshy.

THE FAMILY OF THE GOEGOXID.E,

There are vast numbers of branching, slendei'-stemmed,

comjiound Alcyonaria liraig fixed on the floor of the

sea at diflferent depths. They have a cellular soft part, in

which are the zooids, or polypes, with eight pinnate

tentacles, and this surrounds, in the maimer of a bark,

a more or less horny or calcareous stem, which is fixed

at its base. The soft tissue is furnished with sclei-ites

or spiculse, and a canal system is on the outside of the

stem, or sclerobasic axis. It appears to have to do with

the general nutrition and symmetrical growth of the

whole, and probably it communicates with the visceral

cavities of the polypes. The visceral cavities of the

polypes are short, and rest, as it were, on the outside of

the central stem. There are two great divisions of this

family ; in one the axis is flexible, homy, and only partly calcareous, and in the other it is completely

calcareous. The first division relates to the sub-families Gorgonise and Isidinse, and the last to the

sub-family Corallinse.

VMBELLL-IARIA GKOENLA>'PICA.
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Tlie beautiful Eetl Coral,* wliich is used so much as au ornament, is the cleaned hard stem of an

Aleyonarian, which lives fixed to substances at considerable depths in the Mediterranean and some

parts of the Atlantic and Pacific. The red stem has delicate striations on it, and a section shows a con-

centric arrangement of calcareous matter, tinted various shades of i-ed. The animal forms this by deposi-

tion of the calcareous grains in a connective tissue, and covers the whole with a somewhat dense soft

part. In this there are canals, or water-systems, running over the hard stem, conforming to its mark-

ings, and communicating with smaller canals. The soft parts, moi'eover, above the canals are formed

into polypes, or zooids, which are contractile and very extensible. They have a thick base, which

n:>rrows upwards to a point, whence a swelling extends, capped by eight feathery tentacles. INIuscles

e.\ist to retract the zooids, but nerves have not yet been dis-

tinguished. A mass of spicules environs the hard stem, and is

gradually connected to form the outer layer. Tlie zooids are

unisexual or bisexual on the same stem, and the ova form a planula

covered with cilia, like a little white worm. It swims freely,

and settles down after escaping from the mouth of the parent,

reniahiing permanently adherent to some substance on the floor

of the sea. The changes then proceed which lead to the formation

of a mouth, stomach, and perigastric cavity ; and the calcareous

matter gradually deposited by connective tissue, and forming the

.stem and the spicules, is derived from the products of digestion.

As in the case of the Stony Madreporaria, the carbonate of lime

of the skeleton is not got from sea-water, but from the shells of

the minute animals which constitute the food. The deposition

of the carbonate of lime thus obtained in certain tissues is

analogous to the formation of bones in the Vertebrata and shells

in the Mollusca. There is a very important coral fishery off tlie
--^-^s*'.. ^ar

coast of Algeria, near Calle, and also off the east coast of Spain, coniLLUM i i 1 1 1 m

and the article is systematically obtained by a rude dredging

or breaking-off and bringing-up apparatus. The coral fisheries of the coasts of Italy and Sicily

begin about the middle of February and continue into October. Pale coral is the most prized

now. Off Torre del Greco a large quantity of coral is found every year, and from 400 to 600

lioats of from six to ten tons are employed. The co.st per boat is from £500 to j£600, and the Coral,

when good, is worth from ^£80 to £200 an ounce. Dana describes a branching, more or less fan-

shaped Coral, of a pale colour within and brilliantly red outside. It is also found off the Sandwich

Islands. These species belong to a sub-family—the Corallinse—and it was

jA|J^|te^^. represented in the age of the Chalk at Faxoe, and in the Miocene of Turin and

.^j^^ra^ Sindh.

^flBH^HN)^ Other dwellers on the floor of the sea, possessing branched stems, have the

^r^^^ calcareous part of it not continuous, but in more or less cylindrical or flat pieces,

coRALLiuM SPICULE. Separated by horny tissue. They are the sub-family Isidinje ; and the genus Isis

has the polypes on the calcareous pieces which are striated. The branches arise

from the calcareous parts. Isis hippurls is from Amboyna, and Isis polyantha from the American

seas, whilst Isis coralloides is from the seas of India. Tliis widely-distributed genus has naturally

fossil forms, and they have been found in the Cretaceous and Miocene strata of Europe, and in the

Miocene of Sindh and Australia.

In the genus Mopsea, a dweller on the deep-sea floor, the branching takes place from the iuter-

calcareous or horny part, and there is a fossil Eocene form of it.

In the genus Melithfea the outer calcareous parts are porous and corky in appearance.

The sub-family Gorgoninre has a flexiTjle continuous stem which resembles horn more than

chitine. The environing soft parts are well developed, and the polypes may be sunken in it or

may project as little warts. There are si)icules of carbonate of lime in the soft parts, and sometimes

there is some of that mineral in the stem. The stem, marked with grooves on the outside, is formed

* Corallium ruhrum.
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of concentric layers, and tliey are deposited in tlie tissues of the deepest portion of the soft parts, one

over the other. The nodular spicules are very characteristic, and in some genera they crowd

the softer tissues. Some are knobVjed at both ends and along their short stem, and the knobs are

like cauliflowei's ; others, with four or five crowns of tubercles, are fusiform; many are club-

shaped, with longitudinal

crests, or are spiny, and

many are scale-shaped and

spinose.

The great number of

;':i-nera of this sub-family

may be arranged around

< t'ltain well-marked ones or

types. The genus Primnoa

lias a dendroid stem and long

\\ arty or pedunculated knob-

ke appendages. Each of

these contams a polype which

1 ciowded with imbricated

1 1 iimI spicules. These

UL 11 \ ible on their bases.

Uie IMS lb cylindrical and

iltlicate, and contains some

c \i bonate of Inne. They are

1 und m the Atlantic, the

Mt-ditenane m. Red Sea, and

Pacific Ocean. The genus

Goigonia is a type, and about

t«n otheis aie grouped with

it The stem contains no

11 bonate of lime, and is

iiieous Gorgonia verrn-

s((, of the Mediterranean

ind English Channel, has a

I ush sh iped form, or is like

111 espiliei It branches

much, liiit so as to develop

a fan-shaped outline. Some
are half an inch and others

The polypes are on knob-shaped projections, and have a circular

ENLAKGED SECTION

one-eighth of an inch in diameter,

margin.

The nearest ally to Gorgonia is the genus Muricea, and it has a softer stem, and the polypes

are, as it were, bi-lobed. The Western seas of America appear to be its liome. Other genera,

such as Plexaura, have the polypes sunken in the common soft tissue, which is thick and semi-solid.

Its species come from the Antilles, the Canaries, and the Pacific. Leptogorgia, on the contrary, has.

a thin, almost membraniform, soft tissue, and the margins of the polypes do not project, and there are

no knobs or warts. A flat stem, branching in twos, and forming a plume shape, is characteristic of

the genus Lophogorgia ; and when the polypes, instead of being placed all around the stem and

branches, are restricted to longitudinal lines on either side of a median groove, the forms belong to

the genus Pterogorgia. Other genera have a foliaceous-looking stem, some are in straight sword-shaped

masses, as Xiphigorgia, and the rest have the branches uniting, so as to form a leafy shape. In

Eliipidogorgia the fan shape is very decided, and the soft parts have little warty polypes close to the

liard tissue. Tliis genus has many species in the Australian, Pacific, and Atlantic seas. In

fact, the world-wide distribution of nearly all these genera is very remarkable. Another type
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has a large quantity of carbonate of lime in its stem, and it is interesting to note tlie repetition

of external form, in tliis division, of that noticed amongst the corneous-stemmed forms. It is

the genus Gorgonella, and it corresponds to the Leptogorgias in the last division, but tlie axis

is very calcareous, and Verucella has the configuration of the Gorgonias. One genus, Juncella, lias-

a simple, non-branching, straight stem, like a stick, and the polypes project slightly. It has been

found in the Mediterranean, off

Bahia, and On the east coast of

Africa. The last group is that

of the Briaracece, in which the

axis, or stem, is no longer dense,

solid, and concentric, but may
be hollow or a mere mass of

spicules. Briareum is the typical

genus, and Paragorgia is its most

important ally.

THE FAMILY ALCYOXID.E.

With the exception of one

genus, this great family is

characterised by the absence of

anything, like a continuous

skeleton or supporting dense

hard structure. In no case is

there an axis, as in the Red
Coral and Gorgonias, but there

is much soft structure, in which

isolated caloareous sclerites or

spicules are placed, sufficient to

detract from a perfect con-

tractility and softness. Hence some are leathery or fleshy. The polypes are fashioned after the

Alcyonarian type, have eight pinnate tentacles, and their visceral cavity has membranes in it sup-

porting the reproductive elements. The soft tissues, or coenosarc, contain the polypes, whose centres

communicate with a common series of minute canals. Many forms increase by budding, some from

the base and others from the sides, and thus two sub-families, the Cornularinse and the Alcyonina?,

can be established. There are

some forms, however, which pro-

duce a wall of calcareous spicules-

and a kind of corallum, and thus-

a third sub-family, the Tulii-

porinse, is formed. This is a verjr

exceptional form, and the rest

ire fixed by their fleshy bases.

Where the polypes are in con-

siderable numbers and surrounded

by a coenosarc, they extend deeply.

and as they are produced by-

budding they may have their

visceral cavities elongate and

either in the direction of the lower sides or of the whole mass. Some are very retractile.

The Organ-pipe Coral * forms very considerable masses of a deep red colour, and is found in the

Red Sea and the Pacific. Its appearance is very familiar to visitors to museums, and it is made up.

in the dry and the dead state, of a multitude of small cylindrical tubes placed in rows one over the

* Tubipora niusica.

SEA PAN (Gorgmiafluhellu

( Kf ^N
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other, and separated by a kind of semi-tubular and cellular tissue, which forms layers of considerable

extent. Usually the number of tubes is small at the base of a mass, and it increases at each layer of

the cellular tissue, so that it is very great at the surface of a large piece. Each tube is made up of a

gre.at number of sclerites, nearly united together, so that their original shape cannot be made out,

and it is hollow witliin, and more or less cyliiidrioal. But there are funnel-shaped {Drojections inside,

and also incomplete horizontal tabulaj. There are no septa. The tubes are separate, slightly porose,

and the new ones spring from the horizontal layers, whose cavities communicate with the larger tubes.

The JJolype fills the upper jjart of the tube, and its outer derm passes over the edge, or rather is

continuous with it, and the sclerites are developed in its midst. There are eight tentacles, with from

fifteen to seventeen pinnae on either side of each, and there are spicules within. The mouth has a

slightly raised lip. When the polype is alarmed, the tentacles close, and then the whole is with-

drawn into the tube. The lower part of the tube, above the uppermost tabula, is occupied by the

gastric cavity, separated above from the stomach by a delicate tissue. The ovaries are in the lower

cavity, and the mesenteries, eight in number, are like thin slender cords.

The genus Tuljipora forms a sub-family of the Alcyonidte, and there are several sjiecies of

J
it. Probably it is of great antiquity, for there are things like

it in the Devonian i-ocks.

The Alcyoninse are fleshy and soft, and increase by ova,

and also in mass by a process of budding from the sides of

the polypes. The buds are enclosed in a very strongly-

developed coenosarc, and the mass may be simple, lobed, or

branched. There are two divisions of the sub-family. In

the armed or spiculate one, the tissue of the body' is thin

and soft deeply, but the outer derm is almost consolidated

or vei-y leathery, on account of the number of large boat-

TUBipoEA MusicA. shaped spicule. These resemble those commonly found in

1. Tuiics m.TKnifiid anci containing iioiyiic. 2 Tentacles oi the Alcyonaria at the base of the tentacles, but which are
Tiibiiiora polype. 3. Polype magnified. -^ '

small in that position. The extremities of the spicules

jiroject at the surface, and give an echinulate appearance to the individual. In the genus Nephthya

the derm is a leathery skin, bristling with spicules, and it forms branching lobes ending in projecting

tubercles in which are the polypes. The only known species is from the Red Sea. In the genus

Spoggodes the animal is membranous and flexible, and the polypes are incompletely retractile witliin

the tissue which contains the spicules. An almost cylindrical tube of leathery skin with spiculiferous

walls contains the highly retractile polyjies of the genus Paralcyonium of the Algerian seas, and this is

the nearest ally to the Tubipores. No less than twelve genera belong to the next division of naked

Alcyonians. These have a semi-cartilaginous consistence, and merit the term fleshy, but the density is

due to the presence of a multitude of microscopic nodular sclerites. The surface is granular and very

spinulose. The genera may be grouped according to the contractility of the polj'pes ; and in the

genus Alcyoniiini, which is lobed-shajjed or fingei'-shaped, the contractility is complete. The polypes

retreat within a dense coenosarc ; they increase by budding. One of the species* has a singular hand-

.shape, and is called Dead Man's Fingers on the English coasts. The polypes are large, very numerous,

and occupy the greater part of the sui-face, and the colour may be white, or grey, or orange. They

are fixed on to stones and shells, and the ugly mass of slimy-looking substance if jilaced in pure

sea-water gradually sends forth its beautiful polypes. The genus Ammothea is a branching form,

-with spicules on the branches, and it probably should be placed with the other division. Its

polypes are semi-retractile.

The polypes of the last genus to be mentioned, Xenia, from the Red Sea and Eijis, are

non-retractile, and are on a fasciculate and fleshy stem.

Amongst the genera of the sub-family, the Cornularinje, are some simple or isolated forms, or

they may be united by a kind of prolonged base or stolon, out of which they have been formed

hy budding.

The simple kinds have a tabular shape, and the pol}'pe is retractile, and they belong to the

* Alcyonium diffitatum.
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genus Haimea, Compound kinds may have,ix)ot-shaped stolons, and the polypes may be tubular. In

some of these, the Cornularia;, for instance, the polypes are completely drawn in, and are i-etractile,

and the stolons fix on to all kinds of substances. There are no spicules, and the bottom of the

visceral cavity communicates with the buds by minute canals. They are Mediterranean species.

The ClavularijB resemble these, but contain spicules, and inhabit the shores of Vanikoro. Some

species without retractile polypes, but otherwise like the Cornularise, are found in the Moluccas, the

Bay of Naples, and coast of Norway. They belong to the genus Rhizoxenia. Some wart-shaped

polypes, hardly higher than the stolons which bear them, characterise the Sarcodictyons of the

Scottish coasts. The colour of the stolon in one species is red, and the polypes are yellow, and in

another the tint is yellow-brown.

The next division refers to species which have a membranous basal expansion, and not

stolons, and in the genus Anthelia the polypes are very projecting, and when it contracts the

tentacles come within the base.*

The ancient forms of the Anthozoa have been slightly alluded to in the past pages, and it is

necessary to add that the groups Aporosa and Perforata were faintly foreshadowed in the Palseozoic

ages, and began to be of importance in the early Secondary times. The Aporosa appear to have been

the most numerous. The reefs of the Oolitic age had a great fauna, and the Chalk contains relics of a

fiuina which resembled that of the deep seas of the present time. Many genera of Tertiary corals are

now existing, and a few species also. The group Rugosa is a very difficult one to define, and it

flourished during the Palieozoic age. In many forms the septa are so close together, and the space

between them is so restricted, that it is doubtful whether mesenteries and ovarian apparatus could

have existed there. In some there is a groove, or more than one, in the place of a principal septum

;

and in several genera of compound kind the columella and surrounding septa almost recall the

otylasters. Some of the Rugosa may have been corals having soft parts, something like those now
existing, but others were probably Alcyonarians, and not a few must be classified near the Millepores.

CLASSIFICATION.

CLASS.—ANTHOZOA.
Order.—Zoantharia.

Sub-order.—Madreporaria.

Group.—Aporosa.

Families.—Turbinolidse, Oculiuidse, Astrseidse, Stylinacese, Astrseinae, Fungidae.

S«*-/a»« (ty.—Stylophorina?

.

Group.—Perforata.

families.—Eupsamminre, Poritidse.

Group.—Rugosa.

Sub-order.—Antipatharia.

Sub-order.—Actinaria.

Families.—Actinidfe, Cerianthidae.

Order.—Alcyonaria.

Families.—RAio^oiidiX, Pennatulid<e, Gorgonidce, Alcyonidffi.

P. Martin Doncan.



THE GROUP SPONGI^.

The Turkey Bath Sponge as a Type -Its Structure and Embryology— Its Mode of Life—SpeciSc' Distinction and Existing

Distribution—Sponge-farming—Forms and Colour of Sponges—The Individuality Question—Different Types of Canal

System—The Three Primary Layers—The Skeleton—Spicule Forms—Embryological Development—Affinities of the

Sponges—Their Classification—General Characters of Existing Families- Their Distribution in Space and Time.

The Sponges are a numerous, diverse, and yet compact, group of animals, manifesting, amidst a

remarkable diversity of minor characters, a fundamental similarity by which they are united closely

together, and separated from all the rest of the animal kingdom. In a word, thej' are Metazoa,

or multicellular animals, in which the endodermal layer characteristically consists, partly or wholly,

of flagellated collared cells.

A clear idea of the nature of a Sponge will be most readily obtained from a description of a single

well-selected example, and none is better suited for the purpose than the common Bath Sponge. The

object which is usually denoted by that name is but tlie skeletal remains of the animal—a delicate

elastic network, which so intimately pervades every part of the living organism that, after all the

other tissues are removed, it still presents a faithful model of the general form and structure of the

whole.

There are several kinds of Bath Sponge, but the one to which we shall restrict our attention

is the fine Turkey Sponge {Eusponyia officinalis), of which there are several well-mai-ked varieties,

differing greatly in form. Some are cup-shaped masses, with thick walls, or more or less globular

clumps; others flat, somewhat ear-shaped plates; and others, again, encrusting patches from which

small tubes grow upwards. The colour of the exterior is usually some tint of brown, varying from

yellowish-grey to black ; within it is of a lighter shade, varying from greyish-yellow to colourless,

but in one variety it is rusty red.

A thin skin covers the whole surface of the Sponge, rising, tent-like, about the projecting ends of

the chief fibres of the skeleton. These projecting ends can readily be seen with a lens on an unuseJ

skeleton of a Bath Sponge.

In various places, irregularly distributed, the skin is perforated by circular holes known as

oscula, which can be opened or closed by the movements of a delicate iris-like membrane which

forms their marnin. The oscula are the terminal openings of wide tubes which descend into the

interior of the Sponge, repeatedly branching like the roots of a tree in their course till they become

too small to be followed by the unassisted eye. They are known as the excurrent canals

;

and the tubular spaces in the skeleton corresponding to them, as well as the general position of

the oscules, are clearly visible in the Sponge of domestic use. Besides the oscules, large circular

openings, characterised by the absence of the iri.s-like margin, are sometimes, but by no means always,

present. They lead into wide canals which are usually tenanted by some large marine worm {e.g..

Nereis coske), which was regarded by Peyssonel as " the essential animal and sole fabricant of the

Sponge, all the rest being merely a nidus or excretion !

"

On examining the surface of the Sponge with a strong lens, there will be seen over those ai-eas

dexciid of oscules a number of thread-like ridges descending radiately down the tent-like elevations of

tile skin, brandling as they go, and united laterally by similar but trans\-erse ridges into an irregular

network with polygonal meshes. A number of round apertures, called pores, are situated in these

moshes, and give them a sieve-like appearance (Fig. 2). The pores lead into a roomy space,

the subdermai cavity, which spreads beneath the skin ; from it canals descend direct into the

interior of the Sponge, and sooner or later become branched ; these are known as the incurrent

canals (Fig. 1).

Thus tlie Sponge consists of a fleshy mass, supported by a network of elastic fibres, invested

with a skin, and traversed by two sets of cantds—excurrent canals, each opening by a single oscule

to the exterior, and incurrent canals, which communicate with the exterior by cribriform pore

areas. Nearly this much, if we except the distinction of the canals into two kinds, was well known

at a very eai-ly date, probably from the time of Aristotle, two thousand years ago ; but so little does

the structure, so far ascertained, resemble that of any other kind of animal, and so little light does it

throw on the real nature of the organism, that the earlier naturalists were unable to infer from it
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certainly even whether they should regard the Sponge as an animal or a plant. Some, like Lamarck,

supplied what was wanting by a free use of the imagination, and, supposing that the oscules were tlic

mouths of cells occupied by little polypes, which constantly succeeded in evading observation, were enabled

to class the Sponges with the Alcyonia ; while some zoologists, who knew little about plants, handed

over an oi'ganism which

they did not understand to

tlie care of the botanists.

Nor was much help to be

had from an examination

of the Sponge in a living

state ; for, beyond mere

growth, it presents no ob-

vious signs of life. Mar-

sigli was the first, in 1711,

to observe the dilataticii

and contraction of the

oscular openings, and after-

wards Ellis asserted that

he saw currents of water

flow into them as well as

out — a most exceptiona

occurrence— and thence

inferred that the oscules

were mouths by which the

Sponge sucks in and squirts

out water. In all this there

was no progress, and it is

to Robert Grant that we

are indebted for the funda-

mental discovery which dis-

persed the mystery that

had surrounded the physi-

ology of the Sponge since

the early time of Aristotle.

His discovery consisted in

the fact that he plainly

witnessed currents of water

containing floating particles

of food flowing through tiie

]>ores of the skin into ths

Sponge, and, at the same

time, other currents ot

water, burdened with fa-onl

residues, flowing out of tin'

oscules from the e.xcurrcnt

tubes. By this flowof watrr

through it the life of the

sponge is manifested and y/^ /"S^^ ^V^^^ .o ^.^.^
Kr\ BITII

connecting fibres, o, i

maintained. The following

is Grant's own account of

his earliest observations :

—

" In the month of November last, I therefore put a small branch of the Spongia cocdita, with

some sea-water, into a watch-glass, under the microscope, and, on reflecting the light of a candle
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lip tlirough the fluid, I soon perceived that there was some intestine motion in the opaque
liarticles floating tlirough the water. On moving the watch-glass, so as to bring one of the
apertures on the side of the Sponge fully into view, I beheld, for the first time, the splendid
spectacle of this living fountain vomiting forth from a circular cavity an impetuous torrent of
liquid matter, and hurling along, in rapid succession, opaque masses, which it strewed every-
where around. The beauty and novelty of such a scene in the animal kingdom long arrested my
attention

; but, after twenty-five minutes of constant observation, I was obliged to withdraw my
t^ye from fatigue, without having seen the torrent for one instant change its direction, or diminish,
in the slightest degree, the rapidity of its course. I continued to watch the same orifice, at short
intervals, for five liours, sometimes observing it for a quarter of an hour at a time, but still the
stream rolled on with a constant and equal velocity. About the end of this time, however, I

observed the current become perceptibly languid, the
opaque flocculi of feculent matter, which were thrown
out with so much impetuosity at the beginning, were now
propelled to a shorter distance from the orifice, and fell to

the bottom of the fluid

within the sphere of

vision ; and, in one hour

more, the current had en-

tirely ceased."

Grant afterwards ob-

served the cuiTents of

water entering the pores,

and illustrated his obser-

vations by a drawing, of

which Fig. 3 is a fac-

simile copy. He then

sought for the cause of

the water-streaming, and
rightly conjectured that it

must be due to ciliary

action, but sharp-sighted as

lie was he failed to find the cilia, though he especially looked for them. They were subsequently

discovered, however, by Dobie, Bowerbank, and Carter, and the last showed that the cells bearing

the cilia, or flagella, as these whip-like filaments are termed when each cell bears only one of them,

are usually arranged in spherical chambers, to which he gave the name of ampullaceous sacs, but

which are now more generally known as flagellated chambers. Finally, F. E. Scliulze, in his faithful

and beautiful illustrations of Sponge-structure, sho^^'cd exactly how these flagellated chambers are

brought into relation with the excurrent and incurrent canals ; and this brings us back to the

Bath Sponge. In tliis, as in most other Sponges, the terminal branches of tlu excurrent canals dilate

at their ends into flagellated chambers (Fig. 4, c), about 0-001 inch in diameter, which are clustered

about the penultimate branches of the excurrent canals like grapes in a bunch. The terminal

branches of the incurrent canals apply themsehes to the round ends of the chambers and open into

them by one or usually more small circular pores. Tlie flagellated cells are arranged in a single

layer on the walls of the chamber, and rapidly lashing the water in one direction drive it into

the excurrent canals ; the multitudinous little streams so produced flow together in the larger

excurrent tubes, and are finally discharged in a powerful current through the oscules. The water

driven out of the chambers is replaced by an inflow from the incurrent tubes, and the loss from these

is made good by the minute currents which stream through the dermal pores. These entering currents

bear with them minute proteinaceous particles, such as minute infusoria, diatoms, and minute algae

;

they also contain oxygen in solution ; the outflowing currents carry away fajcal residues, and also

the excreta urea and carbonic acid. The solid particles of food are ingested by the cells lining

the excui-rent canals, and particularly by the flagellated cells. This can most readily be proved by

:. j4/tei'SchuI:e.)
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Fig. 3. -FACSIMILE OP GRANT S FIRST FIGURE,

o entering exourrent cannls. Tlui outward arro

ulcs ; tUi- inward oucs water entering I lie iiores.

feeding any kind of Sponge with carmine, killing it with osmic acid, hardening in alcohol, and then

cutting from it thin slices for examination under a high power of the microscope. The flagellated

chambers will then be seen clearly marked out from the rest of the Sponge by the abundant presence

of the ingested colouring matter. So close a resemblance exists in all other respects between these

cells and certain flagellated infusoria, that in all probability they also feed in the same way, and we

may consequently de-

scribe the feeding of the

Sponge-cell after that

of the infusorian. The

flagellum, then, of each

Sponge-cell creates cur-

rents in the water to-

wards itself, and the

floating particles borne

along with these come

in contact with, and

adhere to, a delicate

film which surrounds

the long neck of the '

cell like a collar (Fig. 5);

the protoplasm of the collar is in a state of active circulation, streaming up one side and down

the other like an endless band; the adherent food particles are thus carried by it to its base,

where they come in contact with the neck, sink into its substance, and find their way into the

basal part of the cell. A little drop of water is included with them, and thus the flagellated

cells not only eat but drink ; the food is next digested, and when all the goodness is got out of it, the

fsecal residue is extruded by an extemporised aperture from the cell, and forthwith carried out of the

Sponge by the outflowing currents. The circulation of the collar must expose a large and constantly

changing surface to the surrounding water, and so allow of the absorption of oxygen and the escape of

caibnnir ui.l WiU is nne way in which the cell breathes. The proteinaceous compounds of the

cell unite with oxygen, and in so doing liberate energy, which

is partly expended in maintaining the movements of the

flagellum and collar. The final products of the union of the

protoplasm with oxygen are water, carbonic acid, and urea

—

the second useless and therefore in the way, the last a deadly

poison; if the life of the cell is to be maintained, the carbonic

acid and urea, together with the excess of water, nuist be got

rid of or excreted. This is accomplished through the agency

of one or more contractile vesicles, which alternately expand

and contract, a slow expansion, during which water contain-

ing the other excreta accumulates in them, being followed by a

f-^^^

^g rapid contraction by which it is expelled. Thus the flagellated cells

Y _
p. /^' cat, drink, breath, and excrete. They also grow and multiply

in number ; the excess of food which is not expended in

producing energy leads to increase in size or growth, and this,

when it passes a limit, gives place to division or fission, by

which the cells are multiplied : the division may be either longi-

tudinal or transverse : in the first case it increases the number

of cells in the flagellated chamber ; in the second one of the

cells possesses an amceba-like character, and wanders into the main tissue of the Sponge, to be

immediately described along with its other histological constituents.

The Sponge, like all other Metazoa, is ultimately resolvable into cells ; and of these tissues are

built up, which are arranged in three definite layers—the ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm.^ The

ectoderm is a layer of flattened polygonal cells (Fig. 6, ec), which cover the whole exterior of

Fig. 4.—FLAGELLATED CHAMBERS (c) 01

TURKEY BATH SPONGE IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE EXCLRRENT (e) ANI
INCURRENT (l) CAN VLS. (j4/l«l- Sdmlzc.)
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the Sponge, and line the incurrent canals througliout ; the margins of the cells are

usually invisible, but can be readily developed by treatment with nitrate of silver. The

endoderm, or inner layer, lines the excurrent canals, and has the same structure as the ectoderm,

except in the flagellated chambers, i.e., the expanded ends of the smallest excurrent canals, where it

^ forms a single layer of flagellated cells (Fig. 6, en). These consist of a

.spherical body of protoplasm, granular within, but firmer and clearer exter-

nally ; containing a nucleus, and one or more contractile vesicles ; one end is

tU 11

'ij
I

seated on the wall of the chamber, the other is prolonged into its cavity as a

i« / fjsi long neck of clearer hyalme protoplasm; around its margin the end of the

neck extends into an immeasurably thin cylindrical or conical collar, while

from its centre is produced a long slender flagellum.

The tissue between the two preceding layers is the mesoderm (Fig. 4)

;

it consists chiefly of a clear, greyish, jelly-like matrix containing irregularly

stellate granular nucleated corpuscles, united by branching processes into

an irregular network. In the neighbourhood of the flagellated chambers the

definite outline of the corpuscles disappears, and they merge together,

crowding the matrix with minute granules, amidst which the nucleus

remains unchanged. This gelatinous connective tissue is very similar to

that forming the disc of Jellyfish ; it originates in cells, which first become
5.—FLAGELLATE COL- coufliient, as about the flagellated chambers, and then change about their

^^

nucleus, remaining as the stellate corpuscle. In certain places, as ai-ound

^''''thecuTren'Tnduf«ib'yTiu'"rI.t'!l' the oscular oiJeuings, and in the circular diaphragms, which at intervals
tory motion iif the Baaellumiyl]. .,'.°, ,, -, „.„

''''t'i'4'ctrn"TCs'icie""'^"'"°'
"'"'"' constrict the mam water canal.s, the corpuscles pi-esent a fusiform shape,

acquire more or less distinct walls, and serve the function of muscle

fibres. They present the same shape and appearances in other places, as parallel to the skeletal

fibres, and directed lengthwise in the walls of the main canals but here their function is that

of fibrous connective tissue. Besides the.se cells, which, though

contractile, are not locomotive, there are other amoebiform cells

which wander in the tissue, and frequently contain largegi anules

looking like fat or starch, serving no doubt as food iesei\es

The skeleton, which is a product of the mesoderm consists

of a network of spongin fibres (Fig. 1), the substance of which

in chemical composition most closely i-esembles silk both

compounds being regarded by chemists as horny mattei

The fibres may be distinguished as chief fibres and comaectin^

fibres ; the former, radiately arranged, project at right angles

to the Sponge-surface ; the latter form a network transveiselv

uniting the chief fibres together. Both have the same essential

structure, consisting of a thick, transparent, concentricall}

layered wall, and a soft granular axial thread ; but the lai^ei

chief fibres contain in addition foreign particles, such as sand

grains, sponge-spicules, and fragments of shell. They are

formed as a secretion by modified cells of the mesodeim , and

the chief fibres obtain their included particles by embedding

at their soft terminations, the foreign material which lies plentifully strewn over the skin.

Reproduction (Fig. 1).—The ova and spermatozoa are found in the mesoderm. The former com-

mence existence as cells lemarkably similar to the amoebiform corpuscles of the connective tissue,

being chiefly distinguished by their large bladder-like nucleus and its large round nucleolus ; as they

increase in size yelk-granules make their apjiearance, and at length the egg assumes a regular ovoid

form. It is noteworthy that the eggs in Euspongia are not, as in other Sponges, scattered irregularly

through the mesoderm, but occur in groups of ten to twenty in number near the large excurrent

canals embedded in a matrix of connective tissue, which is more or less separated from the rest of the

1 1„ 6 ECTODERM AM) DIFIERENT rOUM.S

or ENDODEKMIC CELLS FROM SCYCWURA
RAPHAMb. (^jtcrSchuJzc)

A. cc, ectoderm ; b, en, cndodertn cells, x 500.
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body by surrounding lacunar spaces. This seems to be an approximation to a rudimentary ovary.

The eggs come to maturity at all times of the year. The spermatozoa (Fig. 7) occur iu globular

vlusters, known as sperm-balls, each the product of a single cell ; they are strewn through the Sponge
and not collected in special areas.

Ova and spermatozoa are never developed, or at all events have not been observed, in the same
individual, so that in the Bath Sponge, as in some other Sponges, though by no means in all, the sexes

iire distinct.

Development.—The entrance of the spermatozoon into the ovum, which constitutes the essential

act of fertilisation, has not yet been certainly observed in this or any other known Sponge, but the
resulting changes have been seen and carefully traced up to a certain stage. The ovum first divides

into two similar cells, each of these again subdivides, and four similar cells result ; subdivision again

takes place and eight cells result, and this process of segmentation is continued till at length a spherical

cluster of similar cells, the well-known mulbeny- mass, or morula, is fonned (Fig. 1). The morula
then becomes differentiated into an inner mass of connective tissue cells, and an outer layer of small

cylindrical cells, coloured by pigment gi'anules, and each i'umished with a flagellum. The flagellated

embryo extricates itself from the parent Sponge, and whirls rapidly about in the surrounding water.

It has a compressed oval form, and resembles the

planula of some corals. Its further history is unknown.

Besides this natural mode of propagation the Bath

Sponge can be multiplied, like a plant, by artificial

cutting.?. The demand in the arts for the Bath Sponge

being in excess of tlie supply, attention has been

directed to its cultivation, and with great success. The
Sponge is cut into pieces, about one inch cube, care

being taken to preserve as much of the skin and to

squeeze out as little of the flesh as possible ; the cut-

tings are then skewered on a strip of cane, and fastened * ^

into a wooden frame, constructed to preserve them Fig. 7.—spermatozoa (Halisavca hhuiaris). [After

from the access of mud and excess of light
; they are ^ s^„„„,^ spem,a.ozfn.""'^! b, .pe, „ ban, =< 500.

then sunk in the sea at a depth of about five to seven

yai'ds. In about seven years' time a crop of fine regularly globular Sponges is ready for the market.

A capitalist or a company is now all that is required to make Sponge farming a profitable

pursuit.

Classification.—The species of Sponge in common use are three :

—

Euspongia officinalis (Lin.), the

fine Turkey or Levant Sponge, just described ; Euspoiigia zimocca (Schmidt), the hai-d Zimocca

Sponge ; and Hippospongia equina (Schmidt), the Horse Sponge, or common Bath Sponge. The genus

Euspongia is distinguished by the regular development of the skeletal network throughout the body,

its narrow meshes, scarcely or not at all visible to the naked eye, and the regularly radiate arrange-

ment of its chief fibres ; Hippospongia is distinguished by the thinness of its fibres and the labyrinthic

character of the skeleton beneath the skin, due to its being closely travei-sed by numerous winding

canals of about one-fifth to two-fifths of an inch in width. As a consequence its chief fibres have no

regular radiate arrangement.

Tlie species of Euspongia are distinguished as follows :—In E. officinalis the chief fibres are of

different thicknesses, irregularly swollen at intervals, and without excejjtion cored by sand-grains ; in

E. zimocca the chief fibres are thinner, more regular, and almost free from sand ; in E. officinalis again

the uniting fibres are soft, thin, and elastic ; in E. zimocca denser and thicker—it is to this difference

that the latter Sponge owes its characteristic hardness. Finally, the colour of the skeleton in E. offici-

ludis is a light clear yellow, in E. zimocca a dark brown yellow. The common Bath Sponge

(//. equina) has almost alv.'ays a thick cake-like form, but its specific characters are not yet further

defined.

Distribution.—Euspongia officinalis is found at various parts of the Mediterranean coast, as also

are the other two species of Bath Sponge. A species not to be distinguished from it occurs also

in the Caribbean Sea about the shores of the West Indian Islands, and associated with it are two
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other species, the " yellow " and " hard-head " Sponges of the American shores, rasembling E.

zimocca ; and the " wool " Sponge, which appears to be one or perhaps two species of the Hippo-

spongia, //. gossypina, and H. Dieandriformis, the " velvet " Sponge.

GENERAL CHAEACTERS OF THE SPONGI.E.

In form and size Sponges vary greatly : some are no larger than a pin's head, othei-s as

much as four feet in height and breadth, while some attain a length of over six feet. In form

they are massive ; incrusting, sessile, or stalked
;

globular, branched, tree-like, with the branches

free or united laterally into a network ; lamellar, irregularly or fan-shaped ; tubular, vasiform, or

labyrtnthic, many of the forms presenting a close i>arallelism to those of

Corals. In .some the form is constant and characteristic, as in the fairy-like

A^'enus-basket (Euplectella, Fig. 9, a) ; the glass-rope Sponge with its cylindrical

body {Hyalonenm, Fig. 9, b) ; the o])en Flower-basket Sponge {Dactylocalyx,

Fig. 9, e) ; or the great Neptune's Drinking Cup (Poterion, Fig. 9, c); but usually

it is very variable ; and since the same species may assume dilferent

forms, and the same form be common to different species, external shape

is of very .slight value in classification. The different forms can be derived

from each other in many cases by quite easy gradations. Thus from a massive

spreading Sponge may grow up finger-like extensions, and these, by branching,

give rise to a tree-like form. By the subsequent union of the branches a

net-like or clathrous stock resvilts ; or the finger-like elevations may widen

into a lamella which, broadening as it grows, becomes fan-shaped
;

growing

more rapidly on one face than the other, the fan becomes curved, and as

the curvature increases the approximated edges at length touch and join

together, producing a cup-like or vase-like form, the origin of which remains

clearly indicated by a hole near the base, where the sides of the fan failed

to reach, and still remain apart.

The mass which we speak of as the Sponge may consist of a single indi-

vidual or sevei-al, just as a Coral may be single or compound, but it is not

so easy in the case of the Sponge to determine what constitutes an

Usually the osculum is taken as the characteristic mark of a
"person," but in some Sponges the osculum is absent (lipostomism) and the

excurrent canal opens by the pores. In this case the excurrent canal must be regarded as indicating the

individual, but again even this may disappear (lipogastrism), and then the question of individuality

becomes as puzzling as it would be in a Coral which had lost all its polypes and consisted only

of coenosai-c ; in this case we must regard as an individual the whole Sjionge mass. The colours

of Sponges, which are very various, are usually due to the presence of pigment granules em-

bedded either in the endosarc of the flagellated cells, or in the mesodermic cells; usually of the

skin only, but sometimes of the whole body. The various tints range through the whole octave

of colour, the commonest jierhaps being various shades of yellow and brown
;

grass-gi'een and

orange-red are frequent ; rose red, faint lilac, deep carmine, sky-blue, indigo, black, are also not

rarely met with, as well as all the colours of flowers and of the leaf from the bud to the fall.

Sometimes the colour of the same species differs in different localities, as in Ascetta clathrus,

which, though usually grey, is sometimes sulphur-yellow or vermilion-red. Many Sponges are

white as snow, and, for the same reason, their minute colourless transparent spicules scatter the

incident rays of light, just as th.e tangled crystals of a snow-flake do. Occasionally the colour of

the Sponge is accidental, as when it depends on that of ingested food particles, or of parasitic algse.

Those pigments which belong to thp chlorophyll group no doubt play the same part here as they

do in plants, protecting the protoitlasni (which is able to build itself up frora carbonic acid, water, and

ammonia under the action of sunlight) from the destructive effect of the violet rays ; the parasitic

algae are probably of great service to the S^Donge, both in absorbing its excreted carbonic acid, and
liberating oxygen for its use.

, T/ie Canal System.—Although the type of canal system described in Euspongia is by far the

Fig. 8. ASCETTA
PRI MORDIALIS,
X 50 dia. (Afltr .,..," ,

flaccfcci.) individual,
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SPONGES.

Tlienea wallichii—a ClioriBtid Tetractinellid {After lliommii); b, ChondroclatJia virgata—a Desmacidiue Mouaxonid (After
Thomson); c, Askonema setabalense—a Lyssakiue Hexactiuellid {AJter Thomson); r, Rossella velata—a Lyasakiiie
HexactineUid (After Thomson] ; e, Lutl'uria archeri—a Ceratine Cerospongia (After Biggin); f, Aseandi-a sertularia—an
Ascon Calcispouge (After Haeclcd) -. g, Sycetta primitiva-a Sycon Calciapon^e {After Haeckel) ; h, Sycortis levigata—
a S^cou Calcisponge (After HncckeDi i, Sycomefra ciliata — a Sycon Calcisponge {After Haeckel)', k, Tricliosterama
bemisphericum—a Suberite Mouasouid (After G. 0. S'n-s) ; l. Ditto, from the side ; m, Cladorhiza abyssicola—a Desuiacidine
Monasonid (After G. 0. Sars). Figs. iiignified

;
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most widely distrilnited rtmongst the Sponges, it is, at the same time, the most complioated. In its

simplest expression, the canal system is found amongst the lower members of the Calcispongire, as iu

tlie \iti\c Ascctta blanca (Fig. 8), discovered hy MickUicho Maclay. This is simply an oval sac, with a

large internal cavity, and vei'y thin walls, opening at one end by an osculum, attached at the other,

and perforated all over by numerous sliort pore

canals. The endoderm consists entirely of

flagellated cells, so that these line the whole

interior, and driving the water out at the mouth,

cause an influx through the pores, which are

mere fluctuating apertures, with no constancy

in position. There are here no true incur-

rent canals, and the whole Sponge might be

compared to a magnified flagellated chamber

witJi a surrounding layer of mesoderm and

ectoderm. Haeckel regards it as similar to a

Fig. 9.- .TLECTELL.i SUBEKEA (.l/tc- r7l(imsOil) ; B, HY.iLONBMA SIEBOLDII {After Schuke) '. C, rOTEBIOX {After Hiirllmj) ;

D, SIPHONIA PYKIFORMIS {After Sowefby) ',
E, DACTYLOCALYX STUCHBVRYI {After Solltt^).

single Hydrozoon. Neglecting the spicules which are embedded in its mesoderm, Ascetta might be

regarded as an embodiment of just so much as is common to all the Sponges, a concrete definition

of the group.

From this simple stage the more comjilicated appear to arise in two ways ; in one, which is

characteristic of the small group of Sycones, Ijuds, repeating in every way the structure of the parent,

sprout out at right angles from the wall of an Ascon such sls Ascetta; to the central cavity of these the

flagellated cells become restricted, those of the original Ascon becoming converted into polygonal pave-

ment cells ; the central cavities of the buds remain in free communication with that of the parent. The

latter is now the excurrent canal, the former the flagellated endings or branches of it. (Plate 71,

Fig. G.) In more integrated forms the buds grow close together, touch, and unite along the lines

of contact, the narrow canal-like interspaces left between them serving for the conduct of water to

the pores, and constitutiing an incurrent canal system. (Plate 71, Figs, h, i.)

Precisely how comj)lication ensues in the other case, which is that of the great majority of

Sponges, is not quite so clear ; but it would appear that from the endoderm of a sac resembling an

Ascon hollow buds are formed, which project into the mesoderm. These are the flagellated chambei's.
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A folding of the entire wall of the Sponge follows (this is an irregular form of budding), and converts

the originally simple central cavity into smaller canal-like spaces, in other words, it l)econies a

branched excurrent canal system ; the interspace!?, between the folds outside the Sponge wall become

the incurrent canal system.

Histology.—The ectoderm appears to maintain its pavement epithelial character very constantly,

but sometimes its cells become flagellated, as in Hnlisarca and Plakina. The endoderra undergoes

no great variation. The mesoderm, on the contrary, differs a good deal in rlifferent Sponges

;

in many it consists, as in Enspongia, of a clear jelly-like matrix, embedding branched granular

corpuscles ; in others it becomes densely charged with minute granules, maintaining throughout the

character it presents locally about the flagellated chambers of Eu82)ongia, while in some it appears to

consist of separately-outlined granular cells. The clear granules, which fill some of the wandering

amiebiform cells, are, in some cases, certainly starch. The fusiform cells of the mesoderm are often

abundantly developed, and sometimes form a thick layer beneath the skin, having the appearance of

fibrous connective tissue, but where the main water-canals pass through it, this layer is modified

to form around each of them a distinct sphinctral muscle.

The SMi>lon.—The character of the skeleton is wonderfully diverse, and since it is fairly constant

within each species it affords us the best means of classification. Some Sponges, such as Halisarca,

are entirely destitute of a skeleton, others (Lithistids) are possessed of one of stony hardness, which

no one would think of applying to skin except as a counter irritant. The skeleton may consist of

a nefwork of horny fibres, the axis of which is either filled merely with soft granular matter, or in-

cludes also foreign bodies, often to such an extent as to convert the fibre into a veritable rope of sand
;

cr, instead of foreign bodies, a core of proper spicules, i.e., spicules produced by the Sponge itself, maj'

be present; and the spicules may increase in number, and the horny matter diminish in quantity to

such an extent, that the fibre comes to consist only of spicules. The skeleton frequently consists wholly

of spicules, but these are far from being always arranged in a fibrous form. The spicules, which are of

most diverse forms, are composed of an organic basis (spiculin), densely impregnated or chemically

combined with a mineral salt—carbonate of lime in the case of calcareous spicules, silica in that of

silicious spicules. This distinction in mineral composition was discovered by Robert Grant. The

spicule usually consists of a clear glassy wall, concentrically-layered, enclosing a soft thin axial thread.

It will be convenient to state here that according to the character of their skeleton, the Sponges

may be divided into the following four orders :

—

Myxospongia:.*—Soft Sponges, skeleton absent.

Calcispotigim.—Skeleton consists of calcareous spicules, never united to form a fibre.

S'dicispongim.—Skeleton characterised by silicious spicules, which may or may not be united into

a fibrous skeleton.

C'erospongiw.—Skeleton consists of a network of horny fibres, sometimes including foreign

partidles, but ne\er proper .spicules.

The simplest form of sjiicule is needle-shaped (acerate), pointed at both ends (Fig. 10, a). It grows

lengthwise from the middle along a single axis in the direction of the ends ; it is thus uniaxial but

bi-radiate. Supposing it to cease to increase in length at one end, it becomes an acuate spicule

(Fig. 10, t>), still bi-radiate, but the radii of unequal length ; if one radius does not develop at all and

is represented only by a globular enlargement, a pin-headed acuate results (Fig. 10, c), which is both

uniaxial and uni-radiate. If a third ray grows out from the side of the acerate spicule, a tri-radiate

but bi-axial spicule is the result {(I) ; should all three rays diverge, so that no two are in the same

straight line, we have the tri-radiate and also tri-axial form («) so characteristic of the Calcispongia;,

though by no means confined to them, since it occurs normally in many of the Silicispongiae, e.(/., the

Plakinida;, Plectronellidae, and Sphinctrilla, and, as a variation, common, but abnormal, in a great

number of other instances. If a fourth branch or ray is produced from the centre, not in the same

straight line as any of the others, a quadri-radiate (also quadri-axial) form appears, and this

characterises the sub-order Tetractinellidce, though it appears also in Sponges belonging to other groups

The four rays may remarn of the same value (./"), and be disposed without any ascertained relation to the

form of the Sponge and its canal system (Pachastrellidte), or one ray may become distinguished from

* Greek, myxa, slime.
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tlie rest by excess or defect of developiiieut, as tlie sluift ((/ to /), ilie other three remaining siniihu- to

erxh other being known as the rays or arms. The shaft usually takes a radiate direction in the

Sponge, at right angles to the surface, with which the rays, on the contrary, lie more or less parallel

;

the point of the shaft is directed inwards towards the centre of the Sponge, the head or rayed end out-

wards. The rays may grow backwards, recurved, giving the spicule a grapnel-like form (y), or forwards,

fork-like, or outwards at right angles to the shaft; they may remain simple, or bifurcate once (//), or

more, rarely, twice, or even trifurcate, as in a few recent and souie fossil forms ; finally, they may

broaden out in the surface of the Sponge into thin lobate expansions (i), and these may become

confluent in a circular disc {j), in which, however, the tri-radiate origin can still be traced by the

r\

form of the axial thread. Returning to the quadri-radiate form, in which the rays are all similar (/),

another series of changes may result by the ends of the rays becoming branched {I), and closely inter-

locking with those of their nearest neighbours. In this way the firm stony network characteristic of

tlie Lithistids is produced {k). These branched spicules may be traced through various modifications

till their quadri-radiate form remains no longer recognisable (?h).

Another group of forms originates in growth in six directions from a common centre along three

axes at right angles to each other. The sex-radiate spicule so produced is characteristic of the

Hexactinellidse («). One by one the rays of this form may be suppressed (o), so that mingled together

in the same Sponge sex-,quinqui-,quadri-, tri-, and bi-radiate spicules may be found, the bi-radiate or

a<:erates (;;) often still showing signs of their sex-radiate derivation by the cross-like form of the

axial-thread in the middle of the spicule.

By suppression of the distal ray of the sex-i-adiate type, nail-like spicules aiise (9), the shaft being

stuck in the substance of the Sponge, and the four rays spread out in the skin, forming, with the

similar rays of adjacent .spicules, a square meshed dermal network. The shaft of such a spicule may
become greatly elongated (»•), and then it often serves with others for anchoring or supporting the

Sponge in the slimy ooze of the sea floor on which it lives. If the four rays of such a spicule become

recurved and much reduced in size, we have a grapnel-headed anchoring spicule («), such as those

which compose the twisted wisp-like bundle of the glass-rope Sponge {Hyalonena), and which,

measuring eighteen inches in length, are probably the largest spicules known.

If growth from a centre takes place radiately in a large number of directions, a stellate

s]ncule (t, u) results ; fine examples of this are known in Tethya, By growth along ?, constantly

changing axis various curved forms are produced (y).
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Besides the foregoing large spicules, wliich, as a rule, form the chief skeleton of the Sponge,

other much smaller ones exist (Fig. 11), which, because they are seldom united into a coherent

skeleton, but occur dispersed throughout the mesodeim, have been termed flesh spicules, a term not

unopen to objection. Many of these simply repeat the forms of the large spicules, but altogether

they present a greater diversity and frequently also a greater complexity of form. The minute

acerate (a) by curvilinear growth becomes tricurvate (6) or bow-shaped, or hamate (c and cl), or

sinuate (e) ; the sinuate, if .spined all over, is a .spini-spirula («) ; and from this we seem to pass to a

straight spicule with whorls of spines {sceiHrella, g), or to a spined globule {globostellate. Fig. 10, v).

The C or bow-shaped spicules, by various modifications of their ends, give rise to various forms

Fig. 11.—VARIOUS SMALLER FORMS OF SPICULES. [After Bou'crdaiil-, Schmidi, SoUas. and oihers.)

known as anchoi'ates (/*, k), distinguished as equi-anchoiates, if the ends are equal and similar (h, i),

inequi-anchorates, if one is smaller than the other (/ j). The inequi-anchorates are sometimes

clustered together into radiate groups, the small ends meeting at the centre, and the larger diverging

at the margin. Rosettes of remarkable beauty (o) so produced are common in Esperia. Tlie

small spicules of the Hexactvmllida: are, like the large, characterLstically sex-radiate ; they may be

regularly and simply six-rayed (»;), or the rays may divide into two, three, or more straight or

curved secondary ray.s, the ends of which may be pointed or capitate {p, q). The anchorates {k) of

this group are represented by a form which is not obviously sex-radiate ; it consists of a central

shaft with eight re- curved arms at each end ; it sometimes is found in rosettes like the inequi-

anchorates of E.speria. In this group occurs a nail-like spicule, with a cruciform head, the shaft

of which is covered with large spines, all pointing towards the end ; these " wheat-sheaf " spicules (m)

adorn the margins of the oscules of Meyeria, the heads being embedded in the skin and the

jjoints projecting into the oscule. The broom-shaped spicules shown in the figure {I) are charac-

teristic of some Hexactinellids.

Finally, various forms of multi-radiate small spicules are plentiful, the simplest of which

consists of a number of fine, hair-like rods (trichites), developed in a fasces-like bundle (trichite

sheaf), within a single cell (s, t). In other forms, the trichites grow radiately outward from a

common centre, and, becoming thickened with age, produce a trichite-stellate, or, if they are very

numerous, a trichite-globate or globate spicule [r, u). The globate is characteristic of the most highly

developed and complicated of all Sponges, viz., the Geodina. It commences as a minute ball of

trichites, the inner ends of which are fused into a little globule at the centre. It is developed

within a single cell, with a large nucleus (ii), and, as it grows, the trichites becoming longer and
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stouter, tlie nucleus remains a little behind in a shallow depression, marked on the adult globate as

the "hilum." After the trichites have become strong spines, they grow rounded at the ends, then

toothed and roughened for the attachment of ligamentous fibres.

Embrijohfjy (Figs. 12, 13).—Notwithstanding the attention which has been paid to the embry-

ology of the Sponges, it is still impossible to bring our knowledge on the subject under a single large

ZJ""
t Btagtsof (ltvilui>iu<

sponge, sljo«iug (^>) siierm ball, (

generalisation. Two distinct modes of development have been so far fairly made out, but it yet

remains to be seen how far all Sponges conform to these, and how they are related to each other.

The ovum in all cases divides first into two, then four, and next eight segments, which, however, are

not always equal and similar ; by further subdivision, it gives rise either to a solid cluster of cells

like a mulberry (morula), or a hollow spherical cluster, the cells forming a single layer about a central

cavity (blastula), which normally is completely closed, but, in one instance at least, is known to be

open at the poles. The course of development may now become very different, according as a

Planula or &n AmpM-hlmttda is next formed. The planula is a solid embryo (Fig. 12, a) of two

layers of cells—an inner, or hypoblast, consisting usually of gelatinous connective tissue, with its

stellate corpuscles, and an outer, or epiblast, consisting of small, cylindrical, flagellated cells. The

hypoljlast originates either by metamorphosis of the internal cells of the morula, or by the budding of

fresh cells, which subsequently become metamorphosed, from the inner ends of the cylindrical cells of

the blastula. The planula at this stage usually escapes into one of the incurreut canals of the mother

Sponge, and is carried out by the outflowing currents into the surrounding water, when it swims
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briskiy about by tlie movements of its flagella. It tlieii settles down on some solid body, and

flattens out into a disc, which becomes attached by pseudo25odia-like extensions from the flagellated

cells around its margin. The flagellated cells, losing their flagella, form the pavement-like cells of the

ectoderm. Soon after attachment, the hypoblast splits in the middle, and the cleavage cavity so

produced becomes lined by flagellated cells differentiated from the hypoblast (Fig. 12, c, d). This

layer of cells is the primitive endoderm, the remainder of the hypoblast is the mesoderm. The

endoderm buds oflf flagellated chamliers into the mesoderm, and becomes itself converted into plate-

like epithelial cells
;
pores appear in the walls, and jiut the flagellated chambers in communication

with the exterior (Fig. 12, e), and subsequently an osculum is formed. By a folding of the outer wall,

and other changes, a simple excurrent and incurrent canal system is produced (Fig. 12, f).

The amphiblastula (Fig. 13, d) is a hollow sphere, one hemisphere formed of a single layer of

small, trans[)arent, cylindrical, flagellated cells (epiblast), the other of large, granular, rounded, and not

flagellated cells (hypoblast). It results from a metamoi-phosis of the blastula (Fig. 13, c), the cells of

which, for the greater part, are converted into the small flagellated cells, while a few at the base become

gianular, and by multiplication produce the larger rounded cells. The next step in the development

of the amphiblastula is most interesting and important : the flagellated cells become gradually with-

drawn or invaginated into the hemisphere of granular cells ; the central cavity of the amphiblastula is

thus obliterated, and replaced by another .surrounded by the flagellated cells (Fig. 13, e). The embryo

now resembles a gastrula of one of the higher animals, con.sisting, as it does, of a sac with a two-

layered wall, and a central cavity communicating witli the exterior by a mouth. It soon settles,

mouth downwards, on some foreign object (Fig. 13, f), the outer granular cells become the ectoderm,

with its usual characters, the inner flagellated cells the endoderm, and a mesodermic layer appears
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n all cases, certainly iii

in tiie embryo before it

between the two, probably derived from the epiblast. The embryo now lengthens into a cyli

form, pores api)ear in its sides, and an osculum opens at tlie free end, the jiriniitivo mouth

become closed soon after the attacliment of the larva (Fig. 13, g, h).

The spicules of the Sponge always develop in the mesoderm, probably

some, as the products of single cells. It is a curious fact that they appea

becomes attached, sometimes even before it has left the body of its parent.

Classification.—The position of the Sponges in the oi-ganic world was long the subject of con-

troversy, and it was not till after the fundamental discoveries of Robert Grant, in 1825, that their

right to a place in the animal kingdom was universally admitted. After the difficulty which had

been experienced in making good their claims to an animal nature, it would naturally be expected

that they would be assigned but a very lowly place amongst their recognised associates, and accord-

ingly we find them originally relegated to the Protozoa, the lower of the two sub-kingdoms into which

the animal world is now divided, the other being known as the Metazoa. The embryological history

of the Sponge, and the sub-ordination of its individual cells to the unity of the complex whole which

they form, ensured for them, however, the highest place in the sub-kingdom. But they were not long

allowed to enjoy an ignoble repose. Already, in 18-54, Leuckart advanced them into the liigher sub-

kingdom as members of the Ccelenterata. At that time, however, naturalists were not prepared to

acknowledge the justness of this jiromotion, and it was not til! Haeckel, in a brilliant but too

imaginative work, came forward in its support, that it found any general acceptance. Previously,

however, in 1866, Professor James Clark had been led, by his discovery of the resemblance of the

collared cells of the Sponge to the flagellated infusoria, to regard the Sponges as mere aggregates of

these Protozoa, but this view, though earnestly supported by Carter and Saville Kent, is opposed to

tlie general o])inion of most naturalists. The searching investigations into the structure and embry-

ology of the Sponges since the publication of Haeckel's views, leave little doubt as to their Metazoic

nature. But with regard to the nearness, or otherwise, of their relations to the Ccelenterata, the

gi-eatest doubt still exists. The writer originally regarded them as Ccelenterata, which differ from all

other members of the class, in the fact that their embryos attach themselves by their oral instead of

their aboral extremity, but in spite of certain remarkable resemblances <3f the larvse to those of the

Ccelenterata the balance of evidence seems in favour of those who, with Balfour, regard the Sponges

as forming a separate class, quite independent of the Ccelenterata, and situated at the very bottom of

the Metazoic sub-kingdom.

For the subdivision of the Sponges into smaller groups we are chiefly indebted to Oscar Schmidt

and Carter, not to forget Haeckel. The accompanying table is founded chiefly on the classifications

proposed by them, with modifications, which may possibly be found convenient.

Orders.

MVXOSPONGI.E

SiLICISPONOi-Si

Cerosposgi.b

CLASS SPONGI^.
.Siib-ordvrs.

(Monaxonidje .

I

Tetractinellida;

^ HexactineUidje

(
Ceratiiiidie.

j Psammonemata.

Familu\'.

f Halisarcidaj.

( Chondrosiadio.

( Ascones.

< Leucones.

( Sycones.

f Eenierina'.

I

Suberitidina-.

^ DosmacidinpG.

1 Echinonemata.
{ Chaliuida'.

!Choristid;i?.

I.ithistida;.

iLyssakina.
Dictvonina.

MYX0SP0]SrC4IiE.

The Halisarcidce* characterised by the entire absence of any skeletal parts, are represented by

the single genus Halisarca, comprising a number of small smooth soft Sponges, which grow in

_„^ * Greek, liaJs, hithjs, the sea, mrj-, sarcos, flesh.
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irregular o'usts of beautiful colours ; sky-blue to violet, russet-red to flesh-colour, pale yellow, carmine,

and jiurjile tints being common, though some are colourless.

The Chondrosiadoe* are provided with a rough external rind of fibrous connective tissue, and

one of the two genera of which the family consists is furnished with stellate silicious spicules ; it

should therefore be placed in the Silicispongite, of which it, as well as the remaining genus,

which is devoid of hard parts, is probably a degraded descendant.

CALCISPONGI^.

These are a small but compact group, which has been closely studied by Haeckel, whose

brilliant monograph on the " Kalkschwamme," though marred by a vicious confusion of fact and

fancy, has both by its fancies and its facts given a more powerful impetus to the investigation ol

tlis whole group of Sponges than any work which has appeared since the time of Robert Grant.

The skeleton here consists of calcareous spicules of various forms, acerate, tri-radiate, and

quadri-radiate, the tri-radiate being the most characteristic : they are never collected into fibres

nor united together by spongin, but occur separately immersed in the soft tissue of the Sponge,

so that after the death and dissolution of the organism they at once fall asunder, and being at

the same time very soluble in .sea water are so quickly destroyed that it is very doubtful

whether they are capable of being preserved in the fossil state. Up to this time no fossil Sponge

unquestionably belonging to the Calcispongiae has been described.

They are mo.stly very small Sponges, often of very regular geometric form ; usually white,

though sometimes brilliantly coloured.

The Asconest are simple .sacs, with a completely flagellated endoderm ; they may be single

(Fig. 8), or branched (Plate 71, Fig. p), or in other ways united into a common stock. The

Sycones| are composite sacs, derived from the Ascones by a budding of Ascon-like sacs radiately from

the wall of a parent Ascou (Plate 71, Fig. g). It is a fact of great interest for the theory of

development that a contimious or tran.sitional series of species can be shown to exist between a simple

Ascon and a Sycon in which the radiate buds have all umted together by theii- lateral surfaces to

form a complex tubulated wall (Plate 71, Figs, h, i) ; and especially that this most complex Sycon

passes through the various stages exhibited by these species in the course of its individual development.

One of the common animals of the sea-shore is the little purse-shaped Sycmidra (Grantia)

coinpressa, which occurs hanging mouth downwards from tlie under-surface of rocks, or their

attached seaweeds, between tide levels. Sections can easily be made of this to show the tubulated

structure of the wall, and by boiling it in caustic potash for a minute or two its beautiful calcareous

spicules can be freed from the soft tissues for examination under the microscope. The Leucones§ are

characterised by a complicated water canal system, which appears to belong to the same type as that of

Euspongia and the majority of the Sponges. The snow-white crusts of Leucandra nivea are by no

means rare on the under surface of between-tide rocks on the English coasts.

The Calcispongiie have a world-wide distribution, and are found from the sea-level down to a

de])th of 342 fathoms. Of the 111 species described by Haeckel, nine are cosmopolitan, 68 are found

exclusi\ely in the Atlantic, 12 in the Pacific and 22 in the Indian region. No doubt the greater

richness of the Atlantic region is due to its having been more thoroughly investigated than the others.

SILICISPONGI^.

In this order, characterised l>y silicious spicules, the Sponges attain their fullest expression

and highest development. Its members are the most- numerous, the most diverse, and some of

them the most complicated of the class. They are spread through all seas, at all depths, and

were already in existence in the early Cambrian times. The only family of Sponges {.Spongillina)

which inhabits fresh water belongs to them, and this inhabits the rivers of most existing continents.

The Monaxonid(c (usually known as the Monactinellidfe, which is a misnomer, since it is the

one-axedness of their spicules, not their one-rayedness, which characterises them) are distinguished

by the presence of uni-axial, and the absence of tetractinellid and hexactinellid spicules. If quadri-

radiate spicules do occur in some genera they differ from those of the genuine Tetractinellidse in the

* Greek, chonJros, giistle. t Greek, aseos, a wine-skin or leathern bottle. J Greek, si/con, a fig.

§ Greek, leucos, white.
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fact that tlie tliree adilitional rays are given off from the liiuder (proximal) end of the shaft and

not from the anterior (distal).

By Oscar Schmidt this sub-order is divided into the five following families :—

Families, O.S. Orders, Cnrler.

Konierinie
)

Desmacidina! >......• Holorhaphidota.

Suberitidinic )

Chalinopsidinai . . .... Echinoiu^mata (purs)

Chalinea) ........ Kliaphidonemata.

Carter's classification of these Sponges is shown in the table.

In the Renierinaj* the chief spicules are usually bi-radiate (acerate), and are generally collected

to form fibre, in which they are arranged like the elongated cells in the w-oody fibre of plants.

Spongin may develop about this fibre, cementing the spicules together, and then the Renierim

becomes a Ohalinine Sjjongo, but so easy is the transition between these families that Carter makes

mention of a Sponge which is Renierine or Chalinine, according to the locality in which it is found.

The RenierinsB are among the commonest of Sponges,

and are well represented on the British coasts ; the

hardy Amorpkina jMnicea, or "Crunih of Bread" Sponge

(Fig. 3), found at most watering-places, is a good example.

It grows in thick crusts, of a plantrgreen colour, rising

into little conical volcano-like elevations, which open by

an oscule at the summit
;
pores occur in the skin over the

interspaces of a very regular spiculous network which

lies beneath. Its spicules are simple acerates, sharply

pointed at each end, and crowded loosely together into Fig-. 14.—statoblasts oi- si'ongilla.

indefinite fibre, which forms an altogether irregular net- ''•'^''''"^'„^^'J;;j;\4S;Sm?nt w

work in the body of the Sponge. From this loose texture,

and the fact that owing to the absence of spongin, tlie Sponge readily crumbles between the fingers

when dry, it derives its name of " Crumb of Bread " Sponge.

Another common example is the Spongillajluvia.tilis of our rivers. It occurs in irregular masses

of nuich the same colour as A. panicea, witli which it closely agrees in general structure ; it differs,

however, in common with the sub-family Spongillina, to which it belongs, both from that and all other

Sponges, in the fact that it reproduces itself not only by ova, but by curious little bodies (Fig. 14)

known as winter-eggs, or statoblasts, which somewhat resemble the statoblasts of the Polyzoa. Their

history has been the subject of a classic memoir by Carter, who finds that they originate near the base

of the Sponge, by certain cells congregating together and becoming surrounded, except at one point,

by a spherical shell, a pin's-head in size, of complicated structure, its external layer consisting of

spicules of singular form, like a pair of wheels on an axle in miniature. The axle lies radiately in

the wall. The spot where no shell is formed remains as an aperture, through which in spring,

the amoebiform contents creep out from their winter quai-ters, and soon develop into the young

Sponge.

The various membei-s of the sub-family Spongillina do not differ except in trifling details from

Spongilla ; though they have not yet been described from Australia, they are otherwise of world-wide

distribution, and from this we may infer that they are a group of great antiquity. Owing to the

rarity of fresli-water fossils, and the exceptional preservation of Sponge remains, it is not to be

expected that we should find direct evidence of this, and it is, therefore, all the more satisfactory that

traces of Spongilla have been found so far back as the Purbeck strata, where its chief spicules have

lately been detected in fresh-water chert.

Spongilla is so similar in many respects to Amm-phina, which sometimes lives in brackish water,

that it is very possibly derived from it. It is a singular fact that of the many hundreds of widely

diffei-ent kinds of Sponge, none but a small rigidly-defined group .should be found inhabiting inland

waters. This is probably due not to the inability of Sponges to adapt themselves to fresh water, but

rather to the fact that they are propagated by ciliated larvse, which drift about at the mercy of

* After the naturalist Reuier.
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every current, and cannot, therefore, ascend a river where the cui'rent is always seaward. This

explanation will probably account for the absence of many other marine forms of life which one might

expect to find amongst the fauna of our rivers.

The statoblast is no doubt an adaptation to preserve the Sponge from the extreme climatal

changes to which fresh water is exposed ; thus in Bombay it develops at the time of summer

droughts, in temperate climates on the approach of winter. It is worth noticing that the stato-

blast of the Polyzoa also occurs only in the fluviatile forms.

Sn-beritidince*—In these Sponges the spicules are characteristically pin-shaped, densely aggre-

gated together, either in fibres, or matted felt-like. The surface often bristles with the projecting

points of radiating spicules (Plate 71, Figs, k, l), but is never provided with a regular spiculous

network like that which usually occurs in the Renierinse.

The large Sponge appropriately named Neptune's Cup {Poterion neptuni,'\ Fig. 9, c), found

growing on the coral reefs of the Indian Ocean, and fossil in the English Chalk, is a Suberite. A near

relation, possessing the same pin-like form of spicule, is the little burrowing Sponge CHona, which eats

its way into shells, particularly oyster-shells. Shells so infested may often be seen at the fishmonger's.

They may be at once distinguished by the numerous round holes which cover the surface. The holes

are of two sizes, the larger for the emission of oscular tubes, the smaller, which are much more

numerous, for poriferous tubes. On splitting the shell open both are found to communicate

with irregularly swollen canals, which are occupied by the yellowish-coloured body of the Sponge.

If the oyster, fresh from the sea, be placed in a vessel of cool clear sea-water, a beautiful sight will

soon present itself. From the various apertures delicate mobile tubes protrude. Those from the

larger end in a single oscular opening ; those from the smaller expand at the end into a conical form,

'

resembling, with the swollen base perforated by numerous little pores, the " rose "' of a watering-pot,

with the addition that here the margin of the " rose " is fringed with a corona of delicate diverging

spicules. The tubes are very sensitive not only to touch, but to the incidence of light, instantly

contracting and withdrawing themselves when exposed to powerful sunlight. Currents of water flow

into the poriferous tubes, which swing to and fro, seeking the water most to their taste, and from the

equally mobile oscular tubes currents briskly escape. In autumn, this sponge-mass will be found

crowded with little oval yellowish bodies, about J^th of an inch long, which are the ciliated embryos

or larvse of the Sponge. Spicules are already developed in them. The burrows of Cliona occur in

fossil shells of the Silui-ian strata.

DesniacidincE.—This is the culminating group of the Monaxonidaj, distinguished by the rich

variety of its spicule forms. Besides the chief spicules, which are usually bi-radiate (acerate or

acuate), there are always present one or more forms of small spicules, C- and S-shaped hamates

;

tri-curvates ; equi- and inequi-anchorates, singly dispersed or clustered into rosettes ; and trichite-

sheaves. It is from this group that the Tetractinellidse have probably been derived.

Echinonemata.X—The skeleton is characterised by Garter as composed of chief spicules lying

parallel to form a fibre, which is spined by other (echinating) spicules projecting from it. Schmidt

considers the absence of hamates and anchors essential to the definition of the Chalinopsidinse, a

gi-oup otherwise equivalent to the Echinonemata. Spongin is usually present, cementing the spicules

together ; it may increase in quantity, rejilacing the spicules, which may diminish to a single row, or

disappear from the interior, the echinating forms of course persisting. Should they also vanish, the

Sponge would become a Cerospongia.

Chalinidce.—The common Chalina occidata of the British coasts is a good example of this

group. The skeleton consists of spongin fibre, cored by silicious spicules, which are usually

monaxial ; echinating spicules are absent. The relative development of the spicular axis and the

spongin wall is very variable, some, like Pachychalina, approaching the Renierinaj by the pre-

ponderance of spicules ; others, like Chalina, approaching the true horny Sponges (Cerospongia) by

the excessive development of spongin. This family, indeed, links together the Silicispongise and the

Cerospongise, and since its spicules must apparently be formed before the spongin which envelops

them, it would appear rather that the Cerospongise were derived from the Silicispongias by loss of

spicules, rather than the latter from the former by their acquisition.

* Latin, siila; cork. f Greek, juofer, a drinking cup. t Greek, ccliiiws, a hedgehog ; nana, a thread.
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Fig. 15.-

The Monaxouidre are cosmopolitan, chiefly shallow-water forms. They range from the strand-line

down to 862 fathoms ; on the evidence of Cliona borings in Silurian fossils they are concluded

to have been in existence in early Palseozoic times ; fossil remains of their skeletons are rare,

rharetrosponijia stra/iani (Sollas) of the Cambridge Greensand, a large Renierine Sponge with a

tibrous skeleton, being the best preserved and most certainly demonstrated example yet known.

Ti-h-((c/iiieUidce*—This sub-order embraces two very different groups ; the Choristichf, in wliicli

the spicules are separate from each other, and the Lithistidw,

in which they are united by the interlocking of their

branched ends into a dense stony network.

In the Chorlsfidmf are united a number of very different

types of SpongeSj of which the Geodina are best known.

In these the body, usually more or less spherical, is differ-

enced into an external rind and an inner mark, or paren-

chyma, like an orange ; the rind (Fig. 15) consists of a layer

of fibrous connective tissue, covered e.xternally by the ecto-

derm and a layer of minute flesh-spicules ; its outer two-

thirds is crammed full of spicules, usually trichite-globules '''i^V',"i,';l';™|^^'™;'[^.'|;]y,\?j;j^;j|^j';jf'!^

(mistaken by Bowerbank for ova), which give to it great

firmness and consistency. The incurrent canals in their passage through the rind present a very

definite, usually hour-glass form, the constricted part being defended by a sphinctral muscle, produced

by a modification in the character of the surrounding fibrous layer. The chief spicules are large

acerates, which lie in bundles or fibres radiating towards the surface, near which some of them
divide into three rays, forming forks and anchors.

The Lithistidce.X—Notwithstanding the firmness of their coral-like skeleton these are no more
characterised by constancy of form than the other groups of Sponges ; they usually affect cup-like,

lamellar, top-shaped, or cylindrical forms, are occasionally branched bush-like
;
generally attached,

sometimes by a longer or shorter stalk, which branches out root-like below. Their skeleton consists, of

the united body-spicules (Fig. 10, k) ; of surface spicules, anchor- or fork-shaped, or disciform ; and
minute so-called flesh-spicules. Difierences in the character of the body-spicule have afibrded Zittel a

means of dividing this group into four families, in one of which, the Megamorina, the quadri-radiate

form of the body-spicule is nearly lost, and the central canal or axial-thread has a simple uniaxial

form (Fig. 10, hi).

the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans ; they are essentially deep-sea

dwellers, ranging from 74 to 80.5 fathoms. By reason of the com-

paratively large size of their body-spicules, and the union of the.se

into a stout resistent framework, they stand a much better chance of

fossilisation than the Monaxonidse ; they are accordingly by no

means rare in a fossil state, and have been found in most marine

formations from the Upper Cambrian to the Tertiary. The well-

known Siphonia of the Blackdown Greensand is a familiar instance

(Fig. 9, d).

Hexactinellidce.—These Sponges are clearly defined from all

other Silicispongise by the sex-radiate foi-m of their spicules, and by

the characters of their soft tissues so far as these are known. The

chief spicules are either loosely arranged into a fibrous skeleton

(Lyssakina, Fig. 17, a) or cemented into a solid network by a

deposit of silica (Dictyonina, Fig. 17, b), in which they are as

completely enveloped as the spicules of Chalina in spongin. A
slight deposit of silica may unite together the spicules of some Lyssakina, e.g., Euplectella, but

never to the extent of completely enveloping them.

The Lyssakina^ include such forms as Holtenia, a somewhat cylindrical Sponge, with

The Lithistidaj occur

Fig. 16.—SECTION- THROUGH THE WALL
OF EUPLECTELLA ( X 75). (After Schnlze.)

p. liiires; /, flagellated nhaiubers.

lare

Greek, tetra, contr. of tcttava, four ; actis, a ray.

+ Greek, Uthos, stone.

t Greek, chork, separately.

§ Greek, hisis, loosing.
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central oscular tube fringed by whisker-like spicules, and a thick beard-like gi-owth of anchoring

spicules, which serve to support it in the soft slimy ooze of the deep sea in which it lives; Ilyalonenia*

(Fig. 9, b), the Japanese glass-i'ope Sponge, a close ally oi IloUenia, but at once distinguishable fiom it

by the spiral wisp or rope into wliich its anchoring spicules are twisted together; the upper end of

the rope is overgrown with encrusting Palythoa, the lower end frays out by the divergence of the

s))icules ; deprived of the Sponge the rope may often be seen in private houses stuck topsy-turvey

under a glass-shade ; an instance of the perverted ingenuity of the Japanese divers by whom it is

obtained and " prepared."

Euplect.eUa-\ (Fig. 9, a), with a framework so exquisitely beautiful in its fairy-like tracery as to have

called forth the remark from a distinguished naturalist " this passes the love of woman," has now also

become an ornament to glass-shades ; it is a Lyssakine, with spicules so arranged crossing one

another as to weave together a thin-walled vase of delicate lattice-work with square meshes. In the

fresh state, when the skeleton is embedded in the meso-

derm, over every altei'nate mesh, a conical process of the

:^ Sponge-wall projects, the other meshes open by a round hole

into the interior of the vase. Beneath the poriferous skin

(Fig. 16), which is adorned with flesh-spicules, and sup-

ported on the distal rays of sex-radiates, thin threads of

mesoderm form an irregular network, in which the flagellated

chambers are immersed. These are cylindrical sacs, open at

one end, closed and hemispherical at the other ; each is

perforated by .several pores, through which water can enter

from the surrounding lacunar spaces of the mesoderm ; by

their open ends they communicate with the digitately

branched exeurrent canals, which freely open into the

fy^ T' ( ZT lSi )*T£3?^^^'^|?^^ central cavity of the vase. The water, which streams suc-

l^'^"'"*"^^"^^''^"^^-'^*"^^^ C cessively through the skin, the flagellated chambers, and

Fir 17—1 s] 1 \i iTL SIKILF-, 01 A i^-.MM\E s'^^current canals into this cavity, escape.? partly by the

^roN&L, B, «picLLAu NETWORK 01 A DIG opeu iTieslies iu tlic side of the vase, and partly through a.

=i:KAl'Kro7r,XM;raCa.X1 -"-' .'^^ ^^^'-'^ <:1--. ^^« -«'• ^il- so many of the

Hexactinellidse which live in the mud of the deep sea,

Euplectella terminates below in a tuft of anchoring spicules; but when it is found in shallower

water on a hard bottom it becomes attached, and its anchoring spicules abort.

In the DictyoninaJ the chief spicules are so disposed that by the overlai)ping of their rays

ihey form a framework, which afterwards being overrun by silica becomes a continuous net ; the

knots or nodes of this net correspond generally with the centre of the spicul(*s, its connecting-

fibres with two overlapping rays (Fig. 17, b). The spicules are not always so regularly arranged

as in the figure ; and in many genera they depart widely from a three-axed fonn, the rays diverging

at all angles, so that one fibre may contain more than two and as many as all six rays.

Loose sex-radiate spicules are always associated with the network, and delicate minute or flesh

spicules are general throughout the Sponge. The " flower-basket " sponge Dactylocalyx (Fig. 9, e),

the earliest discovered instance of a Hexactinellid, is a good example of this group, and Farrea

is another, distinguished by the regularity of its square meshes. In some Dictyonina the investing

silica fails to completely fill the angles at the centre of the spicules, but stretches across in fine threads

from one ray to another, sketching out the edges of a regular octahedron, with the spicular rays for

its axes. This structure was accurately described long before it was understood, by Toulmin Smith,

who showed that it characterised the network of the Ventriculites. It is only quite recently that an

existing Sponge has been described {Myliusia) in which the same structure prevails (Fig. 17, c).

The Hexactinellidie inhabit all seas, and are found in deep water, ranging from 98 to 1,.591

fathoms, and probably moie. They make their appearance in time very early, remains of a

Lyssakina {Protospomjia) being found in the Lower Cambrian rocks at St David's, South Wales
;

both Dictyonina and Lyssakina occur in the Silurian of North America ; in the Carboniferous

* Greek, liimlos, glass. t Greek, en, well
;
pkctos, woven. J Greek, d'rti/oii, a net
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of Scotland, a genus, Acantfwspouyia, closely allied to Hyahnema, has been described by Professor

Young, of Glasgow, and later by Mr. Carter. In the Jurassic strata Hexactinellids are well

i-epresented, and in the Chalk they abound, the graceful and varied Ventriculites being well known

to collectors in the Downs of Sussex,

f'EROSPONGIA.

This order consi.sts of Sponges witli a spongin skeleton, but without proper spicules. The

axis of the spongin fibre may be occupied by .soft organic matter only {Geraliiia), or it may involve

various foreign bodies {Psamnionemata) [Greek, psammos, sand]. The Bath Sponge, already fully

described, is a member of the Psammonemata. Lufaria, of which an illustration is given in Plate

71, belongs to the Ceratina. No examples of these widely-distributed sponges are yet known in the

fossil state.

The literature of the Sponges is copious, but much of it veiy inconveniently scattered in

sepaa-ate memoirs through journals and magazines. For general information, and descriptions of

species, may be quoted Oscar Schmidt's volumes on the Sponges of the Coast of Algiers, of the

Atlantic Ocean, and of the Gulf of Mexico ; Haeckel, Die Kalkschwamme ; numerous papers by

Carter in the "Annals and Magazine of Natural History," where also papers by Sollas appear;

for masterly accounts of structure and embryology see F. E. Schulze in several numbers of the

"Zeitschrift fur Wissenschaftliche Zoologie," where also are papers by Metschnikoff and Oscar

Schmidt. A history of the Sponges will be found in George Johnston's " British Sponges," and good

descriptions of British species in Bowerbank's " Monograph on the British Sponges," 3 vols. Jules

Barrois )ias published "Researches on the Embryology." For fossil Sponges see the fine works

of Zittel, and papers by Sollas in the Quarterly Jmmial of the Geological Society.

W. J. SOLL.\S.
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The Rhizopods—Appearance—Protoplasm or Sarcocle—Its Character and Functions—The "Contractile Vehicle"—Aiitdha

anil jV/ottcra—True " Cells "—Assimilation of Food- Contents of the Endosarc—The " Vacuoles "—Food of the

A»M'ba—'Naked Lobose Rhlzopods—Shelled Lobose Rhizopods—Sun-animalcules—^rfinopA)T/s so?—The Radiolaria

—

The Polycistina— The Reticularia— The Foraminifera— Imperforate or Porcellanous Foraminifera— Perfoi*ate or

Vitreous "Forams"—The Flagellata—Gregarinffi—Tlie Link Connecting the Rhizopods and ^'ertebrates—Bibliography

—Classification.

I. Among the minute animals which escape our naked sight, V)ut may be seen by tlie aid of a

magnifying glass in some instances, but often only under the far stronger lenses of the microscope,

are those which are kjiown as Rhizopoda,* or Myxopoda.f

They have, in a great degree, the same simple constitution as several other kinds of animalcules

which are grouped by naturalists as Protozoa,! such as Infusoria § (also Sponges), their essential living

material being merely a structureless and jelly-like or mucous substance ; and thus they stand as the

^rst in the scale of animal organisation, as it rises from the most simple to the moi'e highly

organised animals with their manifold tissues and complicated structures.

II. The delicate albuminous material of the Rhizopods and their allies is a " semi-fluid,

nitrogenous, formative substance," termed " Protoplasm,"
||
as being the simplest ov first life-matter

known to us. It is also called "Sarcode,"! as supplying the place of flesh, rather than being flesh-

like itself It is probably composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, like some other

organic compounds ; and it is the physical basis of life in both animals and vegetables.

This slimy, white-of-egg-like sarcode of the Rhizopods, though granular, with exceedingly fine

particles, and to some extent differentiated by local formation of special groups of granules, known

by some as " Endoplasts,"** shows no definite parts or divisions of a body such as characterise higher

animals ; nor has it permanent limbs, nor body-cavity, nor alimentary canal, nor nerves, nor blood.

Nevertheless, it .serves for and fulfils all the necessary actions and processes of life.

Its outer portion is generally distinguishable from the interior, and is sometimes toughened into

a kind of membrane, or hardened with mineral matter into a shelly coat, or a stiff skeleton of

network.

More especially this corpuscle of sarcode has in itself a particular kind of motive plasticity,

whereby it can advance with a slowly-flowing movement of all or a part of its sub-stance. In the

latter case, the elongated poi-tions, whether thick or thin, are termed " Pseudopodia."tt

The constitiient atoms or granules, moreover, in their glairy slime, are mutually, if not equally,

engaged in the functions of movement and of assimilation of nutriment, and in the multiplication or

reproduction of individuals. In the active animal they seem to flow in a kind of circulation through

the little mass, and along the protinided lobes or threads ; and in many cases form special aggregations of

granules, or endoplasts. The smaller of these are termed "Sarcoblasts,"JJ and may be regarded as

ovules, or little eggs, formed within the parent, and when free, by escape or by emission, becoming

new little beings like the parent. A larger endoplast constitutes the " Nucleus," in the middle of

the animalcule. This internal corpuscle seems to be essential to the economy of most of the Protozoa,

forming, as it were, a starting-point of one kind of germination ; and it is the first representative

of a permanent vital organ.

Another prototype or forerunner of more highly constituted organs is a minute bladder-like

collection of clear fluid, which in some part or other of the body, but generally towards the hinder

end, is seen to increase slowly to fulness ; then, suddenly contracting, to collapse and become empty,

at almost regular intervals of time. This " Contractile Vesicle " seems to be analogous to, if not really,

an organ of secretion and distribution.

* Greek, rhiza, a root ; pons, a foot. t Greek, myxa, mucus ; pons, a foot,

t Greek, protos, first ; zooUy an animal.

§ So called from having been first foimd in infusions of hay and other vegetable matters. But many of the little

creatures fii-st grouped under the name have been separated off, and the Infusoria are special protozoan animalcules.

(I
Greek, protos, first ; phisma, a forniiition, from plasso, I shape or mould.

t Greek, sa)-x, flesh ; eidos, form or appearance. ** Greek, melon, within ; plastos, formed or moulded.

ft Greek, pseudos, false
;
pons {podos), a foot. JJ Greek, sarx, flesh ; hlastos, a germ.
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III. The al)ove-mentioned characters may be readily observed iu one of the most common fonns

of Rhizopods, namely, the Amwba* or proteus-aninialcule, so called on account of the e\'<'r-changiiig

shapes which a well-conditioned active individual puts on while moving under the microscrope, and

pushing out and drawing in the various projections on its surface, sometimes like fingers or threads,

called pseudopods.

There are, however, certain living atoms of protoplasm so simple in condition, Ijeing imite

structureless, except in having constituent granules, that some naturalists have separated them from

the Amoeboi and the other Rhizopoda in classification, and called them Monera ,t not so much in view

of their singleness, as on account of their uniti/ of composition. They may, however, be intermediate

forms, or passages from one .stage to another in the growth and development of certain animalcules.

Some of them may even be the germ-products of low plant-structures.

Some appear to be so destitute of any structural features that their slime-body shows no

distinction between the outer and inner parts, and has no nucleus ; and their free, homogeneous,

jelly-like substance, in moving, stretches itself out in one direction

or another in lobular, finger-like, or filamentous prolongations, and ^ f^^ fi
a

contracts again, either over such organic atoms as seem to be its

food, or towards a point where such a protruded part has adhered

and fixed itself.

Some such amoBboid creatures are shown in Fig. 1 ; and

their elementary simplicity has originated for one kind the name

of Prolamceba,\ and for another, Protogenes.% The latter is a

relatively large and outspread mass (three or four millimetres in

diameter) of such protoplasm as is known as a "plasmodium."||

This is similar to the protoplasm of the much smaller Protammha

(scarcely oV^'^ ^^ ^ millimetre in width), but is made up of a com-

bination of many such individuals.

Reproduction of the species is carried on either by the separa-

tion of individuals from the parent mass, by their splitting off, or by

the parent dividing into two.

Other Monera begin life like the Protamosba, but after a while

they cease to be active, becoming quite still, and enter on what is known as the " resting-

stage" in Infusoria, the Amcehai, and other animalcules. In this quiescent state they are

round, and become enclosed in a tough coat, and are .said to be " encysted," H until before long

the enclosed morsel of protoplasm resolves itself into numerous definite minute bodies, eacli

capable of living by itself when set free, and hence termed "Zoospores."** Sometimes these tiny

corpuscles, combining together, form a new gelatinous mass (plasmodium), like that of the parent,

as in ProtomyxaW and some other relatively large Moneres, not nucleated in every stage of

their growth, creeping by means of their soft mobile body at first, and afterwards by the

contractile filaments of their sarcode, which branch out and form delicate reticulations, with

irregular meshes, as in some Rhizopoda. As these animalcules, closely as they may be related

to the Rhizopods, differ from them somewhat in their mode of growth, and in their changes

from one stage to another, they have been grouped in some classifications under other distinc-

tive names, such as Myxoniyceta,XX Myxogcistrea,^ and i)f(/cetosoa.|||| It is difficult for botanists

to regard them as belonging to the animal kingdom.

IV". The above-mentioned lowly creatures of the Amaiba and Protamoeba types show a close

analogy to the elementary "cell," which, in some condition or other, is known to be at the foundation

or commencement of all kinds of animal and vegetable tissues. A " cell " consists of a minute sac, or

bladder-like envelope (the "cell-wall"), and an enclosed morsel of fluid or semi-fluid gelatinous

PROTEUS.

or "encysted" st:ite: b,

^. V, p, psL'iidonods pushed
Hisbly luagniflc-tl.

* Greek, amoibi [ameiho) exchange.

X Greek, prOtos, first ; amala.

II
Greek, plasma, a formation ; eitlos, appearan

** Greek, :oe, life ; S2X>ros, a seed.

Xt Greek, nii/xa, mucus ; mijces (gen. iiujcetns),

§§ Greek, imi.m ; r/astre, the bottom of .i vase.

t Greek, monos, alone.

§ Greek, protos, first ; j

;. 1i Greek, en, in ; kustis, a bladder.

+t Greek, protos, first ; myxa, mucus.

, fungus,

ir tlie hold of a ship. |||| Greek, mi/ces, a fung\is ; zouii
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protoplasm (witli its innumerable floating molecules, gi'anules, or globules), possibly a network of

filaments, and a more or less solid "nucleus"; and this last lias often within it an almost

immeasurably small but distinct spot called the "nucleolus." Such "cells," being endowed with
vital force, can absorb and use up water and organic fluids ; they have the power of growth, of

secreting new mateiials, of producing similar " cells," capable of the same functions as those of the

parent " cell " (and even more advanced functions) ; and in man-y cases they can move freely. The
"riucleu.s," secreted or formed by the protoplasm, seems to regulate these vital phenomena, especially

germination or reproduction, for it multiplies itself by "fission," by breaking up into germinative
particles, and by the formation of "nucleoli," which, in their turn, become "nuclei."

Even without a "cell-wall," the Amoiha is a true animal "cell"; but the Protamceba, ha%'ing

neither " cell-wEll " nor " nucleus," represents

only the simple protoplasm of a " cell." Such
living corpuscles have been termed " Proto-

plasts" by some, and "Cytodes"*by others.

Such are the free-moving Monera (Prot-

ammha), tlie non-nucleated plasmodia of the

Myxomyceta, and the amceboid germs of

Greyariiut, proceeding from the " pseudo-

naviculw." That all these simple organisms,

however, are true animals has not yet been

satisfactorily determined.

" The Amoiha, however," saj's Haeckel,
" presents the most simple form of a single-

celled (' unicellular ') organism in a complete

state of development, and in some sort the

ideal of an animal ' cell.' Widely distri-

buted in fresh waters, on muds and wet

earth, and occurring in brackish and salt

water also, these animalcules are of special

interest on account of their eminently simple

.structure as a ' cell,' and because of the

bearings of their development and functions

on the history and meaning of other 'cells.'

"

V. Thus the Amcebie may be said to be

soft, naked, nucleated " cells," of indeterminable shape. They move here and there in water,

sometimes floating, but usually creeping on plants and other objects by protrudmg from any

part of the surface of their body, but more especially from one end, and that the broadest

and most translucent, variable finger-like lobes of their own body-substance, and then either

retracting these processes, called " pseudopods," or drawing the body to the jjoint at which

they fix themselves. Of course the body varies indefinitely throughout these movements (see Figs.

1, 2, 3), being at one time nearly circular, at another angular, and then jutting out at cornei's or at

the sides with capes and peninsulas of no fixed shape, and ever slowly shifting, as if a floating

island, restless and bewitched, gained and lost its coasts again and again at the caprice of some

changeful sprite, aiming at fancied resemblances to hands, antlers, or branches, and back again to

more solid but clumsy shapes of leaves and buds, and even slugs or imperfect stars.

" The changes of form produced by the extension and branching of certain of the pseudopods,

with the recession, melting away, and total disappearance of other.s, is endless. Sometimes the

animal creeps onward in a flowing manner with comparatively simple cylindroid form, occasionally

emitting a single pseudopod on one side or the other. More commonly in movement it assumes a

<!endroid or palmate appearance, or sometimes, diverging from the directly onward course, it becomes

more radiate. Not infrequently it assumes more or less grotesque shapes, in which almost

every conceivable likeness may be imagined."—Leidy, " Freshwater Rhizop. N. America," 1879, p. 36.

* Greek, Cfflos (plural ci/ta), :i hollow ; eidos, .appearance.

Iirocees of flspion.
magnified. {.After Saei-kel.)
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Organic morsels o\er whicli these Ammbci' softly glide ai-e taken into the |.lastic body, sometimes

at any spot, but generally at a particular region, where the clear sarcode is thinnest ; and water is

also absorbed or enclosed. Thus the acts of eating and drinking, without mouth and stomach, are

accomplished ; and assimilation (rathei' than digestion) of the good and available portions of the prej'

<luly takes place.

After continued growth, the body sometimes divides into two living individuals
;

but it often

becomes almost wholly a mass of zoospores, so that the once unicelhdar creature is converted into an

uncountable multitude of living " cells" or simple animals.

Thus also the "cells" in our own bodies play their part; multiplying new "cells," an I

replacing those which have been used up. More espe-

cially the white globules of the blood of animals are

amieboid. As they circulate along the vessels, they

execute movements lite those of Amoeb(e, ever modi-

fying their shape ; and they can be made to enclose

foreign substances (such as carmine), just as the Ama-ba

takes in its food. Further, a simple Aynosha has a strik-

ing resemblance to the "primary cell" or "ovum " of all

animals, whether vertebrate or invertebrate. It may be

i-egarded as equivalent to this unicellular phase of higher

organisms. As a vital mass of the simplest and most

elementary formation we can conceive, it is adaj'ted for

a very low stage of existence, having only the properties

of locomotion_, assimilation, and reproduction. Having

such an extremely rudimentary formation, many of the

Protozoa have been regarded as members of the Vegetable

Kingdom, and a.s mere germs of some plants. Haeckel

jilaces many of theni, as Protista, iu an intermediate

position. The Amoeba, however, and its numerous allies,

prey on organic substances, and even on living oi-ganisms,

after the manner of animals. But iu this great group

they take their place, in classification, according to the relative absence of those special organs which

characterise the higher members of the kingdom.

VI.—The .sarcode of the Anueba is often yellowish from its contained granules ;
but it is nearly

transparent at one, usually the broader, end of the body in active individuals ; whilst the granules,

germinal and other globules, and particles of food, more or less digested, with green, yellow, brown

and other tints, crowd and darken its hinder part. The edge of this, under the microscope, looks like

a pellucid coat (in section) by transmitted light ; and being free from coarse particles, invests, as it

were, the thicker interior with a thin layer of sarcode. The r,iore coarsely granular and inner

material is called the " Endosarc ;"* the other is the " Ectosaro,"t or " Diaphane. 'J
They are really

interchangeable ; the outer surface, which is toughish, without being coated with any membrane, may

be turned iu and becomes as soft as the rest of the sarcode, esjiecially when the prey is engulfed and

takes in some of the inturned ectosarc with it.

The contents of the endosai-c appear to be :— 1. Granules of various kinds—some exceedingly

minute and protoplasmic, others relatively large, some of which are apparently like water, some like

oil, some like starch ; 2. Newly ingested food—some soft (Desmids, &c.), some hard (Diatoms)—and

food-balls of partly digested food, which soon become broken up as loose particles in the endosarc ;

3. Water-vacuoles, either independent or investing morsels of food, and probably arising from water

engulfed either by itself or with the food ; 4. Quartz sand sometimes, and " in some fine, large,

vigorous specimens of A. proteiis, collected from a pond in the vicinity of a saw-mill," Dr. Leidy found

that " the endosarc contained multitudes of particles of sawdust;" 5. Miniite crystals, regular m
form (octahedrons and others) ; G. Sarcoblasts; 7. The nucleus; and, 8, the pulsating or contractile

vesicle. There may be more than one of each of these.

* Greek, endon, within; sarx, flesh, t Greek, ektos, outside; sarx. J Greek, dluphitiux, transimrent.

Fig. 3.— AMOEBA PKOTEVS, WITH rSEVDOrODIA

ADVASCEB TO THE UIOHT, AND A LAKGE
NAVICVh.l ENVELOPED IN THE DISTENDED
HINDER PART. THE PAPILLAKY OR MLL-
KERRY-LIKE EXTREMITY IS SEEN TO THE
LEFT OP THIS.

balls
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The wider, often fingered, and always foi-\vard-mo\-ing, clear part of the body has been observed

to be not so viscid and sticky as the narrower, coarse-grained, food-carrying hinder portion ; and the

food has been seen to be taken in by the creeping mass, as it flows on like moving slime, more

frequently jnst about the place where the clear passes into the granular part, than at other

parts of the body. Yet even one or more of the pseudopods can take prey by enwrapping it

and passing it on to the interior.

All the granules, whether of partly digested food, or germinative spherules, or protoplasmic

atoms, are often seen to stream forward along the middle of the animalcule, encroaching some-

times on its clear moiety, and then to return down each side, to be swept forward again, with

varying energy, in a kind of circulation or "cyclosis."* But this is associated with the move-

ment of the animal, and is not analogous to a systematic blood-circulation.

The process of digestion or assimilation is as yet a mystery of organic chemistry. The

refuse of the food is gradually accumidated in small lots towards the hinder end, and is let out

now and then through the clear sarcode of the surface. Germinal granules or zoospores some-

times escape at the.se opportunities.

When a lobe or pseudopod is pushed out, the miscellaneous particles of the endosarc appear to

rush toward the new projection ; but for the most part only the sarcodic granules follow it up and

continue the "cyclosis" in its substance.

The protrusion of a pseudopod is often preceded by an enei-getic contraction of the pulsating

vesicle ; and it has been remarked that, though there is no apparent opening in the common
Amceba for the contents of this vesicle to escape outwardly, it is always at or near the

surface of the hinder end when emptying itself. In some cases it may force its fluid far among

the atoms of the protoplasm, whether as nutritive or excretory matter. It acts best when the

animalcule is in good condition ; and then it is that the movements of pseudopods or other

superficial parts are seen to follow its contraction. In a large Amceba with a villose patch at its

end, Dr. Wallich thinks it probable that each ruptured vesicle leaves a ragged edge, which hardens

too soon for it to be wholly absorbed into the geno-al sarcode, and thus leaves outstanding

morsels (villi) of permanently indurated ectosarc.

There are also visible in the Amoeba one or more of the clear spots already referred to, which

do not fill and collapse at regular intervals. These are known as " vacuoles."t Some are "water-

spaces," and seem to be relatively persistent ; others are formed temporarily round large particles of

food. The following lucid description of such a " food-vacuole," from the pen of Prof. P. Martin

Duncan, is especially apt :

" A large Amceba with a very delicate endosarc had been feeding on broken-down Confervae,

spores, and green cells, when a tolerably large Diatom, a Pinnularia, came in contact with its small

end. The scanty diaphane then immediately increased in quantity and flowed over the intruder,

which sank, as it were, gradually into the endosarc, and remained in one part of it. After a few

minutes had elapsed, a clear space formed in the Amceba around the prey, which immediately began

to move in it backwards and forwards after its usual fashion. The space was evidently filled with

watei', and therein moved the captured Diatom, apparently in no great discomfort. After long

watching, it became apparent that the size of the space, or vacuole, as it is termed, increased, and

that the Diatom became stationary and ragged-looking, and, in the course of more than a day, it

split and separated into two halves. After this the vacuole disappeared, and the relics of the meal

were jumbled up in the group of granules and other digested bits which streamed about in the

endosarc. "J

Dr. Leidy observes that the food of the Amoeba commonly consists of "various Diatoms,

Desmids, green unicellar Algse, and spores of the filamentous Algfe. Considerable fragments of

the latter, such as Oscillaria, Zygnema, &c., are also often seen among the food contents.

Occasionally animal forms may be detected in the food materials in the endosarc, among
the most common of which are the Eotifers ; and in several instances I have observed

with them an unfortunate Arcella, a Difflugia or a Trinema." Dr. Leidy also describes and

' Greek, cijdos, a circle. t Latin, raciius, emiity ; hence a, " diminutive," vacuolu

J "Popular Science Review," new series, vol. i.
i>.

232.
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figures the ca^jture, swallowing, and digestion of au A/iueha verrucosa l>y a cannibal {A. protetis).

Elsewliere Dr. Leid}^ gives an account of another cajiture :
—" In one instance I saw an

individual {A. protews) containing, within a large vacuole, an active Infusorian (a Urocentrnm),

and having a second victim of the same kind included in the fork of a pair of pseudopods, the

ends of which were brought into contact, so as to imprison the animalcule within a circle.

The latter moved restlessly about within its prison, but after a time became motionless, and

shortly after the ends of the pseudopods which enclosed it fused together Fibres

of ectosarc extended from the body of the Amxeba towards the fused ends of the pseudopods,

and finally the Urocentrum was enclosed in a vacuole like that in the interior of the body of

the Aniceba. Having carefully watched the latter for some time, the two vacuoles containing

the captured Urocentriims were seen gradually to diminish in size, the contents were reduced

to the usual size of the ordinary food-balls of the endosarc, and all trace of the previous character

of the victims was completely lost." Dr. Leidy adds that " the difl'erent food-materials undergo

chemical changes as a result of digestion in the endosarc, and colours become changed in a

striking manner. The bright green chlorophyll of Algie becomes brown or yellow, and shrivelled within

the colourless cells ; and the endochrome of Diatoms becomes browner in tint, and shrivelled into

two narrow strings within each shell."

Dr. Wallich has watched the process of a Fi(rcularia eating pieces out of an Ainceba ; but he has

also seen this Rotifer a prey to an Amoiba.

VII.—In the foregoing remarks on the Rhizopoda, we have alluded to one of the simplest

(Frotamceba, Fig. 2), and to one of the most highly developed [Ameeba, Figs. 1, 3), for the

convenience of describing both the general and the essential characters of the sarcodic elements

lielonging to the whole group. In entering on a description of the other special forms, it would be

technically correct to begin with the simplest and to proceed to the more advanced. But, in the first

place, it is best for general observers to have some notion of that RhLzopod (Amieba) most commonly

met with. Secondly, the order of any natural group is little like a straight line, but far more

resembles a network, or a reticulate .series of rings touching each other, on account of passages and

gi-adations among characters, features, and structures not essential to strict zoological distinction,

but analogies only, or homologies, nevertheless striking and useful to the student in remembering

tabulated arrangements. Thirdly, whilst internal organs cannot always be readily seen, the external

visible character of shelled or shell-less, of skeleton or no skeleton, of long or short, thick or thin

pseudopods, of creeping, swimming, or stationary habits, at once takes the attention of the amateur,

and serves to direct him to the right family and order.

Several classifications have been suggested, mainly on the difference of general shape and of

pseudopodial elongations, on the variations of ectosarcal consistency, and difference of tests and

skeletal supports. These plans have been noted and reviewed by Wallich, Leidy, Claus, and others.

Dr. Wallich, however, has pointed out the gi-ounds on which a really natural classification of the

Rhizopoda should be founded, namely, on the absence or presence of what appear to be specially

differentiated parts of the sarcode, such as the nucleus and the contractile vesicle. These structures,

elementary as they are, he believes to be indications of progressive organisation, and, as such, to afford

a good structural and physiological basis for grouping the allied creatures in zoological order. Thus,

first, those which have neitlier a definite nucleus nor a contractile vesicle he terms Herpnemata

(creep-threads), such as the Foraminifera (hole-bearers), with calcareous shell, and the Polycistina

(many baskets), with silicious skeleton ; secondly, those which have a definite nucleus, but no

contractile vesicle, are his Protodermata (first-skins), of which some have their skeleton of solid

silieious spicules .and rays (Plaffictcanthicla', Acunthometrina, Thalussicollina), and others have

a silicious skeleton of tubular fibres [Dictyochidce) ; thirdly, those Rhizopods which possess

both the organs mentioned above form the highest group, viz., the Proteina (Proteus-like).

These are divisible by their pseudopods being either (1) "monomorphous" (single-shape), or

(2) "polymorphous" (many-shape). The former division are the Actinophryna; the latter are

the Anuebina.

For the reasons above stated, using tlie word •' Rhizopoila " for the whole group, we will take

them in order, from the Anmha downwards, with little violence to Dr. Wallich's system, though
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reversing it, through those most highly organised, with nucleus and special vesicle, to those that

appear to have only a nucleus, and then to such as have neither.

Professor Schulzc and Dr. Hertwig believe that they have discovered a nucleus ia Foraminifera

j

and some of their examples, at first sight, are very striking. The presence, however, of other endo-

plasts in- recent specimens, and the possible artificial production of nuclear bodies in sarcode by

re-agents, still keep our doubts alive ; and Dr. Wallich is not yet inclined to alter liis views as

conveyed in the foregoing sketch of his system.

VIII.—Beginning with Amoeba, essentially the best-organised of the RLizopods, we have A.

proteus (Figs. 1, 3). Its name was founded on Linne's catalogue of organic beings in the later

editions of his " Systema Naturse," and on the still earlier appellation of " ths little Proteus,"* given

by Rbsel, in 1755, to this animalcule long liefore its real nature was understood. It is also known as

princeps, having this name in Ehrenberg's magnificent work on Infusoria, &c. It was referred to as

Proteiis diffluens by Midler in 1786 ; and this would have been an appropriate name for this

changeably spreading creature, but " Proteus " had already been used generically for the little cave-

dwelling amphibian of Adelsberg, and a new specific name was not wanted. See Dr. Leidy's concise

and clear history of the nomenclature of this and other A iiuelw in his " Fresh-water Ehizopods of

North America."

There are several varieties of A. proteiis, one of which Prof. P. Martin Duncan has observed to

habitually form only blunt or short lumpy pseudopods, but to move flowingly along quickly, with

constant change of form, between nearly globular and somewhat cylindrical shape.?. In time it

becomes quiescent and round ; and after parting with some of its contents, chiefly relics of food, it

becomes encysted, and then bursts, giving birth to crowds of young individuals.

Another kind keeps its general outline more persistently than the other, but still creeps flowingly

until a change comes, when it puts forth pseudopodial processes, and roams freely about, but after-

wards attains an hibernating or quiescent stage. Having been shut up awhile in a closed membrane,

like the other, it ultimately swarms with zoospores inside, and then they escape through the breaking

of the capsule.

In its different stages A. proteus has been seen to vary in size and shape from globular 0-2

millimetre across, through ovoid 03 by 0'15 millim., dendroid 0"5 by 0'4, palmate 0-5 by,0'35, radiate

0-2 and 0-5 by 04, and cylindroid 1 millimetre long. The largest observed by Dr. Leidy

occupied a space of 0-6 by 0-2 and 0'35 millim.

IX.—One particular kind of Amoeba, which always has a tufted and knob-like extremity

to its food-carrying, coarsely granular hinder moiety, has been named A. villosa by Dr. G. C. Wallich,

who has especially studied, described, and illustrated the life-history of this and many other species of

these Protozoa. A. proteus sometimes has a collection of little knobs or blunt papilhe (pimples) on
its hinder end (see Fig. 3) ; but this other Amnha has always a villose or hairy ball-like end, with a

narrow neck-like connection to the body. It begins as a small circular hairy patch, and Ls

apparently sticky and prehensile, being often clogged with dirt.

This Anueba does not use pseudopods so freely as A. proteus. It grows to a much larger

size (-gV-inch) than that species ; but, as in that so in this, the end of the individual is a quiet

rounding up and a sudden bursting, with the outcome of innumerable spherules or germinal spores.

X.—There is a closely related form, but larger, and even less inclined to exsert pseudopods,

using its A'illose end in moving like the tail-sucker of the leech. On account of its peculiarities.

Dr. Leidy refers it to Greeff s Pelomyxa.f

XI.—An Amoeban animal with permanent bundles of long cylindrical tubular filaments trailing

from its hinder portion has the appropriate name of Ouranmba.\
XII.

—

Deinamceba% is a name given by Leidy to a curious villose Amoeban animalcule, about
0-2 millim. in diameter, which has the peculiarities (1) of having the body and the pseudopods some-
times papillose, sometimes bristling with minute, stifi", pointed filaments

; (2) of having at times an
enveloping layer of delicate, transparent, jelly-sarcode, itself covered with similar needle-like

filaments
; (3) of exfa-eme variability of form, chiefly round, ovoid, and sub-cylindrical. " Indeed,

- Proitus, the changeable sea-god. f Greek, peloi, mud ; myxa, mucus. J Greek, oum, a taU ; anKeba.

§ Greek, deims, terrible ; amoeba.
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no |)ortions of the fxti rior of Deinanujeba are constant, altliougli they usually seem to he so. Head
and tail appear to be mutually interchangeable ; and such also is the case with the processes I

have for convenience distinguished as pseudopods and papillje."*

XIII.—F. E. iSchulze's Mastigamvebaf and the Dactylos2>ha'rium\ described by Hertuig and
Lesser, are said by Leidy to have some resemblance to Deinaimeba. But the former, about 1 millini.

long, is broad, and tapering at the ends, with many pseudopods and a general investment of minute
spiculate bodies, different fi-oni those of Deinaimeba, and

a long flagellum projecting in front from an ovate cor-

puscle, enclosing a nuclear body. (8ee Fig. 4.) _s

The latter has no flagellum, is irregularly round, J£;

0-06 millim. in diameter, with somewhat conical blunt ^
pseudopods in all directions; and one vaiiety has minute =^;

\'illi of protoplasm, also differing from those of Deiii- ^^
amu'ba.

XIV.

—

Poflost niii^ ha,s relatively large pseudopods I'iy 1 : 1 .m 1
1- -i 1 n , i;i ii--

for locomotion, and others for feeding. "^'' "^''*" ^"^ helh 01 thi: MicuuscorE.

--.,. , ,1 » , . . An intermediate form between the Rhlzoiwda and tUo pragel-
A.V. Amonir other AmoebanS we may note ^1. late infusoria. Highly magmned (Copied frmn Allmm.°

.

•'
iiftci Sclitihe.l

polt/poda, found bj- Max S. Schultze in the lagoon-

water at Venice. Tiiis is near A. radiosa of fresh water. His A. porrecta, from the Adriatic,

differs from a true Ainvba in its delicate and branching pseudopods. Wallich, however, has

pointed out that here, and sometimes with A. villosa, the usual .short thick pseudopods are replaced by
the liner filaments characteristic of the Filose Amoebans ; and that we must not draw too sharp a line

in classification when only one, and that not an essential, feature is used for the basis in grouping.

XVI.—-The Amoeban animalcules which we have already mentioned are members of the group

known as the Nakfd lobose Rhizopods ; and these are necessarily of the highest importance to the

naturalist searching for explanations of the ways and means of all Rhizopoda; for, being

transparent, or nearly so, they allow of a direct scrutiny into their internal organs (if their

differentiated parts may be so termed), and such an insight to be got of their physiological functions

as comparisons with other known organs and functions will enable us to make. There are other

closely-allied Rhizopods with tliick pseudopods, but they have delicate coats, tests, or shells, of

various composition and structure, and yet for the most part not interfering with a direct

acquaintance with the interior of the animal. They creep along with the aperture of the

shell downwards, and the pseudopods, spreading out from it, attach themselves to the surface on

which they crawl.

XVII.—Of these "Shelled Lobosa," the Difflugia^ is one of the most common kinds, and

comprises many so-called species, which, however, together even with some allied genera, are probably

only varieties of one typical form. The shell is very variable in shape and substance
;

globular,

or oval, with or without a neck, like a balloon, an urn, an amphora, a pitcher, a vase, a broad-

mouthed flask or bottle, with endless modifications ; opening downwards at what is usually the

narrow end ; the base sometimes pointed, instead of being round or flat, and the sides occasionally

armed with spikes ; the shell in many cases oblique, one-sided, or otherwise asymmetrical, and even

partially curved on itself, like a chemical retort, when, as Dr. Wallich has explained, the animal has

adhered to some object under the influence of a current of water pushing it over to one side. Its

composition is tough in tissue, like chitine ; but it has been originally soft enough (or has had an

occasional overcoat thrown back over it soft enough) to be encrusted with embedded sand. Diatoms,

spicules, (fee, sometimes neatly fitted together, or even arranged with a j)arallelisui when the com-

ponent Diatoms are large and long.

In allied forms {Qtiadrula, &c.) the envelope has hardened in segments on some geometrical

plan, so that it is formed of little tablets, six-sided or square, edge to edge. Whether the tough

test-matter is secreted by the ectosarc, or the latter becomes superficially consolidated, is not known.

* Leidy, Op. cit., i>. S7. t Greek, mastU, mastigos, .i whip ; aiiiKla.

X Greek, dacttilos, a finger, or a date; siihairu, a sphere or ball.

§ Greek, pyns, a foot ; stotivi, a mouth , !! Latin, difflvo, I flow in different directions.
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Tlie sarcode almost tills tke interior, and is attached inside by threads of ectosarc to the hollow

sides and the base ; and it stretches to the month, whence it sends out about half a dozen simple or

branching pseudopods, and occasionally protrudes a large lump of its sarcode, usually soon retracted.

Tlic food is, of course, taken in by that aperture, and the efiete remnants are ejected thence at

the base of the pseudopods. Nucleus and contractile vesicle exist as in the naked Lobosa.

XVIII.

—

HyaJosphenia* is much like Difflugia, but has a transparent, structureless, bag-like

te-st, of a flattened-ovoid shape ; and gives out only a few finger-like pseudopods.

XIX.

—

Quadnda^ is a very delicate and neat Diffliujia, with pear-shaped test, composed of

thin square plates symmetrically arranged.

XX.

—

Nebela is another Difflugian genus well known in its many " species," having a pear-

shaped, transparent, cancellated, membi-anous test, made up of circular, oval, narrow-rectangular,

and narrow-angular plates, occasionally more or less invested with extraneous particles, and some-

times crested, hirsute, or spiked.

XXI.

—

Heleopora X is another closely related form, separated and named by Leidy because of certain

peculiarities in its plating, in its taking on sand at its rounded base, and its numerous pseudopods.

XXII.

—

Arcella,§ one of'the commonest of the shell-bearing Rhizopods found in fresh water, may
be said to lie like a flattish bell, a buckler, or a bun with a hole in its flat base, or a cap (Scotch

" bonnet "), each liable to various symmetrical squeezings of the sides and margin ; sometimes turned

up with sharp angles and long points. The shell is tough, not sandy, usually brown, and cancellated

with a delicately minute hexagonal pitting. - The edge of the aperture, which is large, is frequently

turned inwards and upwards to some extent. The pseudopods are few and simple.

There is also a terrestrial Arcella {A. arenaria), described by Dr. Greeff.

XXIII.

—

C'entropyxis'^ is a common form, allied to Arcella, but not so symmetrical. Sub-

globular and depressed, sometimes spiky. Aperture not in the )uiddle. Test sandy, as in Diffliujia.

Pseudojjods simple.

XXIV.

—

Cochliopodium^ is a curious Amoeban, putting on very enigmatical appearances

according to its changes. It is bell-shaped, with a flexible test, sometimes expanding widely at

the aperture, which contracts or enlarges as the margin is bent in or out. The sarcode tills up and

adheres throughout to the inside of the envelope. Pseudopods delicate, sometimes forking.

The above and other .shelled Amoebans live in fresh water.

XXV.—Another group of fresh-water Rhizopods are those having thread-like branching

p.seudopods (hence termed Rhizojioda filosa, or R. Jiliyera**), but otherwise the same general

constitution and form as the Shelled Lobose species.

Their sarcode is generally like the endosai-c of the Lobosa; the delicate "pseudopods appear as

filaments of the finely granular protojslasmic basis of the sarcode;" and their branches seem to

be only entangled in capturing prey, and not to blend or pass one into another. The tests ai-e

egg-shaped, or like bags or flasks, &c., similar to those of the Lobosa, but generally more delicate,

and not so various in form, but always opening downwards, and .sometimes excentric.

Pamphagus,f\ Eugly2]ha,XX and Trmema§§ are some of the most common and best-known of

the Filosa.,

XXVI.—Both the naked and the shelled Amcebina (Leidy's Protoplasta lobosa and F. filosa)

have their sarcodic contents encysted in a quiescent stage, the body having been purged of all efiete

matter ; and the little globular mass ultimately breaks up into spherules, which are germs or spores in

all probability. Dr. Leidy notes that "From the researches of Mr. Carter
||||

it would appear
that in Ainosba and Euglyplia, representatives of the Lobose and the Filose Proto]3lasts, the
endosarc becomes resolved into nucleated cells, which are of the nature of ova ; while the nucleus
is resolved into granuliferous, non-nucleated cells, finally breaking up into their constituent granules,

which are of the nature of spermatozoids. " ITIT

* Greek, kyalos, crystal; sphen, a wedge. t Latin, ilimimitive of qiimJrus, square.

J Greek, Mos(-eos) a bog
; pmt, a bag. § Latin, «/«(, a bo.\. |l Greek, eentron, a prickle

;
pyxis, a box.

^1 Greek,- cocA^os, a shell-fish mth spiral shell
; pons, a foot. ** Latin, filmii, a thread

;
ycro, I bear,

tt Greek, pamphayos, all-devouring. J+ Greek,' eix, well ; yhjphe, sculpture.

§§ Greek, tr!, three ; mma, thread.
|{ ||

" Annals .ind Magazine of Nat. Hist.," 185B, vol. .Kviii., p. 226.
Ilf Greek, sperma, seed; zoiin, an animal ; eidos, appearance.
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XXVII.—Anotlier kiiKl of Rhizoiiod, ;il.so iuliabiting frosh water like tlie foregoing, arc

tlie Sim-aiiimalcules, or Ilellosoa.-^ Tliese, liowever, float free in the water, and have round bodies,

with delicate pseudopods radiating from all parts of the surface, producing a very gentle gliding

movement, and serving to capture prey. The sarcode in these animalcules has usually a yellowish

tint, and contains many clear globules or water-cavities, giving it a foamy appearance. Sometimes

it is green with either granular or diffused chlorophyll, derived fiom minute Al(/(e taken in as food.

There are often red spots, also due to Alyce. Besides one oi moie nuclei, theie is a conspicuous

contractile or pulsating vesicle (sometimes more than one) ; and this lu its action uses like a bubble

above the level of the surface, in some species,

and bur.sts so violently, as to .shake the whole

animal and to make the discharge of its con-

tents evident in the surrounding water.

Their body often presents the appearance

of a central granular mass, enclosed in a

capsule, but this is much more evident in some

of the allied marine Jfadiolaria.f The pseudo-

podia are thin threads of granular protoplasm,

tapering to extremely fine filaments, rarely

forked or branching at the ends. Though

straight, they are not rigid, but flexible and

contractile, drawing the food-atoms they touch

towards the body, where the particles are

enveloped by the sarcode and taken inside. In

some cases the pseudopods are said to be

strengthened by an internal axis of tougher

matei'ial. Sometimes the animalcule seems

to stand, as it were, on the ends of the

pseudopods touching the object beneath.

Most of the Heliozoa are soft and naked
;

but others have an extremely rudimentary

skeleton of silicious % spicules in the outer

layer of sarcode ; and some have a more de-

velo(>ed and delicate shell, of the same mineral substance, like lattice-work, forming an elegant

trelli.sed sphere.

Tliis group corresponds to some extent with the marine Radioluria, and is termed " Fresh-water

Ra^liolarians " by some ; but they have a greater simplicity of constitution than most of the former.

XXVIII.

—

Actinophnjs% sol (Fig. 5), "the common Sun-animalcule, is one of the most familiar

and striking forms of microscopic life of still fresh water. ... It may be found in almost every

standing water-pool, pond, or lake, swimming among aquatic plants; its favourite haunts being

duck-meat, hornwort, bladderwort, or the various filamentous Algaj. It commonly appears as a

globular hyaline, foamy, or vesicular body, bristling with delicate rays, and suspended almost

stationary in the water." (Leidy.) It is about J^th millimetre in size, and feeds on Rotifers,

Infusoria, unicellular Algfe, and Zoospores. Active animalcules touching its rays often seem to

be paralysed. Small prey glides down the pseudopods to their roots, where sarcode protrudes and

takes it in. Dr. Wallich, in one of his memoirs, has figured an Actinophrys becoming itself a prey

to a large Aniceha, which tore it piecemeal by means of its pseudopods, and engulfed a moiety

of it lump after lump. In his description of this circumstance, that careful naturalist remarks that,

however successful the stolid energy of the Actinophrys usually may be, yet when an Amoeba comes

to the front the former avoids it ; but the latter with unusual activity endeavours to seize and to

envelope, or at least to tear out portions of the Actinophrys.

PHRYS SOL.

jecting globule i

oospores Gi d.i,u>,

thick. MapDiHed
e green zoospores of AJffw,

* Greek, helios, the svtn ; rMcin, an animal.

t Latin, silex, quartz or flint ; used for tlie kind of i

§ Greek, actis, a ray ; ophri/s, the eyebrow.

t Latin, radiolus (diminutive of railius), a little staff or rod,

ral comprising both these and other varieties of silica.
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XXIX.

—

Heteroi)hriis''' has an external villose or velvety layer of sarcode.

XXX. Eaphidio2jhnjsf is an Actinopliryn with a thick external layer of delicate sarcode,

which is full of minute silicious(l) spicules, and extends for some way along the pseudopods.

XXXl.— Vanipyrel/a,X an animalcule not yet well understood; by some regarded as an

Actiuophrys, ca])able of Amceban variations of form, and making linger-like, lobate, and wave-like

expansions of its sarcode. The presence of a nucleus is

doubtful ; and one marine form, having no nucleus, is

placed by Haeckel among his Monera. The fresh-water

Vampyrella feeds on the cells of the little Alga called

Spirogyra. Creeping on a filament, it perforates cell

after cell, transferring the contents to its own interior.

The marine Vampyrella, in like manner, feeds on the

Gomj^honema.

XXXII.

—

Diplophrys^ is very minute, associated

in groups while young, but isolated when full grown

;

it then has a delicate envelope which permits of the

extrusion of only two tufts of attenuated pseudopods.

XXXIII.

—

ActinospJueriumW is lai-ger than the Sun-

animalcule, sometimes 0'4 millimetre in diameter ; it

looks much like it, and its habits are very similar, but

it is rarer, and the outer or clear vesicular portion is

very distinct from the interior clouded, though still

vesicular mass. The pseudopods are more distinctly

strengthened by a stiffer internal axis than in Actino-

)>hi-ys : and yet the pseudopods can be retracted; and

sometimes they wholly disappear.

XXXIV.

—

Acantlwcystia*^ is like a.Ta. Actinophrys ;

but it has in some cases an external coat of delicate

protoplasm, full of exceedingly fine spicules (as in

Raphidiophrys) ; and also, besides thin pseudopods all

over the surface, it has numerous long silicious spi-

cules or rays, often forked at the end, standing out

,'i. II-'
'''

"iiiii"i M Tu !''llti'u"t'ii. i"'l''i,!"uim.'"-'i"t«.''
fi'Oi^ every part of the body.

lu''^"uutmvZl',i'tJ','T"''''''"''^''"''''''''''''''^'''''''^ XXXV.

—

Hyalolwmpe** has a body invested with

minute, clear, silicious globules.

XXXVI.

—

Clathrulinaff has an Actinophryan body invested with an elegant, globular, silicious

through which the pseudopodal rays project ; and this spherical latticed or fenestrated ++

capsule is attached by a long, thin, silicious stem or "pedicle" to water-plants (Fig. 6). Young
individuals without the lattice skeleton rise from, and are attached to, the old ones. Adult forms,

however, have been seen which have divided, within the skeleton, into two or four parts, each of

which became encysted, and ultimately gave birth to a minute, nucleated, swimming atom ; and

this by-and-by became furnished with a trellis-coat and a fixed pedicle.

XXXVII.

—

Zooteira §§ is also an Actinophryn with contractile pointed filaments, and elevated

on a pedicle ; but this is contractile, and not silicious ; and there is no skeleton.

XXXVIII.—Besides the Heliozoa, the Radiolaria comprise other kinds of Ehizopods. These

are marine, floating at or near the surface of the sea. Most have silicious frameworks ; and
their bodies are often of bright colours (yellow, red, violet, and blue, especially), either in spots or

diffu.sed generally. One set (Plagiacanths||||) have their sarcodic body divisible into a clear, toughish

* Greek, heieros, diverse ; ophr>/s, an eyebrow.

J From " Vampyre." § Greek, diploos, double; ophrijs.

1i Greek, acantha, a thorn ; cystis, a pouch.

tt Latin, duthri, a lattice.

III! Greek, jilaijios, obliquf; or transverse ; ai

t Greek, raphis (—idos), a needle ; ophrys, an eyebrow.

eyebrow. 11 Greek, actis, a ray; sphaira, a sphere.

** Greek, hyalos, crystal ; himpe, foam.

Latin, fenestra, a window. §§ Greek, zoe, life ; teiro, I rub.

tha, a thorn or spine.
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eetosarc and a granulai- aiul highly-coloureJ eiulosarc (sometimes bright red), enclosing a large central

i]ody with a membranous envelope.

Vacuoles, and many minute yellow bodies—the latter defined by Wallich as " sarcoblasts,"

such as occur in very many other Rhizopods, and serve as their ovuleg, are also present ; and there in

the usual kind of protoplasmic circulation. In many forms thei-e is a silicious skeleton, either of

interlacing spicules, or of connected rods and meshes, or a perforated spherule, constituting, under
various modifications, exquisitely beautiful crystal basket-work, lattices, or trellises, surpassing even
the perforated, ivory-nested capsules of the neatest and most elaborate Chinese carving. In this

eliaracter of silicious basket-work, they re-

semble those Radiolarians which possess no

nucleus or contractile vesicle, and are specially

known as Polycislina. *

XXXIX.—Ofthe Plagiacanths, a.s defined

by Dr. Wallich, the Ai-oHtlMmetm^ (Fig. 7)

heads a numerous and important group.

XiphacanthaX (Fig. 8) is one of them, and h;is

a silicious skeleton of twenty long, sharp,

regular, i-adiating rods or prickles, the bases

of wliich fit neatly together in the central

capsular body. Just within the surface of

the body, and parallel to it, each gives off

.symmetrical crucifoi-m branches, which consti-

tute altogether an open spheroidal lattice-work.

XL.

—

Stylodictya^ (Fig- 9) belongs to a

series of more or less discoidal forms, com-

posed of two parallel, perforated, or reticulate

jilates, coalescing round the margin (from

which spines project at regular distances), and

separated elsewhere by an intermediate series

of concentric or spiral rings.

XLI.

—

Thalassicolla\\ is one of the marine

nucleated Radiolarians without a skeleton. Acanthodesma,^ an allied form, has a loose network of

spicules for a skeleton ; and, in other forms belonging to this gi-oup, there are various modifications

of rods and rays.

XLII.—In the CoUosphmra ** and in Spharozoum, ft numerous minute nucleate indi-

\iduals are associated in a relatively large gelatinous mass. In the latter species, each zooid

has silicious spicules, but in the former each has a simple perforated or fenestrated spherical

skeleton.

XLIII.—Artificially arranged among the Radiolaria, on account of the structure of their

.skeleton, are the Pohjcistina ; but Ur. Wallich recognises in them neither central nucleus nor any

contractile vesicle, sarcode not differentiated into endosarc and eetosarc, some vacuoles, the

pseudopods frequently anastomosing, and showing the usual kind of circulation. Their silicious

skeleton, generally globular, is variously trellised, and sometimes composed of two, or even three,

concentric basket-balls, supported and separated by few or many long radiating spicules, passing from

(he centre to beyond the surface. These rays commence from a central base ("omphalostyle ";!:]: of

Wallich), either .symmeti-ical in a spherical chamber, in his " Cyclolhia " (circular), with Halio>iima,§§

A/n])hidiscus,\\\\ and Asfrommal^ for types, or asymmetrically, as in his " Monodina" (single), with

Podocyrtis for theii- type.

Fig. 7. ACANTHOMETRA ECHINOIDES.

Highly raagnifiod. lA/ter Ciaparide and Lachman.

* Greek, polys, mauy ; cisle, a box.

t Greek, xiphos, a sword ; acantha, a thorn.

II
Greek, thalassa, the sea ; rolla, glue, jelly

.

** Greek, colla, jelly ; spkaim, a sphere.

tX Greek, omphahs, a navel ; stylos, a column.

III! Greek, amphi. roumlabout ; discos, a quoit.

t Greek, umntha, a thorn ; mctro\

§ Greek, stylos, a column ; diktyon, a n(

H Greek, ncunttia, a thorn ; desmos, a cl

ft Greek, sphoirn ; znOn, an aniiiiul.

§§ Greek, hnls, tlie sea ; omimi, an eye.

TIT Greek, cistroii, a star; omnia, an eye.
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Podoc;/rtis* (Fig. 10) has a fenestrated, cas(iue-like skeleton, globular where largest, then

tapering, and tlieii spiked, at one end ; and oi)en, with tliree marginal prickles, at the other.

EucijrtidiuiJii (Fig. 11) is a Polycistine, with a nearly conical reticulate skeleton, somewhat

like a high-peaked Indian helmet of

chain-mail.

Eucecrypfialus* (Fig. 12) has a

beautiful umbrella-shaped lattice as

a protection to its soft vesicular

body.

The Poli/cistina are enveloped in

a delicate filmy investment of sar-

code, when alive ; and their sarco-

blasts or ovules are abundant. How-
ever complex the skeleton may seem

to be in any of these Radiolarian

forms, we must recollect that it is a

feature of less essential value in

biological classification than the in-

ternal organs. Therefore the Poly-

cistina are low in the scale (just

below the nucleated Radiolarians)

;

and, unless a " nucleus " should be

decidedly found in the Foraminifera,^

these latter come last of all, among
the interesting and great family of

Rhizopoda.

XLIV.—In the last-mentioned

group we find the pseudopodia branch-

ing out and blending one with

another, and thus foi-ming a mesh-work or reticulation. Hence the Foraminifera have been

placed among the Reticularia,\\ whenever the pseudopods have been taken for cliief guidance

in grouping the forms. Some of

the Polycistina have a tendency to

this habit.

One kind of Reticulose Rhizo-

pods {Lieberkiihnia) has neither

nucleus nor contractile vesicle, and

is therefore very low in the scale of

being ; others {Biomyxa and Gromia)

have both these endoplasts, or proto-

plasmic organs, and therefore rank as

high as the Amcebans. As to theii-

habits, some genera have representa-

tives in both fresh and salt water

{Gromia and Lieherkiiltnia), some
only in fresh water (Biomi/xa), some

only in salt and bracki.sh ~water (Fo-

raminifera).

The Reticularia, or Reticulose Rhizopods, protrude many long thread-like pseudopods, which
* Greek, pons, a foot ; cij)-te, a fish-basket. t Greek, eu, good ; ajrte. t Greei, eu, good ; cccriiphalos, a hair-net.

§ Latin, foramen {foraminis), a hole
; fero, I bear. This name was given to them originally, not on account of the

siiperficial perforations, but because their dividing walls have one or more simple holes ; and these were thought to constitute
a distinction from the tubed apertures in the divisions of the cephalopodous shells with which they were then confousded.

1| Latin, reticulum, a little net or a network.

11.—RADIOLAKIAN SKELETIJ'

SHELLS. Highly magnified.

multtsptna iHaeckel), hviny nff yu ^

18811 from Barbadoes: Fig. 11, Em i
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away from the body, or "anastomose" among themselves s(

Some of these animalcules possess the important " nucleus
'

lie "contractile vesicles'' {Bwiiiyvo, Leuly, and (honna

|i||ll\\j\\V\V

Fig. 12.—EUCECRYPHALUS SCHULTZEI.
»_of the Cyrtidan family: off Messina. Highly masnified. <Afu
tipped up a little, so as to show the body with its sarcoblaats inside.

frequently blend togethei- here and there

as to form irregular meshes of .sareode.

{Shepheardella, Siddall), and one or m
according to Wallich). Among the

Foramiiiifera, some are said to have

yielded evidence of the presence of a

" nucleus." But it is possible that

these apparently nuclear bodies are

" .sarcoblasts," either isolated or in

groups, especially when the granular

forms have come to light by the inter-

vention of re-agents.

In effect, fresh specimens show

nearly clear and quite pale " nuclei,"

or none at all ; and those subjected

to re-agents show granular bodies,

like " nuclei," pale or darkish, and

sometimes with a central spot, either

dark or pale. In the first case, the
' nucraii.i iniBis tippea upai

presence oi demute globular bodies,

besides nuclei, in Ehizopods, must be thought of ; and, in the second case, the effect of chemical re-

agents on the (1) sarcodic gi-anules, and (2) on the endoplasts (sarcoblasts) in Ehizopods, must be
allowed for before the above-mentioned coi-puscles in certain Jlilioht and rianorhuJince {Vj can
be regarded as true nuclei.

XLV.—LieberMhnia* is a simple, granular, non-nucleated, thin-skinned Ehizopod, with

vacuoles. It is egg-shaped, and sends off from

one part of its body a stem-like process, at

first within a filmy coating of the general

sai-code, but soon branching off again and

again into finer and finer filaments. These

coalesce freely, and form islets here and

there among the shifting and changing re-

ticulations. The granules of the protoplasm

have the usual circulatory movement, some-

what like that visible in Valisneria, Nitella,

and other plants, but of a different physio-

logical character, not being so regular, and
evidently more dependent on the actual

movements of the animal. This rare animal-

cule was first described and figured by

Claparfede and Lachman in their " Les Infu-

soires et les Ehizopodes." Mr. Siddall

found it in sea-water.

XLVI.

—

Biomyxa,f discovered by Dr.

Leidy, has been described by him as a

fresh-water Ehizopod, soft, glairy, colourless,

unconfined by any external envelope or test,

and incessantly changing in shape. It has

one "nucleus," or more, and several "con-

tractile vesicles," in its spherical state, and
sends off numerous attenuated and anastomosing t pseudopods. Granular "circulation" is seen in

* LieicrkUhn, a famous microscopist. t Greek, bios, life ; miixa, mucus.

t Greek, ana, through, among ; stomoo, I furnish with a mouth, I open. Applied originally to the junction of veins and
hibules, whereby they open one into another.

Ajiinialci^'

oll-yoi
ibelow

elope ehows a larjje nucleus, vacuoles,

i_Aftcr Lcidy.1
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the sarcode of tlie body and the filaments. Blended portions of the latter, seemingly detached by

accident, continue to exist as non-nucleated Rhizopodous organisms.

XLVII.

—

Groniia, discovered by Dujardin in both salt and fresh water, is a round or egg-

shaped little mass of granular sarcode, with relatively large central nucleus, vacuoles, contractile

vesicle (seen by Wallich), and a tough membranous investment. The last is thin, transparent, and

usually open at one end only, whence the sarcode is extnided. This stretches forth in thin branching

]jseudopods, and also extends itself as a film back over the whole of the test, giving off long delicate

pseudopods from its general surface. These are continually changing in direction and extent, uniting

and disuniting among themselves, or moving as lashes, spirals, and otherwi.se. At their unions they

form islets of sarcode, which become the centres of secondary nets.

A very interesting kind of Gromia (Fig. 1 3), found by Dr. Leidy among the damp moss of his

house-yard in Philadelphia, is named by him G. twricola. It is about twelve millem. in diameter

;

and with its pseudopodial net fully spread, this Gromia looks somewhat like a spider in its web. Its

food consists of "minute Diatoms, fragments of Lyngbya, and globular gi-een Algse." It takes in

soTne sand also.

XLVIII.—Many of the Reticularian Ehizopods have a calcareous shell, not a merely spicular or

fibrous, basket-like skeleton, like a Radiolarian silicious framework, but composed of definite chambere

or compartments, sometimes one, often more, in regular sequence on a straight line, or bent, coiled,

alternating, concentric, or even irregularly heaped, in almost endless modifications. These lime-made

shells are thus either simple or compound, containing—(1) only one round, oval, or elongate morsel of

sarcode ; or (2) more than one, sometimes very many such little bodies in one .shell, which is

chambered or divided according to the number of segments of sarcode constituting the whole

animalcule.

On account of this latter condition, these calcareous-shelled Reticularia have been termed

Polythalamia.* The first-mentioned, or single-chambered ("monothalamous") condition, whether

regai'ded as a special form, or as an exception to the general rule, being due either to immature,

imperfect, or varietal growth, at all events vitiates the application of " Polythalamia " to the whole

of the group.

The walls separating the chambers of the compound shells are pierced with either one or many

holes, for the passage of a thread ("stolonf") or threads of sarcode, by wliich the segments are

connected together, and by which, indeed, each new segment stretches, buds, or grows out from the

older portion of sarcode. These simple holes in each separating wall (" .septum |") of the chambers

in those of the compound shells which look like little Ammonites and Nautiluses were at first

thought to constitute a distinction between those high-class Molluscs which have tubes (" siphons
"

or " siphuncles ") ft-om chamber to chamber, and these minute shells, which were at that time

uiistakingly referred to that class ; and thus they were called Cephalopoda fomminifera, to distinguish

them from the Cephalopoda siphoni/era. Although this mistake was soon corrected, the word

Foraminifera has been kept for these Reticularians under notice.

Some wrongly think that the name is due to the fact that in many instances the whole of the

(iitside shell is perforated with either small holes or minute tubules. In this latter sense, however,

tl:e name would not be applicable to the whole of the gi-oup ;
for in a large and important division

the general shell is not pierced with any holes, but has solid walls except at the single aperture

whence the sarcode pushes out an external filmy coat and pseudopods, or buds out on a new stolon

(Fig. 14).

Hence Foraminifera are divisible into two main groups:— 1. The imperforate {imperfvrata), or

porcellanous (porceUan.a) ; 2. The perforate (perforata), or glassy or vitreous (vitrea, also hyalina).

on account of their relative ti-anslucency. There is also an intermediate group, called the arenaceous,

or sandy (arenacea), some of which seem to belong to the one, and .some to the other of the fore-

going divisions.

Still there are even in these groups, however distinct they may ajipear to Vie at first sight, links

* Greek, polifs, many ; tlialamos, bed or chamber.

+ Latin, stolo is used by botanists for a kind of root : from Greek, utolos, a setting-o\it or a source.

+ Latin, septum, a hedge or wall.
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Fig. 14.—MILIOLA
(quinquelocu-
i.ina).

One of tlie " Porcel-

of alliance (besides their pseudopodial and physiological characters), as well as exceptions in their

structural characters; for (1) some individuals of the porcellanous one-mouthed kind have connecting

passages between their inner chambers
; (2) some of the pei-foi-ate forms begin with the usual hyaline

shell-sti-HCture, but become coarse, imperforate, and sandy with advancing age. (3) Moreover, some of

the smooth porcellana become sandy as they grow. (4) Some, also, of the same kind secrete little or no

sliell-matter, and have sometimes merely a covering of membranous consistence, like that of some of

the shelled Amoebans, many of which latter gi'oup we may remark, though they are not calcareous,

liave the habit of taking up sand to stiflen their tests. (5) Some of the arenaceous

kinds send out pseudopods from between the sand-grains embedded, but not

cemented, on their surface, and do not appear to have the usual large aperture

for the stolon ; and there is said to be even a simpler kind, merely a little morsel

of sarcode containing sand, not as a coating, but mixed up vaguely with it,*

more abundantly, it seems, than the grains of sand found in some of the more

gluttonous and coarse-feeding of the Aniceboi, and serving perhaps to give a kind of

general stability to the little Moneral organism. The largest known of the Arenacea

sa-e Parkeria (after W. K. Parker), and Loftus'm (after IF. K. Loftus).

Tliose Foraminifera which have a white, opaque or compact, non-porous,

porcellanous shell, without perforations for the passage of pseudopods from every

j)art of the enclosed body, comprise six well-known typical forms. Around
these an almost endless series of more or less allied forms, having the same

essential characters, but varying in modes of growth, and often almost imitating one almlte!""'
^^^'"

another, especially in their young stages, may be grouped by zoologists. There is,

lirst, the Cornuspira (horn-coil, Fig. 1 6^), a simple thread of sarcode coiling flatwise, and coated with

the usual opaque shell open at the end. Becoming constricted at intervals, and losing its circulaiity,

it seems, if we put all the varying individuals in a series, to pass into a Miliola (millet-seed), which

is folded up and down, and is pinched in at the turns—whether these come exactly opposite

to each other on the two sides of the shell, as in Biloculina (two-chambers) and Spiroloculina

(spiral chambers. Fig. I62); or do not equally match on opposite sides, but leave three or five

folds visible on the unequal faces, as in Triloculina and Quinqueloculina (three and five chambers,

Figs.. 14, I63). Some individuals when youngs and even in the adult state, make but an

imperfect second chamber in the turn of the shell ; and, beginning like the retort-shaped Difflugice,

seem to fail in advanced growth, as the Adelosina (not manifest, or uncertain). The MiUolidce

may be said to be cosmopolites, in all seas ; and they are frequent in a fossil state, especially at Paris.

Again, some begin with the circular, or with the alternate or agathistegian (ball-of-thread-like) folds,

but go off with a straight growth, chamber after chamber—sometimes narrow,

as Articulina (joint-like), or broader as in Vertehralhia (vertebra-like), common
m the Red Sea. In all these the terminal aperture, whatever its relative

size may be, gives out the sarcode to make pseudopods, but not to go back

over the whole shell as a coating film.

Another kind of shell among the poi'cellanous group has often a delicate

peai'ly whiteness ; and begins with one globule of sarcode, which gives off by

one stolon a half-moon-shaped segment, which, in its tui-n, gives off two or

more stolons, and a larger, curved, narrow segment ; and this produces a

transversely-longer crescentic addition with additional parallel and advancing

stolons, until chamber after chamber lengthens and widens the shell in its

gi-owth, often curving elegantly (on a plane). It is pierced at its terminal

edge either with separate holes or a bi-anching rift (as if the holes had

nin one into another) ; and thus we have the Peneroplis (a fancy name), with perforate edge,

or Dendritina (Fig. 30), with "tree-like" mouth. Often Peneroplis grows quite nairow and straight

after a feeble youth of spiral growth, and then it is like a crozier. It is common in the Red Sea and

Mediten-anean.

Orbiculina (circle-like) is formed on somewhat the same plan, but it is not so pearly, and from

' Cai'ijenter, " Foraminifera, " Encycl. Brit, ix., p. .W.

DISCORBIXA.
[After SchuUze.)

? of the "Vitreous" Foraiii
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the first it sets on its new segments as nearly complete rings, close and neat, and with the sareode

even brandling upwards into overlying rings, so as to thicken the early portion of the shell. But

whether the flat compound shell is ear-shaped, and shows a delicate concentric spire on its faces, or

is discoidal, with rings almost truly concentric, its sareode only comes out at the marginal pores

of the last " ammli " (jiiigs) of the shell, which, like the earlier narrow curved chambers, are usually

(not always) Mil«li\ idi'd in a uniform manner, corresponding to the external openings. These are

abundant in the West Indies and elsewhere. Alveolina is, as it were, an Orhiculina rolled up on a

long transverse axis. They are fossil and recent.

Orhitoiifes, truly concenti-ic from its first growth, has larger chambers (segments of sareode)

than Orhiculina, though some of the two kinds are distinguishable with difficulty ; it is also more free

Flf, 16 AARIOts FORMS OI rORtMIMPERA

to grow thick in its outer ring.s. Each annulus is formed by the coalescence of the peripheral crop of

buds, with a new stolon going oflf from between each pair of these new segments. This is famous as

being one of the common fossil Foraminifera of the white friable limestone near Paris and elsewhere

in N.W. France. It lives in the Australian seas, and thrives at Fiji and elsewhere.

An immense variety of forms can be grouped, according to more or less striking alliances,

round the Lituola (little crozier), which is essentially an arenaceous Foraminifer, but has .some allies,

which, without losing touch of Lituola in some resemblance or other, are as porcellanous as Miliola,

and others which, except for their sandiness, would belong to the hyaline or vitreous gi-oup.

Trochanimina (wheel sand), fossil and recent, is usually a simple, flat-coiled shell, looking like

smooth .sandy ])laster. But it may be otherwise twisted, and constricted at intervals. Thus one

kind is called 'f. i/,in/ialis ((Jc.rdian knot) ; and another imitates a Rotalia. Endothyra (in.side door),

abounding in some (':iil»jiiit'iious strata in vaiious parts of the world, is arenaceous, and of many
forms. So also Viilruliua (\al\e) and Textularia (plaited, Figs. IG5, 25, 26), are sandy, but

only with advancing growth. They have an alternate arrangement of chambers, but on different

plans. Both also often grow on with a straight or linear set of chambers, as Bigenerina (double-kind,

Figs. 27, 28,—a variety of I'exfularia). Bulimina (bulimus-like, Fig. 3i2), with an alternate growth,
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'% %
Figs. 17-20. FORAMINI-
FEBAL SHELLS. (Afler

i'Ovhigu'j)

17. BcteroetCKina deprcssa; IS,

Ainiihistoifiiia Icssoiiii; 19.

but differing from tlie last both as to its aperture and its segmental plan, also becomes sandy in old

age. The last three kinds are known both recent and fossil.

The truly hyaline Foramiiii/era, with very small perforations of shell, liaxe the one-chambered

Lagena (flask) for their simplest type. This is often most exquisitely

•delicate and elegant. In Glaiululiiui (acorn-like, Figs. 21, 22) and Nodosaria '^

.(knotty. Figs. 16^, 23, 24) we see a series of chambers planned on the

growth of successive Lagenoe, the base of the new one partly enveloping the

front of the last segment The ornaments are various, but chiefly thin ribs

and delicate points. If not circular in section, but flat, the same kind of

growth produces lAnguUna (tongue) and Frondicularia (leaf. Fig. 16,).

If round in section, but bent, it is Dentalina (tooth. Fig. IGj). Still

further curved, whether thick or thin, convex or flat, smooth or ornamented,

this kind of Foraminifer becomes a Vaginullna (sheath), a Mm-gimdina

(margin), and in the extreme a Crisiellaria (crest. Fig. 16,). If the

segments grow alternate, we have either Polymorphina (many-shape)

or Uvigerina (grape-bearer, Fig. 33). The last is not so common as the

others of the Lagenidie, which abound both recent and fossil. Another numieuSi'i'srv'ar iauilca"

set of hyaline Foraminifers has coarser pseudopodial passages through

the shell, and more globular chambers, and these are set on in a somewhat heaped fa,shion, and but

roughly spiral, so that in mo.st cases the stolon-hole of each chamber comes near to the other

apertures, and they all open into a kind of vestibule in the middle of the shell. These are the

Globigerince (globe-bearer. Fig. I69). Some abound in the

Chalk, while others are met with in the present seas and

oceans. They may all be said to be of the same species as

the common 6-7. bulloides, figured and described by d'Orbigny.

The form most common in the Chalk {Gl. cretacea) is the

most truly spiral of all the varieties. The Adriatic yields

a neat Gl. bulloides, which is also met with at many places in

the great seas ; and it lives and thrives in the abyssal depths of

the ocean, attaining a relatively large size, and putting^ on coarse

prickles and a much thicker shell than it has in shallow waters.

On the surface of the ocean another variety is found floating;

it is like bulloides, but with enormously long, hair-like prickles ; these in life are invested with

sarcode, which, on the outside, becomes coated with shell in Orbulina (globe).

The Eotalia (wheel. Figs. I610, 34) is a type, or leading form, among an immense series

•of more or less spiral Foraminifers, varying in their shell-structure plan of spire from nearly top-

Aaped to flat (with occasional loss of spire in either a cylindrical or a heaped growth), and the shape

aiKl position of aperture. Pulvinidina (cushion), Disc.orbina

^basket]) Planorbulina (flat-circle. Fig. 29), and Ccdcarina (spur,

Fig. 31), are other important members of the Rotaline group.

Under the heading Nammulitidm are grouped some high-class

Foraminifera, which, however, have their simple types among

them and closely associated. Thus the little, thin, neat Nonionina

(from " nonion," a fancy name) leads up, by more and more complex

shell-structure, to Poli/stomella (many-mouth) ; and the relatively

simple Operculina (like the operculum of some gasteropods) is at

the root not only of the greater and complex Ntmiinidites (coin-

like), but also of its congeners—on one hand, Amphistegina (double-

stage, Fig. 18), and, on the other, the more cyclical Uelerostegina

(odd-stage. Fig. 17), with Cycloclypeiis (circle-shield) and Orbitoides (circle-like). Most of the

Nummulitids, except Orbitoides, occur abundantly in some sea or other. Nummulites is not rare,

though small, in the Australian seas ; but in the fossil state it constitutes masses of limestone,

hundreds of feet thick, and hundreds of square miles in extent. Of these limestones many great
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Tigs. 21-24.—FORAMINTFEKAL SHELLS
(Afte\- d/Orhigny), FIGURED WITH THE
APERTURE DOWNWARDS.

rigata, outside s

ellosa. ou "•
23. 2J. a. outside and section.

Figs. 25-28.—F OR AMI NIFERAL
fHELLa (After i'Orbiijnij), FIGURED
WITH THE APERTURE DOWNWARDS.

23, 36, Teitularia aciculata. out
section; 27, 28. Bigenerina (T«

nodosaria, outside and section.
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Figs. 29-33.—FORAMINIFERAL SHELLS.

(AtUr d'OrMjii!/.)

J, Plannrbulina racditerranensis: 30, Pcneroplis
(Dendritina) arliUBCula ; 31, Calranna defraricii

;

rginnta; 33. Uvigerina pygmra,
figured with the aperture down-

builcUngs have been constructed—^uch as the Cathech-al of Gerona and some of the Pyramids

of Egypt. Fusidina (distaff) is a spindle-shaped Nummulitid forming masses of limestone of

Carboniferous age in Russia and North America. This form, Alveoliiui, and Lofiusia, resembling

one another in shape, belong to quite different groups ; an example of the imperfection of d'Orbigny's.

classification based on the shape of shell and setting on of the chambers.

In many of the Foraminifera, especially the Porcellana, the chamber-walls merely tent over the

sarcode, whether thread-like, beaded, folded, or spiral ; the edges of the new chamber resting oii

the surface either of the object to which the Forarainifer is.

attached, or on a former whorl of the shell. In more highly-

developed hyalhie species, each segment of sarcode becomes

wholly coated with perforated shell-matter, except where it is

attached by the stolon to the previous segment, and where

it gives oft' a new bud. Further, the sarcode is thrown back

over the already formed chambers more or less freely, and
the test gets thickened, and sometimes ornamented with supple-

mental shell-growtli. But a most important feature in the

best kind of these shells {Nummulites, I'olystomella, Eotalia,

Calcarina, &c.) consists of a system of vessels, or canals,

formed between the consecutive chambers of such well-coated

kinds, and continued in a spiral manner along the upper and

lower edges of the chambers, and communicating either directly

with the surface {Polystomella), or through a reticulation of

similar vessels m the thickened edge or " marginal cord " of

the shell. Tliese vascular portions have been termed the "intermediate skeleton,"' with its "canal-

system," and evidently permit of free sarcodic communication between the early innermost segments

and the outside (Fig. 34).

It is very doubtful to some if the Foraminifera and the marine Radiolaria use their pseudopods

for catching living prey ; and it has been suggested that they obtain nourishment by absorption

of nitrogenised aliment from the sea-water. The similarity,

however, of their pseudopods with those of prey-catching

Reticnlaria supports, by analogy, the idea that they take

organic particles as food.

In some cases young Foraminifera, resembling what

must have been the earliest stages (primordial segments)

of the parent, have been found within the shell of an

adult individual, and too large to escape by the stolonal

apertui-e. The mother, then, would be at least partially burst

for their escape. In other cases .such a brood has been

seen outside and around the mother, possibly having been

emitted in an impei"fect .state. There seems to be no doulit

that the sarcoblasts so often present, and looking like ovules,

may be the sources of young broods. It has been remarked

by Williamson that some twin monstrosities, as double For-

aminifers, beginning in one primordial chamber, may indicate

that " fission " is one method " of reproduction with these

creatures under some circumstances.

XLIX.—Many animalcules formerly classed among the

Infusoria (which are an important group of the Protozoa), especially Moiias and its allies, have

of late years been recognised as belonging to a different protozoan group, more nearly allied to

the Rhizopods, inasmuch as at some period of their existence they are in an Amoeboid condition, if

not living as actual Amosbce. Their typical form is a nucleated corpuscle, with a vacuole, and an

external thread-like appendage, or tail-like lash. Hence they have been grouped as the Flagellata.*

* Latin, JlaycUiim, a little; whip.

Tig 3i —SECTION or THE SHELL OF HOTALIA
SCHROSTERIANA, NEAR AND PARALLEL TO
ITS BASE. (After fVUllamson and Carpenter.)

Showing—no, the radiating interseptal canals : 6,

1
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of the c
I bitu:
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Such as these are associated togetlier in groups, like colonies, on variovis plans ; and the constituent

members of the compound mass undergo changes leading to the production of new Anioiboid ;iiid

other forms. Such minute flagellate organisms, together with simple protoplasm, make up for tlie

most part the living slime of Sponges.

There are also some .small organisms, similar at one time of their developmental growth to little

puff-balls and other fungi, and parasitic on plants and wood, which break up and allow innumerable

spores to escape ; and each of these gives rise to a flagellate Monad, with nucleus and contractile

vesicle, and endowed with power of enclosing and feeding on organic atoms. These Monads,

becoming Amcebas, join together, and form a large jelly-like mass (" plasmodium "), in which

ultimately the fungoid organisms and their spores are developed in their turn. This general

or common slime colony, in the meantime, pushes out pseudopods, moves on and on, engulfing

food-particles, and, when extended to tha utmost, becomes a coarse network, showing the usual

circulation (pseudo-ci/closis, Wallich) of granules in the sarcode. These are the Mycetozoa alluded to

above.* The LahyritUhidea is such a marine Protozoan. It forms groups of numerous yellowish

nucleated corpuscles, usually spindle-shaped, but changeable, very loosely associated together, in a

net-like tissue, and gliding about within its substance. Some free Amoeboids are given ofl' at tinie.s

by tlie tissue ; but the tapering corpuscles by-and-by mass themselves in groups ; these become

encysted, and at last each corpuscle, or gelatinous cell, produces four young cells, or spores.

L.—The Mcujogphwra, a small spherical body rolling through the water (salt and fresh), consists

of numerous vase-shaped nucleated corpuscles fitted together side by side, radiating from the centre,

with six-sided outlines, the tapering ends inwards, whilst their outer ends have vibrating fringes,

giving a hairy surface to the living ball. Its component cells break up and produce isolated

swimming atoms, and these become creeping Amoeboids. Each of these, in an encysted condition,

divides again and again, until a new compound Magosphere is formed, which breaks the wall and

LI.—Another life-history of one of the Protozoa, although not that of one of the Ehizopods,

is very interesting, and shows us how close is the relationship, and how narrow are the boundaries,

between the Protista and the Protozoa proper, and between their sevei-al groups. The mmute parasites

found in the insides of worms and insects, and known as Gregarinw, have been closely studied.

In its advanced stage of growth a Gregarina consists of one, two, or three cell-like, nucleated

corpuscles of contractile protoplasm, enclosed in a soft, smooth, elastic skin, sometimes furnished -with

hooks at one end. The "nucleus" is large, mostly round and clear, with a "nucleolus." By
contractions of the sarcode just beneath the skin, the Gregarina moves ci'eepingly along on the moist

surfaces from which it absorbs its nutriment. Keproduction takes place either by division or by

zoospores. The latter are produced after a " resting stage," when either a single individual, or

several together, have become " encysted ; " and, the nuclei disappearing, the sarcode has broken up

into a great number of germinative cells, or spores, called Pseudo-naviculje. From each of these

an Amccboid or Moneron escapes, which becomes nucleated, and is ti-ansformed into an Amoeba ; and

this, furnished with an envelope, lives as a Gregarina.

LII.—Like other very minute animalcules, mouthless, but otherwise resembling Infusoria to

some extent, the exceedingly small moving bodies seen (with high microscopic power) in decomposing

organic infusions of organic substances, and known as Bacteria and Vibriones, are grouped among the

Monera. They look like delicate tremulous filaments, and may be straight, curved, or spiral,

oscillating, vibrating, or undulating, and are often jointed, or partially divided in the process of

bemg multiplied by " fission."

LIII.—One interesting fact is observable in the comparison of the life-history of P.hizopods with

that of higher animals—even with the highest of the Vertebrata. The organic material which is their

only living substance, excepting some occasional mechanical support derived from mineral matter, is

really a most essential, if not, indeed, in some respects the most essential, substance in even our own

bodily system. As the sensitive copper wire in the electric cable is the essential portion of that

wonderful cord, so the delicate innennost protoplasmic coi'e of our complex nerve-chord and

nerve-threads is essential to the perfection of our nerve-system. In some of the lower animals,

* See also «'. S. Kent, "Poij. Sci. Rev.," n.s.. No. 18, 1881, p. 97, &c.
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as Eclunoderms, the nerves are nothing but protoplasmic threads. Impossible as it would be

for highly organised animals to move and get theii- living without bones and muscles, yet without

protoplasm, coating their stomachs and other organs, and floating in their blood, to carry on the

work of preparing and distributing organic products to the well-being of the whole, they could not

exist ; and in the nerves protoplasm is the mysterious communicator of both functional activity and

the over-ruling will.

LIV.—The Bibliography of the Rhizopoda is immense. Dr. Leidy (in his book often quoted)

gives twenty-tliree quarto pages full of memoirs on the fresh-water fomis ; but many of these

refer also to marine Rhizopods of various kinds. For English readers, VV. Archer, H. J. Carter,

J. Leidy, and last, but not least, G. 0. Wallich, have treated of Amcebans, Actinophryns,

&c.; and among foreigners, Auerbach, Cienkowski, Claparede and Lachman, Dujardin, Ehrenberg,

. Greeff, Hertwig, Lesser, Perty, and Schulze. For Radiolaria, Ehrenberg, Haeckel, Wallich,

and others sliould be studied. For Foraminifera, English students will find, among many others,

Williamson, Carpenter, Carter, Parker, Jones, Siddall, and H. B. Brady ; and among very many
foreign naturalists Ehrenberg, Lamarck, d'Orbigny, von Reuss, Bornemann, Seguenza, Karrer,

d'Archiac, and especially Max Schultze.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE EHIZOPODA. {After WaUich.)

RHIZOPODA.

1. Nucleus and Contractile Vesicle. 2. Nucleus; no Contractile Vesicle. 3. No Nucleus; no Contractile

PuoTEiNA. Pkotodermata. Vesiclc.

Herpnemata.
Pseudopodia

monomorphous
(usDallyofonekmd).

Actinophrys,

. Gromitt, Sjc.
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Jlicroscopic Animals -One Cause of the Phosphorescence of tlie Sea and of the Discoloration of Water—The Life ia

Infusions—Chai-acters of the Infusoria—Examxile of Ciliate Infusorians—The Slipper Animalcules—Their Construction

—The Flagellate Order—Features—Ctrcowionas—The Cilio-flagellate Infusorians—Characters -The Animalcules of
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—

Melodinium—Ceratium—The Order Tentaculifera

—

Gburacters—Acineta—
Classification — The Ectoplasm—The Endoplasm—Origin of the Cilia, Flagella, and Tentacles—How Infusonans Feed

—

Action and Function of the Contractile Vesicle—The Nucleus or Endoplast—Tlie Colours of Infusoria—The Coloration

of Waters—Trichocysts—Reproduction by Fission, Gemmation, and otherwise—Distribution—TENTACULIFERA

—

SUCTORIA—ACTINARIA—CILIATA—HOLOTRICHA—Paramecium—Prorodoutidaj—Trachelocercidai-Ichthyophthiriid*
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CILIO-FLAGELLATA—FLAGELLATA—JVorfitera miliariis.

few instances, just visible t»

If a glass tumbler be dipped into a pond or ditch, so as to collect some of the vegetation which is

found at the surface and at the sides, besides some clear water, it will invariably be foxmd to contain

numerous living things, some of which are just visible to the naked eye, whilst others require a lens

or a compound microscope for their detection and examination.

The larger living things are mostly in rapid movement about the water, wTiilst some cling to the

small plants and Weed. They are usually small Crustacea, and also the larvje and active nymphs of

insects. Sometimes a water-spider is included in the capture, and frequently small worms are to be

seen. Often just visible, and moving here and there, are numerous animals which evidently pi-oduce

considerable currents in the water, and a lens enables the observer to distinguish that they belong to-

species of Rotifera of the Vermes.

But the most numerous of the dwellers in the water are either,

the unassisted eye, or are to be seen in countless numbers with the

aid of high magnifying powers luider the compound microscope.

Amoeba and Gromia, minute Rhizopoda, may be found on the weed

or on the glass which contains the water, and little moving tilings

are visible which the botanists state are of the nature of vege-

tables, such, for instance, as the globe-like Volvox. But besides

Crustacea, Insecta, Vermes, and Rhizopoda, and vegetable

organisms, there are thousands of microscopic, or nearly micro-

scopic, animals, which are called Animalculte, or little animals,

and also Infusoria, or animals which live in infusions. Suppose

that some sea-water is collected, with a piece of seaweed in it
;

after a few days a host of those minute microscopic animals will

be found in the slime around the weed.

On a warm summer evening, as darkness closes in, the ripples

of the sea become luminous, and flashes of light start from one

part of the harbour or coast-line, and sti-etch far and wide, expand-

ing in ever-widening circles. This particular form of phosphorescence of the sea is due to the presence

of myriads of minute animals, which do not belong to any of the groups of animals hitherto described

in this work, and which must be ranged amongst the Infusoria. Again, discoloi-ation of fresh and salt

water often occurs, and it is found to be produced by crowds of microscopic creatures. In water

which is brackish, in water which contains a considerable quantity of salt, in water which may be icy

cold or very warm, and in water which is impregnated mth foetid gas and decaying animal and

vegetable remains, these simple, active, wandering, or sedentary microscopic creatures, which constitute

the lowest forms in the animal kingdom, and which in some instances are separable only in a

very arbitrary manner from the simplest and lowest members of the vegetable kingdom of nature, may

be found in abundance. Place some of the pond water, deprived of its visibly living and

moving things, under a microscope with a low power, or such an one as will magnify about

forty times: minute bodies, hitherto invisible, are seen moving rapidly across the field of vision

(Fig. 1), sometimes rushing across, so that only an indefinite idea can be gleaned of then- shape ;
or
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going along more slowly, either steadily or turning over from side to side, and screwing

themselves, as it were, forwards. Sometimes a dozen or more will come within the range of

vision, and twist and turn in every direction, and suddenly rush oft" moving so as not to come

in collision. Occasionally a globular-shaped thing will come by and stop, and just as suddenly

will leap, as it were, in the water, and go right out of sight. Now and then a great current of

water appears to be in motion, near the side of the field of vision, and if the slide holding the

water be moved, so as to bring it beneath the eye, some balls, like specks, are seen united to

delicate stems. They pi-oduce much movement in the water, and are suddenly dragged back-

wards towards their fixed point. Here and there, settled down and resting on a kind of stem,

some pear-shaped things may be seen, with delicate hairs sticking out from their ends. A still higher

power of the microscope, which will magnify from 300 to 1,000 times, enables other and smaller

creatures to be seen, and renders the minute sti-uctures, of the larger, visible and capable of study.

Amongst the smaller ones are little bag-shaped things, with one or two hair-like projections—the cilia

which keep them in movement—and in places hei-e and

there are multitudes of little moving things, mere

lines of matter, with an end produced into a hair-like

tail or flagellum. These are amongst the simplest of

living things, and may be animal or may belong to

the lowest plants. The microscope reveals, amongst the

larger kinds, that they move in consequence of the

vibration, or to-and-fro movement of microscopic cilia,

and that the kinds which are stalked can be i-etracted

by the contraction of a granular tissue resembling the

simplest form of muscle.

If lately-collected rain-water is examined in the hope

of discovering any of these minute forms of life, disap-

pointment will occur. But if some hay, or any vegetable

matter, be allowed to soak in pure water exposed to the

air, or if pieces of fiesh, brain, blood, or any animal

substance, be placed in water, and also exposed for a

day or two, a great many species of these animalcules, or Infusoria, the individuals being in

vast multitudes, will be distinguishable. Certain kinds of these animalcules are almost

invariably to be found in water in which particular vegetable or animal substances have been

soaked, and a succession of kinds is often observed to occur as the infusion gets old. The free

access of air is requisite for all this, and the hay and animal substances form the food of the minute

creatures, whose derivation is not from the minute structures or broken-down tissues of the plant

or animal. The air contains the extremely minute spores, or reproductive particles, whence the

animalcules spring. There is no spontaneous generation of these animalcules, and no turning of dead

animal or vegetable tissue into them. The term Infusoria, or animals of infusion, merely relates to

where they are to be found in most instances, but not invariably, and it must be carefully noted that

the animalcules are not derived from the infusions. Certain infusions suit particular kinds of

Infusoria, and these particular species are to be found in them.

The Infusoria are exceedingly simple in their con.struction, may be said to be uni-cellular, and

are allied, as Protozoa, to the Rhizopoda. There is this distinction, however, that whilst the majority

of the Infusoria move actively, and a great number are sedentary, or move during some part of their

life-cycle, they rarely have silicious or calcareous tests, * and the pseudopodia, which sometimes exist,

r.sver run together as they do in Gromia and Amoeba amongst the Rhizopoda. The body is usually

soft, and there are one or more contractile vesicles. A nucleus exists, and there are vacuoles which

contain food. The outside of the body is ciliated in a great number, has but one or two long cilia in

aont ir others, and one group has no cilia, but tubular processes project from the Tnore or less

pear-shaped body, and really act as suckers.

The following are exaniplor-; of the four great divisions or orders of the Infusoria.

* Haeckel has ilesoribed some with tests.



STRUCTURE OF THE INFUSORIA.

Pond water and artificial infusions of hay yield, as a rule, considerable numbers of a rather large

animalcule, which may be from Jjth to iljyth of an inch in length. They are free swimmers and long-

bodied, being nai;rowish and bluntly pointed at one end, and more sharply at the other. They are flat

also, and there is a groove in the body extending from the left side of the front part of the body back-

ward and underneath to about tlie middle. They are about four times as long as broad, and their shape

has given them the name of Slipper animalcules (Fig. 2).* They are not quite symmetrical fore-and-aft,

:ind the back and ventral surface can be distinguished. The whole of the body is covered with a fine

<lown of cilia of nearly or quite equal size throughout, which vibrate with considerable rapidity,

enabling the animal to move here and there rapidly, to turn round on its axis, to swim backwards

and forwards, and even to turn like a screw on its long axis, throwing the under part up and over, to

replace the back in its original position. As these animalcules, which have a yellowish-brown tint

by transmitted light, move vigorously along, they rush over the field of the microscope and re-enter.

Fig. 3.—CEBCOMONAS TYPICA. (SaeiHo JCciil.)

idult; B— I, difffi-fiit filagef ill tbe developuit-ut, i^A/tcr

and should there be a collection of vegetable mucus, numbers will come together and push in and

amongst it, passing here and there, but never brushing

lip against one another, so as to come into collision. It

is evident that they have some power of slightly altering

the shape of the body, and that the slit on the underside

has to do with the inception of food. The cilia, when the

animal is moving or comparatively still, fomi currents in

the water, and those in the neighbourhood of the slit

produce whirlpools, down which rush minute particles of

food. These pass down the slit, and enter the body at

a kind of mouth, and they there come in contact with

the soft inner substance composing the animalcule, and

sink into it, being surrounded by a drop of water.

Several of these morsels of food are to be seen lying

in clear spaces filled with water or food vacuoles, and as the whole of the soft internal structure

tends to move in an amoeboid kind of manner, the vacuoles change their places. This gave rise

to the false idea that the Infusoria were many-stomached, or " ix)lygastrica." In this internal

substance, or endoplasm, some other things are to be seen. Firstly, there is an oval body

with a small dark spot in it, the nucleus or endoplast, and the nucleolus or endoplastule ; secondly,

there are two spots, one close to either end of the body, which gradually become more visible and

transparent, and suddenly shut up and disappear. They are the contractile vesicles, and it is

commonly observed that, if the animalcule is subjected to any pressure, these light spots present

rays passing from them into the endoplasm, so as to assume a stellate appearance. The opening and

closing of these vesicles are very regular. There is a most delicate tissue covering the whole animalcule,

and another from which the cilia spring. They are elastic, and appear to be endoplasm in a less

watery condition. They form the ectoplasm. Between these layers and the minutely-granular

endoplasm is one of exceedingly delicate rod-like bodies arranged point outwards, and they are called

trichoc3'st.s.

The animalcule evidently respires through its outer ciliated coat, takes in food through the mouth

at the bottom of the slit, has several food vaciioles, which finally come near the surface skin, and dis-

charge the undigested matters. As the food, consisting of minute spores and animal and vegetable

matters, is digested, the protoplasm of the body is added to, and the circulation and removal of efiete

matters are in I'elation to the contractile vesicles.

The creatures languish if the water remains too long without exposure to air, but otherwise their

movement appears to be constant. Occasionally two will approach and cling together by their oral

or ventral surfaces, and it is occasionally noticed that a large individual contracts midway and finally

separates into two. If watch be kept long enough, the animalcules will be noticed to become quiet,

to take on a globular form, and to have the ectoplasm dense and non-ciliated. Sooner or later the

globe will burst, and a host of minute moving things will come forth, each of which is a young

animalcule.
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This is a common instance of the order of the class Infusoria, called, from the body being more

or less covered with cilia, the Ixfusoria Ciliata.

The highest powers of the microscope, and glasses possessing very perfect defining qualities, are

requisite in order that the next type of Infusoria maybe seen perfectly. The little creatures are free

swimming, and the body is long, egg-shaped more or less, but it has a projection so as to render it more

or less spindle-shaped or fusiform. In front, there is a single filament prolonged from the body liiie a

very large cilium, and a longer one, about twice the length of the body, projects behind. These are

the flagella. There is a smgle minute contractile vessel in the body on one side, and the nucleus or

endoplast is spherical, and near the centre of the animal. There is no mouth or special aperture for

food, and tliere are no cilia on the soft external part, which barely differs from the inner mass of the

minute body or endoplasm. Only measuring from ^(^fnjth to s^go^h of an inch in length, these minute

Infusoria are found in vegetable infusions. They swim freely by means of their long flagella, and

also crawl over substances very much after the fashion of Amoebae. It may happen that one may be

seen larger or broader than the others, and, after a while, the observer is repaid by seeing the body

, Melodiniiirauberrirauiu: B, Glenodinium
. Ceratium lobgicorne;

. MallomoDas plossUi.

split down its length, and two creatures swim off, each supplied with a front and rear flagellum. If

two come in contact, they join together, like Amoeba, and after a while the mass loses its flagella, and

a vast number of f.pores are formed out of the endoplasm. These escape, and gradually form int»

creature!? like those which produced them.

Exceedingly minute particles of food are taken in by the surface of the body at no particular spot,.

and the undigested matters simply pass through the endoplasm to the outside. This Infusorian is a

Cercomonas* (Fig. 3), and is a fair example of the order called the Flagellata. Members of this

order ai-e distinguishable—in some instances with diSioulty—from moving spores of the lower plants,

and indeed it is in this group that the junction of the animal and vegetable kingdoms is to be

found. The Flagellata contain very simply-constituted organisms, and some which are less so, and of

these last the phosphorescent marine Noctiluca is an example.

Another type of Infusoria combines, as it were, the characters of the ciliated animalcules and!

those which have a flagellum. The kinds which are associated with it are mostly found in sea water^

and in many pai-ts of the globe. A few, however, are to be noticed in fresh water in the United King-

dom. Thus, Professor Allman found enormous multitudes of an Infusorian about j^^th to xiijijo*^ °^

an inch long, of a reddish-brown colour, in the ponds in Phoenix Park, Dublin. It had an almost

globular body, with a constriction or furrow running i-ound the middle, and a groove passing from this;

furrow over the body to the top. The whole surface was covered with extremely delicate moving cilia^

and a long, slender, active cilium or flagellum was found to be placed on the top in the groove. A large-

endoplast (nucleus) was in the centre of the animal, and just below the origin of the flagellum was a.

small, intensely red spot. A contractile vesicle occurs in this type. The bi-own colour of the ponds iit

* Cercomonas typka.
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1854 was owing to the presence of prodigious miinber.s of this species of Melodinium* (Fig. 4, a). The
tint was sometimes uniformly diffused tlirough the water, and at others was collected in dense clouds,

\aryiiig from a few to upwards of 100 square yards in extent. Later on, the coloration of the ponds,

brought about by the agency of these minute organisms, had much increased in density. By the 9th

of July the water was so dark and brown, that a white disc, half an inch in diameter, was invisible when
plunged to a depth of from three to six inclies ; while a copious exit stream, constantly flowing away
from the ponds, presented a similar deep brown hue. In many places the animalcules had descended

from the surface, and were found congregated in immense masses near the bottom of the water. In these

instances they had, for the most part, become quiet ; the flagellum and cilia liad disa]j)ieared, and a kind
of transparent tissue had been developed around each one. During the life of these curious animalcule*

the body divides across, and two individuals are formed ; and this proceeds time after time, adding

rapidly to the numbers of individuals. Moreover, the encysted state is accompanied by a breaking-

up of the internal protoplasm or endoplasm into numberless particles, each of whi-'h will grow into a
form resembling the parent.

In examining the phosphorescence of the sea, moderately large animalcules of ^\;th of an inclt

long are occasionally seen. They are light-emitting, of a yellow colour, and have a remarkable shape

and construction. An external coat, transparent but hard, exists, and it covers the soft structures.

It is prolonged into a long horn in front and behind, and the body is nearly globular, with a depression

around it, and a groove crossing this at right angles. The appearance is very peculiar. Cilia

bound the depression, and a very long and delicate flagellum, which moves like the lash of a whip,.

starts from the groove. The long fore-and-aft projectiops are quite stiff, and the only mobile parts-

ar,: the cilia and flagellum. This Infusorian belongs to the same order as the last, and to the genus-

Ceratiumt (Fig. 4, h). They are Cilio-flagellata.

A very different kind of animalcule must be taken as the example of the next and last order of

the Infusoria. If the surface of water-plants in the Birmingham and Stratford Canal, for instance, be

observed, a fine Infusorian -^Jg-th to y^th of an inch in length may be seen fixed on a long stalk which

is straight and stiff. The body, placed at the top, is contained in a cup-like sheath, with a triangulai

outline, widest where free, and where there is a slit which enables the endoplasm

to communicate with the water outside. The endoplasm (finely granular) does not

fill the cup, but collects in an egg-shaped mass which has a contractile vesicle, and

the nucleus or endoplast is in the form of a band. There are neither cilia nor a

flagellum, but a bundle of numerous tentacles exi.sts at both ends of the free end

of the cup-shaped sheath, and they are processes of the body. The tentacles have

a disc-like top, and do not move so as to enable the animal to swim. They are

catchers of prey, and any small animalcule coming in contact with them is stopped,

and its delicate tissue is penetrated by their sucker-like disc (Fig. 5) %. By-and-by

the endoplasm of the victim is sucked out of it, and acts as the food of the catcher.

The young of these stationary Infusorians are active, and move well and rapidly

with the aid of cilia, and thus resemble the Ciliate Infusoria. These Infusoria _.
'

Fig. 5-—A C I N E T A
constitute the order Tentaculifeea. tubekosa, with<

There are, then, four great groups or orders of Infusoria typified Viy the tentacles ex-

species of the genus Paramecium, Cercomonas, Melodinium, and Acineta, and tracted.

they constitute the orders Ciliata, Flagellata, Cilio-flagellata, and Tentaculifera.

A host of species, included in numerous genera, is classified under each of these orders, and there-

is the greatest diversity of shape and of method of life amongst them ; but the main features and especiaE

characters of the orders are so definite, that there is no difficulty in classifying any Infusorian, which

has attained adult age, in its proper group.

From their great vivacity of movement, their many varieties of cilia, the invariable existence ot

contractile vesicles, and endoplasts, and sometimes trichocysts, the Ciliata, or the Infusoria which
move by and are more or less covered with cilia, strike the observer as of predominant zoological

importance. They are clearly more highly organised than the Infusoria which have only flagella.

And these last appear to be lower in the animal scale than the creatures which have a few cilia,.

* Melon, a peach ; iliiie, a vortex. t Ceratium fuiut, % AciiKki tuicrosa (Eluenberg).
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and a flagellum also. The fact that tlie Tentaculifera are totally unlike the other Infusoria in their

adult age is very remarkable ; but it is evident that before they attain maturity they resemble

the Ciliata. New structures are thus, by evolution, given to the Tentaculifera, and they have

considerable affinities with the Rhizopoda. Their adult form fe in advance of the ciliate young

one, and the order Tentaculifera must stand at the

head of the Infusoria. Next conie the Ciliata, then

the Cilio-flagellata, and, finally, the Flagellata.

The Infusoria are uni-cellular, and this is true

where there are two or more individuals in close

contact, or where a common stem supports the

bodies of others, which may be numerous. For in

these instances4|Subdivision of the parent has pro-

duced the independent creatures. In the Tenta-

culifera, however, the most highly-organised

amongst the Infusoria, in the .species called

Dendrosoma radians (Fig. 6), there is a root com-

mon to many trunks which give origin to branchlets

terminating in a bundle of tentacles with suckers.

This arrangement can hardly be called uni-cellu-

lar ; there is, however, no actual cell division, and

indeed the ordinary idea of the single cell is hardly

applicable to this and many other Infusoria.

The simplest Infusoria belonging to the Flagel-

lata, which have no special spot for the ingestion

of food,* have no distinct environing membrane
over their soft finely granular protoplasm, and they

^ ^ '» =
'J \ It A ^'^ ^ "^ " '" "" can assume various shapes for a while. Others

belonging to the same group have the outside of the

body slightly more solid than the rest. In the Ciliata the presence of an outer membrane is evident,

and it is possible to distinguish, on some of them, four layers around the soft semi-fluid central

endoplasm. On. the outside is a perfectly transparent structureless membrane, and it is a true cuticle.

It forms a sheath for the stalk of some Infusorians, and the co\ers or shields (lorica) of others

(Fig. 7). It is composed of formed material, and is independent of the nutrition of the animal.

Under the hyaline outer layer there is, without exception amongst the (Jiliata, a

firm homogeneous elastic and contructUe layer, of which the cilia and their various

niodifioations are the offshoots. They penetrate the outer layer and arise from this

inner one. In some, but not all, of the Ciliata, there is a layer beneath this last

one, which is more or less fibrillar, and highly contractile. It is the muscular, or

myophan layer of Haeckel. In the genus Stentor (p. -367) it is highly developed, and

it can be seen, by using high and well-defining powers, in the common Vorticella, in

which it forms the central, or contractile, part of the stalk, and a thin layer con-

tiniious with this is in the body. The fourth layer is not invariably found, but

it h.as been already noticed in the description of a Paramecium. It produces and

holds in place the minute rod-like bodies called trichocysts, which will be noticed

farther on. These layers constitute the ectoplasm.

The endoplasm, situated within the ectoplastic or outer layers, is more or less

fluid, granular, and coloured glairy protoplaSsm. It is tolerably immobile in many
Infusoria. In most it is subject to amteboid movements, to a faintly-developed

rotatory movement, and to what may be called sttreaming. In some instances the movement is

.strong, and resembles that of the cyclosis of plants, as in Vallisneria and Chara. Nootiluca, the

phosphorescent flagellate Infusorian, has the endoplasm more or less in the form of a network,

with vacuole spaces, and a quantity of granular substance, and this condition is seen in other forms.

* Group Pantostumata.
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I, SrYLOXYCHIA MYTILUS, SHOWING
CILIA, STYLES, AND INflM ; f, EUROLEPTl'S.
(A/Ur Slein.)

Tlie spaces occasionally seen in the endoplasm, antl whicli transmit light more readily than

the rest, are called vacuoles; they may exist as spaces tilled with water, and usually they con-

tain, besides the water, a greater or less portion of the vegetable or animal matter which has been

introduced into the body as food. They must not be confounded with the contractile vesicle.

Besides these, there is the nucleus or endoplast, which is surrounded, in jiart, by the granular semi-

fluid endoplasm, and which is also in contact with the

deeper layers of the ectoplasm. Colouring matter, diffused

or localised, is seen in the endoplasm, and this inner pio

toplasni produces the minute particles or spores w Inch escape

and develop into new individuals.

In all Infusoria, the cilia and their varieties, the flagella

and the tentacles, are extensions of the substance of the

body. In the minute flagellate animalcules the flagellum,

which is an elongated whip-like cilium, is an extension of

the delicate ectoderm : in the Ciliata the cilia aiise from

the special layer beneath the hyaline cuiicle ; and the long

suckers of the Tentaculate order are probably extensions of

the same tissue. The cilia differing in dimensions and

shape in some Infusoria are the minute hau or eyelash-

looking vibratile appendages which mainly move then posses-

sors, or produce currents in the water when the Infusorian ^'g'

is fixed. They appear to move actively in one dii-ection,

and to return to their original position by iheir elasticity.

Tlie tops move forwards and backwards, and it is noticed in certain species that the ciliary lashing is

consecutive in a series, and that it produces the appearance of rotation, as in the Rotifeia (pp. 245-9).

They are semi-solid and elastic, and< they are moved by the contraction of the endoplasm at their base.

The vibratile cilia are arranged in bands only, in certain families, and universally in others. Some
Infusoria have some cilia which are elongate, flexible, but not movable, and they are then called

setae ; and in one interesting genus (Halteria) these long hairs are utilised when the animal makes
its sudden jumps. Some Ciliate Infusoria have these setse stout, and placed on the ventral, or

under-surface of the body, or at the extreme ends, and then they are called styles. In some instances

the ends of the styles are branched or feathered. In a family of the Ciliata, the Oxytrichidaj (p. 371),

there are claw or sickle-shaped appendages, which are modified setse, called hooks, or uncini, and some

of the species carry all these remarkable outer structures for the purposes of locomotion and pre-

hension (Fig. 8). The body is, in some Infusoria, furnished with fin-like, thin, vibratile membranous
fringes (Fig. 9), and in one important group of the Flagellata the collar of the animalcule, which

exactly resembles that of the cell of the sponge, has its jji-otojilasni in streaming movement, which

carries the particles coining in contact with the outside over the top to the mouth within. The

tentacles of the Tentaculifej-a resemble the pseudopodia of Rhizopods more or less ; some have a disc-

shaped sucker at the top, and are hollow, being filled with semi-fluid endoplasm. A sjiiral fibre

is seen on the outside of some tentacles, and in one family there are no terminal suckers.

Whilst some Infusoria take in food at any part of their body, the morsel simply sinking into the

soft protoplasm, and cajrying with it a small quantity of water, forming thus a vacuole, in others it

is carried in the direction of a particular orifice, slit, or tubular

cavity, by currents in the water ju-oduced by certain cilia. In

some species the mouth-opening is always visible, in oth^fs it is

small, and only visible at the time of the capture of prey, and in

Fig 9.—LEMKLb ^ELiFEK a few it is so large that a morsel is often swallowed nearly as large

as the captor. The mouth, in the most perfect forms, consists of a

passage in the'ectoplasm structures, which can dilate, and the lining of which is plaited, folded, and

even furnished with a layer of rod-like teeth (Fig. 10). This part is often capable of protrusion, and

on opening it leads to the exposed semi-fluid endoplaam, and not to anything like an asophagus and

stomach. The morsel simply sinks into the mass with a little water, and forms a vacuole. ^
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One or more food vacuoles may exist, and as one is formed subsequently to the otber, the oldest

vacuole is the most deeply embedded, and if the animalcule be fed with carmine, a number wi'ii be-

noticed forming a series in the endoplasni, and moving with it. Much of the food thus received is>

digested, and the rest is evacuated in a definite direction, and sometimes through a special opening

in the ectoplasm—the anus. In many species, however, the fsecal matters pass out at any point.

When one of the Infusoria is lively and feeding, and is being examined under high powers of the

microscope, one or more spots, with a circular or radiating outline, will

suddenly appear near the ends of the body. Each begins in a point

of greater transparency than the body structure all around it, increases-

rapidly in diameter, and often assumes a tinge of colour, retaining, how-

ever, its transparency. It is a light-transmitting space, with the slightly

denser structure of the inside of the animal around it. As the light

from the reflecting mirror of the microscope traverses the tissue of

tlie Infusorian at this now enlarged spot, it seems to be unsteady, and

this depends upon water passing into this really globular space, which,

seen under the microscope, presents the appearance of a circular areai

(Fig. 11, A, cv). It is evident that water flows into this space, which is

situated really in the layer immediately over the soft endoplasm

;

there is no en%'ironing membrane to it. Suddenly the circle of light

closes in on its centre, and the appearance of a light point amongst the darker surrounding

matter suddenly ceases. The tissue closes in on the space, moving in on all sides, and this is done

not passively but actively, for in some instances a tremor can be seen to occur over the whole

animalcule at the time of the contraction of the space. Moreover, although the space enlarges slowly,

it contracts very rapidly, as a i-ule. If the Infusorian be kept foi some time undei obsei nation the

absence of food and fresh water will begin to diminish

its energies, and it will especially influence the rapidity

of the dilatation and subsequent contractions of this

space, which is termed a contractile vesicle. The

appearance of the light spot is not so frequent ; it

commences languidly, and enlarges slowly, and finally

contracts, or disa})pears less abruptly than in the

instance of the vigorous animal. After a while,

the appearance and disappearance of the spot—or,

in other words, the dilatation and contraction of the

contractile vesicle—become slower and irregular, and

they cease with the death of the animal.

More than one contractile vesicle may exist

in the same species, and their position in the body,

although generally well defined, is not invariably in

the same spot. Usually, the vesicles are nearer the

ends of the body than the central part, and when ^'S- "-a, biagkam of vokticella nebulifera:
.

' -^
.

]i-D, PHASES OF lONGITVDIXAL FISSION ; E-F,
they ai-e fully dilated they occupy not only a portion phases of attachment, and g-h, of incorporation

of the body hitherto filled with endoplasm, but come "f free embryo of v. marina (After Greeffc);

, 1 ,1 , 1 -1 .. T ,1 • I, ENCYSTED STAGE OF V. MICROSTOMA."
close under the outer and denser tissue. In the m- ^ '

,, ., ,rf.dise; p, peristome; o.eiillet; e", contractile vesicle: ?^, nucleus :

stances where the contractile vesicle presents the
™i'oS"«ft'i'cTe™°''

'''"' '"'™"'' *''°<'"' ""^ '^'""'^''' "' ''"^''""""° "^

appearance, under the microscope, of a circular space,

no movement can be seen, in the vast majority of observations, to extend from it into the

endoplasm during the active contraction or dilatation. The water contained in the vesicle must
go somewhere, and must be derived either from within the body or from without, or perhaps

from both directions. Occasionally, however, a veiy indistinct movement can be seen radiating, as it"

were, amongst the granular, or almost homogeneous protoplasm of the animal, subsequent to an active

contraction of the space. No visible movement accompanies the infilling. There are many Infusoria,

such as the species of Paramecium, in which the contractile vesicle, when fully expanded, is not limited
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fcy a definite circle of endoplasm, but has rays, or tubular passages, tapering outwards around it

{Fig. 2, cv). The passages are numerous, and may be seen to ramify at their extreme ends, and they

are weak spots in the cortical layer over the more fluid endoplasm, extending far and wide from the

vesicle. These passages transmit light more readily than the protoplasm in which they are placed,

<md it therefore occurs that, as water tills them, and they increase in diameter and length, they are

nearly as light-transmitting as the main space with which they are continuous. They become largest

JTist before the conti-action of the vesicle, and they sometimes do not disappear until after its

contraction. It is evident that the watery contents of the passages are pressed upon by the con-

ti-action of the surrounding protoplasm, and that this water and that of the space penetrate,

during contraction, into tliis environing substance. Movement may be noticed under the outer

tissue, here and there, within and along the lines of the passages. More or less defined com-

munications exist between the outside water and the contractile vesicles through the ectoplasm,

and the vesicle receives pure water from without, and collects

and expels the impure water from within the animal. It is

evident that the function of the contractile vesicle is of great

importance to the animal, and it may relate to the elimination

or removal of certain soluble mattere resembling the urinary

secretions. It may also relate to an internal circulation of water.

The rhythm of the dilatation and contraction is very

remarkable, and Saville Kent states that " the time occupied

between the consecutive pulsations of this organ is found,

under normal conditions, to present a constant average among
individuals of the same species, varying from a few seconds only

in certain forms, to over sixty or even one hundred seconds in

other types."

The nucleus or endoplast with its contents resembles, in

some Infusoria, that of the simplest vegetable cell. In its

simplest form, noticed in some of the Flagellata, the endoplast is

more or less spheroidal, and may or may not contain a nucleolus

or endoplastule. Saville Kent has given an atlmirable resume

yf the knowledge which has been accumulating regarding these

structures, and he notices that the first step towards complexity

is in the genus Euglena and its allies, in which the endoplast

becomes ovate in outline. A sausage ihape is assumed in

some Ciliata, and its ribbon shape in "V orticella has long been

known. In some of the Tentaculifera the nucleus is branched, and in some Ciliata, such

as Condylostoina patens (Fig. 12), it presents a necklace appearance, and in others the swellings

are widely separated by nan-ow processes. More than one endoplast exists in the Oxytrichidae,

one being in front and the other behind the centre of the body ; and in some species of Opalina

the endoplasts are numerous. In its more complex forms the endoplast is enclosed within a

very delicate transparent membrane. The nucleolus or endoplastule is sunken within the substance

of the endoplast in some forms ; it is attached to the inside of the membrane of the endoplast

in others, and on the outside in a few Infusoria.

Two or three endoplastules exist in some, and in Vorticella they ai-e granular fragments, one or

more of which become enclosed within each of the segmental portions into which the endoplast

becomes separated, during the process of internal budding, which will be noticed farther on.

Tlie endoplast is in contact with the softer internal substance of the Infusoria (the endoplasm), and

also with the inner part of the cortical structures or ectoplasm.

The Infusoria are usually more or less coloured, and the FIagellat4i, with rare exceptions, have

a small brilliant crimson spot at one end of the body ;
in one genus there are two of the spots.

Amongst the Ciliata the red spot is rarely seen, and one genus has a black one ; but the Tentaculifera

do not have these pigment spots. Formerly they were considered to have to do witli vision, but this

is an error, and the common term " eye spot," is therefore incorrect. Difl'used colouring matter tints
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riiost Infusoria, and the smallest animalcules or monads belonging to the Flagellata have a pale

glaucous or fluorescent hvie, and Saville Kent notices that this is visible under high magnifying
powers. It is probably dtie to reflected and not to transmitted light. Most of the Flagellata are

coloured, and the sjjecies of one great group, the Euglenidse, are of a brilliant green, the colour

being diffused in the endoplasm. The colour is identical with that of the lower plants, containing

chlorophyll, and it is remarkable that this green tint should turn to red. Thus in Astasia sanyuinea
the green colour, which gives a tint to the water in which the myriads- of the animalcules swim, is.

suddenly turned to red, accounting for old and new traditions regarding the turning of fre.sh water*
into l;>lood. Ray Lankester has shown that in the genus Stentor the green matter, like that of

Hydra viridis and Sponrjilla, is a chlorophylloid substance similar to that of plants. One Stentor,

however, has a blue colouring matter which is produced by a special chemical combination called

Stehtorin. Quite as many Infusoria have a diflused pale amber to deep olive colour as green, and
most of the Tentaculifera and Cilio-flagellata have these dull colours.

Sa\-ille Kent notices that some of the Flagellata differ from the majority by the pi-esence of

the olive coloui-ing on two lateral bands on the body. In the Ciliata, a Leucophrys is of a.

brilliant crimson colour, and a Nassula has numerous violet granules in its endoplasm. Minute
crimson granules have also been noticed iii the contractile tissue of the stalk of Vorticella.

In some Euglenidse, thei-e are bodies in the green endoplasm which are of a starchy nature.

Finally, there are the accessory structures of the cortical part of some of the Infusoria or the
trichocysts. As has been already noticed (p. 3-55), they are visible in Paramecium aivrelia, in

the form of very slender rods crowded together in a layer, their points looking outwards beneath
the outer cuticle. Under the action of weak acetic acid, these trichocysts force through the

cuticle and beyond the cilia. Ellis, an Englishman, writing more than a century since, discovered

these curious bodies ; and Allman, in 18.5.5, established their true nature, and assimilated it to a.

certain extent with that of the nematocysts of the Corals. But there are essential distinctions.

Allman found that the minute fu.siform rods, under external irritation, become suddenly transformed
into long hair-like filaments, which projected from the whole surface. By carefully crushing
examples, and isolating the trichocysts in their unaltered condition and in their fusiform shape (that

is, swollen in the middle, and narrow at each end), it was found that after a few seconds the shape
was altered with a jerk, as if some previous state of tension were relieved. A spheroidal shape was
assumed by the hitherto fusiform rod. Then, in a few seconds, a spiral filament was observed to
become rapidly evolved from the .sphere, apparently through the rupture of a previously confining

membrane. The spiral fibre unwound, and became straight and rigid. In their most extended state,

these bodies were found to consist of a long rigid spiculum-like half, sharp at one end, and continued

at the other into a very filiform part, which is bent more or less.

Proljaljly they have a noxious influence on minute living things.

Some Infusoria appear to retain the same shape under all kinds of

circumstances ; others enlarge laterally or longitudinally, and even twist,

as they mo\-e here and there or endeavour to get in between substances,

but they speedily leturn to their normal figure. Such irregular changes of

shape as are seen in the Amoeboids are not often found in the Infusoria,

but a very different appearance is presented by some during active motion

and feeding and during quiescence.

'

Nothing is more common than to see many Ciliated Infusoria mo\ing

*'*'^"u~mlvi'"rns"km'""'
"' aloni; with the shape of their bodies altered by the presence of a greater

oi- Irss cciid-al constriction, and if one of them is watched, it will be seeu

to separate, into a front and a hinder part, and each will become a separate individual

(Fig. 13). Division also occurs lengthv/ise. It has been computed tjiat, in the instance of

Stylonychia mytilus (p. 371), no less than a million of independent beings were derived

from repeated fission of a single individual in the course of ten days. When Infusoria form
colonies, they arise from the repeated binary subdivision of the first stock, and in some instances.

masses result, slime-like, many feet in extent (Epistylis grandia, p. 370). In the majority of species,

the div-ision is across the body, and in others in a longitudinal direction, especially in the
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cnt stages of development (E. escaite of

VoiticellicUB. In the Stputors and some otlier genera the fission is oblique. The encloplast divides

in every instance, and part remains witli. each individual, and the other organs, such as the mouth,

anus, and contractile vesicle, are developed where they are wanting.

Some Infusoria increase by a process resembling budding, and in this process, the important

endoplast contributes a little process which accompanies the protrusion of the body membrane to form

the bud. In Noctiluca (p. 374) the protoplasm beneath the cuticle becomes broken up into nodular

fragments, which are protruded upon the external surface, and are finally liberated as very minute

bodies resembling monads, and these grow into adult Noctilucaj.

In some instances the young grow within the body of the parent, but only at the e.Kpense of the

endoplast. Portions of this separate and become embryos, which escape with their cilia, and either

resemble the parent or grow into its shape as in the Tentaculifera.

AnotJier method of repi'oduction is when the Infusoria become quiescent ; a delicate covering

is then formed over the body, and the quiet and encysted creatures have their internal tissue liroken

up into myriads^ of minute particles, wliich escape, and

finally assume the shape and destiny of the parent. It

is found that sometimes an intermediate amiebiform con-

dition occurs (Fig. 14).

Infusoria also reproduce after a process which some-

what resembles the conjugation in Algae amongst plants.

Swimming, or fixed by a common stalk, two animalcules

come in contact by their oral surfaces, and remain united

for a limited period. They swim about, and exist as one,

and in the Flagellata the flagella are withdrawn, and

amoebiform processes are cast forth. In other instances

the junction of different individuals, one often larger

than the other, persists. Under both circumstances the

reproductive energy of the couple is intensified. How,
is a matter of debate, but late microscopical researches

by Biitschli and Englemann show that during the process the original endoplast in both

animalcules breaks up into a number of fragmentary portions, and becomes lost among the

endoplasm. By-and-by a new endoplast is constructed through the gradual assemblage and

union with each other of fragmentary particles, and the new endoplast is common to both of

the animalcules when the conjvigation is comijlete and lasting, as in Vorticella (Fig. 11);

while two or more, according to the normal number, are reproduced where the conjugation is

transient as in Paramecium (Fig. 2). Biitschli denies that embryos are subsequently developed from

the endoplasts, and he considers that the conjugation is a mere vital stimulant to the decaying

energies of the animalcule. Before passing on to a short classification of the Infusoria, it is necessary

to mention that they have a most extraordiua^y distribution. Some families inhabit salt water,

others fresh ; some species live in running water, others in stagnant pools. Many species are parasitic

on, and others within, other Infusoria, and many groups of Invertebrata and Vertebrata. Many
are only found in animal, others in vegetable, infusions. One group is moutliless and essentially

endoparasitic. The Opalinidse inhabit the alimentary canals of insects, frogs, toads, and the

aquatic Annelida. Some Ciliata inhabit the stomachs of ruminants, some live in the human gut.

Others live fixed to fish, or crawl about the Hydra. The Flagellata are found in fresh and salt

,

water, and are often parasitic, and some inhabit human urine. In searching for ordinary and

well-known forms, the surface of pure and coloured fresh waters, and the leaves of the plants, should

be examined, and the watei-s of bogs and the sea-shore yield many new forms. The artificial

production of Infusoria, by infusing hay, meat, &c., depends on the existence of the germs in the

air, in the water, and collected about the plants.

ORDER TENTACULIFERA {Huxh,/).

An example of this order has been noticed already, and it explains the characters of the group.

They are animalcules inhabiting either salt or fresh water, and many are parasitic on ai within oth(
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Invertebrata. Tliey have tentacle-like processes, derived from the cuticle or from the endoplasm,

or from both of these parts. The body contains an endoplast and one or more contractile vesicles.

They increase by division across or longitudinally, and also by budding, which may be external or

internal. Some of the young (embryos), on escaping from the parent, are ciliated, and the cilia

may be arranged over the whole body, or in the form of a wreath around the body, or only on

the under surface. With growth the state changes, and the cilia are lost. Others resemble the

parent. The adults have neither cilia nor flagella. The majority of species are sedentary.

The Tentaculifera are divided into two sub-orders, in one (the Suctoria) the tentacle.s are wholly

or partially suctorial in their office, and in the other (the Actinaria) they are not suctorial but

merely adhesive. One family of the first sub-order has one or two tentacles only, and another

(the Acineta) has many tentacles, and some of the genera have the body without, and others with

a lorica or a more or less covering sheath. Acineta tuherosa has the tentacles in bundles, which

protrude through the transparent lorica, and the endoplasm can be seen within. It is a salt water

form, and measures from
^
Jotli to ggiyth of an inch in length (Fig. .5).

These animalcules remain with their tentacles extended, and other freely-swimming minute

Infusoria are stopped by the suckers at their tips. The endoplasm of the victim passes into

the hollow of the tentacle and mixes with the soft tissue of the body of the Acineta. A third

family includes the genus Dendrocometes, which settles on G'ammarus pnlex, and has rather flexible

tentacles slightly branched at their extremities. Its embryos, which escape from the jiarent,

are ciliated underneath only. The next family includes branching Acinetans, with many tentacles, a

host of individuals apparently arLsing from a

common stem. But the tops of the ramified stem

are really not separate individuals, and the whole

mass must be looked upon as one (Fig. 6).

Some embryos with tentacles are produced from

tlie ends of stems (Fig. 6, b), and those which are

ciliated are derived from the thicker parts of the

stem (Fig. 6, a).

The endoplast is ribbon-like, and is much con-

torted in the stolon and band parts of the main stem,

and is continued as a band into the branchlets.

The next sub-order (the Actinaria) have the ten-

tacles simple or ray-like, as in the family Ephalotidse,

or represented by one or more retractile organs,

which resemble a proboscis with or without cirri.

The genus Ophryodendron (Fig. 15) is the type of the

last, and the species are very extraordinary-looking

things. The animalcules may be solitary or in

a little group, and then one has a long proboscis,

and the others are more or less vermiform or flask-shaped, with a delicate tubular ending. The

prey is caught on the proboscis, and gradually withdrawn into the body. They inhabit salt water,

or fix on to the polyparies of Hydrozoa, or on to Crustacea. The embryos are ciliated.

OEDER CILIATA.

In this order the animalcules are more or less covered with vibratile cilia, some of which may be

modified into setre, styles, and hooks or uncini. A well-developed oral and anal aperture is mostly present.

The example {Parameckim aurelia) already given of this order brings these important characters

liefore the mind. The order is divided into four sub-orders, of whioli the first is the Holotricha,

or the Animalcules, which are closely covered- all over with cilia, and usually furnished with

trichocysts. Paramecium is the example of the first family of the sub-order (Fig. 2).

The Proi'odontida; are the second family, and they are ovate or cylindrical, and the oral aperture

is at one end or at the side. The canal (pharynx) leading from the mouth to the endoplasm is

fwunded by rod-like teeth, which are well .seen in the genus Prorodon (Fig. 1(1).

S"I)KON

PLUMULAKIA STEM (tHE ELONGATE FORMS ABE THE
fERMIFORM bodies) ; B, MORE HIGHLV MAGNIFIED

;

3, 0. MULTICAPITATUM. {After Saville Kint.)
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The species Enchehjs farcimen, whicli is found in stagnant water, and is from jl-gth to y^u„th
of an inch in lengtli, lias the oral cilia larger than the others, and the cuticle of the bag-shaped l)ody

and changeable-shaped body is soft (Fig. 16).

The flask-shaped, long-necked forms, with cilia over the whole body, and the

mouth at the end, constitute the family Trachelocercidse. Trachelocerca olor has a

})ody i-y^th of an inch m length, and lives in i)ond water. Its long neck and body

obliquely striated with cilia, the several contractile vesicles, and its double endoplast,

are all cliaracteristic (Fig. 17).

The family Ichthyophthiriidw has the oral orifice in the midst of an adhesive disc,

and the cilia of the oral region are setose and radiate internally. The species of the

only genus is parasitic on trout and salmon and the loach. The contractile vesicles

in the sub-globose or ovate body are numerous, and its endoplast is curved. Length,

j-|-jjth of an inch (Fig. 14).
"'?

The family Colepidje contains ovate-shaped animalcules which have an indurated

cuticle, and the oral aperture terminal. Coleps hirtus is a good example, and it will be noticed

that the surface is furrowed, so as to present the appearance of being divided into numerous

equal quadrangular spaces. These are indurated, and the intervening furrows are soft and ciliated.

The mouth is at one end, and the cilia near it are larger than the others,

and the anus is at the opposite end. These Colepidse divide transversely,

and Coleps hirtus, which is from ^i^jth to ^^th of an inch long, has three

spinous processes at its nether end. It is a common species, living in

pond water amongst conferva. It is a voracious animalcule, and it may
be seen in numbers in the neighbourhood of any dead animal or vege-

table mattei-s. These it takes in with its cilia, which form currents

mouthwards, and it may distend its body considerably (Fig. 13).

During the process of natural fission, the extremities retain their

usual aspect, but the newly-developed central area, where separation is to

occur, is smooth, and thus, after division, one part of each Coleps is

smooth, and the other like that of the parent.

There is a group of four families of these Holotricha which is charac-

terised by the jiresence of a portion of the cuticle or ectoplasm formed

into a flap, which may or may not vibrate. The Ophryoglenida; have the

oral aperture situated at the bottom of a distinct depression in the bod}',

within which is a vibratile flap or membrane. The genus Ophryoglena has the family character, and

the genus Trichoda resembles an Enchelys in shape, but the mouth is led to by an ovate furrow,

and from its inner wall starts a vibratile flap. This genus is common in putrid infusions

with the Enchelys already mentioned. A second family (the Pleuronemidte) ias the membrane
extending in front of the oral furrow in a hood-like manner, and it is not vibratile. The third family

(the Lembidfe) has long, vigorously-swimming, worm-shaped animalcules, and the membrane
forms a long crest-like border to that furrowed part of the under surface of the body which extends

from the front, backwards, to the oral aperture. It has large cilia along its inner border. Lembus
velifer has a long spike-shaped body, narrow in front, thicker behind, where the contractile vesicle is

seen, and the body is covered with long cilia. Beneath, in front, is the large membraniform
expansion like a fin, broadest in front. The front part of the body is elastic, and can change

its shape, and the hinder part is rounded. They increase bv cross and longitudinal division

(Fig. 9).

The last family of the group has been discovered by Leidy, and its species are most extraordinary-

looking things, and lead very remarkaljle lives. They are freely moving, but rarely swimming
animalcules, their movements being chiefly of a twisting and writhing kind. The shape is more or

less elongate and spindle-shaped, and the cuticle is entirely ciliate. Sometimes there are undulating

membranes on it. They occur as parasites within the intestine of the American WTiite Ant {Termes

flnvipes). Leidy found some white ants which had their intestines, as seen through their translucent

abdomen, consideraljly distended with a bi-own substance, which consisted mainly of these parasites,
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decayed wood, and the filaments of one of the Alg;e. Trklmwmorpha agilis (Fig. IS) has the cilia

various in length, forming three or four distinct sets, and one of them is very long. The body is

more or less separable into a smaller ovate head-like portion and a larger and inflated body.

The oral aperture is indistinct, and is a rounded pore at the summit of the head, whence thei-e

passes backwards a tube to the endoplasm of the posterior part. There is a granular

nucleus in the centre, but no contractile vesicle has been observed. The movements

consist of an incessant retraction or shortening and bending to and fro of the head-like

anterior region, accompanied by the rapid waving and swelling outwards of the long

cilia. It is very possible that these animals may belong to another class of aninuils

altogether.

The last group of the Holotrichous Ciliata contains one family, the Opaliiiidse,

whose species are parasitic within the intestines of Amphibia and Invertebrata. The

genus Opalina is very characteristic, and its species are mouthless, free-swimming, and

they may be ovate or elongate in shape. The cilia cover the cuticle throughout,

and this is striated. There are no extraordinary organs of prehension, and the

spherical or oval endcplast is single in young individuals. It breaks up by repeated

divisions, as growth pi'oceeds, into imiumerable minute rounded bodies, each having

a clear peripheral zone and endoplastule. There is no contractile vesicle. Opalina

ranariun, -^^ih to ^\th of an inch long, is found in the intestines and rectum of the common frog and

toad. Its body is usually ovate, flattened, evenly rounded posteriorly, and the anterior part

is bluntly pointed. The minute embryos contained in cysts (Fig. 19, g) are found in the rectum

and excreta of frogs in the early part of the year. They get into the water where tadpoles are

developing, and are eaten by them. The cyst has its wall broken or dissolved in the digestive canal

of the tadpole, and the embryo is set free. At this stage the young Opalina is long,

egg-shaped, covered with cilia, and has a large endoplast and a number of corpuscles in the

endoplasm (Fig. 19, h). After a short interval, the body becomes longer, slightly curved in front,

and the endoplast becomes divided into two or four equal spheroidal portions (Fig. 19, l). After

a while the pointed end becomes

rounded, and the normal shape is

attained (Fig. 19, a). When fuUy

grown the animalcule begins to

increase in numbers by fission,

and the first division takes place

obliquely (Fig. 1 9, b), so that one in-

dividual has a pointed posterior end,

and the other a rounded-off one.

The separated moieties subdivide

over and over again, first obliquely

and then transversely (Fig. 19, c, d),

until at last the pieces are not

Fig. 19.—OPALINA RANARUM. [After ZelUr ani Enqlemmn.)
. Adult, n. Oblique division, c. Transverse fission, v. Fission. F, Last stage before

-,H,i, J, stages Of growth Of youug.

more than sj-jth to y^j*"' °^ '^^

inch in length. These are long, oval

in shape (Fig. 19, f), and soon

become languid in their movements, and contract to a splierical shape, diminishing in bulk and

becoming encysted. The endoplasts included in the animal at the encystment unite in one, after the

swallowing by the tadpole, and this one is carried out with the young free-swimmer.

Another genus of the Opalinida; is Anoplophrya, and

its species are parasitic within the intestinal organs of many

Invertebrata. The type is Anoplophrya proli/era (Fig. 20),

which is found in the intestinal cavities of various marine

Annelids on the Norwegian coast. It is mouthless, long, widest

in front, striated longitudinally, and ciliated along the striae.

The endoplast is in the axis, is long and sub-cylindrical, and the contractile vesicles ai-e numerous^

rig. 20.—ANOPLOPHRYA PROLIFEKA.

(After Claparede and Laclimann.)
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Hg. 21. — BVHSARIA
TRUNCATELLA.
(Afier Stein.)

Fig. 22.—SPIROSTOMUM AMBIGtUM. (Aflcr SU\

and in two long rows. These animalcules increase by several divisions across the body, and their

length is ^.'^th of an inch.

.SUB-ORDER HETEROTRICIIA.

These Ciliata are free swinnning or attached, naked or loricate, and the cilia form two witlely

distinct systems ; those of the general surface being short, and those of the oral region large and like

cirrL These oral cilia are either linear in their arrangement, or form more or

less spiral or circular series. The cortical layers are well developed, and some- _^ ^ .^

times contain parallel muscular tibrilhe. /

1

,
' \

The largest Infusoria are amongst this sub-order, which may be divided into /' '1
a family, the Bursariadse (Fig. 21), which has the cilia near the mouth confined to •

^'^

the left border of the mouth groove, and into six other families which have the

mouth cilia in a spiral or circidar series round the aperture. The first family

of this second gi'oup has free-swimming animalcules, and the fringe of cilia

around the oral aperture is confined to the ventral surface, and the anal orifice

is behind and at the end. Sjnrostomum ambiyimm is the type of the family,

and is one of the largest animalcules, measuring ^th to ^th of an inch in length,

ajid being visible to the nakotl eye, "gleaming," Saville Kent remarks, " like

golden threads in the sunlight " (Fig. 22).

When they are placed in clean water off the duckweed on which they

like to move, the body is long and filiform, has a tendency to twist itself and untwist, and the eye
is stnick by the long contractile vesicle which occupies much of the hinder part of the body,

and by the endoplast, which is long and
•:."'^'°^'

'^fei^''" moniliform. The slit for the mouth is

__;^/^^ surrounded by cilia.

^^^^^^ Another member of the family is

Condylostoma paUm, found in sea water,

and Jth to yVnd of an inch in length.

Its endoplast is moniliform and long, and

the anterior border of the body is rounded off, and flat in front, and the mouth groove is an angular-

excavation occupying much of the ventral surface. There is an undulating membrane extending over

the whole length of the right side of the peristome border. The contractile vesicle is canal-like, anci

breaks up into minor spaces (Fig. 12).

A most important family has the trumpet-shaped

animalcules in it, which are usually found adherent by

their narrow bases, and often freely swimming. The

broad trumpet opening of these Stentoridse is the

region around the mouth, and the left-hand extremity

is turned in spirally, forming a funnel-shaped groove

which leads to the mouth. The right-hand limb is

usually raised higher than, the opposite one, and all the

cilia around the mouth are large and strong. The

cilia of the rest of the surface are small, and arranged

in regular longitudinal rows, and there are occasional

setce. The endoplast is canal-like, and the contractile

vesicle is an anterior circular dilatation, which gives off

an annular branch that underlies the cii-cumference of

the peristome.

Stentor j)oly?norphus (Fig. 23) is a large form, and
the colour is produced by the presence of rich green

chlorophyll gi-anules. Its endoplast is moniliform, and
the whole trumpet is ^V^li of an inch long. It lives in

groups, and tlie stems of all are immersed in a mucus which they secrete and hold on by. When
swimming the shape is altered, and may be pear-shaped or top-siiaped, and they fix thera-
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selves at pleasure. Tliey increase in numbers by oblique fission, and a rudimentary mouth

Tringe appears, and only in the part of the body which will require it after division. They live

in standing water among living and dead vegetation. One of the genus has blue colouring matter,

and another, in addition to its green chlorophyll, has spots of a brilliant scarlet, and a third is

black. The species of the genus Folliculina secretes a lorica, and the peristome opening occupies the

end of the projecting part of the animalcule (Fig. 24). Tintinnus lagenula is a type of a family of

this sub-order (Fig. 7).

SUB-ORDER PERITRICHA.

These Ciliati hx^e the body smooth, except where there is a circular or spiral wreath of cilia in

front Sometimes there is a second encircling wreath which may be at

the posterior part of the body, or at the middle. When the anterior

cnclet of cilia assumes a spiral form the right limb of the part around

the mouth is mostly band-like and long. These animalcules may be

fiee swimming or attached in colonies, and in this case often forming

blanching growths. They multiply by transverse and longitudinal

fission, and by conjugation.

This very important sub-order is well divided into those families

>>s \ which are free swimming, and those which are sedentary or attached.

*"^^ There are seven families of free swimmers, and in the first, con-

taining the genus Torquatella, the cilia around the mouth are replaced

by a vibratile collar. The second family has the animalcules

piotected by a silicious covering or lorica, and the third has no

louta, and there are retractile tentacles with the fringe of cUia in

the fiont.

Haheria grandinella (Fig. 2o) is the type of the fourth family,

ind IS a free-swimming globular animalcule, and it has the oral aperture
*

"I'^'ca ("\i''?™b!'a"6iieii»nh"ainmar at One end, and associated with a spiral or sub-circular wreath of

large cirrate cilia. There is a zone of long hair-like setas around the

Ijody equatorially, and they enable the creature to jump in a most extraordinary manner. They roll

themselves about, and suddenly leap backwards on to one side. There is a contractile vesicle and

a spherical endoplast. The length is from ^Lth to t^s^^^i of an inch, and it inhabits pond water.

Another family has the animalcules pear-shaped ; the mouth is lateral, and there is a fringe of

cilia around the body equatorially. Urocentrum turbo (Fig. 26) is the example, and the zones of cilia

are in front, and equatorially, there being a terminal style,

which is flexible, and enables the animalcule to adhere.

The endoplast and contractile vesicle are very visible. It

rotates like a top in the water, and moves forwards and

backwards, and fixes itself, and spins backwards and

foi-wards, so as to twist and untwist its stalk. The

contractile vesicle has two or four sinuses, and the

•contraction expels the water visibly externally. They

increase by transverse division.

In the family Urceolaridse the wreath of cilia is

near the adhesive disc-like posterior end, and the seventh „. „,.... ,..,,. . , , . , Fig. 2-0.—HALTEEIA GRANDINELLA.
family IS peculiavised by its terminal setae, and a spmal a, ventral, n. lateral, aspect; Cf.contraclile vesicle; n.nurUus.

adoral wreath of cilia.

The family which contains the genus Dictyocysta is characterised by the possession of a beautiful

helmet-shaped or bell-shaped silicious lorica, which is usually perforated so as to resemble a fine lace-

work. The species are from salt waters, are free swimmers in the Mediterranean and south-west

coast of England. In their te.sts they closely resemble Polycistuiie.

The family Vorticellidm comprehends the Peritricha which are fixed during the greater part

of their lives, and which are only temporarily free swimming. These are the " Bell Animalcules "
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Fig. 26.—A, E, vrocentrum:
TlUlm ; C, TKANSVEKSE.
I'ISSION.

wliich form colonies, and the commonest of which have their stalks contracting, often in a corkscrew

shape, the end of the bell being provided with a circle of long active cilia. Occasionally tliey may-

be seen freely swimming, and tlien there is a second circlet of cilia at the tail end ; but tiiey soon

settle down, become attached, and grow a stalk, the lower circlet of cilia disappearing. Very often

the group of these stalked Vorticellidc-e are so large that they are visible to the naked eye, and hence-

they were amongst the tii-st animalculte described. There are numerous genera, arranged in sub-

families, and some have no stalk and others have it, and they may be

solitary or social, arranged in branching groups on a common stem or im-

mersed in mucus. The animalcules are liighly contractile, and vary in

shape from that of a long egg to sub-cylindrical, or a long or broad bell

shape (Fig. 11). The free end of the bell consists of an outer raised border,

sometimes but not always ciliated, and this closes the opening like a

sphincter when the animalcule shuts up. As it reopens this peristome is

seen to environ a spiral membrane with a circle of cilia on its free surface,

and this projects beyond the peristome and the cilia produce very forcible

currents in the water. On one side the circle is incomplete, and leads to

a furrow which is often prolonged backwards on the body to a canal-like

opening to the mouth. The movements of the cilia cause the particles of

food to take the direction of this furrow, wliich has often a long solitary

cilium at its free end. The spii-al part, or disc, can be protruded or retracted. The endoplast is

band-like and large, and the contractile vesicle is single, spherical, and is placed close to the anal

aperture, which is distinct near the furrow. The stalk, when it exists in its highest degree of
perfection, has an outer cuticle continuous with that of the body, and an inner spiral tissue more
or less longitudinally fibrous, which is continuous with the myophan layer of the hinder part of
the bell. Contraction produces spiral winding of the stem in some species, and a slow unwinding
happens subsequently.

The animalcules rarely divide by transverse and usually by longitudinal fission, which takes,

place through the endoplast and contractile vesicle. The offshoot grows a circle of cilia close to the

stalk, which does not divide, and after a while it escapes

as a free swimmer. In some species there is a free-

swimming and small animalcule, which finally settles

on the side of one of the larger fixed individuals, and
either penetration occurs or the contents of the smaller

pass into the larger. The endoplast subsequently

develops a host of germs, which escape and become
like the parents with gi-owtk

In the sub-family Vorticellina the animalcules are

naked, long, without a stem, and are sessile on sub-

stances ; some have a distinct sucker, by which they

cling on, mostly to moving invertebrata and sometimes

to weeds in fresh water. One of the genera (Spirochona)

his solitary individuals, and the peristome is developed

mto a spiral funnel, and in Stylochona there is a rigid

pedicle or stem instead of a sucker at the tail end. Then
there is a genus with all the characters of the genus
Vorticella, but the stem is rigid and uncontractile, and
the animals are solitary ; and in the genus Pyxidium the-

solitary animalcules have a rigid stem and a ciliary

disc projecting beyond the peristome. These forms-,

lead up to Vorticella as a genus, which is the type
of the family. Vorticella nehulifera (Fig. 27) is common in ponds attached to duckweed or

other water plants, and is a very beautiful object under the microscope. The bell-shaped

body of each individual is about -j^th of an inch in length, and is attached to a long

Fig 27—TORTICELH
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flexible stem, which is for a while extended to the utmost, the cilia of the disc and peristome being

in full action. Suddenly the stem contracts, becomes spiral, and the body closes slightly and bends

on its stalk. Then the oral end opens, the cilia move again, and the stalk is drawn out to the

utmost. This goes on very irregularly in a colony

of a score or more of individuals, so that whilst

some are contracted others are in full play. The

currents in the water, produced by the ciliary fringes,

are considerable and move much disintegrated

matter, into the oral gi-ooves. The phenomena of

fission and conjugation may be seen in the same

colony at the same time, and every now and then a

bud moves off Ijy means of its hinder cii-cle of cilia.

In the genus Carchesium, which belongs to

this gi'oup, a host of animalcules are on branchlets

springing from a common stem. Usually the bell-

shaped bodies are on one side of their branchlet,

and each one has a stem continuous with the branch

and main stem. A muscular tissue resembling

that of Voiticella is in the stem and its prolonga-

tions, but it is discontinuous, so that each body can

contract without the others, and each branchlet

can do the same irrespectively of others, and the

whole may contract with the primary stem and

form a small globular mulberry -looking mass.

The species live in fresh and sometimes in

salt water, and the whole colony originates in the

\\|V f ^ Yfi^ fission of one individual and its stalk, and is fully

\
j # 27 ^

developed by the successive longitudinal fissions of

=ai3s. ^ " body after body (Fig. 28, d).

The genus Zoothamnium has the animalcules

like those of Voi-ticella, but often dissimilar in

shape and of two sizes, and they are placed at the

end of a branching, highly contractile stem. The

internul muscle of the stem is continuous throughout. This is not spiral in its construction, so that

the stem never forms a spiral duriiiy its contraction. In Zoothaninmm niveimi,

which is a salt-water form, there are si)lierical animalcules of large size near the

bases of the primary branches, and the smaller ones, at the ends of branchlets are

long bell-shaped (Fig. 28, A, b).

Another genus, Epistylis, with its ammalcules closely resembling Vorticella,

h IS them attached in number to a rigid, uncontractible,

blanching, tree-like stem, and the bodies are of the same

size thioughout. Ejnstylisflavicans forms slimy encrusta-

tions on water plants and on the sides of aquaria. Many
species settle on small Crustacea (Fig. 28, c, e).

The next sub-family includes animalcules which excrete

haul sheaths as lorica; and live witliin them. The genus

Pj Mcola, whose species live for the most part in salt water,

IS ui tieet lorica or a stem of attachment, and a horny

it( on the body beneath the border of the peristome.

This (loses in the top of the lorica when the animal retreats.

Till \ iiiliibit fresh and brackish water (Fig. 29).

', the Oiihrvflin.'v, contains Vorticella-like animalcules which excrete and

which may contain man}'.

Fig. 28.—A, ZOOTHAMNIUM NTVEUM (SatilU Kent) ; B,

SINGLE ANIMALCULE, MOKE HIGHLY MAGNIFIED ; C,

EPISTYLIS cmrilicata; d, mkanchlet of carchesium
rOLYPINUM ; E, AN EPISTYLIS GROWING O;

The last sub-famil\

inhaljit a soft mucilaginous sheatli or ma
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Ophrydium eichhornii (Fig. 30) is an example, and it forms attached gelatinous masses in which

are numerous individuals, each with its slender pedicle. The body is long and narrow, and the

whole is very elastic. They li^-e in fresh water, attached to Anacharis, and about a hundred may
be ill a mass measuring -g^gth of an inch. They increase by transverse as well as by longitudinal

fission.

SUB-ORDER IIYrOTRlCHxV.

These animalcules are free swimming, and the locomotive cilia are confined to the inferior or

^•entral surface, and are often modified into setaj and hooks. The superior surface

is either smooth, or has some immobile setse on it. The mouth and anus are ventral.

8aville Kent subdivides this group into six families and forty-two genera.

Chlaniydodon mncmosi/iie is the type of one family, and it has a short, kidney-

shaped body, the front being wide and the dorsal surface convex, and the

ventral having a striated border. The cilia are the most conspicuous anteriorly

and they project as a fringe. The oral aperture has a bundle of rods in its mem-
Jirane. The endoplast is single and ovate, and there are many contractile vesicles.

It inhabits salt water (Fig. 31).

Another family, the Dysteriidaj, mostly inhabit salt water, and these free

snimmers are mostly provided with a lorica either single or made up of two joined or detached

valves like a small crustacean. The cilia are on the lower surface and the

oral aperture leads to a canal, or pharynx, with a horny tube, or rods. The

limalcules have a conspicuous tail-like style, or a group of seta^.

Dysterud armata, a salt-water form, -vriotli to t'so^l' o^ ^^^ mch in length,

remarkable for the anatomy of the pharynx. The oral fossa has a curved

rod which terminates in fork-like teeth, and which is lost in the walls of

the fossa. Then comes the armature of the pharynx, which consists of two

portions—an anterior rounded mass in opposition with a much elongated

styliform posterior portion. These animalcules live in swarms among the

confervoid AlgiB which coat the shells of limpets and periwinkles (Fig. 32).

The family Peritromid* has the ventral surface finely ciliate, and tl¥>^re

is a curve of powerful cirri around or near

the mouth, and the pharynx is unarmed.

A host of flexible or persistent in shape

animalcules, with front, venti-al, and rear

styles, and hooks and setie at the margin, belong to the Oxytri-

chidie. The common Stylonychia mytilus is an admiralile ex-

ample. It has a hard covering, or lorica, and the neighbourhood

of the mouth has a great curve of long cilia on an undulating

membrane. There are usually eight styles in front, five claw-like

liooks on the ventral surface, and five straight anal styles. The
marginal setaj form a border, and thei-e are three long tail-like^setie.

There are two endoplasts, sometimes divided, and a contractile
,

vesicle. It inhabits fresh water, and the largest are yVnd of an inch

long (Fig. 8).

Another species (Stichotricha remex, Fig. 33) has the cilia of

the apex of the peristomial border very long, and the body is

lanceolate, and inhabits a slender, brown tube,

three or four times as long as the body, which projects from it with a twist.

Closely allied to these dwellers in separate tubes is a species (Schisosiphon

socialk) which forms colonies that build up a branching tube. Another of this

great family is Uroleptus piscis, and it is remarkable for its attenuated end, two

endoplasts, and great curved ciliated peristome.

A family of the Hypotricha has no setse along the margin, or they are rudi-

mentary, but there is a lorica, and there are ventral and anal styles, or else hooks. In Euplotes

i'lg. 32.—DYSTERIA
.AKMATA. (After Huiiei/.)

A. Left side ; b. r, i)b.iryngeal
apparatus.

Pij. 34.—EUPLOTES
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charon tlie tlorsa'i surface of the body is ribbed, as it were, and there are seven frontal and tliree

ventral styles, besides live posterior strong seta3 (Fig. 34).

ORDER CILIO-FLAGELLATA.

The animalcules of this order are readily distinguished by their bodies being more or less

ciliated, and by their having a long lash-like flagellum. The mouth is usually distinct. Saville Kent
divides them into four families and sixteen genera, and the individuals are occasionally very numerous,

producing the phosphorescent condition of the sea, and discolouring fresh and salt water. Most of

the CiUo-flagellata, a type of which has already been noticed (pp. 356-7), are small, -~j^t\\ of an inch

being the greatest length, but amongst the genus Ceratium there are some large forms, some reaching

yj th of an inch in length. They are found in fresh and in salt water ; and, so far as is known, none
are parasitic or sedentaiy ; but during one of the reproductive phases encystment occurs, and a
period of quiescence precedes the escape of the young. They are active swimmers as a rule, the

lash-like flagellum (in rare instances there are two) enabling rapid and irregular motion easy, and

the cilia produce ordinary movement. Fission occurs, but the reproductive phenomena have not

been observed satisfactorily. Some of the Cilio-flagellata are naked, and others have a shell, or

horny cuirass, which may be smooth or ornamented, and often prolonged into horn-like processes.

Some of these loricEe have been preserved in the strata of the Chalk, and are referred to the genus

Ceratium. The general character of the group having been given already, it is only necessary to

observe that the family Peridinidie contains ten genera. In all there is a distinct ciliary girdle, and
one flagellum. In a doubtful genus there are two of these organs. In some of the genera the ciliary

girdle is central, in others excentric, and in one it is terminal. Some genera have a cuirass, and many
others are naked. Melodinium, already noticed (p. 3.57), is an example of a naked, and Ceratium

of a cuirassed and horned genus. Peridinium has no horn-like processes, and the cuirass is facetted

(Fig. 4, A-H).

The second family* has one vibratile flagellum, and one which is trailed, and the body changes

in shape, like Amoeba ; and the third familyt has the body clothed with long setose cilia, and a

terminal flagellum, the body shape being persistent A fourth family has a wreath-like crest or

collar of cilia, and in the midst a flagellum, which may or may not be retractile ; ;{ and the last

family,§ which links the order with that of the Ciliata, has a more or less perfect ciliary covering,

and a flagellum. The colours difier, and there may or may not be a red spot in these families.

Yellow, light-brown, green, pink, reddish-brown, vermilion, are common colours ; and usually the

endoplasm is transparent, and holds coloured matters in suspension. Peridinium splendor-maris

of Naples is highly phosphorescent, and P. sangtdneum, of salt-water pools and the sea-shore of

India, is green when young, and with growth a number of oil globules is secreted within, and the

green colour disappears, and a bright red tint comes on, just before encystment. The red colour of

patches of the sea is due to this form, in many
instances, and it is noteworthy that the

presence of these animalcules renders water-

very di.sagreeable.

ORDER FLAGELLATA.

These animalcules, generally very minute,

have one or more long slender flagella ; there

are in some instances pseudopodia. The

i*^Q^^.
Fig. 3.5.

—

mona;
: c, jibout toenost;
crated .IS inonadB, G, :_,_ ., ^ ._

tins of and libciation of spores (

DALLI.NGERI. (SavilWheni)

D.E. F, enc\!stmeDt—foi)uation of sijores which
, i , > n , .^ ,

iTpoJeT'sniaii)'''"'^^""''''"''"'"'''''''"*"""'''
™o^it'i ™^y "^ doubttully present, and food

may be taken in at one spot, or anywhere.

One or more contractile vesicles are almost invariably present. They increase by fission, or by
breaking up of the endoi:)lasm in the encysted state.

This definition explains how difficult it is to limit the lower Flagellata. It is possible that many
of the so-called Flagellata are stages of plants, and indeed it seems impossible to draw a hard and

* Sela-omastigidce (Fig. 4, k). t MaUomonadiila! (Fig. 4, l). J Slephanomonadida; (Fig. 4, i).

§ TrichonemiUa (Fig. 4, j).
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fast line where tlie animal and vegetable kingdoms branch ofF. .Saville Kent has paid much attention
to the order, and liis descriptions and classification are excellent.

The Flagellata may be divided into three sub-orders : in the first there is no defined mouth,
and the food may be taken in by any part of the body, and in the second tlie food is.received in the

Fig. 36.—A, CLADONEMA LAXA. {After Sav'ilh Kent.) B, ANIMALCLLE DIVIDING ; C, ANTHOPHYSA VEGETANS,
cluster; d, anthophvsa vegetans, shokt mhanchino colony; e, spokocvst liberating germs.

anterior region. A true opening for food exists in the third, which have a non-ciliated body with

a flagellum. The sections of the first sub-order are the Trypanosomata, membranous organisms found
in the blood of frogs and toads ; the Rhizo-

flagellata, which have amoebiform bodies and
a flagellum

; the Radio-flagellata, with or

without a lorica, having a flagellum, and
ray-like pseudopodia; and the Flagellata

Pantostomata proper, which have a flagellum

and the food incepted anywhere. A host of

genera belong to this sub-order and Moiias

may be represented by

Mo7ias dallingeri, jroVo*^ ^^ ^^ inch.

in length. It has one flagellum, which is

flexible when young, and rigid towards the

base in old specimens (Fig. 35).

Cercomonas has a caudal filament besides

a flagellum {Cercomonas typica. Fig. 3).

The genus Cladonema, as the name im-

plies, has a branching form, and the ovate

bodies are attached to thread-like pedicles.

There are two flagella (Fig. 36, a, b).

Anthophysa, a genus belonging to the

same family, has small individuals -j-jW^h

to TODTr*^ of an inch in length, and is in the

form of clusters of fifty or sixty bodies at

the ends of branching horny pedicles. These

have contractile vesicles (Fig. 3G, c, d).

Rhipidodendron splendidum (Fig. 37)
is in masses, J^th of an inch long, and has

its bodies with two flagella. These are in a

branching mass, like a fan in shape. i, cofanj / 'i
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The second sub-order comprehends Saville Kent's division of the collared monads {Choano-Jiagellatd),

with individuals varying from xtrVo*'^! *° TffVo^'^ °f '"'^ vcich. in length, and some of which resemble the

collared cells of sjsonges. It consists of three families. In the first the animalcules are naked, and

either attached or free ; the genera Mouosiga, Codosiga, and Astrosiga are examples (Plate 72,

Figs. 1— 8). The forms of the second have a lorica, which may be solitary, as in Salpingseca and

Lagenseca, and united in Polynseca (Plate 72, Figs. 9—18).

In the sub-order of the Flagellata, with a definite region for inception of food (Eustomata), the

most interesting examples are the genera Noctiluca and Euglena. The first is one of the greatest

producers of the phosphorescence of the sea.

Noctihica miliaris, from ^j^th to ^jjt\\ of an inch in diameter, is peach-shaped, and has a distinct

meridional gi-oove to its hyaline body. The mouth fossa is at one end of the groove, and has on one side a

NKIILLCV MILI\RIS B, SAME \MTH BIDS (/ m Pllofojl 03 h ofil B uol )

C IN SECTION (-ijte^ HluUj )

n, nucleus; /, Hagellum; (, tentacle; d, denticle; an. anus.

hard projecting ridge, close to one end of which arises theflagellum. Close by arises a tentacle about as

long as the body, and there is a rod-like induration of the cuticle, extending in a straight line from the

aboral extremity of the groove. The endoplast is oval. They exist in countless multitudes, and theii-

greenish-silvery light is produced just underneath the cuticle in irregular flashes. They increase by

transverse fission, accompanied by encystment and loss of the flagellum and tentacle. Under certain

circumstances, the endoplast breaks up, and the protoplasmic contents of the cyst collect in one spot

and form by division into many minute nodular masses. These cause the cuticle to rise, and finally

they penetrate it and develop flagella. They become detached and swim as germs (Fig. 38).

Conjugation is also observed. The Noctilucse live on minute floating Algse, which may be seen

amongst the vacuoles of the irregular endoplasin.

CLASSIFICATION.—CLASS INFUSORIA.

Order Tentaculifera

CriIO.l-LAGELLATA.

Flagellata .

Suctona.
Actinaria.

Holotricha.

Heterotricha.

Peritricha.

H}'potricha.

•| Choano-flageUata.

( Eustomata.

The writings of Claparede and Lachmann, Stein and Huxley, have been used by the author

;

but his greatest obligations are to Mr. Saville Kent, whose excellent Manual of the Infusoria has

been quoted largely, and often word for woi'd.

P Maetin Duncan.



COLLARED MONADS [Choano-Aagettata).

,
Monosiga tusifoi-mis ; 2, Cortosiffa alloides ; 3, C. grossularia ! 4, C. umbellata ; 5, C. cymosa ; 6, C. botrytis

; 7, Astrosiga

disjimcta; 8, A. moniliformis ; 9, Salpingaeca marina ; 10, S. aminiUa ; 11, S, steinii : 12, S. uapiformis ; 13, b clnrku ;

14, S. vaginicola; 15. S. comutiim ; 16, S. tintinnabulum ; 17, Lagenffica cuspldata; 18, Polynajca dichotoma—all highlj

magnified. (Moclified after Savitto Kent and Stein.)
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Agouta, The, I. 361, •362
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Agua, The, IV. 362
Aguara,The, II. 157
Ai, The, III. 159, 'W5; skull,

•166
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Air-breathing Snails, V. 219—

225 ; fossil species, 222
Alactaga, The, III. • 127

A'batross, The, IV. 211, 212,
•213

Alcyonians, The, VI. 277, 294
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American, IV. 330
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tor Fa
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Aimiqui, The, I. 352
Alpaca, The, III. 77, 78, Plate
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Marmot, III. 94, • 95
Pika, III. • 150
Shrew, I. 377

Amazon Ants, V. 381
Dolphin, II. 247, 250
Parrot, III. 310, • 311

Amber Snail, V. 221
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Amceboids, VI. 362
Ameiva, The Common, IV. • 277
American Ant-eaters, III. 176

Ant-thrushes, IV. 114
Babblers, IV. 59—63
Badger, II. 195
Bison, III. 35, •37
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bra, ^23
Bos Tortoise, IV. 252;

other names of, 252
Bull Frog, IV. 353
Chatterers, IV. 117
Cockroach, VI. 133
Creepers, IV. 77, 81, 82
Crocodile, IV. • 265, 266
Deer, III. 68
Finfoot, IV. 162
Harvest Mouse, III. Ill
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Tapir, II. 318, * 319, 320
;

skull of, • 317
Toads, IV. 362
Vultures, III. 262—264
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of, • 197
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Anaconda, The, IV. 334
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23
Angel Shark, V. 35, • 36, 38
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11, 14, 93—95
Angleshades Moth, VI. 65
Angola Pitta, The, IV. 114
Angora Cat, II. 70 ; kittens, • 65

Rabbit, III. 14S
Angwdntibo, The, I. • 242, 243—

345
Animalcules, V. 153, VI. 353,
368—374

Animal remains. Discovery of,
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Animals, Fossil remains of, I.

101

without backbones, V. 150
front teeth. III. 188—190

Aunehds, The, V. 290, VI. 157,
225—243

Anoa, The, III. • 39, 40
Anobium, The, V. 298
Anoplotheres, The, II. 336, • 360
Ant, The, V. 294, 316, 354
Antarctic Skua, TV. 207
Ant-bear, The Great, III. 176,

• 177, 178
Ant-eaters, The, III. 169-180

;

the Porcupine, 227

Slope, Tiie American, 111.

; the Indian, III. 17; the
Pronghom, III. 40—42

Antelopes, III. 17—29
Antennse of Insects, Various
forms of, V. '284, 285, VI. 71,

Anthozoa, The Class, VI.
311

Antlers, Growth of the, in the
Eed Deer, III. • 46, • 47, 48

;

in the Reindeer, 68; iu the
Irish Elk, 80; various types
of antlers, • 49

Ant-lion, The Common, VI. • 9,

11, 12, 13, 90
Ants, V. 312, 356, 378—383, VI.

115
Ants'-uest Cricket, VI. 123
Ant-Thrushes, IV. 107, 109, 114
Auubis Baboon, I. 149, •162,

206 ; .skull of, • 149
Apes, I. 1—83

;
group of, •!

Apes' P.arliament, An, I. 2, 3
Aphides,^ V. 294, 3.52, 373, 380,

Apple Snail. V. ^211; Ungual
teeth of, • 211

Apple-tree borer, The, V. 344
Apteryees, The, IV. 225
Apteryx, The, III. 236, 250

Aquez palin, IV. 266
Arab Horse, The, II. 306, • 307
Arabian Camel, The, III. 73
Aramus, The, IV. 158
Arc, The, V. 240
Arctic Fox, II. 159

Puffin, IV. * 217
Tern, IV. 205

Argali, The American, III. 9
Argonaut, The, V. 155, 156, 168,

161 (see Paper Nautilus);
fossil species, 157

Argulus, The, VI. 217
Argus, The, VI. 269

Pheasant, I
133,

'132,

skeleton of the Arma-
diUo, • 182 ; skull, • 182; brain,
•183

Armadillo, The Great, III. 183
;

bones and claw of, * 181
Armed Bullhead, V. 96

or Mailed Gurnard, V. 96,
•97

Army-worm, The, VI. 79
Arni, The, III. 33
Arthropoda, The, V. 153, 281,

282, 288 ; concluding remarks
on, VI. 221—223

Arthropods, VI. 157, 158, 170,
174

Artillery Beetle, V. 305, 309, 312
Ascalabotes, The, IV. 287—290
Ascidians. V. 112, 252-356
Ascon Calcisponge, Plate 71
Asiatic Civet, II. 89

Golden Plover, IV.
-333

Tapir (see Indian Tapir)
Asiliform Flies, VI. 86—88
Asa, The, II. 309-312 ; the Do-
mestic, • 310 ; the Abyssinian

Asterid
Atlas Moth, VI. 60, 66
Augur Buzzard, III. 274
Augur-shell, The, V. • 201
Auk, The, IV. 214-223
Aulostome, The, VI. 243
Auroch, The, III. 35
Australian Bee-eater, III. " 361

Cimiamon - breasted King-
fisher, III. 3,50

Cuckoo Shrikes, IV. 30
Flower-pecker, IV. 84, • 85
Horseshoe Bat, I. 285
Lizards, IV. * 296, 297
Megapode, IV. 150, • 151,

1.54

Sea Lion, II. 326
Water Bat, III. 231

WUd Dog, II. 148
Avicularia of Bryozoa, V. 275
Avahi, The, I. 231
Avocet, The, IV. • 167
Axis Deer, III. 69, Piate 26
Axolotl, The, IV. -374, 375
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Azara's A,'OUti. III. * 1-40, HI
Pox, II. 157
Op.ssum, ni. 221

Azure Blue Butterfly, VI. «

Babbling Thrashes, IV. «, «
Babirnsa. The, II. »t3, *3«
Baboon, The, I. * -1 ; the Sacred,

136, Plate 5
Baboons, I. 129—163; their

brute -like characteristics, 133
Bactrian Camel, III. * 75, 76
Badger, The American, II. 195

;

the Common, II. 194, Piafe 19 ;

parasites, VI. 100
Badger-dogs, II. • 142, 143

Baker's Antelope, III. 28
Bald-headed Brachyure, I. 193

—195
Baleen, Position of, • 262 ; struc-

ture of, • 263
Ball ArmodiUo, III, 187, 1«8

Ballan Wrasse. V. 75
Baltimore Oriole, I V. 99, Plate 39

Banana Quit, The, IV. 81
Banded Caiman, IV. 269

Gymnogene, III. 268
Myrmecobius, III. 211, 212
Perameles, III. ' 210

Band-fish, The, V. 98
Bandicoot, The, III. 209, 225

Rat, III. 110, 281
The, I. 347-350.

the Ferruginous, 348

:

the Short-tailed, 330
Bank Martin, IV. 209

Vole, III. 116
Bantins, The, III. .34. 35
Barasmgha, The, III. 65, 66, 59,

Deer, III. 49, 55, 56
Wild Sheep, III. 9, • 10

Barbastelle, The, I. '263. 295
Barbel, The, V. 11, 125, 127, 128
Barbet, The, II. 135
Barbels, III. 341—343
Bare-necked Crow, IV. • 17
Bark-beetle, The, V. 298
Bark Bugs, VI. 108
Barking Squirrels, III. 94
Bam Owl, III. 299, 305—:S08
Barnacles, VI. 106, 219
Barren-ground Be.ar, II. 167

Caribou, III. OS

Barrigudo, The, I. 171, 203
Bar-tailed Godwit, IV. 164
Basilisk, The. IV. 280, • 281
Basilosaurus, The fossil, II. 248
Basket-fish, VI. 269
BaskiugShark, V. 30

. The, «79
Bastard Hartebeest, III. 24
Bata^ur, The, IV. 233
Bateleur Eau'le, III. 265, 284,

—264 ; table of the classifica-

tion of, 340
Battel's account of the Pongo,
or Gorilla, I. 7

Battue of Bats, I. 265
Bay Antelope, III. 19

Cat, II. • .58, 59
Monkey, I. 102

Baya Weaving Bird, IV. 101—
10;i, Pla(6 40; nest, IV. » 101

Beagle, The, II. 138
Beaked Insects. VI. 101—118

Lizards, IV. 290
Mites, VI. 181

Bear Animalcules, VI. 160, 185
family, II. 163-176; feet

of, • 165 ; skuU, » 166
Monkeys, I. 185, 197, 198
Monkey tribe, I. atS-245

, The Black, II. 167
, The Brown, II. 165, • 166,

167
Bearded Eagle, or Liimmer.

geier. III. 277—280, IV. • 252

;

capture of a child by the, 278

;

the African species, 280
Ophidiiun, V. 65
Partridge, IV. 145

Beardless Ophidium, V. 58
Beatrix Antelope, III. 28
Beaumaris Shark, V. 29
Beautiful Yellow Underwing
Moth, VI. 65

Beaver, The, III. 97, • 98. 99—
101; brain of. 'M; molar
teeth, • 97 ; their habitations,
99—101 ; fossil species, 152

Beche de Mer. VI. 271

Bechsteiu's Bat, I. 307
Bed Bug. VI. • 107, 109
Bedeguar galls of the briar, and

the'^Gall.flies, VI. 4, *5
Bee, The, V. 286, 289, 296, 297,

339, 345, 346, 364, 356, 359—370,
VI. 94; nervous system of

larva, and of perfect Bee, V.
• 290, • 291 ; sex, 367 ; mouth,

cell-s

240

e,361,362;honey-
under-surf.ace of
transformations

III. 344, IV.

Hawk Moth, VI. 55
Louse, V. 365, VI. 98

Beech Mai-ten, II. 185
Beef-eaters, IV. 103, 105; the
African, 105

Beef Tape-worm, VI. 255
BeetU • of a, V.

sounds

, «iil! 1
1. -i-i.tfd tarsi, V.

30ii-;'A5

Beggar's Crow, IV. 14
Behemoth, The, II. 349
Beisa, The, III. 28
Belanger's Baugsring, I. 349—- Monkey, 1. 117, 123
Belemuites, V. 156, 174, •175;
restored fossil species, 175

Bell Animalcules, VI. 368, ' 369
Bird, IV. 117
Moths, VI. 68

Bell-flower animal. V. 276
Bellows-fish, The, V. 103, • 104
Belted Kingfisher, III. 349
Beluga, The, II. 260
Bengal Bulbul, IV. 49

Vulture, bones and tail,

IV. • 237
Bennett's Gazelle, III. 14

Berg Adder, IV. 315
Berhu Aquarium, Orang-utan

Chimpanzees in the,

The,
119,

.1 -l^-Mf. 121, 122

lii~.-Vl' '.i-u, 'The, in, 9

Bimaculate Sucker, V. 104
Bintuiong, The, II. • 94, 95, 179
Bipinnaria, Definition of, VI.

262. 264
Bird-lice. V. 295
Birds. 111.235—IV. 240; stnic-

tion. 239 ; distribution of
Birds. 238; anatomy of a
Bird. 239—253 ; three great

of Paradise, TV. 2,' 21-25,
Plate 37

of prey. III. 254—308
-with teeth, IV. 239

Biscay -Whale, II. 263
Bisons, III. 35-38
Bivalve shells, V. 189, 230, 231
Black African Crocodile, IV.
264

and Orange Bat, I. 'SO?,

8
and Yellow Cyclodus. IV.

- Arion Snail. V. •223
- Baboon, I. 159, 160, • 16

-backed Gull, IV. 201
Jackal, II. 106, 157

- Bear, the

-beetles,V. 296, 308, VI. 132,

breasted Bustard Quail,
IV. 150

Buck. III. 17
cheeked Fruit Bat, I. 278,

'279
chinned Flower-pecker,

IV. 84
Cock, IV. 141

Cockatoo, III. 310
crested Monkey, I. 87

;

Fantail, IV. 34
Fish, The, V. 87
Fox Squirrel, III. • 88
FrancoUn, I\'. 144
fronted Lemur, I. 228
Galago, I. 215, • 216
Goby, V. 98
Goshawk. III. 271
-headed Jay, IV. 14

Saki, I., 196
Turnstone, IV. 168

Hornbill, III. 353
Howler, 1. 170; head of tl

'205

Lemur, I. 231; head of.

•221— Kat, IIL 106, •107; mo
teeth of, • 105— Retriever, II. • 113— Ehinoceros, Tl. 325, 329— Salamander, IV. 372— Sea Bream, V. 81

Seal, II. 238, 243— Snake, IV. 310, 319,
"'

Spider Monkey, 177,

streaked Free Mouse. III.

113
Swan. IV. • 192. 194
tailed Deer. III. 69

Godwit, IV. 161
throated Diver, IV. 218,

219
Taton, III. 187
Tern, IV. 201
Vulture, III. 258
-winged Stilt. IV. 167
Wolf. n. 1.53. 154

Blackish Shrew. I. 377
Bladder-nosed Seal (.see Crested

Seal).

BlainvUle's Bat. I. 328, •'329.

330 ; head of. • 328; skull and
dentition of, • 329

Blanbok, The, III. 18. 28. 29
Bleak. The. V. 1:53

Blenheim Spaniel. II. 132

Worm, or Slow-worm, IV.
• 297, 298. 336

BUster-beetle, V. 336, 338
Block's Topknot, V. 69
Bloodhound, The. H. 139 ; head

of. • 137
Bloodworm. The. VI. 78
Blue-back Jay, III. 270

bottle. The, V. 287, VI. 94,

Butterflies, VI. 45
Coral, VI. 305
Creepers, TV. 81
Cuckoo. III. 325
faced Barbet, III. 342
Jays, IV. 16
Nuthatch, IV. 69
Ox, III. 29, » 30
Petrel, IV. 207
Pitta, IV. 114
Roller, III. • 365
Shark, V. 7, 26, 27,35, Plati;

49
Skate, V. 41
Tit, IV. 66, 76
Titmouse, IV. 4, 65
Water-hen, IV. 159

Blunt-head Snakes, IV. 325
nosed Golden Mole. I. 367
toothed Rodents, III. 155

Boa Constrictor, IV. 186, 333,
334, Plate 47

Boas, IV. 300, 301, 303, 333-S35
Boat-shaped Sigalion, VI. 230

Boat-taUed Blackbii'd, IV. 16,

100
Bobac, The, III. 94
Bobolink, The, IV. 99
Bohemian Waxwing, IV. ^^
•87,88

Bolivian Cavy, IIL 144
Bombardier Beetle, V. 382
Bombay Duck, V. 112
Bone-dog, The, V. 34
Bones of Man and the Gorilla,

I. ^33
of Pig and other animals,

Bonits, The, V. 90
Bonnet Limpet, V. 213

Monkey, I. 117, 119, • 120,
124

Boute-bok, The, III. 24
Bony Fishes, V. 48—143

Pike of the Nile, V. • 22 ;

the American, 23 ; vertebra.

Booby. The, TV. 196. 198, 199

Book Lice, VI. 140
Scoririon, VI. 160, •• 163, 164

Boot-biU. The, IV. 184, • 186

Bordered Ray, V. 41
Borneo Rusine Deer, III. *58,

the la-

Bovine Antelopes. 111. 23
Bower Birds, IV. 52
Bow-fin; The, V. 21

Bowhead 'Whale, II. 263
Box Tortoise, IV. 245
Brachelj-trous Beetles, VI. 135,

liiola Definition of, VI.

Braconides, The, Vl". 3 '

"^

Brain Stoue Coral, VI. 29il

Branched-horned Crustacea,VL

Breeze-fly, The,
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Brent Goose, IV. 193, 104
Brcviceps. The, IV. 'Mi
Brewer's Shrew Mole, I. :)74

Brill, The, V, 1)8

Brimstone Butterfly, \l. 48
. Moth. \1. 67

Brindled Gnu, III. 25
Bristle-necked Bulbul, IV. 49

tails, VI. 148
British Bats at home, PluU 10

Musk.beetle, V. ai6
Privet Moth, and cocoon,

VI. 30
Sand Wasp. V. 375
Stor-flsh, VI. 25!)

Brittle-star, The, V. 163, VI. 250,

260, 264, • 267
BroadbiU, The, IV. • 119
Broad-clawed Porcelain Crah,
VI. 196

nosed Eel, V. 141
Monkevs. I- 3
Pil.e-tish. V. '.M, 55

Sun-tisli, V. .W
Brocket, The .Vniericau, III. 40.
69 ; delinitiou of the term, 48

Bronze-wing, The, IV. • 126,

127, 128
Brooke. Rajab, and the Orang-
utan. I. 59

Brown and Purple Hair-streak
Butterflies. VI. 46

banded Snake, IV. 310
Bear, The Common, II.

165, • 166, 167
Birds of Paradise, FV. 21
Butterflies, VI. 61, 5.3

Capucbii

Hytena, U. 82
Indian Antelope, III. 19
Mud- frog, IV. • 350
necked Raven, IV. 4
Pig Bat, I. 310, 311. 324;

foot and thumb of, » 311
Rat, III. •106,107, 108
Schizodon, III. 130
Shrimp, The Common, VI.

-"snake, IV. 309
Stork, IV. 181
tailed Moth, VI. 58
Thrasher, TV. 69
Thrush, IV. 59
Tree Kangaroo, III. 109

Snake, IV. 324
Bruh, The, I. • 123. 124
Bruang, The, 11. • 170
Brush Kangaroo, III. 196

Turkey, IV. 150, »15I, *15;)

Phascogale, III. 217,
•218

Rock Kangaroo, III.
•197

tongued Lorikeets, III.

320
Parrots. III. 320

Bryozoa, The, V. 1.53

Bryozoon, Muscles of the, V.
273

Bubaline Antelope, III. 33, * 24
Bubble-shell, The. V. 226
Bucklered Reptiles, IV. 240—

the( ,38
Buffaloes, HI. 38—10
Button's Monkey, 1. 118

Skua. IV. 170
Bug. The. V. 284. 287. 288. VI.

101, 103—lU
Bulau. The. I. '358. 383
Bulbuls. The. IV. 46. 49—51
Bulldog Bats. I. 318

. The. II. 143, P(o(c 16
Bullfinch. The. IV. 65. 95, 96.

Bull Frog, IV. 347 ; the Ame-
rican, 3.53 ; the African, 355

;

the Indian, 355
Bullhead, The River, V. 95
Bull-terrier, The, III. 143
Bull Trout. V. 115

Burbot, The, V. &
Bui-chell's Zebra, II. • 314
Burhel, The, III. 9
Burmese Tortoise, IV. 251
Burnet Moth, VI. 251
Burnished Brass Moth, 'VI. 65
Burrowing Owl, III. 94, 138
Burrows of the Prairie Dog, HI.

Burying Beetles. V. 298, 317
Bush Babblers. IV. 51

buck, The, III. 18, 23;
head of the female, * 18

Colubrides, IV. 330
Cuckoos, III. 324, 325
goats. III. 18
Hog, The African, II. 343,

•344
Shrikes, IV. 114
Wrens, Vf. Ill

Bushniaster, Tlie, IV. 319
Bushy-tailed Wood Rat, HI.

112
Bustard-like Cariama, III. 267
Bustards, IV. 172—175
Butcher-bird, The, III. 239, TV.

64
Butter-fish, The, V. 100
Butterflies, V. 287, 289, 290, 297,
VI. 21, 24—29, 43-54; pupa-
tion of, '25, 26; best method
of collecting, 30—32

Butterfly Blenny, V. • 99
Button-shell. V. 215

quails, IV. 128
Buzzard, The, III. 273; the
Common, 274—276 ; eye of.

Cabbage Moth, VI. 64
Cachalot, The. or Sperm Whale.

II. 252, •253-255; tooth of,

•252
Cocomixle, The, 11. • 180
Caddis-flies, VI. 16—20, '24, 27,

58 ; metamorphc of the,

Cai, The, I. 182, 183, * 184, 203
Caiarara, The, I. 180
Caiman, The, IV. 269
Cake-urchin. The, V. 270
Calamary, The, V. 8.5, 165, 158,

165
;
pen of the, • 169

, Tbe Giant, V. 173
California Grey Whale, II. 266
Californian QuaU, IV. 144, • 145

...o „.„b', v:
Hares, III.

Camberwell Beauty Butterfly,
VI. ^38

Cambing-outan, III. 26, 27
" Cambridge Nightingales "

(frogs), rV. 353
Camel tribe, III. 4, 71-76; bones

of left fore-Umb, II. • 335, 336
;

foot of, in. • 71 ; water-cells,
•72; the true Camel, '74;
head, '73

, The Bactrian, III. 75. 76
flies, VI. 13

Campanero, The, IV. 117, 118
Canada Grouse. IV. 141

Porcupine, III. 136
Canadian Beaver. III. 99

Lynx, II. • 73, 75
Otter, II. 199

Capacciui's Bat. I. 307
Caparro. Tlie. I. * 170, 171
Cape Ant-eater, III. 169, • 170,

171 ; skull, • 171
Golden Mole, I. 366 ; denti-

tiou of. • 363 ; sternum, • 366

;

fore-foot, • 366

•163
Jumping Hare, III. 127,

•128; skull, : •124; molar
teeth, • 127

Mole Rat, III. 1221

Pigeon, IV. 210, 213
Ratel, II. 194
-Whale, II. 263
Zorilla, n. 126

Capehu, Tbe, V. 118
Capercailzie. The. IV. • 140. 141
Caprine Antelopes, III. 26
Capuchin Monkeys, 1. 178—185,

210
Capybara, The, III. 84, 98. 142,

144, 146 ; molars of the, * 145
Caracal, The, II. • 74, 75
Caracaras, The, III. 264; the

Brazilian species, ^264, 265,
285

Carapace of the Tortoise, IV.
•343, 244; of the Logger-
headed Turtle, • 244

Cariama. The. III. 267
Caribou, Tbe. Ill- 66, 6S
Carinate Birds. III. 2.53, 2.54

Camivora. The A.iu;itic or
Marine, II. 209—2tl

Caxnivorou,s Groumi-beetles, V.

CaroUna Box Tortoise, IV. 252
Conure, III. 316
Toad, IV. 362

Carp, The, V. 2, 5, 7,11, 125, 126,

127 ; internal anatomy of. • 13

Cari'enter Bee. V. 376
Cariiet Moths. VI. 67

Snake, IV. 33.3

Carrion Beetles, V. 317
Crow, IV. 3, 7, 9-11, 207

Carter, The, V. 68
Cashmere Deer, III. 49, 65, 59
Caspian Tern, IV. 198

Terrapin, IV. 254
Cassowary, The, III. 225, 236,

IV. 232, •233, 239
Catarrhine Monkey, I. * 6, 204
Catarrhines, or Old World
Monkeys,, I. 3, 4, * 6, 84;
classification of, 163

Cat family. The. II. 3—86;
general remarks. 10—14 ; den-
tition of the. 12-14; para-
sites, VI. 96 (see Domestic
Cat)

Cat-fish, The, V. 99

CaterpiUars, V. 288, 290, 355,
VI. 3, 24

Cattle, Various breeds of. III.

Cave Bear. II. 204
Beetles. V. 317
Hysena. II. 204
Lion, II. 204

Caviare, ht

Cavy, The_
Cayenne Bird, IV.
Cebus, Aristotle or
Cecidomyid with

V. • 274
Cells

VI. 9
Centipedes, VI. 150, 152, 1-54

Cerastes Viper, IV. • 314
Ceratine Calcispouge. Plate 71
Ceratodus. The. V. 3. 14. 19, 20,

• 21, 24
Cereopsis Goose, IV. 103
Cestoni's Bat, I. 318 ; skull and
front teeth of, * 318 ; head of,
•319

Ceylon Bear, why so called, I.

98
Low-country Wanderoo, I.

97
, Monkeys of, 1. 97—99;

Fruit Bats of, 257, Plate 9
Sloth, I. 248

Ceylonese Pond Tortoise, IV.
253

Chachalaca, The, III. 270

Chacma, The. 1. 144. • 145—US ;

skull, • 147
Chad, V. 5
Chafflnoh, The, IV. 65,04,95, • 9l>

Chaliniue Sponge, VI. 327
Chalk-hill Blue Butterfly, VI.
•45

Cb.amois. Tbe, III. 27, Plate 25;
head of the, III. • 27

Clianting Goshawks, IIL 270
Chaplain Crow, IV. 9
Charr, V. 8. 117
Chats. The, IV. 43. 44
Chatterers. The. IV. 86-89
Cheese Mite. VI. 183, 185
Cheetah, The. Ill, 42, 76, • 77,

78 ; skull of, • 76
Cheetal, The, III. 59
Cheilostomatous Bi-yozoon,

Cells of, V. • 275
Cheilostome larva. Free-swim-
ming cilLated, V. • 280

Chelonians, The, IV. 241—261 ;

brain of the, '249; extinct
classifica-Cheionii

tion, 261
Chelodines, The, IV. 255, 256
Cheloniades, The, IV. 243, 258—

Chestnut backed Coly, III. 333
Chestnut Mastiff Bat, I. 320

Mole-rat, III. 121
Moths, VI. 64

Chetodons, The, V. .30

Ohevrotains, or Deerlets, III.
* \\ 4, 69—71 ; various species,
70

Chicken Tortoise, IV. 253
ChiiTchatf, The Siberian, IV. 170
Chigoe, The, VI. • 100
Chikarah, The. III. 14. 19
Chilian Tortoise, IV. 252
Chilhugham Cattle, III. * 32
Chilognathous Myriopods, VI.
222

Chimajroids, The, V. 7, 16, 24, 25
Chimney Swallow, III. 378
Chimpanzee. The.

Foi. I.

China Mark Moths, VI. 67
Shell, V. 206

Chinchilla, Tbe Common, III.

1:38, • 139 ; molar teeth, • 139
Chinchillas, III. 138-140
Chinese Elaphure, III. 61, • 65

Fly-catcber, IV. 32^ Lantern Ply, VI. 113, P!u(e

Pig, n. 342. 343
Pug-dog, II. 132-134
Ring-necked Pheasant, IV.

Rook, IV. 3
Umbrella-sheU, V. 226
Water Deer, III. 63, '64

Chinquis, The, IV, 134
Chipmunk, The Common, III.
•91

Chiron, The, VI.

71
Chough, The, IV. 2, • 20
Chrysalis state of Insects, V.
289; magnified view of a
ChrysaUs, VI. '26

shell, Tbe, V, 222
Chub, The, V. 125, 130
Churchyard Beetle, V. 386
Cicada, The, VI. Ill, 112 ; larva
and pupa, * 111 ; the male,
-M12

Cilia-fiagellate Infusoria, VI.
• 356, 372

Ciliate Infusoria, VI. 356, 367,

359. 362
Cinereous Baboon (see Drill).

Cinghaicse Monkeys, 1. 127

Cirripeds, VI. 2^8-220; forms
of, * 219 ; larval forms, 220

,
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Civet Cat (see Cacomixle).

family, II. 87—95, 206-208

;

t«eth, '88

, The African, II. 88 ; skele-

ton, • 87
Clam, The. V. 235

, The Giant, V. 21.3

Clawed Calamary, V. 168. 169

Clear-wing Moths, VI. 57

Clegs Breeze-fly, VI. 86

Clifden Nonpareil Moth, VI.
•64,65

Clifton Blue Butterfly. VI. 45

Climbing Perch, V. 7, 105, 106
;

supra-branchial organ of tlie,

•106
Cloaked Fruit Bat, I. 277

Marmoset, I. 199

or Many-haired Colobos, I.

102
Clothes Moth, VI. 21, 44, • 68

Clouded EUipsoglossa, IV. 370
Tiger, II. 42, 48, • 50, 51

Coal-flsh, The, V. 62

Coati, The, II.' 178,' '179
Cobra diCapello, IV. 304, SOC

, The Egyptian, IV. • 3

Cochineal Insect. VI. * 117

•Cockatoos, III. 309, Piafe 33
Cockchafer, The, II. 322, 3

-shells. Crabs in, VI. 202
Cockles, V. 154, 230, 231
CockottheEock, IV. "117
Cockroach, The, V. 288, 329;

VI. 101, 120, 121, 132—lat, 136

;

walking leg of, V. * 283 : head
and mouth organs, VI. • 119

;

alimentary canal, * 120 ; male
and female, * 133 ; various
species, 133, 134

L'ockscomb 7

Cod family,
"

, flsh, The. V. 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 10,

13, 9t; skull, '5; brain, "lO;
eyes, 11

fishery, V. 59, 60
, The, V. 53—61); food of,

VI. 217 ;
parasites, 217

Whiile, The, II. 267

Cffilenterates, The, VI. 277
Coleoptera, (Beetles), V. 295,

296—352; character and ha-

bits, 297 ; a Coleopterous In-

sect, 281 ; stridulation, 298 ;

fossil species, 299
escaping from a river-flood,

V. 299, • 301

•321
. 268, • 270Fruit Bat,

Hedgehog, I. 357
Monads, Plate 72
Peccary, II. 317
Sloth, III. • IM

CoUey, The, U. 120, 138
Colocolo, The, II. 55
Colorado Potato Beetle, V. 348,

VI. 56
Colubrides, The, IV. 327-3:M
Colugo, The, I. 344,

hind foot
hind foot,

345; bones

; of , • JW ; sku of, * 347

, The Chestnut-backed, III.

333
Comma Butterfly, VI. 37. * 38
Common Ameiva, IV. » 277

Baboon, 1.150-1.54; typi-

cal specimen, * 153

Badger, II. 124, Plate 19
Bat, I. 305
Beaked Whale, II. 252
Blue Butterfly. VI. 45

Jay, IV. 16
Brown Bear, II. 165, * 165,

Common Buzzard, III. 274,
• 275 ; tarsus, • 274

Chamaileon, IV. 291, ' 292 ;

head of, 291 ; effect of lamp-
light and sunlight on the,
•293

Chinchilla, III. * 139 ; molar
teeth, 139

Cockroach, VI. 133 ,

Crab, V. 52
Crivne, IV. 175-178
Creeper, IV. 71, 72
Crocodile, IV. 264
Curlew, IV. 163, • 164
Cuttle-Hsh, V. 175, •176;

brauchise and hearts of, * 177
;

ink-bag, 174, 171; eggs, 179,

•180

East Indian Gecko, IV.
290

Edible Crab (sec Crab)
Emu, IV. 233. • 244
English Snake, IV. 327
Fantail Warbler, IV. 55—

57
Flea (see Flea)
Fly, V. 153
Flycatcher, IV. 31
Fox, II. • 158

Frog, IV. 347, 351, • 352, 353
Gaunet, IV. 198

Gnu, III. 25
Gold Wasp, V. 381
Golden Tree Frog, IV. 364
Grey Mullet, V. 101

Wolf, II. 154
Gudgeon, V. 128
Guillemot, IV. 215, '216
Gull, IV. 207
Hare, III. 147, • 148
Harrier Eagle, III. 281
Heron, IV. 178-183
Hyla, IV. 363
Indian Fruit Bat, I. 263

Toad, IV. 361
Jackal, II. 157
Jackdaw, IV. 6, • 7
Jay, IV. 14. • 15
Kestrel, III. 294, • 295
Kingfisher, III. 344, • 345 -

347

Lynx,
Magpagpie, IV. •!, 13

Marmoset, 1. • 197, 199
Mole, I. •367-372; denti-

n of, • 368 ; fore-hmbs.

fortress, * 370 ; habits, .S69

—

S71— Mouse, III. 108— Nuthatch, IV. • 69, 70— Octopus, V. • 159, Plate 54
(.lee Octopus).

Common Shore Crab {see She
Crab)
Shrew, 1. 376. Plate ]

dentition of, I. • 377
Mole, I. 373

Sklnk, rV. • 295, 296
Skunk, n. 196, •197
Smooth Newt, rV. 371
Sole, V. 72, 73
Sparrow-hawk, III. 272
Squid, V. 166, • 167
Squirrel, in. • 86, 87, 88
Starling, IV. 103, •lOl
Sturgeon, V. • 45, 46
Sun-fish, V. 53
Swallow, IV. 92, '93
Swift, III. 372, • 373
Teguexin, IV. • 276

— Topaz Hu
'379

ug Bird, III.

or Ringed Snake (q.v.)

or Viviparous Lizard, IV.
273; skeleton, '274; skull,
274

Otter, IL 198-201, 209
Paradoxure, II. 93, * 24
Partridge, IV. 145, • 146
Peccary, II. 347
Pelican, IV. 201, •203
Pheasant, Plate 41

Pocket Gopher, III. 122
Porpoise, II. 256, • 257
Puffin, IV. 218
Quail, IV. • 148
Rattlesnake, IV. 316, 317
Raven, IV., 4, • 5
Rhea, IV. 232, Plate 43
Eiver Crayfish, VI. 206 T-

Horse (see River
Horse)

Roller, III. 364
Rook, IV. • 3 ; head of, • 2
Rorqual, II. • 267
Salmon, V. 113
Sandpiper, IV. 164
S-'ea Bre.^m, V. 82
Seal, II. 210, 212, 232, 233,

238; teeth of, '232

Tree Kangaroo, III. 198
Trout, V. 115, 116, Plate 52
Turkey, IV. 138
Wasp, V. • 355, 371
Water-hen, IV. 159
Weasel, II. 186, • 187, 188 ;

skeleton, • 182
Whelk, V. 194, 195, • 196
Wild Cat, II. 59, • 61

Duck, rV. 194
Wolf, II. 150, • 152
Wood Shrike, IV. 29
Wren, IV. 46, 47, • 48
Yellow Ant, V. 316

Concave Hombill, III. 354
Coucolorous Hedgehog, I. 357

Condor, The, III. •262
Cone-shells. V. 201, 203, Plate 55
Coues and Volutes, Plate 55
Coney, or Cony, The, II. 293

;

III. 148 ; the Bible, II. 292

;

the Cape, 292 ; skull of, • 294 ;

dentition, • 294
Conger Eel, V. 5, 7, 27, 94, 141,

• 142, 163
Congo Snake, IV. 377
Conuemara Sucker, V. 104
Conures, The, III. 313
Convolvulus Hawk-Moth, VI. 30

Cook's Otary, II. 226
Phalanger, IIL 225

Cook Wrasse, V. 75
Coot-footed Stints, IV. 166

Coots, IV. 160 ; the Coot, 156,

159, "161; foot of a Coot,
•160

Copepod, The, VL 217 ; naupUus
stage of a, • 216

Copper Butterflies, VI. 44
headed Snake, IV. 319,

320
Coquerel's Cheirogale, I. 235
Coquetoon, The, III. 18
Coral, The, V. 153, 190, 270, VI.
295—311 ; how produced, 297

biUed Nuthatch, IV. 69

Elaps. IV. • 310
Cordate Leaf Bat, I. 289 ; head

of, "289
Cordylus, the Gigantic, IV. 298

Corkwing, The, V. 75
Cormorant, The, IV. 182, 1E9,

195, 198, *200, 201, V. 72

Corn Crake, IV. 103, 158, 158,

159
Cornish Sucker, V. 104
Corn Thrips, VI. * 146, 147

Coromandel Bat, I. 312
Cotinga, The, IV. 117

Coua, The Crested. III. 325
Coucal.The, 111. 321
Couch's Sea Bream, V, 82

Whiting, V. 01

Couendou, The, III. 1:55

Couiy.The, III. 13i, 136

Counsellor Seal, II. 2J6
" Countryman Crab." VI. 201

Coursers. The, IV. 172. 174

Couxio, The, I. 192, • 194, SOI

Cow Bird, PV. 09, * 100
Blackbird, IV. 83, 99

Cowled Seal, II. 226
Cowries, V. 202, 203
Coyote, The, or Prairie Wolf,

II. 154, • 155

— The Common Edible, VI.
189, 190, 192, 193—196; side
view of, • 192 ; eggs (enlarged),
193

;
gastric teeth, 193

;

metamorphoses, • 194— Spider, VI. 172, 173
eating Dog, 11.157

Opossum, III. • 221
222 ; skeleton, " 220

Racoon, II. 178
Seal, II. 343

Mungoos, II. 93
Craig Fluke, V. 72
Crakes, IV. 158
Cramp-fish, The, V. 39
Crane Flics, VI. 78
Cranes, IV. 175-178— Demoiselle, Crowned, and
Common, IV. • 177

Crassicom Anemone, VI. 303
Cray-fish, VI. 204—208

The Common River,
VI. 206

, The River, VI. 207
Cream-coloured Courser, IV,

172, 174
Creepers, IV. 2, 71—73
Crested Anolis, IV. 280

Coua, III. 325
Curassow, IV. • 129

Eagles, in. 284
Grebe, The Great, IV.

220,222
Hombill, m. 353
Hummmg Bird, III. • 380
Screamer, IV. 192
Seal, IL 238, • 239 ; teeth of,

•240
Cricket, The, V. 288, 289, VI.
121-124

, Field, VI. 122, 123
, House, VI. 122, 1J3
, The Mole, VI. 123, • 124

Wood, VI. 123
Crinoids, The, VL 260, 261,

203, 263, 273, 275, 276
Crocodile, The, IV. 262 ; tooth

of, '263; the Nile, 262, 254,

266, Plate 46 ; other species,

IV. 264—266 : skuU, • 275
family, IV. 262—266

Crossarchus, The, IL * 207
Crossbills, IV. '98; Long-

fellow's lines on the legend
of the, 99

Cross-fish, The Common, VI.
• 266, 267

Crow, The Hooded, IV. 7, • 8

like Bu-ds, IV. 2

Shrikes, IV. 28
Crowned Monkey, L 94, 96

Nerite, V. 218
Pigeons, IV. * 127, 128

Crows, rV'. 1-2-

327
Crustaceans, V. 112, 115, 117

Cryptoprocta family, II. 84
, The, 11. 84, 201

Ctenoid scales, V. •9

Cuba Crocodile, IV. 265, 266
Cuban Mastiff, II. 143

Cuckoo Bees, V. 369
Doves, IV. 125
Falcons, III. 290; various

species, 291
Ray, V. 42
Shrikes, IV. 28, 30
spits, VL 114

, The Common, III. 309,

325, 326, 327, 328, IV. 92, 99
Cuckoos, The, in. 334
Cuckoo's Mate, III. 334
Cud, Chewing the. III. 1, 2, 3
Cup and Saucer Limpet, V. 213
" Cup Shrimps," VL 208
Cur, The, II. 138
Cui-.issow, The Crested, IV.

•129
nin, IV. 129

,vs, IV. \6-l, ' 164
V Sandpiper, IV, 166
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Moth VI -i? ne I i 4_!7f \sz Do 1 Ip tootl ell ae t» III.

Tb Eel fo tea,

les, V 'J
Dehu tion of VI
1 ell The V >

le The M 21t.

u ho Eolle III 3b4

Dah, The,_ V. 71 ; tm-

— fThe Eouffh, V. G7
Dhobb, The, IV.Dabh,

Dabohick, The, IV. 219
Daboia, The, IV. 315, 316
Dace, The, V. 125, 130
Dachshoimd, oi" Badger-dog,

II. * 142, 143
Dactvlozooid-i, VI. 292, 293
•• Datidy Long-legs," VI. 16, 78
Daisy Auemoue, VI, 301
DAlbertis' Paradise Bird, IV.

fs Jr.itb, VI. 64

,111. 212, •213-
215 ; tee
skull, '2



katuhal Mi.-iiuKi,

Eyed Hawk-Moth. VI. • 56
Byes of lusects, V. 291. *29:3

Eye-sucker. The, VI. 218
Eyi-a, The, II. 66, » 57

Falconry, III. 292
Falcons, III. 290—295 ; a hooded
Falcon, • 293 ; a Falcon's
hood, 29S

Falkland Island Fur Seal, H.
228, • 229

Fallow Deer, III. 46, 49, '56,

57, 68
False Scorpions, YI. 16:}

Sea Leopard, II. 243
Fan Sabella, VI. 237
Fantail Warbler, IV. 55, 57
Fantails, IV. 32—31
FaraUone Islands, Sea Lions of

the. II, • 223
Fi»t,her Lasher. V. 87, • 95
Feuther-sbiis. VI. 259, 263, 265,

273; sectional view of, * 274,

*127
Fennec, The, II. 160, • 161

Fer de Lance, IV. 319, •321

Fern Owl, III. 372
Ferret, The, II. • 190, 191

Ferruginous Bangsring, I. 3
dentition of, •318

" Fiddle-heetl»," The, V. •31

Field Bugs, VI. 94
Cricket, VI. ' 122, 123

Moiuie, III 108,110
Vole, ni. 115
Wagtails, IV. 78

Fieldfare, IV. 3i, 40, 42
Fifteen spined Stickleback,

103,
battu

Bats, I. 2ti4, 2lii

Fig-shells, V. 200
Fijian Long-tongued Fruit Bat,
1.278

File-fish, V. 48
Finch-Uke Birds, IV. 77—100
Finches, IV. 77, 95-99 ; bill of
Finch, • 95

Finfoots, IV. 162
Fin-Whales, II. 266
Fire-backed Pheasants, IV. 134

bellied Toad. I V. • 358
flame. The, V. 98
fly, V. 332. •333, 334

Fisli Frogs, V. l^i

Hawk, III. 2,55

Leech, V. 41
Lice, VI. 217, 218
Owl, The Indian, III. 300

Fishes, The Class, V. 1—149
;

structure of Fishes, 3—16
;

classification, 17
of ancient typds, V. 18-47
with a circular mouth, V.

143_146
with bony scales, V. 21—

24
with jaws in the throat,

V. 74-78
with oblique mouth', V.

25—45
with the air-bladder open-

ing into the mouth, V. 107—

Fissirostral Vk-ax'v.m Birds, III
309, 34:3—380

Fitchet, The, II. 190
Fire-bearded Rockling, V. 64

-finger. The, V. 163, VI.
267

-Angered Jack, VI. 267

' fingere 1 Pang

11—16
Worms VI 225 254—258

Flea The V 295 VI 73 0H_
101 metamorphoses of tue

Flyin^^ Cat-Monkey, I. 344
Fish, V. 2, 10, 16, 90, 12:3

Fos, The Indian, I. 266,

267, 268, 269—271, PhiU 9;
sternum, I. * 261

Gecko, rV'. • 289, 290
Lemur, I. 341, 344-347
Lizard. IV. 282, • 2Si, 284
Pbalau-er, III. 207

•90
Sword-tish. V. -Si

Footless P.araJise Bird. IV, 22

Footmen Moths, VI. 58
Foraminifera, VI. 345, 346—352 ;

various forms of, * 248 ; fora-

miuiferal shells, • :M9, •SSO
Forest Fly, VI. 97

Eat, III. 106
scene in Madagascar, I.

234 '

Hake, V. 62
tailed Hawks, III. 288

Formosan Deer, III. 49, 57
Monkey, I. 117, 118

Forster's Shrew, I. 377
Fossil Ammonites, V. 188

Apes, I. 83
Bats, I. 341
Beaver, III, 152
Beetles, V. 299
Birds, IV. 225, 238-240
Bryozoa, V. 278
Butterflies and Moths, VI.

69— Camivora, II. 204-206
Crinoids, VI. 265
Crocodilia, IV. 270
Crustacea, VI. 207
Cuttle-fish, V. 174
Diptera, VI. 73
Echinoderms. VI. 264
Edentata. III. 190
Elephants. &c., II. 287-2)1
Eqnidae. II. 316
Felidffi, II. 10
Fishes, V. 147—149
Foraminifera, V£. 348, 349
Hippopotami, II. 359
Hogs, n. 347

- -- Hydrozoa, VI. 294
_

Marsupials,' IIL 225
Monkeys, I, 2(l4

Myriopoda, VI. 151
Ophiurids, VI. 265
remains of Monkeys, I. 101

Orang-utan, I. i^iQ

Semnopitheci, I. 102
, 321,3j:!,

Fossil Whales, II. 267
Worms, VI. 2,58

Fossorial or Digging Hymenop-
tera, V. 375

Wasps, V. 339
Fountain-shell, The, V. • 192
Four-bearded Eockling, V. 64

fingered Pangolin, III.

173, 174

spotted Opossum, III. 222
Fourmilier, The, III. 179
Fox, The Arctic, II. 169

, The Common, II. 158
, The Long-eared, II. 162
Shark, V. 14,30,85
Squirrel, The Black, III.

•88
Foxhound, The, II. ' 136. • 138
Francolin, The Black, IV. 144
Freckled Phascogale, III. 217
Fredericella, Statoblast of, V.
•230

French Mocking-bird, IV. 62
Freshwater Herring, V. 117, 119

Shrimp, I. 380
Snakes, IV. 327

Frigate Bird, IV. 195, • 196, 197
FrUled Lizard, IV. 284, • 285
Fringe-finned Fishes, V. 22

-lipped Lamprev. V, 145

Frith's Short tailed Bat, I, 287
FritUlaries, VI. ;«.:;(;. :!7

Prog, The, IV, 342—:!5s
;

•Sw':
:i46.

of, •34.3:

ration, :i44 ; skeleton.
head, • 347 ; anatomy,
347 ; metamorphoses,
• 349 ; skuU. 353

hoppers, VI. lU. 115
" Frogmouths," III. ?.a'

Fruit Bat. The African, I,

Pigeons, IV. 124, 127
Fulgent Anomalure, III. • 96

;

molar teeth, -96
Fulmar Petrels, IV. 208, 210
Fulvous Vulture, III. • 259
Fungous Midges, VI. 79
Fur Seals, II. 216, 217, 219, 222

;

distribution of the, 218 ; sldn,
•218; a rookery of, '220

Gaboon country, A forest in the,

I. • 24 ; vUhige in the, • 52
Gad-fly, The, II. 303, VI. 85
Galago, The (see Garuetfs

Galago).
Galapagos Islands Tortoises,
IV. 249

Galen, and dissection of Apes,
1.123

Galeodes, The, VI. • 165, 166
Gall Flies, V. .".50. VI 4. • 5, 6

Midges, VI. 80
Galley Worms, VI. 154. 1.55

Gallinaceous Birds. IV, 12],

128-155
Game Birds, III., 253, IV. 128—

155
Gamma Moth, VI. 63
Ganges Gavial, IV. 266. • 267
Gaugetic Dolpliin, III. 247, 248,

•249; skull and teeth of 248;
flipper of, * 249

Trionyx, IV. 258
Gannet, The Coi
Gaunets..rv. 195, 198
Ganoid Fishes, V. 6,

14, 15
scales, V. • 9

Gai)er, The, V. 218
Garden Ant, V. 379

in, r:. 198

Garden Dormouse, III. * 103
Flics, VI. 82
Shrew, I. 378

-— Slug, V. 155
Snail, V. 154, 155, 189, 13D.

219, 221 ; anatomy of the, • 2^0
Spider, The Common, VL

• 177, 178. 179
Wood Louse, VI. 194

Gar-fish, The Common, V. 121,
• 122 (sec Bony Pike).

Gar-pike, The, V. 6, 18, 23
Gamett's Galago, I. 215, •213,

238, 239 1
palm of hand, •24J;

sole of foot, • 240
Garter and Eibbon Snake, IV.
329

Gastric teeth of Lobster and
Crab, VI. » 193

Gavial family, IV. 266
Gayal, The, III. 33, 34, 35
GazeUes, 111. 13—16 ; Sir Victor
Brooke's classification, 13

Gecko family, IV. 2,S7

,
IV.

,
The Flying, IV. • 289, 290

;

toes of, '287
Gedi Paragoodoo, The, IV. 3J9
Geese, III. 251, IV. 192, 193

and Wild Fowl, IV. 191-
195

Gelada Baboon, I. 143, 163

Gelinotte, The,IV. 144

Gem Anemone, VI. 304

Gemsbok. The, III. 28

Geuette, The, II. 91

General remarks onthe Quadru-
mana, I. 203—210

Geodine Sponge, Eind of, VI.
•329

Geoffroy's Dasyure, III. 215

Georgian Black Grouse, rv.Ul
Gerbilles, The, III. 113 -. molar
teeth, • 114

German Cockroach, VI. 133

Germon, The, V. 90
Gerow, The (see Sambur).
Ghost Moth, VI. 63
Giant Ant, V. 382

Crane-fly, VI. 78
Cuttle-tish, V. 170, 171,

•172
Penguin, IV. • 221

Gibbons, The, I, 73-8:3 : the True
Gibbon. 78; jaw of the Gib-

bon, • 83
Gibbs' Mole Shrew, L 376
Gibraltar, Animal remains
found at, I. 125, 126; the
only abode of the Monkey in

Eiu-ope. 124, 125

Gigantic C.xkroacb, VI. 1:34

Gill-fnotcd Crustacea, VI. 215

Gilliespie's Hair Seal, II, 218,

224
Gill-tentacles, Tyi)e3 of, V. " 271

GUthead, The, V. 82
Giraffe, The, in. 43, 44, '45;

skeleton, * 44
Glass-rope Sponge, VI. 318,

•319,321,330
shell, V. 221
Snaies, IV. 298, 299

Glires (or Bodentia), III. 82
Globe Fish, V. 2, 6, 8, 48, 50
Globose Cacopus Frog, IV. 358
Glossy Iliis, IV. 189

Starhngs, IV. 103, 240
Glowworm, The, V. 296, :532-

325
Glutton, The, U. 182, • 183

Gnat, The Common, VI. 71, 72,
head of the female, 70, 71:

head of the male, • 76 ; eggs,
•76

, The House, VI. • 76
like Diptera, VL 74—82

Gnats, V. 287, VI. 74—77
Gnu, The, III. • 25
Goana, The, IV. 278
Goat, The, III. 10-13

Antelope, II. 78. 153
Moth, VI. 25, 63
sucker. The Common, III,
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Goby, The, V. 16, 92, 10:!

Godwits, IV, 1()3, IM, liiij

Gold-cresteil Kinglet , IV. 7i
crests, IV. * 68

Goldfinch, The, IV 'OT
Gold Pish, V. llio, 127
Goldsmith-beetles, V. 326, 328
Gold-tail Moth, VI. 21, 58

Wasps, V. 372
Goldeu Dof», H. 147

Eagrle, III. 281, • 282, 283
Eye Breeze-fly, VI. KG
eyed Fly. VI. 12
Howler, I. 168
Mole, I. S44, 365-367

-, The Cape, I. 366
Oriole, IV. 25, • 26, 27
or Rofl Mr,,,:,,., III. Ill

Gopher, The, III, "
I

Tortoise, IV. 25;
Goral, The, III. •24
Gorebill, The, V, 68
Gorf;reted Bird of Pa

• 24, 25
GoriUa, The male, :

female and yoiia^,
• 10, * 17 ; some ;

the auimal, 10—3fl ;

foot and baud, *

•20, 22; skeleton, •

22 ; land of the.
bon

uoriuas, A tauuly

.

Goshawk, The Tr
•272

face, • 15

;

16 ; teeth.
21 : throat,

ilder-bone,

laredwith
hunting

14 Gorilla,
lie Gorilla,

I. 'IS
, III. 271,

Gould's Fruit Bat, I. 273
Gour, The, III. 34
Gourami, The, V. lOG
Gminins, The. V. 130
Grakle, The, IV, 99, 103
Grampus (,sc(; Risso's Grampus),
Grand or Thick-tailed Galag ,

I, 239; tail - muscles and
tendons, •238: foot-bones.
•238

Grant's Gazelle, III. 15
Grayling, Tbe, V. • 119
Grasshopper, The, V, 283, 288,

V'arblers, IV. 46, 55—58,

Great Ant-bear, III, 176, • 177,

and claw, •

Auk, IV, 214
Bii-d of Paradise, IV, 22
Black Woodpecker, PUie

Blue Shark, V, 30
Bustard. ^V^ • 173, 174
Crab, VI. 198
Dalmatian Trout, V, 116
Dragon-fly, VI, 145
eared Leaf- Bat, I, 333
Egret, IV. 184
Fork Beard, V, 62
Grreen Grasshopper, VI,

•125
Tree Frog, IV, 336

Greenland Whale, V, :M
Grey Shrike, IV. 63, 04,

Plate 38
Hare-lipped Bat, I. 317;

head, 317
Hombill, III. •3.52

• Homed Owl, I, 356
Kangaroo {f^cf Kangaron)
Lake Trent, V, 115, Hi

Great Laud Tortoises, H", 219—

Macaw, III. 313, P(a(u 31
Munis, III. 174
Northern Diver, V. 91
Owl Moth of Bmzil, VI.

65,66
Palm Cockatoo, III, 310
Peacock Moth, VI, 62
Pipe-ash, V. 55
Python, IV, 333
Rock Kangaroo, III, 196
Sea-Slater, VI, 210
Skua, IV. 207
Spotted Cuckoo, III. • 328

Woodpecker, Pinte 35
tailed Leech, VI. 242
Titmouse, or On-eye, IV.

66-69
Water Newt, IV. 370, 371,

Pinto 48
White Heron, IV. • 179
Woud Ant. V. 382

Greater Black-backed Gull, IV.
206

Harpy Bat, I. 277
Horseshoe Bat, I. 281,

•282
; head, •2sil

Sand Eel, V. 63
Spotted Woodpecker, III,

346
Weever, V. 92

Grebe, The, III. 25i, IV. 214,
218, 219, 239; the Crested,
•220

Grecian Greyhound, II. 132
Tortoise, IV. * 251

Green and Red Monkeys, PNfe 4
Forester Moth, VI, 24 57

- Leech, VI. 21(
- Fruit Pigeons
- Frog, IV, 347
- Hair-streak Butterfly, VI.

- Iguana, IV, ^279, 280
- Jay, IV, 16
- Lizard, IV. 273, 274
-Monkey, I, lUi

Grt-e VI,
Greenland Jer- Falcon, III, 294

or Right Whale, II. 263,
264, Plate 21

Seal, II. 235, • 236
Greenlets, IV. 64
Gressorial Picariae, III. 309
Grey Cuckoo Shrikes, IV. 31

Diemeuia, IV. 309
False Touraco, III. 332
Fruit Bat, I, 271, 272 ; head

of, •273
Gurnard, V, ^Q
headed Fruit Bat, I, 272

hound, The, II, • 117, 130
Leech, VI. 24i)

Minivet, IV, 30, 31
Mullet, V, 101
or Broad - no,sed Lemm-

1,224, •225
Wild Goose, IV, 193
Parrot, III, 310, 312, '313

:

.-kuU, 323
Petebary, TV. 65
Phalarope, IV. 166
Plantain-eater, III. 332
Plover, IV, 168, 169, 170, 171
Ptarmiuiui. IV, 142
Seal, II. 238
Shark, V. 31, 32
Skate, V. 41
SquiiTel, III, 87, 88
tailed Thickhead (Shrike),

Trout, V. 115, 116
Gribble, The, VI. 211, 212
GrifTon, The, III. 258

Vulture, III. • 259
Grison. The, VI, 211. 212
Grivet Monkey, I. 103, 111
Grizzled Skipper Butterfly, VI,

133
Rat, Ground Pis

Rollers, III. 394
SquiiTels, III. 91

Group of Apes and Monkeys,
and a Lemiu-, I. • 1

Group of Howlers, I, • 165
Siamangs and Gibbons,

Plato 3.

Grouse and Partridges, IV, 141
—149

, The, IV, 141-141
Grunting Ox, III, 38
Guachero, The, or Oil-bird, III.
•368

Guanaco, The, III, 77, 78
Guans, The, IV. r29
Giuiva Viva, The, III. 69
Guazus, The, III. 69
Guazuti Deer, III. • 69
Gudgeon, The, V, 11, 15. 125, 128
Guenons, I, 103— 106: 158;

origin of the name, 105
Guereza, The, I. • 101, 102
Guib, The, III, 23
Guillemot, The, IV. 214 215

• 216, 218
Guinea-fowls, IV. 131, • 137

fossil forms, 240
Guinea-pig, The, III, 143, 141

148, IV. 322
Worm, The, VI. 252

Gulls, IV. 203—213, 215
Gundi, The, III, 129
Gium's Perameles, III. 219
Gurnard, The, V. 2, 13, 14, 16

27, 95, 96, • 97
Gymuogenes, The, III, 368

Haast's Apteryx, IV. 235
Haddock. The, V. 60
Hasr, The, V. 11, 13, IS. 140
Hair-footed Crustacea, VI. 216
-218

streak Butterflies, VI. 46
Seals, IL 216, 217,- 2i2

distribution of the, 218
Hairy Armadillo, III. 186

armed Bat, I. 301
eared Rhinoceros, 11. 332

•333
Saki {see Parauacu),
Sloth, III, • 164
tailed Mole-shrew, I, 376
Tapir, II, 318, 321
Woodpecker, III. 336

Hake, The, V. 62, 63
Half-Apes, or Lemurs, I, 5, 215,
217

" Half-looper " Moths, VI, 66
Hahtherium, The Fossil, II,

268, 272 ; skeleton of, • 272
Hamadryad Snake, IV. 307
•308

Hamadryas, A young, I. • 141
Hammer-headed Bat, I, 276
•277

Shark, V. 2, •28
kop, IV. 184
oyster, V. 231, • 238

Hamster, The, III. 112, 113,
Piute 28; molar teeth. Ill
•113

Hand-drinking Monkey. I. 191
Handsome Monkey, I. 191
Hang-nests, The, IV. 25, 77, 99.

lOU
Hanno on Gorillas, I. 7, 38
Hai-e, The Common, III. 147,

• 148 ; dentition, • 82, 85
Indian Dog, II. • 104, 127
Kangaroo, III. 196

Hares and Rabbits, III. 146—

Harlequin Bat, I.

Harteheost, The, III. 23, '24

Hartlaub's Sun-bird, IV. 75
H.arvest Bug, VI. 181

men, VI. 160, 164
Mites, VI, 181
Mouse, III. • 109, 110
Spider, VI. 182

H.atteria, Tbe, IV, 290; skuU,

Hawk Eagles, III, 284
Flies, VI, 87
Moths, VI, 55—57
Owls, 111,304

Hawks and Owls, How to dis-
tinguish, III, 255, 297

Hawk'sbill Turtle, IV. 215, 228,
259, • 260

Hazel Grouse, IV, 141, 144
Heart-cotkle, The, V, 231, 245

urchin, Tbe, VI. 270
H(!ith Moths, VI. 67
Hedgehos, Tbe. I. 353-357:
dentition, •343

, The Collnred, I, 357
, The Common, I, 353, '354
, The Long-eaied I. 357

Hellbender, The, IV. 377
Helmet-shells, V, 261, 267

Shrike, IV. 30
Helmeted Wood Shrike, IV. '29

Hemipodes, The, IV. 128. 149.
162

Hemiptera, V. 296, VI, 201
Hen Harrier. III. 268
Henslow's Swimming Crab, VI.

» 2fH")

Herd of Elephants in Ceylon,

, The (

.The
IV. 178

White, IV.

252, 254, IV.

, The Night, IV. >

, The Purple, IV.
Herons, III. M
178—191, 201

Herpeton, The Long-nosed, IV.

Herring, The, V. 6, 8, 10—14,
60, 62, 119,135, • 136 ; vertebra.
• 135 ; food of the, VI. 217

Gull, IV. 205, 207
Salmon, V, 119

Hessian Fly, VI, .80, 81
Heterocerc."d tishes, V. 25
Heteropoda, Tiie, V. 227, 228,
229

Hickory Girdler, V. 318
Highland Cattle, 111, 32
Himaliiyau Bear, II. 170, • 171

Gritt'ou, III. 260
luieated Barliet, III. 342
Water Shrew, I, 380

Hipparion, The, II. 316
Hippopotiimi near tUe Senegal,

11. • 34,8
;

harpoon,
Hippopotannis, The, II. 336,

•352, Pta(c21; skull, •349;
lower jaw, 349 ; stomach,
• 319 ; Biblical and other al-
lusions to, 349, 350; arrival
of the first living specimen in
England, 351 ; hunting of,
• :353, 354-359 ; fossil speci-

Moary iiat, i, 31»
Jungle Baibet. III. 342
Marmot, III. 94

Hoatzins, IV. 130

by the
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The III 3H

Hill 11 Jei Fcilc u III .9-i

H 111 It rU V I

Hollow liOinelEimi lut III

H IdIl nw The IV 2" I

Hrl tlini 11=; V (5 VI -b1

. 1 -I - 71 -72 the So It

Alien in 214

H meUn K ( V 41

HjiuotticilFi liL, V 5

Hiuey Bil„"i II - i-

Bee V b5 3lo Ti pui
sites VI )b

,
BuZ7ii<l III 2KQ
eateis IV "i 77
Gui le« III • i J

Kite II [ 255 - (I

Honejiom) Moth V i

H oleic ow IV 7 '8 9

Si 1 lei Moukev I 178 'ISJ

Hiwliug Moulpj I 170 .n
10

Hiiamel The III 49
Huauaco The III 77 attacked
by a Puma • 76

Hun The IV 17 'IS

"Si 1 lei Momtev i

Hi fel Oiilruiedb

Hookei , Sea Bear II 230
iihteof '234

Htilook The I 79 '80 skull
of »79

Ho juumnu Monkey I 92—94 08

Hoopoe Ih Ciminon III 3o7

Hop Flv VI 115
HomliUs III d'1-3j7
Horned Bte V 3b ^

Ceiatoiluys IV 356
Li/iard IV 287
Owls III 305
Bay V 44
Ruminants III 4
Sand Suake IV 314
Sciuinei IV 1 2~ VijLi IV n~ * 18

H met The \ 3"1 lead cf,

H i"i shell The V • -09
HmilleMjI oh IV -K • 87
Honid Eattlesnikc IV 317
318

Horse Leech VI lil -43
Macke el V -i

Mub el V -i) Clils m
shell f M 212

1 1 1 ite \ I J7
— S) VI 17

sti 1 \I M+t II

Hoi^tshoe Bat the Cxieater I
281—283 the Lessei 283 the
Mourning 284 the Austra
han 28d

Bits I 2fi -80-286
C al VI • -1 2_j

HorshellsBan siino. I JJ9

Indian Vnlt ii e III

uous Colubnform Snakes

be CoriUa I • 32 the
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Laud Beetlo*. V.

Profossor, Flower's

Measurer Motlis, \'I. 66— of tbo Gorilla, 1. 2i
Plaunriuna, VI. 257— Rail, IV. *lm. 1.59

Snails, V. 190, 198, 220,

•221, • 225, Pluto 56
Suakes. TV. 329
Tortoises, IV. 242, 245,

249-252
I,augalm, The, IV. 325
Lauteru Fly, Tbe Great, VI.
•113

shell, The, V. 219
Lappet Moth, VI. 62
LaiiwiuiT, The, IV. 168, • 169
Lar Gibbou, I. 77

Grey Kiwi, IV. 235
Grenvert Tortoises, IV. 255
headed Chinese RiverTor-

t..ise, IV. 25.-,

tailed Crustacea, VI. 201—
209

Lark-heeled Cuckoos, III. 334
Larks, IV. 77, 103—103
Lai-va of lusects, V. 283
Latticfd silicious shells, VI.

, VI. 233

Plote 60

SmbaUoaurine Bats,
I. 325

, 1 VI 1'>1

e t P ket Mo se HI 1 1

, b I k Pu tie IV
h The ni 19 J

, 1 The Med c nal VI 240

,ee h s VI 40-1
,emmn TU III 11 119

Sole \ 3
jemur aud the Sloth Cu ous
•n stake re pectin the I 211

Catta 12 6 27 brain of

Ef aihi al 1 t bu u
Len r d t lone n M d

PI t 8
Lemus or Half Apes I 5

lo9 oui of o
L 1 1 hell The V 248
Le 1 rl The II 43 41 44

- -S.mdE,il, V. *6a
Shrew, I. 377
Spotted Woodpecker, III.

338
Weever, V. 92

Levant Sponge [see Turkey
Sponge)

Lilnllulides, The, VI. 145
Liberian Hippopotamus, II.

3.59

Lice, V. 295
L gUt Hirseman Fish, V. 5
Limpet, The. V. 190, 213, 218

of, VL •257
Liviu-Tstone, Dr., aud the Soko,

I 46—49
Lizard-shaped Amphibia, IV.

369
tailed Bir I- IV 'SS—'10

L ads IV 7 -299 336 skill
ot Lzard •'>74

Pos 1 IV 341
Liana Tbe III 77 78

toma h o
Lo h Tl V U?
L 1 W n VI 1 >

Lit Th \ I 1 —Ub f

The M 'Tutory \ I

Log er I eadod Turtle IV
skelet u 1 1

Fos II 96 16
Hel e I 3

- Jwl III »

Long-necked Chelodine. IV. 2.'

-nosed Herpeton, IV. 3.'7

Monkey, 01, • 89. » i

—92; stomaub, • 91
Shrew, I. 377
Skill e, V. H

--IllMI .1 .T,,,-,,n'. TV. 270

i;iii.'.i:o-, IV. 16
J- , .-Id M.. ,,..-, 111.10?

- Hawk, 111. 270
Mole, I. 37i

, or Four-tiugered Pan-
golin, III. • 173, 171

Tiger-cat, II. • 54
Titmouse, IV. 65, 66.

67; nest, 67
Trogou, III. 366, Plai,

33
Long-winged Puff Birds, HI.
344

Longicorns, V. 298, 299
"Looper" Moths, VI. 66

Lopliiodon, The fossil, II. 321

Lophiomys, The, III. '104;
skull of, 104

Lophobranchiates, The, V. 12

Lories, in. 310
Lorikeet.The, III. •319
T,n„ri,nvI,^ry,The,III.331
I ,.v. .Iiirl^, 111.310

I ilji-erque,I. 342, 350.

Ln. Wr.riii. VI. •233; traus-
>..-i>,- section of. '231

Lump-li.sh.The.V. Ill, 97,160
sucker, V. !ir

Lunated BrOT.lbill, IV. 119

Luui' Worm, VI, 253
Lurcher, Tbe, II. 138

Lurir, The, VI. • 232
Lynx, The Common, II, 71, • 72

Lvre' Bat. I. 288, 289; head,
"•288; flight of, -293

Bird, IV. ' 110, 111—— -tailed Nightjar, IIL '.371

Lyssakine Hexactinelli , PltiU

71

66 89-91

1 ecul

d

Mantle breathing Bivalves, V.
25S 2 9

M:<..,-,1, Tbf, II ,59

B[nn-iM„.l,,lii....hawk. Ill, 271

i\i;ii:,'iii ot a Medusjid, VI.

Marihied Fruit Bat, I, 274
- —-tilled Otter, II. 2U1
Mariijo Clieloi.lnns, IV. 258—

2li0; fossil remninv. 261
•Plan^.rinns, VI. 208
WorUiS, VI. 225

Maritime Fruit bat, I. 274
Markhoor, Tne, III. • 12

Marmosets, 1. 185, 197—200. 2-3

;

hand and foot bones, • 198

;

skill, •2*
Minnots. Ill, 91, 92; mohir

—!Tuotnie. III. 94

- Crocodile. IV. 265

Marsuii
1 11.^

.

'

Ma kelCiab VI '00 •201
y nfoot IV 1

I II 343 »344
Bee V 3o7 o39 3G8

Lark IV 8
M th VI 67

^r I Tl I 98

Meat Fl MO
Meckel sea t la=-e V
Med sa The V bl

M 1
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Melon-shell, The Y.'lOl

Meminiia, Tbe, III. 70
Merganser, The, IV. 192,

239
Merian'a Opossum, III. * 22;

Merino Sheep, III. 5, • 6
Merl% The, IV. 10.1

Merlin, Tlie, III. 293
Mesotlierium, and other

dents. III. 156
Metallio Cuckoo Shrikes,

of Inserts,
31

Metamorphos
289. 295, 297

of the Processionary Moth,
&c., Plaie 61; of the Lepi-
doptera, VI. 21—26

Mexican Blue Jay, IV. 16
Pouched Rat, III. 122, 125

;

molar teeth, *122; skull,
•123

Tree Porcupine, m. 135,
•137

Turkey, IV. 138
Mias (or Orang-utan) hunting,

I. 60—70
Microscopic Animals, VI. 353,
354, *355, * 368—* 374

Midges, VI. 77
Midsummer-chafer, V. 327
Migratory Locust,' VI. 126,

Millepores, The, VI. • 293
Millipedes, VI. 150, 152, 155
Minivets, IV. 30
Mink, The, II. 191
Minnow, The, V. 125, 130
Minyas, The, VI. 302
Missel Thrush, IV. 36, 40, 42
Mississippi AlUgator, IV.» 2S7,
•268

Missoiu-i Rattlesnake. IV. 318
Mites, VI. 160, 179—185, 223
Mitre-sheU, The. V. = 193, 2)3
Moa, The (fossil), IV. 225, 239,
240

Moccasin Snake, IV. 319, 329
Mockmg Bu-d, IV. 37, 51, 59, 60,

• 61, 62
Mole Amblystoma, IV. 375

Cricket, V. 283, 304, VI.
123, 134

Rat, ni. 120,

skull, 121
Shrew, The Hairy-tailed

122;

286, •287
Molucca B;it, I. 277
MoUusca, The tyi'e, V. 153—251
Mona Monkey, I. 108
Monads, VI. 351
Monaul, The, IV. 134. 135, •136
Money Cowry, V. • 205, 219
Mongoose Lemur, I. 221, • 229
Monitor, The Nile, IV. 277,
•278

Monk Bat, I. 320, 321
Seal, II. 232, 238

, The, 1. 192, •193; brain of,

•192
Monkey, The, why so named, I.

5 ; foot and hand of a, • 6 ; a
CataiThine and aPlatyn-hine
(or Old and New World
representatives!, *Q; cheek-
pouches, • 6. 84, 85

, The American, I. 2
Monkeys and men, Darwin on
the resemblances between, I.

204
, Group of, I. • 1

of the New World, I. 164—
204; difference between, 178;
classification of, 203

of the Old World, I. 3,
84—163

, Wanton massacre of, by
Europeans, I. 113, 143

Mouk-lish, V. 4, 35, • 36, 38
Mono, The {sci Bhick Howler)
Montagu's Blenny, V. 99

Harrier, III. 268
Monteiro's Oalago, I. • 239, 240

Moon-eye, The, V. 131
Moor Buzzard, III. 268, • 269

hen. The, IV. 156, 157, 159,
160

Monkey, I. 117, • 121, 122
Moonik, The, IV. 232, 233
Moose Deer (sec Elk)
Morse, The, II. 209, 212—216
{au Walrus)

Mosquitoes, VI, 74—77, 82
Moss animals, V. 282, 269—276

;

cell and anatomy of, ^272;
the animal retracted in its

cell, 273 ; classification, 276
Moths, V. 287, 289, 297, VI. 20,
25-30, 54—69 ; best method
of collecting, 30-32

Motmot, The, III. 361, .362;
bill, -361; tail-feathers, • 363

Moufiou. The, III 8
Mound-birds, IV. 155

r.lising Meiapode, IV. 154
Mountain Bat, I. • 314

IV. 129

Nautilus, The, V. 154, 155, 183
Needle-fish, The, V. 53
Negro Bat, I. 302

Monkey, I. 87, 88
Tamarin, I. 200

Nematoid parasites, VI. 250-

Goat, in. 27
Hare, III. 149

Mourning Horseshoe Bat, :

284 ; head, • 284
Mouse-bu-d, III. 333

coloured Bat, I. 30:

skeleton, 260 ; head, • 305

Mouth-footed Crustacea, VI.
209

, Organs of the, in Insects,
V. • 285

Mud-fish, The, V. 3, 14; the
African, 18, 19; the North
American, 21

fishes, V. 18—21, 146
Lamprey, V. • 145
or Soft Tortoises, IV. 242,

245, 256—258
Mulberry Silkworm, VI. 60,

61 ; caterpillar cocoon, and
moth of, • 61

Mule and Hinny, The, II. 312
ArmadUlo, ni. 187
Deer, IIL 69

Mullet,.The, V. 81, 100, 101
MiUtivalve shells, V. 189
Mungoos, The, or Ichneumon,

II. 91, "92
Mimtjao, The, III. 49, 61, •62;
Chinese name for, 64

Mui-ina Opossum, III. 323
Murine Bangsring, I. 349
Musk Deer, III. 42, ^43, 46;

skull, • 42
Ox, III. 30, •31,32
Eat, I. 378, 379, III. 117
Shrew, I. 378

Musky Mole, I. 372
Musquash, The, III. 117, •US
Mussel, The, V. 239; parasite,
VI. 227

Myriopods, VI. 150—157, 221:
external and internal struc-
ture, 150, 151 ; reproduction,
151 ; fossil forms, 151 ; classi-

fication, 151
Mynnecobius, The, III. 211,

Nagor, The, III. 19, 20
Naked Mole-Rat, III. 121

taUed Opossum, III. 322
Nakoo, The, IV. 266
Napu, The, III. 70
Narrow-billed Plant-cutter, IV.

121
muzzled Seal, II. 241

Narwhal, The, II. 255, • 260,
261 ; its tusks, • 261

N.^tive Bear, III. • 204
•' Devil," in. 212
Natterer's Bat, I. 305
Natter-jack Toad, IV. 360. • 301

Nestors, III.

Neptune's Drinking Cup, VI.
318, •319,328

Nerites, The, V. 218
Nervous system of Insects, V.

•290, •291
Neuwied's Large-leafed Bat, I.

332
Newfoundland Dog, IL *121,
136-138

Newts, IV. 370, 371
New World Monkeys, I. 3, 4, 5,

Zealand Bat, I. • 304, 311
Berardius, IL 251
Fiu: Seal, II. 229; flip-

pers, • 230
Goose, The extinct,

— Himip-backWhale,II.

Parrot, III. 213
Short-tailed Bat, I.

322, 323, • 324 ; head, • 323 :

teeth, • 323 ; thumb and foot.

Night Apes, 1. 189
Hawk, IV. 213
Heron, IV. • 181, 183, 184
iars, or Goat-suckers, III.

368—372
Moths, VI. 64
or Owl Monkeys I. 203,

211
Nightingale, The Common, IV.

43, 44, • 45
Nigua, The, VI. • 100
Nile Crocodile, IV. 2S2, 264,

No a-Ruminantia,Characteristic
features of, II. 336

Noolbenger, The, III. 208
North American Mud-fish, V.
21

Wolf, II. 106, 153; va-
rieties, 154

Island (N. Zealand) Kiwi,
IV. 235

Northern Cin-atule, 'VI. 235
Diver, IV. 218
Fur Seals, II. 218, 219 ; a

rookery of, • 220
Hare, III. 149
Leopard, II. 42
Pocket Gopher, IIL 123
Sea Cow, II. 269

Norway Jer-Falcon, III. 294
Lobster, VI. • 206

Notched-eared Bat, I. 307
Nschiego Mbouve, The, I. 39,

• 40—42, 58 ; skeleton, • 41
Nubia, A village in, L • 142
Nubian Vulture, III. 2.58

Numb-fi.sh, The. V. 39
Nummulites, VI. 349
Nurse Hound, V. • 32, 33 ; egg-
purse of, • 33

Nutcracker, The, IV. • 12
Nuthatches, TV. 65, • 68, 69-------

296

Frog,
gall produced by Gall-flies,

VI. 4, • 5
Oared Shrew, I. 379

Oblong Chelodine, IV. 256
Sun-fish, V. 53

Ocellated Lizard, IV. 274, 278
Poud Tortoice, IV. 253
Turkey, IV. • 138

Oceloid Leopard, II. 54
Ocelot, The, II. •51, 52
Octopod, The, V. 112
Octopus, The, V. 154, 155, 156,

157, 158, Plate 53; tongue,
155 ; cross section of arm,

• 158 ; suckers, • 158 ; ink-bag,
178

, The Common,V. 157, • 159,
160-165

Odontophores, IV. 144, V. 222
Oil-Beetle, V. 337. 338

bird. III. • 368
Sardine, V. 37, 138

Oleander Hawk .Moth, VI. • 55

Monkeys, I. 3, 4, * 6,
84

Vultures, III. 256
252

Oligochete Worms, VI. 247
Olives (shells). The, V. 198
Ombre Chevalier, V. 117
Onaser, The, II. • 311, 314
Onappo, The, I. 187
Ondatra (ste Musquash)
Oue-humped Camel, The Ara-

bian, III. 73
Pack Camel, III 73

Oorial, The. III. 8
Opah, The, V. • 88
Open-biUs, The, IV. 186
Ophidioid fishes, V. 65, 66
Ophiocephalus, The, V. 105
Ophiophagirs, The, IV. 3)7
Ophiur.ds, The, \^. 2 0, • 2 ;2.

264; longitudinal section .f.

Motise, II r. 208
Shrimp, VI. 209, • 210

, The Common, III. 22) ;

teeth, • 219
Orange Bat, I. • 285, 286, 287

Cowry, V. 203
tip Butterfly, VI. • 49 ; at

to Vol. J.

, The, I. 59—74 ; a sick, • 53

;

hunting of the, 59—69 ; face,
• 61; the animal at bay, * 64 ; a
family of, • 65 ; nest of, • 68

;

young specimens, * 69, • 2.)9 ;

air -pouches and brain, • 71

;

wrist - bone?, • 72 ; fossil re-

Orang-utans, Plate 2
Orca, The, n, 257, ^258
Oregon Mole, 1. 374
Organ -pipe Coral, VI. • 339,
•310

Orinoco Crocodile, IV. 236
Orioles, IV. 2, 25-27
Ormer, The, V. 216
Ornithosauria, The, IV. 339
Orthopterous Pseudoneurop-

tera, V. 10
Orycteropus, The, III. 169—

171

IV. ISG, 226—232, 239 ; sku
•242

South American, IV. 224,
223, Plate 43

Ostriches, IV. 225—232
Otter, The Common, II. 198,

• 20) ; skull. • 198
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Otter-houutl. II. U\. 199
, The Sea. II. 201-2U3

Ouuee, The, II. * 4©
Ourebi, The, lU. 17, 18
Oiiistiti, The, I. 197. 199
Oven Bird, IV. 112, • 113
Ovipositor of Insects, V. 294,

353. 355, 358, VI. 2, 3, 5, 6,

•330
family, III. 297-308
Monkeys. I. 188-191
Parrot. III. 316. 317, • 318

Ox Bi-eeze Fly, VI. 85, • 86
Hay, V. 4i

. The, III. 32-34 ; vaiious
breeds, 38

tribe. III. 4
Oxen, III. 29—40
0.vster. The, V. 188, 230, 231—

235, VI. 189; anatomy of the,
V. 231

;
young Oysters, • 234

;

group attached to a block of
ood, • 234

I

Peacocks, IV. 131—134
Pea Crab, VI. 202
Peafowl, IV. 131
Pe.irl-bearing Mussel, V. 242

Moths, VI. 67
Oyster, v.* 237
Skipper Butterfly. VI. S3
spotted Baj-bet, III. •342

Pearls and Pearl-fishing, V. 237,
238

Pearly Nautilus, V. 154, 155.
178, 182. W), 184, 186, 190 ; in-
terior of shell, • 185 ; exterior,
•186; section of ditto, '186;
fossil siiecies. 188

Nereis, VI. 231
Peba, The, III. 187
Peccaries, II. 337, III. 1

Peccary, The, 11. 336, 346. • 347

;

dentition, 346, 347
Pecten. The, V. 231
Pee-wit, The, IV. 168
Pekan, The, II. 185
Pelicau, The Common, IV. 201,
•202

Pelici

Paca, The. III. '141, 142;
skull, • 141

Pachyderms, II. 273
Paddle-fish, The, V. 12, 47
Pages (Motlis), VI. 54
Painted Bat, I. 308

Discoglossus, IV. 357
Emys. IV. 254
Lady Butterfly, VI. 38
Plectropus, IV. 368
Hay, v..42
Suiijes, rv. 162

Pala»therium, The, II. 296. 316
Pale Chestnut Mastiff Bat, I.

319
Clouded Yellow Butterfly,

VI. 48
footed Chinchilla. II. 139
headed Tree Boa, The

Cuban, IV. 335
Palestine Bush Babbler, IV. 51
Palisade Worm, VI. 253
Pallah. The, III. 17
Palmated Smooth Newt, IV.

371
Pampas Cat, II. 53
Pauda family, n. ISO

, The, II. ISl
Pauaolius. III. 172-180
Paugshure. The. IV. 253
Pautber To.ad, IV. 362
Pantheriue Snake, IV. 329
Pap-boat, The V. 193
Paper Nautilus, V. 156, Piafe

53; fabled position of the,
* 156 ; natural position, 157

;

in its shell. 1.57. • 157 ; poeti-
cal references to the, 157

P;uvliue Lrax, II. 75

Parrots, III. 303—323 ; bill of a
P.arrot, 322

proper. III. .509

Parrakeets, III. 315
Particoloured Bat. I, 301 ; head

of, 301
Partridge. Tiie Bearded, IV.

145; Common, 145. • 146, '148

;

other species, 148, 149
Partridges, TV. 144—149
Paseug, The, III. 13, 11
Passenger Pisreou, IV. • 125
Passeres, The True, III. 3(i9

Passerine Birds, IV. 1-121
Pastors (Starlings). IV. 103
Patagouiau Cavy. 111. • 144

Sea Lion, II. 236, 220;
palate of. •224

Patas Monkey, I. Ill
Peacock Butterfly, VI. 38

Pheasant, IV. • l.*J

s. III. 7, 254, IV. 193

Pelomedusa, The, IV. 266
Pel's Fish Owl. IIL 301
Peludo, The. III. 186
Penelopes, The, IV. 130
Penguins, III. 254, IV. 214, 22;

Pennant's Marten, II. 185— Swimming Crab, VI. 199
Peuns.vlvauiau Mud Terrapin
IV. 2.M
Penny Dog," The. V. 27

Pentacrinoid, Deflu
263

Pepper-aua-SaltMoth, VI. 67
Perch, The, V. 3, 10, 11, Vi

skeleton, • 3
River, V. • 78

Perching Birds, III. 253, IV.

I of, VI

292,
•251

Perforate Corals, VI. 300
Periwinkle, The, V. 195, 225
Persian Deer, III. 49, 55

FaUow Deer, III. 58
Gazelle, III. 15
Greyhound. II. 132
Horse, II. 307
Tick, VI. 184
Trident Bat, I. 287 ; he

Pipit,

,
VI. 4

Petrels, IV. 203. 208-213
Petrodrome. The. I. 352; sole
of foot of, » 352

Phalauger faniUy, III. 203- 203
Phalangers, III. 200, 201
Phalaropes, The, IV. 166
Phai-aoh's Chicken, III. • 261
Phascogale, The Brush-tailed,
ni. 217, • 218

, The Freckled, III. 217
, The White-footed. III. 218
, The Tellow-footed, III.

Phascolomys Wombat, III.
* 201, 202 ; skeleton, 201

;

lower jaw, 202 ; teeth, • 203
Pheasant, The Common. Plate
41

shell, V. 214
tailed Jacaua, IV. • 157

Pheasajits, IV. 131-137
Philander Opossum, III. 222
Philautomba, The, III. 18
Phillips's Pocket Mouse, III.

1-24

how caused. VI. 353
Phylloxera, The. VI. 115, 116
PicariaJi Birds, III. 253,r" "
Pichiciago, The. III. • 1

Pichiy, The, III. 186
Picked Dog-fish, V. • 34
Piddock, The, V. 251
Pied " Dishwasher," IV

Gi-alliua, IV. • 28. 2

Hornbill, III. 352
Kingfisher, III. • 348, 3)9

Pied Seal. II. 238
Wagtail, IV. 78-81
Wolf, II. 154

Pig, The, II. 342-345 ; bones of
the left fore-limb, • 335, 336 ;

Jewish abhoiTence of the,
337 ; head of the, • 342 ; milk
dentition of, •342; bones of
the foot, '343

faced Trigger-flsh, V. 48
footed Pernu.eles, III 210
f:rl...l B^>...n„, I. 144, « 145

Shrew, Plate 12
Pikas, The, III. 149
Pike, The, V. 8, 11, 13, 15. 120

-^ -headed AUigator, IV. 267,

Pilchard, The, V. 26, 41, 61, 87,
137, 138

Pileated Vulture, III. 262
Pill Bug, VI. 210
Pilot-fish, V. • 90, 91

Whale, II. '255, 256;
stomach of, ' 245

Pine Marten, II. 184
Mouse, III. 117

Pinna. The Great. V. * 239
Pinnated Grouse, IV. 141
Pinnipedia, The, II. 209, 211
Pinuoctopus, The, V. ' 164
Pipe-fish, V. 8, 9, 15, 16, 53, 55,

56, 101

Piper, The, V. 96
Piping Hares, III. 149
Pipistrelle, The, I. 265, * 298
Pipit, The, IV. 77 ; wing of, • 77
Pit Vipers {see Rattlesnakes)
Pithecus, The, I. 124
Placoid scales. V. ' 9
Placuna, The. V. 235
Plagiostomes. V. 16
Plagiostomatous Fishes, V. 25—
45

Plaice, The, V. 2, 69, * 70, 71
Plaiu Bonito, V. 91
Plant Bugs, VI. 106

cutter. The, IV. • 120
eating Beetles, V. 348.

VL2
Uce, V. 294, 380, 381, VI.

13. 114, 115
Plantain-eaters. III. 330—333
Plasmodium, Definition of, VI.
361

Plastron of the Tortoise, IV.

IV.
Plovers, IV. 167, 168—172
Plume Moths, VI. f9
Poch;ird. The, IV. 181
Pocket Gophers, III. 122
Podabrus, The. III. 219
Poey's Leaf Bat, I. .3:3.5

Pogge, The, V. 96
Pointer, The, II. • 140, 141
Poisonous Colubi-ine Snakes,
IV. 303

Sea Snakes, IV. 310
Ten-estrial Colubrine

Snakes. IV. 304-310
Poku. The. III. 20
Polar Bear. TI. 174. - 175, 176 :

skeleton, • 5 ; teeth, • 164
-WTiale, II. 263

Polatouche, Tlie, III. 89, 90
Pole, The, V. 72
Polecat. The. II. 189. •WO;

skull, 190
Pollack, The, V. 56, 61, 62
Pollan, The, V. 119
Polycistines, The, VI. .344

Polygamy among animals, I.

209, 210
Polygastrica, VI. 3.56

Polypes, VI. 259, 277

275
Pomeranian Bream. V. 1*5

Dog, II. • 125. 138
Pond Snails. V. 220. 224
Pondioherry Crocodile. IV. 21

Pongo. or Gorilla, I. 7
Pontoporia, Tlie, II. 247, 250
Poodle, The, II. 134

, The A\istralian. VI. 100
like r.odents. III. 85, 128

-138
or Long - spined Echidna,

IIL 227, '228, 229; pelvic
arch, ^227; mouth and nose-
snout, • 229 : shoulder-girdle
.and steriuim, • 232

Sea Mouse, VI. 230
, The Common, III. •ISl;

skull, » 134
Porcupines, III. 133—138 ; fossil

Potoroo, The, III. 200
Potto, The, I. • 241, 242
Pouched Ant-eatc-rs. III. 211

Badgers, III. 209
Frog, IV. 364, • 365
Mice, III. 122
Rats, III. 122—124
Weasels, III. 217

Poulpe, or Octopus. V. 158
Powans, The, V. 119
Power Cod, V. 61
Poyou. The, III. 181. -185
Pr-nirie Doir, IIL • 81, 94, IV.
318; burrows of the, IIL
•93

Mole, I. 374
Rattlesnake, IV. 318
Wolf, II. 106, 154, ' 155

Piawn, Tlie. VI. 189. 192 194,
' 208, 211; metamorphoses of,
195

Praying Insect, VI. 13
Prego Monkey, I. 181
Pribyloff Islands, Fur Seal of

the, II. 219, 220, 222, 224,

Alfred's Deer, III. 59
Privet Hawk Moth, VI. 56;
mouth of, • 22 ; magnified
view of, • 28

Proboscis Monkey, I. 88, 89,

Prolific Syllis, VI. 2.32

" Prominent Moths," VI. 59
Pronghoru Antelope, II. 3:36,

III. 40, ' 41, 42
Pio-Simia, The, I. 215
Proteus, The Eel-shaped, IV.

Protopterus. The. V. 18, • 19,

20
Protozoa, The, V. 153, VI. 332

Ptarmigan, The, IV. 141, ' 142,
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Pu? Moths, VI. 67
Puma, Tlie, II. 46, 47, 48
Pupa state of Insects, V. 289
Puliation .,f Biittei-flies, VI. 25,

Pygmy Parrots, III. 310
Pygopus, The Australian, IV.

2P8. 301
Pyreueau Desman, I. 375
Python, The, IV. 186, 30O, 331

;

vertebrsE of, 302
Pythonides, The, IV. 301
Pysis Tortoise, IV. 245

nations of. \1.
al. The, III. 366
I Opossum, III. 22;

Babbit, The, III. 1(8; skeleton,

eared Perameles, III. 209
-like Eeithrodou, III. 112;

heart of, '112
Eaceliorse, The, II 303, * 304
Eacliiodout Family, IV. 327
Eacoon, Tlie, II. 177, '178; skull

of, * 177
Dog, II. 96, 162
Family, II. 177-180

Kat, Tbi-, III. 106-108
Eatel, The. II. 192, • 193
Eat. tailed Kangaroo Eat, III.

Kay.-i, \. ill Pi, 1;,=.. 26, 37—15
Eaj s Bream, V. 88
Eazor-back, Tlie, II. * 267

bill, The, IV. 214, 215

I'.-.i'.-l ll-riibill. III. 353
Bear-Cat. 11. 181
-bellied Monkey, I. Ill,

Brocket HI 69
B gs VI lOb
capped Snake I\

- Coral VI 94

G o e IV 141 14 :

Cru rl V 9b
he dert Wood^ecke

Cjni il 5
.Maggot VI 81
-VIonkey I 111
Mullet V 68 81

Wl Ik V 1

wh 1 e 1 B 11 ul I\
Wolt II 155

Wra s V
Ee Id »h grey B t I 31
Re Iman s B t I • o34 iJ

Eed Sea A emone VI • 3C

Redstarts IV 43

Eeel
IV

Eeitl

"%4

Rlea TheSo thAmenca IV
4 "25 39 Plate 43
bUS Monkey I 119—1"

III 111

1

rs "05 PInft!

I\
IV

- 1 telGnat VI
Hals Sla Tl e IV J06

- ne kel Phe sant The
1 ne e IV 13.5

- O zel IV ?b 40 43
- 1 led Cat ( e Cacom le)

Eagle IV 14
Let I 210 "26-

Pi t

ocod le,

4
IV 52-

— - B Uh I The V 9o
f }h 1 VI 06

Doll h u II 48-50
H rse Tie Comiu u II.

518 119 35

J k V 1 e IV 15

L mpet V 15o 18
P geo s IV 149
Rat III 130 lent t on
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Sim<\ siiAer, The. V.

Sardiue, The, V. 66. 90, ViS
Sassaby, The, III. -li

Satellite Moth, VI. 65

&iuha Aut, V.

lie South Amer

SL-ail, The, V. 8ii

Scale-back. The, VI. 330
Worm.s. VI. 230

Scales of differeut ffeuei

33i,
' 3^8

Scarlet-faced or White-skinueil
Saki, 1. 193-193

Ibis, IV. 189
Mite, VI. 181
Tana^er, W. ii\

Scheltopusik, The, IV. • 2!)fl,

Schombm-gk's Deer, III. 49.
-60,60

Sehreiber's Bat, I. 310
Soincoid3, The, IV.295
Snssor-hiUs, The, IV. 203
Sclotev's Hnnil.ill, in. 3i3
S,-hiv,„>iMi, (ir.l.e. IV. 222
Srnn.l.roi,! |. i,l„,s. V. 86
S.o|,iilii>,iI.. s ht.iry ApidaB, V.

.Scul'o'ijuu^li-iue Scale-back, VI.

Scorpion, The, VI. 162
Fly, VI. • 15, 16
shell, Tlie, V. • 192

Scoi-pious aud Spiders, VI. 158
—179, 223

Scotch Arsiis Butterfly, VI. 35
Drover's Doe, II. 138
Greyhound, II. 131
Shepherd's Dog, II. • 119,

138
Terrier, II. 1-15

Scoters, The, IV. 192, 194
Scotti.sh Ornnse. IV. 141
Sorenmer^. TV I'll, IW .1:17

cells of, • .303

Bear, II. 219 ; palate
«221

Birfls, IV. 20.3 213
Bream, V. 81. 87

, The Black, V. 81
bun, VI. 27U
Cat. II. 219. V. 92
Cocks, V. 96
Cucumber, \. 65, VI.

259, 260, 271, 272
Devil, V. 44, 93
Ei ' — --

Lions ou the Faralloue
Islau.ls. II. •223

Lobsters, VI. 205
Lon? Worm, VI. 258

.jwalK.ns. IV, 201 -206
Uiii.Mni(SM Narwhal)
Urcliiu. V. 115, 153, VL

259, 260, 261. •262, 263, 209,
* ii70, 271, 273

Seals. II. 209—244 ; a seal fight,
221 ; tectli of Common ^esil,

•2:;j; ,L,l,^tM„, -:;_; Eskimo
huiil.r- ,v;,,ln,, iM,-, '235i

Sci'gc Warblers, IV. 44
Seue.sal G.alngro, I. *23ti, 237
---Jackal, II. 157

Mud Turtle. IV. 2.58— - I'arrot. III. ::14

SeUUiUM(;:ilil--'.,, I, -IS
SeniplijiH M,.ti.s, VI. c:

Serotiiic, 'riio. 1 ::01

Serow(,,.i Siirn.u,!, Tl,e, III. 2.;

Seiijent E -gles, III. 284
, Viscera of a, IV. • 337 ; eye

of, 337
Polypes, The, VI.

277

Setter, The, II. 141
Seven-?illed Shark, V. •32

spotted Lady-bird, V. '351
Sevputeen-years' Locust, VI.

112
S.wellel. The, in. 96, 97
s;..>- in B,.,,o, V, 3J7
s, /. li na, - L.nf Bat, T 3:35

Shauk-shell,The, V.

Shanny, The, V. 99
Shapoo, 'the. III. 8
.Shark " Moths, VI.

pevts, VI. 97
Tick, VI. 97

Sheldrake, The, IV. 194

Shell-covered Cru
, 216

VI.

structure. Sections of, V.
-260, • 261

Shelled Insects, VI. 215
Shells, Knowle.ljre of the Mol-
lusca from. V. 154; uses of

101
, 185

The Common, VI. 194.
197, 199, "aoo, 2H; meta-
morphoses of. • 194

Short-eared Owl, III. •301, 30")

headed Flying Phalauffer,
III. 207

'Whale, II. 252, 2.55

tailed Baugsring, I. 3,50

Bat, 1 he New Zealand,
I. 322-324

ChinchUla, III. 139
Crustacea, VI, 197—

202

Eagle, III. 284
ludris, I. •221,222
Kangaroo, III. 197
Mole, I. 372
Mouse, III. 1 15
Opossum, III. 222
or Five-fingered Pan-

golin, III. 174, • 175
Pangolin, III. 174,

•175
Snakes, Family of, IV,

335
tongued Lizards, IV. 279-

290
Shorthorn Cattle, III. 32, 33,
34

Shovel-head, The, V. 45
Shoveller, 1 he, IV. 194
Shrew, The Common, I.

skeleton of. • 343
footed Uropsile, I. 37ii

Mole, The Common, I.

Mouse, I. 376
Shrews, I. 370—383
Shrikes, IV. 03
Slir

•74, 75, 70,

\v. 265
, II. 267
of Paradise,

, The Boar-shaped, VI.

Silky Tamarin, I. 202
Siluroid Fishes, V. 7, 12, 11

108, 111
Silvei-studded Blue Butte
VI. 43
Y Moth, VI. 65

Silv

— Gull, IV. 207— Hairtail, V. 86— Shi-ew Mole, I 374
;impai. The (see Black-crested
Moukey)

iimple Ascidians. V. 252—254
toothed Eodentis, III. 85

Suslik, The, III. 93

L'n,i.^,;,t,„K o,„,,sum, in.

Dog headed Thylaciuus,
III. •217

Domestic Cut, II. • 62
Frog, IV. • 346
Gir.tl'e.III. •«
Gorilla, I. • 21
Great Kangiwoo, III. * 192
Halitheriuni, II. •272
H.vffiua. II. • 80
Horse. 11. • 302
Iu,l an Elephant, II. • 273
Irish Elk. 111. •79
Lion. II. '5
Logirer-head Turtle, IV.

Mandrill, I • 162
Mouse-oolouied Bat, I. *200
Nschiego, I. * 41

Babbit, III. '83
Rhinoceros, II. • 323
Euffled Lemur, I. • -231

Seal, II. '233
Shi-ew, I. • 348
Siamang, I. • 76
Sloth, III. • 161
Suake, IV. • 303
Sperm Whale, II. • 246
Tor
Weasel, II. • 183
Wolf, II. • 98
Wombat, III. 201

Skimmers, The, IV. 203
Skink, The Common, IV. • 295,

Slipper Animalcules, VI. 355
shell. The, V. 213

Slit-shell, The, V. • 216
Sloan's Rhinoceros, II. 325,
•320

Sloth Anim.alcules, VI. 185
Bear, II. 172, • 173, 174

, The, lU. 163; skeleton,
• 101 ; skull, • 163 ; stomach,
•167

Sloths, III. 158-165; group of,

•158
Slow Lemuroids, The Asiatic,
L 245—2-18

Lemurs, The African, I.

ail—245
Loris, I. 241, •244, •215
worm. The. IV. • 297

Slue, The, V. 219, 220, 222, 223.

216
Small Copper Butterfly, VI. •14— Eft, IV. 370

Epgi.r. VI. 26

Smelt, The. V. 13. • IIS, 131

. The New ZHalaiul, V. 113

Smew. The, IV. 194
Smith's Helmet Shrike, IV. 39

78*
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Smoky Mastiff Bat, I. 320
Smooth Blenny, V. 99

Dab, V. 71
Houijd, V. 28, • 29
Serranus, V. 80

Snakes, The Eurnpoan, IV.

327
Sole, V. 69
winged StoIIows, IV. 91

Snail, The, V. 190, 218-222, 2:30

Snake-charmers, IV. 306, 324

flie.s, VI. 15
.headed Tortoises, IV. 255

-like Lizards, IV. 301
neck. The, IV. • 199, 200
-poisoning, IV. 323

Snakes. The, IV. 300-338 ; ana-

tomy of a Snake, 302, 322, 323

;

skeleton, • 303
i
scales on head,

. Hatred of, by Monkeys, I.

101, 105
Snapping Turtle, IV. 25t
Snipes, IV. 162-167
"Snout" Moth, VI. 66
Snow Bunting, IV. 4

Cocks, IV. 146
Mouse, III. 117
P.artridge. IV. 146, 147

Snowy Owl, III. '3113, 304

Snub-nosed Cachalot, II. 255

Social Ascidiaus, V. 254
Hymeuoptera, V. 371
Vulture, III. 257

Soemmeriiug's Gazelle, III. 15
Soft-finned Fishes, V. 58—74

shelled Tortoise, I V. • 241,

Tortoises, IV. 256-258
o, The, I. 46—49,
ng Soko, •47i S3ko

Soldier Crabs, VI. 204, 304
Moth, VI. 67

Sole, The, V. 72-74
like Fishes. V. 67-74

Solenette, Tue, V. 73
Solid-hoofed breed of Pigs, II.

343; foot of, *343
Sohtau-e, The, IV. 122, '123,

Song Thrush, IV.
39, 42

Songless Birds, IV. 109-121
Soothsayer, The, VI. 13, 130
Sooty Albatross, IV. 211, • 213

Tern, IV. 205
Water Mouse, III. 114

Soricine Bat, I. 333 ; head of,

•333
Sounds of Beetles, V. 298
South African Ciiantiug Gos-
hawk, III. 271

Griffon, III. 260
American Mud-fish, V. 20

Ostrich, rV. 224, 22),

Plate 43
Tortoises, V. 253

Pacific Whale, II. 263, 2 5
Southern C.ivv, III. 144

i-.M-rn,-., TIT. 264

II '341

The, III. 255,

Vampire, I. 262, 264
. or Skeleton Shrimp, VI.

212, •213
Spectre Ta"^i»v T 21° '-"O

Speke's Auf. i Ill J.:

Sperm "Wli: i i
I j J . V.

163; typi..!. i. . : :;

Spermophiles, The, III. •92
Sphargis, The, IV. 260
Spheuodon Lizard (seeTuatera)
Sphinges, The, VI. 25, 29, 31, 54

Crab, VI.
Monkey, I. 172-174, 203 ;

group of, P''itf 6 ; brain, i.

Spiudle-shell, The, V. 193
-stromb. The, V. 192

Spine-tails, Tlie, IV. 111—113
Sirinous Loach, V. 133

Shark, V. S5
Spider Crab, VI. 198

Spiny-ttnued Fishe-s, V. 7&-l'i7

or Hedgehog Eat, III. 131

Trionyx, IV. 256
Spire-bearers, The, V. 265
Spirula, The. V. 181
Split tongued Lizards. IV. 272
-279

Sponges, V. 153, VI. 277, 312—
331 ; Robert Grants re-

searches, 313—• 315 ; varions
kinds of Sponges, 318; the
canal system; 318, 319;
Sponge spicules, 320, * 321,
* 322, • 330 ; a silicious Sponge,

190
Spotted Axis Deer, III. 49

Dog. fish, V. "32
ElUpsoglossus, IV. 370
Emu, IV. 233, 2.35

Flycatcher, IV. 94
Goby, V. 98
Hog Deer, III. 59
Hyffina, II. 81 ; teeth, • 81
Menobrauchus, IV. 376
Bay, V. 42
Salamander. IV. 371, • 372
Snake, The English, IV.301
Wild Cat, II. 59
Wrasse, V. 75

Spout-shell, The, V. 209
Sprat, The, V. 13, 136, • 137
Bpring-bok, The, III. 15
Springer, The, II. 132
Spurred Tree Frog, IV. 365
Spur-shell, The, V. 214

winged Geese, IV. 193, 237
Squalodons, The, II. 247. 248
Squid, The, V. 92, 155, 162, 163,

165, 166, • 167, 170
family. V. 165- 180

Squirrel, Flying Phalanger, III.

207, •208
Monkey, I. 185, 186, 203

, The Common, III, • 86,

87, 88
like Eodents, III. 85, 86-

- James's Shell, V. 236

g. Parasites of the, VI.
- -beetle, The, V. 298,

!3, 324, 347, Plate 58

lie, II. 139
I, V, •209
Is, VI. 264,

rk-t. III 70, • 71
V. 65, 163. 190,

200. 263, 264, 267,

Starling, The Common, IV. 10.3,

101—109
Starlings, IV. 77, 103—109
Statoblasts of Sponge, VI. • 327,

Steinbok, The, III. 17, 18
Stellerids, The, VI. 264, 271
Stellers Blue Jay. IV. 16

Khytina, IL 5

— , The Spectacled,
month of, " 328

-132
Insects, VI 130, • 131

Sticklebacks, The, V. 11, 16,
• 101, • 102 ; various species,

102, 103
Stitt-taUed Ducks, IV. 195
Stigmata, Use of, VI. 72
Stilts,

167
Stilt Plovers, IV.

Sting-winkle, The, V. 192
Stoat, The, II. 188, • 189

mal. III. ^2
the Camel, in. 72;

water-cells of the, • 73
Stone Bass, V. 80

Curlew, IV. • 172

Fly, VI. 142
Lily, V. 154
Marten, IL 185

Stony Corals, VI. 277
Millepores, VI. 277, 307

Stork-billed Kingfishers, 'III.

349
Storks, The, IV. 184—187, 190

Stormy Petrel, IV. 208, '200,

210, 213
Straight-biUed Parrots, III.

309, 319
Strand Mole Eat, in. 122
Stiutiomyides, The, VI. 83
Straw - coloured Bat, I. 311

;

head of, -312
Tabularia, VI. • 289

Streaked Gurnard, V. 96
Tanrec, I 360

Striped-bellied Tnnny, V. 90
Hyaana, II. 79, 8:3, Ptatc 15

;

teeth, II. • 81
Mouse, m. Ill
Sack-winged Bat. I. 313

;

dentition.
•313

ihile, or Gopher,

Surmullet, V. 81
Wrasse, V. 75

Strombs, The, V. 191, 192

Struthious Birds, III. 239, 254,

IV. 224—236

Bturgeoi

Stylasters,The, VI. 277, 293
Btylops, The, V. • 339
Sub-elaphine Deer, III. 57—5!
Suberite Mouaxouid, PMe 71

Suckers, Tlie, V. 96
Sucking Pish, The, V. • 91

Lice, VI. 103
Sulphur-bottom Whale, n. 26;

Sumatra Monkey, I. '92, 95
Suraatran Broadbill, IV. 120

Shiuoceros, II. 324, 3:32

head of, • 330
Summer or Wood Duck, IV

Sun Animalcules, VI. •341
Bear, II. 170—172
Beetle, V. 303, 318

—^ Birds, III. 3:36, IV 73,

—'- Bittern, IV. 175

Sun Fish, The, V. 3, 10, U. 14,

48, 52, 53
Sunset shell. The, V. 2J7
Suricate, The, II. 207. » £08

inam Toad, IV. :!49. • :5.50

SurmuUet, The Striped, V. 81
Susu, The, or Gangetic Dol-
phin, II. 218, •249,; skull
and teeth of, • 248 ; flipper of,

•249
Jwaiuson's Cuckoo - Falcon,
III. 291

Swallow, The Common, IV. 92,
• 93 : parasite of, VI. 98

Dicffius, IV. • 83
tailed Butterfly, VI. 34, 40,

50, 52
Kite, III. 287
Moth, VI. 66

Swallows, IV. 77, 89—94;
stennim of a Swallow and a
Swift, • 90

Swamp Deer, III. 49, 55, 59, 61
S*ans, IV. 192, 194 ; eye of. IIL
280

' Swift " Moths, VL 64
, The, III. 244, 328

Swifts, III. 372—376 ; sternum
of a Swilt, IV. • 90
iwimming Crabs, VL 199, 203

•377
fish, V. 2, 6, 11, 14. 30

, The Common, V. 'So,
Plate 51

, The Fljiug, V. • 85
Sword-fishes, V. 85; alleged

battle between Sword-fishes
and Fox Sharks, 85

tail Crustacea, VI. 196,

213
Sycon Calcisponge, Plate 71
Sykes' Monkey, I. 107
Syrian Bear, IL 169

Tadpole Hake, V. 64
Tadpoles, IV. 3i7, 34S, 349, 352,

357, 360, 366 ; structure of,

•348
Taguan, The, in. 88, *89;

skull, *W; teeth, »85
Taguar Phalanger, III. 203

Tahr, The, III 12
Tailed Amphibia, IV. 369—379— and Vermiform Amphi-

bians, IV. 369-379
Wasps, V. '353, 355; VI.

6,7
Tail-less Ape, 1. 123, 124

Batraohians, IV. :34.5—368;
mtnmv of the, :545, 346

Tak
,163

Tamandua, The, III. 178
Tamarin Monkeys, I. 185-197
200-203

Tana, The, I. 347
, The Golden-tailed

Tanagers, TV. 94, 120
Tangle-fish, V. 55
Tangue (sec Tanrec)

348

Tanrec, The. I SVi

11;

Pl.i

Tapir, The, II. :U7 :121 , I

of, • 377 ;
skull, 317

, The American, II. •311
— -. The Malayan, II. 'SSC
Tapoa Tafa, The, III. 217
Tarpau, The, II. *296, 297
Tas.nanian Devil, II. 203
Tataupa, The, IV. 224
T;itouav, The. III. 184
Tawuv Owl, III. :506

Tayra, The, II. 192
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IV.
- 276

Tfledu, Tlie, II. 19fi

Teleostean Hsbes. V. 24, «-
H3i fossil species, 148, IJSi

Telescope-ftsh, V. 127— -shell, V. 190
Telfair's Tendrac, I. 310, Plate

11

Teuch, The, V. 9, l',?, 13, 125,
•131

Tendnic, The, I. 380, Plate 11
, The Eice, I. 3li0

Teugiimlm's Owl, III. £97, 305

;

skull, • 297
Teu-spiued Stickleback, V. • 101,

103
Teut Caterpillar, IV. \6
Tentacled Cirratulus, VI. 233
Tevebraut Hymeuoptera, V.

358
Teredo, The, V. 239
Terus, or Sea-swallows, IV. 195,

198, 203, 204-206
Termites, V. 356
Terrapins, The, IV. 252

-287
Terrier, The EngUsh, II. 144

, The Scotch, II. 145
Tetrodons, The, V. 50, 51

Tesau Shrew Mole, I. 374
Thamyu, The, III. 60
Thick-footed Bat, I. 302 ; deuti-

tiou of. 292

IV. 'i:i. i7t

""

tailed upn.ssuni. 111, J.J
Galago (.-cc Gv.-iud

Galaso)
Thigh-mouthed Crustacea, VI.

213
Thous Seal, II. 237
Tliornback, The, V. 38, •42
Thorn-devil, The Australian,
IV. 286. • 287

-headed Worm=, VI. " 250
tailed Agama, IV. 284

Thorny Oyster, V. 203, 236
Thrashers, The, IV. 59
Thread Worms, VI. 224, 250,

Three-l.par.led Rocklini?, V. 61

i-kli-1 L-k. V. 1U2
Moiikev

189-1'Jl; arm-lmue of, •180
toed Sloth, III. 165; bones

of hand, • 162
Thoth, The Eayptian, I. 137
Thresher, or Pox Shark, II.

25t, 265, V. 30, 32
Thrips, or Thrip, The, VI. 147
Thrushes, IV. 35—43

proper, IV. 36
Thmsh-likePerchins; Birds, IV.
2-35

Thnmbless Monkeys, I. 99—102,

II. 206
Tibet Dog, II, • 141
Tibetan Sun Bear, II. 170

Water Shrew, I. 3S1
Ticks, The, VI. 18

1

TiLjer. The, II. 30—10; anato
mical character, 31 ; in th
jungle,_ 32 ; the dyiuir

32-34,Sir J. Fay
.TS ; habits, 35 ; tiger-luintiui;,

36, * 37, 38—40
— , The Eoyal, PInU 14

- -Beetles, V. '.;98, 300—303
- -Bittern, IV. 195— -Cat, The Marbled, II. 53

Tiger Oit, The Long-tailed, If.

54
Moth, VI. 23, 68
shell, V. 204

- -Wolf, II. 81
Tiiianiou, The, III. 2M, IV. 223,

—
", The Elegant, IV. 224

Tinker, The, V. ' 101, 102
Titmice, IV. 65
Toad, The, IV. 344, .347, 358;

habits, 359 ; tongue, 360
, The Common, IV. 358, 360,

•361
, The Surinam, IV. 349,

•350
Lizards, IV. 286

Tolypeutes, The, III. 187, 190
Tomb Bat, I. 315 ; skull, •SIS ;

dentition, • 315
Tooth-bdled Kites, III. 290

Pigeon, IV. 123
shells. V. 219

T..,,tl„ ,r \vl,;iir. Il" 247-262

Toque. The, I. 117
Torpedo. The, V. 4, 10, 12
Torsk, The, V. 64
Tortoise, The, IV. 344; skele-

ton, • 243, • 245 ; anatomy, 243
—248 ; scapular apparatus.
•246; skull, ^247; Inngs,
•248

Tortoises, The Family of, IV.
249-260—

-, Great Land, IV. 249-
252

Tortoiseshell, IV. 244, 259
Butterfly, VI. 24

Toucan, The, III. 338, 339, * 310;
iiiU of. •341

Tc.iir^.ro. The, IV. 131; fossil

T..i\ iLseuil s Bat, I. 296 ; ear and

Tree Boa, The South American,
IV. 335

Creepers, III. 309, IV. 70,

111
Frogs, IV. 346, 347, 363,

.365, 366
Lizards, IV. 326
Mice, III. 113
Pies, rv. 14
Porcupines, III. 1.35, • 136
T{at, III. 110
Snakes, IV. 300, 321, 326
Squirrels, III. 88
Swifts, III. 373

Tremoctopus, The, V. 164
Trepaug, The, II. 252, VI. 271,

Triaiit-u

Is, Tl

VI. 197

.IV.
Triton, The, IV. 34:5, 370, V.

shell, • 191, 195
, The Great, V.. 200

Troglodytes, The Great, I.

l-i-egous. The, III. 365-367
Tropic Birds, IV. 195, • 197

: Horse of America, II.Ti-ottii

304
Trout, The, V. 115, 116, 117,

Plate 52
True Babblers, IV, 51—55

Bustards, IV. 174
Camel, III. 73, *74; bead

of, ^73
Colubrines, IV. 301, 329
Cranes, IV. 175
Compound Ascidians, V.

254—256
Dolpliins, II. 2.59

Ducks, IV. 192
Eagles, III. 28f)

Finches, IV. 95—99
Fro,s;s, IV. 354, 356, .358, 363
Gibbons, I. 74, 76

True Goshawks, III. 271
Gulls, IV. 201)

Herons, IV. 178-1S4
Honey-eaters, IV. 73—75
Jerboas, III. 125
LamelUcornia, V. 324-330
Lice, VI. 117. 147
Locust, VI. 126

- - Moles, I. 367, 372
Nuthatches, IV. 69
Paradise Birds, IV. 21
Petrels, IV. 202, 210
Pheasants, IV. 131, 132—

137
Pigeons, IV. 121^128
Plovers, IV. 168-171
Porcupines, III. 1.34

RaUs and Crakes, IV. 158
Ravens, IV. 4
-ringed Worms, VI. 225
Ruminants, III. 4
Serjieuts, IV. 336
Skate, V. 40
Spiders, VI. 166—169
Starling. IV. 103
Storks, IV. 181, 186
Swine, II. 337
Voles, III. 115
Wasps, V. 375

Tnunpeters, FV. 178
Trumpet-fish, V. 103, • 104
Trunk-fish, The. V. 8
Trygous, The, V. 43
Tschakiueck [xe Chameck)
Tschiego, The, I, 39
Tsetse Fly, VI. • 95
Tuatcra, The, IV. 290, 341

;

skull, • 2f0
Tube Coral, VI. 294

makers, 1 he, VI. 23:3-
240

Tubularians, The, VI. 277, 286-
288

Tub-fish, The, V. 96
Tukotuko, The, III. 130
'I un. The, V. 199
Tuuicata, The, V. 151, 153, 2.32,

2.52-257
TiTnicate, Structure of the, V.
•252

8, 10, 13, 15,Tunny, The, V
16, 89. 90, 91

Turatt, The, III. 196
Turbelloriau Worms,

Turdiformes, Group of the,

IV. 2
Turf Ant, V. 381
Turkey Buzzard, IV. 197

Vi;ltnre, III. 256, 263 ; bill

of, ^256
Turkey Sponee, VI. 312, •313,
•315

Turkeys, IV. 137—139
Turkish Dog, II. 135

Greyhound, If. 131

Hemidactyle, IV. • 288,

290
Turnip-fly, The, V. 296, 349

-jack, V. 348
Turnspit, The, II. 141

Turnstones. IV. 168
Turtles, IV. 258-260 ; head of

Tiu-tle, • 246
Tuscan Shrew, I, .378

Tusseh Silkworm, VI. 61
Twaite Shad, V. 137
Twelve-wired Bird of Paradise,
IV. 21, • 22

Twenty-plume Moth, VI. • 69
Two-banded Water Lizard, IV.
278

fingered Sloth, III. 161,

162, 166
-horned Black Rhinoceros,

II. 329
humped Camel, III. • 75,

76
toed Ant-eater, III. 179,

*180
Sloth, II r. 1.59

toothed Cachalot. II. 251
winited Flies, V. 295

Tyrant Birds, IV. 115-117
Tyrian purple, V. 193

U

Uakari, The, I. 193-195
Ularburoug, The, IV. 321
Umbre, The, IV. 184
Umbrella Bird, IV. • 48
Umbres, The, IV. 184
Unau, The, III. 159, 162, 161,

166

Unicorn,
shell, V. 198

Unio family, V. 241, 242
Univalve shells, V. IKH
Upholsterer Bee. V. 369
Urraca Magpie, III. 270
Ursine Dasyure, III. 212- 215;

teeth, • 214 ; brain, • 214
;

skull, '215
Urson, The, III. 136
Urns, The, II. 321, 322, III. 35

Vacuoles, Definition of, VI. 336
Valve-tailed Bat, I. 316
Vampire Bat, I. 331 ; head of.

Van Beuedeu's Whale, II. 251
Bosman's Potto, I. 242

Vapourer Motli. VI. 58
Varanus, The, IV. • 278
Vardon'a Antelope, III. 20
Variable Ixalus, IV. 360

Toad, IV. 360
Variegated Monkey, I. ' 93, 95

Sole, V. 73
Spider - Monkey, I. 177,

•179
VaultingMonkey, 1. 109
Velella, The, VI. 284
Velvet Fiddler Cnib, VI. 199

Spon«-, VI. 31H

Vena<la,Tbe, III.(,9

Vend.ace, Tlie, V. 119

Venomous Colubrines, IV. 30O
Venus' Basket, VI. 318, • 319,

' 329, 330
Girdle, VI. 279

Vermes, The, V. 15:i. 281
Verreaux's Cuckoo-Falcoo, III.

291
,Vertebrata, Former divisions of

the, IV. 242
Vespertilionine Alliance of the
Microchiroptera, I. 280—312,
340

Victoria Crowned Pigeon, IV.

I Crab of Jaiuaicn, VI.

Viper, The Common, IV. 311,
•313

Viperiue Snakes, IV. 311-324
Vipers, IV. 300, 301, 311, 312
Virginian Deer, III. 68

Eared Owl, III. 301
Opossum, III.

220; >219

Viverriue Cat, II. 53, 86 ; skull

of, • 53
Dasyure, III. '215

Viviparous Blenuy, V. 100

larva (see Cecidomyid)
Lizard, FV. 273

Voles, The, III. 115

Volutes and Cones, Pialc 55
- -, The, V. 202, 203
Vulpine Phalanger, IH. 205,

•203,225
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INDEX TO CLASSES, ORDERS, FAMILIES, GENERA,
SPECIES, &c.

AllIlIIEVIATIONS.—c, (lass; S.C., skIi-

•** Au asterisk prefixed t

..0., si(h-ord,-r ; i., fniiitly ; s.i., siih-faiin/i/ : g., i/iiiii

t au illu&tiation will be found on that p iijo

Abraui Ina V 15

V t s V 3
A I V •34

Ac utl c -^ V 110
Acauthobiell da; f VI '>4

A anthoceibal VI 50
Acantho 1 ulce f V 100
Acanthocl u >. V J

A 1 ttore 'N 101
Acauthocyst \ I 34
Ac utl oderes e V 4b
Ac utl o le uia VI -Ho
A hi e ni 2 2 9
A thou t VI 343

\. 1 les VI '343
A tb t a V 230 'VT

III 111

utb i-t o V 8—10
utl o I u VI 531
utlotle f \T IS
i» t M IMl 1S3 184

M 160 171-
11 VI 1 b

t VI • 19

lenser g V 45 47
A brev rostns V 47
A huso V 46
A then s V 45 47
A sue \ 47
A St Uatu V 4o
A St o V ^40 4S

p u la t A 15 1

Acron dse f V 86
AcroiMUa t t u VI 1 1

A tffiou g- V 38

Actu^l o \I 30 —304 311
3b4

Act ma g VI 303

Alelartl ou t VI Ibl
A lei l-e t M 6b
Alelo a VI 47
A lei ba'^ V 300— 1

^K g VI 1

iE„en lie f VI 5

X^lHi g I^ 16. 11
^ b at c la IV 16o 1

'E VI 1

iEpyceroB melampus. III 17
^p\ onus, IV 225 239
iEquipalpia, VI 17
I^lllUI V Ji
T- I 1, 1 , n liv VI 145
r hi li \ I 145

^"',"'n ., „ I V 242

Ageio
VI

Agliopheun, s VI 290
Afflo^bi, s .1 , R 349-351
Agouub cat ipbractus, V, 96
Asjia;, g , V 308
Agrammus, g , V 98
Agnas, g , VI. 42

A ffidon, ) „, ,„

A phakidou, 1

Vi 4<!

Agriou puella, VI • 145
A,iiniude=!, b f , \ I 144, 146
\ n I 111 IIS V 303

VI 11 ilitiis \ j32, • 'j33

Alleitn ^ \1 24b
Alliiliciiuoilnuchus, V 138

AleiJOcephalidffi, f , V 138
Alepocepbllns losfiatus, V 138
Akui .iksclieh 1.11111 VI 117

Allopoia, g, VI 29}
AUotna, g , VI b
Alopecias, g , V 2^

A V ulpes. V iO
Alpbcailffi f , M 21 IS

'*''
A^ule; 1" -'«

Alucit 1 bexad ict> U, \ I "69
Alucitidte, f , VI 09
Aheoliua, VI Hi, J50
Alytes obstetiic.iub, IV 357
Amai'a, g , V J03, BUS
Amauns niavius, VI * 53
AmblycephalidK f , IV 325
Amblycephaluf, Boi, IV 325
Amblychila c>liudiifoiiuis, V.

Ambljopsis ,- V in 11

Alliilmi \ 13S



NATURAL HIS TOST.

p^cno^->uoides VI

1
\I 3^7

\I i37

Amphic-tou II 205
Amiilii losidse f VI 67
Ampliidiscub VI 34,J

AmplimomidsB, f , VI 230
Ampliioxus, g., V. 143, 147, 150,

152
A. lanceolatus. V. 3, * 147

Amphipnoiim, V. 139

Amphipuous cucliia. V. 139
Ampbipoda, o., VI. 196, 210, 211,

Amphiprion, ^., V. 75
AmpUiijriouichthys. g., V. 83

Amphipyricte, f., VI. 65

Ampliisile, g., V. 103. IW
Amphistegiua Lessouii.VI. *3

Amphitrite veiitilabrum.VI. 2

Amphimna means, I. jy .,7-.

A. tridactyla, l/^^
'"

AmphinmidEe, f., IV. 377
Ampliizoa. g.. V. 306
Ami<iii>alatales, IV. 95

Aiupullaiia. £r., V. 190, 211

A. caualicubita, V. * 211

:, II. .53

, V. 106

A. scandeus, V. * 106

Auableps, g., V. 12, 124. 125

Auacauthiui, o., V. 58-64
Auacyrtus gibbosus, I rr in

A. microlepis. f*'^^^
Aua.rblcb.as, g.. V. 12

A. lupiis, V. 99
Auarta myrtUli, VI. 65
Anas anser, IV. 193

upulli.

Ana

AnatinelJa,

rv^ 181

rV. 190, 191, 192-

Anchomeninse. V. 308
Ancboracephala, VI. 196

AnciUaria, g., \y jog
A. glabrata, )

*'''
Ancistrodon coutortrii, IV. 319,

Aucylur

... .....„, .-VI. 303
A. tuedia, )

Angiulla, g., V. 141.1, 141
A. australls, ^
A. bengalensis, .- V.
A. bostoniensis, }
A. latirostris, V. 141

A. vulgaris, V. 140
AngiiiUulidffi, f., VI. 254
Auguis, S: IV. 297, 301

A. fvairilis. IV. * 297

Annelida, c. V. 259, VI. 1.50,

152, 225—243, 258
AuuuloirLa. VI. 2.59

AuomaloptertE, s.f., V. 108
Auomaluridae, £., HI. 95, 151
Auomalunis, g.. III. 95

A. fulgeiis. III. » 96
Anoinia, g., V. 231, 235
Auomiadse, f., V. 235
Anonima arcens, V. 382

Anophthalmi, V. 304
Anoplophyra, g., VI. 360

A. prolifera, •.366

Auoplotberida:, t.. II, 336.

Antecbinns, III. 219
Antliea, VI. 303
Autheraja myUtta, VI. 61

A. pemyi, ). yj g^
A. yamaniai,

)

Antbia tboracioa, V. * 308,
Autliiaj, g.. V. .309

Aiitl.icida;, f., V. 336
Anthocopa papaveris.

"
Autb, oridas, f., VI. 107
Antbocoris uemoralis,

Antbopbysa, g., jy, .,-.,

A. vegetans, S ' ^- "' '

Antbomyia lardaria, VI. 96
Anthomyise, VI. 95
Anthopboi-a, V. • 359, 367

A. acervoram, V. 367
Antboptilum Tbomsoni, VI.

in. 352
Autliras, g., VI. 89
Autbreuns, g., ") y g.^^

AntbribidK, f., V.'34;3. 344

Autbl
84. Ui2, 163

ebobnii, I

,
VI.

Autilocapra americaiia. III. 40
Autilope bezoartica, m. • 16, 17
Autiopa, g., V. 227
Autisatbes arborea, VI. • 302
Antipitbaria, s.o., VI. 294. 301,

311
Antrozous palUdus, I. 295
Anura, g., I. 336
Anuraea, VI. 247

A. squamipes, I. .381

Apamidfe. f., VI. 64, 65
Apatamia, g., VI. 19
Apathus, g., V. 366 «

A. Barbutellus, V. 367
A. ve.stalis, V. *3li6, 367

Apatm-a. t-.. VI. .37, 41

A. iUa, VI. M2
A. iris, VI. 41

Apbanapteryx, IV. 240
Apbaniptera, o.. V. 295. VI. 73,

98—101
Apbididffi, £., VI. 115
Apbidius, g., VI. 3
Apblrza virgata, IV. 168
Apbis bumuU, VI. 115
Apbodiiuffi, s.f., V. 325
Apbodius, g., V. 325

A. povcus, V. 326
Apbredoderidffi, t.. V. 106
Apbredoderas sayanus, V. 106

Apbrodita acnleata, VI. * 230
A. hystrix, VI. 230

ApbrotUtidffi, f., VI. 230-233
Apbropbora, g., VI. 114

A. bifasoiata, ) yj jj^

Ai'bvocypris, g., V. 129

Apiariffi, t., V. 359-370
Apidi¥. s.f., V. 359, S69
Apiocriuus, g., VI. 260, 264
Apiou, g., V. 342
Apis, g., V. 359

A. ligiistica, V. 300
A. meUifica, V. 359

Aplodoutia leporina. III. 96
Aplydium, g., V. 256
Aplysia, g., V. 226

A. inSa, V. -^26
Aplysiadne, f., V. 226

260
Apodenis coryli, V. * 342
Ap.Tosa, VI. 296, 311
Apon-hais, g., V. 209
Aijpeudicularia, V. 257
Aptcrvgidffi. f., IV. 225
Apterys. g., IV. 235, 246

A. anstralis, ) jy ^.,-

A. Haasti, )

^^- ^^
A. MauteUi, IV. 235, 2.36

A. Oweni, IV. 235
Apus, g., VI. 196, 215

A. cancriformis, VI. * 215
Aqjiias, g., I. 2*5
AquiUi. in. 2H.)

A .hrv.s.irtus, III. 281,

-223
Aradus depressus, VI. 108
Aramus, g., IV. 158
Ai-aneida, o., VI. 160, 166—179
Arapaima gigas, V. 134
•

• pAi-ascbnia prorsa, VI. 37
Area, g., V. 240

A. Breislaki, V. 204
Arcatte, f., V. 240
Arcella, VI. 336, 340

A. arenaria, VI. 340
ArchEBocidaris, g., VI. 260
Arcbseopteryx lithographiea.

III. 239, 243, 244, 245,

IV. 236, '237, 238, 239,
240,341

Arcbiteutbis dux, V. 170, 171

A. monacbus, V. 170, 171,
'173

ArclK VI. 47

A. bobac, ) jjj q-
A. flaviventer, f

" '
^

A. mannota. III. 94, • 95
A. monax. III. 94
A. pruiuosus. III. 95

Arctopitbecijii, I. 197, 198, 202.

Arctopithe m. 164, 165,

190
A. Ai, III. 165
A. castaniceps. III. * 163
A. flaocidus, III. 165
A. griseus, HI. * 158

Arctopboca, g., II. 228
Arctopsis, g., VI. 197

Arcturus.g.. VI. 211
Ardea, g., IV. 183

A. ciuerea. IV. 178
Ardeida, f., IV. 178—184
Arena fragilis. VI. • 234
Areuacea, VI. 347
Arenicola piscatorum, VI. * 23i

A. reflexus,
Argentina, g., V. 11

A. bebridk-.i.

yropboriis argenteus, Vl

Aricida?. f.. VI. 235
Ai'ion, g., V. 222, 223

A. ater, V. • 222
Aristobiffi, V. 346
Armadillo, g., VI. 194. 210
Arn^glossiuaspUus,

j.y gg

Aroiuia moscliata, V. 346
Arrbauipbus sclerolepis, V. 12S
Artamus sordidus, IV. 106
Arteraia, g., VI. 215

A. salina. VI. • 215
Artemis, g., T. 246
Artbog.astra, o., VI. 160—166,

A. concolor,
j

A. fallax, •/I. 337
A. quadrivittatus,
A. toltecum, J

Articerus, g., V. 317
Articubita, VI. 259
Articuliua, VI. 347
Artiodactyla, s.o., II. 335, III.

Arvieola, g.. III. 115
A. fficonomns. III. 117
A. agrestis, ; ,„ ,,-

A. amphibius, i
^^'- ^^''

A. arvalis, III. • 116

A. curtatus! |lll. 117
A. Gapperi, )
A. glareolus, III. 116, 117

A. pinetorum,
I

A. quasiater, y III. 117
A. riparins,

1

A. rutilns, J
Arvicolinse, s.f., III. 115
Ascalapbus, g., VI. 12

A. longicomis, VI. • 13
Ascandra sertularia, Plate 71
Ascaris, g., VI. 253

A. Uunbricoides, VI. * 253
Ascetta, g., ) vt •^lo

A. blanca, r ^- ^1*

A. clathrus, VI. 318
A. primordiabs, VI. • 318

Ascidia, g., V. 252
A. microeosmus, V. 253
A. pedunculata, V. • 254

Ascidiadse, f., V. 252—2.54
Ascidium, g., V. 253
Ascnnes. f.. VI. 325, 326
A.-i-Uin.I. 2sr

A^.llus, ^., VI. 206. 211, 247
A. ;i.|il;iti,-us, VI. 211

Asiliis LTabroniformis, VI. '87
A. gennanicus, Plate 62

Asinus Burcbellii, II. 311
A. teniopus, II. 309

Asio, g.. III. 305
A. aceipitrinus, in. *304,

305
A. otus, III. 305

Asiphonida, V. 232
Asiraca clavicomis, VI. 113

Askouema setabelense, Plate 71

Aspergillum. g., V. 189, 250
A. vaginiferum, V. • 250

AspbmcbnaBrigbtwelU, ) VI.
A. priodonta, ) 248

^'^i"?'^?„.^,„v... !vin

fluviatilis ^T 20 J 20-

toi-rentium VI 207

te \ 245 \ I . .

LI , f M 300



UUlJhli.S, I-AMILIE.S, UEyjiU-

Astrouesthes, g., I y jj^

Astropecten irregularis, VI.

Astrophytida, g., VI. 260, 269
ivstrophyton, g., VI. 260
Astrosiga, g., VI. 374

A. disjimctrt, ¥latc 72
A. inoiiilifonnis, Plate 72

Astur, g.. III. 371
A. Cooperii, IV. 62
A. jaUimbarius, III. 271,

Astylus, g., VI. 293
Atttlapha. g., I. 309

A. ciwulivta, ~|

A. intenuedia,.

Ateleopodidas, f.,

Ateleopus, g., V.
Ateles, g., I. 172-

Bateniceps rex, IV. IM, ' 185
Baltenidas, t., U. 262
Balffiuoptera, g., II. 266, 2G7

B. musculus,^

-ni. 135

AtbaUas].iimrnm, VI.
Athene cuniuiilaria, 11
Athericern, VI. H. 91-

Atherina, g., V. 100

A. hepsetus, i

A.lacustris, \\ . ]

A. presbyter, J
Atlierinida!, f., V. 100
Atherix ibis, VI. 90
Atherura africanii, 1

A. fasciculata,
]

Athyma, g., VI. a
Atlanta, g.. V. 228
Atlantidse, t.. V. 228
Atrachelia, V. SiS
Atropus pulsatorius, VI. UO
Attaciis, g., VI. 61

t-*y?5l,„' [VI. 60
A. cyntnia, I

Attagenus. g., V. 321
Aturia zic-zac, V. 188
Atypus, g., V. 80
AtjTus Sulzeri, VI. 170
Auchenia, g., III. 76
Aulacodus Swiaiderianus, III.

133
Aulophorus, g.. VI. 227
Aulopora, g., VI. 301
Anlostoma, g., V. 103
Aiilustomimi, g., VI. 243
Am-elia, g..VL 281

i.-flavit'la,!-^^-*-^^
Auricula, g., V. 224
AuricuHdffi. f., V. 220, 224
Auxis, g., V. 91

A. rochei, V. 90, 91
Aves, c., rn. 235, IV. 240
Avicula, g., V. 237, 238

A. margaritifera, V. 2
AvicuHdffi, V. 237—239

Babiaua, g., W iqq
B. sulplmrea, f^-^*>

Babirusa, g., II. 337, 343
Bacillus Eossii, VI. • 131
Bacteria, g,, VI. 351

B. aunta, VI. 131
Balatro, g., VI. 247
Balffina, g., II. 263

B. autipodarum,"!
B. austraUs,

i

B. biscayensis, ^11. 263
B. japouica,

j

B. capnscus, V. 48
B. erj-tlirodou, )

B.uiger, v. 49
B. ringeus, J

Balistina, V. 48
Barbichtliys, g., V. 12S
Bai-bns, g., V. 127

B. heterouema, V. 128
B. vulgaris, V. 127

Baacaniuiu constrictor, IV. 319,
329

Basillscus mitratus, IV. 280,
•281

Bassaris astnta, II. • 180
Batesia hypochlora, IV. 40
Batbyactis symmetrica, VI. 300
Bathyergiute, III. 121
Bathvergus uiaritimus. III. 122
Eatbygnathus, IV. 341
Bathyuomus, g., VI. 210, 211

B.gi-auteus, VI. •210,211
Batocera, g., V. 346
Batoidei. s.c, V. 37—45
Batrachia, V. 6, 8
Batrachidce, f., V. 93
Batrachoceps, IV. 376
Batrachosto

, III.

:

B. Reinwardti,
B. subcristata.

,
V. 93

Bdella, g., VI. 24:3

B. longicomis, VI. 181
BdelUdffi, f., VI. 181

Bdellostoma, g., ")

B. cirratum, SV. 146
B. polytrema. .'

Belemnitida?, f. . V. 174
Belideus, s.g.. III. 208
Bellerophou, g., Y. .:_S

Beloue, g., V. 121, 123
B. acus. ^
B.euxiui, -V. 121

B. tceuiata, '

B. vulgaris, V. • 122
Belostonia graude, VI. 110
Belotenthis, g., V. 174
Berardus Aruousi, II. 251
Beris, g.,VI.84

B. chalybeata, )
B. clavipes, VI. 85
B. vallata, )

Bernieria, g., IV. 51

Beroe pileus, VI. • 278, 279, 290
Berycidie, f., V. 8:J

Beryciformes, V. 8:3

Berytus, g., VI. 105
Beryx, g., V. 83
Bestia;, I. 347
Bhringa,g., IV. 27

VI.
ulauus, VI. 82

irlos'aria. VI
Biloculina, VI. 347
Biomvxa, VI. 344, :J45

Biorbiza apteris. VI. 6
VI. 262, 263, 264

Birgus latro, VI. • 203, 204
Bison, g.. III. 35
Bithynia, V. 211, 243
Bittacus, g., i VI ifl

Blaps, g., I. 357

Blariua Dekayi,
Blastoidea, c, VI. 260, 205, 276
Blastophajgii,g., VI. 4
Blastotrocbus, g., VI. 298

148
l;l^-k.'na,g.,V.65
l:l.-iiniid(B,f,V. 98-100
Bleuniiformes. V. 98
Bleuui\is, g., V. 99

B. gattorugiue, V. 99
B. ocellaris, V. • 99
B. pholis, V. 09

Bocydium, g., VI. 114
B. tintiunabuliferum, VI.

— proboscideus, j
Bolborbyuchxts, g.. III.
BoleopUthalmus, g., V. 98
Bolina, g., VI. 279, 294
BoUtophila, g., VI. 79

B. fiisca, VI. • 72
Boltenia, g., V. 254

B. i}eduuculata, V. * 254
Bonibinator, g., IV. 34<i

B. igueus, IV. * 358
Bombus, g., V. 365

B. fragrans, ^
B-l'iPia«»'S, (y 3gg

BombycidiE, f., VI. 60
Bombyliidte, f., VI. 89
Bombylius, g., VI. 89

B. major, VI. •89
B. medius, VI. 89

Bombyx, g., VI. 22, 2.3, 26, 31, 54
B. mori, 60, • 61

Bonasia betulina, IV. 141, 144
Bonellia, g., VI. 243, 244
Bopynis, g., VI. '211, 218
Boreus, g., VI. 16

B. liiemalis, V. • 16
BoiTiella, g., V. 227
Bos, g.. III. 33

B. taurus. III. 32
Bostricliidse, f., V. 335
Bothriocephalus, g., VI. 256
Botbrops atrox, )_ j„ „^

B. brasiUensis, )

^*- ^-o

B. lauceolatus, TV. 319, • 321
Botia, g., V. 134
BotrylUdffi, f., V. 2.54—256
Botryllus, g., V. 265
Botyda;, VI. 67
Botys nrtioalis. I ,., „„

B. verticalis, )" * ^- ''*'

Bouebardia, g., V, •266
Bovida;, f., III. 4, 5—44
Bowerbaukia, g., V. *277
Box vulgaris, V. 82
Brachelytra, V. 315
Bracbiniuffi, s.f., V. 309
Braehinus crepitans, V. 335
Bracbiol.aria. VI 262, 264
Bracbiouida?, t'., VI. 247. 258
Bracbiouus, g.. VI. 247

I.
"337

Brachrpleura, g., V. 69
Bracbypodiuaj. s.f., IV. 49—.51

Bracbysoma diadema, IV. .309

Bracbytarsomys, g.. III. Ill
Bracbyteles, g., I. 173
Brachyura, VI. 196, 197-202,

2114

Brachiopoda. V. 153,

Bracbyceutrus nubilus, VI. 20
Bracbycera, VI. 74
Bracbymerus bifasciatus, IV.

Braohypbylla

Bradypus (continued) —
B. torquatus, III. * 164
B. tridactylus. III. 159, 16a

165
Brama Eaii, V. 28
Brancbelion, g., VI. 241
Braucbicolae, s.f.. V. 108

Brassoliiiffi, s.f.. VI. 35
Braula aica, V. 3t»5

B, ca;ca, VI. 9S
Braulidffi, f., VI. 98
Brenthida;, f., V. 34.3

Brentbus, g., IV. 193
B. bernicla, I jv loi

Briaraoese, VI. 309
Briareum, g., VI. 309
Brissus, g., VI. 260
B»-03cu3 cepbalotes, V. 308
Brosmius brosme, ) .„. ^,

B. flavescens, f
*• "*

Brucbidse, f., V. 343, 344, 348
Brucbus pisi, V. 344
Bi-uta, o.. III. 158—100
Brycon, g., V. Ill
Bryozoa, V. 269-276, VI. 30

Buboi
305

, in. 301

iillcollis,
III. 351

BucerotidEe, f.. III. 351—355
Buchanga albirietus, IV. 58

B. atra, IV. 28
B. leucogenys, IV. 27

Bucorax, g.. III. 355—357
B. cafer. III. 355

Budytes, rv. 78
Bufo americamts, ) t^ «,,„

B. angnsticeps, )" *•*

B. calamita. IV. 360, •361
B. carens, IV. 361

B. melouostiftus, IV. 361

B:qi;ercus"™'';iV.362
b'. variabib's. IV. 360
B. vulgaris, IV. 358, ^361

Bufouida;, f., rV. 3.58

Biigula avicularia, V. * 275
Bugrulapur purotincta, V. • 269
Bulimina margiuata, VI. 348,

•350

^"^'i^^ova^tus, }
^- 2"!

B. sultauus, Plate 56
Bulla, g., V. 226

B. oblonga, V. *226
BuUidai, f., V. 226
Bungaras, g., IV. 309

B. cceruleus, IV. 309
B. fasciatus, IV. • 309

Bunodes. g., VI. 303
B. gemmaceus, VI. 304

Bupbagina;, s.f., IV. 103
Buprestidffi, t., V. 299, 300, 330,

331, 332,
374

335, 344,

B. augur, S
^''- -'*

B. Harrisi, III. 270
B. iackiil, III. 274
B. 'vulgaris. III. 274, »27.:

Buteoniiiaj, s.f.. III. 273
Bycanistes oristatus, > III.

B. subcvbudricus, )' 353
Byrrbidoe, f", V. 321
Byssoaica, V. 240, 241
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iyj)EX TO CLASSHS, ORDERS, FAMILIES, GEXERA, SPECIES, ETi

o.V. • 209
C. telescopiuin, V. 190

Cerospongiffi, o., VI. 320, 325.

CertUi:i faniiliaris, IV. 71
Certlniaaj. f., IV.2
Ccrtbiimorpha:, IV. 71-73, 77

Certilioia, g., ) tv al
C. flavesta, f^*'

"'

Cerma vicula. VI. 22, 23, '59
Oervitte, f., UI. 4, 5, 46-69
Cervulus, g., 3, 61
Cervus, g.. III. 52

C. elapbus, in. 48, 52
C. sika,- III. 49

Ceryle, g., III. 349
C. rvidi.^. III. * 348, .Wg

Cesium Vfu.r.s, VI. '279
CVta.ea. o., II. 245-267
CetbosilE, s., VI. m
Cetocliihis, ;:., VI. 196,217

C. septentrioualis, VI.
Cetouia aurata, V. 330, • 331,

:581

V. 326, 329, 330
Uetotuermm, g., H. 267
Cfjs. ST., III. 348
Chaca, g., V. 108
Chieropina, V. 76
Chterops, g., V. 76
Cheetogaster, g., VI. 227
Chtetognatha, a, VI. 254, 258
ChoJtouotus, %., VI. 247
Chffitopoila, s.c. VI. 225-240,

Chalcis s

Chalcochloris, g., I. 367
Chalcophora mariana, V. 3

•332
CUalcosiida;, f., VI. 58
Chalcosoina atlas, V. 339
Ckalicodoma muraria, V. 3

Chalina oculata, VI. 328
Chalineaj, f., VI. 327
Chalinicte, f., VI. 325, 328
Chaliuolobus tuberculatus,

304
CbalinopsidiuiE, f., VI. 327, 3:

Chama, g., V. 231, 237, 243
Chamseleou, g., IV. 291

C. vulsraris. IV. •292
Cliamffileouida!, t'., IV. 291
Cbama^limllas, t,'., VI. 44
Cliamidse. f., V. 243
Chamostrea, g., V. 250
Cbaaiiia, V. 138
Cbanniformes, V. 105
Cliauodichtbys, g., V. 133
Cbauos,

IV.
f., V. Ill

Obaradnns, g.,

C. fulvus,
C. pluvialis, j

Cbaraxes, g., VI. 42
C. jasins, VI. • 4a

Cbartei-gus apicalis, VI. 372
Cb.arvbdeidffi, f.. VI. 291
Cbatoesaiua. V. 135
Cbaiiliodes, a., VI. 10, 14
Cliauliodus,g., V. 112
Chaima cbavaria,

I TV iq-i

C. Derbiaiia, )
Cbeilostoniata, s.o., V. 269, ';

Cheirosale. g., I. 233—235, 257,

C. Coquerellii, I. 235
C. furciler, I. '234

Cheiromydffi, f., I. 257
Cbeirom.is, g., I. 250—256, 257

C. niadajrascarieusis, I. 250
Cbeiroteutbis, g., V. 165
Cbela, g.,-.V. 133
Cbeleti-opis, g., V. 212, 229
Cbelidoptera tcnebrosa, III.

164
163,

rv.
CheliferidsD, f., VI. 161, 163

Cbelmo, g., V. 80

C. rostratus, V. 89
Cbelodiua lougicolUs,

)_ jy .,^
C. oblouga, (

Chelouariiira, g., V. 322

Cbelouia, o., IV. 242-261
C. uiidas, IV. 258
C. squainata, IV. 259

C. virgata, IV. 258
Cbelura, g. Ur^_ ^^

C. terebrans, (

Cbelydra, %.. IV. 2.54

0. seri>entiiia. IV. 245, 254,

Cbelys flmbriata. IV. 255
Cbelysoma, g., V. 254
Chemnitzia, g., V. 208
Cbersydrus grauulatus, IV. 324
Cbiasognatbus Grantii, V. 324
Chilinia, g., V. 224

CMlonycteris, g., I. 338
C. Macleayii, A
C. Parnellii, f t 330
C. personata, \ ,

*

C. rubiginosa,J
ChUopoda, o., VI. 150, 153

Chimcera, g., V. 7—19
C. affluis, V. 25
C. coUiei, V. • 24, 25

143, 154
Chivocentridffi, {., V. 138
Cbiroceutrus dorab, V. 138
Chiroderma pusilliun, ) y «.,-

C. villosum. )"'•"'

Cbiiodota, g., VI. 260
Cbiromeles torquatus, I. '321,

•322
Cbironectes, g.. III. 221

C. variegatus. III. 223
Cbironomide, f., VI. 77
Chii-onomus, g., (. rr^ 7,

C. pluinosus, I

^^- "
Cblroptera, o., I. 259-341
Chirotes caualiculatus, IV. 294
Cbirus, g., V. 98
Clliton, g., V. 189. 191

C. maguificus, V. •219
Cbitonida;, f., V. 219
Clilajuiinse, s.f., V. 308
Cblamydodera maculata, IV.

54
Cblamydodou mneuiosjiie, VI.

C. ti-uucatus. III. 189
Cblamydosaurus, g., IV. 284
Cbloroperla vividis, VI. 142
ChlOropS,^.^,^^^ I yj gg

c' tsSopus, VI. -96
Choano-flagellata, VI. 374, Flatc

73
Cboerocainpa, ir., ) ,.t :^*;

C. oelerio, f^l-5b

Ch<erop>is, g., III. 210, 234
C. castaaotis, III. 210

Cbolccp.is. g.. III. 164, 190
C. didactylus. III. 166

C. Hoffniaimi, III. 161, Ifi"

•168
CbolaspoiUdsE, f.. III. 163, 164
Chologaster coruutus, V. 125
ChoTiilrocladia virgata, Plate "I

t'b.)ii.li-.,siad£E, f., VI. 325, 336
nioi,.lir.stei,o.,V. 45-47
Cb..i.dr.,stoma, g., V. 131
Dbimctus, V. '259
Cborisoi-hismus, g., V. 104
Cboristidffi, f., VI. 335, 329
Cbromides, f., V. 74, 78
Cbroiuis, g., I V -Q

C. gahliEus, f^-'*
Cbrotopteras auritiis, I. 832
Ckrysi.lida;, f., V. 372, 383
Cbrysiridia madagascariensis

.'1.54

.384
_'brysoliijtbris, g.,")

f. femorata, [\
C. Harrisii, )

;brysocbloridiB, f., I

Ohrysochloris, g., 1. 366, 361

C. capensis, I. 366, 367
C. obtusirostris, t t oc"
C. Trevelyani, j"^-

*'

Chiysomela, g., "1

C. Banksia,
C. cerealis, 1 „ „,„
C. mentbrastri, [•^••^**

C. poUta,
C. stapbylea, J

Chi-ysomeiinffi, s.f.. V. 348, 349
Chrysomyia, g., VI. 84
Cbrysopa. g., >.yi. 13

viilga

Ci.lt-beia, VI. 103, •IDS
C. septeudecim, VI. 113

Cicadellina, f.. VI. 114
Cicadida!,f., VI. Ill
Cicbloaiorphffi, XV . 30
Cieiudela, g., V. 302

C. campestris, V. • 303
C. cMnensis, ^
C. germanica, I

C. maritima, J-V. 302
C. octogntta,
C. sylvatica, J

Ciciudelidse, f., V. 300—303, 305
Ciconia alfca, IV. 186, • 187
CiooniidiB, f., rv. 184—187
Cicouiinaj, s.f., IV. 184
Cidaris, g., VI. 260
Ciliata, o., VI. 357, 358, 359, 3f 1

362, 363, 364—373
OiUo-flagellata, o., VI. 357, 35h

362, 372
Cimbex. g., VI. 8
Cimolioi-uis diomcdi
Ciuiflo VI. 175
Ciuifloiiides, s.f., VI. 174

Ciuuirimoillba;, TV. IZ—T!
Ciuuirys Hartlaubi, )_ jy --

8:^r^;s,}ni.268
Ciiratulidse, f., V. 235
Cirratulus, VI. 235, Plote 68

C. borealis, VI. 235
Cirrhiua, e'., V. 137
Cirrbitidfe, f., V. S3
Cirripatbes, g., VI. 301
Cirripedia, VI. 1U4, 196, 207, 218

319, 220

Claduil

C anguillans

Clausilii
ClaMigelli „ \ „:)0

Cla\ellmi ^ ^ -54
ClaveUii
ClaVK
Clavid* f

Claviger, g

Ima \ 17 350

Duvabi V 317
C testaceus V 31t)

Clavularjffi VI 311
Clemmys g I iv j a

C caspiil )

'^^ ^^

Cleodoia

C boiealis U 264 V 229,
230

C cuspidata V 230
Chona g VI 338
Clisiocampiameiicana IV 16

Clitellu lelbuium \I 84
LlitLlli ^l(. in IS M -7
Cloeou hmliitim

[ -^ j 143

C bueugti^ \ 'IS^ •ISe
C pilch uUi>. ^ 137

C sagas V 138
C ujlnin \ 37

\ 131 ^137

tulentiti \ 346
, a V 4i
cuus I\ lO- 310

Cobitldma g V 12o
Cobitiua V 133
Cobitis g V 9

C tffima V 133
Cocciaoiata \ 113
Coccidai f VI 116
Coccmella g V Sol

C septempunctata, V • 3
i'ti

CocoinelhdaB f V Sol 3o3
ocai»^a ^UK urn

) ^^ ^^^

C U d )
Cocbhbi J hum \ I MO
Cochl gmtbu iiuitlis V 12

Cod.istw f. M _bO



SA TUBA L EISTOR T.

Codisiga, g., VI. 3T4
C. alloides, 1
C. botrytis, I

C. cymosa,
J-
Plate 72

C. grossularia,
1

C. umlielliita, J
Coeleuterata, VI. 277, 325
Ccelogenys paca, III. * 140, • U

*U2
Ccelops Prithii, I. 287
Coenocyathiis, g., VI. 298
Coenurus cerebralis, \1. '^G
Cotenis, g,,VI. 36,41
Coleophoridae, f., VI

295, 29
7l\

ColepicliE, f., VI. 365
Coleps hirtus, VI. *362, 365
Colias, g., VI. 48

C. edusa, VI. 48, 49
C. byale, VI. 49

Coliiuffi, s.f.. III. '333
CoUomoipbffi. III. 253, IV. 2
Colius capeusis, Ul. 333
Collembolla, VI. 145, 149
Collocalia, g., III. 373

C. fuciphaga. III. 376
C. uidiflca, III. 374, 376

CoUospbajra, VI. 343
Collyrides, g., V. 302
Collyriouciucla, g., IV. 29
Colobus, g., I. 86, 99—102, 161,

162, 163
C. ferrugineus, I. 102
C. Giiereza, I. • 101, 102
C. polycomos, I. 102
C. verus, 1. 99, • loO, 102

Colceus Dionedula, IV. 6, * 7
Coluber, g., IV. 329
ColubridiB, i

Colubriuae, s.f., IV. 327, 329
Col rniba i alumbus IV 196

III 253 IV 121-

Col II 1 1



IXTIKX TO CLASSES, OliliERS, FAMILIES, GEXERA, SPECIES, ETC

Cvii..uiori>li;i, I. llSl-lb-3

C'>ii«'ui\s oolumbiuuus, III. 94
C. luiloviciauiis, II. • ill, '93,

Cyuouycteris, g., I. 274
C. iBgyptiacus, I. 26S, 274
C. amplexicaudata, I. 267,

268, 274
C. collaris, I. 268. 274

Cyuopitbecus, e.. I. 163
Cyur.ps, K-, IV."375
Cyuoi,, • ' -

[i (. V.0. Barolayi, ^ V. 2M
C. guttata, )
C. histrio, V. • 205
C. leucodoii, V. 2M
C. modagascarieusis, ' V.
C. niappa, )" • 2J;

C. moueta, V. • 204

C. pantlierimv, )
^ ""^

C. pi-iiiceps, I y o,,,

C. pyruin, )

*^--"'

C. Scottii, ) „ .,,,-

C. tigvis, V. • 203, 205
C. turdns, V. 203
C. imdata, V. • 205

Cyprffiidse. f., V. 202—206
Cypriciirdia, g., V. 245
CyiJi-iua, g., V. 245

C. islandica, VI. 235, 242
Cypriuidse, f., V. 125—134, 245
Cypiiiiiou, g., V. 129
Cypriuodou. g., -i

C. calal-itELUus, ( ,t ,,-,,

C.cypris, Pl^
C. dispar, j

Cyprinodoutidee, f ., ^
C. camivoriB, V V. 124

C. liumopliagBe,

)

Cyiirinns,g.,V. 125, 127

C. carpio. V. 125
Cypris, g., VI. 196, 216. 218, 21f

CypseUda;, (., III. 372-376
Cyiiselu.s apus. III. 372. * 373
Cyr

247

CyFticercns^ VI. 255. 2.56

Cystiguathus, g., IV. 357
Cystoidea, c, VI. 260. 265, 276
Cythere, g., VI. 216, 219
Cytberea.>.,V. 231, 232, VI. 202

C. chione, V. • 244
C. geogi-apliica, I V to,

a

C. maculata, i^' -*>

Cyttiua, f., V. 86

Daloia g IV 315
Dacelo g III 349
DaceloumsB s f in S44 34T

DactUetlnacapeii<ii IV 351
Dactylethn Ite t IV 51

Dictylonlvx Sfihliuyi gM 3^'^ *il9 5 1

Dai-tyl il t;i M n't

1
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lyjiEX TO CLASSES, ORDERS, F UriLILS CE\EI I SPECIES ETC

Felis (continned):

F. imoia. II. • 48
F. viveniuu, II. S3

Liestflla, S: V. 27S
F. iio.Uilo.sa, VI. 204,

liwr



NATURAL UIHTORY.

Gypohierax angolensis, in. 313
Gyps fulviis, III. 259
Gypsophoca tropicalis, II. 229
Gvpsornis, IV. 239
Gyrinidoe, f., V. 300, 311
Gyriuna distinctus, V. 311, '312

G. uatator, V. 311
Gjroceras, g., V. 187

Habracoma. g., III. 129
Ha?matoi.hiliua, III. 338
HjDiiiatoiwliu.T. s.f., IV. in
lIn-iMiitopotu ijluvialis, VI. 86
HiEinatopiis osti-alegns. V. 218

Halacarus, g., VI. 18;J

Halargyreus, g., V. t2
Halcyon, g., III. 349
Halcyomis, TV. 239
Haliaetus albicella, III. 285,

•287
H. vocifer. III. 285

Halichffirus griseus, ) ^^ „,„
H. gryphus, f

"• ^^
Halioore, g., I y-, „™

H. Dugoug, I
"• ^"^

Halictus, g., V. 370
Haliomma, VI. 313
Haliopbis, g., V. fi6

HaiiotidsB, f., V. 215
H. funebris, V. 216
H. tricostalis, V. • 215

Haliplinffi, V. 310
Haliplus fulvus, V. • 311
Halobates, g., VI. 109
Halisarca, g.. VI. 320. 325

H. lobularis, VI. 320
Halisarcidie, f., VI. 325
Halosauridie, (., V. 139

Halteria grandinella, VI. 359,
•368

Haltica, g., V. 373
Halticides, g., V. 349

-

HalticiniE, s.f., V. 348
Halys, g., IV. 320

204
H. bumeralifer, ) t loo
H. Jaccbus, f^-

^^
Hapalemur, g., I. 221, 257

H. giiseus, I. 224, '225
Haplocerinis ceyloneusis. III.

300
Haplocbilu'S, g., V. 124
Haplochiton, g., V. Ill

HapIochitonidiE, f.. V. Ill

Haplodon, g., III. 96

H. rufiis. III. 97
Haplodontida!, f., III. 96, 151

Harpa, g., V. 198

Harpalus, g., V.
Harpiocephalus, g.. I. 3rw

H. harpia. I. 308, • 30;i

Haiijodoii ueberens, V. 112

Harpyia, g., I. 277
H. cepbalotes, I. 276
H. major, I. 277
H. Pallasii, I. 308

Hebetidentata, III. 155
HebOmOia, g., ) yr ^g

H.glaucippe, r^-*"
Hectocotylus octopodis, V. 137

Heliconius, g., VI. 34, 36
Helicopis, g., VI, 44
Helicopsyche, g., VI. 20
Helictis, g., II. 196
HelioUtes, g., VI. 305
Heliophobius, g.. III. 83

H. argenteo-cinereus, III.
123

Heliopora cserulea, VI. 3 )h

HelioporidiK, f,, VI. 305, 311

''^'^"i5i^;}iv.i62
Heliornithiuffi, s.f., IV. 162
Heliothidffi, f., VI. 65
Heliozoa, VI. 341, .342

Helix, g., V. 220, 221
H. arbustorum, V. 221
H. aspersa, V. 221, P(ii(« 56

var. scaloris, ihid.

H. eitrina, Plate 56
H. globulus, V. 221
H. hortensis, V. 221, 368

H. pomatia, V. • 221
H. Stuartii, ~\

H. translucida, f „. . ^^
H. .mdulata,

^J'!'"f56

H. Waltonl, )
Helogenes, g., V. 109
Hfilophilus pendulus, VI. 93
Helops pallidus, ^ y oo(>

Helostoma, g., V. 106
Helotarsus ecaudatus. III. 265,

284, '285
Helotinffi, s.f., V. 351
Hemerobiidce, VI. 12, 14
Hemerobius, g., VI. 12

H. humuli, VI. 13
Hemerodromia, g., VI. 88
Hemiceutetes, g., I. 360
Hemicbromis, g., V. 78
Hemicyou, g., II. 205
Hemidactylus verruculatus, IV.

Hemi-fusus colosseus, V. 194
H. proboscidalis, V. • 194

Hemigaleus, g., V. 27
Heminierus, g., V. 286
HemimetaboJa, VI. 222
Hemiptera, V. 296. VI. 201
Hemiptycba punctata, Piatc 63
Hemirampbus, g., i

H. cuspidatus, -v. 123
H. fluviatilis, )

Hemirhombus, g., V. 69
Heniocbus, g,, V. 80
HepiaUda;, f., VI. 54,63
Hepialus bumuli, VI. 29, 63, 64
Heptancbus, V. 31
Hern
Herodiones,

'227
III. 254, IV. 178

Herpestes griseus, II. 91
Herpetohtha liniax, VI. 300
Herpuemata, VI. :3", 351

"""tf"tS:- \ VI. 53

speroruis, g.. III. 247

I

H. regalis, IV. 239, 240
I Heteralocha acutirostris, IV.

Heteromera, V. 336-339
Hetercmastigidae, f.. VI. .372

Heteromastis proteiformis, VI.
•356

Heteromeron, V. 339
Heteromyinse, s.f.. III. 123
Heteromys, g.. III. • 122, 124
Heteronotus reticulatis, Ptafe

Heteroptcra, s.o., VI. 103—111
HeteropterEB, s.f., V. 108, 103
Heteropus, s.g.. III. 198
Heteropygii, f., V. 125
Heterostegiua depressa, VI.

Heterotis niloticus, V. 134
Heterotrieba, s.o., VI. .367

Hexactinellidse, VI. 321, 322,
325, 330

Hexanchus, V. 31
Hierofalco, g., ~1

H. caudidms, !

H.gyrfalco, It,j „^
H. Holbolli, M"--M
H. islandus,

|

H.labradorus, J
Hilar;e, g., VI. 88
Hiinautiuopina;, s.f., IV. 167
Hininntopus melauopterus, IV.

167
Hipistes bydrinus, IV. 327
Hippoboscidie, f., VI. 97
Mippobosco equina, VI. *97
Hippocampus, g., I y „

H. antiquormn, i
' "'

H. gUttulatUS, I -.r e-Q

H. lougirostris, )" > •
^

Hippocrepian Bryozoa, V. 273
Hii)poglossoides limaudoides,

V. 67
Hippoglossus vulgaris, V. 67
Hippolyte, g., VI. 211
Hipponyx, g., V. 213
Hippopotamidse, f., 336, 348—

Hippopotamus ampbibius, II.

348, • 349, '352
H. liberiensis, II. 359

^^S^-} VI. 317

=Sm.is,}vi.318

H. medicinalis
H. muricata, V. 41
H. officinalis, VI. 240

Hirundinidffi, f., IV. 77, 89^94
Hiruudo rnfula, IV. 77

H. rustica. III. 378, IV. 92,
•93

Hispinse, s.f., V. 348, 350
Hister, g., V. 381
Histeridie, f., V. 322
Histiopborus, g., V. • 85
Histioteuthis, g., V. 168
Histiotns velatus, I. 295
Histriobdella bomari. VI. 242
Histriobdellidae, f., VI. 242
Holacantbus, g., V. 80
Holobrancbiata, o., V. 271, 276
Holocepbala, o., V. 24
Holoderma, g., IV. 277

H. borridum, IV. 279
Holops, IV. 270
Uolorbapbidota, o., VI. 327
Holostomata, V. 207
Holotricba, s.o., VI. 364. 365
Holotburia, g., III. 262, VI.

24:3, 260
H. tubulosa, VI. ^263, '264

Holothursidea, c, VI. 260, 27J
Holtenia, g., VI. 329
Homseosauria, IV. 341
Hoinalocranion, g., IV. 331
Hoinalogonatse, III. 245
Honialopsidffi, f., IV. 327
Hoinalopterse, s.f., V. 108
Homalopterina, V. 125, 133
Homarus vulgaris, VI. 2^)4,* 203,

206
Homoeomyarii, III. 245
Homoptera, s.o.,V. 340, VI. 103,

111-117, 146

Hoplides, f., V. 327
Hoplocepbalus curtus, IV. 310
HoplognatbidEe, f., V. 82
Hoplopbora coutractilis, VI.

183
Homia minutipeunis, V. 339
Huecbys sanguinea, VI. Ill
Hurouia, g., V. 187

H. crocnta, II. 70- * 81, 204
H. opetea, II. 204
H. striata, II. 79, 83

Hysenictis, g., II. 205
Hyanida;, f., II. 79, 201
Hysenarctos, g., II. 205
Hytenodou, g., II. • 205, 206
Hyalcidae, f., V. 229
Hyalea, g., V. 229

H. gibbosa, |^ y ,o.,^
H. loiigirostns. (

' ""

Hyslolampe, VI. 342
Hyalonema Sieboldii, VI. 31:',

• 319, 321, 3:50

Hyalopathcs, g., VI. 301
Hyalosphenia, VI. 340
Hyas, g., VI. 197

Hybernidffi, f., VI. 67
Hyborhynchus, g., V. 128

"^''^'™°^8-|.VI.248

Hydatinea;, f., VI. 248, 258
Hyduocera, e., V. 335
Hydra, g., VI. 284

H. fusca, VI. 285
H. viridis. VI. 284. '285,

• 286, :i62

Hydrachua coucliarum, VI. 183
H. globulus, VI. '182

Hydr.achnida!, f., VI. 181, 182
Hydi-actinia, g., ) yj .,„„

H. echinata,{
>'i--«'

Hydradepbaga, f., V. 300
Hydra-tuba, VI. 281
Hydrida;, f., VI. 28.5

Hydrocbceus, g.. III. 145
H. capybara, HI. 1«, • 115,

146
Hydl'ocoralliua,

292—294
Hydrocoralli

VI. 278,

uffi, s.o.,VI. 286,292
:ores, IV. 109-111
TOn,g.,V. 6
da, o., VI. 278, 284-291,

Hydromcdusa, g., IV. 253
Hydromedusa;, c, VI. 277-294
Hydrometra staguoram, VI. 109
Hvdromyiuffi, s.f.. III. 114
Hydromys, g., III. 83

H. chrysogaster. III. 114,

231
H. fiUiginosus, ) ,„ , ,

,

H. leucogaster, r™"*
Hydropbasiauus cbirurgiis, IV.

•1.57

Hydropliida;, f., IV. 304. 310
Hydropbilidai, f., V. 31)0, 313
Hydi-opbilus, g., V. 313

L-Hs. V. * :il:i. 314
:,ihS;t;

Hyd
311

H. giganteus, f
H. salvator, IV. 278

HydropsychidiE, VI., 17, 20
Hydroptilida;, VI. 17, 20
Hydi-ous caraboides, V. 314
Hydrozoa, c, VI. 277—294, 364
Hyla. g., IV. 346

H. arborea, IV. 363
H. aurea, IV. 364
H. eleeaus, IV. '.363, 354
H. Euriugii, )
H. palmata, ;-IV. 364

Hvlajus.g., V. 370
Hylesinus crenatus, V. 343
_ H. raxini, V. 342
Hylidse, f., IV. 363, 364
Hylina!, s.f., IV. 366
Hylobates. g., I. 73, 74, SJ, 1C3

k, r.

•-'05



IXJ'EX TO CLASSES, OHHKltS, FAMILIES, OEyEHA, SPECIES, ETC.

.VI.
308

.l,H8, li.

Hyi-ifriou Sulu-uer

Hiln?rodape<lon.
Hyperoodou rosti

Hyi'cropisus, f?., V. 1".:*^

Hjpberijes coriiUii-ostris, IV. 69
Hvpnos, g.. V. 40
Hvpochrysops, g., VI. 46
Hypo.leras, g., VI. 185
Hx-poderma bovis, VI. 96
Hn.c.liumas, g.. VI. 4S

H. charithoniffi, VI. 36
H. iuaria, VI. 34
H. melpomene, VI. 36
H. luisii.pus, VI.* ;W, 34, 41
H. s:,liH,,.is, VT. U

HM-rliil.M lilliviim, V. l:i3

HVl-.l.lillialliiu., ^ V. 109

Hyr.^coidea, o., II. -7
Hyrax, g.,

|

H. capeusis. -II.

Hvstri..ui.i..ri.lia, III. 128-1.33

H>strii ei-istata. III. * 134
H. hirsutirostris, ) ttt i.je

H. jaianica, )"
''' '-^

I

Tantbiua, sr.. V. 216
I. communis, V. " 217

lantbiuida?, f., V. 216
Ibalia cultellata, VI. 6
Ibidorbynclius Strutbersi,

I.

162
IV. '189

ubm. IV. 189
australis, III. 264Ibyct.

Icbneumou, s., V. *1, '2, 3
lohiieumoiiidffi. f.. VI. 1—3, 4
IcbthyobdelUcte, VI. 242
lehtbvoeampus, g., V. 56
lebtbvoidea, s.o., IV. 369, 37

-378
lobtbydium, g., VI. 243
Ichtliyo])bthiriidie, f., VI. 365
Ichtbyopbtbiriiis multiflliis

lehtbvorui's, III. 247
I. dispar, IV. 239

Icteridie, f., IV. 25, 77, 99
i.f., IV

lialtii IV.

Igi.auid,E, f.,IV. 279, 280
IlUeiius Ban-iensis, VI. 210
Iluaiitbos Mitohelli, I „, .,,.,

I. scuticns, fVI. 3J4

Ilvodaemoil. g., VI. 260
Impenaes, o.. III. 354, IV. 222
Imperator. g., V. 214
laaohus, g., \„t iq-

I. Kerapferi,!^!-'^'

Inaeqiiipalpia, VI. 17
InroquiteliE, f., VI. 175
Inca clathrata, V. 3:»
ludicator, g., III. 329

I. exilis, 1

I. major, -III. S3(

I. Sparrmauni, j

Indicatoridffi, III. 329
Indris, g., I. 217—* 219, 257

I. brevicaiidatus, I. 222
I. diadema, I. 219, • 220
I. laniger, I. 222
I. Verrauxii, I. * 213

Infusoria, VI. 276, 350, 351
I. ciliata. VI. 356

luia, g., II. 247. 268
I. GeoBrensis, II. 250

luo, g., VI. 57

. 220
VI. 9, 149,

221,

Insectivora, o., I. 279, 343—384
I. vera, I. 347, 382

Insessores, IV. 1

Inuus, g., I. 114-129, 161, 163
I. ecaudatus, I. 123, 126

Invertebrata, V. 150—280
Iridina, g., V. 242
Irrisor, g., III. 359

I. erythorhvuchns, III. 359
IsastriEa, g., VI. 30O
Iscbuoglossa nivalis, I. 335
Ischyromyidffi, f.. III. 151
IsidiniB, s.f., VI. 306, 307
Isis, g.,

)
I. coralloides, SVI. .'07

liippuris, )

,p&s,}vl-53
iocaxdia, g., V. 231, 237, 445

Ismene,

Ispidina natalensis,
). jjj g^g

Issus coleoptvatus, VI. 113
Istiophova, I. 280
Itbomia, g., VI. 34, 44

I. flora, VI. • 35
Itbomiola, g., VI.

I. flavomaculatus, VI. '

I. marginatus, VI. 184
Ixodidffi, £., VI. 181, 184
lynx, III. 334

Jaeare, f., IV. 267
J. curiia, ^
J. birticolHs, f ttt ^-^
J. latirostris. i^^--'^
J.lougiscutata..'
J. nigra, IV. 269

J. ocellata, "^

J. punctata, > IV. 27J

J. sclerops, )
Japygida;, f., VI. 149

JulidiE, f., VI. 155, 156
Julidiua, V. 73
Julus sabulosus, VI. Ii5

VI. •152, 155,

Juncella, g., VI. 309
Juuonia, g., ) t,t qs

J. laomedia, )

^^- '°

Kabassons, III. 184, 190
Kallima, g., VI. 38

K. inachis, VI. '39
K. paralekta. VI. 39

KeUia, g., t „ ou
K. rubra, j

' •
-"

Kerivoula, g., I. 303
K. picta, I. :!04

Ketupa ceylouensis, III. SCO,

IV. 75
Kinixys, g., IV. 252

K. Homeana, IV. 245
Kinostenion, g., ) IV.

K. peunsylvanicum, ) 254
Kogia, g., n. 252

K. breviceps, } tt .5-1-

K. Grayii, i
"• ^^

Kraussina, g., V. 267
Kurtidffi. f., V. 83
Kurtiformes, V. 8.3

Labia minor, VI. 136
Labrax, g., V. 79

L. lupus, V. •79
Labrida;, t, V. 74, 75-77
Labrus, g., V. 75, 76

L. maculatus, I y -,-

L. inixtus, r •

Labyriutliibranchii, V. 105
Labyrintliici, f., V. 105

Labyrinthulea, VI. 351

Laccophilus, g., V. 311

L. vaa-iegatus, V. • 311

Lacerta, g., IV. 272-275
L. agilis, rv. 272, • 273
L. muralis,~)
T, ^.-cllatii S TV_ 274

LachiH.hnu.us. g., V. 76
Lacliuosterua querciua, V. 328
Lacinulai-ia, g., V. 246, 24J

L. socialis, VI. 249
Lacuua, g., V. 212

"-"Tlor^}^-^
Ltemodipoda, VI. 212
Lafoea,g.,VI. 290
Lagena, VI. 349
Lageneeca, g., VI. 374

L. cuspidata, Plnie 72

L!«euid£e, VI. 349
Lagidium Cuvieri, ) ttt ^.,n

L. pallipes, )"

Lagomyidffi, f., III. 149. 154

I

Lagomys alpinus. III. • 150

I
L. priuceps, HI. 150

Lagopus mutus, IV. 141, • 142,

138, Plate
Lagotbrix, g.. I. 171, 203

' " iboldtii, )
J j-j

LameUicoruia, V. 299, 322—333
Lamiiuffi, s.f., V. 346
Lamna. g., V. 29, 30

L. comubica, V. 29
Lamnidse, £., V. 26, 29—31
Lamnina, V. 29
Lampades, V. 258
Lampris luna, V. '88
Lampi-ima, g., V. 324
Lampyridffi, f., V. :B4, 335
Lampyrinffi, s.f., V. 333
Lampyris noctilnca, V. 334

L. splendidiJa, V. •334
Lauguriinse, s.f., V. 351
Lauiidce, f., IV. 63
Lanius auriculatus, ) ttt oqq

L. eoUyrio, l"

^^- ^^
L. excubitor, IV. 63, Plate

38
Laparostictica, V. 324
Lareutidaj, f., VI. 67
Larida!, £., n^ 203-213
Larinffi, s.f., IV. 21G

Lan.sariut'atus.' IV. l'('«;'

L. caiius, IV. -117

L,il,Tr:r,nl,r, I,, VI. 173

Latrodectus, g., ) vT 17fi
L. malmignattus, )

" "
''"

Latruuculus albus, V. 98
Lebiasina biniaculata, V. Ill

Lebiiuffi, s.f., V. 308
Lecauium hesperidum, VI. 117

Lfda, g., V. 341
I.embidK, f.,VI.

VI. 361

Lemuridte, f., 1. 257
Lemuroida, s.o., I. 210-258
Leo nobilus, II. 10, 18
Leopardus melas, II. 42
Lepadidffi, o., VI. 196, 219
Lepadogaster, g., ""i

L. bimacuiatus, '
v- loj.

L. Candollii, 1

^
'

^^*

L. gouanii, )
Lepas, g., VI. 219, 220

L. australis, VI. •220
Lepidoceras, g., VI. 235
Lepidonotus, g., ) yT Mn

L. sqnamatus, )
'^'""

Lepidopus caudatus, V. 86

Lepidoptera, o., V. £95, 297. 353,

VI. 21—69, 71, 72, 73, 89,

94, 102
Lepidosiren, g., V. 3, 4, 7, 11,

13—15, 19—21
L. paradoxa. V. 20

Lepidosteida;, t, V. 28
Lepidosteus, g., iV. 6, 9, 10, 23,

24
L. osseus, V. 23, 24
L. platystomus, V. 23
L. viridis, V. 23, 24

Lepidurus Augassi, VI. • 215
Lepilemur, g., I. 233, 257

L. musteliuus, I. 223. • 224

Lepisma sacclwriua, VI. * 14:i

Lepismidse, f.. VI. 148

Leporidffi, f., III. 14i--119, Lit

Lepralia, V. 58, 196. 280

Leptalis tbeouoe, VI. • 35

LeptidtB, f., VI. 89
Leptis vermilio, VI. 90
Leptobarbina, V. 128
Leptobarbus Hoevenii, V. 128
Lei)tocarcharas, g., V. 28
Leptocardii, V. 47
Leptocepbalus, V. 143
Leptocerida;, t., VI. 17, 20
Leptocircus, g., VI. 51, 52

L. cuiius, VI. • 51. 52

LeptocUuum, g., V. 255
Leptoderinee, V. 317
Leptodinis, g., V. 317
Leptodon, g., m. 290
Leptogaster oylindricus, VI. 87
Leptogorgia, g., VI. 308
Lepton, g., V. 244
Leptonjx Weddellii, II. 243

Leptopenus discus, VI. 300
LeptophUus argala, IV. 186

Leptoria, g., VI. 299
Leptosoma discolor. III. 364

^''L.'auruieuta, (• V. 345

L. quadrifasciata, ^
Leptus autuu,nalis, VI. 181

Lex>us cuniculus, III.- H^



NATURAL BISTORT.

. •129,133

|- V. 130

a, VI. 231)

, 335, 326

*U5
Libellnlidie, f., VI. 142, 143—14«
Libytbeinfp s.f.. VI. 42
Licininif, s.f., V. 308
Lieberkulmia, VI. 344 345
Ligyrus bituberculatus, V. 328

'

liiaus I'

^- ^^^

cicliE, J.', V. 220, 222

V. 250

L. caiiiiUa, VI. 41
L. sybiUa, VI. •41
L. agi-estis, I. 355, 377
anie, ^., V. 221. 224
L. shwnalis, V. * 224

Quieiaic, 1'., V. 220, 224

pbylli, VI.

I-
VI. 79

Limiwco.Iiin,., g., VI. 291
Liumoi.biluliL-, t., VI. 17. 19
Limuopbiliis fiavi-^i

coniis, VI. * 18, 19
L. luiiatus, '

L. iiolitus, VI. 19
i, VI. * 18, 19

^. ,....., .,o ,
"^'- !*•

Limnoria, i:., I ^rr .71.

>

L. liifUL.,mil, r
^ ^- -^-

L. terebrans. VI. 211
Limopsis, ir., V. 241

Limiiius, s., vV.W, 213, 214

T l^-v-'ptemul', |-
"'^I- * ^'^

.. „„.„losa, I-

VI. 246

Liua populi, V. :349, * 359'

Liueiis lougissimus, VI. 258
Liuguatulina, o., VI. 160, 186,

Liiidia,

h. ana
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NATURAL HISTORY.

V.383

M. formicariiis, VI. 11
Myrmeleontidie, VI. 11

Myrmica, fc'., V. 383
M. licvinodi^,

"]M. molesta,
,

M. rugiuodis, )
M. sciibrinocUs, V. 381, 383

Myrmidnse, a.f., V. 379, 382, 383
Myrus, g., V. 142, 143
Mysis, g., VI. 208

M. cLamse'.eou, VI. • 210
Mystacina, g., I. 312, 325

M. tnherculata, I. 311, 322,
• 323, • 324

Mysticete, s.o., 11.245,247, 202
MytilidiE, f., V. 239
Mytilus. sf., V. 2.37, 2.39

M. ediUis, V. '239
Myxine, ff., V. 11, 12

Mysoniyceta. VI. 333
Myxoiwda. VI. :i32

Myxosi,on«-iiE, o., VI. 320,

Myxostomuin, g., VI. 232

Nabis, g., VI. 109
Naidse, f., VI. 227
Nais proboscidea, VI. 227
Naja. g., IV. 304—308

N. hEemaohates, IV. 306

Niwi'udians,} IV. 304.306

Najida;, f., IV. 307
Nandidse, f., V. 81
Nanuocampiis, g., V. 56
Narcine, g., I v m

N.brasiliensis, f
''™

Narcissus, g., VI. 93
Naresia cyathus, V. 278
Nasalis larvatus. I. 61, *89, 'go
Nasiternffi, s.f.. III. 310
Nassa, g., V. 196, 219

N. reticulata, V. 195, 196
Ifassula, VI. * 360, 362
Nasua narica, II. 178, * 179
Natalus, g., I. 310

N. straminens, I. 311, '312
Natica, g., V. 207, 219

N. piipilionis, V. '207
Naticidce, f., V. 207
Natriciuffi, s.f., IV. .327-329
Natrix torquata, IV. 327
Naucoris eiiuicoides, VI. 110
Naucrates diictor, V. * 90, 91
Nautiliadffi, f., V. 183-188
Nautilus, g., V. 183, 188

N. macroraphalus, V. 184
N. poijpiUus, V. 183, 184,

187
N. umbilicatus, V. 186
N. zic-zac, V. 188

Nancella, g., V. 218
NebaUa, g.'; VI. 215

N. bipes, VI. * 215
Nebela, VI. .340

Nebria, g., V. 306
Necrobia rulicoUis, ) -.j .j.j-

N. rufipes, f
^- "^^^

Neci-Oile.s littoralis, V. 318
NeoropliiU.-ii, V. 317—322
Necmphiliis ;irenarius, VI. 13
NeLTopliori, s.-., V. 298
Nccrophorus, g., V. 317. 318

N. Tespillo, V. 317, • 318
Necroruis, IV. 240
Nectariniidse, f., III. 3.36, IV.

75-77
NeotariniiuoB, s.f., IV. 75
Necyria, g., VI. 44
Neides, g., VI. 105
Nemachilus, g., )

N. barbatulus, } V. 133
N. stolickiE, )

Nemadaofcylus, g., V. 82
Nemathelinintba, c, VI. 25,

249-254, 258
Nematoidea. o., VI. 250—254, 258

^'T'veSricosus, }
VI- 8

.f., VI. 43
Nemeobius luciua, VI. 4;3

NenuTtiii:!, s..i., VI. J.I?, 2.58

NPiii.-stri;,,, l.,i,.jii<„tris. VI. 89
Neniiiliilii- ^...l.iiKMTM, V. 140

a, g., VI. 1
I, VI. • 13

Nemopte
N. CO

N. v'ariegata, f
' '• ""'

Neocriuoidea, o., VI. 260
Neophoca lobata, n. 226
Neophron giugiiiianus. III. 262

N. percuopterus, HI. • 261,

277
N. pileatus. III. 262

Neopus malayensis. III. 283

Nepa,'

Notidanus (continued):
N. ^^riseus, V. 31
N. iiidicus, ) „ „,
N. platycephalus, )•*'••'-

NotodontldiE, f., VI. 22, 25, 59
Notommata, g., ^

N. loDgiseta, \ VI. 248
N. tardigrada,J

Notoneota, g., VI. Ill, 146
. glau VI. • 111

N. (.inerea.

Nephdi.s, g., VI

Notonectidse, f., VI. 103, 110
Notopteridffi, i., V. 138
Notopteris, g., I. 330

N. Macdonaldii, I. 278
Notopterus, g.. V. 138
Notoruis MoiitelU, IV. 240
Notosaurus, IV. *il
Nototrema, g., IV. 364

IV. 3W,

Nudibranch
Nun

V. 227
i.t., IV.

Nepbthya, g., VI. 310
Nepbthys ca;ca, VI. • 232

N. longisetosa, VI. * 228
NepidiE, f., VI. 110
Nepticula microtberiella, VI. 69
Nepticulida:, f., VI. 22, 69
Neptis, g., VI. 41
Nereidffi, f., VI. 231

Nereis, VI. » 231
N. costffi, VI. 312

VI. 231

Neriene, g., VI. 176
Nerita,, g., V. 218
Neritida:, f., V. 218
Neritina, g., ~|

V. 218

Iv.

321,

N. fluviatiUs,

N. meleagris, ['

N. sulcata,
|

N. viridis, J
Neritinffi, V. 119
Nerophis, g., V. 55

N. Eequoreus,
N. lumbriciformis,
N. opliidion, i

N. teres, )
Nesokia GrilfitM, III. 114
Nesomys, g., III. Ill
Nestor, g.,"UI. 320

N. meridioiialis. III.
'

322
N. notabiUs, ) yj, o.Tn
N. productns, T

!"• ^*
Nettapus, g., IV. 193
Nettastoma, g., V. 141
Neiironia ph.al8eiioides, VI. 19
Neuroptera, o., V. 295, 299, VI.

9—20, 120, 136
Nicotboe astaci, VI. » 216, 217
Nilionida;, f., V. ;336

Nipliargus stygius, VI. 209, 212
Niphon, g., V. 79
Nirmus, g., VI. 147
Nisaetus, g.. III. 284
Nisoniades tages, VI. 5:5

Nitidulidffl, f., V. 316. 319
Noctilio, g., I. 312, 317. 335

N. leporiuus, I.

Noctiliones, I. 330
Notiluca, g., VI. 358.

. 318
,318

Nod
VI.

Noniada, g.,

Nomeina, 1., V. 88
Nomeus, g., V. 89
Nonionina, VI. 349
Nops, g., VI. 174
Nortliia'lubicola, VI. • 228,
Notacantha, VI. 74, 83—85
Notacantbus, g., I „ ,,„

N. rissoiuius, I

*•'"'

Notarcus, g.. V. 226
Noteus, g., VI. 248
Nothura, g., ) j„ .™

N. maculosa, ( i"- —

*

Notidauidse, f., V. 26, 31
Notidanus, g., V. 31

V. 32

Numenius, g., IV. 163
Numida, IV. 240
Numidinte, s.f., IV. 131, 137
NuuimuUtidce, VI. 349
Nyctala Tengmalmi, III. 297,

305
Nyctea scandiaca. III. 104
Nycterentes, g., II. 96

N. procyonides, II. 162
Nycteribiidffi, f., VI. 98
NycteridiE, f., I. 288—291, 316,

325, 340, 341
Nycteris, g., I. 291, 316

N. capensis, 1

N.ja

Nycticebidai, f., 1. 257
Nycticejus, g., I. 281, 309

N. luteus, I. 281
Nycticorax griseus, IV.

N. Cestonii, I. 318, * 319
N. plicatus, !.j „,Q
N. tragatus, ) '

^^^

Nyctopbilus, g., I. 292, 296, 325
N. Geoffroyi, I. 296, » 297
N. tiinoriensis, I. 297

Nyctipitbecus, g., I. 185, 188—
191, 203

N. felinus, )t ,q,
N. oseryi, I

^- '"^

N. ruflpes, I. • 190, 191
N. trivirgatus, I. 181, * 189

-191

wvmr.liulium, g., VI. 44
Nyl„i.l,..n,g.,VI. ns?

N. gracilis, VI. 188
Nylni.bonidfe, f., VI. 188

Oceajiitis, g., IV. 210
O. oceanica, IV. 208, 210
O. pelagica, IV. 208, • 209

Ochetodon humilis. III. Ill
Ochthera mantis, VI. 96
Octodon, g.. III. 129

O. Cumingi, III. • 129
Octodontidoa, f.. III. 128-133,

142, 143, l!i4

Octodontiuffi, s.f.. III. 129, 130
Octopoda, V. 156—165
Octopodidffi, f., V. 157—165
Octopus liorridus, ) y * ,gQ

O. macropus, f
'

Oculinidffi, f., V. 298, 311
Ocydromia, g., VI. 88
Ocydromus, g., IV. 168
Ocypoda, g., VI. 202
Ocypodida;, f., VI. 201

Odontocbila, g., V. 302
Odontophora, g., V. 222
Odontopteryx toliapious, IV

2;39,a40
Odontomithes, 111. •2A7, IV. 2.39

Odostoiuia, g., V. 208
Odvuerus parietum, V. 372
(Ecistes, g.. VI. 249
(Ecodoma cepllalotes, V. ' 3S3
CEdeniLa, g., IV. 194
(Edicuelnus, g., IV. 172

(E. crepitans, IV. • 172
(Edipoda cinerascens, VI. 128

CE. inigratoria, VI. * 126, 128
(Estrides, s.f., VI. 96
CEstrus, g,

)

ffi. bovis, )
CE. equi, II. 303
(E. tarandi, VI. 96

Ogmorllinus, 11. 244
OUgocbseta, o., VI. 225—227, 258

O. limicola, VI. 227
O. terrieola, VI. 225

Oligodon, g., IV. 331
OUgontidffi, £., IV. 331
Oligotoma MichffiU, VI. 140
Oliva, g., V. 198

O. erythrostoma, ) ^ • iqq
O. porphyria, p" ^^

Omacantha gigas, V. 346
Omaseus vulgaris, V. 303
Ommastrephes, g., V. 169, 170

O. sagittatus, V. 170
Ommatophoea Bossii, II. 241
Ouius, g., V. 303
Oncidiada, f., V. 220, 223
Oncidiiun, g., V. 223, 224
Oncyderes, g., V. 346

O. cingulatus, V. 348

Oncorhyuchus, g., ) y ,,«
O. sanguinolentus, i " '^"

Oniscia Dennlsoui, V. 202
Oniscidffi, f., VI. 210
Oniscus, g., VI. 194
Onthophagus, g., V. 324
Ouychocerus scori>io, V. 346
Onyohoijhora, o., VI. 152

Onychoteuthis, g., V. 158, 168
O. Banksii, i.y ,ga
O. Dussumieri. )

^- ""*

Opalina, g., VI. 366
0. VI.

OpahnidK, *., VI.
Opatrum subulosum, V. 336
Operculata, V. 225
Operculina, VI. 349
OpUehadffi, f., VI. 234
Ophibolus getulus, IV. 319
Ophichthys, g., V. 142, 143

O. bOrO, )_ y , ,.5

O. quadrates, \ '

Ophidia, o., IV. 300—338, V.
Ophiderida;, f., VI. 66
Ophidiidaj, f., V. 64-66
Ophidiina, V. 65
Ophidium barbatum, V. 65
Ophiooephalidffi, f., V. 105
Opliiocephalus, g., )_y ,(.c

VI. 260
Opliiocoma, g., V. 163
Ophiocoma (ecbiu.). g.

Opbiodes, g., VI. 290
Ophiodou, g., V. 98
Ophion, g., VI. 2

Opbiophagus, g., IV. .307

O. elaps, IV. 307. 308
Ophiothrix, g., VI. 260

O. tragiUs, VI. * 267
Opliisaurus ventralis, IV. 299
Ophiura, g., VI. 260
Ophiuridn, c, VI. 260, 269
Ophiuroidea, c, VI. 260. 267, 289

Ophrydiuas, s.f.. VI. 370
Oplirydium eichhoruii. VI.

370, 271
Ophryodendron, g., VI, 364

0. multicapitatum, ) VI.

O. pedicellatum, C *364
Ophryoglena, g., VI. 365
Ophryoglenidae, VI. 365
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Opistholinvnchiata, o., V. 225—
227

Opistliocomiase, f., IV. 130

Opisthocomus cristatus, IV. 131

Opisthonterro, s.f., V. 108

Opistomidce, f., VI. 257
Orbiculiim, VI. «7, M8

II ,„niii<^mnli«, VI. * »49

Uivliosella ciucta. VI. » li9

Orchestes, g., (. y sio
O. pvatensis, f '

Orchestia, g., VI. 212

Oreas canna, III. • 20, 21

Oreinus, g., V. 128

Oreodera, g., V. 3J6
Oreophosiuae, IV. 129

Oi nithomjite. III. 365
OruitUoptera, s.g., VI. 50, 51

O. amphrisus, VI. 51

O. Bi-ookeaua, > „j^ 50

OruithorhjTich
234, 2«
uatiDus, III. 2:

i31,*232, •233

lis, V.
o.
O. tvuncatus, V. SS

Orthis, g., V. •235
Ortlioceras, e., V. 187
Ortboceratites, V. 210
Orthonia labrici, VI. 238
Orthoptera, o., V. 295, 296, 297,

'9, VI. 9, 10, 99, 101, 118—
147

•Irtli. a, S.O., VI.

o.V.SSl

Urtj-.,iii..tra, -., IV. 156
U. crex, IV. •158,159

Orycteropus, g.. III. 190
O. ffitluopioas. III. 171

O. capensis. III. 169, * 170,

0. senegalensis. III. 171

Oryctes rhinoceros, V. 328
Oryzomys, g,, III. Ill
Osinerus, g. \ij „,

O. thaleichthys, I
^ '^'^'

O. eperlanus, V. * 118
Osttlia, g., V. 368, -376

O. auralenta,")
O. bicolor, ( ,r 0,^^^

O. bicomis, r^-3t>S

O. birta, .)

O. leucomelana, V. * 368
Osplu'omeuus olfax, V. 106
Osteobroma, g., V. 133
Osteochilns, g., V. 127
Osteoslossidffi, f,, V. 13-t

Osteoglossum, g., V. 13t
Osteola;mus tetraspes, IV. 261
Oatraciou, g., V. 48^ 49

O. bicaudnlis, V y >.^

lis,

Seuardi, V. 50
Osti-acioutma, V. 48
Ostraooda, o., VI. 196, *iie
Ostrea, c.V. 232, 237

O. edidis, V. 232
Ostreidse, f., V. 232-235
Otaria, g., II. '210, *211, •217, 218

O. albicollis, II. 226
O. einerea, II. 230
O. falklaudica, II. 228, '229
O. Poisteri, II. 229

Otocompsa jocosa, IV. 40
Otogale (sef Galago)
Otogyps aiiricularis, HI.

260
O. calvus. III. 260
O. nubious, III. 258

Otolicnus (SCO Galago)
Otouycteris Hemprichii, I.

Ouramoeba, VI. 338
Ovibos moscbatus, III. 30
Ovis, g.. III. 5, 7, 10

O. poll, III. 7
Ovultun, g., V. 206

O. volva, V. 1S)5, '203
O. patula, V. 206

OxiidercidiB, f., V. 98
Oxybelia fulgidus, IV. 324,

'

Oiydactyla,'lV. 351-362
Oxyderces dentatiis, V. 98
Oiydoras, g., V. 109
Oxyglossns, g., IV. 366
Oxygoiiia, g., V. 302
Oxjgyrus Keraudreuii, V. 2

Oxytrichidce, f., VI. 359, 361

Oxyurus verniicularis, VI. :

Ozffiiliua, V. 306, 312
Ozobranchus, g., VI. 241

Pacbjcephala, g., IV. 63
Pacbycbaliua, g., VI. 328
Pachydermata, II. 292
Pacbygaster ater, VI. 84
Pacbygnatha, g., VI. 176, 179

P. Clerckii, VI. 176
Pacbyura, s.g., I. 378
Pagellus ceiitrodoutiis, ~)

P. erytlirinus, ^V.82
P. Oweni, )

Pjgomys, g., n. 233
Pagopbilus, g., II. 235
Pagrus orpheus, V. 82
Pagarus, g., VI.203, 211

P. bernhardus, VI. 204
Paltechinoidea, o., VI. 260
Palfficbiiius, g.. VI. 260
Paloeichtbyes, V. 10, 18, 147
Patemon, g., VI. 208, 211

P. seiTatiis, VI. • 208
Pa1a;moiiid!E, f., VI. 208
Pateocoryiie, VI. 294
Palffiocoiystes, VI. 200
Pateocrinoidea, o.. VI. 260
Palffiogitbalus, IV. 2.39

Palffionictis, g., II. 205, 206
Pateornis, g., III. 313

P. eupatrius or Alexaiidri,
III. 313

P. senegalus. III. 314
P. torquatus, III. 313, • 314

Palffiotberes, II. 296

Palffiotheridas, f.. II. 2!i5. 334
Palaniedea cormita, IV. 192, 237
Palainedeida;. f., IV. 191. 102
Paliiiia ilionibifev, IV. iliii

Pabuuridse, f., VI. 204. 2ii5

Paliuurus, g., VI. 2t»4, 205
P. vulgaris, VI. 204, •JOS,

Plate 66
Palpares libelliiloides, VI. • 12
Palpiconiia, V. 312—314
Paladestrlua, V. 213
Paludieella, s.o., V. 276
Paludiiia, g., ) v .jn

P. vivipai'a, r- 211

PaludinidsB, f., V. 211
Paludoiiius, g., V. 211
Palythoa, VI. 329
Paniphagus, VI. 240
Pamphila, g., ) y^^ 53

Pancblora maderse, VI. l.l'i

Paadamis, a., VI. 204
Palidion baliaetus. III. 29.)

I'lnainii. s, F.o., 111. 253, 296
I'ui.i.M ,. -., V. 249, 250
r,iii.:MMiiS. V. 14
1,111-. .11111.1,-., VI. 86
I'aiii.. u.. g,. V. 2, 3

P. viigatns, VI. '3
Pauopaia, g., I. y .,,„

P. iiorvegica, t

Paiioipa, g., VI. 15, 16
P. communis, VI. • 15

PauorpidiE, f., VI. 15
Piiutbalops Hodgsoui, III. 16
Pantopoda, o., VI. 160, 187, 223
Pantostoniata, VI. 3.58

Papilio, g., VI. 50, 52, 58
P. croesus, VI. 53
P. dionysus, VI. 34
P. meriones, VI. 34
P. macbaon, V. 269, VI. 52!

P. merope, VI, 34, '52, '53
P. Ulysses, VI. 51

362, 364
Paraponyx, g., VI. 33
Parascapto

207^

Paridffi, f., IV
Parinse, s.f., IV. 65
Parkeria, VI. 347
Parniacella, g.,V. 223
Pamiopliorus, g., V. 217
Paniassius, g., VI. 49, 50

P. apoUo, VI. • 50
P. ninemosyne, I. yj
P. Stubbendoriii, ) ^'

Pariiidffi, t., V. 314
Parotia sexpennis, IV. 25

Parrinffi, s.f., IV. 156

P. major, )
P. tenerltfoe, IV. 4

Fasseres acrouiyodi, I jy 2
P. luesomyodi, )

P. ceriiua, V. • 277
Pediculati, f., V. 93—95
PetUoulidffi, f., VI. 103, 118
Pediciiliua, s.o., VI. 102, 103,

P. vestimeuti.
IV.

Pedipalpi, VI. 161
PegasidoB, f., V. 143
Pegasus, g., V. 14.3

P. dracoiiis, V. * 143
Peiros cbinos, II. 130
Pelagia (conchol.), g., V. 229
Pelagia (zoopb.), g., VI. 281
Pelagida, s.o., VI. 281
Pelagomis Banetti, IV. 239
Pelamis, g., IV. 311
Jr'elamys, e-. l y an

P. sarda,)
"-^

Pelargopsis, III. 349
Pelecanidae, IV. 198-

""'

Pelecanoides
I

IV.

.218
PatulUdaj, L, V. 218
Patellimaui, V. 3o7, 308
Pauiopoda, o., VI. 152, 157

Pauroplis Huxleyi, VI. * 157

P. pedmiculatus, VI. 157

Paussida;. f., V. :306, 312, 381
Paussus Favieri. V. 312
Pavouaria, s., VI. 306
Pavonina!, s.f., IV. 131

^''''p"baftota }
^^- =*"

Pecteu, g., V. 236
P. islandicus, Plate 57
P. JacobEEUs, ~)

P. maxinius, > V. 236

P. operculai-is, 3
P. pallium, ")

P. pUca, [ Plata 57

P. pui-puratus, J
P. pusio, V. 250

Pectinaria belgica, VI. 237
Pectiuator Spekei, III. 129

Pectiiiidie, f., V. 236
Pecteuculus, g., V. 219, 241

P. glycimeris, V. 204
Pedalion, g., VI. 249
Pedata, o., VI. 260
Pedetes caller. III. '124, •127,

•128

Pelobatida;, f., IV. 341, 357
PeUas, g., IV. 311

P. berus, IV. 311, •315

Pelodi-yas coeruleus, IV. 366
Pelomys fallax. III. Ill

Pelomyxa, VI. 338
Pelonaia, g., V. 253
Pclopffius spirifex, V. • 375
Pelor filament osum, V. i-3

Peltogaster, g., VI. 196, 212

218
Pempberis, g., V. 83
Pempbredou lugubris, V. 375

PeuiEus, g., VI. 194, • 195, 223
Peuelopinas, s.f., IV. 129

Peueroplis, VI. 347

P. iu-buscula, VI. "350
Peunatula, g., VI. 3iJ6

P. spinosa, VI. ' 305
Penuatula;, s.f., VI. 306
Pennatulidffi, f., VI. 305, 311
Pentacrinus, g., VI. 26J, 263,

275
P. Wyville-Tbomsoni, VI.

Peutastoiiia tsenioides, VI. • 186,

187
Peutatoina dissiiuile, VI. * 103

Pentremites, g., VI. 260
Pepsisliuros, V.^37il^

210

P. Giiiinii, I. TT, .>™
P. lagotis, I

•

P. Moresbyeusis, III. 210

Peramelida;, f.. III. 209, 221

Perca fluviatiUs, V. 78
Percarina, g., V. 79

Pericbtbys, g., V. 79
Percidm, f., V. 78-80
Percitormes, V. 78
Percis, g., V. 92
Percopbis, V. 92
Percopsidas, f., V. 80
Percopsis guttatis, V. 120

Perdiciua!,\f.f., IV. 144—149
Perdix barbata, IV. 145

IV. 145,
'148

Pereute, g., VI. 47
Perennibraiicbiata, IV. 375
Perforata, VI. 311

Pericroootus ciuereus, IV.
PeridinidsE, f., VI. 372

Peridiiiium, g., VI. 372

P. sanguineum, > VI
P. spleudor-uiaris
P. tabulatum, VI

372
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/ I 1 a. \ I ir

±-e It
Perrl j 1

Pet lo t

III 130
lu 1 V 145
\ 145

\ 141
t \ 14j

IV 1

II 45

II Jtt

III 3 J

1\ 118 200

IV lOb

IV 3 1

o III 66
V U

V 4- H

PberasidiE, f.. VI. 236
Pliih.vdrirla, V. 311
Plulampelus, St., I.

yj^ jg

P. triaugulum, V. 374
Philiue, g., V. 226
Philodryas viridissimus, IV.

Pliilonexis, g., V. 164
Philopteridae, f., VI. 147
Philopterus, g., VI. 147

P. selcifrous, VI. 147
Pl.teomymaj, III. 114
PlUiEomys

II. 114

Plio
II

II .

-12 231 44
Phooolou g II 247
Phocoloutia II 247
PhCEUicopteridEe f IV 1

1

PlKEUitopterus andinus IV
P ai tiqitorum I 1^0

Pholadidse i V 251
Pholadomya g V 34S
Pkolas g ' V 2'il

P dactyliis V '251
Pholcas phalangioides VI !"(>

Pholidomis rttsliiee ) tv ai
P lubrifrons (

^* »*

Phoraspis g t „t ,o,
P picta )

^^ "'
PI 01 Ides VI 96
Phoiodonhumili VI 115
Pho n -. <- VI 24-J 2+4

281,

1.287

Phyllopteryx, g., V,
P. eques, V. 56,

Pliyllorhiim, g., I.
'

P. arniiger, I.

P. bicolor,

P. cervina,
P. gigas,
P. larvata,
P. speoris,

1

P. StolicEkana,J
P. tridens, I. 286, 287

Phylloscopus tristis, IV. 170
Pbyllosoina, f., VI. 189
Pbyllostoma, g., I. 328, 331,

332
P. discolor, ) , ,o,

P. elongatum, r-
^•^^

P. bastitmn, 1. 326, 327, 3-28,

iiJsE f I 324—340

Phytophaga V 344 348-350
358 VI 6—8

Pbytotoma augustirostns IV
1.1

PhytotomilH! f IV 120
Pbjtoitis g VI 185
Picari'.t a I\ 1

VI _3 34 47

PbyiiB
VI 11;

g V bo
Ijjuioides % 62

PbylUotiuffi sf VI o04
Pbjlhctis g VI 304
Pbylhlu g V 227
PliUhdilffi f \ 227
Phjlhrhoe g V 227
Phyllrhoida; f V 227
Pbylhum g VI 132

P 1 ifohum VI 132
l\ t 64

Pbj llo 1 tyl IS tubercuHtus
I\ -8

PI jll lei iin steuops I 331
Pb\ll doceKiuleigii vj .^32
Pbjllolicilie f VI >2
Pbyllodocites "VI -oS
Pbj Home luST I icoloi IV 'sr

Pbyl
Pi ill

PbiU
1

Pbjil

P vetei m V I -02
Pmuuluia VI 3i6

Piia g IV 34*
P imeiiciin IV *3o0

PllllTB f IV 3->l

Piirida: f IV 111

Puates g VI 109
Pisi g VI 107

P tctraodoii VI 197
Pisces c V 1—179 classifica

tiou 17
Piscicola g 1

P ge^metra,
J

Pitbecia g I

VI 242

Plagiostoinata, o., V. 25—15
Plakiua, g., VI. 320

P. moDolopha, VI. •323
Plakiiiida;, VI. 320
Planipeunia, s.o.,VI. 10, 11—IG
Plauorbis, g., V. 224, 2A3
Plauorbuliuse, VI. 345, 349

P. mediteiraneiisis, VI.
•350

PlatacantbyomyinlE, s.f., III.

114
Platacautli\inys lasiurus. III.

114"

Plataleida;. f., IV. 187—190
PlataleinpB, s.f., IV. 188
PlatTliibta g II 217

P gH.getica II -IS
Platauist da! f n 24i>—2'=0

Plat X K V 12
Platl ell iitbi c VI 225 bi

Plit 11 g IV 311
Platj 61 iiiE «f III 315
Plat\cercus tsimuis III 315

• 16
P scapulatus HI 315

Platycrmus g VI 260

^n'?;'jJola?is'fIV2««
Platjgnster fenugiueu" VI 10.>

Platyuota g IV -77
Platjie/idse f V Jl

Plat>pis g I V ;>n
P cylu li IS )

^ ^^-^

Platjrbliia g V 43
Platyrrhim I H 1—04
Platybternon inegacei lialum

IV 24 2 5

Plecopte n VI 1-1 111

Plect
PI t

g IV ]

tus IV
IV 4(

Plestiol n e ythroceihalus
IV 296

Plethodon g IV 375
P glutiuosa rV 373 37o

perbimilis IV 37o
Pletbodoiiti
Pie - 4

P stellitis VI (0

Pleuronect te f V 07
Pleilr :

Pleu VI
Plei lo 1

Pleuiosticta V o24
Pleirotoi a g V £01

Pleuiotomara V -01 216
P jlafj 1,1. K .^^^
P Ouo-vau )

Plexiira g VI 3 K
Phcit la " V i

-

Pholotbi g VI 201
Pb sauiu IV 11

Ploceidffi t IV 77 101

Ploceus baja IV 'lOl Plait

40

PI unul mida; f

Plim telU Allmu
Plusii g 1
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PlasWoB, f.. VI. 65
Plusiotis, K., V. 328
Plutus imniJoxus, ^

Plnviaii

P. t

Pneumi

Podi

r.rn.u,' -., V, 229
,.!;., VI. oOl

g., IH. 219
;int-oi.les, III. 369

.L-i-io.iatii
[lV-1'52

Poak'ei.'sc^^ist;it'il8.IV.»2aO,22:

P. miuor, I\\ 219
Po.licipitiiuv, s.f., IV. 219
PcHlooenis, s., VI. 212
Podoces. s., IV. 2. 20
P .rlocnemis e.^imiisa, IV. 255
Podocorjiie, V-., VI. 287

P. carueu. VI. • 288
PodocjTtis, VI. :i«, 'a+t

P. Scb..iiil.m-gii, VI. '844
Podophthalniia, VI. li»7—210

PoIIii-ei..

Polvacaiitliu.s, g., V. 106
Polvffica.g., Vl.Sri

P. dicliotoma, Plate 72
Polyarthra, g., VI. 248

P. platyptei-, VI. *248
Polybia, g., -)

?-!HS^f^fv.372

Pouera, g., V. 382
Poutamchua, g., VI. 183
Poutobdella, s-, VI. 242

P. luHricata, VI. 24a
PontororincBlainvillii, II. 250
Porcellaua, g., VI. 2U. 218, 350

P. iilatj-chcles, VI. 196
Porcellio. K; VI. 194
Porcus Babirusa, II. 343, • 345
PoritidiE, f., VI. SOO, :»1, 311
Poritiuoe, s.f., VI. 301
Porosa, VI. 296
Porphyrio, g., IV. 159
PorpUyvopboranolouica.VI, 117
Ponata, g., V. 217

. Porrorliyiicliua margiuatus, V.

Portax picta, III. 29, • 30
Portbesia auriilim, ) -uj cq

P. chryson-Uoia, JT

^ '" ^
Portunus, a., VI. 212

P. pelagicus, VI. 200
P. pUVl. r.

^ )_ y, jgg

P. velox, I. • 363, •364
PotamogalidiB, £., I. 363—365
Potamogotou crispus, VI. 249
Poterion Neptuni, g., VI. 318,

•319
Pourtalesia, g., VI. 260
Praya cUpbyes, VI. 283, *284
Precis, g.,_ >vi.:!S

lU. •363
Prionituras, g., III. 310
Piionopidee, 1., IV. 2, 28-30
Prionops, g., ) ,„ og

P.talacomar^'^''
Priouoplus retictilaris, IV. 19

udriua, VI. 230

Plgladii.s..*

Polypeda
;(iues. IV.

eulntus, '

Polypbylla f uUo. V. 327
Polypifera, VI. 277
Polyprecton, g., IV. 133, 134

P. tibetamis, IV. 134
Polyprion cemium, V. 80
Poln.teridte, L, V. 22
Polyi>teras, tr., V. 5, 6, 9, 11, 15,

Pristu^uiiiatidierf.. V. 80
Piistis, g., V. 38

P. autiquorum,^
P. cuspidatus,
P. pftctiuatus, !- V. 38
P. perrotteti,
P. zysion, J

Pristim-Lis, g., V. 33
Probosoidea, o., II. 273-291
ProceUaiia nereis, IV. 211
Procellariida;, £., IV. 208—313
"

U-, g., " """

ProrViMl
Produul
Product

Polyz

327, 328

VI.

Pomacantluis. g., V. 80
Pomaceutridte, f., V. 74, 75
Pompbolix, s., VI. 248
Pompilida;,-f., V. 375
Pompilus, g., 1

P. fnscus, V. 376
P. punclum, ;

Proiiitlu-cus. -.,1 -Jl
P. Vcrmuiu, 1, '213

Prorodou, g-., VI. 364

P:uiveus"*"''''''''}vi.*360
Proro'doutidse, VI. 354
Pro'emi siberita, VI. 94
Prosobraachiata, o., V. 191-219
Prnsopis, g.,V. 370
I'rotamoeha, g., VI. 333, 334, 337

P. primitiva, VI. • 3S4

Proteidro, t., IV. 376-378
Proteiua, VI. 3.37

Pi'Oteiniua!, s.f., V. 316
Proteles. g., II. 85

P. Lalaudii ov Delolaudii,

Proteropodes, s.f., V. 108
Proteropteraj. s.f.,V. 108
Proteus aiiguiiieus, IV. 376
Proteus dittiueus, ) vi «,;

P. priuceps.
,-VI.336

Protista, VI. 351
Protocampus, g., V. 55
Protodcrmata, VI. 337, 351
Protogonius, g., } vt it

P. bippniui, \

^'- ^^

Protomyxa, VI. :J33

Protopterus, g., V. 18—20
P. anneetans, V. 18. 'ig

Protoplasta lilosa, ) -.rx o^o
P. lobosa, ;

^'- -=*"

Protorosauria, IV. 341
Protospongia, VI. 330
Prototrootes, g., V. Ill
Protozoa, V. 153, VI. 325, 332,

335, 338, 350, 351, 354
Protula dysteri, VI. 239
Proviverra, g., II. 205, • 206proviverra, g., n. 203, ' aoB
PsaUdognathus, g., V. 345
P.i!.alidoprocnc. s;., IV. 91
p=alid-pro.-,.n.p., =.f., IV. 91

Psammosaurus
278

Pselapliidffi, f., V. 316
Pselaplius Heisii, V. * 316
Psepheninffl, s.f., V. 314
Psettichthys, g., V. 69
Pseudacrsea, g., VI. 41

P. hlrce, VI. • 41
Pseudastacus pustulus, VI. 207
Pseudaxia, g., III. 57
Pseudechis porpbyriacia, IV.

310
Pseudis paradoxa, IV. 357
Pseudocbromides, V. 92
Pseudodax, g., V. 77
Pseudogyps, g., in. 260
PseudoUva, g., V. 195
Pseudoneuroptera, s.o., VI. 120,

121, 136—146
Pseudophyllus neriifolius, VI.

Pteronarcys, g., VI. 142
Pteronotus Davyii, 1. 330
Pterouura Sandbachii, II. 201
PterophoridsE, f., VI. 69
Pteropborus peudautylus, VI.

Pteropidffi.'f., I. 266—278, 340,

Pteroplatea, g., V. 43
P. altavela, V. 44

Pteroiwda, c., V.;228-230
Pteropus, g., I. 267, 268, 274,

•310
P. dasvmallus, I. 272
P. edulis, I. • 266, 271, • 2?2
P. Edwiu-dsii, I. 269
P. funereus, I. 271, 273
P. Gouldii, I. 273
P. griseus, > , .,„
P. jubatus, i

^- ''''

P. luedius, I. 267, 268
P. uicobaricus, i » ^^i
P. Pbito, S

"

P. poliocepliidus, I. 272
P. vulgaris, I. 274, • 275

Pteroptocliidffi, f., IV. Ill
Pteroptochus rubecula. III. Ill,

•112
Pterostichiina!, s.f., V. 308
Pterosticbiuus, .s.f., V. 303
Pterotrachea, g., V. 228
Pterygoplielitbis, g., V. 110
Ptilocei-cus Lowii, I. • 342, 350
PtUonorbyucbus bolosericeus,

IV. 54
Ptilopi, IV. 124
PtUorliis, g., IV. 21
PtinidiC, f.. V. iiS
Ptyas inw.M^ua, IV :«9

Ptygur.,, . , \i. Jt.
PulmouaUi. \I. i:a)

Pulmoiiifcra, o., V. 191, 219—22S
PulvLnuliua, VI. 349
Puucturella, g., V. 217, 250
Pupa, g., V. 222

Plate 56

V.222

tbacus, III. 310,

260, 264, 272
f.. IV. 178
Mlla, VI. • 58

Psocidffi, f., VI. 140
Psoous, g., VI. 140
Psolus, g.

Psopbiida
Psycl.e m
Psycluda;
Psychtida plialtenoides, | yj

P. sexpuuctata, )

PsychodidSB, f., VI. 82
Psychrolates paradoxus, V. :

Psychrolutidffi, f., V. 104, 105
Psyllida;, f., VI. 114
Pterobrancbiata, o., V. 271, :

—280
Pteroceras, g., V. 192

P. lambis, V. • 102

Pteroclidffi, f., IV. 149
Ptei-odina, g., VI. 248
Pterodou, g., II. 205,206
Pteroeides, g., VI. 303

P. spinosa, VI. * 305
Pterogon proserpina, VI. 56
Pterogorgia, g., VI. 308
Pterogotus, g., VI. 196,214
Pterois, g., V. 83
Pteromys, g., III. 89

P. petaurista. III, 88, • 8!

P. vetusta, S
Pnpina, g., V. 225
Pupipara, VI. 73, 74, 97
Piipivora, V. 358
Purpura, g., V. 197, 198

P. lapmus,).y ,„
P. patula, I

" !*•'

Putorius, ff., II. 186, 191
P. erminea, II. 188, • 189
P. tojtidns, II. 189
P. furo, -)

P. lutreola,
J-
II. 191

P.' vulgaris, II. 186
Pycnogonida, VI. 223
Pyenogonidse, f., VI. 188
Pycnogounm Uttorale, VI.

188
Pycnonotus bsemorrlious, IV.

49
P. pygffios. IV. 50

Pypodei-ma bilabiatnni, I. 337
Pygopodes, o., III. 254, IV. 214

—222
Pygopus lepidopus, IV. 298
Pygoscelis tajuiata. IV. 2:2
Pyralida;, f., VI. 51, 67
Pyralis, g., VI. 66

P. fariualis, VI. 67
Pyi-ameis cardui, VI. 38
Pyramidella, g., V. 20S
Pyramidellidffi, f., V. 208
Pyrausta, g., VI. 67
Pyrgia, g., VI. 301
Pyrophorus, g. , V. 3.32

•tibuus, V. 332,

yro^h

r,\rrbocorax alpir... ,..._.
Pyrrbocoridae, f.. VI. liii

Pyrrhoooris aplci-us, VI. • 106
Pyrrhopyga, g., VI. 53
Pyn-liLda muriua. IV. 4
Pyrula, g.,

|

P. pei-versa, -V. 200
P. spirata, )

Pytbids!. £., V. 336
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Python, g'., IV. 331
P. molurus, IV, 331, '33
P. reticulnris. IV. 331
P. Se1)ie, IV. 331. 333

Pythonidffi. f., IV. 331—334
Pytboiiides, g., VI. 53
P^'xicephalus, ^., IV. 355
Pyxicola,5r., VI. 370

P. pyxidiformis, VI, • 3^

PyxicUum, g., VI. 369
Pyxis, g., IV. 252

P. aracbuoides, IV. 215

Eadiata, VI. 259
Eadio-flageUata. s.o., VI. 373
Radiolar.a, VI. 311, 350
Baja, g., V. 4!l

R. batis, V. 40
E. circularis. V. 42
E. cLavata, V. "42
E. fuDouica, "^

larginata.
,V.31

R. i-adiata. V. 43
R. vomer, V. 41

Eaiida;, f., V. 40-43

,
IV. 353, *3M,

E. Kublii, j--.y.oDo

E. oxyrbjTicbiis.J
E. pipiens vd mugiens, IV.

354
E. silvatiea, IV. 355
E. temporaria, IV. 351,* 352.

355
E. tigrina, IV. 355

Eanatra,g.. lyi-no
E. luieans, I

Eanella, g., V. 200. 208
Eangia, g., VI. 279
Eangifer taraudus. III. • 66, 67
Eaniceps, g., ) „ „,

R. trifurcus, l'*'"
Eauidas, f., IV. 354—356
Eapbidiopbrvs, VI. 342
Easbora, g.,'V. 129
Easboriua, V. 128
Eastrites, g., VI. 294
Eatitte, III. 2.JU. 240, 243, 21.^

253. IV. 224-236
IV. 167

Eedia, VI
Eeduviid,
Reduviu^

VI. 108
VI.

Eegalecus, g., V. 16, 107
R. Bauk.sii, V. 107

Eeitbrodon, g., III. Ill, 112
E. chincbilloides. III. 112
E. cnniculoides. III. • 112
E. typicus, III. 112

EenierinsE, f., VI. 325, 327
Eenillida;, f., VI. 306
Eeptilia, c, IV. 241—341
Eetioularia, VI. 344, 346, 350
Eetropimia Eicbardsoui. V. 113
Ehabdoccela, s.o., VI, 257
Ehabdophora, VI. 294
Eliabdoijhyllia, g.. VI. 299
Ehabdopleura. g., V. 271, 27,s

Ebacliiauectes glaucus. II. 265
Ebacoplioins, g., IV. 366

E. Kbeiabardti, IV. 366,

V. 67, 68
E. spect.uju, i,

Ebaphidiffi, VI. 15
Ebapbidonemata, o., VI. 327
Ebaphigaster pimctipennis, VI.

94
Ebea, g., IV. 226, 232

E. auiericana, IV. 224, 225,
232, Plate 43

E. Darwini, ) .„
E. macrorbjmcba.

(

Ebina sq.iatiua, V. » 36
Ebiuaster, g., I. 373
Rliiuatrema bivittata, IV. 379
Ebiuida;, f., V. 26, 35, 37
Ehinobatidffi, f., V. 20, 38

K. l.ptorbimis, II. • 331
E. megarbiuus, II. 334
E. Oswellii, II. 344
E. simus. II. 324, • 325

Ebiuodontidffi, f., V. 26, 31
Ebmodoras, g., V. 109

g., V, 309

325, 310, 341
Ebiuolopbus, g., I. 282, 2-S6

E. affinus, I. 285
E. Blasii,

)

E, cUvosus, [I. 284
E. Cllrrale. )

E. tVn-mn-..onhi„m,I,'i

E. Peaxsonii, t y ,,£-

E. trifoliatus, (" *• ^°''

Ebinouycteris aurautia, I. * 2
286. 287

, 314

Ehinopoma, g., I. 312, 316
E. Lepsianum, I. 317
E. microphyllum, I. 316

Ehinoptera, g., V. 44
EbipiceridiE, (., V. 332
Ebipidius blattarum, V. 339
Eliipidodendron splendidum,

VI. • 373
Ebipidogorgia, g., VI. .30^

Kbipidirra, g., ) j„ „„
E. albiscapa.i^*-'^'^

Ebipipborus paradoxus, V. 338
Bhipipteryx. g., VI. 124
Ebizocepbala, o

218, 222
Ebizo-flagellata, s.o., VI. 373
Ebizomys. g,,) ttt i.n

E. ba.Uus.t"™--'-^
Ehlzopoda. VI, 332-325, 353,

.354, 358

E.- fife,} VI. 240

Ebizostoma, s.o., VI. 281, 294
Ebizostomidffi, VI. 294
Rbizotrogus solstitialis, V. 32!
Ebiz.jxeuia, g., VI. 311
Ehodciua, V^ 131
Ebodeus, g.. V. 131

E. amarus, V. 131, '132
Ebodites rosffi, VI. 5
Ebouiboidicbthys, g,, Kr ™

E. graudisquama, (*"='

19-, £07,

E. pall

Ehynchopi

'• Bhouibus,
E. lasvis, I V „
E. maximus, V. 67, • 68
E. uiegastoma, > v co

-

E. puuctatus, ) "• "**

Ebyacoi>hila, g., VI. 20
Rbyacopbilida;, f., VI. 17, 20
KbyucbKa, g., IV. 162
Bbjucbites, i,'., V. .342

E. bacchiis, V. '332
Ebyucbobatus. g., V. 38

I Ebyncbobdellida", VI. 242
Ebyncbocepbala. s.o., IV. 290
Ebyucbocceia, s.o., VI. 2.57

Ebyncbocyoii, g,. I. 351, 252

Rbyncboiielbl, g., V. 267
E. ijsittacea, V. * 265
E. spinosa. V. • 2.59

Ebynchouellidffi, f., V. 265, 266
Ebyucophorus, g., V. 341—341,

Imarum, V. • 341
opiuse, s.f., IV. 203

Ehynchops albicollis, IV. 203
Khyucbosaurus, IV. 290, 341
Ebvucbr.ta, o,, V. 295, VI. 99

101—US, Hi;
KliyiMlv.tLnjll.us, .. VI. 105
Ebyplius f«.e.?tr.ili3. VI. 79
Rbys.jdidre. f., V,3iO
Ebytiua, g.. II. 267, 268, 269

E. Stelleri, II. 269
Eimubi, g., V. 217
Emgicubl, g., V. 226
Eissoa, g., V. 208, 212
Rita, g., V. 109
Eodentia, o,. III, 81-157
Bosella relata. Plnh 71
Eossia, s.g., V. 165
Eostellaria, g., V. 192, 203

E. ampla. V. 192
Botalia. VI. 318, 349, 3S0

E, Becoai-ii. VI, • 348
E. Scbroeteriaua, VI. • 350

Eotella. g., V. 215
Eotheicbtbyiija, V. 138
Rotbeicbtbys microlepis, V. 128
"-"-'' -^ ,

VI. 247
Rotifer <

E. tardis,
B. vulgaris, VI. '245, 247

Eotifera. c, VI. 223, 225, 245-
249, 258, 353, 359

Eucervus Duvauoelli, III. 49,

69,64
E. Eldi, in. 49, 60
E. Schomburgki. III. 49

Eugosa, VI. 294, 296, 297, 50:,
311

Bumia cratsegata, VI. 67
Euminantia, o.. III. 1—60
Rupicapra tragus. Ill, '27
Kusa, t'.. III. ,W

Satella penicillus, VI. 237
Sabelliuffi, s.f., VI. 237, 238
Saccomys, g.. III. 123
Saccopbai-ynx flagellum, V. 140
Saccopteryx, g., I. 313, 315

S. biUneata, I. • 313
S. brevirostris, I. 314
S. canina, I. 313, 314
S. Kappleri, -)

S. lencoptera, \l. 314
S. leptura, )
S. plicata, I. 313, 314
S. villosa, I. 314

Saccostomns lapidarius, ) III.
S. fuscus, ("113

Sacculiiia, g., VI. 196, 218
Sag.irti.T parr.sitic-n , VI. 204

Salamandra, C"., IV. 371
S. atra, IV. 372
S. maculosa, IV. 371, *-372

S. subviolacea, IV. 373
Salamandriua, g., 1 ™. „„

- rspioillata,f^*-^'^
Iriuffi. B.C., rv. 369-3;

S, argenteuB, ; *• ^''

S, cambricus, V. 115
S. CoUi, V. 117

S. ferio, ,, ,

,

S. ferox, )" ' •
"

S. fluviatilis,

S. Grayi,
S, bucbo,
S, budsonicus,
S. Killiuensis,
S. laeustris,

S. microlepis,

S. obtusirotns, V, 116
S, perisii, i v 117
S,Eappii, ,-v. 117

S. salar, V. • 113
S. salvelinua, V. 117
S. txutta, V. U6

V. 117

Salpidffi, f., V. 256

S. nopiformis, .-Pto't i

S. Steinii,

S. tintinuabulimi, I

S. vaginicola, )
Salpingus, g., V. 336
Salpinus, g., VI. 248
Saltator, g., IV. 120
Saltatoria, VI. 120, 121-128
Salticidae, f., VI. 169, 171, 172
Salticus, g., VI. 171

S. sceuicus^JVI. * 171
Sa'tigradiE VI. 171
Salvelini, V. 117
Samaris, g., V. 69
Sanguiuolaria, g., V. i47
Sapyga pacea, S

S. puuotata, -V. 376
S. repauda, j

Sapygidse, f., V. 376

Sarcopbaga c

Sarcopsylla 1Sarcopsylla peuetraus. VJ, * 1

Sarcoptes, g., ) yj ^g^

Sarcorhanopbus gryijbus, ]

Sargus, g., '.V <u
S. cuprarius, \

^ •
'^

Sarotberodou, g., V. 78
Satanas, I. 205
tatumia carpini, VI. 61, 62

S. Cynthia, VI. '62
- pyri, VI. 62, •6:3

uidae, f., '" "= "'

„„.j.Jlffi, s.t.,\

Sauria, o., IV.

;

Saunu:ffi, III. 239, 2M, 341, IV.

sicava, g., ) „ „t„
S. arcticalV-^-"

Scalaria, g., V. 209, 219
S. pretiosp,, V. 195, 203, • £09

Scalaiiada;, f., V. 209
Scalops, g., I. 372

S. aquations, I. .373

S. argentatus, ) j t~A
S. latimauus, I

^- "'*

Scalpellum rostratum, ^1. * 219
Scaphander, g., V. 226
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ScaMiins, g.,

S. Brewerii

ScarabiEus. g., V. 322, 323

S. egyptiorum, V. 325

VI. 91

L. 130
VI. 116

ScylUum, g.. V.33
S. canicula, V. 32
S. stellar^-, V. 32, 163

Seleunridte. f.. V., 269, 274

I

Selerostoma syngamus, VT 253
Seleucitles, g., IV. 21, • 22
Semele, g.. V. 247
Seiuiplotiiia, V. 129
Semiijlotas, s., V. 129

t SemuopitUecHS, g.,I. S4—89 161

S. harbei. I. 9*
S. chrysonieles, I. 95
S. entellus, I. 92, 98
S. t'rontatus, I. 91, ' 96
S. Johuii. I. 94

.87, '88
[lelalophus, i.'S

S. rileatu
I. '97,

C3. vui^aiis, xxa. ou, o/

Sclerodermi, f., V. 48—50
S.-leruriuee, s.f., IV. 112
Pclerurus, g., IV. 112, 113
Seolo, g., V. 377
Scolopaoidte, f., IV. 162
Scoloprndra, VI. * 150

S. ciugulata, VI. '153. 151
ScolopendridiE, f., VI. 154, 155,

156
ScolytidiE, f., V. 342-344
Scolytus destructor, V. 243

Scomber, g., ^
S. colias • V. 89
S. scomber, ,'

Scombresocidie, f., V. 121—123
Scombreso^^,^g., ). y jjj

Scombriua. f.', V. 89
ScopelklDE, f., V. 112
Scopelosaurus, g., V. 112

Scopelus, g., ~)

S. asper, (. y jj.,
S. boups, {

S. sub-asper,J
Scopelosoma satellitia, VI. 95
Scopiuffi. s.f., IV. 184
Scori>iEua, g., V. 83
Scorpffiuinffi, f., V. 83
Scorpio europifius, VI. 162

S. ocfitaims, VI. 160, • lt;i

Scorpiouida;, f.. VI. 161

Scorpis. g., V. 80
Scotodipuus, ir., V. 301
Scotopelia Peli, III. 301
Scotophihis, g., I. SOi

S. omatus, I. 303
S. Temmiucku, I. 232, 302,

S. Welwitscbiii, I. 303
Scutata, f., VI. 114
Scutigera coleoptrata, VI. 154

S. forceps, VI. • 151
S. nobilis, VI. 154

Scutigeridffi, f., VI. 154
Scycandra raphanus, VI. * 315
ScydmiEiufIa;, f., V. 317
Scyltea, g., V. 227
Scylliidse. 1., V. 26, 32

S. roxell

S. rubicuudus, I. 95
S. Tliersites, I. 98

Seijedou hsemacliates, IV. 30
Sephioteuthis. g., V. 165
Sepia, g., V. 162, 105

S. biserialis, V. 181
S. elegaiis, V. • 178
S. officinalis, V. 175, * 176

• 177, 179, • ISO, 181

S. ungnla, V. ISO
Seiiiadce, f., V. 175—181
Sepiola, g.. V. 165

S. Bondoletli, V. 167
Sericides, V. 327
Sericosomus.g., I ni. 325

Seticostomidte.'t., VI. 17, 19
Sericulus meliuus, TV. * 52
Seriloplius lunatus, IV. 119, 120
Serpeutarius

Sertularia. ..'.. V. 27'<. Vl.i'O
S. piimila, VI. 290

Sertularella polvzouias, VI -8:

SertulariidoB. t.,'VI. 289
Sesia bombyliformis, ) xn e:e:

S. tuciformis, l"

*^- ^
Sefabaleuse, Plate 71
Setodes, g., S

)

SUepbeardella, VI. 315
Siogoniuffi. V. 306
SiaUda:, f., VI. 14
Sialis, g., VI. 14

rupta, VI. 20

g., VI. 14
hrtaria. VI, • 14

Sicva.ses. a.. V. IW
l?ifi,oldia iaiMiiioa, IV. 378

Siliquaria, g., V. 190, 198, 210
SiUago, g., V. 92
Silo, g., VI. 19
Silplia, g., V. 318
SUphidse, f., V. 317
Siluridffi, f, V. 108-111
Silurus, g., V. 108. 109

S. glanis, V. 108
Silvaaus, g., V. 320
Simia, g., I. 66, 163

S. morio, I. 59, 62, 66
S. salyrus, I. 59, 66

Simocyou, II. 205
Simplicidentata, III. 85—145
Simplioimaui, V. 307
Simulium, g., VI. 82

S. oolumbatscliense, ) VI.
S. reptaus, )" 83

Sinodendron cyliadricimi, V.
S24

Sinoiylon sexdentatiim, V. 335
Siphueus aspalax. III. 120
Siphonaria, g , V 225
Siphoniapjuformis, VI 'SIS
Siphonizontia, f , VI 156
Siphonophora, o , V 230, VI

278, 294
SipUouopt, muuKita, IV • 37'-

379
Siphouobtoma tjphle, V ^4

Siphonostomata V I'll 195
Sipuncuhdffi, f , VI 241
Sipimculus, g , V 253, VI 21i,

SitelKt, g , I\ 69
Sitti g,V 81
Sittinffi, s t , IV 65, 69
Smermtlins, g , ) „r -a

S gemmatus )
*^ =6

S ocelUtus VI »56
Smmthma?, Ill 114
Snimtbus, g , III 111

S MgusIII Mil
Smrntbuin - M 141

So. ubi \1 1.1 1 -I

Solmuii. „ \ J>>

b VillesMll \ 7>
S vulgaiis, V 72

Solecm-tus, g , V 24S
Solemya, g , V 241
Solen g , V 231, 248

S ensis, ) V . 540
S vagma, ) * "*"

Solenella, g , V 241
Solemdffi, f ,V 248
Solenobia, g , VI 21

Solenodon, g , I 359, 361, 362,

Spermopbilus, g.. III. 92
S. citiUus, III. 93
S. tridecemlineatus, III.

• 92, 93
Sphffiridiina;, s.f., V. 313
Sphoeronia, g., VI. 211
Spbffirozoum, VI. 343
Sphajrnlaria, g., VI. 251
Spbagolobus atratus. III. 353
Sphargis, g., ). jy 2g„

^1 I
I

I l_,l}ben V

•^pheuutiochus, t,', VI 298
Spkei, g , • V 374S Bavipenms, I

* ^'*

Sphmctnlla, VI 320
Sphiugidse, t , III J7\ VI

-324

Soleu<iostimida? t

Soleuo nxthus g V 66

Solenost nn ., \ 5!
1 V 54
\ 51

Solpii^ula;, t , \ 1 161, 164, 167
bomaten i g , I\ 194

Sotex, g , I 377
S ca?nUesceiis I 378
S cihatus I 379
S Forsteni, I i77

S Kiiidi^nus, I 37**

S pahistns I o8()

S pygmaeHs, I 377

S remifer I .,79

S sei-peutaiius, I 379

S. teti-agomu'us, I. 377
S. vulgaris, I. 376

Soricidffi, f., I. 376—382
Spalacidffi, f.. III. 120-122, 153
Spalacinse, s.f., III. 121
Spiilacopus Poppigii, III. 130
Spalax typhlus, III. * 121
Sparassus smaragdulus, VI. 173
Sparida;, f., V. 81
Spatangus, g., VI. 260, 270
Spercbeus emargioatus, V. 314

Spinipoia, g , VI 293

'367

Spirula, g V IbD
S austiab« V »181, 182

Spuuhda; i,V 181—18.3
Spunliiostii V 182
Spizxctus in 284
Spotgodes, g , VI 310
Spondj lus, g , V 203, 231, 236

S aviculaiis,
1

S crassisquama, 1

S gjedeiopus, ) Pialt 5/

Spougillm I, s t , \ I 326, 327
Squalodou g , II 247
Squamell >, g , M 24S

Steatumys pniteiisis. 111. 11.j

Steaturuis, g., III. 251

S. caripensis, nl. • 368
Stegaaopodes, o.. III. 254, IV.

195—203
Stelgidopteryx, g., IV. 91
Stellio, g., I.™. 2gg

S. spiuipes, I

Stenamma Westwoodii, V. 380
Stenobrauchiffi, s.f., V. 108
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rbalnssema, g., VI. 243
Thalassianthinffi, s.f., VI. 301
ThnlassiLolla. VI. SW
Th:il:is«ip.i!|.>m. VI. !M7, 351
Tli..l:i-~-rl„,lv..,.livaceii.IV.259

I'Il -;. . .Ii|.t. riis. VI. 19

IV. lU

V. 249

ThamiMiiti.la?, f., VI. 290
Thecacera, e., V. 227
ThecididiB, f., V. 266-268
Thecidimu, g., V. 260, 266, 267,

280
T. meditcrraneaai, V. '266

Tbecla, g., VI. 4«. 47
T. marsyas, VI. 4C
T. nibi, VI. •4«
T. W album, VI. 4fi

Thecosmilia, g., VI. 299
Tliecosomata, V. 229
Thelyphonns, g.,

] yi. 163

Theuea Wallichii, Plate 71
Therates, g., V. 302
Thereva plebeia, VI. 87
Therevidffi, f., VI. 87, 91 .

TheridiidiB, f., VI. 169, 17S-177
Theridion nervosum, VI. • 175

T. tepidaxlonim, 1 vr i-u
T. variegatum, i

*^- '<"

Theridomyidse, f.. III. 153
Thetis, g., V. 249
ThomisidiE, f., VI. 169, 170
Tliomisus citreus, VI. ' 17.J

Tbomomvs, g., ')

T. clusius, • III. 123
T. talpoides, ,'

Tboracipoda, VI. 196
Thoracosaurus, IV. 1'70

Tborictida;, f., V. 320
Thracia, (

T. pubescens, S
ThrasiEtus harpyia. III. • 276
Tlu-ips, a-., VI. 120

T. ceiealium, VI. • 146, 147
Tbroseidte. f., V. 331
TbTlacinus, g.. III. 215—217,

224
T. cviiocephalus, III. 215.

• :;iij. *217
TbvmraUi.s vuK-aris, V. • 119
Tliymeie. tc, VI. .«
Tbyuuus thyuuus, V. 9, 89, 377

T. alaloDga, ) „ „,,

T. pelamys, ,
v. JO

Tbyreopterinffi, s.f., V. 309
Thyroptera, ir., I. 302

T. albiventer, I. 311
T. tvicolor, I. MO. '311,324

Tl.ysanu. .nrrii.i.iiia. VI. 66
Thysaiiuia. .... V. 2ii5, VI. 147—

T. -eii'uilia' VI. 148
Ticbodi-oma muraria. IV. 76
Tiedemannia. g., V. 229
Tigrisoma tigrimxm, IV. 195
Tinea vulgaris, V. • 131

Timelida;, f., IV. 46—63
Timeliinffi, s.f., IV. +4, 51—55
Tingis, g., V. 108
Tinea ocbraeeella, VI. 44
Tinese, VI. 68, 69
TineidiE, f., VI. 68
Tinnunculos alandarius, IV. 35
Tmodes, g., VI. 20
Tintiunus lagenula, VI. 358,

368

T. femorata, \

^' '^'^

Tipula, g., VI. 16
T. glgautea, VI. 78 I

T. hortulaua, VI. 78, P,alc62
\

T. oleracea, VI. 78
Tipulidaj, f., VI. 4. 78, 254

ipera.

Ton'edinidffi, f., V. 39
Toi-quatella, g., VI. 368
Torti-icidlB (EeiitiUa), f., IV. 335
Tortricidffi (Insecta), f., VI. 68
Tortrix, g., IV. 334

T. soytale, rv. '335
Tortrix viridaua, VI. 68
TotaninoB, s.f., IV. 63
Tosoceres plumbeus, VI. 149
Tonotes, g., V. 81, Plats SO
Tracheata, VI. 159, 223
Trachelia, V. 336
Trocbeloceia olor, VI. • 365
TraobelocercidBB, f., VI. 365
Tracbiuido?, f.-, V. 92
Tracbinina, V. 92

] V. 92

Trachomedusa, o., VI. 294
TrachomedusDe, s.o., VI. 285,

286, 291, 294
Tracboneniidse, f., VI. 291
Ti-acbiirus tracburus, V. 86, 112
Tracbyops cirrbosus, I. 332
Tracbypterida;, f., V. 103
TracbypteruB, g., ). „ ,„,

T. arcticus, )

^- ^"'

Tragelnpbus, g.. III. 9, 23
Tragulidffi, f., lU. 4, 69
Trapelus aegyptiacus, I. jy gg;

Tremoctopus, g., V. 164
Tretenterata, o., V. 260, 253,

264, 267
Tretosteraon, IV. 260
Triacanthiiia, V. 48
Triacantbus, g., V. 48
Triads, g. , V. 28
Triffinops persicus, I. * 287
TriarthTffi, VI. 248
Triari;ba longiseta, V] . 248
Tricbecbidffi, f., II. :'0», 212—

216
Tricbecbodon, g., II. 213
Trichiides, V. .^29

Tricbiinffi, V. 330
Trichina spiralis, VI. * 251
Tricbiuffi, VI. 251, 252
Ti'icbius fasciatus, V. 323
TrichiuridoB, f., V., 86
Trichiurus, g., V. 12

T. lepturus, V. 86
Tricbocepbalus acetabularis, V.

157
T. dispar, VI. 252

Trichocyclus, g., V. 52
Tricboda, g., VI. 365

i. g .

'

Tricbodes, g., V
T. apiarins, V. 365

Trichodiodon, g, V. 52
Trichoglossi, III. 320
Triobomycterns, g., V. Ill
TricbonemidEB, f., VI. 372
Triolionomorpha agilis. VI. *366
Tricbonotidffi, f., V. 98
Trichoptera, s.o., VI. 10, 16, 20,

Tricboptervjiida?, t., V. 318
Tricbostenia. g., IV. 51

T. beiiiispbericum, Plate 71
Tricbotropis, g., V. 20j
Tricolia, V. 214
Tricoudyla

Trimerellidffi, {., V. 260, 265
Trinema, VI. :i36, 340
Tringa alpiua, IV. 165

^^ ] IV. 166

igoides hyiK
>don. g., V. i

Trionycides, f., IV. 256—

Trionyx ferox, TV. * 241, 256
T. gaugeticus, IV. 258

Triopa, g., V. 227
Triplai, g., V. 351
Triton (ainphib.), g., IV. 370,

T. Blbi-ouii, IV. 371
T. cristatns, IV. 370
T. paJmipes, ^
T. punctatus, IV. 371
T. vjttatus, ,)

Triton (coucbol.), g., V. '191,
199, 208, 230

T. tritouis, V. 200
T. variegatum, V. • 20D

Tritouia, g., V. 227
Ti-itouiadsE, f., V. 227
Trivia, g ,

T. europeea,
T. pedieulus,
T. pustulosa,

I

T. stai)hyl!Ba,J
Trocbammina, g., ),yT -jo

T.gordiaUs, f
Vl- 348

Trocbilidfe, f.. III. 336, 376—
380

TrocbiUum, g , ) vt j:?

T. tripul'iformis, f
^i- 5?

Trocbocyatbaceffi, s.f., VI. 298
Troohosmiliaceffi, s.f., VI. 298
Troobus, g., V. 212, 213, 214,

215
T. niloticus, ) „ , .,,

.

T. virgatus, )' "• '"^

Troginse, s.f., V. 323, 326
Troglodytes, g., I. 46, 49. 66,

TubiporiniE, s.f., VI. 309
Tubitelffi, f., VI. 173—175
Tububiria, s.o., VI. 285, 286
Tubularia, g., VI. 288

indiv .VI.
Tubnlifera, VI. 147
Tubulosa, VI. ;»1
Tupaia, g., I. 347, :»

T. Belangeri, I.
"". cbrysura, I. •

i.i

T. Elliou, \

T. javanica, f

t: S^na, i

T. speciosa, I. 348
T. splendidnla. '

T. tana, I. :347, 3l8
Tupaiidffi, f., I. .J47, 382
Turliellaria, c, VI. 257. 258
Tiirbiuella, g., V. 193, 237

T. pyrum, V. 193, 20)
T. rapbo, V. 193

Tnrbinidffi, f., V. 214
Turbinolia, g., VI. 298
Turbinolidffi, f., VI. 297, 311
Turbinolinie, s.f., VI. 298
Turbo, g., V. 214

T. argyi-ostomus, ) y , t

T. imperialis,
)

*

T. marmoreus, V. 214
Turdida;, f., IV. 35
Tnrdiformes, s.o., HI. 253, 1

2—77
Turdinffi, s.f., IV. 36, 4:3

Tardus, g., IV. 36, 40
T. iliacus, IV. 39
T. meriUa, IV. 40. '41, 4i

36, 37,
•

T. Aubi-yi, I. 43
T. calvns, I. 39, 41
T. gorilla, I. 11

T. uiger, I. 11, 43, 49, i

T. p,arvulus, IV. 46, * 4
T. Tsobiego, I. 39

Troglodytinas, s.f., IV. 46
Trogou masseaa. III. .366

Trogonidae, f.. III. 365-36;
Trogosita mauritauica, V. :

Ti-ogositidse, f., V. 319
Trombidiidae, f., VI. 181
Trombidium, g., VI. 180

T. bolosericeum, VI.

T. pilaris, IV. 40
T. torquatus, IV. 43

TumieidiE, f., IV. 149
Turnix taigoor, IV. 150
Turritella, g., V. 210, 216

Tropbl

T. terebra,
T. terebellatn, V. • ao

Turritemdffi, f., V. 210
Tylodina, g., V. 226
Tylouycteris, s.g., I. 302
Tylopioda, III. 4, 71
Tylostoma Childreni, ) , ,

I

T. crenulatum, )'

^'

'

Typhis, g.,V. 195
Tvphlina Cuvieri, IV. 298
Typhliua viridis. VI. 247
Tyiiblocvba, n.. VI. 144

. V. 302

Tin V. 32
Titauetbes albus, VI. 209, 210
Titanus gigas, V. 334
Tuiesisterui, V. 34«
Tolypeutes apar, III. 187
Tomistoma Schlegehi, IV. 266
Tomopterus larroides, V. 345
Tornatella, g., V. 225
TornateUidse, f., V. 225
Tomatina, g., V. 226
Torpedo, g., V. 39

T. bebetans, V. 40
T. marmorata, V. • :39

79a

T. gigas! ^V. 243
T. squamosa, J

Tridacnidffi, f., V. 243
Tridactvlus, g., ( y^ ,.t

T. variegatus. )' * ^- '^-

Triforis, g., V. 190
Trigla gurnardus,^

T. hirunda,
|

T. lineata, ;-V. 96

T. pmi, '

Trjgona, g., V.
'. 241

•241
T. pectinata, ,

Trigoniada!, f., V. 241
Trigonocepbalus, g., ) jy jjg

rrilobita. c, VI.' 193,214
ri-iloculiua, VI. 347
1 rimera, V. 315. 351

IV.
T. natrix, IV. 327

Tropisternus, g., V. 314
Tros, g., V. 299
Trosite^ gei-maria, V. 299
Trimcatella, g., V. 213
Truncatipeiina;, V. 308, 300, 315

'VI. 79
T. hiemali

Tryg^o
hastita,

T. bTstrix,
T. nuda,
T. pastiuaca, "V. 43
T. rudis,
T. tuherculata,
T. sephen,

|

T. iiaruak, )

Trygonida;, f., V. 4:!

Trygonorbina, g., V. 39
Trypanajus, g., V. 322
Tryirauocoi-ax frugilegns, IV

T. pastiaiator, IV. 3
Trypanoscmata, s.o., VI. 373
Trypeta, g., VI. 96
Trypbffina, g., VI. 64
Tubleiuella traebealis, VI. * 21:

Tubicola. s.o., VI. 228, 233-:;4C
Tubifes Uneata, ) .fjT oo?

T. riviUoi-uni, r*'-
"'''

Tubificidffi, f., VI. 227

Typblopida;, s.o., IV. 336
Tyi-annidffi, f., IV. 115
Tyiannus caroliuensis, IV. 115,

UmbeUuHria groenlaudica, VI.

1 |v 121

UmbelluUdffi, f , VI _,0b

Ujibra g ,

U Kiamen
U lin

Umbrella g V 22b
Imlridas t V 121

L mblma cunhOhi V 8,5

I n.rulata o II 273 2%, III. 8C
I nilma \ 244

I n V 242

uranea;
Urania

I

Ut



NATURAL RlHTOliY.

V. s.al.er, V. 92, • 93
Uviil.t.Tv.la:-. f,,VI. 66

Ur.ii'l'-i-Vx s.Hiihui'aria, VI. 66

UiMst.!-;- , V Irt:',

Ur.-i-"l,iridn.. f., VI. 368

Uriii. ij.. IV. 2U
U. troile, IV. 215, *215

Umatella, g., V. 277
Uroaetus aiidax, III. 280
Urocampus, g., V. 56
Uroceutnim, g., VI. 337
Urocentnun turbo, VI. 368,

•369
Urocerida;, f., VI. 6
Uroconger, g., V. 140
Uroilela, o., IV. :J69—379
Urogymnus, g., V. 43, 44
Uroleptus piscis, VI. 371
Urolophus, gr., \„ ,„

U. torpedinus, )

***
Uromastix, g., IV. 284, 285

. . — — ., »28o

Uropoda vegetans, VI. 183
Ui'opsilus sorieipes, I. 376
Urotrichus, g., I. 373, 376, 383

U. talpoides, i

^- ^^
Ur.sidffi, f., II. 163, 204
Ursus amei-icanus, II. 167

U. arctos, II. 165, * ISG
U. ferox. II. • 168. 176

U. isabellimis, II. » 1G9

U. labiatu

alaja II.

II. 174
U.
U. oniatus,
U. spelffius, II. 204
U. syriacus, II. 169

U. tibetamis, II. 170
Urva cancrivora, II. 93
Uvigerina pygmaM-.VI. 319, 'SEO

Vagabuudffi, VI. 169
Vaginalina, VI. 349
VaginuluE, g., V. 224
Valvata piscinalis, V. 211
ValvuUna, VI. 348
Vampyrella, VI. 342
Vampyrops liueatus, ) j 007

V. vittatus, J '

Vampyrus. g., I. 331, 3(2
V. spectnun, I. 'SSI, 332

Vanessa, g., VI. 38
V. antiopa, VI. * 38
V. C-album, VI. 37, *38
V. io, VI. 38

V. urticcE, VI. 24, 38
Varanus albogularis, ) y„ „-„

V. dracffina,
(•''"o

V. niloticus, IV. • 278
V. salvator, IV. 278

Varecia (see Lemur)
Velella limbosa, VI. » 284

V. mutica, VI. 2S4

Velutina, g., V. 207
Veuerida;, f., V. 245
Venerupis, g., V. 24G
Venus, g., V. 245

V. merceuaria, V. 246
V. pullastra, V. 250

VI. 160, 157, 222, 224,

258, 353
Vermetus, g., V. 189, 190, 210,

294
VertebraUna, VI. 347
Verucella, g., VI. 309
Vespa, g., V. 371

V. coarctata, V. .373

V. CRibro, V. • 2M. 371

V. sylvestris. V. 371

V. vulgaris, V. • 355, 371

Vespertilio, g., I., 292

V. admirabllis. I. 271, 344

V. Bechsteiuii. I. 307
V. Blytliii, I. 281

V. Capaccinii,
>. j gg,

V. dasycneme, )
'

V. Daubentonii, I. 303
V. emarginatus, I. 307
V. formosus, I. 304. 307

VI. 98

, I. 334
V. tuberculatus, I. .301

V. vampyrus, I. 271
VespertiUouidffi, f., I. 281, 292,

293, 295, 297. 300, 312,

325, :J40, 341

Vesperugo, g., I. 298, 305

V'. altivolan's. 1. 300
V. borealis, I. 302
V. discolor, I. • 'iOl

V. Kuhlii, I. 302
V. Leisleri, I. :301

V namS*^' I'
^- ^''"

v! noctula, I. • 299
V. pachypus, I. 302
V. pipistrellus, I. • 298
V. serotinus. I. 301
V. tylopus, I. 302

Vespida;, f., V. 370—373
Velella, g., V. 216, 217
Vibrioues, VI. 351
Vipera, g., rv. 311

V. ammodytes, IV. 314
V. arietans.

ropuB,

IV. 315

Vireonida;, f., IV.
Vitrina. g., I. 355, V. 2:

Virgularia, g., VI. 306

.358
V. pallida set. rasse, II. • £0
V. zibetha, II. 89

ViverridiE, f., II. 87, • 88, 180,

201, 206—20S
Volucella. g., VI. 93

V. bombylans. VI. 93
V. peUucens, VI. • 70, Vlate

^:§S?s?e?;ii.i-^'-"^«
V. folgetrum, V. 202
V. imperialis, Ptale 55
V. innonia, V. 202
V. musica, Plate 55
V. papiUosa, ")

V. piperata, \ V. 202
V, reticulata,)
V.scapha, -,

V. undulata, \ Plate 55
V. vexillum, )

Volutidse, £., V. 201
Vorticella, g., VI. 358, 363, 36

V. marina, VI.

VorticeUina, s.f., VI. 369
Vulpes, g., 1 TT 15R

V. viUgaris, (

"• ^^
Vnltur monaclius, m. 258
VulturidsB, f., m. 256—264
Vulturinee, s.f., III.

lia, g., V. 267
stralis, V. 2

Xenia, g., VI. 310
Xenocypridina, V. 129
Xenopeltis, g., IV. 135
Xenopterus, g., V. 50, 51

X. modestus, 1 y 51
X. naritus, > ' '

Xerus rutilans, III. 91
Xiphacantba, VI. ai3

X. Murrayana, VI. *3li
Xiphias, g., V. 6, 85

X. giadins, V.
"

.higorgia,
Xiphiida;, f.,

X. emigrans, IV. 113
Xiphogadus. g., V. 65
Xiphorhynclius, g., IV. 325
Xiphostoma, g., V. Ill

Xiphosura, o., VI. 196, 213, 22;

Xiphydria.g., ) vT 7
X. camelus, \

^^- '

Xixutbrus lieros, V. 334
Xvlentes cossos, VI. 63
Xylinidffi, f., VI. 65
Xylocopa, g., V. 376

X. violacea, V. 367
Xylopliaga, g., V. 251

Zapodidffi, t, in. 124
Zapodinffi, HI. 125
Zapus hudsoniuB, III. 124, • 125
Zeonia, g., VI. 44
Zephyrus g l^j^^

Zeritis, g., VI. 44 .

7.«uglodon, g., n. 243, 247
Zeuglodontia, II. 247
Zeus, g., V. 15, 16

Z. faber, \ . 86, • 87
Zeuzera Bjscnli, VI. 63, • 64
Zeuzeridffi, f., VI. 63
Ziphiidffi, f., n. 250—252
ZipMus,

]

.}..,
Z. indicus,

Zoautharia, 0., VI. 395-301, 311
Zoautbinffi, s.f., VI. 304
Zoarces, g., V. 9

Z. viviparus, V. 103
Zoca, g., VI. 194^190, 222, 223
Zouitis, g., I. 355

f., IV. 293

r., rv. 298
Zoobotryon, g., V. '274
Zoophyta, V. 153. VI. 277—294
Zooteira. VI. 342
Zootbamnium, g., VI. 370

Z. niveum, VI. '370
Zootoca, s.g.,

Z. vivipara,
Zopherus bremei, V. 336
Zosterops, g., in. 324
Zygffina, g., VI. 57

Z. tilipendiUa;, VI.
•58

rv. 273

Zygodaotyla, g., VI. 291
Zygodactylse, s.c, IH. 253, 309—
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Consisting of i= Popular '

Handy Andy.— Oliver Twist.—Ivanhoe.-—The Last of the Mohicans.- The La.,. „„.,„„. ^ „^„. -

The YeUowplush Papers.-The Last Days of Palrayra.-
Jack HLnton, the Guardsman.—Selections from Hood'i
Works.—American Humour.-Tower of London.

Each,

pompeu.-

CASSELL'S POCKET LIBRAR7. Edited by Max Pem-

By George Gissing.
riment. Bv Tit'he Hookin,;.
By Gertrude

The Payiue (

Lady Bonnie's Experi
A Whirl Asunder B'

The Little Huguenot.' By Max Pembi

Ctng's Diary. By Pert

Rhymes for the Voung Folk. By WiUiam Allinghani. Boards.

In the Days of King George. By Col. Percy Groves. With
p,ige Illu!

gs from Patent Laivs

the Last Hole. A Goihn'^
Illustrated.

,. ,, ^ n Our Laws: or, Talks atBroadacre Farm.
By H. F. Lester, B.A. Illustrated. In Two Parts. Eacli.

Object Lessons from Nature, for the Use of Schools. By Prof.
1-. C. Miall. Illustr.ited. New and enlarged Edition. Two Vols. Each.

Vegetarian Cookery. By A. G. Payne.
Cassell's New Poetry Readers. Illustrated. 12 Books in

Guide to Employment for Boys on leaving School.

Carpentry VTorkshop Practice, Forty Lessons in.
Engineering VTorkshop Practice, Forty Lessons in.

Elementary Chemistry for Science Schools and
Classes.

Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Com-
fort for the Aged. By John Eilerton, M..A.

Laws of Every-Day Life. By H. O. Arnold-Forster. M.P.

Citizen Reader. i;y H. o. Arnold-Forster. M.P. Cloth. iAlis a

Preface by the
ully Illustrated.

Higher Class Readers, CasseU's. Illustrated, Cloth. Each.

The Making of the Home. By Mis. s. A. Bamett.

Temperance Reader, The. By Rev, J. Denuis Ilird.

Little Folks' History of England. By Isa Craig-Knox.

French, Key to CasseU's Lessons in. Cloth.

Experimental Geometry, First Elements of. By Paul

:Tr
Nursing for the Home and for the Hospital, A

Handbook of. Ey C. J. Wood. (..//,(„ mrfotA.-Js,!

Atlas. Containini^ 34 Coloured Maps.

BIBLE BIOGRAPHIES. Illustrated.

The Story of Joseph.
The Story of Moses

The Story of San
The Sior.v of Da^
The Story of Jesi

By I

THE WORLD IN PICTITRCS,
Handsomely Illustrated, and tleyanUy luuud.

A Ramble Round France. 1 Glimpses of South America.
All the Russias. Round Africa.
Chats about Germany. The Land of Temples,
The Eastern Wonderland. The Isles of the Pacific,
Peeps into China.

1 The Land of the Pyramids.

GIFT BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

lucky. By Edward S. Ellis.

Red Feather ; a Tale of the
American Frontier. By
Edward S. Ellis. [Syniington.

Seeking a City. By M,igt;ie

Rhoda's Reward : or, " If

Frank's Life-Battle: or. The
Tliree Friends.

Jack Marston's Anchor.
Fritters; or," It's a LongLane

Major Monk's Motto; or,
"Look beforeyon Leap,"

Ursula's Stumbling Block;

Ruth's Life Work; or.
'

Rags and Rainbows : a St
of Thanksgiving.

Uncle William's charge
The Broken Trust.

Pretty Pink's Purpose ;

The Little Street I

Trixy; or. "Those who I
in Glass Houses shouli

The Two Ha]
"A Friend m Need 11

Tim 'Thomson's Trial ;

"All is not Gold t

Glitters."

Three Wee Ulster 1

The Young Berringtons.

The Old Fairy "Tales.

-Wonderful Escapes.

Physiology for Schools. fred T. Schofield,

I Eye Training, By c , and J. Vaughan.
going with Coloured Papers: Vol. II.,

Vol, HI., Colour Work and Desigi

Coloured. tSizi

Countries, Practical Solid Geometry, A Manual of. By

Casseil & Company, Limited, Lii(i:,'ati Mill, Lon Paris and Mdbourne.
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EDUCATIONAX. (

Applied Mechanics. By Sir K. StaweU BaU, LL.D.

Linear Drawing. By H. A. Davidson.

Orthographic and Isometrical Projection.
Building Construction, The Elements of.

Systematic Drawing and Shading. Hy Cliarlcs Uyan.

Jones's Book-Keeping. l y ll. .1,1, )n>,^s For Schools, s

Reading Sheets, Modern. -\'S':x\^-^. i.uJi. {^lt(>t>niineit,W:

THE "BEX.Z.E SAUVAGE
The Fortunes of Nigel
Guy Manuering.

Couingsby.
Mary Barton.
The Antiquary.
Nicholas Nlcfcleby. (2

Jane Eyre.
Wuthering Heights.

Tower of London.
The Pioneers.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.

The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures of Mr. Ledbiu^.
Ivanhoe.

Sense and Sensibility.

Lord Lytton's Plays.
Bret Harte—Tales. Poems
Sheridan's Plays.

The Prince <

Jack Htuton, the Guards-

Bqme and the Early Christ-

Thackeray's Tellowplush

Last Days of Palmyra.
Tales of the Borders.
Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
The Old Curiosity Shop.

The Talisman.
The Heart of Midlothian.
The Last Days ofPompen.

American Humo'ur.
Maeaulay's Lays and Se-

Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose a

Poetry, Selections from.)

Margaret Lyndsay.

Poverty Corner, By George ManviUe Fenn.

The Still House of O'Darro^ff. By Irving IJacheller.

Successful Iiife, The. By nn Elder Brother. Cheap ]

Gentleman, The Perfect, Ry the Kev. A. Sniyihc-I*ali

The London Health La'ws.

Grace of God.
Cassell's Popular Cookery. ^\

The Voter's Handbook. By v

HowDante Climbed the Mount;
Cassell's Book of In-door

Games, and Fireside Fun. Iilu-.ir

John Orlebar, Clk, Il\- tluj Amlior -.>t'
!_

Short Studies from Nature, iiiin

n

The World's Lumber Room. By >>' lii

THE "GOLDEN MOTTOES

Mansion House

THE "CROSS AND CROWN'
With Four lUusirations m cich Book, prim

In Letters of Flame.
Through Trial to Triiunph.
Strone to Suffer.
Adam Hepburn's Vow.

2/6
coiifd.

. story of

Illustrated.

The Phantom of tlif- River. I Ned on the Biver.'
The Great Cattle Trail. Ned in the Block House:
The Path in the Ravine. Story of Pi
The Young Ranohcrs. The Lost Trail.
Lost in Samoa. Camp-Pire and Wigwam.
Tad; or. "Getting Even" "

" "
^- "- " '

with Bam.
The Hunters of the Ozark.
The Camp in the_Mountain8.

lUusirated. Crow

Fen's PerplexitieB.
|

At the South Pole.

POPULAR VOLUMES FOR VOUNG PEOPLE.
Pleasant W7ork for Busy Fingers ; or, Kindergarten

at Home. V-s M.i-^'»; l;. n.-. niii-,u, lum.

The Cost of a Mistake.

Notable Shipwrecks.

Little Mother Bunch. By Mt-. M. .1. '-..-.<.nh. Illustrated.

The Peep of Day. .\[i i.'U I'li-ml m ,i New Dress. IHustra

Wild Adventures in Wild Places. By Dr. Gordou S

Pictures of School Life and Boyhood. Selected frc

Perils J^float and Brigands Ashore.

.ables,

Freedom's Sword : Days of Wallace

Decisive Events in History,
The Trui
Early Explorers,

Voung Folks.
lain. Illustrated t

Iks at Home.
day Life. By La

Iliustrated.

-ane. lUustrated.

' C. L. Mat^aux.

Working to Win. By Maggie Symington. Illustrated.

Paws and Claws. By one of the Authors of " Poems Written for

In Quest of Gold ; or, Under the W^hanga Falls.
On Board the *' Esmeralda"; or. Martin Leigh's Log.
The Romance of Invention: Vignettes from the Annals of

Heroes of the Indian Empire. By Hi

EDUCATIOKAL.
Agriculture Test-Booka, Cassell's.

LC, F.C.S.. Pre

' and^:
'rofessor Wrightson.

"Nil Desperaudmu." By the
Kev. F. Langbridg^e, M.A.

'* Bear and Forbear." By
Sarah Pitt

"He Conquerswho Endures."
By the Author of " May Cunning-
hams Trial." &c.

1 Four fuU-page Original Illustra-

** Honour is -dxy Guide." By
Jeanie Hering (Mrs. Adams-

" Aim at the Sure End." By
Eraily Searchfield.

" Foremost it I Can." By

The Top of the Ladder : How
to Beach it.

Stories of the Tower.
Mr. Burke's Nieees.
May Cunningham's Trial.
Peggy, and other Tales,
" Little Folks" Sunday Book,.
The Children of the Court
Four Cats of the Tippertons.

Marion's Two Homes.
Little Flotsam.
Madge and her

In Mischief Again.

Milton
Wordswortl
Longfellow

MINIATURE UBRARir OF THE
POETS.

cloth, gilt edges, in Paper Box, per set. (See also is.)

sS'?San and)
Seott - - - sVols.

1
Goldsmith/ '

Hood- - - 2 Vols. I

«WANTED-A KING''
auafi Edition. Illustratei

Fairy Tales in Other Lands. By Julia

Kobin's Hide. By EUinor Davenport .Vd

Great-Grandmamma. By (ieorgina M.
Wanted—a King; or. How Merle set t,

to Eights. By Maggie Browne.

Latin Prime

French Reader, Cassell's Publi

French Grammar, XVIarlborou(;h

Algebra, Manual of. I'y (^.iiL-i^i;^

HaugUton.Optics.' By Galbi

by Galbratth and Haughton.
By Galbraith and Haughton. "-101

isell's Lessons in. Parts I. and i I. Cloth.

J Galbraith and Haughton.

Plane Trigonometry.

Eight Sheets. Eai

French, C;
{ConipltU, 4S. Da,

Model Joint

Schoolmaster Sketches. By T.

Three Vears with Lobengula an
South Africa. iJy J. CooperChadwick

They Met in Heaven. By G. H. Hepw
A Book of Absurdities. For Cluidren of from Seven Ye

Macnaman

Cheap Ediiic

Breech-loader, ;

Food, House, Wi

ow to Use It. By W. W.

ry, Bees, AUotments*
,d Town Gardens, Edited

I.egislation in the Um
By E. L, I I ..

Field Naturalist's Handbook. The
Wood and Theodore W,. ,

..,.,,.
The Art of Making and Using

ed States
emple, Bar,

Revs. J.

Geometrical Drawing fc
LiUey, M.A ..

Free Public Libraries.

National Railways. Ai

Army Candidates. By H. T.

ny Thomas Greenwood, F.R.G.S.

Vrgunient for State Purciiase. By

: Sick ChUdren, A Handbook for the. By

Cassell <£• Company^ LimiUd^ Ltulgatc Hilly London ; Paris and Melboitv),
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Mechanics for Voung Beginners,

The Entiland of ShaKespeare.
Ships, Sailors, and the Sea.

Unicode, l li' i m i il r(rk;grai>lii(; I'lirasc Huok. Desk .iiul I'ockiil

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Zilttle Ones. ^^..lIly

Sent Back by the Aagels, and Other BaUads. Uy iliu

orth in tlic PersonSigna Christi. i

The Lady's Dres

rairmray island.

CASS&I.i:.*S POPUI.AR X.IBRARY OF FICTION.
The Sqxiire. By Mr., '

A Modern Dick Willi: iMji,., ' ,. r.ivi.

A Blot of Ink. Irinl 1 r in. k> .

3/6
confd.

The Ugbts o( Sydney. Ily LUian Turner. Willi liight 1

Merry Girls of EnKland. By Mrs. I.. T. Mcaile. With I:

The Elements of Practical I Drawing for CabiuetmakevH.

M?l'e1'5?L'^f.g. Drawing for BricUayers.

Drawine for Stonemasons. I Gothic Stonework.

CasseU's New Coloured Natural History Wall

Elementary riov

'idal Currents.

Exodus. (3S.)

Leviticus, li^.l

Numbers. (2^. <

Deuteronomy.

St. Matthew, (is.

St. Mark. (3-s.)

St. Luke. 13s. 6d.)

The Revelation. (3s.)

the Apostles.
Testame

THE WORX.D»S WORKERS.
ew and Original Volumes by Popular Authors. Witli

Seven Vols,, each containing 3 works. Cloth, gilt edges.
*** Each work can also be had separately. {See

he Century Science Series. Edited by Sir Henry E. Roscoe,

D.CL., F.R.S. Crown 8vo. Each.

John Dalton and the Rise of Modern Chemistry. By Sir

Henry E. Roscoc, F.R.S.
Major Bennell.F.R.S., and the Rise of EngUsh Geography.

By Sir Clements R. Mnrkham. C.B., F.R.S.
Justus von Liebig : His Lite and Work. By W. A. Shenstone.

The Herschels and Modern Astronomy. By Miss Agnes M.

Charles Lyell and Modern Geology. By Rev. Professor T. G.

J. Clerk Maxwell and Modern Physiea. By R. T. Glaze-

Humphry Davy. By T. E. Thorpe. F.R.S.
Charles Darwin and the Theory of Natural Selection. By

EngUsh Dictionary. Giving Definitions of more
,OG'j Words and Plirases. Cheap Edition. (Also Superior

New Biographical Dictionary. Containine
1' M".i Imminent Men and Women of all Ages and

HyMa
Mechai
Linear Drawling

^l^E

Paris Commune.
An Old Boy's Yarns.
A World Beneath the Wa
A Ride to Khiva l:

' i
1 1 -luion. lllustr.ited.

The Little Squire, iv i
1 1 1 i ibiure.

Zero, the Slaver. .\ 1 ,,.. ...
1 , ,:.,j,l Mnta. By Lawrence

Into the Unknown : A koiuniK^- ..1 S..L,tl. Africa. By Lawrence

Locomotive Engine, The Biography of a. By Henry

Mount Desolation. An Ausir.ilian Romance. By W. Cariton

Magic at Home. v.. iT..r. ii..i!,i,.in. i-niiy iKn .n ,i. .1.^ , ^ ..
j^j^_^_

Joy and KeaUh. ) n

Story Poems for Voun^

The Ladies' Physician.

Artistic Anatomy. \\\ ir.it. M. Duval. Cheaf Edition.
The English School of Painting. Cheap Edition.

Einghamshire Sketches. By E. S. Ro With Illu!

Ellen Thorneycroft Fowle
Thorncycroft Fowler.

Italy from the Fall oi Napoleon 1. in 1816 to 1890

Disraeli, Benjamin, Personal 1

Life of Nelson.— ~ sical a.nd Dramatic Canvrieht^

Shakspere, The Leopold.

Culmshire Folk. Bv tlie Author of "John Orlehar,' ike.

AYear's Cookery. By Phyllis Browne. A'ewand hniar^fdEdilion.
Sports and Pastimes, CasseU's Complete Boole of,

Poult^-keeper, The^^^actical. By Lewis Wright. With

Gerinaii-Eni:lisliaudl-ii-li,

This World of Ours.

Colour. By Prof. A. H. Chi

Englii
"

Italia
Literature^ The Story .

Lessons, ivith Exercises, Cassell's.
I Grammar, The Marlborough. Ci>

French Exercises, Marlborough, ily the Rev. G. \

French*Engli5h and English-French Dictionary.

Cassell's New Latin Dictionary.
Alphabet. Cassell's Pictori '

Sheet for Infant Schools.

THE
CHh.ir ILLUSTRATED EDITIO.^S.

Treasure Island. By R. L. Stevenson.

The Master of Ballantrae. By R. L. Stevenson.

The Black Arrow. By R. L. Stt;venson.

King Solomon's Mines. By H. Rider Haggard.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S STORY BOOKS.
C'u-.i.f J-.ii;:->!. With ()r)-iii,-,i IJlustr.itions. Cloth yil

Under Bayard's Banner, i^y H.nry i-ritii.

The Champion of Odin. By I
ir>.-.iriiLk Hod;,,'etts,

Bound by a Spell. Ivy tiit- il..)i. Mr^. < .iL-euc.

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Bob Lovell's Career, a bt.ry of American Railway

Fairy Tales Far

Told out of School. l;y A. J. Daniels. Illustrated.

A Sunday Story-Book. By Maggie Browne, Sam Browae, and

A Bundle of TalWs.' By Maggie Browne. Sam Browne, and

I A Book of Merry Tales. By Maggie Browne, - Sheila," Isabel

>iear. Keiom oy m.

A Story of the Crime

phabet, Cassell's Pictorial, and Object Lesson

The lusect World.
Reptiles and Birds,
The Human Racp.

The World
Mammalia.

The Vegetable World.

before the Deluge.

boards, !:tued.zes.s?-)

The Chit-Chat Album, l lUistr.ited throughout.

Picture Album of All Sorts. With l-ull-page Illustrations.

My Own Album of Animals.
Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing numerous

Casseil & Compajiy, Lif?tited, Ludgatt Hilly London; Paris and Melbourne.
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3/6
cont'd.

Bo-Peep. A Trosjury for the Little Ones. lllnNtrat..-

i

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's New Fine-Art Edition

Swiss Family Robin

The London, BriKhtoi

POPUI^R BOOKS FOR YOCNO PEOPI.E.
L. , ovo, »,tl, ] ,;;l,t 1 uli i..i«e llluslrations. Cloth gilt.

I Red Rose and Tiger tily. By I.. T. Mgade. Illustrated.

I A Sweet Girl Graduate, liy I-. T. Mea.lc. Illustrated

' PoUy : A New-fashioned Girl. I'V L T. Meade. Illustrated.

i A World of Girls: A Story of a School. By L. T. Meade,

t The Palace BeautUul. v My i i i.irls. By U. T. Meade.
1 Bashful Fifteen. n> I - I m.m.i^-. lUnstrjied.

I The White House at Inch Gow. Uy Sarah ritt. Illustrated.

The King's Command : A Story for Girls. By M.i^'^ic

Lost among White Alric
on the Upper Congo. 1

For Fortune and Glory.

A Boy's Adventures

.ry of the Soudan War. By

*' Folloiv my Leader " ; or, The Boys of Templeton.
By Talbot Baincs Reec'.

For Glory and Renoirn. l:y 1). H. Parry. With s Full-page

With Clamnore and Bayonet. By Col. Percy Groves,
lllustratea.

The Queen's Scarlet. Bein^ th
tures of Sir Richard Frayne. By <

hight FuU.pase IllUitratiuus.

Awkward Squads, The ; and other trister Stories.
By Sh.iu !•. Bulbtk.

Capture of the "Estrella," The.
^
A Tale of the Slave

Five stars in a Little Pool. By tdith Charrington. lUustrated.

World of Wonders, The. Illustrated. Cheap Editioit.

IVatcit and Clock Making. By D. Glasgow. Vice-Presi

Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. R. Asheulmrst.

Drawing for Machinists

Little Folks.

iid Engineers.

- Soldiers:

nantary. By Alfrud T.

China Painting. By Morcncc Lewis. With Sixteen Original

Flowers, and How to Paint them. By Maud Naftel. With

RELIGIOUS,
St. George for England : .md oilier Seriuous preached to

Life of the World to Come, The, and other Subjects.

5/-

conf'd.

Nougbta and CroBses.

The Delectable Duchy.
Gleanings after Harvest. Uy the Kev. John R. Vernon, M.A.
Tbe Hisbway of X.etters, and Its Echoes of Famous

Footsteps. By Thomas Archer. lUubiraletl.

Tbe Home Life of the Ancient Greeks. Translated from
tilt: Germaii <.A Prof. H. BlUmner by Alice Zimmern. Illustrated.

Iron Pirate, The. A Plain T.ile of Stranj

To the Death. Uy R. D. Chelwode. Wiih

Pomona's Tr&Vels. By Frank R. Sluckto

The Reputation of George Saxon.

I*oans Manual.

Birds' Nests, Eggs

Household, Cassell's Book of the. In Four Vols. Each.

English Commons and Forests, by the Rt. Hon. G. Shaw-

Agrarian Tenures. lU tliv kt Hon. G. Shaw-Lefevre.
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Cassell's. Illustrated

Cassell's Concise' Cyclopaedia. With 600 Illustrations. A

ured Plates a

Edited by Jo

Edited by John
rtis 0/ the Songs
Hol-I-a and Old

Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, The. By I'rof.

Steel and Iron. ; ; Ir^f. W . H. Orceiiwood. F.C,

Marine Painting. ISy Walter W. May, R.I

Animal Painting r- Colours. With Eighte
.y riL-.lericktaylei

IVater-Colour Painting Book. By R. p. Leitch.

WORKS BV LEADING AUTHORS.
Extra crown 8vo. cloth. Each.

The Black WTatch : The Record of an Historic Regiment. By
Archibald Forbes, LL.D.

Sentimental Tommy. By j. M. Barrie.

Vrhat Cheer ! Ity W. Clark Russell.

A Puritan's Wife. By Max Pcmberton. Illustrated.

Mrs. Cliff's Vacht. By Frank Stockton.

The Rogue's March. By E. \\. H(,rimn^.

Tuxter's Little Maid, iiy <;. ij. Bur-..i.

From the Memoirs of a Minister of France. Uy

The Adventures of David Balfour. By u. l.. Sttienson.

\ mI. I. Kidnapped.
\ I 11 Catriona.

The Impregnable City. By Max Penibcrton.

The Sea Wolves. By Max I'emberl

'LiSbeth. AN..^>1. Uy Lcsli- Keith. ClieapEd

The Highway of Sorrow, By Hosba strcti

Lady Biddy Fane.

Island Nights* Entertainments. By R. L. St^

The Story of Francis Cludde. By Stanley J. W
The Hispaniola Plate. i;y John Bioundelle-Burton.

A Free Lance in a Far Land. By Herbert Compton.

Adventures in Criticism, insisting of Art

Wandering Heath. A Selection of Short Stories. By Q.

The White Shield. By Bertram Mitford.

Old Maids and Voung. By Elsa D'Esterre-Keeling.

The Adventures of Captain Horn. By Frank btutkton.

A Foot-Note to History : Eight 7ears of Trouble in

Brow .L.S.

Scotland, Picturesque and Traditional.
Eyte-Todd. Illustrated.

orld of Wit and Hu

Cassell tt- Company^ Limited^ Litdi[alt Hill^ Lond
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of Phrase and

in the Service of 1

Kev. Dr.

Id I'raclical

rarrar's Life and ^Vork of St. Paul. Popular Edition.

Pcrsi.-.iiiii>ir,.. . > ,, ,
-

.
-li

, 1- .
.... 4.'^.)

rarrar's Early Days ol Christianity. Popular Edilion.

Construction Plates. \ -ri-s of 40 drawine-i.

The

Arabian Niirhts* Eatertainmen

Poultry, The Book of. By I .

Gun and its Developnkent, Tht

Planet, The Story of Our

Henriette Ronncr.

Our Railwrays.
Romance Byjohr

Sun, Tbe Story of tbe*

lomy. The Davm
Mythology of t

jwcU Boll. LL.D.,

Temple \v orship

EgyptLiHi. By J. Norman Lockyer,

i..i>.. I'.K.S.,S;c. lUusIialed.

Poultry, The lUustrated Boole of.

21/-

confd.

FiiU.page DrawinE

Prof. Henry Morley.

__. Jy Lewis vvngm.
With Fitly Coloured tlates. Cloth gilt

Abbeys and Churches of England and Wales, The.
Descriptive, Historical, l'ictoti.il. /•iiit Paper liaitiou. Scries U.

EncyclopEBdlc Dictionary, The. Seven Double Divisional

Vols., lialf-morocco. Each. (5« also los. 6d. aftii 25s.)

Health, The Boole of. ckiu. (.

MUton's Paradise Lost, lllii;

Shakespeare, The Plays of.

Mechanics, The Practical Dictionary of.
20,ooo Drawings of MacliiiL'jry. l..ur \ mI . I..icli. (irt

RELIGIOUS WORKS.
Cassell's Guinea Bible. ^\ ith ... lllu.ir.. lions a

Ufe and Work; of St.

ad and the Bible, The.

>e Holy I.S

LL!.''lx''fEdh ifl Edition. With ;a Coil.. type I'Litos. See also

Life. By Paul de Rousiers. Translated from the French

: in Five Series. Forty
Coloured ri.: ; .

. ,
'1 il .', .:ill. or morocco. Fdch.

Heavens, Th I- story of the. By Sir K. Slawcll Ball. LL.D..
F.k.S.. r of Itelan.

Also i

The Cabinet Portrait Gallery. Complete in Five
K.icli coiil.iniing 36 C^iltinet Fliutosraphs of Eminent M.
A\oniLn. Wuh Biograpliicil Sketches. Each.

Horse, The Book of the. By Samuel Sidney. With 17 Fi
Collotype Plates of Celebrated Horses of the Day, and nu
other Illustrations. Cloth.

Social England. A Record of the Progress of the Pe
Religion. Laws, Learnings, Arts, Science, Literature, and M
from the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By various

iled by H. D. Traill, D.C.L. Vols. I., II., and III.

(Vols. IV.

Craven in the Rock'
of the Bible. By Re Samuel Kinns, F.R.A.S.. &c. &c

~ "

Two Vols.

The Dor6 Bible. With coo FuU-page Illustrations by Gustave Dore.

rarrar's life and Work of St. Paill. Popular Edilion.

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.

ShaJcspere. The Roi^'. Complete'' *"''
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British BaUads. Illustrated. - -

I Three Vols.

1 Two Vols. Cloth.

L Steel
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Edition. iSte also 42s. I

Lvers of the East Coa
Engravings. Popular Edition.

Picturesque America.
Edition. Vols. L I

lar E<
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EngUsh Sanitary Institutions. V-
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English Readers,

New Testament Commentary.
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Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Very Rev. Dean
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Zafe of Christ, The. By the Very Rev. Dean Farrar, D.D.,

F.R.S. Two Vols., cloth.

Life and Work of St. Paul.
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Library Edition.
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Translated from the
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Engravings in the Te«. Net.

rltlsh Empire Map of the World. By C. R. Parkin ;

I. C. Bartholomew. F.R.G.S. Mounted un Cloth, with RoUers,
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1 Vols.
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Mechanics, The Practical Dictionary of. Half-morocco.
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Edinburgh, Old and New. Complete in Three \'ols.. li
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Protestantism, The History of. Library Edition.

M.A. Illustrated.
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by the Rev.

isque Europe.
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The vrorks of Charles Burton Barber. Illustrated with
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The Story of My Life. By the Right Hon. Sir Richard Temple,
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ton's Paradise Lost, 'three Vols. Illustrated by Dori^.
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'

1 Series of f
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Engravings.
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The Thorough Good Cook. By Georyc A. Sala. With
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duction by :
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and Second Seri
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The Life, Letters, and Friendships of Richard
Monckton Mllnes, First Lord Houghton, By Sir
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Canaries aiid Cage-Birds,

By W. F. Kirby. With

Plates. Demy 410, cloth

The Illustrated Book of.
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Dutch by Clara Bell.

British BatUes <
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Cassell & Company, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London; Paris and Melbourne.
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India Paper, and

merous highly-finished
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